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billionth human on Planet Earth and our Orwellian Caesar killed billionth human on Planet Earth and our Orwellian Caesar killed billionth human on Planet Earth and our Orwellian Caesar killed billionth human on Planet Earth and our Orwellian Caesar killed 
the 7 billion Aliens at Alpha Centauri to keep the Status Quo... of BP the 7 billion Aliens at Alpha Centauri to keep the Status Quo... of BP the 7 billion Aliens at Alpha Centauri to keep the Status Quo... of BP the 7 billion Aliens at Alpha Centauri to keep the Status Quo... of BP 
Oil bringing in $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! 7 Nations that Oil bringing in $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! 7 Nations that Oil bringing in $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! 7 Nations that Oil bringing in $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! 7 Nations that 
run the UN just bombed a Medical School Hospital in Libya to kill run the UN just bombed a Medical School Hospital in Libya to kill run the UN just bombed a Medical School Hospital in Libya to kill run the UN just bombed a Medical School Hospital in Libya to kill 
one of their own "Oil Men"! 7 New Medical Schools have not been one of their own "Oil Men"! 7 New Medical Schools have not been one of their own "Oil Men"! 7 New Medical Schools have not been one of their own "Oil Men"! 7 New Medical Schools have not been 
built in the last 7 years and the 7 Caesars who run the day to day built in the last 7 years and the 7 Caesars who run the day to day built in the last 7 years and the 7 Caesars who run the day to day built in the last 7 years and the 7 Caesars who run the day to day 
going on 7 days a week have no plans to build 7 Medical Schools in going on 7 days a week have no plans to build 7 Medical Schools in going on 7 days a week have no plans to build 7 Medical Schools in going on 7 days a week have no plans to build 7 Medical Schools in 
the next 7 years any were or shall we say anywhere where on Earth. the next 7 years any were or shall we say anywhere where on Earth. the next 7 years any were or shall we say anywhere where on Earth. the next 7 years any were or shall we say anywhere where on Earth. 
MD's are 7 times more addicted to greed than Oil Men are today$! MD's are 7 times more addicted to greed than Oil Men are today$! MD's are 7 times more addicted to greed than Oil Men are today$! MD's are 7 times more addicted to greed than Oil Men are today$! 
7 rotor helicopter not quite a octagon design Combine Harvesters 7 rotor helicopter not quite a octagon design Combine Harvesters 7 rotor helicopter not quite a octagon design Combine Harvesters 7 rotor helicopter not quite a octagon design Combine Harvesters 
for crops from rice, to the top of Amazon Fig trees, Cashews! This for crops from rice, to the top of Amazon Fig trees, Cashews! This for crops from rice, to the top of Amazon Fig trees, Cashews! This for crops from rice, to the top of Amazon Fig trees, Cashews! This 
Combine Harvester is stifled at Yale School of Engineering even Combine Harvester is stifled at Yale School of Engineering even Combine Harvester is stifled at Yale School of Engineering even Combine Harvester is stifled at Yale School of Engineering even 
though the Top Brass Elite at yale know of its invention idea! Yale though the Top Brass Elite at yale know of its invention idea! Yale though the Top Brass Elite at yale know of its invention idea! Yale though the Top Brass Elite at yale know of its invention idea! Yale 
Bulldog is an Oil Dog! $7 Trillion in BP Oil bribes are paid to 7 of Bulldog is an Oil Dog! $7 Trillion in BP Oil bribes are paid to 7 of Bulldog is an Oil Dog! $7 Trillion in BP Oil bribes are paid to 7 of Bulldog is an Oil Dog! $7 Trillion in BP Oil bribes are paid to 7 of 
the world top leaders who would have reported the "Abuse" the the world top leaders who would have reported the "Abuse" the the world top leaders who would have reported the "Abuse" the the world top leaders who would have reported the "Abuse" the 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, from the Imagination of 7 suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, from the Imagination of 7 suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, from the Imagination of 7 suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, from the Imagination of 7 
Billion people. 7 Billion people are "ruled behind hidden cameras Billion people. 7 Billion people are "ruled behind hidden cameras Billion people. 7 Billion people are "ruled behind hidden cameras Billion people. 7 Billion people are "ruled behind hidden cameras 
and Orwellian NBC Nightly News". 7 Psychopaths, CBS Letterman and Orwellian NBC Nightly News". 7 Psychopaths, CBS Letterman and Orwellian NBC Nightly News". 7 Psychopaths, CBS Letterman and Orwellian NBC Nightly News". 7 Psychopaths, CBS Letterman 
has little or no "conscience"... after 700 skits of someone running has little or no "conscience"... after 700 skits of someone running has little or no "conscience"... after 700 skits of someone running has little or no "conscience"... after 700 skits of someone running 
across the stage on fire! Letterman and Leno drive by "Fiery LA across the stage on fire! Letterman and Leno drive by "Fiery LA across the stage on fire! Letterman and Leno drive by "Fiery LA across the stage on fire! Letterman and Leno drive by "Fiery LA 
Wrecks" without stopping... and without stopping to think! Ann Wrecks" without stopping... and without stopping to think! Ann Wrecks" without stopping... and without stopping to think! Ann Wrecks" without stopping... and without stopping to think! Ann 
Curry and Matt Lauer on the GE NBC "Today Show" get 77% more Curry and Matt Lauer on the GE NBC "Today Show" get 77% more Curry and Matt Lauer on the GE NBC "Today Show" get 77% more Curry and Matt Lauer on the GE NBC "Today Show" get 77% more 
pay because the ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed. 7 million pay because the ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed. 7 million pay because the ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed. 7 million pay because the ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed. 7 million 
government workers were given 77% more for going along with the government workers were given 77% more for going along with the government workers were given 77% more for going along with the government workers were given 77% more for going along with the 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. 77% will end up in a suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. 77% will end up in a suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. 77% will end up in a suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. 77% will end up in a 
Federal Prison after a successful ElectricWindmillCar Coup. 70 Federal Prison after a successful ElectricWindmillCar Coup. 70 Federal Prison after a successful ElectricWindmillCar Coup. 70 Federal Prison after a successful ElectricWindmillCar Coup. 70 
Years of Failure by the Dept. of Education will End in a Big Bang, Years of Failure by the Dept. of Education will End in a Big Bang, Years of Failure by the Dept. of Education will End in a Big Bang, Years of Failure by the Dept. of Education will End in a Big Bang, 
Mandatory University for all HS kids, and HS Kids will have their Mandatory University for all HS kids, and HS Kids will have their Mandatory University for all HS kids, and HS Kids will have their Mandatory University for all HS kids, and HS Kids will have their 
own cadaver so they know about the pancreas before they die from own cadaver so they know about the pancreas before they die from own cadaver so they know about the pancreas before they die from own cadaver so they know about the pancreas before they die from 
its cancer like Steve Jobs did at 56 not even knowing he had one let its cancer like Steve Jobs did at 56 not even knowing he had one let its cancer like Steve Jobs did at 56 not even knowing he had one let its cancer like Steve Jobs did at 56 not even knowing he had one let 
alone its anatomy and physiology, Nationalization of 7 of the most alone its anatomy and physiology, Nationalization of 7 of the most alone its anatomy and physiology, Nationalization of 7 of the most alone its anatomy and physiology, Nationalization of 7 of the most 
Greedy Corporation (Bill Gates + wife) to write software apps to Greedy Corporation (Bill Gates + wife) to write software apps to Greedy Corporation (Bill Gates + wife) to write software apps to Greedy Corporation (Bill Gates + wife) to write software apps to 
support 7 billion aspiring inventors working on a list of 7,007 support 7 billion aspiring inventors working on a list of 7,007 support 7 billion aspiring inventors working on a list of 7,007 support 7 billion aspiring inventors working on a list of 7,007 
Invention projects spelled out with links you can click on in Invention projects spelled out with links you can click on in Invention projects spelled out with links you can click on in Invention projects spelled out with links you can click on in 
Windows 8. Click on record this internet session and it will give you Windows 8. Click on record this internet session and it will give you Windows 8. Click on record this internet session and it will give you Windows 8. Click on record this internet session and it will give you 
a YouTube video of your homework leading to your first invention. a YouTube video of your homework leading to your first invention. a YouTube video of your homework leading to your first invention. a YouTube video of your homework leading to your first invention. 
Just like you practice taking pictures of yourself and women Just like you practice taking pictures of yourself and women Just like you practice taking pictures of yourself and women Just like you practice taking pictures of yourself and women 
neighbors with you cell phone camera you have to practice working neighbors with you cell phone camera you have to practice working neighbors with you cell phone camera you have to practice working neighbors with you cell phone camera you have to practice working 
on invention projects 24/7 brainstorming with 7 wives. Only After on invention projects 24/7 brainstorming with 7 wives. Only After on invention projects 24/7 brainstorming with 7 wives. Only After on invention projects 24/7 brainstorming with 7 wives. Only After 
your picture is on the front Page of the New York Times for your Key your picture is on the front Page of the New York Times for your Key your picture is on the front Page of the New York Times for your Key your picture is on the front Page of the New York Times for your Key 
West Miracle Invention. Will the women in your cell phone pictures West Miracle Invention. Will the women in your cell phone pictures West Miracle Invention. Will the women in your cell phone pictures West Miracle Invention. Will the women in your cell phone pictures 
let you hit on them. And Get $$$$$$ 7 times more than you need to let you hit on them. And Get $$$$$$ 7 times more than you need to let you hit on them. And Get $$$$$$ 7 times more than you need to let you hit on them. And Get $$$$$$ 7 times more than you need to 
by women in the cell pictures that diamond necklace. Don't post by women in the cell pictures that diamond necklace. Don't post by women in the cell pictures that diamond necklace. Don't post by women in the cell pictures that diamond necklace. Don't post 
pictures of her on your web no matter how much you want to share pictures of her on your web no matter how much you want to share pictures of her on your web no matter how much you want to share pictures of her on your web no matter how much you want to share 
her with 7 billion observers, people! DVD Enemy of the State, this her with 7 billion observers, people! DVD Enemy of the State, this her with 7 billion observers, people! DVD Enemy of the State, this her with 7 billion observers, people! DVD Enemy of the State, this 
movie needs an 2 and a 3 and all the way up to Enemy of the State movie needs an 2 and a 3 and all the way up to Enemy of the State movie needs an 2 and a 3 and all the way up to Enemy of the State movie needs an 2 and a 3 and all the way up to Enemy of the State 
7, Sony would have made 7 sequels of this movie if the 7 7, Sony would have made 7 sequels of this movie if the 7 7, Sony would have made 7 sequels of this movie if the 7 7, Sony would have made 7 sequels of this movie if the 7 
government workers who approve what movies are made would government workers who approve what movies are made would government workers who approve what movies are made would government workers who approve what movies are made would 
have said yes 7 times but they gave away 7 to many Top Secrets with have said yes 7 times but they gave away 7 to many Top Secrets with have said yes 7 times but they gave away 7 to many Top Secrets with have said yes 7 times but they gave away 7 to many Top Secrets with 
just the original movie Enemy of the State. 7,007 Invention projects just the original movie Enemy of the State. 7,007 Invention projects just the original movie Enemy of the State. 7,007 Invention projects just the original movie Enemy of the State. 7,007 Invention projects 
spelled out with links you can click on in Windows 8... spelled out with links you can click on in Windows 8... spelled out with links you can click on in Windows 8... spelled out with links you can click on in Windows 8... 
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improvements in nutrition for 7 billion have been in the UN News improvements in nutrition for 7 billion have been in the UN News improvements in nutrition for 7 billion have been in the UN News improvements in nutrition for 7 billion have been in the UN News 
on their web page the last 77 days, meat gives you colon cancer, on their web page the last 77 days, meat gives you colon cancer, on their web page the last 77 days, meat gives you colon cancer, on their web page the last 77 days, meat gives you colon cancer, 
alcohol gives you breast cancer, 7 other diet related links to cancer alcohol gives you breast cancer, 7 other diet related links to cancer alcohol gives you breast cancer, 7 other diet related links to cancer alcohol gives you breast cancer, 7 other diet related links to cancer 
are spelling out on the UN web page today. 7,007 Invention projects are spelling out on the UN web page today. 7,007 Invention projects are spelling out on the UN web page today. 7,007 Invention projects are spelling out on the UN web page today. 7,007 Invention projects 
spelled out with links you can click on in Windows 8. Not on page 7 spelled out with links you can click on in Windows 8. Not on page 7 spelled out with links you can click on in Windows 8. Not on page 7 spelled out with links you can click on in Windows 8. Not on page 7 
on the UN's web. 7,007 Invention projects, 1 to End War on Earth on the UN's web. 7,007 Invention projects, 1 to End War on Earth on the UN's web. 7,007 Invention projects, 1 to End War on Earth on the UN's web. 7,007 Invention projects, 1 to End War on Earth 
would be the 1 that can hear and observe Aliens at Alpha Centauri. would be the 1 that can hear and observe Aliens at Alpha Centauri. would be the 1 that can hear and observe Aliens at Alpha Centauri. would be the 1 that can hear and observe Aliens at Alpha Centauri. 
Brainstorming Conversation with the woman I talk to morning Brainstorming Conversation with the woman I talk to morning Brainstorming Conversation with the woman I talk to morning Brainstorming Conversation with the woman I talk to morning 
and night and night and night and night ---- not yet! Greg Buell Lovestar is the Enemy of the State in  not yet! Greg Buell Lovestar is the Enemy of the State in  not yet! Greg Buell Lovestar is the Enemy of the State in  not yet! Greg Buell Lovestar is the Enemy of the State in 
the CIA drama! Home Alone and Home Alone 7 would have been the CIA drama! Home Alone and Home Alone 7 would have been the CIA drama! Home Alone and Home Alone 7 would have been the CIA drama! Home Alone and Home Alone 7 would have been 
made observing Greg if Sony would have made more Home Alone made observing Greg if Sony would have made more Home Alone made observing Greg if Sony would have made more Home Alone made observing Greg if Sony would have made more Home Alone 
movies! Sony will make the movie Brainstorming 7,007 Invention movies! Sony will make the movie Brainstorming 7,007 Invention movies! Sony will make the movie Brainstorming 7,007 Invention movies! Sony will make the movie Brainstorming 7,007 Invention 
projects spelled out with links you can click on with your Dream projects spelled out with links you can click on with your Dream projects spelled out with links you can click on with your Dream projects spelled out with links you can click on with your Dream 
Women! After Greg's picture is on the front page of the New York Women! After Greg's picture is on the front page of the New York Women! After Greg's picture is on the front page of the New York Women! After Greg's picture is on the front page of the New York 
Times... then I can hit on her, propose a polygamous lifestyle in Key Times... then I can hit on her, propose a polygamous lifestyle in Key Times... then I can hit on her, propose a polygamous lifestyle in Key Times... then I can hit on her, propose a polygamous lifestyle in Key 
West, get married at the Hemingway House as if Hemingway would West, get married at the Hemingway House as if Hemingway would West, get married at the Hemingway House as if Hemingway would West, get married at the Hemingway House as if Hemingway would 
have married his 4 wives at the same time he would have have married his 4 wives at the same time he would have have married his 4 wives at the same time he would have have married his 4 wives at the same time he would have 
brainstorming an end to the Abrainstorming an end to the Abrainstorming an end to the Abrainstorming an end to the A----Bomb before Los Alamos spent $7 Bomb before Los Alamos spent $7 Bomb before Los Alamos spent $7 Bomb before Los Alamos spent $7 
Trillion dollars to blow up 7 billion people, or just make Earth hell, Trillion dollars to blow up 7 billion people, or just make Earth hell, Trillion dollars to blow up 7 billion people, or just make Earth hell, Trillion dollars to blow up 7 billion people, or just make Earth hell, 
so they all 7 Billion of us die a tortured death from Psychopaths, at so they all 7 Billion of us die a tortured death from Psychopaths, at so they all 7 Billion of us die a tortured death from Psychopaths, at so they all 7 Billion of us die a tortured death from Psychopaths, at 
CBS like Letterman has little or no "conscience"... making jokes of CBS like Letterman has little or no "conscience"... making jokes of CBS like Letterman has little or no "conscience"... making jokes of CBS like Letterman has little or no "conscience"... making jokes of 
people running from a wreck on fire, on stage at the Letterman's people running from a wreck on fire, on stage at the Letterman's people running from a wreck on fire, on stage at the Letterman's people running from a wreck on fire, on stage at the Letterman's 
Late Show of change channels to the NBC Today Show look spot no Late Show of change channels to the NBC Today Show look spot no Late Show of change channels to the NBC Today Show look spot no Late Show of change channels to the NBC Today Show look spot no 
"conscience" in the stories Ann Curry and Matt Lauer report on, on "conscience" in the stories Ann Curry and Matt Lauer report on, on "conscience" in the stories Ann Curry and Matt Lauer report on, on "conscience" in the stories Ann Curry and Matt Lauer report on, on 
Monday, the Day Earth will Officially have 7 billion people. Will we Monday, the Day Earth will Officially have 7 billion people. Will we Monday, the Day Earth will Officially have 7 billion people. Will we Monday, the Day Earth will Officially have 7 billion people. Will we 
all die a slow torturous death from the inventions by Los Alamos all die a slow torturous death from the inventions by Los Alamos all die a slow torturous death from the inventions by Los Alamos all die a slow torturous death from the inventions by Los Alamos 
scientist, or sudden death at 56 like Steve Job's! 70 Years of Failure scientist, or sudden death at 56 like Steve Job's! 70 Years of Failure scientist, or sudden death at 56 like Steve Job's! 70 Years of Failure scientist, or sudden death at 56 like Steve Job's! 70 Years of Failure 
by the Dept. of Education will End in a Big Bang, nationalization by the Dept. of Education will End in a Big Bang, nationalization by the Dept. of Education will End in a Big Bang, nationalization by the Dept. of Education will End in a Big Bang, nationalization 
of 7 of the most Greedy Corporation (Bill Gates + wife) to write of 7 of the most Greedy Corporation (Bill Gates + wife) to write of 7 of the most Greedy Corporation (Bill Gates + wife) to write of 7 of the most Greedy Corporation (Bill Gates + wife) to write 
software apps to support 7 billion aspiring inventors working on a software apps to support 7 billion aspiring inventors working on a software apps to support 7 billion aspiring inventors working on a software apps to support 7 billion aspiring inventors working on a 
list of 7,007 Invention projects spelled out with links you can click list of 7,007 Invention projects spelled out with links you can click list of 7,007 Invention projects spelled out with links you can click list of 7,007 Invention projects spelled out with links you can click 
on in Windows 8. Click on record this internet session and it will on in Windows 8. Click on record this internet session and it will on in Windows 8. Click on record this internet session and it will on in Windows 8. Click on record this internet session and it will 
give you a YouTube video of your homework leading to your first give you a YouTube video of your homework leading to your first give you a YouTube video of your homework leading to your first give you a YouTube video of your homework leading to your first 
invention. Just like you practice taking pictures of yourself and invention. Just like you practice taking pictures of yourself and invention. Just like you practice taking pictures of yourself and invention. Just like you practice taking pictures of yourself and 
others with you cell phone camera you have to practice working on others with you cell phone camera you have to practice working on others with you cell phone camera you have to practice working on others with you cell phone camera you have to practice working on 
invention projects 24/7 brainstorming with 7 wives. After your invention projects 24/7 brainstorming with 7 wives. After your invention projects 24/7 brainstorming with 7 wives. After your invention projects 24/7 brainstorming with 7 wives. After your 
picture is on the front Page of the New York Times for your Key West picture is on the front Page of the New York Times for your Key West picture is on the front Page of the New York Times for your Key West picture is on the front Page of the New York Times for your Key West 
Miracle Invention. Just like you practice taking pictures of yourself Miracle Invention. Just like you practice taking pictures of yourself Miracle Invention. Just like you practice taking pictures of yourself Miracle Invention. Just like you practice taking pictures of yourself 
and women neighbors with you cell phone camera you have to and women neighbors with you cell phone camera you have to and women neighbors with you cell phone camera you have to and women neighbors with you cell phone camera you have to 
practice working on invention projects 24/7 brainstorming with 7 practice working on invention projects 24/7 brainstorming with 7 practice working on invention projects 24/7 brainstorming with 7 practice working on invention projects 24/7 brainstorming with 7 
wives. Only After your picture is on the front Page of the New York wives. Only After your picture is on the front Page of the New York wives. Only After your picture is on the front Page of the New York wives. Only After your picture is on the front Page of the New York 
Times for your Key West Miracle Invention. Will the women in your Times for your Key West Miracle Invention. Will the women in your Times for your Key West Miracle Invention. Will the women in your Times for your Key West Miracle Invention. Will the women in your 
cell phone pictures let you hit on them. Brainstorm 7,007 invention cell phone pictures let you hit on them. Brainstorm 7,007 invention cell phone pictures let you hit on them. Brainstorm 7,007 invention cell phone pictures let you hit on them. Brainstorm 7,007 invention 
projects with them 24/7 and yes they will "charge" you for her time projects with them 24/7 and yes they will "charge" you for her time projects with them 24/7 and yes they will "charge" you for her time projects with them 24/7 and yes they will "charge" you for her time 
as women of your dreams, inspiration! as women of your dreams, inspiration! as women of your dreams, inspiration! as women of your dreams, inspiration!     

    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     

        

A Petri Dish full of Breast Cancer Cells, Who would like to see this A Petri Dish full of Breast Cancer Cells, Who would like to see this A Petri Dish full of Breast Cancer Cells, Who would like to see this A Petri Dish full of Breast Cancer Cells, Who would like to see this 
story on "Today Show" with Dr. Nancy Snyderman... everyone! Who story on "Today Show" with Dr. Nancy Snyderman... everyone! Who story on "Today Show" with Dr. Nancy Snyderman... everyone! Who story on "Today Show" with Dr. Nancy Snyderman... everyone! Who 
wants a Cure for Breast Cancer... Everyone! So why is GE + NBC wants a Cure for Breast Cancer... Everyone! So why is GE + NBC wants a Cure for Breast Cancer... Everyone! So why is GE + NBC wants a Cure for Breast Cancer... Everyone! So why is GE + NBC 
suppressing a Petri Dish full of Breast Cancer Cells on the "Today suppressing a Petri Dish full of Breast Cancer Cells on the "Today suppressing a Petri Dish full of Breast Cancer Cells on the "Today suppressing a Petri Dish full of Breast Cancer Cells on the "Today 
Show" with Dr. Nancy Snyderman telling us more than we wanted Show" with Dr. Nancy Snyderman telling us more than we wanted Show" with Dr. Nancy Snyderman telling us more than we wanted Show" with Dr. Nancy Snyderman telling us more than we wanted 
to know as to why Penicillin can not kill these cells but some other to know as to why Penicillin can not kill these cells but some other to know as to why Penicillin can not kill these cells but some other to know as to why Penicillin can not kill these cells but some other 
Miracle Drug will be invented someday? Because GE + NBC are Miracle Drug will be invented someday? Because GE + NBC are Miracle Drug will be invented someday? Because GE + NBC are Miracle Drug will be invented someday? Because GE + NBC are 
addicted to $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, and have taken on the addicted to $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, and have taken on the addicted to $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, and have taken on the addicted to $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, and have taken on the 
mentality of criminals who profit from 100's of fiery LA Wrecks mentality of criminals who profit from 100's of fiery LA Wrecks mentality of criminals who profit from 100's of fiery LA Wrecks mentality of criminals who profit from 100's of fiery LA Wrecks 
around the world every day. FBI and CIA work for GE, NBC, BP Oil, around the world every day. FBI and CIA work for GE, NBC, BP Oil, around the world every day. FBI and CIA work for GE, NBC, BP Oil, around the world every day. FBI and CIA work for GE, NBC, BP Oil, 
etc$! etc$! etc$! etc$!     
    
    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
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27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar Born at Yale New Haven 27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar Born at Yale New Haven 27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar Born at Yale New Haven 27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar Born at Yale New Haven 
Hospital 1947 Hospital 1947 Hospital 1947 Hospital 1947     
    
27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar 27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar 27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar 27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar ----    Greg is stifled by Our Greg is stifled by Our Greg is stifled by Our Greg is stifled by Our 
Orwellian Caesar on his 64th Birthday Today from working on a Orwellian Caesar on his 64th Birthday Today from working on a Orwellian Caesar on his 64th Birthday Today from working on a Orwellian Caesar on his 64th Birthday Today from working on a 
Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer, this is a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer, this is a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer, this is a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer, this is a 
terrible tragic crime against women in general by our Orwellian terrible tragic crime against women in general by our Orwellian terrible tragic crime against women in general by our Orwellian terrible tragic crime against women in general by our Orwellian 
Top Brass. You Do the Math! Top Brass. You Do the Math! Top Brass. You Do the Math! Top Brass. You Do the Math!     
    
ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ----    French Coup d'etat of 2011 French Coup d'etat of 2011 French Coup d'etat of 2011 French Coup d'etat of 2011 
Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical 
School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures!     

        

Pope Urban VIII stifled Galileo from working on 1,001 Invention Pope Urban VIII stifled Galileo from working on 1,001 Invention Pope Urban VIII stifled Galileo from working on 1,001 Invention Pope Urban VIII stifled Galileo from working on 1,001 Invention 
Projects because Galileo was condemned by the Catholic Church for Projects because Galileo was condemned by the Catholic Church for Projects because Galileo was condemned by the Catholic Church for Projects because Galileo was condemned by the Catholic Church for 
"vehement heresy"! "vehement heresy"! "vehement heresy"! "vehement heresy"!     
    

        

Pope stifles Greg Buell Lovestar on 27 Sept. 2011 (and his many Yale Pope stifles Greg Buell Lovestar on 27 Sept. 2011 (and his many Yale Pope stifles Greg Buell Lovestar on 27 Sept. 2011 (and his many Yale Pope stifles Greg Buell Lovestar on 27 Sept. 2011 (and his many Yale 
MD wives, Yes a Polygamist) from working on 1,001 Invention MD wives, Yes a Polygamist) from working on 1,001 Invention MD wives, Yes a Polygamist) from working on 1,001 Invention MD wives, Yes a Polygamist) from working on 1,001 Invention 
Projects because our Orwellian Caesar the 13th condemned Projects because our Orwellian Caesar the 13th condemned Projects because our Orwellian Caesar the 13th condemned Projects because our Orwellian Caesar the 13th condemned 
Lovestar for "Perpetual Peace On Earth writings and inventions (1 Lovestar for "Perpetual Peace On Earth writings and inventions (1 Lovestar for "Perpetual Peace On Earth writings and inventions (1 Lovestar for "Perpetual Peace On Earth writings and inventions (1 
to hear and see Aliens) stating we are not alone in the Universe, to hear and see Aliens) stating we are not alone in the Universe, to hear and see Aliens) stating we are not alone in the Universe, to hear and see Aliens) stating we are not alone in the Universe, 
Hell No We Won't Go, unless Aliens declare War on Earth!" And the Hell No We Won't Go, unless Aliens declare War on Earth!" And the Hell No We Won't Go, unless Aliens declare War on Earth!" And the Hell No We Won't Go, unless Aliens declare War on Earth!" And the 
Pope has gotten a percent of the $177 Trillion in oil revenues every Pope has gotten a percent of the $177 Trillion in oil revenues every Pope has gotten a percent of the $177 Trillion in oil revenues every Pope has gotten a percent of the $177 Trillion in oil revenues every 
month since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 This month since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 This month since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 This month since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 This 
invention a few weeks before the end to the Saudi Oil Embargo$ is invention a few weeks before the end to the Saudi Oil Embargo$ is invention a few weeks before the end to the Saudi Oil Embargo$ is invention a few weeks before the end to the Saudi Oil Embargo$ is 
what ended it via secret talks by Jimmy Carter, Kennedy, and the what ended it via secret talks by Jimmy Carter, Kennedy, and the what ended it via secret talks by Jimmy Carter, Kennedy, and the what ended it via secret talks by Jimmy Carter, Kennedy, and the 
King of Saudi Arabia. (Clinton today at the State Dept had No King of Saudi Arabia. (Clinton today at the State Dept had No King of Saudi Arabia. (Clinton today at the State Dept had No King of Saudi Arabia. (Clinton today at the State Dept had No 
Comment on 10 LASHES given to a Saudi Woman for driving a car Comment on 10 LASHES given to a Saudi Woman for driving a car Comment on 10 LASHES given to a Saudi Woman for driving a car Comment on 10 LASHES given to a Saudi Woman for driving a car 
last week)! last week)! last week)! last week)!     
    

        

inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        

        

27 Sept, 1935 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 27 Sept, 1935 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 27 Sept, 1935 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 27 Sept, 1935 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY     
    
1935 Yale College Dean Clarence Mendell issues a statement to the 1935 Yale College Dean Clarence Mendell issues a statement to the 1935 Yale College Dean Clarence Mendell issues a statement to the 1935 Yale College Dean Clarence Mendell issues a statement to the 
news regarding whether students at the College and the Sheffield news regarding whether students at the College and the Sheffield news regarding whether students at the College and the Sheffield news regarding whether students at the College and the Sheffield 
Scientific School should be allowed to keep automobiles on campus Scientific School should be allowed to keep automobiles on campus Scientific School should be allowed to keep automobiles on campus Scientific School should be allowed to keep automobiles on campus 
saying that saying that saying that saying that ““““the final definition of the rule will be determined the final definition of the rule will be determined the final definition of the rule will be determined the final definition of the rule will be determined 
within 10 days.within 10 days.within 10 days.within 10 days.””””        
    
ps. Yale should of invented superps. Yale should of invented superps. Yale should of invented superps. Yale should of invented super----airairairair----bags on the outside of autos bags on the outside of autos bags on the outside of autos bags on the outside of autos 
in 1935 in 1935 in 1935 in 1935     
    
ps. A Yale Grad died in a fiery LA Wreck on 27 Sept, 2011 ps. A Yale Grad died in a fiery LA Wreck on 27 Sept, 2011 ps. A Yale Grad died in a fiery LA Wreck on 27 Sept, 2011 ps. A Yale Grad died in a fiery LA Wreck on 27 Sept, 2011 ----    
murdered by oil men! murdered by oil men! murdered by oil men! murdered by oil men!     
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Note Yale's Today in History 27 Sept. 2011 Note Yale's Today in History 27 Sept. 2011 Note Yale's Today in History 27 Sept. 2011 Note Yale's Today in History 27 Sept. 2011     
    
Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar for $177 Trillion in Oil Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar for $177 Trillion in Oil Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar for $177 Trillion in Oil Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar for $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues, some of this $177 Trillion fuels "Yale Intellectuals" Today! Revenues, some of this $177 Trillion fuels "Yale Intellectuals" Today! Revenues, some of this $177 Trillion fuels "Yale Intellectuals" Today! Revenues, some of this $177 Trillion fuels "Yale Intellectuals" Today! 
    
    
100's world wide, as this is Yale's Universe, Died in a Fiery LA, Paris, 100's world wide, as this is Yale's Universe, Died in a Fiery LA, Paris, 100's world wide, as this is Yale's Universe, Died in a Fiery LA, Paris, 100's world wide, as this is Yale's Universe, Died in a Fiery LA, Paris, 
London, Moscow, Rio Car Crash on 27 Sept. 2011 London, Moscow, Rio Car Crash on 27 Sept. 2011 London, Moscow, Rio Car Crash on 27 Sept. 2011 London, Moscow, Rio Car Crash on 27 Sept. 2011     
    
Because the Top Brass at Yale are drunkards$... addicted to Because the Top Brass at Yale are drunkards$... addicted to Because the Top Brass at Yale are drunkards$... addicted to Because the Top Brass at Yale are drunkards$... addicted to 
driving their Chevy Impala! Addicted to driving their Chevy driving their Chevy Impala! Addicted to driving their Chevy driving their Chevy Impala! Addicted to driving their Chevy driving their Chevy Impala! Addicted to driving their Chevy 
Impala with no super air bags on the outside. Impala with no super air bags on the outside. Impala with no super air bags on the outside. Impala with no super air bags on the outside.     
    
100's of women Died from Breast Cancer just in the USA on 27 Sept. 100's of women Died from Breast Cancer just in the USA on 27 Sept. 100's of women Died from Breast Cancer just in the USA on 27 Sept. 100's of women Died from Breast Cancer just in the USA on 27 Sept. 
2011, 1k women died world wide of breast cancer in Yale's Universe 2011, 1k women died world wide of breast cancer in Yale's Universe 2011, 1k women died world wide of breast cancer in Yale's Universe 2011, 1k women died world wide of breast cancer in Yale's Universe 
and No Yale Students at Yale News Web put this tit bit in Yale Today and No Yale Students at Yale News Web put this tit bit in Yale Today and No Yale Students at Yale News Web put this tit bit in Yale Today and No Yale Students at Yale News Web put this tit bit in Yale Today 
In History... yet! Yet is the key word here! In History... yet! Yet is the key word here! In History... yet! Yet is the key word here! In History... yet! Yet is the key word here!     
    
Because the Top Brass play the Role Model of a Bully! Addicted to Because the Top Brass play the Role Model of a Bully! Addicted to Because the Top Brass play the Role Model of a Bully! Addicted to Because the Top Brass play the Role Model of a Bully! Addicted to 
driving their Chevy Impala with no super air bags on the outside. driving their Chevy Impala with no super air bags on the outside. driving their Chevy Impala with no super air bags on the outside. driving their Chevy Impala with no super air bags on the outside. 
Deb my neighbor here in Key West said she would not drive a CAR Deb my neighbor here in Key West said she would not drive a CAR Deb my neighbor here in Key West said she would not drive a CAR Deb my neighbor here in Key West said she would not drive a CAR 
with super air bags on the outside as it would be to ugly a CAR! Deb with super air bags on the outside as it would be to ugly a CAR! Deb with super air bags on the outside as it would be to ugly a CAR! Deb with super air bags on the outside as it would be to ugly a CAR! Deb 
has a sports car convertible! Nice One! has a sports car convertible! Nice One! has a sports car convertible! Nice One! has a sports car convertible! Nice One!     
    
Yale Fails Humanity Today Because a gas lobotomy has yet to be Yale Fails Humanity Today Because a gas lobotomy has yet to be Yale Fails Humanity Today Because a gas lobotomy has yet to be Yale Fails Humanity Today Because a gas lobotomy has yet to be 
invented for Mad Men! These Mad Men we see on NBC Today show, invented for Mad Men! These Mad Men we see on NBC Today show, invented for Mad Men! These Mad Men we see on NBC Today show, invented for Mad Men! These Mad Men we see on NBC Today show, 
and Nightly News, grin and Nightly News, grin and Nightly News, grin and Nightly News, grin ---- stifle and suppress and kill their wives  stifle and suppress and kill their wives  stifle and suppress and kill their wives  stifle and suppress and kill their wives 
and daughters via breast cancer and Fiery Wrecks! 100 infants will and daughters via breast cancer and Fiery Wrecks! 100 infants will and daughters via breast cancer and Fiery Wrecks! 100 infants will and daughters via breast cancer and Fiery Wrecks! 100 infants will 
die of whooping cough today... 100 kids will be infected with die of whooping cough today... 100 kids will be infected with die of whooping cough today... 100 kids will be infected with die of whooping cough today... 100 kids will be infected with 
Hepatitis today... Pentagon fags will spread diseases without Hepatitis today... Pentagon fags will spread diseases without Hepatitis today... Pentagon fags will spread diseases without Hepatitis today... Pentagon fags will spread diseases without 
compensating those given syphilis... Our Orwellian Caesar the 13th compensating those given syphilis... Our Orwellian Caesar the 13th compensating those given syphilis... Our Orwellian Caesar the 13th compensating those given syphilis... Our Orwellian Caesar the 13th 
is the worst of all Caesar's! And Caesar probably is a Yale Grad! is the worst of all Caesar's! And Caesar probably is a Yale Grad! is the worst of all Caesar's! And Caesar probably is a Yale Grad! is the worst of all Caesar's! And Caesar probably is a Yale Grad!     
    
Because the Top Brass are drunk on $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Because the Top Brass are drunk on $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Because the Top Brass are drunk on $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Because the Top Brass are drunk on $177 Trillion dollars in Oil 
Revenues Revenues Revenues Revenues     
    
Star Travel to Alpha Centauri story is suppressed from NBC "Today Star Travel to Alpha Centauri story is suppressed from NBC "Today Star Travel to Alpha Centauri story is suppressed from NBC "Today Star Travel to Alpha Centauri story is suppressed from NBC "Today 
Show" Today! Show" Today! Show" Today! Show" Today!     
    
Yale Grads at NASA wrote a Official Document about 4.3 light year Yale Grads at NASA wrote a Official Document about 4.3 light year Yale Grads at NASA wrote a Official Document about 4.3 light year Yale Grads at NASA wrote a Official Document about 4.3 light year 
travel to Alpha Centauri. It reads, remember it was written by Yale travel to Alpha Centauri. It reads, remember it was written by Yale travel to Alpha Centauri. It reads, remember it was written by Yale travel to Alpha Centauri. It reads, remember it was written by Yale 
Grads, it reads 4 light years would take 72,000 years thus its Grads, it reads 4 light years would take 72,000 years thus its Grads, it reads 4 light years would take 72,000 years thus its Grads, it reads 4 light years would take 72,000 years thus its 
impossible, there is no way to invent a way to travel 4 light years impossible, there is no way to invent a way to travel 4 light years impossible, there is no way to invent a way to travel 4 light years impossible, there is no way to invent a way to travel 4 light years 
thus NASA's official policy on 4 light year travels is we are not even thus NASA's official policy on 4 light year travels is we are not even thus NASA's official policy on 4 light year travels is we are not even thus NASA's official policy on 4 light year travels is we are not even 
going to try to brainstorm light year travel inventions at this time! going to try to brainstorm light year travel inventions at this time! going to try to brainstorm light year travel inventions at this time! going to try to brainstorm light year travel inventions at this time! 
As it would be a waste of our time brainstorming this idea! This is As it would be a waste of our time brainstorming this idea! This is As it would be a waste of our time brainstorming this idea! This is As it would be a waste of our time brainstorming this idea! This is 
why NASA never mentions a mission to Alpha Centauri! why NASA never mentions a mission to Alpha Centauri! why NASA never mentions a mission to Alpha Centauri! why NASA never mentions a mission to Alpha Centauri!     
    
Yale Medical School GoingsYale Medical School GoingsYale Medical School GoingsYale Medical School Goings----On; On Greg Buell LoveStar's 64th BDay On; On Greg Buell LoveStar's 64th BDay On; On Greg Buell LoveStar's 64th BDay On; On Greg Buell LoveStar's 64th BDay 
27 Sept 11 (Lovestar and his Yale MD wives should be here today, 27 Sept 11 (Lovestar and his Yale MD wives should be here today, 27 Sept 11 (Lovestar and his Yale MD wives should be here today, 27 Sept 11 (Lovestar and his Yale MD wives should be here today, 
but Yale Elite sold out to our Orwellian Caesar seeing he has but Yale Elite sold out to our Orwellian Caesar seeing he has but Yale Elite sold out to our Orwellian Caesar seeing he has but Yale Elite sold out to our Orwellian Caesar seeing he has 
control of the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues$! control of the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues$! control of the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues$! control of the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues$!     
    
Tuesday, September 27 8:00am 9:00am Tuesday, September 27 8:00am 9:00am Tuesday, September 27 8:00am 9:00am Tuesday, September 27 8:00am 9:00am     
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Cardiovascular Medicine Grand Rounds: "Advanced Therapies for Cardiovascular Medicine Grand Rounds: "Advanced Therapies for Cardiovascular Medicine Grand Rounds: "Advanced Therapies for Cardiovascular Medicine Grand Rounds: "Advanced Therapies for 
Heart Failure" (CME eligible) Speaker: Abeel Mangi, MD Fitkin Heart Failure" (CME eligible) Speaker: Abeel Mangi, MD Fitkin Heart Failure" (CME eligible) Speaker: Abeel Mangi, MD Fitkin Heart Failure" (CME eligible) Speaker: Abeel Mangi, MD Fitkin 
Amphitheatre, LMP 1094 Amphitheatre, LMP 1094 Amphitheatre, LMP 1094 Amphitheatre, LMP 1094     
    
8:15am 9:15am 8:15am 9:15am 8:15am 9:15am 8:15am 9:15am     
    
PCCM Research Conference: "Immunology of Malignant Pleural PCCM Research Conference: "Immunology of Malignant Pleural PCCM Research Conference: "Immunology of Malignant Pleural PCCM Research Conference: "Immunology of Malignant Pleural 
Effusions" Speaker: Gaetane Michaud, MD The Anylan Center, TAC SEffusions" Speaker: Gaetane Michaud, MD The Anylan Center, TAC SEffusions" Speaker: Gaetane Michaud, MD The Anylan Center, TAC SEffusions" Speaker: Gaetane Michaud, MD The Anylan Center, TAC S----
447 447 447 447     
    
9:15am 10:30am Genetics Department Journal Club Speaker: 9:15am 10:30am Genetics Department Journal Club Speaker: 9:15am 10:30am Genetics Department Journal Club Speaker: 9:15am 10:30am Genetics Department Journal Club Speaker: 
Janghoo Lim Brady Auditorium, BJanghoo Lim Brady Auditorium, BJanghoo Lim Brady Auditorium, BJanghoo Lim Brady Auditorium, B----131 131 131 131     
    
12:00pm 12:30pm Winchester Chest Clinic Conference: "Evaluating 12:00pm 12:30pm Winchester Chest Clinic Conference: "Evaluating 12:00pm 12:30pm Winchester Chest Clinic Conference: "Evaluating 12:00pm 12:30pm Winchester Chest Clinic Conference: "Evaluating 
for Possible Recurrent Aspiration" Speaker: Steven Leder, PhD, MA for Possible Recurrent Aspiration" Speaker: Steven Leder, PhD, MA for Possible Recurrent Aspiration" Speaker: Steven Leder, PhD, MA for Possible Recurrent Aspiration" Speaker: Steven Leder, PhD, MA 
LLCI 104 LLCI 104 LLCI 104 LLCI 104     
    
12:00pm 1:00pm Yale Cancer Center Grand Rounds: "A Multi12:00pm 1:00pm Yale Cancer Center Grand Rounds: "A Multi12:00pm 1:00pm Yale Cancer Center Grand Rounds: "A Multi12:00pm 1:00pm Yale Cancer Center Grand Rounds: "A Multi----
Modality Approach to Cancer Cachexia" Speaker: Egidio Del Modality Approach to Cancer Cachexia" Speaker: Egidio Del Modality Approach to Cancer Cachexia" Speaker: Egidio Del Modality Approach to Cancer Cachexia" Speaker: Egidio Del 
Fabbro, MD Smilow Auditorium Fabbro, MD Smilow Auditorium Fabbro, MD Smilow Auditorium Fabbro, MD Smilow Auditorium     
    
1:00pm 2:00pm Child Study Center Grand Rounds: "Recovering 1:00pm 2:00pm Child Study Center Grand Rounds: "Recovering 1:00pm 2:00pm Child Study Center Grand Rounds: "Recovering 1:00pm 2:00pm Child Study Center Grand Rounds: "Recovering 
From Violent Trauma: Children's Loss and Search for Control" (CME From Violent Trauma: Children's Loss and Search for Control" (CME From Violent Trauma: Children's Loss and Search for Control" (CME From Violent Trauma: Children's Loss and Search for Control" (CME 
eligible) Speaker: Steven Marans, MSW, PhD Donald J Cohen eligible) Speaker: Steven Marans, MSW, PhD Donald J Cohen eligible) Speaker: Steven Marans, MSW, PhD Donald J Cohen eligible) Speaker: Steven Marans, MSW, PhD Donald J Cohen 
Auditorium, NIHB E02 Auditorium, NIHB E02 Auditorium, NIHB E02 Auditorium, NIHB E02     
    
4:00pm 5:00pm 4:00pm 5:00pm 4:00pm 5:00pm 4:00pm 5:00pm     
    
Genetics Department Seminar: "Technologies for Reading, Writing Genetics Department Seminar: "Technologies for Reading, Writing Genetics Department Seminar: "Technologies for Reading, Writing Genetics Department Seminar: "Technologies for Reading, Writing 
& Re& Re& Re& Re----evolving Microbial & Human Systems" Speaker: George M. evolving Microbial & Human Systems" Speaker: George M. evolving Microbial & Human Systems" Speaker: George M. evolving Microbial & Human Systems" Speaker: George M. 
Church, PhD Brady Auditorium, BChurch, PhD Brady Auditorium, BChurch, PhD Brady Auditorium, BChurch, PhD Brady Auditorium, B----131 131 131 131     
    
4:15pm 5:30pm 4:15pm 5:30pm 4:15pm 5:30pm 4:15pm 5:30pm     
    
Biostatistics Seminar: "Statistical Methods for Detecting Disease Biostatistics Seminar: "Statistical Methods for Detecting Disease Biostatistics Seminar: "Statistical Methods for Detecting Disease Biostatistics Seminar: "Statistical Methods for Detecting Disease 
Associations with Rare Variants in Sequencing Studies." Speaker: Associations with Rare Variants in Sequencing Studies." Speaker: Associations with Rare Variants in Sequencing Studies." Speaker: Associations with Rare Variants in Sequencing Studies." Speaker: 
DanDanDanDan----Yu Lin, PhD LEPH 115 Yu Lin, PhD LEPH 115 Yu Lin, PhD LEPH 115 Yu Lin, PhD LEPH 115     
    
5:00pm 6:00pm 5:00pm 6:00pm 5:00pm 6:00pm 5:00pm 6:00pm     
    
Digestive Diseases Research Seminar Series: "Hepatitis C: The New Digestive Diseases Research Seminar Series: "Hepatitis C: The New Digestive Diseases Research Seminar Series: "Hepatitis C: The New Digestive Diseases Research Seminar Series: "Hepatitis C: The New 
Landscape" (CME eligible) Speaker: Vinod Rustgi, MD, MBA The Landscape" (CME eligible) Speaker: Vinod Rustgi, MD, MBA The Landscape" (CME eligible) Speaker: Vinod Rustgi, MD, MBA The Landscape" (CME eligible) Speaker: Vinod Rustgi, MD, MBA The 
Anylan Center, TAC SAnylan Center, TAC SAnylan Center, TAC SAnylan Center, TAC S----247 5:00pm 6:00pm 247 5:00pm 6:00pm 247 5:00pm 6:00pm 247 5:00pm 6:00pm     
    
WHVA Post Clinic Conference: "Sleep Disorders and Cardiovascular WHVA Post Clinic Conference: "Sleep Disorders and Cardiovascular WHVA Post Clinic Conference: "Sleep Disorders and Cardiovascular WHVA Post Clinic Conference: "Sleep Disorders and Cardiovascular 
Diseases" Speaker: Lauren Tobias, MD, BS West Haven VADiseases" Speaker: Lauren Tobias, MD, BS West Haven VADiseases" Speaker: Lauren Tobias, MD, BS West Haven VADiseases" Speaker: Lauren Tobias, MD, BS West Haven VA    
    
5:00pm 8:30pm Yale5:00pm 8:30pm Yale5:00pm 8:30pm Yale5:00pm 8:30pm Yale----New Haven Children's Hospital Evening New Haven Children's Hospital Evening New Haven Children's Hospital Evening New Haven Children's Hospital Evening 
Seminar Series: "Back to School" (CME eligible) Speaker: Cynthia Seminar Series: "Back to School" (CME eligible) Speaker: Cynthia Seminar Series: "Back to School" (CME eligible) Speaker: Cynthia Seminar Series: "Back to School" (CME eligible) Speaker: Cynthia 
Sparer Dolce Norwalk Sparer Dolce Norwalk Sparer Dolce Norwalk Sparer Dolce Norwalk     
    

        

    
27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar 27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar 27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar 27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar     
    
27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar 27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar 27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar 27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar     
    
    
27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar 27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar 27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar 27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar     
    
    
27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar 27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar 27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar 27 Sept, 2011 BDay 64 Greg Buell Lovestar ---- Greg is stifled by Our  Greg is stifled by Our  Greg is stifled by Our  Greg is stifled by Our 
Orwellian Caesar on his 64th Birthday Today from working on a Orwellian Caesar on his 64th Birthday Today from working on a Orwellian Caesar on his 64th Birthday Today from working on a Orwellian Caesar on his 64th Birthday Today from working on a 
Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer, this is a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer, this is a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer, this is a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer, this is a 
terrible tragic crime against women in general by our Orwellian terrible tragic crime against women in general by our Orwellian terrible tragic crime against women in general by our Orwellian terrible tragic crime against women in general by our Orwellian 
Top Brass. You Do the Math! Top Brass. You Do the Math! Top Brass. You Do the Math! Top Brass. You Do the Math!     
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French President Nicholas Sarkozy and David Cameron landed in French President Nicholas Sarkozy and David Cameron landed in French President Nicholas Sarkozy and David Cameron landed in French President Nicholas Sarkozy and David Cameron landed in 
Libya today as War Heroes! Not in Key West, In Key West French and Libya today as War Heroes! Not in Key West, In Key West French and Libya today as War Heroes! Not in Key West, In Key West French and Libya today as War Heroes! Not in Key West, In Key West French and 
British Heroes will get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for British Heroes will get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for British Heroes will get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for British Heroes will get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for 
Breast Cancer... Hospital Medical Schools in Libya were bombed by Breast Cancer... Hospital Medical Schools in Libya were bombed by Breast Cancer... Hospital Medical Schools in Libya were bombed by Breast Cancer... Hospital Medical Schools in Libya were bombed by 
Sarkozy! Sarkozy! Sarkozy! Sarkozy!     
    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        

        

    
Breast and cervical cancers kill 625,000 women worldwide in 2011. Breast and cervical cancers kill 625,000 women worldwide in 2011. Breast and cervical cancers kill 625,000 women worldwide in 2011. Breast and cervical cancers kill 625,000 women worldwide in 2011. 
    
    
This rate is alarming and requires immediate attention from This rate is alarming and requires immediate attention from This rate is alarming and requires immediate attention from This rate is alarming and requires immediate attention from 
world leaders like French President Nicholas Sarkozy and David world leaders like French President Nicholas Sarkozy and David world leaders like French President Nicholas Sarkozy and David world leaders like French President Nicholas Sarkozy and David 
Cameron who landed in Libya today to a heroes' welcome... being Cameron who landed in Libya today to a heroes' welcome... being Cameron who landed in Libya today to a heroes' welcome... being Cameron who landed in Libya today to a heroes' welcome... being 
the masterminds of 984 Jet Fighter strikes on Libya! the masterminds of 984 Jet Fighter strikes on Libya! the masterminds of 984 Jet Fighter strikes on Libya! the masterminds of 984 Jet Fighter strikes on Libya!     
    
Only in an Oil Genocide Era and Society could both these news Only in an Oil Genocide Era and Society could both these news Only in an Oil Genocide Era and Society could both these news Only in an Oil Genocide Era and Society could both these news 
stories be observed on Google and Yahoo news! stories be observed on Google and Yahoo news! stories be observed on Google and Yahoo news! stories be observed on Google and Yahoo news!     
    
Clinton knows for every 100k barrels of oil from Libya it equals 100 Clinton knows for every 100k barrels of oil from Libya it equals 100 Clinton knows for every 100k barrels of oil from Libya it equals 100 Clinton knows for every 100k barrels of oil from Libya it equals 100 
fiery LA Wrecks and car exhaust that causes 100 cancers a day! fiery LA Wrecks and car exhaust that causes 100 cancers a day! fiery LA Wrecks and car exhaust that causes 100 cancers a day! fiery LA Wrecks and car exhaust that causes 100 cancers a day!     
    
GE 20,000 Windmills are suppressed by GE on the decks of the JFK GE 20,000 Windmills are suppressed by GE on the decks of the JFK GE 20,000 Windmills are suppressed by GE on the decks of the JFK GE 20,000 Windmills are suppressed by GE on the decks of the JFK 
SuperAirCraft Carrier under construction today! Electrolysis! H at SuperAirCraft Carrier under construction today! Electrolysis! H at SuperAirCraft Carrier under construction today! Electrolysis! H at SuperAirCraft Carrier under construction today! Electrolysis! H at ----
254 C free for 7 billion people! 254 C free for 7 billion people! 254 C free for 7 billion people! 254 C free for 7 billion people!     
    
GE, NBC, will killed 425,000 women in 2011 world wide! GE, NBC, will killed 425,000 women in 2011 world wide! GE, NBC, will killed 425,000 women in 2011 world wide! GE, NBC, will killed 425,000 women in 2011 world wide!     
    
9999----11... 1980 11... 1980 11... 1980 11... 1980     
    
$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 9$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 9$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 9$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 9----11111111----1980 1980 1980 1980     
    
GE, NBC, will killed 425,000 women in 2011 world wide! GE, NBC, will killed 425,000 women in 2011 world wide! GE, NBC, will killed 425,000 women in 2011 world wide! GE, NBC, will killed 425,000 women in 2011 world wide!     
    
Breast cancer will killed 425,000 women in 2011 world wide! Breast cancer will killed 425,000 women in 2011 world wide! Breast cancer will killed 425,000 women in 2011 world wide! Breast cancer will killed 425,000 women in 2011 world wide!     
    
GE has sold Organs to Saudi Princes for decades! GE has sold Organs to Saudi Princes for decades! GE has sold Organs to Saudi Princes for decades! GE has sold Organs to Saudi Princes for decades!     
    
GE will invest $1 billion over the next five years 2011 to 2007 GE will invest $1 billion over the next five years 2011 to 2007 GE will invest $1 billion over the next five years 2011 to 2007 GE will invest $1 billion over the next five years 2011 to 2007     
    
for breast cancer detection and treatment, for breast cancer detection and treatment, for breast cancer detection and treatment, for breast cancer detection and treatment,     
    
not a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure! not a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure! not a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure! not a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure!     
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GE and Roche would lose $1 Trillion from a Breast Cancer Rx GE and Roche would lose $1 Trillion from a Breast Cancer Rx GE and Roche would lose $1 Trillion from a Breast Cancer Rx GE and Roche would lose $1 Trillion from a Breast Cancer Rx 
Overnight Miracle Cure! Overnight Miracle Cure! Overnight Miracle Cure! Overnight Miracle Cure!     
    
Clinton knows for every 100k barrels of oil from Libya it equals 100 Clinton knows for every 100k barrels of oil from Libya it equals 100 Clinton knows for every 100k barrels of oil from Libya it equals 100 Clinton knows for every 100k barrels of oil from Libya it equals 100 
fiery LA Wrecks and car exhaust that causes 100 cancer a day! fiery LA Wrecks and car exhaust that causes 100 cancer a day! fiery LA Wrecks and car exhaust that causes 100 cancer a day! fiery LA Wrecks and car exhaust that causes 100 cancer a day!     
    

        

    
    
ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ---- French Coup d'etat of 2011  French Coup d'etat of 2011  French Coup d'etat of 2011  French Coup d'etat of 2011 
Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical 
School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures!     
    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        

        

    
    
Same goingsSame goingsSame goingsSame goings----on happened in 1980 on happened in 1980 on happened in 1980 on happened in 1980     
    
Saudi Arabia and Texas when Oil men Saudi Arabia and Texas when Oil men Saudi Arabia and Texas when Oil men Saudi Arabia and Texas when Oil men     
    
would have lost $177 Trillion from the 1980 invention of the would have lost $177 Trillion from the 1980 invention of the would have lost $177 Trillion from the 1980 invention of the would have lost $177 Trillion from the 1980 invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar!     
    
GE $100 million global open invention challenge GE $100 million global open invention challenge GE $100 million global open invention challenge GE $100 million global open invention challenge     
    
to identify and bring to market ideas to identify and bring to market ideas to identify and bring to market ideas to identify and bring to market ideas     
    
that advance breast cancer diagnostics that advance breast cancer diagnostics that advance breast cancer diagnostics that advance breast cancer diagnostics     
    
no inventions for a breast cancer no inventions for a breast cancer no inventions for a breast cancer no inventions for a breast cancer     
    
NO cure as GE and Roche would lose $1 Trillion dollars! NO cure as GE and Roche would lose $1 Trillion dollars! NO cure as GE and Roche would lose $1 Trillion dollars! NO cure as GE and Roche would lose $1 Trillion dollars!     
    
Breast cancer killed 425,000 women in 2011. Breast cancer killed 425,000 women in 2011. Breast cancer killed 425,000 women in 2011. Breast cancer killed 425,000 women in 2011.     
    
GE, NBC, will killed 425,000 women in 2011 world wide! GE, NBC, will killed 425,000 women in 2011 world wide! GE, NBC, will killed 425,000 women in 2011 world wide! GE, NBC, will killed 425,000 women in 2011 world wide!     
    
Greg Buell Lovestar inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 Greg Buell Lovestar inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 Greg Buell Lovestar inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 Greg Buell Lovestar inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980     
    
Has been spit on by GE Observers hiding behind hidden cameras in Has been spit on by GE Observers hiding behind hidden cameras in Has been spit on by GE Observers hiding behind hidden cameras in Has been spit on by GE Observers hiding behind hidden cameras in 
this 1984 society, this 1984 society, this 1984 society, this 1984 society,     
    
GE, they let 425k women die of breast cancer every year since 1980 GE, they let 425k women die of breast cancer every year since 1980 GE, they let 425k women die of breast cancer every year since 1980 GE, they let 425k women die of breast cancer every year since 1980     
    
on orders from Pentagon Generals. on orders from Pentagon Generals. on orders from Pentagon Generals. on orders from Pentagon Generals.     
    
To Suppress Greg Buell LovestarTo Suppress Greg Buell LovestarTo Suppress Greg Buell LovestarTo Suppress Greg Buell Lovestar’’’’s work on a Rx Penicillin Overnight s work on a Rx Penicillin Overnight s work on a Rx Penicillin Overnight s work on a Rx Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer!     
    
Greg works in a Key West Hotel now, not on a Rx Penicillin Greg works in a Key West Hotel now, not on a Rx Penicillin Greg works in a Key West Hotel now, not on a Rx Penicillin Greg works in a Key West Hotel now, not on a Rx Penicillin 
Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer     
    
I work at a Hotel in Key West! I work at a Hotel in Key West! I work at a Hotel in Key West! I work at a Hotel in Key West!     
    
Why, because... Why, because... Why, because... Why, because...     
    
French President Nicholas Sarkozy and David Cameron landed in French President Nicholas Sarkozy and David Cameron landed in French President Nicholas Sarkozy and David Cameron landed in French President Nicholas Sarkozy and David Cameron landed in 
Libya today to a heroes' welcome on, promising help for the new Libya today to a heroes' welcome on, promising help for the new Libya today to a heroes' welcome on, promising help for the new Libya today to a heroes' welcome on, promising help for the new 
rulers that French and British air power helped to install and rulers that French and British air power helped to install and rulers that French and British air power helped to install and rulers that French and British air power helped to install and 
being told the favor may be repaid in business contracts. Just three being told the favor may be repaid in business contracts. Just three being told the favor may be repaid in business contracts. Just three being told the favor may be repaid in business contracts. Just three 
weeks after rebels backed by NATO bombers overran the capital, weeks after rebels backed by NATO bombers overran the capital, weeks after rebels backed by NATO bombers overran the capital, weeks after rebels backed by NATO bombers overran the capital, 
French President Sarkozy and the British prime minister promised French President Sarkozy and the British prime minister promised French President Sarkozy and the British prime minister promised French President Sarkozy and the British prime minister promised 
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in Tripoli to help hunt down Muammar Gaddafi and to hand his in Tripoli to help hunt down Muammar Gaddafi and to hand his in Tripoli to help hunt down Muammar Gaddafi and to hand his in Tripoli to help hunt down Muammar Gaddafi and to hand his 
frozen assets to his successors. frozen assets to his successors. frozen assets to his successors. frozen assets to his successors.     
    
GregGregGregGreg’’’’s best revenge on Our USA Orwellian Caesar is to get the Rx s best revenge on Our USA Orwellian Caesar is to get the Rx s best revenge on Our USA Orwellian Caesar is to get the Rx s best revenge on Our USA Orwellian Caesar is to get the Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer with a few MD Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer with a few MD Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer with a few MD Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer with a few MD 
wife's from yale... Best revenge on French President Nicholas wife's from yale... Best revenge on French President Nicholas wife's from yale... Best revenge on French President Nicholas wife's from yale... Best revenge on French President Nicholas 
Sarkozy and David Cameron will be a Rx Penicillin Overnight Sarkozy and David Cameron will be a Rx Penicillin Overnight Sarkozy and David Cameron will be a Rx Penicillin Overnight Sarkozy and David Cameron will be a Rx Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer with a few French MD women. Then Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer with a few French MD women. Then Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer with a few French MD women. Then Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer with a few French MD women. Then 
off with Sarkozy and Cameronoff with Sarkozy and Cameronoff with Sarkozy and Cameronoff with Sarkozy and Cameron’’’’s heads in the ElectricWindmillCar s heads in the ElectricWindmillCar s heads in the ElectricWindmillCar s heads in the ElectricWindmillCar 
Revolution that Overnight will get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Revolution that Overnight will get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Revolution that Overnight will get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Revolution that Overnight will get the Rx Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! And 1,001 Social Advancements Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! And 1,001 Social Advancements Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! And 1,001 Social Advancements Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! And 1,001 Social Advancements 
"Cures" for 1,001 diseases LOST by French President Nicholas "Cures" for 1,001 diseases LOST by French President Nicholas "Cures" for 1,001 diseases LOST by French President Nicholas "Cures" for 1,001 diseases LOST by French President Nicholas 
Sarkozy and David Cameron playing war games attacking Oil Sarkozy and David Cameron playing war games attacking Oil Sarkozy and David Cameron playing war games attacking Oil Sarkozy and David Cameron playing war games attacking Oil 
Producing Nations when Oil and gasoline should not be sold. Producing Nations when Oil and gasoline should not be sold. Producing Nations when Oil and gasoline should not be sold. Producing Nations when Oil and gasoline should not be sold. 
ElectricWindmillCar Revolution will be the start of Star Travels ElectricWindmillCar Revolution will be the start of Star Travels ElectricWindmillCar Revolution will be the start of Star Travels ElectricWindmillCar Revolution will be the start of Star Travels ----    
Star Trek warp speed social advancement. Crimes by the French Star Trek warp speed social advancement. Crimes by the French Star Trek warp speed social advancement. Crimes by the French Star Trek warp speed social advancement. Crimes by the French 
and British against Humanity by French President Nicholas and British against Humanity by French President Nicholas and British against Humanity by French President Nicholas and British against Humanity by French President Nicholas 
Sarkozy and David Cameron will be on YouTube, their killing Sarkozy and David Cameron will be on YouTube, their killing Sarkozy and David Cameron will be on YouTube, their killing Sarkozy and David Cameron will be on YouTube, their killing 
Moslems for the sake of killing Moslems. All their war planning and Moslems for the sake of killing Moslems. All their war planning and Moslems for the sake of killing Moslems. All their war planning and Moslems for the sake of killing Moslems. All their war planning and 
jokes behind the hidden cameras will be made public! On YouTube! jokes behind the hidden cameras will be made public! On YouTube! jokes behind the hidden cameras will be made public! On YouTube! jokes behind the hidden cameras will be made public! On YouTube!     
    
    
    

        

    
    
ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ----    French Coup d'etat of 2011 French Coup d'etat of 2011 French Coup d'etat of 2011 French Coup d'etat of 2011 
Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical 
School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures!     
    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        

        

    
    
GE, NBC, CIA, Pentagon, Pope, MDGE, NBC, CIA, Pentagon, Pope, MDGE, NBC, CIA, Pentagon, Pope, MDGE, NBC, CIA, Pentagon, Pope, MD’’’’s, at WHO at the UN all got a s, at WHO at the UN all got a s, at WHO at the UN all got a s, at WHO at the UN all got a 
Trillion dollar bribe from $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues Trillion dollar bribe from $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues Trillion dollar bribe from $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues Trillion dollar bribe from $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues 
from 1980 to 2011. from 1980 to 2011. from 1980 to 2011. from 1980 to 2011.     
    
Cervical cancer killed 200,000 last year again in 2011 Cervical cancer killed 200,000 last year again in 2011 Cervical cancer killed 200,000 last year again in 2011 Cervical cancer killed 200,000 last year again in 2011     
    
Incident's of cervical cancer is now 454,000 in 2011 Incident's of cervical cancer is now 454,000 in 2011 Incident's of cervical cancer is now 454,000 in 2011 Incident's of cervical cancer is now 454,000 in 2011     
    
Incident's of breast cancer is now 1.6 million in 2011 Incident's of breast cancer is now 1.6 million in 2011 Incident's of breast cancer is now 1.6 million in 2011 Incident's of breast cancer is now 1.6 million in 2011     
    
Breast cancer killed 425,000 women in 2011 Breast cancer killed 425,000 women in 2011 Breast cancer killed 425,000 women in 2011 Breast cancer killed 425,000 women in 2011     
    
Cases of breast cancer around the world rose from around 640,000 Cases of breast cancer around the world rose from around 640,000 Cases of breast cancer around the world rose from around 640,000 Cases of breast cancer around the world rose from around 640,000 
in 1980, in 1980, in 1980, in 1980,     
    
when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented by Greg Buell Lovestar, when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented by Greg Buell Lovestar, when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented by Greg Buell Lovestar, when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented by Greg Buell Lovestar,     
    
to 1.6 million in 2011. to 1.6 million in 2011. to 1.6 million in 2011. to 1.6 million in 2011.     
    
CIA, Pentagon, Pope, MDCIA, Pentagon, Pope, MDCIA, Pentagon, Pope, MDCIA, Pentagon, Pope, MD’’’’s, WHO at the UN all got a Trillion dollar s, WHO at the UN all got a Trillion dollar s, WHO at the UN all got a Trillion dollar s, WHO at the UN all got a Trillion dollar 
bribe from $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2011. bribe from $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2011. bribe from $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2011. bribe from $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2011.     
    
Cervical cancer killed 200,000 last year, 46,000 of them women Cervical cancer killed 200,000 last year, 46,000 of them women Cervical cancer killed 200,000 last year, 46,000 of them women Cervical cancer killed 200,000 last year, 46,000 of them women 
aged 15aged 15aged 15aged 15----49 in the poorer economies. 49 in the poorer economies. 49 in the poorer economies. 49 in the poorer economies.     
    
Incidents of cervical cancer is now 454,000 in 2011 Incidents of cervical cancer is now 454,000 in 2011 Incidents of cervical cancer is now 454,000 in 2011 Incidents of cervical cancer is now 454,000 in 2011     
    
Incident's of breast cancer is now 1.6 million in 2011 Incident's of breast cancer is now 1.6 million in 2011 Incident's of breast cancer is now 1.6 million in 2011 Incident's of breast cancer is now 1.6 million in 2011     
    
Breast cancer killed 425,000 women in 2011 Breast cancer killed 425,000 women in 2011 Breast cancer killed 425,000 women in 2011 Breast cancer killed 425,000 women in 2011     
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GE and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia GE and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia GE and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia GE and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia ––––    Car Exhaust causes cancer Car Exhaust causes cancer Car Exhaust causes cancer Car Exhaust causes cancer 
this news is suppressed on NBC! this news is suppressed on NBC! this news is suppressed on NBC! this news is suppressed on NBC!     
    
GE will develop and deploy two mobile screening units in Riyadh GE will develop and deploy two mobile screening units in Riyadh GE will develop and deploy two mobile screening units in Riyadh GE will develop and deploy two mobile screening units in Riyadh 
City with the goal of screening 10,000 women City with the goal of screening 10,000 women City with the goal of screening 10,000 women City with the goal of screening 10,000 women     
    
GE will open invention challenges for Saudi women who can not GE will open invention challenges for Saudi women who can not GE will open invention challenges for Saudi women who can not GE will open invention challenges for Saudi women who can not 
drive a car! drive a car! drive a car! drive a car!     
    
Diagnosed cases of breast cancer rose by 260 percent and those of Diagnosed cases of breast cancer rose by 260 percent and those of Diagnosed cases of breast cancer rose by 260 percent and those of Diagnosed cases of breast cancer rose by 260 percent and those of 
cervical cancer by 20 percent from 1980 to 2010, with the biggest cervical cancer by 20 percent from 1980 to 2010, with the biggest cervical cancer by 20 percent from 1980 to 2010, with the biggest cervical cancer by 20 percent from 1980 to 2010, with the biggest 
hikes occurring in developing countries, according to global hikes occurring in developing countries, according to global hikes occurring in developing countries, according to global hikes occurring in developing countries, according to global 
estimates reported on Thursday in The Lancet. Identified cases of estimates reported on Thursday in The Lancet. Identified cases of estimates reported on Thursday in The Lancet. Identified cases of estimates reported on Thursday in The Lancet. Identified cases of 
breast cancer around the world rose from around 640,000 in 1980, breast cancer around the world rose from around 640,000 in 1980, breast cancer around the world rose from around 640,000 in 1980, breast cancer around the world rose from around 640,000 in 1980, 
when 65 percent occurred in rich countries, to 1.6 million in 2010, when 65 percent occurred in rich countries, to 1.6 million in 2010, when 65 percent occurred in rich countries, to 1.6 million in 2010, when 65 percent occurred in rich countries, to 1.6 million in 2010, 
of which 51 percent were among women in developing nations. of which 51 percent were among women in developing nations. of which 51 percent were among women in developing nations. of which 51 percent were among women in developing nations. 
Incidence of cervical cancer increased from 378,000 annually to Incidence of cervical cancer increased from 378,000 annually to Incidence of cervical cancer increased from 378,000 annually to Incidence of cervical cancer increased from 378,000 annually to 
454,000 during this period, according to the survey of 187 454,000 during this period, according to the survey of 187 454,000 during this period, according to the survey of 187 454,000 during this period, according to the survey of 187 
countries. Breast cancer killed 425,000 women in 2010, of whom countries. Breast cancer killed 425,000 women in 2010, of whom countries. Breast cancer killed 425,000 women in 2010, of whom countries. Breast cancer killed 425,000 women in 2010, of whom 
68,000 were aged 15 to 49 in developing countries. Mortality from 68,000 were aged 15 to 49 in developing countries. Mortality from 68,000 were aged 15 to 49 in developing countries. Mortality from 68,000 were aged 15 to 49 in developing countries. Mortality from 
cervical cancer killed 200,000 last year, 46,000 of them women cervical cancer killed 200,000 last year, 46,000 of them women cervical cancer killed 200,000 last year, 46,000 of them women cervical cancer killed 200,000 last year, 46,000 of them women 
aged 15aged 15aged 15aged 15----49 in the poorer economies. GE CEO and Chair Jeff Immelt 49 in the poorer economies. GE CEO and Chair Jeff Immelt 49 in the poorer economies. GE CEO and Chair Jeff Immelt 49 in the poorer economies. GE CEO and Chair Jeff Immelt 
and several venture capital partners announced a and several venture capital partners announced a and several venture capital partners announced a and several venture capital partners announced a 
healthymagination open innovation Challenge to fund promising healthymagination open innovation Challenge to fund promising healthymagination open innovation Challenge to fund promising healthymagination open innovation Challenge to fund promising 
ideas to improve breast cancer diagnostics. GE also will invest $1 ideas to improve breast cancer diagnostics. GE also will invest $1 ideas to improve breast cancer diagnostics. GE also will invest $1 ideas to improve breast cancer diagnostics. GE also will invest $1 
billion over the next five years on research and development billion over the next five years on research and development billion over the next five years on research and development billion over the next five years on research and development 
programs to expand its suite of advanced technologies for cancer programs to expand its suite of advanced technologies for cancer programs to expand its suite of advanced technologies for cancer programs to expand its suite of advanced technologies for cancer 
detection and treatment, beginning with breast cancer. detection and treatment, beginning with breast cancer. detection and treatment, beginning with breast cancer. detection and treatment, beginning with breast cancer.     
    
    
    

        

    
    
ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ----    French Coup d'etat of 2011 French Coup d'etat of 2011 French Coup d'etat of 2011 French Coup d'etat of 2011 
Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical 
School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures!     
    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        

        

    
    
The $100 million global open innovation challenge seeks to The $100 million global open innovation challenge seeks to The $100 million global open innovation challenge seeks to The $100 million global open innovation challenge seeks to 
identify and bring to market ideas that advance breast cancer identify and bring to market ideas that advance breast cancer identify and bring to market ideas that advance breast cancer identify and bring to market ideas that advance breast cancer 
diagnostics. The goal is to help healthcare professionals better diagnostics. The goal is to help healthcare professionals better diagnostics. The goal is to help healthcare professionals better diagnostics. The goal is to help healthcare professionals better 
understand tumors associated with triple negative cancer, as well understand tumors associated with triple negative cancer, as well understand tumors associated with triple negative cancer, as well understand tumors associated with triple negative cancer, as well 
as the molecular similarities between breast cancer and other solid as the molecular similarities between breast cancer and other solid as the molecular similarities between breast cancer and other solid as the molecular similarities between breast cancer and other solid 
tumors, improving early detection, allowing for more accurate tumors, improving early detection, allowing for more accurate tumors, improving early detection, allowing for more accurate tumors, improving early detection, allowing for more accurate 
diagnoses and ultimately helping physicians make the best possible diagnoses and ultimately helping physicians make the best possible diagnoses and ultimately helping physicians make the best possible diagnoses and ultimately helping physicians make the best possible 
treatment decisions based on each patienttreatment decisions based on each patienttreatment decisions based on each patienttreatment decisions based on each patient’’’’s cancer. The challenge s cancer. The challenge s cancer. The challenge s cancer. The challenge 
was launched in collaboration with leading venture capital firms was launched in collaboration with leading venture capital firms was launched in collaboration with leading venture capital firms was launched in collaboration with leading venture capital firms 
Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, Venrock, Mohr Davidow and MPM Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, Venrock, Mohr Davidow and MPM Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, Venrock, Mohr Davidow and MPM Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, Venrock, Mohr Davidow and MPM 
Capital. The effort will focus on data in partnership with OCapital. The effort will focus on data in partnership with OCapital. The effort will focus on data in partnership with OCapital. The effort will focus on data in partnership with O’’’’Reilly Reilly Reilly Reilly 
Media. Challenge entrants will be evaluated by a committee of Media. Challenge entrants will be evaluated by a committee of Media. Challenge entrants will be evaluated by a committee of Media. Challenge entrants will be evaluated by a committee of 
representatives from GE and venture capital partner firms. A representatives from GE and venture capital partner firms. A representatives from GE and venture capital partner firms. A representatives from GE and venture capital partner firms. A 
separate, independent judging panel that includes GE executives, separate, independent judging panel that includes GE executives, separate, independent judging panel that includes GE executives, separate, independent judging panel that includes GE executives, 
venture capital partners and several leading healthcare will select venture capital partners and several leading healthcare will select venture capital partners and several leading healthcare will select venture capital partners and several leading healthcare will select 
the recipients of the $100,000 innovation seed grants. Winners will the recipients of the $100,000 innovation seed grants. Winners will the recipients of the $100,000 innovation seed grants. Winners will the recipients of the $100,000 innovation seed grants. Winners will 
be announced in the first quarter of 2012. be announced in the first quarter of 2012. be announced in the first quarter of 2012. be announced in the first quarter of 2012.     
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ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ----    French Coup d'etat of 2011 French Coup d'etat of 2011 French Coup d'etat of 2011 French Coup d'etat of 2011 
Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical 
School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures!     
    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        

        

    
    
GE is also investing in the development of a database which will GE is also investing in the development of a database which will GE is also investing in the development of a database which will GE is also investing in the development of a database which will 
consolidate clinical, pathology, therapy and outcomes data to consolidate clinical, pathology, therapy and outcomes data to consolidate clinical, pathology, therapy and outcomes data to consolidate clinical, pathology, therapy and outcomes data to 
enable analysis and further accelerate innovation. This database enable analysis and further accelerate innovation. This database enable analysis and further accelerate innovation. This database enable analysis and further accelerate innovation. This database 
will be available in collaboration with leading cancer research, will be available in collaboration with leading cancer research, will be available in collaboration with leading cancer research, will be available in collaboration with leading cancer research, 
nongovernment and government organizations, starting with nongovernment and government organizations, starting with nongovernment and government organizations, starting with nongovernment and government organizations, starting with 
relevant cancer data from GErelevant cancer data from GErelevant cancer data from GErelevant cancer data from GE’’’’s Medical Quality Improvement s Medical Quality Improvement s Medical Quality Improvement s Medical Quality Improvement 
Consortium; Clarient, a GE Healthcare Company; The Premier Consortium; Clarient, a GE Healthcare Company; The Premier Consortium; Clarient, a GE Healthcare Company; The Premier Consortium; Clarient, a GE Healthcare Company; The Premier 
healthcare alliance; and the U.S. Department of Health and healthcare alliance; and the U.S. Department of Health and healthcare alliance; and the U.S. Department of Health and healthcare alliance; and the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services. New technologies GE also will launch new systems Human Services. New technologies GE also will launch new systems Human Services. New technologies GE also will launch new systems Human Services. New technologies GE also will launch new systems 
that improve screening and breast cancer diagnosis, and help that improve screening and breast cancer diagnosis, and help that improve screening and breast cancer diagnosis, and help that improve screening and breast cancer diagnosis, and help 
physicians ensure patients receive the right therapy for their tumor physicians ensure patients receive the right therapy for their tumor physicians ensure patients receive the right therapy for their tumor physicians ensure patients receive the right therapy for their tumor 
type. GE announced SenoCase, portable mammography device type. GE announced SenoCase, portable mammography device type. GE announced SenoCase, portable mammography device type. GE announced SenoCase, portable mammography device 
concept that will take a traditional digital mammography system concept that will take a traditional digital mammography system concept that will take a traditional digital mammography system concept that will take a traditional digital mammography system 
and miniaturize it into a portable unit the size of a large suitcase. and miniaturize it into a portable unit the size of a large suitcase. and miniaturize it into a portable unit the size of a large suitcase. and miniaturize it into a portable unit the size of a large suitcase. 
GE also previewed SenoBright, Contrast Enhanced Spectral GE also previewed SenoBright, Contrast Enhanced Spectral GE also previewed SenoBright, Contrast Enhanced Spectral GE also previewed SenoBright, Contrast Enhanced Spectral 
Mammography (CESM), a breast screening technique that will Mammography (CESM), a breast screening technique that will Mammography (CESM), a breast screening technique that will Mammography (CESM), a breast screening technique that will 
enable more precise identification of breast cancer incidence for enable more precise identification of breast cancer incidence for enable more precise identification of breast cancer incidence for enable more precise identification of breast cancer incidence for 
more than one million women by 2020. SenoBright combines more than one million women by 2020. SenoBright combines more than one million women by 2020. SenoBright combines more than one million women by 2020. SenoBright combines 
digital mammography, lowdigital mammography, lowdigital mammography, lowdigital mammography, low----    and highand highand highand high----level xlevel xlevel xlevel x----rays and a contrast rays and a contrast rays and a contrast rays and a contrast 
agent to identify incidence of cancer, and helps clinicians better agent to identify incidence of cancer, and helps clinicians better agent to identify incidence of cancer, and helps clinicians better agent to identify incidence of cancer, and helps clinicians better 
select patients requiring biopsy. SenoBright is currently 510(k) select patients requiring biopsy. SenoBright is currently 510(k) select patients requiring biopsy. SenoBright is currently 510(k) select patients requiring biopsy. SenoBright is currently 510(k) 
clearance at the U.S. FDA, and not available for sale in the U.S. clearance at the U.S. FDA, and not available for sale in the U.S. clearance at the U.S. FDA, and not available for sale in the U.S. clearance at the U.S. FDA, and not available for sale in the U.S. 
Outside the U.S., SenoBright has been installed in 17 care centers Outside the U.S., SenoBright has been installed in 17 care centers Outside the U.S., SenoBright has been installed in 17 care centers Outside the U.S., SenoBright has been installed in 17 care centers 
across Europe and Asia. Access to care GE announced a threeacross Europe and Asia. Access to care GE announced a threeacross Europe and Asia. Access to care GE announced a threeacross Europe and Asia. Access to care GE announced a three----year year year year 
partnership with Susan G. Komen for the Cure to forge programs partnership with Susan G. Komen for the Cure to forge programs partnership with Susan G. Komen for the Cure to forge programs partnership with Susan G. Komen for the Cure to forge programs 
that bring the latest breast cancer technologies to more women in that bring the latest breast cancer technologies to more women in that bring the latest breast cancer technologies to more women in that bring the latest breast cancer technologies to more women in 
the U.S. and around the world. Initially, these programs will run the U.S. and around the world. Initially, these programs will run the U.S. and around the world. Initially, these programs will run the U.S. and around the world. Initially, these programs will run 
in Wyoming, Saudi Arabia and China: in Wyoming, Saudi Arabia and China: in Wyoming, Saudi Arabia and China: in Wyoming, Saudi Arabia and China: • • • • Wyoming: By combining Wyoming: By combining Wyoming: By combining Wyoming: By combining 
mobile mammography with a digital twist to appointment mobile mammography with a digital twist to appointment mobile mammography with a digital twist to appointment mobile mammography with a digital twist to appointment 
bookings, GE is partnering with a number of inbookings, GE is partnering with a number of inbookings, GE is partnering with a number of inbookings, GE is partnering with a number of in----state organizations state organizations state organizations state organizations 
to help Wyoming address the challenges associated with being one to help Wyoming address the challenges associated with being one to help Wyoming address the challenges associated with being one to help Wyoming address the challenges associated with being one 
of the most rural states in the U.S. of the most rural states in the U.S. of the most rural states in the U.S. of the most rural states in the U.S. ••••Saudi Arabia: GE and the Saudi Arabia: GE and the Saudi Arabia: GE and the Saudi Arabia: GE and the 
Kingdom of Saudi ArabiaKingdom of Saudi ArabiaKingdom of Saudi ArabiaKingdom of Saudi Arabia’’’’s Ministry of Health established a mutual s Ministry of Health established a mutual s Ministry of Health established a mutual s Ministry of Health established a mutual 
partnership aimed at increasing access to breast cancer screening. partnership aimed at increasing access to breast cancer screening. partnership aimed at increasing access to breast cancer screening. partnership aimed at increasing access to breast cancer screening. 
GE will develop and deploy two mobile screening units in Riyadh GE will develop and deploy two mobile screening units in Riyadh GE will develop and deploy two mobile screening units in Riyadh GE will develop and deploy two mobile screening units in Riyadh 
City with the goal of screening 10,000 women within the first 12 City with the goal of screening 10,000 women within the first 12 City with the goal of screening 10,000 women within the first 12 City with the goal of screening 10,000 women within the first 12 
months with a plan to start in October. Itmonths with a plan to start in October. Itmonths with a plan to start in October. Itmonths with a plan to start in October. It’’’’s also reaching out to s also reaching out to s also reaching out to s also reaching out to 
leading universities to launch an open innovation challenge for leading universities to launch an open innovation challenge for leading universities to launch an open innovation challenge for leading universities to launch an open innovation challenge for 
Saudi women in an effort to identify sustainable methods for Saudi women in an effort to identify sustainable methods for Saudi women in an effort to identify sustainable methods for Saudi women in an effort to identify sustainable methods for 
improving breast cancer screening in the country. improving breast cancer screening in the country. improving breast cancer screening in the country. improving breast cancer screening in the country. ••••China: GE and China: GE and China: GE and China: GE and 
partners will launch a broad outreach program later this year in partners will launch a broad outreach program later this year in partners will launch a broad outreach program later this year in partners will launch a broad outreach program later this year in 
the Guangdong Province aimed at raising awareness of and the Guangdong Province aimed at raising awareness of and the Guangdong Province aimed at raising awareness of and the Guangdong Province aimed at raising awareness of and 
compliance with breast cancer screening procedures. The program compliance with breast cancer screening procedures. The program compliance with breast cancer screening procedures. The program compliance with breast cancer screening procedures. The program 
will develop a local model to improve education and breast will develop a local model to improve education and breast will develop a local model to improve education and breast will develop a local model to improve education and breast 
screening in rural areas. screening in rural areas. screening in rural areas. screening in rural areas.     
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The U.S. is trying to revive a program to prevent Libyan chemical, The U.S. is trying to revive a program to prevent Libyan chemical, The U.S. is trying to revive a program to prevent Libyan chemical, The U.S. is trying to revive a program to prevent Libyan chemical, 
biological and nuclear scientists from working for terror groups or biological and nuclear scientists from working for terror groups or biological and nuclear scientists from working for terror groups or biological and nuclear scientists from working for terror groups or 
hostile nations, a State Department official said Thursday. hostile nations, a State Department official said Thursday. hostile nations, a State Department official said Thursday. hostile nations, a State Department official said Thursday. 
Hundreds of experts worked in Moammar Gadhafi's weapons of Hundreds of experts worked in Moammar Gadhafi's weapons of Hundreds of experts worked in Moammar Gadhafi's weapons of Hundreds of experts worked in Moammar Gadhafi's weapons of 
mass destruction programs. After Gadhafi agreed to dismantle mass destruction programs. After Gadhafi agreed to dismantle mass destruction programs. After Gadhafi agreed to dismantle mass destruction programs. After Gadhafi agreed to dismantle 
those programs in 2003, the U.S. launched an effort to steer Libya's those programs in 2003, the U.S. launched an effort to steer Libya's those programs in 2003, the U.S. launched an effort to steer Libya's those programs in 2003, the U.S. launched an effort to steer Libya's 
WMD scientists into civilian research projects, including water WMD scientists into civilian research projects, including water WMD scientists into civilian research projects, including water WMD scientists into civilian research projects, including water 
desalination, oil and gas production and nuclear medicine. The desalination, oil and gas production and nuclear medicine. The desalination, oil and gas production and nuclear medicine. The desalination, oil and gas production and nuclear medicine. The 
effort was suspended during Libya's civil war. The official told The effort was suspended during Libya's civil war. The official told The effort was suspended during Libya's civil war. The official told The effort was suspended during Libya's civil war. The official told The 
Associated Press that the U.S. has asked Libya's interim government Associated Press that the U.S. has asked Libya's interim government Associated Press that the U.S. has asked Libya's interim government Associated Press that the U.S. has asked Libya's interim government 
to allow Washington to reto allow Washington to reto allow Washington to reto allow Washington to re----establish contact with the scientists. The establish contact with the scientists. The establish contact with the scientists. The establish contact with the scientists. The 
official who spoke on condition of anonymity because of the official who spoke on condition of anonymity because of the official who spoke on condition of anonymity because of the official who spoke on condition of anonymity because of the 
sensitivity of the issue. Libya's new leaders have expressed an sensitivity of the issue. Libya's new leaders have expressed an sensitivity of the issue. Libya's new leaders have expressed an sensitivity of the issue. Libya's new leaders have expressed an 
interest in working with the U.S. on the scientist program and interest in working with the U.S. on the scientist program and interest in working with the U.S. on the scientist program and interest in working with the U.S. on the scientist program and 
other counterother counterother counterother counter----proliferation efforts, the official said, but so far they proliferation efforts, the official said, but so far they proliferation efforts, the official said, but so far they proliferation efforts, the official said, but so far they 
have not formally responded. Bilal Saab, a Middle East expert at have not formally responded. Bilal Saab, a Middle East expert at have not formally responded. Bilal Saab, a Middle East expert at have not formally responded. Bilal Saab, a Middle East expert at 
the Monterey Institute of International Studies, said securing the Monterey Institute of International Studies, said securing the Monterey Institute of International Studies, said securing the Monterey Institute of International Studies, said securing 
Libya's weapons of mass destruction and the expertise needed to Libya's weapons of mass destruction and the expertise needed to Libya's weapons of mass destruction and the expertise needed to Libya's weapons of mass destruction and the expertise needed to 
produce them is a priority for the U.S. But, Saab said, Libya's produce them is a priority for the U.S. But, Saab said, Libya's produce them is a priority for the U.S. But, Saab said, Libya's produce them is a priority for the U.S. But, Saab said, Libya's 
interim leaders have different concerns, including their struggle interim leaders have different concerns, including their struggle interim leaders have different concerns, including their struggle interim leaders have different concerns, including their struggle 
to defeat the remaining Gadhafi loyalists and unify the country. to defeat the remaining Gadhafi loyalists and unify the country. to defeat the remaining Gadhafi loyalists and unify the country. to defeat the remaining Gadhafi loyalists and unify the country.     
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The U.S. has sought to keep track of Libya's unconventional The U.S. has sought to keep track of Libya's unconventional The U.S. has sought to keep track of Libya's unconventional The U.S. has sought to keep track of Libya's unconventional 
weapons experts during the civil war, the State Department official weapons experts during the civil war, the State Department official weapons experts during the civil war, the State Department official weapons experts during the civil war, the State Department official 
said, and has found no direct evidence that any were recruited to said, and has found no direct evidence that any were recruited to said, and has found no direct evidence that any were recruited to said, and has found no direct evidence that any were recruited to 
work in illicit weapons programs. In the past few days a few Libyan work in illicit weapons programs. In the past few days a few Libyan work in illicit weapons programs. In the past few days a few Libyan work in illicit weapons programs. In the past few days a few Libyan 
WMD scientists, including bioweapons experts, have reWMD scientists, including bioweapons experts, have reWMD scientists, including bioweapons experts, have reWMD scientists, including bioweapons experts, have re----established established established established 
contact with U.S. officials. Meanwhile, the official said, Washington contact with U.S. officials. Meanwhile, the official said, Washington contact with U.S. officials. Meanwhile, the official said, Washington contact with U.S. officials. Meanwhile, the official said, Washington 
has worked with U.S. scientists at nongovernment groups and has worked with U.S. scientists at nongovernment groups and has worked with U.S. scientists at nongovernment groups and has worked with U.S. scientists at nongovernment groups and 
national laboratories to draft a list of key Libyan researchers who national laboratories to draft a list of key Libyan researchers who national laboratories to draft a list of key Libyan researchers who national laboratories to draft a list of key Libyan researchers who 
need to be located. Word of the U.S. effort to reneed to be located. Word of the U.S. effort to reneed to be located. Word of the U.S. effort to reneed to be located. Word of the U.S. effort to re----establish contact establish contact establish contact establish contact 
with Gadhafi's scientists came as Britain and France promised to with Gadhafi's scientists came as Britain and France promised to with Gadhafi's scientists came as Britain and France promised to with Gadhafi's scientists came as Britain and France promised to 
release billions of dollars in frozen assets to the interim release billions of dollars in frozen assets to the interim release billions of dollars in frozen assets to the interim release billions of dollars in frozen assets to the interim 
government and to push NATO strikes against Gadhafi's last government and to push NATO strikes against Gadhafi's last government and to push NATO strikes against Gadhafi's last government and to push NATO strikes against Gadhafi's last 
strongholds. Gadhafi agreed to dismantle his WMD research and strongholds. Gadhafi agreed to dismantle his WMD research and strongholds. Gadhafi agreed to dismantle his WMD research and strongholds. Gadhafi agreed to dismantle his WMD research and 
production programs in the wake of the U.S. invasion of Iraq and production programs in the wake of the U.S. invasion of Iraq and production programs in the wake of the U.S. invasion of Iraq and production programs in the wake of the U.S. invasion of Iraq and 
under intense economic pressure from international sanctions. under intense economic pressure from international sanctions. under intense economic pressure from international sanctions. under intense economic pressure from international sanctions. 
After 2003, Libya surrendered its nuclear weaponsAfter 2003, Libya surrendered its nuclear weaponsAfter 2003, Libya surrendered its nuclear weaponsAfter 2003, Libya surrendered its nuclear weapons----related related related related 
equipment and materials, in addition to 1,300 tons of chemicals equipment and materials, in addition to 1,300 tons of chemicals equipment and materials, in addition to 1,300 tons of chemicals equipment and materials, in addition to 1,300 tons of chemicals 
that could have been used to make nerve agent, which can kill in that could have been used to make nerve agent, which can kill in that could have been used to make nerve agent, which can kill in that could have been used to make nerve agent, which can kill in 
tiny doses. Under U.S. and Western supervision, Libya also tiny doses. Under U.S. and Western supervision, Libya also tiny doses. Under U.S. and Western supervision, Libya also tiny doses. Under U.S. and Western supervision, Libya also 
destroyed almost 3,600 chemical bombs and about half of its destroyed almost 3,600 chemical bombs and about half of its destroyed almost 3,600 chemical bombs and about half of its destroyed almost 3,600 chemical bombs and about half of its 
stockpile of 23 tons of mustard agent. But Gadhafi never completed stockpile of 23 tons of mustard agent. But Gadhafi never completed stockpile of 23 tons of mustard agent. But Gadhafi never completed stockpile of 23 tons of mustard agent. But Gadhafi never completed 
the process of WMD disarmament, leaving Libya with about 2,000 the process of WMD disarmament, leaving Libya with about 2,000 the process of WMD disarmament, leaving Libya with about 2,000 the process of WMD disarmament, leaving Libya with about 2,000 
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tons of uranium yellowcake tons of uranium yellowcake tons of uranium yellowcake tons of uranium yellowcake ————    partly refined uranium ore partly refined uranium ore partly refined uranium ore partly refined uranium ore ————    as as as as 
well as 11 metric tons of mustard agent, radiological materials well as 11 metric tons of mustard agent, radiological materials well as 11 metric tons of mustard agent, radiological materials well as 11 metric tons of mustard agent, radiological materials 
that might be used in a sothat might be used in a sothat might be used in a sothat might be used in a so----called dirty bomb and 200 Scudcalled dirty bomb and 200 Scudcalled dirty bomb and 200 Scudcalled dirty bomb and 200 Scud----B B B B 
ballistic missiles. In February 2004, President George W. Bush ballistic missiles. In February 2004, President George W. Bush ballistic missiles. In February 2004, President George W. Bush ballistic missiles. In February 2004, President George W. Bush 
announced that the U.S. was launching an effort to create civilian announced that the U.S. was launching an effort to create civilian announced that the U.S. was launching an effort to create civilian announced that the U.S. was launching an effort to create civilian 
jobs for Libya's weapons experts. But current and former officials jobs for Libya's weapons experts. But current and former officials jobs for Libya's weapons experts. But current and former officials jobs for Libya's weapons experts. But current and former officials 
describe Libya's cooperation in the program as limited. describe Libya's cooperation in the program as limited. describe Libya's cooperation in the program as limited. describe Libya's cooperation in the program as limited.     
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The State Department official said that while Gadhafi provided The State Department official said that while Gadhafi provided The State Department official said that while Gadhafi provided The State Department official said that while Gadhafi provided 
relatively free access to his nuclear scientists and research relatively free access to his nuclear scientists and research relatively free access to his nuclear scientists and research relatively free access to his nuclear scientists and research 
biologists, he restricted contacts with his chemical weapons experts biologists, he restricted contacts with his chemical weapons experts biologists, he restricted contacts with his chemical weapons experts biologists, he restricted contacts with his chemical weapons experts 
————    to the point of assigning minders to monitor and censor to the point of assigning minders to monitor and censor to the point of assigning minders to monitor and censor to the point of assigning minders to monitor and censor 
interviews. Libya had extensive experience manufacturing interviews. Libya had extensive experience manufacturing interviews. Libya had extensive experience manufacturing interviews. Libya had extensive experience manufacturing 
chemical arms, using them against its southern neighbor Chad in chemical arms, using them against its southern neighbor Chad in chemical arms, using them against its southern neighbor Chad in chemical arms, using them against its southern neighbor Chad in 
1987. Gadhafi's nuclear program by contrast had made limited 1987. Gadhafi's nuclear program by contrast had made limited 1987. Gadhafi's nuclear program by contrast had made limited 1987. Gadhafi's nuclear program by contrast had made limited 
progress and his biological weapons effort was largely confined to progress and his biological weapons effort was largely confined to progress and his biological weapons effort was largely confined to progress and his biological weapons effort was largely confined to 
laboratory research. In recent years, Libya further restricted its laboratory research. In recent years, Libya further restricted its laboratory research. In recent years, Libya further restricted its laboratory research. In recent years, Libya further restricted its 
cooperation with the U.S. in countercooperation with the U.S. in countercooperation with the U.S. in countercooperation with the U.S. in counter----proliferation programs. proliferation programs. proliferation programs. proliferation programs. 
According to an internal State Department cable released by According to an internal State Department cable released by According to an internal State Department cable released by According to an internal State Department cable released by 
WikiLeaks, Libya in 2009 temporarily blocked the shipment out of WikiLeaks, Libya in 2009 temporarily blocked the shipment out of WikiLeaks, Libya in 2009 temporarily blocked the shipment out of WikiLeaks, Libya in 2009 temporarily blocked the shipment out of 
the country of its last stocks of weaponsthe country of its last stocks of weaponsthe country of its last stocks of weaponsthe country of its last stocks of weapons----grade uranium. The cable grade uranium. The cable grade uranium. The cable grade uranium. The cable 
quoted Gadhafi's son Saif saying the regime was unhappy with the quoted Gadhafi's son Saif saying the regime was unhappy with the quoted Gadhafi's son Saif saying the regime was unhappy with the quoted Gadhafi's son Saif saying the regime was unhappy with the 
slow pace and narrow scope of U.S. financial and military aid. The slow pace and narrow scope of U.S. financial and military aid. The slow pace and narrow scope of U.S. financial and military aid. The slow pace and narrow scope of U.S. financial and military aid. The 
U.S. has run similar programs for weapons experts in Russia, Iraq U.S. has run similar programs for weapons experts in Russia, Iraq U.S. has run similar programs for weapons experts in Russia, Iraq U.S. has run similar programs for weapons experts in Russia, Iraq 
and 42 other countries worldwide. Some Iraqi and Russian and 42 other countries worldwide. Some Iraqi and Russian and 42 other countries worldwide. Some Iraqi and Russian and 42 other countries worldwide. Some Iraqi and Russian 
scientists with crucial skills have been brought to the U.S., the scientists with crucial skills have been brought to the U.S., the scientists with crucial skills have been brought to the U.S., the scientists with crucial skills have been brought to the U.S., the 
official said, but the program aims to find civilian work for most official said, but the program aims to find civilian work for most official said, but the program aims to find civilian work for most official said, but the program aims to find civilian work for most 
scientists in their homelands. The U.S. is concerned about the fate scientists in their homelands. The U.S. is concerned about the fate scientists in their homelands. The U.S. is concerned about the fate scientists in their homelands. The U.S. is concerned about the fate 
of some of Libya's conventional weapons. Gadhafi amassed as many of some of Libya's conventional weapons. Gadhafi amassed as many of some of Libya's conventional weapons. Gadhafi amassed as many of some of Libya's conventional weapons. Gadhafi amassed as many 
as 25,000 portable antias 25,000 portable antias 25,000 portable antias 25,000 portable anti----aircraft missiles, called MANPADS, before aircraft missiles, called MANPADS, before aircraft missiles, called MANPADS, before aircraft missiles, called MANPADS, before 
the civil war, raising concerns that the looted weapons could be the civil war, raising concerns that the looted weapons could be the civil war, raising concerns that the looted weapons could be the civil war, raising concerns that the looted weapons could be 
used to target civilian aircraft. used to target civilian aircraft. used to target civilian aircraft. used to target civilian aircraft.     
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News reports suggest that some unguarded caches of the mostly News reports suggest that some unguarded caches of the mostly News reports suggest that some unguarded caches of the mostly News reports suggest that some unguarded caches of the mostly 
RussianRussianRussianRussian----built mobile weapons have already been looted. The State built mobile weapons have already been looted. The State built mobile weapons have already been looted. The State built mobile weapons have already been looted. The State 
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Department recently sent a U.S. weapons disposal expert and Department recently sent a U.S. weapons disposal expert and Department recently sent a U.S. weapons disposal expert and Department recently sent a U.S. weapons disposal expert and 
several private contractors to Tripoli to aid in the hunt for several private contractors to Tripoli to aid in the hunt for several private contractors to Tripoli to aid in the hunt for several private contractors to Tripoli to aid in the hunt for 
MANPADS and other loose munitions. The U.S. is also spending $3 MANPADS and other loose munitions. The U.S. is also spending $3 MANPADS and other loose munitions. The U.S. is also spending $3 MANPADS and other loose munitions. The U.S. is also spending $3 
million for two international weapons disposal teams to search million for two international weapons disposal teams to search million for two international weapons disposal teams to search million for two international weapons disposal teams to search 
and disable similar arms elsewhere in Libya. and disable similar arms elsewhere in Libya. and disable similar arms elsewhere in Libya. and disable similar arms elsewhere in Libya.     
    
    
    
    
Clinton knows for every 100k barrels of oil from Libya it equals 100 Clinton knows for every 100k barrels of oil from Libya it equals 100 Clinton knows for every 100k barrels of oil from Libya it equals 100 Clinton knows for every 100k barrels of oil from Libya it equals 100 
fiery LA Wrecks and car exhaust that causes 100 cancer a day! fiery LA Wrecks and car exhaust that causes 100 cancer a day! fiery LA Wrecks and car exhaust that causes 100 cancer a day! fiery LA Wrecks and car exhaust that causes 100 cancer a day!     
    
    
Clinton and the State Department know 1 billion people drink Clinton and the State Department know 1 billion people drink Clinton and the State Department know 1 billion people drink Clinton and the State Department know 1 billion people drink 
dirty water because our USA Orwellian Caesar suppresses the dirty water because our USA Orwellian Caesar suppresses the dirty water because our USA Orwellian Caesar suppresses the dirty water because our USA Orwellian Caesar suppresses the 
ElectricWindmillCar and its H2O electrolysis on JFK SuperAirCraft ElectricWindmillCar and its H2O electrolysis on JFK SuperAirCraft ElectricWindmillCar and its H2O electrolysis on JFK SuperAirCraft ElectricWindmillCar and its H2O electrolysis on JFK SuperAirCraft 
Carriers that can make cans of H at Carriers that can make cans of H at Carriers that can make cans of H at Carriers that can make cans of H at ----254 C for electric generation 254 C for electric generation 254 C for electric generation 254 C for electric generation 
fuel, and clean water for 1 billion. 10,000 windmills on the JFK fuel, and clean water for 1 billion. 10,000 windmills on the JFK fuel, and clean water for 1 billion. 10,000 windmills on the JFK fuel, and clean water for 1 billion. 10,000 windmills on the JFK ----
Worst MD's at WHO know this! Only in an Oil Genocide Era and Worst MD's at WHO know this! Only in an Oil Genocide Era and Worst MD's at WHO know this! Only in an Oil Genocide Era and Worst MD's at WHO know this! Only in an Oil Genocide Era and 
Society could Roche and GE make news today while NBC Today Society could Roche and GE make news today while NBC Today Society could Roche and GE make news today while NBC Today Society could Roche and GE make news today while NBC Today 
Show will not mention how many women will die of breast cancer Show will not mention how many women will die of breast cancer Show will not mention how many women will die of breast cancer Show will not mention how many women will die of breast cancer 
today! today! today! today!     
    
    
Susan G. Komen for the Cure and the Bill & Melinda Gates Susan G. Komen for the Cure and the Bill & Melinda Gates Susan G. Komen for the Cure and the Bill & Melinda Gates Susan G. Komen for the Cure and the Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation Foundation Foundation Foundation     
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What if "they" bought the 1980 model Electricwindmillcar... What if "they" bought the 1980 model Electricwindmillcar... What if "they" bought the 1980 model Electricwindmillcar... What if "they" bought the 1980 model Electricwindmillcar...     
What if 9What if 9What if 9What if 9----11 never happened! 11 never happened! 11 never happened! 11 never happened!     
    
CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows 
this... this... this... this...     
    
9999----11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 
cancer on 9cancer on 9cancer on 9cancer on 9----11... Don't ask Andrea Mitchell, NBC's chief foreign 11... Don't ask Andrea Mitchell, NBC's chief foreign 11... Don't ask Andrea Mitchell, NBC's chief foreign 11... Don't ask Andrea Mitchell, NBC's chief foreign 
affairs correspondent, as she will tell you she will live, her breast affairs correspondent, as she will tell you she will live, her breast affairs correspondent, as she will tell you she will live, her breast affairs correspondent, as she will tell you she will live, her breast 
cancer can be cured! cancer can be cured! cancer can be cured! cancer can be cured!     
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1981 What if 91981 What if 91981 What if 91981 What if 9----11 never happened! Via Spin off Inventions... 11 never happened! Via Spin off Inventions... 11 never happened! Via Spin off Inventions... 11 never happened! Via Spin off Inventions...     
1981 CIA Top Brass bankrupt 15 Terrorists from Saudi Arabia! 1981 CIA Top Brass bankrupt 15 Terrorists from Saudi Arabia! 1981 CIA Top Brass bankrupt 15 Terrorists from Saudi Arabia! 1981 CIA Top Brass bankrupt 15 Terrorists from Saudi Arabia!     
9999----11 CIA absurdities caused by $177 Trillion dollars in oil 11 CIA absurdities caused by $177 Trillion dollars in oil 11 CIA absurdities caused by $177 Trillion dollars in oil 11 CIA absurdities caused by $177 Trillion dollars in oil 
revenues!$ revenues!$ revenues!$ revenues!$     
CIA was bribed with unlimited MIT War Toy money$ CIA was bribed with unlimited MIT War Toy money$ CIA was bribed with unlimited MIT War Toy money$ CIA was bribed with unlimited MIT War Toy money$     
What if they bought the 1980 model Electricwindmillcar... What if they bought the 1980 model Electricwindmillcar... What if they bought the 1980 model Electricwindmillcar... What if they bought the 1980 model Electricwindmillcar...     
What if 9What if 9What if 9What if 9----11 never happened! 11 never happened! 11 never happened! 11 never happened!     
    
CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows 
this... this... this... this...     
    
9999----11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 
cancer on 9cancer on 9cancer on 9cancer on 9----11 11 11 11     
    
9999----11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 
cancer on 9cancer on 9cancer on 9cancer on 9----11 11 11 11     
    
    
    

        

    
    
    
CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows 
this... this... this... this...     
    
9999----11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 
cancer on 9cancer on 9cancer on 9cancer on 9----11 11 11 11     
    
9999----11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... how many women will die of breast 
cancer on 9cancer on 9cancer on 9cancer on 9----11 11 11 11     
    
9999----11 Breast Cancer Deaths... Suppressed! By NBC News! Breast 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... Suppressed! By NBC News! Breast 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... Suppressed! By NBC News! Breast 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... Suppressed! By NBC News! Breast 
Cancer women not as lucky as Mitchell and Roberts... (40,000 Cancer women not as lucky as Mitchell and Roberts... (40,000 Cancer women not as lucky as Mitchell and Roberts... (40,000 Cancer women not as lucky as Mitchell and Roberts... (40,000 
women died of breast cancer in 2007, 2008, 2009 2010, 2011, and women died of breast cancer in 2007, 2008, 2009 2010, 2011, and women died of breast cancer in 2007, 2008, 2009 2010, 2011, and women died of breast cancer in 2007, 2008, 2009 2010, 2011, and 
will in 2012) Andrea Mitchell, NBC's chief foreign affairs will in 2012) Andrea Mitchell, NBC's chief foreign affairs will in 2012) Andrea Mitchell, NBC's chief foreign affairs will in 2012) Andrea Mitchell, NBC's chief foreign affairs 
correspondent, suppressed the statistics on... correspondent, suppressed the statistics on... correspondent, suppressed the statistics on... correspondent, suppressed the statistics on...     
    
how many women will die of breast cancer on 9how many women will die of breast cancer on 9how many women will die of breast cancer on 9how many women will die of breast cancer on 9----11 11 11 11     
    
because the Men at the Pentagon will not let NBC put on this story because the Men at the Pentagon will not let NBC put on this story because the Men at the Pentagon will not let NBC put on this story because the Men at the Pentagon will not let NBC put on this story 
on 9on 9on 9on 9----11111111----2011 or any other Morning Today show any day as the 2011 or any other Morning Today show any day as the 2011 or any other Morning Today show any day as the 2011 or any other Morning Today show any day as the 
numbers of women who die of breast cancer world wide in one day numbers of women who die of breast cancer world wide in one day numbers of women who die of breast cancer world wide in one day numbers of women who die of breast cancer world wide in one day 
are "Top Secret" not for Pentagon to report... are "Top Secret" not for Pentagon to report... are "Top Secret" not for Pentagon to report... are "Top Secret" not for Pentagon to report...     
    
CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows 
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this... this... this... this...     
    
9999----11 Breast Cancer Deaths... 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... 11 Breast Cancer Deaths...     
    
9999----11 Breast Cancer Deaths... 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... 11 Breast Cancer Deaths... 11 Breast Cancer Deaths...     
    
9999----11 Big Brother is watching you on Millions of TV Monitors in 11 Big Brother is watching you on Millions of TV Monitors in 11 Big Brother is watching you on Millions of TV Monitors in 11 Big Brother is watching you on Millions of TV Monitors in 
NYC... but not watching out for your women! NYC... but not watching out for your women! NYC... but not watching out for your women! NYC... but not watching out for your women!     
    
Andrea Mitchell and Robin Roberts spit on women who will die on Andrea Mitchell and Robin Roberts spit on women who will die on Andrea Mitchell and Robin Roberts spit on women who will die on Andrea Mitchell and Robin Roberts spit on women who will die on 
9999----11 from Breast Cancer 11 from Breast Cancer 11 from Breast Cancer 11 from Breast Cancer     
    
by stifling Greg Buell Lovestar and his Yale MD wives from by stifling Greg Buell Lovestar and his Yale MD wives from by stifling Greg Buell Lovestar and his Yale MD wives from by stifling Greg Buell Lovestar and his Yale MD wives from 
brainstorming a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast brainstorming a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast brainstorming a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast brainstorming a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast 
cancer... cancer... cancer... cancer...     
    
This is a genocide spin off from the oil genocide mentality... of our This is a genocide spin off from the oil genocide mentality... of our This is a genocide spin off from the oil genocide mentality... of our This is a genocide spin off from the oil genocide mentality... of our 
Orwellian Caesar. Orwellian Caesar. Orwellian Caesar. Orwellian Caesar.     
    
ps Madonna news a new movie for her, not the Movie I wanted to ps Madonna news a new movie for her, not the Movie I wanted to ps Madonna news a new movie for her, not the Movie I wanted to ps Madonna news a new movie for her, not the Movie I wanted to 
write for Madonna, Greg's movie is titled... Madonna Songs Can write for Madonna, Greg's movie is titled... Madonna Songs Can write for Madonna, Greg's movie is titled... Madonna Songs Can write for Madonna, Greg's movie is titled... Madonna Songs Can 
Inspire (Greg) to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Breast Cancer Inspire (Greg) to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Breast Cancer Inspire (Greg) to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Breast Cancer Inspire (Greg) to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Breast Cancer 
Cure! Cure! Cure! Cure!     
    

    

Andrea Mitchell and Robin Roberts spit on women who will die Andrea Mitchell and Robin Roberts spit on women who will die Andrea Mitchell and Robin Roberts spit on women who will die Andrea Mitchell and Robin Roberts spit on women who will die 
today from Breast Cancer by stifling Greg Buell Lovestar and his today from Breast Cancer by stifling Greg Buell Lovestar and his today from Breast Cancer by stifling Greg Buell Lovestar and his today from Breast Cancer by stifling Greg Buell Lovestar and his 
Yale MD wives from brainstorming a Rx Penicillin Overnight Yale MD wives from brainstorming a Rx Penicillin Overnight Yale MD wives from brainstorming a Rx Penicillin Overnight Yale MD wives from brainstorming a Rx Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle cure for breast cancer... This is a genocide spin off from the Miracle cure for breast cancer... This is a genocide spin off from the Miracle cure for breast cancer... This is a genocide spin off from the Miracle cure for breast cancer... This is a genocide spin off from the 
oil genocide mentality... of our Orwellian Caesar oil genocide mentality... of our Orwellian Caesar oil genocide mentality... of our Orwellian Caesar oil genocide mentality... of our Orwellian Caesar     
    
CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks, Yale knows 
this... this... this... this...     
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CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks Yale knows CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks Yale knows CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks Yale knows CIA has $7 Trillion in Covert War money in Swiss Banks Yale knows 
this... this... this... this...     
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1981 Spin off Invention... cure for pancreatic cancer that is caused 1981 Spin off Invention... cure for pancreatic cancer that is caused 1981 Spin off Invention... cure for pancreatic cancer that is caused 1981 Spin off Invention... cure for pancreatic cancer that is caused 
by an islet cell neuroendocrine tumor. by an islet cell neuroendocrine tumor. by an islet cell neuroendocrine tumor. by an islet cell neuroendocrine tumor.     
    
2011 Steve Jobs will die knowing his going along with the 2011 Steve Jobs will die knowing his going along with the 2011 Steve Jobs will die knowing his going along with the 2011 Steve Jobs will die knowing his going along with the 
suppression of the electricwindmillcar in 1980 and its inventor suppression of the electricwindmillcar in 1980 and its inventor suppression of the electricwindmillcar in 1980 and its inventor suppression of the electricwindmillcar in 1980 and its inventor 
Greg Buell Lovestar, killed him. Jobs also suppressed the cure for Greg Buell Lovestar, killed him. Jobs also suppressed the cure for Greg Buell Lovestar, killed him. Jobs also suppressed the cure for Greg Buell Lovestar, killed him. Jobs also suppressed the cure for 
cancer in "General" in 1981! And 1,001 spin off inventions from the cancer in "General" in 1981! And 1,001 spin off inventions from the cancer in "General" in 1981! And 1,001 spin off inventions from the cancer in "General" in 1981! And 1,001 spin off inventions from the 
Euphoria of the Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980! Euphoria of the Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980! Euphoria of the Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980! Euphoria of the Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980!     
    
Generals at the Pentagon might have killed Steve Jobs in 1981... Generals at the Pentagon might have killed Steve Jobs in 1981... Generals at the Pentagon might have killed Steve Jobs in 1981... Generals at the Pentagon might have killed Steve Jobs in 1981... 
though ? though ? though ? though ?     
    
For exposing the suppression of the electricwindmillcar invented in For exposing the suppression of the electricwindmillcar invented in For exposing the suppression of the electricwindmillcar invented in For exposing the suppression of the electricwindmillcar invented in 
1980! 1980! 1980! 1980!     
    
    
    

        

California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””    For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer!     
    

        

ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ----    French Coup d'etat of 2011 French Coup d'etat of 2011 French Coup d'etat of 2011 French Coup d'etat of 2011 
Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical 
School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures!     
    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        

        

California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””    For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer!     
    
Andrea Mitchell, NBC's chief foreign affairs correspondent, Andrea Mitchell, NBC's chief foreign affairs correspondent, Andrea Mitchell, NBC's chief foreign affairs correspondent, Andrea Mitchell, NBC's chief foreign affairs correspondent, 
announced on air Wednesday that she has breast cancer, saying to announced on air Wednesday that she has breast cancer, saying to announced on air Wednesday that she has breast cancer, saying to announced on air Wednesday that she has breast cancer, saying to 
other women: "Screening matters. Do it." She said her cancer was other women: "Screening matters. Do it." She said her cancer was other women: "Screening matters. Do it." She said her cancer was other women: "Screening matters. Do it." She said her cancer was 
caught in the "earliest stages" and she described her prognosis as caught in the "earliest stages" and she described her prognosis as caught in the "earliest stages" and she described her prognosis as caught in the "earliest stages" and she described her prognosis as 
"terrific." Mitchell did not say what kind of treatment she had "terrific." Mitchell did not say what kind of treatment she had "terrific." Mitchell did not say what kind of treatment she had "terrific." Mitchell did not say what kind of treatment she had 
undergone. "Mine was discovered during my annual screening just undergone. "Mine was discovered during my annual screening just undergone. "Mine was discovered during my annual screening just undergone. "Mine was discovered during my annual screening just 
a short time ago," she said. "Luckily for me, I am one of the a short time ago," she said. "Luckily for me, I am one of the a short time ago," she said. "Luckily for me, I am one of the a short time ago," she said. "Luckily for me, I am one of the 
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fortunate ones; we discovered it in the earliest stage, it hadn't fortunate ones; we discovered it in the earliest stage, it hadn't fortunate ones; we discovered it in the earliest stage, it hadn't fortunate ones; we discovered it in the earliest stage, it hadn't 
spread, and I'm already back at work with a terrific prognosis." spread, and I'm already back at work with a terrific prognosis." spread, and I'm already back at work with a terrific prognosis." spread, and I'm already back at work with a terrific prognosis." 
"I"I"I"I’’’’m looking at this as another of lifem looking at this as another of lifem looking at this as another of lifem looking at this as another of life’’’’s lessons," Mitchell said. "For s lessons," Mitchell said. "For s lessons," Mitchell said. "For s lessons," Mitchell said. "For 
you women out there and the men who love you, screening matters. you women out there and the men who love you, screening matters. you women out there and the men who love you, screening matters. you women out there and the men who love you, screening matters. 
Do it. This disease can be completely curable if you find it at the Do it. This disease can be completely curable if you find it at the Do it. This disease can be completely curable if you find it at the Do it. This disease can be completely curable if you find it at the 
right time." right time." right time." right time."     
    
A year after her breast cancer diagnosis, Good Morning AmericaA year after her breast cancer diagnosis, Good Morning AmericaA year after her breast cancer diagnosis, Good Morning AmericaA year after her breast cancer diagnosis, Good Morning America’’’’s s s s 
Robin Roberts is at the top of her game and is playing by an Robin Roberts is at the top of her game and is playing by an Robin Roberts is at the top of her game and is playing by an Robin Roberts is at the top of her game and is playing by an 
amended set of rules. August 3, 2007, (40,000 women died of breast amended set of rules. August 3, 2007, (40,000 women died of breast amended set of rules. August 3, 2007, (40,000 women died of breast amended set of rules. August 3, 2007, (40,000 women died of breast 
cancer in 2007, 2008, 2009 2010, 2011, and will in 2012) and then cancer in 2007, 2008, 2009 2010, 2011, and will in 2012) and then cancer in 2007, 2008, 2009 2010, 2011, and will in 2012) and then cancer in 2007, 2008, 2009 2010, 2011, and will in 2012) and then 
had cheered her return to daytime TV just ten days later. Among had cheered her return to daytime TV just ten days later. Among had cheered her return to daytime TV just ten days later. Among had cheered her return to daytime TV just ten days later. Among 
the most dramatic milestones in her recovery was in April, when the most dramatic milestones in her recovery was in April, when the most dramatic milestones in her recovery was in April, when the most dramatic milestones in her recovery was in April, when 
she doffed her wig to reveal the reshe doffed her wig to reveal the reshe doffed her wig to reveal the reshe doffed her wig to reveal the re----growth of her hair. It was a growth of her hair. It was a growth of her hair. It was a growth of her hair. It was a 
visual sign that the year she describes as visual sign that the year she describes as visual sign that the year she describes as visual sign that the year she describes as ““““tumultuoustumultuoustumultuoustumultuous””””    was over. It was over. It was over. It was over. It 
was time to move on. was time to move on. was time to move on. was time to move on. ““““People begged me to write a book about People begged me to write a book about People begged me to write a book about People begged me to write a book about 
cancer, cancer, cancer, cancer, ““““Robin says. Robin says. Robin says. Robin says. ““““I refused because cancer is nothing more I refused because cancer is nothing more I refused because cancer is nothing more I refused because cancer is nothing more 
than a chapter in my life story. It isnthan a chapter in my life story. It isnthan a chapter in my life story. It isnthan a chapter in my life story. It isn’’’’t worthy of an entire book. t worthy of an entire book. t worthy of an entire book. t worthy of an entire book.     
    
8 Sept 11 Andrea Mitchell and Robin Roberts spit on women who 8 Sept 11 Andrea Mitchell and Robin Roberts spit on women who 8 Sept 11 Andrea Mitchell and Robin Roberts spit on women who 8 Sept 11 Andrea Mitchell and Robin Roberts spit on women who 
will die today from Breast Cancer by stifling Greg Buell Lovestar will die today from Breast Cancer by stifling Greg Buell Lovestar will die today from Breast Cancer by stifling Greg Buell Lovestar will die today from Breast Cancer by stifling Greg Buell Lovestar 
and his Yale MD wives from brainstorming a Rx Penicillin and his Yale MD wives from brainstorming a Rx Penicillin and his Yale MD wives from brainstorming a Rx Penicillin and his Yale MD wives from brainstorming a Rx Penicillin 
Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer... This is a genocide spin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer... This is a genocide spin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer... This is a genocide spin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer... This is a genocide spin 
off from the oil genocide mentality... of our Orwellian Caesar off from the oil genocide mentality... of our Orwellian Caesar off from the oil genocide mentality... of our Orwellian Caesar off from the oil genocide mentality... of our Orwellian Caesar     
    
(40,000 women died of breast cancer in 2007, 2008, 2009 2010, (40,000 women died of breast cancer in 2007, 2008, 2009 2010, (40,000 women died of breast cancer in 2007, 2008, 2009 2010, (40,000 women died of breast cancer in 2007, 2008, 2009 2010, 
2011, and will in 2012) 2011, and will in 2012) 2011, and will in 2012) 2011, and will in 2012)     
    
8 Sept 11 Andrea Mitchell and Robin Roberts spit on Greg Buell 8 Sept 11 Andrea Mitchell and Robin Roberts spit on Greg Buell 8 Sept 11 Andrea Mitchell and Robin Roberts spit on Greg Buell 8 Sept 11 Andrea Mitchell and Robin Roberts spit on Greg Buell 
Lovestar and his Yale MD wives, stifle from brainstorming a Rx Lovestar and his Yale MD wives, stifle from brainstorming a Rx Lovestar and his Yale MD wives, stifle from brainstorming a Rx Lovestar and his Yale MD wives, stifle from brainstorming a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer... This is a Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer... This is a Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer... This is a Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer... This is a 
genocide spin off from the oil genocide mentality... of suppression of genocide spin off from the oil genocide mentality... of suppression of genocide spin off from the oil genocide mentality... of suppression of genocide spin off from the oil genocide mentality... of suppression of 
the Electricwindmillcar Era 1980 the Electricwindmillcar Era 1980 the Electricwindmillcar Era 1980 the Electricwindmillcar Era 1980 ----    2011 our Orwellian Caesar 2011 our Orwellian Caesar 2011 our Orwellian Caesar 2011 our Orwellian Caesar 
needs a Rx Gas Lobotomy so the next Orwellian Caesar can needs a Rx Gas Lobotomy so the next Orwellian Caesar can needs a Rx Gas Lobotomy so the next Orwellian Caesar can needs a Rx Gas Lobotomy so the next Orwellian Caesar can 
Bankrupt MIT War Toys and invent in 40,000 Yale Medical Schools, Bankrupt MIT War Toys and invent in 40,000 Yale Medical Schools, Bankrupt MIT War Toys and invent in 40,000 Yale Medical Schools, Bankrupt MIT War Toys and invent in 40,000 Yale Medical Schools, 
rebuild 9rebuild 9rebuild 9rebuild 9----11, upgrade it to the reality of (40,000 women died of 11, upgrade it to the reality of (40,000 women died of 11, upgrade it to the reality of (40,000 women died of 11, upgrade it to the reality of (40,000 women died of 
breast cancer in 2007, 2008, 2009 2010, 2011, and will in 2012) breast cancer in 2007, 2008, 2009 2010, 2011, and will in 2012) breast cancer in 2007, 2008, 2009 2010, 2011, and will in 2012) breast cancer in 2007, 2008, 2009 2010, 2011, and will in 2012) 
Our Orwellian Caesar is no different from the other 12 Caesar's but Our Orwellian Caesar is no different from the other 12 Caesar's but Our Orwellian Caesar is no different from the other 12 Caesar's but Our Orwellian Caesar is no different from the other 12 Caesar's but 
he has $177 Trillion dollars in oil genocide Era Revenues enough he has $177 Trillion dollars in oil genocide Era Revenues enough he has $177 Trillion dollars in oil genocide Era Revenues enough he has $177 Trillion dollars in oil genocide Era Revenues enough 
money to Bribe the Pope and CIA! money to Bribe the Pope and CIA! money to Bribe the Pope and CIA! money to Bribe the Pope and CIA!     
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http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        
    
    
California "Dream Act" Aliens are at Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light California "Dream Act" Aliens are at Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light California "Dream Act" Aliens are at Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light California "Dream Act" Aliens are at Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light 
Years down range, out of their sight mind and invention projects Years down range, out of their sight mind and invention projects Years down range, out of their sight mind and invention projects Years down range, out of their sight mind and invention projects 
for California! for California! for California! for California!     
    
California "Dream Act" approved by Oil Men and Women, who are California "Dream Act" approved by Oil Men and Women, who are California "Dream Act" approved by Oil Men and Women, who are California "Dream Act" approved by Oil Men and Women, who are 
drunk, drugged, diseased, and Orwellian! drunk, drugged, diseased, and Orwellian! drunk, drugged, diseased, and Orwellian! drunk, drugged, diseased, and Orwellian!     
    
Amy Winehouse was murdered by Our Orwellian Caesar selling Amy Winehouse was murdered by Our Orwellian Caesar selling Amy Winehouse was murdered by Our Orwellian Caesar selling Amy Winehouse was murdered by Our Orwellian Caesar selling 
Gasoline and Drugs. Murdock and Son at the London Times Gasoline and Drugs. Murdock and Son at the London Times Gasoline and Drugs. Murdock and Son at the London Times Gasoline and Drugs. Murdock and Son at the London Times 
hacked into Amy's life in order to sell her Gasoline and Drugs. hacked into Amy's life in order to sell her Gasoline and Drugs. hacked into Amy's life in order to sell her Gasoline and Drugs. hacked into Amy's life in order to sell her Gasoline and Drugs.     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””    For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer!     
    
CBS, NBC, ABC are loyal to Our Orwellian Caesar not Humanity. CBS, NBC, ABC are loyal to Our Orwellian Caesar not Humanity. CBS, NBC, ABC are loyal to Our Orwellian Caesar not Humanity. CBS, NBC, ABC are loyal to Our Orwellian Caesar not Humanity.     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””    For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer!     
    
I'm reading Martha Gellhorn letters in Key West, today. Martha I'm reading Martha Gellhorn letters in Key West, today. Martha I'm reading Martha Gellhorn letters in Key West, today. Martha I'm reading Martha Gellhorn letters in Key West, today. Martha 
knew Karen Blixen and writes her husband who I knew a big knew Karen Blixen and writes her husband who I knew a big knew Karen Blixen and writes her husband who I knew a big knew Karen Blixen and writes her husband who I knew a big 
brutal man gave her syphilis on her wedding night when she was brutal man gave her syphilis on her wedding night when she was brutal man gave her syphilis on her wedding night when she was brutal man gave her syphilis on her wedding night when she was 
18, she suffered the torments of this disease and had part of her 18, she suffered the torments of this disease and had part of her 18, she suffered the torments of this disease and had part of her 18, she suffered the torments of this disease and had part of her 
spine removed. California Dream Act guys know the exact statistics spine removed. California Dream Act guys know the exact statistics spine removed. California Dream Act guys know the exact statistics spine removed. California Dream Act guys know the exact statistics 
how many 18 year old women get syphilis today, there is no Dream how many 18 year old women get syphilis today, there is no Dream how many 18 year old women get syphilis today, there is no Dream how many 18 year old women get syphilis today, there is no Dream 
Act to prevent these women from being tormented in California... Act to prevent these women from being tormented in California... Act to prevent these women from being tormented in California... Act to prevent these women from being tormented in California... 
this is sick these are sick guys who wrote the California Dream Act! this is sick these are sick guys who wrote the California Dream Act! this is sick these are sick guys who wrote the California Dream Act! this is sick these are sick guys who wrote the California Dream Act! 
Try to sue who gave you syphilis or hepatitis, you have to be rich Try to sue who gave you syphilis or hepatitis, you have to be rich Try to sue who gave you syphilis or hepatitis, you have to be rich Try to sue who gave you syphilis or hepatitis, you have to be rich 
and famous to track them down, the California Lawmakers made and famous to track them down, the California Lawmakers made and famous to track them down, the California Lawmakers made and famous to track them down, the California Lawmakers made 
it this way on purpose! it this way on purpose! it this way on purpose! it this way on purpose!     

        

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a 
Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get 
Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job.     
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        
    

        

California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
1,001 False Hope Stories by Katie Couric should make this obvious! 1,001 False Hope Stories by Katie Couric should make this obvious! 1,001 False Hope Stories by Katie Couric should make this obvious! 1,001 False Hope Stories by Katie Couric should make this obvious!     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
CBS Early Show clip of NineCBS Early Show clip of NineCBS Early Show clip of NineCBS Early Show clip of Nine----yearyearyearyear----old Rachel Beckwith didn't live old Rachel Beckwith didn't live old Rachel Beckwith didn't live old Rachel Beckwith didn't live 
long enough to reach her goal of raising $300 to bring clean water long enough to reach her goal of raising $300 to bring clean water long enough to reach her goal of raising $300 to bring clean water long enough to reach her goal of raising $300 to bring clean water 
to African villagers. She died in a 13to African villagers. She died in a 13to African villagers. She died in a 13to African villagers. She died in a 13----car accident on Interstate 90 car accident on Interstate 90 car accident on Interstate 90 car accident on Interstate 90 
----------------    CBS showed the car wreck 9 year old Rachel die in... CBS showed the car wreck 9 year old Rachel die in... CBS showed the car wreck 9 year old Rachel die in... CBS showed the car wreck 9 year old Rachel die in...     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
CBS Early Show couple didn't report on "Super Air Bags On the CBS Early Show couple didn't report on "Super Air Bags On the CBS Early Show couple didn't report on "Super Air Bags On the CBS Early Show couple didn't report on "Super Air Bags On the 
Outside" of cars and tell us Rachel Beckwith was murdered by our Outside" of cars and tell us Rachel Beckwith was murdered by our Outside" of cars and tell us Rachel Beckwith was murdered by our Outside" of cars and tell us Rachel Beckwith was murdered by our 
Orwellian Caesar same as Amy was murdered by Our Orwellian Orwellian Caesar same as Amy was murdered by Our Orwellian Orwellian Caesar same as Amy was murdered by Our Orwellian Orwellian Caesar same as Amy was murdered by Our Orwellian 
Caesar! Caesar! Caesar! Caesar!     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
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no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
I'm reading Martha Gellhorn letters in Key West, today. She writes I'm reading Martha Gellhorn letters in Key West, today. She writes I'm reading Martha Gellhorn letters in Key West, today. She writes I'm reading Martha Gellhorn letters in Key West, today. She writes 
about going to the trail of Eichmann and is happy the Israelis about going to the trail of Eichmann and is happy the Israelis about going to the trail of Eichmann and is happy the Israelis about going to the trail of Eichmann and is happy the Israelis 
executed him and quickly without advance publicity scattered his executed him and quickly without advance publicity scattered his executed him and quickly without advance publicity scattered his executed him and quickly without advance publicity scattered his 
ashes in the sea. They did the right thing. I feel a curious sense of ashes in the sea. They did the right thing. I feel a curious sense of ashes in the sea. They did the right thing. I feel a curious sense of ashes in the sea. They did the right thing. I feel a curious sense of 
relief obviously there was no punishment to fit his crime but there is relief obviously there was no punishment to fit his crime but there is relief obviously there was no punishment to fit his crime but there is relief obviously there was no punishment to fit his crime but there is 
such a thing as cleansing the world of those who have lost all right such a thing as cleansing the world of those who have lost all right such a thing as cleansing the world of those who have lost all right such a thing as cleansing the world of those who have lost all right 
to be members of the human race. Oil Men Rule Israel in 2011. Oil to be members of the human race. Oil Men Rule Israel in 2011. Oil to be members of the human race. Oil Men Rule Israel in 2011. Oil to be members of the human race. Oil Men Rule Israel in 2011. Oil 
Men and Women fire bombed hundred of thousands of cars with 9 Men and Women fire bombed hundred of thousands of cars with 9 Men and Women fire bombed hundred of thousands of cars with 9 Men and Women fire bombed hundred of thousands of cars with 9 
year old girls inside since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar year old girls inside since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar year old girls inside since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar year old girls inside since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar 
in 1980. in 1980. in 1980. in 1980.     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
Oil Men are diseased with Syphilis and Hepatitis and Greed, they Oil Men are diseased with Syphilis and Hepatitis and Greed, they Oil Men are diseased with Syphilis and Hepatitis and Greed, they Oil Men are diseased with Syphilis and Hepatitis and Greed, they 
have infected the Pope and People at CBS. have infected the Pope and People at CBS. have infected the Pope and People at CBS. have infected the Pope and People at CBS.     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
I hope Israel will release the memoirs of the Oil Men and Women I hope Israel will release the memoirs of the Oil Men and Women I hope Israel will release the memoirs of the Oil Men and Women I hope Israel will release the memoirs of the Oil Men and Women 
addicted to every kind of dope and sex act they can do with total addicted to every kind of dope and sex act they can do with total addicted to every kind of dope and sex act they can do with total addicted to every kind of dope and sex act they can do with total 
immunity. immunity. immunity. immunity.     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
YouTube video of these Jew Oil Men and Women will not be YouTube video of these Jew Oil Men and Women will not be YouTube video of these Jew Oil Men and Women will not be YouTube video of these Jew Oil Men and Women will not be 
censored by the coup leaders! censored by the coup leaders! censored by the coup leaders! censored by the coup leaders!     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
Humanity LOST $ 177 Trillion dollars and 1,001 spin off inventions Humanity LOST $ 177 Trillion dollars and 1,001 spin off inventions Humanity LOST $ 177 Trillion dollars and 1,001 spin off inventions Humanity LOST $ 177 Trillion dollars and 1,001 spin off inventions 
from the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... Rx from the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... Rx from the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... Rx from the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... Rx 
Penicillin Overnight miracle cures for Breast cancer, syphilis, Penicillin Overnight miracle cures for Breast cancer, syphilis, Penicillin Overnight miracle cures for Breast cancer, syphilis, Penicillin Overnight miracle cures for Breast cancer, syphilis, 
malaria, hepatitis all were lost to 1,001 spin off genocide's by Oil malaria, hepatitis all were lost to 1,001 spin off genocide's by Oil malaria, hepatitis all were lost to 1,001 spin off genocide's by Oil malaria, hepatitis all were lost to 1,001 spin off genocide's by Oil 
Men and Women... Men and Women... Men and Women... Men and Women...     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
""""Midnight In Paris" shows Paris with yellow lights screwed into the Midnight In Paris" shows Paris with yellow lights screwed into the Midnight In Paris" shows Paris with yellow lights screwed into the Midnight In Paris" shows Paris with yellow lights screwed into the 
Eiffel Tower. Eiffel Tower. Eiffel Tower. Eiffel Tower.     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital, and Hurricane Shelter built Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital, and Hurricane Shelter built Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital, and Hurricane Shelter built Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital, and Hurricane Shelter built 
on Eiffel Tower Structures would never had been built by Jew Oil on Eiffel Tower Structures would never had been built by Jew Oil on Eiffel Tower Structures would never had been built by Jew Oil on Eiffel Tower Structures would never had been built by Jew Oil 
Men and Women producing and directing "Midnight In Paris". Men and Women producing and directing "Midnight In Paris". Men and Women producing and directing "Midnight In Paris". Men and Women producing and directing "Midnight In Paris".     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
French Revolution closed the University of Paris for 7 years! WOW! French Revolution closed the University of Paris for 7 years! WOW! French Revolution closed the University of Paris for 7 years! WOW! French Revolution closed the University of Paris for 7 years! WOW!     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
French Government Own Oil Company lost humanity 1,001 Rx French Government Own Oil Company lost humanity 1,001 Rx French Government Own Oil Company lost humanity 1,001 Rx French Government Own Oil Company lost humanity 1,001 Rx 
Penicillin Overnight miracle cures for Breast cancer, syphilis, Penicillin Overnight miracle cures for Breast cancer, syphilis, Penicillin Overnight miracle cures for Breast cancer, syphilis, Penicillin Overnight miracle cures for Breast cancer, syphilis, 
malaria, hepatitis all were lost to 1,001 spin off genocide's by malaria, hepatitis all were lost to 1,001 spin off genocide's by malaria, hepatitis all were lost to 1,001 spin off genocide's by malaria, hepatitis all were lost to 1,001 spin off genocide's by 
French Oil Men and Women... Approximately 1 in 12 persons French Oil Men and Women... Approximately 1 in 12 persons French Oil Men and Women... Approximately 1 in 12 persons French Oil Men and Women... Approximately 1 in 12 persons 
worldwide, or some 500 million people, are living with chronic worldwide, or some 500 million people, are living with chronic worldwide, or some 500 million people, are living with chronic worldwide, or some 500 million people, are living with chronic 
viral hepatitis. Viral hepatitis is among the top 10 infectious viral hepatitis. Viral hepatitis is among the top 10 infectious viral hepatitis. Viral hepatitis is among the top 10 infectious viral hepatitis. Viral hepatitis is among the top 10 infectious 
disease killers and the leading cause of liver cancer and cirrhosis. disease killers and the leading cause of liver cancer and cirrhosis. disease killers and the leading cause of liver cancer and cirrhosis. disease killers and the leading cause of liver cancer and cirrhosis.     
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California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
Paris University has been closed since the Oil Men in Paris when Paris University has been closed since the Oil Men in Paris when Paris University has been closed since the Oil Men in Paris when Paris University has been closed since the Oil Men in Paris when 
along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980.     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
University of Paris would be admitting Amy and Rachel Beckwith University of Paris would be admitting Amy and Rachel Beckwith University of Paris would be admitting Amy and Rachel Beckwith University of Paris would be admitting Amy and Rachel Beckwith 
already having dissected their cadaver in High School. Clean already having dissected their cadaver in High School. Clean already having dissected their cadaver in High School. Clean already having dissected their cadaver in High School. Clean 
water donation on Rachel's web page would be history as the water donation on Rachel's web page would be history as the water donation on Rachel's web page would be history as the water donation on Rachel's web page would be history as the 
10,000 Windmills on the JFK Super Aircraft Carrier would keep the 10,000 Windmills on the JFK Super Aircraft Carrier would keep the 10,000 Windmills on the JFK Super Aircraft Carrier would keep the 10,000 Windmills on the JFK Super Aircraft Carrier would keep the 
Navy busy below decks working on Electrolysis for clean H2O for Navy busy below decks working on Electrolysis for clean H2O for Navy busy below decks working on Electrolysis for clean H2O for Navy busy below decks working on Electrolysis for clean H2O for 
Rachel's murder at 9 years old by the same Oil Men they suppressed Rachel's murder at 9 years old by the same Oil Men they suppressed Rachel's murder at 9 years old by the same Oil Men they suppressed Rachel's murder at 9 years old by the same Oil Men they suppressed 
Super Air Bags on the Outside of her car they showed on CBS Today. Super Air Bags on the Outside of her car they showed on CBS Today. Super Air Bags on the Outside of her car they showed on CBS Today. Super Air Bags on the Outside of her car they showed on CBS Today. 
    
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
But CBS couple on the Early Show didn't report Rachel would be But CBS couple on the Early Show didn't report Rachel would be But CBS couple on the Early Show didn't report Rachel would be But CBS couple on the Early Show didn't report Rachel would be 
alive if super air bags on the outside of her car wreck car were not alive if super air bags on the outside of her car wreck car were not alive if super air bags on the outside of her car wreck car were not alive if super air bags on the outside of her car wreck car were not 
suppressed by Paris and American Oil Men and Women. suppressed by Paris and American Oil Men and Women. suppressed by Paris and American Oil Men and Women. suppressed by Paris and American Oil Men and Women.     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
University has been closed since the 1980 suppression of the University has been closed since the 1980 suppression of the University has been closed since the 1980 suppression of the University has been closed since the 1980 suppression of the 
Electricwindmillcar. Electricwindmillcar. Electricwindmillcar. Electricwindmillcar.     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
Rachel Today the little girls who do not die in a car wreck in 2011 Rachel Today the little girls who do not die in a car wreck in 2011 Rachel Today the little girls who do not die in a car wreck in 2011 Rachel Today the little girls who do not die in a car wreck in 2011 
many will be given syphilis and hepatitis, whooping cough, flu, many will be given syphilis and hepatitis, whooping cough, flu, many will be given syphilis and hepatitis, whooping cough, flu, many will be given syphilis and hepatitis, whooping cough, flu, 
and other diseases they had no idea the person they meet would and other diseases they had no idea the person they meet would and other diseases they had no idea the person they meet would and other diseases they had no idea the person they meet would 
could even have these diseases because CBS couple on the Early could even have these diseases because CBS couple on the Early could even have these diseases because CBS couple on the Early could even have these diseases because CBS couple on the Early 
Show do not report who has syphilis and Hepatitis... Caesar will not Show do not report who has syphilis and Hepatitis... Caesar will not Show do not report who has syphilis and Hepatitis... Caesar will not Show do not report who has syphilis and Hepatitis... Caesar will not 
make the diseased people responsible for who they give syphilis and make the diseased people responsible for who they give syphilis and make the diseased people responsible for who they give syphilis and make the diseased people responsible for who they give syphilis and 
hepatitis to financially and criminally. hepatitis to financially and criminally. hepatitis to financially and criminally. hepatitis to financially and criminally.     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
Dr Jennifer Ashton on CBS put off how you catch Hepatitis Dr Jennifer Ashton on CBS put off how you catch Hepatitis Dr Jennifer Ashton on CBS put off how you catch Hepatitis Dr Jennifer Ashton on CBS put off how you catch Hepatitis 
suppressing the truth! suppressing the truth! suppressing the truth! suppressing the truth!     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
Oil Men's and Women's spin off genocides from selling you gasoline Oil Men's and Women's spin off genocides from selling you gasoline Oil Men's and Women's spin off genocides from selling you gasoline Oil Men's and Women's spin off genocides from selling you gasoline 
has infected Dr Jennifer Ashton and even Dr. Nancy Snyderman at has infected Dr Jennifer Ashton and even Dr. Nancy Snyderman at has infected Dr Jennifer Ashton and even Dr. Nancy Snyderman at has infected Dr Jennifer Ashton and even Dr. Nancy Snyderman at 
NBC. Martha Gellhorn mentions Orwellian her writings of 1962. NBC. Martha Gellhorn mentions Orwellian her writings of 1962. NBC. Martha Gellhorn mentions Orwellian her writings of 1962. NBC. Martha Gellhorn mentions Orwellian her writings of 1962. 
Martha is sick from the flu or something every 20 or 30 pages. Yet Martha is sick from the flu or something every 20 or 30 pages. Yet Martha is sick from the flu or something every 20 or 30 pages. Yet Martha is sick from the flu or something every 20 or 30 pages. Yet 
she lives to be 89 with cancer. But he sick day are hell on Earth. CBS she lives to be 89 with cancer. But he sick day are hell on Earth. CBS she lives to be 89 with cancer. But he sick day are hell on Earth. CBS she lives to be 89 with cancer. But he sick day are hell on Earth. CBS 
Dr Jennifer could give us tips on reducing the number of our sick Dr Jennifer could give us tips on reducing the number of our sick Dr Jennifer could give us tips on reducing the number of our sick Dr Jennifer could give us tips on reducing the number of our sick 
days by starting to tell us dondays by starting to tell us dondays by starting to tell us dondays by starting to tell us don’’’’t put your fingers in your mouth! But t put your fingers in your mouth! But t put your fingers in your mouth! But t put your fingers in your mouth! But 
she wont! she wont! she wont! she wont!     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””    For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer!     
    
460 a year die from acetaminophen Tylenol overdose, Our 460 a year die from acetaminophen Tylenol overdose, Our 460 a year die from acetaminophen Tylenol overdose, Our 460 a year die from acetaminophen Tylenol overdose, Our 
Orwellian Caesar the Oil Man murdered each and every one of Orwellian Caesar the Oil Man murdered each and every one of Orwellian Caesar the Oil Man murdered each and every one of Orwellian Caesar the Oil Man murdered each and every one of 
these 460 deaths as he close the University in 1980 when the these 460 deaths as he close the University in 1980 when the these 460 deaths as he close the University in 1980 when the these 460 deaths as he close the University in 1980 when the 
ElectricWindmillCar was invented. Every High School kid should ElectricWindmillCar was invented. Every High School kid should ElectricWindmillCar was invented. Every High School kid should ElectricWindmillCar was invented. Every High School kid should 
know every over the counter product that has acetaminophen in it. know every over the counter product that has acetaminophen in it. know every over the counter product that has acetaminophen in it. know every over the counter product that has acetaminophen in it. 
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High Schools have always failed. Today Bush and his daughters High Schools have always failed. Today Bush and his daughters High Schools have always failed. Today Bush and his daughters High Schools have always failed. Today Bush and his daughters 
bully test givers into cheating, even Yale will make headlines for bully test givers into cheating, even Yale will make headlines for bully test givers into cheating, even Yale will make headlines for bully test givers into cheating, even Yale will make headlines for 
cheating... changed the wrong answers on test to the right answer. cheating... changed the wrong answers on test to the right answer. cheating... changed the wrong answers on test to the right answer. cheating... changed the wrong answers on test to the right answer. 
Yale was infected by Oil Men who have been tossing gasoline bombs Yale was infected by Oil Men who have been tossing gasoline bombs Yale was infected by Oil Men who have been tossing gasoline bombs Yale was infected by Oil Men who have been tossing gasoline bombs 
at SUVat SUVat SUVat SUV’’’’s driving down LA Freeways since 1980, Yale passed MDs driving down LA Freeways since 1980, Yale passed MDs driving down LA Freeways since 1980, Yale passed MDs driving down LA Freeways since 1980, Yale passed MD’’’’s who s who s who s who 
wrote the wrong answers. Bush and his daughters were the bullies wrote the wrong answers. Bush and his daughters were the bullies wrote the wrong answers. Bush and his daughters were the bullies wrote the wrong answers. Bush and his daughters were the bullies 
who make Yale do this. 460 Patients died from these Yale MDwho make Yale do this. 460 Patients died from these Yale MDwho make Yale do this. 460 Patients died from these Yale MDwho make Yale do this. 460 Patients died from these Yale MD’’’’s so s so s so s so 
far... far... far... far...     
    
Murdock will not hack into this... Murdock will not hack into this... Murdock will not hack into this... Murdock will not hack into this...     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
French Revolution closed the University of Paris for 7 years. Movie French Revolution closed the University of Paris for 7 years. Movie French Revolution closed the University of Paris for 7 years. Movie French Revolution closed the University of Paris for 7 years. Movie 
““““Midnight In ParisMidnight In ParisMidnight In ParisMidnight In Paris””””    shows the Paris of the 2011 Oil Men and shows the Paris of the 2011 Oil Men and shows the Paris of the 2011 Oil Men and shows the Paris of the 2011 Oil Men and 
Women drunk, on drugs and sex with kids in Thailand! Women drunk, on drugs and sex with kids in Thailand! Women drunk, on drugs and sex with kids in Thailand! Women drunk, on drugs and sex with kids in Thailand!     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
Israelis executed him and quickly without advance publicity Israelis executed him and quickly without advance publicity Israelis executed him and quickly without advance publicity Israelis executed him and quickly without advance publicity 
scattered his ashes in the sea. They did the right thing. I feel a scattered his ashes in the sea. They did the right thing. I feel a scattered his ashes in the sea. They did the right thing. I feel a scattered his ashes in the sea. They did the right thing. I feel a 
curious sense of relief obviously there was no punishment to fit his curious sense of relief obviously there was no punishment to fit his curious sense of relief obviously there was no punishment to fit his curious sense of relief obviously there was no punishment to fit his 
crime but there is such a thing as cleansing the world of those who crime but there is such a thing as cleansing the world of those who crime but there is such a thing as cleansing the world of those who crime but there is such a thing as cleansing the world of those who 
have lost all right to be members of the human race. have lost all right to be members of the human race. have lost all right to be members of the human race. have lost all right to be members of the human race.     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
Oil Men Rule Israel, Paris, Moscow, Houston, Saudi Arabia in 2011. Oil Men Rule Israel, Paris, Moscow, Houston, Saudi Arabia in 2011. Oil Men Rule Israel, Paris, Moscow, Houston, Saudi Arabia in 2011. Oil Men Rule Israel, Paris, Moscow, Houston, Saudi Arabia in 2011. 
They have no right to be members of the human race in a Universe They have no right to be members of the human race in a Universe They have no right to be members of the human race in a Universe They have no right to be members of the human race in a Universe 
were Aliens wait for a Inventor that invents a way to Observe and were Aliens wait for a Inventor that invents a way to Observe and were Aliens wait for a Inventor that invents a way to Observe and were Aliens wait for a Inventor that invents a way to Observe and 
hear Aliens. NASA sold their soul for vacations in Saudi Arabia not hear Aliens. NASA sold their soul for vacations in Saudi Arabia not hear Aliens. NASA sold their soul for vacations in Saudi Arabia not hear Aliens. NASA sold their soul for vacations in Saudi Arabia not 
Key West! California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who Key West! California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who Key West! California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who Key West! California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who 
died from no died from no died from no died from no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
    
    
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    

        

ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 ----    French Coup d'etat of 2011 French Coup d'etat of 2011 French Coup d'etat of 2011 French Coup d'etat of 2011 
Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical Will bring the Eiffel Tower to Key West as the Yale Key West Medical 
School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures!     
    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        

        

California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””        
    
California "Dream Act" Aliens are at Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light California "Dream Act" Aliens are at Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light California "Dream Act" Aliens are at Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light California "Dream Act" Aliens are at Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light 
Years down range, out of their sight mind and invention projects Years down range, out of their sight mind and invention projects Years down range, out of their sight mind and invention projects Years down range, out of their sight mind and invention projects 
for California! for California! for California! for California!     
    
California "Dream Act" approved by Oil Men and Women, who are California "Dream Act" approved by Oil Men and Women, who are California "Dream Act" approved by Oil Men and Women, who are California "Dream Act" approved by Oil Men and Women, who are 
drunk, drugged, diseased, and Orwellian! drunk, drugged, diseased, and Orwellian! drunk, drugged, diseased, and Orwellian! drunk, drugged, diseased, and Orwellian!     
    
Amy Winehouse was murdered by Our Orwellian Caesar selling Amy Winehouse was murdered by Our Orwellian Caesar selling Amy Winehouse was murdered by Our Orwellian Caesar selling Amy Winehouse was murdered by Our Orwellian Caesar selling 
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Gasoline and Drugs. Murdock and Son at the London Times Gasoline and Drugs. Murdock and Son at the London Times Gasoline and Drugs. Murdock and Son at the London Times Gasoline and Drugs. Murdock and Son at the London Times 
hacked into Amy's life in order to sell her Gasoline and Drugs. hacked into Amy's life in order to sell her Gasoline and Drugs. hacked into Amy's life in order to sell her Gasoline and Drugs. hacked into Amy's life in order to sell her Gasoline and Drugs.     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””    For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer!     
    
CBS, NBC, ABC are loyal to Our Orwellian Caesar not Humanity. CBS, NBC, ABC are loyal to Our Orwellian Caesar not Humanity. CBS, NBC, ABC are loyal to Our Orwellian Caesar not Humanity. CBS, NBC, ABC are loyal to Our Orwellian Caesar not Humanity.     
    
California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from California "Dream Act" guys spit on 40,000 women who died from 
no no no no ““““Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure ActRx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure Act””””    For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer! For Breast Cancer!     
    
I'm reading Martha Gellhorn letters in Key West, today. Martha I'm reading Martha Gellhorn letters in Key West, today. Martha I'm reading Martha Gellhorn letters in Key West, today. Martha I'm reading Martha Gellhorn letters in Key West, today. Martha 
knew Karen Blixen and writes her husband who I knew a big knew Karen Blixen and writes her husband who I knew a big knew Karen Blixen and writes her husband who I knew a big knew Karen Blixen and writes her husband who I knew a big 
brutal man gave her syphilis on her wedding night when she was brutal man gave her syphilis on her wedding night when she was brutal man gave her syphilis on her wedding night when she was brutal man gave her syphilis on her wedding night when she was 
18, she suffered the torments of this disease and had part of her 18, she suffered the torments of this disease and had part of her 18, she suffered the torments of this disease and had part of her 18, she suffered the torments of this disease and had part of her 
spine removed. California Dream Act guys know the exact statistics spine removed. California Dream Act guys know the exact statistics spine removed. California Dream Act guys know the exact statistics spine removed. California Dream Act guys know the exact statistics 
how many 18 year old women get syphilis today, there is no Dream how many 18 year old women get syphilis today, there is no Dream how many 18 year old women get syphilis today, there is no Dream how many 18 year old women get syphilis today, there is no Dream 
Act to prevent these Act to prevent these Act to prevent these Act to prevent these women from being tormented in California... women from being tormented in California... women from being tormented in California... women from being tormented in California... 
this is sick these are sick guys who wrote the California Dream Act! this is sick these are sick guys who wrote the California Dream Act! this is sick these are sick guys who wrote the California Dream Act! this is sick these are sick guys who wrote the California Dream Act! 
Try to sue who gave you syphilis or hepatitis, you have to be rich Try to sue who gave you syphilis or hepatitis, you have to be rich Try to sue who gave you syphilis or hepatitis, you have to be rich Try to sue who gave you syphilis or hepatitis, you have to be rich 
and famous to track them down, the California Lawmakers made and famous to track them down, the California Lawmakers made and famous to track them down, the California Lawmakers made and famous to track them down, the California Lawmakers made 
it this way on purpose! it this way on purpose! it this way on purpose! it this way on purpose!     

        

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a 
Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get 
Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job.     
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        
    

        

    
    
    

        

    
    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a 
Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get 
Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job.     
    
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        
    

        

    
    

Click here for... Click here for... Click here for... Click here for... 
ElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCar        
    
Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to 
http://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.com        
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All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news 
is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! Aliens at each and is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! Aliens at each and is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! Aliens at each and is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! Aliens at each and 
every star... every star... every star... every star...     
    
10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West!     
    

        

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
4 July 2011 1,001 Invention Projects on this web page with links to 4 July 2011 1,001 Invention Projects on this web page with links to 4 July 2011 1,001 Invention Projects on this web page with links to 4 July 2011 1,001 Invention Projects on this web page with links to 
get you started inventing are suppressed by the government on the get you started inventing are suppressed by the government on the get you started inventing are suppressed by the government on the get you started inventing are suppressed by the government on the 
4th of July 2011... Miracle Cures have been lost Today by our 4th of July 2011... Miracle Cures have been lost Today by our 4th of July 2011... Miracle Cures have been lost Today by our 4th of July 2011... Miracle Cures have been lost Today by our 
Orwellian Caesar! Orwellian Caesar! Orwellian Caesar! Orwellian Caesar!     
    
4 July 2011 ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed on the 4th of July 4 July 2011 ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed on the 4th of July 4 July 2011 ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed on the 4th of July 4 July 2011 ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed on the 4th of July 
2011... A crime against Humanity! 2011... A crime against Humanity! 2011... A crime against Humanity! 2011... A crime against Humanity!     
    
10,000 Windmills on the JFK Super AirCraft Carrier being built 10,000 Windmills on the JFK Super AirCraft Carrier being built 10,000 Windmills on the JFK Super AirCraft Carrier being built 10,000 Windmills on the JFK Super AirCraft Carrier being built 
today, 4 July 2011 have been deleted by the same "Mad Men", who today, 4 July 2011 have been deleted by the same "Mad Men", who today, 4 July 2011 have been deleted by the same "Mad Men", who today, 4 July 2011 have been deleted by the same "Mad Men", who 
stifle you working on spin off inventions in an ElectricWindmillCar stifle you working on spin off inventions in an ElectricWindmillCar stifle you working on spin off inventions in an ElectricWindmillCar stifle you working on spin off inventions in an ElectricWindmillCar 
Era! Era! Era! Era!     
    
"Orwell" sells you gasoline $ and fiery wrecks on this 4th of July! "Orwell" sells you gasoline $ and fiery wrecks on this 4th of July! "Orwell" sells you gasoline $ and fiery wrecks on this 4th of July! "Orwell" sells you gasoline $ and fiery wrecks on this 4th of July! 
Kids left in hot cars, no super air bags on the outside of cars... Kids left in hot cars, no super air bags on the outside of cars... Kids left in hot cars, no super air bags on the outside of cars... Kids left in hot cars, no super air bags on the outside of cars...     

        

4 July 2011 Hemingway for a Rx Miracle Cure, "Gas Lobotomy" 4 July 2011 Hemingway for a Rx Miracle Cure, "Gas Lobotomy" 4 July 2011 Hemingway for a Rx Miracle Cure, "Gas Lobotomy" 4 July 2011 Hemingway for a Rx Miracle Cure, "Gas Lobotomy" 
would be a Miracle Cure... Gov. Run National Death Statistics link... would be a Miracle Cure... Gov. Run National Death Statistics link... would be a Miracle Cure... Gov. Run National Death Statistics link... would be a Miracle Cure... Gov. Run National Death Statistics link... 
32K and 18K redundant again, for someone's future, causalities of 32K and 18K redundant again, for someone's future, causalities of 32K and 18K redundant again, for someone's future, causalities of 32K and 18K redundant again, for someone's future, causalities of 
War Toys made by MIT for the Pentagon, LOST social inventions War Toys made by MIT for the Pentagon, LOST social inventions War Toys made by MIT for the Pentagon, LOST social inventions War Toys made by MIT for the Pentagon, LOST social inventions 
have causalities, these are spelled out here, but remember add a have causalities, these are spelled out here, but remember add a have causalities, these are spelled out here, but remember add a have causalities, these are spelled out here, but remember add a 
few more people for 2011, 2012, never ending statistics until we few more people for 2011, 2012, never ending statistics until we few more people for 2011, 2012, never ending statistics until we few more people for 2011, 2012, never ending statistics until we 
brainstorm an Rx Miracle Cure! Our Orwellian Caesar is brainstorm an Rx Miracle Cure! Our Orwellian Caesar is brainstorm an Rx Miracle Cure! Our Orwellian Caesar is brainstorm an Rx Miracle Cure! Our Orwellian Caesar is 
"addicted" to "War"! "addicted" to "War"! "addicted" to "War"! "addicted" to "War"!     
    

        

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a 
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Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get 
Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job.     
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        
    

        

4 July 2011 click here... Government National Violent Death 4 July 2011 click here... Government National Violent Death 4 July 2011 click here... Government National Violent Death 4 July 2011 click here... Government National Violent Death 
Statistics link hereStatistics link hereStatistics link hereStatistics link here        
    
    

75% 75% 75% 75% 

Drunk! Drunk! Drunk! Drunk!     
    
4 July 2011 Free H at 4 July 2011 Free H at 4 July 2011 Free H at 4 July 2011 Free H at ---- 254 C to replace Jet Fuel... every 787 Boeing  254 C to replace Jet Fuel... every 787 Boeing  254 C to replace Jet Fuel... every 787 Boeing  254 C to replace Jet Fuel... every 787 Boeing 
delivered to Japan today the 4th of July 2011 should run on H at delivered to Japan today the 4th of July 2011 should run on H at delivered to Japan today the 4th of July 2011 should run on H at delivered to Japan today the 4th of July 2011 should run on H at ----
254 C, could run on H at 254 C, could run on H at 254 C, could run on H at 254 C, could run on H at ----254 C, as Boeing has been suppressing H 254 C, as Boeing has been suppressing H 254 C, as Boeing has been suppressing H 254 C, as Boeing has been suppressing H 
Hydrogen at Hydrogen at Hydrogen at Hydrogen at ---- 254 C, free fuel, for 5 years! Boeing has burned 177  254 C, free fuel, for 5 years! Boeing has burned 177  254 C, free fuel, for 5 years! Boeing has burned 177  254 C, free fuel, for 5 years! Boeing has burned 177 
Trillion gallons of Jet Fuel needlessly! This is a Crime Against Trillion gallons of Jet Fuel needlessly! This is a Crime Against Trillion gallons of Jet Fuel needlessly! This is a Crime Against Trillion gallons of Jet Fuel needlessly! This is a Crime Against 
Humanity by Boeing! Humanity by Boeing! Humanity by Boeing! Humanity by Boeing!     
    
10,000 Windmills on the JFK Super AirCraft Carrier built today 4 10,000 Windmills on the JFK Super AirCraft Carrier built today 4 10,000 Windmills on the JFK Super AirCraft Carrier built today 4 10,000 Windmills on the JFK Super AirCraft Carrier built today 4 
July 2011 have all been deleted by the same "Mad Men", remember July 2011 have all been deleted by the same "Mad Men", remember July 2011 have all been deleted by the same "Mad Men", remember July 2011 have all been deleted by the same "Mad Men", remember 
someone I don't have the statistics will crash and burn in a fiery LA someone I don't have the statistics will crash and burn in a fiery LA someone I don't have the statistics will crash and burn in a fiery LA someone I don't have the statistics will crash and burn in a fiery LA 
Wreck on the 4th of July 2011 needlessly, so BP Oil can get another Wreck on the 4th of July 2011 needlessly, so BP Oil can get another Wreck on the 4th of July 2011 needlessly, so BP Oil can get another Wreck on the 4th of July 2011 needlessly, so BP Oil can get another 
$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!     
    
4 July 2011 Los Alamos will burn to the ground in a forest fire not 4 July 2011 Los Alamos will burn to the ground in a forest fire not 4 July 2011 Los Alamos will burn to the ground in a forest fire not 4 July 2011 Los Alamos will burn to the ground in a forest fire not 
Nuke Attack because Boeing refuses to build a fleet of 500, 747 Nuke Attack because Boeing refuses to build a fleet of 500, 747 Nuke Attack because Boeing refuses to build a fleet of 500, 747 Nuke Attack because Boeing refuses to build a fleet of 500, 747 
Forest Fighting planes, Boeing has refused to build these for more Forest Fighting planes, Boeing has refused to build these for more Forest Fighting planes, Boeing has refused to build these for more Forest Fighting planes, Boeing has refused to build these for more 
than 10 years now! Miracle Cure for Forest Fires LOST, Our than 10 years now! Miracle Cure for Forest Fires LOST, Our than 10 years now! Miracle Cure for Forest Fires LOST, Our than 10 years now! Miracle Cure for Forest Fires LOST, Our 
Orwellian Caesar had lost his mind! Orwellian Caesar had lost his mind! Orwellian Caesar had lost his mind! Orwellian Caesar had lost his mind!     
    
Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "Breast Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "Breast Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "Breast Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "Breast 
Cancer" Warning Label on Margarita's warning Women the Cancer" Warning Label on Margarita's warning Women the Cancer" Warning Label on Margarita's warning Women the Cancer" Warning Label on Margarita's warning Women the 
Alcohol Molecule in this Margarita causes Breast Cancer please log Alcohol Molecule in this Margarita causes Breast Cancer please log Alcohol Molecule in this Margarita causes Breast Cancer please log Alcohol Molecule in this Margarita causes Breast Cancer please log 
on to this web page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule on to this web page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule on to this web page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule on to this web page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule 
moving through the breast and how it causes breast cancer. moving through the breast and how it causes breast cancer. moving through the breast and how it causes breast cancer. moving through the breast and how it causes breast cancer.     
    

        

Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "MurderOur Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "MurderOur Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "MurderOur Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "Murder----
Suicide" + "Suicide" Warning Label on Margarita's and "COORS" Suicide" + "Suicide" Warning Label on Margarita's and "COORS" Suicide" + "Suicide" Warning Label on Margarita's and "COORS" Suicide" + "Suicide" Warning Label on Margarita's and "COORS" 
warning the next 32,000 and 18,000 this Margarita or COORS can warning the next 32,000 and 18,000 this Margarita or COORS can warning the next 32,000 and 18,000 this Margarita or COORS can warning the next 32,000 and 18,000 this Margarita or COORS can 
cause Murder, Murdercause Murder, Murdercause Murder, Murdercause Murder, Murder----Suicide or Suicide please log on to this web Suicide or Suicide please log on to this web Suicide or Suicide please log on to this web Suicide or Suicide please log on to this web 
page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule moving page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule moving page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule moving page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule moving 
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through the brain and how it makes you psychotic as the 12 through the brain and how it makes you psychotic as the 12 through the brain and how it makes you psychotic as the 12 through the brain and how it makes you psychotic as the 12 
Caesar's. Boeing is building 600 747 fuel tankers for $30 Billion Caesar's. Boeing is building 600 747 fuel tankers for $30 Billion Caesar's. Boeing is building 600 747 fuel tankers for $30 Billion Caesar's. Boeing is building 600 747 fuel tankers for $30 Billion 
while suppressing H at while suppressing H at while suppressing H at while suppressing H at ---- 254 C for Jet Fuel... every 787 Boeing  254 C for Jet Fuel... every 787 Boeing  254 C for Jet Fuel... every 787 Boeing  254 C for Jet Fuel... every 787 Boeing 
delivered to Japan today the 4th of July 2011 should run on H at delivered to Japan today the 4th of July 2011 should run on H at delivered to Japan today the 4th of July 2011 should run on H at delivered to Japan today the 4th of July 2011 should run on H at ----
254 C, could run on H at 254 C, could run on H at 254 C, could run on H at 254 C, could run on H at ----254 C, as Boeing has been suppressing 254 C, as Boeing has been suppressing 254 C, as Boeing has been suppressing 254 C, as Boeing has been suppressing 
Free Liquid Hydrogen for 5 years! wow! Los Alamos will burn to the Free Liquid Hydrogen for 5 years! wow! Los Alamos will burn to the Free Liquid Hydrogen for 5 years! wow! Los Alamos will burn to the Free Liquid Hydrogen for 5 years! wow! Los Alamos will burn to the 
ground in a forest fire not Nuke Attack because Boeing refuses to ground in a forest fire not Nuke Attack because Boeing refuses to ground in a forest fire not Nuke Attack because Boeing refuses to ground in a forest fire not Nuke Attack because Boeing refuses to 
build a fleet of 747 Forest Fighting planes, Boeing has refused to build a fleet of 747 Forest Fighting planes, Boeing has refused to build a fleet of 747 Forest Fighting planes, Boeing has refused to build a fleet of 747 Forest Fighting planes, Boeing has refused to 
build these for more than 10 years now! A Crimes Against build these for more than 10 years now! A Crimes Against build these for more than 10 years now! A Crimes Against build these for more than 10 years now! A Crimes Against 
Humanity by Boeing! Humanity by Boeing! Humanity by Boeing! Humanity by Boeing!     
    
Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "Breast Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "Breast Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "Breast Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "Breast 
Cancer" Warning Label on Margarita's warning Women the Cancer" Warning Label on Margarita's warning Women the Cancer" Warning Label on Margarita's warning Women the Cancer" Warning Label on Margarita's warning Women the 
Alcohol Molecule in this Margarita causes Breast Cancer please log Alcohol Molecule in this Margarita causes Breast Cancer please log Alcohol Molecule in this Margarita causes Breast Cancer please log Alcohol Molecule in this Margarita causes Breast Cancer please log 
on to this web page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule on to this web page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule on to this web page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule on to this web page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule 
moving through the breast and how it causes breast cancer. moving through the breast and how it causes breast cancer. moving through the breast and how it causes breast cancer. moving through the breast and how it causes breast cancer.     
    
    
    

        

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a 
Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get 
Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job.     
    
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        
    
    
    
    
http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        
    
    
CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index----2 I 2 I 2 I 2 I 
edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...        
    
http://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventor----warpwarpwarpwarp----speed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/boss    

    
    

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just Made  New YouTube I Just Made  New YouTube I Just Made  New YouTube I Just Made -------- CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *     
Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !     

About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer        
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w     

    

        

Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to 
http://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.com        
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4th 4th 4th 4th 

of July 2011 Gregs Workstation Room! of July 2011 Gregs Workstation Room! of July 2011 Gregs Workstation Room! of July 2011 Gregs Workstation Room!     
    
    
    
    

        

July 2, 2011 marks the 50th anniversary of author and Nobel July 2, 2011 marks the 50th anniversary of author and Nobel July 2, 2011 marks the 50th anniversary of author and Nobel July 2, 2011 marks the 50th anniversary of author and Nobel 
laureate Ernest Hemingway's suicide. laureate Ernest Hemingway's suicide. laureate Ernest Hemingway's suicide. laureate Ernest Hemingway's suicide.     
    
Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's Brain! No Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's Brain! No Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's Brain! No Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's Brain! No 
Mayo Miracle Cure for Suicides! Why? Mayo Miracle Cure for Suicides! Why? Mayo Miracle Cure for Suicides! Why? Mayo Miracle Cure for Suicides! Why?     
    
2 July 2011 Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's 2 July 2011 Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's 2 July 2011 Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's 2 July 2011 Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's 
Brain in 1961 and its Shocking Medical Ethics of taking bribes Brain in 1961 and its Shocking Medical Ethics of taking bribes Brain in 1961 and its Shocking Medical Ethics of taking bribes Brain in 1961 and its Shocking Medical Ethics of taking bribes 
from BP oil to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar Today from BP oil to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar Today from BP oil to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar Today from BP oil to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar Today 
$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$     
    

InventBooks InventBooks InventBooks InventBooks 

---- Brainstorm with 4 wives!  Brainstorm with 4 wives!  Brainstorm with 4 wives!  Brainstorm with 4 wives!     
    
2 July 2011 Hemingway's Key West Shocked by the Idea of a Elite 2 July 2011 Hemingway's Key West Shocked by the Idea of a Elite 2 July 2011 Hemingway's Key West Shocked by the Idea of a Elite 2 July 2011 Hemingway's Key West Shocked by the Idea of a Elite 
Yale Key West Medical School built on Eiffel Tower Structure's Yale Key West Medical School built on Eiffel Tower Structure's Yale Key West Medical School built on Eiffel Tower Structure's Yale Key West Medical School built on Eiffel Tower Structure's 
stacked with Shipping Containers with 100 inch LED's and stacked with Shipping Containers with 100 inch LED's and stacked with Shipping Containers with 100 inch LED's and stacked with Shipping Containers with 100 inch LED's and 
Operating Rooms designed for Key West Tourists. Operating Rooms designed for Key West Tourists. Operating Rooms designed for Key West Tourists. Operating Rooms designed for Key West Tourists.     
    
F grade for Miracle Cures from Yale + Harvard as they were more F grade for Miracle Cures from Yale + Harvard as they were more F grade for Miracle Cures from Yale + Harvard as they were more F grade for Miracle Cures from Yale + Harvard as they were more 
interested in parking spots for the Yale Harvard Football game! interested in parking spots for the Yale Harvard Football game! interested in parking spots for the Yale Harvard Football game! interested in parking spots for the Yale Harvard Football game!     
    
FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook ---- "InventBooks" should be 100 times bigger than  "InventBooks" should be 100 times bigger than  "InventBooks" should be 100 times bigger than  "InventBooks" should be 100 times bigger than 
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FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook ---- STIFLES 1,001 Invention Projects... Suicide  STIFLES 1,001 Invention Projects... Suicide  STIFLES 1,001 Invention Projects... Suicide  STIFLES 1,001 Invention Projects... Suicide 
and Murderand Murderand Murderand Murder----Suicide Miracle Cures were LOST and the "Gas Suicide Miracle Cures were LOST and the "Gas Suicide Miracle Cures were LOST and the "Gas Suicide Miracle Cures were LOST and the "Gas 
Lobotomy" was STIFLED by our Orwellian Caesar when he created Lobotomy" was STIFLED by our Orwellian Caesar when he created Lobotomy" was STIFLED by our Orwellian Caesar when he created Lobotomy" was STIFLED by our Orwellian Caesar when he created 
FaceBook in an Oil Genocide Era and Society. FaceBook in an Oil Genocide Era and Society. FaceBook in an Oil Genocide Era and Society. FaceBook in an Oil Genocide Era and Society.     
    

        

    
        

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a 
Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get 
Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job.     
    
    

        

Mary reflected on the pool at the Mary reflected on the pool at the Mary reflected on the pool at the Mary reflected on the pool at the 

Hemingway House here in Key West, the Trillions of Stars flickering Hemingway House here in Key West, the Trillions of Stars flickering Hemingway House here in Key West, the Trillions of Stars flickering Hemingway House here in Key West, the Trillions of Stars flickering 
in the pools water. Mary sat alone next to this pool, I took pictures in the pools water. Mary sat alone next to this pool, I took pictures in the pools water. Mary sat alone next to this pool, I took pictures in the pools water. Mary sat alone next to this pool, I took pictures 
of this pool alone. Not by choice as I want 4 wives like Hemingway of this pool alone. Not by choice as I want 4 wives like Hemingway of this pool alone. Not by choice as I want 4 wives like Hemingway of this pool alone. Not by choice as I want 4 wives like Hemingway 
but I want all my 4 wives at the same time so we can brainstorm but I want all my 4 wives at the same time so we can brainstorm but I want all my 4 wives at the same time so we can brainstorm but I want all my 4 wives at the same time so we can brainstorm 
1,001 invention projects 24/7... 1,001 invention projects 24/7... 1,001 invention projects 24/7... 1,001 invention projects 24/7...     
    
    
    
July 2, 2011 marks the anniversary of 10,001 murderJuly 2, 2011 marks the anniversary of 10,001 murderJuly 2, 2011 marks the anniversary of 10,001 murderJuly 2, 2011 marks the anniversary of 10,001 murder----suicide's suicide's suicide's suicide's 
never one on NBC "Today Show" with Dr Nancy Snyderman telling never one on NBC "Today Show" with Dr Nancy Snyderman telling never one on NBC "Today Show" with Dr Nancy Snyderman telling never one on NBC "Today Show" with Dr Nancy Snyderman telling 
us we are light years from a Rx Miracle Cure for Suicide or Murderus we are light years from a Rx Miracle Cure for Suicide or Murderus we are light years from a Rx Miracle Cure for Suicide or Murderus we are light years from a Rx Miracle Cure for Suicide or Murder----
Suicide and the government will not let any Inventors brainstorm Suicide and the government will not let any Inventors brainstorm Suicide and the government will not let any Inventors brainstorm Suicide and the government will not let any Inventors brainstorm 
a "Gas Lobotomy" invention! a "Gas Lobotomy" invention! a "Gas Lobotomy" invention! a "Gas Lobotomy" invention!     
    

InventBooks InventBooks InventBooks InventBooks 
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---- Brainstorm with 4 wives!  Brainstorm with 4 wives!  Brainstorm with 4 wives!  Brainstorm with 4 wives!     
    
    
    

Rx Rx Rx Rx 

Miracle Cure would be a Windfall for Women! Miracle Cure would be a Windfall for Women! Miracle Cure would be a Windfall for Women! Miracle Cure would be a Windfall for Women!     
    
Clinton at the State Dept killed all these women for the last 30 or 40 Clinton at the State Dept killed all these women for the last 30 or 40 Clinton at the State Dept killed all these women for the last 30 or 40 Clinton at the State Dept killed all these women for the last 30 or 40 
years with her husband and ruling class friends. years with her husband and ruling class friends. years with her husband and ruling class friends. years with her husband and ruling class friends.     
    
July 2, 2011 marks the 50th anniversary of author and Nobel July 2, 2011 marks the 50th anniversary of author and Nobel July 2, 2011 marks the 50th anniversary of author and Nobel July 2, 2011 marks the 50th anniversary of author and Nobel 
laureate Ernest Hemingway's suicide. laureate Ernest Hemingway's suicide. laureate Ernest Hemingway's suicide. laureate Ernest Hemingway's suicide.     
    
Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's Brain! Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's Brain! Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's Brain! Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's Brain!     
    
Hemingway's Key West Shocked by the Idea of a Elite Yale Key West Hemingway's Key West Shocked by the Idea of a Elite Yale Key West Hemingway's Key West Shocked by the Idea of a Elite Yale Key West Hemingway's Key West Shocked by the Idea of a Elite Yale Key West 
Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure stacked with Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure stacked with Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure stacked with Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure stacked with 
Shipping Containers with 100 inch LED's and Operating Rooms Shipping Containers with 100 inch LED's and Operating Rooms Shipping Containers with 100 inch LED's and Operating Rooms Shipping Containers with 100 inch LED's and Operating Rooms 
designed for Key West Tourists. designed for Key West Tourists. designed for Key West Tourists. designed for Key West Tourists.     
    
2 July 2011 Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's 2 July 2011 Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's 2 July 2011 Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's 2 July 2011 Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's 
Brain in 1961 and its Shocking Medical Ethics of taking bribes Brain in 1961 and its Shocking Medical Ethics of taking bribes Brain in 1961 and its Shocking Medical Ethics of taking bribes Brain in 1961 and its Shocking Medical Ethics of taking bribes 
from BP oil, resulting in protest on Key West White Sand Beaches 31 from BP oil, resulting in protest on Key West White Sand Beaches 31 from BP oil, resulting in protest on Key West White Sand Beaches 31 from BP oil, resulting in protest on Key West White Sand Beaches 31 
years after the ElectricWindmillCar was suppressed by our years after the ElectricWindmillCar was suppressed by our years after the ElectricWindmillCar was suppressed by our years after the ElectricWindmillCar was suppressed by our 
Orwellian Caesar working for $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues. Orwellian Caesar working for $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues. Orwellian Caesar working for $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues. Orwellian Caesar working for $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues.     
    
"Suicide" returns over 27 million search results on Google alone, "Suicide" returns over 27 million search results on Google alone, "Suicide" returns over 27 million search results on Google alone, "Suicide" returns over 27 million search results on Google alone,     
    
Suicide also has not yielded to medical advances that have Suicide also has not yielded to medical advances that have Suicide also has not yielded to medical advances that have Suicide also has not yielded to medical advances that have 
delivered Rx Penicillins cures! delivered Rx Penicillins cures! delivered Rx Penicillins cures! delivered Rx Penicillins cures!     
    
why is suicide intractable? why is suicide intractable? why is suicide intractable? why is suicide intractable?     
    
100 kids are on death row Today sitting in Hot Cars... 100 kids are on death row Today sitting in Hot Cars... 100 kids are on death row Today sitting in Hot Cars... 100 kids are on death row Today sitting in Hot Cars...     
    
1000000000000 ? On death row Today for Suicide! 2011 to 2061 1000000000000 ? On death row Today for Suicide! 2011 to 2061 1000000000000 ? On death row Today for Suicide! 2011 to 2061 1000000000000 ? On death row Today for Suicide! 2011 to 2061 
statistics are not on "Today Show" statistics are not on "Today Show" statistics are not on "Today Show" statistics are not on "Today Show"     
    
F grade for Yale Harvard as they were more interested in parking F grade for Yale Harvard as they were more interested in parking F grade for Yale Harvard as they were more interested in parking F grade for Yale Harvard as they were more interested in parking 
spots for the Yale Harvard Football game! spots for the Yale Harvard Football game! spots for the Yale Harvard Football game! spots for the Yale Harvard Football game!     
    
FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook ---- "InventBooks" were STIFLED by our 1961 Orwellian  "InventBooks" were STIFLED by our 1961 Orwellian  "InventBooks" were STIFLED by our 1961 Orwellian  "InventBooks" were STIFLED by our 1961 Orwellian 
Caesar, and our 2011 Orwellian Caesar. Caesar, and our 2011 Orwellian Caesar. Caesar, and our 2011 Orwellian Caesar. Caesar, and our 2011 Orwellian Caesar.     
    
FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook ---- STIFLES 1,001 Invention Projects...  STIFLES 1,001 Invention Projects...  STIFLES 1,001 Invention Projects...  STIFLES 1,001 Invention Projects...     
    
spelled out with links to get you started inventing. Killed by Caesar! spelled out with links to get you started inventing. Killed by Caesar! spelled out with links to get you started inventing. Killed by Caesar! spelled out with links to get you started inventing. Killed by Caesar! 
    
    
2 July 2011 Suicide Cure 2 July 2011 Suicide Cure 2 July 2011 Suicide Cure 2 July 2011 Suicide Cure ---- has been lost to FaceBook Inventors  has been lost to FaceBook Inventors  has been lost to FaceBook Inventors  has been lost to FaceBook Inventors 
behind hidden cameras in our Orwellian Society. behind hidden cameras in our Orwellian Society. behind hidden cameras in our Orwellian Society. behind hidden cameras in our Orwellian Society.     
    
2 July 2011 marks the 50th anniversary of author and Nobel 2 July 2011 marks the 50th anniversary of author and Nobel 2 July 2011 marks the 50th anniversary of author and Nobel 2 July 2011 marks the 50th anniversary of author and Nobel 
laureate Ernest Hemingway's suicide. laureate Ernest Hemingway's suicide. laureate Ernest Hemingway's suicide. laureate Ernest Hemingway's suicide.     
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2 July 2011 Suicide Cure 2 July 2011 Suicide Cure 2 July 2011 Suicide Cure 2 July 2011 Suicide Cure ---- has been lost to MIT War Inventions vs  has been lost to MIT War Inventions vs  has been lost to MIT War Inventions vs  has been lost to MIT War Inventions vs 
Nobel Social Inventions Rx Miracle Cures! Nobel Social Inventions Rx Miracle Cures! Nobel Social Inventions Rx Miracle Cures! Nobel Social Inventions Rx Miracle Cures!     
    
McFadden's Sport Bar here in Key West with 50 55 inch LCD TV's McFadden's Sport Bar here in Key West with 50 55 inch LCD TV's McFadden's Sport Bar here in Key West with 50 55 inch LCD TV's McFadden's Sport Bar here in Key West with 50 55 inch LCD TV's 
5,000 hours of sports for Yale and Harvard guys on vacation in Key 5,000 hours of sports for Yale and Harvard guys on vacation in Key 5,000 hours of sports for Yale and Harvard guys on vacation in Key 5,000 hours of sports for Yale and Harvard guys on vacation in Key 
West, on vacation, taking a break from working on social West, on vacation, taking a break from working on social West, on vacation, taking a break from working on social West, on vacation, taking a break from working on social 
inventions while someone does a murder inventions while someone does a murder inventions while someone does a murder inventions while someone does a murder ---- suicide with their wife or  suicide with their wife or  suicide with their wife or  suicide with their wife or 
exexexex----wife. wife. wife. wife.     
    
MurderMurderMurderMurder----suicide of millions of wives the last 50 years! suicide of millions of wives the last 50 years! suicide of millions of wives the last 50 years! suicide of millions of wives the last 50 years!     
    
Key West 2 Jul 2011 Key West 2 Jul 2011 Key West 2 Jul 2011 Key West 2 Jul 2011     
    
The 50th anniversary of the death of Ernest Hemingway invites The 50th anniversary of the death of Ernest Hemingway invites The 50th anniversary of the death of Ernest Hemingway invites The 50th anniversary of the death of Ernest Hemingway invites 
retrospectives, The term is used in situations where the law is retrospectives, The term is used in situations where the law is retrospectives, The term is used in situations where the law is retrospectives, The term is used in situations where the law is 
changed, making a previously committed lawful act now unlawful. changed, making a previously committed lawful act now unlawful. changed, making a previously committed lawful act now unlawful. changed, making a previously committed lawful act now unlawful. 
    
    
July 2, 2011 marks the 31st anniversary of the ElectricWindmillCar July 2, 2011 marks the 31st anniversary of the ElectricWindmillCar July 2, 2011 marks the 31st anniversary of the ElectricWindmillCar July 2, 2011 marks the 31st anniversary of the ElectricWindmillCar 
invention in 1980... invention in 1980... invention in 1980... invention in 1980...     
    
Caesar then and now... USA probably had a different Orwellian Caesar then and now... USA probably had a different Orwellian Caesar then and now... USA probably had a different Orwellian Caesar then and now... USA probably had a different Orwellian 
Caesar in 1980 than the Orwellian Caesar the USA has on 2 July Caesar in 1980 than the Orwellian Caesar the USA has on 2 July Caesar in 1980 than the Orwellian Caesar the USA has on 2 July Caesar in 1980 than the Orwellian Caesar the USA has on 2 July 
2011 Today. 2011 Today. 2011 Today. 2011 Today.     
    
Retrospectives, conviction of the Ruling Classes at Yale, Harvard, Retrospectives, conviction of the Ruling Classes at Yale, Harvard, Retrospectives, conviction of the Ruling Classes at Yale, Harvard, Retrospectives, conviction of the Ruling Classes at Yale, Harvard, 
MIT, Sandia Lab and Berkeley Lab! MIT, Sandia Lab and Berkeley Lab! MIT, Sandia Lab and Berkeley Lab! MIT, Sandia Lab and Berkeley Lab!     
    
For no Rx Miracle Cure for murderFor no Rx Miracle Cure for murderFor no Rx Miracle Cure for murderFor no Rx Miracle Cure for murder----suicide of millions of wives the suicide of millions of wives the suicide of millions of wives the suicide of millions of wives the 
last 50 years. last 50 years. last 50 years. last 50 years.     
    
Princes Di, was just in the news her 50th BDay... Was her exPrinces Di, was just in the news her 50th BDay... Was her exPrinces Di, was just in the news her 50th BDay... Was her exPrinces Di, was just in the news her 50th BDay... Was her ex----
husband an "OJ Clone"? husband an "OJ Clone"? husband an "OJ Clone"? husband an "OJ Clone"?     
    
Was Princes Di murdered because she was going to marry a Was Princes Di murdered because she was going to marry a Was Princes Di murdered because she was going to marry a Was Princes Di murdered because she was going to marry a 
Moslem.... what if she was going to marry "OJ"... Moslem.... what if she was going to marry "OJ"... Moslem.... what if she was going to marry "OJ"... Moslem.... what if she was going to marry "OJ"...     
    
Letterman's Top Ten reasons to kill your Wife or ExLetterman's Top Ten reasons to kill your Wife or ExLetterman's Top Ten reasons to kill your Wife or ExLetterman's Top Ten reasons to kill your Wife or Ex----Wife would be... Wife would be... Wife would be... Wife would be...     
    
10. 10. 10. 10.     
    
9. 9. 9. 9.     
    
8. 8. 8. 8.     
    
2 July 2011 99F in Texas today and 1 of the 100 kids on death row 2 July 2011 99F in Texas today and 1 of the 100 kids on death row 2 July 2011 99F in Texas today and 1 of the 100 kids on death row 2 July 2011 99F in Texas today and 1 of the 100 kids on death row 
sitting in a Hot Car will die! sitting in a Hot Car will die! sitting in a Hot Car will die! sitting in a Hot Car will die!     
    
While in the news the inmates in Chicago were taken off death row. While in the news the inmates in Chicago were taken off death row. While in the news the inmates in Chicago were taken off death row. While in the news the inmates in Chicago were taken off death row. 
    
    
The last fifteen death row inmates in Illinois will live out their The last fifteen death row inmates in Illinois will live out their The last fifteen death row inmates in Illinois will live out their The last fifteen death row inmates in Illinois will live out their 
days in jail cells, instead of dying on a execution gurney, now that days in jail cells, instead of dying on a execution gurney, now that days in jail cells, instead of dying on a execution gurney, now that days in jail cells, instead of dying on a execution gurney, now that 
capital punishment has officially ended in the state. Illinois capital punishment has officially ended in the state. Illinois capital punishment has officially ended in the state. Illinois capital punishment has officially ended in the state. Illinois 
Governor Pat Quinn signed into law a ban on the death penalty Governor Pat Quinn signed into law a ban on the death penalty Governor Pat Quinn signed into law a ban on the death penalty Governor Pat Quinn signed into law a ban on the death penalty 
saying it was impossible to fix a system that had wrongly saying it was impossible to fix a system that had wrongly saying it was impossible to fix a system that had wrongly saying it was impossible to fix a system that had wrongly 
condemned at least 20 innocent men. condemned at least 20 innocent men. condemned at least 20 innocent men. condemned at least 20 innocent men.     
    
Illinois Governor Pat Quinn will make a TV commercial for CBS Illinois Governor Pat Quinn will make a TV commercial for CBS Illinois Governor Pat Quinn will make a TV commercial for CBS Illinois Governor Pat Quinn will make a TV commercial for CBS 
Chicago like Miami has one, Mom don't forgot your kid in the Chicago like Miami has one, Mom don't forgot your kid in the Chicago like Miami has one, Mom don't forgot your kid in the Chicago like Miami has one, Mom don't forgot your kid in the 
back. back. back. back.     
    
Illinois Governor Pat Quinn is a murderer for going along with the Illinois Governor Pat Quinn is a murderer for going along with the Illinois Governor Pat Quinn is a murderer for going along with the Illinois Governor Pat Quinn is a murderer for going along with the 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar which will be climate suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar which will be climate suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar which will be climate suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar which will be climate 
controlled air conditioned 24/7 via the can of H at controlled air conditioned 24/7 via the can of H at controlled air conditioned 24/7 via the can of H at controlled air conditioned 24/7 via the can of H at ----254 C. 254 C. 254 C. 254 C.     
    
"Hemingway Curse"... the author took his own life "Hemingway Curse"... the author took his own life "Hemingway Curse"... the author took his own life "Hemingway Curse"... the author took his own life --------    as did his as did his as did his as did his 
father, two siblings and a granddaughter over the generations father, two siblings and a granddaughter over the generations father, two siblings and a granddaughter over the generations father, two siblings and a granddaughter over the generations --------    
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anniversary themes could include the "Hemingway Curse" and anniversary themes could include the "Hemingway Curse" and anniversary themes could include the "Hemingway Curse" and anniversary themes could include the "Hemingway Curse" and 
suicide. After 50 years, suicide statistics remain depressing and like suicide. After 50 years, suicide statistics remain depressing and like suicide. After 50 years, suicide statistics remain depressing and like suicide. After 50 years, suicide statistics remain depressing and like 
so many other social ills no Rx Penicillin like Miracle Cure from the so many other social ills no Rx Penicillin like Miracle Cure from the so many other social ills no Rx Penicillin like Miracle Cure from the so many other social ills no Rx Penicillin like Miracle Cure from the 
Ruling Class! Ruling Class! Ruling Class! Ruling Class!     
    
The author of six novels and 50 short stories. The author of six novels and 50 short stories. The author of six novels and 50 short stories. The author of six novels and 50 short stories.     
    
Retrospectives, Illinois Governor Pat Quinn is a murderer... of the 1 Retrospectives, Illinois Governor Pat Quinn is a murderer... of the 1 Retrospectives, Illinois Governor Pat Quinn is a murderer... of the 1 Retrospectives, Illinois Governor Pat Quinn is a murderer... of the 1 
of the 100 kids sitting on death row in a hot car. The governor will of the 100 kids sitting on death row in a hot car. The governor will of the 100 kids sitting on death row in a hot car. The governor will of the 100 kids sitting on death row in a hot car. The governor will 
be moved to death row when Mom pulls off a successful Coup over be moved to death row when Mom pulls off a successful Coup over be moved to death row when Mom pulls off a successful Coup over be moved to death row when Mom pulls off a successful Coup over 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and its 1,001 accessory's the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and its 1,001 accessory's the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and its 1,001 accessory's the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and its 1,001 accessory's 
not on gasoline cars today! not on gasoline cars today! not on gasoline cars today! not on gasoline cars today!     
    
Our Orwellian Caesar... dying on a execution gurney! For leaving Our Orwellian Caesar... dying on a execution gurney! For leaving Our Orwellian Caesar... dying on a execution gurney! For leaving Our Orwellian Caesar... dying on a execution gurney! For leaving 
100 kids in Hot Cars in July 2011 Wow! 100 kids in Hot Cars in July 2011 Wow! 100 kids in Hot Cars in July 2011 Wow! 100 kids in Hot Cars in July 2011 Wow!     
    
Retrospectives, FaceBook killed 1,001 Inventions Projects spelled out Retrospectives, FaceBook killed 1,001 Inventions Projects spelled out Retrospectives, FaceBook killed 1,001 Inventions Projects spelled out Retrospectives, FaceBook killed 1,001 Inventions Projects spelled out 
for you to get started inventing with links to click on... for you to get started inventing with links to click on... for you to get started inventing with links to click on... for you to get started inventing with links to click on...     
    
Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's Brain! Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's Brain! Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's Brain! Retrospectives, Mayo Clinic's shocking of Hemingway's Brain!     
    
In 1866, Alfred Nobel discovered that nitroglycerin could be made In 1866, Alfred Nobel discovered that nitroglycerin could be made In 1866, Alfred Nobel discovered that nitroglycerin could be made In 1866, Alfred Nobel discovered that nitroglycerin could be made 
much more stable if absorbed in diatomite. This allows much safer much more stable if absorbed in diatomite. This allows much safer much more stable if absorbed in diatomite. This allows much safer much more stable if absorbed in diatomite. This allows much safer 
transport and handling than nitroglycerin in its raw form. He transport and handling than nitroglycerin in its raw form. He transport and handling than nitroglycerin in its raw form. He transport and handling than nitroglycerin in its raw form. He 
patented this mixture as dynamite in 1867, and the mixture is also patented this mixture as dynamite in 1867, and the mixture is also patented this mixture as dynamite in 1867, and the mixture is also patented this mixture as dynamite in 1867, and the mixture is also 
referred to as guhr dynamite referred to as guhr dynamite referred to as guhr dynamite referred to as guhr dynamite     
    
2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 
institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of 
EnergyEnergyEnergyEnergy’’’’s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), 
Sandia Lab... deciphered the genome structure and gene expression Sandia Lab... deciphered the genome structure and gene expression Sandia Lab... deciphered the genome structure and gene expression Sandia Lab... deciphered the genome structure and gene expression 
patterns in highpatterns in highpatterns in highpatterns in high----grade serious ovarian adenocarcinomas from grade serious ovarian adenocarcinomas from grade serious ovarian adenocarcinomas from grade serious ovarian adenocarcinomas from 
almost 500 patients. They are light years from a Rx Penicillin almost 500 patients. They are light years from a Rx Penicillin almost 500 patients. They are light years from a Rx Penicillin almost 500 patients. They are light years from a Rx Penicillin 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Ovarian Cancer. Overnight Miracle Cure for Ovarian Cancer. Overnight Miracle Cure for Ovarian Cancer. Overnight Miracle Cure for Ovarian Cancer.     
    
2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 
institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of 
EnergyEnergyEnergyEnergy’’’’s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), 
Sandia Lab... Sandia Lab... Sandia Lab... Sandia Lab...     
    
Killed H at Killed H at Killed H at Killed H at ----    254 C for 7 billion people because they never ever 254 C for 7 billion people because they never ever 254 C for 7 billion people because they never ever 254 C for 7 billion people because they never ever 
thought about... thought about... thought about... thought about...     
    
Alfred Nobel discovered that nitroglycerin could be made much Alfred Nobel discovered that nitroglycerin could be made much Alfred Nobel discovered that nitroglycerin could be made much Alfred Nobel discovered that nitroglycerin could be made much 
more stable if absorbed in diatomite. This allows much safer more stable if absorbed in diatomite. This allows much safer more stable if absorbed in diatomite. This allows much safer more stable if absorbed in diatomite. This allows much safer 
transport and handling than nitroglycerin in its raw form. He transport and handling than nitroglycerin in its raw form. He transport and handling than nitroglycerin in its raw form. He transport and handling than nitroglycerin in its raw form. He 
patented this mixture as dynamite in 1867, and the mixture is also patented this mixture as dynamite in 1867, and the mixture is also patented this mixture as dynamite in 1867, and the mixture is also patented this mixture as dynamite in 1867, and the mixture is also 
referred to as guhr dynamite referred to as guhr dynamite referred to as guhr dynamite referred to as guhr dynamite     
    
2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 
institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of 
EnergyEnergyEnergyEnergy’’’’s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), 
Sandia Lab... Sandia Lab... Sandia Lab... Sandia Lab...     
    
Killed H at Killed H at Killed H at Killed H at ----    254 C for 7 billion people because they never ever 254 C for 7 billion people because they never ever 254 C for 7 billion people because they never ever 254 C for 7 billion people because they never ever 
thought about... thought about... thought about... thought about...     
    
Hemingway's Key West with a Yale Key West Medical School and Hemingway's Key West with a Yale Key West Medical School and Hemingway's Key West with a Yale Key West Medical School and Hemingway's Key West with a Yale Key West Medical School and 
thousands of Polygamist Inventors with 1,001 invention projects thousands of Polygamist Inventors with 1,001 invention projects thousands of Polygamist Inventors with 1,001 invention projects thousands of Polygamist Inventors with 1,001 invention projects 
spelled out with links to click on. spelled out with links to click on. spelled out with links to click on. spelled out with links to click on.     
    
2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 
institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of 
EnergyEnergyEnergyEnergy’’’’s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), 
Sandia Lab... Sandia Lab... Sandia Lab... Sandia Lab...     
    
Killed H at Killed H at Killed H at Killed H at ----    254 C for 7 billion people because they never ever 254 C for 7 billion people because they never ever 254 C for 7 billion people because they never ever 254 C for 7 billion people because they never ever 
thought about... thought about... thought about... thought about...     
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Brainstorming with your wives, diatomite for H at Brainstorming with your wives, diatomite for H at Brainstorming with your wives, diatomite for H at Brainstorming with your wives, diatomite for H at ----254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C     
    
Brainstorming with your wives, Rx like Penicillin Overnight Brainstorming with your wives, Rx like Penicillin Overnight Brainstorming with your wives, Rx like Penicillin Overnight Brainstorming with your wives, Rx like Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer + Ovarian Cancer Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer + Ovarian Cancer Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer + Ovarian Cancer Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer + Ovarian Cancer     
    
Hemingway's Key West with a Yale Key West Medical School and Hemingway's Key West with a Yale Key West Medical School and Hemingway's Key West with a Yale Key West Medical School and Hemingway's Key West with a Yale Key West Medical School and 
thousands of Polygamist Inventors with 1,001 invention projects thousands of Polygamist Inventors with 1,001 invention projects thousands of Polygamist Inventors with 1,001 invention projects thousands of Polygamist Inventors with 1,001 invention projects 
spelled out with links to click on. spelled out with links to click on. spelled out with links to click on. spelled out with links to click on.     
    
2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 2 July 2011 Hundreds of researchers from more than 80 
institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of institutions, including scientists from the U.S. Department of 
EnergyEnergyEnergyEnergy’’’’s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), 
Sandia Lab... Sandia Lab... Sandia Lab... Sandia Lab...     
    
Killed H at Killed H at Killed H at Killed H at ----    254 C for 7 billion people because they never ever 254 C for 7 billion people because they never ever 254 C for 7 billion people because they never ever 254 C for 7 billion people because they never ever 
thought about... thought about... thought about... thought about...     
    
Brainstorming with your wives, diatomite for H at Brainstorming with your wives, diatomite for H at Brainstorming with your wives, diatomite for H at Brainstorming with your wives, diatomite for H at ----254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C     
    
Brainstorming with your wives, Rx like Penicillin Overnight Brainstorming with your wives, Rx like Penicillin Overnight Brainstorming with your wives, Rx like Penicillin Overnight Brainstorming with your wives, Rx like Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer + Ovarian Cancer Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer + Ovarian Cancer Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer + Ovarian Cancer Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer + Ovarian Cancer     
    
    
    
July 2, 2011 marks the anniversary of 10,001 murderJuly 2, 2011 marks the anniversary of 10,001 murderJuly 2, 2011 marks the anniversary of 10,001 murderJuly 2, 2011 marks the anniversary of 10,001 murder----suicide's suicide's suicide's suicide's 
never one on NBC "Today Show" with Dr Nancy Snyderman telling never one on NBC "Today Show" with Dr Nancy Snyderman telling never one on NBC "Today Show" with Dr Nancy Snyderman telling never one on NBC "Today Show" with Dr Nancy Snyderman telling 
us we are light years from a Rx Miracle Cure for Suicide or Murderus we are light years from a Rx Miracle Cure for Suicide or Murderus we are light years from a Rx Miracle Cure for Suicide or Murderus we are light years from a Rx Miracle Cure for Suicide or Murder----
Suicide and the government will not let any Inventors brainstorm Suicide and the government will not let any Inventors brainstorm Suicide and the government will not let any Inventors brainstorm Suicide and the government will not let any Inventors brainstorm 
a "Gas Lobotomy" invention! a "Gas Lobotomy" invention! a "Gas Lobotomy" invention! a "Gas Lobotomy" invention!     
    
    
    

Rx Rx Rx Rx 

Miracle Cure would be a Windfall for Women! Miracle Cure would be a Windfall for Women! Miracle Cure would be a Windfall for Women! Miracle Cure would be a Windfall for Women!     
    
Clinton at the State Dept killed all these women for the last 30 or 40 Clinton at the State Dept killed all these women for the last 30 or 40 Clinton at the State Dept killed all these women for the last 30 or 40 Clinton at the State Dept killed all these women for the last 30 or 40 
years with her husband and ruling class friends. years with her husband and ruling class friends. years with her husband and ruling class friends. years with her husband and ruling class friends.     
    
July 2, 2011 marks the 50th anniversary of author and Nobel July 2, 2011 marks the 50th anniversary of author and Nobel July 2, 2011 marks the 50th anniversary of author and Nobel July 2, 2011 marks the 50th anniversary of author and Nobel 
laureate Ernest Hemingway's suicide. laureate Ernest Hemingway's suicide. laureate Ernest Hemingway's suicide. laureate Ernest Hemingway's suicide.     
    
July 2, 2011 marks F grade for Yale July 2, 2011 marks F grade for Yale July 2, 2011 marks F grade for Yale July 2, 2011 marks F grade for Yale     
    
July 2, 2011 1 st anniversary of the yale Key West Medical School July 2, 2011 1 st anniversary of the yale Key West Medical School July 2, 2011 1 st anniversary of the yale Key West Medical School July 2, 2011 1 st anniversary of the yale Key West Medical School 
will also the first anniversary of several Rx Penicillin Overnight will also the first anniversary of several Rx Penicillin Overnight will also the first anniversary of several Rx Penicillin Overnight will also the first anniversary of several Rx Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Cures from Polygamists brainstorming with their wives in Miracle Cures from Polygamists brainstorming with their wives in Miracle Cures from Polygamists brainstorming with their wives in Miracle Cures from Polygamists brainstorming with their wives in 
Hemingways Key West! Hemingways Key West! Hemingways Key West! Hemingways Key West!     
    
    
    
10,001 Social Inventions LOST 10,001 Social Inventions LOST 10,001 Social Inventions LOST 10,001 Social Inventions LOST ----    LOST 10,001 MurderLOST 10,001 MurderLOST 10,001 MurderLOST 10,001 Murder----Suicide = Suicide = Suicide = Suicide = 
Wives and kids lost Wives and kids lost Wives and kids lost Wives and kids lost ----    Drunk on Wars with Moslems. OJ Clones, was Drunk on Wars with Moslems. OJ Clones, was Drunk on Wars with Moslems. OJ Clones, was Drunk on Wars with Moslems. OJ Clones, was 
Princes Di killed by her exPrinces Di killed by her exPrinces Di killed by her exPrinces Di killed by her ex----husband because she was going to husband because she was going to husband because she was going to husband because she was going to 
marry a Moslem? Yes! OJ was found not guilty with the help of the marry a Moslem? Yes! OJ was found not guilty with the help of the marry a Moslem? Yes! OJ was found not guilty with the help of the marry a Moslem? Yes! OJ was found not guilty with the help of the 
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government. CIA New CIA guy Gen. Petraeus can put this injustice government. CIA New CIA guy Gen. Petraeus can put this injustice government. CIA New CIA guy Gen. Petraeus can put this injustice government. CIA New CIA guy Gen. Petraeus can put this injustice 
of Princes Di right, get her off death row in history, put her exof Princes Di right, get her off death row in history, put her exof Princes Di right, get her off death row in history, put her exof Princes Di right, get her off death row in history, put her ex----
husband with the 10,001 other husbands who killed their wives... husband with the 10,001 other husbands who killed their wives... husband with the 10,001 other husbands who killed their wives... husband with the 10,001 other husbands who killed their wives... 
on the front page of the New York Times! Gates the old CIA Director on the front page of the New York Times! Gates the old CIA Director on the front page of the New York Times! Gates the old CIA Director on the front page of the New York Times! Gates the old CIA Director 
in 1992 decade after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar has in 1992 decade after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar has in 1992 decade after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar has in 1992 decade after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar has 
enough on who ever he wants to hang for Fiery LA Wrecks and other enough on who ever he wants to hang for Fiery LA Wrecks and other enough on who ever he wants to hang for Fiery LA Wrecks and other enough on who ever he wants to hang for Fiery LA Wrecks and other 
mass murder by BP Oil. Antidote for alcoholics, COORS in Colorado mass murder by BP Oil. Antidote for alcoholics, COORS in Colorado mass murder by BP Oil. Antidote for alcoholics, COORS in Colorado mass murder by BP Oil. Antidote for alcoholics, COORS in Colorado 
killing of civilians! For profits $$$ $$$ Vegas Prostitutes flying off to killing of civilians! For profits $$$ $$$ Vegas Prostitutes flying off to killing of civilians! For profits $$$ $$$ Vegas Prostitutes flying off to killing of civilians! For profits $$$ $$$ Vegas Prostitutes flying off to 
Saudi Arabia instead of Yale Key West Medical School... for classes. Saudi Arabia instead of Yale Key West Medical School... for classes. Saudi Arabia instead of Yale Key West Medical School... for classes. Saudi Arabia instead of Yale Key West Medical School... for classes. 
"High Class Hookers" is a Yacht in Key West. "High Class Hookers" is a Yacht in Key West. "High Class Hookers" is a Yacht in Key West. "High Class Hookers" is a Yacht in Key West.     
    
Elite MD's Elite MD's Elite MD's Elite MD's --------    Skills they have that make them Elite are light years Skills they have that make them Elite are light years Skills they have that make them Elite are light years Skills they have that make them Elite are light years 
from the mentality of NATO Pilots carrying out Air Strikes on 1 from the mentality of NATO Pilots carrying out Air Strikes on 1 from the mentality of NATO Pilots carrying out Air Strikes on 1 from the mentality of NATO Pilots carrying out Air Strikes on 1 
Billion Civilians. Billion Civilians. Billion Civilians. Billion Civilians.     
    
    

        

    
    
    
    
    
    
20 June 2011 FaceBook 20 June 2011 FaceBook 20 June 2011 FaceBook 20 June 2011 FaceBook ----    InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR 
ORWELLIAN COMMANDERS ORWELLIAN COMMANDERS ORWELLIAN COMMANDERS ORWELLIAN COMMANDERS ----    Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 
Tourists attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $ Tourists attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $ Tourists attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $ Tourists attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $     
    
Invention Project to keep lightning cloud to cloud via Wire Invention Project to keep lightning cloud to cloud via Wire Invention Project to keep lightning cloud to cloud via Wire Invention Project to keep lightning cloud to cloud via Wire 
Lighting Rods dropped from Fighter Jets and Hurricane Planes Lighting Rods dropped from Fighter Jets and Hurricane Planes Lighting Rods dropped from Fighter Jets and Hurricane Planes Lighting Rods dropped from Fighter Jets and Hurricane Planes 
could cause multitudes of lightning strikes "177 Trillion cloud to could cause multitudes of lightning strikes "177 Trillion cloud to could cause multitudes of lightning strikes "177 Trillion cloud to could cause multitudes of lightning strikes "177 Trillion cloud to 
cloud lighting strikes" if enough lightning rod wires are used this cloud lighting strikes" if enough lightning rod wires are used this cloud lighting strikes" if enough lightning rod wires are used this cloud lighting strikes" if enough lightning rod wires are used this 
could change the Hurricane or T Shower direction or Force of the could change the Hurricane or T Shower direction or Force of the could change the Hurricane or T Shower direction or Force of the could change the Hurricane or T Shower direction or Force of the 
Storm! Storm! Storm! Storm!     
    
You should be reading Hemingway Books today, looking for the You should be reading Hemingway Books today, looking for the You should be reading Hemingway Books today, looking for the You should be reading Hemingway Books today, looking for the 
"Windmill" in Orwell's "Animal Farm" in "Hemingway Novels" for "Windmill" in Orwell's "Animal Farm" in "Hemingway Novels" for "Windmill" in Orwell's "Animal Farm" in "Hemingway Novels" for "Windmill" in Orwell's "Animal Farm" in "Hemingway Novels" for 
this Invention project to keep all lightning Cloud to Cloud strikes, this Invention project to keep all lightning Cloud to Cloud strikes, this Invention project to keep all lightning Cloud to Cloud strikes, this Invention project to keep all lightning Cloud to Cloud strikes, 
and the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! But we are all STIFLED BY OUR and the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! But we are all STIFLED BY OUR and the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! But we are all STIFLED BY OUR and the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! But we are all STIFLED BY OUR 
ORWELLIAN COMMANDERS... ORWELLIAN COMMANDERS... ORWELLIAN COMMANDERS... ORWELLIAN COMMANDERS...     
    
Swiss Bank account for Every UN Member Nation, BP Oil Bribe for Swiss Bank account for Every UN Member Nation, BP Oil Bribe for Swiss Bank account for Every UN Member Nation, BP Oil Bribe for Swiss Bank account for Every UN Member Nation, BP Oil Bribe for 
MD's at WHO at the UN is the most criminal of all NBC Nightly News MD's at WHO at the UN is the most criminal of all NBC Nightly News MD's at WHO at the UN is the most criminal of all NBC Nightly News MD's at WHO at the UN is the most criminal of all NBC Nightly News 
stories Brian Williams Will Not Write! stories Brian Williams Will Not Write! stories Brian Williams Will Not Write! stories Brian Williams Will Not Write!     
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MD's set up burn units for fiery wrecks... MD's set up burn units for fiery wrecks... MD's set up burn units for fiery wrecks... MD's set up burn units for fiery wrecks... 

a burn unit scam for money $$$ Cop burned in his cop car rear a burn unit scam for money $$$ Cop burned in his cop car rear a burn unit scam for money $$$ Cop burned in his cop car rear a burn unit scam for money $$$ Cop burned in his cop car rear 
ended... decade after the 1980 invention of the ended... decade after the 1980 invention of the ended... decade after the 1980 invention of the ended... decade after the 1980 invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar!     
    
BP Oil Bribe for MD's at WHO at the UN is the most criminal of all BP Oil Bribe for MD's at WHO at the UN is the most criminal of all BP Oil Bribe for MD's at WHO at the UN is the most criminal of all BP Oil Bribe for MD's at WHO at the UN is the most criminal of all 
NBC Nightly News stories Brian Williams Will Not Write! NBC Nightly News stories Brian Williams Will Not Write! NBC Nightly News stories Brian Williams Will Not Write! NBC Nightly News stories Brian Williams Will Not Write!     
    
FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook ---- InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 
COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS ----        
    
FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook ---- InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 
COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS ----        
    
Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "Breast Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "Breast Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "Breast Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "Breast 
Cancer" Warning Label on Margarita's warning Women the Cancer" Warning Label on Margarita's warning Women the Cancer" Warning Label on Margarita's warning Women the Cancer" Warning Label on Margarita's warning Women the 
Alcohol Molecule in this Margarita causes Breast Cancer please log Alcohol Molecule in this Margarita causes Breast Cancer please log Alcohol Molecule in this Margarita causes Breast Cancer please log Alcohol Molecule in this Margarita causes Breast Cancer please log 
on to this web page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule on to this web page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule on to this web page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule on to this web page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule 
moving through the breast and how it causes breast cancer. moving through the breast and how it causes breast cancer. moving through the breast and how it causes breast cancer. moving through the breast and how it causes breast cancer.     
    
Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never put a Tax on Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never put a Tax on Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never put a Tax on Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never put a Tax on 
Margarita's for scholarships for the kids of the 40k women who will Margarita's for scholarships for the kids of the 40k women who will Margarita's for scholarships for the kids of the 40k women who will Margarita's for scholarships for the kids of the 40k women who will 
die of breast cancer in June 2011 and another 40k in July 2011... die of breast cancer in June 2011 and another 40k in July 2011... die of breast cancer in June 2011 and another 40k in July 2011... die of breast cancer in June 2011 and another 40k in July 2011... 
lot of tax money at stake here $$$$$$$$$ lot of tax money at stake here $$$$$$$$$ lot of tax money at stake here $$$$$$$$$ lot of tax money at stake here $$$$$$$$$     
    

        

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a 
Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get 
Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job.     
    
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        
    

        

Click here for... Click here for... Click here for... Click here for... 
ElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCar        
    
Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to 
http://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.com        
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InventBooks not Facebook! InventBooks not Facebook! InventBooks not Facebook! InventBooks not Facebook!     
    
20 June 2011 InventBooks and 1,001 Invention Projects on this web 20 June 2011 InventBooks and 1,001 Invention Projects on this web 20 June 2011 InventBooks and 1,001 Invention Projects on this web 20 June 2011 InventBooks and 1,001 Invention Projects on this web 
page with links to get you started invented are STIFLED BY OUR page with links to get you started invented are STIFLED BY OUR page with links to get you started invented are STIFLED BY OUR page with links to get you started invented are STIFLED BY OUR 
ORWELLIAN COMMANDERS... ORWELLIAN COMMANDERS... ORWELLIAN COMMANDERS... ORWELLIAN COMMANDERS...     
    
CBS Nightly News CBS Nightly News CBS Nightly News CBS Nightly News ---- Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY WIVES, by the  Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY WIVES, by the  Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY WIVES, by the  Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY WIVES, by the 
100's. Gas Lobotomy for Married Vets?100's. Gas Lobotomy for Married Vets?100's. Gas Lobotomy for Married Vets?100's. Gas Lobotomy for Married Vets?    
Husbands kill wives in every city and small town in the USA Husbands kill wives in every city and small town in the USA Husbands kill wives in every city and small town in the USA Husbands kill wives in every city and small town in the USA 
everyday. everyday. everyday. everyday.     
    
Plague, epidemic has shot through the Army Wives with Vets Plague, epidemic has shot through the Army Wives with Vets Plague, epidemic has shot through the Army Wives with Vets Plague, epidemic has shot through the Army Wives with Vets 
returning from killing 1 million civilians in Iraq and returning from killing 1 million civilians in Iraq and returning from killing 1 million civilians in Iraq and returning from killing 1 million civilians in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. Afghanistan. Afghanistan. Afghanistan.     
    
Gen. Petraeus got 100's of Army Wives killed by their Husbands! Via Gen. Petraeus got 100's of Army Wives killed by their Husbands! Via Gen. Petraeus got 100's of Army Wives killed by their Husbands! Via Gen. Petraeus got 100's of Army Wives killed by their Husbands! Via 
not warning them, installing web cams in their homes, voice not warning them, installing web cams in their homes, voice not warning them, installing web cams in their homes, voice not warning them, installing web cams in their homes, voice 
activation 911 calls to wake up Observers, brainstorming any activation 911 calls to wake up Observers, brainstorming any activation 911 calls to wake up Observers, brainstorming any activation 911 calls to wake up Observers, brainstorming any 
Invention that would have saved the killings a few of the 100's of Invention that would have saved the killings a few of the 100's of Invention that would have saved the killings a few of the 100's of Invention that would have saved the killings a few of the 100's of 
Army Wives killed by their husbands retuning from killing 1 Army Wives killed by their husbands retuning from killing 1 Army Wives killed by their husbands retuning from killing 1 Army Wives killed by their husbands retuning from killing 1 
million civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan. million civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan. million civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan. million civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan.     
. . . .     
    
17 June 2011 ABC Nightly News 17 June 2011 ABC Nightly News 17 June 2011 ABC Nightly News 17 June 2011 ABC Nightly News ---- Gen. David Petraeus, will killed  Gen. David Petraeus, will killed  Gen. David Petraeus, will killed  Gen. David Petraeus, will killed 
100 kids sitting on death row in hot cars in the Summer of 2011. 100 kids sitting on death row in hot cars in the Summer of 2011. 100 kids sitting on death row in hot cars in the Summer of 2011. 100 kids sitting on death row in hot cars in the Summer of 2011. 
Miami TV Commercials on CBS has 1 commercial telling Mom to Miami TV Commercials on CBS has 1 commercial telling Mom to Miami TV Commercials on CBS has 1 commercial telling Mom to Miami TV Commercials on CBS has 1 commercial telling Mom to 
put her purse in back with the kids so she does not forget them... put her purse in back with the kids so she does not forget them... put her purse in back with the kids so she does not forget them... put her purse in back with the kids so she does not forget them... 
Stupid Commercial from our Orwellian Commanders behind the Stupid Commercial from our Orwellian Commanders behind the Stupid Commercial from our Orwellian Commanders behind the Stupid Commercial from our Orwellian Commanders behind the 
hidden cameras! hidden cameras! hidden cameras! hidden cameras!     
    
Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never move the Kids Car Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never move the Kids Car Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never move the Kids Car Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never move the Kids Car 
seats to the FRONT!seats to the FRONT!seats to the FRONT!seats to the FRONT!    
    
As this will admit his kids in the backseat invention was a "Killer As this will admit his kids in the backseat invention was a "Killer As this will admit his kids in the backseat invention was a "Killer As this will admit his kids in the backseat invention was a "Killer 
Idea"! Idea"! Idea"! Idea"!     
    
Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never install A/C in Cars Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never install A/C in Cars Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never install A/C in Cars Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never install A/C in Cars 
that can run it 24/7 that can run it 24/7 that can run it 24/7 that can run it 24/7     
    
Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never install Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never install Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never install Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never install 
SuperAirBags on the Outside of Cars and Trucks! SuperAirBags on the Outside of Cars and Trucks! SuperAirBags on the Outside of Cars and Trucks! SuperAirBags on the Outside of Cars and Trucks!     
    
Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never put wifi Cams Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never put wifi Cams Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never put wifi Cams Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never put wifi Cams 
Inside Cars for Cops to Observe you before you are stopped. Inside Cars for Cops to Observe you before you are stopped. Inside Cars for Cops to Observe you before you are stopped. Inside Cars for Cops to Observe you before you are stopped.     
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Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "Breast Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "Breast Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "Breast Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never print a "Breast 
Cancer" Warning Label on Margarita's warning Women the Cancer" Warning Label on Margarita's warning Women the Cancer" Warning Label on Margarita's warning Women the Cancer" Warning Label on Margarita's warning Women the 
Alcohol Molecule in this Margarita causes Breast Cancer please log Alcohol Molecule in this Margarita causes Breast Cancer please log Alcohol Molecule in this Margarita causes Breast Cancer please log Alcohol Molecule in this Margarita causes Breast Cancer please log 
on to this web page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule on to this web page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule on to this web page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule on to this web page to view a Youtube video of the Alcohol Molecule 
moving through the breast and how it causes breast cancer. moving through the breast and how it causes breast cancer. moving through the breast and how it causes breast cancer. moving through the breast and how it causes breast cancer.     
    
Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never put a Tax on Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never put a Tax on Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never put a Tax on Our Orwellian Caesar is psychotic he will never put a Tax on 
Margarita's for scholarships for the kids of the 40k women who will Margarita's for scholarships for the kids of the 40k women who will Margarita's for scholarships for the kids of the 40k women who will Margarita's for scholarships for the kids of the 40k women who will 
die of breast cancer in June 2011 and another 40k in July 2011... die of breast cancer in June 2011 and another 40k in July 2011... die of breast cancer in June 2011 and another 40k in July 2011... die of breast cancer in June 2011 and another 40k in July 2011... 
lot of tax money at stake here $$$$$$$$$ lot of tax money at stake here $$$$$$$$$ lot of tax money at stake here $$$$$$$$$ lot of tax money at stake here $$$$$$$$$     
    

        

20 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 and Alienated 20 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 and Alienated 20 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 and Alienated 20 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 and Alienated 
like the Aliens 4.3 Light Years from Earth are! Alienated Inventor of like the Aliens 4.3 Light Years from Earth are! Alienated Inventor of like the Aliens 4.3 Light Years from Earth are! Alienated Inventor of like the Aliens 4.3 Light Years from Earth are! Alienated Inventor of 
the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West for 4 months now, no job, the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West for 4 months now, no job, the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West for 4 months now, no job, the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West for 4 months now, no job, 
serving tourists or working with 4 wives brainstorming the Rx Cure serving tourists or working with 4 wives brainstorming the Rx Cure serving tourists or working with 4 wives brainstorming the Rx Cure serving tourists or working with 4 wives brainstorming the Rx Cure 
for Breast Cancer! for Breast Cancer! for Breast Cancer! for Breast Cancer!     
    
    
    

        

        

20 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 20 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 20 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 20 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 
George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George 
Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend ---- GodSend for the Rx  GodSend for the Rx  GodSend for the Rx  GodSend for the Rx 
Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come 
from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, once 4 MD from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, once 4 MD from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, once 4 MD from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, once 4 MD 
women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by our George Orwell women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by our George Orwell women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by our George Orwell women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by our George Orwell 
Commander! Commander! Commander! Commander!     
    
20 June 2011 NBC Nightly News last night with Brian Williams had 20 June 2011 NBC Nightly News last night with Brian Williams had 20 June 2011 NBC Nightly News last night with Brian Williams had 20 June 2011 NBC Nightly News last night with Brian Williams had 
A North Vietnam General on who killed 100's in one FireFight... A North Vietnam General on who killed 100's in one FireFight... A North Vietnam General on who killed 100's in one FireFight... A North Vietnam General on who killed 100's in one FireFight... 
along with a Medal of Honor Winner who Today works at NBC who along with a Medal of Honor Winner who Today works at NBC who along with a Medal of Honor Winner who Today works at NBC who along with a Medal of Honor Winner who Today works at NBC who 
won the Medal in the same FireFight half the Troops were killed in. won the Medal in the same FireFight half the Troops were killed in. won the Medal in the same FireFight half the Troops were killed in. won the Medal in the same FireFight half the Troops were killed in.     
    
20 June 2011 NBC Nightly News last night with Brian Williams... 20 June 2011 NBC Nightly News last night with Brian Williams... 20 June 2011 NBC Nightly News last night with Brian Williams... 20 June 2011 NBC Nightly News last night with Brian Williams... 
Both the North Vietnam General now 80 and the NBC Vietnam Vet Both the North Vietnam General now 80 and the NBC Vietnam Vet Both the North Vietnam General now 80 and the NBC Vietnam Vet Both the North Vietnam General now 80 and the NBC Vietnam Vet 
holding hands hugging talking about how long the General knew holding hands hugging talking about how long the General knew holding hands hugging talking about how long the General knew holding hands hugging talking about how long the General knew 
in hours days before the 100's of Huey Helicopters flew into the in hours days before the 100's of Huey Helicopters flew into the in hours days before the 100's of Huey Helicopters flew into the in hours days before the 100's of Huey Helicopters flew into the 
"ambush". "ambush". "ambush". "ambush".     
    
The North Vietnam General knew from his Intelligence hours and The North Vietnam General knew from his Intelligence hours and The North Vietnam General knew from his Intelligence hours and The North Vietnam General knew from his Intelligence hours and 
days ahead of the USA helicopter attack and he set up the "ambush" days ahead of the USA helicopter attack and he set up the "ambush" days ahead of the USA helicopter attack and he set up the "ambush" days ahead of the USA helicopter attack and he set up the "ambush" 
plans... plans... plans... plans...     
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This was Brian Williams news story, did we really need this on NBC This was Brian Williams news story, did we really need this on NBC This was Brian Williams news story, did we really need this on NBC This was Brian Williams news story, did we really need this on NBC 
Nightly News just because the one guy won the Medal of Honor from Nightly News just because the one guy won the Medal of Honor from Nightly News just because the one guy won the Medal of Honor from Nightly News just because the one guy won the Medal of Honor from 
this "ambush" that killed hundreds of other USA Army troops in his this "ambush" that killed hundreds of other USA Army troops in his this "ambush" that killed hundreds of other USA Army troops in his this "ambush" that killed hundreds of other USA Army troops in his 
company. company. company. company.     
    
He save 14 guys in the "ambush" and won the Medal of Honor... the He save 14 guys in the "ambush" and won the Medal of Honor... the He save 14 guys in the "ambush" and won the Medal of Honor... the He save 14 guys in the "ambush" and won the Medal of Honor... the 
100's of USA troops who died in this "ambush" got a death sentence! 100's of USA troops who died in this "ambush" got a death sentence! 100's of USA troops who died in this "ambush" got a death sentence! 100's of USA troops who died in this "ambush" got a death sentence!     
    
War is Hell! This is why. Brian Williams is infatuated with this NBC War is Hell! This is why. Brian Williams is infatuated with this NBC War is Hell! This is why. Brian Williams is infatuated with this NBC War is Hell! This is why. Brian Williams is infatuated with this NBC 
employee who won the Medal of Honor! employee who won the Medal of Honor! employee who won the Medal of Honor! employee who won the Medal of Honor!     
    
NBC Brian Williams went on and on about these 2 old enemies now NBC Brian Williams went on and on about these 2 old enemies now NBC Brian Williams went on and on about these 2 old enemies now NBC Brian Williams went on and on about these 2 old enemies now 
holding hands with clenched fingers and its meaning in Vietnam. holding hands with clenched fingers and its meaning in Vietnam. holding hands with clenched fingers and its meaning in Vietnam. holding hands with clenched fingers and its meaning in Vietnam.     
    
Super sentimental Brian Williams going on and on about these 2 Super sentimental Brian Williams going on and on about these 2 Super sentimental Brian Williams going on and on about these 2 Super sentimental Brian Williams going on and on about these 2 
old enemies while all the time Brian Williams at NBC Nightly News old enemies while all the time Brian Williams at NBC Nightly News old enemies while all the time Brian Williams at NBC Nightly News old enemies while all the time Brian Williams at NBC Nightly News 
knows 100 kids in the USA sit on death row and will die in Left in knows 100 kids in the USA sit on death row and will die in Left in knows 100 kids in the USA sit on death row and will die in Left in knows 100 kids in the USA sit on death row and will die in Left in 
Hot Cars in the Summer of 2011. Hot Cars in the Summer of 2011. Hot Cars in the Summer of 2011. Hot Cars in the Summer of 2011.     
    
20 June 2011 NBC Nightly News last night with Brian Williams... I 20 June 2011 NBC Nightly News last night with Brian Williams... I 20 June 2011 NBC Nightly News last night with Brian Williams... I 20 June 2011 NBC Nightly News last night with Brian Williams... I 
would guess 300 kids in Vietnam will be left in hot cars and die would guess 300 kids in Vietnam will be left in hot cars and die would guess 300 kids in Vietnam will be left in hot cars and die would guess 300 kids in Vietnam will be left in hot cars and die 
this summer, yet Brian Williams was BRAINWASHED by his own NBC this summer, yet Brian Williams was BRAINWASHED by his own NBC this summer, yet Brian Williams was BRAINWASHED by his own NBC this summer, yet Brian Williams was BRAINWASHED by his own NBC 
story of 2 Old War Enemies of the Vietnam Era holding hands and story of 2 Old War Enemies of the Vietnam Era holding hands and story of 2 Old War Enemies of the Vietnam Era holding hands and story of 2 Old War Enemies of the Vietnam Era holding hands and 
hugging enjoying War Stories of the Huey Helicopters coming in for hugging enjoying War Stories of the Huey Helicopters coming in for hugging enjoying War Stories of the Huey Helicopters coming in for hugging enjoying War Stories of the Huey Helicopters coming in for 
the Attack and being meet with the North Vietnam General ready the Attack and being meet with the North Vietnam General ready the Attack and being meet with the North Vietnam General ready the Attack and being meet with the North Vietnam General ready 
and waiting for them! Brian Williams never gave it a thought that and waiting for them! Brian Williams never gave it a thought that and waiting for them! Brian Williams never gave it a thought that and waiting for them! Brian Williams never gave it a thought that 
300 kids in Vietnam will be left in hot cars to die a tortured death 300 kids in Vietnam will be left in hot cars to die a tortured death 300 kids in Vietnam will be left in hot cars to die a tortured death 300 kids in Vietnam will be left in hot cars to die a tortured death 
because he reported on this War Story! When he should of been because he reported on this War Story! When he should of been because he reported on this War Story! When he should of been because he reported on this War Story! When he should of been 
exposing our Top Brass refusing to move kids seats to the front to exposing our Top Brass refusing to move kids seats to the front to exposing our Top Brass refusing to move kids seats to the front to exposing our Top Brass refusing to move kids seats to the front to 
save have of them from death in the Summer of 2011. save have of them from death in the Summer of 2011. save have of them from death in the Summer of 2011. save have of them from death in the Summer of 2011.     
    
NBC Should Fire Brian Williams! NBC Should Fire Brian Williams! NBC Should Fire Brian Williams! NBC Should Fire Brian Williams!     
    
Moms of the 100 kids left in hot cars to die should send NBC email. Moms of the 100 kids left in hot cars to die should send NBC email. Moms of the 100 kids left in hot cars to die should send NBC email. Moms of the 100 kids left in hot cars to die should send NBC email.     
    
20 June 2011 Hundreds of FireFights and massacre's took place in 20 June 2011 Hundreds of FireFights and massacre's took place in 20 June 2011 Hundreds of FireFights and massacre's took place in 20 June 2011 Hundreds of FireFights and massacre's took place in 
Vietnam and this one on this March 16th 1968... Brian Williams Vietnam and this one on this March 16th 1968... Brian Williams Vietnam and this one on this March 16th 1968... Brian Williams Vietnam and this one on this March 16th 1968... Brian Williams 
NBC Nightly News story yesterday only because a NBC employee won NBC Nightly News story yesterday only because a NBC employee won NBC Nightly News story yesterday only because a NBC employee won NBC Nightly News story yesterday only because a NBC employee won 
the Medal of Honor in this Firefight. the Medal of Honor in this Firefight. the Medal of Honor in this Firefight. the Medal of Honor in this Firefight.     
    
North Vietnam Generals today go along with the killing of kids left North Vietnam Generals today go along with the killing of kids left North Vietnam Generals today go along with the killing of kids left North Vietnam Generals today go along with the killing of kids left 
in hot cars... with no 24/7 air conditioning like the in hot cars... with no 24/7 air conditioning like the in hot cars... with no 24/7 air conditioning like the in hot cars... with no 24/7 air conditioning like the 
ElectricWindmillCar would have. ElectricWindmillCar would have. ElectricWindmillCar would have. ElectricWindmillCar would have.     
    

        

Swiss Bank Accounts for this North Vietnam General from BP Oils Swiss Bank Accounts for this North Vietnam General from BP Oils Swiss Bank Accounts for this North Vietnam General from BP Oils Swiss Bank Accounts for this North Vietnam General from BP Oils 
$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from suppressing the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from suppressing the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from suppressing the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from suppressing the 
electricwindmillcar with 24/7 air conditioning. Not in this story. electricwindmillcar with 24/7 air conditioning. Not in this story. electricwindmillcar with 24/7 air conditioning. Not in this story. electricwindmillcar with 24/7 air conditioning. Not in this story.     
    
Swiss Bank Accounts for the POW McCain will not be a story on NBC Swiss Bank Accounts for the POW McCain will not be a story on NBC Swiss Bank Accounts for the POW McCain will not be a story on NBC Swiss Bank Accounts for the POW McCain will not be a story on NBC 
Nightly News as long as Brian Williams writes the stories! Nightly News as long as Brian Williams writes the stories! Nightly News as long as Brian Williams writes the stories! Nightly News as long as Brian Williams writes the stories!     
    
Swiss Bank Accounts for 100's of North Vietnam Generals will not be Swiss Bank Accounts for 100's of North Vietnam Generals will not be Swiss Bank Accounts for 100's of North Vietnam Generals will not be Swiss Bank Accounts for 100's of North Vietnam Generals will not be 
on NBC Nightly News as long as Brian Williams writes the stories! on NBC Nightly News as long as Brian Williams writes the stories! on NBC Nightly News as long as Brian Williams writes the stories! on NBC Nightly News as long as Brian Williams writes the stories!     
    
BP Oil Revenues as bribes to get another $177 Trillion in Oil BP Oil Revenues as bribes to get another $177 Trillion in Oil BP Oil Revenues as bribes to get another $177 Trillion in Oil BP Oil Revenues as bribes to get another $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues will not be on the NBC Nightly News as long as Brian Revenues will not be on the NBC Nightly News as long as Brian Revenues will not be on the NBC Nightly News as long as Brian Revenues will not be on the NBC Nightly News as long as Brian 
Williams write the news stories Williams write the news stories Williams write the news stories Williams write the news stories     
    
Swiss Bank account for Every UN Member Nation, BP Oil Bribe for Swiss Bank account for Every UN Member Nation, BP Oil Bribe for Swiss Bank account for Every UN Member Nation, BP Oil Bribe for Swiss Bank account for Every UN Member Nation, BP Oil Bribe for 
MD's at WHO at the UN is the most criminal of all NBC Nightly News MD's at WHO at the UN is the most criminal of all NBC Nightly News MD's at WHO at the UN is the most criminal of all NBC Nightly News MD's at WHO at the UN is the most criminal of all NBC Nightly News 
stories Brian Williams Will Not Write! stories Brian Williams Will Not Write! stories Brian Williams Will Not Write! stories Brian Williams Will Not Write!     
    
FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook ----    InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 
COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS ----        
    
FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook ----    InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 
COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS ----        
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20 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO20 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO20 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO20 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO----FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN 
DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To 
Breast Cancer. Breast Cancer. Breast Cancer. Breast Cancer.     
    
Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions collaborate, interact Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions collaborate, interact Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions collaborate, interact Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions collaborate, interact 
and share information through Stand Up to Breast Cancer. and share information through Stand Up to Breast Cancer. and share information through Stand Up to Breast Cancer. and share information through Stand Up to Breast Cancer.     
    
Yet Greg Buell In Key West is Yet Greg Buell In Key West is Yet Greg Buell In Key West is Yet Greg Buell In Key West is ““““AlienatedAlienatedAlienatedAlienated””””    from ALL WORK AT from ALL WORK AT from ALL WORK AT from ALL WORK AT 
GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER! GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER! GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER! GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER!     
    
17 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 17 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 17 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 17 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 
George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George 
Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend ----        
    
GodSend for the Rx Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast GodSend for the Rx Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast GodSend for the Rx Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast GodSend for the Rx Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer could come from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key Cancer could come from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key Cancer could come from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key Cancer could come from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key 
West, with 4 MD women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by West, with 4 MD women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by West, with 4 MD women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by West, with 4 MD women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by 
our George Orwell Commander! our George Orwell Commander! our George Orwell Commander! our George Orwell Commander!     
    
17 June 2011 NBC Nightly News 17 June 2011 NBC Nightly News 17 June 2011 NBC Nightly News 17 June 2011 NBC Nightly News ----    Daniel Ellsberg, the man who Daniel Ellsberg, the man who Daniel Ellsberg, the man who Daniel Ellsberg, the man who 
leaked the Pentagon Papers to the New York Times, appeared on the leaked the Pentagon Papers to the New York Times, appeared on the leaked the Pentagon Papers to the New York Times, appeared on the leaked the Pentagon Papers to the New York Times, appeared on the 
40th anniversary on CBS, NBC, ABC Nightly News. 40th anniversary on CBS, NBC, ABC Nightly News. 40th anniversary on CBS, NBC, ABC Nightly News. 40th anniversary on CBS, NBC, ABC Nightly News.     
    
Yet today's Daniel Ellsberg, stifles the Rx Penicillin Overnight Yet today's Daniel Ellsberg, stifles the Rx Penicillin Overnight Yet today's Daniel Ellsberg, stifles the Rx Penicillin Overnight Yet today's Daniel Ellsberg, stifles the Rx Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer that kills 40,000 women... Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer that kills 40,000 women... Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer that kills 40,000 women... Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer that kills 40,000 women...     
    
and Daniel Ellsberg, DOES NOT STOP TO HELP DRIVING BY A FIERY and Daniel Ellsberg, DOES NOT STOP TO HELP DRIVING BY A FIERY and Daniel Ellsberg, DOES NOT STOP TO HELP DRIVING BY A FIERY and Daniel Ellsberg, DOES NOT STOP TO HELP DRIVING BY A FIERY 
WRECKS IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. WRECKS IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. WRECKS IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. WRECKS IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC.     
    
Daniel Ellsberg, observed the massacres in Vietnam and DOES NOT Daniel Ellsberg, observed the massacres in Vietnam and DOES NOT Daniel Ellsberg, observed the massacres in Vietnam and DOES NOT Daniel Ellsberg, observed the massacres in Vietnam and DOES NOT 
STOP TO HELP DRIVING BY A FIERY WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, STOP TO HELP DRIVING BY A FIERY WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, STOP TO HELP DRIVING BY A FIERY WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, STOP TO HELP DRIVING BY A FIERY WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, 
DC. DC. DC. DC.     
    
Letterman jokes all the Fiery LA Car Wrecks are kept in Leno's Letterman jokes all the Fiery LA Car Wrecks are kept in Leno's Letterman jokes all the Fiery LA Car Wrecks are kept in Leno's Letterman jokes all the Fiery LA Car Wrecks are kept in Leno's 
Garage for spare parts. Garage for spare parts. Garage for spare parts. Garage for spare parts.     
    
GEORGE ORWELL could never have written a Psychotic Novel as GEORGE ORWELL could never have written a Psychotic Novel as GEORGE ORWELL could never have written a Psychotic Novel as GEORGE ORWELL could never have written a Psychotic Novel as 
Todays "1984" and the PLOT is caused by GREED FOR ANOTHER $177 Todays "1984" and the PLOT is caused by GREED FOR ANOTHER $177 Todays "1984" and the PLOT is caused by GREED FOR ANOTHER $177 Todays "1984" and the PLOT is caused by GREED FOR ANOTHER $177 
TRILLION FROM BP OIL REVENUES! TRILLION FROM BP OIL REVENUES! TRILLION FROM BP OIL REVENUES! TRILLION FROM BP OIL REVENUES!     
    
Stifled are Greg Buell Lovestar and his 4 MD Wives, from Stifled are Greg Buell Lovestar and his 4 MD Wives, from Stifled are Greg Buell Lovestar and his 4 MD Wives, from Stifled are Greg Buell Lovestar and his 4 MD Wives, from 
"BrainStorming" the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer. GodSend was the "BrainStorming" the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer. GodSend was the "BrainStorming" the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer. GodSend was the "BrainStorming" the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer. GodSend was the 
"ElectricWindmillCar". "Windmill" reading George Orwell's "Animal "ElectricWindmillCar". "Windmill" reading George Orwell's "Animal "ElectricWindmillCar". "Windmill" reading George Orwell's "Animal "ElectricWindmillCar". "Windmill" reading George Orwell's "Animal 
Farm" Farm" Farm" Farm"     
    
GodSend for the Rx Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast GodSend for the Rx Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast GodSend for the Rx Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast GodSend for the Rx Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer could come from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key Cancer could come from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key Cancer could come from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key Cancer could come from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key 
West, if 4 MD women in Bikini's could be heard like the 4 teen girls West, if 4 MD women in Bikini's could be heard like the 4 teen girls West, if 4 MD women in Bikini's could be heard like the 4 teen girls West, if 4 MD women in Bikini's could be heard like the 4 teen girls 
finding a FISH and screaming at it at low tide, grin. Key West finding a FISH and screaming at it at low tide, grin. Key West finding a FISH and screaming at it at low tide, grin. Key West finding a FISH and screaming at it at low tide, grin. Key West 
Women will scream when Gregs gets the Rx Breast Cancer Cure Women will scream when Gregs gets the Rx Breast Cancer Cure Women will scream when Gregs gets the Rx Breast Cancer Cure Women will scream when Gregs gets the Rx Breast Cancer Cure 
reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West. Key West Women reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West. Key West Women reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West. Key West Women reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West. Key West Women 
scream at the fish, and at the "OJ" clone just before he kills her. The scream at the fish, and at the "OJ" clone just before he kills her. The scream at the fish, and at the "OJ" clone just before he kills her. The scream at the fish, and at the "OJ" clone just before he kills her. The 
End. End. End. End.     
    
The End The End The End The End     
    
Anyone who read The Sun Also Rinse's will notice "The End" Anyone who read The Sun Also Rinse's will notice "The End" Anyone who read The Sun Also Rinse's will notice "The End" Anyone who read The Sun Also Rinse's will notice "The End"     
    
Greg has almost the same plot, motives, psychology of the Greg has almost the same plot, motives, psychology of the Greg has almost the same plot, motives, psychology of the Greg has almost the same plot, motives, psychology of the 
characters... in the lines above as Hemingway has in The Sun Also characters... in the lines above as Hemingway has in The Sun Also characters... in the lines above as Hemingway has in The Sun Also characters... in the lines above as Hemingway has in The Sun Also 
Rises. Oil Men built the Train to Key West in Hemingway's Time. Rises. Oil Men built the Train to Key West in Hemingway's Time. Rises. Oil Men built the Train to Key West in Hemingway's Time. Rises. Oil Men built the Train to Key West in Hemingway's Time.     
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17 June 2011 40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY breast cancer in June 17 June 2011 40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY breast cancer in June 17 June 2011 40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY breast cancer in June 17 June 2011 40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY breast cancer in June 
2011... 2011... 2011... 2011...     
    
NBC Brian Williams and his Boss at GE Criminals NBC Brian Williams and his Boss at GE Criminals NBC Brian Williams and his Boss at GE Criminals NBC Brian Williams and his Boss at GE Criminals     
    
100 kids sit on death row in hot cars in the summer of 2011, this 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars in the summer of 2011, this 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars in the summer of 2011, this 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars in the summer of 2011, this 
Horror in a Novel by George Orwell 1984 II Horror in a Novel by George Orwell 1984 II Horror in a Novel by George Orwell 1984 II Horror in a Novel by George Orwell 1984 II     
    
40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY THEIR HUSBANDS in June 2011 40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY THEIR HUSBANDS in June 2011 40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY THEIR HUSBANDS in June 2011 40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY THEIR HUSBANDS in June 2011     
    
Half could be prevented if NBC Brian Williams and his Boss at GE Half could be prevented if NBC Brian Williams and his Boss at GE Half could be prevented if NBC Brian Williams and his Boss at GE Half could be prevented if NBC Brian Williams and his Boss at GE 
wrote up this story instead of the NBC employee who won the Medal wrote up this story instead of the NBC employee who won the Medal wrote up this story instead of the NBC employee who won the Medal wrote up this story instead of the NBC employee who won the Medal 
of Honor in a Vietnam Firefight... of Honor in a Vietnam Firefight... of Honor in a Vietnam Firefight... of Honor in a Vietnam Firefight...     
    
Observer can also orders Web Cams Installed... with some high tech Observer can also orders Web Cams Installed... with some high tech Observer can also orders Web Cams Installed... with some high tech Observer can also orders Web Cams Installed... with some high tech 
voice activation invention from IBM voice activation invention from IBM voice activation invention from IBM voice activation invention from IBM     
    
But this will not happen None will be saved from being Murdered! But this will not happen None will be saved from being Murdered! But this will not happen None will be saved from being Murdered! But this will not happen None will be saved from being Murdered!     
    
Our Orwellian Society has $177 Trillion dollars of Texas and BP oil Our Orwellian Society has $177 Trillion dollars of Texas and BP oil Our Orwellian Society has $177 Trillion dollars of Texas and BP oil Our Orwellian Society has $177 Trillion dollars of Texas and BP oil 
money in the Bank, money in the Bank, money in the Bank, money in the Bank,     
    
Observers are spending their summer vacation money in Saudi Observers are spending their summer vacation money in Saudi Observers are spending their summer vacation money in Saudi Observers are spending their summer vacation money in Saudi 
Arabia putting a news Story on CBS Good Morning America Today Arabia putting a news Story on CBS Good Morning America Today Arabia putting a news Story on CBS Good Morning America Today Arabia putting a news Story on CBS Good Morning America Today 
about Saudi women driving a car, making a YouTube Video of this. about Saudi women driving a car, making a YouTube Video of this. about Saudi women driving a car, making a YouTube Video of this. about Saudi women driving a car, making a YouTube Video of this. 
    
    
YouTube Videos making the News... 100's of Army Wives killed by YouTube Videos making the News... 100's of Army Wives killed by YouTube Videos making the News... 100's of Army Wives killed by YouTube Videos making the News... 100's of Army Wives killed by 
their husbands in June 2011 their husbands in June 2011 their husbands in June 2011 their husbands in June 2011     
    
Google will delete this video before its made! Google will delete this video before its made! Google will delete this video before its made! Google will delete this video before its made!     
    
CBS guy who did this story was told by his Boss at CBS not to make a CBS guy who did this story was told by his Boss at CBS not to make a CBS guy who did this story was told by his Boss at CBS not to make a CBS guy who did this story was told by his Boss at CBS not to make a 
YouTube video of 100 kids left in hot cars to die, or the Traumatic YouTube video of 100 kids left in hot cars to die, or the Traumatic YouTube video of 100 kids left in hot cars to die, or the Traumatic YouTube video of 100 kids left in hot cars to die, or the Traumatic 
War Vet out of his mind from killing 1 million civilians kills his War Vet out of his mind from killing 1 million civilians kills his War Vet out of his mind from killing 1 million civilians kills his War Vet out of his mind from killing 1 million civilians kills his 
wife, goings on this Summer in every City and Town in the USA and wife, goings on this Summer in every City and Town in the USA and wife, goings on this Summer in every City and Town in the USA and wife, goings on this Summer in every City and Town in the USA and 
All Will Be a Clone of Leno by driving by fiery LA Wrecks and not All Will Be a Clone of Leno by driving by fiery LA Wrecks and not All Will Be a Clone of Leno by driving by fiery LA Wrecks and not All Will Be a Clone of Leno by driving by fiery LA Wrecks and not 
stopping to Help! stopping to Help! stopping to Help! stopping to Help!     
    
17 June 2011 OBAMA AND HIS GANG of "OJ" Clones kill 40k women 17 June 2011 OBAMA AND HIS GANG of "OJ" Clones kill 40k women 17 June 2011 OBAMA AND HIS GANG of "OJ" Clones kill 40k women 17 June 2011 OBAMA AND HIS GANG of "OJ" Clones kill 40k women 
because the "OJ warning label" has been removed by Our Orwellian because the "OJ warning label" has been removed by Our Orwellian because the "OJ warning label" has been removed by Our Orwellian because the "OJ warning label" has been removed by Our Orwellian 
Commanders selling "OJ" Clones as Sports Hero's! Commanders selling "OJ" Clones as Sports Hero's! Commanders selling "OJ" Clones as Sports Hero's! Commanders selling "OJ" Clones as Sports Hero's!     
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17 June 2011 Observers know another 40k will be killed in the 17 June 2011 Observers know another 40k will be killed in the 17 June 2011 Observers know another 40k will be killed in the 17 June 2011 Observers know another 40k will be killed in the 
Summer of 2011, same CIA Observers behind the hidden cameras Summer of 2011, same CIA Observers behind the hidden cameras Summer of 2011, same CIA Observers behind the hidden cameras Summer of 2011, same CIA Observers behind the hidden cameras 
know 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars while their CIA Boss know 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars while their CIA Boss know 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars while their CIA Boss know 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars while their CIA Boss 
suppresses the electricwindmillcar with 24/7 Air conditioning! suppresses the electricwindmillcar with 24/7 Air conditioning! suppresses the electricwindmillcar with 24/7 Air conditioning! suppresses the electricwindmillcar with 24/7 Air conditioning!     
    
17 June 2011 Stand17 June 2011 Stand17 June 2011 Stand17 June 2011 Stand----UpUpUpUp----ToToToTo----BreastBreastBreastBreast----Cancer! Yet, it is unthinkable Cancer! Yet, it is unthinkable Cancer! Yet, it is unthinkable Cancer! Yet, it is unthinkable 
that we still lose 1,500 people a day to cancer in the United States that we still lose 1,500 people a day to cancer in the United States that we still lose 1,500 people a day to cancer in the United States that we still lose 1,500 people a day to cancer in the United States 
alone! STAND UP TO CANCER COalone! STAND UP TO CANCER COalone! STAND UP TO CANCER COalone! STAND UP TO CANCER CO----FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN DIES AT FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN DIES AT FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN DIES AT FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN DIES AT 
AGE 61. AGE 61. AGE 61. AGE 61.     
    
17 June 2011 and just about every day Greg Buell Lovestar is at a 17 June 2011 and just about every day Greg Buell Lovestar is at a 17 June 2011 and just about every day Greg Buell Lovestar is at a 17 June 2011 and just about every day Greg Buell Lovestar is at a 
Beach in Key West Reading Hemingway to find the "Windmill" in Beach in Key West Reading Hemingway to find the "Windmill" in Beach in Key West Reading Hemingway to find the "Windmill" in Beach in Key West Reading Hemingway to find the "Windmill" in 
George Orwell's "Animal Farm" that got the "ElectricWindmillCar" George Orwell's "Animal Farm" that got the "ElectricWindmillCar" George Orwell's "Animal Farm" that got the "ElectricWindmillCar" George Orwell's "Animal Farm" that got the "ElectricWindmillCar" 
in 1980 during the Saudi Oil Embargo. I do get an invention in 1980 during the Saudi Oil Embargo. I do get an invention in 1980 during the Saudi Oil Embargo. I do get an invention in 1980 during the Saudi Oil Embargo. I do get an invention 
project a day from reading Hemingway at the Beach in Key West. project a day from reading Hemingway at the Beach in Key West. project a day from reading Hemingway at the Beach in Key West. project a day from reading Hemingway at the Beach in Key West.     
    
FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook ---- InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 
COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS ---- Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists  Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists  Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists  Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists 
attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $ attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $ attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $ attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $     
    

        

George Orwell's "Observers" in Key West know I need to "BrainStorm" George Orwell's "Observers" in Key West know I need to "BrainStorm" George Orwell's "Observers" in Key West know I need to "BrainStorm" George Orwell's "Observers" in Key West know I need to "BrainStorm" 
24/7 with 4 Yale MD Wives to get the Rx Penicillin's Overnight 24/7 with 4 Yale MD Wives to get the Rx Penicillin's Overnight 24/7 with 4 Yale MD Wives to get the Rx Penicillin's Overnight 24/7 with 4 Yale MD Wives to get the Rx Penicillin's Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer...     
    
Yet our Key West Admiral or Who Ever is "George Orwell" Yet our Key West Admiral or Who Ever is "George Orwell" Yet our Key West Admiral or Who Ever is "George Orwell" Yet our Key West Admiral or Who Ever is "George Orwell" 
COMMANDER of our "2011 Orwellian Society" stifles Greg from COMMANDER of our "2011 Orwellian Society" stifles Greg from COMMANDER of our "2011 Orwellian Society" stifles Greg from COMMANDER of our "2011 Orwellian Society" stifles Greg from 
BrainStorming the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast BrainStorming the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast BrainStorming the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast BrainStorming the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer. Cancer. Cancer. Cancer.     
    
I have been in Key West for almost 4 months now and in this time I have been in Key West for almost 4 months now and in this time I have been in Key West for almost 4 months now and in this time I have been in Key West for almost 4 months now and in this time 
40,000 women a monthly have died a tortured death from Breast 40,000 women a monthly have died a tortured death from Breast 40,000 women a monthly have died a tortured death from Breast 40,000 women a monthly have died a tortured death from Breast 
Cancer Cancer Cancer Cancer ----        
    
Only in an "BP Oil Genocide Era" that sells your gasoline for $177 Only in an "BP Oil Genocide Era" that sells your gasoline for $177 Only in an "BP Oil Genocide Era" that sells your gasoline for $177 Only in an "BP Oil Genocide Era" that sells your gasoline for $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues could be psychotic enough to mass murder Trillion in Oil Revenues could be psychotic enough to mass murder Trillion in Oil Revenues could be psychotic enough to mass murder Trillion in Oil Revenues could be psychotic enough to mass murder 
40,000 women a month and think they will not be put on trial for 40,000 women a month and think they will not be put on trial for 40,000 women a month and think they will not be put on trial for 40,000 women a month and think they will not be put on trial for 
"Genocide"! "Genocide"! "Genocide"! "Genocide"!     
    
Same "BP Oil Genocide Era" guys are the ones who pay Leno and Same "BP Oil Genocide Era" guys are the ones who pay Leno and Same "BP Oil Genocide Era" guys are the ones who pay Leno and Same "BP Oil Genocide Era" guys are the ones who pay Leno and 
Letterman to drive by fiery LA wrecks without stopping to help... Letterman to drive by fiery LA wrecks without stopping to help... Letterman to drive by fiery LA wrecks without stopping to help... Letterman to drive by fiery LA wrecks without stopping to help...     
    

        

FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook ---- InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 
COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS ---- Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists  Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists  Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists  Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists 
attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $ attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $ attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $ attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $     
    

        

17 June 2011 Invention Projects InventBooks IBM sold Los Alamos 17 June 2011 Invention Projects InventBooks IBM sold Los Alamos 17 June 2011 Invention Projects InventBooks IBM sold Los Alamos 17 June 2011 Invention Projects InventBooks IBM sold Los Alamos 
$1 Trillion in Supercomputers since the invention of the $1 Trillion in Supercomputers since the invention of the $1 Trillion in Supercomputers since the invention of the $1 Trillion in Supercomputers since the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 ----        
    
This money might have been spent the same way if the This money might have been spent the same way if the This money might have been spent the same way if the This money might have been spent the same way if the 
ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed since 1980.     
    
But the $1 Trillion in IBM Los Alamos Supercomputers would have But the $1 Trillion in IBM Los Alamos Supercomputers would have But the $1 Trillion in IBM Los Alamos Supercomputers would have But the $1 Trillion in IBM Los Alamos Supercomputers would have 
crunched 1 Trillion Books inventing InventBooks! crunched 1 Trillion Books inventing InventBooks! crunched 1 Trillion Books inventing InventBooks! crunched 1 Trillion Books inventing InventBooks!     
    
Facebook would never have been invented by IBM and our Facebook would never have been invented by IBM and our Facebook would never have been invented by IBM and our Facebook would never have been invented by IBM and our 
Orwellian Government. Orwellian Government. Orwellian Government. Orwellian Government.     
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a 
Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get 
Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job.     
    
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        
    

        

    
    

Click here for... Click here for... Click here for... Click here for... 
ElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCar        
    
Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to 
http://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.com        

    
    
    
All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news 
is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! Aliens at each and is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! Aliens at each and is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! Aliens at each and is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! Aliens at each and 
every star... every star... every star... every star...     
    
10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West!     
    

        

    
    
News... 1 Billion Civilians killed by NATO Air Strikes on the News... 1 Billion Civilians killed by NATO Air Strikes on the News... 1 Billion Civilians killed by NATO Air Strikes on the News... 1 Billion Civilians killed by NATO Air Strikes on the 
ElectricwindmillCar! ElectricwindmillCar! ElectricwindmillCar! ElectricwindmillCar!     
    
2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times ---- Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion  Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion  Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion  Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion 
civilians, NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! civilians, NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! civilians, NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! civilians, NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar!     
    
FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook ---- InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 
COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS ---- Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists  Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists  Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists  Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists 
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here! here! here! here!     
    
17 June 2011 InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 17 June 2011 InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 17 June 2011 InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 17 June 2011 InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 
COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS ---- Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists  Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists  Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists  Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists 
here! here! here! here!     
    
CBS Nightly News CBS Nightly News CBS Nightly News CBS Nightly News ---- Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY WIVES, by the  Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY WIVES, by the  Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY WIVES, by the  Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY WIVES, by the 
100's. 100's. 100's. 100's.     
    
17 June 2011 Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY WIVES, by the 100's. 17 June 2011 Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY WIVES, by the 100's. 17 June 2011 Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY WIVES, by the 100's. 17 June 2011 Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY WIVES, by the 100's. 
Side Effect of killing 1 million civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan. Side Effect of killing 1 million civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan. Side Effect of killing 1 million civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan. Side Effect of killing 1 million civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
Baby Killers in the Vietnam Era did the same thing when they got Baby Killers in the Vietnam Era did the same thing when they got Baby Killers in the Vietnam Era did the same thing when they got Baby Killers in the Vietnam Era did the same thing when they got 
back to the USA from leaving Vietnam and the 100's of My Lai back to the USA from leaving Vietnam and the 100's of My Lai back to the USA from leaving Vietnam and the 100's of My Lai back to the USA from leaving Vietnam and the 100's of My Lai 
massacres, they killed their wives! Baby Killers in the Vietnam Era massacres, they killed their wives! Baby Killers in the Vietnam Era massacres, they killed their wives! Baby Killers in the Vietnam Era massacres, they killed their wives! Baby Killers in the Vietnam Era 
did the same thing when they got back to the USA from leaving did the same thing when they got back to the USA from leaving did the same thing when they got back to the USA from leaving did the same thing when they got back to the USA from leaving 
Vietnam and the 100's of My Lai massacres, they killed their wives! Vietnam and the 100's of My Lai massacres, they killed their wives! Vietnam and the 100's of My Lai massacres, they killed their wives! Vietnam and the 100's of My Lai massacres, they killed their wives!     
    
17 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 and Alienated 17 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 and Alienated 17 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 and Alienated 17 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 and Alienated 
like the Aliens 4.3 Light Years from Earth are! Alienated Inventor of like the Aliens 4.3 Light Years from Earth are! Alienated Inventor of like the Aliens 4.3 Light Years from Earth are! Alienated Inventor of like the Aliens 4.3 Light Years from Earth are! Alienated Inventor of 
the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West for 4 months now, no job, the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West for 4 months now, no job, the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West for 4 months now, no job, the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West for 4 months now, no job, 
serving tourists or working with 4 wives brainstorming the Rx Cure serving tourists or working with 4 wives brainstorming the Rx Cure serving tourists or working with 4 wives brainstorming the Rx Cure serving tourists or working with 4 wives brainstorming the Rx Cure 
for Breast Cancer! for Breast Cancer! for Breast Cancer! for Breast Cancer!     
    
FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook ---- InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 
COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS ----        
    
Motive is $177 Trillion dollars more from BP Oil selling you Motive is $177 Trillion dollars more from BP Oil selling you Motive is $177 Trillion dollars more from BP Oil selling you Motive is $177 Trillion dollars more from BP Oil selling you 
gasoline, stifling 7 billion civilians, one's not killed by NATO gasoline, stifling 7 billion civilians, one's not killed by NATO gasoline, stifling 7 billion civilians, one's not killed by NATO gasoline, stifling 7 billion civilians, one's not killed by NATO ---- Free  Free  Free  Free 
Hydrogen at Hydrogen at Hydrogen at Hydrogen at ----254 C, punishment for the killing of 1 Billion 254 C, punishment for the killing of 1 Billion 254 C, punishment for the killing of 1 Billion 254 C, punishment for the killing of 1 Billion 
Civilians by NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! Civilians by NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! Civilians by NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! Civilians by NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar!     
    
VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY ---- 2 June 2011  2 June 2011  2 June 2011  2 June 2011     
    
Revenge from the Judge that convicts Gen Petraeus should be Free Revenge from the Judge that convicts Gen Petraeus should be Free Revenge from the Judge that convicts Gen Petraeus should be Free Revenge from the Judge that convicts Gen Petraeus should be Free 
Hydrogen at Hydrogen at Hydrogen at Hydrogen at ----254 C for 7 Billion, punishment for the killing of 1 254 C for 7 Billion, punishment for the killing of 1 254 C for 7 Billion, punishment for the killing of 1 254 C for 7 Billion, punishment for the killing of 1 
Billion Civilians by NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! Billion Civilians by NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! Billion Civilians by NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! Billion Civilians by NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar!     
    
    
    

        

    
    
    
    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
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Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a 
Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get 
Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job.     
    
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        
    

        

Click here for... Click here for... Click here for... Click here for... 
ElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCar        
    
Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to 
http://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.com        
    
    

    

BDay Invent Something BDay Invent Something BDay Invent Something BDay Invent Something     
    
    
    
    
    
15 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 and Alienated 15 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 and Alienated 15 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 and Alienated 15 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 and Alienated 
like the Aliens 4.3 Light Years from Earth are! Alienated Inventor of like the Aliens 4.3 Light Years from Earth are! Alienated Inventor of like the Aliens 4.3 Light Years from Earth are! Alienated Inventor of like the Aliens 4.3 Light Years from Earth are! Alienated Inventor of 
the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West for 4 months now, no job, the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West for 4 months now, no job, the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West for 4 months now, no job, the ElectricWindmillCar in Key West for 4 months now, no job, 
serving tourists or working with 4 wives brainstorming the Rx Cure serving tourists or working with 4 wives brainstorming the Rx Cure serving tourists or working with 4 wives brainstorming the Rx Cure serving tourists or working with 4 wives brainstorming the Rx Cure 
for Breast Cancer! for Breast Cancer! for Breast Cancer! for Breast Cancer!     

        

    
FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook ---- InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN  InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 
COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS ---- Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists  Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists  Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists  Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists 
attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $ attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $ attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $ attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $     
    
15 June 2011 InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 15 June 2011 InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 15 June 2011 InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 15 June 2011 InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 
COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS ---- Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists  Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists  Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists  Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists 
here! here! here! here!     
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CBS Nightly News CBS Nightly News CBS Nightly News CBS Nightly News ---- Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY WIVES, by the  Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY WIVES, by the  Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY WIVES, by the  Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY WIVES, by the 
100's. Gas Lobotomy for Married Vets? 100's. Gas Lobotomy for Married Vets? 100's. Gas Lobotomy for Married Vets? 100's. Gas Lobotomy for Married Vets?     
    
15 June 2011 ABC Nightly News 15 June 2011 ABC Nightly News 15 June 2011 ABC Nightly News 15 June 2011 ABC Nightly News ---- Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY  Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY  Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY  Gen. David Petraeus, killed ARMY 
WIVES, by the 100's. Side Effect of killing 1 million civilians in Iraq WIVES, by the 100's. Side Effect of killing 1 million civilians in Iraq WIVES, by the 100's. Side Effect of killing 1 million civilians in Iraq WIVES, by the 100's. Side Effect of killing 1 million civilians in Iraq 
and Afghanistan. Gen. Petraeus got 100's of Army Wives killed by and Afghanistan. Gen. Petraeus got 100's of Army Wives killed by and Afghanistan. Gen. Petraeus got 100's of Army Wives killed by and Afghanistan. Gen. Petraeus got 100's of Army Wives killed by 
their Husbands! their Husbands! their Husbands! their Husbands!     
    

        

    
    
15 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO15 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO15 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO15 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO----FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN 
DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To 
Breast Cancer. Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions Breast Cancer. Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions Breast Cancer. Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions Breast Cancer. Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions 
collaborate, interact and share information through Stand Up to collaborate, interact and share information through Stand Up to collaborate, interact and share information through Stand Up to collaborate, interact and share information through Stand Up to 
Breast Cancer. Yet Greg Buell In Key West is Breast Cancer. Yet Greg Buell In Key West is Breast Cancer. Yet Greg Buell In Key West is Breast Cancer. Yet Greg Buell In Key West is ““““AlienatedAlienatedAlienatedAlienated””””    from ALL from ALL from ALL from ALL 
WORK AT GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER! WORK AT GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER! WORK AT GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER! WORK AT GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER!     
    
    
    

        

40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY THEIR HUSBANDS EVERY MONTH TOO. 40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY THEIR HUSBANDS EVERY MONTH TOO. 40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY THEIR HUSBANDS EVERY MONTH TOO. 40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY THEIR HUSBANDS EVERY MONTH TOO. 
Or an "OJ" with no warning label from OBAMA AND HIS GANG. Or an "OJ" with no warning label from OBAMA AND HIS GANG. Or an "OJ" with no warning label from OBAMA AND HIS GANG. Or an "OJ" with no warning label from OBAMA AND HIS GANG. 
StandStandStandStand----UpUpUpUp----ToToToTo----BreastBreastBreastBreast----Cancer! Yet, it is unthinkable that we still lose Cancer! Yet, it is unthinkable that we still lose Cancer! Yet, it is unthinkable that we still lose Cancer! Yet, it is unthinkable that we still lose 
1,500 people a day to cancer in the United States alone! STAND UP 1,500 people a day to cancer in the United States alone! STAND UP 1,500 people a day to cancer in the United States alone! STAND UP 1,500 people a day to cancer in the United States alone! STAND UP 
TO CANCER COTO CANCER COTO CANCER COTO CANCER CO----FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN DIES AT AGE 61. $188 FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN DIES AT AGE 61. $188 FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN DIES AT AGE 61. $188 FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN DIES AT AGE 61. $188 
million has been pledged to Stand Up To Breast Cancer. Currently, million has been pledged to Stand Up To Breast Cancer. Currently, million has been pledged to Stand Up To Breast Cancer. Currently, million has been pledged to Stand Up To Breast Cancer. Currently, 
355 scientists from 55 institutions collaborate, interact and share 355 scientists from 55 institutions collaborate, interact and share 355 scientists from 55 institutions collaborate, interact and share 355 scientists from 55 institutions collaborate, interact and share 
information through Stand Up to Breast Cancer. Yet our Key West information through Stand Up to Breast Cancer. Yet our Key West information through Stand Up to Breast Cancer. Yet our Key West information through Stand Up to Breast Cancer. Yet our Key West 
Admiral or Who Ever is "George Orwell" COMMANDER of our "2011 Admiral or Who Ever is "George Orwell" COMMANDER of our "2011 Admiral or Who Ever is "George Orwell" COMMANDER of our "2011 Admiral or Who Ever is "George Orwell" COMMANDER of our "2011 
Orwellian Society" stifles Greg from BrainStorming the Rx Orwellian Society" stifles Greg from BrainStorming the Rx Orwellian Society" stifles Greg from BrainStorming the Rx Orwellian Society" stifles Greg from BrainStorming the Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer.     
    

        

Daniel Ellsberg, the man who leaked the Pentagon Papers to the Daniel Ellsberg, the man who leaked the Pentagon Papers to the Daniel Ellsberg, the man who leaked the Pentagon Papers to the Daniel Ellsberg, the man who leaked the Pentagon Papers to the 
New York Times, appeared on the 40th anniversary on CBS, NBC, New York Times, appeared on the 40th anniversary on CBS, NBC, New York Times, appeared on the 40th anniversary on CBS, NBC, New York Times, appeared on the 40th anniversary on CBS, NBC, 
ABC Nightly News. Yet today's Daniel Ellsberg, stifles the Rx ABC Nightly News. Yet today's Daniel Ellsberg, stifles the Rx ABC Nightly News. Yet today's Daniel Ellsberg, stifles the Rx ABC Nightly News. Yet today's Daniel Ellsberg, stifles the Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer that kills Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer that kills Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer that kills Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer that kills 
40,000 women... and Daniel Ellsberg, DOES NOT STOP TO HELP 40,000 women... and Daniel Ellsberg, DOES NOT STOP TO HELP 40,000 women... and Daniel Ellsberg, DOES NOT STOP TO HELP 40,000 women... and Daniel Ellsberg, DOES NOT STOP TO HELP 
DRIVING BY A FIERY WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. Daniel DRIVING BY A FIERY WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. Daniel DRIVING BY A FIERY WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. Daniel DRIVING BY A FIERY WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. Daniel 
Ellsberg, observed the massacres in Vietnam and DOES NOT STOP Ellsberg, observed the massacres in Vietnam and DOES NOT STOP Ellsberg, observed the massacres in Vietnam and DOES NOT STOP Ellsberg, observed the massacres in Vietnam and DOES NOT STOP 
TO HELP DRIVING BY A FIERY WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. TO HELP DRIVING BY A FIERY WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. TO HELP DRIVING BY A FIERY WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. TO HELP DRIVING BY A FIERY WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. 
Letterman jokes all the Fiery LA Car Wrecks are kept in Leno's Letterman jokes all the Fiery LA Car Wrecks are kept in Leno's Letterman jokes all the Fiery LA Car Wrecks are kept in Leno's Letterman jokes all the Fiery LA Car Wrecks are kept in Leno's 
Garage for spare parts. GEORGE ORWELL could never have written a Garage for spare parts. GEORGE ORWELL could never have written a Garage for spare parts. GEORGE ORWELL could never have written a Garage for spare parts. GEORGE ORWELL could never have written a 
Psychotic Novel as Todays "1984" and the PLOT is caused by GREED Psychotic Novel as Todays "1984" and the PLOT is caused by GREED Psychotic Novel as Todays "1984" and the PLOT is caused by GREED Psychotic Novel as Todays "1984" and the PLOT is caused by GREED 
FOR ANOTHER $177 TRILLION FROM BP OIL REVENUES! Stifled are FOR ANOTHER $177 TRILLION FROM BP OIL REVENUES! Stifled are FOR ANOTHER $177 TRILLION FROM BP OIL REVENUES! Stifled are FOR ANOTHER $177 TRILLION FROM BP OIL REVENUES! Stifled are 
Greg Buell Lovestar and his 4 MD Wives, from "BrainStorming" the Greg Buell Lovestar and his 4 MD Wives, from "BrainStorming" the Greg Buell Lovestar and his 4 MD Wives, from "BrainStorming" the Greg Buell Lovestar and his 4 MD Wives, from "BrainStorming" the 
Rx Cure for Breast Cancer. GodSend was the "ElectricWindmillCar". Rx Cure for Breast Cancer. GodSend was the "ElectricWindmillCar". Rx Cure for Breast Cancer. GodSend was the "ElectricWindmillCar". Rx Cure for Breast Cancer. GodSend was the "ElectricWindmillCar". 
"Windmill" reading George Orwell's "Animal Farm" GodSend for the "Windmill" reading George Orwell's "Animal Farm" GodSend for the "Windmill" reading George Orwell's "Animal Farm" GodSend for the "Windmill" reading George Orwell's "Animal Farm" GodSend for the 
Rx Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could Rx Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could Rx Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could Rx Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could 
come from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, if 4 MD come from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, if 4 MD come from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, if 4 MD come from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, if 4 MD 
women in Bikini's could be heard like the 4 teen girls finding a women in Bikini's could be heard like the 4 teen girls finding a women in Bikini's could be heard like the 4 teen girls finding a women in Bikini's could be heard like the 4 teen girls finding a 
FISH and screaming at it at low tide, grin. Key West Women will FISH and screaming at it at low tide, grin. Key West Women will FISH and screaming at it at low tide, grin. Key West Women will FISH and screaming at it at low tide, grin. Key West Women will 
scream when Gregs gets the Rx Breast Cancer Cure reading scream when Gregs gets the Rx Breast Cancer Cure reading scream when Gregs gets the Rx Breast Cancer Cure reading scream when Gregs gets the Rx Breast Cancer Cure reading 
Hemingway at a Beach in Key West. Key West Women scream at the Hemingway at a Beach in Key West. Key West Women scream at the Hemingway at a Beach in Key West. Key West Women scream at the Hemingway at a Beach in Key West. Key West Women scream at the 
fish, and at the "OJ" clone just before he kills her. The End. fish, and at the "OJ" clone just before he kills her. The End. fish, and at the "OJ" clone just before he kills her. The End. fish, and at the "OJ" clone just before he kills her. The End.     
    
The End The End The End The End     
    

        

15 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 15 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 15 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 15 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 
George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George 
Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend ----    GodSend for the Rx GodSend for the Rx GodSend for the Rx GodSend for the Rx 
Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come 
from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, once 4 MD from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, once 4 MD from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, once 4 MD from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, once 4 MD 
women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by our George Orwell women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by our George Orwell women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by our George Orwell women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by our George Orwell 
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Commander! Commander! Commander! Commander!     
    
FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook ----    InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 
COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS ----    Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists 
attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $ attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $ attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $ attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $     
    
15 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 15 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 15 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 15 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 
George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George 
Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend ----    GodSend for the Rx GodSend for the Rx GodSend for the Rx GodSend for the Rx 
Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come 
from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, once 4 MD from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, once 4 MD from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, once 4 MD from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, once 4 MD 
women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by our George Orwell women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by our George Orwell women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by our George Orwell women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by our George Orwell 
Commander! Commander! Commander! Commander!     
    
    
    
15 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO15 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO15 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO15 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO----FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN 
DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To 
Breast Cancer. Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions Breast Cancer. Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions Breast Cancer. Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions Breast Cancer. Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions 
collaborate, interact and share information through Stand Up to collaborate, interact and share information through Stand Up to collaborate, interact and share information through Stand Up to collaborate, interact and share information through Stand Up to 
Breast Cancer. Yet Greg Buell In Key West is Breast Cancer. Yet Greg Buell In Key West is Breast Cancer. Yet Greg Buell In Key West is Breast Cancer. Yet Greg Buell In Key West is ““““AlienatedAlienatedAlienatedAlienated””””    from ALL from ALL from ALL from ALL 
WORK AT GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER! WORK AT GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER! WORK AT GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER! WORK AT GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER!     
    
40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY breast cancer in June 2011... 40,000 40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY breast cancer in June 2011... 40,000 40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY breast cancer in June 2011... 40,000 40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY breast cancer in June 2011... 40,000 
WOMEN ARE KILLED BY THEIR HUSBANDS in June 2011. OBAMA AND WOMEN ARE KILLED BY THEIR HUSBANDS in June 2011. OBAMA AND WOMEN ARE KILLED BY THEIR HUSBANDS in June 2011. OBAMA AND WOMEN ARE KILLED BY THEIR HUSBANDS in June 2011. OBAMA AND 
HIS GANG of "OJ" Clones kill 40k women and the women killed had HIS GANG of "OJ" Clones kill 40k women and the women killed had HIS GANG of "OJ" Clones kill 40k women and the women killed had HIS GANG of "OJ" Clones kill 40k women and the women killed had 
no warning label from the government Observers who knew no warning label from the government Observers who knew no warning label from the government Observers who knew no warning label from the government Observers who knew 
another 40k would be killed next month July 2011. Standanother 40k would be killed next month July 2011. Standanother 40k would be killed next month July 2011. Standanother 40k would be killed next month July 2011. Stand----UpUpUpUp----ToToToTo----
BreastBreastBreastBreast----Cancer! Yet, it is unthinkable that we still lose 1,500 people a Cancer! Yet, it is unthinkable that we still lose 1,500 people a Cancer! Yet, it is unthinkable that we still lose 1,500 people a Cancer! Yet, it is unthinkable that we still lose 1,500 people a 
day to cancer in the United States alone! STAND UP TO CANCER COday to cancer in the United States alone! STAND UP TO CANCER COday to cancer in the United States alone! STAND UP TO CANCER COday to cancer in the United States alone! STAND UP TO CANCER CO----
FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN DIES AT AGE 61. FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN DIES AT AGE 61. FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN DIES AT AGE 61. FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN DIES AT AGE 61.     
    
15 June 2011 and just about every day Greg Buell Lovestar is at a 15 June 2011 and just about every day Greg Buell Lovestar is at a 15 June 2011 and just about every day Greg Buell Lovestar is at a 15 June 2011 and just about every day Greg Buell Lovestar is at a 
Beach in Key West Reading Hemingway to find the "Windmill" in Beach in Key West Reading Hemingway to find the "Windmill" in Beach in Key West Reading Hemingway to find the "Windmill" in Beach in Key West Reading Hemingway to find the "Windmill" in 
George Orwell's "Animal Farm" that got the "ElectricWindmillCar" George Orwell's "Animal Farm" that got the "ElectricWindmillCar" George Orwell's "Animal Farm" that got the "ElectricWindmillCar" George Orwell's "Animal Farm" that got the "ElectricWindmillCar" 
in 1980 during the Saudi Oil Embargo. I do get an invention in 1980 during the Saudi Oil Embargo. I do get an invention in 1980 during the Saudi Oil Embargo. I do get an invention in 1980 during the Saudi Oil Embargo. I do get an invention 
project a day from reading Hemingway at the Beach in Key West. project a day from reading Hemingway at the Beach in Key West. project a day from reading Hemingway at the Beach in Key West. project a day from reading Hemingway at the Beach in Key West.     
    
FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook FaceBook ----    InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 
COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS ----    Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists 
attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $ attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $ attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $ attraction here! No used books are sold at the gate $     
    
15 June 2011 InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 15 June 2011 InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 15 June 2011 InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 15 June 2011 InventBooks is STIFLED BY OUR ORWELLIAN 
COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS COMMANDERS ----    Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists Hemingway House in Key West is the #1 Tourists 
here! here! here! here!     
    

        

15 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO15 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO15 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO15 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO----FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN 
DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To 
Breast Cancer. Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions Breast Cancer. Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions Breast Cancer. Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions Breast Cancer. Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions 
collaborate, interact and share information through Stand Up to collaborate, interact and share information through Stand Up to collaborate, interact and share information through Stand Up to collaborate, interact and share information through Stand Up to 
Breast Cancer. Yet Greg Buell In Key West is Breast Cancer. Yet Greg Buell In Key West is Breast Cancer. Yet Greg Buell In Key West is Breast Cancer. Yet Greg Buell In Key West is ““““AlienatedAlienatedAlienatedAlienated””””    from ALL from ALL from ALL from ALL 
WORK AT GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER! WORK AT GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER! WORK AT GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER! WORK AT GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER!     
    
15 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 15 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 15 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 15 June 2011 ElectricWindMillCar Invented in 1980 reading 
George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George George Orwell! "ElectricWindmillCar"... "Windmill" reading George 
Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend Orwell's "Animal Farm" was the GodSend ----    GodSend for the Rx GodSend for the Rx GodSend for the Rx GodSend for the Rx 
Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come 
from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, once 4 MD from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, once 4 MD from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, once 4 MD from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, once 4 MD 
women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by our George Orwell women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by our George Orwell women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by our George Orwell women to BrainStorm with are no long Stifled by our George Orwell 
Commander! Commander! Commander! Commander!     
    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a 
Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get 
Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job.     
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inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        
    

        

15 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO15 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO15 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO15 June 2011 STAND UP TO CANCER CO----FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN 
DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To DIES AT AGE 61. $188 million has been pledged to Stand Up To 
Breast Cancer. Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions Breast Cancer. Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions Breast Cancer. Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions Breast Cancer. Currently, 355 scientists from 55 institutions 
collaborate, interact and share information through Stand Up to collaborate, interact and share information through Stand Up to collaborate, interact and share information through Stand Up to collaborate, interact and share information through Stand Up to 
Breast Cancer. Yet Greg Buell In Key West is Breast Cancer. Yet Greg Buell In Key West is Breast Cancer. Yet Greg Buell In Key West is Breast Cancer. Yet Greg Buell In Key West is ““““AlienatedAlienatedAlienatedAlienated””””    from ALL from ALL from ALL from ALL 
WORK AT GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER! WORK AT GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER! WORK AT GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER! WORK AT GETTING A CURE FOR BREAST CANCER!     
    

        

    

14 14 14 14 

June 2011 at Beach in Key West Reading Hemingway get an June 2011 at Beach in Key West Reading Hemingway get an June 2011 at Beach in Key West Reading Hemingway get an June 2011 at Beach in Key West Reading Hemingway get an 
invention project a day from reading Hemingway at the Beach, invention project a day from reading Hemingway at the Beach, invention project a day from reading Hemingway at the Beach, invention project a day from reading Hemingway at the Beach, 
Need to Brainstorm 24/7 with 4 MD wife's to get the Rx Penicillins Need to Brainstorm 24/7 with 4 MD wife's to get the Rx Penicillins Need to Brainstorm 24/7 with 4 MD wife's to get the Rx Penicillins Need to Brainstorm 24/7 with 4 MD wife's to get the Rx Penicillins 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer!     
    
    
15 June 2011 and just about every day Greg Buell Lovestar is at a 15 June 2011 and just about every day Greg Buell Lovestar is at a 15 June 2011 and just about every day Greg Buell Lovestar is at a 15 June 2011 and just about every day Greg Buell Lovestar is at a 
Beach in Key West Reading Hemingway to find the "Windmill" in Beach in Key West Reading Hemingway to find the "Windmill" in Beach in Key West Reading Hemingway to find the "Windmill" in Beach in Key West Reading Hemingway to find the "Windmill" in 
George Orwell's "Animal Farm" that got the "ElectricWindmillCar" George Orwell's "Animal Farm" that got the "ElectricWindmillCar" George Orwell's "Animal Farm" that got the "ElectricWindmillCar" George Orwell's "Animal Farm" that got the "ElectricWindmillCar" 
in 1980 during the Saudi Oil Embargo. I do get an invention in 1980 during the Saudi Oil Embargo. I do get an invention in 1980 during the Saudi Oil Embargo. I do get an invention in 1980 during the Saudi Oil Embargo. I do get an invention 
project a day from reading Hemingway at the Beach in Key West. project a day from reading Hemingway at the Beach in Key West. project a day from reading Hemingway at the Beach in Key West. project a day from reading Hemingway at the Beach in Key West. 
George Orwell's "Observers" in Key West know I need to "BrainStorm" George Orwell's "Observers" in Key West know I need to "BrainStorm" George Orwell's "Observers" in Key West know I need to "BrainStorm" George Orwell's "Observers" in Key West know I need to "BrainStorm" 
24/7 with 4 Yale MD Wives to get the Rx Penicillin's Overnight 24/7 with 4 Yale MD Wives to get the Rx Penicillin's Overnight 24/7 with 4 Yale MD Wives to get the Rx Penicillin's Overnight 24/7 with 4 Yale MD Wives to get the Rx Penicillin's Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Yet our Key West Admiral or Who Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Yet our Key West Admiral or Who Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Yet our Key West Admiral or Who Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Yet our Key West Admiral or Who 
Ever is "George Orwell" COMMANDER of our "2011 Orwellian Society" Ever is "George Orwell" COMMANDER of our "2011 Orwellian Society" Ever is "George Orwell" COMMANDER of our "2011 Orwellian Society" Ever is "George Orwell" COMMANDER of our "2011 Orwellian Society" 
stifles Greg from BrainStorming the Rx Penicillin Overnight stifles Greg from BrainStorming the Rx Penicillin Overnight stifles Greg from BrainStorming the Rx Penicillin Overnight stifles Greg from BrainStorming the Rx Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. I have been in Key West for almost 4 Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. I have been in Key West for almost 4 Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. I have been in Key West for almost 4 Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. I have been in Key West for almost 4 
months now and in this time 40,000 women a monthly have died a months now and in this time 40,000 women a monthly have died a months now and in this time 40,000 women a monthly have died a months now and in this time 40,000 women a monthly have died a 
tortured death from Breast Cancer tortured death from Breast Cancer tortured death from Breast Cancer tortured death from Breast Cancer ---- Only in an "BP Oil Genocide  Only in an "BP Oil Genocide  Only in an "BP Oil Genocide  Only in an "BP Oil Genocide 
Era" that sells your gasoline for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues could Era" that sells your gasoline for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues could Era" that sells your gasoline for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues could Era" that sells your gasoline for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues could 
be psychotic enough to mass murder 40,000 women a month and be psychotic enough to mass murder 40,000 women a month and be psychotic enough to mass murder 40,000 women a month and be psychotic enough to mass murder 40,000 women a month and 
think they will not be put on trial for "Genocide"! "Key West Women" think they will not be put on trial for "Genocide"! "Key West Women" think they will not be put on trial for "Genocide"! "Key West Women" think they will not be put on trial for "Genocide"! "Key West Women" 
let the Admiral stifle Greg Buell Lovestar from "BrainStorming" the let the Admiral stifle Greg Buell Lovestar from "BrainStorming" the let the Admiral stifle Greg Buell Lovestar from "BrainStorming" the let the Admiral stifle Greg Buell Lovestar from "BrainStorming" the 
Rx Cure for Breast Cancer with 4 Yale MD Wives. GodSend was the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer with 4 Yale MD Wives. GodSend was the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer with 4 Yale MD Wives. GodSend was the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer with 4 Yale MD Wives. GodSend was the 
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"ElectricWindmillCar". GodSend for the Rx Penicillin's Overnight "ElectricWindmillCar". GodSend for the Rx Penicillin's Overnight "ElectricWindmillCar". GodSend for the Rx Penicillin's Overnight "ElectricWindmillCar". GodSend for the Rx Penicillin's Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer will NOT come from the ADMIRALS Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer will NOT come from the ADMIRALS Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer will NOT come from the ADMIRALS Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer will NOT come from the ADMIRALS ----    
Letterman had them driving a Air Craft Carrier up 5th Avenue in Letterman had them driving a Air Craft Carrier up 5th Avenue in Letterman had them driving a Air Craft Carrier up 5th Avenue in Letterman had them driving a Air Craft Carrier up 5th Avenue in 
NYC last night and there were not 10,000 WINDMILLS ON THE NYC last night and there were not 10,000 WINDMILLS ON THE NYC last night and there were not 10,000 WINDMILLS ON THE NYC last night and there were not 10,000 WINDMILLS ON THE 
DECK... OF THE AIR CRAFT CARRIER. StandDECK... OF THE AIR CRAFT CARRIER. StandDECK... OF THE AIR CRAFT CARRIER. StandDECK... OF THE AIR CRAFT CARRIER. Stand----UpUpUpUp----ToToToTo----BreastBreastBreastBreast----Cancer Cancer Cancer Cancer 
your husband could kill you if your are married to an Admiral. your husband could kill you if your are married to an Admiral. your husband could kill you if your are married to an Admiral. your husband could kill you if your are married to an Admiral.     
    

        

40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY THEIR HUSBANDS EVERY MONTH TOO. 40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY THEIR HUSBANDS EVERY MONTH TOO. 40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY THEIR HUSBANDS EVERY MONTH TOO. 40,000 WOMEN ARE KILLED BY THEIR HUSBANDS EVERY MONTH TOO. 
Or an "OJ" with no warning label from OBAMA AND HIS GANG. Or an "OJ" with no warning label from OBAMA AND HIS GANG. Or an "OJ" with no warning label from OBAMA AND HIS GANG. Or an "OJ" with no warning label from OBAMA AND HIS GANG. 
StandStandStandStand----UpUpUpUp----ToToToTo----BreastBreastBreastBreast----Cancer! Yet, it is unthinkable that we still lose Cancer! Yet, it is unthinkable that we still lose Cancer! Yet, it is unthinkable that we still lose Cancer! Yet, it is unthinkable that we still lose 
1,500 people a day to cancer in the United States alone! STAND UP 1,500 people a day to cancer in the United States alone! STAND UP 1,500 people a day to cancer in the United States alone! STAND UP 1,500 people a day to cancer in the United States alone! STAND UP 
TO CANCER COTO CANCER COTO CANCER COTO CANCER CO----FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN DIES AT AGE 61. $188 FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN DIES AT AGE 61. $188 FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN DIES AT AGE 61. $188 FOUNDER LAURA ZISKIN DIES AT AGE 61. $188 
million has been pledged to Stand Up To Breast Cancer. Currently, million has been pledged to Stand Up To Breast Cancer. Currently, million has been pledged to Stand Up To Breast Cancer. Currently, million has been pledged to Stand Up To Breast Cancer. Currently, 
355 scientists from 55 institutions collaborate, interact and share 355 scientists from 55 institutions collaborate, interact and share 355 scientists from 55 institutions collaborate, interact and share 355 scientists from 55 institutions collaborate, interact and share 
information through Stand Up to Breast Cancer. Yet our Key West information through Stand Up to Breast Cancer. Yet our Key West information through Stand Up to Breast Cancer. Yet our Key West information through Stand Up to Breast Cancer. Yet our Key West 
Admiral or Who Ever is "George Orwell" COMMANDER of our "2011 Admiral or Who Ever is "George Orwell" COMMANDER of our "2011 Admiral or Who Ever is "George Orwell" COMMANDER of our "2011 Admiral or Who Ever is "George Orwell" COMMANDER of our "2011 
Orwellian Society" stifles Greg from BrainStorming the Rx Orwellian Society" stifles Greg from BrainStorming the Rx Orwellian Society" stifles Greg from BrainStorming the Rx Orwellian Society" stifles Greg from BrainStorming the Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Daniel Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Daniel Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Daniel Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Daniel 
Ellsberg, the man who leaked the Pentagon Papers to the New York Ellsberg, the man who leaked the Pentagon Papers to the New York Ellsberg, the man who leaked the Pentagon Papers to the New York Ellsberg, the man who leaked the Pentagon Papers to the New York 
Times, appeared on the 40th anniversary on CBS, NBC, ABC Nightly Times, appeared on the 40th anniversary on CBS, NBC, ABC Nightly Times, appeared on the 40th anniversary on CBS, NBC, ABC Nightly Times, appeared on the 40th anniversary on CBS, NBC, ABC Nightly 
News. Yet today's Daniel Ellsberg, stifles the Rx Penicillin Overnight News. Yet today's Daniel Ellsberg, stifles the Rx Penicillin Overnight News. Yet today's Daniel Ellsberg, stifles the Rx Penicillin Overnight News. Yet today's Daniel Ellsberg, stifles the Rx Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer that kills 40,000 women... and Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer that kills 40,000 women... and Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer that kills 40,000 women... and Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer that kills 40,000 women... and 
Daniel Ellsberg, DOES NOT STOP TO HELP DRIVING BY A FIERY Daniel Ellsberg, DOES NOT STOP TO HELP DRIVING BY A FIERY Daniel Ellsberg, DOES NOT STOP TO HELP DRIVING BY A FIERY Daniel Ellsberg, DOES NOT STOP TO HELP DRIVING BY A FIERY 
WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. Daniel Ellsberg, observed the WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. Daniel Ellsberg, observed the WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. Daniel Ellsberg, observed the WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. Daniel Ellsberg, observed the 
massacres in Vietnam and DOES NOT STOP TO HELP DRIVING BY A massacres in Vietnam and DOES NOT STOP TO HELP DRIVING BY A massacres in Vietnam and DOES NOT STOP TO HELP DRIVING BY A massacres in Vietnam and DOES NOT STOP TO HELP DRIVING BY A 
FIERY WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. Letterman jokes all the FIERY WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. Letterman jokes all the FIERY WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. Letterman jokes all the FIERY WRECK IN LA, PAIRS, LONDON, DC. Letterman jokes all the 
Fiery LA Car Wrecks are kept in Leno's Garage for spare parts. Fiery LA Car Wrecks are kept in Leno's Garage for spare parts. Fiery LA Car Wrecks are kept in Leno's Garage for spare parts. Fiery LA Car Wrecks are kept in Leno's Garage for spare parts. 
GEORGE ORWELL could never have written a Psychotic Novel as GEORGE ORWELL could never have written a Psychotic Novel as GEORGE ORWELL could never have written a Psychotic Novel as GEORGE ORWELL could never have written a Psychotic Novel as 
Todays "1984" and the PLOT is caused by GREED FOR ANOTHER $177 Todays "1984" and the PLOT is caused by GREED FOR ANOTHER $177 Todays "1984" and the PLOT is caused by GREED FOR ANOTHER $177 Todays "1984" and the PLOT is caused by GREED FOR ANOTHER $177 
TRILLION FROM BP OIL REVENUES! Stifled are Greg Buell Lovestar TRILLION FROM BP OIL REVENUES! Stifled are Greg Buell Lovestar TRILLION FROM BP OIL REVENUES! Stifled are Greg Buell Lovestar TRILLION FROM BP OIL REVENUES! Stifled are Greg Buell Lovestar 
and his 4 MD Wives, from "BrainStorming" the Rx Cure for Breast and his 4 MD Wives, from "BrainStorming" the Rx Cure for Breast and his 4 MD Wives, from "BrainStorming" the Rx Cure for Breast and his 4 MD Wives, from "BrainStorming" the Rx Cure for Breast 
Cancer. GodSend was the "ElectricWindmillCar". "Windmill" Cancer. GodSend was the "ElectricWindmillCar". "Windmill" Cancer. GodSend was the "ElectricWindmillCar". "Windmill" Cancer. GodSend was the "ElectricWindmillCar". "Windmill" 
reading George Orwell's "Animal Farm" GodSend for the Rx reading George Orwell's "Animal Farm" GodSend for the Rx reading George Orwell's "Animal Farm" GodSend for the Rx reading George Orwell's "Animal Farm" GodSend for the Rx 
Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come Penicillin's Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer could come 
from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, if 4 MD women from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, if 4 MD women from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, if 4 MD women from Reading Hemingway at a Beach in Key West, if 4 MD women 
in Bikini's could be heard like the 4 teen girls finding a FISH and in Bikini's could be heard like the 4 teen girls finding a FISH and in Bikini's could be heard like the 4 teen girls finding a FISH and in Bikini's could be heard like the 4 teen girls finding a FISH and 
screaming at it at low tide, grin. Key West Women will scream when screaming at it at low tide, grin. Key West Women will scream when screaming at it at low tide, grin. Key West Women will scream when screaming at it at low tide, grin. Key West Women will scream when 
Gregs gets the Rx Breast Cancer Cure reading Hemingway at a Gregs gets the Rx Breast Cancer Cure reading Hemingway at a Gregs gets the Rx Breast Cancer Cure reading Hemingway at a Gregs gets the Rx Breast Cancer Cure reading Hemingway at a 
Beach in Key West. Key West Women scream at the fish, and at the Beach in Key West. Key West Women scream at the fish, and at the Beach in Key West. Key West Women scream at the fish, and at the Beach in Key West. Key West Women scream at the fish, and at the 
"OJ" clone just before he kills her. The End. "OJ" clone just before he kills her. The End. "OJ" clone just before he kills her. The End. "OJ" clone just before he kills her. The End.     
    
15 June 2011 15 June 2011 15 June 2011 15 June 2011     
    
    
Click here for... ElectricWindmillCarClick here for... ElectricWindmillCarClick here for... ElectricWindmillCarClick here for... ElectricWindmillCar        
    
Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to 
http://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.com        
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
News... 1 Billion Civilians killed by NATO Air Strikes on the News... 1 Billion Civilians killed by NATO Air Strikes on the News... 1 Billion Civilians killed by NATO Air Strikes on the News... 1 Billion Civilians killed by NATO Air Strikes on the 
ElectricwindmillCar! ElectricwindmillCar! ElectricwindmillCar! ElectricwindmillCar!     
    
2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times ---- Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion  Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion  Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion  Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion 
civilians, NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! civilians, NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! civilians, NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! civilians, NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar!     
    
VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY ---- 2 June 2011  2 June 2011  2 June 2011  2 June 2011     
    
Revenge from the Judge that convicts Gen Petraeus should be Free Revenge from the Judge that convicts Gen Petraeus should be Free Revenge from the Judge that convicts Gen Petraeus should be Free Revenge from the Judge that convicts Gen Petraeus should be Free 
Hydrogen at Hydrogen at Hydrogen at Hydrogen at ----254 C for 7 Billion, punishment for the killing of 1 254 C for 7 Billion, punishment for the killing of 1 254 C for 7 Billion, punishment for the killing of 1 254 C for 7 Billion, punishment for the killing of 1 
Billion Civilians by NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! Billion Civilians by NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! Billion Civilians by NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! Billion Civilians by NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! 
And a New Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital, and Hurricane And a New Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital, and Hurricane And a New Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital, and Hurricane And a New Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital, and Hurricane 
Shelter. Shelter. Shelter. Shelter.     
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One of Greg's invention projects, the Lightning Rod Wire, for One of Greg's invention projects, the Lightning Rod Wire, for One of Greg's invention projects, the Lightning Rod Wire, for One of Greg's invention projects, the Lightning Rod Wire, for 
keeping all Lightning Cloud to Cloud many wires, lightning rods keeping all Lightning Cloud to Cloud many wires, lightning rods keeping all Lightning Cloud to Cloud many wires, lightning rods keeping all Lightning Cloud to Cloud many wires, lightning rods 
in the clouds could discharge enough Lightning from a Hurricane in the clouds could discharge enough Lightning from a Hurricane in the clouds could discharge enough Lightning from a Hurricane in the clouds could discharge enough Lightning from a Hurricane 
heading for Key West to change its course or reduce its force! heading for Key West to change its course or reduce its force! heading for Key West to change its course or reduce its force! heading for Key West to change its course or reduce its force!     
    

BDay BDay BDay BDay 

Invent Something Invent Something Invent Something Invent Something     
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2 June 2011 Genocide 1 Billion Civilians killed by NATO Air Strikes 2 June 2011 Genocide 1 Billion Civilians killed by NATO Air Strikes 2 June 2011 Genocide 1 Billion Civilians killed by NATO Air Strikes 2 June 2011 Genocide 1 Billion Civilians killed by NATO Air Strikes 
on the ElectricwindmillCar and its Electrolysis accessory, H2O's on the ElectricwindmillCar and its Electrolysis accessory, H2O's on the ElectricwindmillCar and its Electrolysis accessory, H2O's on the ElectricwindmillCar and its Electrolysis accessory, H2O's 
Clean Water 1 Billion drinking dirty water and mostly kids, Clean Water 1 Billion drinking dirty water and mostly kids, Clean Water 1 Billion drinking dirty water and mostly kids, Clean Water 1 Billion drinking dirty water and mostly kids, 
infants killed by suppressing its 24/7 Climate Control accessory as infants killed by suppressing its 24/7 Climate Control accessory as infants killed by suppressing its 24/7 Climate Control accessory as infants killed by suppressing its 24/7 Climate Control accessory as 
kids infants were ordered put on death row by Gen Petraeus, no kids infants were ordered put on death row by Gen Petraeus, no kids infants were ordered put on death row by Gen Petraeus, no kids infants were ordered put on death row by Gen Petraeus, no 
water boarding torture, the kids 100 of them will die left in hot water boarding torture, the kids 100 of them will die left in hot water boarding torture, the kids 100 of them will die left in hot water boarding torture, the kids 100 of them will die left in hot 
cars by Pentagon Generals in the Summer of 2011 this is Genocide cars by Pentagon Generals in the Summer of 2011 this is Genocide cars by Pentagon Generals in the Summer of 2011 this is Genocide cars by Pentagon Generals in the Summer of 2011 this is Genocide 
of Civilians in War! Water boarding torture for a few terrorists from of Civilians in War! Water boarding torture for a few terrorists from of Civilians in War! Water boarding torture for a few terrorists from of Civilians in War! Water boarding torture for a few terrorists from 
Saudi Arabia, 1 Billion from Pakistan, India, China drink dirty Saudi Arabia, 1 Billion from Pakistan, India, China drink dirty Saudi Arabia, 1 Billion from Pakistan, India, China drink dirty Saudi Arabia, 1 Billion from Pakistan, India, China drink dirty 
water and die a tortured death... ask your MD how tortured this water and die a tortured death... ask your MD how tortured this water and die a tortured death... ask your MD how tortured this water and die a tortured death... ask your MD how tortured this 
death is. Were is the Generals Wife, meeting with Katie Couric about death is. Were is the Generals Wife, meeting with Katie Couric about death is. Were is the Generals Wife, meeting with Katie Couric about death is. Were is the Generals Wife, meeting with Katie Couric about 
Gen Petraeus war wounded! Can Gen Petraeus wife be arrested for Gen Petraeus war wounded! Can Gen Petraeus wife be arrested for Gen Petraeus war wounded! Can Gen Petraeus wife be arrested for Gen Petraeus war wounded! Can Gen Petraeus wife be arrested for 
the genocide of 1 billion civilians too? She certainly should be! The the genocide of 1 billion civilians too? She certainly should be! The the genocide of 1 billion civilians too? She certainly should be! The the genocide of 1 billion civilians too? She certainly should be! The 
Generals wives drink expensive Bottled Water while 1 Billion Generals wives drink expensive Bottled Water while 1 Billion Generals wives drink expensive Bottled Water while 1 Billion Generals wives drink expensive Bottled Water while 1 Billion 
Civilians drink dirty water because the Pentagon Generals ordered Civilians drink dirty water because the Pentagon Generals ordered Civilians drink dirty water because the Pentagon Generals ordered Civilians drink dirty water because the Pentagon Generals ordered 
NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricWindmillCar with its H2O NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricWindmillCar with its H2O NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricWindmillCar with its H2O NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricWindmillCar with its H2O 
Electrolysis Accessory! Electrolysis Accessory! Electrolysis Accessory! Electrolysis Accessory!     
    
    

        

VA's wounded warriors are few compared to "Smart Cars" wounded, VA's wounded warriors are few compared to "Smart Cars" wounded, VA's wounded warriors are few compared to "Smart Cars" wounded, VA's wounded warriors are few compared to "Smart Cars" wounded, 
in 10 mph crashes with no super air bags on the smallest cars in the in 10 mph crashes with no super air bags on the smallest cars in the in 10 mph crashes with no super air bags on the smallest cars in the in 10 mph crashes with no super air bags on the smallest cars in the 
world run over by trucks of every size. world run over by trucks of every size. world run over by trucks of every size. world run over by trucks of every size.     
    
"Smart Cars" wounded, crushed to death civilians are not reported "Smart Cars" wounded, crushed to death civilians are not reported "Smart Cars" wounded, crushed to death civilians are not reported "Smart Cars" wounded, crushed to death civilians are not reported 
on CBS Nightly News on Gen Petraeus orders! Gen Petraeus made on CBS Nightly News on Gen Petraeus orders! Gen Petraeus made on CBS Nightly News on Gen Petraeus orders! Gen Petraeus made on CBS Nightly News on Gen Petraeus orders! Gen Petraeus made 
these car wreck statistics top secret, classified! these car wreck statistics top secret, classified! these car wreck statistics top secret, classified! these car wreck statistics top secret, classified!     
    
    
    

Toyota Toyota Toyota Toyota 

HQ killed HQ killed HQ killed HQ killed ---------------- NoSuper Air Bags on Outside and kids die today,  NoSuper Air Bags on Outside and kids die today,  NoSuper Air Bags on Outside and kids die today,  NoSuper Air Bags on Outside and kids die today, 
everyday in the USA, in this Orwellian Society everyday in the USA, in this Orwellian Society everyday in the USA, in this Orwellian Society everyday in the USA, in this Orwellian Society -------- No one stops to  No one stops to  No one stops to  No one stops to 
help! George Orwell could not have written a "1984" Novel psychotic help! George Orwell could not have written a "1984" Novel psychotic help! George Orwell could not have written a "1984" Novel psychotic help! George Orwell could not have written a "1984" Novel psychotic 
as our BP Oil men and Toyota Japanese! as our BP Oil men and Toyota Japanese! as our BP Oil men and Toyota Japanese! as our BP Oil men and Toyota Japanese!     
    
    

        

1 Billion suppressed inventions other Civilian killings by Gen. 1 Billion suppressed inventions other Civilian killings by Gen. 1 Billion suppressed inventions other Civilian killings by Gen. 1 Billion suppressed inventions other Civilian killings by Gen. 
Petraeus too... from the one's listed above to antidote for alcoholics, Petraeus too... from the one's listed above to antidote for alcoholics, Petraeus too... from the one's listed above to antidote for alcoholics, Petraeus too... from the one's listed above to antidote for alcoholics, 
to COORS in Colorado killing of civilians and Vegas Prostitute to COORS in Colorado killing of civilians and Vegas Prostitute to COORS in Colorado killing of civilians and Vegas Prostitute to COORS in Colorado killing of civilians and Vegas Prostitute 
flying off to Saudi Arabia instead of Yale Key West Medical School... flying off to Saudi Arabia instead of Yale Key West Medical School... flying off to Saudi Arabia instead of Yale Key West Medical School... flying off to Saudi Arabia instead of Yale Key West Medical School... 
for classes. "High Class Hookers" is a Yacht in Key West. Elite MD's for classes. "High Class Hookers" is a Yacht in Key West. Elite MD's for classes. "High Class Hookers" is a Yacht in Key West. Elite MD's for classes. "High Class Hookers" is a Yacht in Key West. Elite MD's 
what skills they have that make them Elite are light years from the what skills they have that make them Elite are light years from the what skills they have that make them Elite are light years from the what skills they have that make them Elite are light years from the 
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mentality of NATO Pilots carrying out Air Strikes on 1 Billion mentality of NATO Pilots carrying out Air Strikes on 1 Billion mentality of NATO Pilots carrying out Air Strikes on 1 Billion mentality of NATO Pilots carrying out Air Strikes on 1 Billion 
Civilians. Civilians. Civilians. Civilians.     
    
2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times ----    Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion 
civilians, NATO War Games! civilians, NATO War Games! civilians, NATO War Games! civilians, NATO War Games!     
    
New York Times New York Times New York Times New York Times ----    Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion civilians, Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion civilians, Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion civilians, Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion civilians, 
NATO War Games! Friendly Fire killings tampered with the water NATO War Games! Friendly Fire killings tampered with the water NATO War Games! Friendly Fire killings tampered with the water NATO War Games! Friendly Fire killings tampered with the water 
treatment budget, Military confiscated the clean water money. treatment budget, Military confiscated the clean water money. treatment budget, Military confiscated the clean water money. treatment budget, Military confiscated the clean water money.     
    
2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times ----    Greg Buell Lovestar Greg Buell Lovestar Greg Buell Lovestar Greg Buell Lovestar ----    Key West 1 Key West 1 Key West 1 Key West 1 
Billion civilians have been killed by Gen Petraeus, by drinking Billion civilians have been killed by Gen Petraeus, by drinking Billion civilians have been killed by Gen Petraeus, by drinking Billion civilians have been killed by Gen Petraeus, by drinking 
horrid rank water, cooking on UN purchased wood stoves... killed horrid rank water, cooking on UN purchased wood stoves... killed horrid rank water, cooking on UN purchased wood stoves... killed horrid rank water, cooking on UN purchased wood stoves... killed 
and crippled in car wrecks as Toyota sold its SOUL to the Pentagon and crippled in car wrecks as Toyota sold its SOUL to the Pentagon and crippled in car wrecks as Toyota sold its SOUL to the Pentagon and crippled in car wrecks as Toyota sold its SOUL to the Pentagon 
suppressing Super Air Bags on the Outside of Cars Coming off the suppressing Super Air Bags on the Outside of Cars Coming off the suppressing Super Air Bags on the Outside of Cars Coming off the suppressing Super Air Bags on the Outside of Cars Coming off the 
assembly line for a gov bribe. This is a War Crime by Japan against assembly line for a gov bribe. This is a War Crime by Japan against assembly line for a gov bribe. This is a War Crime by Japan against assembly line for a gov bribe. This is a War Crime by Japan against 
American Civilians driving down LA Freeways, bursting into flames American Civilians driving down LA Freeways, bursting into flames American Civilians driving down LA Freeways, bursting into flames American Civilians driving down LA Freeways, bursting into flames 
while Leno drives by without stopping to help, Letterman making while Leno drives by without stopping to help, Letterman making while Leno drives by without stopping to help, Letterman making while Leno drives by without stopping to help, Letterman making 
RANK Jokes about this horrible killing just to sell you gasoline for RANK Jokes about this horrible killing just to sell you gasoline for RANK Jokes about this horrible killing just to sell you gasoline for RANK Jokes about this horrible killing just to sell you gasoline for 
another $177 Trillion dollars in revenues! another $177 Trillion dollars in revenues! another $177 Trillion dollars in revenues! another $177 Trillion dollars in revenues!     
    
    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a 
Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get 
Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job.     
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        
    
    
2 June 2011 Letterman and Leno are on Memorial Day Vacation 2 June 2011 Letterman and Leno are on Memorial Day Vacation 2 June 2011 Letterman and Leno are on Memorial Day Vacation 2 June 2011 Letterman and Leno are on Memorial Day Vacation 
week, 100 kids will start dying in hot cars when they come back to week, 100 kids will start dying in hot cars when they come back to week, 100 kids will start dying in hot cars when they come back to week, 100 kids will start dying in hot cars when they come back to 
CBS and NBC... everyone is an Observer Today so listen to the CBS and NBC... everyone is an Observer Today so listen to the CBS and NBC... everyone is an Observer Today so listen to the CBS and NBC... everyone is an Observer Today so listen to the 
monolog, listen for a Hot Car comment, Hot in NYC Today, how hot, monolog, listen for a Hot Car comment, Hot in NYC Today, how hot, monolog, listen for a Hot Car comment, Hot in NYC Today, how hot, monolog, listen for a Hot Car comment, Hot in NYC Today, how hot, 
walking through Central Park a Squirrel had his nuts... telling this walking through Central Park a Squirrel had his nuts... telling this walking through Central Park a Squirrel had his nuts... telling this walking through Central Park a Squirrel had his nuts... telling this 
joke in Letterman's monolog next week observers in the audience joke in Letterman's monolog next week observers in the audience joke in Letterman's monolog next week observers in the audience joke in Letterman's monolog next week observers in the audience 
will realize its about kids on death row in hot cars... its not funny, will realize its about kids on death row in hot cars... its not funny, will realize its about kids on death row in hot cars... its not funny, will realize its about kids on death row in hot cars... its not funny, 
unless you have the sense of Humor of a Pentagon General or an unless you have the sense of Humor of a Pentagon General or an unless you have the sense of Humor of a Pentagon General or an unless you have the sense of Humor of a Pentagon General or an 
Orwellian Caesar like we have running our Orwellian Society Orwellian Caesar like we have running our Orwellian Society Orwellian Caesar like we have running our Orwellian Society Orwellian Caesar like we have running our Orwellian Society 
selling you gasoline and hot cars and killing 1 Billion Civilians selling you gasoline and hot cars and killing 1 Billion Civilians selling you gasoline and hot cars and killing 1 Billion Civilians selling you gasoline and hot cars and killing 1 Billion Civilians 
World Wide! World Wide! World Wide! World Wide!     
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Toyota Toyota Toyota Toyota 

HQ killed HQ killed HQ killed HQ killed ----------------    NoSuper Air Bags on Outside and kids die today, NoSuper Air Bags on Outside and kids die today, NoSuper Air Bags on Outside and kids die today, NoSuper Air Bags on Outside and kids die today, 
everyday in the USA, in this Orwellian Society everyday in the USA, in this Orwellian Society everyday in the USA, in this Orwellian Society everyday in the USA, in this Orwellian Society --------    No one stops to No one stops to No one stops to No one stops to 
help! George Orwell could not have written a "1984" Novel psychotic help! George Orwell could not have written a "1984" Novel psychotic help! George Orwell could not have written a "1984" Novel psychotic help! George Orwell could not have written a "1984" Novel psychotic 
as our BP Oil men and Toyota Japanese! as our BP Oil men and Toyota Japanese! as our BP Oil men and Toyota Japanese! as our BP Oil men and Toyota Japanese!     
    
    
    

        

New York Times New York Times New York Times New York Times ----    Ray Rivera Ray Rivera Ray Rivera Ray Rivera ----    KABUL, Afghanistan KABUL, Afghanistan KABUL, Afghanistan KABUL, Afghanistan ————    Gen. David Gen. David Gen. David Gen. David 
Petraeus, killed civilians, NATO air strike had killed 14 civilians, Petraeus, killed civilians, NATO air strike had killed 14 civilians, Petraeus, killed civilians, NATO air strike had killed 14 civilians, Petraeus, killed civilians, NATO air strike had killed 14 civilians, 
most of them women and children. Afghan President Hamid most of them women and children. Afghan President Hamid most of them women and children. Afghan President Hamid most of them women and children. Afghan President Hamid 
Karzai warned Petraeus that any future NATO air strikes that kill Karzai warned Petraeus that any future NATO air strikes that kill Karzai warned Petraeus that any future NATO air strikes that kill Karzai warned Petraeus that any future NATO air strikes that kill 
civilians will be considered Act Of War... civilians will be considered Act Of War... civilians will be considered Act Of War... civilians will be considered Act Of War...     
    
2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times ----    Greg Buell Lovestar Greg Buell Lovestar Greg Buell Lovestar Greg Buell Lovestar ----    Key West 1 Key West 1 Key West 1 Key West 1 
billion civilians have been killed by Gen Petraeus. billion civilians have been killed by Gen Petraeus. billion civilians have been killed by Gen Petraeus. billion civilians have been killed by Gen Petraeus.     
    
Gen. David Petraeus, killed civilians, NATO air strike had killed 14 Gen. David Petraeus, killed civilians, NATO air strike had killed 14 Gen. David Petraeus, killed civilians, NATO air strike had killed 14 Gen. David Petraeus, killed civilians, NATO air strike had killed 14 
civilians, most of them women and children. Afghan President civilians, most of them women and children. Afghan President civilians, most of them women and children. Afghan President civilians, most of them women and children. Afghan President 
Hamid Karzai warned Petraeus Hamid Karzai warned Petraeus Hamid Karzai warned Petraeus Hamid Karzai warned Petraeus     
    
2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times ----    Greg Buell Lovestar Greg Buell Lovestar Greg Buell Lovestar Greg Buell Lovestar ----    Key West 1 Key West 1 Key West 1 Key West 1 
billion civilians have been killed by Gen Petraeus. billion civilians have been killed by Gen Petraeus. billion civilians have been killed by Gen Petraeus. billion civilians have been killed by Gen Petraeus.     
    
... kids on death row in hot cars... 100's crushed in Smart Cars... its ... kids on death row in hot cars... 100's crushed in Smart Cars... its ... kids on death row in hot cars... 100's crushed in Smart Cars... its ... kids on death row in hot cars... 100's crushed in Smart Cars... its 
not funny, unless you have the sense of Humor of a Pentagon not funny, unless you have the sense of Humor of a Pentagon not funny, unless you have the sense of Humor of a Pentagon not funny, unless you have the sense of Humor of a Pentagon 
General or an Orwellian Caesar like we have running our General or an Orwellian Caesar like we have running our General or an Orwellian Caesar like we have running our General or an Orwellian Caesar like we have running our 
Orwellian Society selling you gasoline and hot cars and killing 1 Orwellian Society selling you gasoline and hot cars and killing 1 Orwellian Society selling you gasoline and hot cars and killing 1 Orwellian Society selling you gasoline and hot cars and killing 1 
Billion Civilians World Wide! Billion Civilians World Wide! Billion Civilians World Wide! Billion Civilians World Wide!     
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H H H H ----

254 C a Windfall for 7 billion people the $177 Trillion in Oil 254 C a Windfall for 7 billion people the $177 Trillion in Oil 254 C a Windfall for 7 billion people the $177 Trillion in Oil 254 C a Windfall for 7 billion people the $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues was a windfall for Texas and Saudi Oil men and paid for Revenues was a windfall for Texas and Saudi Oil men and paid for Revenues was a windfall for Texas and Saudi Oil men and paid for Revenues was a windfall for Texas and Saudi Oil men and paid for 
this Navy Ship and 100's of other Battle Ships a waste of oil revenues this Navy Ship and 100's of other Battle Ships a waste of oil revenues this Navy Ship and 100's of other Battle Ships a waste of oil revenues this Navy Ship and 100's of other Battle Ships a waste of oil revenues 
from 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented. 1 billion from 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented. 1 billion from 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented. 1 billion from 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented. 1 billion 
died from drinking dirty water WHO at the UN writes but the UN died from drinking dirty water WHO at the UN writes but the UN died from drinking dirty water WHO at the UN writes but the UN died from drinking dirty water WHO at the UN writes but the UN 
goes along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. goes along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. goes along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. goes along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar.     
    
2 June 2011 2 June 2011 2 June 2011 2 June 2011     
    
    
    
    
    
News... 1 Billion Civilians killed by NATO Air Strikes on the News... 1 Billion Civilians killed by NATO Air Strikes on the News... 1 Billion Civilians killed by NATO Air Strikes on the News... 1 Billion Civilians killed by NATO Air Strikes on the 
ElectricwindmillCar! ElectricwindmillCar! ElectricwindmillCar! ElectricwindmillCar!     
    
2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times 2 June 2011 New York Times ---- Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion  Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion  Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion  Gen. David Petraeus, killed 1 Billion 
civilians, NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! civilians, NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! civilians, NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar! civilians, NATO Air Strikes on the ElectricwindmillCar!     
    
VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY     
    
    
    
New York Times New York Times New York Times New York Times ---- Greg Buell Lovestar  Greg Buell Lovestar  Greg Buell Lovestar  Greg Buell Lovestar ---- Key West  Key West  Key West  Key West     
    
    
    
    

 Send cash or  Send cash or  Send cash or  Send cash or 

check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 cell 303 548 check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 cell 303 548 check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 cell 303 548 check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 cell 303 548 
9904 9904 9904 9904     
    
Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a 
Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get 
Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job.     
    
    

inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com

    
    
Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to 
http://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.com        
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New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just Made  New YouTube I Just Made  New YouTube I Just Made  New YouTube I Just Made -------- CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *     
Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !     
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer        
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w     
    
    
    

        

A Coup D'Etat "Windfall for Everyone On Earth" all 6 or 7 Billion of A Coup D'Etat "Windfall for Everyone On Earth" all 6 or 7 Billion of A Coup D'Etat "Windfall for Everyone On Earth" all 6 or 7 Billion of A Coup D'Etat "Windfall for Everyone On Earth" all 6 or 7 Billion of 
us, will be free H at us, will be free H at us, will be free H at us, will be free H at ----254 C to fuel cars and generate electricity. 254 C to fuel cars and generate electricity. 254 C to fuel cars and generate electricity. 254 C to fuel cars and generate electricity.     

    
    
    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a 
Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get 
Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job.     
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        
    
    
    
    
    
    

Put Put Put Put 

all the live shells back in the ocean after taking their pictures. all the live shells back in the ocean after taking their pictures. all the live shells back in the ocean after taking their pictures. all the live shells back in the ocean after taking their pictures.     
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Reading Reading Reading Reading 

Hemingway on the Beach wow Hemingway on the Beach wow Hemingway on the Beach wow Hemingway on the Beach wow     
    
    
    

BDay BDay BDay BDay 

AAAA----Day Invent a way to Observe Aliens Day Invent a way to Observe Aliens Day Invent a way to Observe Aliens Day Invent a way to Observe Aliens     
    
JFK Super AirCraft Carrier 2015 will not have 10,000 windmills on JFK Super AirCraft Carrier 2015 will not have 10,000 windmills on JFK Super AirCraft Carrier 2015 will not have 10,000 windmills on JFK Super AirCraft Carrier 2015 will not have 10,000 windmills on 
its deck and will not have an Electrolysis Accessory to make H at its deck and will not have an Electrolysis Accessory to make H at its deck and will not have an Electrolysis Accessory to make H at its deck and will not have an Electrolysis Accessory to make H at ----
254 C out of H2O... Carnival Yale Hospital Ship was also sunk by 254 C out of H2O... Carnival Yale Hospital Ship was also sunk by 254 C out of H2O... Carnival Yale Hospital Ship was also sunk by 254 C out of H2O... Carnival Yale Hospital Ship was also sunk by 
Caroline Kennedy on this Memorial Day via the JFK SuperAir Caroline Kennedy on this Memorial Day via the JFK SuperAir Caroline Kennedy on this Memorial Day via the JFK SuperAir Caroline Kennedy on this Memorial Day via the JFK SuperAir 
Carrier 2015 Carrier 2015 Carrier 2015 Carrier 2015     
    
    
    
    
News... Key West MEMORIAL DAY 2011 News... Key West MEMORIAL DAY 2011 News... Key West MEMORIAL DAY 2011 News... Key West MEMORIAL DAY 2011     
    
VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY     
    
JFK Super AirCraft Carrier 2015 will not have 10,000 windmills on JFK Super AirCraft Carrier 2015 will not have 10,000 windmills on JFK Super AirCraft Carrier 2015 will not have 10,000 windmills on JFK Super AirCraft Carrier 2015 will not have 10,000 windmills on 
its deck and will not have an Electrolysis Accessory to make H at its deck and will not have an Electrolysis Accessory to make H at its deck and will not have an Electrolysis Accessory to make H at its deck and will not have an Electrolysis Accessory to make H at ----
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254 C out of H2O... 1 billion people will be killed by this via dirty 254 C out of H2O... 1 billion people will be killed by this via dirty 254 C out of H2O... 1 billion people will be killed by this via dirty 254 C out of H2O... 1 billion people will be killed by this via dirty 
water, cooking on UN purchased wood stoves... etc. water, cooking on UN purchased wood stoves... etc. water, cooking on UN purchased wood stoves... etc. water, cooking on UN purchased wood stoves... etc.     
    
Carnival Yale Hospital Ship was also sunk by Caroline Kennedy on Carnival Yale Hospital Ship was also sunk by Caroline Kennedy on Carnival Yale Hospital Ship was also sunk by Caroline Kennedy on Carnival Yale Hospital Ship was also sunk by Caroline Kennedy on 
this Memorial Day via the JFK SuperAir Carrier 2015 this Memorial Day via the JFK SuperAir Carrier 2015 this Memorial Day via the JFK SuperAir Carrier 2015 this Memorial Day via the JFK SuperAir Carrier 2015     
    
1980 Memorial Day 1980 Memorial Day 1980 Memorial Day 1980 Memorial Day ---- Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar  Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar  Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar  Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar ----    
Suppressed on Memorial Day 2011! Suppressed on Memorial Day 2011! Suppressed on Memorial Day 2011! Suppressed on Memorial Day 2011!     
    
    
    
News... Key West MEMORIAL DAY 2011 News... Key West MEMORIAL DAY 2011 News... Key West MEMORIAL DAY 2011 News... Key West MEMORIAL DAY 2011     
    
VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY     
    
Revenge for $177 Trillion dollars spent on MIT war toys since 1980 Revenge for $177 Trillion dollars spent on MIT war toys since 1980 Revenge for $177 Trillion dollars spent on MIT war toys since 1980 Revenge for $177 Trillion dollars spent on MIT war toys since 1980 
should be Free H Hydrogen fuel for 7 billion people, have all the should be Free H Hydrogen fuel for 7 billion people, have all the should be Free H Hydrogen fuel for 7 billion people, have all the should be Free H Hydrogen fuel for 7 billion people, have all the 
Carriers converted to carry 10,000 Windmills on several decks like Carriers converted to carry 10,000 Windmills on several decks like Carriers converted to carry 10,000 Windmills on several decks like Carriers converted to carry 10,000 Windmills on several decks like 
a Cruise Ship then we can turn their electricity production into a Cruise Ship then we can turn their electricity production into a Cruise Ship then we can turn their electricity production into a Cruise Ship then we can turn their electricity production into 
electrolysis for H and O and you can unload Ten Thousand electrolysis for H and O and you can unload Ten Thousand electrolysis for H and O and you can unload Ten Thousand electrolysis for H and O and you can unload Ten Thousand 
containers of H at containers of H at containers of H at containers of H at ----254 C when the reinvented Air Craft Carriers 254 C when the reinvented Air Craft Carriers 254 C when the reinvented Air Craft Carriers 254 C when the reinvented Air Craft Carriers 
come into port instead of MIT invented Missiles. Free H for 5 billion come into port instead of MIT invented Missiles. Free H for 5 billion come into port instead of MIT invented Missiles. Free H for 5 billion come into port instead of MIT invented Missiles. Free H for 5 billion 
people, revenge for selling you $4 a gallon gasoline on Memorial people, revenge for selling you $4 a gallon gasoline on Memorial people, revenge for selling you $4 a gallon gasoline on Memorial people, revenge for selling you $4 a gallon gasoline on Memorial 
Day 2011... Day 2011... Day 2011... Day 2011...     
    
Madonna's Memorial Day Concert in Key West... and Summer Tour Madonna's Memorial Day Concert in Key West... and Summer Tour Madonna's Memorial Day Concert in Key West... and Summer Tour Madonna's Memorial Day Concert in Key West... and Summer Tour 
for 2011 was cancelled for 2011 was cancelled for 2011 was cancelled for 2011 was cancelled ---- Would have been... Rx Penicillin  Would have been... Rx Penicillin  Would have been... Rx Penicillin  Would have been... Rx Penicillin 
Overnight "Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Tour" and new Overnight "Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Tour" and new Overnight "Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Tour" and new Overnight "Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Tour" and new 
Madonna CD Madonna CD Madonna CD Madonna CD ---- most of the lyrics written by me, Greg Buell Lovestar  most of the lyrics written by me, Greg Buell Lovestar  most of the lyrics written by me, Greg Buell Lovestar  most of the lyrics written by me, Greg Buell Lovestar 
in Key West! in Key West! in Key West! in Key West!     
    
NASA space shuttle Endeavour has left the International Space NASA space shuttle Endeavour has left the International Space NASA space shuttle Endeavour has left the International Space NASA space shuttle Endeavour has left the International Space 
Station for the last time Station for the last time Station for the last time Station for the last time     
    
Key West Shuttles to the 10 Nearest Stars all within 10 Light Years Key West Shuttles to the 10 Nearest Stars all within 10 Light Years Key West Shuttles to the 10 Nearest Stars all within 10 Light Years Key West Shuttles to the 10 Nearest Stars all within 10 Light Years 
were destroyed by Caroline Kennedy were destroyed by Caroline Kennedy were destroyed by Caroline Kennedy were destroyed by Caroline Kennedy     
    
Caroline Kennedy helped design the Newest JFK Super AirCraft Caroline Kennedy helped design the Newest JFK Super AirCraft Caroline Kennedy helped design the Newest JFK Super AirCraft Caroline Kennedy helped design the Newest JFK Super AirCraft 
Carrier that will blast off in 2015 thus destroying all the Key West Carrier that will blast off in 2015 thus destroying all the Key West Carrier that will blast off in 2015 thus destroying all the Key West Carrier that will blast off in 2015 thus destroying all the Key West 
Shuttles to the 10 Nearest Stars on Memorial Day 2011 Shuttles to the 10 Nearest Stars on Memorial Day 2011 Shuttles to the 10 Nearest Stars on Memorial Day 2011 Shuttles to the 10 Nearest Stars on Memorial Day 2011     
    
JFK Super AirCraft Carrier 2015 will not have 10,000 windmills on JFK Super AirCraft Carrier 2015 will not have 10,000 windmills on JFK Super AirCraft Carrier 2015 will not have 10,000 windmills on JFK Super AirCraft Carrier 2015 will not have 10,000 windmills on 
its deck and will not have an Electrolysis Accessory to make H at its deck and will not have an Electrolysis Accessory to make H at its deck and will not have an Electrolysis Accessory to make H at its deck and will not have an Electrolysis Accessory to make H at ----
254 C out of H2O... 1 billion people will be killed by this via dirty 254 C out of H2O... 1 billion people will be killed by this via dirty 254 C out of H2O... 1 billion people will be killed by this via dirty 254 C out of H2O... 1 billion people will be killed by this via dirty 
water, cooking on UN purchased wood stoves... etc. water, cooking on UN purchased wood stoves... etc. water, cooking on UN purchased wood stoves... etc. water, cooking on UN purchased wood stoves... etc.     
    
Carnival Yale Hospital Ship was also sunk by Caroline Kennedy on Carnival Yale Hospital Ship was also sunk by Caroline Kennedy on Carnival Yale Hospital Ship was also sunk by Caroline Kennedy on Carnival Yale Hospital Ship was also sunk by Caroline Kennedy on 
this Memorial Day via the JFK SuperAir Carrier 2015 this Memorial Day via the JFK SuperAir Carrier 2015 this Memorial Day via the JFK SuperAir Carrier 2015 this Memorial Day via the JFK SuperAir Carrier 2015     
    
1980 Memorial Day 1980 Memorial Day 1980 Memorial Day 1980 Memorial Day ---- Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar  Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar  Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar  Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar ----    
Suppressed on Memorial Day 2011! Suppressed on Memorial Day 2011! Suppressed on Memorial Day 2011! Suppressed on Memorial Day 2011!     
    
    
    
30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day     
    
Stifling the "Gravity Engine" and 1,001 other invention projects Stifling the "Gravity Engine" and 1,001 other invention projects Stifling the "Gravity Engine" and 1,001 other invention projects Stifling the "Gravity Engine" and 1,001 other invention projects 
with links to get you started brainstorming with wives on this web with links to get you started brainstorming with wives on this web with links to get you started brainstorming with wives on this web with links to get you started brainstorming with wives on this web 
page today. This is a crime against all of Humanity by our page today. This is a crime against all of Humanity by our page today. This is a crime against all of Humanity by our page today. This is a crime against all of Humanity by our 
Orwellian Society! Stifling all Gregs 1,001 Invention Projects on Orwellian Society! Stifling all Gregs 1,001 Invention Projects on Orwellian Society! Stifling all Gregs 1,001 Invention Projects on Orwellian Society! Stifling all Gregs 1,001 Invention Projects on 
Memorial Day 2011 is a crime! Memorial Day 2011 is a crime! Memorial Day 2011 is a crime! Memorial Day 2011 is a crime!     
    
Invention of the "Gravity Engine" Invention of the "Gravity Engine" Invention of the "Gravity Engine" Invention of the "Gravity Engine"     
    
Invention of the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Invention of the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Invention of the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Invention of the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast 
Cancer Cancer Cancer Cancer     
    
1980 Memorial Day 1980 Memorial Day 1980 Memorial Day 1980 Memorial Day ---- Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar  Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar  Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar  Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar ----    
Suppressed on Memorial Day 2011! Suppressed on Memorial Day 2011! Suppressed on Memorial Day 2011! Suppressed on Memorial Day 2011!     
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---- MEMORIAL DAY  MEMORIAL DAY  MEMORIAL DAY  MEMORIAL DAY ------------ Help End Gasoline On Earth in 2011  Help End Gasoline On Earth in 2011  Help End Gasoline On Earth in 2011  Help End Gasoline On Earth in 2011     
    
    
    
    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a 
Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get 
Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job.     
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        
    
Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to 
http://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.com        
    

        

    
New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just Made  New YouTube I Just Made  New YouTube I Just Made  New YouTube I Just Made -------- CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *     
Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !     
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer        
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w     
    
    
Stifling the "Gravity Engine" invention project. This is a crime Stifling the "Gravity Engine" invention project. This is a crime Stifling the "Gravity Engine" invention project. This is a crime Stifling the "Gravity Engine" invention project. This is a crime 
against all of Humanity by our Orwellian Society! Stifling all Gregs against all of Humanity by our Orwellian Society! Stifling all Gregs against all of Humanity by our Orwellian Society! Stifling all Gregs against all of Humanity by our Orwellian Society! Stifling all Gregs 
1,001 Invention Projects on Memorial Day is a crime! 1,001 Invention Projects on Memorial Day is a crime! 1,001 Invention Projects on Memorial Day is a crime! 1,001 Invention Projects on Memorial Day is a crime!     
    
A Coup D'Etat "Windfall for Everyone On Earth" all 6 or 7 Billion of A Coup D'Etat "Windfall for Everyone On Earth" all 6 or 7 Billion of A Coup D'Etat "Windfall for Everyone On Earth" all 6 or 7 Billion of A Coup D'Etat "Windfall for Everyone On Earth" all 6 or 7 Billion of 
us, will be free H at us, will be free H at us, will be free H at us, will be free H at ----254 C to fuel cars and generate electricity at 254 C to fuel cars and generate electricity at 254 C to fuel cars and generate electricity at 254 C to fuel cars and generate electricity at 
home without electric wires everywhere overhead! home without electric wires everywhere overhead! home without electric wires everywhere overhead! home without electric wires everywhere overhead!     
    
Aliens in "schools of billions" in the "Universe Ocean". Scuba divers Aliens in "schools of billions" in the "Universe Ocean". Scuba divers Aliens in "schools of billions" in the "Universe Ocean". Scuba divers Aliens in "schools of billions" in the "Universe Ocean". Scuba divers 
in Key West observe billions of fish in a school every day but don't in Key West observe billions of fish in a school every day but don't in Key West observe billions of fish in a school every day but don't in Key West observe billions of fish in a school every day but don't 
know if there are. know if there are. know if there are. know if there are.     
    
10 Billion Sharks in the Ocean or how many Aliens there are in the 10 Billion Sharks in the Ocean or how many Aliens there are in the 10 Billion Sharks in the Ocean or how many Aliens there are in the 10 Billion Sharks in the Ocean or how many Aliens there are in the 
"Seas of the Universe". "Seas of the Universe". "Seas of the Universe". "Seas of the Universe".     
    
10 Light Years off Key West looking up at the stars. 10 Light Years off Key West looking up at the stars. 10 Light Years off Key West looking up at the stars. 10 Light Years off Key West looking up at the stars.     
    
Aliens Swimming in the Billions in the "Universe Sea" Aliens who Aliens Swimming in the Billions in the "Universe Sea" Aliens who Aliens Swimming in the Billions in the "Universe Sea" Aliens who Aliens Swimming in the Billions in the "Universe Sea" Aliens who 
call Alpha Centauri and Sirius home, all within 10 light years off call Alpha Centauri and Sirius home, all within 10 light years off call Alpha Centauri and Sirius home, all within 10 light years off call Alpha Centauri and Sirius home, all within 10 light years off 
Key West. Key West. Key West. Key West.     
    
Cuba is a Banana Republic the gov. used to stifle building the Key Cuba is a Banana Republic the gov. used to stifle building the Key Cuba is a Banana Republic the gov. used to stifle building the Key Cuba is a Banana Republic the gov. used to stifle building the Key 
West Shuttle to the 10 Nearest Stars all within 10 Light Years off the West Shuttle to the 10 Nearest Stars all within 10 Light Years off the West Shuttle to the 10 Nearest Stars all within 10 Light Years off the West Shuttle to the 10 Nearest Stars all within 10 Light Years off the 
shores of Key West! shores of Key West! shores of Key West! shores of Key West!     
    
Change the sign 90 miles to Cuba. Change the sign 90 miles to Cuba. Change the sign 90 miles to Cuba. Change the sign 90 miles to Cuba.     
    
10 light years to 10 of the Nearest Stars to Earth, 10 light years to 10 of the Nearest Stars to Earth, 10 light years to 10 of the Nearest Stars to Earth, 10 light years to 10 of the Nearest Stars to Earth,     
    
I will put this sign up in Key West!I will put this sign up in Key West!I will put this sign up in Key West!I will put this sign up in Key West!        
    
    
    
30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day ----        

 Send cash or  Send cash or  Send cash or  Send cash or 

check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 cell 303 548 check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 cell 303 548 check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 cell 303 548 check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 cell 303 548 
9904 9904 9904 9904     
    
Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a 
Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get 
Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job.     
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inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        
    
    
Click here for... ElectricWindmillCarClick here for... ElectricWindmillCarClick here for... ElectricWindmillCarClick here for... ElectricWindmillCar        
    
    
    
30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day ----        

        

    
    

        

Madonna's Memorial Day Concert in Key West and Summer Tour Madonna's Memorial Day Concert in Key West and Summer Tour Madonna's Memorial Day Concert in Key West and Summer Tour Madonna's Memorial Day Concert in Key West and Summer Tour 
for 2011 was cancelled for 2011 was cancelled for 2011 was cancelled for 2011 was cancelled ---- Would have been... Rx Penicillin  Would have been... Rx Penicillin  Would have been... Rx Penicillin  Would have been... Rx Penicillin 
Overnight "Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Tour" and new Overnight "Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Tour" and new Overnight "Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Tour" and new Overnight "Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Tour" and new 
Madonna CD Madonna CD Madonna CD Madonna CD ---- most of the lyrics written by me, Greg Buell Lovestar  most of the lyrics written by me, Greg Buell Lovestar  most of the lyrics written by me, Greg Buell Lovestar  most of the lyrics written by me, Greg Buell Lovestar 
in Key West! in Key West! in Key West! in Key West!     
    
    

        

    
Invention of the "Gravity Engine" Invention of the "Gravity Engine" Invention of the "Gravity Engine" Invention of the "Gravity Engine"     
    
Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar"     
    
Invention of the "Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Invention of the "Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Invention of the "Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Invention of the "Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast 
Cancer" Cancer" Cancer" Cancer"     
    
Gravity of our position in the Universe, Orwellian Boss lost it, killed Gravity of our position in the Universe, Orwellian Boss lost it, killed Gravity of our position in the Universe, Orwellian Boss lost it, killed Gravity of our position in the Universe, Orwellian Boss lost it, killed 
the wife and kids! the wife and kids! the wife and kids! the wife and kids!     
    
Kids died left in a hot car, wife died of breast cancer... Boss also Kids died left in a hot car, wife died of breast cancer... Boss also Kids died left in a hot car, wife died of breast cancer... Boss also Kids died left in a hot car, wife died of breast cancer... Boss also 
hired a Nanny who is a carrier of TB and whooping cough, and hired a Nanny who is a carrier of TB and whooping cough, and hired a Nanny who is a carrier of TB and whooping cough, and hired a Nanny who is a carrier of TB and whooping cough, and 
only God Knows what else. only God Knows what else. only God Knows what else. only God Knows what else.     
    
    

 Serendipity LOST  Serendipity LOST  Serendipity LOST  Serendipity LOST 

------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you started we could  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you started we could  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you started we could  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you started we could 
work on Memorial Day! Brainstorming with wives! work on Memorial Day! Brainstorming with wives! work on Memorial Day! Brainstorming with wives! work on Memorial Day! Brainstorming with wives!     
    
    

        

    
    
Gravity Engine is one of 1,001 Invention Projects Gravity Engine is one of 1,001 Invention Projects Gravity Engine is one of 1,001 Invention Projects Gravity Engine is one of 1,001 Invention Projects     
    
MEMORIAL DAY 2011 VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline MEMORIAL DAY 2011 VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline MEMORIAL DAY 2011 VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline MEMORIAL DAY 2011 VICIOUS, Is Our Gov. selling you gasoline 
TODAY TODAY TODAY TODAY ---- MEMORIAL DAY  MEMORIAL DAY  MEMORIAL DAY  MEMORIAL DAY     
    
40,000 dead women in 2011 from Breast Cancer, Clinton and Katie 40,000 dead women in 2011 from Breast Cancer, Clinton and Katie 40,000 dead women in 2011 from Breast Cancer, Clinton and Katie 40,000 dead women in 2011 from Breast Cancer, Clinton and Katie 
Couric got this Memorial Suppressed! Couric got this Memorial Suppressed! Couric got this Memorial Suppressed! Couric got this Memorial Suppressed!     

    
Bamboozled by GE Top Brass who kill your daughters via OJ Clones Bamboozled by GE Top Brass who kill your daughters via OJ Clones Bamboozled by GE Top Brass who kill your daughters via OJ Clones Bamboozled by GE Top Brass who kill your daughters via OJ Clones 
who kill every day! who kill every day! who kill every day! who kill every day!     
    
Bush and his daughters.... get some young girl killed every day of Bush and his daughters.... get some young girl killed every day of Bush and his daughters.... get some young girl killed every day of Bush and his daughters.... get some young girl killed every day of 
the year 2011 the year 2011 the year 2011 the year 2011     
    
Clinton and Katie Couric suppressed the Breast Cancer Memorial Clinton and Katie Couric suppressed the Breast Cancer Memorial Clinton and Katie Couric suppressed the Breast Cancer Memorial Clinton and Katie Couric suppressed the Breast Cancer Memorial     
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Memorial Day 2011... 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 2011... 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 2011... 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 2011... 30 May 2011     
    
$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues by the Ruling Class $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues by the Ruling Class $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues by the Ruling Class $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues by the Ruling Class ----        
    
Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on...     
    
Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011...     
    
Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on...     
    
Invention of Warp Speed Invention of Warp Speed Invention of Warp Speed Invention of Warp Speed     
    
via Gravity Engine Invention has been suppressed along with the via Gravity Engine Invention has been suppressed along with the via Gravity Engine Invention has been suppressed along with the via Gravity Engine Invention has been suppressed along with the 
ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar     
    
Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011...     
    
    

        

    
    
Warp Speed Invention is the Gravity Engine. Warp Speed Invention is the Gravity Engine. Warp Speed Invention is the Gravity Engine. Warp Speed Invention is the Gravity Engine.     
    
Gravity Engine works by pulling and pushing. Gravity engine Gravity Engine works by pulling and pushing. Gravity engine Gravity Engine works by pulling and pushing. Gravity engine Gravity Engine works by pulling and pushing. Gravity engine 
requires no fuel or windmills.requires no fuel or windmills.requires no fuel or windmills.requires no fuel or windmills.    
    
Gravity Engine will look like a Satellite Dish... Gravity Engine will look like a Satellite Dish... Gravity Engine will look like a Satellite Dish... Gravity Engine will look like a Satellite Dish...     
    
Gravity Engine Satellite Dish will take in the Gravity Waves.... Gravity Engine Satellite Dish will take in the Gravity Waves.... Gravity Engine Satellite Dish will take in the Gravity Waves.... Gravity Engine Satellite Dish will take in the Gravity Waves.... 
Engine like a GE Jet Engine but now the fuel is Gravity will propel it! Engine like a GE Jet Engine but now the fuel is Gravity will propel it! Engine like a GE Jet Engine but now the fuel is Gravity will propel it! Engine like a GE Jet Engine but now the fuel is Gravity will propel it! 
    
    
It's the 2nd perpetual motion machine in our Universe. Electric It's the 2nd perpetual motion machine in our Universe. Electric It's the 2nd perpetual motion machine in our Universe. Electric It's the 2nd perpetual motion machine in our Universe. Electric 
windmill car is the 1st. windmill car is the 1st. windmill car is the 1st. windmill car is the 1st.     
    
Generation of Gravity may not be known, How gravity is created, Generation of Gravity may not be known, How gravity is created, Generation of Gravity may not be known, How gravity is created, Generation of Gravity may not be known, How gravity is created, 
But we certainly can invent a Gravity Engine. Best thing about this But we certainly can invent a Gravity Engine. Best thing about this But we certainly can invent a Gravity Engine. Best thing about this But we certainly can invent a Gravity Engine. Best thing about this 
engine is you will never crash land in a plane or helicopter as your engine is you will never crash land in a plane or helicopter as your engine is you will never crash land in a plane or helicopter as your engine is you will never crash land in a plane or helicopter as your 
gravity engine can control gravity... Gravity is a bitch, especially in gravity engine can control gravity... Gravity is a bitch, especially in gravity engine can control gravity... Gravity is a bitch, especially in gravity engine can control gravity... Gravity is a bitch, especially in 
our Orwellian Society our Orwellian Society our Orwellian Society our Orwellian Society ---- Our Orwellian Caesar has stifled and  Our Orwellian Caesar has stifled and  Our Orwellian Caesar has stifled and  Our Orwellian Caesar has stifled and 
suppressed Gravity on NBC "Today Show" and in Katie Couric's 5 suppressed Gravity on NBC "Today Show" and in Katie Couric's 5 suppressed Gravity on NBC "Today Show" and in Katie Couric's 5 suppressed Gravity on NBC "Today Show" and in Katie Couric's 5 
years at CBS Nightly News Katie never ever mentioned "How is years at CBS Nightly News Katie never ever mentioned "How is years at CBS Nightly News Katie never ever mentioned "How is years at CBS Nightly News Katie never ever mentioned "How is 
Gravity Generated" Greg Buell Lovestar invent a Gravity Engine, I Gravity Generated" Greg Buell Lovestar invent a Gravity Engine, I Gravity Generated" Greg Buell Lovestar invent a Gravity Engine, I Gravity Generated" Greg Buell Lovestar invent a Gravity Engine, I 
got the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980! got the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980! got the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980! got the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980!     
    
    

        

    
    
Stifling the "Gravity Engine" invention project. This is a crime Stifling the "Gravity Engine" invention project. This is a crime Stifling the "Gravity Engine" invention project. This is a crime Stifling the "Gravity Engine" invention project. This is a crime 
against all of Humanity by our Orwellian Society! against all of Humanity by our Orwellian Society! against all of Humanity by our Orwellian Society! against all of Humanity by our Orwellian Society!     
    
Invented in 1980 right after Memorial Day 1980. Invented in 1980 right after Memorial Day 1980. Invented in 1980 right after Memorial Day 1980. Invented in 1980 right after Memorial Day 1980.     
    
$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues by the Ruling Class $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues by the Ruling Class $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues by the Ruling Class $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues by the Ruling Class ----        
    
New French Revolution New French Revolution New French Revolution New French Revolution     
    
Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011...     
    
Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on...     
    
Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011...     
    
Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Memorial Day 2011 Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Memorial Day 2011 Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Memorial Day 2011 Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Memorial Day 2011     
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30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day     
    
1980 Memorial Day 1980 Memorial Day 1980 Memorial Day 1980 Memorial Day ---- Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar  Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar  Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar  Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar     
    
30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day     
    
Hot Naked Ladies are also in Key West but in Saudi Arabia the Hot Naked Ladies are also in Key West but in Saudi Arabia the Hot Naked Ladies are also in Key West but in Saudi Arabia the Hot Naked Ladies are also in Key West but in Saudi Arabia the 
Saudi Men have $177 Trillion in oil money to turn any women into Saudi Men have $177 Trillion in oil money to turn any women into Saudi Men have $177 Trillion in oil money to turn any women into Saudi Men have $177 Trillion in oil money to turn any women into 
a Whore losing a MD degree, harming humanity and her. No a Whore losing a MD degree, harming humanity and her. No a Whore losing a MD degree, harming humanity and her. No a Whore losing a MD degree, harming humanity and her. No 
wonder why Clinton will not let women in Saudi Arabia drive a wonder why Clinton will not let women in Saudi Arabia drive a wonder why Clinton will not let women in Saudi Arabia drive a wonder why Clinton will not let women in Saudi Arabia drive a 
car! car! car! car!     
    
    

        

    
    
God will send the Pope to Hell... God will send the Pope to Hell... God will send the Pope to Hell... God will send the Pope to Hell...     
    
Hell is full of burning gasoline.... Hell is full of burning gasoline.... Hell is full of burning gasoline.... Hell is full of burning gasoline....     
    
Pope, Cardinals, Bishop, and Catholic Priest when not molesting Pope, Cardinals, Bishop, and Catholic Priest when not molesting Pope, Cardinals, Bishop, and Catholic Priest when not molesting Pope, Cardinals, Bishop, and Catholic Priest when not molesting 
boys were tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down the LA boys were tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down the LA boys were tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down the LA boys were tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down the LA 
Freeway... BP Oil money was deposited at the Vatican Bank, many Freeway... BP Oil money was deposited at the Vatican Bank, many Freeway... BP Oil money was deposited at the Vatican Bank, many Freeway... BP Oil money was deposited at the Vatican Bank, many 
many more billions than New Orleans got for the Gulf Oil Spill. many more billions than New Orleans got for the Gulf Oil Spill. many more billions than New Orleans got for the Gulf Oil Spill. many more billions than New Orleans got for the Gulf Oil Spill.     
    
Letterman's most told joke is the one were Leno drives by a fiery LA Letterman's most told joke is the one were Leno drives by a fiery LA Letterman's most told joke is the one were Leno drives by a fiery LA Letterman's most told joke is the one were Leno drives by a fiery LA 
Wreck on the way to work and does not stop... Wreck on the way to work and does not stop... Wreck on the way to work and does not stop... Wreck on the way to work and does not stop...     
    
Stop the pain of being burned... MD's profited from this pain, in our Stop the pain of being burned... MD's profited from this pain, in our Stop the pain of being burned... MD's profited from this pain, in our Stop the pain of being burned... MD's profited from this pain, in our 
Orwellian Society! Orwellian Society! Orwellian Society! Orwellian Society!     
    
Stop God from burning the Pope, Cardinals, Bishop, Priest in Hells Stop God from burning the Pope, Cardinals, Bishop, Priest in Hells Stop God from burning the Pope, Cardinals, Bishop, Priest in Hells Stop God from burning the Pope, Cardinals, Bishop, Priest in Hells 
Burning Gasoline... Burning Gasoline... Burning Gasoline... Burning Gasoline...     
    
Our Orwellian Caesar had told the Pope he will not go to Hell Our Orwellian Caesar had told the Pope he will not go to Hell Our Orwellian Caesar had told the Pope he will not go to Hell Our Orwellian Caesar had told the Pope he will not go to Hell     
    
NBC GE on Thursday 2 June 11 Today Show with Matt Lauer will NBC GE on Thursday 2 June 11 Today Show with Matt Lauer will NBC GE on Thursday 2 June 11 Today Show with Matt Lauer will NBC GE on Thursday 2 June 11 Today Show with Matt Lauer will 
come from Rome and the Pope will Talk to Matt Lauer Live! come from Rome and the Pope will Talk to Matt Lauer Live! come from Rome and the Pope will Talk to Matt Lauer Live! come from Rome and the Pope will Talk to Matt Lauer Live!     
    
100 kids sit on death row in hot cars, all 100 will die in the USA, 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars, all 100 will die in the USA, 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars, all 100 will die in the USA, 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars, all 100 will die in the USA, 
many many more will die in hot cars world wide... many many more will die in hot cars world wide... many many more will die in hot cars world wide... many many more will die in hot cars world wide...     
    
    
    

        

    
    
    
Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to 
http://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.com        
    
    
http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        

    
ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News     
    
    

        

    
NBC GE top brass know this... Matt Lauer know this... Pope and even NBC GE top brass know this... Matt Lauer know this... Pope and even NBC GE top brass know this... Matt Lauer know this... Pope and even NBC GE top brass know this... Matt Lauer know this... Pope and even 
the low Priest in Key West know this... the low Priest in Key West know this... the low Priest in Key West know this... the low Priest in Key West know this...     
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No one is telling.... No one is telling.... No one is telling.... No one is telling....     
    
Because our Orwellian Caesar has destroyed the Universe! There is Because our Orwellian Caesar has destroyed the Universe! There is Because our Orwellian Caesar has destroyed the Universe! There is Because our Orwellian Caesar has destroyed the Universe! There is 
nothing out there among 177 Trillion Galaxies.... nothing out there among 177 Trillion Galaxies.... nothing out there among 177 Trillion Galaxies.... nothing out there among 177 Trillion Galaxies....     
    
CIA went alone with this BrainWashing.... CIA went alone with this BrainWashing.... CIA went alone with this BrainWashing.... CIA went alone with this BrainWashing....     
    
There are a few people at the CIA and FBI who don't believe the There are a few people at the CIA and FBI who don't believe the There are a few people at the CIA and FBI who don't believe the There are a few people at the CIA and FBI who don't believe the 
Universe has been destroyed, is void of Aliens etc. Universe has been destroyed, is void of Aliens etc. Universe has been destroyed, is void of Aliens etc. Universe has been destroyed, is void of Aliens etc.     
    
    
    
Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth....     
    
Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years     
    
Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3     
    
Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3     
    
Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years     
    
Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6     
    
Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years     
    
Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years     
    
Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6     
    
Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years     
    
Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9     
    
Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4     
    
Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3     
    
Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years     
    
Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8     
    
Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years     
    
All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news 
is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era!     
    
10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West!     
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Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every 
Star in this picture. A Chronology.... In Key West! Eiffel Towers Year Star in this picture. A Chronology.... In Key West! Eiffel Towers Year Star in this picture. A Chronology.... In Key West! Eiffel Towers Year Star in this picture. A Chronology.... In Key West! Eiffel Towers Year 
Yale Key West Medical School was started and finished and A Yale Key West Medical School was started and finished and A Yale Key West Medical School was started and finished and A Yale Key West Medical School was started and finished and A 
Chronology.... of Elite Elitist training... learning curve how many Chronology.... of Elite Elitist training... learning curve how many Chronology.... of Elite Elitist training... learning curve how many Chronology.... of Elite Elitist training... learning curve how many 
hours to learn how to transplant a kidney vs how long it takes to hours to learn how to transplant a kidney vs how long it takes to hours to learn how to transplant a kidney vs how long it takes to hours to learn how to transplant a kidney vs how long it takes to 
get our Orwellian Caesar to make Organ Donation mandatory get our Orwellian Caesar to make Organ Donation mandatory get our Orwellian Caesar to make Organ Donation mandatory get our Orwellian Caesar to make Organ Donation mandatory 
after decades and decades of Saudi Princes buying kidneys from after decades and decades of Saudi Princes buying kidneys from after decades and decades of Saudi Princes buying kidneys from after decades and decades of Saudi Princes buying kidneys from 
Bush while Americans waiting for the same kidney died... one of Bush while Americans waiting for the same kidney died... one of Bush while Americans waiting for the same kidney died... one of Bush while Americans waiting for the same kidney died... one of 
several dozen gov. run genocides by our 13th Caesar! several dozen gov. run genocides by our 13th Caesar! several dozen gov. run genocides by our 13th Caesar! several dozen gov. run genocides by our 13th Caesar!     
    

        

    
    
Gen. Clark on NBC will tell you the Universe has been Destroyed, Gen. Clark on NBC will tell you the Universe has been Destroyed, Gen. Clark on NBC will tell you the Universe has been Destroyed, Gen. Clark on NBC will tell you the Universe has been Destroyed, 
there is nothing out there for Humanity! there is nothing out there for Humanity! there is nothing out there for Humanity! there is nothing out there for Humanity!     
    
$1 Trillion dollars for Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital, and $1 Trillion dollars for Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital, and $1 Trillion dollars for Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital, and $1 Trillion dollars for Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital, and 
Hurricane Shelter + Carnival Hospital Ship Hurricane Shelter + Carnival Hospital Ship Hurricane Shelter + Carnival Hospital Ship Hurricane Shelter + Carnival Hospital Ship     
    
This $1 Trillion went to Pakistan Generals and President reward This $1 Trillion went to Pakistan Generals and President reward This $1 Trillion went to Pakistan Generals and President reward This $1 Trillion went to Pakistan Generals and President reward 
for letting the USA kill bin Laden for letting the USA kill bin Laden for letting the USA kill bin Laden for letting the USA kill bin Laden     
    
Swiss Banks have opened secret Swiss Bank Accounts for the Top Swiss Banks have opened secret Swiss Bank Accounts for the Top Swiss Banks have opened secret Swiss Bank Accounts for the Top Swiss Banks have opened secret Swiss Bank Accounts for the Top 
Brass of Pakistan Brass of Pakistan Brass of Pakistan Brass of Pakistan     
    
Everyone at "Yale" knows this.... Everyone at "Yale" knows this.... Everyone at "Yale" knows this.... Everyone at "Yale" knows this....     
    
Everyone at "Harvard" knows this... Everyone at "Harvard" knows this... Everyone at "Harvard" knows this... Everyone at "Harvard" knows this...     
    
    

        

    
    
Stop God from burning the Pope, Cardinals, Bishop, Priest in Hells Stop God from burning the Pope, Cardinals, Bishop, Priest in Hells Stop God from burning the Pope, Cardinals, Bishop, Priest in Hells Stop God from burning the Pope, Cardinals, Bishop, Priest in Hells 
Burning Gasoline... Burning Gasoline... Burning Gasoline... Burning Gasoline...     
    
Our Orwellian Caesar had told the Pope he will not go to Hell Our Orwellian Caesar had told the Pope he will not go to Hell Our Orwellian Caesar had told the Pope he will not go to Hell Our Orwellian Caesar had told the Pope he will not go to Hell     
    
NBC GE on Thursday 2 June 11 Today Show with Matt Lauer will NBC GE on Thursday 2 June 11 Today Show with Matt Lauer will NBC GE on Thursday 2 June 11 Today Show with Matt Lauer will NBC GE on Thursday 2 June 11 Today Show with Matt Lauer will 
come from Rome and the Pope will Talk to Matt Lauer Live! come from Rome and the Pope will Talk to Matt Lauer Live! come from Rome and the Pope will Talk to Matt Lauer Live! come from Rome and the Pope will Talk to Matt Lauer Live!     
    
100 kids sit on death row in hot cars, all 100 will die in the USA, 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars, all 100 will die in the USA, 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars, all 100 will die in the USA, 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars, all 100 will die in the USA, 
many many more will die in hot cars world wide... many many more will die in hot cars world wide... many many more will die in hot cars world wide... many many more will die in hot cars world wide...     
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NBC GE top brass know this... Matt Lauer know this... Pope and even NBC GE top brass know this... Matt Lauer know this... Pope and even NBC GE top brass know this... Matt Lauer know this... Pope and even NBC GE top brass know this... Matt Lauer know this... Pope and even 
the low Priest in Key West know this... the low Priest in Key West know this... the low Priest in Key West know this... the low Priest in Key West know this...     
    
No one is telling.... No one is telling.... No one is telling.... No one is telling....     
    
Because our Orwellian Caesar has destroyed the Universe! There is Because our Orwellian Caesar has destroyed the Universe! There is Because our Orwellian Caesar has destroyed the Universe! There is Because our Orwellian Caesar has destroyed the Universe! There is 
nothing out there among 177 Trillion Galaxies.... nothing out there among 177 Trillion Galaxies.... nothing out there among 177 Trillion Galaxies.... nothing out there among 177 Trillion Galaxies....     
    
Our Orwellian Caesar can not destroy the Universe Our Orwellian Caesar can not destroy the Universe Our Orwellian Caesar can not destroy the Universe Our Orwellian Caesar can not destroy the Universe ---- this is just Gov  this is just Gov  this is just Gov  this is just Gov 
Propaganda like Lady Gaga Propaganda like Lady Gaga Propaganda like Lady Gaga Propaganda like Lady Gaga     

        

    
    
Madonna's Memorial Day Concert in Key West and Summer Tour Madonna's Memorial Day Concert in Key West and Summer Tour Madonna's Memorial Day Concert in Key West and Summer Tour Madonna's Memorial Day Concert in Key West and Summer Tour 
for 2011 was cancelled for 2011 was cancelled for 2011 was cancelled for 2011 was cancelled ---- Would have been... Rx Penicillin  Would have been... Rx Penicillin  Would have been... Rx Penicillin  Would have been... Rx Penicillin 
Overnight "Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Tour" and new Overnight "Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Tour" and new Overnight "Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Tour" and new Overnight "Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Tour" and new 
Madonna CD Madonna CD Madonna CD Madonna CD ---- most of the lyrics written by me, Greg Buell Lovestar  most of the lyrics written by me, Greg Buell Lovestar  most of the lyrics written by me, Greg Buell Lovestar  most of the lyrics written by me, Greg Buell Lovestar 
in Key West! in Key West! in Key West! in Key West!     
    
    

        

    
    
30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day     
    
FIERY LA CAR WRECKS... HA LA HAHAHAHAHAHA FIERY LA CAR WRECKS... HA LA HAHAHAHAHAHA FIERY LA CAR WRECKS... HA LA HAHAHAHAHAHA FIERY LA CAR WRECKS... HA LA HAHAHAHAHAHA     
    
"Smart Car" WRECKS... HA NO Super Air Bags on the Outside "Smart Car" WRECKS... HA NO Super Air Bags on the Outside "Smart Car" WRECKS... HA NO Super Air Bags on the Outside "Smart Car" WRECKS... HA NO Super Air Bags on the Outside 
HAHAHAHAHA HAHAHAHAHA HAHAHAHAHA HAHAHAHAHA     
    
100 kids sit on death row in hot cars in LA HAHAHAHAHA 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars in LA HAHAHAHAHA 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars in LA HAHAHAHAHA 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars in LA HAHAHAHAHA     
    
100 women and kids killed by NATO this weekend 100 women and kids killed by NATO this weekend 100 women and kids killed by NATO this weekend 100 women and kids killed by NATO this weekend     
    
Bamboozled by NBC GE MSNBC top brass living the Orwell Novel Bamboozled by NBC GE MSNBC top brass living the Orwell Novel Bamboozled by NBC GE MSNBC top brass living the Orwell Novel Bamboozled by NBC GE MSNBC top brass living the Orwell Novel 
"1984" "1984" "1984" "1984"     
    
Bamboozled into not counting calories via gov. food pyramid Bamboozled into not counting calories via gov. food pyramid Bamboozled into not counting calories via gov. food pyramid Bamboozled into not counting calories via gov. food pyramid     
    
Bamboozled into binge drinking, driving drunk by Coors ads on Bamboozled into binge drinking, driving drunk by Coors ads on Bamboozled into binge drinking, driving drunk by Coors ads on Bamboozled into binge drinking, driving drunk by Coors ads on 
NBC NBC NBC NBC     
    
Bamboozled into doing getting your 1,001 Invention Projects at Bamboozled into doing getting your 1,001 Invention Projects at Bamboozled into doing getting your 1,001 Invention Projects at Bamboozled into doing getting your 1,001 Invention Projects at 
the sports bars LCD TV's the sports bars LCD TV's the sports bars LCD TV's the sports bars LCD TV's     
    
Bamboozled 100 million people... on purpose by Observers hiding Bamboozled 100 million people... on purpose by Observers hiding Bamboozled 100 million people... on purpose by Observers hiding Bamboozled 100 million people... on purpose by Observers hiding 
behind hidden cameras! behind hidden cameras! behind hidden cameras! behind hidden cameras!     
    
Bamboozled by NBC GE MSNBC top brass living the Orwell Novel Bamboozled by NBC GE MSNBC top brass living the Orwell Novel Bamboozled by NBC GE MSNBC top brass living the Orwell Novel Bamboozled by NBC GE MSNBC top brass living the Orwell Novel 
"1984" "1984" "1984" "1984"     
    
Victimized by NBC GE MSNBC top brass living the Orwell Novel Victimized by NBC GE MSNBC top brass living the Orwell Novel Victimized by NBC GE MSNBC top brass living the Orwell Novel Victimized by NBC GE MSNBC top brass living the Orwell Novel 
"1984" "1984" "1984" "1984"     
    
FIERY LA CAR WRECKS... HA FIERY LA CAR WRECKS... HA FIERY LA CAR WRECKS... HA FIERY LA CAR WRECKS... HA     
    
FOOD PYRAMID replaced by the Food Pyramid Calculator, you do FOOD PYRAMID replaced by the Food Pyramid Calculator, you do FOOD PYRAMID replaced by the Food Pyramid Calculator, you do FOOD PYRAMID replaced by the Food Pyramid Calculator, you do 
the math not Bush who fail at Yale! the math not Bush who fail at Yale! the math not Bush who fail at Yale! the math not Bush who fail at Yale!     
    
Dept of Agriculture was bamboozled by $100 million dollars ads by Dept of Agriculture was bamboozled by $100 million dollars ads by Dept of Agriculture was bamboozled by $100 million dollars ads by Dept of Agriculture was bamboozled by $100 million dollars ads by 
"Denny's" on NBC "Denny's" on NBC "Denny's" on NBC "Denny's" on NBC     
    
100 Mom's spitting at the Orwellian Cameras for Whooping cough's 100 Mom's spitting at the Orwellian Cameras for Whooping cough's 100 Mom's spitting at the Orwellian Cameras for Whooping cough's 100 Mom's spitting at the Orwellian Cameras for Whooping cough's 
100 dead infants every month of 2011, and 100 kids left in hot cars 100 dead infants every month of 2011, and 100 kids left in hot cars 100 dead infants every month of 2011, and 100 kids left in hot cars 100 dead infants every month of 2011, and 100 kids left in hot cars 
to die every summer for decades... since the invention of the to die every summer for decades... since the invention of the to die every summer for decades... since the invention of the to die every summer for decades... since the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar in 1980.     
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Crimes from GE top brass the worst in history.... Crimes from GE top brass the worst in history.... Crimes from GE top brass the worst in history.... Crimes from GE top brass the worst in history....     
    
Bamboozled then the Top Brass suppressed 1,001 Invention Projects Bamboozled then the Top Brass suppressed 1,001 Invention Projects Bamboozled then the Top Brass suppressed 1,001 Invention Projects Bamboozled then the Top Brass suppressed 1,001 Invention Projects 
with links you could be working on today with a few wives, with links you could be working on today with a few wives, with links you could be working on today with a few wives, with links you could be working on today with a few wives, 
brainstorming! brainstorming! brainstorming! brainstorming!     
    
Bamboozled by GE niger lovers who also killed your daughters via Bamboozled by GE niger lovers who also killed your daughters via Bamboozled by GE niger lovers who also killed your daughters via Bamboozled by GE niger lovers who also killed your daughters via 
OJ Clones who kill every day! OJ Clones who kill every day! OJ Clones who kill every day! OJ Clones who kill every day!     
    
Bush and his daughters.... get some young girl killed every day of Bush and his daughters.... get some young girl killed every day of Bush and his daughters.... get some young girl killed every day of Bush and his daughters.... get some young girl killed every day of 
the year 2011 the year 2011 the year 2011 the year 2011     
    
Clinton and Katie Couric suppressed the Breast Cancer Memorial Clinton and Katie Couric suppressed the Breast Cancer Memorial Clinton and Katie Couric suppressed the Breast Cancer Memorial Clinton and Katie Couric suppressed the Breast Cancer Memorial     
    
"Smart Cars" Crash test results on ABC Disney Good Morning "Smart Cars" Crash test results on ABC Disney Good Morning "Smart Cars" Crash test results on ABC Disney Good Morning "Smart Cars" Crash test results on ABC Disney Good Morning 
America without the Super Air Bags on the Outside! Crash and America without the Super Air Bags on the Outside! Crash and America without the Super Air Bags on the Outside! Crash and America without the Super Air Bags on the Outside! Crash and 
Burn video from ABC and Disney is suppressed. Burn video from ABC and Disney is suppressed. Burn video from ABC and Disney is suppressed. Burn video from ABC and Disney is suppressed.     
    
Car Cam TV Show... we have Turtle Cam and Lion Cam while 100 Car Cam TV Show... we have Turtle Cam and Lion Cam while 100 Car Cam TV Show... we have Turtle Cam and Lion Cam while 100 Car Cam TV Show... we have Turtle Cam and Lion Cam while 100 
crash and burn without Car Cam TV crash and burn without Car Cam TV crash and burn without Car Cam TV crash and burn without Car Cam TV     
    
FBI Cam inside Car... suppressed by Clinton and Katie Couric FBI Cam inside Car... suppressed by Clinton and Katie Couric FBI Cam inside Car... suppressed by Clinton and Katie Couric FBI Cam inside Car... suppressed by Clinton and Katie Couric     
    
Memorial Day 2011... 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 2011... 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 2011... 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 2011... 30 May 2011     
    
$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues by the Ruling Class $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues by the Ruling Class $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues by the Ruling Class $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues by the Ruling Class ----        
    
Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on...     
    
Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011...     
    
Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on... Gasoline at $4 a gallon is a scam on...     
    
Invention of Warp Speed Invention of Warp Speed Invention of Warp Speed Invention of Warp Speed     
    
via Gravity Engine Invention has been suppressed along with the via Gravity Engine Invention has been suppressed along with the via Gravity Engine Invention has been suppressed along with the via Gravity Engine Invention has been suppressed along with the 
ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar     
    
Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011...     

        

    
    
Warp Speed Invention is the Gravity Engine. Warp Speed Invention is the Gravity Engine. Warp Speed Invention is the Gravity Engine. Warp Speed Invention is the Gravity Engine.     
    
Gravity Engine works by pulling and pushing. Gravity engine Gravity Engine works by pulling and pushing. Gravity engine Gravity Engine works by pulling and pushing. Gravity engine Gravity Engine works by pulling and pushing. Gravity engine 
requires no fuel or windmills.requires no fuel or windmills.requires no fuel or windmills.requires no fuel or windmills.    
    
Gravity Engine will look like a Satellite Dish... Gravity Engine will look like a Satellite Dish... Gravity Engine will look like a Satellite Dish... Gravity Engine will look like a Satellite Dish...     
    
Gravity Engine Satellite Dish will take in the Gravity Waves.... Gravity Engine Satellite Dish will take in the Gravity Waves.... Gravity Engine Satellite Dish will take in the Gravity Waves.... Gravity Engine Satellite Dish will take in the Gravity Waves.... 
Engine like a GE Jet Engine but now the fuel is Gravity will propel it! Engine like a GE Jet Engine but now the fuel is Gravity will propel it! Engine like a GE Jet Engine but now the fuel is Gravity will propel it! Engine like a GE Jet Engine but now the fuel is Gravity will propel it! 
    
    
It's the 2nd perpetual motion machine in our Universe. Electric It's the 2nd perpetual motion machine in our Universe. Electric It's the 2nd perpetual motion machine in our Universe. Electric It's the 2nd perpetual motion machine in our Universe. Electric 
windmill car is the 1st. windmill car is the 1st. windmill car is the 1st. windmill car is the 1st.     
    
    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041     
    
Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011...     
    
Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011...     
    
Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011... Memorial Day 2011...     
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Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a 
Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get 
Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job.     
    
Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 
548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and FL drivers license, 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and FL drivers license, 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and FL drivers license, 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and FL drivers license, 
looking for a job in Key West, please call or email if you can help, looking for a job in Key West, please call or email if you can help, looking for a job in Key West, please call or email if you can help, looking for a job in Key West, please call or email if you can help, 
thanks Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl thanks Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl thanks Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl thanks Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 
33041 33041 33041 33041     
    

        

    
    
    
Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to 
http://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.com        
    
    
http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        

    
ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News     
    
    

        

    
    
1980 Memorial Day 1980 Memorial Day 1980 Memorial Day 1980 Memorial Day ---- Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar  Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar  Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar  Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar     
    
30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day 30 May 2011 Memorial Day     
    
Invention of the Gravity Engine Invention of the Gravity Engine Invention of the Gravity Engine Invention of the Gravity Engine     
    
Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar     
    
    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 
cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904 cell 303 548 9904     
    
www.electricwindmillcar.com www.electricwindmillcar.com www.electricwindmillcar.com www.electricwindmillcar.com     
    
Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on Memorial Day! Brainstorming with wives! started we could work on Memorial Day! Brainstorming with wives! started we could work on Memorial Day! Brainstorming with wives! started we could work on Memorial Day! Brainstorming with wives! 
    
    
Gravity Engine is one of 1,001 Invention Projects Gravity Engine is one of 1,001 Invention Projects Gravity Engine is one of 1,001 Invention Projects Gravity Engine is one of 1,001 Invention Projects     
    
MEMORIAL DAY 2011 VICIOUS, Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY MEMORIAL DAY 2011 VICIOUS, Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY MEMORIAL DAY 2011 VICIOUS, Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY MEMORIAL DAY 2011 VICIOUS, Our Gov. selling you gasoline TODAY 
---- MEMORIAL DAY  MEMORIAL DAY  MEMORIAL DAY  MEMORIAL DAY     

inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        
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Revenge Revenge Revenge Revenge 

for $177 Trillion dollars spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be for $177 Trillion dollars spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be for $177 Trillion dollars spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be for $177 Trillion dollars spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be 
Free H Hydrogen fuel for 7 billion people, have all the Carriers Free H Hydrogen fuel for 7 billion people, have all the Carriers Free H Hydrogen fuel for 7 billion people, have all the Carriers Free H Hydrogen fuel for 7 billion people, have all the Carriers 
converted to carry 10,000 Windmills on several decks like a Cruise converted to carry 10,000 Windmills on several decks like a Cruise converted to carry 10,000 Windmills on several decks like a Cruise converted to carry 10,000 Windmills on several decks like a Cruise 
Ship then we can turn their electricity production into electrolysis Ship then we can turn their electricity production into electrolysis Ship then we can turn their electricity production into electrolysis Ship then we can turn their electricity production into electrolysis 
for H and O and you can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at for H and O and you can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at for H and O and you can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at for H and O and you can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at 
----254 C when the reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port 254 C when the reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port 254 C when the reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port 254 C when the reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port 
instead of MIT invented Missiles. Free H for 5 billion people, revenge instead of MIT invented Missiles. Free H for 5 billion people, revenge instead of MIT invented Missiles. Free H for 5 billion people, revenge instead of MIT invented Missiles. Free H for 5 billion people, revenge 
for selling you $4 a gallon gasoline on Memorial Day 2011... for selling you $4 a gallon gasoline on Memorial Day 2011... for selling you $4 a gallon gasoline on Memorial Day 2011... for selling you $4 a gallon gasoline on Memorial Day 2011...     
    
    

        

    
    
Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a Looking for a job in Key West too.. cell 303 548 9904 I have a 
Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get Passport and Florida drivers license. Call or email if you can get 
Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job. Greg a job.     
    
Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 
548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and FL drivers license, 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and FL drivers license, 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and FL drivers license, 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and FL drivers license, 
looking for a job in Key West, please call or email if you can help, looking for a job in Key West, please call or email if you can help, looking for a job in Key West, please call or email if you can help, looking for a job in Key West, please call or email if you can help, 
thanks Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl thanks Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl thanks Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl thanks Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 
33041 33041 33041 33041     
    

        

    
    
    
Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to 
http://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.com        
    
    
http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        

    
ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News     
    
    

        

    
    
22 May 2011 Mary Hemingway in the last pages of her book "How it 22 May 2011 Mary Hemingway in the last pages of her book "How it 22 May 2011 Mary Hemingway in the last pages of her book "How it 22 May 2011 Mary Hemingway in the last pages of her book "How it 
Was". Mary reflected on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Was". Mary reflected on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Was". Mary reflected on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Was". Mary reflected on the pool at the Hemingway House here in 
Key West, the Trillions of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary Key West, the Trillions of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary Key West, the Trillions of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary Key West, the Trillions of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary 
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sat alone next to this pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by sat alone next to this pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by sat alone next to this pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by sat alone next to this pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by 
choice as I want 4 wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives choice as I want 4 wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives choice as I want 4 wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives choice as I want 4 wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives 
at the same time so we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects at the same time so we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects at the same time so we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects at the same time so we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects 
24/7... 24/7... 24/7... 24/7...     
    
Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     

        

Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     
    
22 May 2011 VICIOUS is the way Mary Hemingway ended her book 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is the way Mary Hemingway ended her book 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is the way Mary Hemingway ended her book 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is the way Mary Hemingway ended her book 
"How it Was" Mary had this realization after a White House dinner "How it Was" Mary had this realization after a White House dinner "How it Was" Mary had this realization after a White House dinner "How it Was" Mary had this realization after a White House dinner 
with President Kennedy and Mr. and Mrs. Oppenheimer. with President Kennedy and Mr. and Mrs. Oppenheimer. with President Kennedy and Mr. and Mrs. Oppenheimer. with President Kennedy and Mr. and Mrs. Oppenheimer.     
    
Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     

        

Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     
    
    
    
    
10 Nearest Stars to Earth are all within 10 Light Years and all have 10 Nearest Stars to Earth are all within 10 Light Years and all have 10 Nearest Stars to Earth are all within 10 Light Years and all have 10 Nearest Stars to Earth are all within 10 Light Years and all have 
Aliens that can be Observed via a new invention via Greg and his Aliens that can be Observed via a new invention via Greg and his Aliens that can be Observed via a new invention via Greg and his Aliens that can be Observed via a new invention via Greg and his 
Wives to see Aliens, this invention project is light years from NASA, Wives to see Aliens, this invention project is light years from NASA, Wives to see Aliens, this invention project is light years from NASA, Wives to see Aliens, this invention project is light years from NASA, 
Sandia Labs, University of California Berkeley Lab Sandia Labs, University of California Berkeley Lab Sandia Labs, University of California Berkeley Lab Sandia Labs, University of California Berkeley Lab ---- Coup D'Etat via  Coup D'Etat via  Coup D'Etat via  Coup D'Etat via 
Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar 1980. Help Mary Hemingway Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar 1980. Help Mary Hemingway Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar 1980. Help Mary Hemingway Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar 1980. Help Mary Hemingway 
save the lives of 100 kids sitting on death row in hot cars... summer save the lives of 100 kids sitting on death row in hot cars... summer save the lives of 100 kids sitting on death row in hot cars... summer save the lives of 100 kids sitting on death row in hot cars... summer 
is almost here time is running out for these kids, our VICIOUS is almost here time is running out for these kids, our VICIOUS is almost here time is running out for these kids, our VICIOUS is almost here time is running out for these kids, our VICIOUS 
hunters of terrorists kill many, many more women and children hunters of terrorists kill many, many more women and children hunters of terrorists kill many, many more women and children hunters of terrorists kill many, many more women and children 
world wide than just these 100 kids left in hot cars in the USA! world wide than just these 100 kids left in hot cars in the USA! world wide than just these 100 kids left in hot cars in the USA! world wide than just these 100 kids left in hot cars in the USA! 
Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects we could work on if  1,001 Invention Projects we could work on if  1,001 Invention Projects we could work on if  1,001 Invention Projects we could work on if 
our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     
    

Mary reflected Mary reflected Mary reflected Mary reflected 

on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Key West, the Trillions on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Key West, the Trillions on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Key West, the Trillions on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Key West, the Trillions 
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of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary sat alone next to this of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary sat alone next to this of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary sat alone next to this of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary sat alone next to this 
pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by choice as I want 4 pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by choice as I want 4 pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by choice as I want 4 pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by choice as I want 4 
wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives at the same time so wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives at the same time so wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives at the same time so wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives at the same time so 
we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects 24/7... we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects 24/7... we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects 24/7... we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects 24/7...     
    
    
    
Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     

        

Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     
    
    
    
Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     

        

Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     
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22 May 2011 Mary asked President Kennedy if she could talk to 22 May 2011 Mary asked President Kennedy if she could talk to 22 May 2011 Mary asked President Kennedy if she could talk to 22 May 2011 Mary asked President Kennedy if she could talk to 
Fidel... when Kennedy had plans to kill Fidel so he got mad as Hell Fidel... when Kennedy had plans to kill Fidel so he got mad as Hell Fidel... when Kennedy had plans to kill Fidel so he got mad as Hell Fidel... when Kennedy had plans to kill Fidel so he got mad as Hell 
at Mary Hemingway referring to her face to face via the book "Ship at Mary Hemingway referring to her face to face via the book "Ship at Mary Hemingway referring to her face to face via the book "Ship at Mary Hemingway referring to her face to face via the book "Ship 
of Fools" and other comments to her at the table in the clippings of Fools" and other comments to her at the table in the clippings of Fools" and other comments to her at the table in the clippings of Fools" and other comments to her at the table in the clippings 
below. below. below. below.     
    
22 May 2011 Mary Hemingway wonders who is going to "instigate 22 May 2011 Mary Hemingway wonders who is going to "instigate 22 May 2011 Mary Hemingway wonders who is going to "instigate 22 May 2011 Mary Hemingway wonders who is going to "instigate 
the rescue of humanity from VICIOUS people" who are the Ruling the rescue of humanity from VICIOUS people" who are the Ruling the rescue of humanity from VICIOUS people" who are the Ruling the rescue of humanity from VICIOUS people" who are the Ruling 
Classes actually. Classes actually. Classes actually. Classes actually.     
    
    
    
22 May 2011 VICIOUS is the way Mary Hemingway ended her book 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is the way Mary Hemingway ended her book 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is the way Mary Hemingway ended her book 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is the way Mary Hemingway ended her book 
"How it Was" Mary had this realization after a White House dinner "How it Was" Mary had this realization after a White House dinner "How it Was" Mary had this realization after a White House dinner "How it Was" Mary had this realization after a White House dinner 
with President Kennedy and Mr. and Mrs. Oppenheimer. with President Kennedy and Mr. and Mrs. Oppenheimer. with President Kennedy and Mr. and Mrs. Oppenheimer. with President Kennedy and Mr. and Mrs. Oppenheimer.     
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22 May 2011 OJ Clones are VICIOUS, and the Ruling Class who suck 22 May 2011 OJ Clones are VICIOUS, and the Ruling Class who suck 22 May 2011 OJ Clones are VICIOUS, and the Ruling Class who suck 22 May 2011 OJ Clones are VICIOUS, and the Ruling Class who suck 
up to them rationalize for all the wrong reasoning, reasons! 25k up to them rationalize for all the wrong reasoning, reasons! 25k up to them rationalize for all the wrong reasoning, reasons! 25k up to them rationalize for all the wrong reasoning, reasons! 25k 
were murdered, gov did not break it down as to how many were OJ were murdered, gov did not break it down as to how many were OJ were murdered, gov did not break it down as to how many were OJ were murdered, gov did not break it down as to how many were OJ 
type murders but we can realize its over 50%! 90% of this 25,000 type murders but we can realize its over 50%! 90% of this 25,000 type murders but we can realize its over 50%! 90% of this 25,000 type murders but we can realize its over 50%! 90% of this 25,000 
murders were women killed by men, mostly black males. This is why murders were women killed by men, mostly black males. This is why murders were women killed by men, mostly black males. This is why murders were women killed by men, mostly black males. This is why 
the gov statistics dept did not break down the stats! the gov statistics dept did not break down the stats! the gov statistics dept did not break down the stats! the gov statistics dept did not break down the stats!     
    
Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     

        

Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     
    
22 May 2011 WHO at the UN is not going to instigate a CURE to 22 May 2011 WHO at the UN is not going to instigate a CURE to 22 May 2011 WHO at the UN is not going to instigate a CURE to 22 May 2011 WHO at the UN is not going to instigate a CURE to 
save women from being murdered via Gas Lobotomy or help Greg save women from being murdered via Gas Lobotomy or help Greg save women from being murdered via Gas Lobotomy or help Greg save women from being murdered via Gas Lobotomy or help Greg 
brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer as WHO at the UN is a Criminal Organization that is Cancer as WHO at the UN is a Criminal Organization that is Cancer as WHO at the UN is a Criminal Organization that is Cancer as WHO at the UN is a Criminal Organization that is 
VICIOUS in its goings alone with a criminal United Nations! VICIOUS in its goings alone with a criminal United Nations! VICIOUS in its goings alone with a criminal United Nations! VICIOUS in its goings alone with a criminal United Nations!     
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22 May 2011 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars because the UN 22 May 2011 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars because the UN 22 May 2011 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars because the UN 22 May 2011 100 kids sit on death row in hot cars because the UN 
goes alone with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar with its goes alone with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar with its goes alone with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar with its goes alone with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar with its 
24/7 Climate Control accessory, and its other newly invented 24/7 Climate Control accessory, and its other newly invented 24/7 Climate Control accessory, and its other newly invented 24/7 Climate Control accessory, and its other newly invented 
accessories gasoline cars could never ever come with. accessories gasoline cars could never ever come with. accessories gasoline cars could never ever come with. accessories gasoline cars could never ever come with.     
    
22 May 2011 Like the 31 year old shuttle Atlantis NASA is going to 22 May 2011 Like the 31 year old shuttle Atlantis NASA is going to 22 May 2011 Like the 31 year old shuttle Atlantis NASA is going to 22 May 2011 Like the 31 year old shuttle Atlantis NASA is going to 
blast off on July 8th, kids will die in a hot car on July 8th! VICIOUS blast off on July 8th, kids will die in a hot car on July 8th! VICIOUS blast off on July 8th, kids will die in a hot car on July 8th! VICIOUS blast off on July 8th, kids will die in a hot car on July 8th! VICIOUS 
how vicious is this by NASA not to warn people watching the how vicious is this by NASA not to warn people watching the how vicious is this by NASA not to warn people watching the how vicious is this by NASA not to warn people watching the 
Atlantis Shuttle Blast off not to leave your kid in a hot car at the Atlantis Shuttle Blast off not to leave your kid in a hot car at the Atlantis Shuttle Blast off not to leave your kid in a hot car at the Atlantis Shuttle Blast off not to leave your kid in a hot car at the 
Cape? How VICIOUS is Caroline Kennedy, knowing all this too? Cape? How VICIOUS is Caroline Kennedy, knowing all this too? Cape? How VICIOUS is Caroline Kennedy, knowing all this too? Cape? How VICIOUS is Caroline Kennedy, knowing all this too?     
    
22 May 2011 Mary Hemingway in the last pages of her book Mary 22 May 2011 Mary Hemingway in the last pages of her book Mary 22 May 2011 Mary Hemingway in the last pages of her book Mary 22 May 2011 Mary Hemingway in the last pages of her book Mary 
reflected on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Key West, the reflected on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Key West, the reflected on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Key West, the reflected on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Key West, the 
Trillions of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary sat alone next Trillions of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary sat alone next Trillions of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary sat alone next Trillions of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary sat alone next 
to this pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by choice as I to this pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by choice as I to this pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by choice as I to this pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by choice as I 
want 4 wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives at the same want 4 wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives at the same want 4 wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives at the same want 4 wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives at the same 
time so we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects 24/7... time so we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects 24/7... time so we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects 24/7... time so we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects 24/7...     
    
22 May 2011 VICIOUS is the way Mary Hemingway ended her book 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is the way Mary Hemingway ended her book 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is the way Mary Hemingway ended her book 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is the way Mary Hemingway ended her book 
"How it Was" Mary had this realization after a White House dinner "How it Was" Mary had this realization after a White House dinner "How it Was" Mary had this realization after a White House dinner "How it Was" Mary had this realization after a White House dinner 
with President Kennedy and Mr. and Mrs. Oppenheimer. with President Kennedy and Mr. and Mrs. Oppenheimer. with President Kennedy and Mr. and Mrs. Oppenheimer. with President Kennedy and Mr. and Mrs. Oppenheimer.     
    
Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     

        

Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     
    
22 May 2011 VICIOUS sales is IBM selling Los Alamos $1 Trillion in 22 May 2011 VICIOUS sales is IBM selling Los Alamos $1 Trillion in 22 May 2011 VICIOUS sales is IBM selling Los Alamos $1 Trillion in 22 May 2011 VICIOUS sales is IBM selling Los Alamos $1 Trillion in 
supercomputers from 1980 to 2011 while the ElectricWindmillCar is supercomputers from 1980 to 2011 while the ElectricWindmillCar is supercomputers from 1980 to 2011 while the ElectricWindmillCar is supercomputers from 1980 to 2011 while the ElectricWindmillCar is 
suppressed. suppressed. suppressed. suppressed.     
    
22 May 2011 VICIOUS is the Los Alamos supercomputer programmer 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is the Los Alamos supercomputer programmer 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is the Los Alamos supercomputer programmer 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is the Los Alamos supercomputer programmer 
not writing a program for Yale Medical School to diagnose the not writing a program for Yale Medical School to diagnose the not writing a program for Yale Medical School to diagnose the not writing a program for Yale Medical School to diagnose the 
hardest to diagnose diseases faster than the most Elite MD hardest to diagnose diseases faster than the most Elite MD hardest to diagnose diseases faster than the most Elite MD hardest to diagnose diseases faster than the most Elite MD 
Professors can brainstorm a diagnosis! Professors can brainstorm a diagnosis! Professors can brainstorm a diagnosis! Professors can brainstorm a diagnosis!     
    
22 May 2011 VICIOUS is Bill Gates not pre installing 1,001 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is Bill Gates not pre installing 1,001 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is Bill Gates not pre installing 1,001 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is Bill Gates not pre installing 1,001 
Invention Projects spelled out with links you can click on to get Invention Projects spelled out with links you can click on to get Invention Projects spelled out with links you can click on to get Invention Projects spelled out with links you can click on to get 
started invented, Gregs new OS and PC will have this and an started invented, Gregs new OS and PC will have this and an started invented, Gregs new OS and PC will have this and an started invented, Gregs new OS and PC will have this and an 
Inventor Operating System! Inventor Operating System! Inventor Operating System! Inventor Operating System!     
    
Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     

        

Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     
    
22 May 2011 VICIOUS is Saudi Arabia buying organs from dead 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is Saudi Arabia buying organs from dead 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is Saudi Arabia buying organs from dead 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is Saudi Arabia buying organs from dead 
kid, some who died in hot cars while American kids wait for the kid, some who died in hot cars while American kids wait for the kid, some who died in hot cars while American kids wait for the kid, some who died in hot cars while American kids wait for the 
same organ for a transplant... Bush has been selling organs to his same organ for a transplant... Bush has been selling organs to his same organ for a transplant... Bush has been selling organs to his same organ for a transplant... Bush has been selling organs to his 
Saudi friends for decades, this is Vicious! Saudi friends for decades, this is Vicious! Saudi friends for decades, this is Vicious! Saudi friends for decades, this is Vicious!     
    
22 May 2011 VICIOUS is Letterman in his yellow stripe tie making a 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is Letterman in his yellow stripe tie making a 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is Letterman in his yellow stripe tie making a 22 May 2011 VICIOUS is Letterman in his yellow stripe tie making a 
joke about Leno driving by a fiery LA Wreck and not stopping to joke about Leno driving by a fiery LA Wreck and not stopping to joke about Leno driving by a fiery LA Wreck and not stopping to joke about Leno driving by a fiery LA Wreck and not stopping to 
help... because Kennedy is driving drunk with Mary in the car and help... because Kennedy is driving drunk with Mary in the car and help... because Kennedy is driving drunk with Mary in the car and help... because Kennedy is driving drunk with Mary in the car and 
at the White House dinner for Nobel Prize winners! at the White House dinner for Nobel Prize winners! at the White House dinner for Nobel Prize winners! at the White House dinner for Nobel Prize winners!     
    
    
10 Nearest Stars to Earth are all within 10 Light Years and all have 10 Nearest Stars to Earth are all within 10 Light Years and all have 10 Nearest Stars to Earth are all within 10 Light Years and all have 10 Nearest Stars to Earth are all within 10 Light Years and all have 
Aliens that can be Observed via a new invention via Greg and his Aliens that can be Observed via a new invention via Greg and his Aliens that can be Observed via a new invention via Greg and his Aliens that can be Observed via a new invention via Greg and his 
Wives to see Aliens, this invention project is light years from NASA, Wives to see Aliens, this invention project is light years from NASA, Wives to see Aliens, this invention project is light years from NASA, Wives to see Aliens, this invention project is light years from NASA, 
Sandia Labs, University of California Berkeley Lab Sandia Labs, University of California Berkeley Lab Sandia Labs, University of California Berkeley Lab Sandia Labs, University of California Berkeley Lab ---- Coup D'Etat via  Coup D'Etat via  Coup D'Etat via  Coup D'Etat via 
Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar 1980. Help Mary Hemingway Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar 1980. Help Mary Hemingway Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar 1980. Help Mary Hemingway Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar 1980. Help Mary Hemingway 
save the lives of 100 kids sitting on death row in hot cars... summer save the lives of 100 kids sitting on death row in hot cars... summer save the lives of 100 kids sitting on death row in hot cars... summer save the lives of 100 kids sitting on death row in hot cars... summer 
is almost here time is running out for these kids, our VICIOUS is almost here time is running out for these kids, our VICIOUS is almost here time is running out for these kids, our VICIOUS is almost here time is running out for these kids, our VICIOUS 
hunters of terrorists kill many, many more women and children hunters of terrorists kill many, many more women and children hunters of terrorists kill many, many more women and children hunters of terrorists kill many, many more women and children 
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world wide than just these 100 kids left in hot cars in the USA! world wide than just these 100 kids left in hot cars in the USA! world wide than just these 100 kids left in hot cars in the USA! world wide than just these 100 kids left in hot cars in the USA! 
Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects we could work on if  1,001 Invention Projects we could work on if  1,001 Invention Projects we could work on if  1,001 Invention Projects we could work on if 
our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     
    
    
Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     

        

Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     
    

    
22 May 2011 Mary Hemingway in the last pages of her book Mary 22 May 2011 Mary Hemingway in the last pages of her book Mary 22 May 2011 Mary Hemingway in the last pages of her book Mary 22 May 2011 Mary Hemingway in the last pages of her book Mary 
reflected on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Key West, the reflected on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Key West, the reflected on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Key West, the reflected on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Key West, the 
Trillions of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary sat alone next Trillions of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary sat alone next Trillions of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary sat alone next Trillions of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary sat alone next 
to this pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by choice as I to this pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by choice as I to this pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by choice as I to this pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by choice as I 
want 4 wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives at the same want 4 wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives at the same want 4 wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives at the same want 4 wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives at the same 
time so we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects 24/7... time so we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects 24/7... time so we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects 24/7... time so we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects 24/7...     
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Mary reflected Mary reflected Mary reflected Mary reflected 

on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Key West, the Trillions on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Key West, the Trillions on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Key West, the Trillions on the pool at the Hemingway House here in Key West, the Trillions 
of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary sat alone next to this of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary sat alone next to this of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary sat alone next to this of Stars flickering in the pools water. Mary sat alone next to this 
pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by choice as I want 4 pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by choice as I want 4 pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by choice as I want 4 pool, I took pictures of this pool alone. Not by choice as I want 4 
wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives at the same time so wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives at the same time so wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives at the same time so wives like Hemingway but I want all my 4 wives at the same time so 
we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects 24/7... we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects 24/7... we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects 24/7... we can brainstorm 1,001 invention projects 24/7...     
    
Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     

        

Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     
    
    
10 Nearest Stars to Earth are all within 10 Light Years and all have 10 Nearest Stars to Earth are all within 10 Light Years and all have 10 Nearest Stars to Earth are all within 10 Light Years and all have 10 Nearest Stars to Earth are all within 10 Light Years and all have 
Aliens that can be Observed via a new invention via Greg and his Aliens that can be Observed via a new invention via Greg and his Aliens that can be Observed via a new invention via Greg and his Aliens that can be Observed via a new invention via Greg and his 
Wives to see Aliens, this invention project is light years from NASA, Wives to see Aliens, this invention project is light years from NASA, Wives to see Aliens, this invention project is light years from NASA, Wives to see Aliens, this invention project is light years from NASA, 
Sandia Labs, University of California Berkeley Lab Sandia Labs, University of California Berkeley Lab Sandia Labs, University of California Berkeley Lab Sandia Labs, University of California Berkeley Lab ---- Coup D'Etat via  Coup D'Etat via  Coup D'Etat via  Coup D'Etat via 
Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar 1980. Help Mary Hemingway Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar 1980. Help Mary Hemingway Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar 1980. Help Mary Hemingway Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar 1980. Help Mary Hemingway 
save the lives of 100 kids sitting on death row in hot cars... summer save the lives of 100 kids sitting on death row in hot cars... summer save the lives of 100 kids sitting on death row in hot cars... summer save the lives of 100 kids sitting on death row in hot cars... summer 
is almost here time is running out for these kids, our VICIOUS is almost here time is running out for these kids, our VICIOUS is almost here time is running out for these kids, our VICIOUS is almost here time is running out for these kids, our VICIOUS 
hunters of terrorists kill many, many more women and children hunters of terrorists kill many, many more women and children hunters of terrorists kill many, many more women and children hunters of terrorists kill many, many more women and children 
world wide than just these 100 kids left in hot cars in the USA! world wide than just these 100 kids left in hot cars in the USA! world wide than just these 100 kids left in hot cars in the USA! world wide than just these 100 kids left in hot cars in the USA! 
Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects we could work on if  1,001 Invention Projects we could work on if  1,001 Invention Projects we could work on if  1,001 Invention Projects we could work on if 
our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     
    
    
    
Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     

        

Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     
    
    
    
Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     
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Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     
    
    
    
Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     

        

Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     
    
    
    
Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     

        

Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST Serendipity LOST ------------ 1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you  1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you 
started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS! started we could work on if our Gov. was not so VICIOUS!     
    
    
    

Revenge Revenge Revenge Revenge 

for $177 Trillion dollars spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be for $177 Trillion dollars spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be for $177 Trillion dollars spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be for $177 Trillion dollars spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be 
Free H Hydrogen fuel for 7 billion people, have all the Carriers Free H Hydrogen fuel for 7 billion people, have all the Carriers Free H Hydrogen fuel for 7 billion people, have all the Carriers Free H Hydrogen fuel for 7 billion people, have all the Carriers 
converted to carry 10,000 Windmills on several decks like a Cruise converted to carry 10,000 Windmills on several decks like a Cruise converted to carry 10,000 Windmills on several decks like a Cruise converted to carry 10,000 Windmills on several decks like a Cruise 
Ship then we can turn their electricity production into electrolysis Ship then we can turn their electricity production into electrolysis Ship then we can turn their electricity production into electrolysis Ship then we can turn their electricity production into electrolysis 
for H and O and you can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at for H and O and you can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at for H and O and you can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at for H and O and you can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at 
----254 C when the reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port 254 C when the reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port 254 C when the reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port 254 C when the reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port 
instead of MIT invented Missiles. instead of MIT invented Missiles. instead of MIT invented Missiles. instead of MIT invented Missiles.     
    
2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 
Carriers... Carriers... Carriers... Carriers...     
    
2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 
Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts 
Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at ----254 C will test the 254 C will test the 254 C will test the 254 C will test the 
Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin! Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin! Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin! Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin!     
    
2011 : Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" has been suppressed 2011 : Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" has been suppressed 2011 : Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" has been suppressed 2011 : Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" has been suppressed 
since October of 1980. since October of 1980. since October of 1980. since October of 1980.     
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2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 
legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed!     
    
2011 : Key West, Ten Eiffel Tower Structures built to house "Shipping 2011 : Key West, Ten Eiffel Tower Structures built to house "Shipping 2011 : Key West, Ten Eiffel Tower Structures built to house "Shipping 2011 : Key West, Ten Eiffel Tower Structures built to house "Shipping 
Containers" for Bill and Melinda Gates patients flying into the Containers" for Bill and Melinda Gates patients flying into the Containers" for Bill and Melinda Gates patients flying into the Containers" for Bill and Melinda Gates patients flying into the 
YaleYaleYaleYale----Key West Medical school, and (Hurricane Shelter)... grin. Bill Key West Medical school, and (Hurricane Shelter)... grin. Bill Key West Medical school, and (Hurricane Shelter)... grin. Bill Key West Medical school, and (Hurricane Shelter)... grin. Bill 
and Melinda Gates failed to cure much of anything, the MD from and Melinda Gates failed to cure much of anything, the MD from and Melinda Gates failed to cure much of anything, the MD from and Melinda Gates failed to cure much of anything, the MD from 
1911 made more progress! 1911 made more progress! 1911 made more progress! 1911 made more progress!     
    

Cop Cop Cop Cop 

burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 400,000 none are pictured on the burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 400,000 none are pictured on the burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 400,000 none are pictured on the burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 400,000 none are pictured on the 
front page of the New York Times! All 400k are persona non grata front page of the New York Times! All 400k are persona non grata front page of the New York Times! All 400k are persona non grata front page of the New York Times! All 400k are persona non grata 
by Clintons and the State Dept, none can even sue BP Oil for the by Clintons and the State Dept, none can even sue BP Oil for the by Clintons and the State Dept, none can even sue BP Oil for the by Clintons and the State Dept, none can even sue BP Oil for the 
pains of the gasoline burns caused by suppressing the pains of the gasoline burns caused by suppressing the pains of the gasoline burns caused by suppressing the pains of the gasoline burns caused by suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!     
    
15 May 2011 Hemingway's Treasury For The Free World 15 May 2011 Hemingway's Treasury For The Free World 15 May 2011 Hemingway's Treasury For The Free World 15 May 2011 Hemingway's Treasury For The Free World ---- READ this,  READ this,  READ this,  READ this, 
notice the MD comments by Hemingway! We must examine our notice the MD comments by Hemingway! We must examine our notice the MD comments by Hemingway! We must examine our notice the MD comments by Hemingway! We must examine our 
World like a MD yet today 15 May 2011 kidney and pituitary's 9 World like a MD yet today 15 May 2011 kidney and pituitary's 9 World like a MD yet today 15 May 2011 kidney and pituitary's 9 World like a MD yet today 15 May 2011 kidney and pituitary's 9 
hormones are light years from most conversations with Tourists on hormones are light years from most conversations with Tourists on hormones are light years from most conversations with Tourists on hormones are light years from most conversations with Tourists on 
Duval Street. Saudi Arabia has the Free Medical School not Key Duval Street. Saudi Arabia has the Free Medical School not Key Duval Street. Saudi Arabia has the Free Medical School not Key Duval Street. Saudi Arabia has the Free Medical School not Key 
West because our Admiral suppressed the ElectricWindmillcar's West because our Admiral suppressed the ElectricWindmillcar's West because our Admiral suppressed the ElectricWindmillcar's West because our Admiral suppressed the ElectricWindmillcar's 
invention in 1980 giving Saudi Arabia and BP Oil $177 Trillion to invention in 1980 giving Saudi Arabia and BP Oil $177 Trillion to invention in 1980 giving Saudi Arabia and BP Oil $177 Trillion to invention in 1980 giving Saudi Arabia and BP Oil $177 Trillion to 
spend on War Toys made by MIT... spend on War Toys made by MIT... spend on War Toys made by MIT... spend on War Toys made by MIT...     
    
1946 Hemingway wrote this after the 1st and 2nd A Bomb was used 1946 Hemingway wrote this after the 1st and 2nd A Bomb was used 1946 Hemingway wrote this after the 1st and 2nd A Bomb was used 1946 Hemingway wrote this after the 1st and 2nd A Bomb was used 
on Japan to End War on Japan to End War on Japan to End War on Japan to End War     
    
15 May 2011 Hemingway's Treasury For The Free World 15 May 2011 Hemingway's Treasury For The Free World 15 May 2011 Hemingway's Treasury For The Free World 15 May 2011 Hemingway's Treasury For The Free World ---- Yale Key  Yale Key  Yale Key  Yale Key 
West Medical School in 1947 to make work putting the War Vets to West Medical School in 1947 to make work putting the War Vets to West Medical School in 1947 to make work putting the War Vets to West Medical School in 1947 to make work putting the War Vets to 
Work in Key West with a Free University like Saudi Arabia has Work in Key West with a Free University like Saudi Arabia has Work in Key West with a Free University like Saudi Arabia has Work in Key West with a Free University like Saudi Arabia has 
today would have discovered 1,001 Penicillins and Landing on the today would have discovered 1,001 Penicillins and Landing on the today would have discovered 1,001 Penicillins and Landing on the today would have discovered 1,001 Penicillins and Landing on the 
Moon via Kennedy would have LEAD to Alpha Centauri and a Moon via Kennedy would have LEAD to Alpha Centauri and a Moon via Kennedy would have LEAD to Alpha Centauri and a Moon via Kennedy would have LEAD to Alpha Centauri and a 
Orwellian Society that was determined to Observe Aliens via Orwellian Society that was determined to Observe Aliens via Orwellian Society that was determined to Observe Aliens via Orwellian Society that was determined to Observe Aliens via 
inventions! inventions! inventions! inventions!     
    
15 May 2011 Hemingway's options to End War On Earth might have 15 May 2011 Hemingway's options to End War On Earth might have 15 May 2011 Hemingway's options to End War On Earth might have 15 May 2011 Hemingway's options to End War On Earth might have 
worked if he was a Inventor working with all four of his wives 24/7 worked if he was a Inventor working with all four of his wives 24/7 worked if he was a Inventor working with all four of his wives 24/7 worked if he was a Inventor working with all four of his wives 24/7 
on 1,001 Invention Projects. Bully's Gas Lobotomy and an on 1,001 Invention Projects. Bully's Gas Lobotomy and an on 1,001 Invention Projects. Bully's Gas Lobotomy and an on 1,001 Invention Projects. Bully's Gas Lobotomy and an 
Invention "gas" to cure greed as BP Oil has taken in $177 Trillion Invention "gas" to cure greed as BP Oil has taken in $177 Trillion Invention "gas" to cure greed as BP Oil has taken in $177 Trillion Invention "gas" to cure greed as BP Oil has taken in $177 Trillion 
in oil revenues since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in in oil revenues since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in in oil revenues since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in in oil revenues since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 
1980. 1980. 1980. 1980.     
    
15 May 2011 Caroline Kennedy in the White House Situation Room 15 May 2011 Caroline Kennedy in the White House Situation Room 15 May 2011 Caroline Kennedy in the White House Situation Room 15 May 2011 Caroline Kennedy in the White House Situation Room 
Yesterday Yesterday Yesterday Yesterday ---- I'm sure her Elite Orwellian Group talked about the 100  I'm sure her Elite Orwellian Group talked about the 100  I'm sure her Elite Orwellian Group talked about the 100  I'm sure her Elite Orwellian Group talked about the 100 
kids on death row sitting in hot cars, who will die this summer if kids on death row sitting in hot cars, who will die this summer if kids on death row sitting in hot cars, who will die this summer if kids on death row sitting in hot cars, who will die this summer if 
CBS Katie Couric does not make their predicament the Top News CBS Katie Couric does not make their predicament the Top News CBS Katie Couric does not make their predicament the Top News CBS Katie Couric does not make their predicament the Top News 
Story her last week at CBS Nightly News. 40,000 Breast Cancer Story her last week at CBS Nightly News. 40,000 Breast Cancer Story her last week at CBS Nightly News. 40,000 Breast Cancer Story her last week at CBS Nightly News. 40,000 Breast Cancer 
women also are on death row, mercy for them is no more false hope women also are on death row, mercy for them is no more false hope women also are on death row, mercy for them is no more false hope women also are on death row, mercy for them is no more false hope 
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stories by Katie Couric after the coming week. Dr. Jennifer Ashton, stories by Katie Couric after the coming week. Dr. Jennifer Ashton, stories by Katie Couric after the coming week. Dr. Jennifer Ashton, stories by Katie Couric after the coming week. Dr. Jennifer Ashton, 
and Dr Nancy Snyderman will not be brainstorming with the and Dr Nancy Snyderman will not be brainstorming with the and Dr Nancy Snyderman will not be brainstorming with the and Dr Nancy Snyderman will not be brainstorming with the 
public a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer as public a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer as public a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer as public a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer as 
Caroline Kennedy in the JFK Situation Room is to "SLOW" to save Caroline Kennedy in the JFK Situation Room is to "SLOW" to save Caroline Kennedy in the JFK Situation Room is to "SLOW" to save Caroline Kennedy in the JFK Situation Room is to "SLOW" to save 
them from a tortured death, because McCain and the Pentagon them from a tortured death, because McCain and the Pentagon them from a tortured death, because McCain and the Pentagon them from a tortured death, because McCain and the Pentagon 
Gates were into Torturing 9/11 terrorists... Who are the "Real Gates were into Torturing 9/11 terrorists... Who are the "Real Gates were into Torturing 9/11 terrorists... Who are the "Real Gates were into Torturing 9/11 terrorists... Who are the "Real 
Terrorists" Today, as Bush and his daughter on NBC GE would say Terrorists" Today, as Bush and his daughter on NBC GE would say Terrorists" Today, as Bush and his daughter on NBC GE would say Terrorists" Today, as Bush and his daughter on NBC GE would say 
you do the math. You don't have to be a NASA Rocket Scientists to you do the math. You don't have to be a NASA Rocket Scientists to you do the math. You don't have to be a NASA Rocket Scientists to you do the math. You don't have to be a NASA Rocket Scientists to 
get the right answer. get the right answer. get the right answer. get the right answer.     
    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 ----        
Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 
548 9904 in Key West! 548 9904 in Key West! 548 9904 in Key West! 548 9904 in Key West!     
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15 May 2011 Hemingway's Treasury For The Free World 15 May 2011 Hemingway's Treasury For The Free World 15 May 2011 Hemingway's Treasury For The Free World 15 May 2011 Hemingway's Treasury For The Free World ----    READ this, READ this, READ this, READ this, 
notice the MD comments by Hemingway! We must examine our notice the MD comments by Hemingway! We must examine our notice the MD comments by Hemingway! We must examine our notice the MD comments by Hemingway! We must examine our 
World like a MD yet today 15 May 2011 kidney and pituitary's 9 World like a MD yet today 15 May 2011 kidney and pituitary's 9 World like a MD yet today 15 May 2011 kidney and pituitary's 9 World like a MD yet today 15 May 2011 kidney and pituitary's 9 
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hormones are light years from most conversations with Tourists on hormones are light years from most conversations with Tourists on hormones are light years from most conversations with Tourists on hormones are light years from most conversations with Tourists on 
Duval Street. Saudi Arabia has the Free Medical School not Key Duval Street. Saudi Arabia has the Free Medical School not Key Duval Street. Saudi Arabia has the Free Medical School not Key Duval Street. Saudi Arabia has the Free Medical School not Key 
West because our Admiral suppressed the ElectricWindmillcar's West because our Admiral suppressed the ElectricWindmillcar's West because our Admiral suppressed the ElectricWindmillcar's West because our Admiral suppressed the ElectricWindmillcar's 
invention in 1980 giving Saudi Arabia and BP Oil $177 Trillion to invention in 1980 giving Saudi Arabia and BP Oil $177 Trillion to invention in 1980 giving Saudi Arabia and BP Oil $177 Trillion to invention in 1980 giving Saudi Arabia and BP Oil $177 Trillion to 
spend on War Toys made by MIT... spend on War Toys made by MIT... spend on War Toys made by MIT... spend on War Toys made by MIT...     
    
1946 Hemingway wrote this after the 1st and 2nd A Bomb was used 1946 Hemingway wrote this after the 1st and 2nd A Bomb was used 1946 Hemingway wrote this after the 1st and 2nd A Bomb was used 1946 Hemingway wrote this after the 1st and 2nd A Bomb was used 
on Japan to End War on Japan to End War on Japan to End War on Japan to End War     
    
15 May 2011 Hemingway's Treasury For The Free World 15 May 2011 Hemingway's Treasury For The Free World 15 May 2011 Hemingway's Treasury For The Free World 15 May 2011 Hemingway's Treasury For The Free World ----    Yale Key Yale Key Yale Key Yale Key 
West Medical School in 1947 to make work putting the War Vets to West Medical School in 1947 to make work putting the War Vets to West Medical School in 1947 to make work putting the War Vets to West Medical School in 1947 to make work putting the War Vets to 
Work in Key West with a Free University like Saudi Arabia has Work in Key West with a Free University like Saudi Arabia has Work in Key West with a Free University like Saudi Arabia has Work in Key West with a Free University like Saudi Arabia has 
today would have discovered 1,001 Penicillins and Landing on the today would have discovered 1,001 Penicillins and Landing on the today would have discovered 1,001 Penicillins and Landing on the today would have discovered 1,001 Penicillins and Landing on the 
Moon via Kennedy would have LEAD to Alpha Centauri and a Moon via Kennedy would have LEAD to Alpha Centauri and a Moon via Kennedy would have LEAD to Alpha Centauri and a Moon via Kennedy would have LEAD to Alpha Centauri and a 
Orwellian Society that was determined to Observe Aliens via Orwellian Society that was determined to Observe Aliens via Orwellian Society that was determined to Observe Aliens via Orwellian Society that was determined to Observe Aliens via 
inventions! inventions! inventions! inventions!     
    
15 May 2011 Hemingway's options to End War On Earth might have 15 May 2011 Hemingway's options to End War On Earth might have 15 May 2011 Hemingway's options to End War On Earth might have 15 May 2011 Hemingway's options to End War On Earth might have 
worked if he was a Inventor working with all four of his wives 24/7 worked if he was a Inventor working with all four of his wives 24/7 worked if he was a Inventor working with all four of his wives 24/7 worked if he was a Inventor working with all four of his wives 24/7 
on 1,001 Invention Projects. Bully's Gas Lobotomy and an on 1,001 Invention Projects. Bully's Gas Lobotomy and an on 1,001 Invention Projects. Bully's Gas Lobotomy and an on 1,001 Invention Projects. Bully's Gas Lobotomy and an 
Invention "gas" to cure greed as BP Oil has taken in $177 Trillion Invention "gas" to cure greed as BP Oil has taken in $177 Trillion Invention "gas" to cure greed as BP Oil has taken in $177 Trillion Invention "gas" to cure greed as BP Oil has taken in $177 Trillion 
in oil revenues since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in in oil revenues since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in in oil revenues since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in in oil revenues since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 
1980. 1980. 1980. 1980.     
    
15 May 2011 Caroline Kennedy in the White House Situation Room 15 May 2011 Caroline Kennedy in the White House Situation Room 15 May 2011 Caroline Kennedy in the White House Situation Room 15 May 2011 Caroline Kennedy in the White House Situation Room 
Yesterday Yesterday Yesterday Yesterday ----    I'm sure her Elite Orwellian Group talked about the 100 I'm sure her Elite Orwellian Group talked about the 100 I'm sure her Elite Orwellian Group talked about the 100 I'm sure her Elite Orwellian Group talked about the 100 
kids on death row sitting in hot cars, who will die this summer if kids on death row sitting in hot cars, who will die this summer if kids on death row sitting in hot cars, who will die this summer if kids on death row sitting in hot cars, who will die this summer if 
CBS Katie Couric does not make their predicament the Top News CBS Katie Couric does not make their predicament the Top News CBS Katie Couric does not make their predicament the Top News CBS Katie Couric does not make their predicament the Top News 
Story her last week at CBS Nightly News. 40,000 Breast Cancer Story her last week at CBS Nightly News. 40,000 Breast Cancer Story her last week at CBS Nightly News. 40,000 Breast Cancer Story her last week at CBS Nightly News. 40,000 Breast Cancer 
women also are on death row, mercy for them is no more false hope women also are on death row, mercy for them is no more false hope women also are on death row, mercy for them is no more false hope women also are on death row, mercy for them is no more false hope 
stories by Katie Couric after the coming week. Dr. Jennifer Ashton, stories by Katie Couric after the coming week. Dr. Jennifer Ashton, stories by Katie Couric after the coming week. Dr. Jennifer Ashton, stories by Katie Couric after the coming week. Dr. Jennifer Ashton, 
and Dr Nancy Snyderman will not be brainstorming with the and Dr Nancy Snyderman will not be brainstorming with the and Dr Nancy Snyderman will not be brainstorming with the and Dr Nancy Snyderman will not be brainstorming with the 
public a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer as public a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer as public a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer as public a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer as 
Caroline Kennedy in the JFK Situation Room is to "SLOW" to save Caroline Kennedy in the JFK Situation Room is to "SLOW" to save Caroline Kennedy in the JFK Situation Room is to "SLOW" to save Caroline Kennedy in the JFK Situation Room is to "SLOW" to save 
them from a tortured death, because McCain and the Pentagon them from a tortured death, because McCain and the Pentagon them from a tortured death, because McCain and the Pentagon them from a tortured death, because McCain and the Pentagon 
Gates were into Torturing 9/11 terrorists... Who are the "Real Gates were into Torturing 9/11 terrorists... Who are the "Real Gates were into Torturing 9/11 terrorists... Who are the "Real Gates were into Torturing 9/11 terrorists... Who are the "Real 
Terrorists" Today, as Bush and his daughter on NBC GE would say Terrorists" Today, as Bush and his daughter on NBC GE would say Terrorists" Today, as Bush and his daughter on NBC GE would say Terrorists" Today, as Bush and his daughter on NBC GE would say 
you do the math. You don't have to be a NASA Rocket Scientists to you do the math. You don't have to be a NASA Rocket Scientists to you do the math. You don't have to be a NASA Rocket Scientists to you do the math. You don't have to be a NASA Rocket Scientists to 
get the right answer. get the right answer. get the right answer. get the right answer.     
    
    
    
5 May 2011 NEWS Update 5 May 2011 NEWS Update 5 May 2011 NEWS Update 5 May 2011 NEWS Update ------------    100 kids will die in "Hot Cars"... 100 kids will die in "Hot Cars"... 100 kids will die in "Hot Cars"... 100 kids will die in "Hot Cars"...     
    
5 May 2011 NEWS Update 5 May 2011 NEWS Update 5 May 2011 NEWS Update 5 May 2011 NEWS Update ------------    CBS Early Show News Bin laden dead CBS Early Show News Bin laden dead CBS Early Show News Bin laden dead CBS Early Show News Bin laden dead     
    
5 May 2011 NEWS Update 5 May 2011 NEWS Update 5 May 2011 NEWS Update 5 May 2011 NEWS Update ------------    CBS Laura LoganCBS Laura LoganCBS Laura LoganCBS Laura Logan’’’’s boss at CBS will kill s boss at CBS will kill s boss at CBS will kill s boss at CBS will kill 
100 kids left hot cars in the summer of 2011 as CBS will not report 100 kids left hot cars in the summer of 2011 as CBS will not report 100 kids left hot cars in the summer of 2011 as CBS will not report 100 kids left hot cars in the summer of 2011 as CBS will not report 
the News about the Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar the News about the Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar the News about the Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar the News about the Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar 
invented in 1980 decades before 9/11 and Bin laden and Kaddafi. invented in 1980 decades before 9/11 and Bin laden and Kaddafi. invented in 1980 decades before 9/11 and Bin laden and Kaddafi. invented in 1980 decades before 9/11 and Bin laden and Kaddafi.     
    
5 May 2011 NEWS Update 5 May 2011 NEWS Update 5 May 2011 NEWS Update 5 May 2011 NEWS Update ------------    Caroline Kennedy on Letterman and Caroline Kennedy on Letterman and Caroline Kennedy on Letterman and Caroline Kennedy on Letterman and 
the 100 kids sitting on death row in Hot Cars I put this update on the 100 kids sitting on death row in Hot Cars I put this update on the 100 kids sitting on death row in Hot Cars I put this update on the 100 kids sitting on death row in Hot Cars I put this update on 
End War link is below. End War link is below. End War link is below. End War link is below.     
    
Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to 
http://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.com        
    
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 ----        
Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 
548 9904 in Key West! 548 9904 in Key West! 548 9904 in Key West! 548 9904 in Key West!     
    
    
    
    
    
http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        
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CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index----2 I 2 I 2 I 2 I 
edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...        
    
http://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventor----warpwarpwarpwarp----speed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/boss    

    
    

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just Made  New YouTube I Just Made  New YouTube I Just Made  New YouTube I Just Made -------- CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *     
Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !     

About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer        
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w     

    
    
1 May 2011 1 May 2011 1 May 2011 1 May 2011     
    
Key West Songwriters last day in Key West today, young girls Key West Songwriters last day in Key West today, young girls Key West Songwriters last day in Key West today, young girls Key West Songwriters last day in Key West today, young girls 
singing songs they have written in an Orwellian Society. singing songs they have written in an Orwellian Society. singing songs they have written in an Orwellian Society. singing songs they have written in an Orwellian Society. 
Expanding Universe Lyrics, drunk stories about Key West parties for Expanding Universe Lyrics, drunk stories about Key West parties for Expanding Universe Lyrics, drunk stories about Key West parties for Expanding Universe Lyrics, drunk stories about Key West parties for 
Songwriters all week. No lyrics for the antidote for drunkenness... Songwriters all week. No lyrics for the antidote for drunkenness... Songwriters all week. No lyrics for the antidote for drunkenness... Songwriters all week. No lyrics for the antidote for drunkenness... 
grin. Sorry but lyrics that didn't inspire Her Lover to getting the Rx grin. Sorry but lyrics that didn't inspire Her Lover to getting the Rx grin. Sorry but lyrics that didn't inspire Her Lover to getting the Rx grin. Sorry but lyrics that didn't inspire Her Lover to getting the Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer and 1,001 Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer and 1,001 Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer and 1,001 Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer and 1,001 
other social advancements and stifle wars advancements, fail MIT other social advancements and stifle wars advancements, fail MIT other social advancements and stifle wars advancements, fail MIT other social advancements and stifle wars advancements, fail MIT 
guys who build MIT War Toys for the money no lyrics telling them guys who build MIT War Toys for the money no lyrics telling them guys who build MIT War Toys for the money no lyrics telling them guys who build MIT War Toys for the money no lyrics telling them 
they kill Aliens and Star Travels so MIT guys in the dorms listening they kill Aliens and Star Travels so MIT guys in the dorms listening they kill Aliens and Star Travels so MIT guys in the dorms listening they kill Aliens and Star Travels so MIT guys in the dorms listening 
to Lady Gaga have no idea! Key West Songwriters, the women's to Lady Gaga have no idea! Key West Songwriters, the women's to Lady Gaga have no idea! Key West Songwriters, the women's to Lady Gaga have no idea! Key West Songwriters, the women's 
lyrics sing of Love, Lost and Found... Torture Yes but nothing like lyrics sing of Love, Lost and Found... Torture Yes but nothing like lyrics sing of Love, Lost and Found... Torture Yes but nothing like lyrics sing of Love, Lost and Found... Torture Yes but nothing like 
Mom's Torture when she finds out she has breast cancer. Or her Mom's Torture when she finds out she has breast cancer. Or her Mom's Torture when she finds out she has breast cancer. Or her Mom's Torture when she finds out she has breast cancer. Or her 
pain from girl friends breast cancer... ...why will "they" let 100 kids pain from girl friends breast cancer... ...why will "they" let 100 kids pain from girl friends breast cancer... ...why will "they" let 100 kids pain from girl friends breast cancer... ...why will "they" let 100 kids 
die left in hot cars this summer 2011... when the die left in hot cars this summer 2011... when the die left in hot cars this summer 2011... when the die left in hot cars this summer 2011... when the 
ElectricWindmillCar is Climate Controlled via H at ElectricWindmillCar is Climate Controlled via H at ElectricWindmillCar is Climate Controlled via H at ElectricWindmillCar is Climate Controlled via H at ----254 C 24/7... 254 C 24/7... 254 C 24/7... 254 C 24/7... 
Key West Songwriters last day in Key West today, young girls Key West Songwriters last day in Key West today, young girls Key West Songwriters last day in Key West today, young girls Key West Songwriters last day in Key West today, young girls 
singing songs they have written in an Orwellian Society in an Era singing songs they have written in an Orwellian Society in an Era singing songs they have written in an Orwellian Society in an Era singing songs they have written in an Orwellian Society in an Era 
that is suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and all its spin off that is suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and all its spin off that is suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and all its spin off that is suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and all its spin off 
accessories like super air bags on the outside, GPS tracking, Web accessories like super air bags on the outside, GPS tracking, Web accessories like super air bags on the outside, GPS tracking, Web accessories like super air bags on the outside, GPS tracking, Web 
Cam inside + outside, and the 1,001 apps not yet invented for the Cam inside + outside, and the 1,001 apps not yet invented for the Cam inside + outside, and the 1,001 apps not yet invented for the Cam inside + outside, and the 1,001 apps not yet invented for the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era. Madonna lyrics I want to write with her... ElectricWindmillCar Era. Madonna lyrics I want to write with her... ElectricWindmillCar Era. Madonna lyrics I want to write with her... ElectricWindmillCar Era. Madonna lyrics I want to write with her... 
for the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Tour for the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Tour for the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Tour for the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Tour 
by Madonna... lyrics written by Greg Buell Lovestar the 1980 by Madonna... lyrics written by Greg Buell Lovestar the 1980 by Madonna... lyrics written by Greg Buell Lovestar the 1980 by Madonna... lyrics written by Greg Buell Lovestar the 1980 
inventor of the ElectricWindmillcar and the guy who could have inventor of the ElectricWindmillcar and the guy who could have inventor of the ElectricWindmillcar and the guy who could have inventor of the ElectricWindmillcar and the guy who could have 
discovered a Cure for Breast Cancer in 1980! Stopped by our discovered a Cure for Breast Cancer in 1980! Stopped by our discovered a Cure for Breast Cancer in 1980! Stopped by our discovered a Cure for Breast Cancer in 1980! Stopped by our 
Orwellian Society! Orwellian Society! Orwellian Society! Orwellian Society!     
    
1 May 2011 1 May 2011 1 May 2011 1 May 2011     
    
$$$ Key West set up this Songwriters Festival to raise money for $$$ Key West set up this Songwriters Festival to raise money for $$$ Key West set up this Songwriters Festival to raise money for $$$ Key West set up this Songwriters Festival to raise money for 
"Wounded Warriors" when more women are wounded and killed in "Wounded Warriors" when more women are wounded and killed in "Wounded Warriors" when more women are wounded and killed in "Wounded Warriors" when more women are wounded and killed in 
domestic wars living out the womens lyrics of Love, Found, and domestic wars living out the womens lyrics of Love, Found, and domestic wars living out the womens lyrics of Love, Found, and domestic wars living out the womens lyrics of Love, Found, and 
Lost. Lost. Lost. Lost.     
    
1 May 2011 1 May 2011 1 May 2011 1 May 2011     
    
    
    
    

        

Life on Earth is not easy looking for a wife and brainstorming Life on Earth is not easy looking for a wife and brainstorming Life on Earth is not easy looking for a wife and brainstorming Life on Earth is not easy looking for a wife and brainstorming 
1,001 Invention Projects with her. I hope to introduce Polygamy to 1,001 Invention Projects with her. I hope to introduce Polygamy to 1,001 Invention Projects with her. I hope to introduce Polygamy to 1,001 Invention Projects with her. I hope to introduce Polygamy to 
Key West, as I took pictures of the Wedding at Southernmost Cafe Key West, as I took pictures of the Wedding at Southernmost Cafe Key West, as I took pictures of the Wedding at Southernmost Cafe Key West, as I took pictures of the Wedding at Southernmost Cafe 
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next to the women singing... thinking of Gregs Polygamous next to the women singing... thinking of Gregs Polygamous next to the women singing... thinking of Gregs Polygamous next to the women singing... thinking of Gregs Polygamous 
Wedding and can't wait to get started "Brainstorming" 1,001 Wedding and can't wait to get started "Brainstorming" 1,001 Wedding and can't wait to get started "Brainstorming" 1,001 Wedding and can't wait to get started "Brainstorming" 1,001 
invention projects and the "Lyrics" words to this brainstorming invention projects and the "Lyrics" words to this brainstorming invention projects and the "Lyrics" words to this brainstorming invention projects and the "Lyrics" words to this brainstorming 
comes from the minds and hears of humans in this Universe. comes from the minds and hears of humans in this Universe. comes from the minds and hears of humans in this Universe. comes from the minds and hears of humans in this Universe.     
    
1 May 2011 1 May 2011 1 May 2011 1 May 2011     
    
We can't possibly understand how McCain could possibly kill so We can't possibly understand how McCain could possibly kill so We can't possibly understand how McCain could possibly kill so We can't possibly understand how McCain could possibly kill so 
many in Libya while his wife's girl friends die by the 100's a month, many in Libya while his wife's girl friends die by the 100's a month, many in Libya while his wife's girl friends die by the 100's a month, many in Libya while his wife's girl friends die by the 100's a month, 
Yes 100 + in May 2011 from the Torture of dying from breast Yes 100 + in May 2011 from the Torture of dying from breast Yes 100 + in May 2011 from the Torture of dying from breast Yes 100 + in May 2011 from the Torture of dying from breast 
cancer... McCain is psychotic, not helping to cure breast cancer via cancer... McCain is psychotic, not helping to cure breast cancer via cancer... McCain is psychotic, not helping to cure breast cancer via cancer... McCain is psychotic, not helping to cure breast cancer via 
"Manhattan Project" and yes we can invent a "gas lobotomy" for "Manhattan Project" and yes we can invent a "gas lobotomy" for "Manhattan Project" and yes we can invent a "gas lobotomy" for "Manhattan Project" and yes we can invent a "gas lobotomy" for 
McCain, for "OJ Clones" who also kill 100 + in May, for all domestic McCain, for "OJ Clones" who also kill 100 + in May, for all domestic McCain, for "OJ Clones" who also kill 100 + in May, for all domestic McCain, for "OJ Clones" who also kill 100 + in May, for all domestic 
murderers who have not killed yet but will. Reading the statistics murderers who have not killed yet but will. Reading the statistics murderers who have not killed yet but will. Reading the statistics murderers who have not killed yet but will. Reading the statistics 
we can observer the future like a detective but we can invent a way we can observer the future like a detective but we can invent a way we can observer the future like a detective but we can invent a way we can observer the future like a detective but we can invent a way 
to stop the murder via "gas lobotomies". Lyrics to stop domestic to stop the murder via "gas lobotomies". Lyrics to stop domestic to stop the murder via "gas lobotomies". Lyrics to stop domestic to stop the murder via "gas lobotomies". Lyrics to stop domestic 
Murder! Please write Greg some new Lyrics to inspire the "gas Murder! Please write Greg some new Lyrics to inspire the "gas Murder! Please write Greg some new Lyrics to inspire the "gas Murder! Please write Greg some new Lyrics to inspire the "gas 
lobotomy" invention. By a local Key West Songwriter lawyer who has lobotomy" invention. By a local Key West Songwriter lawyer who has lobotomy" invention. By a local Key West Songwriter lawyer who has lobotomy" invention. By a local Key West Songwriter lawyer who has 
done to many "chemicals" grin! As he might have a minidone to many "chemicals" grin! As he might have a minidone to many "chemicals" grin! As he might have a minidone to many "chemicals" grin! As he might have a mini----lobotomy lobotomy lobotomy lobotomy 
from the "chemicals" he has done in Key West! from the "chemicals" he has done in Key West! from the "chemicals" he has done in Key West! from the "chemicals" he has done in Key West!     
    
1 May 2011 1 May 2011 1 May 2011 1 May 2011     
    
Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! 
Hello to Aliens in the 10 Nearest Stars, all 10 within 10 Light Years Hello to Aliens in the 10 Nearest Stars, all 10 within 10 Light Years Hello to Aliens in the 10 Nearest Stars, all 10 within 10 Light Years Hello to Aliens in the 10 Nearest Stars, all 10 within 10 Light Years 
of Earth! 40,000 women die via "Torture of dying from breast of Earth! 40,000 women die via "Torture of dying from breast of Earth! 40,000 women die via "Torture of dying from breast of Earth! 40,000 women die via "Torture of dying from breast 
cancer" this year while the "Orwellian Nobel Prize" goes to BP Oil cancer" this year while the "Orwellian Nobel Prize" goes to BP Oil cancer" this year while the "Orwellian Nobel Prize" goes to BP Oil cancer" this year while the "Orwellian Nobel Prize" goes to BP Oil 
scam of $177 Trillion dollars. scam of $177 Trillion dollars. scam of $177 Trillion dollars. scam of $177 Trillion dollars.     
    
Tornados 500 mph are caused by BP Oil Exhaust and Pentagon Tornados 500 mph are caused by BP Oil Exhaust and Pentagon Tornados 500 mph are caused by BP Oil Exhaust and Pentagon Tornados 500 mph are caused by BP Oil Exhaust and Pentagon 
Exhaust, Social and material Exhaust in a Universe were BP Oil Exhaust, Social and material Exhaust in a Universe were BP Oil Exhaust, Social and material Exhaust in a Universe were BP Oil Exhaust, Social and material Exhaust in a Universe were BP Oil 
and the Wedding of last week were a scam on the Real Universe and the Wedding of last week were a scam on the Real Universe and the Wedding of last week were a scam on the Real Universe and the Wedding of last week were a scam on the Real Universe 
were we need to invent 1,001 inventions with our new Wife... on the were we need to invent 1,001 inventions with our new Wife... on the were we need to invent 1,001 inventions with our new Wife... on the were we need to invent 1,001 inventions with our new Wife... on the 
Honeymoon! Honeymoon! Honeymoon! Honeymoon!     
    
1 May 2011 1 May 2011 1 May 2011 1 May 2011     
    
$177 Trillion dollars to save 40,000 women from the "Torture of $177 Trillion dollars to save 40,000 women from the "Torture of $177 Trillion dollars to save 40,000 women from the "Torture of $177 Trillion dollars to save 40,000 women from the "Torture of 
dying from breast cancer" this year is suppressed in the Key West dying from breast cancer" this year is suppressed in the Key West dying from breast cancer" this year is suppressed in the Key West dying from breast cancer" this year is suppressed in the Key West 
Citizen and The New York Times today, May 1, 2011. Why? Same Citizen and The New York Times today, May 1, 2011. Why? Same Citizen and The New York Times today, May 1, 2011. Why? Same Citizen and The New York Times today, May 1, 2011. Why? Same 
answer covers why will "they" let 100 kids die left in hot cars this answer covers why will "they" let 100 kids die left in hot cars this answer covers why will "they" let 100 kids die left in hot cars this answer covers why will "they" let 100 kids die left in hot cars this 
summer 2011... when the ElectricWindmillCar is Climate Controlled summer 2011... when the ElectricWindmillCar is Climate Controlled summer 2011... when the ElectricWindmillCar is Climate Controlled summer 2011... when the ElectricWindmillCar is Climate Controlled 
via H at via H at via H at via H at ----254 C 24/7... Key West Songwriters last day in Key West 254 C 24/7... Key West Songwriters last day in Key West 254 C 24/7... Key West Songwriters last day in Key West 254 C 24/7... Key West Songwriters last day in Key West 
today, young girls singing songs they have written in an Orwellian today, young girls singing songs they have written in an Orwellian today, young girls singing songs they have written in an Orwellian today, young girls singing songs they have written in an Orwellian 
Society in an Era that is suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and Society in an Era that is suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and Society in an Era that is suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and Society in an Era that is suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and 
all its spin off accessories like super air bags on the outside, GPS all its spin off accessories like super air bags on the outside, GPS all its spin off accessories like super air bags on the outside, GPS all its spin off accessories like super air bags on the outside, GPS 
tracking, Web Cam inside + outside, and the 1,001 apps not yet tracking, Web Cam inside + outside, and the 1,001 apps not yet tracking, Web Cam inside + outside, and the 1,001 apps not yet tracking, Web Cam inside + outside, and the 1,001 apps not yet 
invented for the ElectricWindmillCar Era. invented for the ElectricWindmillCar Era. invented for the ElectricWindmillCar Era. invented for the ElectricWindmillCar Era.     
    
1 May 2011 1 May 2011 1 May 2011 1 May 2011     
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Lyrics with the Universe, In Key West the drunk Songwriters can see Lyrics with the Universe, In Key West the drunk Songwriters can see Lyrics with the Universe, In Key West the drunk Songwriters can see Lyrics with the Universe, In Key West the drunk Songwriters can see 
the Southern Cross at 5 am but they are to drunk to write Lyrics the Southern Cross at 5 am but they are to drunk to write Lyrics the Southern Cross at 5 am but they are to drunk to write Lyrics the Southern Cross at 5 am but they are to drunk to write Lyrics 
about this... antidote invention for drunkenness is Greg's invention about this... antidote invention for drunkenness is Greg's invention about this... antidote invention for drunkenness is Greg's invention about this... antidote invention for drunkenness is Greg's invention 
project! project! project! project!     
    

    
    
Gregs Key West Wedding not paid for by BP Oil $$$ Yes "Tar Balls" in Gregs Key West Wedding not paid for by BP Oil $$$ Yes "Tar Balls" in Gregs Key West Wedding not paid for by BP Oil $$$ Yes "Tar Balls" in Gregs Key West Wedding not paid for by BP Oil $$$ Yes "Tar Balls" in 
White Beach's from 1,001 leaking oil wells most drilled by BP Oil... White Beach's from 1,001 leaking oil wells most drilled by BP Oil... White Beach's from 1,001 leaking oil wells most drilled by BP Oil... White Beach's from 1,001 leaking oil wells most drilled by BP Oil... 
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decades after the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! decades after the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! decades after the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! decades after the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar!     
    
Songs on the Beach! Songs on the Beach! Songs on the Beach! Songs on the Beach!     

    
    
Song Lyrics wow these girls wrote their own songs! Song Lyrics wow these girls wrote their own songs! Song Lyrics wow these girls wrote their own songs! Song Lyrics wow these girls wrote their own songs!     

    
    
"Lyrics "Lyrics "Lyrics "Lyrics ---- Fly Me To the Stars"  Fly Me To the Stars"  Fly Me To the Stars"  Fly Me To the Stars"     
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http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        

Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to 
http://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.com        
    
CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE --------------------    Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index----2 I 2 I 2 I 2 I 
edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...        
    
http://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventor----warpwarpwarpwarp----speed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/boss    

    
    

New New New New --------------------    New YouTube I Just Made New YouTube I Just Made New YouTube I Just Made New YouTube I Just Made --------    CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * *     
Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------    GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !     

About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer        
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w     

    
    
Utopian Novel... Utopian Novel... Utopian Novel... Utopian Novel... ““““A Farewell to ArmsA Farewell to ArmsA Farewell to ArmsA Farewell to Arms””””    is a Utopian Novel... the is a Utopian Novel... the is a Utopian Novel... the is a Utopian Novel... the 
ElectricWindmillCar Invention of 1980 just after Easter! ElectricWindmillCar Invention of 1980 just after Easter! ElectricWindmillCar Invention of 1980 just after Easter! ElectricWindmillCar Invention of 1980 just after Easter! ------------    A Hello A Hello A Hello A Hello 
to Aliens in the 10 Nearest Stars, all 10 within 10 Light Years of to Aliens in the 10 Nearest Stars, all 10 within 10 Light Years of to Aliens in the 10 Nearest Stars, all 10 within 10 Light Years of to Aliens in the 10 Nearest Stars, all 10 within 10 Light Years of 
Earth, all suppressed by NASA's top brass in their novel Easter Day Earth, all suppressed by NASA's top brass in their novel Easter Day Earth, all suppressed by NASA's top brass in their novel Easter Day Earth, all suppressed by NASA's top brass in their novel Easter Day 
news on Google about Mars!. Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing news on Google about Mars!. Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing news on Google about Mars!. Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing news on Google about Mars!. Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing 
a way to Observe Aliens more than God!a way to Observe Aliens more than God!a way to Observe Aliens more than God!a way to Observe Aliens more than God!        
    
24 April 2011 Easter Sunday in Key West with $177 Trillion in oil 24 April 2011 Easter Sunday in Key West with $177 Trillion in oil 24 April 2011 Easter Sunday in Key West with $177 Trillion in oil 24 April 2011 Easter Sunday in Key West with $177 Trillion in oil 
revenues from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Gov. Perks revenues from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Gov. Perks revenues from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Gov. Perks revenues from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Gov. Perks 
go to "Oil" this Easter! go to "Oil" this Easter! go to "Oil" this Easter! go to "Oil" this Easter!     
    
425 American civilians (Cops, Women, Kids) are celebrating Easter 425 American civilians (Cops, Women, Kids) are celebrating Easter 425 American civilians (Cops, Women, Kids) are celebrating Easter 425 American civilians (Cops, Women, Kids) are celebrating Easter 
2011 with gasoline burns over most their bodies from a fiery LA 2011 with gasoline burns over most their bodies from a fiery LA 2011 with gasoline burns over most their bodies from a fiery LA 2011 with gasoline burns over most their bodies from a fiery LA 
Wreck! All are deleted from tomorrows Key West News, so stay out of Wreck! All are deleted from tomorrows Key West News, so stay out of Wreck! All are deleted from tomorrows Key West News, so stay out of Wreck! All are deleted from tomorrows Key West News, so stay out of 
a fiery wreck today! a fiery wreck today! a fiery wreck today! a fiery wreck today!     
    
$4.25 gas today, Easter Sunday in Key West $4.25 gas today, Easter Sunday in Key West $4.25 gas today, Easter Sunday in Key West $4.25 gas today, Easter Sunday in Key West     
    
CBS and ABC Nightly News women Katie Couric and Diane Sawyer... CBS and ABC Nightly News women Katie Couric and Diane Sawyer... CBS and ABC Nightly News women Katie Couric and Diane Sawyer... CBS and ABC Nightly News women Katie Couric and Diane Sawyer... 
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DO NOT! .... march to prevent another 100 Kids from dying left in DO NOT! .... march to prevent another 100 Kids from dying left in DO NOT! .... march to prevent another 100 Kids from dying left in DO NOT! .... march to prevent another 100 Kids from dying left in 
hot cars in the summer of 2011... or 426th person from being hot cars in the summer of 2011... or 426th person from being hot cars in the summer of 2011... or 426th person from being hot cars in the summer of 2011... or 426th person from being 
burned over most their bodies in a fiery LA Wreck! burned over most their bodies in a fiery LA Wreck! burned over most their bodies in a fiery LA Wreck! burned over most their bodies in a fiery LA Wreck!     
    
Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution!     
    
Katie Couric on her last day at CBS news... Breaking News about the Katie Couric on her last day at CBS news... Breaking News about the Katie Couric on her last day at CBS news... Breaking News about the Katie Couric on her last day at CBS news... Breaking News about the 
Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar with Super AirBags on the Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar with Super AirBags on the Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar with Super AirBags on the Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar with Super AirBags on the 
outside, cooled via H at outside, cooled via H at outside, cooled via H at outside, cooled via H at ----254 C 24/7... 254 C 24/7... 254 C 24/7... 254 C 24/7...     
    
No CBS Women.... marched to prevent another 100 Kids from dying No CBS Women.... marched to prevent another 100 Kids from dying No CBS Women.... marched to prevent another 100 Kids from dying No CBS Women.... marched to prevent another 100 Kids from dying 
left in hot cars in the summer of 2011. left in hot cars in the summer of 2011. left in hot cars in the summer of 2011. left in hot cars in the summer of 2011.     
    
No Key West Women.... marched to prevent another 100 kids from No Key West Women.... marched to prevent another 100 kids from No Key West Women.... marched to prevent another 100 kids from No Key West Women.... marched to prevent another 100 kids from 
dying in hot cars this Summer 2011. dying in hot cars this Summer 2011. dying in hot cars this Summer 2011. dying in hot cars this Summer 2011.     
    
100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 
2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc. 2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc. 2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc. 2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc.     
    
No Key West Women.... marched! 100 kids are on death row, sitting No Key West Women.... marched! 100 kids are on death row, sitting No Key West Women.... marched! 100 kids are on death row, sitting No Key West Women.... marched! 100 kids are on death row, sitting 
in Hot Cars this Summer 2011 in Hot Cars this Summer 2011 in Hot Cars this Summer 2011 in Hot Cars this Summer 2011     
    

    
    
24 April 2011 Easter Sunday Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key 24 April 2011 Easter Sunday Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key 24 April 2011 Easter Sunday Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key 24 April 2011 Easter Sunday Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key 
West Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 West Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 West Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 West Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 ----    Please help Greg by Please help Greg by Please help Greg by Please help Greg by 
financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key 
West! West! West! West!     
    
    
I finished reading I finished reading I finished reading I finished reading ““““A Farewell to ArmsA Farewell to ArmsA Farewell to ArmsA Farewell to Arms””””    at 1:32 pm Thursday 21 at 1:32 pm Thursday 21 at 1:32 pm Thursday 21 at 1:32 pm Thursday 21 
April 2001 at the End of the Key West Airport on the Ocean Bike April 2001 at the End of the Key West Airport on the Ocean Bike April 2001 at the End of the Key West Airport on the Ocean Bike April 2001 at the End of the Key West Airport on the Ocean Bike 
Path. Path. Path. Path.     
    
Key West Please write a Utopian Novel to End War On Earth in 2011 Key West Please write a Utopian Novel to End War On Earth in 2011 Key West Please write a Utopian Novel to End War On Earth in 2011 Key West Please write a Utopian Novel to End War On Earth in 2011     
    
A Coup D'Etat "Windfall for Everyone On Earth" all 6 or 7 Billion of A Coup D'Etat "Windfall for Everyone On Earth" all 6 or 7 Billion of A Coup D'Etat "Windfall for Everyone On Earth" all 6 or 7 Billion of A Coup D'Etat "Windfall for Everyone On Earth" all 6 or 7 Billion of 
us, will be free H at us, will be free H at us, will be free H at us, will be free H at ----254 C to fuel cars and generate electricity at 254 C to fuel cars and generate electricity at 254 C to fuel cars and generate electricity at 254 C to fuel cars and generate electricity at 
home without electric wires everywhere overhead! home without electric wires everywhere overhead! home without electric wires everywhere overhead! home without electric wires everywhere overhead!     
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Aliens in "schools of billions" in the "Universe Ocean". Scuba divers Aliens in "schools of billions" in the "Universe Ocean". Scuba divers Aliens in "schools of billions" in the "Universe Ocean". Scuba divers Aliens in "schools of billions" in the "Universe Ocean". Scuba divers 
in Key West observe billions of fish in a school every day but don't in Key West observe billions of fish in a school every day but don't in Key West observe billions of fish in a school every day but don't in Key West observe billions of fish in a school every day but don't 
know if there are 10 Billion Sharks in the Ocean or how many know if there are 10 Billion Sharks in the Ocean or how many know if there are 10 Billion Sharks in the Ocean or how many know if there are 10 Billion Sharks in the Ocean or how many 
Aliens there are in the "Seas of the Universe". 10 Light Years off Key Aliens there are in the "Seas of the Universe". 10 Light Years off Key Aliens there are in the "Seas of the Universe". 10 Light Years off Key Aliens there are in the "Seas of the Universe". 10 Light Years off Key 
West looking up at the stars. Aliens Swimming in the Billions in the West looking up at the stars. Aliens Swimming in the Billions in the West looking up at the stars. Aliens Swimming in the Billions in the West looking up at the stars. Aliens Swimming in the Billions in the 
"Universe Sea" Aliens who call Alpha Centauri and Sirius home, all "Universe Sea" Aliens who call Alpha Centauri and Sirius home, all "Universe Sea" Aliens who call Alpha Centauri and Sirius home, all "Universe Sea" Aliens who call Alpha Centauri and Sirius home, all 
within 10 light years off Key West. Cuba is a Banana Republic the within 10 light years off Key West. Cuba is a Banana Republic the within 10 light years off Key West. Cuba is a Banana Republic the within 10 light years off Key West. Cuba is a Banana Republic the 
gov. used to stifle building the Key West Shuttle to the 10 Nearest gov. used to stifle building the Key West Shuttle to the 10 Nearest gov. used to stifle building the Key West Shuttle to the 10 Nearest gov. used to stifle building the Key West Shuttle to the 10 Nearest 
Stars all within 10 Light Years off the shores of Key West! Stars all within 10 Light Years off the shores of Key West! Stars all within 10 Light Years off the shores of Key West! Stars all within 10 Light Years off the shores of Key West!     
    
Change the sign 90 miles to Cuba. Change the sign 90 miles to Cuba. Change the sign 90 miles to Cuba. Change the sign 90 miles to Cuba.     
    
10 light years to 10 of the Nearest Stars to Earth, I will put this sign 10 light years to 10 of the Nearest Stars to Earth, I will put this sign 10 light years to 10 of the Nearest Stars to Earth, I will put this sign 10 light years to 10 of the Nearest Stars to Earth, I will put this sign 
up in Key West!up in Key West!up in Key West!up in Key West!        
    
We have billions of fish to catch and pack for NASA, as they are on We have billions of fish to catch and pack for NASA, as they are on We have billions of fish to catch and pack for NASA, as they are on We have billions of fish to catch and pack for NASA, as they are on 
vacation in Saudi Arabia with the whores, hot naked ladies... and vacation in Saudi Arabia with the whores, hot naked ladies... and vacation in Saudi Arabia with the whores, hot naked ladies... and vacation in Saudi Arabia with the whores, hot naked ladies... and 
$177 Trillion in oil money! $177 Trillion in oil money! $177 Trillion in oil money! $177 Trillion in oil money!     
    
"French Revolution"... has fail humanity On Easter 2011 "French Revolution"... has fail humanity On Easter 2011 "French Revolution"... has fail humanity On Easter 2011 "French Revolution"... has fail humanity On Easter 2011     
    
French President launched Mirage Fighter Jets against Libya on French President launched Mirage Fighter Jets against Libya on French President launched Mirage Fighter Jets against Libya on French President launched Mirage Fighter Jets against Libya on 
Easter Sunday long before Easter Sunrise Service in the USA! Easter Sunday long before Easter Sunrise Service in the USA! Easter Sunday long before Easter Sunrise Service in the USA! Easter Sunday long before Easter Sunrise Service in the USA!     
    
Easter Sunrise service in PESHAWAR, Pakistan, Pakistanis sang, Easter Sunrise service in PESHAWAR, Pakistan, Pakistanis sang, Easter Sunrise service in PESHAWAR, Pakistan, Pakistanis sang, Easter Sunrise service in PESHAWAR, Pakistan, Pakistanis sang, 
danced and shouted for an end to US missile strikes that killed danced and shouted for an end to US missile strikes that killed danced and shouted for an end to US missile strikes that killed danced and shouted for an end to US missile strikes that killed 
civilian's even before the Easter Sunday Sunrise Service got started civilian's even before the Easter Sunday Sunrise Service got started civilian's even before the Easter Sunday Sunrise Service got started civilian's even before the Easter Sunday Sunrise Service got started 
in Christian Pakistan! in Christian Pakistan! in Christian Pakistan! in Christian Pakistan!     
    
New "French Revolution"... Stop the Statistics at 425 Cops, Kids, New "French Revolution"... Stop the Statistics at 425 Cops, Kids, New "French Revolution"... Stop the Statistics at 425 Cops, Kids, New "French Revolution"... Stop the Statistics at 425 Cops, Kids, 
Women with gasoline burns over most their bodies from a fiery LA Women with gasoline burns over most their bodies from a fiery LA Women with gasoline burns over most their bodies from a fiery LA Women with gasoline burns over most their bodies from a fiery LA 
Wreck! 426th person from being burned over most their bodies in a Wreck! 426th person from being burned over most their bodies in a Wreck! 426th person from being burned over most their bodies in a Wreck! 426th person from being burned over most their bodies in a 
fiery LA Wreck! fiery LA Wreck! fiery LA Wreck! fiery LA Wreck!     
    
Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution!     
    
Key West Woman's March on the Pentagon... Key West Woman's March on the Pentagon... Key West Woman's March on the Pentagon... Key West Woman's March on the Pentagon...     
    
The Woman's March on the Pentagon... died with the "Short Stories" The Woman's March on the Pentagon... died with the "Short Stories" The Woman's March on the Pentagon... died with the "Short Stories" The Woman's March on the Pentagon... died with the "Short Stories" 
by Katie Couric. False Hope Stories for 40k women in 2011 who die by Katie Couric. False Hope Stories for 40k women in 2011 who die by Katie Couric. False Hope Stories for 40k women in 2011 who die by Katie Couric. False Hope Stories for 40k women in 2011 who die 
via Torture of dying from breast cancer. Orwellian Nobel Prize via Torture of dying from breast cancer. Orwellian Nobel Prize via Torture of dying from breast cancer. Orwellian Nobel Prize via Torture of dying from breast cancer. Orwellian Nobel Prize 
went to Katie Couric for her 5 years at CBS Nightly News. went to Katie Couric for her 5 years at CBS Nightly News. went to Katie Couric for her 5 years at CBS Nightly News. went to Katie Couric for her 5 years at CBS Nightly News. 
Replacement for Katie Couric should be Dr. Jennifer Ashton MD Replacement for Katie Couric should be Dr. Jennifer Ashton MD Replacement for Katie Couric should be Dr. Jennifer Ashton MD Replacement for Katie Couric should be Dr. Jennifer Ashton MD 
grin! grin! grin! grin!     
    
MD... New Manhattan Project for a Rx Penicillin like Overnight MD... New Manhattan Project for a Rx Penicillin like Overnight MD... New Manhattan Project for a Rx Penicillin like Overnight MD... New Manhattan Project for a Rx Penicillin like Overnight 
Miracle cure for Breast Cancer... Miracle cure for Breast Cancer... Miracle cure for Breast Cancer... Miracle cure for Breast Cancer...     
    
CIA uses Breast Cancer as torture against Moslem Terrorists as its CIA uses Breast Cancer as torture against Moslem Terrorists as its CIA uses Breast Cancer as torture against Moslem Terrorists as its CIA uses Breast Cancer as torture against Moslem Terrorists as its 
way worst than Chaneyway worst than Chaneyway worst than Chaneyway worst than Chaney----BushBushBushBush----PowellPowellPowellPowell----McCain's water boarding McCain's water boarding McCain's water boarding McCain's water boarding 
torture all four of these men have used on 9/11 terrorists. torture all four of these men have used on 9/11 terrorists. torture all four of these men have used on 9/11 terrorists. torture all four of these men have used on 9/11 terrorists.     
    
Louis XVI, was executed by guillotine on 21 January 1793 on the Louis XVI, was executed by guillotine on 21 January 1793 on the Louis XVI, was executed by guillotine on 21 January 1793 on the Louis XVI, was executed by guillotine on 21 January 1793 on the 
Place de la Revolution, former Place Louis XV, now called the Place Place de la Revolution, former Place Louis XV, now called the Place Place de la Revolution, former Place Louis XV, now called the Place Place de la Revolution, former Place Louis XV, now called the Place 
de la Concorde. de la Concorde. de la Concorde. de la Concorde.     
    
French President launched Mirage Fighter Jets against Libya on French President launched Mirage Fighter Jets against Libya on French President launched Mirage Fighter Jets against Libya on French President launched Mirage Fighter Jets against Libya on 
Easter Sunday long before Sunrise in the USA! Easter Sunday long before Sunrise in the USA! Easter Sunday long before Sunrise in the USA! Easter Sunday long before Sunrise in the USA!     
    
No Key West Women.... march on Easter! No Key West Women.... march on Easter! No Key West Women.... march on Easter! No Key West Women.... march on Easter!     
    
No Key West Women.... 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the No Key West Women.... 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the No Key West Women.... 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the No Key West Women.... 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the 
summer of 2011. summer of 2011. summer of 2011. summer of 2011.     
    
No Key West Women.... march to prevent another 100 kids from No Key West Women.... march to prevent another 100 kids from No Key West Women.... march to prevent another 100 kids from No Key West Women.... march to prevent another 100 kids from 
dying in hot cars this Summer 2011. dying in hot cars this Summer 2011. dying in hot cars this Summer 2011. dying in hot cars this Summer 2011.     
    
100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 
2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc. 2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc. 2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc. 2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc.     
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No Key West Women.... marched! No Key West Women.... marched! No Key West Women.... marched! No Key West Women.... marched!     
    
Key West is "Hot" in the Summer, I was told. If you can stand how Key West is "Hot" in the Summer, I was told. If you can stand how Key West is "Hot" in the Summer, I was told. If you can stand how Key West is "Hot" in the Summer, I was told. If you can stand how 
"Hot" it gets in Key West in the Summer... "Hot" it gets in Key West in the Summer... "Hot" it gets in Key West in the Summer... "Hot" it gets in Key West in the Summer...     
    
"Between Man and Woman Keys: by Rosalind Brackenbury. "Between Man and Woman Keys: by Rosalind Brackenbury. "Between Man and Woman Keys: by Rosalind Brackenbury. "Between Man and Woman Keys: by Rosalind Brackenbury. 
"Between Men and Women Marriage to the Universe, 10 nearest "Between Men and Women Marriage to the Universe, 10 nearest "Between Men and Women Marriage to the Universe, 10 nearest "Between Men and Women Marriage to the Universe, 10 nearest 
stars off Key West are ready for marriage! stars off Key West are ready for marriage! stars off Key West are ready for marriage! stars off Key West are ready for marriage!     
    
"Yellow Swing" by Rosalind Brackenbury, 100 Kids will die left in "Yellow Swing" by Rosalind Brackenbury, 100 Kids will die left in "Yellow Swing" by Rosalind Brackenbury, 100 Kids will die left in "Yellow Swing" by Rosalind Brackenbury, 100 Kids will die left in 
hot cars in the summer of 2011 so why did she write "Yellow Swing"? hot cars in the summer of 2011 so why did she write "Yellow Swing"? hot cars in the summer of 2011 so why did she write "Yellow Swing"? hot cars in the summer of 2011 so why did she write "Yellow Swing"? 
She wrote... "Becoming George Sand" by Rosalind Brackenbury. She wrote... "Becoming George Sand" by Rosalind Brackenbury. She wrote... "Becoming George Sand" by Rosalind Brackenbury. She wrote... "Becoming George Sand" by Rosalind Brackenbury. 
When Marie Sklodowska Curie was a better choice to inspire When Marie Sklodowska Curie was a better choice to inspire When Marie Sklodowska Curie was a better choice to inspire When Marie Sklodowska Curie was a better choice to inspire 
humanity to invent its way to the 10 nearest stars to Earth, just off humanity to invent its way to the 10 nearest stars to Earth, just off humanity to invent its way to the 10 nearest stars to Earth, just off humanity to invent its way to the 10 nearest stars to Earth, just off 
Key West and all within 10 light years. Key West and all within 10 light years. Key West and all within 10 light years. Key West and all within 10 light years.     
    
Key west Women... "Swing"... with her and 100 Kids will die left in Key west Women... "Swing"... with her and 100 Kids will die left in Key west Women... "Swing"... with her and 100 Kids will die left in Key west Women... "Swing"... with her and 100 Kids will die left in 
hot cars in the summer of 2011 hot cars in the summer of 2011 hot cars in the summer of 2011 hot cars in the summer of 2011     
    
Yale Professor Bloom, I got his book, a research guide for Yale Professor Bloom, I got his book, a research guide for Yale Professor Bloom, I got his book, a research guide for Yale Professor Bloom, I got his book, a research guide for 
Hemingways short stories, "A Clean Well Lighted Place" which I Hemingways short stories, "A Clean Well Lighted Place" which I Hemingways short stories, "A Clean Well Lighted Place" which I Hemingways short stories, "A Clean Well Lighted Place" which I 
have yet to read. Reading Yale's Bloom first page I realized why have yet to read. Reading Yale's Bloom first page I realized why have yet to read. Reading Yale's Bloom first page I realized why have yet to read. Reading Yale's Bloom first page I realized why 
Yale PhD's are considered Elite, as the 1st paragraph on the Yale PhD's are considered Elite, as the 1st paragraph on the Yale PhD's are considered Elite, as the 1st paragraph on the Yale PhD's are considered Elite, as the 1st paragraph on the 
analysis was "over my head" analysis was "over my head" analysis was "over my head" analysis was "over my head" ----    10 Nearby Stars are also over our 10 Nearby Stars are also over our 10 Nearby Stars are also over our 10 Nearby Stars are also over our 
heads in more ways than one, this is why we need Yale's Elite! heads in more ways than one, this is why we need Yale's Elite! heads in more ways than one, this is why we need Yale's Elite! heads in more ways than one, this is why we need Yale's Elite!     
    
Why would a Key West women write up George Sand instead of Why would a Key West women write up George Sand instead of Why would a Key West women write up George Sand instead of Why would a Key West women write up George Sand instead of 
Marie Curie? Yale will answer this correctly... Marie Curie? Yale will answer this correctly... Marie Curie? Yale will answer this correctly... Marie Curie? Yale will answer this correctly...     
    
Marie Sklodowska Curie (7 November 1867 Marie Sklodowska Curie (7 November 1867 Marie Sklodowska Curie (7 November 1867 Marie Sklodowska Curie (7 November 1867 ––––    4 July 1934) was a 4 July 1934) was a 4 July 1934) was a 4 July 1934) was a 
PolishPolishPolishPolish––––French physicistFrench physicistFrench physicistFrench physicist––––chemist famous for her pioneering research chemist famous for her pioneering research chemist famous for her pioneering research chemist famous for her pioneering research 
on radioactivity. She was the first person honored with two Nobel on radioactivity. She was the first person honored with two Nobel on radioactivity. She was the first person honored with two Nobel on radioactivity. She was the first person honored with two Nobel 
Prizes[1]Prizes[1]Prizes[1]Prizes[1]————in physics and chemistry. She was the first female in physics and chemistry. She was the first female in physics and chemistry. She was the first female in physics and chemistry. She was the first female 
professor at the University of Paris. She was the first woman to be professor at the University of Paris. She was the first woman to be professor at the University of Paris. She was the first woman to be professor at the University of Paris. She was the first woman to be 
entombed on her own merits (in 1995) in the Paris Panthéon. entombed on her own merits (in 1995) in the Paris Panthéon. entombed on her own merits (in 1995) in the Paris Panthéon. entombed on her own merits (in 1995) in the Paris Panthéon.     
    
Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution!     
    
Key West Woman's March on the Pentagon... Key West Woman's March on the Pentagon... Key West Woman's March on the Pentagon... Key West Woman's March on the Pentagon...     
    
The Woman's March on the Pentagon... died with the "Short Stories" The Woman's March on the Pentagon... died with the "Short Stories" The Woman's March on the Pentagon... died with the "Short Stories" The Woman's March on the Pentagon... died with the "Short Stories" 
by Katie Couric. False Hope Stories for the 40k women who will die a by Katie Couric. False Hope Stories for the 40k women who will die a by Katie Couric. False Hope Stories for the 40k women who will die a by Katie Couric. False Hope Stories for the 40k women who will die a 
Tortured death of dying from breast cancer in 2011. Orwellian Tortured death of dying from breast cancer in 2011. Orwellian Tortured death of dying from breast cancer in 2011. Orwellian Tortured death of dying from breast cancer in 2011. Orwellian 
Nobel Prize went to Katie Couric for the 5 years she was at CBS Nobel Prize went to Katie Couric for the 5 years she was at CBS Nobel Prize went to Katie Couric for the 5 years she was at CBS Nobel Prize went to Katie Couric for the 5 years she was at CBS 
Nightly News. Replacement for Katie Couric should be Dr. Jennifer Nightly News. Replacement for Katie Couric should be Dr. Jennifer Nightly News. Replacement for Katie Couric should be Dr. Jennifer Nightly News. Replacement for Katie Couric should be Dr. Jennifer 
Ashton MD grin! Ashton MD grin! Ashton MD grin! Ashton MD grin!     
    
WHO at the UN WILL NOT... will March on the Pentagon on Easter WHO at the UN WILL NOT... will March on the Pentagon on Easter WHO at the UN WILL NOT... will March on the Pentagon on Easter WHO at the UN WILL NOT... will March on the Pentagon on Easter 
Sunday for the "New Manhattan Project" for a Rx Penicillin like Sunday for the "New Manhattan Project" for a Rx Penicillin like Sunday for the "New Manhattan Project" for a Rx Penicillin like Sunday for the "New Manhattan Project" for a Rx Penicillin like 
Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer... to End War On Earth for Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer... to End War On Earth for Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer... to End War On Earth for Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer... to End War On Earth for 
"Social Manhattan Projects"! "Social Manhattan Projects"! "Social Manhattan Projects"! "Social Manhattan Projects"!     
    
GE NBC Today Show has to replace Matt Lauer with Dr. Nancy GE NBC Today Show has to replace Matt Lauer with Dr. Nancy GE NBC Today Show has to replace Matt Lauer with Dr. Nancy GE NBC Today Show has to replace Matt Lauer with Dr. Nancy 
Snyderman, Because GE and NBC suppressed the news since 1980 of Snyderman, Because GE and NBC suppressed the news since 1980 of Snyderman, Because GE and NBC suppressed the news since 1980 of Snyderman, Because GE and NBC suppressed the news since 1980 of 
the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! And 1,001 spin off the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! And 1,001 spin off the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! And 1,001 spin off the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! And 1,001 spin off 
inventions H inventions H inventions H inventions H ----254 C all suppressed by Katie Couric. 254 C all suppressed by Katie Couric. 254 C all suppressed by Katie Couric. 254 C all suppressed by Katie Couric.     
    
CIA, Breast Cancer is torture! CIA, Breast Cancer is torture! CIA, Breast Cancer is torture! CIA, Breast Cancer is torture!     
    
    
Tokyo women March on GE nuke power plants... Tokyo women March on GE nuke power plants... Tokyo women March on GE nuke power plants... Tokyo women March on GE nuke power plants...     
    
Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution!     
    
Key West Woman's March on the Pentagon... Key West Woman's March on the Pentagon... Key West Woman's March on the Pentagon... Key West Woman's March on the Pentagon...     
    
Japan Easter AntiJapan Easter AntiJapan Easter AntiJapan Easter Anti----nuclear Power Plant march...Thousands of nuclear Power Plant march...Thousands of nuclear Power Plant march...Thousands of nuclear Power Plant march...Thousands of 
people have marched in Tokyo, in vain. GE in the USA has to be people have marched in Tokyo, in vain. GE in the USA has to be people have marched in Tokyo, in vain. GE in the USA has to be people have marched in Tokyo, in vain. GE in the USA has to be 
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"Nuked" before Japan nuclear power plants are bankrupt by the "Nuked" before Japan nuclear power plants are bankrupt by the "Nuked" before Japan nuclear power plants are bankrupt by the "Nuked" before Japan nuclear power plants are bankrupt by the 
new technology of H hydrogen liquid hydrogen at new technology of H hydrogen liquid hydrogen at new technology of H hydrogen liquid hydrogen at new technology of H hydrogen liquid hydrogen at ----254 C via 254 C via 254 C via 254 C via 
electrolysis on Navy AirCraft Carriers with 10,000 windmills electrolysis on Navy AirCraft Carriers with 10,000 windmills electrolysis on Navy AirCraft Carriers with 10,000 windmills electrolysis on Navy AirCraft Carriers with 10,000 windmills 
producing enough cheap electricity turn H2O into H and O and producing enough cheap electricity turn H2O into H and O and producing enough cheap electricity turn H2O into H and O and producing enough cheap electricity turn H2O into H and O and 
the one thing NASA invented out of 21 shuttle is how to make cans the one thing NASA invented out of 21 shuttle is how to make cans the one thing NASA invented out of 21 shuttle is how to make cans the one thing NASA invented out of 21 shuttle is how to make cans 
of hydrogen at of hydrogen at of hydrogen at of hydrogen at ----254 that will not crash and burn even if Nuked 254 that will not crash and burn even if Nuked 254 that will not crash and burn even if Nuked 254 that will not crash and burn even if Nuked 
with a Hydrogen Bomb. with a Hydrogen Bomb. with a Hydrogen Bomb. with a Hydrogen Bomb.     
    
Two of these cans will be on top of all new model 2012 Toyota's Two of these cans will be on top of all new model 2012 Toyota's Two of these cans will be on top of all new model 2012 Toyota's Two of these cans will be on top of all new model 2012 Toyota's 
coming off the assemble line, so you can keep one full as one goes coming off the assemble line, so you can keep one full as one goes coming off the assemble line, so you can keep one full as one goes coming off the assemble line, so you can keep one full as one goes 
empty or soon after you pull into the Hydrogen Station a Japanese empty or soon after you pull into the Hydrogen Station a Japanese empty or soon after you pull into the Hydrogen Station a Japanese empty or soon after you pull into the Hydrogen Station a Japanese 
robot takes the empty can puts a full can of robot takes the empty can puts a full can of robot takes the empty can puts a full can of robot takes the empty can puts a full can of ----254 C Hydrogen on top 254 C Hydrogen on top 254 C Hydrogen on top 254 C Hydrogen on top 
of your Toyota for free a Government Perk as the liquid Hydrogen of your Toyota for free a Government Perk as the liquid Hydrogen of your Toyota for free a Government Perk as the liquid Hydrogen of your Toyota for free a Government Perk as the liquid Hydrogen 
cans will be free for 6 billion people to celebrate the 1980 invention cans will be free for 6 billion people to celebrate the 1980 invention cans will be free for 6 billion people to celebrate the 1980 invention cans will be free for 6 billion people to celebrate the 1980 invention 
of the ElectricWindmillCar and the confiscations of $177 Trillion of the ElectricWindmillCar and the confiscations of $177 Trillion of the ElectricWindmillCar and the confiscations of $177 Trillion of the ElectricWindmillCar and the confiscations of $177 Trillion 
dollars from BP Oil, Saudi Oil, Texas Oil $ A Windfall for 6 billion dollars from BP Oil, Saudi Oil, Texas Oil $ A Windfall for 6 billion dollars from BP Oil, Saudi Oil, Texas Oil $ A Windfall for 6 billion dollars from BP Oil, Saudi Oil, Texas Oil $ A Windfall for 6 billion 
people. people. people. people.     
    
Paris women march started the French Revolution and their Paris women march started the French Revolution and their Paris women march started the French Revolution and their Paris women march started the French Revolution and their 
revenge on the King and Queens "Oil Men" was Guillotine became revenge on the King and Queens "Oil Men" was Guillotine became revenge on the King and Queens "Oil Men" was Guillotine became revenge on the King and Queens "Oil Men" was Guillotine became 
of executions. Louis XVI guillotined, Queen Marie Antoinette next. of executions. Louis XVI guillotined, Queen Marie Antoinette next. of executions. Louis XVI guillotined, Queen Marie Antoinette next. of executions. Louis XVI guillotined, Queen Marie Antoinette next.     
    
Millions of women were burned at the stake... before and after the Millions of women were burned at the stake... before and after the Millions of women were burned at the stake... before and after the Millions of women were burned at the stake... before and after the 
French Revolution... French Revolution... French Revolution... French Revolution...     
    
CBS women... Katie Couric 5 years ago on her 1st day at CBS news... CBS women... Katie Couric 5 years ago on her 1st day at CBS news... CBS women... Katie Couric 5 years ago on her 1st day at CBS news... CBS women... Katie Couric 5 years ago on her 1st day at CBS news...     
    
Guillotined BP Oil men, if Katie Couric 5 years ago on her 1st day Guillotined BP Oil men, if Katie Couric 5 years ago on her 1st day Guillotined BP Oil men, if Katie Couric 5 years ago on her 1st day Guillotined BP Oil men, if Katie Couric 5 years ago on her 1st day 
at CBS news would have shown pictures on this web page of Officer at CBS news would have shown pictures on this web page of Officer at CBS news would have shown pictures on this web page of Officer at CBS news would have shown pictures on this web page of Officer 
Jason with gasoline burns over most his body from sitting in a cop Jason with gasoline burns over most his body from sitting in a cop Jason with gasoline burns over most his body from sitting in a cop Jason with gasoline burns over most his body from sitting in a cop 
car writing a ticket as he was rear ended in a fiery LA Wreck, one car writing a ticket as he was rear ended in a fiery LA Wreck, one car writing a ticket as he was rear ended in a fiery LA Wreck, one car writing a ticket as he was rear ended in a fiery LA Wreck, one 
burn victims of 100's of thousands since the invention of the burn victims of 100's of thousands since the invention of the burn victims of 100's of thousands since the invention of the burn victims of 100's of thousands since the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Katie Couric knew on her 1st day on ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Katie Couric knew on her 1st day on ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Katie Couric knew on her 1st day on ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Katie Couric knew on her 1st day on 
the job at CBS news the pain from burns over most your body from the job at CBS news the pain from burns over most your body from the job at CBS news the pain from burns over most your body from the job at CBS news the pain from burns over most your body from 
being in a car on fire, she took gov. perks from BP Oil and our being in a car on fire, she took gov. perks from BP Oil and our being in a car on fire, she took gov. perks from BP Oil and our being in a car on fire, she took gov. perks from BP Oil and our 
Orwellian government to not report this fiery story which would Orwellian government to not report this fiery story which would Orwellian government to not report this fiery story which would Orwellian government to not report this fiery story which would 
have won her a "True Nobel Prize". have won her a "True Nobel Prize". have won her a "True Nobel Prize". have won her a "True Nobel Prize".     
    
Katie Couric on her last day at CBS news... Breaking News about the Katie Couric on her last day at CBS news... Breaking News about the Katie Couric on her last day at CBS news... Breaking News about the Katie Couric on her last day at CBS news... Breaking News about the 
Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar with Super AirBags on the Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar with Super AirBags on the Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar with Super AirBags on the Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar with Super AirBags on the 
outside, cooled via H at outside, cooled via H at outside, cooled via H at outside, cooled via H at ----254 C 24/7... 254 C 24/7... 254 C 24/7... 254 C 24/7...     
    
No CBS Women and no Key West Women.... 100 Kids will die left in No CBS Women and no Key West Women.... 100 Kids will die left in No CBS Women and no Key West Women.... 100 Kids will die left in No CBS Women and no Key West Women.... 100 Kids will die left in 
hot cars in the summer of 2011. hot cars in the summer of 2011. hot cars in the summer of 2011. hot cars in the summer of 2011.     
    
No Key West Women.... march to prevent another 100 kids from No Key West Women.... march to prevent another 100 kids from No Key West Women.... march to prevent another 100 kids from No Key West Women.... march to prevent another 100 kids from 
dying in hot cars this Summer 2011. dying in hot cars this Summer 2011. dying in hot cars this Summer 2011. dying in hot cars this Summer 2011.     
    
100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 
2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc. 2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc. 2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc. 2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc.     
    
No Key West Women.... marched! 100 kids are on death row sitting No Key West Women.... marched! 100 kids are on death row sitting No Key West Women.... marched! 100 kids are on death row sitting No Key West Women.... marched! 100 kids are on death row sitting 
in a Hot Car this Summer 2011 in a Hot Car this Summer 2011 in a Hot Car this Summer 2011 in a Hot Car this Summer 2011     
    
1980 Easter Utopian Novel 1980 Easter Utopian Novel 1980 Easter Utopian Novel 1980 Easter Utopian Novel ---- "ElectricWindmillCar Driven Out of  "ElectricWindmillCar Driven Out of  "ElectricWindmillCar Driven Out of  "ElectricWindmillCar Driven Out of 
Times Square" decades before 9/11 This would have given the USA a Times Square" decades before 9/11 This would have given the USA a Times Square" decades before 9/11 This would have given the USA a Times Square" decades before 9/11 This would have given the USA a 
Utopian Era, A Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Utopian Era, A Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Utopian Era, A Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Utopian Era, A Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer as Greg Buell Lovestar would have gotten this "Manhattan Cancer as Greg Buell Lovestar would have gotten this "Manhattan Cancer as Greg Buell Lovestar would have gotten this "Manhattan Cancer as Greg Buell Lovestar would have gotten this "Manhattan 
Project" started with the Euphoria of the "ElectricWindmillCar"! Project" started with the Euphoria of the "ElectricWindmillCar"! Project" started with the Euphoria of the "ElectricWindmillCar"! Project" started with the Euphoria of the "ElectricWindmillCar"!     
    
Please Write a Utopian Novel Please Write a Utopian Novel Please Write a Utopian Novel Please Write a Utopian Novel ------------    help End War On Earth in 2011, help End War On Earth in 2011, help End War On Earth in 2011, help End War On Earth in 2011, 
ASAP! ASAP! ASAP! ASAP!     
    
““““A Farewell to ArmsA Farewell to ArmsA Farewell to ArmsA Farewell to Arms””””    is a novel written by Ernest Hemingway (1899is a novel written by Ernest Hemingway (1899is a novel written by Ernest Hemingway (1899is a novel written by Ernest Hemingway (1899----
1961) and published in 1929. It is considered one of Hemingway1961) and published in 1929. It is considered one of Hemingway1961) and published in 1929. It is considered one of Hemingway1961) and published in 1929. It is considered one of Hemingway’’’’s s s s 
best works. best works. best works. best works.     
    
24 Drones have already been fired by the Pentagon into Pakistan 24 Drones have already been fired by the Pentagon into Pakistan 24 Drones have already been fired by the Pentagon into Pakistan 24 Drones have already been fired by the Pentagon into Pakistan 
and Libya on Easter Sunday! and Libya on Easter Sunday! and Libya on Easter Sunday! and Libya on Easter Sunday!     
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A Hello to Aliens in the 10 Nearest Stars, all 10 within 10 Light A Hello to Aliens in the 10 Nearest Stars, all 10 within 10 Light A Hello to Aliens in the 10 Nearest Stars, all 10 within 10 Light A Hello to Aliens in the 10 Nearest Stars, all 10 within 10 Light 
Years of Earth Years of Earth Years of Earth Years of Earth     
    
Easter Sunday 24 April 2011 Easter Sunday 24 April 2011 Easter Sunday 24 April 2011 Easter Sunday 24 April 2011     
    
““““The Sun Also RisesThe Sun Also RisesThe Sun Also RisesThe Sun Also Rises”””” “ “ “ “A Farewell to ArmsA Farewell to ArmsA Farewell to ArmsA Farewell to Arms””””        
    
A Hello to Aliens in the 10 Nearest Stars, all 10 within 10 Light A Hello to Aliens in the 10 Nearest Stars, all 10 within 10 Light A Hello to Aliens in the 10 Nearest Stars, all 10 within 10 Light A Hello to Aliens in the 10 Nearest Stars, all 10 within 10 Light 
Years of Earth Years of Earth Years of Earth Years of Earth     
    
““““A Farewell to ArmsA Farewell to ArmsA Farewell to ArmsA Farewell to Arms””””    Although itAlthough itAlthough itAlthough it’’’’s considered a fictional work, the s considered a fictional work, the s considered a fictional work, the s considered a fictional work, the 
content is semicontent is semicontent is semicontent is semi----autobiographical, since Hemingway used his realautobiographical, since Hemingway used his realautobiographical, since Hemingway used his realautobiographical, since Hemingway used his real----
life relationship with nurse Agnes von Kurowsky while working as life relationship with nurse Agnes von Kurowsky while working as life relationship with nurse Agnes von Kurowsky while working as life relationship with nurse Agnes von Kurowsky while working as 
an ambulance driver in WWIan ambulance driver in WWIan ambulance driver in WWIan ambulance driver in WWI----era Italy as the basis for the two era Italy as the basis for the two era Italy as the basis for the two era Italy as the basis for the two 
main characters. As he was writing the novel, his wife Pauline was main characters. As he was writing the novel, his wife Pauline was main characters. As he was writing the novel, his wife Pauline was main characters. As he was writing the novel, his wife Pauline was 
having a rather difficult childbirth, and he used that experience having a rather difficult childbirth, and he used that experience having a rather difficult childbirth, and he used that experience having a rather difficult childbirth, and he used that experience 
in the book as well. The story centers on the protagonist, Frederic in the book as well. The story centers on the protagonist, Frederic in the book as well. The story centers on the protagonist, Frederic in the book as well. The story centers on the protagonist, Frederic 
Henry (Henry (Henry (Henry (““““HenryHenryHenryHenry””””). ). ). ). Frederic narrates the story, and is an American Frederic narrates the story, and is an American Frederic narrates the story, and is an American Frederic narrates the story, and is an American 
ambulance driver during the war. Heambulance driver during the war. Heambulance driver during the war. Heambulance driver during the war. He’’’’s a typical guy in that he s a typical guy in that he s a typical guy in that he s a typical guy in that he 
enjoys women, alcohol, and the camaraderie he finds with the enjoys women, alcohol, and the camaraderie he finds with the enjoys women, alcohol, and the camaraderie he finds with the enjoys women, alcohol, and the camaraderie he finds with the 
soldiers he hangs out with. Although considered soldiers he hangs out with. Although considered soldiers he hangs out with. Although considered soldiers he hangs out with. Although considered ““““one of the guysone of the guysone of the guysone of the guys””””    
he has a soft spot for the British nurse he meets, named Catherine he has a soft spot for the British nurse he meets, named Catherine he has a soft spot for the British nurse he meets, named Catherine he has a soft spot for the British nurse he meets, named Catherine 
Barkley. Barkley. Barkley. Barkley.     
    
Easter Sunday 24 April 2011... GoingsEaster Sunday 24 April 2011... GoingsEaster Sunday 24 April 2011... GoingsEaster Sunday 24 April 2011... Goings----on... on... on... on...     
    
Utopian Easter message, Pope Benedict XVI urges diplomacy in Utopian Easter message, Pope Benedict XVI urges diplomacy in Utopian Easter message, Pope Benedict XVI urges diplomacy in Utopian Easter message, Pope Benedict XVI urges diplomacy in 
Libya 1 hr 1 min ago Libya 1 hr 1 min ago Libya 1 hr 1 min ago Libya 1 hr 1 min ago     
    
Pope to call space station in papal first Apr 24, 10:28 am ET Pope to call space station in papal first Apr 24, 10:28 am ET Pope to call space station in papal first Apr 24, 10:28 am ET Pope to call space station in papal first Apr 24, 10:28 am ET     
    
Mobile technology is turning us all into feudal serfs Fri Apr 22, Mobile technology is turning us all into feudal serfs Fri Apr 22, Mobile technology is turning us all into feudal serfs Fri Apr 22, Mobile technology is turning us all into feudal serfs Fri Apr 22, 
10:00 am ET 10:00 am ET 10:00 am ET 10:00 am ET     
    
Earth Day: Environmental education has failed. But we can fix it. Earth Day: Environmental education has failed. But we can fix it. Earth Day: Environmental education has failed. But we can fix it. Earth Day: Environmental education has failed. But we can fix it. 
Apr 24, 11:28 am ET Apr 24, 11:28 am ET Apr 24, 11:28 am ET Apr 24, 11:28 am ET     
    
Giffords standing on own, trying to improve gait AP Giffords standing on own, trying to improve gait AP Giffords standing on own, trying to improve gait AP Giffords standing on own, trying to improve gait AP ––––    2 hrs 57 mins 2 hrs 57 mins 2 hrs 57 mins 2 hrs 57 mins 
ago ago ago ago     
    
Graham: Bomb Gadhafi's inner circle, headquarters on Easter Graham: Bomb Gadhafi's inner circle, headquarters on Easter Graham: Bomb Gadhafi's inner circle, headquarters on Easter Graham: Bomb Gadhafi's inner circle, headquarters on Easter 
Sunday end stalemate AP Sunday end stalemate AP Sunday end stalemate AP Sunday end stalemate AP ––––    49 mins ago 49 mins ago 49 mins ago 49 mins ago     
    
QQQQ----andandandand----A: Smartphone location tracking AP A: Smartphone location tracking AP A: Smartphone location tracking AP A: Smartphone location tracking AP ––––    Apr 24, 6:55 pm ET Apr 24, 6:55 pm ET Apr 24, 6:55 pm ET Apr 24, 6:55 pm ET     
    
Your Phone, Yourself: When is tracking too much? Apr 24, 11:54 pm Your Phone, Yourself: When is tracking too much? Apr 24, 11:54 pm Your Phone, Yourself: When is tracking too much? Apr 24, 11:54 pm Your Phone, Yourself: When is tracking too much? Apr 24, 11:54 pm 
ET ET ET ET     
    
Some NY cab drivers to wear bulletproof vests Wed Apr 24, 8:26 am Some NY cab drivers to wear bulletproof vests Wed Apr 24, 8:26 am Some NY cab drivers to wear bulletproof vests Wed Apr 24, 8:26 am Some NY cab drivers to wear bulletproof vests Wed Apr 24, 8:26 am 
ET ET ET ET     
    
Dry ice lake suggests Mars once had a 'Dust Bowl' AP Dry ice lake suggests Mars once had a 'Dust Bowl' AP Dry ice lake suggests Mars once had a 'Dust Bowl' AP Dry ice lake suggests Mars once had a 'Dust Bowl' AP ––––    Thu Apr 24, Thu Apr 24, Thu Apr 24, Thu Apr 24, 
6:18 pm ET 6:18 pm ET 6:18 pm ET 6:18 pm ET     
    
Texas sheriff: Deputy killed; suspect shot dead Sun Apr 24, 5:42 am Texas sheriff: Deputy killed; suspect shot dead Sun Apr 24, 5:42 am Texas sheriff: Deputy killed; suspect shot dead Sun Apr 24, 5:42 am Texas sheriff: Deputy killed; suspect shot dead Sun Apr 24, 5:42 am 
ET ET ET ET     
    
Amazon still trying to fix computer problems Apr 24, 5:47 pm ET Amazon still trying to fix computer problems Apr 24, 5:47 pm ET Amazon still trying to fix computer problems Apr 24, 5:47 pm ET Amazon still trying to fix computer problems Apr 24, 5:47 pm ET     
    
Pfizer says patient died in oral RA drug study Apr 24, 1:41 pm ET Pfizer says patient died in oral RA drug study Apr 24, 1:41 pm ET Pfizer says patient died in oral RA drug study Apr 24, 1:41 pm ET Pfizer says patient died in oral RA drug study Apr 24, 1:41 pm ET     
    
Toyota Says No Full Production Until Year's End New York Times Toyota Says No Full Production Until Year's End New York Times Toyota Says No Full Production Until Year's End New York Times Toyota Says No Full Production Until Year's End New York Times     
    
McCain's Good Friday visit to Gadhafi's Libya has rocketed North McCain's Good Friday visit to Gadhafi's Libya has rocketed North McCain's Good Friday visit to Gadhafi's Libya has rocketed North McCain's Good Friday visit to Gadhafi's Libya has rocketed North 
Korea's Nuke Production to COLD WAR ERA USA, Russia 50k Nuke Korea's Nuke Production to COLD WAR ERA USA, Russia 50k Nuke Korea's Nuke Production to COLD WAR ERA USA, Russia 50k Nuke Korea's Nuke Production to COLD WAR ERA USA, Russia 50k Nuke 
Era! McCain is a psychotic mad man you don't have to be a Rocket Era! McCain is a psychotic mad man you don't have to be a Rocket Era! McCain is a psychotic mad man you don't have to be a Rocket Era! McCain is a psychotic mad man you don't have to be a Rocket 
Scientists to realize this. Scientists to realize this. Scientists to realize this. Scientists to realize this.     
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PESHAWAR, Pakistan PESHAWAR, Pakistan PESHAWAR, Pakistan PESHAWAR, Pakistan ----    Pakistanis sang, danced and shouted for an Pakistanis sang, danced and shouted for an Pakistanis sang, danced and shouted for an Pakistanis sang, danced and shouted for an 
end to US missile strikes Easter Sunday, the second day of protest end to US missile strikes Easter Sunday, the second day of protest end to US missile strikes Easter Sunday, the second day of protest end to US missile strikes Easter Sunday, the second day of protest 
along a major road that has halted supply trucks heading to US along a major road that has halted supply trucks heading to US along a major road that has halted supply trucks heading to US along a major road that has halted supply trucks heading to US 
and NATO troops fighting across the border in Afghanistan. and NATO troops fighting across the border in Afghanistan. and NATO troops fighting across the border in Afghanistan. and NATO troops fighting across the border in Afghanistan.     
    
Japan AntiJapan AntiJapan AntiJapan Anti----nuclear Power Plant march...Thousands of people have nuclear Power Plant march...Thousands of people have nuclear Power Plant march...Thousands of people have nuclear Power Plant march...Thousands of people have 
marched in Tokyo to demand an end to nuclear power in Japan marched in Tokyo to demand an end to nuclear power in Japan marched in Tokyo to demand an end to nuclear power in Japan marched in Tokyo to demand an end to nuclear power in Japan 
and a switch to alternative energy after the crisis at an atomic and a switch to alternative energy after the crisis at an atomic and a switch to alternative energy after the crisis at an atomic and a switch to alternative energy after the crisis at an atomic 
plant hit by the March 11 earthquake. plant hit by the March 11 earthquake. plant hit by the March 11 earthquake. plant hit by the March 11 earthquake.     
    
24 April 2011 Easter Sunday 24 April 2011 Easter Sunday 24 April 2011 Easter Sunday 24 April 2011 Easter Sunday     
    
Hemingway's last two lines in "A Farewell To Arms" are "It was like Hemingway's last two lines in "A Farewell To Arms" are "It was like Hemingway's last two lines in "A Farewell To Arms" are "It was like Hemingway's last two lines in "A Farewell To Arms" are "It was like 
saying goodsaying goodsaying goodsaying good----by to a statue. After a while I went out and left the by to a statue. After a while I went out and left the by to a statue. After a while I went out and left the by to a statue. After a while I went out and left the 
hospital and walked back to the hotel in the rain." The End hospital and walked back to the hotel in the rain." The End hospital and walked back to the hotel in the rain." The End hospital and walked back to the hotel in the rain." The End     
    
I thought it was strange of Hemingway never to mention the Eiffel I thought it was strange of Hemingway never to mention the Eiffel I thought it was strange of Hemingway never to mention the Eiffel I thought it was strange of Hemingway never to mention the Eiffel 
Tower and the guillotine in both books The Sun Also Rises and Tower and the guillotine in both books The Sun Also Rises and Tower and the guillotine in both books The Sun Also Rises and Tower and the guillotine in both books The Sun Also Rises and 
Farewell to Arms. I have read several research books and nothing Farewell to Arms. I have read several research books and nothing Farewell to Arms. I have read several research books and nothing Farewell to Arms. I have read several research books and nothing 
has been written about this. Kennedy Library has a billion pages has been written about this. Kennedy Library has a billion pages has been written about this. Kennedy Library has a billion pages has been written about this. Kennedy Library has a billion pages 
relating to Hemingway that are not published yet. relating to Hemingway that are not published yet. relating to Hemingway that are not published yet. relating to Hemingway that are not published yet.     
    
Agnes von Kurowsky Agnes von Kurowsky Agnes von Kurowsky Agnes von Kurowsky     
    
Her extensive correspondence with Hemingway between 25th Her extensive correspondence with Hemingway between 25th Her extensive correspondence with Hemingway between 25th Her extensive correspondence with Hemingway between 25th 
September 1918 and 7th March 1919 survives; unfortunately, none September 1918 and 7th March 1919 survives; unfortunately, none September 1918 and 7th March 1919 survives; unfortunately, none September 1918 and 7th March 1919 survives; unfortunately, none 
of his letters to her have been found as her subsequent fiancé, of his letters to her have been found as her subsequent fiancé, of his letters to her have been found as her subsequent fiancé, of his letters to her have been found as her subsequent fiancé, 
Dominico Carracciolo, made her destroy them. However, from her Dominico Carracciolo, made her destroy them. However, from her Dominico Carracciolo, made her destroy them. However, from her Dominico Carracciolo, made her destroy them. However, from her 
letters, the spontaneous affection contained therein, the repeated letters, the spontaneous affection contained therein, the repeated letters, the spontaneous affection contained therein, the repeated letters, the spontaneous affection contained therein, the repeated 
references to how much she misses him after he goes back to the references to how much she misses him after he goes back to the references to how much she misses him after he goes back to the references to how much she misses him after he goes back to the 
front, and to their future together, we may certainly deduce that, front, and to their future together, we may certainly deduce that, front, and to their future together, we may certainly deduce that, front, and to their future together, we may certainly deduce that, 
although these may have been written lightly by an experienced although these may have been written lightly by an experienced although these may have been written lightly by an experienced although these may have been written lightly by an experienced 
woman enjoying her wartime affair with a younger man, at the woman enjoying her wartime affair with a younger man, at the woman enjoying her wartime affair with a younger man, at the woman enjoying her wartime affair with a younger man, at the 
same time they might not have been, and it is easy to see how same time they might not have been, and it is easy to see how same time they might not have been, and it is easy to see how same time they might not have been, and it is easy to see how 
Hemingway may have been misled: "Tesoro Mio, oh most longed for! Hemingway may have been misled: "Tesoro Mio, oh most longed for! Hemingway may have been misled: "Tesoro Mio, oh most longed for! Hemingway may have been misled: "Tesoro Mio, oh most longed for! 
Yours, Agnes"(Oct 20th); "Dear boy, I think every day how nice it Yours, Agnes"(Oct 20th); "Dear boy, I think every day how nice it Yours, Agnes"(Oct 20th); "Dear boy, I think every day how nice it Yours, Agnes"(Oct 20th); "Dear boy, I think every day how nice it 
would be to feel your arms around me again... Oh Kid, I do miss would be to feel your arms around me again... Oh Kid, I do miss would be to feel your arms around me again... Oh Kid, I do miss would be to feel your arms around me again... Oh Kid, I do miss 
you you you you ----    & & & & more each day, I do believe"(Oct 21st); "Don't let me gain more each day, I do believe"(Oct 21st); "Don't let me gain more each day, I do believe"(Oct 21st); "Don't let me gain more each day, I do believe"(Oct 21st); "Don't let me gain 
you only to lose you, after I've just found out what I've gained... I you only to lose you, after I've just found out what I've gained... I you only to lose you, after I've just found out what I've gained... I you only to lose you, after I've just found out what I've gained... I 
know very well you are going to live to a ripe old age, & no little know very well you are going to live to a ripe old age, & no little know very well you are going to live to a ripe old age, & no little know very well you are going to live to a ripe old age, & no little 
war is going to separate us"(Oct 25th); "Thank God you've got a war is going to separate us"(Oct 25th); "Thank God you've got a war is going to separate us"(Oct 25th); "Thank God you've got a war is going to separate us"(Oct 25th); "Thank God you've got a 
keen sense of humour! I can't imagine anything more awful than keen sense of humour! I can't imagine anything more awful than keen sense of humour! I can't imagine anything more awful than keen sense of humour! I can't imagine anything more awful than 
to have to live a life with anyone who hasn't got one. I think you to have to live a life with anyone who hasn't got one. I think you to have to live a life with anyone who hasn't got one. I think you to have to live a life with anyone who hasn't got one. I think you 
are just about the most companionable man I ever knew"(Oct are just about the most companionable man I ever knew"(Oct are just about the most companionable man I ever knew"(Oct are just about the most companionable man I ever knew"(Oct 
28th); "I never imagined anyone would be so dear & necessary to 28th); "I never imagined anyone would be so dear & necessary to 28th); "I never imagined anyone would be so dear & necessary to 28th); "I never imagined anyone would be so dear & necessary to 
me"(Oct 29th). Von Kurowsky's diaries lend a further insight me"(Oct 29th). Von Kurowsky's diaries lend a further insight me"(Oct 29th). Von Kurowsky's diaries lend a further insight me"(Oct 29th). Von Kurowsky's diaries lend a further insight ----    these these these these 
documents, not intended for consumption by anyone other than documents, not intended for consumption by anyone other than documents, not intended for consumption by anyone other than documents, not intended for consumption by anyone other than 
herself, but which unfortunately end in midherself, but which unfortunately end in midherself, but which unfortunately end in midherself, but which unfortunately end in mid----October, show that at October, show that at October, show that at October, show that at 
least for a time, her involvement with Hemingway may have been least for a time, her involvement with Hemingway may have been least for a time, her involvement with Hemingway may have been least for a time, her involvement with Hemingway may have been 
more than frivolity, although the prevailing tone is of the... more than frivolity, although the prevailing tone is of the... more than frivolity, although the prevailing tone is of the... more than frivolity, although the prevailing tone is of the...     
    
...older woman having a bit of fun and quite amused at the extent ...older woman having a bit of fun and quite amused at the extent ...older woman having a bit of fun and quite amused at the extent ...older woman having a bit of fun and quite amused at the extent 
of the young man's ardour: "All I know is Ernie is far too fond of of the young man's ardour: "All I know is Ernie is far too fond of of the young man's ardour: "All I know is Ernie is far too fond of of the young man's ardour: "All I know is Ernie is far too fond of 
me, & speaks in such a desperate way every time I am cool... Poor me, & speaks in such a desperate way every time I am cool... Poor me, & speaks in such a desperate way every time I am cool... Poor me, & speaks in such a desperate way every time I am cool... Poor 
kid, I am sorry for him".(August 27th) As to Hemingway's side of kid, I am sorry for him".(August 27th) As to Hemingway's side of kid, I am sorry for him".(August 27th) As to Hemingway's side of kid, I am sorry for him".(August 27th) As to Hemingway's side of 
things, it is clear that he was in love with Agnes. He wrote things, it is clear that he was in love with Agnes. He wrote things, it is clear that he was in love with Agnes. He wrote things, it is clear that he was in love with Agnes. He wrote 
extensively about her in his letters home, and looked forward to extensively about her in his letters home, and looked forward to extensively about her in his letters home, and looked forward to extensively about her in his letters home, and looked forward to 
introducing her to his family. She was very pretty, and, as other introducing her to his family. She was very pretty, and, as other introducing her to his family. She was very pretty, and, as other introducing her to his family. She was very pretty, and, as other 
patients at the time have testified, most of the patients in the patients at the time have testified, most of the patients in the patients at the time have testified, most of the patients in the patients at the time have testified, most of the patients in the 
hospital were in love with her. The romance in the hospital took hospital were in love with her. The romance in the hospital took hospital were in love with her. The romance in the hospital took hospital were in love with her. The romance in the hospital took 
place through August and September. It seems it was not place through August and September. It seems it was not place through August and September. It seems it was not place through August and September. It seems it was not 
consummated. Most of the lovers' time was spent in Hemingway's consummated. Most of the lovers' time was spent in Hemingway's consummated. Most of the lovers' time was spent in Hemingway's consummated. Most of the lovers' time was spent in Hemingway's 
room, while Agnes was on night duty, or on his balcony. After he room, while Agnes was on night duty, or on his balcony. After he room, while Agnes was on night duty, or on his balcony. After he room, while Agnes was on night duty, or on his balcony. After he 
became able to get around on crutches, Hemingway took her became able to get around on crutches, Hemingway took her became able to get around on crutches, Hemingway took her became able to get around on crutches, Hemingway took her 
shopping, to restaurants, to the races, and by midshopping, to restaurants, to the races, and by midshopping, to restaurants, to the races, and by midshopping, to restaurants, to the races, and by mid----September, he September, he September, he September, he 
was so certain of her love that he felt able to take a tenwas so certain of her love that he felt able to take a tenwas so certain of her love that he felt able to take a tenwas so certain of her love that he felt able to take a ten----day day day day 
holiday with John W. Miller Jr. It was the last time they spent any holiday with John W. Miller Jr. It was the last time they spent any holiday with John W. Miller Jr. It was the last time they spent any holiday with John W. Miller Jr. It was the last time they spent any 
significant amount of time together. When he returned to Florence, significant amount of time together. When he returned to Florence, significant amount of time together. When he returned to Florence, significant amount of time together. When he returned to Florence, 
he was shocked to learn that she was leaving the comfortable, he was shocked to learn that she was leaving the comfortable, he was shocked to learn that she was leaving the comfortable, he was shocked to learn that she was leaving the comfortable, 
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uncrowded hospital in Milan for a hospital in Florence that had uncrowded hospital in Milan for a hospital in Florence that had uncrowded hospital in Milan for a hospital in Florence that had uncrowded hospital in Milan for a hospital in Florence that had 
been swamped with influenza victims. He went to visit some friends been swamped with influenza victims. He went to visit some friends been swamped with influenza victims. He went to visit some friends been swamped with influenza victims. He went to visit some friends 
on the front to keep himself occupied, but was almost immediately on the front to keep himself occupied, but was almost immediately on the front to keep himself occupied, but was almost immediately on the front to keep himself occupied, but was almost immediately 
sent back to Milan with jaundice, and before he knew it, the war sent back to Milan with jaundice, and before he knew it, the war sent back to Milan with jaundice, and before he knew it, the war sent back to Milan with jaundice, and before he knew it, the war 
was over. Hemingway sailed home to Genoa in early January was over. Hemingway sailed home to Genoa in early January was over. Hemingway sailed home to Genoa in early January was over. Hemingway sailed home to Genoa in early January 
having only seen Agnes on three brief occasions in the three having only seen Agnes on three brief occasions in the three having only seen Agnes on three brief occasions in the three having only seen Agnes on three brief occasions in the three 
months since she went to Florence. Although her letters continue to months since she went to Florence. Although her letters continue to months since she went to Florence. Although her letters continue to months since she went to Florence. Although her letters continue to 
make reference to their future life together, and one had hinted make reference to their future life together, and one had hinted make reference to their future life together, and one had hinted make reference to their future life together, and one had hinted 
that she might marry him in a year or so that she might marry him in a year or so that she might marry him in a year or so that she might marry him in a year or so ----    """"I sometimes wish we I sometimes wish we I sometimes wish we I sometimes wish we 
could marry over here, but, since that is so foolish I must try & not could marry over here, but, since that is so foolish I must try & not could marry over here, but, since that is so foolish I must try & not could marry over here, but, since that is so foolish I must try & not 
think of it"(Dec 1st) biographers point to the possibility that it was think of it"(Dec 1st) biographers point to the possibility that it was think of it"(Dec 1st) biographers point to the possibility that it was think of it"(Dec 1st) biographers point to the possibility that it was 
due to her that their meetings were so sparse (there were several due to her that their meetings were so sparse (there were several due to her that their meetings were so sparse (there were several due to her that their meetings were so sparse (there were several 
nearnearnearnear----misses),13 and to the increasing number of references to their misses),13 and to the increasing number of references to their misses),13 and to the increasing number of references to their misses),13 and to the increasing number of references to their 
ageageageage----difference in letters.14 It seems clear, however, that difference in letters.14 It seems clear, however, that difference in letters.14 It seems clear, however, that difference in letters.14 It seems clear, however, that 
Hemingway's motivation for going home was to start a career so Hemingway's motivation for going home was to start a career so Hemingway's motivation for going home was to start a career so Hemingway's motivation for going home was to start a career so 
that he could marry Agnes that he could marry Agnes that he could marry Agnes that he could marry Agnes ----    even his tone of masculine bravado in even his tone of masculine bravado in even his tone of masculine bravado in even his tone of masculine bravado in 
writing to male friends such as James Gamble is pierced by writing to male friends such as James Gamble is pierced by writing to male friends such as James Gamble is pierced by writing to male friends such as James Gamble is pierced by 
indications: "The Girl doesn't know when she will be coming home. indications: "The Girl doesn't know when she will be coming home. indications: "The Girl doesn't know when she will be coming home. indications: "The Girl doesn't know when she will be coming home. 
I'm saving money... Maybe she won't like me now I've reformed but I'm saving money... Maybe she won't like me now I've reformed but I'm saving money... Maybe she won't like me now I've reformed but I'm saving money... Maybe she won't like me now I've reformed but 
then I'm not very seriously reformed". Meanwhile Agnes was then I'm not very seriously reformed". Meanwhile Agnes was then I'm not very seriously reformed". Meanwhile Agnes was then I'm not very seriously reformed". Meanwhile Agnes was 
becoming every more doubtful, and soon after she met a dashing becoming every more doubtful, and soon after she met a dashing becoming every more doubtful, and soon after she met a dashing becoming every more doubtful, and soon after she met a dashing 
Italian 1st Lieutenant, the rank, incidentally, Hemingway Italian 1st Lieutenant, the rank, incidentally, Hemingway Italian 1st Lieutenant, the rank, incidentally, Hemingway Italian 1st Lieutenant, the rank, incidentally, Hemingway 
continually lied about holding in letters home, the heir to a continually lied about holding in letters home, the heir to a continually lied about holding in letters home, the heir to a continually lied about holding in letters home, the heir to a 
dukedom, named Dominico Carracciolo, she wrote to Ernest on 7th dukedom, named Dominico Carracciolo, she wrote to Ernest on 7th dukedom, named Dominico Carracciolo, she wrote to Ernest on 7th dukedom, named Dominico Carracciolo, she wrote to Ernest on 7th 
March breaking it off. March breaking it off. March breaking it off. March breaking it off.     
    
Hemingway killed her in the last page of the book "Farewell to Hemingway killed her in the last page of the book "Farewell to Hemingway killed her in the last page of the book "Farewell to Hemingway killed her in the last page of the book "Farewell to 
Arms" she died having a baby a true story of his real wife Pauline Arms" she died having a baby a true story of his real wife Pauline Arms" she died having a baby a true story of his real wife Pauline Arms" she died having a baby a true story of his real wife Pauline 
Marie Pfeiffer was born July 22, 1895. Marie Pfeiffer was born July 22, 1895. Marie Pfeiffer was born July 22, 1895. Marie Pfeiffer was born July 22, 1895.     
    
Hemingway: a biography By Jeffrey Meyers Hemingway: a biography By Jeffrey Meyers Hemingway: a biography By Jeffrey Meyers Hemingway: a biography By Jeffrey Meyers     
    
I could not buy this book for lack of extra money as I have applied I could not buy this book for lack of extra money as I have applied I could not buy this book for lack of extra money as I have applied I could not buy this book for lack of extra money as I have applied 
to 15 of the Key West Hotels and none will hire me, because of this to 15 of the Key West Hotels and none will hire me, because of this to 15 of the Key West Hotels and none will hire me, because of this to 15 of the Key West Hotels and none will hire me, because of this 
Orwellian Society but I will buy a used copy at Amazon when I do Orwellian Society but I will buy a used copy at Amazon when I do Orwellian Society but I will buy a used copy at Amazon when I do Orwellian Society but I will buy a used copy at Amazon when I do 
get a job as Jeffrey Meyers Writes about Hemingway saving Pauline's get a job as Jeffrey Meyers Writes about Hemingway saving Pauline's get a job as Jeffrey Meyers Writes about Hemingway saving Pauline's get a job as Jeffrey Meyers Writes about Hemingway saving Pauline's 
life when she was bleeding to death, Hemingway kept going when life when she was bleeding to death, Hemingway kept going when life when she was bleeding to death, Hemingway kept going when life when she was bleeding to death, Hemingway kept going when 
the MD in the room working his wife gave up. Wow! YouTube must the MD in the room working his wife gave up. Wow! YouTube must the MD in the room working his wife gave up. Wow! YouTube must the MD in the room working his wife gave up. Wow! YouTube must 
me allowed to watch all MD's! me allowed to watch all MD's! me allowed to watch all MD's! me allowed to watch all MD's!     
    
After meeting Ernest and Hadley Hemingway at a party in Paris in After meeting Ernest and Hadley Hemingway at a party in Paris in After meeting Ernest and Hadley Hemingway at a party in Paris in After meeting Ernest and Hadley Hemingway at a party in Paris in 
1925, the three became friends, with Hadley becoming less and less 1925, the three became friends, with Hadley becoming less and less 1925, the three became friends, with Hadley becoming less and less 1925, the three became friends, with Hadley becoming less and less 
a part of the picture. In the fall of 1926, Ernest and Pauline, now a part of the picture. In the fall of 1926, Ernest and Pauline, now a part of the picture. In the fall of 1926, Ernest and Pauline, now a part of the picture. In the fall of 1926, Ernest and Pauline, now 
an item, agreed to a condition Hadley requested before she would an item, agreed to a condition Hadley requested before she would an item, agreed to a condition Hadley requested before she would an item, agreed to a condition Hadley requested before she would 
agree to the divorce. agree to the divorce. agree to the divorce. agree to the divorce.     
    
In 1925. F. Scott Fitzgerald released The Great Gatsby. Hemingway In 1925. F. Scott Fitzgerald released The Great Gatsby. Hemingway In 1925. F. Scott Fitzgerald released The Great Gatsby. Hemingway In 1925. F. Scott Fitzgerald released The Great Gatsby. Hemingway 
read the book in one day when Scott gave him a copy. read the book in one day when Scott gave him a copy. read the book in one day when Scott gave him a copy. read the book in one day when Scott gave him a copy.     
    
Hemingway went through stages from stunned, to sick, to furious, Hemingway went through stages from stunned, to sick, to furious, Hemingway went through stages from stunned, to sick, to furious, Hemingway went through stages from stunned, to sick, to furious, 
over Agnes breaking it off and while he wrote to friends boasting of over Agnes breaking it off and while he wrote to friends boasting of over Agnes breaking it off and while he wrote to friends boasting of over Agnes breaking it off and while he wrote to friends boasting of 
erasing it all with a course of booze and women, it remained an erasing it all with a course of booze and women, it remained an erasing it all with a course of booze and women, it remained an erasing it all with a course of booze and women, it remained an 
emotional wound of enduring consequence, appearing in his emotional wound of enduring consequence, appearing in his emotional wound of enduring consequence, appearing in his emotional wound of enduring consequence, appearing in his 
writing in four separate Novels killing her in his writing until as writing in four separate Novels killing her in his writing until as writing in four separate Novels killing her in his writing until as writing in four separate Novels killing her in his writing until as 
late as "The Snows of Kilimanjaro" in 1936. wow Is this a cure for late as "The Snows of Kilimanjaro" in 1936. wow Is this a cure for late as "The Snows of Kilimanjaro" in 1936. wow Is this a cure for late as "The Snows of Kilimanjaro" in 1936. wow Is this a cure for 
this? this? this? this?     
    
Hemingway's last two lines in "A Farewell To Arms" are "It was like Hemingway's last two lines in "A Farewell To Arms" are "It was like Hemingway's last two lines in "A Farewell To Arms" are "It was like Hemingway's last two lines in "A Farewell To Arms" are "It was like 
saying goodsaying goodsaying goodsaying good----by to a statue. After a while I went out and left the by to a statue. After a while I went out and left the by to a statue. After a while I went out and left the by to a statue. After a while I went out and left the 
hospital and walked back to the hotel in the rain." The End hospital and walked back to the hotel in the rain." The End hospital and walked back to the hotel in the rain." The End hospital and walked back to the hotel in the rain." The End     
    
    
    
Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing a way to Observe Aliens Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing a way to Observe Aliens Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing a way to Observe Aliens Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing a way to Observe Aliens 
more than God!more than God!more than God!more than God!        
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Katie Couric on her last day at CBS news... Breaking News about the Katie Couric on her last day at CBS news... Breaking News about the Katie Couric on her last day at CBS news... Breaking News about the Katie Couric on her last day at CBS news... Breaking News about the 
Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar with Super AirBags on the Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar with Super AirBags on the Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar with Super AirBags on the Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar with Super AirBags on the 
outside, cooled via H at outside, cooled via H at outside, cooled via H at outside, cooled via H at ----254 C 24/7... 254 C 24/7... 254 C 24/7... 254 C 24/7...     
    
No CBS Women and no Key West Women.... 100 Kids will die left in No CBS Women and no Key West Women.... 100 Kids will die left in No CBS Women and no Key West Women.... 100 Kids will die left in No CBS Women and no Key West Women.... 100 Kids will die left in 
hot cars in the summer of 2011. hot cars in the summer of 2011. hot cars in the summer of 2011. hot cars in the summer of 2011.     
    
No Key West Women.... march to prevent another 100 kids from No Key West Women.... march to prevent another 100 kids from No Key West Women.... march to prevent another 100 kids from No Key West Women.... march to prevent another 100 kids from 
dying in hot cars this Summer 2011. dying in hot cars this Summer 2011. dying in hot cars this Summer 2011. dying in hot cars this Summer 2011.     
    
100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 
2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc. 2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc. 2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc. 2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc.     
    
No Key West Women.... marched! 100 kids are on death row sitting No Key West Women.... marched! 100 kids are on death row sitting No Key West Women.... marched! 100 kids are on death row sitting No Key West Women.... marched! 100 kids are on death row sitting 
in a Hot Car this Summer 2011 in a Hot Car this Summer 2011 in a Hot Car this Summer 2011 in a Hot Car this Summer 2011     
    
Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing a way to Observe Aliens Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing a way to Observe Aliens Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing a way to Observe Aliens Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing a way to Observe Aliens 
more than God!more than God!more than God!more than God!        
    
24 April 2011 Easter Sunday in Key West with $177 Trillion in oil 24 April 2011 Easter Sunday in Key West with $177 Trillion in oil 24 April 2011 Easter Sunday in Key West with $177 Trillion in oil 24 April 2011 Easter Sunday in Key West with $177 Trillion in oil 
revenues from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Gov. Perks revenues from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Gov. Perks revenues from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Gov. Perks revenues from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! Gov. Perks 
go to "Oil" this Easter! go to "Oil" this Easter! go to "Oil" this Easter! go to "Oil" this Easter!     
    
425 American civilians (Cops, Women, Kids) are celebrating Easter 425 American civilians (Cops, Women, Kids) are celebrating Easter 425 American civilians (Cops, Women, Kids) are celebrating Easter 425 American civilians (Cops, Women, Kids) are celebrating Easter 
2011 with gasoline burns over most their bodies from a fiery LA 2011 with gasoline burns over most their bodies from a fiery LA 2011 with gasoline burns over most their bodies from a fiery LA 2011 with gasoline burns over most their bodies from a fiery LA 
Wreck! All are deleted from tomorrows Key West News, so stay out of Wreck! All are deleted from tomorrows Key West News, so stay out of Wreck! All are deleted from tomorrows Key West News, so stay out of Wreck! All are deleted from tomorrows Key West News, so stay out of 
a fiery wreck today! a fiery wreck today! a fiery wreck today! a fiery wreck today!     
    
$4.25 gas today, Easter Sunday in Key West $4.25 gas today, Easter Sunday in Key West $4.25 gas today, Easter Sunday in Key West $4.25 gas today, Easter Sunday in Key West     
    
CBS and ABC Nightly News women Katie Couric and Diane Sawyer... CBS and ABC Nightly News women Katie Couric and Diane Sawyer... CBS and ABC Nightly News women Katie Couric and Diane Sawyer... CBS and ABC Nightly News women Katie Couric and Diane Sawyer... 
DO NOT! .... march to prevent another 100 Kids from dying left in DO NOT! .... march to prevent another 100 Kids from dying left in DO NOT! .... march to prevent another 100 Kids from dying left in DO NOT! .... march to prevent another 100 Kids from dying left in 
hot cars in the summer of 2011... or 426th person from being hot cars in the summer of 2011... or 426th person from being hot cars in the summer of 2011... or 426th person from being hot cars in the summer of 2011... or 426th person from being 
burned over most their bodies in a fiery LA Wreck! burned over most their bodies in a fiery LA Wreck! burned over most their bodies in a fiery LA Wreck! burned over most their bodies in a fiery LA Wreck!     
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Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution! Paris Women's March on Versailles... started the French Revolution!     
    
Katie Couric on her last day at CBS news... Breaking News about the Katie Couric on her last day at CBS news... Breaking News about the Katie Couric on her last day at CBS news... Breaking News about the Katie Couric on her last day at CBS news... Breaking News about the 
Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar with Super AirBags on the Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar with Super AirBags on the Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar with Super AirBags on the Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar with Super AirBags on the 
outside, cooled via H at outside, cooled via H at outside, cooled via H at outside, cooled via H at ----254 C 24/7... 254 C 24/7... 254 C 24/7... 254 C 24/7...     
    
No CBS Women.... marched to prevent another 100 Kids from dying No CBS Women.... marched to prevent another 100 Kids from dying No CBS Women.... marched to prevent another 100 Kids from dying No CBS Women.... marched to prevent another 100 Kids from dying 
left in hot cars in the summer of 2011. left in hot cars in the summer of 2011. left in hot cars in the summer of 2011. left in hot cars in the summer of 2011.     
    
No Key West Women.... marched to prevent another 100 kids from No Key West Women.... marched to prevent another 100 kids from No Key West Women.... marched to prevent another 100 kids from No Key West Women.... marched to prevent another 100 kids from 
dying in hot cars this Summer 2011. dying in hot cars this Summer 2011. dying in hot cars this Summer 2011. dying in hot cars this Summer 2011.     
    
100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 100 Kids will die left in hot cars in the summer of 2011, 100 died in 
2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc. 2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc. 2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc. 2010. 100 died in 2000, 1999 etc.     
    
No Key West Women.... marched! 100 kids are on death row, sitting No Key West Women.... marched! 100 kids are on death row, sitting No Key West Women.... marched! 100 kids are on death row, sitting No Key West Women.... marched! 100 kids are on death row, sitting 
in Hot Cars this Summer 2011 in Hot Cars this Summer 2011 in Hot Cars this Summer 2011 in Hot Cars this Summer 2011     
    
    
    
Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing a way to Observe Aliens Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing a way to Observe Aliens Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing a way to Observe Aliens Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing a way to Observe Aliens 
more than God!more than God!more than God!more than God!        
    
    
    
Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing a way to Observe Aliens Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing a way to Observe Aliens Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing a way to Observe Aliens Key West Admiral fears Greg inventing a way to Observe Aliens 
more than God!more than God!more than God!more than God!        
    
Utopian Novel... “A Farewell to Arms” is a Utopian Novel... the 
ElectricWindmillCar Invention of 1980 just after Easter!        
    
April 15, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg April 15, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg April 15, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg April 15, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg 
Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 ----    Please help Greg by financing Please help Greg by financing Please help Greg by financing Please help Greg by financing 
my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West! my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West! my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West! my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West!     
    
April 15, 2011 Tax Day with $177 Trillion in oil revenues from the April 15, 2011 Tax Day with $177 Trillion in oil revenues from the April 15, 2011 Tax Day with $177 Trillion in oil revenues from the April 15, 2011 Tax Day with $177 Trillion in oil revenues from the 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar!     
    
April 15, 2011 Tax Day with $177 Trillion in Texas, Saudi and BP April 15, 2011 Tax Day with $177 Trillion in Texas, Saudi and BP April 15, 2011 Tax Day with $177 Trillion in Texas, Saudi and BP April 15, 2011 Tax Day with $177 Trillion in Texas, Saudi and BP 
Oil Revenues in Chronological listing by year... Carter in 1980 did Oil Revenues in Chronological listing by year... Carter in 1980 did Oil Revenues in Chronological listing by year... Carter in 1980 did Oil Revenues in Chronological listing by year... Carter in 1980 did 
the math for the $177 Trillion oil would bring in, Carter and his the math for the $177 Trillion oil would bring in, Carter and his the math for the $177 Trillion oil would bring in, Carter and his the math for the $177 Trillion oil would bring in, Carter and his 
wife Roslyn are the Worlds worst Mass Murderers via Oil Today! wife Roslyn are the Worlds worst Mass Murderers via Oil Today! wife Roslyn are the Worlds worst Mass Murderers via Oil Today! wife Roslyn are the Worlds worst Mass Murderers via Oil Today! 
Pardon Greg as Queen Elizabeth did give Carter and his wife Pardon Greg as Queen Elizabeth did give Carter and his wife Pardon Greg as Queen Elizabeth did give Carter and his wife Pardon Greg as Queen Elizabeth did give Carter and his wife 
orders to make England and BP Oil rich! BP Oil is paying for the orders to make England and BP Oil rich! BP Oil is paying for the orders to make England and BP Oil rich! BP Oil is paying for the orders to make England and BP Oil rich! BP Oil is paying for the 
Royal Wedding Really! Royal Wedding Really! Royal Wedding Really! Royal Wedding Really!     
    
$177 Trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2011 suppressing the $177 Trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2011 suppressing the $177 Trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2011 suppressing the $177 Trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2011 suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar, 177,000 world wide burned and burned to ElectricWindmillCar, 177,000 world wide burned and burned to ElectricWindmillCar, 177,000 world wide burned and burned to ElectricWindmillCar, 177,000 world wide burned and burned to 
death in fiery LA Wrecks. death in fiery LA Wrecks. death in fiery LA Wrecks. death in fiery LA Wrecks.     
    
April 15th, today gasoline in Key West is selling for $4.25 a gallon, April 15th, today gasoline in Key West is selling for $4.25 a gallon, April 15th, today gasoline in Key West is selling for $4.25 a gallon, April 15th, today gasoline in Key West is selling for $4.25 a gallon, 
a scam by our Orwellian Caesar the 13th. a scam by our Orwellian Caesar the 13th. a scam by our Orwellian Caesar the 13th. a scam by our Orwellian Caesar the 13th.     
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 April 15, 2011 Key West  April 15, 2011 Key West  April 15, 2011 Key West  April 15, 2011 Key West 

Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" Western Union Ship with Mayor of Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" Western Union Ship with Mayor of Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" Western Union Ship with Mayor of Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" Western Union Ship with Mayor of 
Key West, Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Key West, Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Key West, Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Key West, Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN 
TROUBLE ! Greg Buell Lovestar inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar TROUBLE ! Greg Buell Lovestar inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar TROUBLE ! Greg Buell Lovestar inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar TROUBLE ! Greg Buell Lovestar inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar 
in 1980 when the Saudi Oil Embargo had gas station lines all the in 1980 when the Saudi Oil Embargo had gas station lines all the in 1980 when the Saudi Oil Embargo had gas station lines all the in 1980 when the Saudi Oil Embargo had gas station lines all the 
way around the Island of Key West was not invited to Sail with the way around the Island of Key West was not invited to Sail with the way around the Island of Key West was not invited to Sail with the way around the Island of Key West was not invited to Sail with the 
Mayor of Key West, and the next day walking by the Western Union Mayor of Key West, and the next day walking by the Western Union Mayor of Key West, and the next day walking by the Western Union Mayor of Key West, and the next day walking by the Western Union 
a Mate spit at me, its good to know who the observers are, some are a Mate spit at me, its good to know who the observers are, some are a Mate spit at me, its good to know who the observers are, some are a Mate spit at me, its good to know who the observers are, some are 
not very good at hiding behind the hidden cameras in our not very good at hiding behind the hidden cameras in our not very good at hiding behind the hidden cameras in our not very good at hiding behind the hidden cameras in our 
Orwellian Society! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM Orwellian Society! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM Orwellian Society! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM Orwellian Society! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM 
RATHER IN TROUBLE ! RATHER IN TROUBLE ! RATHER IN TROUBLE ! RATHER IN TROUBLE !     
    
Sun Also Rises, I finished reading the book at 1:38 pm 11 April 11 it Sun Also Rises, I finished reading the book at 1:38 pm 11 April 11 it Sun Also Rises, I finished reading the book at 1:38 pm 11 April 11 it Sun Also Rises, I finished reading the book at 1:38 pm 11 April 11 it 
took Greg since 1972 to get it read! took Greg since 1972 to get it read! took Greg since 1972 to get it read! took Greg since 1972 to get it read!     
    
The Sun Also Rises... Today April 15th The Sun Also Rises on the 10 The Sun Also Rises... Today April 15th The Sun Also Rises on the 10 The Sun Also Rises... Today April 15th The Sun Also Rises on the 10 The Sun Also Rises... Today April 15th The Sun Also Rises on the 10 
Nearest Stars listed on this web page! Nearest Stars listed on this web page! Nearest Stars listed on this web page! Nearest Stars listed on this web page!     
    
April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" Hemingway April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" Hemingway April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" Hemingway April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" Hemingway     
    
Reading it today captured a Invention Project in my thinking, A Reading it today captured a Invention Project in my thinking, A Reading it today captured a Invention Project in my thinking, A Reading it today captured a Invention Project in my thinking, A 
cure is possible today via Hormones for suicides! As the Sun Rises on cure is possible today via Hormones for suicides! As the Sun Rises on cure is possible today via Hormones for suicides! As the Sun Rises on cure is possible today via Hormones for suicides! As the Sun Rises on 
Hormones in the Brain and the need for the Los Alamos Hormones in the Brain and the need for the Los Alamos Hormones in the Brain and the need for the Los Alamos Hormones in the Brain and the need for the Los Alamos 
Supercomputers to crunch these to get the right combination and Supercomputers to crunch these to get the right combination and Supercomputers to crunch these to get the right combination and Supercomputers to crunch these to get the right combination and 
dose for a Rx Cure! dose for a Rx Cure! dose for a Rx Cure! dose for a Rx Cure!     
    
    

Los Alamos Supercomputers to Los Alamos Supercomputers to Los Alamos Supercomputers to Los Alamos Supercomputers to 

crunch these to get the right combination and dose for a Rx Cure! crunch these to get the right combination and dose for a Rx Cure! crunch these to get the right combination and dose for a Rx Cure! crunch these to get the right combination and dose for a Rx Cure!     
    
April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" Hemingway April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" Hemingway April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" Hemingway April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" Hemingway     
    
Rx Miracle Cure for Suicides via hormones! Rx Miracle Cure for Suicides via hormones! Rx Miracle Cure for Suicides via hormones! Rx Miracle Cure for Suicides via hormones!     
    
April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" Hemingway April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" Hemingway April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" Hemingway April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" Hemingway     
    
Reading The Sun Also Rises... captured the idea from the previous Reading The Sun Also Rises... captured the idea from the previous Reading The Sun Also Rises... captured the idea from the previous Reading The Sun Also Rises... captured the idea from the previous 
web I wrote, what you lost learning Spanish and I listed 100's of web I wrote, what you lost learning Spanish and I listed 100's of web I wrote, what you lost learning Spanish and I listed 100's of web I wrote, what you lost learning Spanish and I listed 100's of 
hormones in the "Brain". hormones in the "Brain". hormones in the "Brain". hormones in the "Brain".     
    
Los Alamos has $1 Trillion dollars of IBM supercomputers built and Los Alamos has $1 Trillion dollars of IBM supercomputers built and Los Alamos has $1 Trillion dollars of IBM supercomputers built and Los Alamos has $1 Trillion dollars of IBM supercomputers built and 
programmed to "CRUNCH" HORMONES! programmed to "CRUNCH" HORMONES! programmed to "CRUNCH" HORMONES! programmed to "CRUNCH" HORMONES!     
    
Give one of several post war generation's a Rx (Penicillin Miracle) Give one of several post war generation's a Rx (Penicillin Miracle) Give one of several post war generation's a Rx (Penicillin Miracle) Give one of several post war generation's a Rx (Penicillin Miracle) 
Hormone Shot Cure for depression and suicide! Hormone Shot Cure for depression and suicide! Hormone Shot Cure for depression and suicide! Hormone Shot Cure for depression and suicide!     
    
Hemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for 
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future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest 
stars! stars! stars! stars!     
    
"Ahead was a policeman directing traffic" "Ahead was a policeman directing traffic" "Ahead was a policeman directing traffic" "Ahead was a policeman directing traffic"     
    
"The Car slowed suddenly pressing Lady Brett Ashley against me" "The Car slowed suddenly pressing Lady Brett Ashley against me" "The Car slowed suddenly pressing Lady Brett Ashley against me" "The Car slowed suddenly pressing Lady Brett Ashley against me"     
    
"we could of had such a damn good time together" "we could of had such a damn good time together" "we could of had such a damn good time together" "we could of had such a damn good time together"     
    
"yes I said. "Isn't it pretty to think so?" "yes I said. "Isn't it pretty to think so?" "yes I said. "Isn't it pretty to think so?" "yes I said. "Isn't it pretty to think so?"     
    
"Ahead is the Universe and the Traffic Cop" "Ahead is the Universe and the Traffic Cop" "Ahead is the Universe and the Traffic Cop" "Ahead is the Universe and the Traffic Cop"     
    
"We could of had such a damn good time together" "We could of had such a damn good time together" "We could of had such a damn good time together" "We could of had such a damn good time together"     
    
with Aliens in the Nearest 10 Stars to Earth!" with Aliens in the Nearest 10 Stars to Earth!" with Aliens in the Nearest 10 Stars to Earth!" with Aliens in the Nearest 10 Stars to Earth!"     
    
Hemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for 
future generations... Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital and future generations... Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital and future generations... Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital and future generations... Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital and 
Hurricane Shelter built on Paris Eiffel Tower Structure's! Hurricane Shelter built on Paris Eiffel Tower Structure's! Hurricane Shelter built on Paris Eiffel Tower Structure's! Hurricane Shelter built on Paris Eiffel Tower Structure's!     
    
Hemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for 
future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest 
stars! Tokyo... several thousand Japanese will commit suicide in stars! Tokyo... several thousand Japanese will commit suicide in stars! Tokyo... several thousand Japanese will commit suicide in stars! Tokyo... several thousand Japanese will commit suicide in 
2011 2011 2011 2011     
    
Hemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for 
future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest 
stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN 
TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE !     
    
"Gas Lobotomy" for "OJ" Guilt as Hell Clones of "OJ" kill tens of "Gas Lobotomy" for "OJ" Guilt as Hell Clones of "OJ" kill tens of "Gas Lobotomy" for "OJ" Guilt as Hell Clones of "OJ" kill tens of "Gas Lobotomy" for "OJ" Guilt as Hell Clones of "OJ" kill tens of 
thousands of exthousands of exthousands of exthousands of ex----wives, in 2011 wives, in 2011 wives, in 2011 wives, in 2011     
    
Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN 
TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE !     
    
    

Los Alamos Supercomputers to Los Alamos Supercomputers to Los Alamos Supercomputers to Los Alamos Supercomputers to 

crunch these to get the right combination and dose for a Rx Cure! crunch these to get the right combination and dose for a Rx Cure! crunch these to get the right combination and dose for a Rx Cure! crunch these to get the right combination and dose for a Rx Cure! 
Manhattan Project for a Rx Breast Cancer Cure... when all the 9/11 Manhattan Project for a Rx Breast Cancer Cure... when all the 9/11 Manhattan Project for a Rx Breast Cancer Cure... when all the 9/11 Manhattan Project for a Rx Breast Cancer Cure... when all the 9/11 
terrorists run over by Pentagon Generals driving the terrorists run over by Pentagon Generals driving the terrorists run over by Pentagon Generals driving the terrorists run over by Pentagon Generals driving the 
ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square decades before 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square decades before 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square decades before 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square decades before 9/11...     
    
10,000 murdered women in 2011 and you will spend hours and 10,000 murdered women in 2011 and you will spend hours and 10,000 murdered women in 2011 and you will spend hours and 10,000 murdered women in 2011 and you will spend hours and 
hours searching Google for the Statistics and then Google will hours searching Google for the Statistics and then Google will hours searching Google for the Statistics and then Google will hours searching Google for the Statistics and then Google will 
suppress the "OJ" clone murders of white women, as they are suppress the "OJ" clone murders of white women, as they are suppress the "OJ" clone murders of white women, as they are suppress the "OJ" clone murders of white women, as they are 
following orders from Caroline Kennedy and Bush. Both are following orders from Caroline Kennedy and Bush. Both are following orders from Caroline Kennedy and Bush. Both are following orders from Caroline Kennedy and Bush. Both are 
responsible for the murders of 100 women a day from this social responsible for the murders of 100 women a day from this social responsible for the murders of 100 women a day from this social responsible for the murders of 100 women a day from this social 
engineering stopping Cops and Women from putting a Warning engineering stopping Cops and Women from putting a Warning engineering stopping Cops and Women from putting a Warning engineering stopping Cops and Women from putting a Warning 
Label on Black Males who do all the killings! Label on Black Males who do all the killings! Label on Black Males who do all the killings! Label on Black Males who do all the killings!     
    
Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN 
TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE !     
    
"Gas Lobotomy" for "OJ" Guilt as Hell Clones of "OJ" kill tens of "Gas Lobotomy" for "OJ" Guilt as Hell Clones of "OJ" kill tens of "Gas Lobotomy" for "OJ" Guilt as Hell Clones of "OJ" kill tens of "Gas Lobotomy" for "OJ" Guilt as Hell Clones of "OJ" kill tens of 
thousands of exthousands of exthousands of exthousands of ex----wives, in 2011 wives, in 2011 wives, in 2011 wives, in 2011     
    
Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN 
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TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE !     
    
Penicillins antibiotics bind to and inhibit enzymes needed for the Penicillins antibiotics bind to and inhibit enzymes needed for the Penicillins antibiotics bind to and inhibit enzymes needed for the Penicillins antibiotics bind to and inhibit enzymes needed for the 
synthesis of the bacteria cell wall. While they have little effect on synthesis of the bacteria cell wall. While they have little effect on synthesis of the bacteria cell wall. While they have little effect on synthesis of the bacteria cell wall. While they have little effect on 
resting bacteria, they are lethal to dividing bacteria as defective resting bacteria, they are lethal to dividing bacteria as defective resting bacteria, they are lethal to dividing bacteria as defective resting bacteria, they are lethal to dividing bacteria as defective 
walls cannot protect the organism from bursting the bacterias cell walls cannot protect the organism from bursting the bacterias cell walls cannot protect the organism from bursting the bacterias cell walls cannot protect the organism from bursting the bacterias cell 
wall killing it. This is the Miracle Cure via Penicillins. Those who wall killing it. This is the Miracle Cure via Penicillins. Those who wall killing it. This is the Miracle Cure via Penicillins. Those who wall killing it. This is the Miracle Cure via Penicillins. Those who 
received the 1st generations of penicillins perfected the correct received the 1st generations of penicillins perfected the correct received the 1st generations of penicillins perfected the correct received the 1st generations of penicillins perfected the correct 
dose, the mg and pills per day ie injections of Penicillins. Years and dose, the mg and pills per day ie injections of Penicillins. Years and dose, the mg and pills per day ie injections of Penicillins. Years and dose, the mg and pills per day ie injections of Penicillins. Years and 
years before the dose from the Medical Researchers was gotten years before the dose from the Medical Researchers was gotten years before the dose from the Medical Researchers was gotten years before the dose from the Medical Researchers was gotten 
right. None of this Medical Research is for the general publics right. None of this Medical Research is for the general publics right. None of this Medical Research is for the general publics right. None of this Medical Research is for the general publics 
knowledge, sorry! Yale Key West Medical School the Medical knowledge, sorry! Yale Key West Medical School the Medical knowledge, sorry! Yale Key West Medical School the Medical knowledge, sorry! Yale Key West Medical School the Medical 
Researchers will be doing this 1st generation dose and use for 100's Researchers will be doing this 1st generation dose and use for 100's Researchers will be doing this 1st generation dose and use for 100's Researchers will be doing this 1st generation dose and use for 100's 
of futuristic "Penicillins" and the Tourists can watch live medical of futuristic "Penicillins" and the Tourists can watch live medical of futuristic "Penicillins" and the Tourists can watch live medical of futuristic "Penicillins" and the Tourists can watch live medical 
research as a Tourists Attraction in Key West at the Yale Key West research as a Tourists Attraction in Key West at the Yale Key West research as a Tourists Attraction in Key West at the Yale Key West research as a Tourists Attraction in Key West at the Yale Key West 
Medical School! Medical School! Medical School! Medical School!     
    
Hemingway at the Mayo Clinic he received the 1st generation Hemingway at the Mayo Clinic he received the 1st generation Hemingway at the Mayo Clinic he received the 1st generation Hemingway at the Mayo Clinic he received the 1st generation 
electro shock, not the Electro convulsive therapy (ECT). electro shock, not the Electro convulsive therapy (ECT). electro shock, not the Electro convulsive therapy (ECT). electro shock, not the Electro convulsive therapy (ECT).     
    
Mayo Clinic MD's knew nothing of electro shock physiology, its the Mayo Clinic MD's knew nothing of electro shock physiology, its the Mayo Clinic MD's knew nothing of electro shock physiology, its the Mayo Clinic MD's knew nothing of electro shock physiology, its the 
same today with many treatments at the Mayo Clinic... one being... same today with many treatments at the Mayo Clinic... one being... same today with many treatments at the Mayo Clinic... one being... same today with many treatments at the Mayo Clinic... one being... 
testosterone therapy testosterone therapy testosterone therapy testosterone therapy     
    
    

    

http://www.mayoclinic.com/health/testosteronehttp://www.mayoclinic.com/health/testosteronehttp://www.mayoclinic.com/health/testosteronehttp://www.mayoclinic.com/health/testosterone----therapy/MC00030 therapy/MC00030 therapy/MC00030 therapy/MC00030     
    
Mayo Clinic... one being... Growth Hormone (GH) Mayo Clinic... one being... Growth Hormone (GH) Mayo Clinic... one being... Growth Hormone (GH) Mayo Clinic... one being... Growth Hormone (GH)     
    
100,000 kids have gotten without Mayo Clinic fully knowing what is 100,000 kids have gotten without Mayo Clinic fully knowing what is 100,000 kids have gotten without Mayo Clinic fully knowing what is 100,000 kids have gotten without Mayo Clinic fully knowing what is 
going on in its Physiology! going on in its Physiology! going on in its Physiology! going on in its Physiology!     
    
Human growth hormone (HGH; also called somatotropin) is a Human growth hormone (HGH; also called somatotropin) is a Human growth hormone (HGH; also called somatotropin) is a Human growth hormone (HGH; also called somatotropin) is a 
protein of 191 amino acids. The GHprotein of 191 amino acids. The GHprotein of 191 amino acids. The GHprotein of 191 amino acids. The GH----secreting cells are stimulated secreting cells are stimulated secreting cells are stimulated secreting cells are stimulated 
to synthesize and release GH by the intermittent arrival of growth to synthesize and release GH by the intermittent arrival of growth to synthesize and release GH by the intermittent arrival of growth to synthesize and release GH by the intermittent arrival of growth 
hormone releasing hormone (GHRH) from the hypothalamus. GH hormone releasing hormone (GHRH) from the hypothalamus. GH hormone releasing hormone (GHRH) from the hypothalamus. GH hormone releasing hormone (GHRH) from the hypothalamus. GH 
promotes body growth by: promotes body growth by: promotes body growth by: promotes body growth by: ••••binding to receptors on the surface of binding to receptors on the surface of binding to receptors on the surface of binding to receptors on the surface of 
liver cells. liver cells. liver cells. liver cells. ••••This stimulates them to release insulinThis stimulates them to release insulinThis stimulates them to release insulinThis stimulates them to release insulin----like growth like growth like growth like growth 
factorfactorfactorfactor----1 (IGF1 (IGF1 (IGF1 (IGF----1; also known as somatomedin) 1; also known as somatomedin) 1; also known as somatomedin) 1; also known as somatomedin) ••••IGFIGFIGFIGF----1 acts directly 1 acts directly 1 acts directly 1 acts directly 
on the ends of the long bones promoting their growth on the ends of the long bones promoting their growth on the ends of the long bones promoting their growth on the ends of the long bones promoting their growth     
    
    
    

Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD 

YOU COME AM RATHER IN TROUBLE ! YOU COME AM RATHER IN TROUBLE ! YOU COME AM RATHER IN TROUBLE ! YOU COME AM RATHER IN TROUBLE !     
    
Mary Hemingway was 5' 3" he was 6' 3" Mary Hemingway was 5' 3" he was 6' 3" Mary Hemingway was 5' 3" he was 6' 3" Mary Hemingway was 5' 3" he was 6' 3"     
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Things can go wrong. Working out the dose in the 1st generation of Things can go wrong. Working out the dose in the 1st generation of Things can go wrong. Working out the dose in the 1st generation of Things can go wrong. Working out the dose in the 1st generation of 
the Treatment or Rx.... Mayo Clinic needs some "Observers" Observer the Treatment or Rx.... Mayo Clinic needs some "Observers" Observer the Treatment or Rx.... Mayo Clinic needs some "Observers" Observer the Treatment or Rx.... Mayo Clinic needs some "Observers" Observer 
Cops watching them 24/7 as causticities of war are spit on by MD's Cops watching them 24/7 as causticities of war are spit on by MD's Cops watching them 24/7 as causticities of war are spit on by MD's Cops watching them 24/7 as causticities of war are spit on by MD's 
and Pentagon Generals in our Oil Genocide Era and Society with and Pentagon Generals in our Oil Genocide Era and Society with and Pentagon Generals in our Oil Genocide Era and Society with and Pentagon Generals in our Oil Genocide Era and Society with 
BP Oil addicted to $177 Trillion dollars in oil Revenue this has BP Oil addicted to $177 Trillion dollars in oil Revenue this has BP Oil addicted to $177 Trillion dollars in oil Revenue this has BP Oil addicted to $177 Trillion dollars in oil Revenue this has 
gotten the MD community addicted to $77 Trillion dollars for your gotten the MD community addicted to $77 Trillion dollars for your gotten the MD community addicted to $77 Trillion dollars for your gotten the MD community addicted to $77 Trillion dollars for your 
MD bills! MD bills! MD bills! MD bills!     
    
Mayo Clinic electro shock treatments of Hemingway killed his Mayo Clinic electro shock treatments of Hemingway killed his Mayo Clinic electro shock treatments of Hemingway killed his Mayo Clinic electro shock treatments of Hemingway killed his 
memory and this caused his death. memory and this caused his death. memory and this caused his death. memory and this caused his death.     
    
Mayo Clinic in Hemingway time didn't know the physiology of Mayo Clinic in Hemingway time didn't know the physiology of Mayo Clinic in Hemingway time didn't know the physiology of Mayo Clinic in Hemingway time didn't know the physiology of 
Concussions either. Concussions either. Concussions either. Concussions either.     
    
9 hormones are produced by the pituitary gland, dose, mg for each 9 hormones are produced by the pituitary gland, dose, mg for each 9 hormones are produced by the pituitary gland, dose, mg for each 9 hormones are produced by the pituitary gland, dose, mg for each 
is not published for the general public knowledge, sorry! is not published for the general public knowledge, sorry! is not published for the general public knowledge, sorry! is not published for the general public knowledge, sorry!     
    
Physiology in General is not on the "Today Show" as Dr. Nancy Physiology in General is not on the "Today Show" as Dr. Nancy Physiology in General is not on the "Today Show" as Dr. Nancy Physiology in General is not on the "Today Show" as Dr. Nancy 
Snyderman has not been picked by GE to replace Matt Lauer for Snyderman has not been picked by GE to replace Matt Lauer for Snyderman has not been picked by GE to replace Matt Lauer for Snyderman has not been picked by GE to replace Matt Lauer for 
Social Medical Advancement. Yet 100 kids will die in hot cars in Social Medical Advancement. Yet 100 kids will die in hot cars in Social Medical Advancement. Yet 100 kids will die in hot cars in Social Medical Advancement. Yet 100 kids will die in hot cars in 
the Summer of 2011. 50 Infants a day die from Whooping Cough the Summer of 2011. 50 Infants a day die from Whooping Cough the Summer of 2011. 50 Infants a day die from Whooping Cough the Summer of 2011. 50 Infants a day die from Whooping Cough 
from dirty Mexicans at Day Care, Hospitals and Taco Bell etc... from dirty Mexicans at Day Care, Hospitals and Taco Bell etc... from dirty Mexicans at Day Care, Hospitals and Taco Bell etc... from dirty Mexicans at Day Care, Hospitals and Taco Bell etc... 
Sorry State of affairs as Clinton at the State Dept has made these Sorry State of affairs as Clinton at the State Dept has made these Sorry State of affairs as Clinton at the State Dept has made these Sorry State of affairs as Clinton at the State Dept has made these 
kids and infants persona non grata because she has the power to kids and infants persona non grata because she has the power to kids and infants persona non grata because she has the power to kids and infants persona non grata because she has the power to 
do this in our "Psychotic Orwellian Society" do this in our "Psychotic Orwellian Society" do this in our "Psychotic Orwellian Society" do this in our "Psychotic Orwellian Society"     
    
    
    

Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! 

Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN 
TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE !     
    
Fire!1 Senator Kerry is a baby killer from the Vietnam Era, today Fire!1 Senator Kerry is a baby killer from the Vietnam Era, today Fire!1 Senator Kerry is a baby killer from the Vietnam Era, today Fire!1 Senator Kerry is a baby killer from the Vietnam Era, today 
with all these deaths, not even counting the kids and babies in with all these deaths, not even counting the kids and babies in with all these deaths, not even counting the kids and babies in with all these deaths, not even counting the kids and babies in 
fiery LA Wrecks makes Kerry guilty of mass murder and Treason! fiery LA Wrecks makes Kerry guilty of mass murder and Treason! fiery LA Wrecks makes Kerry guilty of mass murder and Treason! fiery LA Wrecks makes Kerry guilty of mass murder and Treason!     
    
As all 100 Senators are as Guilty as Kerry! NASA has spent the last As all 100 Senators are as Guilty as Kerry! NASA has spent the last As all 100 Senators are as Guilty as Kerry! NASA has spent the last As all 100 Senators are as Guilty as Kerry! NASA has spent the last 
decade in Saudi Arabia with the hot naked women tourists decade in Saudi Arabia with the hot naked women tourists decade in Saudi Arabia with the hot naked women tourists decade in Saudi Arabia with the hot naked women tourists 
attractions. Not in Key West working on the Shuttle Key West that attractions. Not in Key West working on the Shuttle Key West that attractions. Not in Key West working on the Shuttle Key West that attractions. Not in Key West working on the Shuttle Key West that 
will blast off to the 10 nearest stars to Earth all within 10 light will blast off to the 10 nearest stars to Earth all within 10 light will blast off to the 10 nearest stars to Earth all within 10 light will blast off to the 10 nearest stars to Earth all within 10 light 
years! A good mission to rehire the Love Sick NASA Astronaut Lisa years! A good mission to rehire the Love Sick NASA Astronaut Lisa years! A good mission to rehire the Love Sick NASA Astronaut Lisa years! A good mission to rehire the Love Sick NASA Astronaut Lisa 
Novak as she did not spent the last decade in Saudi Arabia with Novak as she did not spent the last decade in Saudi Arabia with Novak as she did not spent the last decade in Saudi Arabia with Novak as she did not spent the last decade in Saudi Arabia with 
the Whores! And $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues! the Whores! And $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues! the Whores! And $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues! the Whores! And $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues!     
    
penicillins penicillins penicillins penicillins     
    
The betaThe betaThe betaThe beta----lactam antibiotics bind to and inhibit enzymes needed lactam antibiotics bind to and inhibit enzymes needed lactam antibiotics bind to and inhibit enzymes needed lactam antibiotics bind to and inhibit enzymes needed 
for the synthesis of the peptidoglycan wall. While they have little for the synthesis of the peptidoglycan wall. While they have little for the synthesis of the peptidoglycan wall. While they have little for the synthesis of the peptidoglycan wall. While they have little 
effect on resting bacteria, they are lethal to dividing bacteria as effect on resting bacteria, they are lethal to dividing bacteria as effect on resting bacteria, they are lethal to dividing bacteria as effect on resting bacteria, they are lethal to dividing bacteria as 
defective walls cannot protect the organism form bursting in defective walls cannot protect the organism form bursting in defective walls cannot protect the organism form bursting in defective walls cannot protect the organism form bursting in 
hypotonic surroundings. hypotonic surroundings. hypotonic surroundings. hypotonic surroundings.     
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Mayo Clinic in Hemingway time didn't know the physiology of Mayo Clinic in Hemingway time didn't know the physiology of Mayo Clinic in Hemingway time didn't know the physiology of Mayo Clinic in Hemingway time didn't know the physiology of 
alcoholism alcoholism alcoholism alcoholism     
    
Clarence Hemingway shot himself on December 6, 1928 Clarence Hemingway shot himself on December 6, 1928 Clarence Hemingway shot himself on December 6, 1928 Clarence Hemingway shot himself on December 6, 1928     
    
5 total suicide, but numerous attempts. Started with Ernest Hall, 5 total suicide, but numerous attempts. Started with Ernest Hall, 5 total suicide, but numerous attempts. Started with Ernest Hall, 5 total suicide, but numerous attempts. Started with Ernest Hall, 
who attempted suicide; however his sonwho attempted suicide; however his sonwho attempted suicide; however his sonwho attempted suicide; however his son----inininin----law took the bullets out law took the bullets out law took the bullets out law took the bullets out 
of the gun. When Ernest pulled the trigger, the gun was empty. His of the gun. When Ernest pulled the trigger, the gun was empty. His of the gun. When Ernest pulled the trigger, the gun was empty. His of the gun. When Ernest pulled the trigger, the gun was empty. His 
sonsonsonson----inininin----law was Ed Hemingway. law was Ed Hemingway. law was Ed Hemingway. law was Ed Hemingway.     
    
Ed Hemingway shot himself in the head. He left six children, three Ed Hemingway shot himself in the head. He left six children, three Ed Hemingway shot himself in the head. He left six children, three Ed Hemingway shot himself in the head. He left six children, three 
of which killed themselves. Leicester, Ursula, and Ernest of which killed themselves. Leicester, Ursula, and Ernest of which killed themselves. Leicester, Ursula, and Ernest of which killed themselves. Leicester, Ursula, and Ernest 
Hemingway all killed themselves. Years later, Margeaux Hemingway all killed themselves. Years later, Margeaux Hemingway all killed themselves. Years later, Margeaux Hemingway all killed themselves. Years later, Margeaux 
Hemingway, a famous fashion model/actress and sister to Mariel Hemingway, a famous fashion model/actress and sister to Mariel Hemingway, a famous fashion model/actress and sister to Mariel Hemingway, a famous fashion model/actress and sister to Mariel 
Hemingway also killed herself. Hemingway also killed herself. Hemingway also killed herself. Hemingway also killed herself.     
    
Margaux Hemingway (February 16, 1954[1] Margaux Hemingway (February 16, 1954[1] Margaux Hemingway (February 16, 1954[1] Margaux Hemingway (February 16, 1954[1] ––––    July 1, 1996 July 1, 1996 July 1, 1996 July 1, 1996     
    
On July 1, 1996, one day before the anniversary of her On July 1, 1996, one day before the anniversary of her On July 1, 1996, one day before the anniversary of her On July 1, 1996, one day before the anniversary of her 
grandfather's own suicide grandfather's own suicide grandfather's own suicide grandfather's own suicide     
    
Dosage Rx mg etc was not perfected at Hemingway time of electro Dosage Rx mg etc was not perfected at Hemingway time of electro Dosage Rx mg etc was not perfected at Hemingway time of electro Dosage Rx mg etc was not perfected at Hemingway time of electro 
shock same time and maybe at the same Mayo Clinic in a building shock same time and maybe at the same Mayo Clinic in a building shock same time and maybe at the same Mayo Clinic in a building shock same time and maybe at the same Mayo Clinic in a building 
next door patients who would die this week were given the 1st next door patients who would die this week were given the 1st next door patients who would die this week were given the 1st next door patients who would die this week were given the 1st 
Penicillin as Research MD's tried to perfect the right dosage, in mg Penicillin as Research MD's tried to perfect the right dosage, in mg Penicillin as Research MD's tried to perfect the right dosage, in mg Penicillin as Research MD's tried to perfect the right dosage, in mg 
and how many shots or pills per day, for how many days in a row. and how many shots or pills per day, for how many days in a row. and how many shots or pills per day, for how many days in a row. and how many shots or pills per day, for how many days in a row.     
    
Only the people doing Medical Research today at Yale and Mayo Only the people doing Medical Research today at Yale and Mayo Only the people doing Medical Research today at Yale and Mayo Only the people doing Medical Research today at Yale and Mayo 
Clinic can search their Google for the story on the 1st 1,000 patients Clinic can search their Google for the story on the 1st 1,000 patients Clinic can search their Google for the story on the 1st 1,000 patients Clinic can search their Google for the story on the 1st 1,000 patients 
given Penicillins and the 1st 1,000 patients given electro shock. given Penicillins and the 1st 1,000 patients given electro shock. given Penicillins and the 1st 1,000 patients given electro shock. given Penicillins and the 1st 1,000 patients given electro shock. 
Electro convulsive therapy can differ in its application in three Electro convulsive therapy can differ in its application in three Electro convulsive therapy can differ in its application in three Electro convulsive therapy can differ in its application in three 
ways: electrode placement, frequency of treatments, and the ways: electrode placement, frequency of treatments, and the ways: electrode placement, frequency of treatments, and the ways: electrode placement, frequency of treatments, and the 
electrical waveform of the stimulus. These three forms of electrical waveform of the stimulus. These three forms of electrical waveform of the stimulus. These three forms of electrical waveform of the stimulus. These three forms of 
application have significant differences in both adverse side effects application have significant differences in both adverse side effects application have significant differences in both adverse side effects application have significant differences in both adverse side effects 
and positive outcomes. and positive outcomes. and positive outcomes. and positive outcomes.     
    
Electro convulsive Shock (ECS) hippo campus, a richly connected Electro convulsive Shock (ECS) hippo campus, a richly connected Electro convulsive Shock (ECS) hippo campus, a richly connected Electro convulsive Shock (ECS) hippo campus, a richly connected 
area deep in the temporal lobe which is vital in controlling both area deep in the temporal lobe which is vital in controlling both area deep in the temporal lobe which is vital in controlling both area deep in the temporal lobe which is vital in controlling both 
mood and memory via hormones. mood and memory via hormones. mood and memory via hormones. mood and memory via hormones.     
    
ECT on longECT on longECT on longECT on long----term memory, ECT can include amnesia, both term memory, ECT can include amnesia, both term memory, ECT can include amnesia, both term memory, ECT can include amnesia, both 
retrograde and anterograde . retrograde and anterograde . retrograde and anterograde . retrograde and anterograde .     
    
Memory loss and confusion are more pronounced with bilateral Memory loss and confusion are more pronounced with bilateral Memory loss and confusion are more pronounced with bilateral Memory loss and confusion are more pronounced with bilateral 
electrode placement rather than unilateral, and with outdated electrode placement rather than unilateral, and with outdated electrode placement rather than unilateral, and with outdated electrode placement rather than unilateral, and with outdated 
sinesinesinesine----wave rather than briefwave rather than briefwave rather than briefwave rather than brief----pulse currents. pulse currents. pulse currents. pulse currents.     
    
The vast majority of modern treatment uses brief pulse currents. The vast majority of modern treatment uses brief pulse currents. The vast majority of modern treatment uses brief pulse currents. The vast majority of modern treatment uses brief pulse currents. 
Research by Harold Sackeim has shown that excessive current Research by Harold Sackeim has shown that excessive current Research by Harold Sackeim has shown that excessive current Research by Harold Sackeim has shown that excessive current 
causes more risk for memory loss, and using rightcauses more risk for memory loss, and using rightcauses more risk for memory loss, and using rightcauses more risk for memory loss, and using right----sided electrode sided electrode sided electrode sided electrode 
placement may reduce verbal memory disturbance. placement may reduce verbal memory disturbance. placement may reduce verbal memory disturbance. placement may reduce verbal memory disturbance.     
    
But some people have persistent losses, especially with bilateral ECT. But some people have persistent losses, especially with bilateral ECT. But some people have persistent losses, especially with bilateral ECT. But some people have persistent losses, especially with bilateral ECT. 
55% of respondents believed they experienced long55% of respondents believed they experienced long55% of respondents believed they experienced long55% of respondents believed they experienced long----lasting or lasting or lasting or lasting or 
permanent memory changes, permanent memory changes, permanent memory changes, permanent memory changes,     
    
Considering testosterone therapy to help you feel younger and more Considering testosterone therapy to help you feel younger and more Considering testosterone therapy to help you feel younger and more Considering testosterone therapy to help you feel younger and more 
vigorous as you age? Know the risks before you make your decision. vigorous as you age? Know the risks before you make your decision. vigorous as you age? Know the risks before you make your decision. vigorous as you age? Know the risks before you make your decision. 
By Mayo Clinic staff By Mayo Clinic staff By Mayo Clinic staff By Mayo Clinic staff     
    
The possibilities of testosterone therapy are enticing The possibilities of testosterone therapy are enticing The possibilities of testosterone therapy are enticing The possibilities of testosterone therapy are enticing ————    increase increase increase increase 
your muscle mass, sharpen your memory and concentration, boost your muscle mass, sharpen your memory and concentration, boost your muscle mass, sharpen your memory and concentration, boost your muscle mass, sharpen your memory and concentration, boost 
your libido, and improve your energy level. As you get older, your libido, and improve your energy level. As you get older, your libido, and improve your energy level. As you get older, your libido, and improve your energy level. As you get older, 
testosterone therapy may sound like the ultimate antitestosterone therapy may sound like the ultimate antitestosterone therapy may sound like the ultimate antitestosterone therapy may sound like the ultimate anti----aging aging aging aging 
formula. Yet the health benefits of testosterone therapy for ageformula. Yet the health benefits of testosterone therapy for ageformula. Yet the health benefits of testosterone therapy for ageformula. Yet the health benefits of testosterone therapy for age----
related declines in testosterone aren't as clear as it may seem. Find related declines in testosterone aren't as clear as it may seem. Find related declines in testosterone aren't as clear as it may seem. Find related declines in testosterone aren't as clear as it may seem. Find 
out what's known out what's known out what's known out what's known ————    and not known and not known and not known and not known ————    about testosterone therapy about testosterone therapy about testosterone therapy about testosterone therapy 
for normal aging. for normal aging. for normal aging. for normal aging.     
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That November he recovered trunks left in the "basement of the Ritz That November he recovered trunks left in the "basement of the Ritz That November he recovered trunks left in the "basement of the Ritz That November he recovered trunks left in the "basement of the Ritz 
Hotel in Paris when he left for Key West in 1928", filled with Hotel in Paris when he left for Key West in 1928", filled with Hotel in Paris when he left for Key West in 1928", filled with Hotel in Paris when he left for Key West in 1928", filled with 
notebooks and writing from his Paris years. Back in Cuba in 1957 notebooks and writing from his Paris years. Back in Cuba in 1957 notebooks and writing from his Paris years. Back in Cuba in 1957 notebooks and writing from his Paris years. Back in Cuba in 1957 
he started to shape the recovered work into his memoir A Moveable he started to shape the recovered work into his memoir A Moveable he started to shape the recovered work into his memoir A Moveable he started to shape the recovered work into his memoir A Moveable 
Feast.[134] By 1959 he culminated a period of intense activity: Feast.[134] By 1959 he culminated a period of intense activity: Feast.[134] By 1959 he culminated a period of intense activity: Feast.[134] By 1959 he culminated a period of intense activity: 
finished A Moveable Feast (scheduled to be released the following finished A Moveable Feast (scheduled to be released the following finished A Moveable Feast (scheduled to be released the following finished A Moveable Feast (scheduled to be released the following 
year); brought True at First Light to 200,000 words; added chapters year); brought True at First Light to 200,000 words; added chapters year); brought True at First Light to 200,000 words; added chapters year); brought True at First Light to 200,000 words; added chapters 
to The Garden of Eden; and worked on Islands in the Stream. The to The Garden of Eden; and worked on Islands in the Stream. The to The Garden of Eden; and worked on Islands in the Stream. The to The Garden of Eden; and worked on Islands in the Stream. The 
latter three were stored in a safe deposit box in Havana, as he latter three were stored in a safe deposit box in Havana, as he latter three were stored in a safe deposit box in Havana, as he latter three were stored in a safe deposit box in Havana, as he 
focused on the finishing touches for A Moveable Feast. Reynolds focused on the finishing touches for A Moveable Feast. Reynolds focused on the finishing touches for A Moveable Feast. Reynolds focused on the finishing touches for A Moveable Feast. Reynolds 
claims that it was during this period he slid into depression, from claims that it was during this period he slid into depression, from claims that it was during this period he slid into depression, from claims that it was during this period he slid into depression, from 
which he was unable to recover.". By January he returned to Cuba which he was unable to recover.". By January he returned to Cuba which he was unable to recover.". By January he returned to Cuba which he was unable to recover.". By January he returned to Cuba 
and continued work on the Life magazine series. The manuscript and continued work on the Life magazine series. The manuscript and continued work on the Life magazine series. The manuscript and continued work on the Life magazine series. The manuscript 
grew to 63,000 wordsgrew to 63,000 wordsgrew to 63,000 wordsgrew to 63,000 words————Life wanted only 10,000 wordsLife wanted only 10,000 wordsLife wanted only 10,000 wordsLife wanted only 10,000 words————and he and he and he and he 
asked A. E. Hotchner to help organize the work that would become asked A. E. Hotchner to help organize the work that would become asked A. E. Hotchner to help organize the work that would become asked A. E. Hotchner to help organize the work that would become 
The Dangerous Summer. Hotchner found Hemingway to be The Dangerous Summer. Hotchner found Hemingway to be The Dangerous Summer. Hotchner found Hemingway to be The Dangerous Summer. Hotchner found Hemingway to be 
"unusually hesitant, disorganized, and confused". "unusually hesitant, disorganized, and confused". "unusually hesitant, disorganized, and confused". "unusually hesitant, disorganized, and confused".     
    
Although Hemingway's mental deterioration was noticeable in the Although Hemingway's mental deterioration was noticeable in the Although Hemingway's mental deterioration was noticeable in the Although Hemingway's mental deterioration was noticeable in the 
summer of 1960, he again traveled to Spain to obtain photographs summer of 1960, he again traveled to Spain to obtain photographs summer of 1960, he again traveled to Spain to obtain photographs summer of 1960, he again traveled to Spain to obtain photographs 
for the manuscript. Without Mary, he was lonely and took to his bed for the manuscript. Without Mary, he was lonely and took to his bed for the manuscript. Without Mary, he was lonely and took to his bed for the manuscript. Without Mary, he was lonely and took to his bed 
for days, retreating into silence. The first installments of The for days, retreating into silence. The first installments of The for days, retreating into silence. The first installments of The for days, retreating into silence. The first installments of The 
Dangerous Summer were published in Life in September 1960 to Dangerous Summer were published in Life in September 1960 to Dangerous Summer were published in Life in September 1960 to Dangerous Summer were published in Life in September 1960 to 
good reviews. good reviews. good reviews. good reviews.     
    
When he left Spain, he went straight to Idaho,but was worried When he left Spain, he went straight to Idaho,but was worried When he left Spain, he went straight to Idaho,but was worried When he left Spain, he went straight to Idaho,but was worried 
about money and his safety.As his paranoia increased, he believed about money and his safety.As his paranoia increased, he believed about money and his safety.As his paranoia increased, he believed about money and his safety.As his paranoia increased, he believed 
the FBI was actively monitoring his movements. Hemingway the FBI was actively monitoring his movements. Hemingway the FBI was actively monitoring his movements. Hemingway the FBI was actively monitoring his movements. Hemingway 
suffered from physical problems as well: his health declined and his suffered from physical problems as well: his health declined and his suffered from physical problems as well: his health declined and his suffered from physical problems as well: his health declined and his 
eyesight was failing.[145] In November he was admitted to the eyesight was failing.[145] In November he was admitted to the eyesight was failing.[145] In November he was admitted to the eyesight was failing.[145] In November he was admitted to the 
Mayo Clinic in Minnesota,[143] where he may have believed he was Mayo Clinic in Minnesota,[143] where he may have believed he was Mayo Clinic in Minnesota,[143] where he may have believed he was Mayo Clinic in Minnesota,[143] where he may have believed he was 
to be treated for hypertension. Meyers writes that "an aura of to be treated for hypertension. Meyers writes that "an aura of to be treated for hypertension. Meyers writes that "an aura of to be treated for hypertension. Meyers writes that "an aura of 
secrecy surrounds Hemingway's treatment at the Mayo", but secrecy surrounds Hemingway's treatment at the Mayo", but secrecy surrounds Hemingway's treatment at the Mayo", but secrecy surrounds Hemingway's treatment at the Mayo", but 
confirms that in December 1960 he received electro convulsive confirms that in December 1960 he received electro convulsive confirms that in December 1960 he received electro convulsive confirms that in December 1960 he received electro convulsive 
therapy as many as 15 times, then in January 1961 he was therapy as many as 15 times, then in January 1961 he was therapy as many as 15 times, then in January 1961 he was therapy as many as 15 times, then in January 1961 he was 
"released in ruins". "released in ruins". "released in ruins". "released in ruins".     
    
Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN 
TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE !     
    
Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN 
TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE !     
    
Hemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for 
future generations... Hemingway... I went over to the bed and put future generations... Hemingway... I went over to the bed and put future generations... Hemingway... I went over to the bed and put future generations... Hemingway... I went over to the bed and put 
my arms around her. SHE KISSED ME ! my arms around her. SHE KISSED ME ! my arms around her. SHE KISSED ME ! my arms around her. SHE KISSED ME !     
    
Hemingway... I went over to the bed and put my arms around her. Hemingway... I went over to the bed and put my arms around her. Hemingway... I went over to the bed and put my arms around her. Hemingway... I went over to the bed and put my arms around her. 
SHE KISSED ME ! SHE KISSED ME ! SHE KISSED ME ! SHE KISSED ME !     
    
Hemingway... I went over to the bed and put my arms around her. Hemingway... I went over to the bed and put my arms around her. Hemingway... I went over to the bed and put my arms around her. Hemingway... I went over to the bed and put my arms around her. 
SHE KISSED ME ! SHE KISSED ME ! SHE KISSED ME ! SHE KISSED ME !     
    
Hemingway... I went over to the bed and put my arms around her. Hemingway... I went over to the bed and put my arms around her. Hemingway... I went over to the bed and put my arms around her. Hemingway... I went over to the bed and put my arms around her. 
SHE KISSED ME ! SHE KISSED ME ! SHE KISSED ME ! SHE KISSED ME !     
    
Hemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for 
future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest 
stars! Future Generations killed by "Friendly Fire" from the stars! Future Generations killed by "Friendly Fire" from the stars! Future Generations killed by "Friendly Fire" from the stars! Future Generations killed by "Friendly Fire" from the 
Pentagon in 2011 Pentagon in 2011 Pentagon in 2011 Pentagon in 2011     
    
Hemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for 
future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest 
stars! NYC ElectricWindmillCar parked in Times Square for decades stars! NYC ElectricWindmillCar parked in Times Square for decades stars! NYC ElectricWindmillCar parked in Times Square for decades stars! NYC ElectricWindmillCar parked in Times Square for decades 
before 9/11 before 9/11 before 9/11 before 9/11     
    
Hemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for 
future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest 
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stars! New York Times sucking off BP Oil, Wedding in 18 days will be stars! New York Times sucking off BP Oil, Wedding in 18 days will be stars! New York Times sucking off BP Oil, Wedding in 18 days will be stars! New York Times sucking off BP Oil, Wedding in 18 days will be 
paid for by BP Oil $ paid for by BP Oil $ paid for by BP Oil $ paid for by BP Oil $     
    
Hemingway's first novel was arguably his best and most important Hemingway's first novel was arguably his best and most important Hemingway's first novel was arguably his best and most important Hemingway's first novel was arguably his best and most important 
and came to be seen as an iconic piece of modernism, emphasizing and came to be seen as an iconic piece of modernism, emphasizing and came to be seen as an iconic piece of modernism, emphasizing and came to be seen as an iconic piece of modernism, emphasizing 
Hemingway himself was not philosophically a modernist. In the Hemingway himself was not philosophically a modernist. In the Hemingway himself was not philosophically a modernist. In the Hemingway himself was not philosophically a modernist. In the 
book, he epitomized the postbook, he epitomized the postbook, he epitomized the postbook, he epitomized the post----war expatriate generation for future war expatriate generation for future war expatriate generation for future war expatriate generation for future 
generations... generations... generations... generations...     
    
Hemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for 
future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest 
stars! Sun Also Rises has been called antistars! Sun Also Rises has been called antistars! Sun Also Rises has been called antistars! Sun Also Rises has been called anti----Semitic... Semitic... Semitic... Semitic...     
    
Hemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for 
future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest 
stars! Knopf thinks Hemingway likely intended to depict Cohn as a stars! Knopf thinks Hemingway likely intended to depict Cohn as a stars! Knopf thinks Hemingway likely intended to depict Cohn as a stars! Knopf thinks Hemingway likely intended to depict Cohn as a 
'shemiel' (or fool)! 'shemiel' (or fool)! 'shemiel' (or fool)! 'shemiel' (or fool)!     
    
Hemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for 
future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest 
stars! Knopf as a 'shemiel' (or fool)! Of BP Oil for $177 Trillion in stars! Knopf as a 'shemiel' (or fool)! Of BP Oil for $177 Trillion in stars! Knopf as a 'shemiel' (or fool)! Of BP Oil for $177 Trillion in stars! Knopf as a 'shemiel' (or fool)! Of BP Oil for $177 Trillion in 
Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2011 Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2011 Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2011 Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2011     
    
Knopf as a 'shemiel' (or fool)! Of BP Oil for $177 Trillion in Oil Knopf as a 'shemiel' (or fool)! Of BP Oil for $177 Trillion in Oil Knopf as a 'shemiel' (or fool)! Of BP Oil for $177 Trillion in Oil Knopf as a 'shemiel' (or fool)! Of BP Oil for $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues from 1980 to 2011 Revenues from 1980 to 2011 Revenues from 1980 to 2011 Revenues from 1980 to 2011     
    
Knopf as a 'shemiel' (or fool)! Of BP Oil for $177 Trillion in Oil Knopf as a 'shemiel' (or fool)! Of BP Oil for $177 Trillion in Oil Knopf as a 'shemiel' (or fool)! Of BP Oil for $177 Trillion in Oil Knopf as a 'shemiel' (or fool)! Of BP Oil for $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues from 1980 to 2011 Revenues from 1980 to 2011 Revenues from 1980 to 2011 Revenues from 1980 to 2011     
    
Knopf as a 'shemiel' (or fool)! Of BP Oil for $177 Trillion in Oil Knopf as a 'shemiel' (or fool)! Of BP Oil for $177 Trillion in Oil Knopf as a 'shemiel' (or fool)! Of BP Oil for $177 Trillion in Oil Knopf as a 'shemiel' (or fool)! Of BP Oil for $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues from 1980 to 2011 Revenues from 1980 to 2011 Revenues from 1980 to 2011 Revenues from 1980 to 2011     
    
Hemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for 
future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest 
stars! "Don't get drunk, Jake," she said. "you don't have to ." stars! "Don't get drunk, Jake," she said. "you don't have to ." stars! "Don't get drunk, Jake," she said. "you don't have to ." stars! "Don't get drunk, Jake," she said. "you don't have to ."     
    
Hemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for 
future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest 
stars! Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital and Hurricane Shelter stars! Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital and Hurricane Shelter stars! Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital and Hurricane Shelter stars! Yale Key West Medical School, Hospital and Hurricane Shelter 
built on Paris Eiffel Tower Structure's! built on Paris Eiffel Tower Structure's! built on Paris Eiffel Tower Structure's! built on Paris Eiffel Tower Structure's!     
    
DNA cell division hit by "friendly fire" becomes a cancer! Yale Key DNA cell division hit by "friendly fire" becomes a cancer! Yale Key DNA cell division hit by "friendly fire" becomes a cancer! Yale Key DNA cell division hit by "friendly fire" becomes a cancer! Yale Key 
West Medical School, Art Gallery of anatomy and physiology on West Medical School, Art Gallery of anatomy and physiology on West Medical School, Art Gallery of anatomy and physiology on West Medical School, Art Gallery of anatomy and physiology on 
100" LED monitors! 100" LED monitors! 100" LED monitors! 100" LED monitors!     
    
Hemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for 
future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest 
stars! Matadors, to Hemingway and as presented in the novel, were stars! Matadors, to Hemingway and as presented in the novel, were stars! Matadors, to Hemingway and as presented in the novel, were stars! Matadors, to Hemingway and as presented in the novel, were 
heroic characters dancing in a bullringheroic characters dancing in a bullringheroic characters dancing in a bullringheroic characters dancing in a bullring————which he considered which he considered which he considered which he considered 
nothing less than war, but a war with precise rules in contrast to nothing less than war, but a war with precise rules in contrast to nothing less than war, but a war with precise rules in contrast to nothing less than war, but a war with precise rules in contrast to 
the messiness of the real war Hemingway, and by extension Jake, the messiness of the real war Hemingway, and by extension Jake, the messiness of the real war Hemingway, and by extension Jake, the messiness of the real war Hemingway, and by extension Jake, 
experienced. Hemingway named Romero after Pedro Romero, an experienced. Hemingway named Romero after Pedro Romero, an experienced. Hemingway named Romero after Pedro Romero, an experienced. Hemingway named Romero after Pedro Romero, an 
18th18th18th18th----century bullfighter who killed thousands of bulls in the most century bullfighter who killed thousands of bulls in the most century bullfighter who killed thousands of bulls in the most century bullfighter who killed thousands of bulls in the most 
difficult manner: having the bull impale itself on his sword as he difficult manner: having the bull impale itself on his sword as he difficult manner: having the bull impale itself on his sword as he difficult manner: having the bull impale itself on his sword as he 
stood perfectly still. Reynolds says Romero, who symbolizes the stood perfectly still. Reynolds says Romero, who symbolizes the stood perfectly still. Reynolds says Romero, who symbolizes the stood perfectly still. Reynolds says Romero, who symbolizes the 
classically pure matador, is the "one idealized" figure in the classically pure matador, is the "one idealized" figure in the classically pure matador, is the "one idealized" figure in the classically pure matador, is the "one idealized" figure in the 
novel". novel". novel". novel".     
    
Hemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for 
future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest 
stars! "Gas Lobotomy" for War's Mad Men is 1 of 1,001 Invention stars! "Gas Lobotomy" for War's Mad Men is 1 of 1,001 Invention stars! "Gas Lobotomy" for War's Mad Men is 1 of 1,001 Invention stars! "Gas Lobotomy" for War's Mad Men is 1 of 1,001 Invention 
projects! projects! projects! projects!     
    
Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN 
TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE !     
    
"Gas Lobotomy" for "OJ" Guilt as Hell Clones of "OJ" kill tens of "Gas Lobotomy" for "OJ" Guilt as Hell Clones of "OJ" kill tens of "Gas Lobotomy" for "OJ" Guilt as Hell Clones of "OJ" kill tens of "Gas Lobotomy" for "OJ" Guilt as Hell Clones of "OJ" kill tens of 
thousands of exthousands of exthousands of exthousands of ex----wives, in 2011 wives, in 2011 wives, in 2011 wives, in 2011     
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Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN 
TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE !     
    
10,000 murdered women in 2011 and you will spend hours and 10,000 murdered women in 2011 and you will spend hours and 10,000 murdered women in 2011 and you will spend hours and 10,000 murdered women in 2011 and you will spend hours and 
hours searching Google for the Statistics and then Google will hours searching Google for the Statistics and then Google will hours searching Google for the Statistics and then Google will hours searching Google for the Statistics and then Google will 
suppress the "OJ" clone murders of white women, as they are suppress the "OJ" clone murders of white women, as they are suppress the "OJ" clone murders of white women, as they are suppress the "OJ" clone murders of white women, as they are 
following orders from Caroline Kennedy and Bush. Both are following orders from Caroline Kennedy and Bush. Both are following orders from Caroline Kennedy and Bush. Both are following orders from Caroline Kennedy and Bush. Both are 
responsible for the murders of 100 women a day from this social responsible for the murders of 100 women a day from this social responsible for the murders of 100 women a day from this social responsible for the murders of 100 women a day from this social 
engineering stopping Cops and Women from putting a Warning engineering stopping Cops and Women from putting a Warning engineering stopping Cops and Women from putting a Warning engineering stopping Cops and Women from putting a Warning 
Label on Black Males who do all the killings! Label on Black Males who do all the killings! Label on Black Males who do all the killings! Label on Black Males who do all the killings!     
    
"Gas Lobotomy" for "OJ" Guilt as Hell Clones of "OJ" kill tens of "Gas Lobotomy" for "OJ" Guilt as Hell Clones of "OJ" kill tens of "Gas Lobotomy" for "OJ" Guilt as Hell Clones of "OJ" kill tens of "Gas Lobotomy" for "OJ" Guilt as Hell Clones of "OJ" kill tens of 
thousands of exthousands of exthousands of exthousands of ex----wives, in 2011 wives, in 2011 wives, in 2011 wives, in 2011     
    
Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM RATHER IN 
TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE ! TROUBLE !     
    
Hemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the postHemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for war expatriate generation for 
future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest future generations... Star Travels... post war travel to 10 nearest 
stars! Hemingway always wanted two wives! His first and second stars! Hemingway always wanted two wives! His first and second stars! Hemingway always wanted two wives! His first and second stars! Hemingway always wanted two wives! His first and second 
but could not invent "Polygamy"! but could not invent "Polygamy"! but could not invent "Polygamy"! but could not invent "Polygamy"!     
    
Future generations need to invent a "Gas Lobotomy" for Matadors! Future generations need to invent a "Gas Lobotomy" for Matadors! Future generations need to invent a "Gas Lobotomy" for Matadors! Future generations need to invent a "Gas Lobotomy" for Matadors! 
Bulls given a shot of a "Hormone Martini" Margaritaville... would Bulls given a shot of a "Hormone Martini" Margaritaville... would Bulls given a shot of a "Hormone Martini" Margaritaville... would Bulls given a shot of a "Hormone Martini" Margaritaville... would 
have Jimmy Buffett singing a new song For... Hemingway have Jimmy Buffett singing a new song For... Hemingway have Jimmy Buffett singing a new song For... Hemingway have Jimmy Buffett singing a new song For... Hemingway 
epitomized the postepitomized the postepitomized the postepitomized the post----war expatriate generation for future war expatriate generation for future war expatriate generation for future war expatriate generation for future 
generations... generations... generations... generations...     
    
With the Universe Cop Directing Traffic! 10 nearest stars traffic is With the Universe Cop Directing Traffic! 10 nearest stars traffic is With the Universe Cop Directing Traffic! 10 nearest stars traffic is With the Universe Cop Directing Traffic! 10 nearest stars traffic is 
picking up!!!!!!!!!! picking up!!!!!!!!!! picking up!!!!!!!!!! picking up!!!!!!!!!!     
    
April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" On Today's April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" On Today's April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" On Today's April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" On Today's 
goingsgoingsgoingsgoings----on, the suppressed Statistics of our Universe by our on, the suppressed Statistics of our Universe by our on, the suppressed Statistics of our Universe by our on, the suppressed Statistics of our Universe by our 
government! government! government! government!     
    
April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" on Social April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" on Social April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" on Social April 15, 2011 Key West Chronology "The Sun Also Rises" on Social 
Advancement by GE NBC Microsoft, the Inventor OS will come Advancement by GE NBC Microsoft, the Inventor OS will come Advancement by GE NBC Microsoft, the Inventor OS will come Advancement by GE NBC Microsoft, the Inventor OS will come 
preinstalled on your new Laptop with 2 Terra bytes of Invention preinstalled on your new Laptop with 2 Terra bytes of Invention preinstalled on your new Laptop with 2 Terra bytes of Invention preinstalled on your new Laptop with 2 Terra bytes of Invention 
Projects links to get you started working 24/7 with wives Projects links to get you started working 24/7 with wives Projects links to get you started working 24/7 with wives Projects links to get you started working 24/7 with wives 
brainstorming 1,001 invention projects. Memory, remember the 10 brainstorming 1,001 invention projects. Memory, remember the 10 brainstorming 1,001 invention projects. Memory, remember the 10 brainstorming 1,001 invention projects. Memory, remember the 10 
nearest stars to Earth are Rising, as all 10 are with in 10 light nearest stars to Earth are Rising, as all 10 are with in 10 light nearest stars to Earth are Rising, as all 10 are with in 10 light nearest stars to Earth are Rising, as all 10 are with in 10 light 
years to Earth. NASA has suppressed this news on Google news years to Earth. NASA has suppressed this news on Google news years to Earth. NASA has suppressed this news on Google news years to Earth. NASA has suppressed this news on Google news 
because they were on Vacation in Saudi Arabia not Key West, because they were on Vacation in Saudi Arabia not Key West, because they were on Vacation in Saudi Arabia not Key West, because they were on Vacation in Saudi Arabia not Key West, 
Hemingway Key West! Hemingway Key West! Hemingway Key West! Hemingway Key West!     
    
15 April 2011 Hemingway epitomized the post15 April 2011 Hemingway epitomized the post15 April 2011 Hemingway epitomized the post15 April 2011 Hemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate war expatriate war expatriate war expatriate 
generation for future generations... Star Travels... post war travel generation for future generations... Star Travels... post war travel generation for future generations... Star Travels... post war travel generation for future generations... Star Travels... post war travel 
to 10 nearest stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM to 10 nearest stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM to 10 nearest stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM to 10 nearest stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM 
RATHER IN TROUBLE ! RATHER IN TROUBLE ! RATHER IN TROUBLE ! RATHER IN TROUBLE !     
    
15 April 2011 Hemingway epitomized the post15 April 2011 Hemingway epitomized the post15 April 2011 Hemingway epitomized the post15 April 2011 Hemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate war expatriate war expatriate war expatriate 
generation for future generations... Star Travels... post war travel generation for future generations... Star Travels... post war travel generation for future generations... Star Travels... post war travel generation for future generations... Star Travels... post war travel 
to 10 nearest stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM to 10 nearest stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM to 10 nearest stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM to 10 nearest stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM 
RATHER IN TROUBLE ! RATHER IN TROUBLE ! RATHER IN TROUBLE ! RATHER IN TROUBLE !     
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NASA NASA NASA NASA 

has suppressed this news on Google news because they were on has suppressed this news on Google news because they were on has suppressed this news on Google news because they were on has suppressed this news on Google news because they were on 
Vacation in Saudi Arabia not Key West, Hemingways Key West! The Vacation in Saudi Arabia not Key West, Hemingways Key West! The Vacation in Saudi Arabia not Key West, Hemingways Key West! The Vacation in Saudi Arabia not Key West, Hemingways Key West! The 
Sun Also Rises on the 10 nearest Stars to Earth and their Aliens! No Sun Also Rises on the 10 nearest Stars to Earth and their Aliens! No Sun Also Rises on the 10 nearest Stars to Earth and their Aliens! No Sun Also Rises on the 10 nearest Stars to Earth and their Aliens! No 
thanks to NASA! On Government Paid Vacation in Saudi Arabia thanks to NASA! On Government Paid Vacation in Saudi Arabia thanks to NASA! On Government Paid Vacation in Saudi Arabia thanks to NASA! On Government Paid Vacation in Saudi Arabia 
not Key West! Manhattan Project for a Rx Penicillin Overnight not Key West! Manhattan Project for a Rx Penicillin Overnight not Key West! Manhattan Project for a Rx Penicillin Overnight not Key West! Manhattan Project for a Rx Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer thanks to Greg Buell Lovestar in Key Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer thanks to Greg Buell Lovestar in Key Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer thanks to Greg Buell Lovestar in Key Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer thanks to Greg Buell Lovestar in Key 
West Today! 15 April 2011 West Today! 15 April 2011 West Today! 15 April 2011 West Today! 15 April 2011     
    
15 April 2011 Hemingway epitomized the post15 April 2011 Hemingway epitomized the post15 April 2011 Hemingway epitomized the post15 April 2011 Hemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate war expatriate war expatriate war expatriate 
generation for future generations... Star Travels... post war travel generation for future generations... Star Travels... post war travel generation for future generations... Star Travels... post war travel generation for future generations... Star Travels... post war travel 
to 10 nearest stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM to 10 nearest stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM to 10 nearest stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM to 10 nearest stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM 
RATHER IN TROUBLE ! RATHER IN TROUBLE ! RATHER IN TROUBLE ! RATHER IN TROUBLE !     
    
15 April 2011 Hemingway epitomized the post15 April 2011 Hemingway epitomized the post15 April 2011 Hemingway epitomized the post15 April 2011 Hemingway epitomized the post----war expatriate war expatriate war expatriate war expatriate 
generation for future generations... Star Travels... post war travel generation for future generations... Star Travels... post war travel generation for future generations... Star Travels... post war travel generation for future generations... Star Travels... post war travel 
to 10 nearest stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM to 10 nearest stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM to 10 nearest stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM to 10 nearest stars! Lady Brett Ashley to Jake COULD YOU COME AM 
RATHER IN TROUBLE ! RATHER IN TROUBLE ! RATHER IN TROUBLE ! RATHER IN TROUBLE !     
    

A A A A 

Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every 
Star in this picture. Star in this picture. Star in this picture. Star in this picture.     
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10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West!     
    
    
    
    
http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        

Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to 
http://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.com        
    
CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index----2 I 2 I 2 I 2 I 
edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...        
    
http://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventor----warpwarpwarpwarp----speed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/boss    

    
    
    
    

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just Made  New YouTube I Just Made  New YouTube I Just Made  New YouTube I Just Made -------- CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *     
Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !     

About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer        
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w     

    
    
    

April 12, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 12, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 12, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 12, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest 
Earth Earth Earth Earth     

    
Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth....     

    
Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years     

    
Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3     

    
Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3     

    
Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years     

    
Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6     

    
Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years     

    
Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years     

    
Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6     

    
Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years     

    
Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9     

    
Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4     

    
Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3     

    
Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years     

    
Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8     

    
Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years     

    
All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news 

is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era!     
    

10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West!     
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Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every 
Star in this picture. A Chronology.... In Key West! Eiffel Towers Year Star in this picture. A Chronology.... In Key West! Eiffel Towers Year Star in this picture. A Chronology.... In Key West! Eiffel Towers Year Star in this picture. A Chronology.... In Key West! Eiffel Towers Year 
Yale Key West Medical School was started and finished and A Yale Key West Medical School was started and finished and A Yale Key West Medical School was started and finished and A Yale Key West Medical School was started and finished and A 
Chronology.... of Elite Elitist training... learning curve how many Chronology.... of Elite Elitist training... learning curve how many Chronology.... of Elite Elitist training... learning curve how many Chronology.... of Elite Elitist training... learning curve how many 
hours to learn how to transplant a kidney vs how long it takes to hours to learn how to transplant a kidney vs how long it takes to hours to learn how to transplant a kidney vs how long it takes to hours to learn how to transplant a kidney vs how long it takes to 
get our Orwellian Caesar to make Organ Donation mandatory get our Orwellian Caesar to make Organ Donation mandatory get our Orwellian Caesar to make Organ Donation mandatory get our Orwellian Caesar to make Organ Donation mandatory 
after decades and decades of Saudi Princes buying kidneys from after decades and decades of Saudi Princes buying kidneys from after decades and decades of Saudi Princes buying kidneys from after decades and decades of Saudi Princes buying kidneys from 
Bush while Americans waiting for the same kidney died... one of Bush while Americans waiting for the same kidney died... one of Bush while Americans waiting for the same kidney died... one of Bush while Americans waiting for the same kidney died... one of 
several dozen gov. run genocides by our 13th Caesar! several dozen gov. run genocides by our 13th Caesar! several dozen gov. run genocides by our 13th Caesar! several dozen gov. run genocides by our 13th Caesar!     
April 2, 2011 April Fools NY Times Pay Editions 1 week old, NO I April 2, 2011 April Fools NY Times Pay Editions 1 week old, NO I April 2, 2011 April Fools NY Times Pay Editions 1 week old, NO I April 2, 2011 April Fools NY Times Pay Editions 1 week old, NO I 
didn't read the NY Times this week $$$ didn't read the NY Times this week $$$ didn't read the NY Times this week $$$ didn't read the NY Times this week $$$     
    
Persona Non Grata in the NY Times for all USA APRIL Whooping Persona Non Grata in the NY Times for all USA APRIL Whooping Persona Non Grata in the NY Times for all USA APRIL Whooping Persona Non Grata in the NY Times for all USA APRIL Whooping 
Cough Death Statistics via Our Orwellian Caesar the 13th! The Cough Death Statistics via Our Orwellian Caesar the 13th! The Cough Death Statistics via Our Orwellian Caesar the 13th! The Cough Death Statistics via Our Orwellian Caesar the 13th! The 
worst of all the Caesars! You have to pay to read the NY Times and worst of all the Caesars! You have to pay to read the NY Times and worst of all the Caesars! You have to pay to read the NY Times and worst of all the Caesars! You have to pay to read the NY Times and 
you already know the statistics for April 2011 Whooping Cough you already know the statistics for April 2011 Whooping Cough you already know the statistics for April 2011 Whooping Cough you already know the statistics for April 2011 Whooping Cough 
Deaths will not be on the front page of the NY Times via our Deaths will not be on the front page of the NY Times via our Deaths will not be on the front page of the NY Times via our Deaths will not be on the front page of the NY Times via our 
Orwellian Caesar! Orwellian Caesar! Orwellian Caesar! Orwellian Caesar!     

        

    
April 2, 2011 April Fools April 2, 2011 April Fools April 2, 2011 April Fools April 2, 2011 April Fools     
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I read another Hemingway Book... marked the pages in red with I read another Hemingway Book... marked the pages in red with I read another Hemingway Book... marked the pages in red with I read another Hemingway Book... marked the pages in red with 
notes. Most meaningful is the Hemingway Chronology... July 21, notes. Most meaningful is the Hemingway Chronology... July 21, notes. Most meaningful is the Hemingway Chronology... July 21, notes. Most meaningful is the Hemingway Chronology... July 21, 
1899 born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key 1899 born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key 1899 born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key 1899 born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key 
West... "To Have and Have Not" West... "To Have and Have Not" West... "To Have and Have Not" West... "To Have and Have Not"     
    
April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Greg's Inventions, Rx Cure for April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Greg's Inventions, Rx Cure for April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Greg's Inventions, Rx Cure for April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Greg's Inventions, Rx Cure for 
Whooping Cough, Breast Cancer... Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Whooping Cough, Breast Cancer... Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Whooping Cough, Breast Cancer... Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Whooping Cough, Breast Cancer... Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest 
Earth listed below. Earth listed below. Earth listed below. Earth listed below.     
    
April 12, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 12, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 12, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 12, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest 
Earth Earth Earth Earth     
    
Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth....     
    
Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years     
    
Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3     
    
Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3     
    
Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years     
    
Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6     
    
Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years     
    
Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years     
    
Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6     
    
Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years     
    
Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9     
    
Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4     
    
Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3     
    
Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years     
    
Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8     
    
Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years     
    
All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news away! As this news away! As this news away! As this news 
is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era!     
    
10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West!     
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Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every 
Star in this picture. A Chronology.... In Key West! Eiffel Towers Year Star in this picture. A Chronology.... In Key West! Eiffel Towers Year Star in this picture. A Chronology.... In Key West! Eiffel Towers Year Star in this picture. A Chronology.... In Key West! Eiffel Towers Year 
Yale Key West Medical School was started and finished and A Yale Key West Medical School was started and finished and A Yale Key West Medical School was started and finished and A Yale Key West Medical School was started and finished and A 
Chronology.... of Elite Elitist training... learning curve how many Chronology.... of Elite Elitist training... learning curve how many Chronology.... of Elite Elitist training... learning curve how many Chronology.... of Elite Elitist training... learning curve how many 
hours to learn how to transplant a kidney vs how long it takes to hours to learn how to transplant a kidney vs how long it takes to hours to learn how to transplant a kidney vs how long it takes to hours to learn how to transplant a kidney vs how long it takes to 
get our Orwellian Caesar to make Organ Donation mandatory get our Orwellian Caesar to make Organ Donation mandatory get our Orwellian Caesar to make Organ Donation mandatory get our Orwellian Caesar to make Organ Donation mandatory 
after decades and decades of Saudi Princes buying kidneys from after decades and decades of Saudi Princes buying kidneys from after decades and decades of Saudi Princes buying kidneys from after decades and decades of Saudi Princes buying kidneys from 
Bush while Americans waiting for the same kidney died... one of Bush while Americans waiting for the same kidney died... one of Bush while Americans waiting for the same kidney died... one of Bush while Americans waiting for the same kidney died... one of 
several dozen gov. run genocides by our 13th Caesar! several dozen gov. run genocides by our 13th Caesar! several dozen gov. run genocides by our 13th Caesar! several dozen gov. run genocides by our 13th Caesar!     
    
I read another Hemingway Book... marked the pages in red with I read another Hemingway Book... marked the pages in red with I read another Hemingway Book... marked the pages in red with I read another Hemingway Book... marked the pages in red with 
notes. Most meaningful is the Hemingway Chronology... July 21, notes. Most meaningful is the Hemingway Chronology... July 21, notes. Most meaningful is the Hemingway Chronology... July 21, notes. Most meaningful is the Hemingway Chronology... July 21, 
1899 born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key 1899 born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key 1899 born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key 1899 born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key 
West... "To Have and Have Not" West... "To Have and Have Not" West... "To Have and Have Not" West... "To Have and Have Not"     
    
The 1,001 Invention Projects A Chronology... In Key West! Greg Buell The 1,001 Invention Projects A Chronology... In Key West! Greg Buell The 1,001 Invention Projects A Chronology... In Key West! Greg Buell The 1,001 Invention Projects A Chronology... In Key West! Greg Buell 
In Key West Greg Buell PO Box 214 in Key West! In Key West Greg Buell PO Box 214 in Key West! In Key West Greg Buell PO Box 214 in Key West! In Key West Greg Buell PO Box 214 in Key West!     
    
10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light 
Years Years Years Years     
    
April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest 
Earth Earth Earth Earth     
    
All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news 
is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era!     
    
Persona Non Grata in the NY Times Whooping Cough Death Persona Non Grata in the NY Times Whooping Cough Death Persona Non Grata in the NY Times Whooping Cough Death Persona Non Grata in the NY Times Whooping Cough Death 
Statistics via Our Orwellian Caesar the 13th! The worst of all the Statistics via Our Orwellian Caesar the 13th! The worst of all the Statistics via Our Orwellian Caesar the 13th! The worst of all the Statistics via Our Orwellian Caesar the 13th! The worst of all the 
Caesars! Caesars! Caesars! Caesars!     
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West Today West Today West Today West Today ---- Another pay web to read the news, No I didn't pay to  Another pay web to read the news, No I didn't pay to  Another pay web to read the news, No I didn't pay to  Another pay web to read the news, No I didn't pay to 
read these news stories. I read another Hemingway Book... marked read these news stories. I read another Hemingway Book... marked read these news stories. I read another Hemingway Book... marked read these news stories. I read another Hemingway Book... marked 
the pages in red with notes. Most meaningful is the Hemingway the pages in red with notes. Most meaningful is the Hemingway the pages in red with notes. Most meaningful is the Hemingway the pages in red with notes. Most meaningful is the Hemingway 
Chronology... July 21, 1899 born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, Chronology... July 21, 1899 born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, Chronology... July 21, 1899 born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, Chronology... July 21, 1899 born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, 
1937 Wrote a Novel in Key West... "To Have and Have Not" 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key West... "To Have and Have Not" 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key West... "To Have and Have Not" 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key West... "To Have and Have Not"     
    
Observers Coughing Outbreak this past week too, I had to bob and Observers Coughing Outbreak this past week too, I had to bob and Observers Coughing Outbreak this past week too, I had to bob and Observers Coughing Outbreak this past week too, I had to bob and 
weave to avoid several coughs coming at me walking down Duval weave to avoid several coughs coming at me walking down Duval weave to avoid several coughs coming at me walking down Duval weave to avoid several coughs coming at me walking down Duval 
Street... Whooping Cough Death Statistics via Our Orwellian Caesar Street... Whooping Cough Death Statistics via Our Orwellian Caesar Street... Whooping Cough Death Statistics via Our Orwellian Caesar Street... Whooping Cough Death Statistics via Our Orwellian Caesar 
the 13th! The worst of all the Caesars! Fighters generally begin the the 13th! The worst of all the Caesars! Fighters generally begin the the 13th! The worst of all the Caesars! Fighters generally begin the the 13th! The worst of all the Caesars! Fighters generally begin the 
bob and weave to the right, as most opponents strike with their... bob and weave to the right, as most opponents strike with their... bob and weave to the right, as most opponents strike with their... bob and weave to the right, as most opponents strike with their... 
Caesar the 13th struck Libya wasting $7 Billion in the last 7 days. Caesar the 13th struck Libya wasting $7 Billion in the last 7 days. Caesar the 13th struck Libya wasting $7 Billion in the last 7 days. Caesar the 13th struck Libya wasting $7 Billion in the last 7 days. 
Persona Non Grata is the $177 Trillion the Gov. has taken in since Persona Non Grata is the $177 Trillion the Gov. has taken in since Persona Non Grata is the $177 Trillion the Gov. has taken in since Persona Non Grata is the $177 Trillion the Gov. has taken in since 
the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980. Worst the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980. Worst the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980. Worst the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980. Worst 
Persona Non Grata are the 39 dead infants from Whooping cough Persona Non Grata are the 39 dead infants from Whooping cough Persona Non Grata are the 39 dead infants from Whooping cough Persona Non Grata are the 39 dead infants from Whooping cough 
on the other side of Earth last month. Dead Infant Statistics in NYC on the other side of Earth last month. Dead Infant Statistics in NYC on the other side of Earth last month. Dead Infant Statistics in NYC on the other side of Earth last month. Dead Infant Statistics in NYC 
last month from Whooping Cough are Persona Non Grata in the NY last month from Whooping Cough are Persona Non Grata in the NY last month from Whooping Cough are Persona Non Grata in the NY last month from Whooping Cough are Persona Non Grata in the NY 
Times... This is Top Secret yet all the Observers know it. Generals and Times... This is Top Secret yet all the Observers know it. Generals and Times... This is Top Secret yet all the Observers know it. Generals and Times... This is Top Secret yet all the Observers know it. Generals and 
Admirals wives (In Key West) go along with this suppression as just Admirals wives (In Key West) go along with this suppression as just Admirals wives (In Key West) go along with this suppression as just Admirals wives (In Key West) go along with this suppression as just 
look at the font pages of the Key West Citizen! Search for Whooping look at the font pages of the Key West Citizen! Search for Whooping look at the font pages of the Key West Citizen! Search for Whooping look at the font pages of the Key West Citizen! Search for Whooping 
Cough Death Statistics... you will not find any! Fiery LA Wrecks Cough Death Statistics... you will not find any! Fiery LA Wrecks Cough Death Statistics... you will not find any! Fiery LA Wrecks Cough Death Statistics... you will not find any! Fiery LA Wrecks 
number of people in LA burned and burned to death in fiery LA number of people in LA burned and burned to death in fiery LA number of people in LA burned and burned to death in fiery LA number of people in LA burned and burned to death in fiery LA 
Wrecks, Google will not let you pay to advertise these statistics, they Wrecks, Google will not let you pay to advertise these statistics, they Wrecks, Google will not let you pay to advertise these statistics, they Wrecks, Google will not let you pay to advertise these statistics, they 
will not show up at the top of Google or at all in a Google Search. will not show up at the top of Google or at all in a Google Search. will not show up at the top of Google or at all in a Google Search. will not show up at the top of Google or at all in a Google Search.     
    
The 1,001 Invention Projects A Chronology... In Key West! Greg Buell The 1,001 Invention Projects A Chronology... In Key West! Greg Buell The 1,001 Invention Projects A Chronology... In Key West! Greg Buell The 1,001 Invention Projects A Chronology... In Key West! Greg Buell 
In Key West Greg Buell PO Box 214 in Key West! In Key West Greg Buell PO Box 214 in Key West! In Key West Greg Buell PO Box 214 in Key West! In Key West Greg Buell PO Box 214 in Key West!     
    
    
    
April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest 
Earth Earth Earth Earth     
    
All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news 
is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era!     
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Chronology... Light years From Here! A Chronology... Light years Chronology... Light years From Here! A Chronology... Light years Chronology... Light years From Here! A Chronology... Light years Chronology... Light years From Here! A Chronology... Light years 
From Here! A Chronology... Light years From Here! From Here! A Chronology... Light years From Here! From Here! A Chronology... Light years From Here! From Here! A Chronology... Light years From Here!     
    
April 2, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg April 2, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg April 2, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg April 2, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg 
Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 ---- Please help Greg by financing  Please help Greg by financing  Please help Greg by financing  Please help Greg by financing 
my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West! Greg is my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West! Greg is my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West! Greg is my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West! Greg is 
looking for women to "Brainstorm" the Invention project... Rx looking for women to "Brainstorm" the Invention project... Rx looking for women to "Brainstorm" the Invention project... Rx looking for women to "Brainstorm" the Invention project... Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! "Manhattan Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! "Manhattan Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! "Manhattan Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! "Manhattan 
Project" the Orwellian Government of Caesar the 13th killed! Same Project" the Orwellian Government of Caesar the 13th killed! Same Project" the Orwellian Government of Caesar the 13th killed! Same Project" the Orwellian Government of Caesar the 13th killed! Same 
time he takes in $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue since the Invention of time he takes in $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue since the Invention of time he takes in $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue since the Invention of time he takes in $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue since the Invention of 
the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980! the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980! the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980! the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980!     
    

Yale Yale Yale Yale 

Medical School Medical School Medical School Medical School ----        
    
Several Eiffel Towers Next to Airport Yale Key West Medical School Several Eiffel Towers Next to Airport Yale Key West Medical School Several Eiffel Towers Next to Airport Yale Key West Medical School Several Eiffel Towers Next to Airport Yale Key West Medical School 
Hospital and Hurricane Shelter. Hospital and Hurricane Shelter. Hospital and Hurricane Shelter. Hospital and Hurricane Shelter.     
    
http://tools.medicine.yale.edu/calendar/ http://tools.medicine.yale.edu/calendar/ http://tools.medicine.yale.edu/calendar/ http://tools.medicine.yale.edu/calendar/     
    
Chronology... Year Built in Key West.... 2011 Chronology... Year Built in Key West.... 2011 Chronology... Year Built in Key West.... 2011 Chronology... Year Built in Key West.... 2011     
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Chronology... Year Key West Shuttle Blasted off for the 10 Nearest Chronology... Year Key West Shuttle Blasted off for the 10 Nearest Chronology... Year Key West Shuttle Blasted off for the 10 Nearest Chronology... Year Key West Shuttle Blasted off for the 10 Nearest 
Stars listed here, Hell why travel that far to visit one Star... you do Stars listed here, Hell why travel that far to visit one Star... you do Stars listed here, Hell why travel that far to visit one Star... you do Stars listed here, Hell why travel that far to visit one Star... you do 
the Math! the Math! the Math! the Math!     
    
Most meaningful is the Yale Key West Medical School built via Most meaningful is the Yale Key West Medical School built via Most meaningful is the Yale Key West Medical School built via Most meaningful is the Yale Key West Medical School built via 
Shipping Containers, on several Eiffel Towers A Chronology... April Shipping Containers, on several Eiffel Towers A Chronology... April Shipping Containers, on several Eiffel Towers A Chronology... April Shipping Containers, on several Eiffel Towers A Chronology... April 
2, 2011 April Fools 2, 2011 April Fools 2, 2011 April Fools 2, 2011 April Fools     

Several Several Several Several 

Eiffel Towers Next to Airport Yale Key West Medical School Hospital Eiffel Towers Next to Airport Yale Key West Medical School Hospital Eiffel Towers Next to Airport Yale Key West Medical School Hospital Eiffel Towers Next to Airport Yale Key West Medical School Hospital 
and Hurricane Shelter. http://tools.medicine.yale.edu/calendar/ and Hurricane Shelter. http://tools.medicine.yale.edu/calendar/ and Hurricane Shelter. http://tools.medicine.yale.edu/calendar/ and Hurricane Shelter. http://tools.medicine.yale.edu/calendar/     
    
April 2, 2011 April Fools April 2, 2011 April Fools April 2, 2011 April Fools April 2, 2011 April Fools     
    
Chronology... Most meaningful is the Yale Key West Medical School Chronology... Most meaningful is the Yale Key West Medical School Chronology... Most meaningful is the Yale Key West Medical School Chronology... Most meaningful is the Yale Key West Medical School 
built via Shipping Containers, on several Eiffel Towers A built via Shipping Containers, on several Eiffel Towers A built via Shipping Containers, on several Eiffel Towers A built via Shipping Containers, on several Eiffel Towers A 
Chronology... April 2, 2011 April Fools Chronology... April 2, 2011 April Fools Chronology... April 2, 2011 April Fools Chronology... April 2, 2011 April Fools     
    
Most meaningful is the Hemingway Chronology... July 21, 1899 Most meaningful is the Hemingway Chronology... July 21, 1899 Most meaningful is the Hemingway Chronology... July 21, 1899 Most meaningful is the Hemingway Chronology... July 21, 1899 
born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key 
West... "To Have and Have Not" West... "To Have and Have Not" West... "To Have and Have Not" West... "To Have and Have Not"     
    
April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest 
Earth Earth Earth Earth ---- All within 10 Light Years!  All within 10 Light Years!  All within 10 Light Years!  All within 10 Light Years!     
    
    
    
April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Greg's Inventions, Rx Cure for April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Greg's Inventions, Rx Cure for April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Greg's Inventions, Rx Cure for April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Greg's Inventions, Rx Cure for 
Whooping Cough, Breast Cancer... Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Whooping Cough, Breast Cancer... Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Whooping Cough, Breast Cancer... Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Whooping Cough, Breast Cancer... Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest 
Earth listed below. Earth listed below. Earth listed below. Earth listed below.     
    
April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest 
Earth Earth Earth Earth     
    
Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth....     
    
Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years     
    
Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3     
    
Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3     
    
Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years     
    
Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6     
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Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years     
    
Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years     
    
Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6     
    
Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years     
    
Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9 8B 8.9     
    
Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4     
    
Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3     
    
Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years     
    
Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8     
    
Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years     
    
All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news 
is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era!     
    
10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West!     
    
    
    

A A A A 

Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every Chronology.... In Key West! Key West Shuttle blasting off for every 
Star in this picture. A Chronology.... In Key West! Eiffel Towers Year Star in this picture. A Chronology.... In Key West! Eiffel Towers Year Star in this picture. A Chronology.... In Key West! Eiffel Towers Year Star in this picture. A Chronology.... In Key West! Eiffel Towers Year 
Yale Key West Medical School was started and finished and A Yale Key West Medical School was started and finished and A Yale Key West Medical School was started and finished and A Yale Key West Medical School was started and finished and A 
Chronology.... of Elite Elitist training... learning curve how many Chronology.... of Elite Elitist training... learning curve how many Chronology.... of Elite Elitist training... learning curve how many Chronology.... of Elite Elitist training... learning curve how many 
hours to learn how to transplant a kidney vs how long it takes to hours to learn how to transplant a kidney vs how long it takes to hours to learn how to transplant a kidney vs how long it takes to hours to learn how to transplant a kidney vs how long it takes to 
get our Orwellian Caesar to make Organ Donation mandatory get our Orwellian Caesar to make Organ Donation mandatory get our Orwellian Caesar to make Organ Donation mandatory get our Orwellian Caesar to make Organ Donation mandatory 
after decades and decades of Saudi Princes buying kidneys from after decades and decades of Saudi Princes buying kidneys from after decades and decades of Saudi Princes buying kidneys from after decades and decades of Saudi Princes buying kidneys from 
Bush while Americans waiting for the same kidney died... one of Bush while Americans waiting for the same kidney died... one of Bush while Americans waiting for the same kidney died... one of Bush while Americans waiting for the same kidney died... one of 
several dozen gov. run genocides by our 13th Caesar! several dozen gov. run genocides by our 13th Caesar! several dozen gov. run genocides by our 13th Caesar! several dozen gov. run genocides by our 13th Caesar!     
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Chronology Greg Buell Lovestar in Key West... Greg is looking for Chronology Greg Buell Lovestar in Key West... Greg is looking for Chronology Greg Buell Lovestar in Key West... Greg is looking for Chronology Greg Buell Lovestar in Key West... Greg is looking for 
women to "Brainstorm" the Invention project... Rx Penicillin women to "Brainstorm" the Invention project... Rx Penicillin women to "Brainstorm" the Invention project... Rx Penicillin women to "Brainstorm" the Invention project... Rx Penicillin 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! "Manhattan Project" the Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! "Manhattan Project" the Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! "Manhattan Project" the Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! "Manhattan Project" the 
Orwellian Government of Caesar the 13th killed! Same time he Orwellian Government of Caesar the 13th killed! Same time he Orwellian Government of Caesar the 13th killed! Same time he Orwellian Government of Caesar the 13th killed! Same time he 
takes in $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue since the Invention of the takes in $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue since the Invention of the takes in $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue since the Invention of the takes in $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue since the Invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980! ElectricWindmillCar in 1980! ElectricWindmillCar in 1980! ElectricWindmillCar in 1980!     
    

2 April 2 April 2 April 2 April 

2011 Not Aprils Fools 2011 Not Aprils Fools 2011 Not Aprils Fools 2011 Not Aprils Fools ------------    Fools are the Observers who think Our Fools are the Observers who think Our Fools are the Observers who think Our Fools are the Observers who think Our 
Orwellian Caesar the 13th can make the 10 Nearest Stars and their Orwellian Caesar the 13th can make the 10 Nearest Stars and their Orwellian Caesar the 13th can make the 10 Nearest Stars and their Orwellian Caesar the 13th can make the 10 Nearest Stars and their 
Aliens Persona Non Grata Forever Aliens Persona Non Grata Forever Aliens Persona Non Grata Forever Aliens Persona Non Grata Forever --------------------    Cop burned in a fiery wreck, Cop burned in a fiery wreck, Cop burned in a fiery wreck, Cop burned in a fiery wreck, 
1 of 400,000 none are pictured on the front page of the New York 1 of 400,000 none are pictured on the front page of the New York 1 of 400,000 none are pictured on the front page of the New York 1 of 400,000 none are pictured on the front page of the New York 
Times! All 400k are persona non grata by Clintons and the State Times! All 400k are persona non grata by Clintons and the State Times! All 400k are persona non grata by Clintons and the State Times! All 400k are persona non grata by Clintons and the State 
Dept, none can even sue BP Oil for the pains of the gasoline burns Dept, none can even sue BP Oil for the pains of the gasoline burns Dept, none can even sue BP Oil for the pains of the gasoline burns Dept, none can even sue BP Oil for the pains of the gasoline burns 
caused by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 for $177 caused by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 for $177 caused by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 for $177 caused by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 for $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues! Trillion in Oil Revenues! Trillion in Oil Revenues! Trillion in Oil Revenues!     
    
    
April 2, 2011 April Fools April 2, 2011 April Fools April 2, 2011 April Fools April 2, 2011 April Fools     
    
I read another Hemingway Book... marked the pages in red with I read another Hemingway Book... marked the pages in red with I read another Hemingway Book... marked the pages in red with I read another Hemingway Book... marked the pages in red with 
notes. Most meaningful is the Hemingway Chronology... July 21, notes. Most meaningful is the Hemingway Chronology... July 21, notes. Most meaningful is the Hemingway Chronology... July 21, notes. Most meaningful is the Hemingway Chronology... July 21, 
1899 born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key 1899 born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key 1899 born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key 1899 born July 2, 1961 kills self... Oct. 15, 1937 Wrote a Novel in Key 
West... "To Have and Have Not" West... "To Have and Have Not" West... "To Have and Have Not" West... "To Have and Have Not"     
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April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest April 2, 2011 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest 
Earth Earth Earth Earth     
    
All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news All within 10 Light Years! So Close yet so very far away! As this news 
is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era! is Persona Non Grata in our Orwellian Era!     
    
10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West! 10 Nearest Stars to Earth A Chronology.... In Key West!     
    
    
    
    
http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        

Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to 
http://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.com        
    
CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE --------------------    Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index----2 I 2 I 2 I 2 I 
edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...        
    
http://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventor----warpwarpwarpwarp----speed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/boss    

    
    
    
    

New New New New --------------------    New YouTube I Just Made New YouTube I Just Made New YouTube I Just Made New YouTube I Just Made --------    CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * *     
Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------    GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !     

About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer        
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w     

    
March 29, 2011 March 29, 2011 March 29, 2011 March 29, 2011     

    
Greg Finished reading about Elizabeth Hadley Richardson Greg Finished reading about Elizabeth Hadley Richardson Greg Finished reading about Elizabeth Hadley Richardson Greg Finished reading about Elizabeth Hadley Richardson 
(November 9, 1891 (November 9, 1891 (November 9, 1891 (November 9, 1891 ––––    January 22, 1979) 1980 October the January 22, 1979) 1980 October the January 22, 1979) 1980 October the January 22, 1979) 1980 October the 

ElectricWindmillCar was invented by Greg Buell Lovestar during ElectricWindmillCar was invented by Greg Buell Lovestar during ElectricWindmillCar was invented by Greg Buell Lovestar during ElectricWindmillCar was invented by Greg Buell Lovestar during 
the Saudi Oil Embargo. Ernest Hemingway 1st wife. Paris Lost the Saudi Oil Embargo. Ernest Hemingway 1st wife. Paris Lost the Saudi Oil Embargo. Ernest Hemingway 1st wife. Paris Lost the Saudi Oil Embargo. Ernest Hemingway 1st wife. Paris Lost 

Generation... of Stein, Pound, F. Scott, and Zelda Fitzgerald. She Generation... of Stein, Pound, F. Scott, and Zelda Fitzgerald. She Generation... of Stein, Pound, F. Scott, and Zelda Fitzgerald. She Generation... of Stein, Pound, F. Scott, and Zelda Fitzgerald. She 
took piano lessons but not writing lessons, I bought the book took piano lessons but not writing lessons, I bought the book took piano lessons but not writing lessons, I bought the book took piano lessons but not writing lessons, I bought the book 

"Writing Like Hemingway" by Wilson PhD yet Hadley Richardson "Writing Like Hemingway" by Wilson PhD yet Hadley Richardson "Writing Like Hemingway" by Wilson PhD yet Hadley Richardson "Writing Like Hemingway" by Wilson PhD yet Hadley Richardson 
never took a writing lesson from her husband, lover. Greg's Key West never took a writing lesson from her husband, lover. Greg's Key West never took a writing lesson from her husband, lover. Greg's Key West never took a writing lesson from her husband, lover. Greg's Key West 
Wives will all win an Nobel Prize from one of their inventions via Wives will all win an Nobel Prize from one of their inventions via Wives will all win an Nobel Prize from one of their inventions via Wives will all win an Nobel Prize from one of their inventions via 

Greg's lectures on How to Invent! Greg's lectures on How to Invent! Greg's lectures on How to Invent! Greg's lectures on How to Invent!     
    

Paris The Lost Generation... of Stein, Pound, F. Scott, and Zelda Paris The Lost Generation... of Stein, Pound, F. Scott, and Zelda Paris The Lost Generation... of Stein, Pound, F. Scott, and Zelda Paris The Lost Generation... of Stein, Pound, F. Scott, and Zelda 
Fitzgerald. She took piano lessons but not writing lessons, I bought Fitzgerald. She took piano lessons but not writing lessons, I bought Fitzgerald. She took piano lessons but not writing lessons, I bought Fitzgerald. She took piano lessons but not writing lessons, I bought 

the book "Writing Like Hemingway" by Wilson PhD yet Hadley the book "Writing Like Hemingway" by Wilson PhD yet Hadley the book "Writing Like Hemingway" by Wilson PhD yet Hadley the book "Writing Like Hemingway" by Wilson PhD yet Hadley 
Richardson never took a writing lesson from her husband, lover. Richardson never took a writing lesson from her husband, lover. Richardson never took a writing lesson from her husband, lover. Richardson never took a writing lesson from her husband, lover. 

Paris Era of the Great Gatsby etc... Hippies of 1930's to 1960's and no Paris Era of the Great Gatsby etc... Hippies of 1930's to 1960's and no Paris Era of the Great Gatsby etc... Hippies of 1930's to 1960's and no Paris Era of the Great Gatsby etc... Hippies of 1930's to 1960's and no 
mention of either Hadley or Ernest reading Freud. Ernest in 1925 mention of either Hadley or Ernest reading Freud. Ernest in 1925 mention of either Hadley or Ernest reading Freud. Ernest in 1925 mention of either Hadley or Ernest reading Freud. Ernest in 1925 
read The Great Gatsby in One Day! Few other books Ernest read are read The Great Gatsby in One Day! Few other books Ernest read are read The Great Gatsby in One Day! Few other books Ernest read are read The Great Gatsby in One Day! Few other books Ernest read are 
mentioned in The Paris Wife. Bull Fighting and Skiing in the Alps mentioned in The Paris Wife. Bull Fighting and Skiing in the Alps mentioned in The Paris Wife. Bull Fighting and Skiing in the Alps mentioned in The Paris Wife. Bull Fighting and Skiing in the Alps 
stories, drinking and more drinking no thought of an invention to stories, drinking and more drinking no thought of an invention to stories, drinking and more drinking no thought of an invention to stories, drinking and more drinking no thought of an invention to 
cure their Addiction to Alcohol or even if they knew the alcohol cure their Addiction to Alcohol or even if they knew the alcohol cure their Addiction to Alcohol or even if they knew the alcohol cure their Addiction to Alcohol or even if they knew the alcohol 
molecule as it must have been on the front pages of the New York molecule as it must have been on the front pages of the New York molecule as it must have been on the front pages of the New York molecule as it must have been on the front pages of the New York 
times or Paris Times in their Era of heavy drinking. Yale Medical times or Paris Times in their Era of heavy drinking. Yale Medical times or Paris Times in their Era of heavy drinking. Yale Medical times or Paris Times in their Era of heavy drinking. Yale Medical 
School was 150 years old when the Sun Also Rises was written. In School was 150 years old when the Sun Also Rises was written. In School was 150 years old when the Sun Also Rises was written. In School was 150 years old when the Sun Also Rises was written. In 

our Current Era 2011 $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue had been taken our Current Era 2011 $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue had been taken our Current Era 2011 $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue had been taken our Current Era 2011 $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue had been taken 
in and spent since the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. in and spent since the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. in and spent since the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. in and spent since the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 
Her son John Hadley Nicanor Hemingway was born on October 10, Her son John Hadley Nicanor Hemingway was born on October 10, Her son John Hadley Nicanor Hemingway was born on October 10, Her son John Hadley Nicanor Hemingway was born on October 10, 
1923. Whooping Cough, Hadleys baby son was Quarantined, today 1923. Whooping Cough, Hadleys baby son was Quarantined, today 1923. Whooping Cough, Hadleys baby son was Quarantined, today 1923. Whooping Cough, Hadleys baby son was Quarantined, today 
statistics of 40 dead infants from Whooping Cough every day in the statistics of 40 dead infants from Whooping Cough every day in the statistics of 40 dead infants from Whooping Cough every day in the statistics of 40 dead infants from Whooping Cough every day in the 

USA 100's a day world wide WHO at the UN is a criminal USA 100's a day world wide WHO at the UN is a criminal USA 100's a day world wide WHO at the UN is a criminal USA 100's a day world wide WHO at the UN is a criminal 
Organization killing more infants than Moammar Gadhafi. One Organization killing more infants than Moammar Gadhafi. One Organization killing more infants than Moammar Gadhafi. One Organization killing more infants than Moammar Gadhafi. One 
dead infant from whooping cough pictured on the web and MD's dead infant from whooping cough pictured on the web and MD's dead infant from whooping cough pictured on the web and MD's dead infant from whooping cough pictured on the web and MD's 
tell Matt Lauer on Today show 40 infants a day die in March 2011 tell Matt Lauer on Today show 40 infants a day die in March 2011 tell Matt Lauer on Today show 40 infants a day die in March 2011 tell Matt Lauer on Today show 40 infants a day die in March 2011 
from Whooping Cough, yet the gov. will not make this a Bigger News from Whooping Cough, yet the gov. will not make this a Bigger News from Whooping Cough, yet the gov. will not make this a Bigger News from Whooping Cough, yet the gov. will not make this a Bigger News 
Story because the cause of Whooping cough "Outbreak" is not MD's Story because the cause of Whooping cough "Outbreak" is not MD's Story because the cause of Whooping cough "Outbreak" is not MD's Story because the cause of Whooping cough "Outbreak" is not MD's 
lack of hand washing and shaking your hand but the Day Care lack of hand washing and shaking your hand but the Day Care lack of hand washing and shaking your hand but the Day Care lack of hand washing and shaking your hand but the Day Care 

Center and Nanny's. 100 million in the USA who refused to get any Center and Nanny's. 100 million in the USA who refused to get any Center and Nanny's. 100 million in the USA who refused to get any Center and Nanny's. 100 million in the USA who refused to get any 
and all vaccinations! Our Orwellian Caesar will not make and all vaccinations! Our Orwellian Caesar will not make and all vaccinations! Our Orwellian Caesar will not make and all vaccinations! Our Orwellian Caesar will not make 
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Vaccinations mandatory, he would rather make the 40 dead a day Vaccinations mandatory, he would rather make the 40 dead a day Vaccinations mandatory, he would rather make the 40 dead a day Vaccinations mandatory, he would rather make the 40 dead a day 
from whooping cough persona non grata. Because he has the power from whooping cough persona non grata. Because he has the power from whooping cough persona non grata. Because he has the power from whooping cough persona non grata. Because he has the power 

to do this! to do this! to do this! to do this!     
    

    

Summer of 2011 100 kids will die in hot cars as the Summer of 2011 100 kids will die in hot cars as the Summer of 2011 100 kids will die in hot cars as the Summer of 2011 100 kids will die in hot cars as the 
ElectricWindmillcar is suppressed and will be climate controlled ElectricWindmillcar is suppressed and will be climate controlled ElectricWindmillcar is suppressed and will be climate controlled ElectricWindmillcar is suppressed and will be climate controlled 
like your home, 24/7 no more hot cars in the Summer Time, like your home, 24/7 no more hot cars in the Summer Time, like your home, 24/7 no more hot cars in the Summer Time, like your home, 24/7 no more hot cars in the Summer Time, 
Invention thanks to H2O electrolysis, and H at Invention thanks to H2O electrolysis, and H at Invention thanks to H2O electrolysis, and H at Invention thanks to H2O electrolysis, and H at ----354 C. Back to the 354 C. Back to the 354 C. Back to the 354 C. Back to the 
Paris Wives and Gregs Key West Wives, It's critical to define the Paris Wives and Gregs Key West Wives, It's critical to define the Paris Wives and Gregs Key West Wives, It's critical to define the Paris Wives and Gregs Key West Wives, It's critical to define the 
Invention Projects before reading a Novel. Paula McLain wrote in Invention Projects before reading a Novel. Paula McLain wrote in Invention Projects before reading a Novel. Paula McLain wrote in Invention Projects before reading a Novel. Paula McLain wrote in 
Gregs copy of her book... I hope you find an invention reading "The Gregs copy of her book... I hope you find an invention reading "The Gregs copy of her book... I hope you find an invention reading "The Gregs copy of her book... I hope you find an invention reading "The 
Paris Wife", having a list of 1,001 invention projects these are Paris Wife", having a list of 1,001 invention projects these are Paris Wife", having a list of 1,001 invention projects these are Paris Wife", having a list of 1,001 invention projects these are 
critical. Serendipity denotes the property of making fortunate critical. Serendipity denotes the property of making fortunate critical. Serendipity denotes the property of making fortunate critical. Serendipity denotes the property of making fortunate 
discoveries while looking for something unrelated, or the discoveries while looking for something unrelated, or the discoveries while looking for something unrelated, or the discoveries while looking for something unrelated, or the 
occurrence of such a discovery during such a search. Los Alamos occurrence of such a discovery during such a search. Los Alamos occurrence of such a discovery during such a search. Los Alamos occurrence of such a discovery during such a search. Los Alamos 
with $1 trillion in IBM supercomputers bought since 1980 should with $1 trillion in IBM supercomputers bought since 1980 should with $1 trillion in IBM supercomputers bought since 1980 should with $1 trillion in IBM supercomputers bought since 1980 should 
have already read every book every written while in the have already read every book every written while in the have already read every book every written while in the have already read every book every written while in the 
supercomputers memory crunches the 1,001 invention projects. To supercomputers memory crunches the 1,001 invention projects. To supercomputers memory crunches the 1,001 invention projects. To supercomputers memory crunches the 1,001 invention projects. To 
get what Paula McLain wrote to Greg... get an invention reading get what Paula McLain wrote to Greg... get an invention reading get what Paula McLain wrote to Greg... get an invention reading get what Paula McLain wrote to Greg... get an invention reading 
the book I wrote! Nuclear Bomb politics are really null and void, N. the book I wrote! Nuclear Bomb politics are really null and void, N. the book I wrote! Nuclear Bomb politics are really null and void, N. the book I wrote! Nuclear Bomb politics are really null and void, N. 
Korea will up its nuclear bombs from 8 today 29 March 2011 to 800 Korea will up its nuclear bombs from 8 today 29 March 2011 to 800 Korea will up its nuclear bombs from 8 today 29 March 2011 to 800 Korea will up its nuclear bombs from 8 today 29 March 2011 to 800 
next year on 29 March 2012 because the Pentagon Generals wanted next year on 29 March 2012 because the Pentagon Generals wanted next year on 29 March 2012 because the Pentagon Generals wanted next year on 29 March 2012 because the Pentagon Generals wanted 
to kill Moammar Gadhafi. This is a personal thing between to kill Moammar Gadhafi. This is a personal thing between to kill Moammar Gadhafi. This is a personal thing between to kill Moammar Gadhafi. This is a personal thing between 
Generals and Pit Bull Dog Fighters mentality not Hadley and Generals and Pit Bull Dog Fighters mentality not Hadley and Generals and Pit Bull Dog Fighters mentality not Hadley and Generals and Pit Bull Dog Fighters mentality not Hadley and 
Ernest of 2011 trying to get "Social Manhattan Projects", inventions Ernest of 2011 trying to get "Social Manhattan Projects", inventions Ernest of 2011 trying to get "Social Manhattan Projects", inventions Ernest of 2011 trying to get "Social Manhattan Projects", inventions 
to observe Aliens and inventions to travel to Alpha Centauri. Which to observe Aliens and inventions to travel to Alpha Centauri. Which to observe Aliens and inventions to travel to Alpha Centauri. Which to observe Aliens and inventions to travel to Alpha Centauri. Which 
has been made persona non grata by Clinton and the State Dept. has been made persona non grata by Clinton and the State Dept. has been made persona non grata by Clinton and the State Dept. has been made persona non grata by Clinton and the State Dept. 
in our Orwellian Society. New York Times Today wrote a story about in our Orwellian Society. New York Times Today wrote a story about in our Orwellian Society. New York Times Today wrote a story about in our Orwellian Society. New York Times Today wrote a story about 
Aliens getting closer to Humanity on Earth as they knew Greg Aliens getting closer to Humanity on Earth as they knew Greg Aliens getting closer to Humanity on Earth as they knew Greg Aliens getting closer to Humanity on Earth as they knew Greg 
deleted their New York Times Web link Today as its the first day you deleted their New York Times Web link Today as its the first day you deleted their New York Times Web link Today as its the first day you deleted their New York Times Web link Today as its the first day you 
have to pay to read it... BP Oil gave the Times $8 Billion in Swiss have to pay to read it... BP Oil gave the Times $8 Billion in Swiss have to pay to read it... BP Oil gave the Times $8 Billion in Swiss have to pay to read it... BP Oil gave the Times $8 Billion in Swiss 
Bank accounts, Texas Oil men gave the New York Times a 75 Story Bank accounts, Texas Oil men gave the New York Times a 75 Story Bank accounts, Texas Oil men gave the New York Times a 75 Story Bank accounts, Texas Oil men gave the New York Times a 75 Story 
Sky Scraper for suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and going Sky Scraper for suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and going Sky Scraper for suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and going Sky Scraper for suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and going 
along making 100's of Cops and kids burned and burned to death along making 100's of Cops and kids burned and burned to death along making 100's of Cops and kids burned and burned to death along making 100's of Cops and kids burned and burned to death 
in fiery LA Wrecks, persona non grata on the Front pages of the New in fiery LA Wrecks, persona non grata on the Front pages of the New in fiery LA Wrecks, persona non grata on the Front pages of the New in fiery LA Wrecks, persona non grata on the Front pages of the New 
York Times! No one burned in a fiery LA wreck will be on the front York Times! No one burned in a fiery LA wreck will be on the front York Times! No one burned in a fiery LA wreck will be on the front York Times! No one burned in a fiery LA wreck will be on the front 
page of the New York Times tomorrow so do not pay to read this page of the New York Times tomorrow so do not pay to read this page of the New York Times tomorrow so do not pay to read this page of the New York Times tomorrow so do not pay to read this 
newspaper as they will ALL lose their heads if the New French newspaper as they will ALL lose their heads if the New French newspaper as they will ALL lose their heads if the New French newspaper as they will ALL lose their heads if the New French 
Revolution is successful, thousands of cops and kids with gasoline Revolution is successful, thousands of cops and kids with gasoline Revolution is successful, thousands of cops and kids with gasoline Revolution is successful, thousands of cops and kids with gasoline 
burns over most their bodies... cops and kids who did not die in a burns over most their bodies... cops and kids who did not die in a burns over most their bodies... cops and kids who did not die in a burns over most their bodies... cops and kids who did not die in a 
fiery LA Wreck are sitting around today with burns over most their fiery LA Wreck are sitting around today with burns over most their fiery LA Wreck are sitting around today with burns over most their fiery LA Wreck are sitting around today with burns over most their 
body in pain and in pain for revenge... for the suppressed body in pain and in pain for revenge... for the suppressed body in pain and in pain for revenge... for the suppressed body in pain and in pain for revenge... for the suppressed 
ElectricWindmillCar. Mad as hell, the guys who started the French ElectricWindmillCar. Mad as hell, the guys who started the French ElectricWindmillCar. Mad as hell, the guys who started the French ElectricWindmillCar. Mad as hell, the guys who started the French 
Revolution have nothing on the cops and kids, moms, dads burned Revolution have nothing on the cops and kids, moms, dads burned Revolution have nothing on the cops and kids, moms, dads burned Revolution have nothing on the cops and kids, moms, dads burned 
in fiery wrecks in LA since 1980. So much for paying to read the in fiery wrecks in LA since 1980. So much for paying to read the in fiery wrecks in LA since 1980. So much for paying to read the in fiery wrecks in LA since 1980. So much for paying to read the 
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New York Time $ Now back to the Paris Wife... Ernest was badly New York Time $ Now back to the Paris Wife... Ernest was badly New York Time $ Now back to the Paris Wife... Ernest was badly New York Time $ Now back to the Paris Wife... Ernest was badly 
burned in the second plane crash, from what we know today of burned in the second plane crash, from what we know today of burned in the second plane crash, from what we know today of burned in the second plane crash, from what we know today of 
burns the torture can cause suicide. Pain inventions are critical burns the torture can cause suicide. Pain inventions are critical burns the torture can cause suicide. Pain inventions are critical burns the torture can cause suicide. Pain inventions are critical 
and the Yale Key West Medical School should be able to invent a and the Yale Key West Medical School should be able to invent a and the Yale Key West Medical School should be able to invent a and the Yale Key West Medical School should be able to invent a 
new class of pain drugs ASAP as this is what Elite Medical Schools new class of pain drugs ASAP as this is what Elite Medical Schools new class of pain drugs ASAP as this is what Elite Medical Schools new class of pain drugs ASAP as this is what Elite Medical Schools 
do best... Research Pain etc. Key West Tourists on a guided tour do best... Research Pain etc. Key West Tourists on a guided tour do best... Research Pain etc. Key West Tourists on a guided tour do best... Research Pain etc. Key West Tourists on a guided tour 
stopping at the Pain Research Container Classrooms will be in for stopping at the Pain Research Container Classrooms will be in for stopping at the Pain Research Container Classrooms will be in for stopping at the Pain Research Container Classrooms will be in for 
shocking intellectual writing, as no Tourist who visits Key West has shocking intellectual writing, as no Tourist who visits Key West has shocking intellectual writing, as no Tourist who visits Key West has shocking intellectual writing, as no Tourist who visits Key West has 
read Medical Journals... New England Journal of Medicine as it read Medical Journals... New England Journal of Medicine as it read Medical Journals... New England Journal of Medicine as it read Medical Journals... New England Journal of Medicine as it 
cost $100's to read, a lot more than the New York Times but worth it cost $100's to read, a lot more than the New York Times but worth it cost $100's to read, a lot more than the New York Times but worth it cost $100's to read, a lot more than the New York Times but worth it 
if you have the money $ Writing that is over your head only if you have the money $ Writing that is over your head only if you have the money $ Writing that is over your head only if you have the money $ Writing that is over your head only 
because the governments Dept of Education Failed the USA for the because the governments Dept of Education Failed the USA for the because the governments Dept of Education Failed the USA for the because the governments Dept of Education Failed the USA for the 
last several decades. HS freshmen should have their own cadavers, last several decades. HS freshmen should have their own cadavers, last several decades. HS freshmen should have their own cadavers, last several decades. HS freshmen should have their own cadavers, 
and be able to spell and pronounce everything in English. Our and be able to spell and pronounce everything in English. Our and be able to spell and pronounce everything in English. Our and be able to spell and pronounce everything in English. Our 
Orwellian government promoted Spanish not learning Anatomy Orwellian government promoted Spanish not learning Anatomy Orwellian government promoted Spanish not learning Anatomy Orwellian government promoted Spanish not learning Anatomy 
and Physiology, which would have helped 6 billion people a Hell of and Physiology, which would have helped 6 billion people a Hell of and Physiology, which would have helped 6 billion people a Hell of and Physiology, which would have helped 6 billion people a Hell of 
a lot more. Especially in reading medical journals! a lot more. Especially in reading medical journals! a lot more. Especially in reading medical journals! a lot more. Especially in reading medical journals!     
    
Spanish Spanish Spanish Spanish ------------    learning Spanish LOST you all this on the Brain learning Spanish LOST you all this on the Brain learning Spanish LOST you all this on the Brain learning Spanish LOST you all this on the Brain --------------------    
The pituitary gland... The pituitary gland... The pituitary gland... The pituitary gland...     
    
Spanish Spanish Spanish Spanish ------------    learning Spanish LOST you all this on the Brain learning Spanish LOST you all this on the Brain learning Spanish LOST you all this on the Brain learning Spanish LOST you all this on the Brain --------------------    
The pituitary gland consists of two components: the anterior The pituitary gland consists of two components: the anterior The pituitary gland consists of two components: the anterior The pituitary gland consists of two components: the anterior 
pituitary (or adenohypophysis) and the posterior pituitary (or pituitary (or adenohypophysis) and the posterior pituitary (or pituitary (or adenohypophysis) and the posterior pituitary (or pituitary (or adenohypophysis) and the posterior pituitary (or 
neurohypophysis), and is functionally linked to the hypothalamus neurohypophysis), and is functionally linked to the hypothalamus neurohypophysis), and is functionally linked to the hypothalamus neurohypophysis), and is functionally linked to the hypothalamus 
by the pituitary stalk (also named the "infundibular stem", or by the pituitary stalk (also named the "infundibular stem", or by the pituitary stalk (also named the "infundibular stem", or by the pituitary stalk (also named the "infundibular stem", or 
simply the "infundibulum")[1]. It is from the hypothalamus that simply the "infundibulum")[1]. It is from the hypothalamus that simply the "infundibulum")[1]. It is from the hypothalamus that simply the "infundibulum")[1]. It is from the hypothalamus that 
hypothalamic tropic factors are released to descend down the hypothalamic tropic factors are released to descend down the hypothalamic tropic factors are released to descend down the hypothalamic tropic factors are released to descend down the 
pituitary stalk to the pituitary gland where they stimulate the pituitary stalk to the pituitary gland where they stimulate the pituitary stalk to the pituitary gland where they stimulate the pituitary stalk to the pituitary gland where they stimulate the 
release of pituitary hormones. While the pituitary gland is known release of pituitary hormones. While the pituitary gland is known release of pituitary hormones. While the pituitary gland is known release of pituitary hormones. While the pituitary gland is known 
as the 'master' endocrine gland, both of the lobes are under the as the 'master' endocrine gland, both of the lobes are under the as the 'master' endocrine gland, both of the lobes are under the as the 'master' endocrine gland, both of the lobes are under the 
control of the hypothalamus; the anterior pituitary receives its control of the hypothalamus; the anterior pituitary receives its control of the hypothalamus; the anterior pituitary receives its control of the hypothalamus; the anterior pituitary receives its 
signals from the parvocellular neurons and the posterior pituitary signals from the parvocellular neurons and the posterior pituitary signals from the parvocellular neurons and the posterior pituitary signals from the parvocellular neurons and the posterior pituitary 
receives its signals from magnocellular neurons. Anterior pituitary receives its signals from magnocellular neurons. Anterior pituitary receives its signals from magnocellular neurons. Anterior pituitary receives its signals from magnocellular neurons. Anterior pituitary 
(Adenohypophysis)Main article: Anterior pituitary The anterior (Adenohypophysis)Main article: Anterior pituitary The anterior (Adenohypophysis)Main article: Anterior pituitary The anterior (Adenohypophysis)Main article: Anterior pituitary The anterior 
pituitary synthesizes and secretes the following important pituitary synthesizes and secretes the following important pituitary synthesizes and secretes the following important pituitary synthesizes and secretes the following important 
endocrine hormones: Adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), release endocrine hormones: Adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), release endocrine hormones: Adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), release endocrine hormones: Adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), release 
under influence of hypothalamic Corticotropin Releasing Hormone under influence of hypothalamic Corticotropin Releasing Hormone under influence of hypothalamic Corticotropin Releasing Hormone under influence of hypothalamic Corticotropin Releasing Hormone 
(CRH). Thyroid(CRH). Thyroid(CRH). Thyroid(CRH). Thyroid----stimulating hormone (TSH), release under stimulating hormone (TSH), release under stimulating hormone (TSH), release under stimulating hormone (TSH), release under 
influence of hypothalamic Thyrotropin Releasing Hormone (TRH). influence of hypothalamic Thyrotropin Releasing Hormone (TRH). influence of hypothalamic Thyrotropin Releasing Hormone (TRH). influence of hypothalamic Thyrotropin Releasing Hormone (TRH). 
Growth hormone (also referred to as 'Human Growth Hormone', Growth hormone (also referred to as 'Human Growth Hormone', Growth hormone (also referred to as 'Human Growth Hormone', Growth hormone (also referred to as 'Human Growth Hormone', 
'HGH' or 'GH' or somatotropin), release under influence of 'HGH' or 'GH' or somatotropin), release under influence of 'HGH' or 'GH' or somatotropin), release under influence of 'HGH' or 'GH' or somatotropin), release under influence of 
hypothalamic Growth Hormone Releasing Hormone (GHRH); hypothalamic Growth Hormone Releasing Hormone (GHRH); hypothalamic Growth Hormone Releasing Hormone (GHRH); hypothalamic Growth Hormone Releasing Hormone (GHRH); 
inhibited by hypothalamic Somatostatin. Prolactin (PRL), also inhibited by hypothalamic Somatostatin. Prolactin (PRL), also inhibited by hypothalamic Somatostatin. Prolactin (PRL), also inhibited by hypothalamic Somatostatin. Prolactin (PRL), also 
known as 'Luteotropic' hormone (LTH), release under influence of known as 'Luteotropic' hormone (LTH), release under influence of known as 'Luteotropic' hormone (LTH), release under influence of known as 'Luteotropic' hormone (LTH), release under influence of 
multiple hypothalamic Prolactin Releasing Factors (PRH). The two multiple hypothalamic Prolactin Releasing Factors (PRH). The two multiple hypothalamic Prolactin Releasing Factors (PRH). The two multiple hypothalamic Prolactin Releasing Factors (PRH). The two 
'Gonadotropins'; Luteinizing hormone (also referred to as 'Gonadotropins'; Luteinizing hormone (also referred to as 'Gonadotropins'; Luteinizing hormone (also referred to as 'Gonadotropins'; Luteinizing hormone (also referred to as 
'Lutropin' or 'LH', or in males, 'Interstitial Cell Stimulating 'Lutropin' or 'LH', or in males, 'Interstitial Cell Stimulating 'Lutropin' or 'LH', or in males, 'Interstitial Cell Stimulating 'Lutropin' or 'LH', or in males, 'Interstitial Cell Stimulating 
Hormone' (ICSH)), and Follicle stimulating hormone (FSH), both Hormone' (ICSH)), and Follicle stimulating hormone (FSH), both Hormone' (ICSH)), and Follicle stimulating hormone (FSH), both Hormone' (ICSH)), and Follicle stimulating hormone (FSH), both 
released under influence of Gonadotropin Releasing Hormone released under influence of Gonadotropin Releasing Hormone released under influence of Gonadotropin Releasing Hormone released under influence of Gonadotropin Releasing Hormone 
(GnRH). and; melanocyte(GnRH). and; melanocyte(GnRH). and; melanocyte(GnRH). and; melanocyte––––stimulating hormones (MSH's) or stimulating hormones (MSH's) or stimulating hormones (MSH's) or stimulating hormones (MSH's) or 
"intermedins" as these are released by the pars intermedia which is "intermedins" as these are released by the pars intermedia which is "intermedins" as these are released by the pars intermedia which is "intermedins" as these are released by the pars intermedia which is 
"the middle part"; adjacent to the posterior pituitary lobe, pars "the middle part"; adjacent to the posterior pituitary lobe, pars "the middle part"; adjacent to the posterior pituitary lobe, pars "the middle part"; adjacent to the posterior pituitary lobe, pars 
intermedia is a specific part developed from the anterior pituitary intermedia is a specific part developed from the anterior pituitary intermedia is a specific part developed from the anterior pituitary intermedia is a specific part developed from the anterior pituitary 
lobe. These hormones are released from the anterior pituitary lobe. These hormones are released from the anterior pituitary lobe. These hormones are released from the anterior pituitary lobe. These hormones are released from the anterior pituitary 
under the influence of the hypothalamus. Hypothalamic hormones under the influence of the hypothalamus. Hypothalamic hormones under the influence of the hypothalamus. Hypothalamic hormones under the influence of the hypothalamus. Hypothalamic hormones 
are secreted to the anterior lobe by way of a special capillary are secreted to the anterior lobe by way of a special capillary are secreted to the anterior lobe by way of a special capillary are secreted to the anterior lobe by way of a special capillary 
system, called the hypothalamicsystem, called the hypothalamicsystem, called the hypothalamicsystem, called the hypothalamic----hypophysial portal system. The hypophysial portal system. The hypophysial portal system. The hypophysial portal system. The 
anterior pituitary is divided into anatomical regions known as the anterior pituitary is divided into anatomical regions known as the anterior pituitary is divided into anatomical regions known as the anterior pituitary is divided into anatomical regions known as the 
pars tuberalis, pars intermedia, and pars distalis. It develops from pars tuberalis, pars intermedia, and pars distalis. It develops from pars tuberalis, pars intermedia, and pars distalis. It develops from pars tuberalis, pars intermedia, and pars distalis. It develops from 
a depression in the dorsal wall of the pharynx (stomodial part) a depression in the dorsal wall of the pharynx (stomodial part) a depression in the dorsal wall of the pharynx (stomodial part) a depression in the dorsal wall of the pharynx (stomodial part) 
known as Rathke's pouch. Posterior pituitary (Neurohypophysis)known as Rathke's pouch. Posterior pituitary (Neurohypophysis)known as Rathke's pouch. Posterior pituitary (Neurohypophysis)known as Rathke's pouch. Posterior pituitary (Neurohypophysis)
Main article: Posterior pituitary The posterior pituitary stores and Main article: Posterior pituitary The posterior pituitary stores and Main article: Posterior pituitary The posterior pituitary stores and Main article: Posterior pituitary The posterior pituitary stores and 
releases: Oxytocin, most of which is released from the releases: Oxytocin, most of which is released from the releases: Oxytocin, most of which is released from the releases: Oxytocin, most of which is released from the 
paraventricular nucleus in the hypothalamus Antidiuretic paraventricular nucleus in the hypothalamus Antidiuretic paraventricular nucleus in the hypothalamus Antidiuretic paraventricular nucleus in the hypothalamus Antidiuretic 
hormone (ADH, also known as vasopressin and AVP, arginine hormone (ADH, also known as vasopressin and AVP, arginine hormone (ADH, also known as vasopressin and AVP, arginine hormone (ADH, also known as vasopressin and AVP, arginine 
vasopressin), the majority of which is released from the supraoptic vasopressin), the majority of which is released from the supraoptic vasopressin), the majority of which is released from the supraoptic vasopressin), the majority of which is released from the supraoptic 
nucleus in the hypothalamus Oxytocin is one of the few hormones nucleus in the hypothalamus Oxytocin is one of the few hormones nucleus in the hypothalamus Oxytocin is one of the few hormones nucleus in the hypothalamus Oxytocin is one of the few hormones 
to create a positive feedback loop. For example, uterine to create a positive feedback loop. For example, uterine to create a positive feedback loop. For example, uterine to create a positive feedback loop. For example, uterine 
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contractions stimulate the release of oxytocin from the posterior contractions stimulate the release of oxytocin from the posterior contractions stimulate the release of oxytocin from the posterior contractions stimulate the release of oxytocin from the posterior 
pituitary, which, in turn, increases uterine contractions. This pituitary, which, in turn, increases uterine contractions. This pituitary, which, in turn, increases uterine contractions. This pituitary, which, in turn, increases uterine contractions. This 
positive feedback loop continues throughout labor. Intermediate positive feedback loop continues throughout labor. Intermediate positive feedback loop continues throughout labor. Intermediate positive feedback loop continues throughout labor. Intermediate 
lobeThere is also an intermediate lobe in many animals, but is lobeThere is also an intermediate lobe in many animals, but is lobeThere is also an intermediate lobe in many animals, but is lobeThere is also an intermediate lobe in many animals, but is 
rudimentary in humans. For instance, in fish, it is believed to rudimentary in humans. For instance, in fish, it is believed to rudimentary in humans. For instance, in fish, it is believed to rudimentary in humans. For instance, in fish, it is believed to 
control physiological color change. In adult humans, it is just a control physiological color change. In adult humans, it is just a control physiological color change. In adult humans, it is just a control physiological color change. In adult humans, it is just a 
thin layer of cells between the anterior and posterior pituitary. The thin layer of cells between the anterior and posterior pituitary. The thin layer of cells between the anterior and posterior pituitary. The thin layer of cells between the anterior and posterior pituitary. The 
intermediate lobe produces melanocyteintermediate lobe produces melanocyteintermediate lobe produces melanocyteintermediate lobe produces melanocyte----stimulating hormone stimulating hormone stimulating hormone stimulating hormone 
(MSH), although this function is often (imprecisely) attributed to (MSH), although this function is often (imprecisely) attributed to (MSH), although this function is often (imprecisely) attributed to (MSH), although this function is often (imprecisely) attributed to 
the anterior pituitary. the anterior pituitary. the anterior pituitary. the anterior pituitary.     
    
Spanish Spanish Spanish Spanish ------------ learning Spanish LOST you all this on the Brain  learning Spanish LOST you all this on the Brain  learning Spanish LOST you all this on the Brain  learning Spanish LOST you all this on the Brain --------------------    
The pituitary gland... The pituitary gland... The pituitary gland... The pituitary gland...     
    
    
    
March 29, 2011 March 29, 2011 March 29, 2011 March 29, 2011     
    

    

Hadley and Ernest were sick on sea food more than once, just lucky Hadley and Ernest were sick on sea food more than once, just lucky Hadley and Ernest were sick on sea food more than once, just lucky Hadley and Ernest were sick on sea food more than once, just lucky 
they did not die of food poisoning, futuristic inventions are they did not die of food poisoning, futuristic inventions are they did not die of food poisoning, futuristic inventions are they did not die of food poisoning, futuristic inventions are 
coming to the area of food poisoning soon. After the Coup... grin! coming to the area of food poisoning soon. After the Coup... grin! coming to the area of food poisoning soon. After the Coup... grin! coming to the area of food poisoning soon. After the Coup... grin! 
Clintons made food poisoning dead 40 a day in the USA persona Clintons made food poisoning dead 40 a day in the USA persona Clintons made food poisoning dead 40 a day in the USA persona Clintons made food poisoning dead 40 a day in the USA persona 
non grata because they have the power to do this... so Moammar non grata because they have the power to do this... so Moammar non grata because they have the power to do this... so Moammar non grata because they have the power to do this... so Moammar 
Gadhafi's killing of civilians is in the news not a New "Manhattan Gadhafi's killing of civilians is in the news not a New "Manhattan Gadhafi's killing of civilians is in the news not a New "Manhattan Gadhafi's killing of civilians is in the news not a New "Manhattan 
Project" to Cure Food Poisoning... when more in the USA die in one Project" to Cure Food Poisoning... when more in the USA die in one Project" to Cure Food Poisoning... when more in the USA die in one Project" to Cure Food Poisoning... when more in the USA die in one 
day from food poisoning and staph in hospitals and alcohol day from food poisoning and staph in hospitals and alcohol day from food poisoning and staph in hospitals and alcohol day from food poisoning and staph in hospitals and alcohol 
poisoning! In the Nearest Star we will find a Universe of LOST poisoning! In the Nearest Star we will find a Universe of LOST poisoning! In the Nearest Star we will find a Universe of LOST poisoning! In the Nearest Star we will find a Universe of LOST 
novels, of Ernest's wives and lovers who never learned to write, novels, of Ernest's wives and lovers who never learned to write, novels, of Ernest's wives and lovers who never learned to write, novels, of Ernest's wives and lovers who never learned to write, 
inventive wives willing to work 24/7 side by side with Ernest writing inventive wives willing to work 24/7 side by side with Ernest writing inventive wives willing to work 24/7 side by side with Ernest writing inventive wives willing to work 24/7 side by side with Ernest writing 
and brainstorming. Fabled Lost Generation in Paris that includes and brainstorming. Fabled Lost Generation in Paris that includes and brainstorming. Fabled Lost Generation in Paris that includes and brainstorming. Fabled Lost Generation in Paris that includes 
Stein Pound F. Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald. Key West Wives the Novel Stein Pound F. Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald. Key West Wives the Novel Stein Pound F. Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald. Key West Wives the Novel Stein Pound F. Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald. Key West Wives the Novel 
is not yet written. You and I have to read the book... "Writing Like is not yet written. You and I have to read the book... "Writing Like is not yet written. You and I have to read the book... "Writing Like is not yet written. You and I have to read the book... "Writing Like 
Hemingway" by Wilson PhD. I will work on the invention Total Hemingway" by Wilson PhD. I will work on the invention Total Hemingway" by Wilson PhD. I will work on the invention Total Hemingway" by Wilson PhD. I will work on the invention Total 
Recall with my Key West Wives as I can remember my 1st writing Recall with my Key West Wives as I can remember my 1st writing Recall with my Key West Wives as I can remember my 1st writing Recall with my Key West Wives as I can remember my 1st writing 
class in 1977. Bill Gates killed millions of writers and inventors by class in 1977. Bill Gates killed millions of writers and inventors by class in 1977. Bill Gates killed millions of writers and inventors by class in 1977. Bill Gates killed millions of writers and inventors by 
not pre installing writing and invention software into Windows 7 not pre installing writing and invention software into Windows 7 not pre installing writing and invention software into Windows 7 not pre installing writing and invention software into Windows 7 ----    
Inventor OS after the Coup will come loaded with 2 Terra bytes of Inventor OS after the Coup will come loaded with 2 Terra bytes of Inventor OS after the Coup will come loaded with 2 Terra bytes of Inventor OS after the Coup will come loaded with 2 Terra bytes of 
software and courses! Don't pay to read the New York Times, delete software and courses! Don't pay to read the New York Times, delete software and courses! Don't pay to read the New York Times, delete software and courses! Don't pay to read the New York Times, delete 
it Today $ Hack into the Medical Journals as no one reading this it Today $ Hack into the Medical Journals as no one reading this it Today $ Hack into the Medical Journals as no one reading this it Today $ Hack into the Medical Journals as no one reading this 
has the 100's of dollars to read the New England Journal of has the 100's of dollars to read the New England Journal of has the 100's of dollars to read the New England Journal of has the 100's of dollars to read the New England Journal of 
Medicine $ Medicine $ Medicine $ Medicine $     
    
March 29, 2011 March 29, 2011 March 29, 2011 March 29, 2011     
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Greg's Greg's Greg's Greg's 

Workstation in Key West Workstation in Key West Workstation in Key West Workstation in Key West ------------ Greg is looking for women to  Greg is looking for women to  Greg is looking for women to  Greg is looking for women to 
"Brainstorm" the Invention project... Rx Penicillin Overnight "Brainstorm" the Invention project... Rx Penicillin Overnight "Brainstorm" the Invention project... Rx Penicillin Overnight "Brainstorm" the Invention project... Rx Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer!     
    
North Korea is believed to have 8 to 12 nuclear weapons Today 29 North Korea is believed to have 8 to 12 nuclear weapons Today 29 North Korea is believed to have 8 to 12 nuclear weapons Today 29 North Korea is believed to have 8 to 12 nuclear weapons Today 29 
March 2011 March 2011 March 2011 March 2011 ------------ North Korea will have 800 to 1,200 nuclear weapons  North Korea will have 800 to 1,200 nuclear weapons  North Korea will have 800 to 1,200 nuclear weapons  North Korea will have 800 to 1,200 nuclear weapons 
One Year from Today... 10,000 Nukes will be built now! unpublished One Year from Today... 10,000 Nukes will be built now! unpublished One Year from Today... 10,000 Nukes will be built now! unpublished One Year from Today... 10,000 Nukes will be built now! unpublished 
NY Times side effects from Libya!!!!!!!!!! GAS LOBOTOMY FOR MAD NY Times side effects from Libya!!!!!!!!!! GAS LOBOTOMY FOR MAD NY Times side effects from Libya!!!!!!!!!! GAS LOBOTOMY FOR MAD NY Times side effects from Libya!!!!!!!!!! GAS LOBOTOMY FOR MAD 
MEN! MEN! MEN! MEN!     
    
Click here I wrote up the complete North Korea news article on Click here I wrote up the complete North Korea news article on Click here I wrote up the complete North Korea news article on Click here I wrote up the complete North Korea news article on 
Gregs web endwaronearth I didn't want to take up to much space Gregs web endwaronearth I didn't want to take up to much space Gregs web endwaronearth I didn't want to take up to much space Gregs web endwaronearth I didn't want to take up to much space 
on this web. http://www.endwaronearth.comon this web. http://www.endwaronearth.comon this web. http://www.endwaronearth.comon this web. http://www.endwaronearth.com        
    
"Manhattan Project" for a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for "Manhattan Project" for a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for "Manhattan Project" for a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for "Manhattan Project" for a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for 
Breast Cancer has been killed by a unanimous vote at the UN by Breast Cancer has been killed by a unanimous vote at the UN by Breast Cancer has been killed by a unanimous vote at the UN by Breast Cancer has been killed by a unanimous vote at the UN by 
Clinton's non MD "Character" of malice; intending to do harm to Clinton's non MD "Character" of malice; intending to do harm to Clinton's non MD "Character" of malice; intending to do harm to Clinton's non MD "Character" of malice; intending to do harm to 
women who will die Today 29 March 2011 from Breast Cancer: women who will die Today 29 March 2011 from Breast Cancer: women who will die Today 29 March 2011 from Breast Cancer: women who will die Today 29 March 2011 from Breast Cancer: 
"Maliciousness" her Generals talk it up on the Today Show with Matt "Maliciousness" her Generals talk it up on the Today Show with Matt "Maliciousness" her Generals talk it up on the Today Show with Matt "Maliciousness" her Generals talk it up on the Today Show with Matt 
Lauer, 8,000 were killed by Moammar Gadhafi, No women on the Lauer, 8,000 were killed by Moammar Gadhafi, No women on the Lauer, 8,000 were killed by Moammar Gadhafi, No women on the Lauer, 8,000 were killed by Moammar Gadhafi, No women on the 
Today Show "Dare" ask the General how many women civilians in Today Show "Dare" ask the General how many women civilians in Today Show "Dare" ask the General how many women civilians in Today Show "Dare" ask the General how many women civilians in 
the USA died of Breast Cancer since the Revolution in Libya ! the USA died of Breast Cancer since the Revolution in Libya ! the USA died of Breast Cancer since the Revolution in Libya ! the USA died of Breast Cancer since the Revolution in Libya !     
    
March 28, 2011 EGO "War Games In Libya"... Humanity must invent March 28, 2011 EGO "War Games In Libya"... Humanity must invent March 28, 2011 EGO "War Games In Libya"... Humanity must invent March 28, 2011 EGO "War Games In Libya"... Humanity must invent 
the "Gas Lobotomy" for Generals... addictions to killing other the "Gas Lobotomy" for Generals... addictions to killing other the "Gas Lobotomy" for Generals... addictions to killing other the "Gas Lobotomy" for Generals... addictions to killing other 
Generals! Generals! Generals! Generals!     
    
"Manhattan Project" for a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for "Manhattan Project" for a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for "Manhattan Project" for a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for "Manhattan Project" for a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for 
Breast Cancer has been killed by a unanimous vote at the UN by Breast Cancer has been killed by a unanimous vote at the UN by Breast Cancer has been killed by a unanimous vote at the UN by Breast Cancer has been killed by a unanimous vote at the UN by 
Clinton's non MD "Character" of malice; intending to do harm to Clinton's non MD "Character" of malice; intending to do harm to Clinton's non MD "Character" of malice; intending to do harm to Clinton's non MD "Character" of malice; intending to do harm to 
women who will die Today 29 March 2011 from Breast Cancer: women who will die Today 29 March 2011 from Breast Cancer: women who will die Today 29 March 2011 from Breast Cancer: women who will die Today 29 March 2011 from Breast Cancer: 
"Maliciousness" her Generals talk it up on the Today Show with Matt "Maliciousness" her Generals talk it up on the Today Show with Matt "Maliciousness" her Generals talk it up on the Today Show with Matt "Maliciousness" her Generals talk it up on the Today Show with Matt 
Lauer, 8,000 were killed by Moammar Gadhafi, No women on the Lauer, 8,000 were killed by Moammar Gadhafi, No women on the Lauer, 8,000 were killed by Moammar Gadhafi, No women on the Lauer, 8,000 were killed by Moammar Gadhafi, No women on the 
Today Show "Dare" ask the General how many women civilians in Today Show "Dare" ask the General how many women civilians in Today Show "Dare" ask the General how many women civilians in Today Show "Dare" ask the General how many women civilians in 
the USA died of Breast Cancer since the Revolution in Libya ! the USA died of Breast Cancer since the Revolution in Libya ! the USA died of Breast Cancer since the Revolution in Libya ! the USA died of Breast Cancer since the Revolution in Libya !     
    
29 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 29 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 29 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 29 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 
Destroyers Destroyers Destroyers Destroyers ---- Navy took money from women and sunk the  Navy took money from women and sunk the  Navy took money from women and sunk the  Navy took money from women and sunk the 
Manhattan Project for a Rx Breast Cancer Cure. Madonna refused Manhattan Project for a Rx Breast Cancer Cure. Madonna refused Manhattan Project for a Rx Breast Cancer Cure. Madonna refused Manhattan Project for a Rx Breast Cancer Cure. Madonna refused 
to let Greg Buell Lovestar write a CD for her Rx Penicillin Breast to let Greg Buell Lovestar write a CD for her Rx Penicillin Breast to let Greg Buell Lovestar write a CD for her Rx Penicillin Breast to let Greg Buell Lovestar write a CD for her Rx Penicillin Breast 
Cancer Cure Tour 2011. Greg on YouTube and links below... Cancer Cure Tour 2011. Greg on YouTube and links below... Cancer Cure Tour 2011. Greg on YouTube and links below... Cancer Cure Tour 2011. Greg on YouTube and links below...     
    
HOW IS GRAVITY GENERATED... Working with many wives 24/7 we HOW IS GRAVITY GENERATED... Working with many wives 24/7 we HOW IS GRAVITY GENERATED... Working with many wives 24/7 we HOW IS GRAVITY GENERATED... Working with many wives 24/7 we 
will get this, and let the Psychotic Generals and MIT War Toy will get this, and let the Psychotic Generals and MIT War Toy will get this, and let the Psychotic Generals and MIT War Toy will get this, and let the Psychotic Generals and MIT War Toy 
workers know... HOW GRAVITY IS GENERATED! workers know... HOW GRAVITY IS GENERATED! workers know... HOW GRAVITY IS GENERATED! workers know... HOW GRAVITY IS GENERATED!     
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March 28, 2011 EGO "War Games In Libya"... Humanity must invent March 28, 2011 EGO "War Games In Libya"... Humanity must invent March 28, 2011 EGO "War Games In Libya"... Humanity must invent March 28, 2011 EGO "War Games In Libya"... Humanity must invent 
the "Gas Lobotomy" for Generals... addictions to killing other the "Gas Lobotomy" for Generals... addictions to killing other the "Gas Lobotomy" for Generals... addictions to killing other the "Gas Lobotomy" for Generals... addictions to killing other 
Generals! Generals! Generals! Generals!     
    
In 3011 Nearest Star to Earth Alpha Centauri and its Aliens will no In 3011 Nearest Star to Earth Alpha Centauri and its Aliens will no In 3011 Nearest Star to Earth Alpha Centauri and its Aliens will no In 3011 Nearest Star to Earth Alpha Centauri and its Aliens will no 
longer be Persona Non Grata in 3011 longer be Persona Non Grata in 3011 longer be Persona Non Grata in 3011 longer be Persona Non Grata in 3011 -------------------- by GE, NBC, Today Show,  by GE, NBC, Today Show,  by GE, NBC, Today Show,  by GE, NBC, Today Show, 
the Pentagon, State Dept. and NASA's Top Brass after a Gas the Pentagon, State Dept. and NASA's Top Brass after a Gas the Pentagon, State Dept. and NASA's Top Brass after a Gas the Pentagon, State Dept. and NASA's Top Brass after a Gas 
Lobotomy for Pentagon Generals is Invented. Lobotomy for Pentagon Generals is Invented. Lobotomy for Pentagon Generals is Invented. Lobotomy for Pentagon Generals is Invented.     
    
29 March 2011 NASA could have Should have 66 New Model 2011 29 March 2011 NASA could have Should have 66 New Model 2011 29 March 2011 NASA could have Should have 66 New Model 2011 29 March 2011 NASA could have Should have 66 New Model 2011 
Shuttles today! Shuttles today! Shuttles today! Shuttles today!     
    
29 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 29 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 29 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 29 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 
Destroyers Destroyers Destroyers Destroyers     
    
Aliens at Alpha Centauri on NBC Today show on 21 March 3011 Aliens at Alpha Centauri on NBC Today show on 21 March 3011 Aliens at Alpha Centauri on NBC Today show on 21 March 3011 Aliens at Alpha Centauri on NBC Today show on 21 March 3011     
    
23 March 2011 Navy took the money from Women, sunk the 23 March 2011 Navy took the money from Women, sunk the 23 March 2011 Navy took the money from Women, sunk the 23 March 2011 Navy took the money from Women, sunk the 
Manhattan Project for a Rx Breast Cancer Cure! Manhattan Project for a Rx Breast Cancer Cure! Manhattan Project for a Rx Breast Cancer Cure! Manhattan Project for a Rx Breast Cancer Cure!     
    
In 3011 Nearest Star to Earth Alpha Centauri and its Aliens will no In 3011 Nearest Star to Earth Alpha Centauri and its Aliens will no In 3011 Nearest Star to Earth Alpha Centauri and its Aliens will no In 3011 Nearest Star to Earth Alpha Centauri and its Aliens will no 
longer be Persona Non Grata in 3011 longer be Persona Non Grata in 3011 longer be Persona Non Grata in 3011 longer be Persona Non Grata in 3011 -------------------- by GE, NBC, Today Show,  by GE, NBC, Today Show,  by GE, NBC, Today Show,  by GE, NBC, Today Show, 
the Pentagon, State Dept. and NASA's Top Brass after a Gas the Pentagon, State Dept. and NASA's Top Brass after a Gas the Pentagon, State Dept. and NASA's Top Brass after a Gas the Pentagon, State Dept. and NASA's Top Brass after a Gas 
Lobotomy for Pentagon Generals is Invented. Lobotomy for Pentagon Generals is Invented. Lobotomy for Pentagon Generals is Invented. Lobotomy for Pentagon Generals is Invented.     
    
23 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 23 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 23 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 23 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 
Destroyers One will be in Key West soon... Destroyers One will be in Key West soon... Destroyers One will be in Key West soon... Destroyers One will be in Key West soon...     
    
One 1984 Model Shuttle Discovery will be a Tourist attraction in One 1984 Model Shuttle Discovery will be a Tourist attraction in One 1984 Model Shuttle Discovery will be a Tourist attraction in One 1984 Model Shuttle Discovery will be a Tourist attraction in 
Key West soon too. Key West soon too. Key West soon too. Key West soon too.     
    
23 March 2011 NASA could have Should have 66 New Model 2011 23 March 2011 NASA could have Should have 66 New Model 2011 23 March 2011 NASA could have Should have 66 New Model 2011 23 March 2011 NASA could have Should have 66 New Model 2011 
Shuttles today! Shuttles today! Shuttles today! Shuttles today!     
    
23 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 23 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 23 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 23 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 
Destroyers Destroyers Destroyers Destroyers     
    
March 23, 2011 EGO "War Games In Libya"... Humanity must invent March 23, 2011 EGO "War Games In Libya"... Humanity must invent March 23, 2011 EGO "War Games In Libya"... Humanity must invent March 23, 2011 EGO "War Games In Libya"... Humanity must invent 
the "Gas Lobotomy" for Generals... addictions to killing other the "Gas Lobotomy" for Generals... addictions to killing other the "Gas Lobotomy" for Generals... addictions to killing other the "Gas Lobotomy" for Generals... addictions to killing other 
Generals! Generals! Generals! Generals!     
    
    

Greg Greg Greg Greg 

reading A Key West Wife, searching the Key West Womens Club for a reading A Key West Wife, searching the Key West Womens Club for a reading A Key West Wife, searching the Key West Womens Club for a reading A Key West Wife, searching the Key West Womens Club for a 
wife, wives to Brainstorm with reading "A Paris Wife" here at wife, wives to Brainstorm with reading "A Paris Wife" here at wife, wives to Brainstorm with reading "A Paris Wife" here at wife, wives to Brainstorm with reading "A Paris Wife" here at 
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Mallory Dock with the Cruise Ships. I meet Paula McLain who wrote Mallory Dock with the Cruise Ships. I meet Paula McLain who wrote Mallory Dock with the Cruise Ships. I meet Paula McLain who wrote Mallory Dock with the Cruise Ships. I meet Paula McLain who wrote 
"A Paris Wife" and told her about getting the ElectricWindmillcar "A Paris Wife" and told her about getting the ElectricWindmillcar "A Paris Wife" and told her about getting the ElectricWindmillcar "A Paris Wife" and told her about getting the ElectricWindmillcar 
invention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm" finding the Windmill as invention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm" finding the Windmill as invention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm" finding the Windmill as invention in 1980 reading "Animal Farm" finding the Windmill as 
I was working on a Electric Car Invention Project, during the I was working on a Electric Car Invention Project, during the I was working on a Electric Car Invention Project, during the I was working on a Electric Car Invention Project, during the 
Saudi Oil Embargo of 1980 so she wrote in her book that I bought Saudi Oil Embargo of 1980 so she wrote in her book that I bought Saudi Oil Embargo of 1980 so she wrote in her book that I bought Saudi Oil Embargo of 1980 so she wrote in her book that I bought 
at Hemingway House... Hope you find a Invention reading "A Paris at Hemingway House... Hope you find a Invention reading "A Paris at Hemingway House... Hope you find a Invention reading "A Paris at Hemingway House... Hope you find a Invention reading "A Paris 
Wife", well it's going good! I have a lot of notes in red! Notes on Wife", well it's going good! I have a lot of notes in red! Notes on Wife", well it's going good! I have a lot of notes in red! Notes on Wife", well it's going good! I have a lot of notes in red! Notes on 
Brainstorming marked in red in her book also. So now I have to Brainstorming marked in red in her book also. So now I have to Brainstorming marked in red in her book also. So now I have to Brainstorming marked in red in her book also. So now I have to 
hook up with some women to Brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Overnight hook up with some women to Brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Overnight hook up with some women to Brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Overnight hook up with some women to Brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer.Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer.Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer.Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer.    
    
    
So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR 
1980 Model 1980 Model 1980 Model 1980 Model     
    
23 March 2011 NASA could have Should have 66 New Model 2011 23 March 2011 NASA could have Should have 66 New Model 2011 23 March 2011 NASA could have Should have 66 New Model 2011 23 March 2011 NASA could have Should have 66 New Model 2011 
Shuttles today! Shuttles today! Shuttles today! Shuttles today!     
    
23 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 23 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 23 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 23 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 
Destroyers Destroyers Destroyers Destroyers     
    
ZEITOUNIYA, Libya ZEITOUNIYA, Libya ZEITOUNIYA, Libya ZEITOUNIYA, Libya ––––    The international military intervention in The international military intervention in The international military intervention in The international military intervention in 
Libya is likely to last "awhile," a top French official said Monday, Libya is likely to last "awhile," a top French official said Monday, Libya is likely to last "awhile," a top French official said Monday, Libya is likely to last "awhile," a top French official said Monday, 
echoing Moammar Gadhafi's warning of a long war ahead as echoing Moammar Gadhafi's warning of a long war ahead as echoing Moammar Gadhafi's warning of a long war ahead as echoing Moammar Gadhafi's warning of a long war ahead as 
rebels said they were fighting to reclaim a city under the Libyan rebels said they were fighting to reclaim a city under the Libyan rebels said they were fighting to reclaim a city under the Libyan rebels said they were fighting to reclaim a city under the Libyan 
leader's control. leader's control. leader's control. leader's control.     
BurnedBurnedBurnedBurned----out tanks and personnel carriers littered one of the main out tanks and personnel carriers littered one of the main out tanks and personnel carriers littered one of the main out tanks and personnel carriers littered one of the main 
desert roads leading from the Libyan capital. A power station hit desert roads leading from the Libyan capital. A power station hit desert roads leading from the Libyan capital. A power station hit desert roads leading from the Libyan capital. A power station hit 
by a shell on Thursday was still burning, its blackened fuel tank by a shell on Thursday was still burning, its blackened fuel tank by a shell on Thursday was still burning, its blackened fuel tank by a shell on Thursday was still burning, its blackened fuel tank 
crumpled, with flames and black smoke pouring out. crumpled, with flames and black smoke pouring out. crumpled, with flames and black smoke pouring out. crumpled, with flames and black smoke pouring out.     
Oil prices held above $102 a barrel after the second night of allied Oil prices held above $102 a barrel after the second night of allied Oil prices held above $102 a barrel after the second night of allied Oil prices held above $102 a barrel after the second night of allied 
strikes in the OPEC nation raised fears of prolonged fighting that strikes in the OPEC nation raised fears of prolonged fighting that strikes in the OPEC nation raised fears of prolonged fighting that strikes in the OPEC nation raised fears of prolonged fighting that 
has already slowed Libyan oil production to a trickle. has already slowed Libyan oil production to a trickle. has already slowed Libyan oil production to a trickle. has already slowed Libyan oil production to a trickle.     
Henri Guaino, a top adviser to the French president, said two Henri Guaino, a top adviser to the French president, said two Henri Guaino, a top adviser to the French president, said two Henri Guaino, a top adviser to the French president, said two 
nights of bombing runs and missile attacks had hobbled Libya's air nights of bombing runs and missile attacks had hobbled Libya's air nights of bombing runs and missile attacks had hobbled Libya's air nights of bombing runs and missile attacks had hobbled Libya's air 
defenses, stalled Gadhafi's troops and all but ended attacks on defenses, stalled Gadhafi's troops and all but ended attacks on defenses, stalled Gadhafi's troops and all but ended attacks on defenses, stalled Gadhafi's troops and all but ended attacks on 
civilians. A cruise missile late Sunday blasted Gadhafi's residential civilians. A cruise missile late Sunday blasted Gadhafi's residential civilians. A cruise missile late Sunday blasted Gadhafi's residential civilians. A cruise missile late Sunday blasted Gadhafi's residential 
compound near his iconic tent, and fighter jets destroyed a line of compound near his iconic tent, and fighter jets destroyed a line of compound near his iconic tent, and fighter jets destroyed a line of compound near his iconic tent, and fighter jets destroyed a line of 
tanks moving on the rebel capital. tanks moving on the rebel capital. tanks moving on the rebel capital. tanks moving on the rebel capital.     
It was not known where Gadhafi was when the missile hit Sunday It was not known where Gadhafi was when the missile hit Sunday It was not known where Gadhafi was when the missile hit Sunday It was not known where Gadhafi was when the missile hit Sunday     
    
Smoke was seen rising late Sunday in Tripoli from the area of Bab Smoke was seen rising late Sunday in Tripoli from the area of Bab Smoke was seen rising late Sunday in Tripoli from the area of Bab Smoke was seen rising late Sunday in Tripoli from the area of Bab 
alalalal----Aziziya, a stronghold of Libyan leader Moamer Gaddafi, Aziziya, a stronghold of Libyan leader Moamer Gaddafi, Aziziya, a stronghold of Libyan leader Moamer Gaddafi, Aziziya, a stronghold of Libyan leader Moamer Gaddafi, 
satellite broadcaster alsatellite broadcaster alsatellite broadcaster alsatellite broadcaster al----Arabiya reported. Arabiya reported. Arabiya reported. Arabiya reported.     
    
The opposition Lbyan Youth movement said on its Twitter account The opposition Lbyan Youth movement said on its Twitter account The opposition Lbyan Youth movement said on its Twitter account The opposition Lbyan Youth movement said on its Twitter account 
that explosions were heard in Tripoli, with large plumes of smoke that explosions were heard in Tripoli, with large plumes of smoke that explosions were heard in Tripoli, with large plumes of smoke that explosions were heard in Tripoli, with large plumes of smoke 
billowing from Gaddafi's Bab Azizia compound billowing from Gaddafi's Bab Azizia compound billowing from Gaddafi's Bab Azizia compound billowing from Gaddafi's Bab Azizia compound     
    
23 March 2011 NASA could have Should have 66 New Model 2011 23 March 2011 NASA could have Should have 66 New Model 2011 23 March 2011 NASA could have Should have 66 New Model 2011 23 March 2011 NASA could have Should have 66 New Model 2011 
Shuttles today! Shuttles today! Shuttles today! Shuttles today!     
    
23 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 23 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 23 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 23 March 2011 Navy took the money from NASA to build 66 
Destroyers Destroyers Destroyers Destroyers     
    
In 3011 Nearest Star to Earth Alpha Centauri and its Aliens will no In 3011 Nearest Star to Earth Alpha Centauri and its Aliens will no In 3011 Nearest Star to Earth Alpha Centauri and its Aliens will no In 3011 Nearest Star to Earth Alpha Centauri and its Aliens will no 
longer be Persona Non Grata in 3011 longer be Persona Non Grata in 3011 longer be Persona Non Grata in 3011 longer be Persona Non Grata in 3011 --------------------    by GE, NBC, Today Show, by GE, NBC, Today Show, by GE, NBC, Today Show, by GE, NBC, Today Show, 
the Pentagon, State Dept. and NASA's Top Brass after a Gas the Pentagon, State Dept. and NASA's Top Brass after a Gas the Pentagon, State Dept. and NASA's Top Brass after a Gas the Pentagon, State Dept. and NASA's Top Brass after a Gas 
Lobotomy for Pentagon Generals is Invented. Lobotomy for Pentagon Generals is Invented. Lobotomy for Pentagon Generals is Invented. Lobotomy for Pentagon Generals is Invented.     
    
"Manhattan Project" for a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for "Manhattan Project" for a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for "Manhattan Project" for a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for "Manhattan Project" for a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for 
Breast Cancer has been killed by a unanimous vote at the UN by Breast Cancer has been killed by a unanimous vote at the UN by Breast Cancer has been killed by a unanimous vote at the UN by Breast Cancer has been killed by a unanimous vote at the UN by 
Clinton's non MD "Character" of malice; intending to do harm to Clinton's non MD "Character" of malice; intending to do harm to Clinton's non MD "Character" of malice; intending to do harm to Clinton's non MD "Character" of malice; intending to do harm to 
women who will die Today 23 March 2011 from Breast Cancer: women who will die Today 23 March 2011 from Breast Cancer: women who will die Today 23 March 2011 from Breast Cancer: women who will die Today 23 March 2011 from Breast Cancer: 
"Maliciousness" her Generals talk it up on the Today Show with Matt "Maliciousness" her Generals talk it up on the Today Show with Matt "Maliciousness" her Generals talk it up on the Today Show with Matt "Maliciousness" her Generals talk it up on the Today Show with Matt 
Lauer, 8,000 were killed by Moammar Gadhafi, No women on the Lauer, 8,000 were killed by Moammar Gadhafi, No women on the Lauer, 8,000 were killed by Moammar Gadhafi, No women on the Lauer, 8,000 were killed by Moammar Gadhafi, No women on the 
Today Show "Dare" ask the General how many women civilians in Today Show "Dare" ask the General how many women civilians in Today Show "Dare" ask the General how many women civilians in Today Show "Dare" ask the General how many women civilians in 
the USA died of Breast Cancer since the Revolution in Libya ! the USA died of Breast Cancer since the Revolution in Libya ! the USA died of Breast Cancer since the Revolution in Libya ! the USA died of Breast Cancer since the Revolution in Libya !     
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21 21 21 21 

March 3011 March 3011 March 3011 March 3011     
    
    
    
    

Greg Greg Greg Greg 

in Key West in Key West in Key West in Key West     
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Greg Greg Greg Greg 

in Key West in Key West in Key West in Key West     
    
    
    
    
    
    
New New New New --------------------    New YouTube I Just Made New YouTube I Just Made New YouTube I Just Made New YouTube I Just Made --------    CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * *     
Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------    GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !     
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer        
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w     
    
    
    
    
    
http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        

Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to 
http://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.com        
    
CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE --------------------    Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index----2 I 2 I 2 I 2 I 
edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...        
    
http://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventor----warpwarpwarpwarp----speed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/boss    

    
    
    
    

GE Japan Nuclear Power Plants Greg's 2007 web page had it all GE Japan Nuclear Power Plants Greg's 2007 web page had it all GE Japan Nuclear Power Plants Greg's 2007 web page had it all GE Japan Nuclear Power Plants Greg's 2007 web page had it all 
spelled out, only thing that went wrong at GE NBC is the Earth spelled out, only thing that went wrong at GE NBC is the Earth spelled out, only thing that went wrong at GE NBC is the Earth spelled out, only thing that went wrong at GE NBC is the Earth 
Quake did not wait until 3007 to blow up a GE Nuclear Power Quake did not wait until 3007 to blow up a GE Nuclear Power Quake did not wait until 3007 to blow up a GE Nuclear Power Quake did not wait until 3007 to blow up a GE Nuclear Power 

Plant! Bad Luck, Bad Timing, or just God's pay back for suppressing Plant! Bad Luck, Bad Timing, or just God's pay back for suppressing Plant! Bad Luck, Bad Timing, or just God's pay back for suppressing Plant! Bad Luck, Bad Timing, or just God's pay back for suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar since its invention in 1980. the ElectricWindmillCar since its invention in 1980. the ElectricWindmillCar since its invention in 1980. the ElectricWindmillCar since its invention in 1980.     
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NBC Their Nuke Power Plant Exploding! NBC Their Nuke Power Plant Exploding! NBC Their Nuke Power Plant Exploding! NBC Their Nuke Power Plant Exploding!     
    
    
    

    

Yoko Ono Yoko Ono Yoko Ono Yoko Ono ----    I feel sorry for Yoko as she has known about the I feel sorry for Yoko as she has known about the I feel sorry for Yoko as she has known about the I feel sorry for Yoko as she has known about the 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar for decades and could have suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar for decades and could have suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar for decades and could have suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar for decades and could have 
saved tens of thousands of Japanese by exposing its suppression, saved tens of thousands of Japanese by exposing its suppression, saved tens of thousands of Japanese by exposing its suppression, saved tens of thousands of Japanese by exposing its suppression, 
which would have stopped GE from building any Nuclear Power which would have stopped GE from building any Nuclear Power which would have stopped GE from building any Nuclear Power which would have stopped GE from building any Nuclear Power 
Plants after 1980 and no Natural Gas lines would have been built Plants after 1980 and no Natural Gas lines would have been built Plants after 1980 and no Natural Gas lines would have been built Plants after 1980 and no Natural Gas lines would have been built 
in Japan or the USA after 1980 as H Hydrogen at in Japan or the USA after 1980 as H Hydrogen at in Japan or the USA after 1980 as H Hydrogen at in Japan or the USA after 1980 as H Hydrogen at ----253 C would be 253 C would be 253 C would be 253 C would be 
used today world wide to generate you home electricity! Poor Yoko used today world wide to generate you home electricity! Poor Yoko used today world wide to generate you home electricity! Poor Yoko used today world wide to generate you home electricity! Poor Yoko 
Ono Today... I bet this is worst days for her than the days after John Ono Today... I bet this is worst days for her than the days after John Ono Today... I bet this is worst days for her than the days after John Ono Today... I bet this is worst days for her than the days after John 
Lennon was killed as this could have been prevented too, as the Lennon was killed as this could have been prevented too, as the Lennon was killed as this could have been prevented too, as the Lennon was killed as this could have been prevented too, as the 
ElectricWindmillCar was invented in Oct of 1980 John Lennon was ElectricWindmillCar was invented in Oct of 1980 John Lennon was ElectricWindmillCar was invented in Oct of 1980 John Lennon was ElectricWindmillCar was invented in Oct of 1980 John Lennon was 
killed in November of 1980.... wow! killed in November of 1980.... wow! killed in November of 1980.... wow! killed in November of 1980.... wow!     
    
I took these pictures in Key West Day Before the Earth Quake... I took these pictures in Key West Day Before the Earth Quake... I took these pictures in Key West Day Before the Earth Quake... I took these pictures in Key West Day Before the Earth Quake... 
Japan Girls they are "Observers"! I asked them if I could take their Japan Girls they are "Observers"! I asked them if I could take their Japan Girls they are "Observers"! I asked them if I could take their Japan Girls they are "Observers"! I asked them if I could take their 
picture as were walking down Duval for blocks and blocks. picture as were walking down Duval for blocks and blocks. picture as were walking down Duval for blocks and blocks. picture as were walking down Duval for blocks and blocks.     
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Japan Japan Japan Japan 

Girls Observers in Key West Day before the Quake! Girls Observers in Key West Day before the Quake! Girls Observers in Key West Day before the Quake! Girls Observers in Key West Day before the Quake!     
    
March 14, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg March 14, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg March 14, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg March 14, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg 
Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 ----    Please help Greg by financing Please help Greg by financing Please help Greg by financing Please help Greg by financing 
my 1,001 Invention Projects! my 1,001 Invention Projects! my 1,001 Invention Projects! my 1,001 Invention Projects!     
    
Gregs web page from 2007 showing all the GE Japan Nuclear Power Gregs web page from 2007 showing all the GE Japan Nuclear Power Gregs web page from 2007 showing all the GE Japan Nuclear Power Gregs web page from 2007 showing all the GE Japan Nuclear Power 
Plants to generate Electricity Plants to generate Electricity Plants to generate Electricity Plants to generate Electricity     
    
Click on this link below go right to acrobat file 19 megs 4,000 pages Click on this link below go right to acrobat file 19 megs 4,000 pages Click on this link below go right to acrobat file 19 megs 4,000 pages Click on this link below go right to acrobat file 19 megs 4,000 pages 
so it will take mins and 5 mins to open acrobat before it loads.... so it will take mins and 5 mins to open acrobat before it loads.... so it will take mins and 5 mins to open acrobat before it loads.... so it will take mins and 5 mins to open acrobat before it loads.... 
please read all 4,000 pages I wrote. Go to page 1410 please read all 4,000 pages I wrote. Go to page 1410 please read all 4,000 pages I wrote. Go to page 1410 please read all 4,000 pages I wrote. Go to page 1410     
    
    
    
    
2007 Gregs Web on GE Nuke Power Plants in Japan and Earth 2007 Gregs Web on GE Nuke Power Plants in Japan and Earth 2007 Gregs Web on GE Nuke Power Plants in Japan and Earth 2007 Gregs Web on GE Nuke Power Plants in Japan and Earth 
Quakes will happen...Quakes will happen...Quakes will happen...Quakes will happen...        
    
go to page 1410 in this pdf file... Japan power plants from 2007 go to page 1410 in this pdf file... Japan power plants from 2007 go to page 1410 in this pdf file... Japan power plants from 2007 go to page 1410 in this pdf file... Japan power plants from 2007     
    
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, was designed by Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, was designed by Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, was designed by Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, was designed by 
General Electric and entered commercial service in 1971. General Electric and entered commercial service in 1971. General Electric and entered commercial service in 1971. General Electric and entered commercial service in 1971.     
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nuclear power plant in northern Japan on Saturday blew the roof nuclear power plant in northern Japan on Saturday blew the roof nuclear power plant in northern Japan on Saturday blew the roof nuclear power plant in northern Japan on Saturday blew the roof 
off one building and caused a radiation leak of unspecified off one building and caused a radiation leak of unspecified off one building and caused a radiation leak of unspecified off one building and caused a radiation leak of unspecified 
proportions, escalating the emergency confronting Japanproportions, escalating the emergency confronting Japanproportions, escalating the emergency confronting Japanproportions, escalating the emergency confronting Japan’’’’s s s s 
government a day after an earthquake and tsunami devastated government a day after an earthquake and tsunami devastated government a day after an earthquake and tsunami devastated government a day after an earthquake and tsunami devastated 
parts of the countryparts of the countryparts of the countryparts of the country’’’’s northeastern coast. s northeastern coast. s northeastern coast. s northeastern coast.     
    
Japanese television showed a cloud of whiteJapanese television showed a cloud of whiteJapanese television showed a cloud of whiteJapanese television showed a cloud of white----gray smoke from the gray smoke from the gray smoke from the gray smoke from the 
explosion billowing up from a stricken reactor at the Fukushima explosion billowing up from a stricken reactor at the Fukushima explosion billowing up from a stricken reactor at the Fukushima explosion billowing up from a stricken reactor at the Fukushima 
Daiichi Nuclear Power Station Saturday afternoon, and officials Daiichi Nuclear Power Station Saturday afternoon, and officials Daiichi Nuclear Power Station Saturday afternoon, and officials Daiichi Nuclear Power Station Saturday afternoon, and officials 
said leaks of radiation from the plant prompted them to expand said leaks of radiation from the plant prompted them to expand said leaks of radiation from the plant prompted them to expand said leaks of radiation from the plant prompted them to expand 
the evacuation area around the facility to a 12the evacuation area around the facility to a 12the evacuation area around the facility to a 12the evacuation area around the facility to a 12----mile radius. mile radius. mile radius. mile radius.     
    

        

    
Government officials said that the explosion, caused by a buildGovernment officials said that the explosion, caused by a buildGovernment officials said that the explosion, caused by a buildGovernment officials said that the explosion, caused by a build----up up up up 
of pressure in the reactor after the cooling system failed, destroyed of pressure in the reactor after the cooling system failed, destroyed of pressure in the reactor after the cooling system failed, destroyed of pressure in the reactor after the cooling system failed, destroyed 
the concrete structure surrounding the reactor but did not collapse the concrete structure surrounding the reactor but did not collapse the concrete structure surrounding the reactor but did not collapse the concrete structure surrounding the reactor but did not collapse 
the critical steel container inside. They said that raised the the critical steel container inside. They said that raised the the critical steel container inside. They said that raised the the critical steel container inside. They said that raised the 
chances that they could prevent the release of large amounts of chances that they could prevent the release of large amounts of chances that they could prevent the release of large amounts of chances that they could prevent the release of large amounts of 
radioactive material and could avoid a core meltdown at the radioactive material and could avoid a core meltdown at the radioactive material and could avoid a core meltdown at the radioactive material and could avoid a core meltdown at the 
plant. plant. plant. plant.     
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March 14, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg March 14, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg March 14, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg March 14, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg 
Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 ----    Please help Greg by financing Please help Greg by financing Please help Greg by financing Please help Greg by financing 
my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West! my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West! my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West! my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West!     
    
------------------------------------------------    2nd story Key West Navy and the 1980 2nd story Key West Navy and the 1980 2nd story Key West Navy and the 1980 2nd story Key West Navy and the 1980 
ElectricWindmillCar Invention ElectricWindmillCar Invention ElectricWindmillCar Invention ElectricWindmillCar Invention ------------------------------------        
    
This information is unclassified. This information is unclassified. This information is unclassified. This information is unclassified.     
    
So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET...     
    
The secretary of the United States Navy has approved a The secretary of the United States Navy has approved a The secretary of the United States Navy has approved a The secretary of the United States Navy has approved a 
recommendation from USS Spruance Commander Tate Westbrook to recommendation from USS Spruance Commander Tate Westbrook to recommendation from USS Spruance Commander Tate Westbrook to recommendation from USS Spruance Commander Tate Westbrook to 
bring the destroyer to Key West for commissioning bring the destroyer to Key West for commissioning bring the destroyer to Key West for commissioning bring the destroyer to Key West for commissioning     
    
To be bestowed the privilege there are several criteria for the To be bestowed the privilege there are several criteria for the To be bestowed the privilege there are several criteria for the To be bestowed the privilege there are several criteria for the 
commissioning city to meet. The city has to be a port location and commissioning city to meet. The city has to be a port location and commissioning city to meet. The city has to be a port location and commissioning city to meet. The city has to be a port location and 
an existing ability for the ship to pull in to port. an existing ability for the ship to pull in to port. an existing ability for the ship to pull in to port. an existing ability for the ship to pull in to port.     
    
    

Key Key Key Key 
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West... The Navy also seeks a navyWest... The Navy also seeks a navyWest... The Navy also seeks a navyWest... The Navy also seeks a navy----friendly atmosphere and will friendly atmosphere and will friendly atmosphere and will friendly atmosphere and will 
lend justice to the event by offering ample media coverage of the lend justice to the event by offering ample media coverage of the lend justice to the event by offering ample media coverage of the lend justice to the event by offering ample media coverage of the 
event to spread the word to the world about the U.S. Navy and the event to spread the word to the world about the U.S. Navy and the event to spread the word to the world about the U.S. Navy and the event to spread the word to the world about the U.S. Navy and the 
mission. mission. mission. mission.     
    
    
--------------------    9/11 Admirals could have driven the ElectricWindmillCar out 9/11 Admirals could have driven the ElectricWindmillCar out 9/11 Admirals could have driven the ElectricWindmillCar out 9/11 Admirals could have driven the ElectricWindmillCar out 
of Times Square NYC decades before 9/11 saving thousands of of Times Square NYC decades before 9/11 saving thousands of of Times Square NYC decades before 9/11 saving thousands of of Times Square NYC decades before 9/11 saving thousands of 
civilians.... BP Oil Men, Texas Oil Men, Saudi Oil Men could not civilians.... BP Oil Men, Texas Oil Men, Saudi Oil Men could not civilians.... BP Oil Men, Texas Oil Men, Saudi Oil Men could not civilians.... BP Oil Men, Texas Oil Men, Saudi Oil Men could not 
have stopped the Admiral from driving the ElectricWindmillcar out have stopped the Admiral from driving the ElectricWindmillcar out have stopped the Admiral from driving the ElectricWindmillcar out have stopped the Admiral from driving the ElectricWindmillcar out 
of Times Square... of Times Square... of Times Square... of Times Square...     
    

Please Please Please Please 

send Cash or Check to Greg I have 1,001 Inventions Project and send Cash or Check to Greg I have 1,001 Inventions Project and send Cash or Check to Greg I have 1,001 Inventions Project and send Cash or Check to Greg I have 1,001 Inventions Project and 
need Wives to Brainstorm with... need Wives to Brainstorm with... need Wives to Brainstorm with... need Wives to Brainstorm with...     
    
    
--------------------    9/11 Admirals could have driven the ElectricWindmillCar out 9/11 Admirals could have driven the ElectricWindmillCar out 9/11 Admirals could have driven the ElectricWindmillCar out 9/11 Admirals could have driven the ElectricWindmillCar out 
of Times Square NYC decades before 9/11 saving thousands of of Times Square NYC decades before 9/11 saving thousands of of Times Square NYC decades before 9/11 saving thousands of of Times Square NYC decades before 9/11 saving thousands of 
civilians.... BP Oil Men, Texas Oil Men, Saudi Oil Men could not civilians.... BP Oil Men, Texas Oil Men, Saudi Oil Men could not civilians.... BP Oil Men, Texas Oil Men, Saudi Oil Men could not civilians.... BP Oil Men, Texas Oil Men, Saudi Oil Men could not 
have stopped the Admiral from driving the ElectricWindmillcar out have stopped the Admiral from driving the ElectricWindmillcar out have stopped the Admiral from driving the ElectricWindmillcar out have stopped the Admiral from driving the ElectricWindmillcar out 
of Times Square... of Times Square... of Times Square... of Times Square...     
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H2O Electrolysis we don't need GE Nuke Power Plants So THIS H2O Electrolysis we don't need GE Nuke Power Plants So THIS H2O Electrolysis we don't need GE Nuke Power Plants So THIS H2O Electrolysis we don't need GE Nuke Power Plants So THIS 
INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET...     
    
------------------------------------------------    2nd story Key West Navy and the 1980 2nd story Key West Navy and the 1980 2nd story Key West Navy and the 1980 2nd story Key West Navy and the 1980 
ElectricWindmillCar Invention ElectricWindmillCar Invention ElectricWindmillCar Invention ElectricWindmillCar Invention ------------------------------------        
    
This information is unclassified. This information is unclassified. This information is unclassified. This information is unclassified.     
    
So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET...     
    
--------------------    9/11 Admirals could have driven the ElectricWindmillCar out 9/11 Admirals could have driven the ElectricWindmillCar out 9/11 Admirals could have driven the ElectricWindmillCar out 9/11 Admirals could have driven the ElectricWindmillCar out 
of Times Square NYC decades before 9/11 saving thousands of of Times Square NYC decades before 9/11 saving thousands of of Times Square NYC decades before 9/11 saving thousands of of Times Square NYC decades before 9/11 saving thousands of 
civilians.... BP Oil Men, Texas Oil Men, Saudi Oil Men could not civilians.... BP Oil Men, Texas Oil Men, Saudi Oil Men could not civilians.... BP Oil Men, Texas Oil Men, Saudi Oil Men could not civilians.... BP Oil Men, Texas Oil Men, Saudi Oil Men could not 
have stopped the Admiral from driving the ElectricWindmillcar out have stopped the Admiral from driving the ElectricWindmillcar out have stopped the Admiral from driving the ElectricWindmillcar out have stopped the Admiral from driving the ElectricWindmillcar out 
of Times Square... So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... why of Times Square... So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... why of Times Square... So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... why of Times Square... So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... why 
didn't the ElectricWindmillcar get driven out of Times Square any didn't the ElectricWindmillcar get driven out of Times Square any didn't the ElectricWindmillcar get driven out of Times Square any didn't the ElectricWindmillcar get driven out of Times Square any 
time after its invention in 1980... because $177 Trillion in Oil time after its invention in 1980... because $177 Trillion in Oil time after its invention in 1980... because $177 Trillion in Oil time after its invention in 1980... because $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenue!!!!! $$$$$ Revenue!!!!! $$$$$ Revenue!!!!! $$$$$ Revenue!!!!! $$$$$     
    
------------------------------------------------    2nd story Key West Navy and the 1980 2nd story Key West Navy and the 1980 2nd story Key West Navy and the 1980 2nd story Key West Navy and the 1980 
ElectricWindmillCar Invention ElectricWindmillCar Invention ElectricWindmillCar Invention ElectricWindmillCar Invention ------------------------------------        
    
This information is unclassified. This information is unclassified. This information is unclassified. This information is unclassified.     
    
So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET...     
    
Then, the commander looks for a port with a direct connection to Then, the commander looks for a port with a direct connection to Then, the commander looks for a port with a direct connection to Then, the commander looks for a port with a direct connection to 
the shipthe shipthe shipthe ship’’’’s namesake. World War II Admiral Raymond Spruance was s namesake. World War II Admiral Raymond Spruance was s namesake. World War II Admiral Raymond Spruance was s namesake. World War II Admiral Raymond Spruance was 
key in the U.S. Navy winning the war in the South Pacific. He key in the U.S. Navy winning the war in the South Pacific. He key in the U.S. Navy winning the war in the South Pacific. He key in the U.S. Navy winning the war in the South Pacific. He 
finished his career as a fourfinished his career as a fourfinished his career as a fourfinished his career as a four----star admiral. Prior to WWII, when he star admiral. Prior to WWII, when he star admiral. Prior to WWII, when he star admiral. Prior to WWII, when he 
was a was a was a was a ““““oneoneoneone----starstarstarstar””””    stationed at Naval Air Station Key West he was key stationed at Naval Air Station Key West he was key stationed at Naval Air Station Key West he was key stationed at Naval Air Station Key West he was key 
is establishing harbors, ports, Roosevelt Boulevard, and was in is establishing harbors, ports, Roosevelt Boulevard, and was in is establishing harbors, ports, Roosevelt Boulevard, and was in is establishing harbors, ports, Roosevelt Boulevard, and was in 
charge of securing the Key West water space. charge of securing the Key West water space. charge of securing the Key West water space. charge of securing the Key West water space.     
    
““““Key West is a great town for the Navy,Key West is a great town for the Navy,Key West is a great town for the Navy,Key West is a great town for the Navy,””””    USS Spruane executive USS Spruane executive USS Spruane executive USS Spruane executive 
officer George Kessler relayed to the Key West Weekly following the officer George Kessler relayed to the Key West Weekly following the officer George Kessler relayed to the Key West Weekly following the officer George Kessler relayed to the Key West Weekly following the 
lunch. lunch. lunch. lunch. ““““Key West has easy access for the port facilities, and the Key West has easy access for the port facilities, and the Key West has easy access for the port facilities, and the Key West has easy access for the port facilities, and the 
island is a great place for the crew to enjoy. We evaluated every island is a great place for the crew to enjoy. We evaluated every island is a great place for the crew to enjoy. We evaluated every island is a great place for the crew to enjoy. We evaluated every 
aspect, and the welcoming spirit of the Navy League, the Chamber aspect, and the welcoming spirit of the Navy League, the Chamber aspect, and the welcoming spirit of the Navy League, the Chamber aspect, and the welcoming spirit of the Navy League, the Chamber 
of Commerce, and that Mayor Cates has for us was the final selling of Commerce, and that Mayor Cates has for us was the final selling of Commerce, and that Mayor Cates has for us was the final selling of Commerce, and that Mayor Cates has for us was the final selling 
point.point.point.point.””””        
    
With enthusiasm, Mayor Craig Cates told the entire crowd of With enthusiasm, Mayor Craig Cates told the entire crowd of With enthusiasm, Mayor Craig Cates told the entire crowd of With enthusiasm, Mayor Craig Cates told the entire crowd of 
business men and women gathered at the Casa Marina Resort this business men and women gathered at the Casa Marina Resort this business men and women gathered at the Casa Marina Resort this business men and women gathered at the Casa Marina Resort this 
week, week, week, week, ““““The commander has a very large say and I want to The commander has a very large say and I want to The commander has a very large say and I want to The commander has a very large say and I want to 
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personally thank Commander Westbrook for picking Key West. This personally thank Commander Westbrook for picking Key West. This personally thank Commander Westbrook for picking Key West. This personally thank Commander Westbrook for picking Key West. This 
is a true honor.is a true honor.is a true honor.is a true honor.””””        
    
$$$$1 Billion for Navy Ships 66 since 1980 1 Billion for Navy Ships 66 since 1980 1 Billion for Navy Ships 66 since 1980 1 Billion for Navy Ships 66 since 1980     
    
Admiral forgot he did not drive the ElectricWindmillCar out of Admiral forgot he did not drive the ElectricWindmillCar out of Admiral forgot he did not drive the ElectricWindmillCar out of Admiral forgot he did not drive the ElectricWindmillCar out of 
Times Square decades before 9/11... why? Times Square decades before 9/11... why? Times Square decades before 9/11... why? Times Square decades before 9/11... why?     
    
$1 Billion for all each 9/11 widow and every cop and kid burned $1 Billion for all each 9/11 widow and every cop and kid burned $1 Billion for all each 9/11 widow and every cop and kid burned $1 Billion for all each 9/11 widow and every cop and kid burned 
and burned to death in fiery Wrecks after the invention of the and burned to death in fiery Wrecks after the invention of the and burned to death in fiery Wrecks after the invention of the and burned to death in fiery Wrecks after the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 as $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenue.... ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 as $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenue.... ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 as $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenue.... ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 as $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenue.... 
is enough to pay out this compensation to those burned in is enough to pay out this compensation to those burned in is enough to pay out this compensation to those burned in is enough to pay out this compensation to those burned in 
gasoline! gasoline! gasoline! gasoline!     
    
    
March 14, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg March 14, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg March 14, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg March 14, 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg 
Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 ----    Please help Greg by financing Please help Greg by financing Please help Greg by financing Please help Greg by financing 
my 1,001 Invention Projects! my 1,001 Invention Projects! my 1,001 Invention Projects! my 1,001 Invention Projects!     
    
Gregs web page from 2007 showing all the GE Japan Nuclear Power Gregs web page from 2007 showing all the GE Japan Nuclear Power Gregs web page from 2007 showing all the GE Japan Nuclear Power Gregs web page from 2007 showing all the GE Japan Nuclear Power 
Plants to generate Electricity Plants to generate Electricity Plants to generate Electricity Plants to generate Electricity     
    
Click on this link below go right to acrobat file 19 megs 4,000 pages Click on this link below go right to acrobat file 19 megs 4,000 pages Click on this link below go right to acrobat file 19 megs 4,000 pages Click on this link below go right to acrobat file 19 megs 4,000 pages 
so it will take mins and 5 mins to open acrobat before it loads.... so it will take mins and 5 mins to open acrobat before it loads.... so it will take mins and 5 mins to open acrobat before it loads.... so it will take mins and 5 mins to open acrobat before it loads.... 
please read all 4,000 pages I wrote. Go to page 1410 please read all 4,000 pages I wrote. Go to page 1410 please read all 4,000 pages I wrote. Go to page 1410 please read all 4,000 pages I wrote. Go to page 1410     
    
    
    
    
2007 Gregs Web on GE Nuke Power Plants in Japan and Earth 2007 Gregs Web on GE Nuke Power Plants in Japan and Earth 2007 Gregs Web on GE Nuke Power Plants in Japan and Earth 2007 Gregs Web on GE Nuke Power Plants in Japan and Earth 
Quakes will happen...Quakes will happen...Quakes will happen...Quakes will happen...        
    
go to page 1410 in this pdf file... Japan power plants from 2007 go to page 1410 in this pdf file... Japan power plants from 2007 go to page 1410 in this pdf file... Japan power plants from 2007 go to page 1410 in this pdf file... Japan power plants from 2007     
    
2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 
legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed!     
    

Revenge Revenge Revenge Revenge 

for $177 Trillion dollars spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be for $177 Trillion dollars spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be for $177 Trillion dollars spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be for $177 Trillion dollars spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be 
Free H Hydrogen fuel for 7 billion people, have all the Carriers Free H Hydrogen fuel for 7 billion people, have all the Carriers Free H Hydrogen fuel for 7 billion people, have all the Carriers Free H Hydrogen fuel for 7 billion people, have all the Carriers 
converted to carry 10,000 Windmills on several decks like a Cruise converted to carry 10,000 Windmills on several decks like a Cruise converted to carry 10,000 Windmills on several decks like a Cruise converted to carry 10,000 Windmills on several decks like a Cruise 
Ship then we can turn their electricity production into electrolysis Ship then we can turn their electricity production into electrolysis Ship then we can turn their electricity production into electrolysis Ship then we can turn their electricity production into electrolysis 
for H and O and you can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at for H and O and you can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at for H and O and you can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at for H and O and you can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at 
----254 C when the reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port 254 C when the reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port 254 C when the reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port 254 C when the reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port 
instead of MIT invented Missiles. instead of MIT invented Missiles. instead of MIT invented Missiles. instead of MIT invented Missiles.     
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2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 
Carriers... Carriers... Carriers... Carriers...     
    
2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 
Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts 
Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at ----254 C will test the 254 C will test the 254 C will test the 254 C will test the 
Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin! Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin! Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin! Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin!     
    
2011 : Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" has been suppressed 2011 : Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" has been suppressed 2011 : Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" has been suppressed 2011 : Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" has been suppressed 
since October of 1980. since October of 1980. since October of 1980. since October of 1980.     
    
2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 
legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed!     
    
2011 : Key West, Ten Eiffel Tower Structures built to house "Shipping 2011 : Key West, Ten Eiffel Tower Structures built to house "Shipping 2011 : Key West, Ten Eiffel Tower Structures built to house "Shipping 2011 : Key West, Ten Eiffel Tower Structures built to house "Shipping 
Containers" for Bill and Melinda Gates patients flying into the Containers" for Bill and Melinda Gates patients flying into the Containers" for Bill and Melinda Gates patients flying into the Containers" for Bill and Melinda Gates patients flying into the 
YaleYaleYaleYale----Key West Medical school, and (Hurricane Shelter)... grin. Bill Key West Medical school, and (Hurricane Shelter)... grin. Bill Key West Medical school, and (Hurricane Shelter)... grin. Bill Key West Medical school, and (Hurricane Shelter)... grin. Bill 
and Melinda Gates failed to cure much of anything, the MD from and Melinda Gates failed to cure much of anything, the MD from and Melinda Gates failed to cure much of anything, the MD from and Melinda Gates failed to cure much of anything, the MD from 
1911 made more progress! 1911 made more progress! 1911 made more progress! 1911 made more progress!     
    

Cop Cop Cop Cop 

burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 400,000 none are pictured on the burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 400,000 none are pictured on the burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 400,000 none are pictured on the burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 400,000 none are pictured on the 
front page of the New York Times! All 400k are persona non grata front page of the New York Times! All 400k are persona non grata front page of the New York Times! All 400k are persona non grata front page of the New York Times! All 400k are persona non grata 
by Clintons and the State Dept, none can even sue BP Oil for the by Clintons and the State Dept, none can even sue BP Oil for the by Clintons and the State Dept, none can even sue BP Oil for the by Clintons and the State Dept, none can even sue BP Oil for the 
pains of the gasoline burns caused by suppressing the pains of the gasoline burns caused by suppressing the pains of the gasoline burns caused by suppressing the pains of the gasoline burns caused by suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!     
    
    
    
------------------------------------------------    2nd story Key West Navy and the 1980 2nd story Key West Navy and the 1980 2nd story Key West Navy and the 1980 2nd story Key West Navy and the 1980 
ElectricWindmillCar Invention ElectricWindmillCar Invention ElectricWindmillCar Invention ElectricWindmillCar Invention ------------------------------------        
    
This information is unclassified. This information is unclassified. This information is unclassified. This information is unclassified.     
    
So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET... So THIS INFORMATION IS TOP SECRET...     
    
Then, the commander looks for a port with a direct connection to Then, the commander looks for a port with a direct connection to Then, the commander looks for a port with a direct connection to Then, the commander looks for a port with a direct connection to 
the shipthe shipthe shipthe ship’’’’s namesake. World War II Admiral Raymond Spruance was s namesake. World War II Admiral Raymond Spruance was s namesake. World War II Admiral Raymond Spruance was s namesake. World War II Admiral Raymond Spruance was 
key in the U.S. Navy winning the war in the South Pacific. He key in the U.S. Navy winning the war in the South Pacific. He key in the U.S. Navy winning the war in the South Pacific. He key in the U.S. Navy winning the war in the South Pacific. He 
finished his career as a fourfinished his career as a fourfinished his career as a fourfinished his career as a four----star admiral. Prior to WWII, when he star admiral. Prior to WWII, when he star admiral. Prior to WWII, when he star admiral. Prior to WWII, when he 
was a was a was a was a ““““oneoneoneone----starstarstarstar””””    stationed at Naval Air Station Key West he was key stationed at Naval Air Station Key West he was key stationed at Naval Air Station Key West he was key stationed at Naval Air Station Key West he was key 
is establishing harbors, ports, Roosevelt Boulevard, and was in is establishing harbors, ports, Roosevelt Boulevard, and was in is establishing harbors, ports, Roosevelt Boulevard, and was in is establishing harbors, ports, Roosevelt Boulevard, and was in 
charge of securing the Key West water space. charge of securing the Key West water space. charge of securing the Key West water space. charge of securing the Key West water space.     
    
““““Key West is a great town for the Navy,Key West is a great town for the Navy,Key West is a great town for the Navy,Key West is a great town for the Navy,””””    USS Spruane executive USS Spruane executive USS Spruane executive USS Spruane executive 
officer George Kessler relayed to the Key West Weekly following the officer George Kessler relayed to the Key West Weekly following the officer George Kessler relayed to the Key West Weekly following the officer George Kessler relayed to the Key West Weekly following the 
lunch. lunch. lunch. lunch. ““““Key West has easy access for the port facilities, and the Key West has easy access for the port facilities, and the Key West has easy access for the port facilities, and the Key West has easy access for the port facilities, and the 
island is a great place for the crew to enjoy. We evaluated every island is a great place for the crew to enjoy. We evaluated every island is a great place for the crew to enjoy. We evaluated every island is a great place for the crew to enjoy. We evaluated every 
aspect, and the welcoming spirit of the Navy League, the Chamber aspect, and the welcoming spirit of the Navy League, the Chamber aspect, and the welcoming spirit of the Navy League, the Chamber aspect, and the welcoming spirit of the Navy League, the Chamber 
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of Commerce, and that Mayor Cates has for us was the final selling of Commerce, and that Mayor Cates has for us was the final selling of Commerce, and that Mayor Cates has for us was the final selling of Commerce, and that Mayor Cates has for us was the final selling 
point.point.point.point.””””        
    
With enthusiasm, Mayor Craig Cates told the entire crowd of With enthusiasm, Mayor Craig Cates told the entire crowd of With enthusiasm, Mayor Craig Cates told the entire crowd of With enthusiasm, Mayor Craig Cates told the entire crowd of 
business men and women gathered at the Casa Marina Resort this business men and women gathered at the Casa Marina Resort this business men and women gathered at the Casa Marina Resort this business men and women gathered at the Casa Marina Resort this 
week, week, week, week, ““““The commander has a very large say and I want to The commander has a very large say and I want to The commander has a very large say and I want to The commander has a very large say and I want to 
personally thank Commander Westbrook for picking Key West. This personally thank Commander Westbrook for picking Key West. This personally thank Commander Westbrook for picking Key West. This personally thank Commander Westbrook for picking Key West. This 
is a true honor.is a true honor.is a true honor.is a true honor.””””        
    
$$$$1 Billion for Navy Ships 66 since 1980 1 Billion for Navy Ships 66 since 1980 1 Billion for Navy Ships 66 since 1980 1 Billion for Navy Ships 66 since 1980     
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March 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg Buell March 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg Buell March 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg Buell March 2011 Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg Buell 
PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 ----    Please help Greg by financing my Please help Greg by financing my Please help Greg by financing my Please help Greg by financing my 
Invention Project to keep all Lightning Cloud to Cloud by Invention Project to keep all Lightning Cloud to Cloud by Invention Project to keep all Lightning Cloud to Cloud by Invention Project to keep all Lightning Cloud to Cloud by 
reinventing Ben Franklin Lightning Rod, Gregs futuristic Cloud to reinventing Ben Franklin Lightning Rod, Gregs futuristic Cloud to reinventing Ben Franklin Lightning Rod, Gregs futuristic Cloud to reinventing Ben Franklin Lightning Rod, Gregs futuristic Cloud to 
Cloud Lighting Rod, if we can engineer and construct it in the Cloud Lighting Rod, if we can engineer and construct it in the Cloud Lighting Rod, if we can engineer and construct it in the Cloud Lighting Rod, if we can engineer and construct it in the 
Clouds... Clouds... Clouds... Clouds...     
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Ski Sailing at Smathers Ski Sailing at Smathers Ski Sailing at Smathers Ski Sailing at Smathers 

Beach in Key West on March 4, 2011 2nd Day in Key West Beach in Key West on March 4, 2011 2nd Day in Key West Beach in Key West on March 4, 2011 2nd Day in Key West Beach in Key West on March 4, 2011 2nd Day in Key West     
    
... it will not be a Bill Gates Cloud Computing but a new Operating ... it will not be a Bill Gates Cloud Computing but a new Operating ... it will not be a Bill Gates Cloud Computing but a new Operating ... it will not be a Bill Gates Cloud Computing but a new Operating 
System called Inventor OS that comes preinstalled on your System called Inventor OS that comes preinstalled on your System called Inventor OS that comes preinstalled on your System called Inventor OS that comes preinstalled on your 
computer with 1,001 inventions spelled out and all with links... computer with 1,001 inventions spelled out and all with links... computer with 1,001 inventions spelled out and all with links... computer with 1,001 inventions spelled out and all with links... 
might also be used as an Hurricane Lightning Rod by no more might also be used as an Hurricane Lightning Rod by no more might also be used as an Hurricane Lightning Rod by no more might also be used as an Hurricane Lightning Rod by no more 
Hurricanes as they will all be Tropical Storms... Hurricanes as they will all be Tropical Storms... Hurricanes as they will all be Tropical Storms... Hurricanes as they will all be Tropical Storms...     
    
so Please Help Greg is in Key West Today! Send Cash or Check before so Please Help Greg is in Key West Today! Send Cash or Check before so Please Help Greg is in Key West Today! Send Cash or Check before so Please Help Greg is in Key West Today! Send Cash or Check before 
I have to work 6 days a week 10 hours a day as this will stifle my I have to work 6 days a week 10 hours a day as this will stifle my I have to work 6 days a week 10 hours a day as this will stifle my I have to work 6 days a week 10 hours a day as this will stifle my 
getting the Cloud to Cloud Lightning Rod and the Rx Penicillins getting the Cloud to Cloud Lightning Rod and the Rx Penicillins getting the Cloud to Cloud Lightning Rod and the Rx Penicillins getting the Cloud to Cloud Lightning Rod and the Rx Penicillins 
Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer, look in Photos and Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer, look in Photos and Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer, look in Photos and Like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer, look in Photos and 
Boss I will upload my Key West Pictures here look for Greg in Key Boss I will upload my Key West Pictures here look for Greg in Key Boss I will upload my Key West Pictures here look for Greg in Key Boss I will upload my Key West Pictures here look for Greg in Key 
West in Boss and Photo links, thanks West in Boss and Photo links, thanks West in Boss and Photo links, thanks West in Boss and Photo links, thanks     
    
Copyright 2011 Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West, FL 33041 Copyright 2011 Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West, FL 33041 Copyright 2011 Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West, FL 33041 Copyright 2011 Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West, FL 33041     
    
Cell 303 548 9904 Cell 303 548 9904 Cell 303 548 9904 Cell 303 548 9904 ----    call Greg in Key West, Observers in Key West call Greg in Key West, Observers in Key West call Greg in Key West, Observers in Key West call Greg in Key West, Observers in Key West 
Brainstorm a conversation with Greg about 1,001 Invention Brainstorm a conversation with Greg about 1,001 Invention Brainstorm a conversation with Greg about 1,001 Invention Brainstorm a conversation with Greg about 1,001 Invention 
Projects I worked on my list flying to Key West on American Airlines, Projects I worked on my list flying to Key West on American Airlines, Projects I worked on my list flying to Key West on American Airlines, Projects I worked on my list flying to Key West on American Airlines, 
join Greg in Key West designing building the Yale Key West Medical join Greg in Key West designing building the Yale Key West Medical join Greg in Key West designing building the Yale Key West Medical join Greg in Key West designing building the Yale Key West Medical 
School A new Eiffel Tower French Revolution via women with Breast School A new Eiffel Tower French Revolution via women with Breast School A new Eiffel Tower French Revolution via women with Breast School A new Eiffel Tower French Revolution via women with Breast 
Cancer... Manhattan Projects are for MIT War Toys not the Cure for Cancer... Manhattan Projects are for MIT War Toys not the Cure for Cancer... Manhattan Projects are for MIT War Toys not the Cure for Cancer... Manhattan Projects are for MIT War Toys not the Cure for 
Breast Cancer... next to the Key West Airport on the Salt Ponds. Breast Cancer... next to the Key West Airport on the Salt Ponds. Breast Cancer... next to the Key West Airport on the Salt Ponds. Breast Cancer... next to the Key West Airport on the Salt Ponds. 
Graduating Top MD's who can give IBM's Watson diagnosis tips and Graduating Top MD's who can give IBM's Watson diagnosis tips and Graduating Top MD's who can give IBM's Watson diagnosis tips and Graduating Top MD's who can give IBM's Watson diagnosis tips and 
tips to invent a cure instead of pills you have to take for the rest of tips to invent a cure instead of pills you have to take for the rest of tips to invent a cure instead of pills you have to take for the rest of tips to invent a cure instead of pills you have to take for the rest of 
your life as Roche makes more $ Billions selling you pills you have your life as Roche makes more $ Billions selling you pills you have your life as Roche makes more $ Billions selling you pills you have your life as Roche makes more $ Billions selling you pills you have 
to take the rest of your life, not exactly getting a shot of Penicillin to take the rest of your life, not exactly getting a shot of Penicillin to take the rest of your life, not exactly getting a shot of Penicillin to take the rest of your life, not exactly getting a shot of Penicillin 
and be cured in a few days... Fleming would be killed by Roche and be cured in a few days... Fleming would be killed by Roche and be cured in a few days... Fleming would be killed by Roche and be cured in a few days... Fleming would be killed by Roche 
Today if he worked on a RX like Penicillin Cure for Cancer and Today if he worked on a RX like Penicillin Cure for Cancer and Today if he worked on a RX like Penicillin Cure for Cancer and Today if he worked on a RX like Penicillin Cure for Cancer and 
other Diseases as Roche would go bankrupt with all diseases cured! other Diseases as Roche would go bankrupt with all diseases cured! other Diseases as Roche would go bankrupt with all diseases cured! other Diseases as Roche would go bankrupt with all diseases cured! 
Roche in Switzerland is worst than BP Oil in London! Cure Greed! Roche in Switzerland is worst than BP Oil in London! Cure Greed! Roche in Switzerland is worst than BP Oil in London! Cure Greed! Roche in Switzerland is worst than BP Oil in London! Cure Greed! 
Gas Lobotomy for every different addiction even alcoholism and Gas Lobotomy for every different addiction even alcoholism and Gas Lobotomy for every different addiction even alcoholism and Gas Lobotomy for every different addiction even alcoholism and 
gambling! Thanks Greg Buell so Please Help Greg in Key West Today! gambling! Thanks Greg Buell so Please Help Greg in Key West Today! gambling! Thanks Greg Buell so Please Help Greg in Key West Today! gambling! Thanks Greg Buell so Please Help Greg in Key West Today! 
Send Cash or Check before I have to work 6 days a week 10 hours a Send Cash or Check before I have to work 6 days a week 10 hours a Send Cash or Check before I have to work 6 days a week 10 hours a Send Cash or Check before I have to work 6 days a week 10 hours a 
day Yale started Spring Break Today they will be in Key West soon... day Yale started Spring Break Today they will be in Key West soon... day Yale started Spring Break Today they will be in Key West soon... day Yale started Spring Break Today they will be in Key West soon... 
as working 60 hours in Key West, this will stifle my getting the as working 60 hours in Key West, this will stifle my getting the as working 60 hours in Key West, this will stifle my getting the as working 60 hours in Key West, this will stifle my getting the 
Cloud to Cloud Lightning Rod and the Rx Penicillins Like Cloud to Cloud Lightning Rod and the Rx Penicillins Like Cloud to Cloud Lightning Rod and the Rx Penicillins Like Cloud to Cloud Lightning Rod and the Rx Penicillins Like 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer, look in Photos and Boss I Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer, look in Photos and Boss I Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer, look in Photos and Boss I Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer, look in Photos and Boss I 
will upload my Key West Pictures here look for Greg in Key West in will upload my Key West Pictures here look for Greg in Key West in will upload my Key West Pictures here look for Greg in Key West in will upload my Key West Pictures here look for Greg in Key West in 
Boss and Photo links, thanks Copyright 2011 Greg Buell PO Box 214 Boss and Photo links, thanks Copyright 2011 Greg Buell PO Box 214 Boss and Photo links, thanks Copyright 2011 Greg Buell PO Box 214 Boss and Photo links, thanks Copyright 2011 Greg Buell PO Box 214 
Key West, FL 33041 Key West, FL 33041 Key West, FL 33041 Key West, FL 33041     
    
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        

    
    
http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        
    
http://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventor----warpwarpwarpwarp----speed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/boss    

March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention 
started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod... Yes the Dept. of started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod... Yes the Dept. of started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod... Yes the Dept. of started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod... Yes the Dept. of 
Education has failed 100 million HS kids since I went to HS in Education has failed 100 million HS kids since I went to HS in Education has failed 100 million HS kids since I went to HS in Education has failed 100 million HS kids since I went to HS in 

1964! 1964! 1964! 1964!     
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Greg Buell Lovestar's futuristic Lightning Rod will be strung across Greg Buell Lovestar's futuristic Lightning Rod will be strung across Greg Buell Lovestar's futuristic Lightning Rod will be strung across Greg Buell Lovestar's futuristic Lightning Rod will be strung across 
the approaching Black Clouds (via Helium Birthday Balloons) that the approaching Black Clouds (via Helium Birthday Balloons) that the approaching Black Clouds (via Helium Birthday Balloons) that the approaching Black Clouds (via Helium Birthday Balloons) that 
have Killed way to many for centuries! High Tension Power Lines have Killed way to many for centuries! High Tension Power Lines have Killed way to many for centuries! High Tension Power Lines have Killed way to many for centuries! High Tension Power Lines 
will take on a new meaning keeping Lightning Cloud to cloud. will take on a new meaning keeping Lightning Cloud to cloud. will take on a new meaning keeping Lightning Cloud to cloud. will take on a new meaning keeping Lightning Cloud to cloud. 

Craigslist Craigslist Craigslist Craigslist 

Deleted my Key West Post! Deleted my Key West Post! Deleted my Key West Post! Deleted my Key West Post!     
    

Craigslist is Craigslist is Craigslist is Craigslist is 

part of our Orwellian Society! part of our Orwellian Society! part of our Orwellian Society! part of our Orwellian Society!     
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This is what Greg will look This is what Greg will look This is what Greg will look This is what Greg will look 

like walking down Duval street, looking for a job to finance my like walking down Duval street, looking for a job to finance my like walking down Duval street, looking for a job to finance my like walking down Duval street, looking for a job to finance my 
1,001 Invention Projects, watch for me on the Web cams! Make a 1,001 Invention Projects, watch for me on the Web cams! Make a 1,001 Invention Projects, watch for me on the Web cams! Make a 1,001 Invention Projects, watch for me on the Web cams! Make a 

donation $ if our Orwellian Caesar lets you $ donation $ if our Orwellian Caesar lets you $ donation $ if our Orwellian Caesar lets you $ donation $ if our Orwellian Caesar lets you $     
    

I would think 1,001 I would think 1,001 I would think 1,001 I would think 1,001 

women MD's are part of the tourists statistics, I certainly hope so! women MD's are part of the tourists statistics, I certainly hope so! women MD's are part of the tourists statistics, I certainly hope so! women MD's are part of the tourists statistics, I certainly hope so! 
Brainstorm the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Brainstorm the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Brainstorm the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Brainstorm the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer will be a spin off invention from flying to Key West to work Cancer will be a spin off invention from flying to Key West to work Cancer will be a spin off invention from flying to Key West to work Cancer will be a spin off invention from flying to Key West to work 

on keeping Lightning from striking the Earth! on keeping Lightning from striking the Earth! on keeping Lightning from striking the Earth! on keeping Lightning from striking the Earth!     
    

Gregs Lighting Rod could be erected by Helium Balloons... if I can Gregs Lighting Rod could be erected by Helium Balloons... if I can Gregs Lighting Rod could be erected by Helium Balloons... if I can Gregs Lighting Rod could be erected by Helium Balloons... if I can 
invent a way to sober up drunk Electrons, which Lightning is made invent a way to sober up drunk Electrons, which Lightning is made invent a way to sober up drunk Electrons, which Lightning is made invent a way to sober up drunk Electrons, which Lightning is made 

of... of... of... of...     
    

Quarks, Muons, Tau's, Neutrinos... Quarks, Muons, Tau's, Neutrinos... Quarks, Muons, Tau's, Neutrinos... Quarks, Muons, Tau's, Neutrinos...     
    

CERN in Geneva Failed Humanity... CERN in Geneva Failed Humanity... CERN in Geneva Failed Humanity... CERN in Geneva Failed Humanity...     
    

Greg Buell Lovestar's futuristic Lightning Rod will be strung across Greg Buell Lovestar's futuristic Lightning Rod will be strung across Greg Buell Lovestar's futuristic Lightning Rod will be strung across Greg Buell Lovestar's futuristic Lightning Rod will be strung across 
the approaching Black Clouds (via Helium Birthday Balloons) that the approaching Black Clouds (via Helium Birthday Balloons) that the approaching Black Clouds (via Helium Birthday Balloons) that the approaching Black Clouds (via Helium Birthday Balloons) that 
have Killed way to many for centuries! High Tension Power Lines have Killed way to many for centuries! High Tension Power Lines have Killed way to many for centuries! High Tension Power Lines have Killed way to many for centuries! High Tension Power Lines 
will take on a new meaning keeping Lightning Cloud to cloud. will take on a new meaning keeping Lightning Cloud to cloud. will take on a new meaning keeping Lightning Cloud to cloud. will take on a new meaning keeping Lightning Cloud to cloud.     

    
March 3, 2011 I land in Key West and hopefully my Biography will March 3, 2011 I land in Key West and hopefully my Biography will March 3, 2011 I land in Key West and hopefully my Biography will March 3, 2011 I land in Key West and hopefully my Biography will 

read Greg never ever returned to Boulder, Colorado! read Greg never ever returned to Boulder, Colorado! read Greg never ever returned to Boulder, Colorado! read Greg never ever returned to Boulder, Colorado!     
    

Our Orwellian Caesar has stifled Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder Our Orwellian Caesar has stifled Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder Our Orwellian Caesar has stifled Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder Our Orwellian Caesar has stifled Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder 
Colorado from working on the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Colorado from working on the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Colorado from working on the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Colorado from working on the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle 
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Cure for Breast Cancer out of "Spite" for as long as Greg has lived in Cure for Breast Cancer out of "Spite" for as long as Greg has lived in Cure for Breast Cancer out of "Spite" for as long as Greg has lived in Cure for Breast Cancer out of "Spite" for as long as Greg has lived in 
Boulder, Colorado! Boulder, Colorado! Boulder, Colorado! Boulder, Colorado!     

    
Key West Lightning Invention Project has started Lightning fast as Key West Lightning Invention Project has started Lightning fast as Key West Lightning Invention Project has started Lightning fast as Key West Lightning Invention Project has started Lightning fast as 

I bought my American Airlines ticket to Key West. Never Ever I bought my American Airlines ticket to Key West. Never Ever I bought my American Airlines ticket to Key West. Never Ever I bought my American Airlines ticket to Key West. Never Ever 
coming back to Boulder, Colorado! coming back to Boulder, Colorado! coming back to Boulder, Colorado! coming back to Boulder, Colorado!     

    
WHO news at the UN today is Alcohol has killed more than "War". WHO news at the UN today is Alcohol has killed more than "War". WHO news at the UN today is Alcohol has killed more than "War". WHO news at the UN today is Alcohol has killed more than "War". 
And of course Budweiser King said no breast cancer warning on And of course Budweiser King said no breast cancer warning on And of course Budweiser King said no breast cancer warning on And of course Budweiser King said no breast cancer warning on 
cans of Coors or Bud would made a dent in the stats of 100 women cans of Coors or Bud would made a dent in the stats of 100 women cans of Coors or Bud would made a dent in the stats of 100 women cans of Coors or Bud would made a dent in the stats of 100 women 
a day deaths. And Our Budweiser King said if sales decline drunks a day deaths. And Our Budweiser King said if sales decline drunks a day deaths. And Our Budweiser King said if sales decline drunks a day deaths. And Our Budweiser King said if sales decline drunks 
would make it at home from scratch just to keep being drunks as would make it at home from scratch just to keep being drunks as would make it at home from scratch just to keep being drunks as would make it at home from scratch just to keep being drunks as 
they don't want to sober up... Our Orwellian Caesar said OK you they don't want to sober up... Our Orwellian Caesar said OK you they don't want to sober up... Our Orwellian Caesar said OK you they don't want to sober up... Our Orwellian Caesar said OK you 

win! win! win! win!     
    

Drunken Black Clouds have killed way to many for Centuries, Dead Drunken Black Clouds have killed way to many for Centuries, Dead Drunken Black Clouds have killed way to many for Centuries, Dead Drunken Black Clouds have killed way to many for Centuries, Dead 
Inventors, the mass grave is at Microsoft HQ and Bill Gates kills 100 Inventors, the mass grave is at Microsoft HQ and Bill Gates kills 100 Inventors, the mass grave is at Microsoft HQ and Bill Gates kills 100 Inventors, the mass grave is at Microsoft HQ and Bill Gates kills 100 
inventors a day and will until I invent a lightning rod that stops inventors a day and will until I invent a lightning rod that stops inventors a day and will until I invent a lightning rod that stops inventors a day and will until I invent a lightning rod that stops 

GREED $$$ and stupid apps! GREED $$$ and stupid apps! GREED $$$ and stupid apps! GREED $$$ and stupid apps!     
    

March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention 
started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod... started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod... started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod... started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod...     

    
Gregs Lighting Rod could be erected by Helium Balloons... if I can Gregs Lighting Rod could be erected by Helium Balloons... if I can Gregs Lighting Rod could be erected by Helium Balloons... if I can Gregs Lighting Rod could be erected by Helium Balloons... if I can 
invent a way to sober up drunk Electrons, which Lightning is made invent a way to sober up drunk Electrons, which Lightning is made invent a way to sober up drunk Electrons, which Lightning is made invent a way to sober up drunk Electrons, which Lightning is made 

of... of... of... of...     
    

Quarks, Muons, Tau's, Neutrinos... Quarks, Muons, Tau's, Neutrinos... Quarks, Muons, Tau's, Neutrinos... Quarks, Muons, Tau's, Neutrinos...     
    

CERN in Geneva Failed Humanity... CERN in Geneva Failed Humanity... CERN in Geneva Failed Humanity... CERN in Geneva Failed Humanity...     
    

Geneva Bankers Failed Humanity too by letting "Oil Men" deposit Geneva Bankers Failed Humanity too by letting "Oil Men" deposit Geneva Bankers Failed Humanity too by letting "Oil Men" deposit Geneva Bankers Failed Humanity too by letting "Oil Men" deposit 
$177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues since the invention of the $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues since the invention of the $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues since the invention of the $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues since the invention of the 

ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar in 1980.     
    

Bell Labs ATT was better than Ben Franklin in HS in 1964, in 2011 Bell Labs ATT was better than Ben Franklin in HS in 1964, in 2011 Bell Labs ATT was better than Ben Franklin in HS in 1964, in 2011 Bell Labs ATT was better than Ben Franklin in HS in 1964, in 2011 
they are infected by Bill Gates and Gates at the Pentagon. News of a they are infected by Bill Gates and Gates at the Pentagon. News of a they are infected by Bill Gates and Gates at the Pentagon. News of a they are infected by Bill Gates and Gates at the Pentagon. News of a 
cube Cell Tower will do Greg no Good on a Island Off Key West or cube Cell Tower will do Greg no Good on a Island Off Key West or cube Cell Tower will do Greg no Good on a Island Off Key West or cube Cell Tower will do Greg no Good on a Island Off Key West or 

99% of Earth Cell Towers do not reach. 99% of Earth Cell Towers do not reach. 99% of Earth Cell Towers do not reach. 99% of Earth Cell Towers do not reach.     
    

I will reinvent the Satellite Cell Phone that covers 100% of the I will reinvent the Satellite Cell Phone that covers 100% of the I will reinvent the Satellite Cell Phone that covers 100% of the I will reinvent the Satellite Cell Phone that covers 100% of the 
Earth. And Verizon can advertise "Call Anywhere On Earth"! Earth. And Verizon can advertise "Call Anywhere On Earth"! Earth. And Verizon can advertise "Call Anywhere On Earth"! Earth. And Verizon can advertise "Call Anywhere On Earth"!     

    
Reinvent the "Satellite Dish" at Bell Labs, No they have an Oil Virus Reinvent the "Satellite Dish" at Bell Labs, No they have an Oil Virus Reinvent the "Satellite Dish" at Bell Labs, No they have an Oil Virus Reinvent the "Satellite Dish" at Bell Labs, No they have an Oil Virus 
with a hangover worst than Waking up to Breast Cancer news that with a hangover worst than Waking up to Breast Cancer news that with a hangover worst than Waking up to Breast Cancer news that with a hangover worst than Waking up to Breast Cancer news that 
our Orwellian Caesar has stifled Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder our Orwellian Caesar has stifled Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder our Orwellian Caesar has stifled Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder our Orwellian Caesar has stifled Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder 
Colorado from working on the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Colorado from working on the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Colorado from working on the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Colorado from working on the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle 

Cure for Breast Cancer out of "Spite" for as long as Greg has lived in Cure for Breast Cancer out of "Spite" for as long as Greg has lived in Cure for Breast Cancer out of "Spite" for as long as Greg has lived in Cure for Breast Cancer out of "Spite" for as long as Greg has lived in 
Boulder, Colorado! Boulder, Colorado! Boulder, Colorado! Boulder, Colorado!     

    
March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention 
started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod... Women MD's in a started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod... Women MD's in a started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod... Women MD's in a started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod... Women MD's in a 

bikini will be my inspiration too. bikini will be my inspiration too. bikini will be my inspiration too. bikini will be my inspiration too.     
    

Greg wants to become the first legal Polygamist in Key West!!!! Greg wants to become the first legal Polygamist in Key West!!!! Greg wants to become the first legal Polygamist in Key West!!!! Greg wants to become the first legal Polygamist in Key West!!!!     
    

Greg wants to become the first legal Polygamist in Key West!!!! Greg wants to become the first legal Polygamist in Key West!!!! Greg wants to become the first legal Polygamist in Key West!!!! Greg wants to become the first legal Polygamist in Key West!!!!     
    

Greg wants to become the first legal Polygamist in Key West!!!! Greg wants to become the first legal Polygamist in Key West!!!! Greg wants to become the first legal Polygamist in Key West!!!! Greg wants to become the first legal Polygamist in Key West!!!!     
    

Greg wants to become the first legal Polygamist as this will really Greg wants to become the first legal Polygamist as this will really Greg wants to become the first legal Polygamist as this will really Greg wants to become the first legal Polygamist as this will really 
boost Key West Tourists statistics and rocket Gregs erection of a Yale boost Key West Tourists statistics and rocket Gregs erection of a Yale boost Key West Tourists statistics and rocket Gregs erection of a Yale boost Key West Tourists statistics and rocket Gregs erection of a Yale 

Key West Medical School. Eiffel Tower Structure loaded with Key West Medical School. Eiffel Tower Structure loaded with Key West Medical School. Eiffel Tower Structure loaded with Key West Medical School. Eiffel Tower Structure loaded with 
Containers. 100" LED TV's in every room with picture in picture Containers. 100" LED TV's in every room with picture in picture Containers. 100" LED TV's in every room with picture in picture Containers. 100" LED TV's in every room with picture in picture 

feature you will not find at Sony Today. feature you will not find at Sony Today. feature you will not find at Sony Today. feature you will not find at Sony Today.     
    

Key West Lightning Invention Project has started Lightning fast as Key West Lightning Invention Project has started Lightning fast as Key West Lightning Invention Project has started Lightning fast as Key West Lightning Invention Project has started Lightning fast as 
I bought my American Airlines ticket to Key West. Never Ever I bought my American Airlines ticket to Key West. Never Ever I bought my American Airlines ticket to Key West. Never Ever I bought my American Airlines ticket to Key West. Never Ever 

coming back to Boulder, Colorado! coming back to Boulder, Colorado! coming back to Boulder, Colorado! coming back to Boulder, Colorado!     
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March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention 
started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod... Yes the Dept. of started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod... Yes the Dept. of started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod... Yes the Dept. of started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod... Yes the Dept. of 
Education has failed 100 million HS kids since I went to HD in Education has failed 100 million HS kids since I went to HD in Education has failed 100 million HS kids since I went to HD in Education has failed 100 million HS kids since I went to HD in 

1964! 1964! 1964! 1964!     
    

Greg Buell Lovestar's futuristic Lightning Rod will be strung across Greg Buell Lovestar's futuristic Lightning Rod will be strung across Greg Buell Lovestar's futuristic Lightning Rod will be strung across Greg Buell Lovestar's futuristic Lightning Rod will be strung across 
the approaching Black Clouds (via Helium Birthday Balloons) that the approaching Black Clouds (via Helium Birthday Balloons) that the approaching Black Clouds (via Helium Birthday Balloons) that the approaching Black Clouds (via Helium Birthday Balloons) that 
have Killed way to many for centuries! High Tension Power Lines have Killed way to many for centuries! High Tension Power Lines have Killed way to many for centuries! High Tension Power Lines have Killed way to many for centuries! High Tension Power Lines 
will take on a new meaning keeping Lightning Cloud to cloud. will take on a new meaning keeping Lightning Cloud to cloud. will take on a new meaning keeping Lightning Cloud to cloud. will take on a new meaning keeping Lightning Cloud to cloud.     

    
Our Orwellian Caesar has stifled Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder Our Orwellian Caesar has stifled Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder Our Orwellian Caesar has stifled Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder Our Orwellian Caesar has stifled Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder 
Colorado from working on the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Colorado from working on the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Colorado from working on the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Colorado from working on the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle 

Cure for Breast Cancer out of "Spite" for as long as Greg has lived in Cure for Breast Cancer out of "Spite" for as long as Greg has lived in Cure for Breast Cancer out of "Spite" for as long as Greg has lived in Cure for Breast Cancer out of "Spite" for as long as Greg has lived in 
Boulder, Colorado! Boulder, Colorado! Boulder, Colorado! Boulder, Colorado!     

    
March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention March 3, 2011 I land in Key West to get one long overdue invention 

started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod... started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod... started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod... started by Ben Franklin and his lightning rod...     
    

Craigslist Deleted my Key Craigslist Deleted my Key Craigslist Deleted my Key Craigslist Deleted my Key 

West Post! West Post! West Post! West Post!     
    

Craigslist could be part of Craigslist could be part of Craigslist could be part of Craigslist could be part of 

the CIA! the CIA! the CIA! the CIA!     
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This is what Greg will look This is what Greg will look This is what Greg will look This is what Greg will look 

like walking down Duval street, watch for me on the Web cams! like walking down Duval street, watch for me on the Web cams! like walking down Duval street, watch for me on the Web cams! like walking down Duval street, watch for me on the Web cams!     
    

I would think 1,001 I would think 1,001 I would think 1,001 I would think 1,001 

women MD's are part of the tourists statistics, I certainly hope so! women MD's are part of the tourists statistics, I certainly hope so! women MD's are part of the tourists statistics, I certainly hope so! women MD's are part of the tourists statistics, I certainly hope so! 
Brainstorm the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Brainstorm the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Brainstorm the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Brainstorm the Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer will be a spin off invention from flying to Key West to work Cancer will be a spin off invention from flying to Key West to work Cancer will be a spin off invention from flying to Key West to work Cancer will be a spin off invention from flying to Key West to work 

on keeping Lightning from striking the Earth! on keeping Lightning from striking the Earth! on keeping Lightning from striking the Earth! on keeping Lightning from striking the Earth!     
    

Gregs Lighting Rod could be erected by Helium Balloons... if I can Gregs Lighting Rod could be erected by Helium Balloons... if I can Gregs Lighting Rod could be erected by Helium Balloons... if I can Gregs Lighting Rod could be erected by Helium Balloons... if I can 
invent a way to sober up drunk Electrons, which Lightning is made invent a way to sober up drunk Electrons, which Lightning is made invent a way to sober up drunk Electrons, which Lightning is made invent a way to sober up drunk Electrons, which Lightning is made 

of... Electrons... of... Electrons... of... Electrons... of... Electrons...     
    

Quarks, Muons, Tau's, Neutrinos... Quarks, Muons, Tau's, Neutrinos... Quarks, Muons, Tau's, Neutrinos... Quarks, Muons, Tau's, Neutrinos...     
    

CERN in Geneva Failed Humanity... CERN in Geneva Failed Humanity... CERN in Geneva Failed Humanity... CERN in Geneva Failed Humanity...     
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

Even Caesar has a sense of humor Even Caesar has a sense of humor Even Caesar has a sense of humor Even Caesar has a sense of humor ---- we all like to listen to Sorority  we all like to listen to Sorority  we all like to listen to Sorority  we all like to listen to Sorority 
Girls Conversations, I especially would have liked to listen in on Girls Conversations, I especially would have liked to listen in on Girls Conversations, I especially would have liked to listen in on Girls Conversations, I especially would have liked to listen in on 

what Yale Girls wanted me, Greg Buell Lovestar to Invent TODAY what Yale Girls wanted me, Greg Buell Lovestar to Invent TODAY what Yale Girls wanted me, Greg Buell Lovestar to Invent TODAY what Yale Girls wanted me, Greg Buell Lovestar to Invent TODAY ---- 1  1  1  1 
Feb 2011... Feb 2011... Feb 2011... Feb 2011...     
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1,001 Invention Projects 1,001 Invention Projects 1,001 Invention Projects 1,001 Invention Projects --------    

Yale Girls Missed Out on Every Conversation about what they want Yale Girls Missed Out on Every Conversation about what they want Yale Girls Missed Out on Every Conversation about what they want Yale Girls Missed Out on Every Conversation about what they want 
Invented at Yale Invented at Yale Invented at Yale Invented at Yale ---- Elite Yale  Elite Yale  Elite Yale  Elite Yale ---- Millions of "Girl" conversations at  Millions of "Girl" conversations at  Millions of "Girl" conversations at  Millions of "Girl" conversations at 
Yale's three sororities! Elite at Yale Failed Society for $177 Trillion Yale's three sororities! Elite at Yale Failed Society for $177 Trillion Yale's three sororities! Elite at Yale Failed Society for $177 Trillion Yale's three sororities! Elite at Yale Failed Society for $177 Trillion 
dollars in Oil Revenue they wanted more than Sorority Girls dollars in Oil Revenue they wanted more than Sorority Girls dollars in Oil Revenue they wanted more than Sorority Girls dollars in Oil Revenue they wanted more than Sorority Girls 
Inventing from 1980 to 2011... General McChrystal is teaching these Inventing from 1980 to 2011... General McChrystal is teaching these Inventing from 1980 to 2011... General McChrystal is teaching these Inventing from 1980 to 2011... General McChrystal is teaching these 
Sorority Girls at Yale Today, Yale Sorority Girls will Observe General Sorority Girls at Yale Today, Yale Sorority Girls will Observe General Sorority Girls at Yale Today, Yale Sorority Girls will Observe General Sorority Girls at Yale Today, Yale Sorority Girls will Observe General 
McChrystal facing the Firing Squad at Yale for not driving the McChrystal facing the Firing Squad at Yale for not driving the McChrystal facing the Firing Squad at Yale for not driving the McChrystal facing the Firing Squad at Yale for not driving the 
ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square before 9/11... This was ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square before 9/11... This was ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square before 9/11... This was ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square before 9/11... This was 
Treason by all the Pentagon Generals. Any one of 1,001 Pentagon Treason by all the Pentagon Generals. Any one of 1,001 Pentagon Treason by all the Pentagon Generals. Any one of 1,001 Pentagon Treason by all the Pentagon Generals. Any one of 1,001 Pentagon 
Generals could have driven the ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Generals could have driven the ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Generals could have driven the ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Generals could have driven the ElectricWindmillCar out of Times 
Square and prevented 9/11... BP Oil could not have stopped these Square and prevented 9/11... BP Oil could not have stopped these Square and prevented 9/11... BP Oil could not have stopped these Square and prevented 9/11... BP Oil could not have stopped these 
Generals! LOSS to Society is more than the $177 Trillion BP Oil scam Generals! LOSS to Society is more than the $177 Trillion BP Oil scam Generals! LOSS to Society is more than the $177 Trillion BP Oil scam Generals! LOSS to Society is more than the $177 Trillion BP Oil scam 
from everyone buying gasoline after the ElectricWindmillCar was from everyone buying gasoline after the ElectricWindmillCar was from everyone buying gasoline after the ElectricWindmillCar was from everyone buying gasoline after the ElectricWindmillCar was 
invented in 1980! LOST inventions from 1,001 Yale Sorority Girls, invented in 1980! LOST inventions from 1,001 Yale Sorority Girls, invented in 1980! LOST inventions from 1,001 Yale Sorority Girls, invented in 1980! LOST inventions from 1,001 Yale Sorority Girls, 
their personal loss of millions of their personal loss of millions of their personal loss of millions of their personal loss of millions of conversations, yelling and conversations, yelling and conversations, yelling and conversations, yelling and 
screaming I want this Invented TODAY! As Sorority girls do so screaming I want this Invented TODAY! As Sorority girls do so screaming I want this Invented TODAY! As Sorority girls do so screaming I want this Invented TODAY! As Sorority girls do so 
well... wow! I will try my best to make up for this LOSS by the Elite at well... wow! I will try my best to make up for this LOSS by the Elite at well... wow! I will try my best to make up for this LOSS by the Elite at well... wow! I will try my best to make up for this LOSS by the Elite at 
Yale by getting a few yale MD wives and brainstorm the Rx Yale by getting a few yale MD wives and brainstorm the Rx Yale by getting a few yale MD wives and brainstorm the Rx Yale by getting a few yale MD wives and brainstorm the Rx 
penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast cancer and Cancer, penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast cancer and Cancer, penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast cancer and Cancer, penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast cancer and Cancer, 
along with 1,001 other Invention Projects lost from 1980 to 2011 by along with 1,001 other Invention Projects lost from 1980 to 2011 by along with 1,001 other Invention Projects lost from 1980 to 2011 by along with 1,001 other Invention Projects lost from 1980 to 2011 by 
Our Elite Orwellian Caesar at Yale! Our Orwellian Caesar will not Our Elite Orwellian Caesar at Yale! Our Orwellian Caesar will not Our Elite Orwellian Caesar at Yale! Our Orwellian Caesar will not Our Elite Orwellian Caesar at Yale! Our Orwellian Caesar will not 
let me, Greg Buell Lovestar work on a Rx Penicillin Overnight let me, Greg Buell Lovestar work on a Rx Penicillin Overnight let me, Greg Buell Lovestar work on a Rx Penicillin Overnight let me, Greg Buell Lovestar work on a Rx Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Cure Today 1 Feb. 2011 as he is drunk selling Oil, Guns, Miracle Cure Today 1 Feb. 2011 as he is drunk selling Oil, Guns, Miracle Cure Today 1 Feb. 2011 as he is drunk selling Oil, Guns, Miracle Cure Today 1 Feb. 2011 as he is drunk selling Oil, Guns, 
Coors and to Obese Observers at Sandia Labs. Observers while Coors and to Obese Observers at Sandia Labs. Observers while Coors and to Obese Observers at Sandia Labs. Observers while Coors and to Obese Observers at Sandia Labs. Observers while 
working on their Treadmill Desk can't log on to Los Alamos, their working on their Treadmill Desk can't log on to Los Alamos, their working on their Treadmill Desk can't log on to Los Alamos, their working on their Treadmill Desk can't log on to Los Alamos, their 
$1 Trillion in new supercomputers bought from IBM from 1980 to $1 Trillion in new supercomputers bought from IBM from 1980 to $1 Trillion in new supercomputers bought from IBM from 1980 to $1 Trillion in new supercomputers bought from IBM from 1980 to 
2011 to do a Google Search on the 1,001 Inventions Projects that 2011 to do a Google Search on the 1,001 Inventions Projects that 2011 to do a Google Search on the 1,001 Inventions Projects that 2011 to do a Google Search on the 1,001 Inventions Projects that 
should be spelled out on this web page Today... with 1,001 should be spelled out on this web page Today... with 1,001 should be spelled out on this web page Today... with 1,001 should be spelled out on this web page Today... with 1,001 
highlighted links. All a very tragic loss to Society and even Caesar highlighted links. All a very tragic loss to Society and even Caesar highlighted links. All a very tragic loss to Society and even Caesar highlighted links. All a very tragic loss to Society and even Caesar 
has a sense of humor has a sense of humor has a sense of humor has a sense of humor ---- we all like to listen to Sorority Girls  we all like to listen to Sorority Girls  we all like to listen to Sorority Girls  we all like to listen to Sorority Girls 
Conversations, I especially would have liked to listen in on what Conversations, I especially would have liked to listen in on what Conversations, I especially would have liked to listen in on what Conversations, I especially would have liked to listen in on what 
Yale Girls wanted me to Invent TODAY Yale Girls wanted me to Invent TODAY Yale Girls wanted me to Invent TODAY Yale Girls wanted me to Invent TODAY ---- 1 Feb 2011...  1 Feb 2011...  1 Feb 2011...  1 Feb 2011...     
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http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        

Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to 
http://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.com        
    
CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index----2 I 2 I 2 I 2 I 
edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...        
    
http://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventor----warpwarpwarpwarp----speed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/boss    

    
    
    

2011 Now in the New York Times, after the "Ball" dropped... the 2011 Now in the New York Times, after the "Ball" dropped... the 2011 Now in the New York Times, after the "Ball" dropped... the 2011 Now in the New York Times, after the "Ball" dropped... the 
"ElectricWindmillCar is still parked in "Times Square" legally, but "ElectricWindmillCar is still parked in "Times Square" legally, but "ElectricWindmillCar is still parked in "Times Square" legally, but "ElectricWindmillCar is still parked in "Times Square" legally, but 
suppressed illegally by NYC, the Fed's, and our "Orwellian Caesar"! suppressed illegally by NYC, the Fed's, and our "Orwellian Caesar"! suppressed illegally by NYC, the Fed's, and our "Orwellian Caesar"! suppressed illegally by NYC, the Fed's, and our "Orwellian Caesar"!     
    
2011 Drunks from New Years burned and burned to death in fiery 2011 Drunks from New Years burned and burned to death in fiery 2011 Drunks from New Years burned and burned to death in fiery 2011 Drunks from New Years burned and burned to death in fiery 
wrecks, thank God they are not Pictured on the front page of the wrecks, thank God they are not Pictured on the front page of the wrecks, thank God they are not Pictured on the front page of the wrecks, thank God they are not Pictured on the front page of the 
New York Times Today as they are all persona non grata in our New York Times Today as they are all persona non grata in our New York Times Today as they are all persona non grata in our New York Times Today as they are all persona non grata in our 
"Orwellian Society". The NY Times does not publish fiery drunk "Orwellian Society". The NY Times does not publish fiery drunk "Orwellian Society". The NY Times does not publish fiery drunk "Orwellian Society". The NY Times does not publish fiery drunk 
driver wrecks on the Front Page! driver wrecks on the Front Page! driver wrecks on the Front Page! driver wrecks on the Front Page!     
    
    
    

Observers killed in this Observers killed in this Observers killed in this Observers killed in this 

crash knew Super Air Bags on the Outside has been suppressed for crash knew Super Air Bags on the Outside has been suppressed for crash knew Super Air Bags on the Outside has been suppressed for crash knew Super Air Bags on the Outside has been suppressed for 
20 years by the USA. 20 years by the USA. 20 years by the USA. 20 years by the USA.     
    
2011 Drunks from New Years killed their wife... Mad Men drunk or 2011 Drunks from New Years killed their wife... Mad Men drunk or 2011 Drunks from New Years killed their wife... Mad Men drunk or 2011 Drunks from New Years killed their wife... Mad Men drunk or 
sober kill many tens of thousands of women in 2011. Drunk Mad sober kill many tens of thousands of women in 2011. Drunk Mad sober kill many tens of thousands of women in 2011. Drunk Mad sober kill many tens of thousands of women in 2011. Drunk Mad 
Men, while our Elite Orwellian Caesar's stifles inventing a "Gas Men, while our Elite Orwellian Caesar's stifles inventing a "Gas Men, while our Elite Orwellian Caesar's stifles inventing a "Gas Men, while our Elite Orwellian Caesar's stifles inventing a "Gas 
Lobotomy for Drunks"! Lobotomy for Drunks"! Lobotomy for Drunks"! Lobotomy for Drunks"!     
    
2011 Times Square New Years Eve, new "no smoking" laws by Mayor 2011 Times Square New Years Eve, new "no smoking" laws by Mayor 2011 Times Square New Years Eve, new "no smoking" laws by Mayor 2011 Times Square New Years Eve, new "no smoking" laws by Mayor 
Bloomburg, no warning label on alcoholic drinks that will be the Bloomburg, no warning label on alcoholic drinks that will be the Bloomburg, no warning label on alcoholic drinks that will be the Bloomburg, no warning label on alcoholic drinks that will be the 
cause of some breast cancers breaking through the breast in 2011. cause of some breast cancers breaking through the breast in 2011. cause of some breast cancers breaking through the breast in 2011. cause of some breast cancers breaking through the breast in 2011. 
And Bloomburg daughter is in the high risk group! And Bloomburg daughter is in the high risk group! And Bloomburg daughter is in the high risk group! And Bloomburg daughter is in the high risk group!     
    
2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 
legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed!     
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Revenge for $177 Trillion dollars Revenge for $177 Trillion dollars Revenge for $177 Trillion dollars Revenge for $177 Trillion dollars 

spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be Free H Hydrogen fuel for spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be Free H Hydrogen fuel for spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be Free H Hydrogen fuel for spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be Free H Hydrogen fuel for 
7 billion people, have all the Carriers converted to carry 10,000 7 billion people, have all the Carriers converted to carry 10,000 7 billion people, have all the Carriers converted to carry 10,000 7 billion people, have all the Carriers converted to carry 10,000 
Windmills on several decks like a Cruise Ship then we can turn Windmills on several decks like a Cruise Ship then we can turn Windmills on several decks like a Cruise Ship then we can turn Windmills on several decks like a Cruise Ship then we can turn 
their electricity production into electrolysis for H and O and you their electricity production into electrolysis for H and O and you their electricity production into electrolysis for H and O and you their electricity production into electrolysis for H and O and you 
can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at ----254 C when the 254 C when the 254 C when the 254 C when the 
reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port instead of MIT reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port instead of MIT reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port instead of MIT reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port instead of MIT 
invented Missiles. invented Missiles. invented Missiles. invented Missiles.     
    
2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 
Carriers... Carriers... Carriers... Carriers...     
    
2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 
Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts 
Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at ----254 C will test the 254 C will test the 254 C will test the 254 C will test the 
Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin! Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin! Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin! Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin!     
    
2011 Snow, Ice, trees fall on power lines. No electricity for 100k 2011 Snow, Ice, trees fall on power lines. No electricity for 100k 2011 Snow, Ice, trees fall on power lines. No electricity for 100k 2011 Snow, Ice, trees fall on power lines. No electricity for 100k 
Today, as our "Orwellian Caesar's" suppressed free Hydrogen fuel Today, as our "Orwellian Caesar's" suppressed free Hydrogen fuel Today, as our "Orwellian Caesar's" suppressed free Hydrogen fuel Today, as our "Orwellian Caesar's" suppressed free Hydrogen fuel 
and H fueled electric generators to replace Xcel, New England and H fueled electric generators to replace Xcel, New England and H fueled electric generators to replace Xcel, New England and H fueled electric generators to replace Xcel, New England 
Power and Light, Con Edison. Electric generation inventions from Power and Light, Con Edison. Electric generation inventions from Power and Light, Con Edison. Electric generation inventions from Power and Light, Con Edison. Electric generation inventions from 
Edison to Today, have always been suppressed for old technology, Edison to Today, have always been suppressed for old technology, Edison to Today, have always been suppressed for old technology, Edison to Today, have always been suppressed for old technology, 
and "Fuel Oil" and Coal Power Plants are killing those in the "New and "Fuel Oil" and Coal Power Plants are killing those in the "New and "Fuel Oil" and Coal Power Plants are killing those in the "New and "Fuel Oil" and Coal Power Plants are killing those in the "New 
England Blizzard". Old New England families like Kennedy and England Blizzard". Old New England families like Kennedy and England Blizzard". Old New England families like Kennedy and England Blizzard". Old New England families like Kennedy and 
Kerry keep the "Old Mill" running by suppressing Kerry keep the "Old Mill" running by suppressing Kerry keep the "Old Mill" running by suppressing Kerry keep the "Old Mill" running by suppressing ----254 C H cans that 254 C H cans that 254 C H cans that 254 C H cans that 
were not invented in 1980. Now kids left in hot cars as the "Climate were not invented in 1980. Now kids left in hot cars as the "Climate were not invented in 1980. Now kids left in hot cars as the "Climate were not invented in 1980. Now kids left in hot cars as the "Climate 
Control" accessory is also suppressed in the summer time, but the Control" accessory is also suppressed in the summer time, but the Control" accessory is also suppressed in the summer time, but the Control" accessory is also suppressed in the summer time, but the 
idiot who put kids seats in the back so mom could forget the kid is idiot who put kids seats in the back so mom could forget the kid is idiot who put kids seats in the back so mom could forget the kid is idiot who put kids seats in the back so mom could forget the kid is 
libel for half the dead kids! And Yale MD's know its stupid to put libel for half the dead kids! And Yale MD's know its stupid to put libel for half the dead kids! And Yale MD's know its stupid to put libel for half the dead kids! And Yale MD's know its stupid to put 
kid seats in back, so mom can forget the kid. Did any CIA analyst kid seats in back, so mom can forget the kid. Did any CIA analyst kid seats in back, so mom can forget the kid. Did any CIA analyst kid seats in back, so mom can forget the kid. Did any CIA analyst 
write a paper saying mom will forget the kid if you make her put write a paper saying mom will forget the kid if you make her put write a paper saying mom will forget the kid if you make her put write a paper saying mom will forget the kid if you make her put 
the kids seat in back? If so we can sue the CIA for Billions! the kids seat in back? If so we can sue the CIA for Billions! the kids seat in back? If so we can sue the CIA for Billions! the kids seat in back? If so we can sue the CIA for Billions!     
    

Two Hydrogen tanks on top of Two Hydrogen tanks on top of Two Hydrogen tanks on top of Two Hydrogen tanks on top of 

your car your car your car your car ----254 C Hydrogen, Nobel like "sawdust" inventions have 254 C Hydrogen, Nobel like "sawdust" inventions have 254 C Hydrogen, Nobel like "sawdust" inventions have 254 C Hydrogen, Nobel like "sawdust" inventions have 
been suppressed since 1980, the King of Sweden has $ Billions in been suppressed since 1980, the King of Sweden has $ Billions in been suppressed since 1980, the King of Sweden has $ Billions in been suppressed since 1980, the King of Sweden has $ Billions in 
Texas and Saudi bribes in Swiss Banks for suppressing Nobel Like Texas and Saudi bribes in Swiss Banks for suppressing Nobel Like Texas and Saudi bribes in Swiss Banks for suppressing Nobel Like Texas and Saudi bribes in Swiss Banks for suppressing Nobel Like 
Inventions! Refueling Inventions! Refueling Inventions! Refueling Inventions! Refueling ----254 C Hydrogen tanks will have to done at 254 C Hydrogen tanks will have to done at 254 C Hydrogen tanks will have to done at 254 C Hydrogen tanks will have to done at 
the factory as the King of Sweden has stifled this Nobel invention the factory as the King of Sweden has stifled this Nobel invention the factory as the King of Sweden has stifled this Nobel invention the factory as the King of Sweden has stifled this Nobel invention 
project. So drive your car into the H station, robot takes off one H project. So drive your car into the H station, robot takes off one H project. So drive your car into the H station, robot takes off one H project. So drive your car into the H station, robot takes off one H 
tank puts on a full one. And you car will be climate controlled 24/7 tank puts on a full one. And you car will be climate controlled 24/7 tank puts on a full one. And you car will be climate controlled 24/7 tank puts on a full one. And you car will be climate controlled 24/7 
so kids and dogs will never again die in hot or cold cars. so kids and dogs will never again die in hot or cold cars. so kids and dogs will never again die in hot or cold cars. so kids and dogs will never again die in hot or cold cars.     
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2011 : Nobel like "sawdust" inventions have been suppressed since 2011 : Nobel like "sawdust" inventions have been suppressed since 2011 : Nobel like "sawdust" inventions have been suppressed since 2011 : Nobel like "sawdust" inventions have been suppressed since 
1980, by the King of Sweden! 1980, by the King of Sweden! 1980, by the King of Sweden! 1980, by the King of Sweden!     
    
2011 : Super Air Bags on the Outside of the ElectricWindmillCar 2011 : Super Air Bags on the Outside of the ElectricWindmillCar 2011 : Super Air Bags on the Outside of the ElectricWindmillCar 2011 : Super Air Bags on the Outside of the ElectricWindmillCar 
parked in Times Square protected its occupant's from being parked in Times Square protected its occupant's from being parked in Times Square protected its occupant's from being parked in Times Square protected its occupant's from being 
"Totaled" in a 5 mph crash... thousands have to deal with today "Totaled" in a 5 mph crash... thousands have to deal with today "Totaled" in a 5 mph crash... thousands have to deal with today "Totaled" in a 5 mph crash... thousands have to deal with today 
after the snow storm. Toyota, Honda and others put plastic bumpers after the snow storm. Toyota, Honda and others put plastic bumpers after the snow storm. Toyota, Honda and others put plastic bumpers after the snow storm. Toyota, Honda and others put plastic bumpers 
on cars, so a 5 mph crash cost you several thousand dollars! on cars, so a 5 mph crash cost you several thousand dollars! on cars, so a 5 mph crash cost you several thousand dollars! on cars, so a 5 mph crash cost you several thousand dollars!     
    
2011 : A VOYAGE to ALPHA CENTAURI to "Observe Aliens" reinventing 2011 : A VOYAGE to ALPHA CENTAURI to "Observe Aliens" reinventing 2011 : A VOYAGE to ALPHA CENTAURI to "Observe Aliens" reinventing 2011 : A VOYAGE to ALPHA CENTAURI to "Observe Aliens" reinventing 
the "Space Telescope" the "Space Telescope" the "Space Telescope" the "Space Telescope"     
    
2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 
legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed!     
    
2011 : A voyage to Polygamy, marry MD women in Key West, 2011 : A voyage to Polygamy, marry MD women in Key West, 2011 : A voyage to Polygamy, marry MD women in Key West, 2011 : A voyage to Polygamy, marry MD women in Key West, 
Honeymoon in Key West, work 24/7 break all the AMA work rules, Honeymoon in Key West, work 24/7 break all the AMA work rules, Honeymoon in Key West, work 24/7 break all the AMA work rules, Honeymoon in Key West, work 24/7 break all the AMA work rules, 
brainstorm a Rx penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast brainstorm a Rx penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast brainstorm a Rx penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast brainstorm a Rx penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer! Cancer! Cancer! Cancer!     
    
1911, observations of the medical journal "The Lancet" 1911, observations of the medical journal "The Lancet" 1911, observations of the medical journal "The Lancet" 1911, observations of the medical journal "The Lancet"     
    
1911, observations of the medical journal "The Lancet" Elite Yale 1911, observations of the medical journal "The Lancet" Elite Yale 1911, observations of the medical journal "The Lancet" Elite Yale 1911, observations of the medical journal "The Lancet" Elite Yale 
and Harvard MD's failed Humanity for the last 100 years, why the and Harvard MD's failed Humanity for the last 100 years, why the and Harvard MD's failed Humanity for the last 100 years, why the and Harvard MD's failed Humanity for the last 100 years, why the 
Hell did the French Revolution stop at the border? UN WHO Cholera Hell did the French Revolution stop at the border? UN WHO Cholera Hell did the French Revolution stop at the border? UN WHO Cholera Hell did the French Revolution stop at the border? UN WHO Cholera 
from Nepal UN troops killed 10k in Haiti... in 2010. UN MD's do not from Nepal UN troops killed 10k in Haiti... in 2010. UN MD's do not from Nepal UN troops killed 10k in Haiti... in 2010. UN MD's do not from Nepal UN troops killed 10k in Haiti... in 2010. UN MD's do not 
want to be held libel... $$$ want to be held libel... $$$ want to be held libel... $$$ want to be held libel... $$$     
    
2011 : A VOYAGE to ALPHA CENTAURI to "Observe Aliens" reinventing 2011 : A VOYAGE to ALPHA CENTAURI to "Observe Aliens" reinventing 2011 : A VOYAGE to ALPHA CENTAURI to "Observe Aliens" reinventing 2011 : A VOYAGE to ALPHA CENTAURI to "Observe Aliens" reinventing 
the "Space Telescope" the "Space Telescope" the "Space Telescope" the "Space Telescope"     
    
    

In 11,000 years Barnards Star In 11,000 years Barnards Star In 11,000 years Barnards Star In 11,000 years Barnards Star 

will be 3 light years from Earth... Humanity will still need a will be 3 light years from Earth... Humanity will still need a will be 3 light years from Earth... Humanity will still need a will be 3 light years from Earth... Humanity will still need a 
reinvented Space Telescope to Observe and talk to these Aliens 3 reinvented Space Telescope to Observe and talk to these Aliens 3 reinvented Space Telescope to Observe and talk to these Aliens 3 reinvented Space Telescope to Observe and talk to these Aliens 3 
light years from Earth. light years from Earth. light years from Earth. light years from Earth.     
    
2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 
legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed!     
    

Hydrogen Tank from NASA H at Hydrogen Tank from NASA H at Hydrogen Tank from NASA H at Hydrogen Tank from NASA H at ----
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254 C fills this tank... wow. 10,000 of these H tanks in Orbit 254 C fills this tank... wow. 10,000 of these H tanks in Orbit 254 C fills this tank... wow. 10,000 of these H tanks in Orbit 254 C fills this tank... wow. 10,000 of these H tanks in Orbit ---- We can  We can  We can  We can 
dock them like a 1811 train in 2011 if Our Orwellian Caesar is dock them like a 1811 train in 2011 if Our Orwellian Caesar is dock them like a 1811 train in 2011 if Our Orwellian Caesar is dock them like a 1811 train in 2011 if Our Orwellian Caesar is 
given a gas lobotomy for his Oil Revenue Addiction, Sex in given a gas lobotomy for his Oil Revenue Addiction, Sex in given a gas lobotomy for his Oil Revenue Addiction, Sex in given a gas lobotomy for his Oil Revenue Addiction, Sex in 
Thailand with kids Addiction, Mexican Drug Cartel Cocaine Thailand with kids Addiction, Mexican Drug Cartel Cocaine Thailand with kids Addiction, Mexican Drug Cartel Cocaine Thailand with kids Addiction, Mexican Drug Cartel Cocaine 
Addiction, addiction's to MIT War Toys, and cure Caesar of his Addiction, addiction's to MIT War Toys, and cure Caesar of his Addiction, addiction's to MIT War Toys, and cure Caesar of his Addiction, addiction's to MIT War Toys, and cure Caesar of his 
syphilis and hepatitis from being a Fag! Women are the inventors syphilis and hepatitis from being a Fag! Women are the inventors syphilis and hepatitis from being a Fag! Women are the inventors syphilis and hepatitis from being a Fag! Women are the inventors 
inspiration! NASA with 10,000 of these inspiration! NASA with 10,000 of these inspiration! NASA with 10,000 of these inspiration! NASA with 10,000 of these ----254 C Hydrogen tanks in 254 C Hydrogen tanks in 254 C Hydrogen tanks in 254 C Hydrogen tanks in 
Orbit... wow! Orbit... wow! Orbit... wow! Orbit... wow!     
    
2011 : Invention of "Super Air Bags on the Outside" of Cars and 2011 : Invention of "Super Air Bags on the Outside" of Cars and 2011 : Invention of "Super Air Bags on the Outside" of Cars and 2011 : Invention of "Super Air Bags on the Outside" of Cars and 
Trucks has been suppressed for 20 years now! Trucks has been suppressed for 20 years now! Trucks has been suppressed for 20 years now! Trucks has been suppressed for 20 years now!     
    
2011 : Invention of the "Web Cam" in your car, add on accessory 2011 : Invention of the "Web Cam" in your car, add on accessory 2011 : Invention of the "Web Cam" in your car, add on accessory 2011 : Invention of the "Web Cam" in your car, add on accessory 
Our Orwellian government does not want you to have, something Our Orwellian government does not want you to have, something Our Orwellian government does not want you to have, something Our Orwellian government does not want you to have, something 
about the "Observers" controlling all the cameras. Idiot drivers about the "Observers" controlling all the cameras. Idiot drivers about the "Observers" controlling all the cameras. Idiot drivers about the "Observers" controlling all the cameras. Idiot drivers 
must now be caught on a government camera and they are in a must now be caught on a government camera and they are in a must now be caught on a government camera and they are in a must now be caught on a government camera and they are in a 
hurry so you better run across the cross walk or they will come hurry so you better run across the cross walk or they will come hurry so you better run across the cross walk or they will come hurry so you better run across the cross walk or they will come 
inches from you! And the government observers let this go on at inches from you! And the government observers let this go on at inches from you! And the government observers let this go on at inches from you! And the government observers let this go on at 
almost every crosswalk, especially the right turn drivers with the almost every crosswalk, especially the right turn drivers with the almost every crosswalk, especially the right turn drivers with the almost every crosswalk, especially the right turn drivers with the 
Yield Sign... Yield Sign... Yield Sign... Yield Sign...     
    
2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 
legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed!     
    

Revenge for $177 Trillion dollars Revenge for $177 Trillion dollars Revenge for $177 Trillion dollars Revenge for $177 Trillion dollars 

spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be Free H Hydrogen fuel for spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be Free H Hydrogen fuel for spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be Free H Hydrogen fuel for spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be Free H Hydrogen fuel for 
7 billion people, have all the Carriers converted to carry 10,000 7 billion people, have all the Carriers converted to carry 10,000 7 billion people, have all the Carriers converted to carry 10,000 7 billion people, have all the Carriers converted to carry 10,000 
Windmills on several decks like a Cruise Ship then we can turn Windmills on several decks like a Cruise Ship then we can turn Windmills on several decks like a Cruise Ship then we can turn Windmills on several decks like a Cruise Ship then we can turn 
their electricity production into electrolysis for H and O and you their electricity production into electrolysis for H and O and you their electricity production into electrolysis for H and O and you their electricity production into electrolysis for H and O and you 
can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at ----254 C when the 254 C when the 254 C when the 254 C when the 
reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port instead of MIT reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port instead of MIT reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port instead of MIT reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port instead of MIT 
invented Missiles. invented Missiles. invented Missiles. invented Missiles.     
    
2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 
Carriers... Carriers... Carriers... Carriers...     
    
2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 
Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts 
Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at ----254 C will test the 254 C will test the 254 C will test the 254 C will test the 
Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin! Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin! Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin! Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin!     
    
2011 : Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" has been suppressed 2011 : Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" has been suppressed 2011 : Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" has been suppressed 2011 : Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" has been suppressed 
since October of 1980. since October of 1980. since October of 1980. since October of 1980.     
    
2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 
legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed!     
    
2011 : Key West, Ten Eiffel Tower Structures built to house "Shipping 2011 : Key West, Ten Eiffel Tower Structures built to house "Shipping 2011 : Key West, Ten Eiffel Tower Structures built to house "Shipping 2011 : Key West, Ten Eiffel Tower Structures built to house "Shipping 
Containers" for Bill and Melinda Gates patients flying into the Containers" for Bill and Melinda Gates patients flying into the Containers" for Bill and Melinda Gates patients flying into the Containers" for Bill and Melinda Gates patients flying into the 
YaleYaleYaleYale----Key West Medical school, and (Hurricane Shelter)... grin. Bill Key West Medical school, and (Hurricane Shelter)... grin. Bill Key West Medical school, and (Hurricane Shelter)... grin. Bill Key West Medical school, and (Hurricane Shelter)... grin. Bill 
and Melinda Gates failed to cure much of anything, the MD's from and Melinda Gates failed to cure much of anything, the MD's from and Melinda Gates failed to cure much of anything, the MD's from and Melinda Gates failed to cure much of anything, the MD's from 
1911 made more progress! 1911 made more progress! 1911 made more progress! 1911 made more progress!     
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Ten Eiffel Tower Structures next to Ten Eiffel Tower Structures next to Ten Eiffel Tower Structures next to Ten Eiffel Tower Structures next to 

the Airport loaded with Shipping Containers, we can build a State the Airport loaded with Shipping Containers, we can build a State the Airport loaded with Shipping Containers, we can build a State the Airport loaded with Shipping Containers, we can build a State 
of the Arts Yale Key West Medical School in 2011. 25 Stories High of the Arts Yale Key West Medical School in 2011. 25 Stories High of the Arts Yale Key West Medical School in 2011. 25 Stories High of the Arts Yale Key West Medical School in 2011. 25 Stories High 
stacked on 10 Eiffel Tower Bases... fastest way to build and stacked on 10 Eiffel Tower Bases... fastest way to build and stacked on 10 Eiffel Tower Bases... fastest way to build and stacked on 10 Eiffel Tower Bases... fastest way to build and 
inventors will get a windfall of invention projects connecting all inventors will get a windfall of invention projects connecting all inventors will get a windfall of invention projects connecting all inventors will get a windfall of invention projects connecting all 
the wires and pipes together. the wires and pipes together. the wires and pipes together. the wires and pipes together.     
    
    

NYC Observers behind the cameras NYC Observers behind the cameras NYC Observers behind the cameras NYC Observers behind the cameras 

should all get a Tread Mill Desk for 2011... most are already to fat should all get a Tread Mill Desk for 2011... most are already to fat should all get a Tread Mill Desk for 2011... most are already to fat should all get a Tread Mill Desk for 2011... most are already to fat 
to run as they have knee problems just walking with all the fat. to run as they have knee problems just walking with all the fat. to run as they have knee problems just walking with all the fat. to run as they have knee problems just walking with all the fat. 
Caesar has no plans in 2011 for Treadmill Desk and Ephedra Diet Caesar has no plans in 2011 for Treadmill Desk and Ephedra Diet Caesar has no plans in 2011 for Treadmill Desk and Ephedra Diet Caesar has no plans in 2011 for Treadmill Desk and Ephedra Diet 
Pills will not be back in stock at the Health Food Stores in 2011. Pills will not be back in stock at the Health Food Stores in 2011. Pills will not be back in stock at the Health Food Stores in 2011. Pills will not be back in stock at the Health Food Stores in 2011.     
    
2011 : 177 Trillion "Tar Balls" are in the White Sand Beaches in the 2011 : 177 Trillion "Tar Balls" are in the White Sand Beaches in the 2011 : 177 Trillion "Tar Balls" are in the White Sand Beaches in the 2011 : 177 Trillion "Tar Balls" are in the White Sand Beaches in the 
Keys Keys Keys Keys     
    
2011 : 177 Trillion Deep Oil Wells drilled in the last decade are 2011 : 177 Trillion Deep Oil Wells drilled in the last decade are 2011 : 177 Trillion Deep Oil Wells drilled in the last decade are 2011 : 177 Trillion Deep Oil Wells drilled in the last decade are 
leaking oil. leaking oil. leaking oil. leaking oil.     
    
2011 : 177 Trillion "Tar Balls" are in the White Sand Beaches in the 2011 : 177 Trillion "Tar Balls" are in the White Sand Beaches in the 2011 : 177 Trillion "Tar Balls" are in the White Sand Beaches in the 2011 : 177 Trillion "Tar Balls" are in the White Sand Beaches in the 
Keys, buried treasure in the sand for BP Oil and the British Ruling Keys, buried treasure in the sand for BP Oil and the British Ruling Keys, buried treasure in the sand for BP Oil and the British Ruling Keys, buried treasure in the sand for BP Oil and the British Ruling 
Class who put them there for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, the Class who put them there for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, the Class who put them there for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, the Class who put them there for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues, the 
177,000 burned and burned to death in fiery LA, London, Paris, 177,000 burned and burned to death in fiery LA, London, Paris, 177,000 burned and burned to death in fiery LA, London, Paris, 177,000 burned and burned to death in fiery LA, London, Paris, 
Moscow, Rome wrecks are all Persona Non Grata... they have to pay Moscow, Rome wrecks are all Persona Non Grata... they have to pay Moscow, Rome wrecks are all Persona Non Grata... they have to pay Moscow, Rome wrecks are all Persona Non Grata... they have to pay 
the MD's at the Burn Unit out of their own pockets, BP Oil has not the MD's at the Burn Unit out of their own pockets, BP Oil has not the MD's at the Burn Unit out of their own pockets, BP Oil has not the MD's at the Burn Unit out of their own pockets, BP Oil has not 
set up a fund for those burned and burned to death in "Fiery set up a fund for those burned and burned to death in "Fiery set up a fund for those burned and burned to death in "Fiery set up a fund for those burned and burned to death in "Fiery 
Wrecks"! Wrecks"! Wrecks"! Wrecks"!     
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Tokyo Tuna is $30 a lb Tokyo Tuna is $30 a lb Tokyo Tuna is $30 a lb Tokyo Tuna is $30 a lb 

when there are 10 Billion Sharks in the Ocean, this is price fixing when there are 10 Billion Sharks in the Ocean, this is price fixing when there are 10 Billion Sharks in the Ocean, this is price fixing when there are 10 Billion Sharks in the Ocean, this is price fixing 
by Bill and Melinda Gates at Microsoft, Oh no its price fixing by by Bill and Melinda Gates at Microsoft, Oh no its price fixing by by Bill and Melinda Gates at Microsoft, Oh no its price fixing by by Bill and Melinda Gates at Microsoft, Oh no its price fixing by 
Men infected by Oil Men... please find a cure or call a cop! Gas Men infected by Oil Men... please find a cure or call a cop! Gas Men infected by Oil Men... please find a cure or call a cop! Gas Men infected by Oil Men... please find a cure or call a cop! Gas 
Lobotomy for Greed. Lobotomy for Greed. Lobotomy for Greed. Lobotomy for Greed.     
    
2011 : 10 Billion Sharks in the Ocean, and Bill and Melinda Gates 2011 : 10 Billion Sharks in the Ocean, and Bill and Melinda Gates 2011 : 10 Billion Sharks in the Ocean, and Bill and Melinda Gates 2011 : 10 Billion Sharks in the Ocean, and Bill and Melinda Gates 
can't catch one! can't catch one! can't catch one! can't catch one!     
    
2011 Saudi Princes will purchase "Organs" in the USA while USA 2011 Saudi Princes will purchase "Organs" in the USA while USA 2011 Saudi Princes will purchase "Organs" in the USA while USA 2011 Saudi Princes will purchase "Organs" in the USA while USA 
civilians waiting for the same "Organs" will die... Bill and Melinda civilians waiting for the same "Organs" will die... Bill and Melinda civilians waiting for the same "Organs" will die... Bill and Melinda civilians waiting for the same "Organs" will die... Bill and Melinda 
Gates know this, Carter, Clintons, Bush's know this, yet our "Elite" at Gates know this, Carter, Clintons, Bush's know this, yet our "Elite" at Gates know this, Carter, Clintons, Bush's know this, yet our "Elite" at Gates know this, Carter, Clintons, Bush's know this, yet our "Elite" at 
Yale and Harvard will not make Organ Donation Mandatory on Yale and Harvard will not make Organ Donation Mandatory on Yale and Harvard will not make Organ Donation Mandatory on Yale and Harvard will not make Organ Donation Mandatory on 
the front page of the New York Times! the front page of the New York Times! the front page of the New York Times! the front page of the New York Times!     
    
2011 : 1,001 Invention Projects pre installed on your PC has been 2011 : 1,001 Invention Projects pre installed on your PC has been 2011 : 1,001 Invention Projects pre installed on your PC has been 2011 : 1,001 Invention Projects pre installed on your PC has been 
suppressed by Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Los Alamos has suppressed by Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Los Alamos has suppressed by Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Los Alamos has suppressed by Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Los Alamos has 
$1 Trillion dollars worth of supercomputers from IBM since the $1 Trillion dollars worth of supercomputers from IBM since the $1 Trillion dollars worth of supercomputers from IBM since the $1 Trillion dollars worth of supercomputers from IBM since the 
invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 and refuses to leave invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 and refuses to leave invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 and refuses to leave invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 and refuses to leave 
the next generation of New Abombs alone for Civilian Inventions the next generation of New Abombs alone for Civilian Inventions the next generation of New Abombs alone for Civilian Inventions the next generation of New Abombs alone for Civilian Inventions 
from PC users logging on to $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM from PC users logging on to $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM from PC users logging on to $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM from PC users logging on to $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM 
supercomputers. PC users will need the Los Alamos Abomb supercomputers. PC users will need the Los Alamos Abomb supercomputers. PC users will need the Los Alamos Abomb supercomputers. PC users will need the Los Alamos Abomb 
programmers to rewrite the supercomputer programs for the web programmers to rewrite the supercomputer programs for the web programmers to rewrite the supercomputer programs for the web programmers to rewrite the supercomputer programs for the web 
and invent a Google search for inventors searching for 1,001 and invent a Google search for inventors searching for 1,001 and invent a Google search for inventors searching for 1,001 and invent a Google search for inventors searching for 1,001 
Invention Projects that come preinstalled on new 2011 notebooks Invention Projects that come preinstalled on new 2011 notebooks Invention Projects that come preinstalled on new 2011 notebooks Invention Projects that come preinstalled on new 2011 notebooks 
loaded with Inventor OS not Windows 7... loaded with Inventor OS not Windows 7... loaded with Inventor OS not Windows 7... loaded with Inventor OS not Windows 7...     
    
2011 : In 2011 Syphilis at the Pentagon will infect more troops than 2011 : In 2011 Syphilis at the Pentagon will infect more troops than 2011 : In 2011 Syphilis at the Pentagon will infect more troops than 2011 : In 2011 Syphilis at the Pentagon will infect more troops than 
the flu! the flu! the flu! the flu!     
    
2011 : Syphilis and Hepatitis Statistics at the Pentagon are "Top 2011 : Syphilis and Hepatitis Statistics at the Pentagon are "Top 2011 : Syphilis and Hepatitis Statistics at the Pentagon are "Top 2011 : Syphilis and Hepatitis Statistics at the Pentagon are "Top 
Secret" for $ liability reasons $$$ Secret" for $ liability reasons $$$ Secret" for $ liability reasons $$$ Secret" for $ liability reasons $$$     
    
2011 : $ 1 Trillion Dollar Yale New Haven Medical School can be 2011 : $ 1 Trillion Dollar Yale New Haven Medical School can be 2011 : $ 1 Trillion Dollar Yale New Haven Medical School can be 2011 : $ 1 Trillion Dollar Yale New Haven Medical School can be 
built in 2011 if there is a New French Revolution driven towards built in 2011 if there is a New French Revolution driven towards built in 2011 if there is a New French Revolution driven towards built in 2011 if there is a New French Revolution driven towards 
revenge on the "Elite" ruling class Oil Men. revenge on the "Elite" ruling class Oil Men. revenge on the "Elite" ruling class Oil Men. revenge on the "Elite" ruling class Oil Men.     
    
1947 : Greg Buell Lovestar born at Yale New Haven Medical School 1947 : Greg Buell Lovestar born at Yale New Haven Medical School 1947 : Greg Buell Lovestar born at Yale New Haven Medical School 1947 : Greg Buell Lovestar born at Yale New Haven Medical School 
Hospital Hospital Hospital Hospital     
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1948 : A distance of 4.3 fight1948 : A distance of 4.3 fight1948 : A distance of 4.3 fight1948 : A distance of 4.3 fight----years is universally adopted for Alpha years is universally adopted for Alpha years is universally adopted for Alpha years is universally adopted for Alpha 
Centauri Centauri Centauri Centauri     
    
1955, August : Closest approach in the true orbit (periastron) at 1955, August : Closest approach in the true orbit (periastron) at 1955, August : Closest approach in the true orbit (periastron) at 1955, August : Closest approach in the true orbit (periastron) at 
11.9 A.U. 11.9 A.U. 11.9 A.U. 11.9 A.U.     
    
1967 : Thackeray determines the radial velocity of Proxima is 1967 : Thackeray determines the radial velocity of Proxima is 1967 : Thackeray determines the radial velocity of Proxima is 1967 : Thackeray determines the radial velocity of Proxima is ----
15.715.715.715.7±±±±3.3 kms.3.3 kms.3.3 kms.3.3 kms.----1. 1. 1. 1.     
    
1978 : Kamper and Wesselink calculate that the total mass of all 1978 : Kamper and Wesselink calculate that the total mass of all 1978 : Kamper and Wesselink calculate that the total mass of all 1978 : Kamper and Wesselink calculate that the total mass of all 
three stars is 2.13M? (Solar Masses). They also find the distance of three stars is 2.13M? (Solar Masses). They also find the distance of three stars is 2.13M? (Solar Masses). They also find the distance of three stars is 2.13M? (Solar Masses). They also find the distance of 
Proxima to be 1.295 parsecs (4.22 ly.), and the AB system as 1.333 Proxima to be 1.295 parsecs (4.22 ly.), and the AB system as 1.333 Proxima to be 1.295 parsecs (4.22 ly.), and the AB system as 1.333 Proxima to be 1.295 parsecs (4.22 ly.), and the AB system as 1.333 
parsecs (4.35 ly.) but 4.3 light years remains the adopted distance. parsecs (4.35 ly.) but 4.3 light years remains the adopted distance. parsecs (4.35 ly.) but 4.3 light years remains the adopted distance. parsecs (4.35 ly.) but 4.3 light years remains the adopted distance.     
    
1978 : Flannery and Ayres determine the age of the system, based 1978 : Flannery and Ayres determine the age of the system, based 1978 : Flannery and Ayres determine the age of the system, based 1978 : Flannery and Ayres determine the age of the system, based 
on the luminosities and masses, as slightly older than the Sun at 6 on the luminosities and masses, as slightly older than the Sun at 6 on the luminosities and masses, as slightly older than the Sun at 6 on the luminosities and masses, as slightly older than the Sun at 6 
billion years. billion years. billion years. billion years.     
    
1980, May : Maximum apparent separation of the system at 22.6?. 1980, May : Maximum apparent separation of the system at 22.6?. 1980, May : Maximum apparent separation of the system at 22.6?. 1980, May : Maximum apparent separation of the system at 22.6?.     
    
1980, October : ElectricWindmillCar is invented in Boulder 1980, October : ElectricWindmillCar is invented in Boulder 1980, October : ElectricWindmillCar is invented in Boulder 1980, October : ElectricWindmillCar is invented in Boulder 
Colorado during the Saudi Oil Embargo Era, Yes its on YouTube but Colorado during the Saudi Oil Embargo Era, Yes its on YouTube but Colorado during the Saudi Oil Embargo Era, Yes its on YouTube but Colorado during the Saudi Oil Embargo Era, Yes its on YouTube but 
only for the elite. only for the elite. only for the elite. only for the elite.     
    

Coal BP Coal is Mined when Great Coal BP Coal is Mined when Great Coal BP Coal is Mined when Great Coal BP Coal is Mined when Great 

Minds of 2011 tell us Hydrogen is better than Coal, yet the UN will Minds of 2011 tell us Hydrogen is better than Coal, yet the UN will Minds of 2011 tell us Hydrogen is better than Coal, yet the UN will Minds of 2011 tell us Hydrogen is better than Coal, yet the UN will 
not exposed this "Coal Genocide" because our UN in 2011 is a not exposed this "Coal Genocide" because our UN in 2011 is a not exposed this "Coal Genocide" because our UN in 2011 is a not exposed this "Coal Genocide" because our UN in 2011 is a 
Criminal Organization that has out lived its invention! Criminal Organization that has out lived its invention! Criminal Organization that has out lived its invention! Criminal Organization that has out lived its invention!     
    
1981, January : John Lennon died needlessly as his killer would 1981, January : John Lennon died needlessly as his killer would 1981, January : John Lennon died needlessly as his killer would 1981, January : John Lennon died needlessly as his killer would 
have been winded from the ElectricWindmillCar invention have been winded from the ElectricWindmillCar invention have been winded from the ElectricWindmillCar invention have been winded from the ElectricWindmillCar invention 
headlines in the New York Times and would never had killed John headlines in the New York Times and would never had killed John headlines in the New York Times and would never had killed John headlines in the New York Times and would never had killed John 
Lennon if the New York Times didn't go along with the suppression Lennon if the New York Times didn't go along with the suppression Lennon if the New York Times didn't go along with the suppression Lennon if the New York Times didn't go along with the suppression 
of the ElectricWindmillCar! of the ElectricWindmillCar! of the ElectricWindmillCar! of the ElectricWindmillCar!     
    
1984: Greg Buell Lovestar hitchhiked to Calgary Canada and filed 1984: Greg Buell Lovestar hitchhiked to Calgary Canada and filed 1984: Greg Buell Lovestar hitchhiked to Calgary Canada and filed 1984: Greg Buell Lovestar hitchhiked to Calgary Canada and filed 
for Political Asylum, was kept in jail for a week and put on a flight for Political Asylum, was kept in jail for a week and put on a flight for Political Asylum, was kept in jail for a week and put on a flight for Political Asylum, was kept in jail for a week and put on a flight 
from Calgary to Denver, Colorado. Canada gov. said Carter from Calgary to Denver, Colorado. Canada gov. said Carter from Calgary to Denver, Colorado. Canada gov. said Carter from Calgary to Denver, Colorado. Canada gov. said Carter 
pardoned everyone from Vietnam that I was not a political pardoned everyone from Vietnam that I was not a political pardoned everyone from Vietnam that I was not a political pardoned everyone from Vietnam that I was not a political 
prisoner. Four years after the Saudi Oil Embargo ended the prisoner. Four years after the Saudi Oil Embargo ended the prisoner. Four years after the Saudi Oil Embargo ended the prisoner. Four years after the Saudi Oil Embargo ended the 
Canada Oil Men realized they could make $177 Trillion dollars Canada Oil Men realized they could make $177 Trillion dollars Canada Oil Men realized they could make $177 Trillion dollars Canada Oil Men realized they could make $177 Trillion dollars 
from Canada Oil Wells by 2011... even though tens of thousands from Canada Oil Wells by 2011... even though tens of thousands from Canada Oil Wells by 2011... even though tens of thousands from Canada Oil Wells by 2011... even though tens of thousands 
would burn and burn to death in fiery wrecks. Sick Greed of would burn and burn to death in fiery wrecks. Sick Greed of would burn and burn to death in fiery wrecks. Sick Greed of would burn and burn to death in fiery wrecks. Sick Greed of 
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Canada Oil Men will get them all hanged...for tossing gasoline Canada Oil Men will get them all hanged...for tossing gasoline Canada Oil Men will get them all hanged...for tossing gasoline Canada Oil Men will get them all hanged...for tossing gasoline 
bombs at SUV's driving down the LA Freeway burning and burning bombs at SUV's driving down the LA Freeway burning and burning bombs at SUV's driving down the LA Freeway burning and burning bombs at SUV's driving down the LA Freeway burning and burning 
to death 100,000 of thousands for $177 Trillion Canada Dollars to death 100,000 of thousands for $177 Trillion Canada Dollars to death 100,000 of thousands for $177 Trillion Canada Dollars to death 100,000 of thousands for $177 Trillion Canada Dollars 
from oil revneues. The worst genocide in the history of Earth! from oil revneues. The worst genocide in the history of Earth! from oil revneues. The worst genocide in the history of Earth! from oil revneues. The worst genocide in the history of Earth!     
    
2011 : Canada will become the 51st State. Payback for the Oil 2011 : Canada will become the 51st State. Payback for the Oil 2011 : Canada will become the 51st State. Payback for the Oil 2011 : Canada will become the 51st State. Payback for the Oil 
Genocide, Canada could have told the world the Genocide, Canada could have told the world the Genocide, Canada could have told the world the Genocide, Canada could have told the world the 
ElectricWindmillCar was parked in Times Square on 9/11. ElectricWindmillCar was parked in Times Square on 9/11. ElectricWindmillCar was parked in Times Square on 9/11. ElectricWindmillCar was parked in Times Square on 9/11.     
    
2011 : Canada will become the 51st State. Payback for the Oil 2011 : Canada will become the 51st State. Payback for the Oil 2011 : Canada will become the 51st State. Payback for the Oil 2011 : Canada will become the 51st State. Payback for the Oil 
Genocide, Canada could have told the world the Genocide, Canada could have told the world the Genocide, Canada could have told the world the Genocide, Canada could have told the world the 
ElectricWindmillCar was parked in Times Square on 9/11 and had ElectricWindmillCar was parked in Times Square on 9/11 and had ElectricWindmillCar was parked in Times Square on 9/11 and had ElectricWindmillCar was parked in Times Square on 9/11 and had 
been parked there legally since its invention in 1980. This would been parked there legally since its invention in 1980. This would been parked there legally since its invention in 1980. This would been parked there legally since its invention in 1980. This would 
have saved going to war in Iraq. have saved going to war in Iraq. have saved going to war in Iraq. have saved going to war in Iraq.     
    
2011 : Killing 900,000 Muslims in Iraq, none of whom were the 2011 : Killing 900,000 Muslims in Iraq, none of whom were the 2011 : Killing 900,000 Muslims in Iraq, none of whom were the 2011 : Killing 900,000 Muslims in Iraq, none of whom were the 
terrorist as all the terrorists flew in from Saudi Arabia. Wrong terrorist as all the terrorists flew in from Saudi Arabia. Wrong terrorist as all the terrorists flew in from Saudi Arabia. Wrong terrorist as all the terrorists flew in from Saudi Arabia. Wrong 
Nation! Nation! Nation! Nation!     
    
2011 : Killing 900,000 Muslims in Iraq, none of whom were the 2011 : Killing 900,000 Muslims in Iraq, none of whom were the 2011 : Killing 900,000 Muslims in Iraq, none of whom were the 2011 : Killing 900,000 Muslims in Iraq, none of whom were the 
terrorist as all the terrorists flew in from Saudi Arabia. Wrong terrorist as all the terrorists flew in from Saudi Arabia. Wrong terrorist as all the terrorists flew in from Saudi Arabia. Wrong terrorist as all the terrorists flew in from Saudi Arabia. Wrong 
Nation! Nation! Nation! Nation!     
    
2011 : Sex torture of Muslim Men POW's out of hate for Muslims, 2011 : Sex torture of Muslim Men POW's out of hate for Muslims, 2011 : Sex torture of Muslim Men POW's out of hate for Muslims, 2011 : Sex torture of Muslim Men POW's out of hate for Muslims, 
videos of this will be on YouTube when the Pentagon Generals drive videos of this will be on YouTube when the Pentagon Generals drive videos of this will be on YouTube when the Pentagon Generals drive videos of this will be on YouTube when the Pentagon Generals drive 
the ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square! the ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square! the ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square! the ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square!     
    
2011 : Pentagon Generals parked the ElectricWindmillCar in Times 2011 : Pentagon Generals parked the ElectricWindmillCar in Times 2011 : Pentagon Generals parked the ElectricWindmillCar in Times 2011 : Pentagon Generals parked the ElectricWindmillCar in Times 
Square in 1980... so they could go off and play war games, killing Square in 1980... so they could go off and play war games, killing Square in 1980... so they could go off and play war games, killing Square in 1980... so they could go off and play war games, killing 
900,000 since 1980 and getting 5,000 of their own troops killed, 900,000 since 1980 and getting 5,000 of their own troops killed, 900,000 since 1980 and getting 5,000 of their own troops killed, 900,000 since 1980 and getting 5,000 of their own troops killed, 
because the Generals didn't want to drive the ElectricWindmillCar because the Generals didn't want to drive the ElectricWindmillCar because the Generals didn't want to drive the ElectricWindmillCar because the Generals didn't want to drive the ElectricWindmillCar 
out of Times Square on any New Years Day! out of Times Square on any New Years Day! out of Times Square on any New Years Day! out of Times Square on any New Years Day!     
    
2011 : Bush should of invaded Saudi Arabia. Bush's are Texas Oil 2011 : Bush should of invaded Saudi Arabia. Bush's are Texas Oil 2011 : Bush should of invaded Saudi Arabia. Bush's are Texas Oil 2011 : Bush should of invaded Saudi Arabia. Bush's are Texas Oil 
men decades into the worst genocide in history, for more oil men decades into the worst genocide in history, for more oil men decades into the worst genocide in history, for more oil men decades into the worst genocide in history, for more oil 
revenues. So what the Hell. Right? revenues. So what the Hell. Right? revenues. So what the Hell. Right? revenues. So what the Hell. Right?     
    
1984 : Greg Buell Lovestar had an invention idea for an Space 1984 : Greg Buell Lovestar had an invention idea for an Space 1984 : Greg Buell Lovestar had an invention idea for an Space 1984 : Greg Buell Lovestar had an invention idea for an Space 
Telescope far, superior to the Hubble Telescope, one invented to Telescope far, superior to the Hubble Telescope, one invented to Telescope far, superior to the Hubble Telescope, one invented to Telescope far, superior to the Hubble Telescope, one invented to 
observe and hear Alines, but the Ruling Class Observers were drunk observe and hear Alines, but the Ruling Class Observers were drunk observe and hear Alines, but the Ruling Class Observers were drunk observe and hear Alines, but the Ruling Class Observers were drunk 
on $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue, Cocaine, Coors! on $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue, Cocaine, Coors! on $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue, Cocaine, Coors! on $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue, Cocaine, Coors!     
    
2011 : Yale only admits 100 to become MD's... did anyone at Yale 2011 : Yale only admits 100 to become MD's... did anyone at Yale 2011 : Yale only admits 100 to become MD's... did anyone at Yale 2011 : Yale only admits 100 to become MD's... did anyone at Yale 
read the 1911 Medical Journal article on the diseases that plague read the 1911 Medical Journal article on the diseases that plague read the 1911 Medical Journal article on the diseases that plague read the 1911 Medical Journal article on the diseases that plague 
Humanity? Humanity? Humanity? Humanity?     
    
2011 : Yale only admits 100 to become MD's... did anyone at Yale 2011 : Yale only admits 100 to become MD's... did anyone at Yale 2011 : Yale only admits 100 to become MD's... did anyone at Yale 2011 : Yale only admits 100 to become MD's... did anyone at Yale 
read the 1911 Medical Journal article on the diseases that plague read the 1911 Medical Journal article on the diseases that plague read the 1911 Medical Journal article on the diseases that plague read the 1911 Medical Journal article on the diseases that plague 
Humanity? Humanity? Humanity? Humanity?     
    

Double Decker Medical Helicopter Double Decker Medical Helicopter Double Decker Medical Helicopter Double Decker Medical Helicopter 

with MD on board, Ambulances in 2011 could of had MD's on with MD on board, Ambulances in 2011 could of had MD's on with MD on board, Ambulances in 2011 could of had MD's on with MD on board, Ambulances in 2011 could of had MD's on 
board too if the Medical Schools didn't limit the number of kids board too if the Medical Schools didn't limit the number of kids board too if the Medical Schools didn't limit the number of kids board too if the Medical Schools didn't limit the number of kids 
getting into Medical School getting into Medical School getting into Medical School getting into Medical School ----    this is a crime of 1911 London why is this is a crime of 1911 London why is this is a crime of 1911 London why is this is a crime of 1911 London why is 
it still going on for the Medical School classes of 2011 in September? it still going on for the Medical School classes of 2011 in September? it still going on for the Medical School classes of 2011 in September? it still going on for the Medical School classes of 2011 in September? 
Yale only admits 100 to become MD's... did anyone at Yale read the Yale only admits 100 to become MD's... did anyone at Yale read the Yale only admits 100 to become MD's... did anyone at Yale read the Yale only admits 100 to become MD's... did anyone at Yale read the 
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1911 Medical Journal article on the diseases that plague 1911 Medical Journal article on the diseases that plague 1911 Medical Journal article on the diseases that plague 1911 Medical Journal article on the diseases that plague 
Humanity, or did they just Fail Humanity for $1 million dollar Humanity, or did they just Fail Humanity for $1 million dollar Humanity, or did they just Fail Humanity for $1 million dollar Humanity, or did they just Fail Humanity for $1 million dollar 
salaries for the lowest paid MD's.... No Yale MD makes under $10 salaries for the lowest paid MD's.... No Yale MD makes under $10 salaries for the lowest paid MD's.... No Yale MD makes under $10 salaries for the lowest paid MD's.... No Yale MD makes under $10 
million a year in 2011. million a year in 2011. million a year in 2011. million a year in 2011.     
    
1986: Van Altena at Yale University calculates the age of the system 1986: Van Altena at Yale University calculates the age of the system 1986: Van Altena at Yale University calculates the age of the system 1986: Van Altena at Yale University calculates the age of the system 
as 5.5as 5.5as 5.5as 5.5±±±±0.2 billion years. 0.2 billion years. 0.2 billion years. 0.2 billion years.     
    
1986: at Yale University the ElectricWindmillCar and its inventor 1986: at Yale University the ElectricWindmillCar and its inventor 1986: at Yale University the ElectricWindmillCar and its inventor 1986: at Yale University the ElectricWindmillCar and its inventor 
Greg Buell Lovestar are "Observed" in our "Orwellian Society" run by Greg Buell Lovestar are "Observed" in our "Orwellian Society" run by Greg Buell Lovestar are "Observed" in our "Orwellian Society" run by Greg Buell Lovestar are "Observed" in our "Orwellian Society" run by 
the "Elite" at Yale and Harvard, our ruling class. the "Elite" at Yale and Harvard, our ruling class. the "Elite" at Yale and Harvard, our ruling class. the "Elite" at Yale and Harvard, our ruling class.     
    
1988 : at Yale University Texas and Saudi Oil men plot the worst 1988 : at Yale University Texas and Saudi Oil men plot the worst 1988 : at Yale University Texas and Saudi Oil men plot the worst 1988 : at Yale University Texas and Saudi Oil men plot the worst 
"Genocide" in the history of Earth! The Oil Genocide Era 1980 to "Genocide" in the history of Earth! The Oil Genocide Era 1980 to "Genocide" in the history of Earth! The Oil Genocide Era 1980 to "Genocide" in the history of Earth! The Oil Genocide Era 1980 to 
2011. 2011. 2011. 2011.     
    
    
    

        

    
1993 : Matthews and Gilmore question the association of Proxima 1993 : Matthews and Gilmore question the association of Proxima 1993 : Matthews and Gilmore question the association of Proxima 1993 : Matthews and Gilmore question the association of Proxima 
Centauri to the AB system. The velocity of Proxima as measured by Centauri to the AB system. The velocity of Proxima as measured by Centauri to the AB system. The velocity of Proxima as measured by Centauri to the AB system. The velocity of Proxima as measured by 
Thackeray is too high for physical connection. They conclude that Thackeray is too high for physical connection. They conclude that Thackeray is too high for physical connection. They conclude that Thackeray is too high for physical connection. They conclude that 
Proxima is most likely a star passing close to the AB system. Later, Proxima is most likely a star passing close to the AB system. Later, Proxima is most likely a star passing close to the AB system. Later, Proxima is most likely a star passing close to the AB system. Later, 
using the ESOusing the ESOusing the ESOusing the ESO’’’’s Coravel program in this same year, the results based s Coravel program in this same year, the results based s Coravel program in this same year, the results based s Coravel program in this same year, the results based 
on probability made again by Matthews and Gilmore reverse this on probability made again by Matthews and Gilmore reverse this on probability made again by Matthews and Gilmore reverse this on probability made again by Matthews and Gilmore reverse this 
decision, concluding a likely association. decision, concluding a likely association. decision, concluding a likely association. decision, concluding a likely association.     
    
1997, August : Hipparcos parallax data is finally released. Adopted 1997, August : Hipparcos parallax data is finally released. Adopted 1997, August : Hipparcos parallax data is finally released. Adopted 1997, August : Hipparcos parallax data is finally released. Adopted 
distance is now 1.3478distance is now 1.3478distance is now 1.3478distance is now 1.3478±±±±0.0026pc. or 4.39550.0026pc. or 4.39550.0026pc. or 4.39550.0026pc. or 4.3955±±±±0.0082 ly. from the most 0.0082 ly. from the most 0.0082 ly. from the most 0.0082 ly. from the most 
accurate parallax known to date of 0.74212?accurate parallax known to date of 0.74212?accurate parallax known to date of 0.74212?accurate parallax known to date of 0.74212?±±±±0.00140 arcsec. This 0.00140 arcsec. This 0.00140 arcsec. This 0.00140 arcsec. This 
distance is universally adopted, but in reality decreases distance is universally adopted, but in reality decreases distance is universally adopted, but in reality decreases distance is universally adopted, but in reality decreases 
measurably from year to year. measurably from year to year. measurably from year to year. measurably from year to year.     
    
2000 : Position Angle starts changing more rapidly until around 2000 : Position Angle starts changing more rapidly until around 2000 : Position Angle starts changing more rapidly until around 2000 : Position Angle starts changing more rapidly until around 
2025. Apparent visual magnitude is 2025. Apparent visual magnitude is 2025. Apparent visual magnitude is 2025. Apparent visual magnitude is ----0.29v. 0.29v. 0.29v. 0.29v.     
    
2002 : A new paper published in Astronomy and Astrophysics of 2002 : A new paper published in Astronomy and Astrophysics of 2002 : A new paper published in Astronomy and Astrophysics of 2002 : A new paper published in Astronomy and Astrophysics of 
another set of orbital elements with higher precision. This was another set of orbital elements with higher precision. This was another set of orbital elements with higher precision. This was another set of orbital elements with higher precision. This was 
made by a collaboration whose author name listed as the Belgian made by a collaboration whose author name listed as the Belgian made by a collaboration whose author name listed as the Belgian made by a collaboration whose author name listed as the Belgian 
observer D. Pourbaix. This is abbreviated in the US Naval observer D. Pourbaix. This is abbreviated in the US Naval observer D. Pourbaix. This is abbreviated in the US Naval observer D. Pourbaix. This is abbreviated in the US Naval 
Observatory (USNO) WDS Reference file as Pbx2000b. One of the Observatory (USNO) WDS Reference file as Pbx2000b. One of the Observatory (USNO) WDS Reference file as Pbx2000b. One of the Observatory (USNO) WDS Reference file as Pbx2000b. One of the 
main differences is the quality grade of the orbit, which is main differences is the quality grade of the orbit, which is main differences is the quality grade of the orbit, which is main differences is the quality grade of the orbit, which is 
downgraded to Grade 2. downgraded to Grade 2. downgraded to Grade 2. downgraded to Grade 2.     
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Smart Cars in 2011 you will never Smart Cars in 2011 you will never Smart Cars in 2011 you will never Smart Cars in 2011 you will never 

find this picture on the front Page of the New York Times in 2011 as find this picture on the front Page of the New York Times in 2011 as find this picture on the front Page of the New York Times in 2011 as find this picture on the front Page of the New York Times in 2011 as 
the guys at the NY Times took a bribe not to print these Smart Car the guys at the NY Times took a bribe not to print these Smart Car the guys at the NY Times took a bribe not to print these Smart Car the guys at the NY Times took a bribe not to print these Smart Car 
picture and even tell the public how many crashed and smashed picture and even tell the public how many crashed and smashed picture and even tell the public how many crashed and smashed picture and even tell the public how many crashed and smashed 
those inside! those inside! those inside! those inside!     
    
2011 : Google search of Boulder Colorado car crashed in the snow 2011 : Google search of Boulder Colorado car crashed in the snow 2011 : Google search of Boulder Colorado car crashed in the snow 2011 : Google search of Boulder Colorado car crashed in the snow 
and ice storm of last week... you will not find anything. How many and ice storm of last week... you will not find anything. How many and ice storm of last week... you will not find anything. How many and ice storm of last week... you will not find anything. How many 
people slipped on the ice and fell, went to the emergency room, for people slipped on the ice and fell, went to the emergency room, for people slipped on the ice and fell, went to the emergency room, for people slipped on the ice and fell, went to the emergency room, for 
some reason this information is not available to the public to some reason this information is not available to the public to some reason this information is not available to the public to some reason this information is not available to the public to 
comprehend their trips out in the next ice and snow storm! comprehend their trips out in the next ice and snow storm! comprehend their trips out in the next ice and snow storm! comprehend their trips out in the next ice and snow storm!     
    

        

    
2010 : Boulder, Colorado "City Counsel" and "Boulder Colorado 2010 : Boulder, Colorado "City Counsel" and "Boulder Colorado 2010 : Boulder, Colorado "City Counsel" and "Boulder Colorado 2010 : Boulder, Colorado "City Counsel" and "Boulder Colorado 
Chamber of Commerce" let "Travel Agencies" openly book "Sex Chamber of Commerce" let "Travel Agencies" openly book "Sex Chamber of Commerce" let "Travel Agencies" openly book "Sex Chamber of Commerce" let "Travel Agencies" openly book "Sex 
Tourism Vacations" to Thailand. Tourism Vacations" to Thailand. Tourism Vacations" to Thailand. Tourism Vacations" to Thailand.     
    
2011 : Small Business Owners have "A Windfall" in profits from 2011 : Small Business Owners have "A Windfall" in profits from 2011 : Small Business Owners have "A Windfall" in profits from 2011 : Small Business Owners have "A Windfall" in profits from 
government perks from the Fed's who have now taken in $177 government perks from the Fed's who have now taken in $177 government perks from the Fed's who have now taken in $177 government perks from the Fed's who have now taken in $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980. Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980. Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980. Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980.     
    
2011 : Temp Agencies like Kelly Services and Manpower have 100% 2011 : Temp Agencies like Kelly Services and Manpower have 100% 2011 : Temp Agencies like Kelly Services and Manpower have 100% 2011 : Temp Agencies like Kelly Services and Manpower have 100% 
of new hires for Seagate, Sun, Celestial Seasonings Tea, and Valley of new hires for Seagate, Sun, Celestial Seasonings Tea, and Valley of new hires for Seagate, Sun, Celestial Seasonings Tea, and Valley of new hires for Seagate, Sun, Celestial Seasonings Tea, and Valley 
Labs, even the cops who Own the Breath Testers BI only hire temps. Labs, even the cops who Own the Breath Testers BI only hire temps. Labs, even the cops who Own the Breath Testers BI only hire temps. Labs, even the cops who Own the Breath Testers BI only hire temps.     
    
2011 : Doubling the "Windfall Profits" the majority of this money is 2011 : Doubling the "Windfall Profits" the majority of this money is 2011 : Doubling the "Windfall Profits" the majority of this money is 2011 : Doubling the "Windfall Profits" the majority of this money is 
spent on sex with kids in Thailand by 10,000 Small Business Men spent on sex with kids in Thailand by 10,000 Small Business Men spent on sex with kids in Thailand by 10,000 Small Business Men spent on sex with kids in Thailand by 10,000 Small Business Men 
from Boulder, Colorado. from Boulder, Colorado. from Boulder, Colorado. from Boulder, Colorado.     
    
2011 : Doubling the "Windfall Profits" the majority of this money is 2011 : Doubling the "Windfall Profits" the majority of this money is 2011 : Doubling the "Windfall Profits" the majority of this money is 2011 : Doubling the "Windfall Profits" the majority of this money is 
spent on sex with kids in Thailand by 10,000 Small Business Men spent on sex with kids in Thailand by 10,000 Small Business Men spent on sex with kids in Thailand by 10,000 Small Business Men spent on sex with kids in Thailand by 10,000 Small Business Men 
from Boulder, Colorado. from Boulder, Colorado. from Boulder, Colorado. from Boulder, Colorado.     
    
2011 : Pope could not "Expose" this in his 2010 criticisms of USA 2011 : Pope could not "Expose" this in his 2010 criticisms of USA 2011 : Pope could not "Expose" this in his 2010 criticisms of USA 2011 : Pope could not "Expose" this in his 2010 criticisms of USA 
Society as the Pope had taken $$$ 100 Billion in bribes from Texas! Society as the Pope had taken $$$ 100 Billion in bribes from Texas! Society as the Pope had taken $$$ 100 Billion in bribes from Texas! Society as the Pope had taken $$$ 100 Billion in bribes from Texas! 
and Saudi Oil men to go along with the Oil Genocide Era, the and Saudi Oil men to go along with the Oil Genocide Era, the and Saudi Oil men to go along with the Oil Genocide Era, the and Saudi Oil men to go along with the Oil Genocide Era, the 
worst Genocide in the history of Earth. worst Genocide in the history of Earth. worst Genocide in the history of Earth. worst Genocide in the history of Earth.     
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This is the Rolls Royce 9000 that This is the Rolls Royce 9000 that This is the Rolls Royce 9000 that This is the Rolls Royce 9000 that 

exploded in the Largest Plane in the World the AirBus Plane. exploded in the Largest Plane in the World the AirBus Plane. exploded in the Largest Plane in the World the AirBus Plane. exploded in the Largest Plane in the World the AirBus Plane.     
    
2011 : Rolls Royce uses temps, just like Bill and Melinda Gates use 2011 : Rolls Royce uses temps, just like Bill and Melinda Gates use 2011 : Rolls Royce uses temps, just like Bill and Melinda Gates use 2011 : Rolls Royce uses temps, just like Bill and Melinda Gates use 
Temps and out sourcing to China and India, those killed by Temps Temps and out sourcing to China and India, those killed by Temps Temps and out sourcing to China and India, those killed by Temps Temps and out sourcing to China and India, those killed by Temps 
and Outscouring can not sue anyone as this is a "Genocide" the and Outscouring can not sue anyone as this is a "Genocide" the and Outscouring can not sue anyone as this is a "Genocide" the and Outscouring can not sue anyone as this is a "Genocide" the 
temps have been temps at Kelly Services and Manpower for 20 temps have been temps at Kelly Services and Manpower for 20 temps have been temps at Kelly Services and Manpower for 20 temps have been temps at Kelly Services and Manpower for 20 
years... and are the "Slaves" of Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation in years... and are the "Slaves" of Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation in years... and are the "Slaves" of Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation in years... and are the "Slaves" of Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation in 
2011. 2011. 2011. 2011.     
    
2011 : Kelly Services and Manpower are run by Texas and Saudi Oil 2011 : Kelly Services and Manpower are run by Texas and Saudi Oil 2011 : Kelly Services and Manpower are run by Texas and Saudi Oil 2011 : Kelly Services and Manpower are run by Texas and Saudi Oil 
men who also run the "Oil Genocide Era and Society" and they all men who also run the "Oil Genocide Era and Society" and they all men who also run the "Oil Genocide Era and Society" and they all men who also run the "Oil Genocide Era and Society" and they all 
want another $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues and another $175 want another $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues and another $175 want another $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues and another $175 want another $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues and another $175 
Trillion from Temp Labor and Outscouring windfalls! These temp Trillion from Temp Labor and Outscouring windfalls! These temp Trillion from Temp Labor and Outscouring windfalls! These temp Trillion from Temp Labor and Outscouring windfalls! These temp 
agencies are mass murderers of 2011. agencies are mass murderers of 2011. agencies are mass murderers of 2011. agencies are mass murderers of 2011.     
    
    
    

Covidien Temps from Kelly Services Covidien Temps from Kelly Services Covidien Temps from Kelly Services Covidien Temps from Kelly Services 

stock this company that makes Medical Devices found in most stock this company that makes Medical Devices found in most stock this company that makes Medical Devices found in most stock this company that makes Medical Devices found in most 
Hospitals, the stats are Top Secret if you are wondering how many Hospitals, the stats are Top Secret if you are wondering how many Hospitals, the stats are Top Secret if you are wondering how many Hospitals, the stats are Top Secret if you are wondering how many 
are killed by temps building Medical Devices, like London in 1911... are killed by temps building Medical Devices, like London in 1911... are killed by temps building Medical Devices, like London in 1911... are killed by temps building Medical Devices, like London in 1911... 
AMA Medical Journals do not write up temp workers in the AMA Medical Journals do not write up temp workers in the AMA Medical Journals do not write up temp workers in the AMA Medical Journals do not write up temp workers in the 
Hospitals or the temps who build GE PET CAT scanners around the Hospitals or the temps who build GE PET CAT scanners around the Hospitals or the temps who build GE PET CAT scanners around the Hospitals or the temps who build GE PET CAT scanners around the 
world for the lowest wages and working conditions possible. world for the lowest wages and working conditions possible. world for the lowest wages and working conditions possible. world for the lowest wages and working conditions possible.     
    
2998 : The AB pair of a Centauri crosses the galactic plane at 2998 : The AB pair of a Centauri crosses the galactic plane at 2998 : The AB pair of a Centauri crosses the galactic plane at 2998 : The AB pair of a Centauri crosses the galactic plane at 
longitude longitude longitude longitude ‘‘‘‘LLLL’’’’    314.95o. 314.95o. 314.95o. 314.95o.     
    
4000 : a Centauri and ß Centauri point to the true centre of the 4000 : a Centauri and ß Centauri point to the true centre of the 4000 : a Centauri and ß Centauri point to the true centre of the 4000 : a Centauri and ß Centauri point to the true centre of the 
Cross. Cross. Cross. Cross.     
    
6200 : a Centauri rapid common proper motion produces a close 6200 : a Centauri rapid common proper motion produces a close 6200 : a Centauri rapid common proper motion produces a close 6200 : a Centauri rapid common proper motion produces a close 
approach or stellar conjunction with ß Centauri. The minimum approach or stellar conjunction with ß Centauri. The minimum approach or stellar conjunction with ß Centauri. The minimum approach or stellar conjunction with ß Centauri. The minimum 
distance reaches 23' or 1380?. This is the best stellar conjunction for distance reaches 23' or 1380?. This is the best stellar conjunction for distance reaches 23' or 1380?. This is the best stellar conjunction for distance reaches 23' or 1380?. This is the best stellar conjunction for 
1st magnitude stars for the next four hundred thousand years. 1st magnitude stars for the next four hundred thousand years. 1st magnitude stars for the next four hundred thousand years. 1st magnitude stars for the next four hundred thousand years.     
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10000 : Barnard10000 : Barnard10000 : Barnard10000 : Barnard’’’’s Star makes its closest approach to the Sun at s Star makes its closest approach to the Sun at s Star makes its closest approach to the Sun at s Star makes its closest approach to the Sun at 
1.153 parsecs or 3.76 light years. This is about 0.04 parsecs further 1.153 parsecs or 3.76 light years. This is about 0.04 parsecs further 1.153 parsecs or 3.76 light years. This is about 0.04 parsecs further 1.153 parsecs or 3.76 light years. This is about 0.04 parsecs further 
than a Centauri would be at this time, which shine now at +1.34 than a Centauri would be at this time, which shine now at +1.34 than a Centauri would be at this time, which shine now at +1.34 than a Centauri would be at this time, which shine now at +1.34 
magnitude. magnitude. magnitude. magnitude.     
    
2011 : After a century of progress, the issues that medicine must 2011 : After a century of progress, the issues that medicine must 2011 : After a century of progress, the issues that medicine must 2011 : After a century of progress, the issues that medicine must 
tackle in the coming year aren't that different from the ones that tackle in the coming year aren't that different from the ones that tackle in the coming year aren't that different from the ones that tackle in the coming year aren't that different from the ones that 
faced doctors at the start of 1911, according to the observations of faced doctors at the start of 1911, according to the observations of faced doctors at the start of 1911, according to the observations of faced doctors at the start of 1911, according to the observations of 
the medical journal The Lancet. the medical journal The Lancet. the medical journal The Lancet. the medical journal The Lancet.     
    

Caesar Failed Medical Caesar Failed Medical Caesar Failed Medical Caesar Failed Medical 

Terminology, Failed to teach Medical Terminology to High School Terminology, Failed to teach Medical Terminology to High School Terminology, Failed to teach Medical Terminology to High School Terminology, Failed to teach Medical Terminology to High School 
kids since 1980... 2011 HS kids should be taught how to pronounce kids since 1980... 2011 HS kids should be taught how to pronounce kids since 1980... 2011 HS kids should be taught how to pronounce kids since 1980... 2011 HS kids should be taught how to pronounce 
and spell all Medical Terms Yale Medical Grad know the physiology and spell all Medical Terms Yale Medical Grad know the physiology and spell all Medical Terms Yale Medical Grad know the physiology and spell all Medical Terms Yale Medical Grad know the physiology 
of... of... of... of...     
    
2011 : Mexicans who do not know English working at Hospitals will 2011 : Mexicans who do not know English working at Hospitals will 2011 : Mexicans who do not know English working at Hospitals will 2011 : Mexicans who do not know English working at Hospitals will 
kill thousands of Gringos in 2011. kill thousands of Gringos in 2011. kill thousands of Gringos in 2011. kill thousands of Gringos in 2011.     
    
2011 : Mexicans who do not know English working at Hospitals will 2011 : Mexicans who do not know English working at Hospitals will 2011 : Mexicans who do not know English working at Hospitals will 2011 : Mexicans who do not know English working at Hospitals will 
kill thousands of Gringos in 2011. kill thousands of Gringos in 2011. kill thousands of Gringos in 2011. kill thousands of Gringos in 2011.     
    
2011 : Cadavers for all Students would be a Windfall Profit for 2011 : Cadavers for all Students would be a Windfall Profit for 2011 : Cadavers for all Students would be a Windfall Profit for 2011 : Cadavers for all Students would be a Windfall Profit for 
Humanity! Humanity! Humanity! Humanity!     
    
2011 : MD PhD in Inventions and Medical Inventions too! 2011 : MD PhD in Inventions and Medical Inventions too! 2011 : MD PhD in Inventions and Medical Inventions too! 2011 : MD PhD in Inventions and Medical Inventions too!     
    
2011 : Space Telescope inventions, as 4 light years is to far for the 2011 : Space Telescope inventions, as 4 light years is to far for the 2011 : Space Telescope inventions, as 4 light years is to far for the 2011 : Space Telescope inventions, as 4 light years is to far for the 
Pentagon and MIT to travel just to kill Aliens! Pentagon and MIT to travel just to kill Aliens! Pentagon and MIT to travel just to kill Aliens! Pentagon and MIT to travel just to kill Aliens!     
2011 : "How much really changes?" by looking back to an editorial 2011 : "How much really changes?" by looking back to an editorial 2011 : "How much really changes?" by looking back to an editorial 2011 : "How much really changes?" by looking back to an editorial 
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"The Promise of 1911." "The Promise of 1911." "The Promise of 1911." "The Promise of 1911."     
    
2011 : The Lancet a British Journal, elite one, British Royals have 2011 : The Lancet a British Journal, elite one, British Royals have 2011 : The Lancet a British Journal, elite one, British Royals have 2011 : The Lancet a British Journal, elite one, British Royals have 
Failed Humanity as BP Oil runs the worst genocide in the history of Failed Humanity as BP Oil runs the worst genocide in the history of Failed Humanity as BP Oil runs the worst genocide in the history of Failed Humanity as BP Oil runs the worst genocide in the history of 
Earth not just the last 100 years. England has been socializing with Earth not just the last 100 years. England has been socializing with Earth not just the last 100 years. England has been socializing with Earth not just the last 100 years. England has been socializing with 
Saudi Princes selling them transplant organs, and making Saudi Princes selling them transplant organs, and making Saudi Princes selling them transplant organs, and making Saudi Princes selling them transplant organs, and making 
prostitutes out of Young British Women since 1980 invention of the prostitutes out of Young British Women since 1980 invention of the prostitutes out of Young British Women since 1980 invention of the prostitutes out of Young British Women since 1980 invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar. ElectricWindmillCar. ElectricWindmillCar. ElectricWindmillCar.     
    
2011 : (Credit: CBS/AP) The publication's lead editorial for Jan. 1 2011 : (Credit: CBS/AP) The publication's lead editorial for Jan. 1 2011 : (Credit: CBS/AP) The publication's lead editorial for Jan. 1 2011 : (Credit: CBS/AP) The publication's lead editorial for Jan. 1 
uses a centuryuses a centuryuses a centuryuses a century----old lens to explore the question, "How much really old lens to explore the question, "How much really old lens to explore the question, "How much really old lens to explore the question, "How much really 
changes?" by looking back to an editorial called "The Promise of changes?" by looking back to an editorial called "The Promise of changes?" by looking back to an editorial called "The Promise of changes?" by looking back to an editorial called "The Promise of 
1911." In the older editorial, The Lancet assessed progress to that 1911." In the older editorial, The Lancet assessed progress to that 1911." In the older editorial, The Lancet assessed progress to that 1911." In the older editorial, The Lancet assessed progress to that 
point and the challenges ahead. point and the challenges ahead. point and the challenges ahead. point and the challenges ahead.     
    

        

    

I worked here as a temp at I worked here as a temp at I worked here as a temp at I worked here as a temp at 

Christmas and got fired via Mexican women who did not like my Christmas and got fired via Mexican women who did not like my Christmas and got fired via Mexican women who did not like my Christmas and got fired via Mexican women who did not like my 
comments in the break room about them refusing the free flu shots.. comments in the break room about them refusing the free flu shots.. comments in the break room about them refusing the free flu shots.. comments in the break room about them refusing the free flu shots.. 
    
    
No Leanin Tree did not give free flu shots to temps just the Mexicans No Leanin Tree did not give free flu shots to temps just the Mexicans No Leanin Tree did not give free flu shots to temps just the Mexicans No Leanin Tree did not give free flu shots to temps just the Mexicans 
who work for Leanin Tree... Two Crimes and both will give others, who work for Leanin Tree... Two Crimes and both will give others, who work for Leanin Tree... Two Crimes and both will give others, who work for Leanin Tree... Two Crimes and both will give others, 
infants the flu, some will die. Wow! New York Times will never put infants the flu, some will die. Wow! New York Times will never put infants the flu, some will die. Wow! New York Times will never put infants the flu, some will die. Wow! New York Times will never put 
the pictures of 100 dead infants on the front page, all dead from the pictures of 100 dead infants on the front page, all dead from the pictures of 100 dead infants on the front page, all dead from the pictures of 100 dead infants on the front page, all dead from 
Mexicans giving them the flu and Whooping Cough! Mexicans giving them the flu and Whooping Cough! Mexicans giving them the flu and Whooping Cough! Mexicans giving them the flu and Whooping Cough!     
    
2011 : Mexicans who do not know English working at Hospitals will 2011 : Mexicans who do not know English working at Hospitals will 2011 : Mexicans who do not know English working at Hospitals will 2011 : Mexicans who do not know English working at Hospitals will 
kill thousands of Gringos in 2011. kill thousands of Gringos in 2011. kill thousands of Gringos in 2011. kill thousands of Gringos in 2011.     
    
2011 : In his 1911 editorial, Samuel Squire Sprigge, editor of The 2011 : In his 1911 editorial, Samuel Squire Sprigge, editor of The 2011 : In his 1911 editorial, Samuel Squire Sprigge, editor of The 2011 : In his 1911 editorial, Samuel Squire Sprigge, editor of The 
Lancet from 1909 until 1937, lauded advancements against Lancet from 1909 until 1937, lauded advancements against Lancet from 1909 until 1937, lauded advancements against Lancet from 1909 until 1937, lauded advancements against 
rabies, diphtheria (a bacterial respiratory infection) and the rabies, diphtheria (a bacterial respiratory infection) and the rabies, diphtheria (a bacterial respiratory infection) and the rabies, diphtheria (a bacterial respiratory infection) and the 
plague. Prior to the turn of the century, the bacterium that causes plague. Prior to the turn of the century, the bacterium that causes plague. Prior to the turn of the century, the bacterium that causes plague. Prior to the turn of the century, the bacterium that causes 
the plague had been identified during a pandemic that began in the plague had been identified during a pandemic that began in the plague had been identified during a pandemic that began in the plague had been identified during a pandemic that began in 
China. The disease, which was blamed for the medieval Black China. The disease, which was blamed for the medieval Black China. The disease, which was blamed for the medieval Black China. The disease, which was blamed for the medieval Black 
Death, had returned to Europe in 1911, "to be met by science armed Death, had returned to Europe in 1911, "to be met by science armed Death, had returned to Europe in 1911, "to be met by science armed Death, had returned to Europe in 1911, "to be met by science armed 
with the knowledge of its mode of propagation and of the practical with the knowledge of its mode of propagation and of the practical with the knowledge of its mode of propagation and of the practical with the knowledge of its mode of propagation and of the practical 
measures to prevent the extension of its ravages," according to the measures to prevent the extension of its ravages," according to the measures to prevent the extension of its ravages," according to the measures to prevent the extension of its ravages," according to the 
editorial. editorial. editorial. editorial.     
    
2011 : The specter of tuberculosis (TB) still loomed, however. "It has 2011 : The specter of tuberculosis (TB) still loomed, however. "It has 2011 : The specter of tuberculosis (TB) still loomed, however. "It has 2011 : The specter of tuberculosis (TB) still loomed, however. "It has 
seen the continued efforts of science bringing us nearer to that seen the continued efforts of science bringing us nearer to that seen the continued efforts of science bringing us nearer to that seen the continued efforts of science bringing us nearer to that 
stage of knowledge at which mastery of the disease may be hoped stage of knowledge at which mastery of the disease may be hoped stage of knowledge at which mastery of the disease may be hoped stage of knowledge at which mastery of the disease may be hoped 
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for," Sprigge wrote. for," Sprigge wrote. for," Sprigge wrote. for," Sprigge wrote.     
    
2011 : A century later, that demon has not yet vanished. In 2009, 2011 : A century later, that demon has not yet vanished. In 2009, 2011 : A century later, that demon has not yet vanished. In 2009, 2011 : A century later, that demon has not yet vanished. In 2009, 
an estimated 1.7 million people worldwide died from TB, most of an estimated 1.7 million people worldwide died from TB, most of an estimated 1.7 million people worldwide died from TB, most of an estimated 1.7 million people worldwide died from TB, most of 
them in Africa, and drugthem in Africa, and drugthem in Africa, and drugthem in Africa, and drug----resistant strains have emerged. resistant strains have emerged. resistant strains have emerged. resistant strains have emerged.     
    

White Coats Picture at Yale White Coats Picture at Yale White Coats Picture at Yale White Coats Picture at Yale 

Medical School when the Top Brass the Elite MD's at Yale Medical Medical School when the Top Brass the Elite MD's at Yale Medical Medical School when the Top Brass the Elite MD's at Yale Medical Medical School when the Top Brass the Elite MD's at Yale Medical 
School know the names of the germs on their medical students School know the names of the germs on their medical students School know the names of the germs on their medical students School know the names of the germs on their medical students 
white coats yet are Brain Dead to dressing the Medical Students in white coats yet are Brain Dead to dressing the Medical Students in white coats yet are Brain Dead to dressing the Medical Students in white coats yet are Brain Dead to dressing the Medical Students in 
Space Suits... addiction is a terrible disease. Space Suits... addiction is a terrible disease. Space Suits... addiction is a terrible disease. Space Suits... addiction is a terrible disease.     
    
2011 : Plague, rabies and diphtheria also remain fatal diseases, 2011 : Plague, rabies and diphtheria also remain fatal diseases, 2011 : Plague, rabies and diphtheria also remain fatal diseases, 2011 : Plague, rabies and diphtheria also remain fatal diseases, 
most often in developing parts of the world, according to the World most often in developing parts of the world, according to the World most often in developing parts of the world, according to the World most often in developing parts of the world, according to the World 
Health Organization. One problem that could easily appear Health Organization. One problem that could easily appear Health Organization. One problem that could easily appear Health Organization. One problem that could easily appear 
unchanged from the 1911 editorial was "the elucidation of the unchanged from the 1911 editorial was "the elucidation of the unchanged from the 1911 editorial was "the elucidation of the unchanged from the 1911 editorial was "the elucidation of the 
problem of cancer." Since then, science has shed light on some problem of cancer." Since then, science has shed light on some problem of cancer." Since then, science has shed light on some problem of cancer." Since then, science has shed light on some 
causes, including tobacco, viruses, exposure to ultraviolet causes, including tobacco, viruses, exposure to ultraviolet causes, including tobacco, viruses, exposure to ultraviolet causes, including tobacco, viruses, exposure to ultraviolet 
radiation and certain chemicals, and has developed moreradiation and certain chemicals, and has developed moreradiation and certain chemicals, and has developed moreradiation and certain chemicals, and has developed more----
complex treatments. However, the disease itself remains an complex treatments. However, the disease itself remains an complex treatments. However, the disease itself remains an complex treatments. However, the disease itself remains an 
intractable problem. In 2006, American men were diagnosed with intractable problem. In 2006, American men were diagnosed with intractable problem. In 2006, American men were diagnosed with intractable problem. In 2006, American men were diagnosed with 
cancer at a rate of 539 per 100,000, and 221 per 100,000 died, cancer at a rate of 539 per 100,000, and 221 per 100,000 died, cancer at a rate of 539 per 100,000, and 221 per 100,000 died, cancer at a rate of 539 per 100,000, and 221 per 100,000 died, 
according to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. according to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. according to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. according to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.     
    
    

Five of these docked together in a Five of these docked together in a Five of these docked together in a Five of these docked together in a 

Pentagon Shape can become the "International Harvester Pentagon Shape can become the "International Harvester Pentagon Shape can become the "International Harvester Pentagon Shape can become the "International Harvester 
Combine" of 2011 not just for Kansas but for the Amazon Figs, Combine" of 2011 not just for Kansas but for the Amazon Figs, Combine" of 2011 not just for Kansas but for the Amazon Figs, Combine" of 2011 not just for Kansas but for the Amazon Figs, 
Cashews, and can also replace the North Sea Crab Ships that are Cashews, and can also replace the North Sea Crab Ships that are Cashews, and can also replace the North Sea Crab Ships that are Cashews, and can also replace the North Sea Crab Ships that are 
caked in ice on TV. caked in ice on TV. caked in ice on TV. caked in ice on TV.     
    
2011 : In addition to "The Promise of 1911," the century2011 : In addition to "The Promise of 1911," the century2011 : In addition to "The Promise of 1911," the century2011 : In addition to "The Promise of 1911," the century----old issue of old issue of old issue of old issue of 
The Lancet covered topics still relevant, its new editorial points out. The Lancet covered topics still relevant, its new editorial points out. The Lancet covered topics still relevant, its new editorial points out. The Lancet covered topics still relevant, its new editorial points out. 
These include critiques of medical education and a report of the These include critiques of medical education and a report of the These include critiques of medical education and a report of the These include critiques of medical education and a report of the 
crackdown on the trade in rotten eggs in New York. crackdown on the trade in rotten eggs in New York. crackdown on the trade in rotten eggs in New York. crackdown on the trade in rotten eggs in New York.     
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Brain 2011 Invention I want is Brain 2011 Invention I want is Brain 2011 Invention I want is Brain 2011 Invention I want is 

Total Recall so I can finally learn my Medical Terminology... When Total Recall so I can finally learn my Medical Terminology... When Total Recall so I can finally learn my Medical Terminology... When Total Recall so I can finally learn my Medical Terminology... When 
I applied for a job at Roche here in Boulder Colorado I told them I I applied for a job at Roche here in Boulder Colorado I told them I I applied for a job at Roche here in Boulder Colorado I told them I I applied for a job at Roche here in Boulder Colorado I told them I 
wanted the job to invent a Total Recall Memory pill, the interview wanted the job to invent a Total Recall Memory pill, the interview wanted the job to invent a Total Recall Memory pill, the interview wanted the job to invent a Total Recall Memory pill, the interview 
went great but I did not get the job and Roche never invented a went great but I did not get the job and Roche never invented a went great but I did not get the job and Roche never invented a went great but I did not get the job and Roche never invented a 
Total Recall Memory pill. Total Recall Memory pill. Total Recall Memory pill. Total Recall Memory pill.     
    
2011 : "Food safety continues to threaten health, yet new food 2011 : "Food safety continues to threaten health, yet new food 2011 : "Food safety continues to threaten health, yet new food 2011 : "Food safety continues to threaten health, yet new food 
legislation in the USA seems uncertain because of cost," reads the legislation in the USA seems uncertain because of cost," reads the legislation in the USA seems uncertain because of cost," reads the legislation in the USA seems uncertain because of cost," reads the 
new editorial, which is the collective product of the journal's senior new editorial, which is the collective product of the journal's senior new editorial, which is the collective product of the journal's senior new editorial, which is the collective product of the journal's senior 
editors. How could free H cans at editors. How could free H cans at editors. How could free H cans at editors. How could free H cans at ----254 C help Humanity in Food 254 C help Humanity in Food 254 C help Humanity in Food 254 C help Humanity in Food 
Safety? You do the Math, You do the invention! Don't let Bush do Safety? You do the Math, You do the invention! Don't let Bush do Safety? You do the Math, You do the invention! Don't let Bush do Safety? You do the Math, You do the invention! Don't let Bush do 
the math or you will get food poisoning. the math or you will get food poisoning. the math or you will get food poisoning. the math or you will get food poisoning.     
    
2011 : How could free H cans at 2011 : How could free H cans at 2011 : How could free H cans at 2011 : How could free H cans at ----254 C help Humanity in Food 254 C help Humanity in Food 254 C help Humanity in Food 254 C help Humanity in Food 
Safety? Safety? Safety? Safety?     
    
2010 : Reports in 1911 of cocaine addiction... 2010 : Reports in 1911 of cocaine addiction... 2010 : Reports in 1911 of cocaine addiction... 2010 : Reports in 1911 of cocaine addiction...     
    
2010 : cocaine addiction... in Boulder, Colorado. Small Business 2010 : cocaine addiction... in Boulder, Colorado. Small Business 2010 : cocaine addiction... in Boulder, Colorado. Small Business 2010 : cocaine addiction... in Boulder, Colorado. Small Business 
owners here have made the Mexican Drug Cartels into "Texas and owners here have made the Mexican Drug Cartels into "Texas and owners here have made the Mexican Drug Cartels into "Texas and owners here have made the Mexican Drug Cartels into "Texas and 
Saudi Oil Men" spending $100 Billion on cocaine in the last Saudi Oil Men" spending $100 Billion on cocaine in the last Saudi Oil Men" spending $100 Billion on cocaine in the last Saudi Oil Men" spending $100 Billion on cocaine in the last 
decade. "City Counsel" and "Boulder Colorado Chamber of decade. "City Counsel" and "Boulder Colorado Chamber of decade. "City Counsel" and "Boulder Colorado Chamber of decade. "City Counsel" and "Boulder Colorado Chamber of 
Commerce" let "Travel Agencies" openly book "Sex Tourism Commerce" let "Travel Agencies" openly book "Sex Tourism Commerce" let "Travel Agencies" openly book "Sex Tourism Commerce" let "Travel Agencies" openly book "Sex Tourism 
Vacations" to Thailand and "Book" Cocaine buying trips to Mexico. Vacations" to Thailand and "Book" Cocaine buying trips to Mexico. Vacations" to Thailand and "Book" Cocaine buying trips to Mexico. Vacations" to Thailand and "Book" Cocaine buying trips to Mexico.     
    
    
    

        

    
2010 : "Oil CEO" has been President of the University of Colorado for 2010 : "Oil CEO" has been President of the University of Colorado for 2010 : "Oil CEO" has been President of the University of Colorado for 2010 : "Oil CEO" has been President of the University of Colorado for 
a few years now... wasting money and time stifling the CU Students, a few years now... wasting money and time stifling the CU Students, a few years now... wasting money and time stifling the CU Students, a few years now... wasting money and time stifling the CU Students, 
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from 1,001 invention projects and killing their "Moms" by stifling from 1,001 invention projects and killing their "Moms" by stifling from 1,001 invention projects and killing their "Moms" by stifling from 1,001 invention projects and killing their "Moms" by stifling 
Greg Buell Lovestar from working on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Greg Buell Lovestar from working on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Greg Buell Lovestar from working on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Greg Buell Lovestar from working on a Rx Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Listen to Greg's MP3 file in the Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Listen to Greg's MP3 file in the Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Listen to Greg's MP3 file in the Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Listen to Greg's MP3 file in the 
Photos directory or Boss directory the links are above. At the same Photos directory or Boss directory the links are above. At the same Photos directory or Boss directory the links are above. At the same Photos directory or Boss directory the links are above. At the same 
time the University Alumni are part of a Roche scam that spent time the University Alumni are part of a Roche scam that spent time the University Alumni are part of a Roche scam that spent time the University Alumni are part of a Roche scam that spent 
$5.3 billion from pink breast cancer donations on $100,000 pill so $5.3 billion from pink breast cancer donations on $100,000 pill so $5.3 billion from pink breast cancer donations on $100,000 pill so $5.3 billion from pink breast cancer donations on $100,000 pill so 
stage 4 breast cancer women can live 4 weeks longer. Roche in stage 4 breast cancer women can live 4 weeks longer. Roche in stage 4 breast cancer women can live 4 weeks longer. Roche in stage 4 breast cancer women can live 4 weeks longer. Roche in 
Switzerland has been infected with "Oil Mens Greed" stealing Switzerland has been infected with "Oil Mens Greed" stealing Switzerland has been infected with "Oil Mens Greed" stealing Switzerland has been infected with "Oil Mens Greed" stealing 
donations for a "Breast cancer Cure". donations for a "Breast cancer Cure". donations for a "Breast cancer Cure". donations for a "Breast cancer Cure".     
    
2011 : Syphilis at the Pentagon will infect more troops than the flu! 2011 : Syphilis at the Pentagon will infect more troops than the flu! 2011 : Syphilis at the Pentagon will infect more troops than the flu! 2011 : Syphilis at the Pentagon will infect more troops than the flu!     
    
2011 : Hepatitis at the Pentagon statistics are "Top Secret" as most 2011 : Hepatitis at the Pentagon statistics are "Top Secret" as most 2011 : Hepatitis at the Pentagon statistics are "Top Secret" as most 2011 : Hepatitis at the Pentagon statistics are "Top Secret" as most 
die when a dirty Mexican gives them Hepatitis and the Pentagon die when a dirty Mexican gives them Hepatitis and the Pentagon die when a dirty Mexican gives them Hepatitis and the Pentagon die when a dirty Mexican gives them Hepatitis and the Pentagon 
Lawyers don't want to be held libel... $$$. Lawyers don't want to be held libel... $$$. Lawyers don't want to be held libel... $$$. Lawyers don't want to be held libel... $$$.     
    
    
    

        

    
2011 : LA Fiery Wrecks burned and burned to death some poor 2011 : LA Fiery Wrecks burned and burned to death some poor 2011 : LA Fiery Wrecks burned and burned to death some poor 2011 : LA Fiery Wrecks burned and burned to death some poor 
"Civilians" on 1"Civilians" on 1"Civilians" on 1"Civilians" on 1----1111----2011. 2011. 2011. 2011.     
    
2011 : 1,115 "Civilians" in Pakistan killed by a CIA Drone, the 2011 : 1,115 "Civilians" in Pakistan killed by a CIA Drone, the 2011 : 1,115 "Civilians" in Pakistan killed by a CIA Drone, the 2011 : 1,115 "Civilians" in Pakistan killed by a CIA Drone, the 
widows are filing Law Suits in Pakistan against the CIA... widows are filing Law Suits in Pakistan against the CIA... widows are filing Law Suits in Pakistan against the CIA... widows are filing Law Suits in Pakistan against the CIA... 
Pakistanians are "richer" than Americans in LA in a fiery wreck Pakistanians are "richer" than Americans in LA in a fiery wreck Pakistanians are "richer" than Americans in LA in a fiery wreck Pakistanians are "richer" than Americans in LA in a fiery wreck 
today, as no LA COP or kid or widow has been able to sue BP Oil, today, as no LA COP or kid or widow has been able to sue BP Oil, today, as no LA COP or kid or widow has been able to sue BP Oil, today, as no LA COP or kid or widow has been able to sue BP Oil, 
Shell, Mobil etc not even for the cost of gasoline burns let alone the Shell, Mobil etc not even for the cost of gasoline burns let alone the Shell, Mobil etc not even for the cost of gasoline burns let alone the Shell, Mobil etc not even for the cost of gasoline burns let alone the 
pain of being burned in gasoline. Most cops and kids burned over pain of being burned in gasoline. Most cops and kids burned over pain of being burned in gasoline. Most cops and kids burned over pain of being burned in gasoline. Most cops and kids burned over 
50% of their body in a Fiery LA wreck will die with in 5 years, 5 50% of their body in a Fiery LA wreck will die with in 5 years, 5 50% of their body in a Fiery LA wreck will die with in 5 years, 5 50% of their body in a Fiery LA wreck will die with in 5 years, 5 
years of torture via the Pentagon Generals who could have driven years of torture via the Pentagon Generals who could have driven years of torture via the Pentagon Generals who could have driven years of torture via the Pentagon Generals who could have driven 
the ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square on a New Years Day the ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square on a New Years Day the ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square on a New Years Day the ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square on a New Years Day 
long before 9/11... this is Treason and Mass Murder by American long before 9/11... this is Treason and Mass Murder by American long before 9/11... this is Treason and Mass Murder by American long before 9/11... this is Treason and Mass Murder by American 
generals as Clintons and the State Department have made generals as Clintons and the State Department have made generals as Clintons and the State Department have made generals as Clintons and the State Department have made 
civilians in the USA burned and burned to death in fiery LA Wrecks civilians in the USA burned and burned to death in fiery LA Wrecks civilians in the USA burned and burned to death in fiery LA Wrecks civilians in the USA burned and burned to death in fiery LA Wrecks 
persona non grata and the New York Times goes along with this persona non grata and the New York Times goes along with this persona non grata and the New York Times goes along with this persona non grata and the New York Times goes along with this 
genocide of USA Civilians because they moved into a brand new 55 genocide of USA Civilians because they moved into a brand new 55 genocide of USA Civilians because they moved into a brand new 55 genocide of USA Civilians because they moved into a brand new 55 
Story Skyscraper Story Skyscraper Story Skyscraper Story Skyscraper ---- a bribe from Texas and Saudi Oil Men. Pentagon  a bribe from Texas and Saudi Oil Men. Pentagon  a bribe from Texas and Saudi Oil Men. Pentagon  a bribe from Texas and Saudi Oil Men. Pentagon 
Papers from 1975 were released by the Pentagon! Papers from 1975 were released by the Pentagon! Papers from 1975 were released by the Pentagon! Papers from 1975 were released by the Pentagon!     
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Greg, me, dressed Greg, me, dressed Greg, me, dressed Greg, me, dressed 

working as a Stop sign holder at constructions sites as Caesar working as a Stop sign holder at constructions sites as Caesar working as a Stop sign holder at constructions sites as Caesar working as a Stop sign holder at constructions sites as Caesar 
Stoped Greg Buell Lovestar from working on a Rx Penicillin Stoped Greg Buell Lovestar from working on a Rx Penicillin Stoped Greg Buell Lovestar from working on a Rx Penicillin Stoped Greg Buell Lovestar from working on a Rx Penicillin 
Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer out of spite. Worst the Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer out of spite. Worst the Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer out of spite. Worst the Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer out of spite. Worst the 
$177 Trillion wasted on MIT war toys and sex with kids in $177 Trillion wasted on MIT war toys and sex with kids in $177 Trillion wasted on MIT war toys and sex with kids in $177 Trillion wasted on MIT war toys and sex with kids in 
Thailand by the Observers could have been spent on Overpasses and Thailand by the Observers could have been spent on Overpasses and Thailand by the Observers could have been spent on Overpasses and Thailand by the Observers could have been spent on Overpasses and 
Underpasses at Millions of Intersections in the USA. Underpasses at Millions of Intersections in the USA. Underpasses at Millions of Intersections in the USA. Underpasses at Millions of Intersections in the USA.     
    
    
    
New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just Made  New YouTube I Just Made  New YouTube I Just Made  New YouTube I Just Made -------- CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *  CLICK HERE * * *     
Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !  GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !     
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer        
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w     
    

2011 2011 2011 2011 -------------------- 1,001  1,001  1,001  1,001 
Invention Projects you Invention Projects you Invention Projects you Invention Projects you 
should be working on should be working on should be working on should be working on 
24/7 with a few wives!24/7 with a few wives!24/7 with a few wives!24/7 with a few wives!        
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2011 2011 2011 2011 -------------------- Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy  Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy  Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy  Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy 
invention BRAINSTORMING with your wives for criminals and war invention BRAINSTORMING with your wives for criminals and war invention BRAINSTORMING with your wives for criminals and war invention BRAINSTORMING with your wives for criminals and war 
criminals... to say the least. criminals... to say the least. criminals... to say the least. criminals... to say the least.     
    
2011 2011 2011 2011 -------------------- 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7  1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7  1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7  1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 
with a few wives!with a few wives!with a few wives!with a few wives!        
    
    
    

        

    
    
    

        
    
2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 
legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed!     
    

Revenge for $177 Trillion dollars Revenge for $177 Trillion dollars Revenge for $177 Trillion dollars Revenge for $177 Trillion dollars 

spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be Free H Hydrogen fuel for spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be Free H Hydrogen fuel for spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be Free H Hydrogen fuel for spent on MIT war toys since 1980 should be Free H Hydrogen fuel for 
7 billion people, have all the Carriers converted to carry 10,000 7 billion people, have all the Carriers converted to carry 10,000 7 billion people, have all the Carriers converted to carry 10,000 7 billion people, have all the Carriers converted to carry 10,000 
Windmills on several decks like a Cruise Ship then we can turn Windmills on several decks like a Cruise Ship then we can turn Windmills on several decks like a Cruise Ship then we can turn Windmills on several decks like a Cruise Ship then we can turn 
their electricity production into electrolysis for H and O and you their electricity production into electrolysis for H and O and you their electricity production into electrolysis for H and O and you their electricity production into electrolysis for H and O and you 
can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at can unload Ten Thousand containers of H at ----254 C when the 254 C when the 254 C when the 254 C when the 
reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port instead of MIT reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port instead of MIT reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port instead of MIT reinvented Air Craft Carriers come into port instead of MIT 
invented Missiles. invented Missiles. invented Missiles. invented Missiles.     
    
2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 
Carriers... Carriers... Carriers... Carriers...     
    
2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 2011 : 10,000 Windmills on several decks on several AirCraft 
Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts Carriers... below deck no Jet Fighters just state of the arts 
Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at Electrolysis Lab and learning how to make H at ----254 C will test the 254 C will test the 254 C will test the 254 C will test the 
Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin! Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin! Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin! Navy's H2O Universe they have never sailed on before.... grin!     
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2011 : Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" has been suppressed 2011 : Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" has been suppressed 2011 : Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" has been suppressed 2011 : Invention of the "ElectricWindmillCar" has been suppressed 
since October of 1980. since October of 1980. since October of 1980. since October of 1980.     
    
2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 2011 : NYC Times Square, the "ElectricWindmillCar" is parked there 
legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed! legally but illegally suppressed!     
    
2011 : Key West, Ten Eiffel Tower Structures built to house "Shipping 2011 : Key West, Ten Eiffel Tower Structures built to house "Shipping 2011 : Key West, Ten Eiffel Tower Structures built to house "Shipping 2011 : Key West, Ten Eiffel Tower Structures built to house "Shipping 
Containers" for Bill and Melinda Gates patients flying into the Containers" for Bill and Melinda Gates patients flying into the Containers" for Bill and Melinda Gates patients flying into the Containers" for Bill and Melinda Gates patients flying into the 
YaleYaleYaleYale----Key West Medical school, and (Hurricane Shelter)... grin. Bill Key West Medical school, and (Hurricane Shelter)... grin. Bill Key West Medical school, and (Hurricane Shelter)... grin. Bill Key West Medical school, and (Hurricane Shelter)... grin. Bill 
and Melinda Gates failed to cure much of anything, the MD from and Melinda Gates failed to cure much of anything, the MD from and Melinda Gates failed to cure much of anything, the MD from and Melinda Gates failed to cure much of anything, the MD from 
1911 made more progress! 1911 made more progress! 1911 made more progress! 1911 made more progress!     
    

Cop burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 400,000 none Cop burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 400,000 none Cop burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 400,000 none Cop burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 400,000 none 

are pictured on the front page of the New York Times! All 400k are are pictured on the front page of the New York Times! All 400k are are pictured on the front page of the New York Times! All 400k are are pictured on the front page of the New York Times! All 400k are 
persona non grata by Clintons and the State Dept, none can even persona non grata by Clintons and the State Dept, none can even persona non grata by Clintons and the State Dept, none can even persona non grata by Clintons and the State Dept, none can even 
sue BP Oil for the pains of the gasoline burns caused by suppressing sue BP Oil for the pains of the gasoline burns caused by suppressing sue BP Oil for the pains of the gasoline burns caused by suppressing sue BP Oil for the pains of the gasoline burns caused by suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 for $177 Trillion in Oil the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 for $177 Trillion in Oil the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 for $177 Trillion in Oil the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 for $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues! Revenues! Revenues! Revenues!     
    
2011 : New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards Rx Penicillin 2011 : New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards Rx Penicillin 2011 : New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards Rx Penicillin 2011 : New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards Rx Penicillin 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Brast Cancer by the inventor of the Overnight Miracle Cure for Brast Cancer by the inventor of the Overnight Miracle Cure for Brast Cancer by the inventor of the Overnight Miracle Cure for Brast Cancer by the inventor of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 because the way Gravity is Generated ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 because the way Gravity is Generated ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 because the way Gravity is Generated ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 because the way Gravity is Generated 
at the New York Times in thier new 55 Story Building... at the New York Times in thier new 55 Story Building... at the New York Times in thier new 55 Story Building... at the New York Times in thier new 55 Story Building...     
    
2011 : How is "Gravity Generated" at the New York Times? 2011 : How is "Gravity Generated" at the New York Times? 2011 : How is "Gravity Generated" at the New York Times? 2011 : How is "Gravity Generated" at the New York Times?     
    

        

    

        
    
    
    
    
http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        
    
Click here to... End War On Earth or go to http://www.endwaronearth.com  
 

1,001 Invention Projects 1,001 Invention Projects 1,001 Invention Projects 1,001 Invention Projects 
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you should be working you should be working you should be working you should be working 
on 24/7 with a few wives!on 24/7 with a few wives!on 24/7 with a few wives!on 24/7 with a few wives!  
 
CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited 
it the web is fixed up nicely...  
 
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss 

 
 
 
 

  

 

1,001 Invention Projects 1,001 Invention Projects 1,001 Invention Projects 1,001 Invention Projects 
you should be working you should be working you should be working you should be working 
on 24/7 with a few wives!on 24/7 with a few wives!on 24/7 with a few wives!on 24/7 with a few wives!  
 
Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy invention for criminals and 
war criminals... to say the least.  
 

1,001 Invention Projects you 
should be working on 24/7 
with a few wives!  
 
1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 
wives!wives!wives!wives!  
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1,001 Invention Projects you 
should be working on 24/7 
with a few wives!  
 
Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy invention for criminals and 
war criminals... to say the least.  
 
1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few wives!  
 
 

        
    
    
    
CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index----2 I 2 I 2 I 2 I 
edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...        
    
http://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventor----warpwarpwarpwarp----speed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/boss 

    
    

12 17 2010 Now in the New York Times, the Obama administration 12 17 2010 Now in the New York Times, the Obama administration 12 17 2010 Now in the New York Times, the Obama administration 12 17 2010 Now in the New York Times, the Obama administration 
is planning to educate the public about dealing with the effects of is planning to educate the public about dealing with the effects of is planning to educate the public about dealing with the effects of is planning to educate the public about dealing with the effects of 

a nuclear bomb going off in Seoul. a nuclear bomb going off in Seoul. a nuclear bomb going off in Seoul. a nuclear bomb going off in Seoul.     
    

12 17 2010 5012 17 2010 5012 17 2010 5012 17 2010 50----50 chance that a nuclear weapon attack will occur! 50 chance that a nuclear weapon attack will occur! 50 chance that a nuclear weapon attack will occur! 50 chance that a nuclear weapon attack will occur!     
    

12 17 2010 100% chance that a nuclear weapon attack will occur! 12 17 2010 100% chance that a nuclear weapon attack will occur! 12 17 2010 100% chance that a nuclear weapon attack will occur! 12 17 2010 100% chance that a nuclear weapon attack will occur!     
    

12 17 2010 If our USA's Orwellian Caesar plans to provoke 12 17 2010 If our USA's Orwellian Caesar plans to provoke 12 17 2010 If our USA's Orwellian Caesar plans to provoke 12 17 2010 If our USA's Orwellian Caesar plans to provoke 
Pyongyang, North Korea to Nuke Seoul. Pyongyang, North Korea to Nuke Seoul. Pyongyang, North Korea to Nuke Seoul. Pyongyang, North Korea to Nuke Seoul.     

    
12 17 2010 Now in the New York Times, the Obama administration 12 17 2010 Now in the New York Times, the Obama administration 12 17 2010 Now in the New York Times, the Obama administration 12 17 2010 Now in the New York Times, the Obama administration 
is planning to educate the public about dealing with the effects of is planning to educate the public about dealing with the effects of is planning to educate the public about dealing with the effects of is planning to educate the public about dealing with the effects of 

a nuclear bomb going off in Seoul. a nuclear bomb going off in Seoul. a nuclear bomb going off in Seoul. a nuclear bomb going off in Seoul.     
    

Caesar plans to provoke Caesar plans to provoke Caesar plans to provoke Caesar plans to provoke 

Pyongyang, North Korea to Nuke Seoul to save himself from several Pyongyang, North Korea to Nuke Seoul to save himself from several Pyongyang, North Korea to Nuke Seoul to save himself from several Pyongyang, North Korea to Nuke Seoul to save himself from several 
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gov. run genocides, all are written up on this web page! gov. run genocides, all are written up on this web page! gov. run genocides, all are written up on this web page! gov. run genocides, all are written up on this web page!     
    
12 17 2010 To take the pressure and stress off himself, Texas and 12 17 2010 To take the pressure and stress off himself, Texas and 12 17 2010 To take the pressure and stress off himself, Texas and 12 17 2010 To take the pressure and stress off himself, Texas and 
Saudi Oil revenues ($177 Trillion) that caused the suppression of Saudi Oil revenues ($177 Trillion) that caused the suppression of Saudi Oil revenues ($177 Trillion) that caused the suppression of Saudi Oil revenues ($177 Trillion) that caused the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar and caused Caesar to start and run the ElectricWindmillCar and caused Caesar to start and run the ElectricWindmillCar and caused Caesar to start and run the ElectricWindmillCar and caused Caesar to start and run 
several spin off gov. run genocides, all are know by "Observers" in several spin off gov. run genocides, all are know by "Observers" in several spin off gov. run genocides, all are know by "Observers" in several spin off gov. run genocides, all are know by "Observers" in 
this "Orwellian Society"! Cops and Kids burned and burned to this "Orwellian Society"! Cops and Kids burned and burned to this "Orwellian Society"! Cops and Kids burned and burned to this "Orwellian Society"! Cops and Kids burned and burned to 
death in Fiery LA Wrecks everyday! MD scams at the Burn Centers. death in Fiery LA Wrecks everyday! MD scams at the Burn Centers. death in Fiery LA Wrecks everyday! MD scams at the Burn Centers. death in Fiery LA Wrecks everyday! MD scams at the Burn Centers. 
100k Staphylococcus deaths, 3 million Hepatitis deaths, Breast 100k Staphylococcus deaths, 3 million Hepatitis deaths, Breast 100k Staphylococcus deaths, 3 million Hepatitis deaths, Breast 100k Staphylococcus deaths, 3 million Hepatitis deaths, Breast 
cancer deaths. Roche scam not to find a "Cure". Another Spin Off cancer deaths. Roche scam not to find a "Cure". Another Spin Off cancer deaths. Roche scam not to find a "Cure". Another Spin Off cancer deaths. Roche scam not to find a "Cure". Another Spin Off 
genocide is suppressing SuperAir Bags on the Outside of cars and genocide is suppressing SuperAir Bags on the Outside of cars and genocide is suppressing SuperAir Bags on the Outside of cars and genocide is suppressing SuperAir Bags on the Outside of cars and 
trucks... cams inside and outside, free H via windmill car trucks... cams inside and outside, free H via windmill car trucks... cams inside and outside, free H via windmill car trucks... cams inside and outside, free H via windmill car 
electrolysis, free Universities, Medicare for everyone, $1 Trillion electrolysis, free Universities, Medicare for everyone, $1 Trillion electrolysis, free Universities, Medicare for everyone, $1 Trillion electrolysis, free Universities, Medicare for everyone, $1 Trillion 
Dollar Yale Medical School, 177 Trillion LOST inventions, and Dollar Yale Medical School, 177 Trillion LOST inventions, and Dollar Yale Medical School, 177 Trillion LOST inventions, and Dollar Yale Medical School, 177 Trillion LOST inventions, and 
several more spin off genocides caused by suppressing the several more spin off genocides caused by suppressing the several more spin off genocides caused by suppressing the several more spin off genocides caused by suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar since 1980! And suppressing the Inventor OS ElectricWindmillCar since 1980! And suppressing the Inventor OS ElectricWindmillCar since 1980! And suppressing the Inventor OS ElectricWindmillCar since 1980! And suppressing the Inventor OS 
for Windows $$$$$$ That stifled 1,001 Invention Projects for Windows $$$$$$ That stifled 1,001 Invention Projects for Windows $$$$$$ That stifled 1,001 Invention Projects for Windows $$$$$$ That stifled 1,001 Invention Projects 
preinstalled on your PC for Junk and Trial Software! preinstalled on your PC for Junk and Trial Software! preinstalled on your PC for Junk and Trial Software! preinstalled on your PC for Junk and Trial Software!     
    
12 17 2010 Nuked... Seoul, dealing with the effects of this nuclear 12 17 2010 Nuked... Seoul, dealing with the effects of this nuclear 12 17 2010 Nuked... Seoul, dealing with the effects of this nuclear 12 17 2010 Nuked... Seoul, dealing with the effects of this nuclear 
bombing... bombing... bombing... bombing...     
    
12 17 2010 Would be a Rx Miracle Cure for the USA's "Orwellian 12 17 2010 Would be a Rx Miracle Cure for the USA's "Orwellian 12 17 2010 Would be a Rx Miracle Cure for the USA's "Orwellian 12 17 2010 Would be a Rx Miracle Cure for the USA's "Orwellian 
Caesar"! Caesar"! Caesar"! Caesar"!     
    
12 17 2010 USA's Caesar is under pressure, is stressed out, as 12 17 2010 USA's Caesar is under pressure, is stressed out, as 12 17 2010 USA's Caesar is under pressure, is stressed out, as 12 17 2010 USA's Caesar is under pressure, is stressed out, as 
millions of "Observers" are sick of the fiery LA Wrecks no one helps to millions of "Observers" are sick of the fiery LA Wrecks no one helps to millions of "Observers" are sick of the fiery LA Wrecks no one helps to millions of "Observers" are sick of the fiery LA Wrecks no one helps to 
STOP by exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. STOP by exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. STOP by exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. STOP by exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar.     
    
12 17 2010 Now in the New York Times Today, the Obama 12 17 2010 Now in the New York Times Today, the Obama 12 17 2010 Now in the New York Times Today, the Obama 12 17 2010 Now in the New York Times Today, the Obama 
administration is planning to educate the public about dealing administration is planning to educate the public about dealing administration is planning to educate the public about dealing administration is planning to educate the public about dealing 
with the effects of a nuclear bomb going off in Seoul. with the effects of a nuclear bomb going off in Seoul. with the effects of a nuclear bomb going off in Seoul. with the effects of a nuclear bomb going off in Seoul.     
    
12 17 2010 100% chance that a nuclear weapon attack will occur! 12 17 2010 100% chance that a nuclear weapon attack will occur! 12 17 2010 100% chance that a nuclear weapon attack will occur! 12 17 2010 100% chance that a nuclear weapon attack will occur!     
    
12 17 2010 If our USA's Orwellian Caesar plans to provoke 12 17 2010 If our USA's Orwellian Caesar plans to provoke 12 17 2010 If our USA's Orwellian Caesar plans to provoke 12 17 2010 If our USA's Orwellian Caesar plans to provoke 
Pyongyang, North Korea to Nuke Seoul. Pyongyang, North Korea to Nuke Seoul. Pyongyang, North Korea to Nuke Seoul. Pyongyang, North Korea to Nuke Seoul.     
    

Caesar plans to provoke Caesar plans to provoke Caesar plans to provoke Caesar plans to provoke 

Pyongyang, North Korea to Nuke Seoul to save himself from several Pyongyang, North Korea to Nuke Seoul to save himself from several Pyongyang, North Korea to Nuke Seoul to save himself from several Pyongyang, North Korea to Nuke Seoul to save himself from several 
gov. run genocides, all are written up on this web page! gov. run genocides, all are written up on this web page! gov. run genocides, all are written up on this web page! gov. run genocides, all are written up on this web page!     
    
12 17 2010 To take the pressure and stress off himself, Texas and 12 17 2010 To take the pressure and stress off himself, Texas and 12 17 2010 To take the pressure and stress off himself, Texas and 12 17 2010 To take the pressure and stress off himself, Texas and 
Saudi Oil revenues ($177 Trillion) that caused the suppression of Saudi Oil revenues ($177 Trillion) that caused the suppression of Saudi Oil revenues ($177 Trillion) that caused the suppression of Saudi Oil revenues ($177 Trillion) that caused the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar and caused Caesar to start and run the ElectricWindmillCar and caused Caesar to start and run the ElectricWindmillCar and caused Caesar to start and run the ElectricWindmillCar and caused Caesar to start and run 
several spin off gov. run genocides, all are know by "Observers" in several spin off gov. run genocides, all are know by "Observers" in several spin off gov. run genocides, all are know by "Observers" in several spin off gov. run genocides, all are know by "Observers" in 
this "Orwellian Society"! Cops and Kids burned and burned to this "Orwellian Society"! Cops and Kids burned and burned to this "Orwellian Society"! Cops and Kids burned and burned to this "Orwellian Society"! Cops and Kids burned and burned to 
death in Fiery LA Wrecks everyday! MD scams at the Burn Centers. death in Fiery LA Wrecks everyday! MD scams at the Burn Centers. death in Fiery LA Wrecks everyday! MD scams at the Burn Centers. death in Fiery LA Wrecks everyday! MD scams at the Burn Centers. 
100k Staphylococcus deaths, 3 million Hepatitis deaths, Breast 100k Staphylococcus deaths, 3 million Hepatitis deaths, Breast 100k Staphylococcus deaths, 3 million Hepatitis deaths, Breast 100k Staphylococcus deaths, 3 million Hepatitis deaths, Breast 
cancer deaths. Roche scam not to find a "Cure". Another Spin Off cancer deaths. Roche scam not to find a "Cure". Another Spin Off cancer deaths. Roche scam not to find a "Cure". Another Spin Off cancer deaths. Roche scam not to find a "Cure". Another Spin Off 
genocide is suppressing SuperAir Bags on the Outside of cars and genocide is suppressing SuperAir Bags on the Outside of cars and genocide is suppressing SuperAir Bags on the Outside of cars and genocide is suppressing SuperAir Bags on the Outside of cars and 
trucks... cams inside and outside, free H via windmill car trucks... cams inside and outside, free H via windmill car trucks... cams inside and outside, free H via windmill car trucks... cams inside and outside, free H via windmill car 
electrolysis, free Universities, Medicare spin off genocides caused by electrolysis, free Universities, Medicare spin off genocides caused by electrolysis, free Universities, Medicare spin off genocides caused by electrolysis, free Universities, Medicare spin off genocides caused by 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980! And suppressing suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980! And suppressing suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980! And suppressing suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980! And suppressing 
the Inventor OS for Windows $$$$$$ That stifled 1,001 Invention the Inventor OS for Windows $$$$$$ That stifled 1,001 Invention the Inventor OS for Windows $$$$$$ That stifled 1,001 Invention the Inventor OS for Windows $$$$$$ That stifled 1,001 Invention 
Projects preinstalled on your PC for Junk and Trial Software. Projects preinstalled on your PC for Junk and Trial Software. Projects preinstalled on your PC for Junk and Trial Software. Projects preinstalled on your PC for Junk and Trial Software.     
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1 Breast cancer death today 1 Breast cancer death today 1 Breast cancer death today 1 Breast cancer death today ---- the other 40,000 were not mentioned  the other 40,000 were not mentioned  the other 40,000 were not mentioned  the other 40,000 were not mentioned 
at all on ABC, CBS, NBC! at all on ABC, CBS, NBC! at all on ABC, CBS, NBC! at all on ABC, CBS, NBC!     
    
12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 
picture! picture! picture! picture!     
    
12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 
picture! picture! picture! picture!     
    
12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 
picture! picture! picture! picture!     
    
12 8 2010 New York City 30 Years since John Lennon was shot at the 12 8 2010 New York City 30 Years since John Lennon was shot at the 12 8 2010 New York City 30 Years since John Lennon was shot at the 12 8 2010 New York City 30 Years since John Lennon was shot at the 
Dakota Dakota Dakota Dakota     
    
12 8 2010 New York Times still suppressing the news that the 12 8 2010 New York Times still suppressing the news that the 12 8 2010 New York Times still suppressing the news that the 12 8 2010 New York Times still suppressing the news that the 
ElectricWindmillCar was invented in October of 1980 and the news ElectricWindmillCar was invented in October of 1980 and the news ElectricWindmillCar was invented in October of 1980 and the news ElectricWindmillCar was invented in October of 1980 and the news 
if not suppressed by the New York Times would have made such huge if not suppressed by the New York Times would have made such huge if not suppressed by the New York Times would have made such huge if not suppressed by the New York Times would have made such huge 
headlines as the Saudi Oil Embargo was going on at this same headlines as the Saudi Oil Embargo was going on at this same headlines as the Saudi Oil Embargo was going on at this same headlines as the Saudi Oil Embargo was going on at this same 
time... John Lennon's killer would have been thinking of the time... John Lennon's killer would have been thinking of the time... John Lennon's killer would have been thinking of the time... John Lennon's killer would have been thinking of the 
ElectricWindmillCar and the future, not of becoming famous by ElectricWindmillCar and the future, not of becoming famous by ElectricWindmillCar and the future, not of becoming famous by ElectricWindmillCar and the future, not of becoming famous by 
killing John Lennon. killing John Lennon. killing John Lennon. killing John Lennon.     
    
12 8 2010 Yoko Ono... "Just before we left the studio [minutes before 12 8 2010 Yoko Ono... "Just before we left the studio [minutes before 12 8 2010 Yoko Ono... "Just before we left the studio [minutes before 12 8 2010 Yoko Ono... "Just before we left the studio [minutes before 
he died] John looked at me," Ono writes. he died] John looked at me," Ono writes. he died] John looked at me," Ono writes. he died] John looked at me," Ono writes.     
    
12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 
picture! picture! picture! picture!     
    
12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 
picture! picture! picture! picture!     
    

Cop burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 40,000 none Cop burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 40,000 none Cop burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 40,000 none Cop burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 40,000 none 

are pictured on the front page of the New York Times! are pictured on the front page of the New York Times! are pictured on the front page of the New York Times! are pictured on the front page of the New York Times!     
    
    
    
12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 
picture! picture! picture! picture!     
    
12 8 2010 New York Times printed a picture of two Senators who 12 8 2010 New York Times printed a picture of two Senators who 12 8 2010 New York Times printed a picture of two Senators who 12 8 2010 New York Times printed a picture of two Senators who 
stifled the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer stifled the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer stifled the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer stifled the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer 
on the front page thus spitting on Elizabeth Edwards and the on the front page thus spitting on Elizabeth Edwards and the on the front page thus spitting on Elizabeth Edwards and the on the front page thus spitting on Elizabeth Edwards and the 
40,000 women who died from Breast cancer in 2010. Typical for the 40,000 women who died from Breast cancer in 2010. Typical for the 40,000 women who died from Breast cancer in 2010. Typical for the 40,000 women who died from Breast cancer in 2010. Typical for the 
guys at the New York Times in an Oil Genocide Era and Society guys at the New York Times in an Oil Genocide Era and Society guys at the New York Times in an Oil Genocide Era and Society guys at the New York Times in an Oil Genocide Era and Society 
ruled by an Elite Orwellian Caesar! ruled by an Elite Orwellian Caesar! ruled by an Elite Orwellian Caesar! ruled by an Elite Orwellian Caesar!     
    
12 8 2010 New York Times killed Elizabeth Edwards son too, in 1996 12 8 2010 New York Times killed Elizabeth Edwards son too, in 1996 12 8 2010 New York Times killed Elizabeth Edwards son too, in 1996 12 8 2010 New York Times killed Elizabeth Edwards son too, in 1996 
decades after Greg Buell Lovestar's invention idea of "Super Airbags decades after Greg Buell Lovestar's invention idea of "Super Airbags decades after Greg Buell Lovestar's invention idea of "Super Airbags decades after Greg Buell Lovestar's invention idea of "Super Airbags 
on the Outside" of Cars and Trucks her son Wade Edwards was on the Outside" of Cars and Trucks her son Wade Edwards was on the Outside" of Cars and Trucks her son Wade Edwards was on the Outside" of Cars and Trucks her son Wade Edwards was 
killed because the guys at the New York Times suppressed all news killed because the guys at the New York Times suppressed all news killed because the guys at the New York Times suppressed all news killed because the guys at the New York Times suppressed all news 
about "Super Airbags on the Outside" of Cars and Trucks for a about "Super Airbags on the Outside" of Cars and Trucks for a about "Super Airbags on the Outside" of Cars and Trucks for a about "Super Airbags on the Outside" of Cars and Trucks for a 
decade before his car wreck! decade before his car wreck! decade before his car wreck! decade before his car wreck!     
    
12 8 2010 New York Times, is suppressing all news about "Polygamy 12 8 2010 New York Times, is suppressing all news about "Polygamy 12 8 2010 New York Times, is suppressing all news about "Polygamy 12 8 2010 New York Times, is suppressing all news about "Polygamy 
Marriage" made legal as the New York Times is controlled by "Rich Marriage" made legal as the New York Times is controlled by "Rich Marriage" made legal as the New York Times is controlled by "Rich Marriage" made legal as the New York Times is controlled by "Rich 
Fags" who have sex with kids in Thailand. Fags" who have sex with kids in Thailand. Fags" who have sex with kids in Thailand. Fags" who have sex with kids in Thailand.     
    
12 8 2010 Elizabeth Edwards husband's had very public affair with 12 8 2010 Elizabeth Edwards husband's had very public affair with 12 8 2010 Elizabeth Edwards husband's had very public affair with 12 8 2010 Elizabeth Edwards husband's had very public affair with 
former campaign staffer Rielle Hunter. The affair, which resulted former campaign staffer Rielle Hunter. The affair, which resulted former campaign staffer Rielle Hunter. The affair, which resulted former campaign staffer Rielle Hunter. The affair, which resulted 
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in an out of wedlock child, destroyed their marriage. If "Polygamy in an out of wedlock child, destroyed their marriage. If "Polygamy in an out of wedlock child, destroyed their marriage. If "Polygamy in an out of wedlock child, destroyed their marriage. If "Polygamy 
Marriages" were legal since the invention of the Marriages" were legal since the invention of the Marriages" were legal since the invention of the Marriages" were legal since the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 Elizabeth Edwards would of had a ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 Elizabeth Edwards would of had a ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 Elizabeth Edwards would of had a ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 Elizabeth Edwards would of had a 
choice instead of no choice. choice instead of no choice. choice instead of no choice. choice instead of no choice.     
    
12 8 2010 When Elizabeth Edwards realized she was dying and 12 8 2010 When Elizabeth Edwards realized she was dying and 12 8 2010 When Elizabeth Edwards realized she was dying and 12 8 2010 When Elizabeth Edwards realized she was dying and 
that her husband quite possibly would marry Hunter, Edwards was that her husband quite possibly would marry Hunter, Edwards was that her husband quite possibly would marry Hunter, Edwards was that her husband quite possibly would marry Hunter, Edwards was 
adamant that her children would not inherit their father's adamant that her children would not inherit their father's adamant that her children would not inherit their father's adamant that her children would not inherit their father's 
mistress as their stepmother. She was said by various sources to be mistress as their stepmother. She was said by various sources to be mistress as their stepmother. She was said by various sources to be mistress as their stepmother. She was said by various sources to be 
hoping to groom Cate, who is an accomplished Harvard graduate, hoping to groom Cate, who is an accomplished Harvard graduate, hoping to groom Cate, who is an accomplished Harvard graduate, hoping to groom Cate, who is an accomplished Harvard graduate, 
to be the fullto be the fullto be the fullto be the full---- time guardian of Emma Claire and Jack. As of her  time guardian of Emma Claire and Jack. As of her  time guardian of Emma Claire and Jack. As of her  time guardian of Emma Claire and Jack. As of her 
passing, it is not at all clear that Edwards was successful in passing, it is not at all clear that Edwards was successful in passing, it is not at all clear that Edwards was successful in passing, it is not at all clear that Edwards was successful in 
securing this through a legal system that would undoubtedly give securing this through a legal system that would undoubtedly give securing this through a legal system that would undoubtedly give securing this through a legal system that would undoubtedly give 
the strong benefit of the doubt to the father. the strong benefit of the doubt to the father. the strong benefit of the doubt to the father. the strong benefit of the doubt to the father.     
    
12 8 2010 Robin Robbers on Good Morning America ABC had the 12 8 2010 Robin Robbers on Good Morning America ABC had the 12 8 2010 Robin Robbers on Good Morning America ABC had the 12 8 2010 Robin Robbers on Good Morning America ABC had the 
best "Show" today, CBS Early Show had the fewest comment about best "Show" today, CBS Early Show had the fewest comment about best "Show" today, CBS Early Show had the fewest comment about best "Show" today, CBS Early Show had the fewest comment about 
Elizabeth Edwards death from Breast Cancer and neither Elizabeth Edwards death from Breast Cancer and neither Elizabeth Edwards death from Breast Cancer and neither Elizabeth Edwards death from Breast Cancer and neither 
mentioned Elizabeth Edwards is 1 of 40,000 who died or will die in mentioned Elizabeth Edwards is 1 of 40,000 who died or will die in mentioned Elizabeth Edwards is 1 of 40,000 who died or will die in mentioned Elizabeth Edwards is 1 of 40,000 who died or will die in 
2010 from Breast Cancer. NBC Today Show had Dr. Nancy 2010 from Breast Cancer. NBC Today Show had Dr. Nancy 2010 from Breast Cancer. NBC Today Show had Dr. Nancy 2010 from Breast Cancer. NBC Today Show had Dr. Nancy 
Snyderman who did not mention the suppression of Greg Buell Snyderman who did not mention the suppression of Greg Buell Snyderman who did not mention the suppression of Greg Buell Snyderman who did not mention the suppression of Greg Buell 
Lovestar's effort to get a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Lovestar's effort to get a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Lovestar's effort to get a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Lovestar's effort to get a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for 
Breast cancer but Dr. Nancy Snyderman said we must "prevent" Breast cancer but Dr. Nancy Snyderman said we must "prevent" Breast cancer but Dr. Nancy Snyderman said we must "prevent" Breast cancer but Dr. Nancy Snyderman said we must "prevent" 
breast cancer for now not mentioning "Coors" or "Red Meat" or the breast cancer for now not mentioning "Coors" or "Red Meat" or the breast cancer for now not mentioning "Coors" or "Red Meat" or the breast cancer for now not mentioning "Coors" or "Red Meat" or the 
other commercials that pay NBC and GE billions trillions in ad other commercials that pay NBC and GE billions trillions in ad other commercials that pay NBC and GE billions trillions in ad other commercials that pay NBC and GE billions trillions in ad 
revenue! revenue! revenue! revenue!     
    
12 8 2010 Women wanting to lose some weight to prevent breast 12 8 2010 Women wanting to lose some weight to prevent breast 12 8 2010 Women wanting to lose some weight to prevent breast 12 8 2010 Women wanting to lose some weight to prevent breast 
cancer ask how do I get ephedra diet pills? cancer ask how do I get ephedra diet pills? cancer ask how do I get ephedra diet pills? cancer ask how do I get ephedra diet pills?     
    
12 8 2010 Women wanting to lose some weight to prevent breast 12 8 2010 Women wanting to lose some weight to prevent breast 12 8 2010 Women wanting to lose some weight to prevent breast 12 8 2010 Women wanting to lose some weight to prevent breast 
cancer ask how do I get ephedra diet pills? cancer ask how do I get ephedra diet pills? cancer ask how do I get ephedra diet pills? cancer ask how do I get ephedra diet pills?     
    
12 8 2010 Women wanting to lose some weight to prevent breast 12 8 2010 Women wanting to lose some weight to prevent breast 12 8 2010 Women wanting to lose some weight to prevent breast 12 8 2010 Women wanting to lose some weight to prevent breast 
cancer ask how do I get ephedra diet pills? cancer ask how do I get ephedra diet pills? cancer ask how do I get ephedra diet pills? cancer ask how do I get ephedra diet pills?     
    
12 8 2010 Ephedra, and its synthetic counterpart, pseudoephedrine, 12 8 2010 Ephedra, and its synthetic counterpart, pseudoephedrine, 12 8 2010 Ephedra, and its synthetic counterpart, pseudoephedrine, 12 8 2010 Ephedra, and its synthetic counterpart, pseudoephedrine, 
have been placed under government control. have been placed under government control. have been placed under government control. have been placed under government control.     
    
12 8 2010 Same Gov. guys who put kids seats in the back so Mom's 12 8 2010 Same Gov. guys who put kids seats in the back so Mom's 12 8 2010 Same Gov. guys who put kids seats in the back so Mom's 12 8 2010 Same Gov. guys who put kids seats in the back so Mom's 
would forget the kid and he she would die in a hot car that is not would forget the kid and he she would die in a hot car that is not would forget the kid and he she would die in a hot car that is not would forget the kid and he she would die in a hot car that is not 
an ElectricWindmillCar with Climate Control 24/7. Infants freeze an ElectricWindmillCar with Climate Control 24/7. Infants freeze an ElectricWindmillCar with Climate Control 24/7. Infants freeze an ElectricWindmillCar with Climate Control 24/7. Infants freeze 
to death in cold cars in Moscow. to death in cold cars in Moscow. to death in cold cars in Moscow. to death in cold cars in Moscow.     
    
12 8 2010 Invent Something in 1980 that would have saved the life 12 8 2010 Invent Something in 1980 that would have saved the life 12 8 2010 Invent Something in 1980 that would have saved the life 12 8 2010 Invent Something in 1980 that would have saved the life 
of John Lennon and Yoko Ono's sanity! And BP Oil would suppress it of John Lennon and Yoko Ono's sanity! And BP Oil would suppress it of John Lennon and Yoko Ono's sanity! And BP Oil would suppress it of John Lennon and Yoko Ono's sanity! And BP Oil would suppress it 
for 30 years to make $177 Trillion in oil revenues! for 30 years to make $177 Trillion in oil revenues! for 30 years to make $177 Trillion in oil revenues! for 30 years to make $177 Trillion in oil revenues!     
    
12 8 2010 177 Trillion Galaxies to drive to... 12 8 2010 177 Trillion Galaxies to drive to... 12 8 2010 177 Trillion Galaxies to drive to... 12 8 2010 177 Trillion Galaxies to drive to...     
    
12 8 2010 300 Trillion Stars in the Sky, next news will be about all 12 8 2010 300 Trillion Stars in the Sky, next news will be about all 12 8 2010 300 Trillion Stars in the Sky, next news will be about all 12 8 2010 300 Trillion Stars in the Sky, next news will be about all 
the Aliens in the Universe! the Aliens in the Universe! the Aliens in the Universe! the Aliens in the Universe!     
    
12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"? 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"? 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"? 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"?     
    
12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"? 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"? 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"? 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"?     
    
12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"? 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"? 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"? 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"?     
    
12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 
picture! picture! picture! picture!     
    
12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 
picture! picture! picture! picture!     
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Cop burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 40,000 none Cop burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 40,000 none Cop burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 40,000 none Cop burned in a fiery wreck, 1 of 40,000 none 

are pictured on the front page of the New York Times! are pictured on the front page of the New York Times! are pictured on the front page of the New York Times! are pictured on the front page of the New York Times!     
    
12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 
picture! picture! picture! picture!     
    
12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated" at the New York Times when our 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated" at the New York Times when our 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated" at the New York Times when our 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated" at the New York Times when our 
Orwellian Caesar is the "Big Brother" in the Orwell book "1984" Orwellian Caesar is the "Big Brother" in the Orwell book "1984" Orwellian Caesar is the "Big Brother" in the Orwell book "1984" Orwellian Caesar is the "Big Brother" in the Orwell book "1984" 
suppressing Orwell's other book "Animal Farm" when it got Greg suppressing Orwell's other book "Animal Farm" when it got Greg suppressing Orwell's other book "Animal Farm" when it got Greg suppressing Orwell's other book "Animal Farm" when it got Greg 
Buell Lovestar the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in October Buell Lovestar the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in October Buell Lovestar the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in October Buell Lovestar the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in October 
of 1980, as I was at the George Reynolds Branch Library here in of 1980, as I was at the George Reynolds Branch Library here in of 1980, as I was at the George Reynolds Branch Library here in of 1980, as I was at the George Reynolds Branch Library here in 
Boulder Colorado in the mist of the Saudi Oil Embargo Boulder Colorado in the mist of the Saudi Oil Embargo Boulder Colorado in the mist of the Saudi Oil Embargo Boulder Colorado in the mist of the Saudi Oil Embargo 
brainstorming an invention to bankrupt "Saudi Oil" took a break brainstorming an invention to bankrupt "Saudi Oil" took a break brainstorming an invention to bankrupt "Saudi Oil" took a break brainstorming an invention to bankrupt "Saudi Oil" took a break 
form reading "Animal Farm" when outside sat on the concrete form reading "Animal Farm" when outside sat on the concrete form reading "Animal Farm" when outside sat on the concrete form reading "Animal Farm" when outside sat on the concrete 
blocks saw smoke "blowin in the wind" from the direction of NCAR blocks saw smoke "blowin in the wind" from the direction of NCAR blocks saw smoke "blowin in the wind" from the direction of NCAR blocks saw smoke "blowin in the wind" from the direction of NCAR 
our Elite Castle on the Mountain Side here... felt wind on my face, our Elite Castle on the Mountain Side here... felt wind on my face, our Elite Castle on the Mountain Side here... felt wind on my face, our Elite Castle on the Mountain Side here... felt wind on my face, 
watching the traffic stream down Table Mesa Drive watching the traffic stream down Table Mesa Drive watching the traffic stream down Table Mesa Drive watching the traffic stream down Table Mesa Drive ---- I ran into the  I ran into the  I ran into the  I ran into the 
Libraries bathroom, looked into the mirror and told the "Observers" Libraries bathroom, looked into the mirror and told the "Observers" Libraries bathroom, looked into the mirror and told the "Observers" Libraries bathroom, looked into the mirror and told the "Observers" 
about the ElectricWindmillCar! Ted Kennedy and others were about the ElectricWindmillCar! Ted Kennedy and others were about the ElectricWindmillCar! Ted Kennedy and others were about the ElectricWindmillCar! Ted Kennedy and others were 
behind the mirror just like in "1984" but I couldn't break the behind the mirror just like in "1984" but I couldn't break the behind the mirror just like in "1984" but I couldn't break the behind the mirror just like in "1984" but I couldn't break the 
mirror and expose them! Carter was President, he was Bullied or mirror and expose them! Carter was President, he was Bullied or mirror and expose them! Carter was President, he was Bullied or mirror and expose them! Carter was President, he was Bullied or 
Bribed by Ted Kennedy to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar Bribed by Ted Kennedy to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar Bribed by Ted Kennedy to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar Bribed by Ted Kennedy to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar ---- by  by  by  by 
making a deal with the Saudi King, he could keep his oil revenue making a deal with the Saudi King, he could keep his oil revenue making a deal with the Saudi King, he could keep his oil revenue making a deal with the Saudi King, he could keep his oil revenue 
flowing if he ended the Oil Embargo, thus this is how the Oil flowing if he ended the Oil Embargo, thus this is how the Oil flowing if he ended the Oil Embargo, thus this is how the Oil flowing if he ended the Oil Embargo, thus this is how the Oil 
Embargo of 1980 ended. Humanity lost an "Inventor" OS for 30 Embargo of 1980 ended. Humanity lost an "Inventor" OS for 30 Embargo of 1980 ended. Humanity lost an "Inventor" OS for 30 Embargo of 1980 ended. Humanity lost an "Inventor" OS for 30 
years of Bill Gates and Windows, lost 1,001 Invention Projects years of Bill Gates and Windows, lost 1,001 Invention Projects years of Bill Gates and Windows, lost 1,001 Invention Projects years of Bill Gates and Windows, lost 1,001 Invention Projects 
preinstalled on your PC for add on junk and trials from Microsoft. preinstalled on your PC for add on junk and trials from Microsoft. preinstalled on your PC for add on junk and trials from Microsoft. preinstalled on your PC for add on junk and trials from Microsoft. 
Lost the cure for Breast Cancer and Cancer in 1981 as I would have Lost the cure for Breast Cancer and Cancer in 1981 as I would have Lost the cure for Breast Cancer and Cancer in 1981 as I would have Lost the cure for Breast Cancer and Cancer in 1981 as I would have 
married a few Yale MD women to brainstorm this with, lost 177 married a few Yale MD women to brainstorm this with, lost 177 married a few Yale MD women to brainstorm this with, lost 177 married a few Yale MD women to brainstorm this with, lost 177 
Trillion spin off inventions from the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 Trillion spin off inventions from the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 Trillion spin off inventions from the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 Trillion spin off inventions from the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 
to 2010, and 100 infants a summer died in hot cars, or frozen in to 2010, and 100 infants a summer died in hot cars, or frozen in to 2010, and 100 infants a summer died in hot cars, or frozen in to 2010, and 100 infants a summer died in hot cars, or frozen in 
cold cars in Moscow for the last 30 years while our "1984" CIA keeps cold cars in Moscow for the last 30 years while our "1984" CIA keeps cold cars in Moscow for the last 30 years while our "1984" CIA keeps cold cars in Moscow for the last 30 years while our "1984" CIA keeps 
the statistics. Putin make $7 Trillion from Oil Revenues far less then the statistics. Putin make $7 Trillion from Oil Revenues far less then the statistics. Putin make $7 Trillion from Oil Revenues far less then the statistics. Putin make $7 Trillion from Oil Revenues far less then 
the Saudi and Texas Oil Men's $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from the Saudi and Texas Oil Men's $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from the Saudi and Texas Oil Men's $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from the Saudi and Texas Oil Men's $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from 
1980 to 2010. 1980 to 2010. 1980 to 2010. 1980 to 2010.     
    
12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"? 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"? 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"? 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"?     
    
12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"? 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"? 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"? 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"?     
    
12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"? 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"? 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"? 12 8 210 How is "Gravity Generated"?     
    
12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 
picture! picture! picture! picture!     
    
12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 
picture! picture! picture! picture!     
    
12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 12 8 2010 New York Times, NO Elizabeth Edwards on front page 
picture! picture! picture! picture!     
    
    
    
2010 Thanksgiving Day 2010 Thanksgiving Day 2010 Thanksgiving Day 2010 Thanksgiving Day     
1621 Thanksgiving Day 1621 Thanksgiving Day 1621 Thanksgiving Day 1621 Thanksgiving Day     
Power of the Feds... Our Orwellian Caesar to suppress the Power of the Feds... Our Orwellian Caesar to suppress the Power of the Feds... Our Orwellian Caesar to suppress the Power of the Feds... Our Orwellian Caesar to suppress the 
ElectricWindmilCar in Times Square from the Front Page of the New ElectricWindmilCar in Times Square from the Front Page of the New ElectricWindmilCar in Times Square from the Front Page of the New ElectricWindmilCar in Times Square from the Front Page of the New 
York Times on Thanksgiving Day 2010 and on every Thanksgiving York Times on Thanksgiving Day 2010 and on every Thanksgiving York Times on Thanksgiving Day 2010 and on every Thanksgiving York Times on Thanksgiving Day 2010 and on every Thanksgiving 
Day from 1980 to 2010! Wow! $ King of Saudi Arabia is in Times Day from 1980 to 2010! Wow! $ King of Saudi Arabia is in Times Day from 1980 to 2010! Wow! $ King of Saudi Arabia is in Times Day from 1980 to 2010! Wow! $ King of Saudi Arabia is in Times 
Square on Thanksgiving Day 2010 Square on Thanksgiving Day 2010 Square on Thanksgiving Day 2010 Square on Thanksgiving Day 2010 ---- all 9/11 terrorists.  all 9/11 terrorists.  all 9/11 terrorists.  all 9/11 terrorists.     
Thanksgiving Day 2010 Power of the Feds... To promote Einstein Thanksgiving Day 2010 Power of the Feds... To promote Einstein Thanksgiving Day 2010 Power of the Feds... To promote Einstein Thanksgiving Day 2010 Power of the Feds... To promote Einstein 
Inventions, Discoveries and at the same time put Headlines in the Inventions, Discoveries and at the same time put Headlines in the Inventions, Discoveries and at the same time put Headlines in the Inventions, Discoveries and at the same time put Headlines in the 
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New York Times that Women, and Wives, and Marriage are New York Times that Women, and Wives, and Marriage are New York Times that Women, and Wives, and Marriage are New York Times that Women, and Wives, and Marriage are 
Obsolete! Obsolete! Obsolete! Obsolete!     
While Men Inventors know Women are the Goddess of Inspiration While Men Inventors know Women are the Goddess of Inspiration While Men Inventors know Women are the Goddess of Inspiration While Men Inventors know Women are the Goddess of Inspiration 
Today and in ancient Greek times! Thanks for wives and Thanks to Today and in ancient Greek times! Thanks for wives and Thanks to Today and in ancient Greek times! Thanks for wives and Thanks to Today and in ancient Greek times! Thanks for wives and Thanks to 
the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillcar we will get Polygamy the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillcar we will get Polygamy the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillcar we will get Polygamy the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillcar we will get Polygamy 
Marriage made legal after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup to make Marriage made legal after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup to make Marriage made legal after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup to make Marriage made legal after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup to make 
up for the 177 trillion inventions lost for the $177 Trillion in Oil up for the 177 trillion inventions lost for the $177 Trillion in Oil up for the 177 trillion inventions lost for the $177 Trillion in Oil up for the 177 trillion inventions lost for the $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues! Brainstorm 1,001 Invention Projects with your many Revenues! Brainstorm 1,001 Invention Projects with your many Revenues! Brainstorm 1,001 Invention Projects with your many Revenues! Brainstorm 1,001 Invention Projects with your many 
wives! Only after BP Oil and Texas Oil men are put on trial for the wives! Only after BP Oil and Texas Oil men are put on trial for the wives! Only after BP Oil and Texas Oil men are put on trial for the wives! Only after BP Oil and Texas Oil men are put on trial for the 
worst genocide in the history of Earth! worst genocide in the history of Earth! worst genocide in the history of Earth! worst genocide in the history of Earth!     
Only the propagandas of Caesar changes. Coal power electric Only the propagandas of Caesar changes. Coal power electric Only the propagandas of Caesar changes. Coal power electric Only the propagandas of Caesar changes. Coal power electric 
generators killed way more than the 30 miners saved yet you will generators killed way more than the 30 miners saved yet you will generators killed way more than the 30 miners saved yet you will generators killed way more than the 30 miners saved yet you will 
never ever observe CBS TV Headlines for hours and hours cover never ever observe CBS TV Headlines for hours and hours cover never ever observe CBS TV Headlines for hours and hours cover never ever observe CBS TV Headlines for hours and hours cover 
cancer caused by coal generating electricity particles or the news cancer caused by coal generating electricity particles or the news cancer caused by coal generating electricity particles or the news cancer caused by coal generating electricity particles or the news 
about how Hydrogen can generate all your electricity for free! For about how Hydrogen can generate all your electricity for free! For about how Hydrogen can generate all your electricity for free! For about how Hydrogen can generate all your electricity for free! For 
all 7 billion of us on Earth. How is gravity generated? at CBS? I all 7 billion of us on Earth. How is gravity generated? at CBS? I all 7 billion of us on Earth. How is gravity generated? at CBS? I all 7 billion of us on Earth. How is gravity generated? at CBS? I 
wrote a few pages more about the Thanksgiving of 2010 they are wrote a few pages more about the Thanksgiving of 2010 they are wrote a few pages more about the Thanksgiving of 2010 they are wrote a few pages more about the Thanksgiving of 2010 they are 
posted at www.endwaronearth.com I believe only an invention to posted at www.endwaronearth.com I believe only an invention to posted at www.endwaronearth.com I believe only an invention to posted at www.endwaronearth.com I believe only an invention to 
see and hear Aliens can End War on Earth. see and hear Aliens can End War on Earth. see and hear Aliens can End War on Earth. see and hear Aliens can End War on Earth.     
    

Paris No $1 Trillion $USD$ Paris No $1 Trillion $USD$ Paris No $1 Trillion $USD$ Paris No $1 Trillion $USD$ 

Medical School since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Medical School since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Medical School since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Medical School since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 
1980, We need a New French Revolution, revenge for all those 1980, We need a New French Revolution, revenge for all those 1980, We need a New French Revolution, revenge for all those 1980, We need a New French Revolution, revenge for all those 
burned and burned to death on Paris Freeways with No One burned and burned to death on Paris Freeways with No One burned and burned to death on Paris Freeways with No One burned and burned to death on Paris Freeways with No One 
stopping to help those on fire! Build a $1 Trillion dollar Yale New stopping to help those on fire! Build a $1 Trillion dollar Yale New stopping to help those on fire! Build a $1 Trillion dollar Yale New stopping to help those on fire! Build a $1 Trillion dollar Yale New 
Haven Medical school in 2 semesters with an Eiffel Tower Super Haven Medical school in 2 semesters with an Eiffel Tower Super Haven Medical school in 2 semesters with an Eiffel Tower Super Haven Medical school in 2 semesters with an Eiffel Tower Super 
Structure and Shipping Containers, Cruise Ship Design. Pirate your Structure and Shipping Containers, Cruise Ship Design. Pirate your Structure and Shipping Containers, Cruise Ship Design. Pirate your Structure and Shipping Containers, Cruise Ship Design. Pirate your 
Microsoft copy of C++ and CAD software in this French Revolution. Microsoft copy of C++ and CAD software in this French Revolution. Microsoft copy of C++ and CAD software in this French Revolution. Microsoft copy of C++ and CAD software in this French Revolution. 
Along with some of the newest Intel Xeon cpu's! Revolution, we want Along with some of the newest Intel Xeon cpu's! Revolution, we want Along with some of the newest Intel Xeon cpu's! Revolution, we want Along with some of the newest Intel Xeon cpu's! Revolution, we want 
Rx Penicillin like overnight miracle cures, not some expensive Rx Penicillin like overnight miracle cures, not some expensive Rx Penicillin like overnight miracle cures, not some expensive Rx Penicillin like overnight miracle cures, not some expensive 
Roche pill like Herceptin we have to take the rest of our lives to live Roche pill like Herceptin we have to take the rest of our lives to live Roche pill like Herceptin we have to take the rest of our lives to live Roche pill like Herceptin we have to take the rest of our lives to live 
4 weeks for $100,000 "Pink" donators paid for this expecting to 4 weeks for $100,000 "Pink" donators paid for this expecting to 4 weeks for $100,000 "Pink" donators paid for this expecting to 4 weeks for $100,000 "Pink" donators paid for this expecting to 
finance a Cure for their donation. Lipitor is Pfizer and the world's finance a Cure for their donation. Lipitor is Pfizer and the world's finance a Cure for their donation. Lipitor is Pfizer and the world's finance a Cure for their donation. Lipitor is Pfizer and the world's 
toptoptoptop----selling medication $$$ that is a scam as medial research is selling medication $$$ that is a scam as medial research is selling medication $$$ that is a scam as medial research is selling medication $$$ that is a scam as medial research is 
"Prohibited" by Caesar from inventing a "Cure"! For heart disease "Prohibited" by Caesar from inventing a "Cure"! For heart disease "Prohibited" by Caesar from inventing a "Cure"! For heart disease "Prohibited" by Caesar from inventing a "Cure"! For heart disease 
and breast cancer. and breast cancer. and breast cancer. and breast cancer.     
What the Super rich built for us is the $1 Trillion dollar "Mall" in What the Super rich built for us is the $1 Trillion dollar "Mall" in What the Super rich built for us is the $1 Trillion dollar "Mall" in What the Super rich built for us is the $1 Trillion dollar "Mall" in 
Saudi Arabia with a "Ski run and Eiffel Tower Casino, Bar, Whore Saudi Arabia with a "Ski run and Eiffel Tower Casino, Bar, Whore Saudi Arabia with a "Ski run and Eiffel Tower Casino, Bar, Whore Saudi Arabia with a "Ski run and Eiffel Tower Casino, Bar, Whore 
House inside". House inside". House inside". House inside".     
    
11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 ------------ MD's were driven into Medical School by the  MD's were driven into Medical School by the  MD's were driven into Medical School by the  MD's were driven into Medical School by the 
overriding goal of finding a overnight Miracle cure like Penicillin. overriding goal of finding a overnight Miracle cure like Penicillin. overriding goal of finding a overnight Miracle cure like Penicillin. overriding goal of finding a overnight Miracle cure like Penicillin. 
George Orwell became our "Orwellian Caesar" worst than the 12 George Orwell became our "Orwellian Caesar" worst than the 12 George Orwell became our "Orwellian Caesar" worst than the 12 George Orwell became our "Orwellian Caesar" worst than the 12 
Caesars of Rome combined, and then some! Caesars of Rome combined, and then some! Caesars of Rome combined, and then some! Caesars of Rome combined, and then some!     
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Oasis will not dock at Key West at Oasis will not dock at Key West at Oasis will not dock at Key West at Oasis will not dock at Key West at 

the Yale Key West Medical School until after the New French the Yale Key West Medical School until after the New French the Yale Key West Medical School until after the New French the Yale Key West Medical School until after the New French 
Revolution and our Orwellian Caesar is given a newly invented Revolution and our Orwellian Caesar is given a newly invented Revolution and our Orwellian Caesar is given a newly invented Revolution and our Orwellian Caesar is given a newly invented 
"Gas Lobotomy" that cures greed, the need for $177 Trillion more in "Gas Lobotomy" that cures greed, the need for $177 Trillion more in "Gas Lobotomy" that cures greed, the need for $177 Trillion more in "Gas Lobotomy" that cures greed, the need for $177 Trillion more in 
oil revenue! oil revenue! oil revenue! oil revenue!     
    
11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 ------------ Dr. Chen writes in the New York Times "research has  Dr. Chen writes in the New York Times "research has  Dr. Chen writes in the New York Times "research has  Dr. Chen writes in the New York Times "research has 
long been driven by a single overriding goal of finding a miracle long been driven by a single overriding goal of finding a miracle long been driven by a single overriding goal of finding a miracle long been driven by a single overriding goal of finding a miracle 
cure." cure." cure." cure."     
    
11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 ------------ Long ago, before the 1980 invention of the  Long ago, before the 1980 invention of the  Long ago, before the 1980 invention of the  Long ago, before the 1980 invention of the 
"ElectricWindmillCar" and the beginning of the "Oil Genocide Era "ElectricWindmillCar" and the beginning of the "Oil Genocide Era "ElectricWindmillCar" and the beginning of the "Oil Genocide Era "ElectricWindmillCar" and the beginning of the "Oil Genocide Era 
and Society". and Society". and Society". and Society".     
    
LIPITOR atorvastatin calcium medication learn about cholesterol LIPITOR atorvastatin calcium medication learn about cholesterol LIPITOR atorvastatin calcium medication learn about cholesterol LIPITOR atorvastatin calcium medication learn about cholesterol 
and heart disease and invent a Rx Penicillin like Overnight and heart disease and invent a Rx Penicillin like Overnight and heart disease and invent a Rx Penicillin like Overnight and heart disease and invent a Rx Penicillin like Overnight 
Miracle cure, 1 shot not Lipitor pills for life! Miracle cure, 1 shot not Lipitor pills for life! Miracle cure, 1 shot not Lipitor pills for life! Miracle cure, 1 shot not Lipitor pills for life!     
    
The fight over Lipitor involves a collision of fundamental forces in The fight over Lipitor involves a collision of fundamental forces in The fight over Lipitor involves a collision of fundamental forces in The fight over Lipitor involves a collision of fundamental forces in 
American health care. Spending on prescription drugs has jumped American health care. Spending on prescription drugs has jumped American health care. Spending on prescription drugs has jumped American health care. Spending on prescription drugs has jumped 
from $40 billion in 1990 to almost $250 billion this year from $40 billion in 1990 to almost $250 billion this year from $40 billion in 1990 to almost $250 billion this year from $40 billion in 1990 to almost $250 billion this year     
    
Pfizer, which plans to use marketing muscle and clinical data to Pfizer, which plans to use marketing muscle and clinical data to Pfizer, which plans to use marketing muscle and clinical data to Pfizer, which plans to use marketing muscle and clinical data to 
fight any "Inventor" fight any "Inventor" fight any "Inventor" fight any "Inventor" from even working on a Rx Penicillin like from even working on a Rx Penicillin like from even working on a Rx Penicillin like from even working on a Rx Penicillin like 
"Cure" with the help of our Orwellian Caesar making the "Inventor" "Cure" with the help of our Orwellian Caesar making the "Inventor" "Cure" with the help of our Orwellian Caesar making the "Inventor" "Cure" with the help of our Orwellian Caesar making the "Inventor" 
persona non grata and even making "An Prohibition Era" in the persona non grata and even making "An Prohibition Era" in the persona non grata and even making "An Prohibition Era" in the persona non grata and even making "An Prohibition Era" in the 
Medical Research Labs... Cure would cost Pfizer $250 Billion and Medical Research Labs... Cure would cost Pfizer $250 Billion and Medical Research Labs... Cure would cost Pfizer $250 Billion and Medical Research Labs... Cure would cost Pfizer $250 Billion and 
more over the next 30 years... this is "Oil Greed" and "Mass Murder" more over the next 30 years... this is "Oil Greed" and "Mass Murder" more over the next 30 years... this is "Oil Greed" and "Mass Murder" more over the next 30 years... this is "Oil Greed" and "Mass Murder" 
like BP Oil and Fiery LA wrecks were no one stops to help those on like BP Oil and Fiery LA wrecks were no one stops to help those on like BP Oil and Fiery LA wrecks were no one stops to help those on like BP Oil and Fiery LA wrecks were no one stops to help those on 
fire.... fire.... fire.... fire....     
    
Lipitor, Pfizer and the world's topLipitor, Pfizer and the world's topLipitor, Pfizer and the world's topLipitor, Pfizer and the world's top----selling medication $$$ selling medication $$$ selling medication $$$ selling medication $$$     
    
11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 ------------ MD's were driven into Medical School by the  MD's were driven into Medical School by the  MD's were driven into Medical School by the  MD's were driven into Medical School by the 
overriding goal of finding a overnight Miracle cure like Penicillin. overriding goal of finding a overnight Miracle cure like Penicillin. overriding goal of finding a overnight Miracle cure like Penicillin. overriding goal of finding a overnight Miracle cure like Penicillin. 
George Orwell became our "Orwellian Caesar" worst than the 12 George Orwell became our "Orwellian Caesar" worst than the 12 George Orwell became our "Orwellian Caesar" worst than the 12 George Orwell became our "Orwellian Caesar" worst than the 12 
Caesars of Rome combined, and then some! Caesars of Rome combined, and then some! Caesars of Rome combined, and then some! Caesars of Rome combined, and then some!     
    
11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 ------------ Saudi Arabia had been buying "Organs" while  Saudi Arabia had been buying "Organs" while  Saudi Arabia had been buying "Organs" while  Saudi Arabia had been buying "Organs" while 
Americans waiting for the same "Organs" died, yes the "Observers" Americans waiting for the same "Organs" died, yes the "Observers" Americans waiting for the same "Organs" died, yes the "Observers" Americans waiting for the same "Organs" died, yes the "Observers" 
knew this, know this. knew this, know this. knew this, know this. knew this, know this.     
    
11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 ------------ Caesar refused to make "Organ Donation  Caesar refused to make "Organ Donation  Caesar refused to make "Organ Donation  Caesar refused to make "Organ Donation 
Mandatory" for some psychotic reasoning on his part. Mandatory" for some psychotic reasoning on his part. Mandatory" for some psychotic reasoning on his part. Mandatory" for some psychotic reasoning on his part.     
    
11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 ------------ NBC Today Show Today has a new app for your  NBC Today Show Today has a new app for your  NBC Today Show Today has a new app for your  NBC Today Show Today has a new app for your 
iphone, JFK 50 years iphone, JFK 50 years iphone, JFK 50 years iphone, JFK 50 years ---- Caroline Kennedy will drive by a fiery LA  Caroline Kennedy will drive by a fiery LA  Caroline Kennedy will drive by a fiery LA  Caroline Kennedy will drive by a fiery LA 
Wreck without stopping to help those on fire today! 30 after she was Wreck without stopping to help those on fire today! 30 after she was Wreck without stopping to help those on fire today! 30 after she was Wreck without stopping to help those on fire today! 30 after she was 
told about the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar by Ted told about the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar by Ted told about the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar by Ted told about the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar by Ted 
Kennedy! Kennedy! Kennedy! Kennedy!     
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Fiery LA Wreck did this, Oil men's greed caused Fiery LA Wreck did this, Oil men's greed caused Fiery LA Wreck did this, Oil men's greed caused Fiery LA Wreck did this, Oil men's greed caused 

this. Crime! this. Crime! this. Crime! this. Crime!     
    
$1 Trillion dollar Yale New Haven Medical School LOST $1 Trillion dollar Yale New Haven Medical School LOST $1 Trillion dollar Yale New Haven Medical School LOST $1 Trillion dollar Yale New Haven Medical School LOST ------------ over  over  over  over 
10,000 New Haven Public School students participate in academic 10,000 New Haven Public School students participate in academic 10,000 New Haven Public School students participate in academic 10,000 New Haven Public School students participate in academic 
and social development programs at Yale each school year all LOST and social development programs at Yale each school year all LOST and social development programs at Yale each school year all LOST and social development programs at Yale each school year all LOST 
the "ElectricWindmillCar Era" and 1 Trillion spin off inventions via the "ElectricWindmillCar Era" and 1 Trillion spin off inventions via the "ElectricWindmillCar Era" and 1 Trillion spin off inventions via the "ElectricWindmillCar Era" and 1 Trillion spin off inventions via 
our Orwellian Caesar's need for $177 Trillion dollars in Oil our Orwellian Caesar's need for $177 Trillion dollars in Oil our Orwellian Caesar's need for $177 Trillion dollars in Oil our Orwellian Caesar's need for $177 Trillion dollars in Oil 
Revenues to buy MIT War Toys! Not a $1 trillion dollar Yale Med Revenues to buy MIT War Toys! Not a $1 trillion dollar Yale Med Revenues to buy MIT War Toys! Not a $1 trillion dollar Yale Med Revenues to buy MIT War Toys! Not a $1 trillion dollar Yale Med 
School. School. School. School.     
$1 Trillion also went to IBM for 10 Supercomputer just for Los $1 Trillion also went to IBM for 10 Supercomputer just for Los $1 Trillion also went to IBM for 10 Supercomputer just for Los $1 Trillion also went to IBM for 10 Supercomputer just for Los 
Alamos from 1980 to 2010. Alamos from 1980 to 2010. Alamos from 1980 to 2010. Alamos from 1980 to 2010.     
    
$1 Trillion was spent on the Iraq War by Caesar! $1 Trillion was spent on the Iraq War by Caesar! $1 Trillion was spent on the Iraq War by Caesar! $1 Trillion was spent on the Iraq War by Caesar!     
    
$1 Trillion was spent by Putin on Saint Petersburg buildings, and $1 Trillion was spent by Putin on Saint Petersburg buildings, and $1 Trillion was spent by Putin on Saint Petersburg buildings, and $1 Trillion was spent by Putin on Saint Petersburg buildings, and 
none was for a Medical School or Hospital... none was for a Medical School or Hospital... none was for a Medical School or Hospital... none was for a Medical School or Hospital...     
    
1980 Model ElectricWindmillcar... 1980 Model ElectricWindmillcar... 1980 Model ElectricWindmillcar... 1980 Model ElectricWindmillcar...     
    
George Bush would have been hanged in Times Square if the George Bush would have been hanged in Times Square if the George Bush would have been hanged in Times Square if the George Bush would have been hanged in Times Square if the 
"Public" knew the ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11. "Public" knew the ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11. "Public" knew the ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11. "Public" knew the ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11. 
    
    
2010 Model ElectricWindmillCar with super airbags on the outside, 2010 Model ElectricWindmillCar with super airbags on the outside, 2010 Model ElectricWindmillCar with super airbags on the outside, 2010 Model ElectricWindmillCar with super airbags on the outside, 
wifi and web cams inside and outside, climate controlled 24/7 and wifi and web cams inside and outside, climate controlled 24/7 and wifi and web cams inside and outside, climate controlled 24/7 and wifi and web cams inside and outside, climate controlled 24/7 and 
mostly an electrolysis accessory for the gallon of water, H and O are mostly an electrolysis accessory for the gallon of water, H and O are mostly an electrolysis accessory for the gallon of water, H and O are mostly an electrolysis accessory for the gallon of water, H and O are 
the "Miracle Cure!" the "Miracle Cure!" the "Miracle Cure!" the "Miracle Cure!"     
    
Massive amounts of free Hydrogen more H than 7 billion people Massive amounts of free Hydrogen more H than 7 billion people Massive amounts of free Hydrogen more H than 7 billion people Massive amounts of free Hydrogen more H than 7 billion people 
could ever use. could ever use. could ever use. could ever use.     
    
OJ is locked up for now but OJ clones kill 100 white women a month OJ is locked up for now but OJ clones kill 100 white women a month OJ is locked up for now but OJ clones kill 100 white women a month OJ is locked up for now but OJ clones kill 100 white women a month 
just in the USA if you count Africa this rockets to 1k a day. just in the USA if you count Africa this rockets to 1k a day. just in the USA if you count Africa this rockets to 1k a day. just in the USA if you count Africa this rockets to 1k a day.     
    
1k women a day are killed by OJ clones! Maybe more. 1k women a day are killed by OJ clones! Maybe more. 1k women a day are killed by OJ clones! Maybe more. 1k women a day are killed by OJ clones! Maybe more.     
    
Caesar will not let Greg Buell Lovestar or any one doing medical Caesar will not let Greg Buell Lovestar or any one doing medical Caesar will not let Greg Buell Lovestar or any one doing medical Caesar will not let Greg Buell Lovestar or any one doing medical 
research to brainstorm the "Gas Lobotomy" research to brainstorm the "Gas Lobotomy" research to brainstorm the "Gas Lobotomy" research to brainstorm the "Gas Lobotomy"     
    
To stop the killing of 1k women a day, 365k a year To stop the killing of 1k women a day, 365k a year To stop the killing of 1k women a day, 365k a year To stop the killing of 1k women a day, 365k a year     
    
As you know Bush and his wife can't do math. You do the math... As you know Bush and his wife can't do math. You do the math... As you know Bush and his wife can't do math. You do the math... As you know Bush and his wife can't do math. You do the math...     
    
Roche Herceptin scam cost "Pink" donors 5.3 Billion Roche Herceptin scam cost "Pink" donors 5.3 Billion Roche Herceptin scam cost "Pink" donors 5.3 Billion Roche Herceptin scam cost "Pink" donors 5.3 Billion ---- $100,000 for  $100,000 for  $100,000 for  $100,000 for 
each women who got Herceptin to live 4 weeks longer! each women who got Herceptin to live 4 weeks longer! each women who got Herceptin to live 4 weeks longer! each women who got Herceptin to live 4 weeks longer!     
    
Roche would kill Dr. Chen if she got them arrested! Roche would kill Dr. Chen if she got them arrested! Roche would kill Dr. Chen if she got them arrested! Roche would kill Dr. Chen if she got them arrested!     
    
Whistle Blowers in the New York Times today, I didn't read the story Whistle Blowers in the New York Times today, I didn't read the story Whistle Blowers in the New York Times today, I didn't read the story Whistle Blowers in the New York Times today, I didn't read the story 
as even the FBI will drive by fiery LA wrecks and not stop to help! as even the FBI will drive by fiery LA wrecks and not stop to help! as even the FBI will drive by fiery LA wrecks and not stop to help! as even the FBI will drive by fiery LA wrecks and not stop to help!     
    
OJ Clones killin with no Gas Lobotomy Cure, now Mexicans with OJ Clones killin with no Gas Lobotomy Cure, now Mexicans with OJ Clones killin with no Gas Lobotomy Cure, now Mexicans with OJ Clones killin with no Gas Lobotomy Cure, now Mexicans with 
Whooping Cough killing infants in the USA, refusing to get a Whooping Cough killing infants in the USA, refusing to get a Whooping Cough killing infants in the USA, refusing to get a Whooping Cough killing infants in the USA, refusing to get a 
vaccination! vaccination! vaccination! vaccination!     
    
Fags... spreading syphilis, hepatitis, ans with Caesar in charge you Fags... spreading syphilis, hepatitis, ans with Caesar in charge you Fags... spreading syphilis, hepatitis, ans with Caesar in charge you Fags... spreading syphilis, hepatitis, ans with Caesar in charge you 
are infected by Fags and can't sue! Its the law! Put this and are infected by Fags and can't sue! Its the law! Put this and are infected by Fags and can't sue! Its the law! Put this and are infected by Fags and can't sue! Its the law! Put this and 
YouTube and it will be deleted! New York Times will never, ever put YouTube and it will be deleted! New York Times will never, ever put YouTube and it will be deleted! New York Times will never, ever put YouTube and it will be deleted! New York Times will never, ever put 
Fag Disease and those infected on the Front Page of the New York Fag Disease and those infected on the Front Page of the New York Fag Disease and those infected on the Front Page of the New York Fag Disease and those infected on the Front Page of the New York 
Times! Times! Times! Times!     
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Clinton is filming "HangOver 2" in Thailand, were 1k small Clinton is filming "HangOver 2" in Thailand, were 1k small Clinton is filming "HangOver 2" in Thailand, were 1k small Clinton is filming "HangOver 2" in Thailand, were 1k small 
business owners a day have sex with kids. business owners a day have sex with kids. business owners a day have sex with kids. business owners a day have sex with kids.     
    
Yes, Clinton will lie again unless his next "sex" is posted on a Yes, Clinton will lie again unless his next "sex" is posted on a Yes, Clinton will lie again unless his next "sex" is posted on a Yes, Clinton will lie again unless his next "sex" is posted on a 
YouTube video! YouTube video! YouTube video! YouTube video!     
    
Clintons wife made Greg Buell Lovestar persona non grata! Clintons wife made Greg Buell Lovestar persona non grata! Clintons wife made Greg Buell Lovestar persona non grata! Clintons wife made Greg Buell Lovestar persona non grata!     
    
Caesar made finding the "Miracle Cure" persona non grata as Caesar made finding the "Miracle Cure" persona non grata as Caesar made finding the "Miracle Cure" persona non grata as Caesar made finding the "Miracle Cure" persona non grata as 
there is more money in Rx's you have to take the rest of your life! there is more money in Rx's you have to take the rest of your life! there is more money in Rx's you have to take the rest of your life! there is more money in Rx's you have to take the rest of your life!     
    
Making of the "Idiot" is a Russian Novel. Making of the "Idiot" is a Russian Novel. Making of the "Idiot" is a Russian Novel. Making of the "Idiot" is a Russian Novel.     
    
Earthquake help from Idiots, Clinton, Carter, they have more Earthquake help from Idiots, Clinton, Carter, they have more Earthquake help from Idiots, Clinton, Carter, they have more Earthquake help from Idiots, Clinton, Carter, they have more 
"Donations" unspent in a Swiss Bank than donation money spent! "Donations" unspent in a Swiss Bank than donation money spent! "Donations" unspent in a Swiss Bank than donation money spent! "Donations" unspent in a Swiss Bank than donation money spent! 
Both should be arrested for all the cholera deaths as all were Both should be arrested for all the cholera deaths as all were Both should be arrested for all the cholera deaths as all were Both should be arrested for all the cholera deaths as all were 
preventable! Swiss Bankers have no morals and they are in preventable! Swiss Bankers have no morals and they are in preventable! Swiss Bankers have no morals and they are in preventable! Swiss Bankers have no morals and they are in 
Geneva... you do the math! Geneva... you do the math! Geneva... you do the math! Geneva... you do the math!     
    
Hurricane made a mud field of this Human Crop of "Peanuts" as Hurricane made a mud field of this Human Crop of "Peanuts" as Hurricane made a mud field of this Human Crop of "Peanuts" as Hurricane made a mud field of this Human Crop of "Peanuts" as 
Jimmy Carter the Georgia Plantation owner said in his mind. Jimmy Carter the Georgia Plantation owner said in his mind. Jimmy Carter the Georgia Plantation owner said in his mind. Jimmy Carter the Georgia Plantation owner said in his mind.     
    
Concrete and Shipping Containers would have been a "Miracle Concrete and Shipping Containers would have been a "Miracle Concrete and Shipping Containers would have been a "Miracle Concrete and Shipping Containers would have been a "Miracle 
Cure"... money for this was put in a Swiss Bank by Clinton + Carter! Cure"... money for this was put in a Swiss Bank by Clinton + Carter! Cure"... money for this was put in a Swiss Bank by Clinton + Carter! Cure"... money for this was put in a Swiss Bank by Clinton + Carter!     
    

 "Wood Stoves" is Clintons idea of  "Wood Stoves" is Clintons idea of  "Wood Stoves" is Clintons idea of  "Wood Stoves" is Clintons idea of 

a "Miracle Cure"... Idiots Clinton and Carter! a "Miracle Cure"... Idiots Clinton and Carter! a "Miracle Cure"... Idiots Clinton and Carter! a "Miracle Cure"... Idiots Clinton and Carter!     
    
Hydrogen Stoves, would also generate electricity and Air Hydrogen Stoves, would also generate electricity and Air Hydrogen Stoves, would also generate electricity and Air Hydrogen Stoves, would also generate electricity and Air 
Conditioning like Jimmy Carter has in his Georgia "Warehouse!" Conditioning like Jimmy Carter has in his Georgia "Warehouse!" Conditioning like Jimmy Carter has in his Georgia "Warehouse!" Conditioning like Jimmy Carter has in his Georgia "Warehouse!" 
that house peanuts not humans! that house peanuts not humans! that house peanuts not humans! that house peanuts not humans!     
    

House Boat Shipping Containers, House Boat Shipping Containers, House Boat Shipping Containers, House Boat Shipping Containers, 

1 million built in no time at all! 1 million built in no time at all! 1 million built in no time at all! 1 million built in no time at all!     
    
No! to the flu shot, a Story in the New York Times. Mandatory No! to the flu shot, a Story in the New York Times. Mandatory No! to the flu shot, a Story in the New York Times. Mandatory No! to the flu shot, a Story in the New York Times. Mandatory 
vaccinations has never ever been written up in the New York Times! vaccinations has never ever been written up in the New York Times! vaccinations has never ever been written up in the New York Times! vaccinations has never ever been written up in the New York Times! 
Mandatory Organ Donation has never been written about in the Mandatory Organ Donation has never been written about in the Mandatory Organ Donation has never been written about in the Mandatory Organ Donation has never been written about in the 
New York Times. ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square on 9/11 has New York Times. ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square on 9/11 has New York Times. ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square on 9/11 has New York Times. ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square on 9/11 has 
never been written about in the New York Times! never been written about in the New York Times! never been written about in the New York Times! never been written about in the New York Times!     
    
No! Infants pictures who died from Whooping Cough on the Front No! Infants pictures who died from Whooping Cough on the Front No! Infants pictures who died from Whooping Cough on the Front No! Infants pictures who died from Whooping Cough on the Front 
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Page of the same New York Times Page of the same New York Times Page of the same New York Times Page of the same New York Times     
    
Cure for Whooping Cough... No! Cure for Whooping Cough... No! Cure for Whooping Cough... No! Cure for Whooping Cough... No!     
    
Cure for the Flu... No! Cure for the Flu... No! Cure for the Flu... No! Cure for the Flu... No!     
    
Cure for Breast Cancer... No! Cure for Breast Cancer... No! Cure for Breast Cancer... No! Cure for Breast Cancer... No!     
    
Cure, No! Cure, No! Cure, No! Cure, No!     
    
Roche Herceptin scam cost "Pink" donors 5.3 Billion Roche Herceptin scam cost "Pink" donors 5.3 Billion Roche Herceptin scam cost "Pink" donors 5.3 Billion Roche Herceptin scam cost "Pink" donors 5.3 Billion     
    
Roche, and all the others made getting a "Cure" persona non Roche, and all the others made getting a "Cure" persona non Roche, and all the others made getting a "Cure" persona non Roche, and all the others made getting a "Cure" persona non 
grata. Prohibition is not for alcohol in 2010 but Roche and the grata. Prohibition is not for alcohol in 2010 but Roche and the grata. Prohibition is not for alcohol in 2010 but Roche and the grata. Prohibition is not for alcohol in 2010 but Roche and the 
others have email Prohibiting any scientist from doing any others have email Prohibiting any scientist from doing any others have email Prohibiting any scientist from doing any others have email Prohibiting any scientist from doing any 
research to get a "Cure" as another "Vaccine" for Breast Cancer not research to get a "Cure" as another "Vaccine" for Breast Cancer not research to get a "Cure" as another "Vaccine" for Breast Cancer not research to get a "Cure" as another "Vaccine" for Breast Cancer not 
a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure would make Roche $1 a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure would make Roche $1 a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure would make Roche $1 a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure would make Roche $1 
Trillion. Trillion. Trillion. Trillion.     
    
$1 Trillion for a Roche vaccine for Breast Cancer $1 Trillion for a Roche vaccine for Breast Cancer $1 Trillion for a Roche vaccine for Breast Cancer $1 Trillion for a Roche vaccine for Breast Cancer     
    
Loss of $1 Trillion for Roche if Greg Buell Lovestar gets the Rx Loss of $1 Trillion for Roche if Greg Buell Lovestar gets the Rx Loss of $1 Trillion for Roche if Greg Buell Lovestar gets the Rx Loss of $1 Trillion for Roche if Greg Buell Lovestar gets the Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer.     
    
$1 Trillion made from a "Gas Lobotomy" invention $1 Trillion made from a "Gas Lobotomy" invention $1 Trillion made from a "Gas Lobotomy" invention $1 Trillion made from a "Gas Lobotomy" invention     
    
"FBI" murder rates, 365k women murdered in 2010 by "OJ Clones" "FBI" murder rates, 365k women murdered in 2010 by "OJ Clones" "FBI" murder rates, 365k women murdered in 2010 by "OJ Clones" "FBI" murder rates, 365k women murdered in 2010 by "OJ Clones"     
    
"FBI" with the Morals of Saudi Arabia Princes at the $1 Trillion "FBI" with the Morals of Saudi Arabia Princes at the $1 Trillion "FBI" with the Morals of Saudi Arabia Princes at the $1 Trillion "FBI" with the Morals of Saudi Arabia Princes at the $1 Trillion 
Dollar Mall or Visiting Thailand to have sex with kids. Dollar Mall or Visiting Thailand to have sex with kids. Dollar Mall or Visiting Thailand to have sex with kids. Dollar Mall or Visiting Thailand to have sex with kids.     
    

Train of Planes docked at 100,000 Train of Planes docked at 100,000 Train of Planes docked at 100,000 Train of Planes docked at 100,000 

feet One Lifeboat for the return to Earth, save the stress of heat tiles feet One Lifeboat for the return to Earth, save the stress of heat tiles feet One Lifeboat for the return to Earth, save the stress of heat tiles feet One Lifeboat for the return to Earth, save the stress of heat tiles 
falling off! falling off! falling off! falling off!     
    
NASA Top Brass have been spending more time in Saudi Arabia NASA Top Brass have been spending more time in Saudi Arabia NASA Top Brass have been spending more time in Saudi Arabia NASA Top Brass have been spending more time in Saudi Arabia 
"Malls" than at the Cape! "Malls" than at the Cape! "Malls" than at the Cape! "Malls" than at the Cape!     
    

Morals with a sky like this in view! Morals with a sky like this in view! Morals with a sky like this in view! Morals with a sky like this in view! 

    
    
"Crime and Punishment" another Russian Novel "Crime and Punishment" another Russian Novel "Crime and Punishment" another Russian Novel "Crime and Punishment" another Russian Novel     
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Putin let Hell freeze over, and Red Square too, heating elements in Putin let Hell freeze over, and Red Square too, heating elements in Putin let Hell freeze over, and Red Square too, heating elements in Putin let Hell freeze over, and Red Square too, heating elements in 
Red Square and a $1 Trillion Dollar Medical School for Moscow Red Square and a $1 Trillion Dollar Medical School for Moscow Red Square and a $1 Trillion Dollar Medical School for Moscow Red Square and a $1 Trillion Dollar Medical School for Moscow 
LOST out to drunk VIP's not telling their girl friends about OJ LOST out to drunk VIP's not telling their girl friends about OJ LOST out to drunk VIP's not telling their girl friends about OJ LOST out to drunk VIP's not telling their girl friends about OJ 
Clones and the higher risk of getting breast cancer from getting Clones and the higher risk of getting breast cancer from getting Clones and the higher risk of getting breast cancer from getting Clones and the higher risk of getting breast cancer from getting 
drunk. drunk. drunk. drunk.     
    

NASA Top Brass have been NASA Top Brass have been NASA Top Brass have been NASA Top Brass have been 

shopping in Saudi Arabia from 1980 to 2010, I could have shopping in Saudi Arabia from 1980 to 2010, I could have shopping in Saudi Arabia from 1980 to 2010, I could have shopping in Saudi Arabia from 1980 to 2010, I could have 
invented a "Memory Pill" "Total Recall" Rx right after I invented invented a "Memory Pill" "Total Recall" Rx right after I invented invented a "Memory Pill" "Total Recall" Rx right after I invented invented a "Memory Pill" "Total Recall" Rx right after I invented 
the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 if our Orwellian Caesar was not the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 if our Orwellian Caesar was not the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 if our Orwellian Caesar was not the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 if our Orwellian Caesar was not 
worst than the Roman Caesars! NASA x43 Space Plane docked like a worst than the Roman Caesars! NASA x43 Space Plane docked like a worst than the Roman Caesars! NASA x43 Space Plane docked like a worst than the Roman Caesars! NASA x43 Space Plane docked like a 
train, blast off at 100,000' into Orbit. Mission not found in a Saudi train, blast off at 100,000' into Orbit. Mission not found in a Saudi train, blast off at 100,000' into Orbit. Mission not found in a Saudi train, blast off at 100,000' into Orbit. Mission not found in a Saudi 
Arabia Mall. Arabia Mall. Arabia Mall. Arabia Mall.     
    
Leno still drives by fiery LA Wrecks without stopping to help those on Leno still drives by fiery LA Wrecks without stopping to help those on Leno still drives by fiery LA Wrecks without stopping to help those on Leno still drives by fiery LA Wrecks without stopping to help those on 
fire! fire! fire! fire!     
    
McCain still drives by fiery LA Wrecks without stopping to help those McCain still drives by fiery LA Wrecks without stopping to help those McCain still drives by fiery LA Wrecks without stopping to help those McCain still drives by fiery LA Wrecks without stopping to help those 
on fire! on fire! on fire! on fire!     
    
Caroline Kennedy and Kennedy's Son drive by fiery LA Wrecks Caroline Kennedy and Kennedy's Son drive by fiery LA Wrecks Caroline Kennedy and Kennedy's Son drive by fiery LA Wrecks Caroline Kennedy and Kennedy's Son drive by fiery LA Wrecks 
without stopping to help those on fire! without stopping to help those on fire! without stopping to help those on fire! without stopping to help those on fire!     
    

10 billion Sharks in the Ocean 10 billion Sharks in the Ocean 10 billion Sharks in the Ocean 10 billion Sharks in the Ocean 

and none in Cans at Kroger... suppression gone to far by a psychotic and none in Cans at Kroger... suppression gone to far by a psychotic and none in Cans at Kroger... suppression gone to far by a psychotic and none in Cans at Kroger... suppression gone to far by a psychotic 
government! Senate! government! Senate! government! Senate! government! Senate!     
    
MD's doing medical research, Dr. Chen wrote this up at the top of MD's doing medical research, Dr. Chen wrote this up at the top of MD's doing medical research, Dr. Chen wrote this up at the top of MD's doing medical research, Dr. Chen wrote this up at the top of 
this page... this page... this page... this page...     
    
11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 ------------ Dr. Chen writes in the New York Times "research has  Dr. Chen writes in the New York Times "research has  Dr. Chen writes in the New York Times "research has  Dr. Chen writes in the New York Times "research has 
long been driven by a single overriding goal of finding a miracle long been driven by a single overriding goal of finding a miracle long been driven by a single overriding goal of finding a miracle long been driven by a single overriding goal of finding a miracle 
cure." cure." cure." cure."     
    
"Burn Units" BP Oil and the Queen of England are guilty of tossing "Burn Units" BP Oil and the Queen of England are guilty of tossing "Burn Units" BP Oil and the Queen of England are guilty of tossing "Burn Units" BP Oil and the Queen of England are guilty of tossing 
gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down LA Freeways! gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down LA Freeways! gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down LA Freeways! gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down LA Freeways!     
    
Cruise Ship "Queen Elizabeth" 2010 Model is not a "Cure" for the "Oil Cruise Ship "Queen Elizabeth" 2010 Model is not a "Cure" for the "Oil Cruise Ship "Queen Elizabeth" 2010 Model is not a "Cure" for the "Oil Cruise Ship "Queen Elizabeth" 2010 Model is not a "Cure" for the "Oil 
Plague" greed that will kill 1 Trillion if no cure is found! Plague" greed that will kill 1 Trillion if no cure is found! Plague" greed that will kill 1 Trillion if no cure is found! Plague" greed that will kill 1 Trillion if no cure is found!     
    
"Oasis" Cruise Ship the largest in the world docked at Fort "Oasis" Cruise Ship the largest in the world docked at Fort "Oasis" Cruise Ship the largest in the world docked at Fort "Oasis" Cruise Ship the largest in the world docked at Fort 
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Lauderdale will not stop at Key West... Lauderdale will not stop at Key West... Lauderdale will not stop at Key West... Lauderdale will not stop at Key West...     
    
Yale Key West Medical School will be built at Key West! In 2 Yale Key West Medical School will be built at Key West! In 2 Yale Key West Medical School will be built at Key West! In 2 Yale Key West Medical School will be built at Key West! In 2 
Semesters an Eiffel Tower Structure with shipping containers will be Semesters an Eiffel Tower Structure with shipping containers will be Semesters an Eiffel Tower Structure with shipping containers will be Semesters an Eiffel Tower Structure with shipping containers will be 
a Miracle Cure for 1 billion patients visiting Key West. Los Alamos a Miracle Cure for 1 billion patients visiting Key West. Los Alamos a Miracle Cure for 1 billion patients visiting Key West. Los Alamos a Miracle Cure for 1 billion patients visiting Key West. Los Alamos 
supercomputer will be "critical" in diagnoses and inventing a Rx supercomputer will be "critical" in diagnoses and inventing a Rx supercomputer will be "critical" in diagnoses and inventing a Rx supercomputer will be "critical" in diagnoses and inventing a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer and other Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer and other Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer and other Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer and other 
diseases! diseases! diseases! diseases!     

Shipping Container "House" or Shipping Container "House" or Shipping Container "House" or Shipping Container "House" or 

"Medical School" with of without the Eiffel Tower Structure holding "Medical School" with of without the Eiffel Tower Structure holding "Medical School" with of without the Eiffel Tower Structure holding "Medical School" with of without the Eiffel Tower Structure holding 
them up. them up. them up. them up.     
Eiffel Tower Structure loaded with Shipping Container containers, Eiffel Tower Structure loaded with Shipping Container containers, Eiffel Tower Structure loaded with Shipping Container containers, Eiffel Tower Structure loaded with Shipping Container containers, 
Eiffel Tower Medical School Structure built in 12 months working Eiffel Tower Medical School Structure built in 12 months working Eiffel Tower Medical School Structure built in 12 months working Eiffel Tower Medical School Structure built in 12 months working 
24/7, same as Greg Buell Lovestar and his many wives working 24/7 24/7, same as Greg Buell Lovestar and his many wives working 24/7 24/7, same as Greg Buell Lovestar and his many wives working 24/7 24/7, same as Greg Buell Lovestar and his many wives working 24/7 
brainstorming 1,001 medical "Cures" that were made "Off Limits" by brainstorming 1,001 medical "Cures" that were made "Off Limits" by brainstorming 1,001 medical "Cures" that were made "Off Limits" by brainstorming 1,001 medical "Cures" that were made "Off Limits" by 
our Orwellian Caesar from 1980 to 2010. our Orwellian Caesar from 1980 to 2010. our Orwellian Caesar from 1980 to 2010. our Orwellian Caesar from 1980 to 2010.     
    
11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 ------------ Dr. Chen writes in the New York Times "research has  Dr. Chen writes in the New York Times "research has  Dr. Chen writes in the New York Times "research has  Dr. Chen writes in the New York Times "research has 
long been driven by a single overriding goal of finding a miracle long been driven by a single overriding goal of finding a miracle long been driven by a single overriding goal of finding a miracle long been driven by a single overriding goal of finding a miracle 
cure." cure." cure." cure."     
    
11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 ------------ Long ago, before the 1980 invention of the  Long ago, before the 1980 invention of the  Long ago, before the 1980 invention of the  Long ago, before the 1980 invention of the 
"ElectricWindmillCar" and the beginning of the "Oil Genocide Era "ElectricWindmillCar" and the beginning of the "Oil Genocide Era "ElectricWindmillCar" and the beginning of the "Oil Genocide Era "ElectricWindmillCar" and the beginning of the "Oil Genocide Era 
and Society". and Society". and Society". and Society".     
    
11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 ------------ MD's were driven into Medical School by the  MD's were driven into Medical School by the  MD's were driven into Medical School by the  MD's were driven into Medical School by the 
overriding goal of finding a overnight Miracle cure like Penicillin. overriding goal of finding a overnight Miracle cure like Penicillin. overriding goal of finding a overnight Miracle cure like Penicillin. overriding goal of finding a overnight Miracle cure like Penicillin. 
George Orwell became our "Orwellian Caesar" worst than the 12 George Orwell became our "Orwellian Caesar" worst than the 12 George Orwell became our "Orwellian Caesar" worst than the 12 George Orwell became our "Orwellian Caesar" worst than the 12 
Caesars of Rome combined, and then some! Caesars of Rome combined, and then some! Caesars of Rome combined, and then some! Caesars of Rome combined, and then some!     
    
11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 ------------ Saudi Arabia had been buying "Organs" while  Saudi Arabia had been buying "Organs" while  Saudi Arabia had been buying "Organs" while  Saudi Arabia had been buying "Organs" while 
Americans waiting for the same "Organs" died, yes the "Observers" Americans waiting for the same "Organs" died, yes the "Observers" Americans waiting for the same "Organs" died, yes the "Observers" Americans waiting for the same "Organs" died, yes the "Observers" 
knew this, know this. knew this, know this. knew this, know this. knew this, know this.     
    
11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 ------------ Caesar refused to make "Organ Donation  Caesar refused to make "Organ Donation  Caesar refused to make "Organ Donation  Caesar refused to make "Organ Donation 
Mandatory" for some psychotic reasoning on his part. Mandatory" for some psychotic reasoning on his part. Mandatory" for some psychotic reasoning on his part. Mandatory" for some psychotic reasoning on his part.     
    
$1 Trillion dollar Yale New Haven Medical School LOST by Caesar! $1 Trillion dollar Yale New Haven Medical School LOST by Caesar! $1 Trillion dollar Yale New Haven Medical School LOST by Caesar! $1 Trillion dollar Yale New Haven Medical School LOST by Caesar!     
    
Royal Caribbean Oasis will sail by Key West to the Caribbean. Royal Caribbean Oasis will sail by Key West to the Caribbean. Royal Caribbean Oasis will sail by Key West to the Caribbean. Royal Caribbean Oasis will sail by Key West to the Caribbean.     
    
Paris, French Revolution Sails by via BP Oil, French Owned Oil Paris, French Revolution Sails by via BP Oil, French Owned Oil Paris, French Revolution Sails by via BP Oil, French Owned Oil Paris, French Revolution Sails by via BP Oil, French Owned Oil 
Company. Company. Company. Company.     
    
Eiffel Tower Structure loaded with Shipping Container containers, Eiffel Tower Structure loaded with Shipping Container containers, Eiffel Tower Structure loaded with Shipping Container containers, Eiffel Tower Structure loaded with Shipping Container containers, 
Eiffel Tower Medical School Structure built in 12 months working Eiffel Tower Medical School Structure built in 12 months working Eiffel Tower Medical School Structure built in 12 months working Eiffel Tower Medical School Structure built in 12 months working 
24/7, same as Greg Buell Lovestar and his many wives working 24/7 24/7, same as Greg Buell Lovestar and his many wives working 24/7 24/7, same as Greg Buell Lovestar and his many wives working 24/7 24/7, same as Greg Buell Lovestar and his many wives working 24/7 
brainstorming 1,001 medical "Cures" that were made "Off Limits" by brainstorming 1,001 medical "Cures" that were made "Off Limits" by brainstorming 1,001 medical "Cures" that were made "Off Limits" by brainstorming 1,001 medical "Cures" that were made "Off Limits" by 
our Orwellian Caesar from 1980 to 2010. our Orwellian Caesar from 1980 to 2010. our Orwellian Caesar from 1980 to 2010. our Orwellian Caesar from 1980 to 2010.     
    
11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 ------------ Dr. Chen writes in the New York Times "research has  Dr. Chen writes in the New York Times "research has  Dr. Chen writes in the New York Times "research has  Dr. Chen writes in the New York Times "research has 
long been driven by a single overriding goal of finding a miracle long been driven by a single overriding goal of finding a miracle long been driven by a single overriding goal of finding a miracle long been driven by a single overriding goal of finding a miracle 
cure." cure." cure." cure."     
    
11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 ------------ Long ago, before the 1980 invention of the  Long ago, before the 1980 invention of the  Long ago, before the 1980 invention of the  Long ago, before the 1980 invention of the 
"ElectricWindmillCar" and the beginning of the "Oil Genocide Era "ElectricWindmillCar" and the beginning of the "Oil Genocide Era "ElectricWindmillCar" and the beginning of the "Oil Genocide Era "ElectricWindmillCar" and the beginning of the "Oil Genocide Era 
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and Society". and Society". and Society". and Society".     
    
11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 11 15 2010 ------------ MD's were driven into Medical School by the  MD's were driven into Medical School by the  MD's were driven into Medical School by the  MD's were driven into Medical School by the 
overriding goal of finding a overnight Miracle cure like Penicillin. overriding goal of finding a overnight Miracle cure like Penicillin. overriding goal of finding a overnight Miracle cure like Penicillin. overriding goal of finding a overnight Miracle cure like Penicillin. 
George Orwell became our "Orwellian Caesar" worst than the 12 George Orwell became our "Orwellian Caesar" worst than the 12 George Orwell became our "Orwellian Caesar" worst than the 12 George Orwell became our "Orwellian Caesar" worst than the 12 
Caesars of Rome combined, and then some! Caesars of Rome combined, and then some! Caesars of Rome combined, and then some! Caesars of Rome combined, and then some!     
    

Basic for the French Revolution Basic for the French Revolution Basic for the French Revolution Basic for the French Revolution 

was not a $1 Trillion USD Medical School or $177 Trillion in Oil was not a $1 Trillion USD Medical School or $177 Trillion in Oil was not a $1 Trillion USD Medical School or $177 Trillion in Oil was not a $1 Trillion USD Medical School or $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues with no liability for those burned and burned to death in Revenues with no liability for those burned and burned to death in Revenues with no liability for those burned and burned to death in Revenues with no liability for those burned and burned to death in 
fiery wrecks and BP Oil spills, 177 trillion tar balls in Key West from fiery wrecks and BP Oil spills, 177 trillion tar balls in Key West from fiery wrecks and BP Oil spills, 177 trillion tar balls in Key West from fiery wrecks and BP Oil spills, 177 trillion tar balls in Key West from 
177 trillion deep oil wells still leaking in the Gulf of Mexico! 177 trillion deep oil wells still leaking in the Gulf of Mexico! 177 trillion deep oil wells still leaking in the Gulf of Mexico! 177 trillion deep oil wells still leaking in the Gulf of Mexico!     
    

Paris 1888 Times Square 2010 and Paris 1888 Times Square 2010 and Paris 1888 Times Square 2010 and Paris 1888 Times Square 2010 and 

still the ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed! still the ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed! still the ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed! still the ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed!     
    
    

Fiery LA Wreck did this, Oil men's greed caused Fiery LA Wreck did this, Oil men's greed caused Fiery LA Wreck did this, Oil men's greed caused Fiery LA Wreck did this, Oil men's greed caused 

this. Crime! this. Crime! this. Crime! this. Crime!     
    
    
    
    
    
http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        
    
11 1 2010 Gravity 11 1 2010 Gravity 11 1 2010 Gravity 11 1 2010 Gravity ------------ 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery, its final flight.  11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery, its final flight.  11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery, its final flight.  11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery, its final flight.     
    
11 1 2010 Gravity Control Discovered 11 1 2010 Gravity Control Discovered 11 1 2010 Gravity Control Discovered 11 1 2010 Gravity Control Discovered ------------ 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery,  11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery,  11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery,  11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery, 
its final flight. its final flight. its final flight. its final flight.     
    
11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar Discovered 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar Discovered 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar Discovered 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar Discovered ------------ 11 1 2010 NASA,  11 1 2010 NASA,  11 1 2010 NASA,  11 1 2010 NASA, 
Discovery, its final flight. Discovery, its final flight. Discovery, its final flight. Discovery, its final flight.     
    
11 1 2010 Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer 11 1 2010 Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer 11 1 2010 Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer 11 1 2010 Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer 
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via Your Wives inspiration! via Your Wives inspiration! via Your Wives inspiration! via Your Wives inspiration!     
    
11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery, its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery, its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery, its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery, its final flight.     
    
11 1 2010 Discover Women, Wives, Men in a Polygamist Marriage 11 1 2010 Discover Women, Wives, Men in a Polygamist Marriage 11 1 2010 Discover Women, Wives, Men in a Polygamist Marriage 11 1 2010 Discover Women, Wives, Men in a Polygamist Marriage 
can be inspired by Women, their many Wives, to invent 1,001 things can be inspired by Women, their many Wives, to invent 1,001 things can be inspired by Women, their many Wives, to invent 1,001 things can be inspired by Women, their many Wives, to invent 1,001 things 
and get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast and get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast and get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast and get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer! Cancer! Cancer! Cancer!     
    
    

In Key West this is illegal, In 2011 In Key West this is illegal, In 2011 In Key West this is illegal, In 2011 In Key West this is illegal, In 2011 

Key West will make Top Less Women legal if they have a pink star Key West will make Top Less Women legal if they have a pink star Key West will make Top Less Women legal if they have a pink star Key West will make Top Less Women legal if they have a pink star 
on, to inspire men to invent a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure on, to inspire men to invent a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure on, to inspire men to invent a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure on, to inspire men to invent a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure 
for Breast Cancer! Inspire men to invent 1,001 social and medical for Breast Cancer! Inspire men to invent 1,001 social and medical for Breast Cancer! Inspire men to invent 1,001 social and medical for Breast Cancer! Inspire men to invent 1,001 social and medical 
inventions LOST by MIT War Toys! inventions LOST by MIT War Toys! inventions LOST by MIT War Toys! inventions LOST by MIT War Toys!     
    
11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery, its final flight. Lisa a Love Sick NASA 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery, its final flight. Lisa a Love Sick NASA 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery, its final flight. Lisa a Love Sick NASA 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery, its final flight. Lisa a Love Sick NASA 
Woman, Discovering her Inspiration! Woman, Discovering her Inspiration! Woman, Discovering her Inspiration! Woman, Discovering her Inspiration!     
    
11 1 2010 Aliens discovered by reinventing the Space Telescope 11 1 2010 Aliens discovered by reinventing the Space Telescope 11 1 2010 Aliens discovered by reinventing the Space Telescope 11 1 2010 Aliens discovered by reinventing the Space Telescope ------------    
11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. Discover Aliens... Discover 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. Discover Aliens... Discover 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. Discover Aliens... Discover 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. Discover Aliens... Discover 
Alien Ships Sailing Between Galaxies! Alien Ships Sailing Between Galaxies! Alien Ships Sailing Between Galaxies! Alien Ships Sailing Between Galaxies!     
    
11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery, its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery, its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery, its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery, its final flight.     
    
11 1 2010 It will be the 39th flight for Discovery. Its first was in 11 1 2010 It will be the 39th flight for Discovery. Its first was in 11 1 2010 It will be the 39th flight for Discovery. Its first was in 11 1 2010 It will be the 39th flight for Discovery. Its first was in 
1984. 1984. 1984. 1984.     
    
11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980.     
    
11 1 2010 Shuttle Endeavor... Endeavor! 11 1 2010 Shuttle Endeavor... Endeavor! 11 1 2010 Shuttle Endeavor... Endeavor! 11 1 2010 Shuttle Endeavor... Endeavor!     
    
11 1 2010 Old French: duty, from devoir to be obliged to... New 11 1 2010 Old French: duty, from devoir to be obliged to... New 11 1 2010 Old French: duty, from devoir to be obliged to... New 11 1 2010 Old French: duty, from devoir to be obliged to... New 
French Revolution, Oil, Coal, Natural Gas.. off with their heads! French Revolution, Oil, Coal, Natural Gas.. off with their heads! French Revolution, Oil, Coal, Natural Gas.. off with their heads! French Revolution, Oil, Coal, Natural Gas.. off with their heads!     
    
11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 
Could, Would Oil Men hid $177 Trillion dollars in Swiss Banks the Could, Would Oil Men hid $177 Trillion dollars in Swiss Banks the Could, Would Oil Men hid $177 Trillion dollars in Swiss Banks the Could, Would Oil Men hid $177 Trillion dollars in Swiss Banks the 
Same Swiss Banks Hitler used. Were are the Jewish Cops? On some Same Swiss Banks Hitler used. Were are the Jewish Cops? On some Same Swiss Banks Hitler used. Were are the Jewish Cops? On some Same Swiss Banks Hitler used. Were are the Jewish Cops? On some 
island in Paradise! island in Paradise! island in Paradise! island in Paradise!     
    
11 1 2010 LA Fiery Wrecks and... white Cadillac Escalade pickup 11 1 2010 LA Fiery Wrecks and... white Cadillac Escalade pickup 11 1 2010 LA Fiery Wrecks and... white Cadillac Escalade pickup 11 1 2010 LA Fiery Wrecks and... white Cadillac Escalade pickup 
truck plowed into the home at yesterday, Sunday, killing 19truck plowed into the home at yesterday, Sunday, killing 19truck plowed into the home at yesterday, Sunday, killing 19truck plowed into the home at yesterday, Sunday, killing 19----yearyearyearyear----
old mother and her 6old mother and her 6old mother and her 6old mother and her 6----daydaydayday----old daughter, husband did it of course. old daughter, husband did it of course. old daughter, husband did it of course. old daughter, husband did it of course. 
Discover Lobotomy Gas, you do the math, count all the OJ Clones Discover Lobotomy Gas, you do the math, count all the OJ Clones Discover Lobotomy Gas, you do the math, count all the OJ Clones Discover Lobotomy Gas, you do the math, count all the OJ Clones 
who don't make the news, this is mass murder! who don't make the news, this is mass murder! who don't make the news, this is mass murder! who don't make the news, this is mass murder!     
    
11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010.     
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In Key West Cops are mad as hell about Fiery LA In Key West Cops are mad as hell about Fiery LA In Key West Cops are mad as hell about Fiery LA In Key West Cops are mad as hell about Fiery LA 

Wrecks and no Super Air Bags on Semi Trucks, a inventions Wrecks and no Super Air Bags on Semi Trucks, a inventions Wrecks and no Super Air Bags on Semi Trucks, a inventions Wrecks and no Super Air Bags on Semi Trucks, a inventions 
suppressed since 1990 by our Orwellian Caesar! suppressed since 1990 by our Orwellian Caesar! suppressed since 1990 by our Orwellian Caesar! suppressed since 1990 by our Orwellian Caesar!     
    
11 1 2010 Before penicillin came along, syphilis was known in 11 1 2010 Before penicillin came along, syphilis was known in 11 1 2010 Before penicillin came along, syphilis was known in 11 1 2010 Before penicillin came along, syphilis was known in 
medical circles as medical circles as medical circles as medical circles as ““““the great mimicker,the great mimicker,the great mimicker,the great mimicker,””””    a stealthy disease able to a stealthy disease able to a stealthy disease able to a stealthy disease able to 
mangle the human body in virtually all known ways. mangle the human body in virtually all known ways. mangle the human body in virtually all known ways. mangle the human body in virtually all known ways. ““““Know Know Know Know 
syphilis and you know medicine,syphilis and you know medicine,syphilis and you know medicine,syphilis and you know medicine,””””    professors would tell their professors would tell their professors would tell their professors would tell their 
students. students. students. students.     
    

Fiery LA Wreck did this, Oil men's greed caused Fiery LA Wreck did this, Oil men's greed caused Fiery LA Wreck did this, Oil men's greed caused Fiery LA Wreck did this, Oil men's greed caused 

this. Crime! this. Crime! this. Crime! this. Crime!     
    
11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010.     
    
11 1 2010 Mission managers gathered at Kennedy Space Center in 11 1 2010 Mission managers gathered at Kennedy Space Center in 11 1 2010 Mission managers gathered at Kennedy Space Center in 11 1 2010 Mission managers gathered at Kennedy Space Center in 
Florida, and Saudi Arabia! Florida, and Saudi Arabia! Florida, and Saudi Arabia! Florida, and Saudi Arabia!     
    
11 1 2010 NYC Shot in the face while working as the night clerk at 11 1 2010 NYC Shot in the face while working as the night clerk at 11 1 2010 NYC Shot in the face while working as the night clerk at 11 1 2010 NYC Shot in the face while working as the night clerk at 
the Lucky Grocery and Deli in Queens. Luckily one of Gregs 1,001 the Lucky Grocery and Deli in Queens. Luckily one of Gregs 1,001 the Lucky Grocery and Deli in Queens. Luckily one of Gregs 1,001 the Lucky Grocery and Deli in Queens. Luckily one of Gregs 1,001 
Invention Projects is a gas lobotomy for criminals. Invention Projects is a gas lobotomy for criminals. Invention Projects is a gas lobotomy for criminals. Invention Projects is a gas lobotomy for criminals.     
    
11 1 2010 Because alcohol is more destructive than illegal drugs 11 1 2010 Because alcohol is more destructive than illegal drugs 11 1 2010 Because alcohol is more destructive than illegal drugs 11 1 2010 Because alcohol is more destructive than illegal drugs 
like heroin and crack, NY Times stifles the Social Cost of Alcohol like heroin and crack, NY Times stifles the Social Cost of Alcohol like heroin and crack, NY Times stifles the Social Cost of Alcohol like heroin and crack, NY Times stifles the Social Cost of Alcohol 
because of Liquor Ads pay their salaries. $ Prohibition discovery. because of Liquor Ads pay their salaries. $ Prohibition discovery. because of Liquor Ads pay their salaries. $ Prohibition discovery. because of Liquor Ads pay their salaries. $ Prohibition discovery. 
Invention would be adding something to the alcohol at the Invention would be adding something to the alcohol at the Invention would be adding something to the alcohol at the Invention would be adding something to the alcohol at the 
brewery... gov. ordered prohibition to save how many drunks from brewery... gov. ordered prohibition to save how many drunks from brewery... gov. ordered prohibition to save how many drunks from brewery... gov. ordered prohibition to save how many drunks from 
killing how many wives... this is mass murder via alcohol. killing how many wives... this is mass murder via alcohol. killing how many wives... this is mass murder via alcohol. killing how many wives... this is mass murder via alcohol.     
    
11 1 2010 MD's and Rx $$$$ Roche in Geneva Switzerland 11 1 2010 MD's and Rx $$$$ Roche in Geneva Switzerland 11 1 2010 MD's and Rx $$$$ Roche in Geneva Switzerland 11 1 2010 MD's and Rx $$$$ Roche in Geneva Switzerland 
scrammed women dying from stage 4 breast cancer out of $5.3 scrammed women dying from stage 4 breast cancer out of $5.3 scrammed women dying from stage 4 breast cancer out of $5.3 scrammed women dying from stage 4 breast cancer out of $5.3 
Billion dollars to live 4 weeks longer in torture, not even Chaney Billion dollars to live 4 weeks longer in torture, not even Chaney Billion dollars to live 4 weeks longer in torture, not even Chaney Billion dollars to live 4 weeks longer in torture, not even Chaney 
would wish on his daughters. would wish on his daughters. would wish on his daughters. would wish on his daughters.     
    
11 1 2010 NY Times and Ads $$$$ 11 1 2010 NY Times and Ads $$$$ 11 1 2010 NY Times and Ads $$$$ 11 1 2010 NY Times and Ads $$$$     
    
11 1 2010 11 1 2010 11 1 2010 11 1 2010 ““““Know syphilis and you know medicine,Know syphilis and you know medicine,Know syphilis and you know medicine,Know syphilis and you know medicine,””””    professors would professors would professors would professors would 
tell their students. tell their students. tell their students. tell their students.     
    
11 1 2010 "Syphilis and Hepatitis" as Fag Diseases are not written 11 1 2010 "Syphilis and Hepatitis" as Fag Diseases are not written 11 1 2010 "Syphilis and Hepatitis" as Fag Diseases are not written 11 1 2010 "Syphilis and Hepatitis" as Fag Diseases are not written 
up in the NY Times. Social cost is Top Secret... Who gave you syphilis up in the NY Times. Social cost is Top Secret... Who gave you syphilis up in the NY Times. Social cost is Top Secret... Who gave you syphilis up in the NY Times. Social cost is Top Secret... Who gave you syphilis 
and or hepatitis is Top Secret and not even Yale Law School lawyers and or hepatitis is Top Secret and not even Yale Law School lawyers and or hepatitis is Top Secret and not even Yale Law School lawyers and or hepatitis is Top Secret and not even Yale Law School lawyers 
can help you sue the Fags who spread diseases. can help you sue the Fags who spread diseases. can help you sue the Fags who spread diseases. can help you sue the Fags who spread diseases.     
    
11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010.     
    
11 1 2010 New 55 Story New York Times building was a bribe from 11 1 2010 New 55 Story New York Times building was a bribe from 11 1 2010 New 55 Story New York Times building was a bribe from 11 1 2010 New 55 Story New York Times building was a bribe from 
"Fags" and "Texas and Saudi and yes BP Oil Men" "Fags" and "Texas and Saudi and yes BP Oil Men" "Fags" and "Texas and Saudi and yes BP Oil Men" "Fags" and "Texas and Saudi and yes BP Oil Men"     
    
11 1 2010 NY Times... anti11 1 2010 NY Times... anti11 1 2010 NY Times... anti11 1 2010 NY Times... anti----gay statements from gubernatorial gay statements from gubernatorial gay statements from gubernatorial gay statements from gubernatorial 
candidate Carl Paladino make the front page of the NY Times, not candidate Carl Paladino make the front page of the NY Times, not candidate Carl Paladino make the front page of the NY Times, not candidate Carl Paladino make the front page of the NY Times, not 
social cost of "Syphilis and Hepatitis" spread by Fags. social cost of "Syphilis and Hepatitis" spread by Fags. social cost of "Syphilis and Hepatitis" spread by Fags. social cost of "Syphilis and Hepatitis" spread by Fags.     
    
11 1 2010 Ark. School Board Member Quits After Anti11 1 2010 Ark. School Board Member Quits After Anti11 1 2010 Ark. School Board Member Quits After Anti11 1 2010 Ark. School Board Member Quits After Anti----gay Rant. gay Rant. gay Rant. gay Rant. 
Arkansas School Board Member Who Posted AntiArkansas School Board Member Who Posted AntiArkansas School Board Member Who Posted AntiArkansas School Board Member Who Posted Anti----gay Rants On gay Rants On gay Rants On gay Rants On 
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Facebook Resigns Post... 5th graders given Syphilis and hepatitis by Facebook Resigns Post... 5th graders given Syphilis and hepatitis by Facebook Resigns Post... 5th graders given Syphilis and hepatitis by Facebook Resigns Post... 5th graders given Syphilis and hepatitis by 
Fags, our Orwellian Caesar will cover up this news. You will never Fags, our Orwellian Caesar will cover up this news. You will never Fags, our Orwellian Caesar will cover up this news. You will never Fags, our Orwellian Caesar will cover up this news. You will never 
hear Katie Couric report on 5th graders given syphilis by fags. hear Katie Couric report on 5th graders given syphilis by fags. hear Katie Couric report on 5th graders given syphilis by fags. hear Katie Couric report on 5th graders given syphilis by fags.     
    
11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010.     
    
11 1 2010 Ariz. Immigration Law in the news the NY Times 11 1 2010 Ariz. Immigration Law in the news the NY Times 11 1 2010 Ariz. Immigration Law in the news the NY Times 11 1 2010 Ariz. Immigration Law in the news the NY Times 
suppressed the Gringos killed by Mexicans! 10 Gringo infants not suppressed the Gringos killed by Mexicans! 10 Gringo infants not suppressed the Gringos killed by Mexicans! 10 Gringo infants not suppressed the Gringos killed by Mexicans! 10 Gringo infants not 
pictured on the front page of the NY Times died from being infected pictured on the front page of the NY Times died from being infected pictured on the front page of the NY Times died from being infected pictured on the front page of the NY Times died from being infected 
with Whooping Cough by Mexicans with Whooping Cough by Mexicans with Whooping Cough by Mexicans with Whooping Cough by Mexicans ----    Nursery and Day Care Nursery and Day Care Nursery and Day Care Nursery and Day Care 
Nannies, illegal and mass murder covered up by the NY Times in Nannies, illegal and mass murder covered up by the NY Times in Nannies, illegal and mass murder covered up by the NY Times in Nannies, illegal and mass murder covered up by the NY Times in 
an Oil Genocide Era and Society 1980 to 2010. 10 infants pictured an Oil Genocide Era and Society 1980 to 2010. 10 infants pictured an Oil Genocide Era and Society 1980 to 2010. 10 infants pictured an Oil Genocide Era and Society 1980 to 2010. 10 infants pictured 
on the Front Page of the New York Times with the headlines all on the Front Page of the New York Times with the headlines all on the Front Page of the New York Times with the headlines all on the Front Page of the New York Times with the headlines all 
these 10 infants were killed by Mexicans who gave them Whooping these 10 infants were killed by Mexicans who gave them Whooping these 10 infants were killed by Mexicans who gave them Whooping these 10 infants were killed by Mexicans who gave them Whooping 
Cough... this is why Mom's of the dead infants will have to wait for Cough... this is why Mom's of the dead infants will have to wait for Cough... this is why Mom's of the dead infants will have to wait for Cough... this is why Mom's of the dead infants will have to wait for 
justice as Injustice Center is located in Boulder Colorado and on justice as Injustice Center is located in Boulder Colorado and on justice as Injustice Center is located in Boulder Colorado and on justice as Injustice Center is located in Boulder Colorado and on 
the front page Pictures in the New York Times. Only Oil Men from the front page Pictures in the New York Times. Only Oil Men from the front page Pictures in the New York Times. Only Oil Men from the front page Pictures in the New York Times. Only Oil Men from 
Texas and Saudi Arabia who toss gasoline bombs at SUV's driving Texas and Saudi Arabia who toss gasoline bombs at SUV's driving Texas and Saudi Arabia who toss gasoline bombs at SUV's driving Texas and Saudi Arabia who toss gasoline bombs at SUV's driving 
down the LA Freeways would be cold enough to suppress these 10 down the LA Freeways would be cold enough to suppress these 10 down the LA Freeways would be cold enough to suppress these 10 down the LA Freeways would be cold enough to suppress these 10 
infants from the front page of the New York Times. Even sicker oil infants from the front page of the New York Times. Even sicker oil infants from the front page of the New York Times. Even sicker oil infants from the front page of the New York Times. Even sicker oil 
men from Saudi Arabia might have bought the organs from theses men from Saudi Arabia might have bought the organs from theses men from Saudi Arabia might have bought the organs from theses men from Saudi Arabia might have bought the organs from theses 
poor infants for infants born in Saudi Arabia needing a organ poor infants for infants born in Saudi Arabia needing a organ poor infants for infants born in Saudi Arabia needing a organ poor infants for infants born in Saudi Arabia needing a organ 
transplant. British Oil Men at BP Oil are cold blooded killers, you transplant. British Oil Men at BP Oil are cold blooded killers, you transplant. British Oil Men at BP Oil are cold blooded killers, you transplant. British Oil Men at BP Oil are cold blooded killers, you 
know this from the 177 trillion tar balls on the Key West White know this from the 177 trillion tar balls on the Key West White know this from the 177 trillion tar balls on the Key West White know this from the 177 trillion tar balls on the Key West White 
Sandy Beaches from the 177 trillion wells leaking in the Gulf of Sandy Beaches from the 177 trillion wells leaking in the Gulf of Sandy Beaches from the 177 trillion wells leaking in the Gulf of Sandy Beaches from the 177 trillion wells leaking in the Gulf of 
Mexico. Mexico. Mexico. Mexico.     
    
    
    
    

Infant died from Infant died from Infant died from Infant died from 

Whooping Cough last week killed by Mexicans who refuse to get a Whooping Cough last week killed by Mexicans who refuse to get a Whooping Cough last week killed by Mexicans who refuse to get a Whooping Cough last week killed by Mexicans who refuse to get a 
flu vaccine at Lean in Tree in Boulder Colorado and every City in flu vaccine at Lean in Tree in Boulder Colorado and every City in flu vaccine at Lean in Tree in Boulder Colorado and every City in flu vaccine at Lean in Tree in Boulder Colorado and every City in 
the USA. A crime by our gov. for Mexican Oil. the USA. A crime by our gov. for Mexican Oil. the USA. A crime by our gov. for Mexican Oil. the USA. A crime by our gov. for Mexican Oil.     
    
11 1 2010 Scam... Large quantities of rare metals are needed to 11 1 2010 Scam... Large quantities of rare metals are needed to 11 1 2010 Scam... Large quantities of rare metals are needed to 11 1 2010 Scam... Large quantities of rare metals are needed to 
make photovoltaic panels, rare earth magnets for wind generators, make photovoltaic panels, rare earth magnets for wind generators, make photovoltaic panels, rare earth magnets for wind generators, make photovoltaic panels, rare earth magnets for wind generators, 
fuel cells and highfuel cells and highfuel cells and highfuel cells and high----capacity batteries for hybrid and electric capacity batteries for hybrid and electric capacity batteries for hybrid and electric capacity batteries for hybrid and electric 
vehicles. Metals like gallium, indium, selenium, tellurium, and vehicles. Metals like gallium, indium, selenium, tellurium, and vehicles. Metals like gallium, indium, selenium, tellurium, and vehicles. Metals like gallium, indium, selenium, tellurium, and 
high purity silicon are needed to make photovoltaic panels, while high purity silicon are needed to make photovoltaic panels, while high purity silicon are needed to make photovoltaic panels, while high purity silicon are needed to make photovoltaic panels, while 
batteries require zinc, vanadium, lithium and rare earth batteries require zinc, vanadium, lithium and rare earth batteries require zinc, vanadium, lithium and rare earth batteries require zinc, vanadium, lithium and rare earth 
elements, and platinum group minerals are needed for fuel cellelements, and platinum group minerals are needed for fuel cellelements, and platinum group minerals are needed for fuel cellelements, and platinum group minerals are needed for fuel cell----
powered vehicles. powered vehicles. powered vehicles. powered vehicles.     
    
    

Scam H Hydrogen is free and for Scam H Hydrogen is free and for Scam H Hydrogen is free and for Scam H Hydrogen is free and for 

real! real! real! real!     
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11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980.     
    
11 1 2010 H Hydrogen from its Electrolysis Accessory will give the 11 1 2010 H Hydrogen from its Electrolysis Accessory will give the 11 1 2010 H Hydrogen from its Electrolysis Accessory will give the 11 1 2010 H Hydrogen from its Electrolysis Accessory will give the 
Masses of Humanity free H. Masses of Humanity free H. Masses of Humanity free H. Masses of Humanity free H.     
    
11 1 2010 Scam... Large quantities of rare metals are needed to 11 1 2010 Scam... Large quantities of rare metals are needed to 11 1 2010 Scam... Large quantities of rare metals are needed to 11 1 2010 Scam... Large quantities of rare metals are needed to 
make photovoltaic panels, rare earth magnets for wind generators, make photovoltaic panels, rare earth magnets for wind generators, make photovoltaic panels, rare earth magnets for wind generators, make photovoltaic panels, rare earth magnets for wind generators, 
fuel cells and highfuel cells and highfuel cells and highfuel cells and high----capacity batteries for hybrid and electric capacity batteries for hybrid and electric capacity batteries for hybrid and electric capacity batteries for hybrid and electric 
vehicles. Metals like gallium, indium, selenium, tellurium, and vehicles. Metals like gallium, indium, selenium, tellurium, and vehicles. Metals like gallium, indium, selenium, tellurium, and vehicles. Metals like gallium, indium, selenium, tellurium, and 
high purity silicon are needed to make photovoltaic panels, while high purity silicon are needed to make photovoltaic panels, while high purity silicon are needed to make photovoltaic panels, while high purity silicon are needed to make photovoltaic panels, while 
batteries require zinc, vanadium, lithium and rare earth batteries require zinc, vanadium, lithium and rare earth batteries require zinc, vanadium, lithium and rare earth batteries require zinc, vanadium, lithium and rare earth 
elements, and platinum group minerals are needed for fuel cellelements, and platinum group minerals are needed for fuel cellelements, and platinum group minerals are needed for fuel cellelements, and platinum group minerals are needed for fuel cell----
powered vehicles. powered vehicles. powered vehicles. powered vehicles.     
    
11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980.     
    
11 1 2010 H Hydrogen from its Electrolysis Accessory will give the 11 1 2010 H Hydrogen from its Electrolysis Accessory will give the 11 1 2010 H Hydrogen from its Electrolysis Accessory will give the 11 1 2010 H Hydrogen from its Electrolysis Accessory will give the 
Masses of Humanity free H. Masses of Humanity free H. Masses of Humanity free H. Masses of Humanity free H.     
    
11 1 2010 Scam... Carter and Roslyn, Our Mission Habitat for 11 1 2010 Scam... Carter and Roslyn, Our Mission Habitat for 11 1 2010 Scam... Carter and Roslyn, Our Mission Habitat for 11 1 2010 Scam... Carter and Roslyn, Our Mission Habitat for 
Humanity of Key West and Lower Florida Keys, Inc. is a nonprofit Humanity of Key West and Lower Florida Keys, Inc. is a nonprofit Humanity of Key West and Lower Florida Keys, Inc. is a nonprofit Humanity of Key West and Lower Florida Keys, Inc. is a nonprofit 
volunteer organization working in interfaith partnership with volunteer organization working in interfaith partnership with volunteer organization working in interfaith partnership with volunteer organization working in interfaith partnership with 
GodGodGodGod’’’’s people in need to help create decent affordable housing for s people in need to help create decent affordable housing for s people in need to help create decent affordable housing for s people in need to help create decent affordable housing for 
the betterment of our community. the betterment of our community. the betterment of our community. the betterment of our community.     
    
11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980.     
    
11 1 2010 H Hydrogen from its Electrolysis Accessory will give the 11 1 2010 H Hydrogen from its Electrolysis Accessory will give the 11 1 2010 H Hydrogen from its Electrolysis Accessory will give the 11 1 2010 H Hydrogen from its Electrolysis Accessory will give the 
Masses of Humanity free H. Masses of Humanity free H. Masses of Humanity free H. Masses of Humanity free H.     
    
11 1 2010 Key West, Florida Keys 11 1 2010 Key West, Florida Keys 11 1 2010 Key West, Florida Keys 11 1 2010 Key West, Florida Keys ––––    Expect Key WestExpect Key WestExpect Key WestExpect Key West’’’’s habitual s habitual s habitual s habitual 
eccentricity, Fantasy Fest 2010, themed eccentricity, Fantasy Fest 2010, themed eccentricity, Fantasy Fest 2010, themed eccentricity, Fantasy Fest 2010, themed ““““Habitat for Insanity.Habitat for Insanity.Habitat for Insanity.Habitat for Insanity.””””    
Brought to you by "Texas, Saudi, BP Oil Men" who bring in $177 Brought to you by "Texas, Saudi, BP Oil Men" who bring in $177 Brought to you by "Texas, Saudi, BP Oil Men" who bring in $177 Brought to you by "Texas, Saudi, BP Oil Men" who bring in $177 
Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues! Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues! Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues! Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!     
    
11 1 2010 Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton on Monday 11 1 2010 Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton on Monday 11 1 2010 Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton on Monday 11 1 2010 Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton on Monday 
urged Cambodia to confront its troubled past by ensuring Khmer urged Cambodia to confront its troubled past by ensuring Khmer urged Cambodia to confront its troubled past by ensuring Khmer urged Cambodia to confront its troubled past by ensuring Khmer 
Rouge leaders are brought to justice for crimes against humanity. Rouge leaders are brought to justice for crimes against humanity. Rouge leaders are brought to justice for crimes against humanity. Rouge leaders are brought to justice for crimes against humanity.     
    
11 1 2010 Clinton was in the news yesterday about spending 11 1 2010 Clinton was in the news yesterday about spending 11 1 2010 Clinton was in the news yesterday about spending 11 1 2010 Clinton was in the news yesterday about spending 
$335,000 rehabilitant Cambodia prostitutes by teaching them $335,000 rehabilitant Cambodia prostitutes by teaching them $335,000 rehabilitant Cambodia prostitutes by teaching them $335,000 rehabilitant Cambodia prostitutes by teaching them 
English in Denver... 30 miles from the inventor of the English in Denver... 30 miles from the inventor of the English in Denver... 30 miles from the inventor of the English in Denver... 30 miles from the inventor of the 
ElectricWindmillCar... Grin, little to Orwellian I think! ElectricWindmillCar... Grin, little to Orwellian I think! ElectricWindmillCar... Grin, little to Orwellian I think! ElectricWindmillCar... Grin, little to Orwellian I think!     
    
11 1 2010 Clinton caught on fire last week, when I wrote up her 11 1 2010 Clinton caught on fire last week, when I wrote up her 11 1 2010 Clinton caught on fire last week, when I wrote up her 11 1 2010 Clinton caught on fire last week, when I wrote up her 
Pentagon Generals for running USA Military Whore Houses with Pentagon Generals for running USA Military Whore Houses with Pentagon Generals for running USA Military Whore Houses with Pentagon Generals for running USA Military Whore Houses with 
Moslem Women in Afghanistan! And Iraq! This is Top Secret! Moslem Women in Afghanistan! And Iraq! This is Top Secret! Moslem Women in Afghanistan! And Iraq! This is Top Secret! Moslem Women in Afghanistan! And Iraq! This is Top Secret!     
    
11 1 2010 Gravity is a force of attraction that exists between any 11 1 2010 Gravity is a force of attraction that exists between any 11 1 2010 Gravity is a force of attraction that exists between any 11 1 2010 Gravity is a force of attraction that exists between any 
two masses, any two bodies, any two particles. Gravity is not just the two masses, any two bodies, any two particles. Gravity is not just the two masses, any two bodies, any two particles. Gravity is not just the two masses, any two bodies, any two particles. Gravity is not just the 
attraction between objects and the Earth. It is an attraction that attraction between objects and the Earth. It is an attraction that attraction between objects and the Earth. It is an attraction that attraction between objects and the Earth. It is an attraction that 
exists between all objects, everywhere in the universe. Sir Isaac exists between all objects, everywhere in the universe. Sir Isaac exists between all objects, everywhere in the universe. Sir Isaac exists between all objects, everywhere in the universe. Sir Isaac 
Newton (1642 Newton (1642 Newton (1642 Newton (1642 --------    1727) discovered that a force is required to 1727) discovered that a force is required to 1727) discovered that a force is required to 1727) discovered that a force is required to 
change the speed or direction of movement of an object. He also change the speed or direction of movement of an object. He also change the speed or direction of movement of an object. He also change the speed or direction of movement of an object. He also 
realized that the force called "gravity" must make an apple fall realized that the force called "gravity" must make an apple fall realized that the force called "gravity" must make an apple fall realized that the force called "gravity" must make an apple fall 
from a tree, or humans and animals live on the surface of our from a tree, or humans and animals live on the surface of our from a tree, or humans and animals live on the surface of our from a tree, or humans and animals live on the surface of our 
spinning planet without being flung off. Furthermore, he deduced spinning planet without being flung off. Furthermore, he deduced spinning planet without being flung off. Furthermore, he deduced spinning planet without being flung off. Furthermore, he deduced 
that gravity forces exist between all objects. Newton's "law" of that gravity forces exist between all objects. Newton's "law" of that gravity forces exist between all objects. Newton's "law" of that gravity forces exist between all objects. Newton's "law" of 
gravity is a mathematical description of the way bodies are gravity is a mathematical description of the way bodies are gravity is a mathematical description of the way bodies are gravity is a mathematical description of the way bodies are 
observed to attract one another, based on many scientific observed to attract one another, based on many scientific observed to attract one another, based on many scientific observed to attract one another, based on many scientific 
experiments and observations. The gravitational equation says experiments and observations. The gravitational equation says experiments and observations. The gravitational equation says experiments and observations. The gravitational equation says 
that the force of gravity is proportional to the product of the two that the force of gravity is proportional to the product of the two that the force of gravity is proportional to the product of the two that the force of gravity is proportional to the product of the two 
masses (m1 and m2), and inversely proportional to the square of masses (m1 and m2), and inversely proportional to the square of masses (m1 and m2), and inversely proportional to the square of masses (m1 and m2), and inversely proportional to the square of 
the distance (r) between their centers of mass. Mathematically the distance (r) between their centers of mass. Mathematically the distance (r) between their centers of mass. Mathematically the distance (r) between their centers of mass. Mathematically 
speaking, F=Gm1m2 / r2, where G is called the Gravitational speaking, F=Gm1m2 / r2, where G is called the Gravitational speaking, F=Gm1m2 / r2, where G is called the Gravitational speaking, F=Gm1m2 / r2, where G is called the Gravitational 
Constant. It has a value of 6.6726 x 10Constant. It has a value of 6.6726 x 10Constant. It has a value of 6.6726 x 10Constant. It has a value of 6.6726 x 10----11 m3 kg11 m3 kg11 m3 kg11 m3 kg----1 s1 s1 s1 s----2. 2. 2. 2.     
    
11 1 2010 Discovery launch... Gravity Discovered! If I get even 11 1 2010 Discovery launch... Gravity Discovered! If I get even 11 1 2010 Discovery launch... Gravity Discovered! If I get even 11 1 2010 Discovery launch... Gravity Discovered! If I get even 
Luckier, get 4 wives in a polygamous marriage, get closer to being Luckier, get 4 wives in a polygamous marriage, get closer to being Luckier, get 4 wives in a polygamous marriage, get closer to being Luckier, get 4 wives in a polygamous marriage, get closer to being 
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the one who discovers what gravity is and how to build a gravity the one who discovers what gravity is and how to build a gravity the one who discovers what gravity is and how to build a gravity the one who discovers what gravity is and how to build a gravity 
control machine or even a gravity engine, via being inspired by my control machine or even a gravity engine, via being inspired by my control machine or even a gravity engine, via being inspired by my control machine or even a gravity engine, via being inspired by my 
wives! wives! wives! wives!     
    
11 1 2010 Scam... Large quantities of rare metals are needed to 11 1 2010 Scam... Large quantities of rare metals are needed to 11 1 2010 Scam... Large quantities of rare metals are needed to 11 1 2010 Scam... Large quantities of rare metals are needed to 
make photovoltaic panels, rare earth magnets for wind generators, make photovoltaic panels, rare earth magnets for wind generators, make photovoltaic panels, rare earth magnets for wind generators, make photovoltaic panels, rare earth magnets for wind generators, 
fuel cells and highfuel cells and highfuel cells and highfuel cells and high----capacity batteries for hybrid and electric capacity batteries for hybrid and electric capacity batteries for hybrid and electric capacity batteries for hybrid and electric 
vehicles. Metals like gallium, indium, selenium, tellurium, and vehicles. Metals like gallium, indium, selenium, tellurium, and vehicles. Metals like gallium, indium, selenium, tellurium, and vehicles. Metals like gallium, indium, selenium, tellurium, and 
high purity silicon are needed to make photovoltaic panels, while high purity silicon are needed to make photovoltaic panels, while high purity silicon are needed to make photovoltaic panels, while high purity silicon are needed to make photovoltaic panels, while 
batteries require zinc, vanadium, lithium and rare earth batteries require zinc, vanadium, lithium and rare earth batteries require zinc, vanadium, lithium and rare earth batteries require zinc, vanadium, lithium and rare earth 
elements, and platinum group minerals are needed for fuel cellelements, and platinum group minerals are needed for fuel cellelements, and platinum group minerals are needed for fuel cellelements, and platinum group minerals are needed for fuel cell----
powered vehicles. powered vehicles. powered vehicles. powered vehicles.     
    
11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980.     
    
11 1 2010 H Hydrogen from its Electrolysis Accessory will give the 11 1 2010 H Hydrogen from its Electrolysis Accessory will give the 11 1 2010 H Hydrogen from its Electrolysis Accessory will give the 11 1 2010 H Hydrogen from its Electrolysis Accessory will give the 
Masses of Humanity free H. Masses of Humanity free H. Masses of Humanity free H. Masses of Humanity free H.     
    
11 1 2010 Gravity 11 1 2010 Gravity 11 1 2010 Gravity 11 1 2010 Gravity ------------    11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight.     
    
11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery ----    $$$$1 Trillion Dollar Yale Medical School 1 Trillion Dollar Yale Medical School 1 Trillion Dollar Yale Medical School 1 Trillion Dollar Yale Medical School     
    
11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery ----    $$$$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 
2010 the Oil genocide Era of the suppression of the 2010 the Oil genocide Era of the suppression of the 2010 the Oil genocide Era of the suppression of the 2010 the Oil genocide Era of the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar and the Social LOSS of 177 Trillion Social ElectricWindmillCar and the Social LOSS of 177 Trillion Social ElectricWindmillCar and the Social LOSS of 177 Trillion Social ElectricWindmillCar and the Social LOSS of 177 Trillion Social 
inventions, one being massive amounts of free H to generate your inventions, one being massive amounts of free H to generate your inventions, one being massive amounts of free H to generate your inventions, one being massive amounts of free H to generate your 
Electricity and heat your home and car. Super Air Bags on the Electricity and heat your home and car. Super Air Bags on the Electricity and heat your home and car. Super Air Bags on the Electricity and heat your home and car. Super Air Bags on the 
Outside of all Semi Trucks and Trucks in General! WHO at the UN Outside of all Semi Trucks and Trucks in General! WHO at the UN Outside of all Semi Trucks and Trucks in General! WHO at the UN Outside of all Semi Trucks and Trucks in General! WHO at the UN 
was scrammed by Clintons, Carter, Bush into suppressing clean was scrammed by Clintons, Carter, Bush into suppressing clean was scrammed by Clintons, Carter, Bush into suppressing clean was scrammed by Clintons, Carter, Bush into suppressing clean 
water for 5 billion people via H and O created by electrolysis in water for 5 billion people via H and O created by electrolysis in water for 5 billion people via H and O created by electrolysis in water for 5 billion people via H and O created by electrolysis in 
your ElectricWindmillCar. your ElectricWindmillCar. your ElectricWindmillCar. your ElectricWindmillCar.     
    
11 1 2010 Judith Resnik, the Arthur Liman Professor of Law at the 11 1 2010 Judith Resnik, the Arthur Liman Professor of Law at the 11 1 2010 Judith Resnik, the Arthur Liman Professor of Law at the 11 1 2010 Judith Resnik, the Arthur Liman Professor of Law at the 
Yale Law School, explained YaleYale Law School, explained YaleYale Law School, explained YaleYale Law School, explained Yale’’’’s approach to the DKE issue in s approach to the DKE issue in s approach to the DKE issue in s approach to the DKE issue in 
terms of its code of conduct. She described Yale as a terms of its code of conduct. She described Yale as a terms of its code of conduct. She described Yale as a terms of its code of conduct. She described Yale as a ““““deeply deeply deeply deeply 
normative institutionnormative institutionnormative institutionnormative institution””””    that is clear in the way it wants its members that is clear in the way it wants its members that is clear in the way it wants its members that is clear in the way it wants its members 
to behave and interact, making reference to a 2001 Supreme Court to behave and interact, making reference to a 2001 Supreme Court to behave and interact, making reference to a 2001 Supreme Court to behave and interact, making reference to a 2001 Supreme Court 
decision against five Orthodox Jewish Yale students, who had sued decision against five Orthodox Jewish Yale students, who had sued decision against five Orthodox Jewish Yale students, who had sued decision against five Orthodox Jewish Yale students, who had sued 
the University because its policies requiring them to live in mixedthe University because its policies requiring them to live in mixedthe University because its policies requiring them to live in mixedthe University because its policies requiring them to live in mixed----    
gender dormitories during their freshman and sophomore years gender dormitories during their freshman and sophomore years gender dormitories during their freshman and sophomore years gender dormitories during their freshman and sophomore years 
violated their religious laws. violated their religious laws. violated their religious laws. violated their religious laws.     
    
11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery ----    $$$$1 Trillion Dollar Yale Medical School 1 Trillion Dollar Yale Medical School 1 Trillion Dollar Yale Medical School 1 Trillion Dollar Yale Medical School     
    
11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery ----    $$$$1 Trillion Dollar Yale New Haven Medical 1 Trillion Dollar Yale New Haven Medical 1 Trillion Dollar Yale New Haven Medical 1 Trillion Dollar Yale New Haven Medical 
School School School School     
    
11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery ----    $ $ $ $ Yale Key West Medical School Yale Key West Medical School Yale Key West Medical School Yale Key West Medical School     
    
11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery ----    Wives who live to inspire Men to Invent Wives who live to inspire Men to Invent Wives who live to inspire Men to Invent Wives who live to inspire Men to Invent 
Discover a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Discover a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Discover a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Discover a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer!     
    
    
    
    

In Key West no one is currently In Key West no one is currently In Key West no one is currently In Key West no one is currently 
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working on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Breast cancer Cure working on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Breast cancer Cure working on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Breast cancer Cure working on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Breast cancer Cure 
because our Orwellian Caesar made the inventor of the because our Orwellian Caesar made the inventor of the because our Orwellian Caesar made the inventor of the because our Orwellian Caesar made the inventor of the 
ElectricWindmillCar persona non grata, and I can't work on this ElectricWindmillCar persona non grata, and I can't work on this ElectricWindmillCar persona non grata, and I can't work on this ElectricWindmillCar persona non grata, and I can't work on this 
invention project with a few MD wives until I pull off a successful invention project with a few MD wives until I pull off a successful invention project with a few MD wives until I pull off a successful invention project with a few MD wives until I pull off a successful 
ElectricWindmillCar Coup, hopefully before BP Oil sucks the last ElectricWindmillCar Coup, hopefully before BP Oil sucks the last ElectricWindmillCar Coup, hopefully before BP Oil sucks the last ElectricWindmillCar Coup, hopefully before BP Oil sucks the last 
barrel of oil out of the Oceans surrounding Key West and Cuba. barrel of oil out of the Oceans surrounding Key West and Cuba. barrel of oil out of the Oceans surrounding Key West and Cuba. barrel of oil out of the Oceans surrounding Key West and Cuba.     
    
11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery ----    Jane Levin says her primary role as the wife of Jane Levin says her primary role as the wife of Jane Levin says her primary role as the wife of Jane Levin says her primary role as the wife of 
the Yale president is to help Yale flourish... After the the Yale president is to help Yale flourish... After the the Yale president is to help Yale flourish... After the the Yale president is to help Yale flourish... After the 
ElectricWindmillCar is driven out of Times Square NYC were it was ElectricWindmillCar is driven out of Times Square NYC were it was ElectricWindmillCar is driven out of Times Square NYC were it was ElectricWindmillCar is driven out of Times Square NYC were it was 
parked by Bush, and Bush both Yale Grads it will be driven into a parked by Bush, and Bush both Yale Grads it will be driven into a parked by Bush, and Bush both Yale Grads it will be driven into a parked by Bush, and Bush both Yale Grads it will be driven into a 
new Universe were Aliens will be discovered with a reinvented Space new Universe were Aliens will be discovered with a reinvented Space new Universe were Aliens will be discovered with a reinvented Space new Universe were Aliens will be discovered with a reinvented Space 
Telescope, not a 10 Year Old Space Station! Telescope, not a 10 Year Old Space Station! Telescope, not a 10 Year Old Space Station! Telescope, not a 10 Year Old Space Station!     
    
11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery ----    They were legally married during the Key They were legally married during the Key They were legally married during the Key They were legally married during the Key 
West parade I watched...wow! West parade I watched...wow! West parade I watched...wow! West parade I watched...wow!     
    
11 1 2010 Discovery the Polygamists Marriage made legal in 2011. 11 1 2010 Discovery the Polygamists Marriage made legal in 2011. 11 1 2010 Discovery the Polygamists Marriage made legal in 2011. 11 1 2010 Discovery the Polygamists Marriage made legal in 2011.     
    
11 1 2010 Discovery news year in Key West a Parade float with 11 1 2010 Discovery news year in Key West a Parade float with 11 1 2010 Discovery news year in Key West a Parade float with 11 1 2010 Discovery news year in Key West a Parade float with 
ElectricWindmillCars and one you can drive into the ocean! ElectricWindmillCars and one you can drive into the ocean! ElectricWindmillCars and one you can drive into the ocean! ElectricWindmillCars and one you can drive into the ocean!     
    
11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery ----    1,001 Invention Projects pre installed on your 1,001 Invention Projects pre installed on your 1,001 Invention Projects pre installed on your 1,001 Invention Projects pre installed on your 
new PC with the Inventor OS not Windows 7. new PC with the Inventor OS not Windows 7. new PC with the Inventor OS not Windows 7. new PC with the Inventor OS not Windows 7.     
    
11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery ----    LONDON LONDON LONDON LONDON ––––    Eliminating malaria, kills 860k a Eliminating malaria, kills 860k a Eliminating malaria, kills 860k a Eliminating malaria, kills 860k a 
year, is a dream completely unrealistic by the Bill & Melinda Gates year, is a dream completely unrealistic by the Bill & Melinda Gates year, is a dream completely unrealistic by the Bill & Melinda Gates year, is a dream completely unrealistic by the Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation with windows 7. Foundation with windows 7. Foundation with windows 7. Foundation with windows 7.     
    
11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery 11 1 2010 Discovery ----    1,001 Invention Projects pre installed on your 1,001 Invention Projects pre installed on your 1,001 Invention Projects pre installed on your 1,001 Invention Projects pre installed on your 
new PC with Inventor OS not Windows 7... Bill Gates killed millions new PC with Inventor OS not Windows 7... Bill Gates killed millions new PC with Inventor OS not Windows 7... Bill Gates killed millions new PC with Inventor OS not Windows 7... Bill Gates killed millions 
of inventors from 1980 to 2010 I Greg Buell Lovestar I'm one that of inventors from 1980 to 2010 I Greg Buell Lovestar I'm one that of inventors from 1980 to 2010 I Greg Buell Lovestar I'm one that of inventors from 1980 to 2010 I Greg Buell Lovestar I'm one that 
got away! Windmills, 177 Trillion Windmills on CBS 48 Hours and got away! Windmills, 177 Trillion Windmills on CBS 48 Hours and got away! Windmills, 177 Trillion Windmills on CBS 48 Hours and got away! Windmills, 177 Trillion Windmills on CBS 48 Hours and 
20/20 title of the show was "The One Who Got Away" Greg Buell 20/20 title of the show was "The One Who Got Away" Greg Buell 20/20 title of the show was "The One Who Got Away" Greg Buell 20/20 title of the show was "The One Who Got Away" Greg Buell 
Lovestar, the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Mass Lovestar, the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Mass Lovestar, the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Mass Lovestar, the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Mass 
murderers are pictured on 48 Hours and 20/20 but none get an 55 murderers are pictured on 48 Hours and 20/20 but none get an 55 murderers are pictured on 48 Hours and 20/20 but none get an 55 murderers are pictured on 48 Hours and 20/20 but none get an 55 
story Skyscraper and name it the New New York Times! story Skyscraper and name it the New New York Times! story Skyscraper and name it the New New York Times! story Skyscraper and name it the New New York Times!     
    
11 1 2010 Gravity 11 1 2010 Gravity 11 1 2010 Gravity 11 1 2010 Gravity ------------    11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight.     
    
11 1 2010 Gravity Control Discovered 11 1 2010 Gravity Control Discovered 11 1 2010 Gravity Control Discovered 11 1 2010 Gravity Control Discovered ------------    11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery 
its final flight. its final flight. its final flight. its final flight.     
    
11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar Discovered 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar Discovered 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar Discovered 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar Discovered ------------    11 1 2010 NASA, 11 1 2010 NASA, 11 1 2010 NASA, 11 1 2010 NASA, 
Discovery its final flight. Discovery its final flight. Discovery its final flight. Discovery its final flight.     
    
11 1 2010 Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer 11 1 2010 Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer 11 1 2010 Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer 11 1 2010 Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer 
via Your Wives inspiration! via Your Wives inspiration! via Your Wives inspiration! via Your Wives inspiration! ------------        
    
11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight.     
    
11 1 2010 Aliens discovered by reinventing the Space Telescope 11 1 2010 Aliens discovered by reinventing the Space Telescope 11 1 2010 Aliens discovered by reinventing the Space Telescope 11 1 2010 Aliens discovered by reinventing the Space Telescope ------------    
11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight.     
    
11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight.     
    
11 1 2010 It will be the 39th flight for Discovery. Its first was in 11 1 2010 It will be the 39th flight for Discovery. Its first was in 11 1 2010 It will be the 39th flight for Discovery. Its first was in 11 1 2010 It will be the 39th flight for Discovery. Its first was in 
1984. 1984. 1984. 1984.     
    
11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980.     
    
11 1 2010 Shuttle Endeavor... Endeavor! 11 1 2010 Shuttle Endeavor... Endeavor! 11 1 2010 Shuttle Endeavor... Endeavor! 11 1 2010 Shuttle Endeavor... Endeavor!     
    
11 1 2010 Old French: duty, from devoir to be obliged to... 11 1 2010 Old French: duty, from devoir to be obliged to... 11 1 2010 Old French: duty, from devoir to be obliged to... 11 1 2010 Old French: duty, from devoir to be obliged to...     
    
11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010. 11 1 2010 Only in an "Oil Genocide Era, Society" USA 1980 to 2010.     
    
11 1 2010 Gravity 11 1 2010 Gravity 11 1 2010 Gravity 11 1 2010 Gravity ------------    11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight. 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery its final flight.     
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11 1 2010 Gravity Control Discovered 11 1 2010 Gravity Control Discovered 11 1 2010 Gravity Control Discovered 11 1 2010 Gravity Control Discovered ------------    11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery 
its final flight. its final flight. its final flight. its final flight.     
    
11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar Discovered 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar Discovered 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar Discovered 11 1 2010 ElectricWindmillCar Discovered ------------    11 1 2010 NASA, 11 1 2010 NASA, 11 1 2010 NASA, 11 1 2010 NASA, 
Discovery its final flight. Fight to End War on Earth lost out to MIT Discovery its final flight. Fight to End War on Earth lost out to MIT Discovery its final flight. Fight to End War on Earth lost out to MIT Discovery its final flight. Fight to End War on Earth lost out to MIT 
War Toy makers. They are smarter than Yale Medical School MD's, War Toy makers. They are smarter than Yale Medical School MD's, War Toy makers. They are smarter than Yale Medical School MD's, War Toy makers. They are smarter than Yale Medical School MD's, 
as Yale lost a $1 Trillion dollar Medical School to MIT War Toy as Yale lost a $1 Trillion dollar Medical School to MIT War Toy as Yale lost a $1 Trillion dollar Medical School to MIT War Toy as Yale lost a $1 Trillion dollar Medical School to MIT War Toy 
inventors working for the Pentagon. inventors working for the Pentagon. inventors working for the Pentagon. inventors working for the Pentagon.     
    
11 1 2010 Shuttle Endeavor... Endeavor! Women to inspire men to 11 1 2010 Shuttle Endeavor... Endeavor! Women to inspire men to 11 1 2010 Shuttle Endeavor... Endeavor! Women to inspire men to 11 1 2010 Shuttle Endeavor... Endeavor! Women to inspire men to 
invent the cure for cancer and much, much more! invent the cure for cancer and much, much more! invent the cure for cancer and much, much more! invent the cure for cancer and much, much more!     
    
11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery... Women in Saudi Arabia can not drive 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery... Women in Saudi Arabia can not drive 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery... Women in Saudi Arabia can not drive 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery... Women in Saudi Arabia can not drive 
a electricWindmillCar, Ever! Never! Ever! a electricWindmillCar, Ever! Never! Ever! a electricWindmillCar, Ever! Never! Ever! a electricWindmillCar, Ever! Never! Ever!     
    
11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery 11 1 2010 NASA, Discovery ---- Final Flight until NASA Top Brass get  Final Flight until NASA Top Brass get  Final Flight until NASA Top Brass get  Final Flight until NASA Top Brass get 
back from Saudi Arabia and retire to Key West Fantasy Fest 2011, back from Saudi Arabia and retire to Key West Fantasy Fest 2011, back from Saudi Arabia and retire to Key West Fantasy Fest 2011, back from Saudi Arabia and retire to Key West Fantasy Fest 2011, 
Discovery, Women Inspire men to Invent Something! Discovery, Women Inspire men to Invent Something! Discovery, Women Inspire men to Invent Something! Discovery, Women Inspire men to Invent Something!     
    
    
    
    
    

Retire to Key West, work on 1,001 Retire to Key West, work on 1,001 Retire to Key West, work on 1,001 Retire to Key West, work on 1,001 

Invention Projects with your four wives, discover women can inspire Invention Projects with your four wives, discover women can inspire Invention Projects with your four wives, discover women can inspire Invention Projects with your four wives, discover women can inspire 
men to travel to other Stars, invent a way to Observe Aliens! men to travel to other Stars, invent a way to Observe Aliens! men to travel to other Stars, invent a way to Observe Aliens! men to travel to other Stars, invent a way to Observe Aliens!     
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

Island in the Universe lets sail to Island in the Universe lets sail to Island in the Universe lets sail to Island in the Universe lets sail to 

Alpha Centauri in ships! Alpha Centauri in ships! Alpha Centauri in ships! Alpha Centauri in ships!     
    
    
    
10/16/2010 BDay Yale Medical School 1810 10/16/2010 BDay Yale Medical School 1810 10/16/2010 BDay Yale Medical School 1810 10/16/2010 BDay Yale Medical School 1810 ---- 2010  2010  2010  2010     
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10/16/2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in October 1980 BDay 10/16/2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in October 1980 BDay 10/16/2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in October 1980 BDay 10/16/2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in October 1980 BDay     
    
10/16/2010 $1 Trillion dollar Yale Medical School was killed by 10/16/2010 $1 Trillion dollar Yale Medical School was killed by 10/16/2010 $1 Trillion dollar Yale Medical School was killed by 10/16/2010 $1 Trillion dollar Yale Medical School was killed by 
Carter, his wife Roslyn, Bush, Clintons, Gates and Gates! Carter, his wife Roslyn, Bush, Clintons, Gates and Gates! Carter, his wife Roslyn, Bush, Clintons, Gates and Gates! Carter, his wife Roslyn, Bush, Clintons, Gates and Gates!     
    
10/16/2010 http://medicine.yale.edu 10/16/2010 http://medicine.yale.edu 10/16/2010 http://medicine.yale.edu 10/16/2010 http://medicine.yale.edu     
    
    
    

Yale has 13 Supercomputer all 1% of this one... No Yale has 13 Supercomputer all 1% of this one... No Yale has 13 Supercomputer all 1% of this one... No Yale has 13 Supercomputer all 1% of this one... No 

MD's are highly skilled in SuperComputer surgery, dissection, MD's are highly skilled in SuperComputer surgery, dissection, MD's are highly skilled in SuperComputer surgery, dissection, MD's are highly skilled in SuperComputer surgery, dissection, 
programming, crunching, looking for the Animal Farm "Windmill" programming, crunching, looking for the Animal Farm "Windmill" programming, crunching, looking for the Animal Farm "Windmill" programming, crunching, looking for the Animal Farm "Windmill" 
Miracle Cures! Miracle Cures! Miracle Cures! Miracle Cures!     
    

Yale has books with Animal Farm "Windmill" Yale has books with Animal Farm "Windmill" Yale has books with Animal Farm "Windmill" Yale has books with Animal Farm "Windmill" 

miracle cures and no Supercomputer to crunch "Windmill" Miracle miracle cures and no Supercomputer to crunch "Windmill" Miracle miracle cures and no Supercomputer to crunch "Windmill" Miracle miracle cures and no Supercomputer to crunch "Windmill" Miracle 
Cures. Cures. Cures. Cures.     
    
    

Yale MED 200 Years LOST $177 Trillion in Oil Yale MED 200 Years LOST $177 Trillion in Oil Yale MED 200 Years LOST $177 Trillion in Oil Yale MED 200 Years LOST $177 Trillion in Oil 

Revenues from 1980 to 2010 via Bush! Revenues from 1980 to 2010 via Bush! Revenues from 1980 to 2010 via Bush! Revenues from 1980 to 2010 via Bush!     
    
10/16/2010 1,001 spin off invention have been LOST... but I was 10/16/2010 1,001 spin off invention have been LOST... but I was 10/16/2010 1,001 spin off invention have been LOST... but I was 10/16/2010 1,001 spin off invention have been LOST... but I was 
looking at Key West pictures of Wilma and the cars under water looking at Key West pictures of Wilma and the cars under water looking at Key West pictures of Wilma and the cars under water looking at Key West pictures of Wilma and the cars under water 
and thought the ElectricWindmillCar should could be made and thought the ElectricWindmillCar should could be made and thought the ElectricWindmillCar should could be made and thought the ElectricWindmillCar should could be made 
"WaterProof"! And a Model for Key West could be designed like a "WaterProof"! And a Model for Key West could be designed like a "WaterProof"! And a Model for Key West could be designed like a "WaterProof"! And a Model for Key West could be designed like a 
Catamaran so in the Keys the locals can drive their Catamaran so in the Keys the locals can drive their Catamaran so in the Keys the locals can drive their Catamaran so in the Keys the locals can drive their 
ElectricWindmillCar from roadway to Island to Island in the ElectricWindmillCar from roadway to Island to Island in the ElectricWindmillCar from roadway to Island to Island in the ElectricWindmillCar from roadway to Island to Island in the 
water. Grin! water. Grin! water. Grin! water. Grin!     
    
10/16/2010 MIT War Toys got the WindFall Profits $177 Trillion in 10/16/2010 MIT War Toys got the WindFall Profits $177 Trillion in 10/16/2010 MIT War Toys got the WindFall Profits $177 Trillion in 10/16/2010 MIT War Toys got the WindFall Profits $177 Trillion in 
Oil Revenues since 1980 $ Oil Revenues since 1980 $ Oil Revenues since 1980 $ Oil Revenues since 1980 $     
    
10/16/2010 $1 Trillion dollar Yale Medical School was killed by 10/16/2010 $1 Trillion dollar Yale Medical School was killed by 10/16/2010 $1 Trillion dollar Yale Medical School was killed by 10/16/2010 $1 Trillion dollar Yale Medical School was killed by 
Carter, his wife Roslyn, Bush, Clintons, Gates and Gates! Carter, his wife Roslyn, Bush, Clintons, Gates and Gates! Carter, his wife Roslyn, Bush, Clintons, Gates and Gates! Carter, his wife Roslyn, Bush, Clintons, Gates and Gates!     
    
10/16/2010 http://medicine.yale.edu 10/16/2010 http://medicine.yale.edu 10/16/2010 http://medicine.yale.edu 10/16/2010 http://medicine.yale.edu     
    
10/16/2010 I emailed the Dean at Yale Medical School, below is the 10/16/2010 I emailed the Dean at Yale Medical School, below is the 10/16/2010 I emailed the Dean at Yale Medical School, below is the 10/16/2010 I emailed the Dean at Yale Medical School, below is the 
email I sent last night, Orwellian News this morning in the New email I sent last night, Orwellian News this morning in the New email I sent last night, Orwellian News this morning in the New email I sent last night, Orwellian News this morning in the New 
York Times two article flew out, 1. In Iran one guy has $250 Billion York Times two article flew out, 1. In Iran one guy has $250 Billion York Times two article flew out, 1. In Iran one guy has $250 Billion York Times two article flew out, 1. In Iran one guy has $250 Billion 
and wants to spent it on the Iran University. 2. British are cutting and wants to spent it on the Iran University. 2. British are cutting and wants to spent it on the Iran University. 2. British are cutting and wants to spent it on the Iran University. 2. British are cutting 
the Universities financial support by $58 billion, same amount they the Universities financial support by $58 billion, same amount they the Universities financial support by $58 billion, same amount they the Universities financial support by $58 billion, same amount they 
budget for Military in 2011. And of course this article did not budget for Military in 2011. And of course this article did not budget for Military in 2011. And of course this article did not budget for Military in 2011. And of course this article did not 
mention the 4 new Nuke Subs with 190 Nukes on Each Sub the mention the 4 new Nuke Subs with 190 Nukes on Each Sub the mention the 4 new Nuke Subs with 190 Nukes on Each Sub the mention the 4 new Nuke Subs with 190 Nukes on Each Sub the 
British are building in 2011. Our Orwellian Caesar is watching British are building in 2011. Our Orwellian Caesar is watching British are building in 2011. Our Orwellian Caesar is watching British are building in 2011. Our Orwellian Caesar is watching 
24/7 instead of working on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle 24/7 instead of working on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle 24/7 instead of working on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle 24/7 instead of working on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle 
Breast Cancer Cure! Breast Cancer Cure! Breast Cancer Cure! Breast Cancer Cure!     
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From: inventsomething From: inventsomething From: inventsomething From: inventsomething     
    
Sent: Friday, October 15, 2010 9:57 PMSent: Friday, October 15, 2010 9:57 PMSent: Friday, October 15, 2010 9:57 PMSent: Friday, October 15, 2010 9:57 PM    
    
To: 333cedar@yale.edu To: 333cedar@yale.edu To: 333cedar@yale.edu To: 333cedar@yale.edu     
    
Greg Buell reflecting upon the rapid ascent of the Yale School of Greg Buell reflecting upon the rapid ascent of the Yale School of Greg Buell reflecting upon the rapid ascent of the Yale School of Greg Buell reflecting upon the rapid ascent of the Yale School of 
Medicine during the previous three decades... 1980 to 2010 three Medicine during the previous three decades... 1980 to 2010 three Medicine during the previous three decades... 1980 to 2010 three Medicine during the previous three decades... 1980 to 2010 three 
decades the Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was suppressed by decades the Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was suppressed by decades the Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was suppressed by decades the Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was suppressed by 
our Orwellian Caesars. our Orwellian Caesars. our Orwellian Caesars. our Orwellian Caesars.     
    
$1 Trillion Dollar Yale Medical School would be in operation today $1 Trillion Dollar Yale Medical School would be in operation today $1 Trillion Dollar Yale Medical School would be in operation today $1 Trillion Dollar Yale Medical School would be in operation today 
10/15/2010 if Bush and Carter had made different decisions... Bill 10/15/2010 if Bush and Carter had made different decisions... Bill 10/15/2010 if Bush and Carter had made different decisions... Bill 10/15/2010 if Bush and Carter had made different decisions... Bill 
Gates and Gates at the Pentagon too as on 9/11 the Invention of Gates and Gates at the Pentagon too as on 9/11 the Invention of Gates and Gates at the Pentagon too as on 9/11 the Invention of Gates and Gates at the Pentagon too as on 9/11 the Invention of 
the ElectricWindmillCar was more than a decade old... 1980 Oct the ElectricWindmillCar was more than a decade old... 1980 Oct the ElectricWindmillCar was more than a decade old... 1980 Oct the ElectricWindmillCar was more than a decade old... 1980 Oct 
invention.... invention.... invention.... invention....     
    
I was born at Yale New Haven Hospital on 27 Sept 1947... thanks I was born at Yale New Haven Hospital on 27 Sept 1947... thanks I was born at Yale New Haven Hospital on 27 Sept 1947... thanks I was born at Yale New Haven Hospital on 27 Sept 1947... thanks     
    
I will get Yale a $1 Trillion dollar Medical School before 2040... I will get Yale a $1 Trillion dollar Medical School before 2040... I will get Yale a $1 Trillion dollar Medical School before 2040... I will get Yale a $1 Trillion dollar Medical School before 2040...     
    
thanks thanks thanks thanks     
    
Greg Buell Greg Buell Greg Buell Greg Buell     
    
Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in front of the hidden Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in front of the hidden Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in front of the hidden Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in front of the hidden 
cameras! cameras! cameras! cameras!     
    
Dean Robert J. Alpern, M.D., Ensign Professor of Medicine, on topics Dean Robert J. Alpern, M.D., Ensign Professor of Medicine, on topics Dean Robert J. Alpern, M.D., Ensign Professor of Medicine, on topics Dean Robert J. Alpern, M.D., Ensign Professor of Medicine, on topics 
of interest to the Yale School of Medicine community. Write to Dean of interest to the Yale School of Medicine community. Write to Dean of interest to the Yale School of Medicine community. Write to Dean of interest to the Yale School of Medicine community. Write to Dean 
Alpern at 333cedar@yale.edu. Alpern at 333cedar@yale.edu. Alpern at 333cedar@yale.edu. Alpern at 333cedar@yale.edu.     
    
The School of Medicine plans a symposium, concert, and a year of The School of Medicine plans a symposium, concert, and a year of The School of Medicine plans a symposium, concert, and a year of The School of Medicine plans a symposium, concert, and a year of 
special events in celebration of its Bicentennial, along with a book special events in celebration of its Bicentennial, along with a book special events in celebration of its Bicentennial, along with a book special events in celebration of its Bicentennial, along with a book 
and film about YSM's first 200 years. and film about YSM's first 200 years. and film about YSM's first 200 years. and film about YSM's first 200 years.     
    
William H. Welch, M.D., was a Yale College alumnus who went on to William H. Welch, M.D., was a Yale College alumnus who went on to William H. Welch, M.D., was a Yale College alumnus who went on to William H. Welch, M.D., was a Yale College alumnus who went on to 
become the first dean of the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. In become the first dean of the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. In become the first dean of the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. In become the first dean of the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. In 
1934, reflecting upon the rapid ascent of the Yale School of 1934, reflecting upon the rapid ascent of the Yale School of 1934, reflecting upon the rapid ascent of the Yale School of 1934, reflecting upon the rapid ascent of the Yale School of 
Medicine during the previous three decades... Medicine during the previous three decades... Medicine during the previous three decades... Medicine during the previous three decades...     
    
Greg Buell Greg Buell Greg Buell Greg Buell     
    
Cell 303 548 9904 Cell 303 548 9904 Cell 303 548 9904 Cell 303 548 9904     
    
inventor@electricwindmillcar.com inventor@electricwindmillcar.com inventor@electricwindmillcar.com inventor@electricwindmillcar.com     
    
    

Yale has 13 Supercomputer all 1% of this one... No Yale has 13 Supercomputer all 1% of this one... No Yale has 13 Supercomputer all 1% of this one... No Yale has 13 Supercomputer all 1% of this one... No 

MD's are highly skilled in SuperComputer surgery, dissection, MD's are highly skilled in SuperComputer surgery, dissection, MD's are highly skilled in SuperComputer surgery, dissection, MD's are highly skilled in SuperComputer surgery, dissection, 
programming, crunching, looking for the Animal Farm "Windmill" programming, crunching, looking for the Animal Farm "Windmill" programming, crunching, looking for the Animal Farm "Windmill" programming, crunching, looking for the Animal Farm "Windmill" 
Miracle Cures! Miracle Cures! Miracle Cures! Miracle Cures!     
    

Yale has books with Animal Farm "Windmill" Yale has books with Animal Farm "Windmill" Yale has books with Animal Farm "Windmill" Yale has books with Animal Farm "Windmill" 
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miracle cures and no Supercomputer to crunch "Windmill" Miracle miracle cures and no Supercomputer to crunch "Windmill" Miracle miracle cures and no Supercomputer to crunch "Windmill" Miracle miracle cures and no Supercomputer to crunch "Windmill" Miracle 
Cures. Cures. Cures. Cures.     
    
    
    
    
Dean Robert Alpern :: 333 Cedar StreetDean Robert Alpern :: 333 Cedar StreetDean Robert Alpern :: 333 Cedar StreetDean Robert Alpern :: 333 Cedar Street    
    
Two centuries and countingTwo centuries and countingTwo centuries and countingTwo centuries and counting    
    
Letter from the Dean Letter from the Dean Letter from the Dean Letter from the Dean     
    
333 Cedar Street is a monthly letter from Dean Robert J. Alpern, 333 Cedar Street is a monthly letter from Dean Robert J. Alpern, 333 Cedar Street is a monthly letter from Dean Robert J. Alpern, 333 Cedar Street is a monthly letter from Dean Robert J. Alpern, 
M.D., Ensign Professor of Medicine, on topics of interest to the Yale M.D., Ensign Professor of Medicine, on topics of interest to the Yale M.D., Ensign Professor of Medicine, on topics of interest to the Yale M.D., Ensign Professor of Medicine, on topics of interest to the Yale 
School of Medicine community. Write to Dean Alpern at School of Medicine community. Write to Dean Alpern at School of Medicine community. Write to Dean Alpern at School of Medicine community. Write to Dean Alpern at 
333cedar@yale.edu. 333cedar@yale.edu. 333cedar@yale.edu. 333cedar@yale.edu.     
    
William H. Welch, M.D., was a Yale College alumnus who went on to William H. Welch, M.D., was a Yale College alumnus who went on to William H. Welch, M.D., was a Yale College alumnus who went on to William H. Welch, M.D., was a Yale College alumnus who went on to 
become the first dean of the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. In become the first dean of the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. In become the first dean of the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. In become the first dean of the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. In 
1934, reflecting upon the rapid ascent of the Yale School of 1934, reflecting upon the rapid ascent of the Yale School of 1934, reflecting upon the rapid ascent of the Yale School of 1934, reflecting upon the rapid ascent of the Yale School of 
Medicine during the previous three decades, he wrote: Medicine during the previous three decades, he wrote: Medicine during the previous three decades, he wrote: Medicine during the previous three decades, he wrote:     
    
There is nothing in modern medical education so remarkable as There is nothing in modern medical education so remarkable as There is nothing in modern medical education so remarkable as There is nothing in modern medical education so remarkable as 
the recent transformation of the Yale School of Medicine from the the recent transformation of the Yale School of Medicine from the the recent transformation of the Yale School of Medicine from the the recent transformation of the Yale School of Medicine from the 
old type into a modern medical school. The process has taken place old type into a modern medical school. The process has taken place old type into a modern medical school. The process has taken place old type into a modern medical school. The process has taken place 
with incredible rapidity and it has been complete. The Yale School with incredible rapidity and it has been complete. The Yale School with incredible rapidity and it has been complete. The Yale School with incredible rapidity and it has been complete. The Yale School 
of Medicine now ranks with the best in the country. of Medicine now ranks with the best in the country. of Medicine now ranks with the best in the country. of Medicine now ranks with the best in the country.     
    
As was the case with many American medical schools at the As was the case with many American medical schools at the As was the case with many American medical schools at the As was the case with many American medical schools at the 
beginning of the 20th century, Yale School of Medicinebeginning of the 20th century, Yale School of Medicinebeginning of the 20th century, Yale School of Medicinebeginning of the 20th century, Yale School of Medicine’’’’s future was s future was s future was s future was 
far from assured at the time of its centennial in 1910. However, it far from assured at the time of its centennial in 1910. However, it far from assured at the time of its centennial in 1910. However, it far from assured at the time of its centennial in 1910. However, it 
was one of only two New England schools that Abraham Flexner was one of only two New England schools that Abraham Flexner was one of only two New England schools that Abraham Flexner was one of only two New England schools that Abraham Flexner 
deemed worthy of continued investment in his landmark report on deemed worthy of continued investment in his landmark report on deemed worthy of continued investment in his landmark report on deemed worthy of continued investment in his landmark report on 
medical education that same year, and Yale energetically medical education that same year, and Yale energetically medical education that same year, and Yale energetically medical education that same year, and Yale energetically 
advanced on all fronts during the years following the Flexner advanced on all fronts during the years following the Flexner advanced on all fronts during the years following the Flexner advanced on all fronts during the years following the Flexner 
report. The 1920s and report. The 1920s and report. The 1920s and report. The 1920s and ’’’’30s saw a tremendous burst of innovation 30s saw a tremendous burst of innovation 30s saw a tremendous burst of innovation 30s saw a tremendous burst of innovation 
and growth under the leadership of Dean Milton C. Winternitz, and growth under the leadership of Dean Milton C. Winternitz, and growth under the leadership of Dean Milton C. Winternitz, and growth under the leadership of Dean Milton C. Winternitz, 
M.D., and its trajectory since then has been ever upward. M.D., and its trajectory since then has been ever upward. M.D., and its trajectory since then has been ever upward. M.D., and its trajectory since then has been ever upward.     
    
An architectural study of the entrance of the Institute of Human An architectural study of the entrance of the Institute of Human An architectural study of the entrance of the Institute of Human An architectural study of the entrance of the Institute of Human 
Relations, which was added to the façade of the Sterling Hall of Relations, which was added to the façade of the Sterling Hall of Relations, which was added to the façade of the Sterling Hall of Relations, which was added to the façade of the Sterling Hall of 
Medicine in 1931. (Credit: Manuscripts & Archives.) This year, as Medicine in 1931. (Credit: Manuscripts & Archives.) This year, as Medicine in 1931. (Credit: Manuscripts & Archives.) This year, as Medicine in 1931. (Credit: Manuscripts & Archives.) This year, as 
the School of Medicine enters its third century, it has achieved even the School of Medicine enters its third century, it has achieved even the School of Medicine enters its third century, it has achieved even the School of Medicine enters its third century, it has achieved even 
greater heights. It ranks fifth among medical schools receiving greater heights. It ranks fifth among medical schools receiving greater heights. It ranks fifth among medical schools receiving greater heights. It ranks fifth among medical schools receiving 
funds from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and first in NIH funds from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and first in NIH funds from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and first in NIH funds from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and first in NIH 
dollars per faculty member. More than 4,300 applicants competed dollars per faculty member. More than 4,300 applicants competed dollars per faculty member. More than 4,300 applicants competed dollars per faculty member. More than 4,300 applicants competed 
for 100 places in this yearfor 100 places in this yearfor 100 places in this yearfor 100 places in this year’’’’s entering class. The school is a scientific s entering class. The school is a scientific s entering class. The school is a scientific s entering class. The school is a scientific 
powerhouse of tremendous depth and breadth, with more than powerhouse of tremendous depth and breadth, with more than powerhouse of tremendous depth and breadth, with more than powerhouse of tremendous depth and breadth, with more than 
1,200 ladder faculty members conducting basic and clinical 1,200 ladder faculty members conducting basic and clinical 1,200 ladder faculty members conducting basic and clinical 1,200 ladder faculty members conducting basic and clinical 
research, teaching, and/or seeing patientsresearch, teaching, and/or seeing patientsresearch, teaching, and/or seeing patientsresearch, teaching, and/or seeing patients————many of them doing many of them doing many of them doing many of them doing 
all three. It is a clinical center with capabilities far beyond all three. It is a clinical center with capabilities far beyond all three. It is a clinical center with capabilities far beyond all three. It is a clinical center with capabilities far beyond 
anything Dr. Welch might have imagined in the early 20th anything Dr. Welch might have imagined in the early 20th anything Dr. Welch might have imagined in the early 20th anything Dr. Welch might have imagined in the early 20th 
century, delivering care to tens of thousands of patients each year, century, delivering care to tens of thousands of patients each year, century, delivering care to tens of thousands of patients each year, century, delivering care to tens of thousands of patients each year, 
performing advanced procedures, and managing complex performing advanced procedures, and managing complex performing advanced procedures, and managing complex performing advanced procedures, and managing complex 
diseases. And it retains a unique position in medical education, diseases. And it retains a unique position in medical education, diseases. And it retains a unique position in medical education, diseases. And it retains a unique position in medical education, 
drawing on the same Yale System that helped transform the school drawing on the same Yale System that helped transform the school drawing on the same Yale System that helped transform the school drawing on the same Yale System that helped transform the school 
nearly a century ago and produce leaders in American medicine nearly a century ago and produce leaders in American medicine nearly a century ago and produce leaders in American medicine nearly a century ago and produce leaders in American medicine 
and biomedical research. and biomedical research. and biomedical research. and biomedical research.     
    
TransformationTransformationTransformationTransformation————the phenomenon that Dr. Welch witnessedthe phenomenon that Dr. Welch witnessedthe phenomenon that Dr. Welch witnessedthe phenomenon that Dr. Welch witnessed————has has has has 
been a hallmark of medicine at Yale numerous times since its been a hallmark of medicine at Yale numerous times since its been a hallmark of medicine at Yale numerous times since its been a hallmark of medicine at Yale numerous times since its 
founding, following an Act of the Connecticut Legislature in founding, following an Act of the Connecticut Legislature in founding, following an Act of the Connecticut Legislature in founding, following an Act of the Connecticut Legislature in 
October 1810. We will celebrate this history, as well as our present October 1810. We will celebrate this history, as well as our present October 1810. We will celebrate this history, as well as our present October 1810. We will celebrate this history, as well as our present 
and future, during the 2010and future, during the 2010and future, during the 2010and future, during the 2010––––2011 academic year that begins with 2011 academic year that begins with 2011 academic year that begins with 2011 academic year that begins with 
the White Coat Ceremony on August 19. Following are details of the the White Coat Ceremony on August 19. Following are details of the the White Coat Ceremony on August 19. Following are details of the the White Coat Ceremony on August 19. Following are details of the 
yearyearyearyear----long Bicentennial observance, which will be updated long Bicentennial observance, which will be updated long Bicentennial observance, which will be updated long Bicentennial observance, which will be updated 
regularly on the medical schoolregularly on the medical schoolregularly on the medical schoolregularly on the medical school’’’’s newly launched Bicentennial s newly launched Bicentennial s newly launched Bicentennial s newly launched Bicentennial 
website, at website, at website, at website, at     
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http://medicine.yale.edu http://medicine.yale.edu http://medicine.yale.edu http://medicine.yale.edu     
    
    
    
    

Yale has 13 Supercomputer all 1% of this one... No Yale has 13 Supercomputer all 1% of this one... No Yale has 13 Supercomputer all 1% of this one... No Yale has 13 Supercomputer all 1% of this one... No 

MD's are highly skilled in SuperComputer surgery, dissection, MD's are highly skilled in SuperComputer surgery, dissection, MD's are highly skilled in SuperComputer surgery, dissection, MD's are highly skilled in SuperComputer surgery, dissection, 
programming, crunching, looking for the Animal Farm "Windmill" programming, crunching, looking for the Animal Farm "Windmill" programming, crunching, looking for the Animal Farm "Windmill" programming, crunching, looking for the Animal Farm "Windmill" 
Miracle Cures! Miracle Cures! Miracle Cures! Miracle Cures!     
    

Yale has books with Animal Farm "Windmill" Yale has books with Animal Farm "Windmill" Yale has books with Animal Farm "Windmill" Yale has books with Animal Farm "Windmill" 

miracle cures and no Supercomputer to crunch "Windmill" Miracle miracle cures and no Supercomputer to crunch "Windmill" Miracle miracle cures and no Supercomputer to crunch "Windmill" Miracle miracle cures and no Supercomputer to crunch "Windmill" Miracle 
Cures. Cures. Cures. Cures.     
    
    

Yale MED 200 Years LOST $177 Trillion in Oil Yale MED 200 Years LOST $177 Trillion in Oil Yale MED 200 Years LOST $177 Trillion in Oil Yale MED 200 Years LOST $177 Trillion in Oil 

Revenues from 1980 to 2010 via Bush! Revenues from 1980 to 2010 via Bush! Revenues from 1980 to 2010 via Bush! Revenues from 1980 to 2010 via Bush!     
    
    
    
10/16/2010 BDay Yale Medical School 1810 10/16/2010 BDay Yale Medical School 1810 10/16/2010 BDay Yale Medical School 1810 10/16/2010 BDay Yale Medical School 1810 ----    2010 2010 2010 2010     
    
10/16/2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in October 1980 BDay 10/16/2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in October 1980 BDay 10/16/2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in October 1980 BDay 10/16/2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in October 1980 BDay     
    
    
10/16/2010 BDay Yale Medical School 1810 10/16/2010 BDay Yale Medical School 1810 10/16/2010 BDay Yale Medical School 1810 10/16/2010 BDay Yale Medical School 1810 ----    2010 2010 2010 2010     
    
10/16/2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in October 1980 BDay 10/16/2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in October 1980 BDay 10/16/2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in October 1980 BDay 10/16/2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in October 1980 BDay     
    
    
10/16/2010 BDay Yale Medical School 1810 10/16/2010 BDay Yale Medical School 1810 10/16/2010 BDay Yale Medical School 1810 10/16/2010 BDay Yale Medical School 1810 ----    2010 2010 2010 2010     
    
10/16/2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in October 1980 BDay 10/16/2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in October 1980 BDay 10/16/2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in October 1980 BDay 10/16/2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in October 1980 BDay     
    
    
    
    

Yale has 13 Supercomputer all 1% of this one... No Yale has 13 Supercomputer all 1% of this one... No Yale has 13 Supercomputer all 1% of this one... No Yale has 13 Supercomputer all 1% of this one... No 

MD's are highly skilled in SuperComputer surgery, dissection, MD's are highly skilled in SuperComputer surgery, dissection, MD's are highly skilled in SuperComputer surgery, dissection, MD's are highly skilled in SuperComputer surgery, dissection, 
programming, crunching, looking for the Animal Farm "Windmill" programming, crunching, looking for the Animal Farm "Windmill" programming, crunching, looking for the Animal Farm "Windmill" programming, crunching, looking for the Animal Farm "Windmill" 
Miracle Cures! Miracle Cures! Miracle Cures! Miracle Cures!     
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Yale has books with Animal Farm "Windmill" Yale has books with Animal Farm "Windmill" Yale has books with Animal Farm "Windmill" Yale has books with Animal Farm "Windmill" 

miracle cures and no Supercomputer to crunch "Windmill" Miracle miracle cures and no Supercomputer to crunch "Windmill" Miracle miracle cures and no Supercomputer to crunch "Windmill" Miracle miracle cures and no Supercomputer to crunch "Windmill" Miracle 
Cures. Cures. Cures. Cures.     
    
    

Yale MED 200 Years LOST $177 Trillion in Oil Yale MED 200 Years LOST $177 Trillion in Oil Yale MED 200 Years LOST $177 Trillion in Oil Yale MED 200 Years LOST $177 Trillion in Oil 

Revenues from 1980 to 2010 via Bush! Revenues from 1980 to 2010 via Bush! Revenues from 1980 to 2010 via Bush! Revenues from 1980 to 2010 via Bush!     
    
    
10/3/2010 NASA's deep space mission has been attacked by the 10/3/2010 NASA's deep space mission has been attacked by the 10/3/2010 NASA's deep space mission has been attacked by the 10/3/2010 NASA's deep space mission has been attacked by the 
British Today, if the Brits are not defeated the USA and the World British Today, if the Brits are not defeated the USA and the World British Today, if the Brits are not defeated the USA and the World British Today, if the Brits are not defeated the USA and the World 
will lose Hearing and Observing Aliens for another 100 years! will lose Hearing and Observing Aliens for another 100 years! will lose Hearing and Observing Aliens for another 100 years! will lose Hearing and Observing Aliens for another 100 years!     
    
10/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 304----totototo----118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 
$58 billion for NASA over the next three years. $58 billion for NASA over the next three years. $58 billion for NASA over the next three years. $58 billion for NASA over the next three years.     
    
10/3/2010 Britain10/3/2010 Britain10/3/2010 Britain10/3/2010 Britain’’’’s annual military budget is $58 billion. s annual military budget is $58 billion. s annual military budget is $58 billion. s annual military budget is $58 billion.     
    
10/3/2010 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 
video taped, Katie knows but would not report that people given video taped, Katie knows but would not report that people given video taped, Katie knows but would not report that people given video taped, Katie knows but would not report that people given 
syphilis by fags in the dorms commit suicide too. CBS WebMD; test syphilis by fags in the dorms commit suicide too. CBS WebMD; test syphilis by fags in the dorms commit suicide too. CBS WebMD; test syphilis by fags in the dorms commit suicide too. CBS WebMD; test 
are not very useful for detecting syphilis in very early or advanced are not very useful for detecting syphilis in very early or advanced are not very useful for detecting syphilis in very early or advanced are not very useful for detecting syphilis in very early or advanced 
stages so Fag kids in the freshman dorms are a health hazard to stages so Fag kids in the freshman dorms are a health hazard to stages so Fag kids in the freshman dorms are a health hazard to stages so Fag kids in the freshman dorms are a health hazard to 
all other freshmen! Invent Something ASAP! all other freshmen! Invent Something ASAP! all other freshmen! Invent Something ASAP! all other freshmen! Invent Something ASAP!     
    
10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur ----    ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat Mandatory ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat Mandatory ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat Mandatory ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat Mandatory 
Vaccination Revolution to end 1 gov. caused genocide! Vaccination Revolution to end 1 gov. caused genocide! Vaccination Revolution to end 1 gov. caused genocide! Vaccination Revolution to end 1 gov. caused genocide!     
    
    
    

Aliens, to End War Aliens, to End War Aliens, to End War Aliens, to End War 

on Earth! on Earth! on Earth! on Earth!     
    
10/3/2010 NASA's deep space mission has been attacked by the 10/3/2010 NASA's deep space mission has been attacked by the 10/3/2010 NASA's deep space mission has been attacked by the 10/3/2010 NASA's deep space mission has been attacked by the 
British Today, if the Brits are not defeated the USA and the World British Today, if the Brits are not defeated the USA and the World British Today, if the Brits are not defeated the USA and the World British Today, if the Brits are not defeated the USA and the World 
will lose Hearing and Observing Aliens for another 100 years! will lose Hearing and Observing Aliens for another 100 years! will lose Hearing and Observing Aliens for another 100 years! will lose Hearing and Observing Aliens for another 100 years!     
    
10/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 304----totototo----118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 
$58 billion for NASA over the next three years. British Generals, $58 billion for NASA over the next three years. British Generals, $58 billion for NASA over the next three years. British Generals, $58 billion for NASA over the next three years. British Generals, 
Mad Men, BP Oil Men! Didn't read this in the London Times! Or Mad Men, BP Oil Men! Didn't read this in the London Times! Or Mad Men, BP Oil Men! Didn't read this in the London Times! Or Mad Men, BP Oil Men! Didn't read this in the London Times! Or 
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read it with the CIA and said Hell with Aliens they are to far away read it with the CIA and said Hell with Aliens they are to far away read it with the CIA and said Hell with Aliens they are to far away read it with the CIA and said Hell with Aliens they are to far away 
to nuke, we need Wars On Earth not Light Years Down Range! So to nuke, we need Wars On Earth not Light Years Down Range! So to nuke, we need Wars On Earth not Light Years Down Range! So to nuke, we need Wars On Earth not Light Years Down Range! So 
today the British are hiring MIT and Oxford to build 4 Nuke Subs today the British are hiring MIT and Oxford to build 4 Nuke Subs today the British are hiring MIT and Oxford to build 4 Nuke Subs today the British are hiring MIT and Oxford to build 4 Nuke Subs 
with 190 Nukes on each Sub... is this crazy, YES! British army of with 190 Nukes on each Sub... is this crazy, YES! British army of with 190 Nukes on each Sub... is this crazy, YES! British army of with 190 Nukes on each Sub... is this crazy, YES! British army of 
105,000 will not be reduced as long as it has ground forces in 105,000 will not be reduced as long as it has ground forces in 105,000 will not be reduced as long as it has ground forces in 105,000 will not be reduced as long as it has ground forces in 
Afghanistan. (How many Moslem women are needed just to work at Afghanistan. (How many Moslem women are needed just to work at Afghanistan. (How many Moslem women are needed just to work at Afghanistan. (How many Moslem women are needed just to work at 
British Military Whore Houses, just in Afghanistan?) British Military Whore Houses, just in Afghanistan?) British Military Whore Houses, just in Afghanistan?) British Military Whore Houses, just in Afghanistan?)     
    
10/3/2010 Two 10/3/2010 Two 10/3/2010 Two 10/3/2010 Two ----    Three Three Three Three ----    Four "Orion "Shuttles"" docked then driven Four "Orion "Shuttles"" docked then driven Four "Orion "Shuttles"" docked then driven Four "Orion "Shuttles"" docked then driven 
into a circle of 10 Ares rockets already in orbit... 10 Ares rockets into a circle of 10 Ares rockets already in orbit... 10 Ares rockets into a circle of 10 Ares rockets already in orbit... 10 Ares rockets into a circle of 10 Ares rockets already in orbit... 10 Ares rockets 
linked into a big circle, you just drive the shuttle into and you linked into a big circle, you just drive the shuttle into and you linked into a big circle, you just drive the shuttle into and you linked into a big circle, you just drive the shuttle into and you 
have a shuttle or 3 shuttles that are docked together now with 10 or have a shuttle or 3 shuttles that are docked together now with 10 or have a shuttle or 3 shuttles that are docked together now with 10 or have a shuttle or 3 shuttles that are docked together now with 10 or 
20 Ares rocks that can blast you off into deep space with your 20 Ares rocks that can blast you off into deep space with your 20 Ares rocks that can blast you off into deep space with your 20 Ares rocks that can blast you off into deep space with your 
"Telescope" that can Hear and See Aliens. NASA could use this "Telescope" that can Hear and See Aliens. NASA could use this "Telescope" that can Hear and See Aliens. NASA could use this "Telescope" that can Hear and See Aliens. NASA could use this 
design to blast off for Alpha Centauri. 4.3 Light years from Earth design to blast off for Alpha Centauri. 4.3 Light years from Earth design to blast off for Alpha Centauri. 4.3 Light years from Earth design to blast off for Alpha Centauri. 4.3 Light years from Earth 
too! too! too! too!     
    
    
    

Aliens, to End War Aliens, to End War Aliens, to End War Aliens, to End War 

on Earth! on Earth! on Earth! on Earth!     
    
10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress OKs New Direction to 10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress OKs New Direction to 10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress OKs New Direction to 10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress OKs New Direction to 
Hear and See Aliens to End War On Earth! Hear and See Aliens to End War On Earth! Hear and See Aliens to End War On Earth! Hear and See Aliens to End War On Earth!     
    
    

Aliens, to End War Aliens, to End War Aliens, to End War Aliens, to End War 

on Earth! on Earth! on Earth! on Earth!     
    
10/3/2010 NASA's deep space mission has been attacked by the 10/3/2010 NASA's deep space mission has been attacked by the 10/3/2010 NASA's deep space mission has been attacked by the 10/3/2010 NASA's deep space mission has been attacked by the 
British Today, if the Brits are not defeated the USA and the World British Today, if the Brits are not defeated the USA and the World British Today, if the Brits are not defeated the USA and the World British Today, if the Brits are not defeated the USA and the World 
will lose Hearing and Observing Aliens for another 100 years! will lose Hearing and Observing Aliens for another 100 years! will lose Hearing and Observing Aliens for another 100 years! will lose Hearing and Observing Aliens for another 100 years!     
    
10/3/2010 NASA Lost "Our" Universe... via Oil Genocide Era. $177 10/3/2010 NASA Lost "Our" Universe... via Oil Genocide Era. $177 10/3/2010 NASA Lost "Our" Universe... via Oil Genocide Era. $177 10/3/2010 NASA Lost "Our" Universe... via Oil Genocide Era. $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues now our Orwellian Caesar wants another Trillion in Oil Revenues now our Orwellian Caesar wants another Trillion in Oil Revenues now our Orwellian Caesar wants another Trillion in Oil Revenues now our Orwellian Caesar wants another 
$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues still suppressing the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues still suppressing the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues still suppressing the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues still suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era and its 177 Trillion spin off inventions. ElectricWindmillCar Era and its 177 Trillion spin off inventions. ElectricWindmillCar Era and its 177 Trillion spin off inventions. ElectricWindmillCar Era and its 177 Trillion spin off inventions. 
NASA Mission should be to Hear and See Aliens to finally End War NASA Mission should be to Hear and See Aliens to finally End War NASA Mission should be to Hear and See Aliens to finally End War NASA Mission should be to Hear and See Aliens to finally End War 
On Earth via Orion "Shuttle" a New "Telescope" that can See and On Earth via Orion "Shuttle" a New "Telescope" that can See and On Earth via Orion "Shuttle" a New "Telescope" that can See and On Earth via Orion "Shuttle" a New "Telescope" that can See and 
Hear Aliens. Hear Aliens. Hear Aliens. Hear Aliens.     
    
10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it...     
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10/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 304----totototo----118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 
a Senatea Senatea Senatea Senate----written bill authorizing $58 billion for NASA over the written bill authorizing $58 billion for NASA over the written bill authorizing $58 billion for NASA over the written bill authorizing $58 billion for NASA over the 
next three years and setting priorities for the agency... British next three years and setting priorities for the agency... British next three years and setting priorities for the agency... British next three years and setting priorities for the agency... British 
Generals, Mad Men, BP Oil Men! Didn't read this in the London Generals, Mad Men, BP Oil Men! Didn't read this in the London Generals, Mad Men, BP Oil Men! Didn't read this in the London Generals, Mad Men, BP Oil Men! Didn't read this in the London 
Times! Times! Times! Times!     
    
10/3/2010 Britain10/3/2010 Britain10/3/2010 Britain10/3/2010 Britain’’’’s annual military budget is $58 billion. s annual military budget is $58 billion. s annual military budget is $58 billion. s annual military budget is $58 billion.     
    
10/3/2010 The British Mad Men, in a 30410/3/2010 The British Mad Men, in a 30410/3/2010 The British Mad Men, in a 30410/3/2010 The British Mad Men, in a 304----totototo----118 vote on 118 vote on 118 vote on 118 vote on 
Wednesday,to build 4 new nuclear missileWednesday,to build 4 new nuclear missileWednesday,to build 4 new nuclear missileWednesday,to build 4 new nuclear missile----launching submarines launching submarines launching submarines launching submarines 
each of which can carry up to 160 nuclear warheads. Only a each of which can carry up to 160 nuclear warheads. Only a each of which can carry up to 160 nuclear warheads. Only a each of which can carry up to 160 nuclear warheads. Only a 
fraction of that capacity is currently used, roughly 48 warheads fraction of that capacity is currently used, roughly 48 warheads fraction of that capacity is currently used, roughly 48 warheads fraction of that capacity is currently used, roughly 48 warheads 
per submarine, for a total of 192. British army of 105,000 will not per submarine, for a total of 192. British army of 105,000 will not per submarine, for a total of 192. British army of 105,000 will not per submarine, for a total of 192. British army of 105,000 will not 
be reduced as long as it has ground forces in Afghanistan. be reduced as long as it has ground forces in Afghanistan. be reduced as long as it has ground forces in Afghanistan. be reduced as long as it has ground forces in Afghanistan.     
    
10/3/2010 Today these Mad Med are blasting off into "Our Universe" 10/3/2010 Today these Mad Med are blasting off into "Our Universe" 10/3/2010 Today these Mad Med are blasting off into "Our Universe" 10/3/2010 Today these Mad Med are blasting off into "Our Universe" 
with plans already made today 10/3/2010 to build four new with plans already made today 10/3/2010 to build four new with plans already made today 10/3/2010 to build four new with plans already made today 10/3/2010 to build four new 
nuclear missilenuclear missilenuclear missilenuclear missile----launching submarines It is also hard to see why launching submarines It is also hard to see why launching submarines It is also hard to see why launching submarines It is also hard to see why ————    
in todayin todayin todayin today’’’’s world s world s world s world ————    Britain needs four new subs, each of which can Britain needs four new subs, each of which can Britain needs four new subs, each of which can Britain needs four new subs, each of which can 
carry up to 160 nuclear warheads. Only a fraction of that capacity carry up to 160 nuclear warheads. Only a fraction of that capacity carry up to 160 nuclear warheads. Only a fraction of that capacity carry up to 160 nuclear warheads. Only a fraction of that capacity 
is currently used, roughly 48 warheads per submarine, for a total is currently used, roughly 48 warheads per submarine, for a total is currently used, roughly 48 warheads per submarine, for a total is currently used, roughly 48 warheads per submarine, for a total 
of 192. British army at its current strength of 105,000. British army of 192. British army at its current strength of 105,000. British army of 192. British army at its current strength of 105,000. British army of 192. British army at its current strength of 105,000. British army 
strength will not be reduced as long as it has ground forces in strength will not be reduced as long as it has ground forces in strength will not be reduced as long as it has ground forces in strength will not be reduced as long as it has ground forces in 
Afghanistan. Afghanistan. Afghanistan. Afghanistan.     
    
10/3/2010 Britain10/3/2010 Britain10/3/2010 Britain10/3/2010 Britain’’’’s annual military budget is $58 billion. s annual military budget is $58 billion. s annual military budget is $58 billion. s annual military budget is $58 billion.     
    
10/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 304----totototo----118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 
$58 billion for NASA $58 billion for NASA $58 billion for NASA $58 billion for NASA     
    
10/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 304----totototo----118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 
a Senatea Senatea Senatea Senate----written bill authorizing $58 billion for NASA over the written bill authorizing $58 billion for NASA over the written bill authorizing $58 billion for NASA over the written bill authorizing $58 billion for NASA over the 
next three years and setting priorities for the agency... British next three years and setting priorities for the agency... British next three years and setting priorities for the agency... British next three years and setting priorities for the agency... British 
Generals, Mad Men, BP Oil Men! Didn't read this in the London Generals, Mad Men, BP Oil Men! Didn't read this in the London Generals, Mad Men, BP Oil Men! Didn't read this in the London Generals, Mad Men, BP Oil Men! Didn't read this in the London 
Times! Times! Times! Times!     
    
10/3/2010 10 Ares rockets sent into space will dock with the Orion 10/3/2010 10 Ares rockets sent into space will dock with the Orion 10/3/2010 10 Ares rockets sent into space will dock with the Orion 10/3/2010 10 Ares rockets sent into space will dock with the Orion 
"Shuttle" as the Orion can maneuver in the middle of 10 rockets "Shuttle" as the Orion can maneuver in the middle of 10 rockets "Shuttle" as the Orion can maneuver in the middle of 10 rockets "Shuttle" as the Orion can maneuver in the middle of 10 rockets 
linked in a circle for deep space voyages! Landing on Mars will not linked in a circle for deep space voyages! Landing on Mars will not linked in a circle for deep space voyages! Landing on Mars will not linked in a circle for deep space voyages! Landing on Mars will not 
even come close to Ending War On Earth. NASA only has one even come close to Ending War On Earth. NASA only has one even come close to Ending War On Earth. NASA only has one even come close to Ending War On Earth. NASA only has one 
chance in History to make up for taking BP Oil $ bribes and gov. chance in History to make up for taking BP Oil $ bribes and gov. chance in History to make up for taking BP Oil $ bribes and gov. chance in History to make up for taking BP Oil $ bribes and gov. 
perks to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar and its 177 trillion spin perks to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar and its 177 trillion spin perks to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar and its 177 trillion spin perks to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar and its 177 trillion spin 
off inventions like H free Hydrogen for wood stoves in Africa clean off inventions like H free Hydrogen for wood stoves in Africa clean off inventions like H free Hydrogen for wood stoves in Africa clean off inventions like H free Hydrogen for wood stoves in Africa clean 
H2O via H and climate controlled cars for Hot Kid deaths. H2O via H and climate controlled cars for Hot Kid deaths. H2O via H and climate controlled cars for Hot Kid deaths. H2O via H and climate controlled cars for Hot Kid deaths.     
    
10/3/2010 Two 10/3/2010 Two 10/3/2010 Two 10/3/2010 Two ----    Three Three Three Three ----    Four Orion "Shuttles" docked then Four Orion "Shuttles" docked then Four Orion "Shuttles" docked then Four Orion "Shuttles" docked then 
maneuver into a circle of Ares rockets already in orbit.. NASA could maneuver into a circle of Ares rockets already in orbit.. NASA could maneuver into a circle of Ares rockets already in orbit.. NASA could maneuver into a circle of Ares rockets already in orbit.. NASA could 
use this design to blast off for Alpha Centauri. 4.3 Light years from use this design to blast off for Alpha Centauri. 4.3 Light years from use this design to blast off for Alpha Centauri. 4.3 Light years from use this design to blast off for Alpha Centauri. 4.3 Light years from 
Earth! Earth! Earth! Earth!     
    
10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it...     
    
10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities --------------------------------------------    To Hear and See To Hear and See To Hear and See To Hear and See 
Aliens via the Orion Shuttle and Ares solid fuel rockets to launch Aliens via the Orion Shuttle and Ares solid fuel rockets to launch Aliens via the Orion Shuttle and Ares solid fuel rockets to launch Aliens via the Orion Shuttle and Ares solid fuel rockets to launch 
100's of Orion Shuttles with New Telescopes than can Hear and See 100's of Orion Shuttles with New Telescopes than can Hear and See 100's of Orion Shuttles with New Telescopes than can Hear and See 100's of Orion Shuttles with New Telescopes than can Hear and See 
Aliens. This is the only thing that will End War On Earth as the Aliens. This is the only thing that will End War On Earth as the Aliens. This is the only thing that will End War On Earth as the Aliens. This is the only thing that will End War On Earth as the 
Pentagon is addicted to MIT War Toys and as long as there is $177 Pentagon is addicted to MIT War Toys and as long as there is $177 Pentagon is addicted to MIT War Toys and as long as there is $177 Pentagon is addicted to MIT War Toys and as long as there is $177 
Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues the Pentagon will get most of this Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues the Pentagon will get most of this Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues the Pentagon will get most of this Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues the Pentagon will get most of this 
money for War Toys from MIT guys! money for War Toys from MIT guys! money for War Toys from MIT guys! money for War Toys from MIT guys!     
    
10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 
Trillion Galaxies! Trillion Galaxies! Trillion Galaxies! Trillion Galaxies!     
    
10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 
Trillion Galaxies! Trillion Galaxies! Trillion Galaxies! Trillion Galaxies!     
    
10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress OKs New Direction 10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress OKs New Direction 10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress OKs New Direction 10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress OKs New Direction     
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10/3/2010 NASA Gets New Orders That Bypass the Moon, land on a 10/3/2010 NASA Gets New Orders That Bypass the Moon, land on a 10/3/2010 NASA Gets New Orders That Bypass the Moon, land on a 10/3/2010 NASA Gets New Orders That Bypass the Moon, land on a 
asteroid and eventually Mars. By KENNETH CHANG New York Times. asteroid and eventually Mars. By KENNETH CHANG New York Times. asteroid and eventually Mars. By KENNETH CHANG New York Times. asteroid and eventually Mars. By KENNETH CHANG New York Times.     
    
10/3/2010 NASA's deep space mission has been attacked by the 10/3/2010 NASA's deep space mission has been attacked by the 10/3/2010 NASA's deep space mission has been attacked by the 10/3/2010 NASA's deep space mission has been attacked by the 
British Today, if the Brits are not defeated the USA and the World British Today, if the Brits are not defeated the USA and the World British Today, if the Brits are not defeated the USA and the World British Today, if the Brits are not defeated the USA and the World 
will lose Hearing and Observing Aliens for another 100 years! will lose Hearing and Observing Aliens for another 100 years! will lose Hearing and Observing Aliens for another 100 years! will lose Hearing and Observing Aliens for another 100 years!     
    
    
    

Aliens, to End War on Earth! Aliens, to End War on Earth! Aliens, to End War on Earth! Aliens, to End War on Earth!     

    
    
    
    

Aliens, to End War on Earth! Aliens, to End War on Earth! Aliens, to End War on Earth! Aliens, to End War on Earth!     

    
10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 
others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis.     
    
10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan. 10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan. 10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan. 10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan.     
    
10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month. 10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month. 10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month. 10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month.     
    
10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 
Mexican nursery workers. Mexican nursery workers. Mexican nursery workers. Mexican nursery workers.     
    
10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 
Hepatitis cooking... etc. Hepatitis cooking... etc. Hepatitis cooking... etc. Hepatitis cooking... etc.     
    
10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 
others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis.     
    
10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 
video taped knows but would video taped knows but would video taped knows but would video taped knows but would     
    
not report that people given syphilis from fags in the dorms commit not report that people given syphilis from fags in the dorms commit not report that people given syphilis from fags in the dorms commit not report that people given syphilis from fags in the dorms commit 
suicide too. suicide too. suicide too. suicide too.     
    
10/3/2010 200k Guatemalan's dead in a USA coup in 1996... 10/3/2010 200k Guatemalan's dead in a USA coup in 1996... 10/3/2010 200k Guatemalan's dead in a USA coup in 1996... 10/3/2010 200k Guatemalan's dead in a USA coup in 1996...     
    
10/3/2010 4,000 Guatemalans dead via USA syphilis infection... 10/3/2010 4,000 Guatemalans dead via USA syphilis infection... 10/3/2010 4,000 Guatemalans dead via USA syphilis infection... 10/3/2010 4,000 Guatemalans dead via USA syphilis infection...     
    
10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a USA MD's and 10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a USA MD's and 10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a USA MD's and 10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a USA MD's and 
Pentagon Generals! Pentagon Generals! Pentagon Generals! Pentagon Generals!     
    
10/3/2010 Revelation of abuses by a USA MD's in selling Breast 10/3/2010 Revelation of abuses by a USA MD's in selling Breast 10/3/2010 Revelation of abuses by a USA MD's in selling Breast 10/3/2010 Revelation of abuses by a USA MD's in selling Breast 
Cancer women pills for $84,000 to live another month or two while Cancer women pills for $84,000 to live another month or two while Cancer women pills for $84,000 to live another month or two while Cancer women pills for $84,000 to live another month or two while 
secretly suppressing the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar from secretly suppressing the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar from secretly suppressing the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar from secretly suppressing the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar from 
working, brainstorming a Breast cancer Cure with his wives! working, brainstorming a Breast cancer Cure with his wives! working, brainstorming a Breast cancer Cure with his wives! working, brainstorming a Breast cancer Cure with his wives!     
    
10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it...     
    
10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 
others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis.     
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10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan. 10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan. 10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan. 10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan.     
    
10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month. 10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month. 10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month. 10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month.     
    
10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 
Mexican nursery workers. Mexican nursery workers. Mexican nursery workers. Mexican nursery workers.     
    
10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 
Hepatitis cooking... etc. Hepatitis cooking... etc. Hepatitis cooking... etc. Hepatitis cooking... etc.     
    
10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 
others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis.     
    
10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 
video taped knows but would not report that people given syphilis video taped knows but would not report that people given syphilis video taped knows but would not report that people given syphilis video taped knows but would not report that people given syphilis 
from fags in the dorms commit suicide too. from fags in the dorms commit suicide too. from fags in the dorms commit suicide too. from fags in the dorms commit suicide too.     
    
10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress in an "Oil Genocide Era" 10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress in an "Oil Genocide Era" 10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress in an "Oil Genocide Era" 10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress in an "Oil Genocide Era" 
blast off for a second $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues while suppress blast off for a second $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues while suppress blast off for a second $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues while suppress blast off for a second $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues while suppress 
the "ElectricWindmillCar". the "ElectricWindmillCar". the "ElectricWindmillCar". the "ElectricWindmillCar".     
    
10/3/2010 Orwellian Caesar setting priorities for War with the 10/3/2010 Orwellian Caesar setting priorities for War with the 10/3/2010 Orwellian Caesar setting priorities for War with the 10/3/2010 Orwellian Caesar setting priorities for War with the 
Moslems In Afghanistan, Pakistan, etc. Moslems In Afghanistan, Pakistan, etc. Moslems In Afghanistan, Pakistan, etc. Moslems In Afghanistan, Pakistan, etc.     
    
10/3/2010 Setting priorities to End War On Earth! 10/3/2010 Setting priorities to End War On Earth! 10/3/2010 Setting priorities to End War On Earth! 10/3/2010 Setting priorities to End War On Earth!     
    
10/3/2010 ElectricWindmillCar with its free H and 177 Trillion spin 10/3/2010 ElectricWindmillCar with its free H and 177 Trillion spin 10/3/2010 ElectricWindmillCar with its free H and 177 Trillion spin 10/3/2010 ElectricWindmillCar with its free H and 177 Trillion spin 
off inventions failed to End War On Earth because of Texas and off inventions failed to End War On Earth because of Texas and off inventions failed to End War On Earth because of Texas and off inventions failed to End War On Earth because of Texas and 
Saudi Oil Men's greed, now they want another $177 Trillion dollars Saudi Oil Men's greed, now they want another $177 Trillion dollars Saudi Oil Men's greed, now they want another $177 Trillion dollars Saudi Oil Men's greed, now they want another $177 Trillion dollars 
in Oil Revenues from 2010 to 2020. in Oil Revenues from 2010 to 2020. in Oil Revenues from 2010 to 2020. in Oil Revenues from 2010 to 2020.     
    
10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 
Trillion Galaxies! Trillion Galaxies! Trillion Galaxies! Trillion Galaxies!     
    
10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 
Trillion Galaxies! Trillion Galaxies! Trillion Galaxies! Trillion Galaxies!     
    
10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities --------------------------------------------    To Hear and See To Hear and See To Hear and See To Hear and See 
Aliens via the Orion Shuttle and Ares solid fuel rockets to launch Aliens via the Orion Shuttle and Ares solid fuel rockets to launch Aliens via the Orion Shuttle and Ares solid fuel rockets to launch Aliens via the Orion Shuttle and Ares solid fuel rockets to launch 
100's of Orion Shuttles with New Telescopes than can Hear and See 100's of Orion Shuttles with New Telescopes than can Hear and See 100's of Orion Shuttles with New Telescopes than can Hear and See 100's of Orion Shuttles with New Telescopes than can Hear and See 
Aliens. This is the only thing that will End War On Earth as the Aliens. This is the only thing that will End War On Earth as the Aliens. This is the only thing that will End War On Earth as the Aliens. This is the only thing that will End War On Earth as the 
Pentagon is addicted to MIT War Toys and as long as there is $177 Pentagon is addicted to MIT War Toys and as long as there is $177 Pentagon is addicted to MIT War Toys and as long as there is $177 Pentagon is addicted to MIT War Toys and as long as there is $177 
Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues the Pentagon will get most of this Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues the Pentagon will get most of this Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues the Pentagon will get most of this Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues the Pentagon will get most of this 
money for War Toys from MIT guys! money for War Toys from MIT guys! money for War Toys from MIT guys! money for War Toys from MIT guys!     
    
10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 
Trillion Galaxies! Trillion Galaxies! Trillion Galaxies! Trillion Galaxies!     
    
10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 10/3/2010 Aliens... Setting priorities looking at this picture of 177 
Trillion Galaxies! Trillion Galaxies! Trillion Galaxies! Trillion Galaxies!     
    
10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress OKs New Direction 10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress OKs New Direction 10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress OKs New Direction 10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress OKs New Direction     
    
10/3/2010 NASA Gets New Orders That Bypass the Moon, land on a 10/3/2010 NASA Gets New Orders That Bypass the Moon, land on a 10/3/2010 NASA Gets New Orders That Bypass the Moon, land on a 10/3/2010 NASA Gets New Orders That Bypass the Moon, land on a 
asteroid and eventually Mars. By KENNETH CHANG New York Times. asteroid and eventually Mars. By KENNETH CHANG New York Times. asteroid and eventually Mars. By KENNETH CHANG New York Times. asteroid and eventually Mars. By KENNETH CHANG New York Times.     
    
10/3/2010 NASA, best known as the agency that put the first man on 10/3/2010 NASA, best known as the agency that put the first man on 10/3/2010 NASA, best known as the agency that put the first man on 10/3/2010 NASA, best known as the agency that put the first man on 
the moon, is about to end its moon program for the foreseeable the moon, is about to end its moon program for the foreseeable the moon, is about to end its moon program for the foreseeable the moon, is about to end its moon program for the foreseeable 
future. future. future. future.     
    
10/3/2010 Under legislation passed by the House late Wednesday, 10/3/2010 Under legislation passed by the House late Wednesday, 10/3/2010 Under legislation passed by the House late Wednesday, 10/3/2010 Under legislation passed by the House late Wednesday, 
the nationthe nationthe nationthe nation’’’’s spaceflight program will take a new direction. NASA s spaceflight program will take a new direction. NASA s spaceflight program will take a new direction. NASA s spaceflight program will take a new direction. NASA ————    
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration the National Aeronautics and Space Administration the National Aeronautics and Space Administration the National Aeronautics and Space Administration ————    will turn to will turn to will turn to will turn to 
private companies to launch astronauts into space, while it starts private companies to launch astronauts into space, while it starts private companies to launch astronauts into space, while it starts private companies to launch astronauts into space, while it starts 
work on a larger rocket for travel to more distant destinations work on a larger rocket for travel to more distant destinations work on a larger rocket for travel to more distant destinations work on a larger rocket for travel to more distant destinations ————    
an asteroid, perhaps, and eventually Mars. The bill an asteroid, perhaps, and eventually Mars. The bill an asteroid, perhaps, and eventually Mars. The bill an asteroid, perhaps, and eventually Mars. The bill ““““helps put the helps put the helps put the helps put the 
U.S. space program on a more sustainable trajectory,U.S. space program on a more sustainable trajectory,U.S. space program on a more sustainable trajectory,U.S. space program on a more sustainable trajectory,””””    Lori B. Lori B. Lori B. Lori B. 
Garver, NASAGarver, NASAGarver, NASAGarver, NASA’’’’s deputy administrator. s deputy administrator. s deputy administrator. s deputy administrator.     
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10/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 304----totototo----118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 
a Senatea Senatea Senatea Senate----written bill authorizing $58 billion for NASA over the written bill authorizing $58 billion for NASA over the written bill authorizing $58 billion for NASA over the written bill authorizing $58 billion for NASA over the 
next three years and setting priorities for the agency next three years and setting priorities for the agency next three years and setting priorities for the agency next three years and setting priorities for the agency     
    
10/3/2010 NASA has spent more than $10 billion on Constellation 10/3/2010 NASA has spent more than $10 billion on Constellation 10/3/2010 NASA has spent more than $10 billion on Constellation 10/3/2010 NASA has spent more than $10 billion on Constellation 
in the past five years, mostly on the Ares I rocket and Orion crew in the past five years, mostly on the Ares I rocket and Orion crew in the past five years, mostly on the Ares I rocket and Orion crew in the past five years, mostly on the Ares I rocket and Orion crew 
capsule. capsule. capsule. capsule.     
    
10/3/2010 However, the compromise legislation does not cancel all 10/3/2010 However, the compromise legislation does not cancel all 10/3/2010 However, the compromise legislation does not cancel all 10/3/2010 However, the compromise legislation does not cancel all 
of Constellation, Development of Orion, capable of deep space of Constellation, Development of Orion, capable of deep space of Constellation, Development of Orion, capable of deep space of Constellation, Development of Orion, capable of deep space 
missions, is to continue, and the bill directs NASA to develop a missions, is to continue, and the bill directs NASA to develop a missions, is to continue, and the bill directs NASA to develop a missions, is to continue, and the bill directs NASA to develop a 
heavyheavyheavyheavy----lift rocket able to propel a payload of at least 70 tons. lift rocket able to propel a payload of at least 70 tons. lift rocket able to propel a payload of at least 70 tons. lift rocket able to propel a payload of at least 70 tons.     
    
10/3/2010 The next skirmish is likely to be over the design of that 10/3/2010 The next skirmish is likely to be over the design of that 10/3/2010 The next skirmish is likely to be over the design of that 10/3/2010 The next skirmish is likely to be over the design of that 
rocket. The new bill clearly envisions a rocket built of components rocket. The new bill clearly envisions a rocket built of components rocket. The new bill clearly envisions a rocket built of components rocket. The new bill clearly envisions a rocket built of components 
used in the space shuttles and Constellationused in the space shuttles and Constellationused in the space shuttles and Constellationused in the space shuttles and Constellation’’’’s soons soons soons soon----totototo----bebebebe----canceled canceled canceled canceled 
Ares I rocket. The Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Ares I rocket. The Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Ares I rocket. The Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Ares I rocket. The Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and 
Transportation, which wrote the bill, said in an accompanying Transportation, which wrote the bill, said in an accompanying Transportation, which wrote the bill, said in an accompanying Transportation, which wrote the bill, said in an accompanying 
report that it expected the rocket to include solidreport that it expected the rocket to include solidreport that it expected the rocket to include solidreport that it expected the rocket to include solid----fuel boosters like fuel boosters like fuel boosters like fuel boosters like 
those of the shuttle or Ares I. those of the shuttle or Ares I. those of the shuttle or Ares I. those of the shuttle or Ares I.     
    
    
    

In home Free In home Free In home Free In home Free 

Hydrogen to generate electricity! Hydrogen to generate electricity! Hydrogen to generate electricity! Hydrogen to generate electricity!     
    
10/3/2010 Electric Utility Companies Xcel here in Boulder, Colorado 10/3/2010 Electric Utility Companies Xcel here in Boulder, Colorado 10/3/2010 Electric Utility Companies Xcel here in Boulder, Colorado 10/3/2010 Electric Utility Companies Xcel here in Boulder, Colorado 
suppress the mass of Humanity from leaving the Era of high power suppress the mass of Humanity from leaving the Era of high power suppress the mass of Humanity from leaving the Era of high power suppress the mass of Humanity from leaving the Era of high power 
electric lines and generating their own Electricity via free H electric lines and generating their own Electricity via free H electric lines and generating their own Electricity via free H electric lines and generating their own Electricity via free H 
generated in their ElectricWindmillCar by the Electrolysis Accessory generated in their ElectricWindmillCar by the Electrolysis Accessory generated in their ElectricWindmillCar by the Electrolysis Accessory generated in their ElectricWindmillCar by the Electrolysis Accessory 
and a gallon of H2O... and a gallon of H2O... and a gallon of H2O... and a gallon of H2O...     
    
    
    
    

In home Free In home Free In home Free In home Free 

Hydrogen to generate electricity! Hydrogen to generate electricity! Hydrogen to generate electricity! Hydrogen to generate electricity!     
    
    
10/3/2010 BERLIN, Conn. (AP) 10/3/2010 BERLIN, Conn. (AP) 10/3/2010 BERLIN, Conn. (AP) 10/3/2010 BERLIN, Conn. (AP) ----    Climbing utility poles is a better Climbing utility poles is a better Climbing utility poles is a better Climbing utility poles is a better 
choice only if your have been infected with the Mad Man Virus from choice only if your have been infected with the Mad Man Virus from choice only if your have been infected with the Mad Man Virus from choice only if your have been infected with the Mad Man Virus from 
Texas and Saudi Oil Men. 100's of Linemen have been electrocuted Texas and Saudi Oil Men. 100's of Linemen have been electrocuted Texas and Saudi Oil Men. 100's of Linemen have been electrocuted Texas and Saudi Oil Men. 100's of Linemen have been electrocuted 
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in the last decade just in Colorado and when the public finds out in the last decade just in Colorado and when the public finds out in the last decade just in Colorado and when the public finds out in the last decade just in Colorado and when the public finds out 
Xcel Top Brass have been suppressing leaving the Era of High Power Xcel Top Brass have been suppressing leaving the Era of High Power Xcel Top Brass have been suppressing leaving the Era of High Power Xcel Top Brass have been suppressing leaving the Era of High Power 
Lines for H generated in your ElectricWindmillCar this will be Lines for H generated in your ElectricWindmillCar this will be Lines for H generated in your ElectricWindmillCar this will be Lines for H generated in your ElectricWindmillCar this will be 
Electric Power Genocide by Xcel and your local Electric Utility Electric Power Genocide by Xcel and your local Electric Utility Electric Power Genocide by Xcel and your local Electric Utility Electric Power Genocide by Xcel and your local Electric Utility 
Company. This is a Crime. Company. This is a Crime. Company. This is a Crime. Company. This is a Crime.     
    
10/3/2010 Union officials say the average age of the nation's utility 10/3/2010 Union officials say the average age of the nation's utility 10/3/2010 Union officials say the average age of the nation's utility 10/3/2010 Union officials say the average age of the nation's utility 
workers is about 50 in 2010 in 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was workers is about 50 in 2010 in 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was workers is about 50 in 2010 in 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was workers is about 50 in 2010 in 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was 
invented... you do the math. invented... you do the math. invented... you do the math. invented... you do the math.     
    
10/3/2010 International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, which 10/3/2010 International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, which 10/3/2010 International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, which 10/3/2010 International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, which 
represents Connecticut Light & Power employees. Are Chinese represents Connecticut Light & Power employees. Are Chinese represents Connecticut Light & Power employees. Are Chinese represents Connecticut Light & Power employees. Are Chinese 
Peasants in an Trillion dollar game of never ending War to the Peasants in an Trillion dollar game of never ending War to the Peasants in an Trillion dollar game of never ending War to the Peasants in an Trillion dollar game of never ending War to the 
next innovation, from wood stoves in Africa to H Stoves in 2011. next innovation, from wood stoves in Africa to H Stoves in 2011. next innovation, from wood stoves in Africa to H Stoves in 2011. next innovation, from wood stoves in Africa to H Stoves in 2011.     
    
10/3/2010 There's No need for utility line workers, who are paid 10/3/2010 There's No need for utility line workers, who are paid 10/3/2010 There's No need for utility line workers, who are paid 10/3/2010 There's No need for utility line workers, who are paid 
about $56,000 annually, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor about $56,000 annually, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor about $56,000 annually, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor about $56,000 annually, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics. Statistics. Statistics. Statistics.     
    
10/3/2010 The Connecticut Light & Power training program from 10/3/2010 The Connecticut Light & Power training program from 10/3/2010 The Connecticut Light & Power training program from 10/3/2010 The Connecticut Light & Power training program from 
stimulus $$$$ 840 Billion is a Crime against all Americans. stimulus $$$$ 840 Billion is a Crime against all Americans. stimulus $$$$ 840 Billion is a Crime against all Americans. stimulus $$$$ 840 Billion is a Crime against all Americans.     
    
    
    
    
    

In home Free In home Free In home Free In home Free 

Hydrogen to generate electricity! Hydrogen to generate electricity! Hydrogen to generate electricity! Hydrogen to generate electricity!     
    
10/3/2010 Newest supercomputer is a part of the High10/3/2010 Newest supercomputer is a part of the High10/3/2010 Newest supercomputer is a part of the High10/3/2010 Newest supercomputer is a part of the High----Performance Performance Performance Performance 
Inventing for the mass of Humanity when Windows 7 is in prison or Inventing for the mass of Humanity when Windows 7 is in prison or Inventing for the mass of Humanity when Windows 7 is in prison or Inventing for the mass of Humanity when Windows 7 is in prison or 
dead... as the Inventor OS will come with 1,001 invent projects links dead... as the Inventor OS will come with 1,001 invent projects links dead... as the Inventor OS will come with 1,001 invent projects links dead... as the Inventor OS will come with 1,001 invent projects links 
to help you get started inventing something and you will be able to to help you get started inventing something and you will be able to to help you get started inventing something and you will be able to to help you get started inventing something and you will be able to 
log in to this newest supercomputer stocked with every book and log in to this newest supercomputer stocked with every book and log in to this newest supercomputer stocked with every book and log in to this newest supercomputer stocked with every book and 
lecture ever written and given. lecture ever written and given. lecture ever written and given. lecture ever written and given.     
    
    
    
    
    

Inventor OS not Inventor OS not Inventor OS not Inventor OS not 

Windows 7 lets to login to a supercomputer and work on 1,001 Windows 7 lets to login to a supercomputer and work on 1,001 Windows 7 lets to login to a supercomputer and work on 1,001 Windows 7 lets to login to a supercomputer and work on 1,001 
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invention projects spelled out for you! invention projects spelled out for you! invention projects spelled out for you! invention projects spelled out for you!     
    
10/3/2010 Japan's Ministry of Education, Japanese government. 10/3/2010 Japan's Ministry of Education, Japanese government. 10/3/2010 Japan's Ministry of Education, Japanese government. 10/3/2010 Japan's Ministry of Education, Japanese government. 
The system will be comprised of more than 800 computer racks, each The system will be comprised of more than 800 computer racks, each The system will be comprised of more than 800 computer racks, each The system will be comprised of more than 800 computer racks, each 
installed with ultrafast CPUs, in a massively interconnected installed with ultrafast CPUs, in a massively interconnected installed with ultrafast CPUs, in a massively interconnected installed with ultrafast CPUs, in a massively interconnected 
network, crystallizing Fujitsu's technologies for high performance network, crystallizing Fujitsu's technologies for high performance network, crystallizing Fujitsu's technologies for high performance network, crystallizing Fujitsu's technologies for high performance 
and high reliability. and high reliability. and high reliability. and high reliability.     
    
10/3/2010 The Supercomputer will use the ultra10/3/2010 The Supercomputer will use the ultra10/3/2010 The Supercomputer will use the ultra10/3/2010 The Supercomputer will use the ultra----highhighhighhigh----speed SPARC speed SPARC speed SPARC speed SPARC 
64 VIIIfx processor developed by Fujitsu. Each of these processors 64 VIIIfx processor developed by Fujitsu. Each of these processors 64 VIIIfx processor developed by Fujitsu. Each of these processors 64 VIIIfx processor developed by Fujitsu. Each of these processors 
possesses a computational performance of 128 gigaflops. The CPUs possesses a computational performance of 128 gigaflops. The CPUs possesses a computational performance of 128 gigaflops. The CPUs possesses a computational performance of 128 gigaflops. The CPUs 
are also highly energy efficient, with a worldare also highly energy efficient, with a worldare also highly energy efficient, with a worldare also highly energy efficient, with a world----class processing power class processing power class processing power class processing power 
of 2.2 gigaflops per watt, a reduction of power consumption by 2/3 of 2.2 gigaflops per watt, a reduction of power consumption by 2/3 of 2.2 gigaflops per watt, a reduction of power consumption by 2/3 of 2.2 gigaflops per watt, a reduction of power consumption by 2/3 
compared to previous levels. The supercomputer will comprise of compared to previous levels. The supercomputer will comprise of compared to previous levels. The supercomputer will comprise of compared to previous levels. The supercomputer will comprise of 
over 80,000 of these processors in an interconnected network over 80,000 of these processors in an interconnected network over 80,000 of these processors in an interconnected network over 80,000 of these processors in an interconnected network     
    
10/3/2010 H free Hydrogen for fuel and electric generation will 10/3/2010 H free Hydrogen for fuel and electric generation will 10/3/2010 H free Hydrogen for fuel and electric generation will 10/3/2010 H free Hydrogen for fuel and electric generation will 
increase Human Innovation by 50% in just a year or two's use of increase Human Innovation by 50% in just a year or two's use of increase Human Innovation by 50% in just a year or two's use of increase Human Innovation by 50% in just a year or two's use of 
this newest supercomputer by PC inventors. Bill Gates killed this newest supercomputer by PC inventors. Bill Gates killed this newest supercomputer by PC inventors. Bill Gates killed this newest supercomputer by PC inventors. Bill Gates killed 
millions, tens of millions of inventor by being infected with the Oil millions, tens of millions of inventor by being infected with the Oil millions, tens of millions of inventor by being infected with the Oil millions, tens of millions of inventor by being infected with the Oil 
Men's greed virus. This is a crime against Humanity you do not Men's greed virus. This is a crime against Humanity you do not Men's greed virus. This is a crime against Humanity you do not Men's greed virus. This is a crime against Humanity you do not 
need to be a rocket scientist to hang Bill Gates for this social crime need to be a rocket scientist to hang Bill Gates for this social crime need to be a rocket scientist to hang Bill Gates for this social crime need to be a rocket scientist to hang Bill Gates for this social crime 
against aspiring inventors from 1980 to 2010. against aspiring inventors from 1980 to 2010. against aspiring inventors from 1980 to 2010. against aspiring inventors from 1980 to 2010.     
    
10/3/2010 400 million years ago the ocean and atmosphere 10/3/2010 400 million years ago the ocean and atmosphere 10/3/2010 400 million years ago the ocean and atmosphere 10/3/2010 400 million years ago the ocean and atmosphere 
contained O2 at just 15contained O2 at just 15contained O2 at just 15contained O2 at just 15––––50% of their present levels spanning almost 50% of their present levels spanning almost 50% of their present levels spanning almost 50% of their present levels spanning almost 
2 billion years, the researchers concluded that O2 levels increased 2 billion years, the researchers concluded that O2 levels increased 2 billion years, the researchers concluded that O2 levels increased 2 billion years, the researchers concluded that O2 levels increased 
twice: 550 million years ago and 400 million years ago twice: 550 million years ago and 400 million years ago twice: 550 million years ago and 400 million years ago twice: 550 million years ago and 400 million years ago     
    
10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan. 10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan. 10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan. 10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan.     
    
10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month. 10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month. 10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month. 10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month.     
    
10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 
Mexican nursery workers. Mexican nursery workers. Mexican nursery workers. Mexican nursery workers.     
    
10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 
Hepatitis cooking... etc. Hepatitis cooking... etc. Hepatitis cooking... etc. Hepatitis cooking... etc.     
    
    

Whooping Cough is Whooping Cough is Whooping Cough is Whooping Cough is 

one of many genocides caused by the government! one of many genocides caused by the government! one of many genocides caused by the government! one of many genocides caused by the government!     
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Hepatitis C is one of Hepatitis C is one of Hepatitis C is one of Hepatitis C is one of 

many gov. caused genocides! many gov. caused genocides! many gov. caused genocides! many gov. caused genocides!     
    
10/3/2010 Hepatitis B virus was originally recognized as the agent 10/3/2010 Hepatitis B virus was originally recognized as the agent 10/3/2010 Hepatitis B virus was originally recognized as the agent 10/3/2010 Hepatitis B virus was originally recognized as the agent 
responsible for responsible for responsible for responsible for ““““serum hepatitisserum hepatitisserum hepatitisserum hepatitis””””, , , , the most common form of the most common form of the most common form of the most common form of 
parentally transmitted viral hepatitis, and an important cause of parentally transmitted viral hepatitis, and an important cause of parentally transmitted viral hepatitis, and an important cause of parentally transmitted viral hepatitis, and an important cause of 
acute and chronic infection of the liver. The incubation period of acute and chronic infection of the liver. The incubation period of acute and chronic infection of the liver. The incubation period of acute and chronic infection of the liver. The incubation period of 
hepatitis B is variable with a range of 1 to 6 months. The clinical hepatitis B is variable with a range of 1 to 6 months. The clinical hepatitis B is variable with a range of 1 to 6 months. The clinical hepatitis B is variable with a range of 1 to 6 months. The clinical 
features of acute infection resemble those of the other viral features of acute infection resemble those of the other viral features of acute infection resemble those of the other viral features of acute infection resemble those of the other viral 
hepatitis's. Acute hepatitis B is frequently anicteric and hepatitis's. Acute hepatitis B is frequently anicteric and hepatitis's. Acute hepatitis B is frequently anicteric and hepatitis's. Acute hepatitis B is frequently anicteric and 
asymptomatic, although a severe illness with jaundice can occur asymptomatic, although a severe illness with jaundice can occur asymptomatic, although a severe illness with jaundice can occur asymptomatic, although a severe illness with jaundice can occur 
and occasionally acute liver failure may develop. and occasionally acute liver failure may develop. and occasionally acute liver failure may develop. and occasionally acute liver failure may develop.     
    
10/3/2010 The virus persists in 5 to 10% of immunocompetent 10/3/2010 The virus persists in 5 to 10% of immunocompetent 10/3/2010 The virus persists in 5 to 10% of immunocompetent 10/3/2010 The virus persists in 5 to 10% of immunocompetent 
adults, and in as many as 90% of infants infected prenatally. adults, and in as many as 90% of infants infected prenatally. adults, and in as many as 90% of infants infected prenatally. adults, and in as many as 90% of infants infected prenatally. 
Persistent carriage of hepatitis B, defined by the presence of Persistent carriage of hepatitis B, defined by the presence of Persistent carriage of hepatitis B, defined by the presence of Persistent carriage of hepatitis B, defined by the presence of 
hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) in the serum for more than six hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) in the serum for more than six hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) in the serum for more than six hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) in the serum for more than six 
months, have been estimated to affect about 350 million people months, have been estimated to affect about 350 million people months, have been estimated to affect about 350 million people months, have been estimated to affect about 350 million people 
worldwide. The pathology is mediated by the responses of the worldwide. The pathology is mediated by the responses of the worldwide. The pathology is mediated by the responses of the worldwide. The pathology is mediated by the responses of the 
cellular immune response of the host to the infected hepatocytes. cellular immune response of the host to the infected hepatocytes. cellular immune response of the host to the infected hepatocytes. cellular immune response of the host to the infected hepatocytes. 
Long term continuing virus replication may lead to progression to Long term continuing virus replication may lead to progression to Long term continuing virus replication may lead to progression to Long term continuing virus replication may lead to progression to 
cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma.     
    
10/3/2010 LOS ANGELES 10/3/2010 LOS ANGELES 10/3/2010 LOS ANGELES 10/3/2010 LOS ANGELES ––––    State health officials say California's State health officials say California's State health officials say California's State health officials say California's 
whooping cough epidemic is on track to break a 55whooping cough epidemic is on track to break a 55whooping cough epidemic is on track to break a 55whooping cough epidemic is on track to break a 55----year record, year record, year record, year record, 
with just over 4,000 infections and nine deaths this year. with just over 4,000 infections and nine deaths this year. with just over 4,000 infections and nine deaths this year. with just over 4,000 infections and nine deaths this year.     
    
10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur ----    French Revolution French Revolution French Revolution French Revolution     
    
10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur ----    Mandatory Vaccination Revolution Mandatory Vaccination Revolution Mandatory Vaccination Revolution Mandatory Vaccination Revolution     
    
10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur ----    ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat Mandatory ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat Mandatory ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat Mandatory ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat Mandatory 
Vaccination Revolution to end 1 gov. caused genocide! Vaccination Revolution to end 1 gov. caused genocide! Vaccination Revolution to end 1 gov. caused genocide! Vaccination Revolution to end 1 gov. caused genocide!     
    
10/3/2010 Cops, Vaccine Police are needing in the USA and France 10/3/2010 Cops, Vaccine Police are needing in the USA and France 10/3/2010 Cops, Vaccine Police are needing in the USA and France 10/3/2010 Cops, Vaccine Police are needing in the USA and France 
as Teaching, training scientists MD's are worthless as long as as Teaching, training scientists MD's are worthless as long as as Teaching, training scientists MD's are worthless as long as as Teaching, training scientists MD's are worthless as long as 
illegal and legal Aliens refuse the DTap and even Flu Shot the illegal and legal Aliens refuse the DTap and even Flu Shot the illegal and legal Aliens refuse the DTap and even Flu Shot the illegal and legal Aliens refuse the DTap and even Flu Shot the 
Institute Pasteur, help in case of epidemics and public health Institute Pasteur, help in case of epidemics and public health Institute Pasteur, help in case of epidemics and public health Institute Pasteur, help in case of epidemics and public health 
activities, were pursued. Orwellian Observers know what they have activities, were pursued. Orwellian Observers know what they have activities, were pursued. Orwellian Observers know what they have activities, were pursued. Orwellian Observers know what they have 
created is an population of "illegal Aliens" Whooping and Hepatitis created is an population of "illegal Aliens" Whooping and Hepatitis created is an population of "illegal Aliens" Whooping and Hepatitis created is an population of "illegal Aliens" Whooping and Hepatitis 
genocide that kills 100's of babies in Day Care Centers from NYC to genocide that kills 100's of babies in Day Care Centers from NYC to genocide that kills 100's of babies in Day Care Centers from NYC to genocide that kills 100's of babies in Day Care Centers from NYC to 
Paris. Paris. Paris. Paris.     
    
10/3/2010 Scientists at the Institut Pasteur HEAD Dr GUISO Nicole / 10/3/2010 Scientists at the Institut Pasteur HEAD Dr GUISO Nicole / 10/3/2010 Scientists at the Institut Pasteur HEAD Dr GUISO Nicole / 10/3/2010 Scientists at the Institut Pasteur HEAD Dr GUISO Nicole / 
nguiso@pasteur.fr MEMBERS Dr BEDOUELLE Hugues / BOUCHEZ nguiso@pasteur.fr MEMBERS Dr BEDOUELLE Hugues / BOUCHEZ nguiso@pasteur.fr MEMBERS Dr BEDOUELLE Hugues / BOUCHEZ nguiso@pasteur.fr MEMBERS Dr BEDOUELLE Hugues / BOUCHEZ 
Valérie / Dr CARO Valérie / GUILLOT Sophie LISOVA Olesia / Dr Valérie / Dr CARO Valérie / GUILLOT Sophie LISOVA Olesia / Dr Valérie / Dr CARO Valérie / GUILLOT Sophie LISOVA Olesia / Dr Valérie / Dr CARO Valérie / GUILLOT Sophie LISOVA Olesia / Dr 
NJAMKEPO Elisabeth NJAMKEPO Elisabeth NJAMKEPO Elisabeth NJAMKEPO Elisabeth     
    
Whooping Cough and other bordetellosis Whooping Cough and other bordetellosis Whooping Cough and other bordetellosis Whooping Cough and other bordetellosis     
    
http://www.pasteur.fr/sante/clre/cadrecnr/bordethttp://www.pasteur.fr/sante/clre/cadrecnr/bordethttp://www.pasteur.fr/sante/clre/cadrecnr/bordethttp://www.pasteur.fr/sante/clre/cadrecnr/bordet----index.html. index.html. index.html. index.html.     
    
10/3/2010 Mexicans legal and illegal are mostly unvaccinated 10/3/2010 Mexicans legal and illegal are mostly unvaccinated 10/3/2010 Mexicans legal and illegal are mostly unvaccinated 10/3/2010 Mexicans legal and illegal are mostly unvaccinated 
and are responsible for transmission of B. pertussis to infants in 76and are responsible for transmission of B. pertussis to infants in 76and are responsible for transmission of B. pertussis to infants in 76and are responsible for transmission of B. pertussis to infants in 76----
83 % of cases. 83 % of cases. 83 % of cases. 83 % of cases.     
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10/3/2010 Mexicans in an Orwellian Society refuse vaccination 10/3/2010 Mexicans in an Orwellian Society refuse vaccination 10/3/2010 Mexicans in an Orwellian Society refuse vaccination 10/3/2010 Mexicans in an Orwellian Society refuse vaccination 
even those adults in close contacts at Day Care Centers.. Were the even those adults in close contacts at Day Care Centers.. Were the even those adults in close contacts at Day Care Centers.. Were the even those adults in close contacts at Day Care Centers.. Were the 
Hell are the Observers in this Orwellian Society? Hell are the Observers in this Orwellian Society? Hell are the Observers in this Orwellian Society? Hell are the Observers in this Orwellian Society?     
    
10/3/2010 Cops, Vaccine Police are needing in the USA and France 10/3/2010 Cops, Vaccine Police are needing in the USA and France 10/3/2010 Cops, Vaccine Police are needing in the USA and France 10/3/2010 Cops, Vaccine Police are needing in the USA and France 
as Teaching, training scientists MD's are worthless as long as as Teaching, training scientists MD's are worthless as long as as Teaching, training scientists MD's are worthless as long as as Teaching, training scientists MD's are worthless as long as 
illegal and legal Aliens refuse the DTap and even Flu Shot the illegal and legal Aliens refuse the DTap and even Flu Shot the illegal and legal Aliens refuse the DTap and even Flu Shot the illegal and legal Aliens refuse the DTap and even Flu Shot the 
Institut Pasteur, help in case of epidemics and public health Institut Pasteur, help in case of epidemics and public health Institut Pasteur, help in case of epidemics and public health Institut Pasteur, help in case of epidemics and public health 
activities, were pursued. Orwellian Observers know what they have activities, were pursued. Orwellian Observers know what they have activities, were pursued. Orwellian Observers know what they have activities, were pursued. Orwellian Observers know what they have 
created is an population of "illegal Aliens" Whooping and Hepatitis created is an population of "illegal Aliens" Whooping and Hepatitis created is an population of "illegal Aliens" Whooping and Hepatitis created is an population of "illegal Aliens" Whooping and Hepatitis 
genocide that kills 100's of babies in Day Care Centers from NYC to genocide that kills 100's of babies in Day Care Centers from NYC to genocide that kills 100's of babies in Day Care Centers from NYC to genocide that kills 100's of babies in Day Care Centers from NYC to 
Paris. Paris. Paris. Paris.     
    
10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur ----    Our objective is to evaluate the consequences of Our objective is to evaluate the consequences of Our objective is to evaluate the consequences of Our objective is to evaluate the consequences of 
extensive vaccination of human populations on the microbe extensive vaccination of human populations on the microbe extensive vaccination of human populations on the microbe extensive vaccination of human populations on the microbe 
targeted by the vaccine, the ecosystem and the human population targeted by the vaccine, the ecosystem and the human population targeted by the vaccine, the ecosystem and the human population targeted by the vaccine, the ecosystem and the human population 
in order to propose adapted strategies of prevention and new in order to propose adapted strategies of prevention and new in order to propose adapted strategies of prevention and new in order to propose adapted strategies of prevention and new 
therapeutic tools to face some of these consequences. therapeutic tools to face some of these consequences. therapeutic tools to face some of these consequences. therapeutic tools to face some of these consequences.     
    
Our unit harbors the National Center of Reference for Whooping Our unit harbors the National Center of Reference for Whooping Our unit harbors the National Center of Reference for Whooping Our unit harbors the National Center of Reference for Whooping 
Cough and other bordetellosis Cough and other bordetellosis Cough and other bordetellosis Cough and other bordetellosis 
http://www.pasteur.fr/sante/clre/cadrecnr/bordethttp://www.pasteur.fr/sante/clre/cadrecnr/bordethttp://www.pasteur.fr/sante/clre/cadrecnr/bordethttp://www.pasteur.fr/sante/clre/cadrecnr/bordet----index.html. index.html. index.html. index.html.     
    
10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur ----    French Revolution French Revolution French Revolution French Revolution     
    
10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur ----    Mandatory Vaccination Revolution Mandatory Vaccination Revolution Mandatory Vaccination Revolution Mandatory Vaccination Revolution     
    
10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur 10/3/2010 Pasteur ----    ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat     
    
10/3/2010 CHICAGO 10/3/2010 CHICAGO 10/3/2010 CHICAGO 10/3/2010 CHICAGO ––––    Junior doctors quickly learn that exposure to Junior doctors quickly learn that exposure to Junior doctors quickly learn that exposure to Junior doctors quickly learn that exposure to 
patients' germs is part of the job, but a study suggests many are patients' germs is part of the job, but a study suggests many are patients' germs is part of the job, but a study suggests many are patients' germs is part of the job, but a study suggests many are 
returning the favor. More than half of doctors in training said in returning the favor. More than half of doctors in training said in returning the favor. More than half of doctors in training said in returning the favor. More than half of doctors in training said in 
a survey that they'd shown up sick to work, and almost onea survey that they'd shown up sick to work, and almost onea survey that they'd shown up sick to work, and almost onea survey that they'd shown up sick to work, and almost one----third third third third 
said they'd done it more than once. said they'd done it more than once. said they'd done it more than once. said they'd done it more than once.     
    
10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it...     
    
10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 
others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis.     
    
10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan. 10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan. 10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan. 10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan.     
    
10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month. 10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month. 10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month. 10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month.     
    
10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 
Mexican nursery workers. Mexican nursery workers. Mexican nursery workers. Mexican nursery workers.     
    
10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 
Hepatitis cooking... etc. Hepatitis cooking... etc. Hepatitis cooking... etc. Hepatitis cooking... etc.     
    
10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 
others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis.     
    
10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 
video taped knows but would not report that people given syphilis video taped knows but would not report that people given syphilis video taped knows but would not report that people given syphilis video taped knows but would not report that people given syphilis 
from fags in the dorms commit suicide too. from fags in the dorms commit suicide too. from fags in the dorms commit suicide too. from fags in the dorms commit suicide too.     
    
10/3/2010 200k Guatemalan's dead in a USA coup in 1996... 10/3/2010 200k Guatemalan's dead in a USA coup in 1996... 10/3/2010 200k Guatemalan's dead in a USA coup in 1996... 10/3/2010 200k Guatemalan's dead in a USA coup in 1996...     
    
10/3/2010 4,000 Guatemalans dead via USA syphilis infection... 10/3/2010 4,000 Guatemalans dead via USA syphilis infection... 10/3/2010 4,000 Guatemalans dead via USA syphilis infection... 10/3/2010 4,000 Guatemalans dead via USA syphilis infection...     
    
10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a USA MD's and 10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a USA MD's and 10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a USA MD's and 10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a USA MD's and 
Pentagon Generals! Pentagon Generals! Pentagon Generals! Pentagon Generals!     
    
10/3/2010 Revelation of abuses by a USA MD's in selling Breast 10/3/2010 Revelation of abuses by a USA MD's in selling Breast 10/3/2010 Revelation of abuses by a USA MD's in selling Breast 10/3/2010 Revelation of abuses by a USA MD's in selling Breast 
Cancer women pills for $84,000 to live another month or two while Cancer women pills for $84,000 to live another month or two while Cancer women pills for $84,000 to live another month or two while Cancer women pills for $84,000 to live another month or two while 
secretly suppressing the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar from secretly suppressing the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar from secretly suppressing the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar from secretly suppressing the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar from 
working, brainstorming a Breast cancer Cure with his wives! working, brainstorming a Breast cancer Cure with his wives! working, brainstorming a Breast cancer Cure with his wives! working, brainstorming a Breast cancer Cure with his wives!     
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10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a U.S. medical 10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a U.S. medical 10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a U.S. medical 10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a U.S. medical 
research program is only the latest chapter in the United States' research program is only the latest chapter in the United States' research program is only the latest chapter in the United States' research program is only the latest chapter in the United States' 
troubled history with the impoverished Central American nation, troubled history with the impoverished Central American nation, troubled history with the impoverished Central American nation, troubled history with the impoverished Central American nation, 
which has a per capita gross domestic product about half of that of which has a per capita gross domestic product about half of that of which has a per capita gross domestic product about half of that of which has a per capita gross domestic product about half of that of 
the rest of Central America and the Caribbean. the rest of Central America and the Caribbean. the rest of Central America and the Caribbean. the rest of Central America and the Caribbean.     
    
10/3/2010 Guatemala The U.S. helped topple the democratically 10/3/2010 Guatemala The U.S. helped topple the democratically 10/3/2010 Guatemala The U.S. helped topple the democratically 10/3/2010 Guatemala The U.S. helped topple the democratically 
elected president Jacobo Arbenz in 1954 and backed several hardelected president Jacobo Arbenz in 1954 and backed several hardelected president Jacobo Arbenz in 1954 and backed several hardelected president Jacobo Arbenz in 1954 and backed several hard----
line governments during a 36line governments during a 36line governments during a 36line governments during a 36----year civil war that ended in 1996 year civil war that ended in 1996 year civil war that ended in 1996 year civil war that ended in 1996 
and cost 200,000 lives. 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was invented and cost 200,000 lives. 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was invented and cost 200,000 lives. 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was invented and cost 200,000 lives. 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was invented 
in Boulder, Colorado by Greg Buell Lovestar. in Boulder, Colorado by Greg Buell Lovestar. in Boulder, Colorado by Greg Buell Lovestar. in Boulder, Colorado by Greg Buell Lovestar.     
    
10/3/2010 Wellesley College historian Susan Reverby made the 10/3/2010 Wellesley College historian Susan Reverby made the 10/3/2010 Wellesley College historian Susan Reverby made the 10/3/2010 Wellesley College historian Susan Reverby made the 
discovery while combing the archived records of Dr. John Cutler, a discovery while combing the archived records of Dr. John Cutler, a discovery while combing the archived records of Dr. John Cutler, a discovery while combing the archived records of Dr. John Cutler, a 
government researcher involved in the Tuskegee study that from government researcher involved in the Tuskegee study that from government researcher involved in the Tuskegee study that from government researcher involved in the Tuskegee study that from 
1932 to 1972 tracked 600 black men in Alabama who had syphilis 1932 to 1972 tracked 600 black men in Alabama who had syphilis 1932 to 1972 tracked 600 black men in Alabama who had syphilis 1932 to 1972 tracked 600 black men in Alabama who had syphilis 
without ever offering them treatment. without ever offering them treatment. without ever offering them treatment. without ever offering them treatment.     
    
10/3/2010 She discovered that Cutler also led the Guatemala 10/3/2010 She discovered that Cutler also led the Guatemala 10/3/2010 She discovered that Cutler also led the Guatemala 10/3/2010 She discovered that Cutler also led the Guatemala 
project that went a step further: A total of 696 men and women were project that went a step further: A total of 696 men and women were project that went a step further: A total of 696 men and women were project that went a step further: A total of 696 men and women were 
exposed to syphilis or in some cases gonorrhea exposed to syphilis or in some cases gonorrhea exposed to syphilis or in some cases gonorrhea exposed to syphilis or in some cases gonorrhea ————    through jail visits through jail visits through jail visits through jail visits 
by prostitutes or, when that didn't infect enough people, by by prostitutes or, when that didn't infect enough people, by by prostitutes or, when that didn't infect enough people, by by prostitutes or, when that didn't infect enough people, by 
deliberately inoculating them. They were offered penicillin, but it deliberately inoculating them. They were offered penicillin, but it deliberately inoculating them. They were offered penicillin, but it deliberately inoculating them. They were offered penicillin, but it 
wasn't clear how many were infected and how many were wasn't clear how many were infected and how many were wasn't clear how many were infected and how many were wasn't clear how many were infected and how many were 
successfully treated. successfully treated. successfully treated. successfully treated.     
    
10/3/2010 She reported that the U.S. had gained permission from 10/3/2010 She reported that the U.S. had gained permission from 10/3/2010 She reported that the U.S. had gained permission from 10/3/2010 She reported that the U.S. had gained permission from 
Guatemalan officials to conduct the study, but did not inform the Guatemalan officials to conduct the study, but did not inform the Guatemalan officials to conduct the study, but did not inform the Guatemalan officials to conduct the study, but did not inform the 
experimental subjects. experimental subjects. experimental subjects. experimental subjects.     
    
10/3/2010 While secretly trying to infect people with serious diseases 10/3/2010 While secretly trying to infect people with serious diseases 10/3/2010 While secretly trying to infect people with serious diseases 10/3/2010 While secretly trying to infect people with serious diseases 
is abhorrent today, the Guatemalan experiment isn't the only is abhorrent today, the Guatemalan experiment isn't the only is abhorrent today, the Guatemalan experiment isn't the only is abhorrent today, the Guatemalan experiment isn't the only 
example from what Collins on Friday called "a dark chapter in the example from what Collins on Friday called "a dark chapter in the example from what Collins on Friday called "a dark chapter in the example from what Collins on Friday called "a dark chapter in the 
history of medicine." Forty similar deliberatehistory of medicine." Forty similar deliberatehistory of medicine." Forty similar deliberatehistory of medicine." Forty similar deliberate----infection studies were infection studies were infection studies were infection studies were 
conducted in the United States during that period, Collins said. conducted in the United States during that period, Collins said. conducted in the United States during that period, Collins said. conducted in the United States during that period, Collins said.     
    
10/3/2010 "We've made some obvious moral progress" in protecting 10/3/2010 "We've made some obvious moral progress" in protecting 10/3/2010 "We've made some obvious moral progress" in protecting 10/3/2010 "We've made some obvious moral progress" in protecting 
the poor and powerless, said Dr. Arthur Caplan, a University of the poor and powerless, said Dr. Arthur Caplan, a University of the poor and powerless, said Dr. Arthur Caplan, a University of the poor and powerless, said Dr. Arthur Caplan, a University of 
Pennsylvania bioethicist. "The sad legacy" of past unethical Pennsylvania bioethicist. "The sad legacy" of past unethical Pennsylvania bioethicist. "The sad legacy" of past unethical Pennsylvania bioethicist. "The sad legacy" of past unethical 
experiments is that "they still shape who it is that we can get to trust experiments is that "they still shape who it is that we can get to trust experiments is that "they still shape who it is that we can get to trust experiments is that "they still shape who it is that we can get to trust 
medical researchers." medical researchers." medical researchers." medical researchers."     
    
10/3/2010 MD's stifle the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for 10/3/2010 MD's stifle the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for 10/3/2010 MD's stifle the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for 10/3/2010 MD's stifle the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for 
Breast Cancer in the USA and Guatemala. $84,000 for chemo and Breast Cancer in the USA and Guatemala. $84,000 for chemo and Breast Cancer in the USA and Guatemala. $84,000 for chemo and Breast Cancer in the USA and Guatemala. $84,000 for chemo and 
cancer pills to live a month or two longer is a scam as these MD's cancer pills to live a month or two longer is a scam as these MD's cancer pills to live a month or two longer is a scam as these MD's cancer pills to live a month or two longer is a scam as these MD's 
are stuck in Guatemala with syphilis in 2010 not even trying to are stuck in Guatemala with syphilis in 2010 not even trying to are stuck in Guatemala with syphilis in 2010 not even trying to are stuck in Guatemala with syphilis in 2010 not even trying to 
invent a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer invent a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer invent a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer invent a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer 
women in the USA and Guatemala and the MD's Orwellian Caesar women in the USA and Guatemala and the MD's Orwellian Caesar women in the USA and Guatemala and the MD's Orwellian Caesar women in the USA and Guatemala and the MD's Orwellian Caesar 
made the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar Greg Buell Lovestar made the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar Greg Buell Lovestar made the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar Greg Buell Lovestar made the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar Greg Buell Lovestar 
persona non grate in working with several MD wife's brainstorming persona non grate in working with several MD wife's brainstorming persona non grate in working with several MD wife's brainstorming persona non grate in working with several MD wife's brainstorming 
this Rx Penicillin 2010 cure! this Rx Penicillin 2010 cure! this Rx Penicillin 2010 cure! this Rx Penicillin 2010 cure!     
    
10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it...     
    
10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 
others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis.     
    
10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan. 10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan. 10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan. 10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan.     
    
10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month. 10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month. 10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month. 10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month.     
    
10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 
Mexican nursery workers. Mexican nursery workers. Mexican nursery workers. Mexican nursery workers.     
    
10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 
Hepatitis cooking... etc. Hepatitis cooking... etc. Hepatitis cooking... etc. Hepatitis cooking... etc.     
    
10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 
others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis.     
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10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 
video taped knows but would not report that people given syphilis video taped knows but would not report that people given syphilis video taped knows but would not report that people given syphilis video taped knows but would not report that people given syphilis 
from fags in the dorms commit suicide too. from fags in the dorms commit suicide too. from fags in the dorms commit suicide too. from fags in the dorms commit suicide too.     
    
10/3/2010 200k Guatemalan's dead in a USA coup in 1996... 10/3/2010 200k Guatemalan's dead in a USA coup in 1996... 10/3/2010 200k Guatemalan's dead in a USA coup in 1996... 10/3/2010 200k Guatemalan's dead in a USA coup in 1996...     
    
10/3/2010 4,000 Guatemalans dead via USA syphilis infection... 10/3/2010 4,000 Guatemalans dead via USA syphilis infection... 10/3/2010 4,000 Guatemalans dead via USA syphilis infection... 10/3/2010 4,000 Guatemalans dead via USA syphilis infection...     
    
10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a USA MD's and 10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a USA MD's and 10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a USA MD's and 10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a USA MD's and 
Pentagon Generals! Pentagon Generals! Pentagon Generals! Pentagon Generals!     
    
10/3/2010 Revelation of abuses by a USA MD's in selling Breast 10/3/2010 Revelation of abuses by a USA MD's in selling Breast 10/3/2010 Revelation of abuses by a USA MD's in selling Breast 10/3/2010 Revelation of abuses by a USA MD's in selling Breast 
Cancer women pills for $84,000 to live another month or two while Cancer women pills for $84,000 to live another month or two while Cancer women pills for $84,000 to live another month or two while Cancer women pills for $84,000 to live another month or two while 
secretly suppressing the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar from secretly suppressing the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar from secretly suppressing the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar from secretly suppressing the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar from 
working, brainstorming a Breast cancer Cure with his wives! working, brainstorming a Breast cancer Cure with his wives! working, brainstorming a Breast cancer Cure with his wives! working, brainstorming a Breast cancer Cure with his wives!     
    
10/3/2010 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 
video taped, Katie knows but would not report that people given video taped, Katie knows but would not report that people given video taped, Katie knows but would not report that people given video taped, Katie knows but would not report that people given 
syphilis by fags in the dorms commit suicide too. syphilis by fags in the dorms commit suicide too. syphilis by fags in the dorms commit suicide too. syphilis by fags in the dorms commit suicide too.     
    
10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it...     
    
10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 
others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis.     
    
10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan. 10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan. 10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan. 10/3/2010 100 policemen a month die in Afghanistan.     
    
10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month. 10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month. 10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month. 10/3/2010 100 cops and kids die in fiery LA Wrecks a month.     
    
10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 10/3/2010 100 babies dead a month by Whooping Cough by 
Mexican nursery workers. Mexican nursery workers. Mexican nursery workers. Mexican nursery workers.     
    
10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 10/3/2010 100 Gringos dead every month by Mexicans with 
Hepatitis cooking... etc. Hepatitis cooking... etc. Hepatitis cooking... etc. Hepatitis cooking... etc.     
    
10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 10/3/2010 100 fags video taped in dorm room having sex give 
others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis. others in the dorm syphilis.     
    
10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 100 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 
video taped knows but would video taped knows but would video taped knows but would video taped knows but would     
    
not report that people given syphilis from fags in the dorms commit not report that people given syphilis from fags in the dorms commit not report that people given syphilis from fags in the dorms commit not report that people given syphilis from fags in the dorms commit 
suicide too. suicide too. suicide too. suicide too.     
    
10/3/2010 200k Guatemalan's dead in a USA coup in 1996... 10/3/2010 200k Guatemalan's dead in a USA coup in 1996... 10/3/2010 200k Guatemalan's dead in a USA coup in 1996... 10/3/2010 200k Guatemalan's dead in a USA coup in 1996...     
    
10/3/2010 4,000 Guatemalans' dead via USA syphilis infection... 10/3/2010 4,000 Guatemalans' dead via USA syphilis infection... 10/3/2010 4,000 Guatemalans' dead via USA syphilis infection... 10/3/2010 4,000 Guatemalans' dead via USA syphilis infection...     
    
10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a USA MD's and 10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a USA MD's and 10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a USA MD's and 10/3/2010 Guatemala revelation of abuses by a USA MD's and 
Pentagon Generals! Pentagon Generals! Pentagon Generals! Pentagon Generals!     
    
10/3/2010 Revelation of abuses by a USA MD's in selling Breast 10/3/2010 Revelation of abuses by a USA MD's in selling Breast 10/3/2010 Revelation of abuses by a USA MD's in selling Breast 10/3/2010 Revelation of abuses by a USA MD's in selling Breast 
Cancer women pills for $84,000 to live another month or two while Cancer women pills for $84,000 to live another month or two while Cancer women pills for $84,000 to live another month or two while Cancer women pills for $84,000 to live another month or two while 
secretly suppressing the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar from secretly suppressing the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar from secretly suppressing the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar from secretly suppressing the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar from 
working, brainstorming a Breast cancer Cure with his wives! working, brainstorming a Breast cancer Cure with his wives! working, brainstorming a Breast cancer Cure with his wives! working, brainstorming a Breast cancer Cure with his wives!     
    
10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it...     
    
    
    
    
10/3/2010 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 
video taped, Katie knows but would not report that people given video taped, Katie knows but would not report that people given video taped, Katie knows but would not report that people given video taped, Katie knows but would not report that people given 
syphilis by fags in the dorms commit suicide too. syphilis by fags in the dorms commit suicide too. syphilis by fags in the dorms commit suicide too. syphilis by fags in the dorms commit suicide too.     
    
10/3/2010 NASA Lost "Our" Universe... via Oil Genocide Era. $177 10/3/2010 NASA Lost "Our" Universe... via Oil Genocide Era. $177 10/3/2010 NASA Lost "Our" Universe... via Oil Genocide Era. $177 10/3/2010 NASA Lost "Our" Universe... via Oil Genocide Era. $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues now our Orwellian Caesar wants another Trillion in Oil Revenues now our Orwellian Caesar wants another Trillion in Oil Revenues now our Orwellian Caesar wants another Trillion in Oil Revenues now our Orwellian Caesar wants another 
$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues still suppressing the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues still suppressing the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues still suppressing the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues still suppressing the 
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ElectricWindmillCar Era and its 177 Trillion spin off inventions. ElectricWindmillCar Era and its 177 Trillion spin off inventions. ElectricWindmillCar Era and its 177 Trillion spin off inventions. ElectricWindmillCar Era and its 177 Trillion spin off inventions. 
NASA Mission should be to Hear and See Aliens to finally End War NASA Mission should be to Hear and See Aliens to finally End War NASA Mission should be to Hear and See Aliens to finally End War NASA Mission should be to Hear and See Aliens to finally End War 
On Earth via Orion "Shuttle" a New "Telescope" that can See and On Earth via Orion "Shuttle" a New "Telescope" that can See and On Earth via Orion "Shuttle" a New "Telescope" that can See and On Earth via Orion "Shuttle" a New "Telescope" that can See and 
Hear Aliens. 10 Ares rockets sent into space will dock with the Orion Hear Aliens. 10 Ares rockets sent into space will dock with the Orion Hear Aliens. 10 Ares rockets sent into space will dock with the Orion Hear Aliens. 10 Ares rockets sent into space will dock with the Orion 
"Shuttle" as the Orion can maneuver in the middle of 10 rockets "Shuttle" as the Orion can maneuver in the middle of 10 rockets "Shuttle" as the Orion can maneuver in the middle of 10 rockets "Shuttle" as the Orion can maneuver in the middle of 10 rockets 
linked in a circle for deep space voyages! Landing on Mars will not linked in a circle for deep space voyages! Landing on Mars will not linked in a circle for deep space voyages! Landing on Mars will not linked in a circle for deep space voyages! Landing on Mars will not 
even come close to Ending War On Earth. NASA only has one even come close to Ending War On Earth. NASA only has one even come close to Ending War On Earth. NASA only has one even come close to Ending War On Earth. NASA only has one 
chance in History to make up for taking BP Oil $ bribes and gov. chance in History to make up for taking BP Oil $ bribes and gov. chance in History to make up for taking BP Oil $ bribes and gov. chance in History to make up for taking BP Oil $ bribes and gov. 
perks to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar and its 177 trillion spin perks to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar and its 177 trillion spin perks to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar and its 177 trillion spin perks to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar and its 177 trillion spin 
off inventions like H free Hydrogen for wood stoves in Africa clean off inventions like H free Hydrogen for wood stoves in Africa clean off inventions like H free Hydrogen for wood stoves in Africa clean off inventions like H free Hydrogen for wood stoves in Africa clean 
H2O via H and climate controlled cars for Hot Kid deaths. Two H2O via H and climate controlled cars for Hot Kid deaths. Two H2O via H and climate controlled cars for Hot Kid deaths. Two H2O via H and climate controlled cars for Hot Kid deaths. Two ----    
Three Three Three Three ----    Four Orion "Shuttles" docked then maneuver into a circle of Four Orion "Shuttles" docked then maneuver into a circle of Four Orion "Shuttles" docked then maneuver into a circle of Four Orion "Shuttles" docked then maneuver into a circle of 
Ares rockets already in orbit.. NASA could use this design to blast Ares rockets already in orbit.. NASA could use this design to blast Ares rockets already in orbit.. NASA could use this design to blast Ares rockets already in orbit.. NASA could use this design to blast 
off for Alpha Centauri. 4.3 Light years from Earth! off for Alpha Centauri. 4.3 Light years from Earth! off for Alpha Centauri. 4.3 Light years from Earth! off for Alpha Centauri. 4.3 Light years from Earth!     
    
    
    

Aliens, to End War Aliens, to End War Aliens, to End War Aliens, to End War 

on Earth! on Earth! on Earth! on Earth!     
    
    
    
10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress OKs New Direction to 10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress OKs New Direction to 10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress OKs New Direction to 10/3/2010 NASA in Transition as Congress OKs New Direction to 
Hear and See Aliens to End War On Earth! Hear and See Aliens to End War On Earth! Hear and See Aliens to End War On Earth! Hear and See Aliens to End War On Earth!     
    
    
    
    

Aliens, to End War Aliens, to End War Aliens, to End War Aliens, to End War 

on Earth! on Earth! on Earth! on Earth!     
    
10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it... 10/3/2010 Working while sick? Study finds even doctors do it...     
    
    
    
10/3/2010 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 10/3/2010 CBS Katie Couric reporting on the suicide of the fag 
video taped, Katie knows but would not report that people given video taped, Katie knows but would not report that people given video taped, Katie knows but would not report that people given video taped, Katie knows but would not report that people given 
syphilis by fags in the dorms commit suicide too. CBS WebMD; test syphilis by fags in the dorms commit suicide too. CBS WebMD; test syphilis by fags in the dorms commit suicide too. CBS WebMD; test syphilis by fags in the dorms commit suicide too. CBS WebMD; test 
are not very useful for detecting syphilis in very early or advanced are not very useful for detecting syphilis in very early or advanced are not very useful for detecting syphilis in very early or advanced are not very useful for detecting syphilis in very early or advanced 
stages so kids in the freshman dorms are a health hazard to all stages so kids in the freshman dorms are a health hazard to all stages so kids in the freshman dorms are a health hazard to all stages so kids in the freshman dorms are a health hazard to all 
other freshmen! other freshmen! other freshmen! other freshmen!     
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10/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 30410/3/2010 The House, in a 304----totototo----118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 118 vote on Wednesday, approved 
$58 billion for NASA over the next three years. British Generals, $58 billion for NASA over the next three years. British Generals, $58 billion for NASA over the next three years. British Generals, $58 billion for NASA over the next three years. British Generals, 
Mad Men, BP Oil Men! Didn't read this in the London Times! Or Mad Men, BP Oil Men! Didn't read this in the London Times! Or Mad Men, BP Oil Men! Didn't read this in the London Times! Or Mad Men, BP Oil Men! Didn't read this in the London Times! Or 
read it with the CIA and said Hell with Aliens they are to far away read it with the CIA and said Hell with Aliens they are to far away read it with the CIA and said Hell with Aliens they are to far away read it with the CIA and said Hell with Aliens they are to far away 
to nuke, we need Wars On Earth not Light Years Down Range! So to nuke, we need Wars On Earth not Light Years Down Range! So to nuke, we need Wars On Earth not Light Years Down Range! So to nuke, we need Wars On Earth not Light Years Down Range! So 
today the British are hiring MIT and Oxford to build 4 Nuke Subs today the British are hiring MIT and Oxford to build 4 Nuke Subs today the British are hiring MIT and Oxford to build 4 Nuke Subs today the British are hiring MIT and Oxford to build 4 Nuke Subs 
with 190 Nukes on each Sub... is this crazy, YES! British army of with 190 Nukes on each Sub... is this crazy, YES! British army of with 190 Nukes on each Sub... is this crazy, YES! British army of with 190 Nukes on each Sub... is this crazy, YES! British army of 
105,000 will not be reduced as long as it has ground forces in 105,000 will not be reduced as long as it has ground forces in 105,000 will not be reduced as long as it has ground forces in 105,000 will not be reduced as long as it has ground forces in 
Afghanistan. (How many Moslem women are needed just to work at Afghanistan. (How many Moslem women are needed just to work at Afghanistan. (How many Moslem women are needed just to work at Afghanistan. (How many Moslem women are needed just to work at 
British Military Whore Houses just in Afghanistan?) NASA's deep British Military Whore Houses just in Afghanistan?) NASA's deep British Military Whore Houses just in Afghanistan?) NASA's deep British Military Whore Houses just in Afghanistan?) NASA's deep 
space mission has been attacked by the British Today if the Brits space mission has been attacked by the British Today if the Brits space mission has been attacked by the British Today if the Brits space mission has been attacked by the British Today if the Brits 
are not defeated the USA and World will lose the Universe and its are not defeated the USA and World will lose the Universe and its are not defeated the USA and World will lose the Universe and its are not defeated the USA and World will lose the Universe and its 
Aliens for another 100 years! 10/3/2010 BritainAliens for another 100 years! 10/3/2010 BritainAliens for another 100 years! 10/3/2010 BritainAliens for another 100 years! 10/3/2010 Britain’’’’s annual military s annual military s annual military s annual military 
budget is $58 billion. 10/3/2010 The House, in a 304budget is $58 billion. 10/3/2010 The House, in a 304budget is $58 billion. 10/3/2010 The House, in a 304budget is $58 billion. 10/3/2010 The House, in a 304----totototo----118 vote on 118 vote on 118 vote on 118 vote on 
Wednesday, approved $58 billion for NASA over the next three years. Wednesday, approved $58 billion for NASA over the next three years. Wednesday, approved $58 billion for NASA over the next three years. Wednesday, approved $58 billion for NASA over the next three years. 
    
    
10/3/2010 Two 10/3/2010 Two 10/3/2010 Two 10/3/2010 Two ----    Three Three Three Three ----    Four "Orion "Shuttles"" docked then driven Four "Orion "Shuttles"" docked then driven Four "Orion "Shuttles"" docked then driven Four "Orion "Shuttles"" docked then driven 
into a circle of 10 Ares rockets already in orbit... 10 Ares rockets into a circle of 10 Ares rockets already in orbit... 10 Ares rockets into a circle of 10 Ares rockets already in orbit... 10 Ares rockets into a circle of 10 Ares rockets already in orbit... 10 Ares rockets 
linked into a big circle, you just drive the shuttle into and you linked into a big circle, you just drive the shuttle into and you linked into a big circle, you just drive the shuttle into and you linked into a big circle, you just drive the shuttle into and you 
have a shuttle or 3 shuttles that are docked together now with 10 or have a shuttle or 3 shuttles that are docked together now with 10 or have a shuttle or 3 shuttles that are docked together now with 10 or have a shuttle or 3 shuttles that are docked together now with 10 or 
20 Ares rocks that can blast you off into deep space with your 20 Ares rocks that can blast you off into deep space with your 20 Ares rocks that can blast you off into deep space with your 20 Ares rocks that can blast you off into deep space with your 
"Telescope" that can Hear and See Aliens. NASA could use this "Telescope" that can Hear and See Aliens. NASA could use this "Telescope" that can Hear and See Aliens. NASA could use this "Telescope" that can Hear and See Aliens. NASA could use this 
design to blast off for Alpha Centauri. 4.3 Light years from Earth design to blast off for Alpha Centauri. 4.3 Light years from Earth design to blast off for Alpha Centauri. 4.3 Light years from Earth design to blast off for Alpha Centauri. 4.3 Light years from Earth 
too! too! too! too!     
    
    
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html" http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html" http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html" http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html"     
    
    
    

    
    

    
    

Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should 
be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog 
Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box 
Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!        
    
10/1/2010 Observers posted this on the internet, but CBS Katie 10/1/2010 Observers posted this on the internet, but CBS Katie 10/1/2010 Observers posted this on the internet, but CBS Katie 10/1/2010 Observers posted this on the internet, but CBS Katie 
Couric would not report these summer of 2010 "Hot Car" deaths as Couric would not report these summer of 2010 "Hot Car" deaths as Couric would not report these summer of 2010 "Hot Car" deaths as Couric would not report these summer of 2010 "Hot Car" deaths as 
they are mass murderers by her boss our Orwellian Caesar... they are mass murderers by her boss our Orwellian Caesar... they are mass murderers by her boss our Orwellian Caesar... they are mass murderers by her boss our Orwellian Caesar... 
ElectricWindmillCars will be climate controlled 24/7 in summer ElectricWindmillCars will be climate controlled 24/7 in summer ElectricWindmillCars will be climate controlled 24/7 in summer ElectricWindmillCars will be climate controlled 24/7 in summer 
and winter via the electrolysis accessory for H2O into H for fuel for and winter via the electrolysis accessory for H2O into H for fuel for and winter via the electrolysis accessory for H2O into H for fuel for and winter via the electrolysis accessory for H2O into H for fuel for 
accessories "air conditioning" and like heat for Moscows (dead) accessories "air conditioning" and like heat for Moscows (dead) accessories "air conditioning" and like heat for Moscows (dead) accessories "air conditioning" and like heat for Moscows (dead) 
drunks and electricity! drunks and electricity! drunks and electricity! drunks and electricity!     
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10/1/2010 1,000's of Kids die in Hot Cars. This is a gov. run 10/1/2010 1,000's of Kids die in Hot Cars. This is a gov. run 10/1/2010 1,000's of Kids die in Hot Cars. This is a gov. run 10/1/2010 1,000's of Kids die in Hot Cars. This is a gov. run 
genocide, and only in an Oil Genocide Era that wants another genocide, and only in an Oil Genocide Era that wants another genocide, and only in an Oil Genocide Era that wants another genocide, and only in an Oil Genocide Era that wants another 
$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues could this happen year after year $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues could this happen year after year $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues could this happen year after year $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues could this happen year after year 
(1980 to 2010) they are truly "Baby Killers"... Carter his wife Roslyn, (1980 to 2010) they are truly "Baby Killers"... Carter his wife Roslyn, (1980 to 2010) they are truly "Baby Killers"... Carter his wife Roslyn, (1980 to 2010) they are truly "Baby Killers"... Carter his wife Roslyn, 
Bush and his wife and 2 daughters, Clintons and her daughter, Bush and his wife and 2 daughters, Clintons and her daughter, Bush and his wife and 2 daughters, Clintons and her daughter, Bush and his wife and 2 daughters, Clintons and her daughter, 
and the Governors of Texas, Florida, and California... 1980 to 2010 and the Governors of Texas, Florida, and California... 1980 to 2010 and the Governors of Texas, Florida, and California... 1980 to 2010 and the Governors of Texas, Florida, and California... 1980 to 2010 
1,000's of kids left in hot cars, you do the math as Bush would say! 1,000's of kids left in hot cars, you do the math as Bush would say! 1,000's of kids left in hot cars, you do the math as Bush would say! 1,000's of kids left in hot cars, you do the math as Bush would say! 
Observers behind hidden cameras! I, Greg Buell Lovestar could not Observers behind hidden cameras! I, Greg Buell Lovestar could not Observers behind hidden cameras! I, Greg Buell Lovestar could not Observers behind hidden cameras! I, Greg Buell Lovestar could not 
believe the "Observers" posted their mass murder genocide of kids believe the "Observers" posted their mass murder genocide of kids believe the "Observers" posted their mass murder genocide of kids believe the "Observers" posted their mass murder genocide of kids 
left in hot cars, as cops and kids in Fiery LA Wrecks have been made left in hot cars, as cops and kids in Fiery LA Wrecks have been made left in hot cars, as cops and kids in Fiery LA Wrecks have been made left in hot cars, as cops and kids in Fiery LA Wrecks have been made 
persona non grata by Bush after I posted the cop baby wife picture persona non grata by Bush after I posted the cop baby wife picture persona non grata by Bush after I posted the cop baby wife picture persona non grata by Bush after I posted the cop baby wife picture 
on my web. on my web. on my web. on my web.     
    

ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980...     

    
10/1/2010 Bush let all Observers know he did not want any fiery LA 10/1/2010 Bush let all Observers know he did not want any fiery LA 10/1/2010 Bush let all Observers know he did not want any fiery LA 10/1/2010 Bush let all Observers know he did not want any fiery LA 
Wrecks on NBC Today Show or on CBS with Katie Couric! 48 Wrecks on NBC Today Show or on CBS with Katie Couric! 48 Wrecks on NBC Today Show or on CBS with Katie Couric! 48 Wrecks on NBC Today Show or on CBS with Katie Couric! 48 
children die in hot cars in 2010 By ALLEN G. BREED, AP National children die in hot cars in 2010 By ALLEN G. BREED, AP National children die in hot cars in 2010 By ALLEN G. BREED, AP National children die in hot cars in 2010 By ALLEN G. BREED, AP National 
Writer Allen G. Breed, Ap National Writer Wed Sep 29, 6:03 pm ET Writer Allen G. Breed, Ap National Writer Wed Sep 29, 6:03 pm ET Writer Allen G. Breed, Ap National Writer Wed Sep 29, 6:03 pm ET Writer Allen G. Breed, Ap National Writer Wed Sep 29, 6:03 pm ET 
This year of record temperatures has also led a record number of This year of record temperatures has also led a record number of This year of record temperatures has also led a record number of This year of record temperatures has also led a record number of 
children dying in hot vehicles, according to a group that tracks children dying in hot vehicles, according to a group that tracks children dying in hot vehicles, according to a group that tracks children dying in hot vehicles, according to a group that tracks 
such deaths. According to the Kansassuch deaths. According to the Kansassuch deaths. According to the Kansassuch deaths. According to the Kansas----based organization Kids based organization Kids based organization Kids based organization Kids 
and Cars, 48 children have died of hyperthermia after being left or and Cars, 48 children have died of hyperthermia after being left or and Cars, 48 children have died of hyperthermia after being left or and Cars, 48 children have died of hyperthermia after being left or 
becoming trapped in a hot car or truck. The previous record of 47 becoming trapped in a hot car or truck. The previous record of 47 becoming trapped in a hot car or truck. The previous record of 47 becoming trapped in a hot car or truck. The previous record of 47 
was set in 2005, says Janette Fennell, the group's founder and was set in 2005, says Janette Fennell, the group's founder and was set in 2005, says Janette Fennell, the group's founder and was set in 2005, says Janette Fennell, the group's founder and 
president." I'm devastated," Fennell said Wednesday. The latest president." I'm devastated," Fennell said Wednesday. The latest president." I'm devastated," Fennell said Wednesday. The latest president." I'm devastated," Fennell said Wednesday. The latest 
death was a 2 1/2death was a 2 1/2death was a 2 1/2death was a 2 1/2----monthmonthmonthmonth----old girl who died Sept. 20 in Kingman, old girl who died Sept. 20 in Kingman, old girl who died Sept. 20 in Kingman, old girl who died Sept. 20 in Kingman, 
Ariz., after being left five hours in a car in 100Ariz., after being left five hours in a car in 100Ariz., after being left five hours in a car in 100Ariz., after being left five hours in a car in 100----degree heat. Police degree heat. Police degree heat. Police degree heat. Police 
say the girl's father forgot the baby was in the car, went inside the say the girl's father forgot the baby was in the car, went inside the say the girl's father forgot the baby was in the car, went inside the say the girl's father forgot the baby was in the car, went inside the 
house and took a shower and nap 1998 to 2010 an average of 37 house and took a shower and nap 1998 to 2010 an average of 37 house and took a shower and nap 1998 to 2010 an average of 37 house and took a shower and nap 1998 to 2010 an average of 37 
children have died in hot cars... Texas leads the nation deaths, children have died in hot cars... Texas leads the nation deaths, children have died in hot cars... Texas leads the nation deaths, children have died in hot cars... Texas leads the nation deaths, 
followed by Florida. "My biggest worry is that we might break 50 hot followed by Florida. "My biggest worry is that we might break 50 hot followed by Florida. "My biggest worry is that we might break 50 hot followed by Florida. "My biggest worry is that we might break 50 hot 
car deaths in 2010," said Fennell. "And that's too much to think car deaths in 2010," said Fennell. "And that's too much to think car deaths in 2010," said Fennell. "And that's too much to think car deaths in 2010," said Fennell. "And that's too much to think 
about. "Hot car deaths have spiked since the when laws began about. "Hot car deaths have spiked since the when laws began about. "Hot car deaths have spiked since the when laws began about. "Hot car deaths have spiked since the when laws began 
requiring that infants be strapped into rearrequiring that infants be strapped into rearrequiring that infants be strapped into rearrequiring that infants be strapped into rear----facing car seats in the facing car seats in the facing car seats in the facing car seats in the 
back seats of vehicles to avoid airback seats of vehicles to avoid airback seats of vehicles to avoid airback seats of vehicles to avoid air----bags 40 percent of the children bags 40 percent of the children bags 40 percent of the children bags 40 percent of the children 
who died this way are less than a year old. who died this way are less than a year old. who died this way are less than a year old. who died this way are less than a year old.     
    
10/1/2010 CBS Katie Couric would not report these "Hot Car" deaths 10/1/2010 CBS Katie Couric would not report these "Hot Car" deaths 10/1/2010 CBS Katie Couric would not report these "Hot Car" deaths 10/1/2010 CBS Katie Couric would not report these "Hot Car" deaths 
at they are mass murderers by her boss our Orwellian Caesar... You at they are mass murderers by her boss our Orwellian Caesar... You at they are mass murderers by her boss our Orwellian Caesar... You at they are mass murderers by her boss our Orwellian Caesar... You 
do the math... 48 cops and kids burn in fiery LA Wrecks every do the math... 48 cops and kids burn in fiery LA Wrecks every do the math... 48 cops and kids burn in fiery LA Wrecks every do the math... 48 cops and kids burn in fiery LA Wrecks every 
month, World Wide, Rome, Paris, Deli, Karachi, 27 gasoline month, World Wide, Rome, Paris, Deli, Karachi, 27 gasoline month, World Wide, Rome, Paris, Deli, Karachi, 27 gasoline month, World Wide, Rome, Paris, Deli, Karachi, 27 gasoline 
tankers heading to Afghanistan are on fire 41 gasoline tanker tankers heading to Afghanistan are on fire 41 gasoline tanker tankers heading to Afghanistan are on fire 41 gasoline tanker tankers heading to Afghanistan are on fire 41 gasoline tanker 
trucks were damaged besides the 27 on fire it took me several trucks were damaged besides the 27 on fire it took me several trucks were damaged besides the 27 on fire it took me several trucks were damaged besides the 27 on fire it took me several 
minutes searching Google to find 2 pictures as they were suppressed minutes searching Google to find 2 pictures as they were suppressed minutes searching Google to find 2 pictures as they were suppressed minutes searching Google to find 2 pictures as they were suppressed 
by the Pentagon and Google went along with this for a bribe from by the Pentagon and Google went along with this for a bribe from by the Pentagon and Google went along with this for a bribe from by the Pentagon and Google went along with this for a bribe from 
the Pentagon of course or just some more gov perks for Google. the Pentagon of course or just some more gov perks for Google. the Pentagon of course or just some more gov perks for Google. the Pentagon of course or just some more gov perks for Google.     
    
10/1/2010 Today Show didn't show any of these 27 gasoline tankers 10/1/2010 Today Show didn't show any of these 27 gasoline tankers 10/1/2010 Today Show didn't show any of these 27 gasoline tankers 10/1/2010 Today Show didn't show any of these 27 gasoline tankers 
on fire today. Bangladesh, United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Saudi on fire today. Bangladesh, United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Saudi on fire today. Bangladesh, United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Saudi on fire today. Bangladesh, United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Saudi 
Arabia, hot spots around the world hotter than Texas and Florida Arabia, hot spots around the world hotter than Texas and Florida Arabia, hot spots around the world hotter than Texas and Florida Arabia, hot spots around the world hotter than Texas and Florida 
kids die in hot cars every day of the year and this news is kids die in hot cars every day of the year and this news is kids die in hot cars every day of the year and this news is kids die in hot cars every day of the year and this news is 
suppressed by Katie Couric's Boss our Orwellian Caesar! You do the suppressed by Katie Couric's Boss our Orwellian Caesar! You do the suppressed by Katie Couric's Boss our Orwellian Caesar! You do the suppressed by Katie Couric's Boss our Orwellian Caesar! You do the 
math... how many kids died in hot cars world wide in the summer math... how many kids died in hot cars world wide in the summer math... how many kids died in hot cars world wide in the summer math... how many kids died in hot cars world wide in the summer 
of 2010... not 48 many many more. You do the math how many cops of 2010... not 48 many many more. You do the math how many cops of 2010... not 48 many many more. You do the math how many cops of 2010... not 48 many many more. You do the math how many cops 
and kids burned to death in fiery LA Wrecks in the summer of and kids burned to death in fiery LA Wrecks in the summer of and kids burned to death in fiery LA Wrecks in the summer of and kids burned to death in fiery LA Wrecks in the summer of 
2010... world wide... many thousands, "Tens of Thousands" burned 2010... world wide... many thousands, "Tens of Thousands" burned 2010... world wide... many thousands, "Tens of Thousands" burned 2010... world wide... many thousands, "Tens of Thousands" burned 
and burned to death in fiery wrecks world wide in the summer of and burned to death in fiery wrecks world wide in the summer of and burned to death in fiery wrecks world wide in the summer of and burned to death in fiery wrecks world wide in the summer of 
2010. Katie Couric will never, ever report this "news" on CBS as her 2010. Katie Couric will never, ever report this "news" on CBS as her 2010. Katie Couric will never, ever report this "news" on CBS as her 2010. Katie Couric will never, ever report this "news" on CBS as her 
Boss is our Orwellian Caesar! WHO MD's at the UN let 1 billion Boss is our Orwellian Caesar! WHO MD's at the UN let 1 billion Boss is our Orwellian Caesar! WHO MD's at the UN let 1 billion Boss is our Orwellian Caesar! WHO MD's at the UN let 1 billion 
people drink dirty water in the summer of 2010 only top secret UN people drink dirty water in the summer of 2010 only top secret UN people drink dirty water in the summer of 2010 only top secret UN people drink dirty water in the summer of 2010 only top secret UN 
statistics know how many died. When the electrolysis accessory in statistics know how many died. When the electrolysis accessory in statistics know how many died. When the electrolysis accessory in statistics know how many died. When the electrolysis accessory in 
your ElectricWindmillCar would have provided these 1 billion your ElectricWindmillCar would have provided these 1 billion your ElectricWindmillCar would have provided these 1 billion your ElectricWindmillCar would have provided these 1 billion 
people with clean H2O, cool cars, electricity and many many more people with clean H2O, cool cars, electricity and many many more people with clean H2O, cool cars, electricity and many many more people with clean H2O, cool cars, electricity and many many more 
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spin off inventions for massive amounts of free Hydrogen. Caesar is spin off inventions for massive amounts of free Hydrogen. Caesar is spin off inventions for massive amounts of free Hydrogen. Caesar is spin off inventions for massive amounts of free Hydrogen. Caesar is 
now our Orwellian Caesar a much much more dramatic killer! now our Orwellian Caesar a much much more dramatic killer! now our Orwellian Caesar a much much more dramatic killer! now our Orwellian Caesar a much much more dramatic killer! 
And Katie Courics Boss at CBS! And Katie Courics Boss at CBS! And Katie Courics Boss at CBS! And Katie Courics Boss at CBS!     
    
10/1/2010 General Petraeus just said YouTube videos of Moslem 10/1/2010 General Petraeus just said YouTube videos of Moslem 10/1/2010 General Petraeus just said YouTube videos of Moslem 10/1/2010 General Petraeus just said YouTube videos of Moslem 
women working in Whore Houses in Afghanistan are Top Secret women working in Whore Houses in Afghanistan are Top Secret women working in Whore Houses in Afghanistan are Top Secret women working in Whore Houses in Afghanistan are Top Secret 
and you can not watch them. "Moslem women working in and you can not watch them. "Moslem women working in and you can not watch them. "Moslem women working in and you can not watch them. "Moslem women working in 
Afghanistan "Whore Houses" for the Troops earn more money than Afghanistan "Whore Houses" for the Troops earn more money than Afghanistan "Whore Houses" for the Troops earn more money than Afghanistan "Whore Houses" for the Troops earn more money than 
any Afghanistan women today... Hillary Clinton is looking out for any Afghanistan women today... Hillary Clinton is looking out for any Afghanistan women today... Hillary Clinton is looking out for any Afghanistan women today... Hillary Clinton is looking out for 
all women, this is not a lie! YouTube videos of Military Whore all women, this is not a lie! YouTube videos of Military Whore all women, this is not a lie! YouTube videos of Military Whore all women, this is not a lie! YouTube videos of Military Whore 
Houses are Top Secret! Houses are Top Secret! Houses are Top Secret! Houses are Top Secret!     
    
    
    

Orwellian Caesar! Orwellian Caesar! Orwellian Caesar! Orwellian Caesar!     

    
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating this burnt 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating this burnt 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating this burnt 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating this burnt 
cop's widow getting $1 Billion from the confiscations of $177 cop's widow getting $1 Billion from the confiscations of $177 cop's widow getting $1 Billion from the confiscations of $177 cop's widow getting $1 Billion from the confiscations of $177 
Trillion in oil revenues from Texas and Saudi oil men! Trillion in oil revenues from Texas and Saudi oil men! Trillion in oil revenues from Texas and Saudi oil men! Trillion in oil revenues from Texas and Saudi oil men!     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 
wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration! wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration! wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration! wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration!     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 
wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration! wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration! wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration! wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration!     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be logging in to Los Alamos 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be logging in to Los Alamos 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be logging in to Los Alamos 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be logging in to Los Alamos 
supercomputers and be supercomputer literate Today! supercomputers and be supercomputer literate Today! supercomputers and be supercomputer literate Today! supercomputers and be supercomputer literate Today!     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be brainstorming with 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be brainstorming with 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be brainstorming with 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be brainstorming with 
several wife's the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast several wife's the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast several wife's the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast several wife's the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer! Cancer! Cancer! Cancer!     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be reading on the Front 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be reading on the Front 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be reading on the Front 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be reading on the Front 
Page of the New York Times, the 1980 invention of the Page of the New York Times, the 1980 invention of the Page of the New York Times, the 1980 invention of the Page of the New York Times, the 1980 invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar!     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be reading on the Front 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be reading on the Front 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be reading on the Front 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be reading on the Front 
Page of the New York Times, George Orwell "Animal Farm" windmill Page of the New York Times, George Orwell "Animal Farm" windmill Page of the New York Times, George Orwell "Animal Farm" windmill Page of the New York Times, George Orwell "Animal Farm" windmill 
story about the ElectricWindmillcar invention story at George story about the ElectricWindmillcar invention story at George story about the ElectricWindmillcar invention story at George story about the ElectricWindmillcar invention story at George 
Reynolds Library looking at NCAR, observing the smoke in the Reynolds Library looking at NCAR, observing the smoke in the Reynolds Library looking at NCAR, observing the smoke in the Reynolds Library looking at NCAR, observing the smoke in the 
distance, in the wind, observing the traffic coming down Table distance, in the wind, observing the traffic coming down Table distance, in the wind, observing the traffic coming down Table distance, in the wind, observing the traffic coming down Table 
Mesa Drive, and having my copy of Animal Farm open on the table Mesa Drive, and having my copy of Animal Farm open on the table Mesa Drive, and having my copy of Animal Farm open on the table Mesa Drive, and having my copy of Animal Farm open on the table 
in the library! This is a true Serendipity miracle discovery! in the library! This is a true Serendipity miracle discovery! in the library! This is a true Serendipity miracle discovery! in the library! This is a true Serendipity miracle discovery!     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating clean 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating clean 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating clean 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating clean 
drinking water for 5 billion people... drinking water for 5 billion people... drinking water for 5 billion people... drinking water for 5 billion people...     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating free H from 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating free H from 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating free H from 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating free H from 
the electrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar! the electrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar! the electrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar! the electrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar!     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating mandatory 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating mandatory 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating mandatory 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating mandatory 
vaccinations and organ donation... vaccinations and organ donation... vaccinations and organ donation... vaccinations and organ donation...     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating Yale's new $1 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating Yale's new $1 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating Yale's new $1 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating Yale's new $1 
Trillion dollar Medical School news! Trillion dollar Medical School news! Trillion dollar Medical School news! Trillion dollar Medical School news!     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating Carter and 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating Carter and 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating Carter and 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating Carter and 
Roslyn "Confession" YouTube Video to the "Oil Genocide Era" from Roslyn "Confession" YouTube Video to the "Oil Genocide Era" from Roslyn "Confession" YouTube Video to the "Oil Genocide Era" from Roslyn "Confession" YouTube Video to the "Oil Genocide Era" from 
1980 to 2010 and it getting 1 Trillion hits today! 1980 to 2010 and it getting 1 Trillion hits today! 1980 to 2010 and it getting 1 Trillion hits today! 1980 to 2010 and it getting 1 Trillion hits today!     
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9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating Clintons 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating Clintons 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating Clintons 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating Clintons 
arrest for betraying Afghanistan women working in "Whore Houses" arrest for betraying Afghanistan women working in "Whore Houses" arrest for betraying Afghanistan women working in "Whore Houses" arrest for betraying Afghanistan women working in "Whore Houses" 
sent up in Afghanistan by Gen Petraeus for the US Troops, so many sent up in Afghanistan by Gen Petraeus for the US Troops, so many sent up in Afghanistan by Gen Petraeus for the US Troops, so many sent up in Afghanistan by Gen Petraeus for the US Troops, so many 
lies by Clintons! Hillary's YouTube video her visiting of Military lies by Clintons! Hillary's YouTube video her visiting of Military lies by Clintons! Hillary's YouTube video her visiting of Military lies by Clintons! Hillary's YouTube video her visiting of Military 
Whore Houses 1 trillion hits on YouTube today! Whore Houses 1 trillion hits on YouTube today! Whore Houses 1 trillion hits on YouTube today! Whore Houses 1 trillion hits on YouTube today!     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating "Nuke the 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating "Nuke the 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating "Nuke the 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating "Nuke the 
Criminals" supercomputer HQ at Los Alamos Criminals" supercomputer HQ at Los Alamos Criminals" supercomputer HQ at Los Alamos Criminals" supercomputer HQ at Los Alamos     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating 177 Trillion 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating 177 Trillion 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating 177 Trillion 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating 177 Trillion 
Aliens in our Universe! Aliens in our Universe! Aliens in our Universe! Aliens in our Universe!     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating the 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating the 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating the 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating the 
confiscations of $177 Trillion in oil revenues from Texas and Saudi confiscations of $177 Trillion in oil revenues from Texas and Saudi confiscations of $177 Trillion in oil revenues from Texas and Saudi confiscations of $177 Trillion in oil revenues from Texas and Saudi 
oil men! oil men! oil men! oil men!     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating 9/11 widows 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating 9/11 widows 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating 9/11 widows 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating 9/11 widows 
getting $1 Billion each because the government kept the getting $1 Billion each because the government kept the getting $1 Billion each because the government kept the getting $1 Billion each because the government kept the 
ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square across the street from the New ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square across the street from the New ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square across the street from the New ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square across the street from the New 
York Times on 9/11 but kept it Top Secret. York Times on 9/11 but kept it Top Secret. York Times on 9/11 but kept it Top Secret. York Times on 9/11 but kept it Top Secret.     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating Trump 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating Trump 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating Trump 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating Trump 
committing suicide because all 9/11 widows and widows of cops committing suicide because all 9/11 widows and widows of cops committing suicide because all 9/11 widows and widows of cops committing suicide because all 9/11 widows and widows of cops 
burned to death in fiery rear end wrecks got $1 Billion dollars! burned to death in fiery rear end wrecks got $1 Billion dollars! burned to death in fiery rear end wrecks got $1 Billion dollars! burned to death in fiery rear end wrecks got $1 Billion dollars!     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating 9/11 "Ground 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating 9/11 "Ground 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating 9/11 "Ground 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating 9/11 "Ground 
Zero" site building another $1 Trillion dollar Medical School! Not Zero" site building another $1 Trillion dollar Medical School! Not Zero" site building another $1 Trillion dollar Medical School! Not Zero" site building another $1 Trillion dollar Medical School! Not 
a waterfall going nowhere... same top brass who are building this a waterfall going nowhere... same top brass who are building this a waterfall going nowhere... same top brass who are building this a waterfall going nowhere... same top brass who are building this 
infinity waterfall hid the ElectricWindmillCar on 9/11 news. infinity waterfall hid the ElectricWindmillCar on 9/11 news. infinity waterfall hid the ElectricWindmillCar on 9/11 news. infinity waterfall hid the ElectricWindmillCar on 9/11 news.     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating free 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating free 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating free 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating free 
"University" education mandatory for all! "University" education mandatory for all! "University" education mandatory for all! "University" education mandatory for all!     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating the end to 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating the end to 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating the end to 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating the end to 
Windows 7 and the introduction of Greg's "Inventor OS" that will Windows 7 and the introduction of Greg's "Inventor OS" that will Windows 7 and the introduction of Greg's "Inventor OS" that will Windows 7 and the introduction of Greg's "Inventor OS" that will 
come pre installed with 1,001 invention project links! come pre installed with 1,001 invention project links! come pre installed with 1,001 invention project links! come pre installed with 1,001 invention project links!     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 
wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration! wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration! wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration! wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration!     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 
wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration! wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration! wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration! wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration!     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... Tonight I should be celebrating my 
wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration! wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration! wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration! wife's getting an "Invention" on my BDay! Via Greg's inspiration!     
    
9/11 ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11... 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11... 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11... 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11...     
    
700 "Students" burned in a "Fiery Wrecks" by the time they retire at 700 "Students" burned in a "Fiery Wrecks" by the time they retire at 700 "Students" burned in a "Fiery Wrecks" by the time they retire at 700 "Students" burned in a "Fiery Wrecks" by the time they retire at 
63! 63! 63! 63!     
    

9/11 ElectricWindmillCar... End War On Earth 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar... End War On Earth 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar... End War On Earth 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar... End War On Earth 

via ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 via ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 via ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 via ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980     
    
9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating this burnt 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating this burnt 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating this burnt 9/27/2010 63rd BDay Today... I should be celebrating this burnt 
cop's widow getting $1 Billion from the confiscations of $177 cop's widow getting $1 Billion from the confiscations of $177 cop's widow getting $1 Billion from the confiscations of $177 cop's widow getting $1 Billion from the confiscations of $177 
Trillion in oil revenues from Texas and Saudi oil men! Trillion in oil revenues from Texas and Saudi oil men! Trillion in oil revenues from Texas and Saudi oil men! Trillion in oil revenues from Texas and Saudi oil men!     
    
    
    
    
9/11 Pentagons General Petraeus spits on the idea of a Rx 9/11 Pentagons General Petraeus spits on the idea of a Rx 9/11 Pentagons General Petraeus spits on the idea of a Rx 9/11 Pentagons General Petraeus spits on the idea of a Rx 
penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer invented by the penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer invented by the penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer invented by the penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer invented by the 
inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar, Greg Buell Lovestar. Off limits inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar, Greg Buell Lovestar. Off limits inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar, Greg Buell Lovestar. Off limits inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar, Greg Buell Lovestar. Off limits 
via Pentagon generals, Greg and few wives working on this on via Pentagon generals, Greg and few wives working on this on via Pentagon generals, Greg and few wives working on this on via Pentagon generals, Greg and few wives working on this on 
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9/11... 9/11... 9/11... 9/11...     
    
9/11 ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11 and every 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11 and every 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11 and every 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11 and every 
year before 9/11 but it was suppressed by BP Oil... Read more on year before 9/11 but it was suppressed by BP Oil... Read more on year before 9/11 but it was suppressed by BP Oil... Read more on year before 9/11 but it was suppressed by BP Oil... Read more on 
9/11 below the 177 Trillion Aliens and Galaxies! 9/11 below the 177 Trillion Aliens and Galaxies! 9/11 below the 177 Trillion Aliens and Galaxies! 9/11 below the 177 Trillion Aliens and Galaxies!     
    

    
    

    
    
Our Orwellian Caesar in 2010 killed all 177 Trillion Aliens in this Our Orwellian Caesar in 2010 killed all 177 Trillion Aliens in this Our Orwellian Caesar in 2010 killed all 177 Trillion Aliens in this Our Orwellian Caesar in 2010 killed all 177 Trillion Aliens in this 
picture and a Free University for all Americans... (only Saudi picture and a Free University for all Americans... (only Saudi picture and a Free University for all Americans... (only Saudi picture and a Free University for all Americans... (only Saudi 
Arabia has a free University via oil revenues) Our Orwellian Arabia has a free University via oil revenues) Our Orwellian Arabia has a free University via oil revenues) Our Orwellian Arabia has a free University via oil revenues) Our Orwellian 
Caesars spent $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues on MIT War Toys and Caesars spent $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues on MIT War Toys and Caesars spent $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues on MIT War Toys and Caesars spent $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues on MIT War Toys and 
War... training illiterate Afghans and others in the Art of War etc War... training illiterate Afghans and others in the Art of War etc War... training illiterate Afghans and others in the Art of War etc War... training illiterate Afghans and others in the Art of War etc 
instead of CU and Yale students to become "Elite Inventors" who instead of CU and Yale students to become "Elite Inventors" who instead of CU and Yale students to become "Elite Inventors" who instead of CU and Yale students to become "Elite Inventors" who 
will help Humanity more via Elite Inventions than illiterate will help Humanity more via Elite Inventions than illiterate will help Humanity more via Elite Inventions than illiterate will help Humanity more via Elite Inventions than illiterate 
Afghan Generals or Pentagon Generals! Aliens are the Miracle Cure Afghan Generals or Pentagon Generals! Aliens are the Miracle Cure Afghan Generals or Pentagon Generals! Aliens are the Miracle Cure Afghan Generals or Pentagon Generals! Aliens are the Miracle Cure 
for Generals and troops blinded in needless Wars in an Oil for Generals and troops blinded in needless Wars in an Oil for Generals and troops blinded in needless Wars in an Oil for Generals and troops blinded in needless Wars in an Oil 
Genocide Era from 1980 to 2010! 177 Trillion spin off inventions Genocide Era from 1980 to 2010! 177 Trillion spin off inventions Genocide Era from 1980 to 2010! 177 Trillion spin off inventions Genocide Era from 1980 to 2010! 177 Trillion spin off inventions 
from the ElectricWindmillCar have been lost by "Toyota", "Volt" and from the ElectricWindmillCar have been lost by "Toyota", "Volt" and from the ElectricWindmillCar have been lost by "Toyota", "Volt" and from the ElectricWindmillCar have been lost by "Toyota", "Volt" and 
a Miss Universe without an MD degree! a Miss Universe without an MD degree! a Miss Universe without an MD degree! a Miss Universe without an MD degree!     
    
    
    
9/11 2010 Pentagons General Petraeus just said "Burning Qurans 9/11 2010 Pentagons General Petraeus just said "Burning Qurans 9/11 2010 Pentagons General Petraeus just said "Burning Qurans 9/11 2010 Pentagons General Petraeus just said "Burning Qurans 
on 9/11 Could Endanger Troops" not cops and kids burning in fiery on 9/11 Could Endanger Troops" not cops and kids burning in fiery on 9/11 Could Endanger Troops" not cops and kids burning in fiery on 9/11 Could Endanger Troops" not cops and kids burning in fiery 
LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! $ LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! $ LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! $ LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! $     
    
177 Trillion Galaxies are being comprehended by Students and our 177 Trillion Galaxies are being comprehended by Students and our 177 Trillion Galaxies are being comprehended by Students and our 177 Trillion Galaxies are being comprehended by Students and our 
"Orwellian Caesar's" "Orwellian Caesar's" "Orwellian Caesar's" "Orwellian Caesar's"     
    
177 Trillion Aliens are believable Today! Caesar in 2010 killed all 177 Trillion Aliens are believable Today! Caesar in 2010 killed all 177 Trillion Aliens are believable Today! Caesar in 2010 killed all 177 Trillion Aliens are believable Today! Caesar in 2010 killed all 
177 Trillion Aliens in this picture for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue 177 Trillion Aliens in this picture for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue 177 Trillion Aliens in this picture for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue 177 Trillion Aliens in this picture for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue 
he spent on MIT War Toys and War... training illiterate Afghans he spent on MIT War Toys and War... training illiterate Afghans he spent on MIT War Toys and War... training illiterate Afghans he spent on MIT War Toys and War... training illiterate Afghans 
and others in the Art of War etc instead of CU and Yale students to and others in the Art of War etc instead of CU and Yale students to and others in the Art of War etc instead of CU and Yale students to and others in the Art of War etc instead of CU and Yale students to 
become "Elite Inventors" who will help Humanity more than become "Elite Inventors" who will help Humanity more than become "Elite Inventors" who will help Humanity more than become "Elite Inventors" who will help Humanity more than 
illiterate Afghan Generals or Pentagon Generals! Aliens are the illiterate Afghan Generals or Pentagon Generals! Aliens are the illiterate Afghan Generals or Pentagon Generals! Aliens are the illiterate Afghan Generals or Pentagon Generals! Aliens are the 
Miracle Cure for Generals and troops blinded in needless Wars! Miracle Cure for Generals and troops blinded in needless Wars! Miracle Cure for Generals and troops blinded in needless Wars! Miracle Cure for Generals and troops blinded in needless Wars!     
    
Elite Student Inventors at CU and Yale this semester are killed by Elite Student Inventors at CU and Yale this semester are killed by Elite Student Inventors at CU and Yale this semester are killed by Elite Student Inventors at CU and Yale this semester are killed by 
Caesars decision to spent 77 Billion training Afghans... and other Caesars decision to spent 77 Billion training Afghans... and other Caesars decision to spent 77 Billion training Afghans... and other Caesars decision to spent 77 Billion training Afghans... and other 
illiterates in the Art of War! illiterates in the Art of War! illiterates in the Art of War! illiterates in the Art of War!     
    
$1 Trillion dollar Medical School wasn't in the Yale University News $1 Trillion dollar Medical School wasn't in the Yale University News $1 Trillion dollar Medical School wasn't in the Yale University News $1 Trillion dollar Medical School wasn't in the Yale University News 
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this 1st week of classes! Because our Orwellian Caesar's only gives this 1st week of classes! Because our Orwellian Caesar's only gives this 1st week of classes! Because our Orwellian Caesar's only gives this 1st week of classes! Because our Orwellian Caesar's only gives 
Medical Students cadavers, and refuse to give the masses Medical Students cadavers, and refuse to give the masses Medical Students cadavers, and refuse to give the masses Medical Students cadavers, and refuse to give the masses 
Mandatory Organ Donation Laws! And let Greg Buell Lovestar Mandatory Organ Donation Laws! And let Greg Buell Lovestar Mandatory Organ Donation Laws! And let Greg Buell Lovestar Mandatory Organ Donation Laws! And let Greg Buell Lovestar 
write up 1,001 Invention Projects on this Web Page! write up 1,001 Invention Projects on this Web Page! write up 1,001 Invention Projects on this Web Page! write up 1,001 Invention Projects on this Web Page!     
    
    
    

9/11 ElectricWindmillCar... End War On Earth 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar... End War On Earth 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar... End War On Earth 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar... End War On Earth 

via ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 via ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 via ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 via ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980     
    
9/11 2010 Pentagons General Petraeus just said "Burning Qurans 9/11 2010 Pentagons General Petraeus just said "Burning Qurans 9/11 2010 Pentagons General Petraeus just said "Burning Qurans 9/11 2010 Pentagons General Petraeus just said "Burning Qurans 
on 9/11 Could Endanger Troops" not cops and kids burning in fiery on 9/11 Could Endanger Troops" not cops and kids burning in fiery on 9/11 Could Endanger Troops" not cops and kids burning in fiery on 9/11 Could Endanger Troops" not cops and kids burning in fiery 
LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! $ LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! $ LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! $ LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! $     
    
    

MD's set up burn units for fiery wrecks... a burn MD's set up burn units for fiery wrecks... a burn MD's set up burn units for fiery wrecks... a burn MD's set up burn units for fiery wrecks... a burn 

unit scam for money $$$ unit scam for money $$$ unit scam for money $$$ unit scam for money $$$     
Send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 Send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 Send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 Send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306     
    
Cell 303 548 9904 Cell 303 548 9904 Cell 303 548 9904 Cell 303 548 9904     
    
Labor Day Labor Day Labor Day Labor Day ---- Today's New York Times front page pictures stifles 1,001  Today's New York Times front page pictures stifles 1,001  Today's New York Times front page pictures stifles 1,001  Today's New York Times front page pictures stifles 1,001 
Invention Projects you should be working on Today, Labor Day! Invention Projects you should be working on Today, Labor Day! Invention Projects you should be working on Today, Labor Day! Invention Projects you should be working on Today, Labor Day!     
    
    
    

        

    
Labor Day Labor Day Labor Day Labor Day ---- Today's New York Times front page pictures stifle 1,001  Today's New York Times front page pictures stifle 1,001  Today's New York Times front page pictures stifle 1,001  Today's New York Times front page pictures stifle 1,001 
Invention Projects you could be working on Today, Labor Day! Invention Projects you could be working on Today, Labor Day! Invention Projects you could be working on Today, Labor Day! Invention Projects you could be working on Today, Labor Day!     
    
    
9/11 ElectricWindmillCar... 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar... 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar... 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar...     
    
End War on Earth Coup D'Etat End War on Earth Coup D'Etat End War on Earth Coup D'Etat End War on Earth Coup D'Etat     
    
Via ElectricWindmillCar and its Electrolysis Accessory... Via ElectricWindmillCar and its Electrolysis Accessory... Via ElectricWindmillCar and its Electrolysis Accessory... Via ElectricWindmillCar and its Electrolysis Accessory...     
    
9/11 ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11 and every 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11 and every 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11 and every 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11 and every 
year before 9/11 but it was suppressed by BP Oil... year before 9/11 but it was suppressed by BP Oil... year before 9/11 but it was suppressed by BP Oil... year before 9/11 but it was suppressed by BP Oil...     
    
9/11 ElectricWindmillCar... 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar... 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar... 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar...     
    
H Hydrogen from H2O! Free H for 7 Billion H Hydrogen from H2O! Free H for 7 Billion H Hydrogen from H2O! Free H for 7 Billion H Hydrogen from H2O! Free H for 7 Billion     
    
9/11 ElectricWindmillCar... Suppressed by the same Orwellian 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar... Suppressed by the same Orwellian 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar... Suppressed by the same Orwellian 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar... Suppressed by the same Orwellian 
Caesars who kept the ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square on Caesars who kept the ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square on Caesars who kept the ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square on Caesars who kept the ElectricWindmillCar out of Times Square on 
9/11... this is a crime, you do the math! 100,000 Cops and Kids burn 9/11... this is a crime, you do the math! 100,000 Cops and Kids burn 9/11... this is a crime, you do the math! 100,000 Cops and Kids burn 9/11... this is a crime, you do the math! 100,000 Cops and Kids burn 
in fiery LA Wrecks... MD Burn Units scam for $$$ in fiery LA Wrecks... MD Burn Units scam for $$$ in fiery LA Wrecks... MD Burn Units scam for $$$ in fiery LA Wrecks... MD Burn Units scam for $$$     

MD's set up burn units for fiery wrecks... a burn MD's set up burn units for fiery wrecks... a burn MD's set up burn units for fiery wrecks... a burn MD's set up burn units for fiery wrecks... a burn 

unit scam for money $$$ unit scam for money $$$ unit scam for money $$$ unit scam for money $$$     
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Dead 40,000 women in 2010 from Breast Cancer, Dead 30,000 in Dead 40,000 women in 2010 from Breast Cancer, Dead 30,000 in Dead 40,000 women in 2010 from Breast Cancer, Dead 30,000 in Dead 40,000 women in 2010 from Breast Cancer, Dead 30,000 in 
2010 from cirrhosis... Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer is suppressed 2010 from cirrhosis... Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer is suppressed 2010 from cirrhosis... Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer is suppressed 2010 from cirrhosis... Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer is suppressed 
via the same Orwellian Caesars who have for 9 years after 9/11 and via the same Orwellian Caesars who have for 9 years after 9/11 and via the same Orwellian Caesars who have for 9 years after 9/11 and via the same Orwellian Caesars who have for 9 years after 9/11 and 
since its 1980 invention the ElectricWindmillCar. Coors suppression since its 1980 invention the ElectricWindmillCar. Coors suppression since its 1980 invention the ElectricWindmillCar. Coors suppression since its 1980 invention the ElectricWindmillCar. Coors suppression 
can prevent half the Breast Cancer deaths in 2011 and even more can prevent half the Breast Cancer deaths in 2011 and even more can prevent half the Breast Cancer deaths in 2011 and even more can prevent half the Breast Cancer deaths in 2011 and even more 
Cirrhosis deaths in 2011. ElectricWindmllCar can prevent burns... Cirrhosis deaths in 2011. ElectricWindmllCar can prevent burns... Cirrhosis deaths in 2011. ElectricWindmllCar can prevent burns... Cirrhosis deaths in 2011. ElectricWindmllCar can prevent burns... 
torture burning in a fiery LA wreck is the Pentagon Generals torture burning in a fiery LA wreck is the Pentagon Generals torture burning in a fiery LA wreck is the Pentagon Generals torture burning in a fiery LA wreck is the Pentagon Generals 
favorite torture to observe on 1,001 Top Secret Classified web cams... favorite torture to observe on 1,001 Top Secret Classified web cams... favorite torture to observe on 1,001 Top Secret Classified web cams... favorite torture to observe on 1,001 Top Secret Classified web cams... 
for American Civilians! In our BP Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to for American Civilians! In our BP Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to for American Civilians! In our BP Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to for American Civilians! In our BP Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 
2010. CBS Stand Up to Cancer is on Today, Labor Day 2010. Scam is 2010. CBS Stand Up to Cancer is on Today, Labor Day 2010. Scam is 2010. CBS Stand Up to Cancer is on Today, Labor Day 2010. Scam is 2010. CBS Stand Up to Cancer is on Today, Labor Day 2010. Scam is 
from Roche Rx a sugar pill for $5.84 billion to left women with from Roche Rx a sugar pill for $5.84 billion to left women with from Roche Rx a sugar pill for $5.84 billion to left women with from Roche Rx a sugar pill for $5.84 billion to left women with 
breast cancer live longer didn't work and the MD Dr. Susan Love breast cancer live longer didn't work and the MD Dr. Susan Love breast cancer live longer didn't work and the MD Dr. Susan Love breast cancer live longer didn't work and the MD Dr. Susan Love 
knew this. MD's scam Medicare for $60 Billion yesterday on 60 knew this. MD's scam Medicare for $60 Billion yesterday on 60 knew this. MD's scam Medicare for $60 Billion yesterday on 60 knew this. MD's scam Medicare for $60 Billion yesterday on 60 
Minutes! BP Oil scam, $177 Trillion you spent buying gasoline. Minutes! BP Oil scam, $177 Trillion you spent buying gasoline. Minutes! BP Oil scam, $177 Trillion you spent buying gasoline. Minutes! BP Oil scam, $177 Trillion you spent buying gasoline.     
    
9/11 2010 Pentagons General Petraeus just said "Burning Qurans 9/11 2010 Pentagons General Petraeus just said "Burning Qurans 9/11 2010 Pentagons General Petraeus just said "Burning Qurans 9/11 2010 Pentagons General Petraeus just said "Burning Qurans 
on 9/11 Could Endanger Troops" not cops and kids burning in fiery on 9/11 Could Endanger Troops" not cops and kids burning in fiery on 9/11 Could Endanger Troops" not cops and kids burning in fiery on 9/11 Could Endanger Troops" not cops and kids burning in fiery 
LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! $ LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! $ LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! $ LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! $     
    
Pentagon Generals got off watching fiery LA Wrecks, SURGE in Iraq Pentagon Generals got off watching fiery LA Wrecks, SURGE in Iraq Pentagon Generals got off watching fiery LA Wrecks, SURGE in Iraq Pentagon Generals got off watching fiery LA Wrecks, SURGE in Iraq 
won the war! LOST had the worst ending possible for ABC. Times won the war! LOST had the worst ending possible for ABC. Times won the war! LOST had the worst ending possible for ABC. Times won the war! LOST had the worst ending possible for ABC. Times 
Square has a live web cam today, Traffic has no overpasses or Square has a live web cam today, Traffic has no overpasses or Square has a live web cam today, Traffic has no overpasses or Square has a live web cam today, Traffic has no overpasses or 
underpasses... 177 Trillion spin off inventions from the underpasses... 177 Trillion spin off inventions from the underpasses... 177 Trillion spin off inventions from the underpasses... 177 Trillion spin off inventions from the 
ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 were LOST like the World ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 were LOST like the World ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 were LOST like the World ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 were LOST like the World 
Trade Center Towers were LOST. $1 Trillion Dollar Medical School Trade Center Towers were LOST. $1 Trillion Dollar Medical School Trade Center Towers were LOST. $1 Trillion Dollar Medical School Trade Center Towers were LOST. $1 Trillion Dollar Medical School 
at Ground Zero was LOST as the Inventor of the at Ground Zero was LOST as the Inventor of the at Ground Zero was LOST as the Inventor of the at Ground Zero was LOST as the Inventor of the 
ElectricWindmillCar was is still suppressed from working another ElectricWindmillCar was is still suppressed from working another ElectricWindmillCar was is still suppressed from working another ElectricWindmillCar was is still suppressed from working another 
Miracle like the one in 1980 that ended the Saudi Oil Embargo via Miracle like the one in 1980 that ended the Saudi Oil Embargo via Miracle like the one in 1980 that ended the Saudi Oil Embargo via Miracle like the one in 1980 that ended the Saudi Oil Embargo via 
Blackmail, gov. perks for MD's and others to let you burn in fiery LA Blackmail, gov. perks for MD's and others to let you burn in fiery LA Blackmail, gov. perks for MD's and others to let you burn in fiery LA Blackmail, gov. perks for MD's and others to let you burn in fiery LA 
Wrecks on 9/11 for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2010. Wrecks on 9/11 for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2010. Wrecks on 9/11 for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2010. Wrecks on 9/11 for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2010.     
    
9/11 Pentagons General Petraeus spits on the idea of a Rx 9/11 Pentagons General Petraeus spits on the idea of a Rx 9/11 Pentagons General Petraeus spits on the idea of a Rx 9/11 Pentagons General Petraeus spits on the idea of a Rx 
penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer is stuck in penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer is stuck in penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer is stuck in penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer is stuck in 
Times Square traffic, or traffic in China. Vatican Bank scam by BP Times Square traffic, or traffic in China. Vatican Bank scam by BP Times Square traffic, or traffic in China. Vatican Bank scam by BP Times Square traffic, or traffic in China. Vatican Bank scam by BP 
Oil into taking a few billion instead of a few trillion for a bribe. Oil into taking a few billion instead of a few trillion for a bribe. Oil into taking a few billion instead of a few trillion for a bribe. Oil into taking a few billion instead of a few trillion for a bribe. 
Pope will burn in Hells Gasoline Fires. You do the math on 9/11. Pope will burn in Hells Gasoline Fires. You do the math on 9/11. Pope will burn in Hells Gasoline Fires. You do the math on 9/11. Pope will burn in Hells Gasoline Fires. You do the math on 9/11.     
    
9/11 2010 Pentagons General Petraeus just said "Burning Qurans 9/11 2010 Pentagons General Petraeus just said "Burning Qurans 9/11 2010 Pentagons General Petraeus just said "Burning Qurans 9/11 2010 Pentagons General Petraeus just said "Burning Qurans 
on 9/11 Could Endanger Troops" not cops and kids burning in fiery on 9/11 Could Endanger Troops" not cops and kids burning in fiery on 9/11 Could Endanger Troops" not cops and kids burning in fiery on 9/11 Could Endanger Troops" not cops and kids burning in fiery 
LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! $ LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! $ LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! $ LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion more in Oil Revenues! $     
    
Muslim Mosque or a Trillion Dollar Medical School at Ground Zero, Muslim Mosque or a Trillion Dollar Medical School at Ground Zero, Muslim Mosque or a Trillion Dollar Medical School at Ground Zero, Muslim Mosque or a Trillion Dollar Medical School at Ground Zero, 
we can tear down the building going up at ground zero today as we can tear down the building going up at ground zero today as we can tear down the building going up at ground zero today as we can tear down the building going up at ground zero today as 
they will all be hanged like Saddam for tossing gasoline bombs at they will all be hanged like Saddam for tossing gasoline bombs at they will all be hanged like Saddam for tossing gasoline bombs at they will all be hanged like Saddam for tossing gasoline bombs at 
SUV's driving down the LA Freeways from 1980 to 2010. 9/11 SUV's driving down the LA Freeways from 1980 to 2010. 9/11 SUV's driving down the LA Freeways from 1980 to 2010. 9/11 SUV's driving down the LA Freeways from 1980 to 2010. 9/11 
ElectricWindmillCar... ElectricWindmillCar... ElectricWindmillCar... ElectricWindmillCar...     
    
Send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 Send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 Send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 Send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306     
    
Cell 303 548 9904 Cell 303 548 9904 Cell 303 548 9904 Cell 303 548 9904     
    
    
    
    
    
    
9/11 Pentagons General Petraeus spits on the idea of a Rx 9/11 Pentagons General Petraeus spits on the idea of a Rx 9/11 Pentagons General Petraeus spits on the idea of a Rx 9/11 Pentagons General Petraeus spits on the idea of a Rx 
penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer invented by the penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer invented by the penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer invented by the penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer invented by the 
inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar, Greg Buell Lovestar. Off limits inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar, Greg Buell Lovestar. Off limits inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar, Greg Buell Lovestar. Off limits inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar, Greg Buell Lovestar. Off limits 
via Pentagon generals, Greg and few wives working on this on via Pentagon generals, Greg and few wives working on this on via Pentagon generals, Greg and few wives working on this on via Pentagon generals, Greg and few wives working on this on 
9/11... Pentagon revenge on women for Vietnam in 2010. Endless 9/11... Pentagon revenge on women for Vietnam in 2010. Endless 9/11... Pentagon revenge on women for Vietnam in 2010. Endless 9/11... Pentagon revenge on women for Vietnam in 2010. Endless 
Wars... and Torture by Psychotic Generals addicted to oil money to Wars... and Torture by Psychotic Generals addicted to oil money to Wars... and Torture by Psychotic Generals addicted to oil money to Wars... and Torture by Psychotic Generals addicted to oil money to 
buy MIT War Toys. buy MIT War Toys. buy MIT War Toys. buy MIT War Toys.     
    
9/11 2010 News... The ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11 2010 News... The ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11 2010 News... The ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11 2010 News... The ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 
9/11 and every year before 9/11 but it was suppressed by BP Oil... 9/11 and every year before 9/11 but it was suppressed by BP Oil... 9/11 and every year before 9/11 but it was suppressed by BP Oil... 9/11 and every year before 9/11 but it was suppressed by BP Oil... 
and our Orwellian Caesar's! and our Orwellian Caesar's! and our Orwellian Caesar's! and our Orwellian Caesar's! ----    ---- 9/11 2010 and it's still suppressed!!!  9/11 2010 and it's still suppressed!!!  9/11 2010 and it's still suppressed!!!  9/11 2010 and it's still suppressed!!! 
The Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Breast Cancer Cure is also The Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Breast Cancer Cure is also The Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Breast Cancer Cure is also The Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Breast Cancer Cure is also 
suppressed by Caesar! More below... suppressed by Caesar! More below... suppressed by Caesar! More below... suppressed by Caesar! More below...     
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Pentagon revenge on women for Vietnam in 2010. Endless Wars... Pentagon revenge on women for Vietnam in 2010. Endless Wars... Pentagon revenge on women for Vietnam in 2010. Endless Wars... Pentagon revenge on women for Vietnam in 2010. Endless Wars... 
and Torture by Psychotic Generals addicted to oil money to buy and Torture by Psychotic Generals addicted to oil money to buy and Torture by Psychotic Generals addicted to oil money to buy and Torture by Psychotic Generals addicted to oil money to buy 
MIT War Toys. MIT War Toys. MIT War Toys. MIT War Toys.     
    
9/11 2010 News... The ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11 2010 News... The ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11 2010 News... The ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 9/11 2010 News... The ElectricWindmillCar was in Times Square on 
9/11 and every year before 9/11 but it was suppressed by BP Oil... 9/11 and every year before 9/11 but it was suppressed by BP Oil... 9/11 and every year before 9/11 but it was suppressed by BP Oil... 9/11 and every year before 9/11 but it was suppressed by BP Oil... 
and our Orwellian Caesar's! and our Orwellian Caesar's! and our Orwellian Caesar's! and our Orwellian Caesar's! ----    ----        
    
9/11 2010 and it's still suppressed!!! The Rx Penicillin Overnight 9/11 2010 and it's still suppressed!!! The Rx Penicillin Overnight 9/11 2010 and it's still suppressed!!! The Rx Penicillin Overnight 9/11 2010 and it's still suppressed!!! The Rx Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Breast Cancer Cure is also suppressed by Caesar! More Miracle Breast Cancer Cure is also suppressed by Caesar! More Miracle Breast Cancer Cure is also suppressed by Caesar! More Miracle Breast Cancer Cure is also suppressed by Caesar! More 
below... below... below... below...     
    
177 Trillion Galaxies, 177 Trillion Aliens, $177 Trillion in Oil 177 Trillion Galaxies, 177 Trillion Aliens, $177 Trillion in Oil 177 Trillion Galaxies, 177 Trillion Aliens, $177 Trillion in Oil 177 Trillion Galaxies, 177 Trillion Aliens, $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues in Swiss Banks! 28 Aug. 2010 Revenues in Swiss Banks! 28 Aug. 2010 Revenues in Swiss Banks! 28 Aug. 2010 Revenues in Swiss Banks! 28 Aug. 2010 -------------------- 1st Week of Classes at  1st Week of Classes at  1st Week of Classes at  1st Week of Classes at 
CU, Boulder, CO have come and gone. "Ruling Class..." exhaust CU, Boulder, CO have come and gone. "Ruling Class..." exhaust CU, Boulder, CO have come and gone. "Ruling Class..." exhaust CU, Boulder, CO have come and gone. "Ruling Class..." exhaust 
fumes have been dissected by all the students. H2O and the fumes have been dissected by all the students. H2O and the fumes have been dissected by all the students. H2O and the fumes have been dissected by all the students. H2O and the 
"electrolysis accessory" in the suppressed ElectricWindmillCar too. "electrolysis accessory" in the suppressed ElectricWindmillCar too. "electrolysis accessory" in the suppressed ElectricWindmillCar too. "electrolysis accessory" in the suppressed ElectricWindmillCar too.     
    

    
    

    
    
177 Trillion Galaxies are being comprehended by Students and our 177 Trillion Galaxies are being comprehended by Students and our 177 Trillion Galaxies are being comprehended by Students and our 177 Trillion Galaxies are being comprehended by Students and our 
"Orwellian Caesar" "Orwellian Caesar" "Orwellian Caesar" "Orwellian Caesar"     
    
177 Trillion Aliens are believable Today! Caesar in 2010 killed all 177 Trillion Aliens are believable Today! Caesar in 2010 killed all 177 Trillion Aliens are believable Today! Caesar in 2010 killed all 177 Trillion Aliens are believable Today! Caesar in 2010 killed all 
177 Trillion Aliens in this picture for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue 177 Trillion Aliens in this picture for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue 177 Trillion Aliens in this picture for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue 177 Trillion Aliens in this picture for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue 
he spent on MIT War Toys and War... training illiterate Afghans etc he spent on MIT War Toys and War... training illiterate Afghans etc he spent on MIT War Toys and War... training illiterate Afghans etc he spent on MIT War Toys and War... training illiterate Afghans etc 
instead of CU student. instead of CU student. instead of CU student. instead of CU student.     
    
Elite Student Inventors at CU and Yale this semester are killed by Elite Student Inventors at CU and Yale this semester are killed by Elite Student Inventors at CU and Yale this semester are killed by Elite Student Inventors at CU and Yale this semester are killed by 
Caesars decision to spent $77 Billion training Afghans... and other Caesars decision to spent $77 Billion training Afghans... and other Caesars decision to spent $77 Billion training Afghans... and other Caesars decision to spent $77 Billion training Afghans... and other 
illiterates in the Art of War! illiterates in the Art of War! illiterates in the Art of War! illiterates in the Art of War!     
    
$1 Trillion dollar Medical School wasn't in the Yale University News $1 Trillion dollar Medical School wasn't in the Yale University News $1 Trillion dollar Medical School wasn't in the Yale University News $1 Trillion dollar Medical School wasn't in the Yale University News 
this 1st week of classes! Because our Orwellian Caesar's only gives this 1st week of classes! Because our Orwellian Caesar's only gives this 1st week of classes! Because our Orwellian Caesar's only gives this 1st week of classes! Because our Orwellian Caesar's only gives 
Medical Students cadavers, and refuse to give the masses Medical Students cadavers, and refuse to give the masses Medical Students cadavers, and refuse to give the masses Medical Students cadavers, and refuse to give the masses 
Mandatory Organ Donation Laws! And let Greg Buell Lovestar Mandatory Organ Donation Laws! And let Greg Buell Lovestar Mandatory Organ Donation Laws! And let Greg Buell Lovestar Mandatory Organ Donation Laws! And let Greg Buell Lovestar 
write up 1,001 Invention Projects on this Web Page! write up 1,001 Invention Projects on this Web Page! write up 1,001 Invention Projects on this Web Page! write up 1,001 Invention Projects on this Web Page!     
    
23 Aug. 2010 23 Aug. 2010 23 Aug. 2010 23 Aug. 2010 -------------------- 1st Day of Classes at CU, Boulder, CO and  1st Day of Classes at CU, Boulder, CO and  1st Day of Classes at CU, Boulder, CO and  1st Day of Classes at CU, Boulder, CO and 
"Ruling Class..." exhaust fumes from gasoline cars will cause cancer "Ruling Class..." exhaust fumes from gasoline cars will cause cancer "Ruling Class..." exhaust fumes from gasoline cars will cause cancer "Ruling Class..." exhaust fumes from gasoline cars will cause cancer 
in 700 students by the time they retire at 62! For $177 Trillion in in 700 students by the time they retire at 62! For $177 Trillion in in 700 students by the time they retire at 62! For $177 Trillion in in 700 students by the time they retire at 62! For $177 Trillion in 
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Oil Revenues $ !. Oil Revenues $ !. Oil Revenues $ !. Oil Revenues $ !.     
    
700 "Students" Made "Persona non grata" for "Protesting" the 700 "Students" Made "Persona non grata" for "Protesting" the 700 "Students" Made "Persona non grata" for "Protesting" the 700 "Students" Made "Persona non grata" for "Protesting" the 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar!     
    
700 "Students" burned in a "Fiery Wrecks" by the time they retire at 700 "Students" burned in a "Fiery Wrecks" by the time they retire at 700 "Students" burned in a "Fiery Wrecks" by the time they retire at 700 "Students" burned in a "Fiery Wrecks" by the time they retire at 
62! 62! 62! 62!     
    
700 daily, dead from eating shrimp and crab from BP's Oil spill in 700 daily, dead from eating shrimp and crab from BP's Oil spill in 700 daily, dead from eating shrimp and crab from BP's Oil spill in 700 daily, dead from eating shrimp and crab from BP's Oil spill in 
the Gulf... the Gulf... the Gulf... the Gulf...     
    
From 2010 to 2040... From 2010 to 2040... From 2010 to 2040... From 2010 to 2040...     
    
700 daily, burned in gasoline, people in fiery LA Wrecks are 700 daily, burned in gasoline, people in fiery LA Wrecks are 700 daily, burned in gasoline, people in fiery LA Wrecks are 700 daily, burned in gasoline, people in fiery LA Wrecks are 
Persona non grata. After the ElectricWindmillCar Persona non grata. After the ElectricWindmillCar Persona non grata. After the ElectricWindmillCar Persona non grata. After the ElectricWindmillCar ---- Coup Katie  Coup Katie  Coup Katie  Coup Katie 
Couric will be replaced by "persona non grata women" who have Couric will be replaced by "persona non grata women" who have Couric will be replaced by "persona non grata women" who have Couric will be replaced by "persona non grata women" who have 
gasoline burns over most of their bodies and face. Our Orwellian gasoline burns over most of their bodies and face. Our Orwellian gasoline burns over most of their bodies and face. Our Orwellian gasoline burns over most of their bodies and face. Our Orwellian 
Caesar made these 700 people, burned in gasolines fiery wrecks Caesar made these 700 people, burned in gasolines fiery wrecks Caesar made these 700 people, burned in gasolines fiery wrecks Caesar made these 700 people, burned in gasolines fiery wrecks 
"persona non grate" on CBS, ABC, NBC! "persona non grate" on CBS, ABC, NBC! "persona non grate" on CBS, ABC, NBC! "persona non grate" on CBS, ABC, NBC!     
    
GE is "Genocide Electric" as Xcel Power Plants generate electricity in GE is "Genocide Electric" as Xcel Power Plants generate electricity in GE is "Genocide Electric" as Xcel Power Plants generate electricity in GE is "Genocide Electric" as Xcel Power Plants generate electricity in 
an "Era of BlackSmiths and horses". an "Era of BlackSmiths and horses". an "Era of BlackSmiths and horses". an "Era of BlackSmiths and horses".     
    
H Hydrogen to generate your Electricity has been made "Persona H Hydrogen to generate your Electricity has been made "Persona H Hydrogen to generate your Electricity has been made "Persona H Hydrogen to generate your Electricity has been made "Persona 
Non Grata" too, with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, Non Grata" too, with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, Non Grata" too, with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, Non Grata" too, with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, 
and its "electrolysis accessory" Gallon of H2O!"electrolysis accessory"! and its "electrolysis accessory" Gallon of H2O!"electrolysis accessory"! and its "electrolysis accessory" Gallon of H2O!"electrolysis accessory"! and its "electrolysis accessory" Gallon of H2O!"electrolysis accessory"! 
This is a terrible crime committed by the USA for $177 Trillion in This is a terrible crime committed by the USA for $177 Trillion in This is a terrible crime committed by the USA for $177 Trillion in This is a terrible crime committed by the USA for $177 Trillion in 
Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2010. Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2010. Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2010. Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2010.     
    
10 Aug. 2010 Deadly Moscow summer of 2010 kills 700 daily 10 Aug. 2010 Deadly Moscow summer of 2010 kills 700 daily 10 Aug. 2010 Deadly Moscow summer of 2010 kills 700 daily 10 Aug. 2010 Deadly Moscow summer of 2010 kills 700 daily ---- "Hot  "Hot  "Hot  "Hot 
Cars!" "Smog!" Cars!" "Smog!" Cars!" "Smog!" Cars!" "Smog!"     
    
10 Aug. 2010 Moscow Ambulances and hot cars built defective by 10 Aug. 2010 Moscow Ambulances and hot cars built defective by 10 Aug. 2010 Moscow Ambulances and hot cars built defective by 10 Aug. 2010 Moscow Ambulances and hot cars built defective by 
GM, Ford, "Volt", "Toyota" in an Orwellian Society! GM, Ford, "Volt", "Toyota" in an Orwellian Society! GM, Ford, "Volt", "Toyota" in an Orwellian Society! GM, Ford, "Volt", "Toyota" in an Orwellian Society!     
    
700 daily, dead from eating shrimp and crab from BP's Oil spill in 700 daily, dead from eating shrimp and crab from BP's Oil spill in 700 daily, dead from eating shrimp and crab from BP's Oil spill in 700 daily, dead from eating shrimp and crab from BP's Oil spill in 
the Gulf... the Gulf... the Gulf... the Gulf...     
    
From 2010 to 2040... From 2010 to 2040... From 2010 to 2040... From 2010 to 2040...     
    
177 Trillion Tar Balls are in Key West from 177 Trillion wells 177 Trillion Tar Balls are in Key West from 177 Trillion wells 177 Trillion Tar Balls are in Key West from 177 Trillion wells 177 Trillion Tar Balls are in Key West from 177 Trillion wells 
leaking in the Gulf... leaking in the Gulf... leaking in the Gulf... leaking in the Gulf...     
    
700 daily, dead from eating shrimp and crab from BP's Oil spill in 700 daily, dead from eating shrimp and crab from BP's Oil spill in 700 daily, dead from eating shrimp and crab from BP's Oil spill in 700 daily, dead from eating shrimp and crab from BP's Oil spill in 
the Gulf... the Gulf... the Gulf... the Gulf...     
    
From 2010 to 2040... From 2010 to 2040... From 2010 to 2040... From 2010 to 2040...     
    
2040 they will be put on trail for these deaths! 2040 they will be put on trail for these deaths! 2040 they will be put on trail for these deaths! 2040 they will be put on trail for these deaths!     
    
2040 they will be put on trail for suppressing the 2040 they will be put on trail for suppressing the 2040 they will be put on trail for suppressing the 2040 they will be put on trail for suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2040 ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2040 ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2040 ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2040     
    
700 daily, dead from "Volt" and "Toyota" built defective and sold to 700 daily, dead from "Volt" and "Toyota" built defective and sold to 700 daily, dead from "Volt" and "Toyota" built defective and sold to 700 daily, dead from "Volt" and "Toyota" built defective and sold to 
the public in an Orwellian Society that knows "Volt" and "Toyota" the public in an Orwellian Society that knows "Volt" and "Toyota" the public in an Orwellian Society that knows "Volt" and "Toyota" the public in an Orwellian Society that knows "Volt" and "Toyota" 
defects will kill and injure 700 daily! defects will kill and injure 700 daily! defects will kill and injure 700 daily! defects will kill and injure 700 daily!     
    
2040 they will be put on trail for these deaths! 2040 they will be put on trail for these deaths! 2040 they will be put on trail for these deaths! 2040 they will be put on trail for these deaths!     
Persona Non Grata Persona Non Grata Persona Non Grata Persona Non Grata ---------------- 10,000 of these pictures with different cops,  10,000 of these pictures with different cops,  10,000 of these pictures with different cops,  10,000 of these pictures with different cops, 
kids, wife's have been made persona non grata by our Orwellian kids, wife's have been made persona non grata by our Orwellian kids, wife's have been made persona non grata by our Orwellian kids, wife's have been made persona non grata by our Orwellian 
Caesar from 1980 to 2010 and this picture will not be on the front Caesar from 1980 to 2010 and this picture will not be on the front Caesar from 1980 to 2010 and this picture will not be on the front Caesar from 1980 to 2010 and this picture will not be on the front 
page of the New York Times until after the Coup... Our Orwellian page of the New York Times until after the Coup... Our Orwellian page of the New York Times until after the Coup... Our Orwellian page of the New York Times until after the Coup... Our Orwellian 
Caesar must be a "Pit Bull" as this picture should start a Coup! Caesar must be a "Pit Bull" as this picture should start a Coup! Caesar must be a "Pit Bull" as this picture should start a Coup! Caesar must be a "Pit Bull" as this picture should start a Coup!     
    

    
    

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html" http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html" http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html" http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html"     
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Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should 
be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog 
Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box 
Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!        
    
    
    

    
    

        

    
    
10 Aug. 2010 Deadly Moscow summer of 2010 kills 700 daily 10 Aug. 2010 Deadly Moscow summer of 2010 kills 700 daily 10 Aug. 2010 Deadly Moscow summer of 2010 kills 700 daily 10 Aug. 2010 Deadly Moscow summer of 2010 kills 700 daily     
    
10 Aug. 2010 Putin left his own kids in hot cars to die so he could 10 Aug. 2010 Putin left his own kids in hot cars to die so he could 10 Aug. 2010 Putin left his own kids in hot cars to die so he could 10 Aug. 2010 Putin left his own kids in hot cars to die so he could 
spent $177 Trillion spent $177 Trillion spent $177 Trillion spent $177 Trillion     
    
10 Aug. 2010 Usually, 380 people die a day, now it's 700 a day! 10 Aug. 2010 Usually, 380 people die a day, now it's 700 a day! 10 Aug. 2010 Usually, 380 people die a day, now it's 700 a day! 10 Aug. 2010 Usually, 380 people die a day, now it's 700 a day! 
Andrei Seltsovsky said. Andrei Seltsovsky said. Andrei Seltsovsky said. Andrei Seltsovsky said.     
    
10 Aug. 2010 Deadly LA and USA statistics are suppressed by our 10 Aug. 2010 Deadly LA and USA statistics are suppressed by our 10 Aug. 2010 Deadly LA and USA statistics are suppressed by our 10 Aug. 2010 Deadly LA and USA statistics are suppressed by our 
Orwellian Caesar Orwellian Caesar Orwellian Caesar Orwellian Caesar     
    
10 Aug. 2010 Pentagon Generals are responsible for the Civilian 10 Aug. 2010 Pentagon Generals are responsible for the Civilian 10 Aug. 2010 Pentagon Generals are responsible for the Civilian 10 Aug. 2010 Pentagon Generals are responsible for the Civilian 
Deaths in the USA Deaths in the USA Deaths in the USA Deaths in the USA     
    

    
    

        

    
    
$177 Trillion was to much oil money for the Pentagon Generals to $177 Trillion was to much oil money for the Pentagon Generals to $177 Trillion was to much oil money for the Pentagon Generals to $177 Trillion was to much oil money for the Pentagon Generals to 
turn down! turn down! turn down! turn down!     
    
MIT "War Toy" Inventors have outspent "Iran's" Aspiring Nuke MIT "War Toy" Inventors have outspent "Iran's" Aspiring Nuke MIT "War Toy" Inventors have outspent "Iran's" Aspiring Nuke MIT "War Toy" Inventors have outspent "Iran's" Aspiring Nuke 
Makers via Oil $ Makers via Oil $ Makers via Oil $ Makers via Oil $     
    
$177 Trillion, since 1980 and 99% has been spent on "War Toys" $177 Trillion, since 1980 and 99% has been spent on "War Toys" $177 Trillion, since 1980 and 99% has been spent on "War Toys" $177 Trillion, since 1980 and 99% has been spent on "War Toys"     
    
Moscow ambulances are not equipped with an air conditioning Moscow ambulances are not equipped with an air conditioning Moscow ambulances are not equipped with an air conditioning Moscow ambulances are not equipped with an air conditioning 
system and the temperature inside is 122 F system and the temperature inside is 122 F system and the temperature inside is 122 F system and the temperature inside is 122 F     
    
1981 model Moscow Ambulances would have been "climate 1981 model Moscow Ambulances would have been "climate 1981 model Moscow Ambulances would have been "climate 1981 model Moscow Ambulances would have been "climate 
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controlled" if Putin didn't suppress the ElectricWindmillCar for controlled" if Putin didn't suppress the ElectricWindmillCar for controlled" if Putin didn't suppress the ElectricWindmillCar for controlled" if Putin didn't suppress the ElectricWindmillCar for 
$177 Trillion in oil money. $177 Trillion in oil money. $177 Trillion in oil money. $177 Trillion in oil money.     
    
LEIDSCHENDAM, Netherlands LEIDSCHENDAM, Netherlands LEIDSCHENDAM, Netherlands LEIDSCHENDAM, Netherlands ––––    Naomi Campbell flirted with Naomi Campbell flirted with Naomi Campbell flirted with Naomi Campbell flirted with 
Liberia's former president across the dinner table at Nelson Liberia's former president across the dinner table at Nelson Liberia's former president across the dinner table at Nelson Liberia's former president across the dinner table at Nelson 
Mandela's presidential mansion in 1997 and boasted the following Mandela's presidential mansion in 1997 and boasted the following Mandela's presidential mansion in 1997 and boasted the following Mandela's presidential mansion in 1997 and boasted the following 
morning that Charles Taylor had given her a huge diamond morning that Charles Taylor had given her a huge diamond morning that Charles Taylor had given her a huge diamond morning that Charles Taylor had given her a huge diamond 
during the night, Mia Farrow and another witness testified at during the night, Mia Farrow and another witness testified at during the night, Mia Farrow and another witness testified at during the night, Mia Farrow and another witness testified at 
Taylor's war crimes trial Monday. Taylor's war crimes trial Monday. Taylor's war crimes trial Monday. Taylor's war crimes trial Monday.     
    
"blood diamond" trade that fueled buying "MIT War Toys" "blood diamond" trade that fueled buying "MIT War Toys" "blood diamond" trade that fueled buying "MIT War Toys" "blood diamond" trade that fueled buying "MIT War Toys"     
    
$177 Trillion in "blood diamond" No Way! $177 Trillion in "blood diamond" No Way! $177 Trillion in "blood diamond" No Way! $177 Trillion in "blood diamond" No Way!     
    
    
    
    

        

    
The defense suggested Mia Farrow's credibility was tainted by her The defense suggested Mia Farrow's credibility was tainted by her The defense suggested Mia Farrow's credibility was tainted by her The defense suggested Mia Farrow's credibility was tainted by her 
activism, particularly her campaigns for the victims of Africa's activism, particularly her campaigns for the victims of Africa's activism, particularly her campaigns for the victims of Africa's activism, particularly her campaigns for the victims of Africa's 
wars. Mia knows Police Officer Jason who is pictured below. Mia wars. Mia knows Police Officer Jason who is pictured below. Mia wars. Mia knows Police Officer Jason who is pictured below. Mia wars. Mia knows Police Officer Jason who is pictured below. Mia 
goes along with the USA War Lords who toss Gasoline Bombs at cop goes along with the USA War Lords who toss Gasoline Bombs at cop goes along with the USA War Lords who toss Gasoline Bombs at cop goes along with the USA War Lords who toss Gasoline Bombs at cop 
cars and SUV's on the freeways of LA. Mia drives by fiery LA Wrecks cars and SUV's on the freeways of LA. Mia drives by fiery LA Wrecks cars and SUV's on the freeways of LA. Mia drives by fiery LA Wrecks cars and SUV's on the freeways of LA. Mia drives by fiery LA Wrecks 
and does not stop to help those on fire! Mia is a "Slave" of our and does not stop to help those on fire! Mia is a "Slave" of our and does not stop to help those on fire! Mia is a "Slave" of our and does not stop to help those on fire! Mia is a "Slave" of our 
Orwellian Caesar! Orwellian Caesar! Orwellian Caesar! Orwellian Caesar!     

    
    

Wedding Day Wedding Day Wedding Day Wedding Day     

    
    
Mia Farrow, 65, conceded more LA cops and kids were murdered by Mia Farrow, 65, conceded more LA cops and kids were murdered by Mia Farrow, 65, conceded more LA cops and kids were murdered by Mia Farrow, 65, conceded more LA cops and kids were murdered by 
USA Presidents for the $177 Trillion in oil revenues than all the USA Presidents for the $177 Trillion in oil revenues than all the USA Presidents for the $177 Trillion in oil revenues than all the USA Presidents for the $177 Trillion in oil revenues than all the 
African War Lords combined! And these African War Lords didn't African War Lords combined! And these African War Lords didn't African War Lords combined! And these African War Lords didn't African War Lords combined! And these African War Lords didn't 
get $177 million dollars from blood diamonds let alone $177 get $177 million dollars from blood diamonds let alone $177 get $177 million dollars from blood diamonds let alone $177 get $177 million dollars from blood diamonds let alone $177 
Trillion dollars from Oil Genocide Revenues! Trillion dollars from Oil Genocide Revenues! Trillion dollars from Oil Genocide Revenues! Trillion dollars from Oil Genocide Revenues!     
    
Mia Farrow more than likely has $65 million dollars from BP Oil in Mia Farrow more than likely has $65 million dollars from BP Oil in Mia Farrow more than likely has $65 million dollars from BP Oil in Mia Farrow more than likely has $65 million dollars from BP Oil in 
a Swiss bank! a Swiss bank! a Swiss bank! a Swiss bank!     
    
LEIDSCHENDAM, Netherlands LEIDSCHENDAM, Netherlands LEIDSCHENDAM, Netherlands LEIDSCHENDAM, Netherlands ––––    Naomi Campbell flirted with Naomi Campbell flirted with Naomi Campbell flirted with Naomi Campbell flirted with 
Liberia's former president across the dinner table at Nelson Liberia's former president across the dinner table at Nelson Liberia's former president across the dinner table at Nelson Liberia's former president across the dinner table at Nelson 
Mandela's presidential mansion in 1997 and boasted the following Mandela's presidential mansion in 1997 and boasted the following Mandela's presidential mansion in 1997 and boasted the following Mandela's presidential mansion in 1997 and boasted the following 
morning that Charles Taylor had given her a huge diamond morning that Charles Taylor had given her a huge diamond morning that Charles Taylor had given her a huge diamond morning that Charles Taylor had given her a huge diamond 
during the night, Mia Farrow and another witness testified at during the night, Mia Farrow and another witness testified at during the night, Mia Farrow and another witness testified at during the night, Mia Farrow and another witness testified at 
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Taylor's war crimes trial Monday. Taylor's war crimes trial Monday. Taylor's war crimes trial Monday. Taylor's war crimes trial Monday.     
    
100K in the USA in 2010 die from Hospital Infections... 100K in the USA in 2010 die from Hospital Infections... 100K in the USA in 2010 die from Hospital Infections... 100K in the USA in 2010 die from Hospital Infections...     
    
Taylor says he is innocent of 11 warTaylor says he is innocent of 11 warTaylor says he is innocent of 11 warTaylor says he is innocent of 11 war----crimes charges linked to crimes charges linked to crimes charges linked to crimes charges linked to 
allegations he supported rebels during Sierra Leone's vicious 11allegations he supported rebels during Sierra Leone's vicious 11allegations he supported rebels during Sierra Leone's vicious 11allegations he supported rebels during Sierra Leone's vicious 11----
year civil war, which ended in 2002 with an estimated 100,000 year civil war, which ended in 2002 with an estimated 100,000 year civil war, which ended in 2002 with an estimated 100,000 year civil war, which ended in 2002 with an estimated 100,000 
dead. dead. dead. dead.     
    
100K in the USA in 2010 die from Hospital Infections... 100K in the USA in 2010 die from Hospital Infections... 100K in the USA in 2010 die from Hospital Infections... 100K in the USA in 2010 die from Hospital Infections...     
    
40K died every year Obama has been President from Breast Cancer 40K died every year Obama has been President from Breast Cancer 40K died every year Obama has been President from Breast Cancer 40K died every year Obama has been President from Breast Cancer 
alone... alone... alone... alone...     
    
Obama and our Orwellian Caesar will be put on trial for more Obama and our Orwellian Caesar will be put on trial for more Obama and our Orwellian Caesar will be put on trial for more Obama and our Orwellian Caesar will be put on trial for more 
than 11 war crimes! than 11 war crimes! than 11 war crimes! than 11 war crimes!     
    
100K in the USA in 2010 die from Hospital Infections... 100K in the USA in 2010 die from Hospital Infections... 100K in the USA in 2010 die from Hospital Infections... 100K in the USA in 2010 die from Hospital Infections...     
    
Taylor says he is innocent of 11 warTaylor says he is innocent of 11 warTaylor says he is innocent of 11 warTaylor says he is innocent of 11 war----crimes charges linked to crimes charges linked to crimes charges linked to crimes charges linked to 
allegations he supported rebels during Sierra Leone's vicious 11allegations he supported rebels during Sierra Leone's vicious 11allegations he supported rebels during Sierra Leone's vicious 11allegations he supported rebels during Sierra Leone's vicious 11----
year civil war, which ended in 2002 with an estimated 100,000 year civil war, which ended in 2002 with an estimated 100,000 year civil war, which ended in 2002 with an estimated 100,000 year civil war, which ended in 2002 with an estimated 100,000 
dead. dead. dead. dead.     
    
Hospital "Space Suits" were not invented by "MIT War Toy" guys, Hospital "Space Suits" were not invented by "MIT War Toy" guys, Hospital "Space Suits" were not invented by "MIT War Toy" guys, Hospital "Space Suits" were not invented by "MIT War Toy" guys, 
why? why? why? why?     
    
Hospital "Space Suits" were not invented by "MIT War Toy" guys, Hospital "Space Suits" were not invented by "MIT War Toy" guys, Hospital "Space Suits" were not invented by "MIT War Toy" guys, Hospital "Space Suits" were not invented by "MIT War Toy" guys, 
why? why? why? why?     
    
Hospital "Space Suits" were not invented by "MIT War Toy" guys, Hospital "Space Suits" were not invented by "MIT War Toy" guys, Hospital "Space Suits" were not invented by "MIT War Toy" guys, Hospital "Space Suits" were not invented by "MIT War Toy" guys, 
why? why? why? why?     
    
DrugDrugDrugDrug----resistant superbugs like the staph germ MRSA increasingly resistant superbugs like the staph germ MRSA increasingly resistant superbugs like the staph germ MRSA increasingly resistant superbugs like the staph germ MRSA increasingly 
are able to make "fleshare able to make "fleshare able to make "fleshare able to make "flesh----eating" toxins and cause nightmarish eating" toxins and cause nightmarish eating" toxins and cause nightmarish eating" toxins and cause nightmarish 
infections like Wilson's. infections like Wilson's. infections like Wilson's. infections like Wilson's.     
    
"In the first 20 years I practiced, I may have seen one case," said "In the first 20 years I practiced, I may have seen one case," said "In the first 20 years I practiced, I may have seen one case," said "In the first 20 years I practiced, I may have seen one case," said 
Dr. Alan Bisno, a retired University of Miami expert who has Dr. Alan Bisno, a retired University of Miami expert who has Dr. Alan Bisno, a retired University of Miami expert who has Dr. Alan Bisno, a retired University of Miami expert who has 
lectured other doctors on this. "Within a very few years, everybody lectured other doctors on this. "Within a very few years, everybody lectured other doctors on this. "Within a very few years, everybody lectured other doctors on this. "Within a very few years, everybody 
in the audience had all seen cases." in the audience had all seen cases." in the audience had all seen cases." in the audience had all seen cases."     
    
To treat it, doctors cut away dead tissue, but the infection often To treat it, doctors cut away dead tissue, but the infection often To treat it, doctors cut away dead tissue, but the infection often To treat it, doctors cut away dead tissue, but the infection often 
advances after they think they've gotten it all. advances after they think they've gotten it all. advances after they think they've gotten it all. advances after they think they've gotten it all.     
    
Inch by inch, it devoured the 34Inch by inch, it devoured the 34Inch by inch, it devoured the 34Inch by inch, it devoured the 34----yearyearyearyear----old Wilson. Spleen, gall old Wilson. Spleen, gall old Wilson. Spleen, gall old Wilson. Spleen, gall 
bladder, appendix. Part of her stomach and ultimately, all of her bladder, appendix. Part of her stomach and ultimately, all of her bladder, appendix. Part of her stomach and ultimately, all of her bladder, appendix. Part of her stomach and ultimately, all of her 
intestines. intestines. intestines. intestines.     
    
Over five years, she had countless surgeries, including an unusual Over five years, she had countless surgeries, including an unusual Over five years, she had countless surgeries, including an unusual Over five years, she had countless surgeries, including an unusual 
organ transplant. For much of that time, she lived in hospitals and organ transplant. For much of that time, she lived in hospitals and organ transplant. For much of that time, she lived in hospitals and organ transplant. For much of that time, she lived in hospitals and 
rehabilitation centers, fed by tubes and unable to give her young rehabilitation centers, fed by tubes and unable to give her young rehabilitation centers, fed by tubes and unable to give her young rehabilitation centers, fed by tubes and unable to give her young 
son a bath, to read him a bedtime story, to tuck him in at night. son a bath, to read him a bedtime story, to tuck him in at night. son a bath, to read him a bedtime story, to tuck him in at night. son a bath, to read him a bedtime story, to tuck him in at night. 
She lost her marriage and endured unimaginable pain. She lost her marriage and endured unimaginable pain. She lost her marriage and endured unimaginable pain. She lost her marriage and endured unimaginable pain.     
    
Pentagon Generals caused unimaginable pain to 100's of Pentagon Generals caused unimaginable pain to 100's of Pentagon Generals caused unimaginable pain to 100's of Pentagon Generals caused unimaginable pain to 100's of 
thousands in the USA! thousands in the USA! thousands in the USA! thousands in the USA!     
    
Pentagon Generals caused unimaginable pain to 100's of Pentagon Generals caused unimaginable pain to 100's of Pentagon Generals caused unimaginable pain to 100's of Pentagon Generals caused unimaginable pain to 100's of 
thousands in the USA! thousands in the USA! thousands in the USA! thousands in the USA!     
    
Pentagon Generals caused unimaginable pain to 100's of Pentagon Generals caused unimaginable pain to 100's of Pentagon Generals caused unimaginable pain to 100's of Pentagon Generals caused unimaginable pain to 100's of 
thousands in the USA! thousands in the USA! thousands in the USA! thousands in the USA!     
    
700 daily 700 daily 700 daily 700 daily     
    
1980 to 2010 1980 to 2010 1980 to 2010 1980 to 2010     
    
700 daily 700 daily 700 daily 700 daily     
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In England, No... at the Pentagon, these generals burned witches In England, No... at the Pentagon, these generals burned witches In England, No... at the Pentagon, these generals burned witches In England, No... at the Pentagon, these generals burned witches 
at the steak so to speak poetically. Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to at the steak so to speak poetically. Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to at the steak so to speak poetically. Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to at the steak so to speak poetically. Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 
2010. Kids left in hot cars every summer died at the hands of our 2010. Kids left in hot cars every summer died at the hands of our 2010. Kids left in hot cars every summer died at the hands of our 2010. Kids left in hot cars every summer died at the hands of our 
Pentagon Generals, baby killers the Generals will not "contest" at Pentagon Generals, baby killers the Generals will not "contest" at Pentagon Generals, baby killers the Generals will not "contest" at Pentagon Generals, baby killers the Generals will not "contest" at 
their Genocide Trial. their Genocide Trial. their Genocide Trial. their Genocide Trial.     
    
700 daily dead from eating shrimp and crab from BP's Oil spill in 700 daily dead from eating shrimp and crab from BP's Oil spill in 700 daily dead from eating shrimp and crab from BP's Oil spill in 700 daily dead from eating shrimp and crab from BP's Oil spill in 
the Gulf... the Gulf... the Gulf... the Gulf...     
    
2010 to 2040... 2010 to 2040... 2010 to 2040... 2010 to 2040...     
    
2040 LEIDSCHENDAM, Netherlands the war crimes trial will start 2040 LEIDSCHENDAM, Netherlands the war crimes trial will start 2040 LEIDSCHENDAM, Netherlands the war crimes trial will start 2040 LEIDSCHENDAM, Netherlands the war crimes trial will start 
with the reading of this web page written on 10 Aug. 2010 with the reading of this web page written on 10 Aug. 2010 with the reading of this web page written on 10 Aug. 2010 with the reading of this web page written on 10 Aug. 2010     
    
700 daily died from eating shrimp and crab that lived in BP's Gulf 700 daily died from eating shrimp and crab that lived in BP's Gulf 700 daily died from eating shrimp and crab that lived in BP's Gulf 700 daily died from eating shrimp and crab that lived in BP's Gulf 
oil spill oil spill oil spill oil spill     
    
700 daily die in Moscow in Aug. 2010 700 daily die in Moscow in Aug. 2010 700 daily die in Moscow in Aug. 2010 700 daily die in Moscow in Aug. 2010     
    
700 daily died in Moscow in July 2010 700 daily died in Moscow in July 2010 700 daily died in Moscow in July 2010 700 daily died in Moscow in July 2010     
    
Putin's war crime trial in Moscow, Greg Buell Lovestar will testify Putin's war crime trial in Moscow, Greg Buell Lovestar will testify Putin's war crime trial in Moscow, Greg Buell Lovestar will testify Putin's war crime trial in Moscow, Greg Buell Lovestar will testify 
against this mass murderer, who used Oil and Diamonds to destroy against this mass murderer, who used Oil and Diamonds to destroy against this mass murderer, who used Oil and Diamonds to destroy against this mass murderer, who used Oil and Diamonds to destroy 
our Universe of ElectricWindmillcars from 1980 to 2010. our Universe of ElectricWindmillcars from 1980 to 2010. our Universe of ElectricWindmillcars from 1980 to 2010. our Universe of ElectricWindmillcars from 1980 to 2010.     
    
9/11 would never have happened 9/11 would never have happened 9/11 would never have happened 9/11 would never have happened     
    
John Lennon would never have been killed... John Lennon would never have been killed... John Lennon would never have been killed... John Lennon would never have been killed...     
    
Our Universe with ElectricWindmillcars born in 1980 killed by Our Universe with ElectricWindmillcars born in 1980 killed by Our Universe with ElectricWindmillcars born in 1980 killed by Our Universe with ElectricWindmillcars born in 1980 killed by 
"Mad Men" "Mad Men" "Mad Men" "Mad Men"     
    
We must invent the gas lobotomy ASAP We must invent the gas lobotomy ASAP We must invent the gas lobotomy ASAP We must invent the gas lobotomy ASAP     
    
For our next generation of Mad Men and Orwellian Caesars For our next generation of Mad Men and Orwellian Caesars For our next generation of Mad Men and Orwellian Caesars For our next generation of Mad Men and Orwellian Caesars     
    
Will certainly drive a fast car... Will certainly drive a fast car... Will certainly drive a fast car... Will certainly drive a fast car...     
    
And run over kids... And run over kids... And run over kids... And run over kids...     
    
Before the cops can arrest them! Before the cops can arrest them! Before the cops can arrest them! Before the cops can arrest them!     
    
10 Aug. 2010 10 Aug. 2010 10 Aug. 2010 10 Aug. 2010     
    
10 Aug. 2010 10 Aug. 2010 10 Aug. 2010 10 Aug. 2010     
    
    
    
    
    

        

    
10 Aug. 2010 10 Aug. 2010 10 Aug. 2010 10 Aug. 2010     
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html" http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html" http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html" http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html"     

    
    
    

    
    

    
    

Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should 
be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog 
Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box 
Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!        
    

    
    

1 Aug 2010 Pictures of Fiery LA Wrecks no! Pictures of Chelsea, and 1 Aug 2010 Pictures of Fiery LA Wrecks no! Pictures of Chelsea, and 1 Aug 2010 Pictures of Fiery LA Wrecks no! Pictures of Chelsea, and 1 Aug 2010 Pictures of Fiery LA Wrecks no! Pictures of Chelsea, and 
Mr. Mezvinsky Wedding Day! Mr. Mezvinsky Wedding Day! Mr. Mezvinsky Wedding Day! Mr. Mezvinsky Wedding Day!     
    
1 Aug 2010 Gasoline bombs were tossed at SUV's on LA Freeways on 1 Aug 2010 Gasoline bombs were tossed at SUV's on LA Freeways on 1 Aug 2010 Gasoline bombs were tossed at SUV's on LA Freeways on 1 Aug 2010 Gasoline bombs were tossed at SUV's on LA Freeways on 
Chelsea wedding day by her mom and dad! Chelsea wedding day by her mom and dad! Chelsea wedding day by her mom and dad! Chelsea wedding day by her mom and dad!     
    
FBI was guarding the Bride, Groom, Clintons! FBI was guarding the Bride, Groom, Clintons! FBI was guarding the Bride, Groom, Clintons! FBI was guarding the Bride, Groom, Clintons!     
    
    
    

        

        

    
    

Wedding Day Wedding Day Wedding Day Wedding Day     

    
NASA says the crew was not in danger but was awakened by several NASA says the crew was not in danger but was awakened by several NASA says the crew was not in danger but was awakened by several NASA says the crew was not in danger but was awakened by several 
warning alarms when the cooling loop went down. Tracy Caldwell warning alarms when the cooling loop went down. Tracy Caldwell warning alarms when the cooling loop went down. Tracy Caldwell warning alarms when the cooling loop went down. Tracy Caldwell 
Dyson was working to fix the problem while her crew mates went Dyson was working to fix the problem while her crew mates went Dyson was working to fix the problem while her crew mates went Dyson was working to fix the problem while her crew mates went 
back to bed. There are two spare coolant pump modules on board back to bed. There are two spare coolant pump modules on board back to bed. There are two spare coolant pump modules on board back to bed. There are two spare coolant pump modules on board 
in case the astronauts need to replace it. in case the astronauts need to replace it. in case the astronauts need to replace it. in case the astronauts need to replace it.     
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NASA crew knows in the back of their brains, 100 kids left in hot NASA crew knows in the back of their brains, 100 kids left in hot NASA crew knows in the back of their brains, 100 kids left in hot NASA crew knows in the back of their brains, 100 kids left in hot 
cars will die in the Summer of 2010. Afghan and Iraq and USA war cars will die in the Summer of 2010. Afghan and Iraq and USA war cars will die in the Summer of 2010. Afghan and Iraq and USA war cars will die in the Summer of 2010. Afghan and Iraq and USA war 
casualties are on the front pages of the New York Times on 1 Aug casualties are on the front pages of the New York Times on 1 Aug casualties are on the front pages of the New York Times on 1 Aug casualties are on the front pages of the New York Times on 1 Aug 
2010 not these little kids left in hot cars to die, sure the gov. 2010 not these little kids left in hot cars to die, sure the gov. 2010 not these little kids left in hot cars to die, sure the gov. 2010 not these little kids left in hot cars to die, sure the gov. 
requires car seats today for kids. But letting 100 kids die every requires car seats today for kids. But letting 100 kids die every requires car seats today for kids. But letting 100 kids die every requires car seats today for kids. But letting 100 kids die every 
Summer since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar is a Summer since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar is a Summer since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar is a Summer since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar is a 
terrible crime by our USA government leaders! terrible crime by our USA government leaders! terrible crime by our USA government leaders! terrible crime by our USA government leaders!     
    
Hillary Clinton toHillary Clinton toHillary Clinton toHillary Clinton to----do list: Top 10 do list: Top 10 do list: Top 10 do list: Top 10     
    
1. Don't take the calcium today as this does cause heart attacks 1. Don't take the calcium today as this does cause heart attacks 1. Don't take the calcium today as this does cause heart attacks 1. Don't take the calcium today as this does cause heart attacks 
and was a scam by the MD community! and was a scam by the MD community! and was a scam by the MD community! and was a scam by the MD community!     
    
2. Don't tell Chelsea not to drink on her wedding day... let Chelsea 2. Don't tell Chelsea not to drink on her wedding day... let Chelsea 2. Don't tell Chelsea not to drink on her wedding day... let Chelsea 2. Don't tell Chelsea not to drink on her wedding day... let Chelsea 
show off her low cut wedding dress without any thoughts of breast show off her low cut wedding dress without any thoughts of breast show off her low cut wedding dress without any thoughts of breast show off her low cut wedding dress without any thoughts of breast 
cancer caused by alcohol. cancer caused by alcohol. cancer caused by alcohol. cancer caused by alcohol.     
    
3. No Windmills at the wedding!!! 3. No Windmills at the wedding!!! 3. No Windmills at the wedding!!! 3. No Windmills at the wedding!!!     
    
Chelsea is Christian, Mr. Mezvinsky is Jewish, Rome will burn again Chelsea is Christian, Mr. Mezvinsky is Jewish, Rome will burn again Chelsea is Christian, Mr. Mezvinsky is Jewish, Rome will burn again Chelsea is Christian, Mr. Mezvinsky is Jewish, Rome will burn again 
in the ElectricwindmillCar Coup that ends the worst genocide in in the ElectricwindmillCar Coup that ends the worst genocide in in the ElectricwindmillCar Coup that ends the worst genocide in in the ElectricwindmillCar Coup that ends the worst genocide in 
the history of Earth. the history of Earth. the history of Earth. the history of Earth.     
    
Jews and Christians with $177 Trillion dollars in the same Swiss Jews and Christians with $177 Trillion dollars in the same Swiss Jews and Christians with $177 Trillion dollars in the same Swiss Jews and Christians with $177 Trillion dollars in the same Swiss 
Banks Hitler put his money will certainly burn in Hells gasoline! Banks Hitler put his money will certainly burn in Hells gasoline! Banks Hitler put his money will certainly burn in Hells gasoline! Banks Hitler put his money will certainly burn in Hells gasoline!     
Suppress the ElectricWindmillCar and its 1,001 spin off inventions! Suppress the ElectricWindmillCar and its 1,001 spin off inventions! Suppress the ElectricWindmillCar and its 1,001 spin off inventions! Suppress the ElectricWindmillCar and its 1,001 spin off inventions!     
    
Avoid Nuclear War while running the day to day goingsAvoid Nuclear War while running the day to day goingsAvoid Nuclear War while running the day to day goingsAvoid Nuclear War while running the day to day goings----on in the on in the on in the on in the 
worst Genocide in the History of Earth... the "Oil Genocide" Era! worst Genocide in the History of Earth... the "Oil Genocide" Era! worst Genocide in the History of Earth... the "Oil Genocide" Era! worst Genocide in the History of Earth... the "Oil Genocide" Era!     
    
NASA says the crew was not in danger but was awakened by several NASA says the crew was not in danger but was awakened by several NASA says the crew was not in danger but was awakened by several NASA says the crew was not in danger but was awakened by several 
warning alarms when the cooling loop went down. warning alarms when the cooling loop went down. warning alarms when the cooling loop went down. warning alarms when the cooling loop went down.     
    
Alarm for Mom, Clinton leaving Chelsea in a hot car, no! Ford Alarm for Mom, Clinton leaving Chelsea in a hot car, no! Ford Alarm for Mom, Clinton leaving Chelsea in a hot car, no! Ford Alarm for Mom, Clinton leaving Chelsea in a hot car, no! Ford 
built the "Volt" knowing they are defective just like "Toyota" CEO built the "Volt" knowing they are defective just like "Toyota" CEO built the "Volt" knowing they are defective just like "Toyota" CEO built the "Volt" knowing they are defective just like "Toyota" CEO 
did. did. did. did.     
    
"Volt" "Toyota" are built defective with no "Super Air Bags on the "Volt" "Toyota" are built defective with no "Super Air Bags on the "Volt" "Toyota" are built defective with no "Super Air Bags on the "Volt" "Toyota" are built defective with no "Super Air Bags on the 
Outside"! Outside"! Outside"! Outside"!     
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Wedding Day Wedding Day Wedding Day Wedding Day     

    
Cops will be killed, murdered by "Volt" and "Toyota" engineers who Cops will be killed, murdered by "Volt" and "Toyota" engineers who Cops will be killed, murdered by "Volt" and "Toyota" engineers who Cops will be killed, murdered by "Volt" and "Toyota" engineers who 
let common criminals observe the cop car behind them with let common criminals observe the cop car behind them with let common criminals observe the cop car behind them with let common criminals observe the cop car behind them with 
flashing lights but the Cops were blind sided by car makers and flashing lights but the Cops were blind sided by car makers and flashing lights but the Cops were blind sided by car makers and flashing lights but the Cops were blind sided by car makers and 
their Chief as "Volt" and "Toyota" will wait for the start of their Chief as "Volt" and "Toyota" will wait for the start of their Chief as "Volt" and "Toyota" will wait for the start of their Chief as "Volt" and "Toyota" will wait for the start of 
production of the ElectricWindmillCars before "Web Cams" are production of the ElectricWindmillCars before "Web Cams" are production of the ElectricWindmillCars before "Web Cams" are production of the ElectricWindmillCars before "Web Cams" are 
installed on the "Dash" and "In sides" of all cars with wifi and installed on the "Dash" and "In sides" of all cars with wifi and installed on the "Dash" and "In sides" of all cars with wifi and installed on the "Dash" and "In sides" of all cars with wifi and 
Verizon Cell signals sending the "Live Cam" of inside the car to the Verizon Cell signals sending the "Live Cam" of inside the car to the Verizon Cell signals sending the "Live Cam" of inside the car to the Verizon Cell signals sending the "Live Cam" of inside the car to the 
cop car behind them. cop car behind them. cop car behind them. cop car behind them.     
    
Clintons are not common criminals on their daughters wedding Clintons are not common criminals on their daughters wedding Clintons are not common criminals on their daughters wedding Clintons are not common criminals on their daughters wedding 
day, but are running the worst "Oil Genocide" in the history of day, but are running the worst "Oil Genocide" in the history of day, but are running the worst "Oil Genocide" in the history of day, but are running the worst "Oil Genocide" in the history of 
Earth! Earth! Earth! Earth!     
    
Pope and the Jews got "Married" to $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! Pope and the Jews got "Married" to $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! Pope and the Jews got "Married" to $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! Pope and the Jews got "Married" to $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!     
    
177 Trillion Tar Balls are in Key West from 177 Trillion wells 177 Trillion Tar Balls are in Key West from 177 Trillion wells 177 Trillion Tar Balls are in Key West from 177 Trillion wells 177 Trillion Tar Balls are in Key West from 177 Trillion wells 
leaking in the Gulf... that have leaked, that are still leaking today leaking in the Gulf... that have leaked, that are still leaking today leaking in the Gulf... that have leaked, that are still leaking today leaking in the Gulf... that have leaked, that are still leaking today 
and in one day to day running of this Oil Genocide Era the and in one day to day running of this Oil Genocide Era the and in one day to day running of this Oil Genocide Era the and in one day to day running of this Oil Genocide Era the 
Clintons made sure no Live Web Cams are on YouTube showing any Clintons made sure no Live Web Cams are on YouTube showing any Clintons made sure no Live Web Cams are on YouTube showing any Clintons made sure no Live Web Cams are on YouTube showing any 
of the 177 Trillion Leaking Wells in the Gulf. of the 177 Trillion Leaking Wells in the Gulf. of the 177 Trillion Leaking Wells in the Gulf. of the 177 Trillion Leaking Wells in the Gulf.     
    

 Wedding Day  Wedding Day  Wedding Day  Wedding Day     

Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by 
the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in a Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in a Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in a Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in a 
Polygamous Marriage with a few MD women for my wives Polygamous Marriage with a few MD women for my wives Polygamous Marriage with a few MD women for my wives Polygamous Marriage with a few MD women for my wives     
    
1 Aug 2010 Fiery LA Wrecks, no Pictures of Chelsea, and Mr. 1 Aug 2010 Fiery LA Wrecks, no Pictures of Chelsea, and Mr. 1 Aug 2010 Fiery LA Wrecks, no Pictures of Chelsea, and Mr. 1 Aug 2010 Fiery LA Wrecks, no Pictures of Chelsea, and Mr. 
Mezvinsky Wedding Day! Mezvinsky Wedding Day! Mezvinsky Wedding Day! Mezvinsky Wedding Day!     
    
MOSCOW MOSCOW MOSCOW MOSCOW ––––    Vast sections of Russia were under a state of emergency Vast sections of Russia were under a state of emergency Vast sections of Russia were under a state of emergency Vast sections of Russia were under a state of emergency 
Friday as more than 10,000 fire fighters fought to save villages and Friday as more than 10,000 fire fighters fought to save villages and Friday as more than 10,000 fire fighters fought to save villages and Friday as more than 10,000 fire fighters fought to save villages and 
forests from being reduced to ash and ember during the country's forests from being reduced to ash and ember during the country's forests from being reduced to ash and ember during the country's forests from being reduced to ash and ember during the country's 
hottest summer on record. hottest summer on record. hottest summer on record. hottest summer on record.     
    
10,000 Jet Fighters are on the assembly line today as Putin, 10,000 Jet Fighters are on the assembly line today as Putin, 10,000 Jet Fighters are on the assembly line today as Putin, 10,000 Jet Fighters are on the assembly line today as Putin, 
Obama, Kerry, Bush, watch the pictures of Forest Fires in Moscow Obama, Kerry, Bush, watch the pictures of Forest Fires in Moscow Obama, Kerry, Bush, watch the pictures of Forest Fires in Moscow Obama, Kerry, Bush, watch the pictures of Forest Fires in Moscow 
and LA burn down houses. and LA burn down houses. and LA burn down houses. and LA burn down houses.     
    
Moscow built 2 or 3 small 737 fire fighting planes Moscow built 2 or 3 small 737 fire fighting planes Moscow built 2 or 3 small 737 fire fighting planes Moscow built 2 or 3 small 737 fire fighting planes     
    
Washington built 4 or 5 small 747 fire fighting planes Washington built 4 or 5 small 747 fire fighting planes Washington built 4 or 5 small 747 fire fighting planes Washington built 4 or 5 small 747 fire fighting planes     
    
10,000 747 and Galaxy C5A fire fighting planes will be built same 10,000 747 and Galaxy C5A fire fighting planes will be built same 10,000 747 and Galaxy C5A fire fighting planes will be built same 10,000 747 and Galaxy C5A fire fighting planes will be built same 
time 1 Billion ElectricWindmillCars with climate control, super air time 1 Billion ElectricWindmillCars with climate control, super air time 1 Billion ElectricWindmillCars with climate control, super air time 1 Billion ElectricWindmillCars with climate control, super air 
bags on the outside, web cams on the dash so cops can observe bags on the outside, web cams on the dash so cops can observe bags on the outside, web cams on the dash so cops can observe bags on the outside, web cams on the dash so cops can observe 
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crazy and criminal drivers. crazy and criminal drivers. crazy and criminal drivers. crazy and criminal drivers.     
    
Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton is a busy woman, Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton is a busy woman, Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton is a busy woman, Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton is a busy woman, 
running the day to day goings on in the worst Genocide in the running the day to day goings on in the worst Genocide in the running the day to day goings on in the worst Genocide in the running the day to day goings on in the worst Genocide in the 
History of the Earth! History of the Earth! History of the Earth! History of the Earth!     
    
““““wedding of the centurywedding of the centurywedding of the centurywedding of the century””””    and and and and ““““wedding of the millennium.wedding of the millennium.wedding of the millennium.wedding of the millennium.””””    
““““wedding of the daywedding of the daywedding of the daywedding of the day””””        
    
Do you understand the consequences? Do you understand the consequences? Do you understand the consequences? Do you understand the consequences?     
    
NASA says the crew was not in danger but was awakened by several NASA says the crew was not in danger but was awakened by several NASA says the crew was not in danger but was awakened by several NASA says the crew was not in danger but was awakened by several 
warning alarms when the cooling loop went down. warning alarms when the cooling loop went down. warning alarms when the cooling loop went down. warning alarms when the cooling loop went down.     
    
Alarm for Mom, Clinton leaving Chelsea in a hot car, no! Ford Alarm for Mom, Clinton leaving Chelsea in a hot car, no! Ford Alarm for Mom, Clinton leaving Chelsea in a hot car, no! Ford Alarm for Mom, Clinton leaving Chelsea in a hot car, no! Ford 
built the "Volt" knowing they are defective just like "Toyota" CEO built the "Volt" knowing they are defective just like "Toyota" CEO built the "Volt" knowing they are defective just like "Toyota" CEO built the "Volt" knowing they are defective just like "Toyota" CEO 
did. did. did. did.     
    
NASA crew knows in the back of their brains, 100 kids left in hot NASA crew knows in the back of their brains, 100 kids left in hot NASA crew knows in the back of their brains, 100 kids left in hot NASA crew knows in the back of their brains, 100 kids left in hot 
cars cars cars cars will die in the Summer of 2010. will die in the Summer of 2010. will die in the Summer of 2010. will die in the Summer of 2010.     
    
NASA crew knows there are "Aliens" 4.3 light years from Earth at NASA crew knows there are "Aliens" 4.3 light years from Earth at NASA crew knows there are "Aliens" 4.3 light years from Earth at NASA crew knows there are "Aliens" 4.3 light years from Earth at 
Alpha Centauri! Alpha Centauri! Alpha Centauri! Alpha Centauri!     
    
The American military has pronounced Iraq's security as The American military has pronounced Iraq's security as The American military has pronounced Iraq's security as The American military has pronounced Iraq's security as 
stabilizing and is going ahead with plans to send home all but stabilizing and is going ahead with plans to send home all but stabilizing and is going ahead with plans to send home all but stabilizing and is going ahead with plans to send home all but 
50,000 troops by the end of the month. 50,000 troops by the end of the month. 50,000 troops by the end of the month. 50,000 troops by the end of the month.     
    
50,000 troops will stay in Korea for the next 50 years making it 50,000 troops will stay in Korea for the next 50 years making it 50,000 troops will stay in Korea for the next 50 years making it 50,000 troops will stay in Korea for the next 50 years making it 
another 100 year war for the Textbooks that should be another 100 year war for the Textbooks that should be another 100 year war for the Textbooks that should be another 100 year war for the Textbooks that should be 
documenting 50k Aliens discovered in the Universe! documenting 50k Aliens discovered in the Universe! documenting 50k Aliens discovered in the Universe! documenting 50k Aliens discovered in the Universe!     
    
HGTV conversion of the Pentagon into a $1 Trillion dollar Medical HGTV conversion of the Pentagon into a $1 Trillion dollar Medical HGTV conversion of the Pentagon into a $1 Trillion dollar Medical HGTV conversion of the Pentagon into a $1 Trillion dollar Medical 
School School School School     
    
Microsoft bankrupted finally after killing off 1 Trillion Inventors Microsoft bankrupted finally after killing off 1 Trillion Inventors Microsoft bankrupted finally after killing off 1 Trillion Inventors Microsoft bankrupted finally after killing off 1 Trillion Inventors 
from 1980 to 2010 with the Inventor OS that will finally replace from 1980 to 2010 with the Inventor OS that will finally replace from 1980 to 2010 with the Inventor OS that will finally replace from 1980 to 2010 with the Inventor OS that will finally replace 
Windows 7 and come pre loaded with 1,001 invention projects. Windows 7 and come pre loaded with 1,001 invention projects. Windows 7 and come pre loaded with 1,001 invention projects. Windows 7 and come pre loaded with 1,001 invention projects.     
    
German Army Brig. Gen. Josef Blotz, a NATO spokesman, told German Army Brig. Gen. Josef Blotz, a NATO spokesman, told German Army Brig. Gen. Josef Blotz, a NATO spokesman, told German Army Brig. Gen. Josef Blotz, a NATO spokesman, told 
reporters Sunday in Kabul that BMW Mercedes CEO's will not pullout reporters Sunday in Kabul that BMW Mercedes CEO's will not pullout reporters Sunday in Kabul that BMW Mercedes CEO's will not pullout reporters Sunday in Kabul that BMW Mercedes CEO's will not pullout 
did of the international coalition suppressing the did of the international coalition suppressing the did of the international coalition suppressing the did of the international coalition suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar. Volt and Toyota CEO's said they will all hang ElectricWindmillCar. Volt and Toyota CEO's said they will all hang ElectricWindmillCar. Volt and Toyota CEO's said they will all hang ElectricWindmillCar. Volt and Toyota CEO's said they will all hang 
together in any future "Oil Genocide Trials" in Germany and together in any future "Oil Genocide Trials" in Germany and together in any future "Oil Genocide Trials" in Germany and together in any future "Oil Genocide Trials" in Germany and 
Japan! Japan! Japan! Japan!     
    
The international community and NATO are helping Afghanistan The international community and NATO are helping Afghanistan The international community and NATO are helping Afghanistan The international community and NATO are helping Afghanistan 
to stand on its own legs so the country can defend itself against to stand on its own legs so the country can defend itself against to stand on its own legs so the country can defend itself against to stand on its own legs so the country can defend itself against 
extremists who want to use it as a breeding ground for global extremists who want to use it as a breeding ground for global extremists who want to use it as a breeding ground for global extremists who want to use it as a breeding ground for global 
terrorism! terrorism! terrorism! terrorism!     
    
1 Aug 2010 Pictures of Fiery LA Wrecks no! Pictures of Chelsea, and 1 Aug 2010 Pictures of Fiery LA Wrecks no! Pictures of Chelsea, and 1 Aug 2010 Pictures of Fiery LA Wrecks no! Pictures of Chelsea, and 1 Aug 2010 Pictures of Fiery LA Wrecks no! Pictures of Chelsea, and 
Mr. Mezvinsky Wedding Day! Mr. Mezvinsky Wedding Day! Mr. Mezvinsky Wedding Day! Mr. Mezvinsky Wedding Day!     
    
    
    
1 Aug 2010 Gasoline bombs were tossed at SUV's on LA Freeways on 1 Aug 2010 Gasoline bombs were tossed at SUV's on LA Freeways on 1 Aug 2010 Gasoline bombs were tossed at SUV's on LA Freeways on 1 Aug 2010 Gasoline bombs were tossed at SUV's on LA Freeways on 
Chelsea wedding day by her mom and dad! Chelsea wedding day by her mom and dad! Chelsea wedding day by her mom and dad! Chelsea wedding day by her mom and dad!     
    
FBI was guarding the Bride, Groom, Clintons! FBI was guarding the Bride, Groom, Clintons! FBI was guarding the Bride, Groom, Clintons! FBI was guarding the Bride, Groom, Clintons!     
    
Hillary Clinton toHillary Clinton toHillary Clinton toHillary Clinton to----do list: Top 10 do list: Top 10 do list: Top 10 do list: Top 10     
    
1. Don't take the calcium today as this does cause heart attacks 1. Don't take the calcium today as this does cause heart attacks 1. Don't take the calcium today as this does cause heart attacks 1. Don't take the calcium today as this does cause heart attacks 
and was a scam by the MD community! and was a scam by the MD community! and was a scam by the MD community! and was a scam by the MD community!     
    
2. Don't tell Chelsea not to drink on her wedding day... let Chelsea 2. Don't tell Chelsea not to drink on her wedding day... let Chelsea 2. Don't tell Chelsea not to drink on her wedding day... let Chelsea 2. Don't tell Chelsea not to drink on her wedding day... let Chelsea 
show off her low cut wedding dress without any thoughts of breast show off her low cut wedding dress without any thoughts of breast show off her low cut wedding dress without any thoughts of breast show off her low cut wedding dress without any thoughts of breast 
cancer caused by alcohol. cancer caused by alcohol. cancer caused by alcohol. cancer caused by alcohol.     
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3. No Windmills at the wedding!!! 3. No Windmills at the wedding!!! 3. No Windmills at the wedding!!! 3. No Windmills at the wedding!!!     
    
Chelsea is Christian, Mr. Mezvinsky is Jewish, Rome will burn again Chelsea is Christian, Mr. Mezvinsky is Jewish, Rome will burn again Chelsea is Christian, Mr. Mezvinsky is Jewish, Rome will burn again Chelsea is Christian, Mr. Mezvinsky is Jewish, Rome will burn again 
in the ElectricwindmillCar Coup that ends the worst genocide in in the ElectricwindmillCar Coup that ends the worst genocide in in the ElectricwindmillCar Coup that ends the worst genocide in in the ElectricwindmillCar Coup that ends the worst genocide in 
the history of Earth. the history of Earth. the history of Earth. the history of Earth.     
    
Jews and Christians with $177 Trillion dollars in the same Swiss Jews and Christians with $177 Trillion dollars in the same Swiss Jews and Christians with $177 Trillion dollars in the same Swiss Jews and Christians with $177 Trillion dollars in the same Swiss 
Banks Hitler put his money will certainly burn in Hells gasoline! Banks Hitler put his money will certainly burn in Hells gasoline! Banks Hitler put his money will certainly burn in Hells gasoline! Banks Hitler put his money will certainly burn in Hells gasoline!     
    
1 Aug 2010 Pictures of Fiery LA Wrecks no! Pictures of Chelsea, and 1 Aug 2010 Pictures of Fiery LA Wrecks no! Pictures of Chelsea, and 1 Aug 2010 Pictures of Fiery LA Wrecks no! Pictures of Chelsea, and 1 Aug 2010 Pictures of Fiery LA Wrecks no! Pictures of Chelsea, and 
Mr. Mezvinsky Wedding Day! Mr. Mezvinsky Wedding Day! Mr. Mezvinsky Wedding Day! Mr. Mezvinsky Wedding Day!     
    
1 Aug 2010 Gasoline bombs were tossed at SUV's on LA Freeways on 1 Aug 2010 Gasoline bombs were tossed at SUV's on LA Freeways on 1 Aug 2010 Gasoline bombs were tossed at SUV's on LA Freeways on 1 Aug 2010 Gasoline bombs were tossed at SUV's on LA Freeways on 
Chelsea wedding day by her mom and dad! Chelsea wedding day by her mom and dad! Chelsea wedding day by her mom and dad! Chelsea wedding day by her mom and dad!     
    

        

        

    
    

Wedding Day Wedding Day Wedding Day Wedding Day     

    
    
NASA crew knows in the back of their brains, 100 kids left in hot NASA crew knows in the back of their brains, 100 kids left in hot NASA crew knows in the back of their brains, 100 kids left in hot NASA crew knows in the back of their brains, 100 kids left in hot 
cars will die in the Summer of 2010. Afghan and Iraq and USA war cars will die in the Summer of 2010. Afghan and Iraq and USA war cars will die in the Summer of 2010. Afghan and Iraq and USA war cars will die in the Summer of 2010. Afghan and Iraq and USA war 
casualties are on the front pages of the New York Times on 1 Aug casualties are on the front pages of the New York Times on 1 Aug casualties are on the front pages of the New York Times on 1 Aug casualties are on the front pages of the New York Times on 1 Aug 
2010 not these little kids left in hot cars to die, sure the gov. 2010 not these little kids left in hot cars to die, sure the gov. 2010 not these little kids left in hot cars to die, sure the gov. 2010 not these little kids left in hot cars to die, sure the gov. 
requires car seats today for kids. But letting 100 kids die every requires car seats today for kids. But letting 100 kids die every requires car seats today for kids. But letting 100 kids die every requires car seats today for kids. But letting 100 kids die every 
Summer since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar is a Summer since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar is a Summer since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar is a Summer since the 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar is a 
terrible crime by our USA government leaders! terrible crime by our USA government leaders! terrible crime by our USA government leaders! terrible crime by our USA government leaders!     
    
Hillary Clinton toHillary Clinton toHillary Clinton toHillary Clinton to----do list: Top 10 do list: Top 10 do list: Top 10 do list: Top 10     
    
1. Don't take the calcium today as this does cause heart attacks 1. Don't take the calcium today as this does cause heart attacks 1. Don't take the calcium today as this does cause heart attacks 1. Don't take the calcium today as this does cause heart attacks 
and was a scam by the MD community! and was a scam by the MD community! and was a scam by the MD community! and was a scam by the MD community!     
    
2. Don't tell Chelsea not to drink on her wedding day... let Chelsea 2. Don't tell Chelsea not to drink on her wedding day... let Chelsea 2. Don't tell Chelsea not to drink on her wedding day... let Chelsea 2. Don't tell Chelsea not to drink on her wedding day... let Chelsea 
show off her low cut wedding dress without any thoughts of breast show off her low cut wedding dress without any thoughts of breast show off her low cut wedding dress without any thoughts of breast show off her low cut wedding dress without any thoughts of breast 
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cancer caused by alcohol. cancer caused by alcohol. cancer caused by alcohol. cancer caused by alcohol.     
    
3. No Windmills at the wedding!!! 3. No Windmills at the wedding!!! 3. No Windmills at the wedding!!! 3. No Windmills at the wedding!!!     
    
Chelsea is Christian, Mr. Mezvinsky is Jewish, Rome will burn again Chelsea is Christian, Mr. Mezvinsky is Jewish, Rome will burn again Chelsea is Christian, Mr. Mezvinsky is Jewish, Rome will burn again Chelsea is Christian, Mr. Mezvinsky is Jewish, Rome will burn again 
in the ElectricwindmillCar Coup that ends the worst genocide in in the ElectricwindmillCar Coup that ends the worst genocide in in the ElectricwindmillCar Coup that ends the worst genocide in in the ElectricwindmillCar Coup that ends the worst genocide in 
the history of Earth. the history of Earth. the history of Earth. the history of Earth.     
    
    

        

        

    
    

Wedding Day Wedding Day Wedding Day Wedding Day     

    
1 Aug 2010 1 Aug 2010 1 Aug 2010 1 Aug 2010     
    
1 Aug 2010 No Wedding Gift of an ElectricWindmillCar! Just cash 1 Aug 2010 No Wedding Gift of an ElectricWindmillCar! Just cash 1 Aug 2010 No Wedding Gift of an ElectricWindmillCar! Just cash 1 Aug 2010 No Wedding Gift of an ElectricWindmillCar! Just cash 
in a Swiss Bank from BP Oil $$$ in a Swiss Bank from BP Oil $$$ in a Swiss Bank from BP Oil $$$ in a Swiss Bank from BP Oil $$$     
    
1 Aug 2010 1 Aug 2010 1 Aug 2010 1 Aug 2010     
    
1 Aug 2010 No Wedding Gift of an ElectricWindmillCar! Just cash 1 Aug 2010 No Wedding Gift of an ElectricWindmillCar! Just cash 1 Aug 2010 No Wedding Gift of an ElectricWindmillCar! Just cash 1 Aug 2010 No Wedding Gift of an ElectricWindmillCar! Just cash 
in a Swiss Bank from BP Oil $$$ in a Swiss Bank from BP Oil $$$ in a Swiss Bank from BP Oil $$$ in a Swiss Bank from BP Oil $$$     
    
1 Aug 2010 1 Aug 2010 1 Aug 2010 1 Aug 2010     
    
1 Aug 2010 No Wedding Gift of an ElectricWindmillCar! Just cash 1 Aug 2010 No Wedding Gift of an ElectricWindmillCar! Just cash 1 Aug 2010 No Wedding Gift of an ElectricWindmillCar! Just cash 1 Aug 2010 No Wedding Gift of an ElectricWindmillCar! Just cash 
in a Swiss Bank from BP Oil $$$ in a Swiss Bank from BP Oil $$$ in a Swiss Bank from BP Oil $$$ in a Swiss Bank from BP Oil $$$     
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Wedding Day Wedding Day Wedding Day Wedding Day     

    
    
    

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html" http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html" http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html" http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html"     
    
    
    

Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should 
be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog 
Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box 

Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!        
    
    
    

    
    
    
    
    
    
20 July 2010 Oil "Tar Balls" are in Key West "Today" from 27K 20 July 2010 Oil "Tar Balls" are in Key West "Today" from 27K 20 July 2010 Oil "Tar Balls" are in Key West "Today" from 27K 20 July 2010 Oil "Tar Balls" are in Key West "Today" from 27K 
leaks... Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam leaks... Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam leaks... Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam leaks... Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam 
from selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin for from selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin for from selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin for from selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin for 
$90k a year as Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew $90k a year as Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew $90k a year as Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew $90k a year as Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew 
the pills did not work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder the pills did not work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder the pills did not work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder the pills did not work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder 
Colorado and wrote in my diary she does not have any shit on her Colorado and wrote in my diary she does not have any shit on her Colorado and wrote in my diary she does not have any shit on her Colorado and wrote in my diary she does not have any shit on her 
penis... but she is a "fag at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis penis... but she is a "fag at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis penis... but she is a "fag at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis penis... but she is a "fag at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis 
and Hepatitis! Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of "Observers" and Hepatitis! Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of "Observers" and Hepatitis! Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of "Observers" and Hepatitis! Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of "Observers" 
are "Mass Murderers" for driving by Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to are "Mass Murderers" for driving by Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to are "Mass Murderers" for driving by Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to are "Mass Murderers" for driving by Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 
2010 and not "Stopping to Help"! MD's set up Burn units to "Profit" 2010 and not "Stopping to Help"! MD's set up Burn units to "Profit" 2010 and not "Stopping to Help"! MD's set up Burn units to "Profit" 2010 and not "Stopping to Help"! MD's set up Burn units to "Profit" 
from this "Oil Genocide Era"! And were given the "Medal of Honor" from this "Oil Genocide Era"! And were given the "Medal of Honor" from this "Oil Genocide Era"! And were given the "Medal of Honor" from this "Oil Genocide Era"! And were given the "Medal of Honor" 
by Pentagon Generals behind the Cameras in our "Orwellian by Pentagon Generals behind the Cameras in our "Orwellian by Pentagon Generals behind the Cameras in our "Orwellian by Pentagon Generals behind the Cameras in our "Orwellian 
Society". Same MD's will not give 300 Million Americans Medicare Society". Same MD's will not give 300 Million Americans Medicare Society". Same MD's will not give 300 Million Americans Medicare Society". Same MD's will not give 300 Million Americans Medicare 
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Medical Coverage like Saudi Arabia has had for its Citizens since Medical Coverage like Saudi Arabia has had for its Citizens since Medical Coverage like Saudi Arabia has had for its Citizens since Medical Coverage like Saudi Arabia has had for its Citizens since 
1980! "Mandatory Organ Donation" was LOST to Bush selling your 1980! "Mandatory Organ Donation" was LOST to Bush selling your 1980! "Mandatory Organ Donation" was LOST to Bush selling your 1980! "Mandatory Organ Donation" was LOST to Bush selling your 
organs to Saudi Princes! These MD's made a "Windfall Profit" from organs to Saudi Princes! These MD's made a "Windfall Profit" from organs to Saudi Princes! These MD's made a "Windfall Profit" from organs to Saudi Princes! These MD's made a "Windfall Profit" from 
the "Mass Murder" of selling your Organs to Saudi Princes from the "Mass Murder" of selling your Organs to Saudi Princes from the "Mass Murder" of selling your Organs to Saudi Princes from the "Mass Murder" of selling your Organs to Saudi Princes from 
1980 to 2010! Mass Murder of these Americans waiting for the 1980 to 2010! Mass Murder of these Americans waiting for the 1980 to 2010! Mass Murder of these Americans waiting for the 1980 to 2010! Mass Murder of these Americans waiting for the 
Organs Saudi Princes got and died waiting. Students waiting for Organs Saudi Princes got and died waiting. Students waiting for Organs Saudi Princes got and died waiting. Students waiting for Organs Saudi Princes got and died waiting. Students waiting for 
the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 are still getting gasoline the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 are still getting gasoline the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 are still getting gasoline the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 are still getting gasoline 
engine cars and many Student Drivers have died in Fiery LA engine cars and many Student Drivers have died in Fiery LA engine cars and many Student Drivers have died in Fiery LA engine cars and many Student Drivers have died in Fiery LA 
Wrecks from 1980 to 2010. Let alone getting an Wrecks from 1980 to 2010. Let alone getting an Wrecks from 1980 to 2010. Let alone getting an Wrecks from 1980 to 2010. Let alone getting an 
ElectricWindmillCar for being in the 2010 Graduation Class at ElectricWindmillCar for being in the 2010 Graduation Class at ElectricWindmillCar for being in the 2010 Graduation Class at ElectricWindmillCar for being in the 2010 Graduation Class at 
Yale, Harvard, CU here in Boulder, Colorado. LOST, Bill Gates is a Yale, Harvard, CU here in Boulder, Colorado. LOST, Bill Gates is a Yale, Harvard, CU here in Boulder, Colorado. LOST, Bill Gates is a Yale, Harvard, CU here in Boulder, Colorado. LOST, Bill Gates is a 
Mass Murderer of Students from 1980 to 2010 for going along with Mass Murderer of Students from 1980 to 2010 for going along with Mass Murderer of Students from 1980 to 2010 for going along with Mass Murderer of Students from 1980 to 2010 for going along with 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980, and Gregs the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980, and Gregs the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980, and Gregs the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980, and Gregs 
"Inventor" OS. Operating System that would have replaced Windows "Inventor" OS. Operating System that would have replaced Windows "Inventor" OS. Operating System that would have replaced Windows "Inventor" OS. Operating System that would have replaced Windows 
7 decades ago and would have come pre installed with 1,001 7 decades ago and would have come pre installed with 1,001 7 decades ago and would have come pre installed with 1,001 7 decades ago and would have come pre installed with 1,001 
Invention Projects for you to work on. This is a crime by Bill Gates. Invention Projects for you to work on. This is a crime by Bill Gates. Invention Projects for you to work on. This is a crime by Bill Gates. Invention Projects for you to work on. This is a crime by Bill Gates. 
Gates and Gates at the Pentagon should be covered in Key West Tar Gates and Gates at the Pentagon should be covered in Key West Tar Gates and Gates at the Pentagon should be covered in Key West Tar Gates and Gates at the Pentagon should be covered in Key West Tar 
Balls, to say the least for their Profiting from so many burned and Balls, to say the least for their Profiting from so many burned and Balls, to say the least for their Profiting from so many burned and Balls, to say the least for their Profiting from so many burned and 
burned to death by Our Orwellian Governments Oil Genocide Era burned to death by Our Orwellian Governments Oil Genocide Era burned to death by Our Orwellian Governments Oil Genocide Era burned to death by Our Orwellian Governments Oil Genocide Era 
from 1980 to 2010. I will convert all 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers from 1980 to 2010. I will convert all 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers from 1980 to 2010. I will convert all 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers from 1980 to 2010. I will convert all 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers 
to "Ocean Trash Trucks" when the Pentagon is converted to a $1 to "Ocean Trash Trucks" when the Pentagon is converted to a $1 to "Ocean Trash Trucks" when the Pentagon is converted to a $1 to "Ocean Trash Trucks" when the Pentagon is converted to a $1 
Trillion dollar Medical School. Pentagon Generals are responsible Trillion dollar Medical School. Pentagon Generals are responsible Trillion dollar Medical School. Pentagon Generals are responsible Trillion dollar Medical School. Pentagon Generals are responsible 
for all the kids who died in 2010 from Whooping Cough too! for all the kids who died in 2010 from Whooping Cough too! for all the kids who died in 2010 from Whooping Cough too! for all the kids who died in 2010 from Whooping Cough too! 
Dereliction of Duty and Treason by Pentagon Generals killing their Dereliction of Duty and Treason by Pentagon Generals killing their Dereliction of Duty and Treason by Pentagon Generals killing their Dereliction of Duty and Treason by Pentagon Generals killing their 
own Civilians not just Civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan! own Civilians not just Civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan! own Civilians not just Civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan! own Civilians not just Civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan!     
    

    

Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by 
the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in a Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in a Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in a Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in a 
Polygamous Marriage with a few MD women for my wives, when No Polygamous Marriage with a few MD women for my wives, when No Polygamous Marriage with a few MD women for my wives, when No Polygamous Marriage with a few MD women for my wives, when No 
one is working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for one is working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for one is working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for one is working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for 
Breast Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! Breast Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! Breast Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! Breast Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! --------------------    
Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, No, we have "Tar Balls" from Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, No, we have "Tar Balls" from Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, No, we have "Tar Balls" from Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, No, we have "Tar Balls" from 
27,000 other Ocean Oil Wells leaking today 27,000 other Ocean Oil Wells leaking today 27,000 other Ocean Oil Wells leaking today 27,000 other Ocean Oil Wells leaking today ---- No one is working  No one is working  No one is working  No one is working 
24/7 on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer 24/7 on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer 24/7 on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer 24/7 on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer 
because the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar is stifled by Dr. because the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar is stifled by Dr. because the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar is stifled by Dr. because the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar is stifled by Dr. 
Susan Love and our Orwellian Caesar! Gov. will suppress this news Susan Love and our Orwellian Caesar! Gov. will suppress this news Susan Love and our Orwellian Caesar! Gov. will suppress this news Susan Love and our Orwellian Caesar! Gov. will suppress this news 
and of course the 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the and of course the 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the and of course the 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the and of course the 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the 
Oceans of "Trash in General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers Oceans of "Trash in General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers Oceans of "Trash in General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers Oceans of "Trash in General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers 
working build War Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next working build War Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next working build War Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next working build War Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next 
100 years. "Ocean Trash Trucks" will not be invented by anyone at 100 years. "Ocean Trash Trucks" will not be invented by anyone at 100 years. "Ocean Trash Trucks" will not be invented by anyone at 100 years. "Ocean Trash Trucks" will not be invented by anyone at 
MIT as they are working on "War Toys" when the MIT as they are working on "War Toys" when the MIT as they are working on "War Toys" when the MIT as they are working on "War Toys" when the 
ElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed in 1980 and this ElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed in 1980 and this ElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed in 1980 and this ElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed in 1980 and this 
is common knowledge by Everyone at MIT! If fishermen were Kansas is common knowledge by Everyone at MIT! If fishermen were Kansas is common knowledge by Everyone at MIT! If fishermen were Kansas is common knowledge by Everyone at MIT! If fishermen were Kansas 
Farmers we would have all died of hunger 100 years ago. I would Farmers we would have all died of hunger 100 years ago. I would Farmers we would have all died of hunger 100 years ago. I would Farmers we would have all died of hunger 100 years ago. I would 
convert these 10 Bush Aircraft Carriers to fish hatcheries too. convert these 10 Bush Aircraft Carriers to fish hatcheries too. convert these 10 Bush Aircraft Carriers to fish hatcheries too. convert these 10 Bush Aircraft Carriers to fish hatcheries too.     
    
    
    
    
Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from 
selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr. selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr. selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr. selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr. 
Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not 
work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in 
my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag 
at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell 
Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time 
she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's gov. suppression of the she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's gov. suppression of the she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's gov. suppression of the she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's gov. suppression of the 
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ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs 
Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Greg + Wives Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Greg + Wives Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Greg + Wives Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Greg + Wives 
getting this would bankrupt Roche too! Dr. Susan Love and 100's of getting this would bankrupt Roche too! Dr. Susan Love and 100's of getting this would bankrupt Roche too! Dr. Susan Love and 100's of getting this would bankrupt Roche too! Dr. Susan Love and 100's of 
thousands of "Observers" are "Mass Murderers" for driving by Fiery thousands of "Observers" are "Mass Murderers" for driving by Fiery thousands of "Observers" are "Mass Murderers" for driving by Fiery thousands of "Observers" are "Mass Murderers" for driving by Fiery 
LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010 and not "Stopping to Help"! Pentagon LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010 and not "Stopping to Help"! Pentagon LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010 and not "Stopping to Help"! Pentagon LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010 and not "Stopping to Help"! Pentagon 
Generals will give a MD who set up "Burn Units" a "Medal of Honor"! Generals will give a MD who set up "Burn Units" a "Medal of Honor"! Generals will give a MD who set up "Burn Units" a "Medal of Honor"! Generals will give a MD who set up "Burn Units" a "Medal of Honor"! 
In an "Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2010. MD Profits are from In an "Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2010. MD Profits are from In an "Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2010. MD Profits are from In an "Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2010. MD Profits are from 
burns via gasoline that should have been 10 cents a gallon in burns via gasoline that should have been 10 cents a gallon in burns via gasoline that should have been 10 cents a gallon in burns via gasoline that should have been 10 cents a gallon in 
1980. 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers have been built with $177 1980. 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers have been built with $177 1980. 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers have been built with $177 1980. 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers have been built with $177 
Trillion in Oil Genocide Revenues when our Oceans are "Trashed". I Trillion in Oil Genocide Revenues when our Oceans are "Trashed". I Trillion in Oil Genocide Revenues when our Oceans are "Trashed". I Trillion in Oil Genocide Revenues when our Oceans are "Trashed". I 
will convert all 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers to "Ocean Trash will convert all 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers to "Ocean Trash will convert all 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers to "Ocean Trash will convert all 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers to "Ocean Trash 
Trucks" when the Pentagon is converted to a $1 Trillion dollar Trucks" when the Pentagon is converted to a $1 Trillion dollar Trucks" when the Pentagon is converted to a $1 Trillion dollar Trucks" when the Pentagon is converted to a $1 Trillion dollar 
Medical School. Oil "Tar Balls" are in Key West from 27K leaks... One Medical School. Oil "Tar Balls" are in Key West from 27K leaks... One Medical School. Oil "Tar Balls" are in Key West from 27K leaks... One Medical School. Oil "Tar Balls" are in Key West from 27K leaks... One 
White Sand island with 10K birds and all 10k Birds are covered in White Sand island with 10K birds and all 10k Birds are covered in White Sand island with 10K birds and all 10k Birds are covered in White Sand island with 10K birds and all 10k Birds are covered in 
oil, Katie Couric and her Admiral boyfriend stifled this story from oil, Katie Couric and her Admiral boyfriend stifled this story from oil, Katie Couric and her Admiral boyfriend stifled this story from oil, Katie Couric and her Admiral boyfriend stifled this story from 
CBS Nightly News! Admiral in command of 10 Bush Class Aircraft CBS Nightly News! Admiral in command of 10 Bush Class Aircraft CBS Nightly News! Admiral in command of 10 Bush Class Aircraft CBS Nightly News! Admiral in command of 10 Bush Class Aircraft 
Carrier Ocean Trash Trucks will not be an Admiral who went to Carrier Ocean Trash Trucks will not be an Admiral who went to Carrier Ocean Trash Trucks will not be an Admiral who went to Carrier Ocean Trash Trucks will not be an Admiral who went to 
West Point but one that was burned over most of his or her body in West Point but one that was burned over most of his or her body in West Point but one that was burned over most of his or her body in West Point but one that was burned over most of his or her body in 
a fiery LA Wreck or LA Fiery Boat Wreck. Revenge from 100's of a fiery LA Wreck or LA Fiery Boat Wreck. Revenge from 100's of a fiery LA Wreck or LA Fiery Boat Wreck. Revenge from 100's of a fiery LA Wreck or LA Fiery Boat Wreck. Revenge from 100's of 
thousands Cops and Kids burned in gasoline since 1980 will expose thousands Cops and Kids burned in gasoline since 1980 will expose thousands Cops and Kids burned in gasoline since 1980 will expose thousands Cops and Kids burned in gasoline since 1980 will expose 
9/11 as preventable by not suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar 9/11 as preventable by not suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar 9/11 as preventable by not suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar 9/11 as preventable by not suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar 
since 1980. Pentagon Generals who have given out the "Medal of since 1980. Pentagon Generals who have given out the "Medal of since 1980. Pentagon Generals who have given out the "Medal of since 1980. Pentagon Generals who have given out the "Medal of 
Honor" from 1980 to 2010 have given it to "Mass Murderers" who Honor" from 1980 to 2010 have given it to "Mass Murderers" who Honor" from 1980 to 2010 have given it to "Mass Murderers" who Honor" from 1980 to 2010 have given it to "Mass Murderers" who 
helped suppress the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010! helped suppress the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010! helped suppress the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010! helped suppress the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010! 

        

    
    
    
Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of "Observers" are "Mass Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of "Observers" are "Mass Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of "Observers" are "Mass Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of "Observers" are "Mass 
Murderers" for driving by Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010 and Murderers" for driving by Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010 and Murderers" for driving by Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010 and Murderers" for driving by Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010 and 
not "Stopping to Help"! not "Stopping to Help"! not "Stopping to Help"! not "Stopping to Help"!     
    

        

10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 
Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines 
cleaning the Oceans Waters cleaning the Oceans Waters cleaning the Oceans Waters cleaning the Oceans Waters     
    

        

20 July 2010 Suppressed by our Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a 20 July 2010 Suppressed by our Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a 20 July 2010 Suppressed by our Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a 20 July 2010 Suppressed by our Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a 
fag who has syphilis and Hepatitis and gives it to others) he has fag who has syphilis and Hepatitis and gives it to others) he has fag who has syphilis and Hepatitis and gives it to others) he has fag who has syphilis and Hepatitis and gives it to others) he has 
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suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists working on 1,001 suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists working on 1,001 suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists working on 1,001 suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists working on 1,001 
Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! 

        

Civilians killed on Memorial Day for $177 Trillion in oil Civilians killed on Memorial Day for $177 Trillion in oil Civilians killed on Memorial Day for $177 Trillion in oil Civilians killed on Memorial Day for $177 Trillion in oil 
revenues""Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the revenues""Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the revenues""Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the revenues""Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs 
Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would 
bankrupt Roche too! bankrupt Roche too! bankrupt Roche too! bankrupt Roche too!     
    
    
    
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html"http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html"http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html"http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html"    

    
    
    

Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should 
be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog 
Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box 

Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!        

    
    

 2010 "Oil Men"... and those  2010 "Oil Men"... and those  2010 "Oil Men"... and those  2010 "Oil Men"... and those 

who support and profit from "Oil" "Gasoline" i.e. Burn Units started who support and profit from "Oil" "Gasoline" i.e. Burn Units started who support and profit from "Oil" "Gasoline" i.e. Burn Units started who support and profit from "Oil" "Gasoline" i.e. Burn Units started 
by MD's via Pentagon Generals Military Support for suppressing the by MD's via Pentagon Generals Military Support for suppressing the by MD's via Pentagon Generals Military Support for suppressing the by MD's via Pentagon Generals Military Support for suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in 
oil money. oil money. oil money. oil money.     
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Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by 
the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is 
working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! -------------------- Starbucks on  Starbucks on  Starbucks on  Starbucks on 
the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by the inventor the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by the inventor the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by the inventor the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by the inventor 
of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx Penicillin of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx Penicillin of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx Penicillin of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx Penicillin 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is working Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is working Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is working Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is working 
on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer at on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer at on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer at on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer at 
Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! No, we have "Tar Balls" from Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! No, we have "Tar Balls" from Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! No, we have "Tar Balls" from Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! No, we have "Tar Balls" from 
27,000 other Ocean Oil Wells leaking today 27,000 other Ocean Oil Wells leaking today 27,000 other Ocean Oil Wells leaking today 27,000 other Ocean Oil Wells leaking today ---- Gov. will suppress this  Gov. will suppress this  Gov. will suppress this  Gov. will suppress this 
news and of course the 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the news and of course the 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the news and of course the 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the news and of course the 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the 
Oceans of "Trash in General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers Oceans of "Trash in General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers Oceans of "Trash in General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers Oceans of "Trash in General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers 
working build War Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next working build War Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next working build War Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next working build War Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next 
100 years. If fishermen were Kansas Farmers we would have all 100 years. If fishermen were Kansas Farmers we would have all 100 years. If fishermen were Kansas Farmers we would have all 100 years. If fishermen were Kansas Farmers we would have all 
died of hunger 100 years ago. I would convert these 10 Bush died of hunger 100 years ago. I would convert these 10 Bush died of hunger 100 years ago. I would convert these 10 Bush died of hunger 100 years ago. I would convert these 10 Bush 
Aircraft Carriers to fish hatcheries too. Aircraft Carriers to fish hatcheries too. Aircraft Carriers to fish hatcheries too. Aircraft Carriers to fish hatcheries too.     
    
20 July 2010 Suppressed by our Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a 20 July 2010 Suppressed by our Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a 20 July 2010 Suppressed by our Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a 20 July 2010 Suppressed by our Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a 
fag who has syphilis and Hepatitis and gives it to others) he has fag who has syphilis and Hepatitis and gives it to others) he has fag who has syphilis and Hepatitis and gives it to others) he has fag who has syphilis and Hepatitis and gives it to others) he has 
suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists working on 1,001 suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists working on 1,001 suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists working on 1,001 suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists working on 1,001 
Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! MD's, and University Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! MD's, and University Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! MD's, and University Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! MD's, and University 
Presidents here at CU in Boulder Colorado collected more in bribes Presidents here at CU in Boulder Colorado collected more in bribes Presidents here at CU in Boulder Colorado collected more in bribes Presidents here at CU in Boulder Colorado collected more in bribes 
from BP Oil $$$, more $$$ than BP Oil will pay out to the Gulf from BP Oil $$$, more $$$ than BP Oil will pay out to the Gulf from BP Oil $$$, more $$$ than BP Oil will pay out to the Gulf from BP Oil $$$, more $$$ than BP Oil will pay out to the Gulf 
fishermen and others who LOST all from the Oil Spill. Swiss in fishermen and others who LOST all from the Oil Spill. Swiss in fishermen and others who LOST all from the Oil Spill. Swiss in fishermen and others who LOST all from the Oil Spill. Swiss in 
Geneva are guilty of "Genocide" by letting all these BP bribes $$$ be Geneva are guilty of "Genocide" by letting all these BP bribes $$$ be Geneva are guilty of "Genocide" by letting all these BP bribes $$$ be Geneva are guilty of "Genocide" by letting all these BP bribes $$$ be 
deposited in Swiss Banks, many across the street from UN buildings! deposited in Swiss Banks, many across the street from UN buildings! deposited in Swiss Banks, many across the street from UN buildings! deposited in Swiss Banks, many across the street from UN buildings! 
    
    
2010 Medal of Honor winners are "Oil Men"... and those who support 2010 Medal of Honor winners are "Oil Men"... and those who support 2010 Medal of Honor winners are "Oil Men"... and those who support 2010 Medal of Honor winners are "Oil Men"... and those who support 
and profit from "Oil" "Gasoline" i.e. Burn Units started by MD's via and profit from "Oil" "Gasoline" i.e. Burn Units started by MD's via and profit from "Oil" "Gasoline" i.e. Burn Units started by MD's via and profit from "Oil" "Gasoline" i.e. Burn Units started by MD's via 
Pentagon Generals Military Support for suppressing the Pentagon Generals Military Support for suppressing the Pentagon Generals Military Support for suppressing the Pentagon Generals Military Support for suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in 
oil money. oil money. oil money. oil money.     
    

        

    
10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 
Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines 
cleaning the Oceans Waters for the next 100 years or until the Bush cleaning the Oceans Waters for the next 100 years or until the Bush cleaning the Oceans Waters for the next 100 years or until the Bush cleaning the Oceans Waters for the next 100 years or until the Bush 
Aircraft Carrier is sunk or sold for scrap medal. yet the Pentagon Aircraft Carrier is sunk or sold for scrap medal. yet the Pentagon Aircraft Carrier is sunk or sold for scrap medal. yet the Pentagon Aircraft Carrier is sunk or sold for scrap medal. yet the Pentagon 
Generals will give out Medal of Honors to those who drove by fiery Generals will give out Medal of Honors to those who drove by fiery Generals will give out Medal of Honors to those who drove by fiery Generals will give out Medal of Honors to those who drove by fiery 
LA wrecks not stopping to help those on fire! LA wrecks not stopping to help those on fire! LA wrecks not stopping to help those on fire! LA wrecks not stopping to help those on fire!     
    
Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from 
selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr 
Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not 
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work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in 
my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag 
at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell 
Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time 
she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs 
Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would 
bankrupt Roche too! bankrupt Roche too! bankrupt Roche too! bankrupt Roche too!     
    
It warned of a "tidal wave of ocean debris," calling it a major It warned of a "tidal wave of ocean debris," calling it a major It warned of a "tidal wave of ocean debris," calling it a major It warned of a "tidal wave of ocean debris," calling it a major 
pollution problem of the 21st century. Topping the list of the 11.4 pollution problem of the 21st century. Topping the list of the 11.4 pollution problem of the 21st century. Topping the list of the 11.4 pollution problem of the 21st century. Topping the list of the 11.4 
million items of trash collected were cigarette butts, plastic bags, million items of trash collected were cigarette butts, plastic bags, million items of trash collected were cigarette butts, plastic bags, million items of trash collected were cigarette butts, plastic bags, 
and food wrappers and containers. In the Philippines alone, and food wrappers and containers. In the Philippines alone, and food wrappers and containers. In the Philippines alone, and food wrappers and containers. In the Philippines alone, 
11,077 diapers were picked up and 19,504 fishing nets were 11,077 diapers were picked up and 19,504 fishing nets were 11,077 diapers were picked up and 19,504 fishing nets were 11,077 diapers were picked up and 19,504 fishing nets were 
recovered in Britain. recovered in Britain. recovered in Britain. recovered in Britain.     
    
"Our ocean is sick, and our actions have made it so," Vikki Spruill, "Our ocean is sick, and our actions have made it so," Vikki Spruill, "Our ocean is sick, and our actions have made it so," Vikki Spruill, "Our ocean is sick, and our actions have made it so," Vikki Spruill, 
president and chief executive of Ocean Conservancy, said in a president and chief executive of Ocean Conservancy, said in a president and chief executive of Ocean Conservancy, said in a president and chief executive of Ocean Conservancy, said in a 
statement accompanying the report. "We simply cannot continue to statement accompanying the report. "We simply cannot continue to statement accompanying the report. "We simply cannot continue to statement accompanying the report. "We simply cannot continue to 
put our trash in the ocean. The evidence turns up every day in put our trash in the ocean. The evidence turns up every day in put our trash in the ocean. The evidence turns up every day in put our trash in the ocean. The evidence turns up every day in 
dead and injured marine life, littered beaches that discourage dead and injured marine life, littered beaches that discourage dead and injured marine life, littered beaches that discourage dead and injured marine life, littered beaches that discourage 
tourists, and choked ocean ecosystems," she said. tourists, and choked ocean ecosystems," she said. tourists, and choked ocean ecosystems," she said. tourists, and choked ocean ecosystems," she said.     
    
"By changing behaviors and policies, individuals, companies, and "By changing behaviors and policies, individuals, companies, and "By changing behaviors and policies, individuals, companies, and "By changing behaviors and policies, individuals, companies, and 
governments can help improve the health of our ocean, the Earth's governments can help improve the health of our ocean, the Earth's governments can help improve the health of our ocean, the Earth's governments can help improve the health of our ocean, the Earth's 
life support system." The full report, including a countrylife support system." The full report, including a countrylife support system." The full report, including a countrylife support system." The full report, including a country----bybybyby----country country country country 
Marine Debris Index, was published at . Marine Debris Index, was published at . Marine Debris Index, was published at . Marine Debris Index, was published at .     
    
Detailing how refuse poisoned oceans and waterways, the report Detailing how refuse poisoned oceans and waterways, the report Detailing how refuse poisoned oceans and waterways, the report Detailing how refuse poisoned oceans and waterways, the report 
said the waste entered the food chain, injured beachgoers and said the waste entered the food chain, injured beachgoers and said the waste entered the food chain, injured beachgoers and said the waste entered the food chain, injured beachgoers and 
weakened economies by sapping precious dollars from tourism and weakened economies by sapping precious dollars from tourism and weakened economies by sapping precious dollars from tourism and weakened economies by sapping precious dollars from tourism and 
seafood industries. Thanks to BPseafood industries. Thanks to BPseafood industries. Thanks to BPseafood industries. Thanks to BP’’’’s blatant use of the chemical s blatant use of the chemical s blatant use of the chemical s blatant use of the chemical 
dispersant, COREXIT, the Taiwanese super skimmer known as dispersant, COREXIT, the Taiwanese super skimmer known as dispersant, COREXIT, the Taiwanese super skimmer known as dispersant, COREXIT, the Taiwanese super skimmer known as ““““A A A A 
WhaleWhaleWhaleWhale””””    has been deemed ineffective by the US Coast Guard. has been deemed ineffective by the US Coast Guard. has been deemed ineffective by the US Coast Guard. has been deemed ineffective by the US Coast Guard.     
    
10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 
Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines 
cleaning the Oceans Waters for the next 100 years or until the Bush cleaning the Oceans Waters for the next 100 years or until the Bush cleaning the Oceans Waters for the next 100 years or until the Bush cleaning the Oceans Waters for the next 100 years or until the Bush 
Aircraft Carrier is sunk or sold for scrap medal. yet the Pentagon Aircraft Carrier is sunk or sold for scrap medal. yet the Pentagon Aircraft Carrier is sunk or sold for scrap medal. yet the Pentagon Aircraft Carrier is sunk or sold for scrap medal. yet the Pentagon 
Generals will give out "Medal of Honor" to those who drove by fiery Generals will give out "Medal of Honor" to those who drove by fiery Generals will give out "Medal of Honor" to those who drove by fiery Generals will give out "Medal of Honor" to those who drove by fiery 
LA wrecks not stopping to help those on fire! LA wrecks not stopping to help those on fire! LA wrecks not stopping to help those on fire! LA wrecks not stopping to help those on fire!     
    
Taiwanese shipping magnate, Nobu Su, converted the massive ship Taiwanese shipping magnate, Nobu Su, converted the massive ship Taiwanese shipping magnate, Nobu Su, converted the massive ship Taiwanese shipping magnate, Nobu Su, converted the massive ship 
at his own cost, in response to the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. at his own cost, in response to the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. at his own cost, in response to the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. at his own cost, in response to the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.     
    
But because of the extremely large amounts of dispersants sprayed But because of the extremely large amounts of dispersants sprayed But because of the extremely large amounts of dispersants sprayed But because of the extremely large amounts of dispersants sprayed 
into the Gulf by BP, oil in the Gulf broke apart, and as a result, into the Gulf by BP, oil in the Gulf broke apart, and as a result, into the Gulf by BP, oil in the Gulf broke apart, and as a result, into the Gulf by BP, oil in the Gulf broke apart, and as a result, ““““A A A A 
WhaleWhaleWhaleWhale””””    couldncouldncouldncouldn’’’’t effectively t effectively t effectively t effectively ““““skimskimskimskim””””    the surface of the water for the the surface of the water for the the surface of the water for the the surface of the water for the 
oil. oil. oil. oil.     
    
““““A WhaleA WhaleA WhaleA Whale””””    held so much promise for the weary people fighting the held so much promise for the weary people fighting the held so much promise for the weary people fighting the held so much promise for the weary people fighting the 
BP/Deepwater Horizon oil spill, but unfortunately, it sucked up only BP/Deepwater Horizon oil spill, but unfortunately, it sucked up only BP/Deepwater Horizon oil spill, but unfortunately, it sucked up only BP/Deepwater Horizon oil spill, but unfortunately, it sucked up only 
negligible amounts of oil during its test run in the Gulf. negligible amounts of oil during its test run in the Gulf. negligible amounts of oil during its test run in the Gulf. negligible amounts of oil during its test run in the Gulf.     
    
Patrik Jonsson wrote in his article for the Christian Science Patrik Jonsson wrote in his article for the Christian Science Patrik Jonsson wrote in his article for the Christian Science Patrik Jonsson wrote in his article for the Christian Science 
Monitor, Monitor, Monitor, Monitor, ‘‘‘‘WhaleWhaleWhaleWhale’’’’    superskimmer drops out of Gulf oil spill response superskimmer drops out of Gulf oil spill response superskimmer drops out of Gulf oil spill response superskimmer drops out of Gulf oil spill response 
(7/17): (7/17): (7/17): (7/17):     
    
““““’’’’While its stature is impressive, While its stature is impressive, While its stature is impressive, While its stature is impressive, ‘‘‘‘A WhaleA WhaleA WhaleA Whale’’’’    is not ideally suited to the is not ideally suited to the is not ideally suited to the is not ideally suited to the 
needs of this response,needs of this response,needs of this response,needs of this response,’’’’    Coast Guard Admiral Paul Zukunft told the Coast Guard Admiral Paul Zukunft told the Coast Guard Admiral Paul Zukunft told the Coast Guard Admiral Paul Zukunft told the 
Wall Street Journal.Wall Street Journal.Wall Street Journal.Wall Street Journal.””””        
    
Jonsson also quoted TMT Offshore spokesman, Bob Grantham, Jonsson also quoted TMT Offshore spokesman, Bob Grantham, Jonsson also quoted TMT Offshore spokesman, Bob Grantham, Jonsson also quoted TMT Offshore spokesman, Bob Grantham, ““““This This This This 
ship demonstrated that it can bring substantial volumes of ship demonstrated that it can bring substantial volumes of ship demonstrated that it can bring substantial volumes of ship demonstrated that it can bring substantial volumes of 
capacity to bear in addressing oil spills quickly and with great capacity to bear in addressing oil spills quickly and with great capacity to bear in addressing oil spills quickly and with great capacity to bear in addressing oil spills quickly and with great 
maneuverability. That said, the particular conditions present in maneuverability. That said, the particular conditions present in maneuverability. That said, the particular conditions present in maneuverability. That said, the particular conditions present in 
the Macondo spill did not afford the vessel to recover a significant the Macondo spill did not afford the vessel to recover a significant the Macondo spill did not afford the vessel to recover a significant the Macondo spill did not afford the vessel to recover a significant 
amount of oilamount of oilamount of oilamount of oil…………........due to the highly dispersed nature of the oil in the due to the highly dispersed nature of the oil in the due to the highly dispersed nature of the oil in the due to the highly dispersed nature of the oil in the 
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Gulf.Gulf.Gulf.Gulf.””””        
    
The high amount of dispersants utilized by BP in response to the oil The high amount of dispersants utilized by BP in response to the oil The high amount of dispersants utilized by BP in response to the oil The high amount of dispersants utilized by BP in response to the oil 
spill has raised many questions. Lisa Jackson, Administrator of the spill has raised many questions. Lisa Jackson, Administrator of the spill has raised many questions. Lisa Jackson, Administrator of the spill has raised many questions. Lisa Jackson, Administrator of the 
Environmental Protection Agency, urged Congress this week for new Environmental Protection Agency, urged Congress this week for new Environmental Protection Agency, urged Congress this week for new Environmental Protection Agency, urged Congress this week for new 
regulations that will give the EPA more control over oil companyregulations that will give the EPA more control over oil companyregulations that will give the EPA more control over oil companyregulations that will give the EPA more control over oil company’’’’s s s s 
usage of dispersants. usage of dispersants. usage of dispersants. usage of dispersants.     
    
Effects of such large amounts of dispersants being used in ocean Effects of such large amounts of dispersants being used in ocean Effects of such large amounts of dispersants being used in ocean Effects of such large amounts of dispersants being used in ocean 
waters is unknown, especially when sprayed in deepwater, as BP has waters is unknown, especially when sprayed in deepwater, as BP has waters is unknown, especially when sprayed in deepwater, as BP has waters is unknown, especially when sprayed in deepwater, as BP has 
done. done. done. done.     
    
We all know the effects of the oil spilled into the Gulf will be We all know the effects of the oil spilled into the Gulf will be We all know the effects of the oil spilled into the Gulf will be We all know the effects of the oil spilled into the Gulf will be 
devastatingly longdevastatingly longdevastatingly longdevastatingly long----lasting for the people, sea life, marine lasting for the people, sea life, marine lasting for the people, sea life, marine lasting for the people, sea life, marine 
mammals and birds that call the Gulf Region home. mammals and birds that call the Gulf Region home. mammals and birds that call the Gulf Region home. mammals and birds that call the Gulf Region home.     
    
But questions still remain as to what effects the dispersant use will But questions still remain as to what effects the dispersant use will But questions still remain as to what effects the dispersant use will But questions still remain as to what effects the dispersant use will 
have on the Gulf. Lethave on the Gulf. Lethave on the Gulf. Lethave on the Gulf. Let’’’’s hope BPs hope BPs hope BPs hope BP’’’’s s s s ““““science experimentscience experimentscience experimentscience experiment””””    doesndoesndoesndoesn’’’’t make t make t make t make 
matters worse and create even longermatters worse and create even longermatters worse and create even longermatters worse and create even longer----lasting problems for the lasting problems for the lasting problems for the lasting problems for the 
residents who call the Gulf of Mexico home. residents who call the Gulf of Mexico home. residents who call the Gulf of Mexico home. residents who call the Gulf of Mexico home.     
    
Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from 
selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr 
Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not 
work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in 
my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a fag my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a fag my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a fag my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a fag 
at heart as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell at heart as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell at heart as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell at heart as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell 
Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time 
she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs 
Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would 
bankrupt Roche too! bankrupt Roche too! bankrupt Roche too! bankrupt Roche too!     
    
Roche breast cancer Avastin with global sales of $5.9 billion failed Roche breast cancer Avastin with global sales of $5.9 billion failed Roche breast cancer Avastin with global sales of $5.9 billion failed Roche breast cancer Avastin with global sales of $5.9 billion failed 
Dr Susan Love knew this and shammed breast cancer women out of Dr Susan Love knew this and shammed breast cancer women out of Dr Susan Love knew this and shammed breast cancer women out of Dr Susan Love knew this and shammed breast cancer women out of 
money and the gov and those who raised money. money and the gov and those who raised money. money and the gov and those who raised money. money and the gov and those who raised money.     
    
Dr Susan Love should be arrested for this scam. Dr Susan Love should be arrested for this scam. Dr Susan Love should be arrested for this scam. Dr Susan Love should be arrested for this scam.     
    
WASHINGTON WASHINGTON WASHINGTON WASHINGTON ––––    FollowFollowFollowFollow----up studies of a Roche breast cancer drug up studies of a Roche breast cancer drug up studies of a Roche breast cancer drug up studies of a Roche breast cancer drug 
showed that it failed to extend the lives of patients, federal health showed that it failed to extend the lives of patients, federal health showed that it failed to extend the lives of patients, federal health showed that it failed to extend the lives of patients, federal health 
scientists said Friday, opening the door for it to be potentially scientists said Friday, opening the door for it to be potentially scientists said Friday, opening the door for it to be potentially scientists said Friday, opening the door for it to be potentially 
withdrawn for use in treating that disease. withdrawn for use in treating that disease. withdrawn for use in treating that disease. withdrawn for use in treating that disease.     
    
The Food and Drug Administration approved Roche's blockbuster The Food and Drug Administration approved Roche's blockbuster The Food and Drug Administration approved Roche's blockbuster The Food and Drug Administration approved Roche's blockbuster 
Avastin in 2008 based on a trial showing it slowed growth of Avastin in 2008 based on a trial showing it slowed growth of Avastin in 2008 based on a trial showing it slowed growth of Avastin in 2008 based on a trial showing it slowed growth of 
tumors caused by breast cancer. The decision was controversial tumors caused by breast cancer. The decision was controversial tumors caused by breast cancer. The decision was controversial tumors caused by breast cancer. The decision was controversial 
because drugs for cancer patients who have never been treated because drugs for cancer patients who have never been treated because drugs for cancer patients who have never been treated because drugs for cancer patients who have never been treated 
before must usually show evidence they extend lives. before must usually show evidence they extend lives. before must usually show evidence they extend lives. before must usually show evidence they extend lives.     
    
Avastin's soAvastin's soAvastin's soAvastin's so----called "accelerated approval" was based on the called "accelerated approval" was based on the called "accelerated approval" was based on the called "accelerated approval" was based on the 
condition that later studies would show a survival benefit. condition that later studies would show a survival benefit. condition that later studies would show a survival benefit. condition that later studies would show a survival benefit.     
    
But in briefing documents posted online, FDA reviewers said two But in briefing documents posted online, FDA reviewers said two But in briefing documents posted online, FDA reviewers said two But in briefing documents posted online, FDA reviewers said two 
followfollowfollowfollow----up studies recently submitted by Roche failed to show that up studies recently submitted by Roche failed to show that up studies recently submitted by Roche failed to show that up studies recently submitted by Roche failed to show that 
Avastin significantly extended lives compared to chemotherapy Avastin significantly extended lives compared to chemotherapy Avastin significantly extended lives compared to chemotherapy Avastin significantly extended lives compared to chemotherapy 
alone. alone. alone. alone.     
    
Additionally, the FDA said that in followAdditionally, the FDA said that in followAdditionally, the FDA said that in followAdditionally, the FDA said that in follow----up studies the drug did up studies the drug did up studies the drug did up studies the drug did 
not slow tumor growth to the same degree as in earlier studies. not slow tumor growth to the same degree as in earlier studies. not slow tumor growth to the same degree as in earlier studies. not slow tumor growth to the same degree as in earlier studies.     
    
Patients taking Avastin showed significantly more side effects, Patients taking Avastin showed significantly more side effects, Patients taking Avastin showed significantly more side effects, Patients taking Avastin showed significantly more side effects, 
including high blood pressure, fatigue and abnormal white blood including high blood pressure, fatigue and abnormal white blood including high blood pressure, fatigue and abnormal white blood including high blood pressure, fatigue and abnormal white blood 
cell levels. cell levels. cell levels. cell levels.     
    
On Tuesday the FDA will ask a panel of outside cancer experts to On Tuesday the FDA will ask a panel of outside cancer experts to On Tuesday the FDA will ask a panel of outside cancer experts to On Tuesday the FDA will ask a panel of outside cancer experts to 
review the evidence on Avastin. The panel's recommendations are review the evidence on Avastin. The panel's recommendations are review the evidence on Avastin. The panel's recommendations are review the evidence on Avastin. The panel's recommendations are 
not binding, but the FDA usually follows their guidance. not binding, but the FDA usually follows their guidance. not binding, but the FDA usually follows their guidance. not binding, but the FDA usually follows their guidance.     
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The FDA has the option to remove the drug's approval for breast The FDA has the option to remove the drug's approval for breast The FDA has the option to remove the drug's approval for breast The FDA has the option to remove the drug's approval for breast 
cancer. cancer. cancer. cancer.     
    
Avastin is also approved for colon, lung, kidney and brain cancer. Avastin is also approved for colon, lung, kidney and brain cancer. Avastin is also approved for colon, lung, kidney and brain cancer. Avastin is also approved for colon, lung, kidney and brain cancer. 
The drug was Roche's topThe drug was Roche's topThe drug was Roche's topThe drug was Roche's top----selling cancer treatment last year with selling cancer treatment last year with selling cancer treatment last year with selling cancer treatment last year with 
global sales of $5.9 billion. global sales of $5.9 billion. global sales of $5.9 billion. global sales of $5.9 billion.     
    
Roche is headquartered in Basel, Switzerland, and its biotech unit Roche is headquartered in Basel, Switzerland, and its biotech unit Roche is headquartered in Basel, Switzerland, and its biotech unit Roche is headquartered in Basel, Switzerland, and its biotech unit 
Genentech is based in South San Francisco. Genentech is based in South San Francisco. Genentech is based in South San Francisco. Genentech is based in South San Francisco.     
    
Avastin was the first drug to fight cancer by stopping nutrients Avastin was the first drug to fight cancer by stopping nutrients Avastin was the first drug to fight cancer by stopping nutrients Avastin was the first drug to fight cancer by stopping nutrients 
from reaching tumors. Such "targeted therapies" were thought to from reaching tumors. Such "targeted therapies" were thought to from reaching tumors. Such "targeted therapies" were thought to from reaching tumors. Such "targeted therapies" were thought to 
hold promise for eliminating chemotherapy, but the two hold promise for eliminating chemotherapy, but the two hold promise for eliminating chemotherapy, but the two hold promise for eliminating chemotherapy, but the two 
approaches are now used in combination. approaches are now used in combination. approaches are now used in combination. approaches are now used in combination.     
    
Since 1992, the FDA has granted accelerated approval to drugs Since 1992, the FDA has granted accelerated approval to drugs Since 1992, the FDA has granted accelerated approval to drugs Since 1992, the FDA has granted accelerated approval to drugs 
based on sobased on sobased on sobased on so----called surrogate endpoints, or initial measures that called surrogate endpoints, or initial measures that called surrogate endpoints, or initial measures that called surrogate endpoints, or initial measures that 
suggest the drug will make real improvements in patient health. suggest the drug will make real improvements in patient health. suggest the drug will make real improvements in patient health. suggest the drug will make real improvements in patient health. 
For cancer drugs, tumor shrinkage is considered a predictor of For cancer drugs, tumor shrinkage is considered a predictor of For cancer drugs, tumor shrinkage is considered a predictor of For cancer drugs, tumor shrinkage is considered a predictor of 
increased survival. increased survival. increased survival. increased survival.     
    
Drugmakers favor the program because it helps them get products Drugmakers favor the program because it helps them get products Drugmakers favor the program because it helps them get products Drugmakers favor the program because it helps them get products 
to market sooner. to market sooner. to market sooner. to market sooner.     
    
But the program has not escaped criticism from government But the program has not escaped criticism from government But the program has not escaped criticism from government But the program has not escaped criticism from government 
watchdogs. watchdogs. watchdogs. watchdogs.     
    
Last fall the Government Accountability Office issued a report Last fall the Government Accountability Office issued a report Last fall the Government Accountability Office issued a report Last fall the Government Accountability Office issued a report 
saying the FDA should do more to track whether drugs approved saying the FDA should do more to track whether drugs approved saying the FDA should do more to track whether drugs approved saying the FDA should do more to track whether drugs approved 
based on preliminary results actually have live up to their promise. based on preliminary results actually have live up to their promise. based on preliminary results actually have live up to their promise. based on preliminary results actually have live up to their promise.     
    
According to the GAO, the FDA has never once pulled a drug off the According to the GAO, the FDA has never once pulled a drug off the According to the GAO, the FDA has never once pulled a drug off the According to the GAO, the FDA has never once pulled a drug off the 
market due to missing or unimpressive followmarket due to missing or unimpressive followmarket due to missing or unimpressive followmarket due to missing or unimpressive follow----up data. up data. up data. up data.     
    
    
    

        

    
Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from 
selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr 
Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not 
work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in 
my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag 
at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell 
Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time 
she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs 
Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would 
bankrupt Roche too! bankrupt Roche too! bankrupt Roche too! bankrupt Roche too!     
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Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by 
the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is 
working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! -------------------- Starbucks on  Starbucks on  Starbucks on  Starbucks on 
the Beaches of Key West, No, we have "Tar Balls" from 27,000 other the Beaches of Key West, No, we have "Tar Balls" from 27,000 other the Beaches of Key West, No, we have "Tar Balls" from 27,000 other the Beaches of Key West, No, we have "Tar Balls" from 27,000 other 
Ocean Oil Wells leaking today Ocean Oil Wells leaking today Ocean Oil Wells leaking today Ocean Oil Wells leaking today ---- No one is working 24/7 on a Rx  No one is working 24/7 on a Rx  No one is working 24/7 on a Rx  No one is working 24/7 on a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer because the Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer because the Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer because the Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer because the 
Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar is stifled by Dr. Susan Love and Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar is stifled by Dr. Susan Love and Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar is stifled by Dr. Susan Love and Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar is stifled by Dr. Susan Love and 
our Orwellian Caesar! Gov. will suppress this news and of course the our Orwellian Caesar! Gov. will suppress this news and of course the our Orwellian Caesar! Gov. will suppress this news and of course the our Orwellian Caesar! Gov. will suppress this news and of course the 
10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the Oceans of "Trash in 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the Oceans of "Trash in 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the Oceans of "Trash in 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the Oceans of "Trash in 
General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers working build War General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers working build War General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers working build War General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers working build War 
Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next 100 years. If Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next 100 years. If Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next 100 years. If Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next 100 years. If 
fishermen were Kansas Farmers we would have all died of hunger fishermen were Kansas Farmers we would have all died of hunger fishermen were Kansas Farmers we would have all died of hunger fishermen were Kansas Farmers we would have all died of hunger 
100 years ago. I would convert these 10 Bush Aircraft Carriers to 100 years ago. I would convert these 10 Bush Aircraft Carriers to 100 years ago. I would convert these 10 Bush Aircraft Carriers to 100 years ago. I would convert these 10 Bush Aircraft Carriers to 
fish hatcheries too. fish hatcheries too. fish hatcheries too. fish hatcheries too.     

        

10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 
Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines 
cleaning the Oceans Waters cleaning the Oceans Waters cleaning the Oceans Waters cleaning the Oceans Waters     
    

        

20 July 2010 Suppressed by our Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a 20 July 2010 Suppressed by our Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a 20 July 2010 Suppressed by our Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a 20 July 2010 Suppressed by our Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a 
fag who has syphilis and Hepatitis and gives it to others) he has fag who has syphilis and Hepatitis and gives it to others) he has fag who has syphilis and Hepatitis and gives it to others) he has fag who has syphilis and Hepatitis and gives it to others) he has 
suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists working on 1,001 suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists working on 1,001 suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists working on 1,001 suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists working on 1,001 
Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! 
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Civilians killed on Memorial Day for $177 Trillion in oil Civilians killed on Memorial Day for $177 Trillion in oil Civilians killed on Memorial Day for $177 Trillion in oil Civilians killed on Memorial Day for $177 Trillion in oil 
revenues""Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the revenues""Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the revenues""Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the revenues""Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs 
Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would 
bankrupt Roche too! bankrupt Roche too! bankrupt Roche too! bankrupt Roche too!     
    

 2010 "Oil Men"... and those  2010 "Oil Men"... and those  2010 "Oil Men"... and those  2010 "Oil Men"... and those 

who support and profit from "Oil" "Gasoline" i.e. Burn Units started who support and profit from "Oil" "Gasoline" i.e. Burn Units started who support and profit from "Oil" "Gasoline" i.e. Burn Units started who support and profit from "Oil" "Gasoline" i.e. Burn Units started 
by MD's via Pentagon Generals Military Support for suppressing the by MD's via Pentagon Generals Military Support for suppressing the by MD's via Pentagon Generals Military Support for suppressing the by MD's via Pentagon Generals Military Support for suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in 
oil money. oil money. oil money. oil money.     
    
    
    

    

Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by 
the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is 
working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! -------- Starbucks on the  Starbucks on the  Starbucks on the  Starbucks on the 
Beaches of Key West, No, we have "Tar Balls" from 27,000 other Beaches of Key West, No, we have "Tar Balls" from 27,000 other Beaches of Key West, No, we have "Tar Balls" from 27,000 other Beaches of Key West, No, we have "Tar Balls" from 27,000 other 
Ocean Oil Wells leaking today Ocean Oil Wells leaking today Ocean Oil Wells leaking today Ocean Oil Wells leaking today ---- Gov. will suppress this news and of  Gov. will suppress this news and of  Gov. will suppress this news and of  Gov. will suppress this news and of 
course the 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the Oceans of course the 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the Oceans of course the 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the Oceans of course the 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the Oceans of 
"Trash in General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers working "Trash in General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers working "Trash in General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers working "Trash in General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers working 
build War Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next 100 build War Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next 100 build War Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next 100 build War Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next 100 
years. If fishermen were Kansas Farmers we would have all died of years. If fishermen were Kansas Farmers we would have all died of years. If fishermen were Kansas Farmers we would have all died of years. If fishermen were Kansas Farmers we would have all died of 
hunger 100 years ago. I would convert these 10 Bush Aircraft hunger 100 years ago. I would convert these 10 Bush Aircraft hunger 100 years ago. I would convert these 10 Bush Aircraft hunger 100 years ago. I would convert these 10 Bush Aircraft 
Carriers to fish hatcheries too. Carriers to fish hatcheries too. Carriers to fish hatcheries too. Carriers to fish hatcheries too.     
    
20 July 2010 Suppressed by our Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a 20 July 2010 Suppressed by our Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a 20 July 2010 Suppressed by our Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a 20 July 2010 Suppressed by our Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a 
fag who has syphilis and Hepatitis and gives it to others) he has fag who has syphilis and Hepatitis and gives it to others) he has fag who has syphilis and Hepatitis and gives it to others) he has fag who has syphilis and Hepatitis and gives it to others) he has 
suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists working on 1,001 suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists working on 1,001 suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists working on 1,001 suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists working on 1,001 
Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! MD's, and University Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! MD's, and University Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! MD's, and University Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! MD's, and University 
Presidents here at CU in Boulder Colorado collected more in bribes Presidents here at CU in Boulder Colorado collected more in bribes Presidents here at CU in Boulder Colorado collected more in bribes Presidents here at CU in Boulder Colorado collected more in bribes 
from BP Oil $$$, more $$$ than BP Oil will pay out to the Gulf from BP Oil $$$, more $$$ than BP Oil will pay out to the Gulf from BP Oil $$$, more $$$ than BP Oil will pay out to the Gulf from BP Oil $$$, more $$$ than BP Oil will pay out to the Gulf 
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fishermen and others who LOST all from the Oil Spill. Swiss in fishermen and others who LOST all from the Oil Spill. Swiss in fishermen and others who LOST all from the Oil Spill. Swiss in fishermen and others who LOST all from the Oil Spill. Swiss in 
Geneva are guilty of "Genocide" by letting all these BP bribes $$$ be Geneva are guilty of "Genocide" by letting all these BP bribes $$$ be Geneva are guilty of "Genocide" by letting all these BP bribes $$$ be Geneva are guilty of "Genocide" by letting all these BP bribes $$$ be 
deposited in Swiss Banks, many across the street from UN buildings! deposited in Swiss Banks, many across the street from UN buildings! deposited in Swiss Banks, many across the street from UN buildings! deposited in Swiss Banks, many across the street from UN buildings! 
    
    
2010 Medal of Honor winners are "Oil Men"... and those who support 2010 Medal of Honor winners are "Oil Men"... and those who support 2010 Medal of Honor winners are "Oil Men"... and those who support 2010 Medal of Honor winners are "Oil Men"... and those who support 
and profit from "Oil" "Gasoline" i.e. Burn Units started by MD's via and profit from "Oil" "Gasoline" i.e. Burn Units started by MD's via and profit from "Oil" "Gasoline" i.e. Burn Units started by MD's via and profit from "Oil" "Gasoline" i.e. Burn Units started by MD's via 
Pentagon Generals Military Support for suppressing the Pentagon Generals Military Support for suppressing the Pentagon Generals Military Support for suppressing the Pentagon Generals Military Support for suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in 
oil money. oil money. oil money. oil money.     
    

        

    
10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 10 Bush Class super Aircraft Carriers converted to Ocean Trash 
Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines Trucks and Clean Water Electrolysis Perpetual Motion Machines 
cleaning the Oceans Waters for the next 100 years or until the Bush cleaning the Oceans Waters for the next 100 years or until the Bush cleaning the Oceans Waters for the next 100 years or until the Bush cleaning the Oceans Waters for the next 100 years or until the Bush 
Aircraft Carrier is sunk or sold for scrap medal. yet the Pentagon Aircraft Carrier is sunk or sold for scrap medal. yet the Pentagon Aircraft Carrier is sunk or sold for scrap medal. yet the Pentagon Aircraft Carrier is sunk or sold for scrap medal. yet the Pentagon 
Generals will give out Medal of Honors to those who drove by fiery Generals will give out Medal of Honors to those who drove by fiery Generals will give out Medal of Honors to those who drove by fiery Generals will give out Medal of Honors to those who drove by fiery 
LA wrecks not stopping to help those on fire! LA wrecks not stopping to help those on fire! LA wrecks not stopping to help those on fire! LA wrecks not stopping to help those on fire!     
    
Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from 
selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr 
Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not 
work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in 
my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag 
at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell 
Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time 
she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs 
Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... this would 
bankrupt Roche too! bankrupt Roche too! bankrupt Roche too! bankrupt Roche too!     
    
Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by 
the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when No one is 
working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West!     
    
20 July 2010 Oil "Tar Balls" are in Key West "Today" from 27K 20 July 2010 Oil "Tar Balls" are in Key West "Today" from 27K 20 July 2010 Oil "Tar Balls" are in Key West "Today" from 27K 20 July 2010 Oil "Tar Balls" are in Key West "Today" from 27K 
leaks... Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam leaks... Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam leaks... Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam leaks... Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam 
from selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin for from selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin for from selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin for from selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin for 
$90k a year as Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew $90k a year as Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew $90k a year as Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew $90k a year as Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew 
the pills did not work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder the pills did not work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder the pills did not work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder the pills did not work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder 
Colorado and wrote in my diary she does not have any shit on her Colorado and wrote in my diary she does not have any shit on her Colorado and wrote in my diary she does not have any shit on her Colorado and wrote in my diary she does not have any shit on her 
penis... but she is a "fag at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis penis... but she is a "fag at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis penis... but she is a "fag at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis penis... but she is a "fag at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis 
and Hepatitis! Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of "Observers" and Hepatitis! Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of "Observers" and Hepatitis! Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of "Observers" and Hepatitis! Dr. Susan Love and 100's of thousands of "Observers" 
are "Mass Murderers" for driving by Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to are "Mass Murderers" for driving by Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to are "Mass Murderers" for driving by Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to are "Mass Murderers" for driving by Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 
2010 and not "Stopping to Help"! MD's set up Burn units to "Profit" 2010 and not "Stopping to Help"! MD's set up Burn units to "Profit" 2010 and not "Stopping to Help"! MD's set up Burn units to "Profit" 2010 and not "Stopping to Help"! MD's set up Burn units to "Profit" 
from this "Oil Genocide Era"! And were given the "Medal of Honor" from this "Oil Genocide Era"! And were given the "Medal of Honor" from this "Oil Genocide Era"! And were given the "Medal of Honor" from this "Oil Genocide Era"! And were given the "Medal of Honor" 
by Pentagon Generals behind the Cameras in our "Orwellian by Pentagon Generals behind the Cameras in our "Orwellian by Pentagon Generals behind the Cameras in our "Orwellian by Pentagon Generals behind the Cameras in our "Orwellian 
Society". Same MD's will not give 300 Million Americans Medicare Society". Same MD's will not give 300 Million Americans Medicare Society". Same MD's will not give 300 Million Americans Medicare Society". Same MD's will not give 300 Million Americans Medicare 
Medical Coverage like Saudi Arabia has had for its Citizens since Medical Coverage like Saudi Arabia has had for its Citizens since Medical Coverage like Saudi Arabia has had for its Citizens since Medical Coverage like Saudi Arabia has had for its Citizens since 
1980! "Mandatory Organ Donation" was LOST to Bush selling your 1980! "Mandatory Organ Donation" was LOST to Bush selling your 1980! "Mandatory Organ Donation" was LOST to Bush selling your 1980! "Mandatory Organ Donation" was LOST to Bush selling your 
organs to Saudi Princes! These MD's made a "Windfall Profit" from organs to Saudi Princes! These MD's made a "Windfall Profit" from organs to Saudi Princes! These MD's made a "Windfall Profit" from organs to Saudi Princes! These MD's made a "Windfall Profit" from 
the "Mass Murder" of selling your Organs to Saudi Princes from the "Mass Murder" of selling your Organs to Saudi Princes from the "Mass Murder" of selling your Organs to Saudi Princes from the "Mass Murder" of selling your Organs to Saudi Princes from 
1980 to 2010! Mass Murder of these Americans waiting for the 1980 to 2010! Mass Murder of these Americans waiting for the 1980 to 2010! Mass Murder of these Americans waiting for the 1980 to 2010! Mass Murder of these Americans waiting for the 
Organs Saudi Princes got and died waiting. Students waiting for Organs Saudi Princes got and died waiting. Students waiting for Organs Saudi Princes got and died waiting. Students waiting for Organs Saudi Princes got and died waiting. Students waiting for 
the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 are still getting gasoline the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 are still getting gasoline the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 are still getting gasoline the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 are still getting gasoline 
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engine cars and many Student Drivers have died in Fiery LA engine cars and many Student Drivers have died in Fiery LA engine cars and many Student Drivers have died in Fiery LA engine cars and many Student Drivers have died in Fiery LA 
Wrecks from 1980 to 2010. Let alone getting an Wrecks from 1980 to 2010. Let alone getting an Wrecks from 1980 to 2010. Let alone getting an Wrecks from 1980 to 2010. Let alone getting an 
ElectricWindmillCar for being in the 2010 Graduation Class at ElectricWindmillCar for being in the 2010 Graduation Class at ElectricWindmillCar for being in the 2010 Graduation Class at ElectricWindmillCar for being in the 2010 Graduation Class at 
Yale, Harvard, CU here in Boulder, Colorado. LOST, Bill Gates is a Yale, Harvard, CU here in Boulder, Colorado. LOST, Bill Gates is a Yale, Harvard, CU here in Boulder, Colorado. LOST, Bill Gates is a Yale, Harvard, CU here in Boulder, Colorado. LOST, Bill Gates is a 
Mass Murderer of Students from 1980 to 2010 for going along with Mass Murderer of Students from 1980 to 2010 for going along with Mass Murderer of Students from 1980 to 2010 for going along with Mass Murderer of Students from 1980 to 2010 for going along with 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980, and Gregs the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980, and Gregs the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980, and Gregs the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980, and Gregs 
"Inventor" OS. Operating System that would have replaced Windows "Inventor" OS. Operating System that would have replaced Windows "Inventor" OS. Operating System that would have replaced Windows "Inventor" OS. Operating System that would have replaced Windows 
7 decades ago and would have come pre installed with 1,001 7 decades ago and would have come pre installed with 1,001 7 decades ago and would have come pre installed with 1,001 7 decades ago and would have come pre installed with 1,001 
Invention Projects for you to work on. This is a crime by Bill Gates. Invention Projects for you to work on. This is a crime by Bill Gates. Invention Projects for you to work on. This is a crime by Bill Gates. Invention Projects for you to work on. This is a crime by Bill Gates. 
Gates and Gates at the Pentagon should be covered in Key West Tar Gates and Gates at the Pentagon should be covered in Key West Tar Gates and Gates at the Pentagon should be covered in Key West Tar Gates and Gates at the Pentagon should be covered in Key West Tar 
Balls, to say the least for their Profiting from so many burned and Balls, to say the least for their Profiting from so many burned and Balls, to say the least for their Profiting from so many burned and Balls, to say the least for their Profiting from so many burned and 
burned to death by Our Orwellian Governments Oil Genocide Era burned to death by Our Orwellian Governments Oil Genocide Era burned to death by Our Orwellian Governments Oil Genocide Era burned to death by Our Orwellian Governments Oil Genocide Era 
from 1980 to 2010. I will convert all 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers from 1980 to 2010. I will convert all 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers from 1980 to 2010. I will convert all 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers from 1980 to 2010. I will convert all 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers 
to "Ocean Trash Trucks" when the Pentagon is converted to a $1 to "Ocean Trash Trucks" when the Pentagon is converted to a $1 to "Ocean Trash Trucks" when the Pentagon is converted to a $1 to "Ocean Trash Trucks" when the Pentagon is converted to a $1 
Trillion dollar Medical School. Pentagon Generals are responsible Trillion dollar Medical School. Pentagon Generals are responsible Trillion dollar Medical School. Pentagon Generals are responsible Trillion dollar Medical School. Pentagon Generals are responsible 
for all the kids who died in 2010 from Whooping Cough too! for all the kids who died in 2010 from Whooping Cough too! for all the kids who died in 2010 from Whooping Cough too! for all the kids who died in 2010 from Whooping Cough too! 
Dereliction of Duty and Treason by Pentagon Generals killing their Dereliction of Duty and Treason by Pentagon Generals killing their Dereliction of Duty and Treason by Pentagon Generals killing their Dereliction of Duty and Treason by Pentagon Generals killing their 
own Civilians not just Civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan! own Civilians not just Civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan! own Civilians not just Civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan! own Civilians not just Civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan!     
    

    

Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, Reinvented and designed by 
the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar for working on a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in a Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in a Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in a Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer in a 
Polygamous Marriage with a few MD women for my wives, when No Polygamous Marriage with a few MD women for my wives, when No Polygamous Marriage with a few MD women for my wives, when No Polygamous Marriage with a few MD women for my wives, when No 
one is working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for one is working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for one is working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for one is working on a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for 
Breast Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! Breast Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! Breast Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! Breast Cancer at Starbucks on the Beach at Key West! --------------------    
Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, No, we have "Tar Balls" from Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, No, we have "Tar Balls" from Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, No, we have "Tar Balls" from Starbucks on the Beaches of Key West, No, we have "Tar Balls" from 
27,000 other Ocean Oil Wells leaking today 27,000 other Ocean Oil Wells leaking today 27,000 other Ocean Oil Wells leaking today 27,000 other Ocean Oil Wells leaking today ---- No one is working  No one is working  No one is working  No one is working 
24/7 on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer 24/7 on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer 24/7 on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer 24/7 on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer 
because the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar is stifled by Dr. because the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar is stifled by Dr. because the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar is stifled by Dr. because the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar is stifled by Dr. 
Susan Love and our Orwellian Caesar! Gov. will suppress this news Susan Love and our Orwellian Caesar! Gov. will suppress this news Susan Love and our Orwellian Caesar! Gov. will suppress this news Susan Love and our Orwellian Caesar! Gov. will suppress this news 
and of course the 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the and of course the 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the and of course the 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the and of course the 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to clean the 
Oceans of "Trash in General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers Oceans of "Trash in General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers Oceans of "Trash in General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers Oceans of "Trash in General" War has all the MIT psychotic killers 
working build War Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next working build War Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next working build War Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next working build War Toys when the Ocean will be trashed for the next 
100 years. "Ocean Trash Trucks" will not be invented by anyone at 100 years. "Ocean Trash Trucks" will not be invented by anyone at 100 years. "Ocean Trash Trucks" will not be invented by anyone at 100 years. "Ocean Trash Trucks" will not be invented by anyone at 
MIT as they are working on "War Toys" when the MIT as they are working on "War Toys" when the MIT as they are working on "War Toys" when the MIT as they are working on "War Toys" when the 
ElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed in 1980 and this ElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed in 1980 and this ElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed in 1980 and this ElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed in 1980 and this 
is common knowledge by Everyone at MIT! If fishermen were Kansas is common knowledge by Everyone at MIT! If fishermen were Kansas is common knowledge by Everyone at MIT! If fishermen were Kansas is common knowledge by Everyone at MIT! If fishermen were Kansas 
Farmers we would have all died of hunger 100 years ago. I would Farmers we would have all died of hunger 100 years ago. I would Farmers we would have all died of hunger 100 years ago. I would Farmers we would have all died of hunger 100 years ago. I would 
convert these 10 Bush Aircraft Carriers to fish hatcheries too. convert these 10 Bush Aircraft Carriers to fish hatcheries too. convert these 10 Bush Aircraft Carriers to fish hatcheries too. convert these 10 Bush Aircraft Carriers to fish hatcheries too.     
    
    
    
Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from Dr Susan Love should be arrested for a $5.9 billion scam from 
selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr. selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr. selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr. selling her patients the Roche Breast cancer pills Avastin as Dr. 
Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not Susan Love and 100's of thousands of MD's knew the pills did not 
work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in work. I meet Dr. Susan Love here in Boulder Colorado and wrote in 
my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag my diary she does not have any shit on her penis... but she is a "fag 
at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell at heart" as she would give anyone syphilis and Hepatitis, and sell 
Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time Chemo treatments for $100k that are also a scam. At the same time 
she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's gov. suppression of the she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's gov. suppression of the she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's gov. suppression of the she is a "Observer" of Greg Buell Lovestar's gov. suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs ElectricWindmillcar and our Orwellian Caesar's stifling of Gregs 
Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx Polygamous Marriage to a few MD women to work 24/7 on a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Greg + Wives Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Greg + Wives Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Greg + Wives Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Greg + Wives 
getting this would bankrupt Roche too! Dr. Susan Love and 100's of getting this would bankrupt Roche too! Dr. Susan Love and 100's of getting this would bankrupt Roche too! Dr. Susan Love and 100's of getting this would bankrupt Roche too! Dr. Susan Love and 100's of 
thousands of "Observers" are "Mass Murderers" for driving by Fiery thousands of "Observers" are "Mass Murderers" for driving by Fiery thousands of "Observers" are "Mass Murderers" for driving by Fiery thousands of "Observers" are "Mass Murderers" for driving by Fiery 
LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010 and not "Stopping to Help"! Pentagon LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010 and not "Stopping to Help"! Pentagon LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010 and not "Stopping to Help"! Pentagon LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010 and not "Stopping to Help"! Pentagon 
Generals will give a MD who set up "Burn Units" a "Medal of Honor"! Generals will give a MD who set up "Burn Units" a "Medal of Honor"! Generals will give a MD who set up "Burn Units" a "Medal of Honor"! Generals will give a MD who set up "Burn Units" a "Medal of Honor"! 
In an "Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2010. MD Profits are from In an "Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2010. MD Profits are from In an "Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2010. MD Profits are from In an "Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2010. MD Profits are from 
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burns via gasoline that should have been 10 cents a gallon in burns via gasoline that should have been 10 cents a gallon in burns via gasoline that should have been 10 cents a gallon in burns via gasoline that should have been 10 cents a gallon in 
1980. 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers have been built with $177 1980. 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers have been built with $177 1980. 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers have been built with $177 1980. 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers have been built with $177 
Trillion in Oil Genocide Revenues when our Oceans are "Trashed". I Trillion in Oil Genocide Revenues when our Oceans are "Trashed". I Trillion in Oil Genocide Revenues when our Oceans are "Trashed". I Trillion in Oil Genocide Revenues when our Oceans are "Trashed". I 
will convert all 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers to "Ocean Trash will convert all 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers to "Ocean Trash will convert all 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers to "Ocean Trash will convert all 10 Bush Class Aircraft Carriers to "Ocean Trash 
Trucks" when the Pentagon is converted to a $1 Trillion dollar Trucks" when the Pentagon is converted to a $1 Trillion dollar Trucks" when the Pentagon is converted to a $1 Trillion dollar Trucks" when the Pentagon is converted to a $1 Trillion dollar 
Medical School. Oil "Tar Balls" are in Key West from 27K leaks... One Medical School. Oil "Tar Balls" are in Key West from 27K leaks... One Medical School. Oil "Tar Balls" are in Key West from 27K leaks... One Medical School. Oil "Tar Balls" are in Key West from 27K leaks... One 
White Sand island with 10K birds and all 10k Birds are covered in White Sand island with 10K birds and all 10k Birds are covered in White Sand island with 10K birds and all 10k Birds are covered in White Sand island with 10K birds and all 10k Birds are covered in 
oil, Katie Couric and her Admiral boyfriend stifled this story from oil, Katie Couric and her Admiral boyfriend stifled this story from oil, Katie Couric and her Admiral boyfriend stifled this story from oil, Katie Couric and her Admiral boyfriend stifled this story from 
CBS Nightly News! Admiral in command of 10 Bush Class Aircraft CBS Nightly News! Admiral in command of 10 Bush Class Aircraft CBS Nightly News! Admiral in command of 10 Bush Class Aircraft CBS Nightly News! Admiral in command of 10 Bush Class Aircraft 
Carrier Ocean Trash Trucks will not be an Admiral who went to Carrier Ocean Trash Trucks will not be an Admiral who went to Carrier Ocean Trash Trucks will not be an Admiral who went to Carrier Ocean Trash Trucks will not be an Admiral who went to 
West Point but one that was burned over most of his or her body in West Point but one that was burned over most of his or her body in West Point but one that was burned over most of his or her body in West Point but one that was burned over most of his or her body in 
a fiery LA Wreck or LA Fiery Boat Wreck. Revenge from 100's of a fiery LA Wreck or LA Fiery Boat Wreck. Revenge from 100's of a fiery LA Wreck or LA Fiery Boat Wreck. Revenge from 100's of a fiery LA Wreck or LA Fiery Boat Wreck. Revenge from 100's of 
thousands Cops and Kids burned in gasoline since 1980 will expose thousands Cops and Kids burned in gasoline since 1980 will expose thousands Cops and Kids burned in gasoline since 1980 will expose thousands Cops and Kids burned in gasoline since 1980 will expose 
9/11 as preventable by not suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar 9/11 as preventable by not suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar 9/11 as preventable by not suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar 9/11 as preventable by not suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar 
since 1980. Pentagon Generals who have given out the "Medal of since 1980. Pentagon Generals who have given out the "Medal of since 1980. Pentagon Generals who have given out the "Medal of since 1980. Pentagon Generals who have given out the "Medal of 
Honor" from 1980 to 2010 have given it to "Mass Murderers" who Honor" from 1980 to 2010 have given it to "Mass Murderers" who Honor" from 1980 to 2010 have given it to "Mass Murderers" who Honor" from 1980 to 2010 have given it to "Mass Murderers" who 
helped suppress the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010! helped suppress the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010! helped suppress the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010! helped suppress the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010!     
    
    
    

Suck up BP Oil Suck up BP Oil Suck up BP Oil Suck up BP Oil 

with Bush Class AirCraft Carriers! Trash Trucks the 10 Bush Class with Bush Class AirCraft Carriers! Trash Trucks the 10 Bush Class with Bush Class AirCraft Carriers! Trash Trucks the 10 Bush Class with Bush Class AirCraft Carriers! Trash Trucks the 10 Bush Class 
AirCraft Carriers AirCraft Carriers AirCraft Carriers AirCraft Carriers -------- 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar suppressed from  9/11... ElectricWindmillCar suppressed from  9/11... ElectricWindmillCar suppressed from  9/11... ElectricWindmillCar suppressed from 
1980 to 2010 when Time Square should have made news on the 1980 to 2010 when Time Square should have made news on the 1980 to 2010 when Time Square should have made news on the 1980 to 2010 when Time Square should have made news on the 
front page of the New York Times about the ElectricWindmillCar! front page of the New York Times about the ElectricWindmillCar! front page of the New York Times about the ElectricWindmillCar! front page of the New York Times about the ElectricWindmillCar!     
    

        

    
15 July 2010 CBS news with Katie Couric yesterday she put together 15 July 2010 CBS news with Katie Couric yesterday she put together 15 July 2010 CBS news with Katie Couric yesterday she put together 15 July 2010 CBS news with Katie Couric yesterday she put together 
a clip in the Gulf with her Admiral boyfriend pointing out 10,000 a clip in the Gulf with her Admiral boyfriend pointing out 10,000 a clip in the Gulf with her Admiral boyfriend pointing out 10,000 a clip in the Gulf with her Admiral boyfriend pointing out 10,000 
little tiny skimmer boats to suck up oil when both Katie and the little tiny skimmer boats to suck up oil when both Katie and the little tiny skimmer boats to suck up oil when both Katie and the little tiny skimmer boats to suck up oil when both Katie and the 
Admiral knew about our Orwellian Caesar suppressing the Admiral knew about our Orwellian Caesar suppressing the Admiral knew about our Orwellian Caesar suppressing the Admiral knew about our Orwellian Caesar suppressing the 
deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to suck up the BP Oil! deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to suck up the BP Oil! deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to suck up the BP Oil! deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to suck up the BP Oil! 
Katie and the Admiral know BP has paid out more in bribes $$$ Katie and the Admiral know BP has paid out more in bribes $$$ Katie and the Admiral know BP has paid out more in bribes $$$ Katie and the Admiral know BP has paid out more in bribes $$$ 
than they will ever pay out $$$ to Gulf Oil Victims. No Way will our than they will ever pay out $$$ to Gulf Oil Victims. No Way will our than they will ever pay out $$$ to Gulf Oil Victims. No Way will our than they will ever pay out $$$ to Gulf Oil Victims. No Way will our 
Orwellian Caesar deploy 10 Bush Class aircraft carriers to suck up Orwellian Caesar deploy 10 Bush Class aircraft carriers to suck up Orwellian Caesar deploy 10 Bush Class aircraft carriers to suck up Orwellian Caesar deploy 10 Bush Class aircraft carriers to suck up 
oil that will wash ashore on more and more miles of white sand oil that will wash ashore on more and more miles of white sand oil that will wash ashore on more and more miles of white sand oil that will wash ashore on more and more miles of white sand 
beaches in Florida and yes even Key West white sand beaches. Why, beaches in Florida and yes even Key West white sand beaches. Why, beaches in Florida and yes even Key West white sand beaches. Why, beaches in Florida and yes even Key West white sand beaches. Why, 
Because our Orwellian Caesar is a psychotic killer. Pictures of Because our Orwellian Caesar is a psychotic killer. Pictures of Because our Orwellian Caesar is a psychotic killer. Pictures of Because our Orwellian Caesar is a psychotic killer. Pictures of 
burned out cop cars and 100's of thousands of pictures of cops and burned out cop cars and 100's of thousands of pictures of cops and burned out cop cars and 100's of thousands of pictures of cops and burned out cop cars and 100's of thousands of pictures of cops and 
kids burned and burned to death in fiery wrecks, most in LA. Are kids burned and burned to death in fiery wrecks, most in LA. Are kids burned and burned to death in fiery wrecks, most in LA. Are kids burned and burned to death in fiery wrecks, most in LA. Are 
never on CBS or on the front page of the New York Times. Are crimes never on CBS or on the front page of the New York Times. Are crimes never on CBS or on the front page of the New York Times. Are crimes never on CBS or on the front page of the New York Times. Are crimes 
by Oil Men, Texas and Saudi Oil men. University President in by Oil Men, Texas and Saudi Oil men. University President in by Oil Men, Texas and Saudi Oil men. University President in by Oil Men, Texas and Saudi Oil men. University President in 
Boulder Colorado is a mass murderer who drives by fiery LA wrecks Boulder Colorado is a mass murderer who drives by fiery LA wrecks Boulder Colorado is a mass murderer who drives by fiery LA wrecks Boulder Colorado is a mass murderer who drives by fiery LA wrecks 
and does not stop to help but profits from Burn Units set up by MD's. and does not stop to help but profits from Burn Units set up by MD's. and does not stop to help but profits from Burn Units set up by MD's. and does not stop to help but profits from Burn Units set up by MD's. 
Cleaning up the oil on white sand beaches will be easier than Cleaning up the oil on white sand beaches will be easier than Cleaning up the oil on white sand beaches will be easier than Cleaning up the oil on white sand beaches will be easier than 
cleaning up "Oil Genocide Crimes" by University Presidents! Our cleaning up "Oil Genocide Crimes" by University Presidents! Our cleaning up "Oil Genocide Crimes" by University Presidents! Our cleaning up "Oil Genocide Crimes" by University Presidents! Our 
Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a fag who has syphilis and gives it Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a fag who has syphilis and gives it Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a fag who has syphilis and gives it Orwellian Caesar (who has to be a fag who has syphilis and gives it 
to others) has suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists to others) has suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists to others) has suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists to others) has suppressed the idea of millions of Polygamists 
working on 1,001 Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! Syphilis, working on 1,001 Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! Syphilis, working on 1,001 Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! Syphilis, working on 1,001 Invention Projects 24/7 with a few wives! Syphilis, 
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and Hepatitis have infected and killed millions via fags and the and Hepatitis have infected and killed millions via fags and the and Hepatitis have infected and killed millions via fags and the and Hepatitis have infected and killed millions via fags and the 
CIA has documented who gave syphilis and Hepatitis to whom. CIA has documented who gave syphilis and Hepatitis to whom. CIA has documented who gave syphilis and Hepatitis to whom. CIA has documented who gave syphilis and Hepatitis to whom. 
MD's, and University Presidents here at CU in Boulder Colorado MD's, and University Presidents here at CU in Boulder Colorado MD's, and University Presidents here at CU in Boulder Colorado MD's, and University Presidents here at CU in Boulder Colorado 
collected more in bribes from BP Oil $$$, more $$$ than BP Oil will collected more in bribes from BP Oil $$$, more $$$ than BP Oil will collected more in bribes from BP Oil $$$, more $$$ than BP Oil will collected more in bribes from BP Oil $$$, more $$$ than BP Oil will 
pay out to the Gulf fishermen and others who LOST all from the Oil pay out to the Gulf fishermen and others who LOST all from the Oil pay out to the Gulf fishermen and others who LOST all from the Oil pay out to the Gulf fishermen and others who LOST all from the Oil 
Spill. Swiss in Geneva are guilty of "Genocide" by letting all these BP Spill. Swiss in Geneva are guilty of "Genocide" by letting all these BP Spill. Swiss in Geneva are guilty of "Genocide" by letting all these BP Spill. Swiss in Geneva are guilty of "Genocide" by letting all these BP 
bribes $$$ be deposited in Swiss Banks, many across the street from bribes $$$ be deposited in Swiss Banks, many across the street from bribes $$$ be deposited in Swiss Banks, many across the street from bribes $$$ be deposited in Swiss Banks, many across the street from 
UN buildings! UN buildings! UN buildings! UN buildings!     
    
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html"http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html"http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html"http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html"    

    
    
    

Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should Cheri McDonald thief, stole $400 rent deposit from Greg and should 
be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog be arrested and should also be arrested for mistreating the Dog 
Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box Buddy... no she did not duct tape the Dog Buddy to the Ice Box 

Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!Door... grin! But she knows violent teens who could have!        

    
    

Suck up BP Oil Suck up BP Oil Suck up BP Oil Suck up BP Oil 

with Bush Class AirCraft Carriers! 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar with Bush Class AirCraft Carriers! 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar with Bush Class AirCraft Carriers! 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar with Bush Class AirCraft Carriers! 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar 
suppressed from 1980 to 2010 when Time Square should have made suppressed from 1980 to 2010 when Time Square should have made suppressed from 1980 to 2010 when Time Square should have made suppressed from 1980 to 2010 when Time Square should have made 
news on the front page of the New York Times about the news on the front page of the New York Times about the news on the front page of the New York Times about the news on the front page of the New York Times about the 
ElectricWindmillCar! Oil will wash ashore in the summer of 2010 at ElectricWindmillCar! Oil will wash ashore in the summer of 2010 at ElectricWindmillCar! Oil will wash ashore in the summer of 2010 at ElectricWindmillCar! Oil will wash ashore in the summer of 2010 at 
this Carriers home ported at Naval Station Norfolk, Virginia. this Carriers home ported at Naval Station Norfolk, Virginia. this Carriers home ported at Naval Station Norfolk, Virginia. this Carriers home ported at Naval Station Norfolk, Virginia.     
    
    
    

9/11... ElectricWindmillCar 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar 

suppressed from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in oil suppressed from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in oil suppressed from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in oil suppressed from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in oil 
revenues... NYC World Trade Center and Fiery LA Wrecks are revenues... NYC World Trade Center and Fiery LA Wrecks are revenues... NYC World Trade Center and Fiery LA Wrecks are revenues... NYC World Trade Center and Fiery LA Wrecks are 
Pentagon Civilians killed by American Generals for War... for Oil Pentagon Civilians killed by American Generals for War... for Oil Pentagon Civilians killed by American Generals for War... for Oil Pentagon Civilians killed by American Generals for War... for Oil 
Money and yes the Pentagon Generals got $7 Trillion or more for Money and yes the Pentagon Generals got $7 Trillion or more for Money and yes the Pentagon Generals got $7 Trillion or more for Money and yes the Pentagon Generals got $7 Trillion or more for 
MIT War Toys from 1980 to 2010 MIT War Toys from 1980 to 2010 MIT War Toys from 1980 to 2010 MIT War Toys from 1980 to 2010     
    
20 June 2010 Summer 20 June 2010 Summer 20 June 2010 Summer 20 June 2010 Summer     
    
Summer deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to Key West Summer deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to Key West Summer deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to Key West Summer deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to Key West 
to suck up the BP Oil! No Way! Coup D'Etat... to suck up the BP Oil! No Way! Coup D'Etat... to suck up the BP Oil! No Way! Coup D'Etat... to suck up the BP Oil! No Way! Coup D'Etat...     
    
Keysnews.com Keysnews.com Keysnews.com Keysnews.com     
    
The Key West "Citizen" Newspaper will let oil wash ashore on every The Key West "Citizen" Newspaper will let oil wash ashore on every The Key West "Citizen" Newspaper will let oil wash ashore on every The Key West "Citizen" Newspaper will let oil wash ashore on every 
white sand Key West beach without making National Headlines white sand Key West beach without making National Headlines white sand Key West beach without making National Headlines white sand Key West beach without making National Headlines 
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demanding the USS Bush, A Nimitzdemanding the USS Bush, A Nimitzdemanding the USS Bush, A Nimitzdemanding the USS Bush, A Nimitz----class super carrier and the class super carrier and the class super carrier and the class super carrier and the 
other 10 AirCraft Carriers suck up oil off of Key West before it washes other 10 AirCraft Carriers suck up oil off of Key West before it washes other 10 AirCraft Carriers suck up oil off of Key West before it washes other 10 AirCraft Carriers suck up oil off of Key West before it washes 
ashore and floods Duval Street and every white beach in Key West ashore and floods Duval Street and every white beach in Key West ashore and floods Duval Street and every white beach in Key West ashore and floods Duval Street and every white beach in Key West 
because we have an Orwellian Caesar who has suppressed since because we have an Orwellian Caesar who has suppressed since because we have an Orwellian Caesar who has suppressed since because we have an Orwellian Caesar who has suppressed since 
1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillcar in Boulder, Colorado... 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillcar in Boulder, Colorado... 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillcar in Boulder, Colorado... 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillcar in Boulder, Colorado... 
Coup D'Etat Coup D'Etat Coup D'Etat Coup D'Etat     
    
Orwellian Caesar has suppressed since 1980 invention of the Orwellian Caesar has suppressed since 1980 invention of the Orwellian Caesar has suppressed since 1980 invention of the Orwellian Caesar has suppressed since 1980 invention of the 
ElectricWindmillcar in Boulder, Colorado ElectricWindmillcar in Boulder, Colorado ElectricWindmillcar in Boulder, Colorado ElectricWindmillcar in Boulder, Colorado     
    
http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        
    
    
    

        

    
Deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to Key West to suck up Deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to Key West to suck up Deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to Key West to suck up Deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to Key West to suck up 
the BP Oil! No Way! the BP Oil! No Way! the BP Oil! No Way! the BP Oil! No Way!     
Keysnews.com Keysnews.com Keysnews.com Keysnews.com     
    

Suck up BP Oil Suck up BP Oil Suck up BP Oil Suck up BP Oil 

with Bush Class AirCraft Carriers! 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar with Bush Class AirCraft Carriers! 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar with Bush Class AirCraft Carriers! 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar with Bush Class AirCraft Carriers! 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar 
suppressed from 1980 to 2010 when Time Square should have made suppressed from 1980 to 2010 when Time Square should have made suppressed from 1980 to 2010 when Time Square should have made suppressed from 1980 to 2010 when Time Square should have made 
news on the front page of the New York Times about the news on the front page of the New York Times about the news on the front page of the New York Times about the news on the front page of the New York Times about the 
ElectricWindmillCar! Oil will wash ashore in the summer of 2010 at ElectricWindmillCar! Oil will wash ashore in the summer of 2010 at ElectricWindmillCar! Oil will wash ashore in the summer of 2010 at ElectricWindmillCar! Oil will wash ashore in the summer of 2010 at 
this Carriers home ported at Naval Station Norfolk, Virginia. this Carriers home ported at Naval Station Norfolk, Virginia. this Carriers home ported at Naval Station Norfolk, Virginia. this Carriers home ported at Naval Station Norfolk, Virginia.     
    
    
    

9/11... ElectricWindmillCar 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar 

suppressed from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in oil suppressed from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in oil suppressed from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in oil suppressed from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in oil 
revenues... NYC World Trade Center and Fiery LA Wrecks are revenues... NYC World Trade Center and Fiery LA Wrecks are revenues... NYC World Trade Center and Fiery LA Wrecks are revenues... NYC World Trade Center and Fiery LA Wrecks are 
Pentagon Civilians killed by American Generals for War... for Oil Pentagon Civilians killed by American Generals for War... for Oil Pentagon Civilians killed by American Generals for War... for Oil Pentagon Civilians killed by American Generals for War... for Oil 
Money and yes the Pentagon Generals got $7 Trillion or more for Money and yes the Pentagon Generals got $7 Trillion or more for Money and yes the Pentagon Generals got $7 Trillion or more for Money and yes the Pentagon Generals got $7 Trillion or more for 
MIT War Toys from 1980 to 2010 MIT War Toys from 1980 to 2010 MIT War Toys from 1980 to 2010 MIT War Toys from 1980 to 2010     
    
4th of July4th of July4th of July4th of July    
    
4th of July and our Orwellian Caesar turned off my wifi in my new 4th of July and our Orwellian Caesar turned off my wifi in my new 4th of July and our Orwellian Caesar turned off my wifi in my new 4th of July and our Orwellian Caesar turned off my wifi in my new 
room until Tuesday. room until Tuesday. room until Tuesday. room until Tuesday.     
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4th of July web update will be late because I'm at Starbucks on the 4th of July web update will be late because I'm at Starbucks on the 4th of July web update will be late because I'm at Starbucks on the 4th of July web update will be late because I'm at Starbucks on the 
Pearl Street Mall in Boulder Colorado and can't really stay here Pearl Street Mall in Boulder Colorado and can't really stay here Pearl Street Mall in Boulder Colorado and can't really stay here Pearl Street Mall in Boulder Colorado and can't really stay here 
another 3 hours writing Greg's 4th of July 2010 web update, blame another 3 hours writing Greg's 4th of July 2010 web update, blame another 3 hours writing Greg's 4th of July 2010 web update, blame another 3 hours writing Greg's 4th of July 2010 web update, blame 
it on our Orwellian Caesar! it on our Orwellian Caesar! it on our Orwellian Caesar! it on our Orwellian Caesar!     
    
4th of July... today our Orwellian Caesar forced Greg Buell Lovestar 4th of July... today our Orwellian Caesar forced Greg Buell Lovestar 4th of July... today our Orwellian Caesar forced Greg Buell Lovestar 4th of July... today our Orwellian Caesar forced Greg Buell Lovestar 
to move from room rented by Cheri McDonald and Cheri did a to move from room rented by Cheri McDonald and Cheri did a to move from room rented by Cheri McDonald and Cheri did a to move from room rented by Cheri McDonald and Cheri did a 
classic scam of no $400 rent deposit returned I'm going to have her classic scam of no $400 rent deposit returned I'm going to have her classic scam of no $400 rent deposit returned I'm going to have her classic scam of no $400 rent deposit returned I'm going to have her 
arrested for Grand Larceny after the ElectricWindmillCar coup arrested for Grand Larceny after the ElectricWindmillCar coup arrested for Grand Larceny after the ElectricWindmillCar coup arrested for Grand Larceny after the ElectricWindmillCar coup 
witch might be sooner than later with all the oil on white sand witch might be sooner than later with all the oil on white sand witch might be sooner than later with all the oil on white sand witch might be sooner than later with all the oil on white sand 
beaches in Florida on the 4th of July 2010. Our Orwellian Caesar beaches in Florida on the 4th of July 2010. Our Orwellian Caesar beaches in Florida on the 4th of July 2010. Our Orwellian Caesar beaches in Florida on the 4th of July 2010. Our Orwellian Caesar 
also make all the cops and kids who burn and burn to death on also make all the cops and kids who burn and burn to death on also make all the cops and kids who burn and burn to death on also make all the cops and kids who burn and burn to death on 
the 4th of July in a fiery LA Wreck persona non grata as CBS and the 4th of July in a fiery LA Wreck persona non grata as CBS and the 4th of July in a fiery LA Wreck persona non grata as CBS and the 4th of July in a fiery LA Wreck persona non grata as CBS and 
the NY Times will not report on fiery car wrecks and those who burn the NY Times will not report on fiery car wrecks and those who burn the NY Times will not report on fiery car wrecks and those who burn the NY Times will not report on fiery car wrecks and those who burn 
in gasoline for BP Oil profits of $177 Trillion dollars since the in gasoline for BP Oil profits of $177 Trillion dollars since the in gasoline for BP Oil profits of $177 Trillion dollars since the in gasoline for BP Oil profits of $177 Trillion dollars since the 
invention of the ElectricWindmillcar in 1980... wow! below is the invention of the ElectricWindmillcar in 1980... wow! below is the invention of the ElectricWindmillcar in 1980... wow! below is the invention of the ElectricWindmillcar in 1980... wow! below is the 
link to the Crazy women who scrammed the Senior and the IRS...link to the Crazy women who scrammed the Senior and the IRS...link to the Crazy women who scrammed the Senior and the IRS...link to the Crazy women who scrammed the Senior and the IRS...    
    
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html" http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html" http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html" http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/Cheri_McDonald.html"     
Cheri McDonald scrammed of Senior out of $400 rent depositCheri McDonald scrammed of Senior out of $400 rent depositCheri McDonald scrammed of Senior out of $400 rent depositCheri McDonald scrammed of Senior out of $400 rent deposit        
    
Cheri McDonald was going to move out and rent 4 rooms out to Cheri McDonald was going to move out and rent 4 rooms out to Cheri McDonald was going to move out and rent 4 rooms out to Cheri McDonald was going to move out and rent 4 rooms out to 
violent teens with no mom in the house... violent teens with no mom in the house... violent teens with no mom in the house... violent teens with no mom in the house...     
    
    
    
Cheri McDonald web page scam artist of Senior Citizens $400 rent Cheri McDonald web page scam artist of Senior Citizens $400 rent Cheri McDonald web page scam artist of Senior Citizens $400 rent Cheri McDonald web page scam artist of Senior Citizens $400 rent 
deposits, crook mom of violent teensdeposits, crook mom of violent teensdeposits, crook mom of violent teensdeposits, crook mom of violent teens        
    
    
Cheri McDonald Crook thief Scam Artists of Senior Citizens rent Cheri McDonald Crook thief Scam Artists of Senior Citizens rent Cheri McDonald Crook thief Scam Artists of Senior Citizens rent Cheri McDonald Crook thief Scam Artists of Senior Citizens rent 
depositdepositdepositdeposit        
Cheri does not know elder abuse statistics as she would not have Cheri does not know elder abuse statistics as she would not have Cheri does not know elder abuse statistics as she would not have Cheri does not know elder abuse statistics as she would not have 
done this and forced Greg Buell to move out. Teens abuse the done this and forced Greg Buell to move out. Teens abuse the done this and forced Greg Buell to move out. Teens abuse the done this and forced Greg Buell to move out. Teens abuse the 
elderly more than they beat up other teens. elderly more than they beat up other teens. elderly more than they beat up other teens. elderly more than they beat up other teens.     
    
20 June 2010 Summer 20 June 2010 Summer 20 June 2010 Summer 20 June 2010 Summer     
    
Summer deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to Key West Summer deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to Key West Summer deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to Key West Summer deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to Key West 
to suck up the BP Oil! No Way! Coup D'Etat... to suck up the BP Oil! No Way! Coup D'Etat... to suck up the BP Oil! No Way! Coup D'Etat... to suck up the BP Oil! No Way! Coup D'Etat...     
    
Keysnews.com Keysnews.com Keysnews.com Keysnews.com     
    
The Key West "Citizen" Newspaper will let oil wash ashore on every The Key West "Citizen" Newspaper will let oil wash ashore on every The Key West "Citizen" Newspaper will let oil wash ashore on every The Key West "Citizen" Newspaper will let oil wash ashore on every 
white sand Key West beach... white sand Key West beach... white sand Key West beach... white sand Key West beach...     
    
33,000 little girls will burn in gasoline in the Summer of 2010 and 33,000 little girls will burn in gasoline in the Summer of 2010 and 33,000 little girls will burn in gasoline in the Summer of 2010 and 33,000 little girls will burn in gasoline in the Summer of 2010 and 
the New York Times made them all Persona non grata! the New York Times made them all Persona non grata! the New York Times made them all Persona non grata! the New York Times made them all Persona non grata!     
    
33 More deepwater Oil Wells to drill... 33 More deepwater Oil Wells to drill... 33 More deepwater Oil Wells to drill... 33 More deepwater Oil Wells to drill...     
    
More 3 year old little girls in the gasoline burn unit, all Persona More 3 year old little girls in the gasoline burn unit, all Persona More 3 year old little girls in the gasoline burn unit, all Persona More 3 year old little girls in the gasoline burn unit, all Persona 
non grata on the NBC "Today Show"! non grata on the NBC "Today Show"! non grata on the NBC "Today Show"! non grata on the NBC "Today Show"!     
    
Summer deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to Key West Summer deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to Key West Summer deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to Key West Summer deployment of 10 Bush Class AirCraft Carriers to Key West 
to suck up the BP Oil! No Way! Coup D'Etat... to suck up the BP Oil! No Way! Coup D'Etat... to suck up the BP Oil! No Way! Coup D'Etat... to suck up the BP Oil! No Way! Coup D'Etat...     
    
Keysnews.com Keysnews.com Keysnews.com Keysnews.com     
    
The Key West "Citizen" Newspaper will let oil wash ashore on every The Key West "Citizen" Newspaper will let oil wash ashore on every The Key West "Citizen" Newspaper will let oil wash ashore on every The Key West "Citizen" Newspaper will let oil wash ashore on every 
white sand Key West beach without making National Headlines white sand Key West beach without making National Headlines white sand Key West beach without making National Headlines white sand Key West beach without making National Headlines 
demanding the USS Bush, A Nimitzdemanding the USS Bush, A Nimitzdemanding the USS Bush, A Nimitzdemanding the USS Bush, A Nimitz----class super carrier and the class super carrier and the class super carrier and the class super carrier and the 
other 10 AirCraft Carriers suck up oil off of Key West before it washes other 10 AirCraft Carriers suck up oil off of Key West before it washes other 10 AirCraft Carriers suck up oil off of Key West before it washes other 10 AirCraft Carriers suck up oil off of Key West before it washes 
ashore and floods Duval Street and every white beach in Key West ashore and floods Duval Street and every white beach in Key West ashore and floods Duval Street and every white beach in Key West ashore and floods Duval Street and every white beach in Key West 
because we have an Orwellian Caesar who has suppressed since because we have an Orwellian Caesar who has suppressed since because we have an Orwellian Caesar who has suppressed since because we have an Orwellian Caesar who has suppressed since 
1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillcar in Boulder, Colorado... 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillcar in Boulder, Colorado... 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillcar in Boulder, Colorado... 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillcar in Boulder, Colorado... 
Coup D'Etat Coup D'Etat Coup D'Etat Coup D'Etat     
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20 June 2010 20 June 2010 20 June 2010 20 June 2010     
    

Suck up BP Oil Suck up BP Oil Suck up BP Oil Suck up BP Oil 

with Bush Class AirCraft Carriers! 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar with Bush Class AirCraft Carriers! 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar with Bush Class AirCraft Carriers! 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar with Bush Class AirCraft Carriers! 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar 
suppressed from 1980 to 2010 when Time Square should have made suppressed from 1980 to 2010 when Time Square should have made suppressed from 1980 to 2010 when Time Square should have made suppressed from 1980 to 2010 when Time Square should have made 
news on the front page of the New York Times about the news on the front page of the New York Times about the news on the front page of the New York Times about the news on the front page of the New York Times about the 
ElectricWindmillCar! Oil will wash ashore in the summer of 2010 at ElectricWindmillCar! Oil will wash ashore in the summer of 2010 at ElectricWindmillCar! Oil will wash ashore in the summer of 2010 at ElectricWindmillCar! Oil will wash ashore in the summer of 2010 at 
this Carriers home ported at Naval Station Norfolk, Virginia. this Carriers home ported at Naval Station Norfolk, Virginia. this Carriers home ported at Naval Station Norfolk, Virginia. this Carriers home ported at Naval Station Norfolk, Virginia.     
    

9/11... ElectricWindmillCar 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar 9/11... ElectricWindmillCar 

suppressed from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in oil suppressed from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in oil suppressed from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in oil suppressed from 1980 to 2010 for $177 Trillion dollars in oil 
revenues... NYC World Trade Center and Fiery LA Wrecks are revenues... NYC World Trade Center and Fiery LA Wrecks are revenues... NYC World Trade Center and Fiery LA Wrecks are revenues... NYC World Trade Center and Fiery LA Wrecks are 
Pentagon Civilians killed by American Generals for War... for Oil Pentagon Civilians killed by American Generals for War... for Oil Pentagon Civilians killed by American Generals for War... for Oil Pentagon Civilians killed by American Generals for War... for Oil 
Money and yes the Pentagon Generals got $7 Trillion or more for Money and yes the Pentagon Generals got $7 Trillion or more for Money and yes the Pentagon Generals got $7 Trillion or more for Money and yes the Pentagon Generals got $7 Trillion or more for 
MIT War Toys from 1980 to 2010 MIT War Toys from 1980 to 2010 MIT War Toys from 1980 to 2010 MIT War Toys from 1980 to 2010     
    
    

        

    
Moratorium has shut down 33 deepwater drilling rigs that were Moratorium has shut down 33 deepwater drilling rigs that were Moratorium has shut down 33 deepwater drilling rigs that were Moratorium has shut down 33 deepwater drilling rigs that were 
operating in the Gulf of Mexico. operating in the Gulf of Mexico. operating in the Gulf of Mexico. operating in the Gulf of Mexico.     
    
33 little girls will burn in gasoline today and the New York Times 33 little girls will burn in gasoline today and the New York Times 33 little girls will burn in gasoline today and the New York Times 33 little girls will burn in gasoline today and the New York Times 
made them all Persona non grata! made them all Persona non grata! made them all Persona non grata! made them all Persona non grata!     
    
Los Alamos and Sandia Labs Observers have watched 10's of Los Alamos and Sandia Labs Observers have watched 10's of Los Alamos and Sandia Labs Observers have watched 10's of Los Alamos and Sandia Labs Observers have watched 10's of 
thousands of little girls burn in gasoline in our Orwellian Universe thousands of little girls burn in gasoline in our Orwellian Universe thousands of little girls burn in gasoline in our Orwellian Universe thousands of little girls burn in gasoline in our Orwellian Universe 
since 1980! Now is the time to Nuke the BP Oil spill in the Gulf of since 1980! Now is the time to Nuke the BP Oil spill in the Gulf of since 1980! Now is the time to Nuke the BP Oil spill in the Gulf of since 1980! Now is the time to Nuke the BP Oil spill in the Gulf of 
Mexico not in 2020! Mexico not in 2020! Mexico not in 2020! Mexico not in 2020!     
    
Nuke the "Niger" Our Orwellian Caesar, to stop him from pouring Nuke the "Niger" Our Orwellian Caesar, to stop him from pouring Nuke the "Niger" Our Orwellian Caesar, to stop him from pouring Nuke the "Niger" Our Orwellian Caesar, to stop him from pouring 
gasoline over little girls and setting them on fire in a Fiery LA gasoline over little girls and setting them on fire in a Fiery LA gasoline over little girls and setting them on fire in a Fiery LA gasoline over little girls and setting them on fire in a Fiery LA 
Wreck! Nuke Our Orwellian Caesar! Wreck! Nuke Our Orwellian Caesar! Wreck! Nuke Our Orwellian Caesar! Wreck! Nuke Our Orwellian Caesar!     
    
And to add insult to the gasoline burns Our Orwellian Caesar And to add insult to the gasoline burns Our Orwellian Caesar And to add insult to the gasoline burns Our Orwellian Caesar And to add insult to the gasoline burns Our Orwellian Caesar 
makes then Persona non grata on the NBC "Today Show"! makes then Persona non grata on the NBC "Today Show"! makes then Persona non grata on the NBC "Today Show"! makes then Persona non grata on the NBC "Today Show"!     
    
    
In another Universe... gasoline has been 10 cents a gallon since In another Universe... gasoline has been 10 cents a gallon since In another Universe... gasoline has been 10 cents a gallon since In another Universe... gasoline has been 10 cents a gallon since 
1980 via the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Boulder, 1980 via the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Boulder, 1980 via the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Boulder, 1980 via the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Boulder, 
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Colorado in 1980! Colorado in 1980! Colorado in 1980! Colorado in 1980!     
    
    
    

 4 July 2010 BP the British are  4 July 2010 BP the British are  4 July 2010 BP the British are  4 July 2010 BP the British are 

coming, one if by Land, 2 if by Sea, 3 if by a George Orwell 1984 coming, one if by Land, 2 if by Sea, 3 if by a George Orwell 1984 coming, one if by Land, 2 if by Sea, 3 if by a George Orwell 1984 coming, one if by Land, 2 if by Sea, 3 if by a George Orwell 1984 
novel, which is not about an Utopian Society with an novel, which is not about an Utopian Society with an novel, which is not about an Utopian Society with an novel, which is not about an Utopian Society with an 
ElectricWindmillCar, with an electrolysis accessory, H massive ElectricWindmillCar, with an electrolysis accessory, H massive ElectricWindmillCar, with an electrolysis accessory, H massive ElectricWindmillCar, with an electrolysis accessory, H massive 
amounts of free H Hydrogen, not a British Revolution! amounts of free H Hydrogen, not a British Revolution! amounts of free H Hydrogen, not a British Revolution! amounts of free H Hydrogen, not a British Revolution!     
    
    
http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        
    
    

 Fire Leno, hire  Fire Leno, hire  Fire Leno, hire  Fire Leno, hire 

Dr. Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a Dr. Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a Dr. Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a Dr. Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a 
few wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for few wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for few wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for few wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for 
an invention project and get the invention. Serendipity an invention project and get the invention. Serendipity an invention project and get the invention. Serendipity an invention project and get the invention. Serendipity ---- Discover  Discover  Discover  Discover 
how "Gravity" is generated while rock climbing only if you are how "Gravity" is generated while rock climbing only if you are how "Gravity" is generated while rock climbing only if you are how "Gravity" is generated while rock climbing only if you are 
looking for and thinking... how is "Gravity" generated! looking for and thinking... how is "Gravity" generated! looking for and thinking... how is "Gravity" generated! looking for and thinking... how is "Gravity" generated!     

    
    
11 June 2010 Oil... Coup D'Etat 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 11 June 2010 Oil... Coup D'Etat 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 11 June 2010 Oil... Coup D'Etat 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 11 June 2010 Oil... Coup D'Etat 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 
1980... Save Key West from the British BP Oil Invasion on the "White" 1980... Save Key West from the British BP Oil Invasion on the "White" 1980... Save Key West from the British BP Oil Invasion on the "White" 1980... Save Key West from the British BP Oil Invasion on the "White" 
sand beaches of Key West!!! sand beaches of Key West!!! sand beaches of Key West!!! sand beaches of Key West!!!     
    
11 June 2010 Oil... Coup D'Etat!! Los Alamos might have to Nuke the 11 June 2010 Oil... Coup D'Etat!! Los Alamos might have to Nuke the 11 June 2010 Oil... Coup D'Etat!! Los Alamos might have to Nuke the 11 June 2010 Oil... Coup D'Etat!! Los Alamos might have to Nuke the 
British Oil Flow! Free the ElectricWindmillCar Era via a Nuke!!! British Oil Flow! Free the ElectricWindmillCar Era via a Nuke!!! British Oil Flow! Free the ElectricWindmillCar Era via a Nuke!!! British Oil Flow! Free the ElectricWindmillCar Era via a Nuke!!!     
    
Nuke the "Niger" Caesar to stop him from pouring gasoline over Nuke the "Niger" Caesar to stop him from pouring gasoline over Nuke the "Niger" Caesar to stop him from pouring gasoline over Nuke the "Niger" Caesar to stop him from pouring gasoline over 
little girls and setting them on fire in a Fiery LA Wreck! Nukes! little girls and setting them on fire in a Fiery LA Wreck! Nukes! little girls and setting them on fire in a Fiery LA Wreck! Nukes! little girls and setting them on fire in a Fiery LA Wreck! Nukes!     
    
Los Alamos and Sandia Labs Observers have watched 10's of Los Alamos and Sandia Labs Observers have watched 10's of Los Alamos and Sandia Labs Observers have watched 10's of Los Alamos and Sandia Labs Observers have watched 10's of 
thousands of little girls burn in gasoline in our Orwellian Universe thousands of little girls burn in gasoline in our Orwellian Universe thousands of little girls burn in gasoline in our Orwellian Universe thousands of little girls burn in gasoline in our Orwellian Universe 
since 1980! since 1980! since 1980! since 1980!     
    
11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010     
    
New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right! New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right! New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right! New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right!     
    
In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" 
named Obama! And made Persona non grata by NBC on the named Obama! And made Persona non grata by NBC on the named Obama! And made Persona non grata by NBC on the named Obama! And made Persona non grata by NBC on the 
"Today Show" "Today Show" "Today Show" "Today Show"     
    
In another Universe... gasoline has been 10 cents a gallon since In another Universe... gasoline has been 10 cents a gallon since In another Universe... gasoline has been 10 cents a gallon since In another Universe... gasoline has been 10 cents a gallon since 
1980 via the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Boulder, 1980 via the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Boulder, 1980 via the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Boulder, 1980 via the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Boulder, 
Colorado in 1980! Colorado in 1980! Colorado in 1980! Colorado in 1980!     
    
11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010     
    
New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right, not to set New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right, not to set New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right, not to set New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right, not to set 
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little girl on fire for more oil money, for jobs, work for 10,000 men little girl on fire for more oil money, for jobs, work for 10,000 men little girl on fire for more oil money, for jobs, work for 10,000 men little girl on fire for more oil money, for jobs, work for 10,000 men 
now idle who were drilling 33 more deepwater oil wells in the Gulf now idle who were drilling 33 more deepwater oil wells in the Gulf now idle who were drilling 33 more deepwater oil wells in the Gulf now idle who were drilling 33 more deepwater oil wells in the Gulf 
of Mexico! of Mexico! of Mexico! of Mexico!     
    
ps NY Times today $512 Million Compensation for 9/11 clean up ps NY Times today $512 Million Compensation for 9/11 clean up ps NY Times today $512 Million Compensation for 9/11 clean up ps NY Times today $512 Million Compensation for 9/11 clean up 
workers with lung cancer from the cloud of dust the then Mayor workers with lung cancer from the cloud of dust the then Mayor workers with lung cancer from the cloud of dust the then Mayor workers with lung cancer from the cloud of dust the then Mayor 
said NO Respirators! (No 10 cent gas) Clean up compensation for said NO Respirators! (No 10 cent gas) Clean up compensation for said NO Respirators! (No 10 cent gas) Clean up compensation for said NO Respirators! (No 10 cent gas) Clean up compensation for 
Key West Oil Clean Up works with lung cancer... NY Times cones a Key West Oil Clean Up works with lung cancer... NY Times cones a Key West Oil Clean Up works with lung cancer... NY Times cones a Key West Oil Clean Up works with lung cancer... NY Times cones a 
story! (Still no 10 cent a gallon gas via ElectricWindmillCar!) story! (Still no 10 cent a gallon gas via ElectricWindmillCar!) story! (Still no 10 cent a gallon gas via ElectricWindmillCar!) story! (Still no 10 cent a gallon gas via ElectricWindmillCar!)     
    
11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010     
    
In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" 
named Obama! named Obama! named Obama! named Obama!     
    
Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of 
preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for 
$177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!"     
    
Bobby Jindal spit on SF and the Kaiser News about the best place to Bobby Jindal spit on SF and the Kaiser News about the best place to Bobby Jindal spit on SF and the Kaiser News about the best place to Bobby Jindal spit on SF and the Kaiser News about the best place to 
have a Heart Attack and the worst place to have one is Louisiana, have a Heart Attack and the worst place to have one is Louisiana, have a Heart Attack and the worst place to have one is Louisiana, have a Heart Attack and the worst place to have one is Louisiana, 
JUST SPIT ON THE medical news like Bobby Jindal if you don't like JUST SPIT ON THE medical news like Bobby Jindal if you don't like JUST SPIT ON THE medical news like Bobby Jindal if you don't like JUST SPIT ON THE medical news like Bobby Jindal if you don't like 
it! No! Trillion dollar Med Schools are in Bobby Jindal's plans! it! No! Trillion dollar Med Schools are in Bobby Jindal's plans! it! No! Trillion dollar Med Schools are in Bobby Jindal's plans! it! No! Trillion dollar Med Schools are in Bobby Jindal's plans!     
    
Autism... rare DNA mutations, unusual DNA deletions or Autism... rare DNA mutations, unusual DNA deletions or Autism... rare DNA mutations, unusual DNA deletions or Autism... rare DNA mutations, unusual DNA deletions or 
duplications known as copy number variants or CNV! Louisiana duplications known as copy number variants or CNV! Louisiana duplications known as copy number variants or CNV! Louisiana duplications known as copy number variants or CNV! Louisiana 
has DNA mutations via Oil Money giving them a heart attack. has DNA mutations via Oil Money giving them a heart attack. has DNA mutations via Oil Money giving them a heart attack. has DNA mutations via Oil Money giving them a heart attack.     
    
Cause of Autism and putting out little girls burning in a fiery LA Cause of Autism and putting out little girls burning in a fiery LA Cause of Autism and putting out little girls burning in a fiery LA Cause of Autism and putting out little girls burning in a fiery LA 
Wrecks is light years from Deep Water Oil Drillers payday, rest of us Wrecks is light years from Deep Water Oil Drillers payday, rest of us Wrecks is light years from Deep Water Oil Drillers payday, rest of us Wrecks is light years from Deep Water Oil Drillers payday, rest of us 
want PayBack for those "Nigers" who pour gasoline over little girl want PayBack for those "Nigers" who pour gasoline over little girl want PayBack for those "Nigers" who pour gasoline over little girl want PayBack for those "Nigers" who pour gasoline over little girl 
and set them on fire for oil money! and set them on fire for oil money! and set them on fire for oil money! and set them on fire for oil money!     
    
11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010     
    
America's "1984" Caesar Pours gasoline over 100's of preschool girls America's "1984" Caesar Pours gasoline over 100's of preschool girls America's "1984" Caesar Pours gasoline over 100's of preschool girls America's "1984" Caesar Pours gasoline over 100's of preschool girls 
in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for $177 Trillion in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for $177 Trillion in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for $177 Trillion in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for $177 Trillion 
dollars in Oil Revenues!" dollars in Oil Revenues!" dollars in Oil Revenues!" dollars in Oil Revenues!"     
    
11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010     
    
"Jessica" burned in gasoline is Persona non grata from any ABC "Jessica" burned in gasoline is Persona non grata from any ABC "Jessica" burned in gasoline is Persona non grata from any ABC "Jessica" burned in gasoline is Persona non grata from any ABC 
News by YUNJI DE NIES And JESSICA HOPPER News by YUNJI DE NIES And JESSICA HOPPER News by YUNJI DE NIES And JESSICA HOPPER News by YUNJI DE NIES And JESSICA HOPPER     
    
11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010     
    
A preschool exclusively for kids with cancer! A preschool exclusively for kids with cancer! A preschool exclusively for kids with cancer! A preschool exclusively for kids with cancer!     
    
Zuch's daughter, Morgan with leukemia at 3 was better off than Zuch's daughter, Morgan with leukemia at 3 was better off than Zuch's daughter, Morgan with leukemia at 3 was better off than Zuch's daughter, Morgan with leukemia at 3 was better off than 
"Jessica" burned in a fiery LA Wreck at three! "Jessica" burned in a fiery LA Wreck at three! "Jessica" burned in a fiery LA Wreck at three! "Jessica" burned in a fiery LA Wreck at three!     
    
A preschool exclusively for kids burned in gasoline! A preschool exclusively for kids burned in gasoline! A preschool exclusively for kids burned in gasoline! A preschool exclusively for kids burned in gasoline!     
    
11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010     
    
No! No! No! pre schools! For kids burned in gasoline as these little No! No! No! pre schools! For kids burned in gasoline as these little No! No! No! pre schools! For kids burned in gasoline as these little No! No! No! pre schools! For kids burned in gasoline as these little 
girls were burned in gasoline by Our Orwellian Caesar for Oil girls were burned in gasoline by Our Orwellian Caesar for Oil girls were burned in gasoline by Our Orwellian Caesar for Oil girls were burned in gasoline by Our Orwellian Caesar for Oil 
Money! Money! Money! Money!     
    
11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010     
    
ThreeThreeThreeThree----yearyearyearyear----old "Unknown Soldier" Jessica burned in gasoline is old "Unknown Soldier" Jessica burned in gasoline is old "Unknown Soldier" Jessica burned in gasoline is old "Unknown Soldier" Jessica burned in gasoline is 
Persona non grata from any ABC News by YUNJI DE NIES And Persona non grata from any ABC News by YUNJI DE NIES And Persona non grata from any ABC News by YUNJI DE NIES And Persona non grata from any ABC News by YUNJI DE NIES And 
JESSICA HOPPER. JESSICA HOPPER. JESSICA HOPPER. JESSICA HOPPER.     
    
A deepwater drilling moratorium has shut down 33 deepwater A deepwater drilling moratorium has shut down 33 deepwater A deepwater drilling moratorium has shut down 33 deepwater A deepwater drilling moratorium has shut down 33 deepwater 
drilling rigs that were operating in the Gulf of Mexico drilling rigs that were operating in the Gulf of Mexico drilling rigs that were operating in the Gulf of Mexico drilling rigs that were operating in the Gulf of Mexico     
    
1984 Caesar "Please, God, Our Orwellian Caesar pours gasoline over 1984 Caesar "Please, God, Our Orwellian Caesar pours gasoline over 1984 Caesar "Please, God, Our Orwellian Caesar pours gasoline over 1984 Caesar "Please, God, Our Orwellian Caesar pours gasoline over 
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100's of preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on 100's of preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on 100's of preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on 100's of preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on 
fire for $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" fire for $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" fire for $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" fire for $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!"     
    
God, Pope begs forgiveness for sex abuse of kids but really begs God, Pope begs forgiveness for sex abuse of kids but really begs God, Pope begs forgiveness for sex abuse of kids but really begs God, Pope begs forgiveness for sex abuse of kids but really begs 
forgiveness for setting them on fire for oil money bribes the Vatican forgiveness for setting them on fire for oil money bribes the Vatican forgiveness for setting them on fire for oil money bribes the Vatican forgiveness for setting them on fire for oil money bribes the Vatican 
has taken from 1980 to 2010! has taken from 1980 to 2010! has taken from 1980 to 2010! has taken from 1980 to 2010!     
    
11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010     
    
A preschool exclusively for kids with cancer A preschool exclusively for kids with cancer A preschool exclusively for kids with cancer A preschool exclusively for kids with cancer     
    
A preschool exclusively for kids burned in gasoline A preschool exclusively for kids burned in gasoline A preschool exclusively for kids burned in gasoline A preschool exclusively for kids burned in gasoline     
    
The Morgan Center on Long Island Is America's Only Preschool for The Morgan Center on Long Island Is America's Only Preschool for The Morgan Center on Long Island Is America's Only Preschool for The Morgan Center on Long Island Is America's Only Preschool for 
Kids Fighting Cancer. Kids Fighting Cancer. Kids Fighting Cancer. Kids Fighting Cancer.     
    
ThreeThreeThreeThree----yearyearyearyear----old Jessica Martell is fighting for her life. She spends old Jessica Martell is fighting for her life. She spends old Jessica Martell is fighting for her life. She spends old Jessica Martell is fighting for her life. She spends 
most of her days in the hospital battling cancer. most of her days in the hospital battling cancer. most of her days in the hospital battling cancer. most of her days in the hospital battling cancer.     
    
11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010     
    
ThreeThreeThreeThree----yearyearyearyear----old "Unknown Soldier" Jessica burned in gasoline is old "Unknown Soldier" Jessica burned in gasoline is old "Unknown Soldier" Jessica burned in gasoline is old "Unknown Soldier" Jessica burned in gasoline is 
Persona non grata in Our Orwellian Caesar's Oil Genocide Era of Persona non grata in Our Orwellian Caesar's Oil Genocide Era of Persona non grata in Our Orwellian Caesar's Oil Genocide Era of Persona non grata in Our Orwellian Caesar's Oil Genocide Era of 
fiery LA Wrecks. fiery LA Wrecks. fiery LA Wrecks. fiery LA Wrecks.     
    
"Please, God, if you get my daughter better, I will give back the rest "Please, God, if you get my daughter better, I will give back the rest "Please, God, if you get my daughter better, I will give back the rest "Please, God, if you get my daughter better, I will give back the rest 
of my life," said Rod Zuch. Three years isolation from other kids of my life," said Rod Zuch. Three years isolation from other kids of my life," said Rod Zuch. Three years isolation from other kids of my life," said Rod Zuch. Three years isolation from other kids 
battled cancer prompted Zuch to open the school seven years ago. battled cancer prompted Zuch to open the school seven years ago. battled cancer prompted Zuch to open the school seven years ago. battled cancer prompted Zuch to open the school seven years ago. 
Since then, it's become a haven for kids battling cancer. Since then, it's become a haven for kids battling cancer. Since then, it's become a haven for kids battling cancer. Since then, it's become a haven for kids battling cancer.     
    
Caesar "Please, God, Our Orwellian Caesar pours gasoline over 100's Caesar "Please, God, Our Orwellian Caesar pours gasoline over 100's Caesar "Please, God, Our Orwellian Caesar pours gasoline over 100's Caesar "Please, God, Our Orwellian Caesar pours gasoline over 100's 
of preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for of preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for of preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for of preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for 
$177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!"     
    
11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010     
    
Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of 
preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for 
$177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!"     
    
GRAND ISLE, Louisiana GRAND ISLE, Louisiana GRAND ISLE, Louisiana GRAND ISLE, Louisiana ————    Despite thick globs of oil that have Despite thick globs of oil that have Despite thick globs of oil that have Despite thick globs of oil that have 
coated their sandy beach, scared away tourists and forced coated their sandy beach, scared away tourists and forced coated their sandy beach, scared away tourists and forced coated their sandy beach, scared away tourists and forced 
fisherman to hang up their nets, Grand Isle residents insist the spill fisherman to hang up their nets, Grand Isle residents insist the spill fisherman to hang up their nets, Grand Isle residents insist the spill fisherman to hang up their nets, Grand Isle residents insist the spill 
is no reason to stop drilling. is no reason to stop drilling. is no reason to stop drilling. is no reason to stop drilling.     
    
Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of 
preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for 
$177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!"     
    
11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010     
    
Obama's sixObama's sixObama's sixObama's six----month momonth momonth momonth moratorium on exploratory offshore drilling ratorium on exploratory offshore drilling ratorium on exploratory offshore drilling ratorium on exploratory offshore drilling 
will cause further damage to the economy. Governor Bobby Jindal will cause further damage to the economy. Governor Bobby Jindal will cause further damage to the economy. Governor Bobby Jindal will cause further damage to the economy. Governor Bobby Jindal 
called the moratorium a disaster! called the moratorium a disaster! called the moratorium a disaster! called the moratorium a disaster!     
    
Louisiana Economic Development department estimates the Louisiana Economic Development department estimates the Louisiana Economic Development department estimates the Louisiana Economic Development department estimates the 
drilling suspension will translate into a loss of 3,000 to 6,000 jobs drilling suspension will translate into a loss of 3,000 to 6,000 jobs drilling suspension will translate into a loss of 3,000 to 6,000 jobs drilling suspension will translate into a loss of 3,000 to 6,000 jobs 
in the first two to three weeks and potentially over 10,000 jobs in the first two to three weeks and potentially over 10,000 jobs in the first two to three weeks and potentially over 10,000 jobs in the first two to three weeks and potentially over 10,000 jobs 
within a few months. within a few months. within a few months. within a few months.     
    
Louisiana 10,000 jobs within a few months lost to Obama's sixLouisiana 10,000 jobs within a few months lost to Obama's sixLouisiana 10,000 jobs within a few months lost to Obama's sixLouisiana 10,000 jobs within a few months lost to Obama's six----
month moratorium on exploratory offshore drilling. month moratorium on exploratory offshore drilling. month moratorium on exploratory offshore drilling. month moratorium on exploratory offshore drilling.     
    
Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of 
preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for 
$177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!"     
    
Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... is in another Universe were Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... is in another Universe were Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... is in another Universe were Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... is in another Universe were 
little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" named Obama! little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" named Obama! little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" named Obama! little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" named Obama!     
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11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010     
    
New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right! New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right! New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right! New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right!     
    
In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" 
named Obama! named Obama! named Obama! named Obama!     
    
11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010     
    
New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right, not to set New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right, not to set New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right, not to set New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right, not to set 
little girl on fire for more oil money, for jobs, work for 10,000 men little girl on fire for more oil money, for jobs, work for 10,000 men little girl on fire for more oil money, for jobs, work for 10,000 men little girl on fire for more oil money, for jobs, work for 10,000 men 
now idle who were drilling 33 more deepwater oil wells in the Gulf now idle who were drilling 33 more deepwater oil wells in the Gulf now idle who were drilling 33 more deepwater oil wells in the Gulf now idle who were drilling 33 more deepwater oil wells in the Gulf 
of Mexico! of Mexico! of Mexico! of Mexico!     
    
11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010     
    
In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" 
named Obama! named Obama! named Obama! named Obama!     
    
Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal... Pours gasoline over 100's of 
preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for preschool girls in Afghanistan and LA then sets them on fire for 
$177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!" $177 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues!"     
    
11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010     
    
New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right! New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right! New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right! New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right!     
    
In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" 
named Obama! named Obama! named Obama! named Obama!     
    
In another Universe... gasoline has been 10 cents a gallon since In another Universe... gasoline has been 10 cents a gallon since In another Universe... gasoline has been 10 cents a gallon since In another Universe... gasoline has been 10 cents a gallon since 
1980 via the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Boulder, 1980 via the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Boulder, 1980 via the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Boulder, 1980 via the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Boulder, 
Colorado in 1980! Colorado in 1980! Colorado in 1980! Colorado in 1980!     
    
11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010     
    
    
    
Nuke the "Niger" Caesar to stop him from pouring gasoline over Nuke the "Niger" Caesar to stop him from pouring gasoline over Nuke the "Niger" Caesar to stop him from pouring gasoline over Nuke the "Niger" Caesar to stop him from pouring gasoline over 
little girls and setting them on fire in a Fiery LA Wreck! Nukes! little girls and setting them on fire in a Fiery LA Wreck! Nukes! little girls and setting them on fire in a Fiery LA Wreck! Nukes! little girls and setting them on fire in a Fiery LA Wreck! Nukes!     
    
Los Alamos and Sandia Labs Observers have watched 10's of Los Alamos and Sandia Labs Observers have watched 10's of Los Alamos and Sandia Labs Observers have watched 10's of Los Alamos and Sandia Labs Observers have watched 10's of 
thousands of little girls burn in gasoline in our Orwellian Universe thousands of little girls burn in gasoline in our Orwellian Universe thousands of little girls burn in gasoline in our Orwellian Universe thousands of little girls burn in gasoline in our Orwellian Universe 
since 1980! since 1980! since 1980! since 1980!     
    
11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010 11 June 2010     
    
New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right! New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right! New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right! New York Times Editorial Today... A Basic Civil Right!     
    
In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" In another Universe... little girls are not set on fire by "Nigers" 
named Obama! And made Persona non grata by NBC on the named Obama! And made Persona non grata by NBC on the named Obama! And made Persona non grata by NBC on the named Obama! And made Persona non grata by NBC on the 
"Today Show" "Today Show" "Today Show" "Today Show"     
    
In another Universe... gasoline has been 10 cents a gallon since In another Universe... gasoline has been 10 cents a gallon since In another Universe... gasoline has been 10 cents a gallon since In another Universe... gasoline has been 10 cents a gallon since 
1980 via the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Boulder, 1980 via the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Boulder, 1980 via the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Boulder, 1980 via the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Boulder, 
Colorado in 1980! Colorado in 1980! Colorado in 1980! Colorado in 1980!     
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 4 July 2010 BP the British are  4 July 2010 BP the British are  4 July 2010 BP the British are  4 July 2010 BP the British are 

coming, one if by Land, 2 if by Sea, 3 if by a George Orwell 1984 coming, one if by Land, 2 if by Sea, 3 if by a George Orwell 1984 coming, one if by Land, 2 if by Sea, 3 if by a George Orwell 1984 coming, one if by Land, 2 if by Sea, 3 if by a George Orwell 1984 
novel, which is not about an Utopian Society with an novel, which is not about an Utopian Society with an novel, which is not about an Utopian Society with an novel, which is not about an Utopian Society with an 
ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar, with an electrolysis ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar, with an electrolysis ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar, with an electrolysis ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar, with an electrolysis 
accessory, H massive amounts of free H Hydrogen, not a British accessory, H massive amounts of free H Hydrogen, not a British accessory, H massive amounts of free H Hydrogen, not a British accessory, H massive amounts of free H Hydrogen, not a British 
Revolution! Revolution! Revolution! Revolution!     
    
    
http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        
    
inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        

    
    

 Fire Leno, hire  Fire Leno, hire  Fire Leno, hire  Fire Leno, hire 

Dr. Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a Dr. Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a Dr. Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a Dr. Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a 
few wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for few wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for few wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for few wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for 
an invention project and get the invention. Serendipity an invention project and get the invention. Serendipity an invention project and get the invention. Serendipity an invention project and get the invention. Serendipity ---- Discover  Discover  Discover  Discover 
how "Gravity" is generated while rock climbing only if you are how "Gravity" is generated while rock climbing only if you are how "Gravity" is generated while rock climbing only if you are how "Gravity" is generated while rock climbing only if you are 
looking for and thinking... how is "Gravity" generated! 4 June 2010 looking for and thinking... how is "Gravity" generated! 4 June 2010 looking for and thinking... how is "Gravity" generated! 4 June 2010 looking for and thinking... how is "Gravity" generated! 4 June 2010 
Oil... Coup D'Etat! Stop the BP Oil flowing... Save Key West from the Oil... Coup D'Etat! Stop the BP Oil flowing... Save Key West from the Oil... Coup D'Etat! Stop the BP Oil flowing... Save Key West from the Oil... Coup D'Etat! Stop the BP Oil flowing... Save Key West from the 
British BP Oil Invasion on the "White" sand beaches of Key West!!! British BP Oil Invasion on the "White" sand beaches of Key West!!! British BP Oil Invasion on the "White" sand beaches of Key West!!! British BP Oil Invasion on the "White" sand beaches of Key West!!!     
    
4 June 2010 Oil... Coup D'Etat!! Los Alamos might have to Nuke the 4 June 2010 Oil... Coup D'Etat!! Los Alamos might have to Nuke the 4 June 2010 Oil... Coup D'Etat!! Los Alamos might have to Nuke the 4 June 2010 Oil... Coup D'Etat!! Los Alamos might have to Nuke the 
British Oil Flow! Free the ElectricWindmillCar Era via a Nuke!!! British Oil Flow! Free the ElectricWindmillCar Era via a Nuke!!! British Oil Flow! Free the ElectricWindmillCar Era via a Nuke!!! British Oil Flow! Free the ElectricWindmillCar Era via a Nuke!!!     
    
4 July 2010 BP the British are coming, one if by Land, 2 if by Sea, 3 4 July 2010 BP the British are coming, one if by Land, 2 if by Sea, 3 4 July 2010 BP the British are coming, one if by Land, 2 if by Sea, 3 4 July 2010 BP the British are coming, one if by Land, 2 if by Sea, 3 
if by a George Orwell 1984 novel, which is not about an Utopian if by a George Orwell 1984 novel, which is not about an Utopian if by a George Orwell 1984 novel, which is not about an Utopian if by a George Orwell 1984 novel, which is not about an Utopian 
Society with an ElectricWindmillCar, with an electrolysis accessory, Society with an ElectricWindmillCar, with an electrolysis accessory, Society with an ElectricWindmillCar, with an electrolysis accessory, Society with an ElectricWindmillCar, with an electrolysis accessory, 
H massive amounts of free H Hydrogen, not a British Revolution! H massive amounts of free H Hydrogen, not a British Revolution! H massive amounts of free H Hydrogen, not a British Revolution! H massive amounts of free H Hydrogen, not a British Revolution!     
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***** New Memorial Day... 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 ***** New Memorial Day... 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 ***** New Memorial Day... 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 ***** New Memorial Day... 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 
when the ElectricWindmillcar was invented in Boulder, Colorado. when the ElectricWindmillcar was invented in Boulder, Colorado. when the ElectricWindmillcar was invented in Boulder, Colorado. when the ElectricWindmillcar was invented in Boulder, Colorado. 
Free H from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillcar. Free H from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillcar. Free H from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillcar. Free H from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillcar.     
    
    
***** New Memorial Day... Burned out Cop Cars as a Memorial. Each ***** New Memorial Day... Burned out Cop Cars as a Memorial. Each ***** New Memorial Day... Burned out Cop Cars as a Memorial. Each ***** New Memorial Day... Burned out Cop Cars as a Memorial. Each 
and every one put up on a pedestal and placed throughout Paris, and every one put up on a pedestal and placed throughout Paris, and every one put up on a pedestal and placed throughout Paris, and every one put up on a pedestal and placed throughout Paris, 
London, NYC, Boulder, Colorado... A burned out car Memorial with London, NYC, Boulder, Colorado... A burned out car Memorial with London, NYC, Boulder, Colorado... A burned out car Memorial with London, NYC, Boulder, Colorado... A burned out car Memorial with 
a plaque of the victim's murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men for a plaque of the victim's murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men for a plaque of the victim's murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men for a plaque of the victim's murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men for 
$177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues. $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues. $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues. $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues.     
    
    

 Fire Leno, hire Dr.  Fire Leno, hire Dr.  Fire Leno, hire Dr.  Fire Leno, hire Dr. 

Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a few Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a few Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a few Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a few 
wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for an wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for an wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for an wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for an 
invention project and get the invention. Serendipity invention project and get the invention. Serendipity invention project and get the invention. Serendipity invention project and get the invention. Serendipity ---- Gravity how  Gravity how  Gravity how  Gravity how 
its generated while rock climbing Greg Buell Lovestar discovered its generated while rock climbing Greg Buell Lovestar discovered its generated while rock climbing Greg Buell Lovestar discovered its generated while rock climbing Greg Buell Lovestar discovered 
how gravity is generated.... because of Serendipity, he was looking how gravity is generated.... because of Serendipity, he was looking how gravity is generated.... because of Serendipity, he was looking how gravity is generated.... because of Serendipity, he was looking 
for it. You have to look for the "Animal Farm" Windmills and the for it. You have to look for the "Animal Farm" Windmills and the for it. You have to look for the "Animal Farm" Windmills and the for it. You have to look for the "Animal Farm" Windmills and the 
reinvented "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you become reinvented "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you become reinvented "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you become reinvented "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you become 
aware of an invention in front of your eyes. Fire Leno, hire Dr. aware of an invention in front of your eyes. Fire Leno, hire Dr. aware of an invention in front of your eyes. Fire Leno, hire Dr. aware of an invention in front of your eyes. Fire Leno, hire Dr. 
Snyderman. Snyderman. Snyderman. Snyderman.     
    
***** New Memorial Day... 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 ***** New Memorial Day... 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 ***** New Memorial Day... 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 ***** New Memorial Day... 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 
when the ElectricWindmillcar was invented in Boulder, Colorado. when the ElectricWindmillcar was invented in Boulder, Colorado. when the ElectricWindmillcar was invented in Boulder, Colorado. when the ElectricWindmillcar was invented in Boulder, Colorado. 
Free H from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillcar. 100K Free H from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillcar. 100K Free H from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillcar. 100K Free H from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillcar. 100K 
Burned out Cop Cars as a Memorial. Each and every one put up on Burned out Cop Cars as a Memorial. Each and every one put up on Burned out Cop Cars as a Memorial. Each and every one put up on Burned out Cop Cars as a Memorial. Each and every one put up on 
a pedestal and placed throughout Paris, London, NYC, Boulder, a pedestal and placed throughout Paris, London, NYC, Boulder, a pedestal and placed throughout Paris, London, NYC, Boulder, a pedestal and placed throughout Paris, London, NYC, Boulder, 
Colorado... A burned out car Memorial with a plaque of the victim's Colorado... A burned out car Memorial with a plaque of the victim's Colorado... A burned out car Memorial with a plaque of the victim's Colorado... A burned out car Memorial with a plaque of the victim's 
murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men for $177 Trillion dollars in murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men for $177 Trillion dollars in murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men for $177 Trillion dollars in murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men for $177 Trillion dollars in 
oil revenues. (Cops in Boulder Colorado protested Bush's fire oil revenues. (Cops in Boulder Colorado protested Bush's fire oil revenues. (Cops in Boulder Colorado protested Bush's fire oil revenues. (Cops in Boulder Colorado protested Bush's fire 
bombing cars driving down the freeway for a week then sold out for bombing cars driving down the freeway for a week then sold out for bombing cars driving down the freeway for a week then sold out for bombing cars driving down the freeway for a week then sold out for 
gov. perks.) A burned out car Memorial with plaque of victim's gov. perks.) A burned out car Memorial with plaque of victim's gov. perks.) A burned out car Memorial with plaque of victim's gov. perks.) A burned out car Memorial with plaque of victim's 
murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men at every Mall, every Kroger, murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men at every Mall, every Kroger, murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men at every Mall, every Kroger, murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men at every Mall, every Kroger, 
Safeway, every Best Buy store, and at every Police Station in the USA Safeway, every Best Buy store, and at every Police Station in the USA Safeway, every Best Buy store, and at every Police Station in the USA Safeway, every Best Buy store, and at every Police Station in the USA 
---- In Boulder Colorado were Cop Cars are SUV's not  In Boulder Colorado were Cop Cars are SUV's not  In Boulder Colorado were Cop Cars are SUV's not  In Boulder Colorado were Cop Cars are SUV's not 
ElectricWindmillCars! 1,000,000 Civilian's in SUV's were fire ElectricWindmillCars! 1,000,000 Civilian's in SUV's were fire ElectricWindmillCars! 1,000,000 Civilian's in SUV's were fire ElectricWindmillCars! 1,000,000 Civilian's in SUV's were fire 
bombed by Carter to Bush to Obama, the Niger who hates white cops bombed by Carter to Bush to Obama, the Niger who hates white cops bombed by Carter to Bush to Obama, the Niger who hates white cops bombed by Carter to Bush to Obama, the Niger who hates white cops 
with his Harvard Buddy. No Coors at the White House after these with his Harvard Buddy. No Coors at the White House after these with his Harvard Buddy. No Coors at the White House after these with his Harvard Buddy. No Coors at the White House after these 
Drunks on Oil Money, these "Orwellian Nigers" are put on trial for Drunks on Oil Money, these "Orwellian Nigers" are put on trial for Drunks on Oil Money, these "Orwellian Nigers" are put on trial for Drunks on Oil Money, these "Orwellian Nigers" are put on trial for 
the Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2010. These are the "Nigers" who the Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2010. These are the "Nigers" who the Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2010. These are the "Nigers" who the Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2010. These are the "Nigers" who 
drive by fiery wrecks and don't stop to help! Leno, Trump, Matt drive by fiery wrecks and don't stop to help! Leno, Trump, Matt drive by fiery wrecks and don't stop to help! Leno, Trump, Matt drive by fiery wrecks and don't stop to help! Leno, Trump, Matt 
Lauer, Armstrong, Pentagon's Gates, and Bill Gates, Carter... and Lauer, Armstrong, Pentagon's Gates, and Bill Gates, Carter... and Lauer, Armstrong, Pentagon's Gates, and Bill Gates, Carter... and Lauer, Armstrong, Pentagon's Gates, and Bill Gates, Carter... and 
his wife Roslyn. his wife Roslyn. his wife Roslyn. his wife Roslyn.     
    
http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        

***** New Memorial Day... New York Times ***** New Memorial Day... New York Times ***** New Memorial Day... New York Times ***** New Memorial Day... New York Times ---- 10 cent a gallon  10 cent a gallon  10 cent a gallon  10 cent a gallon 
gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar was invented in gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar was invented in gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar was invented in gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar was invented in 
Boulder, Colorado. No Pictures on the Front Page of the Boulder, Colorado. No Pictures on the Front Page of the Boulder, Colorado. No Pictures on the Front Page of the Boulder, Colorado. No Pictures on the Front Page of the 
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ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
* New Memorial Day... Times Square Car Bomb... Not the * New Memorial Day... Times Square Car Bomb... Not the * New Memorial Day... Times Square Car Bomb... Not the * New Memorial Day... Times Square Car Bomb... Not the 
ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
    

H2O Electrolysis accessory in H2O Electrolysis accessory in H2O Electrolysis accessory in H2O Electrolysis accessory in 

your ElectricWindmillCar built via NASA specifications for H that your ElectricWindmillCar built via NASA specifications for H that your ElectricWindmillCar built via NASA specifications for H that your ElectricWindmillCar built via NASA specifications for H that 
will not explode like a tank of gasoline even if Nuked, Toyota and will not explode like a tank of gasoline even if Nuked, Toyota and will not explode like a tank of gasoline even if Nuked, Toyota and will not explode like a tank of gasoline even if Nuked, Toyota and 
Honda H Hydrogen cars built in 2010 will explode same as a tank Honda H Hydrogen cars built in 2010 will explode same as a tank Honda H Hydrogen cars built in 2010 will explode same as a tank Honda H Hydrogen cars built in 2010 will explode same as a tank 
of gasoline. Toyota Knows... like every other Toyota, they will burst of gasoline. Toyota Knows... like every other Toyota, they will burst of gasoline. Toyota Knows... like every other Toyota, they will burst of gasoline. Toyota Knows... like every other Toyota, they will burst 
into flames same as the Toyota with broken steering column or a into flames same as the Toyota with broken steering column or a into flames same as the Toyota with broken steering column or a into flames same as the Toyota with broken steering column or a 
stuck gas pedal... Mr Toyoda will hang for this. H2O Electrolysis stuck gas pedal... Mr Toyoda will hang for this. H2O Electrolysis stuck gas pedal... Mr Toyoda will hang for this. H2O Electrolysis stuck gas pedal... Mr Toyoda will hang for this. H2O Electrolysis 
accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar built via NASA specifications accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar built via NASA specifications accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar built via NASA specifications accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar built via NASA specifications 
for H that will not explode like a tank of gasoline even if Nuked. for H that will not explode like a tank of gasoline even if Nuked. for H that will not explode like a tank of gasoline even if Nuked. for H that will not explode like a tank of gasoline even if Nuked. 
Free H from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillcar can Free H from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillcar can Free H from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillcar can Free H from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillcar can 
heat and cool your home and generate all your electricity, Xcel in heat and cool your home and generate all your electricity, Xcel in heat and cool your home and generate all your electricity, Xcel in heat and cool your home and generate all your electricity, Xcel in 
Colorado knows this, has knows this for decades yet lets Xcel Colorado knows this, has knows this for decades yet lets Xcel Colorado knows this, has knows this for decades yet lets Xcel Colorado knows this, has knows this for decades yet lets Xcel 
linemen die by the 100's working on installing new high voltage linemen die by the 100's working on installing new high voltage linemen die by the 100's working on installing new high voltage linemen die by the 100's working on installing new high voltage 
power lines from the Dam to the cities. power lines from the Dam to the cities. power lines from the Dam to the cities. power lines from the Dam to the cities.     
** New Memorial Day...** New Memorial Day...** New Memorial Day...** New Memorial Day...    
A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN ---- OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED 
"FREE" H !!!!! "FREE" H !!!!! "FREE" H !!!!! "FREE" H !!!!!     
    
New Memorial Day... Fiery LA Wrecks no one stops to help to much New Memorial Day... Fiery LA Wrecks no one stops to help to much New Memorial Day... Fiery LA Wrecks no one stops to help to much New Memorial Day... Fiery LA Wrecks no one stops to help to much 
oil money! oil money! oil money! oil money!     
    
***** New Memorial Day... 100K Burned out Cop Cars for a ***** New Memorial Day... 100K Burned out Cop Cars for a ***** New Memorial Day... 100K Burned out Cop Cars for a ***** New Memorial Day... 100K Burned out Cop Cars for a 
Memorial... A Memorial at every Police Station in the USA Memorial... A Memorial at every Police Station in the USA Memorial... A Memorial at every Police Station in the USA Memorial... A Memorial at every Police Station in the USA ----        
    
In Boulder Colorado, Cop Cars are SUV's not ElectricWindmillCars! In Boulder Colorado, Cop Cars are SUV's not ElectricWindmillCars! In Boulder Colorado, Cop Cars are SUV's not ElectricWindmillCars! In Boulder Colorado, Cop Cars are SUV's not ElectricWindmillCars! 
With GPS that can track every car on the road. That can observe the With GPS that can track every car on the road. That can observe the With GPS that can track every car on the road. That can observe the With GPS that can track every car on the road. That can observe the 
driver via cams inside. LOST cop inventions killed more cops the driver via cams inside. LOST cop inventions killed more cops the driver via cams inside. LOST cop inventions killed more cops the driver via cams inside. LOST cop inventions killed more cops the 
last 10 years than Mexican drug dealers and other criminals, last 10 years than Mexican drug dealers and other criminals, last 10 years than Mexican drug dealers and other criminals, last 10 years than Mexican drug dealers and other criminals, 
mostly blacks killing white cops. Stats are top secret of course. mostly blacks killing white cops. Stats are top secret of course. mostly blacks killing white cops. Stats are top secret of course. mostly blacks killing white cops. Stats are top secret of course.     
    

 Fire Leno, hire Dr.  Fire Leno, hire Dr.  Fire Leno, hire Dr.  Fire Leno, hire Dr. 

Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a few Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a few Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a few Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a few 
wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for an wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for an wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for an wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for an 
invention project and get the invention. Serendipity invention project and get the invention. Serendipity invention project and get the invention. Serendipity invention project and get the invention. Serendipity ---- Gravity how  Gravity how  Gravity how  Gravity how 
its generated while rock climbing Greg Buell Lovestar discovered its generated while rock climbing Greg Buell Lovestar discovered its generated while rock climbing Greg Buell Lovestar discovered its generated while rock climbing Greg Buell Lovestar discovered 
how gravity is generated.... because of Serendipity, he was looking how gravity is generated.... because of Serendipity, he was looking how gravity is generated.... because of Serendipity, he was looking how gravity is generated.... because of Serendipity, he was looking 
for it. You have to look for the "Animal Farm" Windmills and the for it. You have to look for the "Animal Farm" Windmills and the for it. You have to look for the "Animal Farm" Windmills and the for it. You have to look for the "Animal Farm" Windmills and the 
reinvented "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you become reinvented "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you become reinvented "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you become reinvented "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you become 
aware of an invention in front of your eyes. Fire Leno, hire Dr. aware of an invention in front of your eyes. Fire Leno, hire Dr. aware of an invention in front of your eyes. Fire Leno, hire Dr. aware of an invention in front of your eyes. Fire Leno, hire Dr. 
Snyderman. Snyderman. Snyderman. Snyderman.     
    
    
In Boulder Colorado, I will put burnt out cop cars, next to Kings, In Boulder Colorado, I will put burnt out cop cars, next to Kings, In Boulder Colorado, I will put burnt out cop cars, next to Kings, In Boulder Colorado, I will put burnt out cop cars, next to Kings, 
Kroger and Best Buy, and several at the POLICE STATION as these Kroger and Best Buy, and several at the POLICE STATION as these Kroger and Best Buy, and several at the POLICE STATION as these Kroger and Best Buy, and several at the POLICE STATION as these 
Boulder Colorado Cops protested for 1 week 10 years ago about Boulder Colorado Cops protested for 1 week 10 years ago about Boulder Colorado Cops protested for 1 week 10 years ago about Boulder Colorado Cops protested for 1 week 10 years ago about 
Bush tossing gasoline bombs at cars driving down the LA Freeway, Bush tossing gasoline bombs at cars driving down the LA Freeway, Bush tossing gasoline bombs at cars driving down the LA Freeway, Bush tossing gasoline bombs at cars driving down the LA Freeway, 
in the mean time 1k ops died in fiery cop cars in LA but not in in the mean time 1k ops died in fiery cop cars in LA but not in in the mean time 1k ops died in fiery cop cars in LA but not in in the mean time 1k ops died in fiery cop cars in LA but not in 
Boulder Colorado. Since the Boulder Colorado Cops protested fiery Boulder Colorado. Since the Boulder Colorado Cops protested fiery Boulder Colorado. Since the Boulder Colorado Cops protested fiery Boulder Colorado. Since the Boulder Colorado Cops protested fiery 
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wrecks for a week 10k cops have burned in fiery wrecks then died wrecks for a week 10k cops have burned in fiery wrecks then died wrecks for a week 10k cops have burned in fiery wrecks then died wrecks for a week 10k cops have burned in fiery wrecks then died 
from the burns... observe below the cop wife baby! from the burns... observe below the cop wife baby! from the burns... observe below the cop wife baby! from the burns... observe below the cop wife baby!     
    

        

    
    

 ***** New Memorial Day...  ***** New Memorial Day...  ***** New Memorial Day...  ***** New Memorial Day... 

Fiery LA Wrecks and "no one" stops to help! To much oil money! Fiery LA Wrecks and "no one" stops to help! To much oil money! Fiery LA Wrecks and "no one" stops to help! To much oil money! Fiery LA Wrecks and "no one" stops to help! To much oil money! 
50,000 cop cars, burned like the one above but if you do a Google 50,000 cop cars, burned like the one above but if you do a Google 50,000 cop cars, burned like the one above but if you do a Google 50,000 cop cars, burned like the one above but if you do a Google 
search you will only find one as Google CEO has a Swiss Bank search you will only find one as Google CEO has a Swiss Bank search you will only find one as Google CEO has a Swiss Bank search you will only find one as Google CEO has a Swiss Bank 
account full of Oil Bribes for suppressing fiery wreck pictures in our account full of Oil Bribes for suppressing fiery wreck pictures in our account full of Oil Bribes for suppressing fiery wreck pictures in our account full of Oil Bribes for suppressing fiery wreck pictures in our 
Orwellian Society. 500,000 cars, Toyota, KIA, Honda, etc CEO Mr Orwellian Society. 500,000 cars, Toyota, KIA, Honda, etc CEO Mr Orwellian Society. 500,000 cars, Toyota, KIA, Honda, etc CEO Mr Orwellian Society. 500,000 cars, Toyota, KIA, Honda, etc CEO Mr 
Toyoda is a mass murder of American Civilians, he is following Toyoda is a mass murder of American Civilians, he is following Toyoda is a mass murder of American Civilians, he is following Toyoda is a mass murder of American Civilians, he is following 
orders from our Orwellian Caesar but this will not prevent Mr orders from our Orwellian Caesar but this will not prevent Mr orders from our Orwellian Caesar but this will not prevent Mr orders from our Orwellian Caesar but this will not prevent Mr 
Toyoda from hanging like Saddam! Toyoda from hanging like Saddam! Toyoda from hanging like Saddam! Toyoda from hanging like Saddam!     
    
***** New Memorial Day... 100K Burned out Cop Cars for Memorial ***** New Memorial Day... 100K Burned out Cop Cars for Memorial ***** New Memorial Day... 100K Burned out Cop Cars for Memorial ***** New Memorial Day... 100K Burned out Cop Cars for Memorial 
Day at every Police Station in the USA Day at every Police Station in the USA Day at every Police Station in the USA Day at every Police Station in the USA     
    

 **** New Memorial Day...  **** New Memorial Day...  **** New Memorial Day...  **** New Memorial Day... 

Civilians and Cop pictured here with wife and baby were killed by Civilians and Cop pictured here with wife and baby were killed by Civilians and Cop pictured here with wife and baby were killed by Civilians and Cop pictured here with wife and baby were killed by 
the Pentagon for Oil Revenue of $177 Trillion dollars since 1980. < the Pentagon for Oil Revenue of $177 Trillion dollars since 1980. < the Pentagon for Oil Revenue of $177 Trillion dollars since 1980. < the Pentagon for Oil Revenue of $177 Trillion dollars since 1980. < 
*** New Memorial Day... BP Queen of England killed 100's of *** New Memorial Day... BP Queen of England killed 100's of *** New Memorial Day... BP Queen of England killed 100's of *** New Memorial Day... BP Queen of England killed 100's of 
thousands just in the USA 1 Million world wide, she and BP killed thousands just in the USA 1 Million world wide, she and BP killed thousands just in the USA 1 Million world wide, she and BP killed thousands just in the USA 1 Million world wide, she and BP killed 
since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980. 10 since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980. 10 since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980. 10 since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980. 10 
cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar 
was invented in Boulder, Colorado. was invented in Boulder, Colorado. was invented in Boulder, Colorado. was invented in Boulder, Colorado.     
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 Mexicans Truck Drivers are  Mexicans Truck Drivers are  Mexicans Truck Drivers are  Mexicans Truck Drivers are 

killing Gringos via our Orwellian Caesar and the Mexican Oil killing Gringos via our Orwellian Caesar and the Mexican Oil killing Gringos via our Orwellian Caesar and the Mexican Oil killing Gringos via our Orwellian Caesar and the Mexican Oil 
Company... Gringo jobs lost by the millions to Mexicans who kill Company... Gringo jobs lost by the millions to Mexicans who kill Company... Gringo jobs lost by the millions to Mexicans who kill Company... Gringo jobs lost by the millions to Mexicans who kill 
Gringo women driving a car with a payload of kids not knowing Gringo women driving a car with a payload of kids not knowing Gringo women driving a car with a payload of kids not knowing Gringo women driving a car with a payload of kids not knowing 
our "Orwellian Caesar" put this killer behind the wheel, these our "Orwellian Caesar" put this killer behind the wheel, these our "Orwellian Caesar" put this killer behind the wheel, these our "Orwellian Caesar" put this killer behind the wheel, these 
Mexicans also murder her with a gun, it's not just cars as the Mexicans also murder her with a gun, it's not just cars as the Mexicans also murder her with a gun, it's not just cars as the Mexicans also murder her with a gun, it's not just cars as the 
murder weapon, this is mass murder via our Commander in Chief murder weapon, this is mass murder via our Commander in Chief murder weapon, this is mass murder via our Commander in Chief murder weapon, this is mass murder via our Commander in Chief 
and it's Top Secret in an Orwellian Society in an Oil Genocide Era. and it's Top Secret in an Orwellian Society in an Oil Genocide Era. and it's Top Secret in an Orwellian Society in an Oil Genocide Era. and it's Top Secret in an Orwellian Society in an Oil Genocide Era. 
FBI has the statistics you will not find out about until after a FBI has the statistics you will not find out about until after a FBI has the statistics you will not find out about until after a FBI has the statistics you will not find out about until after a 
successful coup that puts the ElectricWindmillcar in Times Square successful coup that puts the ElectricWindmillcar in Times Square successful coup that puts the ElectricWindmillcar in Times Square successful coup that puts the ElectricWindmillcar in Times Square 
NYC, and gets these reckless murderous Mexican drivers off the NYC, and gets these reckless murderous Mexican drivers off the NYC, and gets these reckless murderous Mexican drivers off the NYC, and gets these reckless murderous Mexican drivers off the 
highways. CBS news and the Drug War on the border, 100 killed by highways. CBS news and the Drug War on the border, 100 killed by highways. CBS news and the Drug War on the border, 100 killed by highways. CBS news and the Drug War on the border, 100 killed by 
the Drug Lords. 1,001 Gringo Moms and kids are killed by Mexican the Drug Lords. 1,001 Gringo Moms and kids are killed by Mexican the Drug Lords. 1,001 Gringo Moms and kids are killed by Mexican the Drug Lords. 1,001 Gringo Moms and kids are killed by Mexican 
working as Temps at Manpower and Kelly Services, putting the working as Temps at Manpower and Kelly Services, putting the working as Temps at Manpower and Kelly Services, putting the working as Temps at Manpower and Kelly Services, putting the 
Gringo Dad out of work. 22 Million Gringos are out of work because Gringo Dad out of work. 22 Million Gringos are out of work because Gringo Dad out of work. 22 Million Gringos are out of work because Gringo Dad out of work. 22 Million Gringos are out of work because 
14 Million Mexicans are working for the Temp agencies. Here in 14 Million Mexicans are working for the Temp agencies. Here in 14 Million Mexicans are working for the Temp agencies. Here in 14 Million Mexicans are working for the Temp agencies. Here in 
Colorado the Judge in Denver said the guy who owned the Colorado the Judge in Denver said the guy who owned the Colorado the Judge in Denver said the guy who owned the Colorado the Judge in Denver said the guy who owned the 
company did not know all the Mexicans were illegal... just like company did not know all the Mexicans were illegal... just like company did not know all the Mexicans were illegal... just like company did not know all the Mexicans were illegal... just like 
Toyota did not know... 1,001 Gringo Mom and Dads are killed by Toyota did not know... 1,001 Gringo Mom and Dads are killed by Toyota did not know... 1,001 Gringo Mom and Dads are killed by Toyota did not know... 1,001 Gringo Mom and Dads are killed by 
Judge's in Denver, and around the USA who are following orders Judge's in Denver, and around the USA who are following orders Judge's in Denver, and around the USA who are following orders Judge's in Denver, and around the USA who are following orders 
from our Orwellian Caesar that lets Mexicans kill Gringos in our from our Orwellian Caesar that lets Mexicans kill Gringos in our from our Orwellian Caesar that lets Mexicans kill Gringos in our from our Orwellian Caesar that lets Mexicans kill Gringos in our 
Orwellian Society. Orwellian Society. Orwellian Society. Orwellian Society.     
    
    

 ** "Total Immunity" and "Total Recall"  ** "Total Immunity" and "Total Recall"  ** "Total Immunity" and "Total Recall"  ** "Total Immunity" and "Total Recall" 

Inventions were lost by SONY making "Total Recall" was not about Inventions were lost by SONY making "Total Recall" was not about Inventions were lost by SONY making "Total Recall" was not about Inventions were lost by SONY making "Total Recall" was not about 
brainstorming the "Total Recall Invention" this is a crime against brainstorming the "Total Recall Invention" this is a crime against brainstorming the "Total Recall Invention" this is a crime against brainstorming the "Total Recall Invention" this is a crime against 
Humanity by Sony and Hollywood. When Sony made this movie Humanity by Sony and Hollywood. When Sony made this movie Humanity by Sony and Hollywood. When Sony made this movie Humanity by Sony and Hollywood. When Sony made this movie 
everyone knew about my Invention Project Total Recall, that is everyone knew about my Invention Project Total Recall, that is everyone knew about my Invention Project Total Recall, that is everyone knew about my Invention Project Total Recall, that is 
where Sony got the name for their Movie. What is worst... driving by where Sony got the name for their Movie. What is worst... driving by where Sony got the name for their Movie. What is worst... driving by where Sony got the name for their Movie. What is worst... driving by 
fiery wrecks in LA or not making a Sony movie about fiery wrecks in LA or not making a Sony movie about fiery wrecks in LA or not making a Sony movie about fiery wrecks in LA or not making a Sony movie about 
"brainstorming" a "Total Recall Invention"? You do the math. The "brainstorming" a "Total Recall Invention"? You do the math. The "brainstorming" a "Total Recall Invention"? You do the math. The "brainstorming" a "Total Recall Invention"? You do the math. The 
"New Memorial Day" after the coup, after the ElectricWindmillCar is "New Memorial Day" after the coup, after the ElectricWindmillCar is "New Memorial Day" after the coup, after the ElectricWindmillCar is "New Memorial Day" after the coup, after the ElectricWindmillCar is 
on the streets of Manhattan in Times Square. LOST will have the on the streets of Manhattan in Times Square. LOST will have the on the streets of Manhattan in Times Square. LOST will have the on the streets of Manhattan in Times Square. LOST will have the 
worst Ending of any show. "Total Immunity" invention movie by worst Ending of any show. "Total Immunity" invention movie by worst Ending of any show. "Total Immunity" invention movie by worst Ending of any show. "Total Immunity" invention movie by 
Sony will not be made until the current CEO of Sony is put on trial Sony will not be made until the current CEO of Sony is put on trial Sony will not be made until the current CEO of Sony is put on trial Sony will not be made until the current CEO of Sony is put on trial 
for "Oil Genocide" goingsfor "Oil Genocide" goingsfor "Oil Genocide" goingsfor "Oil Genocide" goings----on! Write this Sony movie in your Mind... on! Write this Sony movie in your Mind... on! Write this Sony movie in your Mind... on! Write this Sony movie in your Mind... 
"Total Immunity" movie by Sony, imagine, then brainstorming the "Total Immunity" movie by Sony, imagine, then brainstorming the "Total Immunity" movie by Sony, imagine, then brainstorming the "Total Immunity" movie by Sony, imagine, then brainstorming the 
dialog! Remake the Sony movie "Total Recall" with brainstorming dialog! Remake the Sony movie "Total Recall" with brainstorming dialog! Remake the Sony movie "Total Recall" with brainstorming dialog! Remake the Sony movie "Total Recall" with brainstorming 
dialog for 1,001 inventors working on this invention project 24/7 dialog for 1,001 inventors working on this invention project 24/7 dialog for 1,001 inventors working on this invention project 24/7 dialog for 1,001 inventors working on this invention project 24/7 
with a few wives. with a few wives. with a few wives. with a few wives.     
    
"24" will have the best ending... as you will work 24/7 in a "24" will have the best ending... as you will work 24/7 in a "24" will have the best ending... as you will work 24/7 in a "24" will have the best ending... as you will work 24/7 in a 
polygamous marriage with a few wives brainstorming a "Total polygamous marriage with a few wives brainstorming a "Total polygamous marriage with a few wives brainstorming a "Total polygamous marriage with a few wives brainstorming a "Total 
Recall invention" along with the cure for "Breast Cancer" and Recall invention" along with the cure for "Breast Cancer" and Recall invention" along with the cure for "Breast Cancer" and Recall invention" along with the cure for "Breast Cancer" and 
"1,001 other Invention Projects" all this dialog in a Sony movie and "1,001 other Invention Projects" all this dialog in a Sony movie and "1,001 other Invention Projects" all this dialog in a Sony movie and "1,001 other Invention Projects" all this dialog in a Sony movie and 
all 1,001 invention projects listed on this web page after the all 1,001 invention projects listed on this web page after the all 1,001 invention projects listed on this web page after the all 1,001 invention projects listed on this web page after the 
"Observers" come out from behind the hidden cameras and are put "Observers" come out from behind the hidden cameras and are put "Observers" come out from behind the hidden cameras and are put "Observers" come out from behind the hidden cameras and are put 
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on trail for the "worst gov run Genocides" in History! Genocide 1, on trail for the "worst gov run Genocides" in History! Genocide 1, on trail for the "worst gov run Genocides" in History! Genocide 1, on trail for the "worst gov run Genocides" in History! Genocide 1, 
Genocide II, Genocide 3 by the government of the USA. Genocide II, Genocide 3 by the government of the USA. Genocide II, Genocide 3 by the government of the USA. Genocide II, Genocide 3 by the government of the USA.     
    

 SMART CAR  SMART CAR  SMART CAR  SMART CAR ---- No super air  No super air  No super air  No super air 

bags on the outsides... Our "Orwellian Caesar" suppressed super air bags on the outsides... Our "Orwellian Caesar" suppressed super air bags on the outsides... Our "Orwellian Caesar" suppressed super air bags on the outsides... Our "Orwellian Caesar" suppressed super air 
bags on the outsides of cars and trucks for 10 years, since I bags on the outsides of cars and trucks for 10 years, since I bags on the outsides of cars and trucks for 10 years, since I bags on the outsides of cars and trucks for 10 years, since I 
invented this 10 years ago. To add insult to injury our "Orwellian invented this 10 years ago. To add insult to injury our "Orwellian invented this 10 years ago. To add insult to injury our "Orwellian invented this 10 years ago. To add insult to injury our "Orwellian 
Caesar" went on a killing rampage, killing thousands of American Caesar" went on a killing rampage, killing thousands of American Caesar" went on a killing rampage, killing thousands of American Caesar" went on a killing rampage, killing thousands of American 
Civilians in Smart Cars. On every Memorial Day the last few years Civilians in Smart Cars. On every Memorial Day the last few years Civilians in Smart Cars. On every Memorial Day the last few years Civilians in Smart Cars. On every Memorial Day the last few years 
SMART CARS kills were caused by our "Orwellian Caesar". NBC SMART CARS kills were caused by our "Orwellian Caesar". NBC SMART CARS kills were caused by our "Orwellian Caesar". NBC SMART CARS kills were caused by our "Orwellian Caesar". NBC 
"Today Show" never has and never will report on a Smart Car "Today Show" never has and never will report on a Smart Car "Today Show" never has and never will report on a Smart Car "Today Show" never has and never will report on a Smart Car 
wreck. It's "Total Suppression" by NBC GE for gov perks and bribes of wreck. It's "Total Suppression" by NBC GE for gov perks and bribes of wreck. It's "Total Suppression" by NBC GE for gov perks and bribes of wreck. It's "Total Suppression" by NBC GE for gov perks and bribes of 
Billions of dollars to kill people in Smart Cars and gasoline cars. GE Billions of dollars to kill people in Smart Cars and gasoline cars. GE Billions of dollars to kill people in Smart Cars and gasoline cars. GE Billions of dollars to kill people in Smart Cars and gasoline cars. GE 
could possibly be put on trial for Genocide before the UN's Genocide could possibly be put on trial for Genocide before the UN's Genocide could possibly be put on trial for Genocide before the UN's Genocide could possibly be put on trial for Genocide before the UN's Genocide 
Trail starts in Manhattan. WHO at the UN and everyone else at the Trail starts in Manhattan. WHO at the UN and everyone else at the Trail starts in Manhattan. WHO at the UN and everyone else at the Trail starts in Manhattan. WHO at the UN and everyone else at the 
UN in NYC and Geneva are guilty of Oil Genocide and several UN in NYC and Geneva are guilty of Oil Genocide and several UN in NYC and Geneva are guilty of Oil Genocide and several UN in NYC and Geneva are guilty of Oil Genocide and several 
civilians probably more, 100's burn and burn to death every day civilians probably more, 100's burn and burn to death every day civilians probably more, 100's burn and burn to death every day civilians probably more, 100's burn and burn to death every day 
the UN Top Brass helps suppress the worst Genocide in the History of the UN Top Brass helps suppress the worst Genocide in the History of the UN Top Brass helps suppress the worst Genocide in the History of the UN Top Brass helps suppress the worst Genocide in the History of 
Earth! Earth! Earth! Earth!     
    

 "Bullet Train"  "Bullet Train"  "Bullet Train"  "Bullet Train" ----    

this is a "Double Monorail" for the Masses of Humanity, I will build this is a "Double Monorail" for the Masses of Humanity, I will build this is a "Double Monorail" for the Masses of Humanity, I will build this is a "Double Monorail" for the Masses of Humanity, I will build 
one of these from Boulder Colorado to Denver. Up and down one of these from Boulder Colorado to Denver. Up and down one of these from Boulder Colorado to Denver. Up and down one of these from Boulder Colorado to Denver. Up and down 
BROADWAY, all the way to the end of Broadway stopping at Table BROADWAY, all the way to the end of Broadway stopping at Table BROADWAY, all the way to the end of Broadway stopping at Table BROADWAY, all the way to the end of Broadway stopping at Table 
Mesa, UMC, Community Hospital and ending at the end of North Mesa, UMC, Community Hospital and ending at the end of North Mesa, UMC, Community Hospital and ending at the end of North Mesa, UMC, Community Hospital and ending at the end of North 
Broadway. The millions being spent today on a TRAIN station at Broadway. The millions being spent today on a TRAIN station at Broadway. The millions being spent today on a TRAIN station at Broadway. The millions being spent today on a TRAIN station at 
30th and Pearl will be another "Memorial" to the WASTE of $177 30th and Pearl will be another "Memorial" to the WASTE of $177 30th and Pearl will be another "Memorial" to the WASTE of $177 30th and Pearl will be another "Memorial" to the WASTE of $177 
Trillion Dollars in Oil Revenue. "WASTED" on War Toys and Buses Trillion Dollars in Oil Revenue. "WASTED" on War Toys and Buses Trillion Dollars in Oil Revenue. "WASTED" on War Toys and Buses Trillion Dollars in Oil Revenue. "WASTED" on War Toys and Buses 
and now TRAINS... Bullet Trains instead of building this Super and now TRAINS... Bullet Trains instead of building this Super and now TRAINS... Bullet Trains instead of building this Super and now TRAINS... Bullet Trains instead of building this Super 
Monorail fueled by wind and H Hydrogen from on board H2O with Monorail fueled by wind and H Hydrogen from on board H2O with Monorail fueled by wind and H Hydrogen from on board H2O with Monorail fueled by wind and H Hydrogen from on board H2O with 
the Monorail electrolysis accessory. Lost Super Monorail Inventions the Monorail electrolysis accessory. Lost Super Monorail Inventions the Monorail electrolysis accessory. Lost Super Monorail Inventions the Monorail electrolysis accessory. Lost Super Monorail Inventions 
will come after the coup. will come after the coup. will come after the coup. will come after the coup.     
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 ** Greg Buell Lovestar new  ** Greg Buell Lovestar new  ** Greg Buell Lovestar new  ** Greg Buell Lovestar new 

dentures, 110 Sunscreen on. Ready to invent a RX Penicillin dentures, 110 Sunscreen on. Ready to invent a RX Penicillin dentures, 110 Sunscreen on. Ready to invent a RX Penicillin dentures, 110 Sunscreen on. Ready to invent a RX Penicillin 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when our Orwellian Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when our Orwellian Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when our Orwellian Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when our Orwellian 
Caesar is persuaded to remove Greg from "Alienation" in our Caesar is persuaded to remove Greg from "Alienation" in our Caesar is persuaded to remove Greg from "Alienation" in our Caesar is persuaded to remove Greg from "Alienation" in our 
Orwellian Society and put Greg in a Polygamous Marriage with a Orwellian Society and put Greg in a Polygamous Marriage with a Orwellian Society and put Greg in a Polygamous Marriage with a Orwellian Society and put Greg in a Polygamous Marriage with a 
few wives who want to brainstorm the cure for Breast Cancer as few wives who want to brainstorm the cure for Breast Cancer as few wives who want to brainstorm the cure for Breast Cancer as few wives who want to brainstorm the cure for Breast Cancer as 
much as I do... I do... few wives! No Stanley Hotel for Greg much as I do... I do... few wives! No Stanley Hotel for Greg much as I do... I do... few wives! No Stanley Hotel for Greg much as I do... I do... few wives! No Stanley Hotel for Greg ---- Greg  Greg  Greg  Greg 
wants an Island off Key West with no globs of Oil from the BP Oil wants an Island off Key West with no globs of Oil from the BP Oil wants an Island off Key West with no globs of Oil from the BP Oil wants an Island off Key West with no globs of Oil from the BP Oil 
spill. 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the spill. 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the spill. 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the spill. 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the 
ElectricWindmillcar was invented in Boulder, Colorado. ElectricWindmillcar was invented in Boulder, Colorado. ElectricWindmillcar was invented in Boulder, Colorado. ElectricWindmillcar was invented in Boulder, Colorado.     
    

 10,000 Galaxies and Aliens in  10,000 Galaxies and Aliens in  10,000 Galaxies and Aliens in  10,000 Galaxies and Aliens in 

this Picture and NASA sold out going to Alpha Centauri for Swiss this Picture and NASA sold out going to Alpha Centauri for Swiss this Picture and NASA sold out going to Alpha Centauri for Swiss this Picture and NASA sold out going to Alpha Centauri for Swiss 
Bank accounts full of Oil Genocide Bribe money... $1 Trillion dollar Bank accounts full of Oil Genocide Bribe money... $1 Trillion dollar Bank accounts full of Oil Genocide Bribe money... $1 Trillion dollar Bank accounts full of Oil Genocide Bribe money... $1 Trillion dollar 
manned Space Telescope with a Life Boat was sunk by NASA Top manned Space Telescope with a Life Boat was sunk by NASA Top manned Space Telescope with a Life Boat was sunk by NASA Top manned Space Telescope with a Life Boat was sunk by NASA Top 
Brass for $1 Billion in oil money from Texas and Saudi Oil Men. Brass for $1 Billion in oil money from Texas and Saudi Oil Men. Brass for $1 Billion in oil money from Texas and Saudi Oil Men. Brass for $1 Billion in oil money from Texas and Saudi Oil Men. 
Aliens, alien invention to hear and see them will be invented by Aliens, alien invention to hear and see them will be invented by Aliens, alien invention to hear and see them will be invented by Aliens, alien invention to hear and see them will be invented by 
Newton, Newton will also discover how Gravity is generated. LOST Newton, Newton will also discover how Gravity is generated. LOST Newton, Newton will also discover how Gravity is generated. LOST Newton, Newton will also discover how Gravity is generated. LOST 
discoveries by our "Orwellian Caesar" who shops at MIT for War Toys discoveries by our "Orwellian Caesar" who shops at MIT for War Toys discoveries by our "Orwellian Caesar" who shops at MIT for War Toys discoveries by our "Orwellian Caesar" who shops at MIT for War Toys 
for Afghanistan! The LOST years in Afghanistan are adding up for Afghanistan! The LOST years in Afghanistan are adding up for Afghanistan! The LOST years in Afghanistan are adding up for Afghanistan! The LOST years in Afghanistan are adding up 
faster than the speed of light, and yes you can invent a way to go faster than the speed of light, and yes you can invent a way to go faster than the speed of light, and yes you can invent a way to go faster than the speed of light, and yes you can invent a way to go 
faster than the speed of light. Please don't believe anything Clinton faster than the speed of light. Please don't believe anything Clinton faster than the speed of light. Please don't believe anything Clinton faster than the speed of light. Please don't believe anything Clinton 
says... really! Both Clintons should of been hanged on 9/11 2001 for says... really! Both Clintons should of been hanged on 9/11 2001 for says... really! Both Clintons should of been hanged on 9/11 2001 for says... really! Both Clintons should of been hanged on 9/11 2001 for 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillcar invented in 1980. suppressing the ElectricWindmillcar invented in 1980. suppressing the ElectricWindmillcar invented in 1980. suppressing the ElectricWindmillcar invented in 1980.     
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 BP fires at  BP fires at  BP fires at  BP fires at 

Refineries in Texas didn't make the "Today Show" because GE helps Refineries in Texas didn't make the "Today Show" because GE helps Refineries in Texas didn't make the "Today Show" because GE helps Refineries in Texas didn't make the "Today Show" because GE helps 
suppress gasoline fire news, 100's all around the world every day suppress gasoline fire news, 100's all around the world every day suppress gasoline fire news, 100's all around the world every day suppress gasoline fire news, 100's all around the world every day 
every year since 1980. GE gets gov perks and $ Trillions of Dollars in every year since 1980. GE gets gov perks and $ Trillions of Dollars in every year since 1980. GE gets gov perks and $ Trillions of Dollars in every year since 1980. GE gets gov perks and $ Trillions of Dollars in 
revenue since 1980. Like IBM sold Los Alamos $1 Trillion dollars revenue since 1980. Like IBM sold Los Alamos $1 Trillion dollars revenue since 1980. Like IBM sold Los Alamos $1 Trillion dollars revenue since 1980. Like IBM sold Los Alamos $1 Trillion dollars 
worth of Super Computers since 1980 at the same time Greg Buell worth of Super Computers since 1980 at the same time Greg Buell worth of Super Computers since 1980 at the same time Greg Buell worth of Super Computers since 1980 at the same time Greg Buell 
Lovestar was stifled from even working on a cure for cancer. IBM Lovestar was stifled from even working on a cure for cancer. IBM Lovestar was stifled from even working on a cure for cancer. IBM Lovestar was stifled from even working on a cure for cancer. IBM 
and GE top brass knew this. and GE top brass knew this. and GE top brass knew this. and GE top brass knew this.     
    

 ***** New Memorial Day... 10 cent a  ***** New Memorial Day... 10 cent a  ***** New Memorial Day... 10 cent a  ***** New Memorial Day... 10 cent a 

gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar was gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar was gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar was gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar was 
invented in Boulder, Colorado. 100K Burned out Cop Cars as a invented in Boulder, Colorado. 100K Burned out Cop Cars as a invented in Boulder, Colorado. 100K Burned out Cop Cars as a invented in Boulder, Colorado. 100K Burned out Cop Cars as a 
Memorial ... A burned out car Memorial with place card of victim's Memorial ... A burned out car Memorial with place card of victim's Memorial ... A burned out car Memorial with place card of victim's Memorial ... A burned out car Memorial with place card of victim's 
murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men for $177 Trillion dollars in murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men for $177 Trillion dollars in murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men for $177 Trillion dollars in murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men for $177 Trillion dollars in 
oil revenues. (Cops in Boulder Colorado protested Bushes fire oil revenues. (Cops in Boulder Colorado protested Bushes fire oil revenues. (Cops in Boulder Colorado protested Bushes fire oil revenues. (Cops in Boulder Colorado protested Bushes fire 
bombing cars driving down the freeway for a week then sold out for bombing cars driving down the freeway for a week then sold out for bombing cars driving down the freeway for a week then sold out for bombing cars driving down the freeway for a week then sold out for 
gov. perks.) A burned out car Memorial with place card of victim's gov. perks.) A burned out car Memorial with place card of victim's gov. perks.) A burned out car Memorial with place card of victim's gov. perks.) A burned out car Memorial with place card of victim's 
murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men at every Mall and at every murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men at every Mall and at every murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men at every Mall and at every murdered by Texas and Saudi Oil men at every Mall and at every 
Police Station in the USA Police Station in the USA Police Station in the USA Police Station in the USA ---- In Boulder Colorado were Cop Cars are  In Boulder Colorado were Cop Cars are  In Boulder Colorado were Cop Cars are  In Boulder Colorado were Cop Cars are 
SUV's not ElectricWindmillCars! 1 Million Civilian's in SUV's were SUV's not ElectricWindmillCars! 1 Million Civilian's in SUV's were SUV's not ElectricWindmillCars! 1 Million Civilian's in SUV's were SUV's not ElectricWindmillCars! 1 Million Civilian's in SUV's were 
fire bombed by Carter (and his wife Roslyn) to Bush to Obama, the fire bombed by Carter (and his wife Roslyn) to Bush to Obama, the fire bombed by Carter (and his wife Roslyn) to Bush to Obama, the fire bombed by Carter (and his wife Roslyn) to Bush to Obama, the 
Niger who hates white cops with his Harvard Buddy drinking Coors, Niger who hates white cops with his Harvard Buddy drinking Coors, Niger who hates white cops with his Harvard Buddy drinking Coors, Niger who hates white cops with his Harvard Buddy drinking Coors, 
drunk on Oil money, no conscience at all for all those burned and drunk on Oil money, no conscience at all for all those burned and drunk on Oil money, no conscience at all for all those burned and drunk on Oil money, no conscience at all for all those burned and 
burned to death in fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010. burned to death in fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010. burned to death in fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010. burned to death in fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010.     
    

 ***** Cop **** Even more Civilians  ***** Cop **** Even more Civilians  ***** Cop **** Even more Civilians  ***** Cop **** Even more Civilians 

have burns but Google suppresses images for the government or I have burns but Google suppresses images for the government or I have burns but Google suppresses images for the government or I have burns but Google suppresses images for the government or I 
would have posted 100's burned in fiery LA Wrecks. would have posted 100's burned in fiery LA Wrecks. would have posted 100's burned in fiery LA Wrecks. would have posted 100's burned in fiery LA Wrecks.     
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 Fire Leno, hire Dr.  Fire Leno, hire Dr.  Fire Leno, hire Dr.  Fire Leno, hire Dr. 

Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a few Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a few Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a few Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a few 
wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for an wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for an wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for an wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for an 
invention project and get the invention. Serendipity invention project and get the invention. Serendipity invention project and get the invention. Serendipity invention project and get the invention. Serendipity ---- Gravity how  Gravity how  Gravity how  Gravity how 
its generated while rock climbing Greg Buell Lovestar discovered its generated while rock climbing Greg Buell Lovestar discovered its generated while rock climbing Greg Buell Lovestar discovered its generated while rock climbing Greg Buell Lovestar discovered 
how gravity is generated.... because of Serendipity, he was looking how gravity is generated.... because of Serendipity, he was looking how gravity is generated.... because of Serendipity, he was looking how gravity is generated.... because of Serendipity, he was looking 
for it. You have to look for the "Animal Farm" Windmills and the for it. You have to look for the "Animal Farm" Windmills and the for it. You have to look for the "Animal Farm" Windmills and the for it. You have to look for the "Animal Farm" Windmills and the 
reinvented "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you become reinvented "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you become reinvented "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you become reinvented "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you become 
aware of an invention in front of your eyes. Fire Leno, hire Dr. aware of an invention in front of your eyes. Fire Leno, hire Dr. aware of an invention in front of your eyes. Fire Leno, hire Dr. aware of an invention in front of your eyes. Fire Leno, hire Dr. 
Snyderman. Snyderman. Snyderman. Snyderman.     
    
10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar 
was invented in Boulder, Colorado. Free H from the gallon of water was invented in Boulder, Colorado. Free H from the gallon of water was invented in Boulder, Colorado. Free H from the gallon of water was invented in Boulder, Colorado. Free H from the gallon of water 
in your ElectricWindmillcar. in your ElectricWindmillcar. in your ElectricWindmillcar. in your ElectricWindmillcar.     
    
10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar 
was invented in Boulder, Colorado. Free H from the gallon of water was invented in Boulder, Colorado. Free H from the gallon of water was invented in Boulder, Colorado. Free H from the gallon of water was invented in Boulder, Colorado. Free H from the gallon of water 
in your ElectricWindmillcar. in your ElectricWindmillcar. in your ElectricWindmillcar. in your ElectricWindmillcar.     
    

 Gringo car driver hit  Gringo car driver hit  Gringo car driver hit  Gringo car driver hit 

by Mexican. Flames burn to death some Gringo hit by a Mexican by Mexican. Flames burn to death some Gringo hit by a Mexican by Mexican. Flames burn to death some Gringo hit by a Mexican by Mexican. Flames burn to death some Gringo hit by a Mexican 
driver every day in 2010. 365 Americans at the mercy of the driver every day in 2010. 365 Americans at the mercy of the driver every day in 2010. 365 Americans at the mercy of the driver every day in 2010. 365 Americans at the mercy of the 
American Government leaders and they have no mercy at all... American Government leaders and they have no mercy at all... American Government leaders and they have no mercy at all... American Government leaders and they have no mercy at all... 
Bush mission accomplished on board the Air Craft Carrier, Bush mission accomplished on board the Air Craft Carrier, Bush mission accomplished on board the Air Craft Carrier, Bush mission accomplished on board the Air Craft Carrier, 
someone back in the USA was killed or seriously injured by a someone back in the USA was killed or seriously injured by a someone back in the USA was killed or seriously injured by a someone back in the USA was killed or seriously injured by a 
Mexican driver on that day too. This picture, here a DUMP TRUCK Mexican driver on that day too. This picture, here a DUMP TRUCK Mexican driver on that day too. This picture, here a DUMP TRUCK Mexican driver on that day too. This picture, here a DUMP TRUCK 
hit her car and it burst into flames. 99 out of ever 100 DUMP hit her car and it burst into flames. 99 out of ever 100 DUMP hit her car and it burst into flames. 99 out of ever 100 DUMP hit her car and it burst into flames. 99 out of ever 100 DUMP 
TRUCKS you will see in the summer of 2010 will be driven by a TRUCKS you will see in the summer of 2010 will be driven by a TRUCKS you will see in the summer of 2010 will be driven by a TRUCKS you will see in the summer of 2010 will be driven by a 
Mexican. This did not happen by "accident"! Our Orwellian Caesar Mexican. This did not happen by "accident"! Our Orwellian Caesar Mexican. This did not happen by "accident"! Our Orwellian Caesar Mexican. This did not happen by "accident"! Our Orwellian Caesar 
put all this Mexican drivers behind the wheel of DUMP TRUCKS or a put all this Mexican drivers behind the wheel of DUMP TRUCKS or a put all this Mexican drivers behind the wheel of DUMP TRUCKS or a put all this Mexican drivers behind the wheel of DUMP TRUCKS or a 
TRASH TRUCKS and they will run over some poor unsuspecting soul TRASH TRUCKS and they will run over some poor unsuspecting soul TRASH TRUCKS and they will run over some poor unsuspecting soul TRASH TRUCKS and they will run over some poor unsuspecting soul 
thanks to our criminal government leaders. thanks to our criminal government leaders. thanks to our criminal government leaders. thanks to our criminal government leaders.     
    

 Harvard Street car is  Harvard Street car is  Harvard Street car is  Harvard Street car is 

on fire... Observers know the ElectricWindmillCar has been on fire... Observers know the ElectricWindmillCar has been on fire... Observers know the ElectricWindmillCar has been on fire... Observers know the ElectricWindmillCar has been 
suppressed since 1980. Harvard Class of 1980 suppressed since 1980. Harvard Class of 1980 suppressed since 1980. Harvard Class of 1980 suppressed since 1980. Harvard Class of 1980 ---- this is how long the  this is how long the  this is how long the  this is how long the 
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ElectricWindmillCar has been suppressed. 2010 Class at Harvard ElectricWindmillCar has been suppressed. 2010 Class at Harvard ElectricWindmillCar has been suppressed. 2010 Class at Harvard ElectricWindmillCar has been suppressed. 2010 Class at Harvard 
know about Greg Buell Lovestar's spin off inventions, H, Super air know about Greg Buell Lovestar's spin off inventions, H, Super air know about Greg Buell Lovestar's spin off inventions, H, Super air know about Greg Buell Lovestar's spin off inventions, H, Super air 
bags on the outside, Satellite dish on top with cams inside and out, bags on the outside, Satellite dish on top with cams inside and out, bags on the outside, Satellite dish on top with cams inside and out, bags on the outside, Satellite dish on top with cams inside and out, 
wifi so Cops can track your driving and observe you inside your wifi so Cops can track your driving and observe you inside your wifi so Cops can track your driving and observe you inside your wifi so Cops can track your driving and observe you inside your 
car. Spin off inventions go on and on... wow! car. Spin off inventions go on and on... wow! car. Spin off inventions go on and on... wow! car. Spin off inventions go on and on... wow!     
    
10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar 10 cent a gallon gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillcar 
was invented in Boulder, Colorado. Free H from the gallon of water was invented in Boulder, Colorado. Free H from the gallon of water was invented in Boulder, Colorado. Free H from the gallon of water was invented in Boulder, Colorado. Free H from the gallon of water 
in your ElectricWindmillcar. in your ElectricWindmillcar. in your ElectricWindmillcar. in your ElectricWindmillcar.     
    
    

 Fire Leno, hire Dr.  Fire Leno, hire Dr.  Fire Leno, hire Dr.  Fire Leno, hire Dr. 

Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a few Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a few Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a few Snyderman and brainstorm 1,001 Medical Inventions with a few 
wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for an wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for an wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for an wives. "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you look for an 
invention project and get the invention. Serendipity invention project and get the invention. Serendipity invention project and get the invention. Serendipity invention project and get the invention. Serendipity ---- Gravity how  Gravity how  Gravity how  Gravity how 
its generated while rock climbing Greg Buell Lovestar discovered its generated while rock climbing Greg Buell Lovestar discovered its generated while rock climbing Greg Buell Lovestar discovered its generated while rock climbing Greg Buell Lovestar discovered 
how gravity is generated.... because of Serendipity, he was looking how gravity is generated.... because of Serendipity, he was looking how gravity is generated.... because of Serendipity, he was looking how gravity is generated.... because of Serendipity, he was looking 
for it. You have to look for the "Animal Farm" Windmills and the for it. You have to look for the "Animal Farm" Windmills and the for it. You have to look for the "Animal Farm" Windmills and the for it. You have to look for the "Animal Farm" Windmills and the 
reinvented "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you become reinvented "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you become reinvented "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you become reinvented "Today Show" and "Tonight Show" will help you become 
aware of an invention in front of your eyes. Fire Leno, hire Dr. aware of an invention in front of your eyes. Fire Leno, hire Dr. aware of an invention in front of your eyes. Fire Leno, hire Dr. aware of an invention in front of your eyes. Fire Leno, hire Dr. 
Snyderman. Snyderman. Snyderman. Snyderman.     
    
14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 
have to Nuke the BP oil leak... have to Nuke the BP oil leak... have to Nuke the BP oil leak... have to Nuke the BP oil leak...     
    
14 May 2010 BP British Oil releases stunning underwater video of 14 May 2010 BP British Oil releases stunning underwater video of 14 May 2010 BP British Oil releases stunning underwater video of 14 May 2010 BP British Oil releases stunning underwater video of 
oil leak flowing into the Ocean at 200k gals a day. oil leak flowing into the Ocean at 200k gals a day. oil leak flowing into the Ocean at 200k gals a day. oil leak flowing into the Ocean at 200k gals a day.     
    
14 May 2010 Arnold Schwarzenegger jokes about being deported 14 May 2010 Arnold Schwarzenegger jokes about being deported 14 May 2010 Arnold Schwarzenegger jokes about being deported 14 May 2010 Arnold Schwarzenegger jokes about being deported 
an a illegal alien... Arizona companies wanting to do business an a illegal alien... Arizona companies wanting to do business an a illegal alien... Arizona companies wanting to do business an a illegal alien... Arizona companies wanting to do business 
with the city of Los Angeles are out of luck under a city councilwith the city of Los Angeles are out of luck under a city councilwith the city of Los Angeles are out of luck under a city councilwith the city of Los Angeles are out of luck under a city council----
passed boycott. passed boycott. passed boycott. passed boycott.     
    
14 May 2010 McCain in Arizona is guilt of Treason by tossing 14 May 2010 McCain in Arizona is guilt of Treason by tossing 14 May 2010 McCain in Arizona is guilt of Treason by tossing 14 May 2010 McCain in Arizona is guilt of Treason by tossing 
gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down the LA Freeways... no boycott gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down the LA Freeways... no boycott gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down the LA Freeways... no boycott gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down the LA Freeways... no boycott 
here! here! here! here!     
    
14 May 2010 In reality Arnold Schwarzenegger will be hanged for 14 May 2010 In reality Arnold Schwarzenegger will be hanged for 14 May 2010 In reality Arnold Schwarzenegger will be hanged for 14 May 2010 In reality Arnold Schwarzenegger will be hanged for 
oil genocide Treason by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders! oil genocide Treason by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders! oil genocide Treason by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders! oil genocide Treason by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders!     
    
14 May 2010 Laura Bush ran a stop sign killing someone then got 14 May 2010 Laura Bush ran a stop sign killing someone then got 14 May 2010 Laura Bush ran a stop sign killing someone then got 14 May 2010 Laura Bush ran a stop sign killing someone then got 
her husband President Bush to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar her husband President Bush to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar her husband President Bush to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar her husband President Bush to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar 
resulting in Millions of Fiery LA Wrecks... in 2010, 2011, 2012 all resulting in Millions of Fiery LA Wrecks... in 2010, 2011, 2012 all resulting in Millions of Fiery LA Wrecks... in 2010, 2011, 2012 all resulting in Millions of Fiery LA Wrecks... in 2010, 2011, 2012 all 
murders by the Bush's! murders by the Bush's! murders by the Bush's! murders by the Bush's!     
    
14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will nationalize all 14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will nationalize all 14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will nationalize all 14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will nationalize all 
Hospitals in the USA, give all Americans Medicare like Saudi Hospitals in the USA, give all Americans Medicare like Saudi Hospitals in the USA, give all Americans Medicare like Saudi Hospitals in the USA, give all Americans Medicare like Saudi 
Arabia has had since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Arabia has had since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Arabia has had since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Arabia has had since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 
1980 and put a high tax on all MD's for the 100K deaths in 2010 1980 and put a high tax on all MD's for the 100K deaths in 2010 1980 and put a high tax on all MD's for the 100K deaths in 2010 1980 and put a high tax on all MD's for the 100K deaths in 2010 
alone from staph infections via MD's negligence! alone from staph infections via MD's negligence! alone from staph infections via MD's negligence! alone from staph infections via MD's negligence!     
    
    
1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few wives!        
    
Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so 
men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects 
posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the 
Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent. Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent. Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent. Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent.     
    
1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few wives!        
    
Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy invention for Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy invention for Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy invention for Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy invention for 
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criminals and war criminals... to say the least. criminals and war criminals... to say the least. criminals and war criminals... to say the least. criminals and war criminals... to say the least.     
    
1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 
wives! wives! wives! wives!     
    
    
    
http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        
    
    
14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 
have to Nuke the BP oil leak... have to Nuke the BP oil leak... have to Nuke the BP oil leak... have to Nuke the BP oil leak...     
    
14 May 2010 BP British Oil releases stunning underwater video of 14 May 2010 BP British Oil releases stunning underwater video of 14 May 2010 BP British Oil releases stunning underwater video of 14 May 2010 BP British Oil releases stunning underwater video of 
oil leak flowing into the Ocean at 200k gals a day. oil leak flowing into the Ocean at 200k gals a day. oil leak flowing into the Ocean at 200k gals a day. oil leak flowing into the Ocean at 200k gals a day.     
    
14 May 2010 Arnold Schwarzenegger jokes about being deported 14 May 2010 Arnold Schwarzenegger jokes about being deported 14 May 2010 Arnold Schwarzenegger jokes about being deported 14 May 2010 Arnold Schwarzenegger jokes about being deported 
an a illegal alien... Arizona companies wanting to do business an a illegal alien... Arizona companies wanting to do business an a illegal alien... Arizona companies wanting to do business an a illegal alien... Arizona companies wanting to do business 
with the city of Los Angeles are out of luck under a city councilwith the city of Los Angeles are out of luck under a city councilwith the city of Los Angeles are out of luck under a city councilwith the city of Los Angeles are out of luck under a city council----
passed boycott. passed boycott. passed boycott. passed boycott.     
    
14 May 2010 McCain in Arizona is guilt of Treason by tossing 14 May 2010 McCain in Arizona is guilt of Treason by tossing 14 May 2010 McCain in Arizona is guilt of Treason by tossing 14 May 2010 McCain in Arizona is guilt of Treason by tossing 
gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down the LA Freeways... no boycott gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down the LA Freeways... no boycott gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down the LA Freeways... no boycott gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down the LA Freeways... no boycott 
here! here! here! here!     
    
14 May 2010 In reality Arnold Schwarzenegger will be hanged for 14 May 2010 In reality Arnold Schwarzenegger will be hanged for 14 May 2010 In reality Arnold Schwarzenegger will be hanged for 14 May 2010 In reality Arnold Schwarzenegger will be hanged for 
oil genocide Treason by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders! oil genocide Treason by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders! oil genocide Treason by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders! oil genocide Treason by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders!     
    
14 May 2010 Laura Bush ran a stop sign killing someone then got 14 May 2010 Laura Bush ran a stop sign killing someone then got 14 May 2010 Laura Bush ran a stop sign killing someone then got 14 May 2010 Laura Bush ran a stop sign killing someone then got 
her husband President Bush to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar her husband President Bush to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar her husband President Bush to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar her husband President Bush to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar 
resulting in Millions of Fiery LA Wrecks she and Leno, Trump, resulting in Millions of Fiery LA Wrecks she and Leno, Trump, resulting in Millions of Fiery LA Wrecks she and Leno, Trump, resulting in Millions of Fiery LA Wrecks she and Leno, Trump, 
Chelsea Clinton, Marc Mezvinsky, Gen. Stanley McChrystal, Kerry, Chelsea Clinton, Marc Mezvinsky, Gen. Stanley McChrystal, Kerry, Chelsea Clinton, Marc Mezvinsky, Gen. Stanley McChrystal, Kerry, Chelsea Clinton, Marc Mezvinsky, Gen. Stanley McChrystal, Kerry, 
Caroline Kennedy... illegal Mexicans in LA who voted for boycotts Caroline Kennedy... illegal Mexicans in LA who voted for boycotts Caroline Kennedy... illegal Mexicans in LA who voted for boycotts Caroline Kennedy... illegal Mexicans in LA who voted for boycotts 
because the new Arizona immigration law, all of these people drive because the new Arizona immigration law, all of these people drive because the new Arizona immigration law, all of these people drive because the new Arizona immigration law, all of these people drive 
by Fiery LA wrecks every day without stopping to help those on fire by Fiery LA wrecks every day without stopping to help those on fire by Fiery LA wrecks every day without stopping to help those on fire by Fiery LA wrecks every day without stopping to help those on fire 
the Cars on Fire! the Cars on Fire! the Cars on Fire! the Cars on Fire!     
    
14 May 2010 New tractor14 May 2010 New tractor14 May 2010 New tractor14 May 2010 New tractor----trailers will be required to be able to trailers will be required to be able to trailers will be required to be able to trailers will be required to be able to 
break from 60 m.p.h. to a complete stop within 250 feet, a 30 break from 60 m.p.h. to a complete stop within 250 feet, a 30 break from 60 m.p.h. to a complete stop within 250 feet, a 30 break from 60 m.p.h. to a complete stop within 250 feet, a 30 
percent reduction, a change that is estimated to prevent 227 percent reduction, a change that is estimated to prevent 227 percent reduction, a change that is estimated to prevent 227 percent reduction, a change that is estimated to prevent 227 
deaths annually and 300 serious injuries. deaths annually and 300 serious injuries. deaths annually and 300 serious injuries. deaths annually and 300 serious injuries.     
    
14 May 2010 Tractor14 May 2010 Tractor14 May 2010 Tractor14 May 2010 Tractor----trailers with super air bags on the outside... trailers with super air bags on the outside... trailers with super air bags on the outside... trailers with super air bags on the outside... 
Senator Kerry will be arrested for Treason and mass murder of 10's Senator Kerry will be arrested for Treason and mass murder of 10's Senator Kerry will be arrested for Treason and mass murder of 10's Senator Kerry will be arrested for Treason and mass murder of 10's 
of thousands run over and killed by Tractorof thousands run over and killed by Tractorof thousands run over and killed by Tractorof thousands run over and killed by Tractor----trailers with no super trailers with no super trailers with no super trailers with no super 
air bags on the outside. air bags on the outside. air bags on the outside. air bags on the outside.     
    
14 May 2010 Armstrong wrote a letter protesting the canceling of 14 May 2010 Armstrong wrote a letter protesting the canceling of 14 May 2010 Armstrong wrote a letter protesting the canceling of 14 May 2010 Armstrong wrote a letter protesting the canceling of 
the moon Missions not Alpha Centauri Missions because Armstrong the moon Missions not Alpha Centauri Missions because Armstrong the moon Missions not Alpha Centauri Missions because Armstrong the moon Missions not Alpha Centauri Missions because Armstrong 
has a Swiss Bank Account full of bribe money from Texas and Saudi has a Swiss Bank Account full of bribe money from Texas and Saudi has a Swiss Bank Account full of bribe money from Texas and Saudi has a Swiss Bank Account full of bribe money from Texas and Saudi 
Oil Men. Oil Men. Oil Men. Oil Men.     
    
14 May 2010 In 2010, about 1.5 million American men, women 14 May 2010 In 2010, about 1.5 million American men, women 14 May 2010 In 2010, about 1.5 million American men, women 14 May 2010 In 2010, about 1.5 million American men, women 
and children had cancer diagnosed, and 562,000 people will die and children had cancer diagnosed, and 562,000 people will die and children had cancer diagnosed, and 562,000 people will die and children had cancer diagnosed, and 562,000 people will die 
from the disease in 2010 and none will be buried at Arlington from the disease in 2010 and none will be buried at Arlington from the disease in 2010 and none will be buried at Arlington from the disease in 2010 and none will be buried at Arlington 
National Cemetery for being killed by Cancer who's Rx Penicillin National Cemetery for being killed by Cancer who's Rx Penicillin National Cemetery for being killed by Cancer who's Rx Penicillin National Cemetery for being killed by Cancer who's Rx Penicillin 
Overnight Miracle Cure was stifle and suppressed by our Orwellian Overnight Miracle Cure was stifle and suppressed by our Orwellian Overnight Miracle Cure was stifle and suppressed by our Orwellian Overnight Miracle Cure was stifle and suppressed by our Orwellian 
Caesar! Caesar! Caesar! Caesar!     
    
14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 
have to Nuke the BP oil leak... have to Nuke the BP oil leak... have to Nuke the BP oil leak... have to Nuke the BP oil leak...     
    
14 May 2010 BP British Oil releases stunning underwater video of 14 May 2010 BP British Oil releases stunning underwater video of 14 May 2010 BP British Oil releases stunning underwater video of 14 May 2010 BP British Oil releases stunning underwater video of 
oil leak flowing into the Ocean at 200k gals a day. oil leak flowing into the Ocean at 200k gals a day. oil leak flowing into the Ocean at 200k gals a day. oil leak flowing into the Ocean at 200k gals a day.     
    
14 May 2010 Pravda claims that the Soviets deployed specially14 May 2010 Pravda claims that the Soviets deployed specially14 May 2010 Pravda claims that the Soviets deployed specially14 May 2010 Pravda claims that the Soviets deployed specially----
designed nuclear explosions to extinguish well fires on at least five designed nuclear explosions to extinguish well fires on at least five designed nuclear explosions to extinguish well fires on at least five designed nuclear explosions to extinguish well fires on at least five 
separate occasions. The newspaper reports that authorities used a separate occasions. The newspaper reports that authorities used a separate occasions. The newspaper reports that authorities used a separate occasions. The newspaper reports that authorities used a 
30 ton atomic explosion triggered at an underground depth of six 30 ton atomic explosion triggered at an underground depth of six 30 ton atomic explosion triggered at an underground depth of six 30 ton atomic explosion triggered at an underground depth of six 
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kilometers on Sept. 30, 1966, to extinguish burning gas wells in kilometers on Sept. 30, 1966, to extinguish burning gas wells in kilometers on Sept. 30, 1966, to extinguish burning gas wells in kilometers on Sept. 30, 1966, to extinguish burning gas wells in 
UrtUrtUrtUrt----Bulak, an area about 80 kilometers from Bukhara. Bulak, an area about 80 kilometers from Bukhara. Bulak, an area about 80 kilometers from Bukhara. Bulak, an area about 80 kilometers from Bukhara.     
    
14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 
have to Nuke the BP oil leak... have to Nuke the BP oil leak... have to Nuke the BP oil leak... have to Nuke the BP oil leak...     
    
14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will nationalize all 14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will nationalize all 14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will nationalize all 14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will nationalize all 
Hospitals in the USA, give all Americans Medicare like Saudi Hospitals in the USA, give all Americans Medicare like Saudi Hospitals in the USA, give all Americans Medicare like Saudi Hospitals in the USA, give all Americans Medicare like Saudi 
Arabia has had since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Arabia has had since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Arabia has had since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Arabia has had since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 
1980 and put a high tax on all MD's for the 100k deaths in 2010 1980 and put a high tax on all MD's for the 100k deaths in 2010 1980 and put a high tax on all MD's for the 100k deaths in 2010 1980 and put a high tax on all MD's for the 100k deaths in 2010 
alone from staph infections via MD's negligence! alone from staph infections via MD's negligence! alone from staph infections via MD's negligence! alone from staph infections via MD's negligence!     
    
14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will Nationalize all 14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will Nationalize all 14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will Nationalize all 14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will Nationalize all 
MIT Scientists working on War Toys for the Pentagons Afghan War, MIT Scientists working on War Toys for the Pentagons Afghan War, MIT Scientists working on War Toys for the Pentagons Afghan War, MIT Scientists working on War Toys for the Pentagons Afghan War, 
put them to work helping Greg Buell Lovestar brainstorming a Rx put them to work helping Greg Buell Lovestar brainstorming a Rx put them to work helping Greg Buell Lovestar brainstorming a Rx put them to work helping Greg Buell Lovestar brainstorming a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle cured for Breast Cancer that will kill Penicillin Overnight Miracle cured for Breast Cancer that will kill Penicillin Overnight Miracle cured for Breast Cancer that will kill Penicillin Overnight Miracle cured for Breast Cancer that will kill 
40k American women in 2010. 40k American women in 2010. 40k American women in 2010. 40k American women in 2010.     
    
14 May 2010 Gen. Stanley McChrystal, the top U.S. and NATO 14 May 2010 Gen. Stanley McChrystal, the top U.S. and NATO 14 May 2010 Gen. Stanley McChrystal, the top U.S. and NATO 14 May 2010 Gen. Stanley McChrystal, the top U.S. and NATO 
commander in Afghanistan, said it will be Months before commander in Afghanistan, said it will be Months before commander in Afghanistan, said it will be Months before commander in Afghanistan, said it will be Months before 
Americans can judge if this year's major military push into the Americans can judge if this year's major military push into the Americans can judge if this year's major military push into the Americans can judge if this year's major military push into the 
major southern city of Kandahar had succeeded. major southern city of Kandahar had succeeded. major southern city of Kandahar had succeeded. major southern city of Kandahar had succeeded.     
    
14 May 2010 Generals have always killed their own troops... and 14 May 2010 Generals have always killed their own troops... and 14 May 2010 Generals have always killed their own troops... and 14 May 2010 Generals have always killed their own troops... and 
civilians via using all the MIT inventors for War Toys! civilians via using all the MIT inventors for War Toys! civilians via using all the MIT inventors for War Toys! civilians via using all the MIT inventors for War Toys!     
    
14 May 2010 After the ElectricWindmillCar Coup they will finally 14 May 2010 After the ElectricWindmillCar Coup they will finally 14 May 2010 After the ElectricWindmillCar Coup they will finally 14 May 2010 After the ElectricWindmillCar Coup they will finally 
hang for this and the 40k women causalities Of the Afghanistan hang for this and the 40k women causalities Of the Afghanistan hang for this and the 40k women causalities Of the Afghanistan hang for this and the 40k women causalities Of the Afghanistan 
war in the USA who will die of breast cancer just in 2010. war in the USA who will die of breast cancer just in 2010. war in the USA who will die of breast cancer just in 2010. war in the USA who will die of breast cancer just in 2010.     
    
14 May 2010 FBI Makes arrest in the Times Square Car bomb... 14 May 2010 FBI Makes arrest in the Times Square Car bomb... 14 May 2010 FBI Makes arrest in the Times Square Car bomb... 14 May 2010 FBI Makes arrest in the Times Square Car bomb...     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest for fiery LA Wrecks caused by An 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest for fiery LA Wrecks caused by An 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest for fiery LA Wrecks caused by An 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest for fiery LA Wrecks caused by An 
Oil Genocide Era... Oil Genocide Era... Oil Genocide Era... Oil Genocide Era...     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest of MD's for the hospital14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest of MD's for the hospital14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest of MD's for the hospital14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest of MD's for the hospital----acquired acquired acquired acquired 
infections via germs that contribute to an Estimated 100,000 infections via germs that contribute to an Estimated 100,000 infections via germs that contribute to an Estimated 100,000 infections via germs that contribute to an Estimated 100,000 
deaths in 2010. deaths in 2010. deaths in 2010. deaths in 2010.     
    
14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will nationalize all 14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will nationalize all 14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will nationalize all 14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will nationalize all 
Hospitals in the USA and put a high tax on all MD's for these 100k Hospitals in the USA and put a high tax on all MD's for these 100k Hospitals in the USA and put a high tax on all MD's for these 100k Hospitals in the USA and put a high tax on all MD's for these 100k 
deaths in 2010. deaths in 2010. deaths in 2010. deaths in 2010.     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Laura Bush running a stop 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Laura Bush running a stop 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Laura Bush running a stop 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Laura Bush running a stop 
sign and killing someone! sign and killing someone! sign and killing someone! sign and killing someone!     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Laura Bush giving someone 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Laura Bush giving someone 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Laura Bush giving someone 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Laura Bush giving someone 
Syphilis via favoring fags! Syphilis via favoring fags! Syphilis via favoring fags! Syphilis via favoring fags!     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Kennedy driving off a bridge 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Kennedy driving off a bridge 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Kennedy driving off a bridge 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Kennedy driving off a bridge 
drunk killing his girlfriend. drunk killing his girlfriend. drunk killing his girlfriend. drunk killing his girlfriend.     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Leno and the rest of 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Leno and the rest of 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Leno and the rest of 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Leno and the rest of 
Hollywood driving by fiery LA Wrecks without Stopping to help. Hollywood driving by fiery LA Wrecks without Stopping to help. Hollywood driving by fiery LA Wrecks without Stopping to help. Hollywood driving by fiery LA Wrecks without Stopping to help.     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... LA illegal Mexicans who kill 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... LA illegal Mexicans who kill 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... LA illegal Mexicans who kill 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... LA illegal Mexicans who kill 
several Gringos every day via running a stop sign. Stop Sign, red several Gringos every day via running a stop sign. Stop Sign, red several Gringos every day via running a stop sign. Stop Sign, red several Gringos every day via running a stop sign. Stop Sign, red 
light, and other criminal behavior while driving with no driverlight, and other criminal behavior while driving with no driverlight, and other criminal behavior while driving with no driverlight, and other criminal behavior while driving with no driver’’’’s s s s 
license and insurance. Drinking Coors, talking on the cell, texting, license and insurance. Drinking Coors, talking on the cell, texting, license and insurance. Drinking Coors, talking on the cell, texting, license and insurance. Drinking Coors, talking on the cell, texting, 
and just being a irresponsible driver, a criminal driver illegal one and just being a irresponsible driver, a criminal driver illegal one and just being a irresponsible driver, a criminal driver illegal one and just being a irresponsible driver, a criminal driver illegal one 
from Mexico who will get away with murder of a Gringo Today, from Mexico who will get away with murder of a Gringo Today, from Mexico who will get away with murder of a Gringo Today, from Mexico who will get away with murder of a Gringo Today, 
every day of the Year via our Orwellian Caesar! every day of the Year via our Orwellian Caesar! every day of the Year via our Orwellian Caesar! every day of the Year via our Orwellian Caesar!     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Fags who give some syphilis 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Fags who give some syphilis 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Fags who give some syphilis 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Fags who give some syphilis 
or any one of several other diseases! or any one of several other diseases! or any one of several other diseases! or any one of several other diseases!     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Abortion MD's who kill 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Abortion MD's who kill 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Abortion MD's who kill 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Abortion MD's who kill 
babies, in their office and drive by fiery LA Wrecks without stopping babies, in their office and drive by fiery LA Wrecks without stopping babies, in their office and drive by fiery LA Wrecks without stopping babies, in their office and drive by fiery LA Wrecks without stopping 
to help get the baby out of the burning car... burning society that to help get the baby out of the burning car... burning society that to help get the baby out of the burning car... burning society that to help get the baby out of the burning car... burning society that 
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can No longer invent anything but War Toys. can No longer invent anything but War Toys. can No longer invent anything but War Toys. can No longer invent anything but War Toys.     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Toyota, gas pedal, steering 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Toyota, gas pedal, steering 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Toyota, gas pedal, steering 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Toyota, gas pedal, steering 
column broken in half, Hydrogen accessory Not made by NASA column broken in half, Hydrogen accessory Not made by NASA column broken in half, Hydrogen accessory Not made by NASA column broken in half, Hydrogen accessory Not made by NASA 
specs... will blow up a family of 4 same as gasoline. specs... will blow up a family of 4 same as gasoline. specs... will blow up a family of 4 same as gasoline. specs... will blow up a family of 4 same as gasoline.     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... NASA top brass taking bribes 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... NASA top brass taking bribes 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... NASA top brass taking bribes 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... NASA top brass taking bribes 
from Texas and Saudi Oil men not to talk About the Alpha from Texas and Saudi Oil men not to talk About the Alpha from Texas and Saudi Oil men not to talk About the Alpha from Texas and Saudi Oil men not to talk About the Alpha 
Centauri Mission. Centauri Mission. Centauri Mission. Centauri Mission.     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Boston for Senator Kerry who 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Boston for Senator Kerry who 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Boston for Senator Kerry who 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Boston for Senator Kerry who 
oil drilling go on for the $177 Trillion Dollars it brings in, who lets oil drilling go on for the $177 Trillion Dollars it brings in, who lets oil drilling go on for the $177 Trillion Dollars it brings in, who lets oil drilling go on for the $177 Trillion Dollars it brings in, who lets 
General kill their own troops via suppression of the General kill their own troops via suppression of the General kill their own troops via suppression of the General kill their own troops via suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 to 2010. Who will let Boston Cops die ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 to 2010. Who will let Boston Cops die ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 to 2010. Who will let Boston Cops die ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 to 2010. Who will let Boston Cops die 
in the Race Riots rather than Use poison gas. Russians used poison in the Race Riots rather than Use poison gas. Russians used poison in the Race Riots rather than Use poison gas. Russians used poison in the Race Riots rather than Use poison gas. Russians used poison 
gas on the Black Widows in a Kremlin building, but Kerry will Let gas on the Black Widows in a Kremlin building, but Kerry will Let gas on the Black Widows in a Kremlin building, but Kerry will Let gas on the Black Widows in a Kremlin building, but Kerry will Let 
violent Black Men kill Boston Cops in the future Race Riots of 2011. violent Black Men kill Boston Cops in the future Race Riots of 2011. violent Black Men kill Boston Cops in the future Race Riots of 2011. violent Black Men kill Boston Cops in the future Race Riots of 2011. 
Kerry has also stifled and suppressed the gas lobotomy invention! Kerry has also stifled and suppressed the gas lobotomy invention! Kerry has also stifled and suppressed the gas lobotomy invention! Kerry has also stifled and suppressed the gas lobotomy invention!     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... 3 million Gringos who will 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... 3 million Gringos who will 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... 3 million Gringos who will 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... 3 million Gringos who will 
die from Hepatitis given to them by dirty Diseased Mexicans. 14 die from Hepatitis given to them by dirty Diseased Mexicans. 14 die from Hepatitis given to them by dirty Diseased Mexicans. 14 die from Hepatitis given to them by dirty Diseased Mexicans. 14 
May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... The fact that MIT is to busy May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... The fact that MIT is to busy May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... The fact that MIT is to busy May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... The fact that MIT is to busy 
working on War Toy inventions no one is Working on a Gas working on War Toy inventions no one is Working on a Gas working on War Toy inventions no one is Working on a Gas working on War Toy inventions no one is Working on a Gas 
Lobotomy and they even stifle it on today Show even though the Lobotomy and they even stifle it on today Show even though the Lobotomy and they even stifle it on today Show even though the Lobotomy and they even stifle it on today Show even though the 
Today Show Reports that one in three homicides of females is Today Show Reports that one in three homicides of females is Today Show Reports that one in three homicides of females is Today Show Reports that one in three homicides of females is 
committed by a current or former spouse or Partner and 1 in 3 committed by a current or former spouse or Partner and 1 in 3 committed by a current or former spouse or Partner and 1 in 3 committed by a current or former spouse or Partner and 1 in 3 
today Shows, have a female murdered on this morning show every today Shows, have a female murdered on this morning show every today Shows, have a female murdered on this morning show every today Shows, have a female murdered on this morning show every 
week. week. week. week.     
    
14 May 2010 Laura Bush ran a stop sign killing someone... 14 May 2010 Laura Bush ran a stop sign killing someone... 14 May 2010 Laura Bush ran a stop sign killing someone... 14 May 2010 Laura Bush ran a stop sign killing someone...     
    
14 May 2010 Kennedy drove off a bridge drunk killing someone... 14 May 2010 Kennedy drove off a bridge drunk killing someone... 14 May 2010 Kennedy drove off a bridge drunk killing someone... 14 May 2010 Kennedy drove off a bridge drunk killing someone...     
    
14 May 2010 Bush got Saddam hanged instead of the Clintons... 14 May 2010 Bush got Saddam hanged instead of the Clintons... 14 May 2010 Bush got Saddam hanged instead of the Clintons... 14 May 2010 Bush got Saddam hanged instead of the Clintons...     
    
14 May 2010 Clintons should of hanged on 9/11 2001 for going 14 May 2010 Clintons should of hanged on 9/11 2001 for going 14 May 2010 Clintons should of hanged on 9/11 2001 for going 14 May 2010 Clintons should of hanged on 9/11 2001 for going 
along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar.     
    
14 May 2010 Clinton to Afghan women: 'We will not abandon you' 14 May 2010 Clinton to Afghan women: 'We will not abandon you' 14 May 2010 Clinton to Afghan women: 'We will not abandon you' 14 May 2010 Clinton to Afghan women: 'We will not abandon you' 
unless MIT wants more $ Trillions of dollars For War Toys... unless MIT wants more $ Trillions of dollars For War Toys... unless MIT wants more $ Trillions of dollars For War Toys... unless MIT wants more $ Trillions of dollars For War Toys...     
    
14 May 2010 Clinton noted the U.S. would not "abandon 14 May 2010 Clinton noted the U.S. would not "abandon 14 May 2010 Clinton noted the U.S. would not "abandon 14 May 2010 Clinton noted the U.S. would not "abandon 
Afghanistan Women unless they have breast cancer. Afghanistan Women unless they have breast cancer. Afghanistan Women unless they have breast cancer. Afghanistan Women unless they have breast cancer.     
    
14 May 2010 Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton said 14 May 2010 Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton said 14 May 2010 Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton said 14 May 2010 Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton said 
Thursday that women's rights should not be Sacrificed to any peace Thursday that women's rights should not be Sacrificed to any peace Thursday that women's rights should not be Sacrificed to any peace Thursday that women's rights should not be Sacrificed to any peace 
deal between the Kabul government and Taliban militants. MIT deal between the Kabul government and Taliban militants. MIT deal between the Kabul government and Taliban militants. MIT deal between the Kabul government and Taliban militants. MIT 
War Toys Can win the war with a few more Trillion dollars for the War Toys Can win the war with a few more Trillion dollars for the War Toys Can win the war with a few more Trillion dollars for the War Toys Can win the war with a few more Trillion dollars for the 
Pentagon. Pentagon. Pentagon. Pentagon.     
    
14 May 2010 Clinton told three senior female Afghan officials 14 May 2010 Clinton told three senior female Afghan officials 14 May 2010 Clinton told three senior female Afghan officials 14 May 2010 Clinton told three senior female Afghan officials 
Thursday "we will not abandon you," amid Concerns that any Thursday "we will not abandon you," amid Concerns that any Thursday "we will not abandon you," amid Concerns that any Thursday "we will not abandon you," amid Concerns that any 
political settlement with the Taliban could result in severe political settlement with the Taliban could result in severe political settlement with the Taliban could result in severe political settlement with the Taliban could result in severe 
restrictions on Womenrestrictions on Womenrestrictions on Womenrestrictions on Women’’’’s rights. s rights. s rights. s rights.     
    
14 May 2010 Clinton said "it is essential that women's rights and 14 May 2010 Clinton said "it is essential that women's rights and 14 May 2010 Clinton said "it is essential that women's rights and 14 May 2010 Clinton said "it is essential that women's rights and 
women's opportunities are not sacrificed or Trampled on in the $ women's opportunities are not sacrificed or Trampled on in the $ women's opportunities are not sacrificed or Trampled on in the $ women's opportunities are not sacrificed or Trampled on in the $ 
Trillions of dollars MIT gets for War Toy inventions." Trillions of dollars MIT gets for War Toy inventions." Trillions of dollars MIT gets for War Toy inventions." Trillions of dollars MIT gets for War Toy inventions."     
    
14 May 2010 Clinton noted the U.S. would not "abandon 14 May 2010 Clinton noted the U.S. would not "abandon 14 May 2010 Clinton noted the U.S. would not "abandon 14 May 2010 Clinton noted the U.S. would not "abandon 
Afghanistan Women unless they have breast cancer. Afghanistan Women unless they have breast cancer. Afghanistan Women unless they have breast cancer. Afghanistan Women unless they have breast cancer.     
    
14 May 2010 Clinton... And I make the same pledge to the women of 14 May 2010 Clinton... And I make the same pledge to the women of 14 May 2010 Clinton... And I make the same pledge to the women of 14 May 2010 Clinton... And I make the same pledge to the women of 
Afghanistan. We will not abandon you, we Will stand with you Afghanistan. We will not abandon you, we Will stand with you Afghanistan. We will not abandon you, we Will stand with you Afghanistan. We will not abandon you, we Will stand with you 
always until you die from breast cancer." always until you die from breast cancer." always until you die from breast cancer." always until you die from breast cancer."     
    
14 May 2010 Clinton at Arlington National Cemetery's Section 40 14 May 2010 Clinton at Arlington National Cemetery's Section 40 14 May 2010 Clinton at Arlington National Cemetery's Section 40 14 May 2010 Clinton at Arlington National Cemetery's Section 40 
40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 ————    a resting place for 40,000 women Who will die in 2010 of a resting place for 40,000 women Who will die in 2010 of a resting place for 40,000 women Who will die in 2010 of a resting place for 40,000 women Who will die in 2010 of 
breast cancer, women killed by MIT War Toy for Afghanistan as well breast cancer, women killed by MIT War Toy for Afghanistan as well breast cancer, women killed by MIT War Toy for Afghanistan as well breast cancer, women killed by MIT War Toy for Afghanistan as well 
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as in Iraq, Vietnam, World War II and other conflicts that stifled as in Iraq, Vietnam, World War II and other conflicts that stifled as in Iraq, Vietnam, World War II and other conflicts that stifled as in Iraq, Vietnam, World War II and other conflicts that stifled 
the cure for cancer. the cure for cancer. the cure for cancer. the cure for cancer.     
    
14 May 2010 Gen. Stanley McChrystal, the top U.S. and NATO 14 May 2010 Gen. Stanley McChrystal, the top U.S. and NATO 14 May 2010 Gen. Stanley McChrystal, the top U.S. and NATO 14 May 2010 Gen. Stanley McChrystal, the top U.S. and NATO 
commander in Afghanistan, said it will be Months before commander in Afghanistan, said it will be Months before commander in Afghanistan, said it will be Months before commander in Afghanistan, said it will be Months before 
Americans can judge if this year's major military push into the Americans can judge if this year's major military push into the Americans can judge if this year's major military push into the Americans can judge if this year's major military push into the 
major southern city Of Kandahar had succeeded. major southern city Of Kandahar had succeeded. major southern city Of Kandahar had succeeded. major southern city Of Kandahar had succeeded.     
    
14 May 2010 Generals wife said nothing about the 40k civilian 14 May 2010 Generals wife said nothing about the 40k civilian 14 May 2010 Generals wife said nothing about the 40k civilian 14 May 2010 Generals wife said nothing about the 40k civilian 
causalities via breast cancer in 2010. causalities via breast cancer in 2010. causalities via breast cancer in 2010. causalities via breast cancer in 2010.     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... 1.7 million people contract 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... 1.7 million people contract 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... 1.7 million people contract 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... 1.7 million people contract 
infections in U.S. hospitals each year. In fact, The truth is several infections in U.S. hospitals each year. In fact, The truth is several infections in U.S. hospitals each year. In fact, The truth is several infections in U.S. hospitals each year. In fact, The truth is several 
times that number. The proof is in the data. One of the fastest times that number. The proof is in the data. One of the fastest times that number. The proof is in the data. One of the fastest times that number. The proof is in the data. One of the fastest 
growing Infections is methicillingrowing Infections is methicillingrowing Infections is methicillingrowing Infections is methicillin----resistant Staphylococcus aureus resistant Staphylococcus aureus resistant Staphylococcus aureus resistant Staphylococcus aureus 
(MRSA), a superbug that doesn(MRSA), a superbug that doesn(MRSA), a superbug that doesn(MRSA), a superbug that doesn’’’’t respond To most antibiotics. In t respond To most antibiotics. In t respond To most antibiotics. In t respond To most antibiotics. In 
1993, there were fewer than 2,000 MRSA infections in U.S. hospitals. 1993, there were fewer than 2,000 MRSA infections in U.S. hospitals. 1993, there were fewer than 2,000 MRSA infections in U.S. hospitals. 1993, there were fewer than 2,000 MRSA infections in U.S. hospitals. 
By 2005, the figure had shot up to 368,000 according to the Agency By 2005, the figure had shot up to 368,000 according to the Agency By 2005, the figure had shot up to 368,000 according to the Agency By 2005, the figure had shot up to 368,000 according to the Agency 
for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). By June 2007, 2.4 for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). By June 2007, 2.4 for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). By June 2007, 2.4 for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). By June 2007, 2.4 
percent of all patients had MRSA infections, according to The percent of all patients had MRSA infections, according to The percent of all patients had MRSA infections, according to The percent of all patients had MRSA infections, according to The 
largest study of its kind, which was published in the American largest study of its kind, which was published in the American largest study of its kind, which was published in the American largest study of its kind, which was published in the American 
Journal of Infection Control. That would mean 880,000 victims a Journal of Infection Control. That would mean 880,000 victims a Journal of Infection Control. That would mean 880,000 victims a Journal of Infection Control. That would mean 880,000 victims a 
year. year. year. year.     
    
14 May 2010 that14 May 2010 that14 May 2010 that14 May 2010 that’’’’s from one superbug. Imagine the number of s from one superbug. Imagine the number of s from one superbug. Imagine the number of s from one superbug. Imagine the number of 
infections from bacteria of all kinds, including Such killers as infections from bacteria of all kinds, including Such killers as infections from bacteria of all kinds, including Such killers as infections from bacteria of all kinds, including Such killers as 
vancomycinvancomycinvancomycinvancomycin----resistant Enterococcus (VRE) and Clostridium resistant Enterococcus (VRE) and Clostridium resistant Enterococcus (VRE) and Clostridium resistant Enterococcus (VRE) and Clostridium 
difficile. Julie Gerberding, MD, MPH, director of the CDC, recently difficile. Julie Gerberding, MD, MPH, director of the CDC, recently difficile. Julie Gerberding, MD, MPH, director of the CDC, recently difficile. Julie Gerberding, MD, MPH, director of the CDC, recently 
told Congress that MRSA accounts for only 8 percent of HAIs. That 8 told Congress that MRSA accounts for only 8 percent of HAIs. That 8 told Congress that MRSA accounts for only 8 percent of HAIs. That 8 told Congress that MRSA accounts for only 8 percent of HAIs. That 8 
percent figure was confirmed in a study by Emory University percent figure was confirmed in a study by Emory University percent figure was confirmed in a study by Emory University percent figure was confirmed in a study by Emory University 
Researchers on April 6. Researchers on April 6. Researchers on April 6. Researchers on April 6.     
    
14 May 2010 these new facts discredit the CDC14 May 2010 these new facts discredit the CDC14 May 2010 these new facts discredit the CDC14 May 2010 these new facts discredit the CDC’’’’s official 1.7 million s official 1.7 million s official 1.7 million s official 1.7 million 
estimate. CDC spokesperson Nicole Coffin Admits, estimate. CDC spokesperson Nicole Coffin Admits, estimate. CDC spokesperson Nicole Coffin Admits, estimate. CDC spokesperson Nicole Coffin Admits, ““““The number isnThe number isnThe number isnThe number isn’’’’t t t t 
perfect.perfect.perfect.perfect.””””    In fact, it is an irresponsible guesstimate based on 2002 In fact, it is an irresponsible guesstimate based on 2002 In fact, it is an irresponsible guesstimate based on 2002 In fact, it is an irresponsible guesstimate based on 2002 
data. The CDC researchers who came up with it complained that data. The CDC researchers who came up with it complained that data. The CDC researchers who came up with it complained that data. The CDC researchers who came up with it complained that 
not having actual data not having actual data not having actual data not having actual data ““““complicated the Problem.complicated the Problem.complicated the Problem.complicated the Problem.””””        
    
14 May 2010 Numbers matter. Health conditions that affect the 14 May 2010 Numbers matter. Health conditions that affect the 14 May 2010 Numbers matter. Health conditions that affect the 14 May 2010 Numbers matter. Health conditions that affect the 
largest number of people should command More research dollars largest number of people should command More research dollars largest number of people should command More research dollars largest number of people should command More research dollars 
and public attention. and public attention. and public attention. and public attention.     
    
14 May 2010 the problem doesn14 May 2010 the problem doesn14 May 2010 the problem doesn14 May 2010 the problem doesn’’’’t end there. The CDC has resisted t end there. The CDC has resisted t end there. The CDC has resisted t end there. The CDC has resisted 
calling calling calling calling     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Vaccine14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Vaccine14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Vaccine14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest in... Vaccine----Preventable Diseases Preventable Diseases Preventable Diseases Preventable Diseases 
spread by dirty Mexicans to Gringos! spread by dirty Mexicans to Gringos! spread by dirty Mexicans to Gringos! spread by dirty Mexicans to Gringos!     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest... Hospital Infection Problem 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest... Hospital Infection Problem 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest... Hospital Infection Problem 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest... Hospital Infection Problem 
Persists By KEVIN SACK The nagging and largely solvable problem Persists By KEVIN SACK The nagging and largely solvable problem Persists By KEVIN SACK The nagging and largely solvable problem Persists By KEVIN SACK The nagging and largely solvable problem 
of hospitalof hospitalof hospitalof hospital----acquired infections (Solvable if MIT quits Working on acquired infections (Solvable if MIT quits Working on acquired infections (Solvable if MIT quits Working on acquired infections (Solvable if MIT quits Working on 
War Toys for the Pentagon) remains as resistant to cure as the War Toys for the Pentagon) remains as resistant to cure as the War Toys for the Pentagon) remains as resistant to cure as the War Toys for the Pentagon) remains as resistant to cure as the 
germs that contribute To an estimated 100,000 deaths a year, germs that contribute To an estimated 100,000 deaths a year, germs that contribute To an estimated 100,000 deaths a year, germs that contribute To an estimated 100,000 deaths a year, 
according to an annual government study issued Tuesday. according to an annual government study issued Tuesday. according to an annual government study issued Tuesday. according to an annual government study issued Tuesday.     
    
Despite a renewed focus on prevention and threats of governmental Despite a renewed focus on prevention and threats of governmental Despite a renewed focus on prevention and threats of governmental Despite a renewed focus on prevention and threats of governmental 
sanctions, hospitals continue To see increased rates of postsanctions, hospitals continue To see increased rates of postsanctions, hospitals continue To see increased rates of postsanctions, hospitals continue To see increased rates of post----
operative bloodstream infections and catheteroperative bloodstream infections and catheteroperative bloodstream infections and catheteroperative bloodstream infections and catheter----associated urinary associated urinary associated urinary associated urinary 
Tract infections, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality Tract infections, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality Tract infections, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality Tract infections, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 
reported. The rates increased By 8 percent for bloodstream reported. The rates increased By 8 percent for bloodstream reported. The rates increased By 8 percent for bloodstream reported. The rates increased By 8 percent for bloodstream 
infections and 4 percent for urinary tract infections over the year infections and 4 percent for urinary tract infections over the year infections and 4 percent for urinary tract infections over the year infections and 4 percent for urinary tract infections over the year 
Before. There was no change in the incidence of bloodstream Before. There was no change in the incidence of bloodstream Before. There was no change in the incidence of bloodstream Before. There was no change in the incidence of bloodstream 
infections caused by the placement of Catheters in central veins. infections caused by the placement of Catheters in central veins. infections caused by the placement of Catheters in central veins. infections caused by the placement of Catheters in central veins. 
The only positive news came from a 12 percent reduction in the rate The only positive news came from a 12 percent reduction in the rate The only positive news came from a 12 percent reduction in the rate The only positive news came from a 12 percent reduction in the rate 
Of postOf postOf postOf post----operative pneumonia. The report concluded that hospitaloperative pneumonia. The report concluded that hospitaloperative pneumonia. The report concluded that hospitaloperative pneumonia. The report concluded that hospital----
acquired infections merited acquired infections merited acquired infections merited acquired infections merited ““““urgent attention.urgent attention.urgent attention.urgent attention.””””        
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest Dr. Carolyn M. Clancy, the 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest Dr. Carolyn M. Clancy, the 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest Dr. Carolyn M. Clancy, the 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest Dr. Carolyn M. Clancy, the 
agencyagencyagencyagency’’’’s director, pointed out that projects across the country had s director, pointed out that projects across the country had s director, pointed out that projects across the country had s director, pointed out that projects across the country had 
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Shown remarkable success in reducing infection rates by adhering Shown remarkable success in reducing infection rates by adhering Shown remarkable success in reducing infection rates by adhering Shown remarkable success in reducing infection rates by adhering 
to basic standards for hand Hygiene, disinfection of patients, to basic standards for hand Hygiene, disinfection of patients, to basic standards for hand Hygiene, disinfection of patients, to basic standards for hand Hygiene, disinfection of patients, 
sterile handling of equipment and proper use of antibiotics. But At sterile handling of equipment and proper use of antibiotics. But At sterile handling of equipment and proper use of antibiotics. But At sterile handling of equipment and proper use of antibiotics. But At 
many hospitals those successes have yet to overcome an entrenched many hospitals those successes have yet to overcome an entrenched many hospitals those successes have yet to overcome an entrenched many hospitals those successes have yet to overcome an entrenched 
medical culture that is criminal, mass murder via MD's and worst medical culture that is criminal, mass murder via MD's and worst medical culture that is criminal, mass murder via MD's and worst medical culture that is criminal, mass murder via MD's and worst 
the FBI makes no arrest of these MD's! the FBI makes no arrest of these MD's! the FBI makes no arrest of these MD's! the FBI makes no arrest of these MD's!     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest ““““Despite promising improvements Despite promising improvements Despite promising improvements Despite promising improvements 
in a few areas of health care,in a few areas of health care,in a few areas of health care,in a few areas of health care,””””    Dr. Clancy said, Dr. Clancy said, Dr. Clancy said, Dr. Clancy said, ““““we are not we are not we are not we are not 
Achieving the more substantial strides that are needed to address Achieving the more substantial strides that are needed to address Achieving the more substantial strides that are needed to address Achieving the more substantial strides that are needed to address 
persistent gaps in quality and Access.persistent gaps in quality and Access.persistent gaps in quality and Access.persistent gaps in quality and Access.””””    Because you can not call a Because you can not call a Because you can not call a Because you can not call a 
cop to arrest your MD! cop to arrest your MD! cop to arrest your MD! cop to arrest your MD!     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest... Kathleen Sebelius, the secretary 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest... Kathleen Sebelius, the secretary 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest... Kathleen Sebelius, the secretary 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest... Kathleen Sebelius, the secretary 
of health and human services, called the trend troubling but said of health and human services, called the trend troubling but said of health and human services, called the trend troubling but said of health and human services, called the trend troubling but said 
The new health care law would The new health care law would The new health care law would The new health care law would ““““help turn these numbers around.help turn these numbers around.help turn these numbers around.help turn these numbers around.””””    
Under the law, hospitals with High rates of infections will be Under the law, hospitals with High rates of infections will be Under the law, hospitals with High rates of infections will be Under the law, hospitals with High rates of infections will be 
penalized by the government starting in the 2015 fiscal year. penalized by the government starting in the 2015 fiscal year. penalized by the government starting in the 2015 fiscal year. penalized by the government starting in the 2015 fiscal year.     
    
14 May 2010 Kathleen Sebelius, the secretary of health and human 14 May 2010 Kathleen Sebelius, the secretary of health and human 14 May 2010 Kathleen Sebelius, the secretary of health and human 14 May 2010 Kathleen Sebelius, the secretary of health and human 
services just murdered 100k people a year in from of thousands of services just murdered 100k people a year in from of thousands of services just murdered 100k people a year in from of thousands of services just murdered 100k people a year in from of thousands of 
"Observers"! "Observers"! "Observers"! "Observers"!     
    
14 May 2010 George Orwell would not be able to write 1984 sequel 14 May 2010 George Orwell would not be able to write 1984 sequel 14 May 2010 George Orwell would not be able to write 1984 sequel 14 May 2010 George Orwell would not be able to write 1984 sequel 
today! today! today! today!     
    
14 May 2010 Treadmill Desk, search Google, you do the math. WHO 14 May 2010 Treadmill Desk, search Google, you do the math. WHO 14 May 2010 Treadmill Desk, search Google, you do the math. WHO 14 May 2010 Treadmill Desk, search Google, you do the math. WHO 
at the UN probably got a bribe from Cattle men well as Oil Men. at the UN probably got a bribe from Cattle men well as Oil Men. at the UN probably got a bribe from Cattle men well as Oil Men. at the UN probably got a bribe from Cattle men well as Oil Men.     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Red Meat causes 99% of all colon 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Red Meat causes 99% of all colon 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Red Meat causes 99% of all colon 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Red Meat causes 99% of all colon 
cancer and this news is suppressed every day of the year by our cancer and this news is suppressed every day of the year by our cancer and this news is suppressed every day of the year by our cancer and this news is suppressed every day of the year by our 
Orwellian Caesar. Orwellian Caesar. Orwellian Caesar. Orwellian Caesar.     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest... of fat people in poor health 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest... of fat people in poor health 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest... of fat people in poor health 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest... of fat people in poor health 
raising the cost of Health Care yet went along with making an raising the cost of Health Care yet went along with making an raising the cost of Health Care yet went along with making an raising the cost of Health Care yet went along with making an 
appetite suppressant, Ephedrine illegal. There is now a regulation appetite suppressant, Ephedrine illegal. There is now a regulation appetite suppressant, Ephedrine illegal. There is now a regulation appetite suppressant, Ephedrine illegal. There is now a regulation 
on ephedra (the herb from which ephedrine is obtained... this is on ephedra (the herb from which ephedrine is obtained... this is on ephedra (the herb from which ephedrine is obtained... this is on ephedra (the herb from which ephedrine is obtained... this is 
crazy you can get fat on Coors but there is no alcoholics inventions crazy you can get fat on Coors but there is no alcoholics inventions crazy you can get fat on Coors but there is no alcoholics inventions crazy you can get fat on Coors but there is no alcoholics inventions 
in the works. Double edge sword and its built by our Orwellian in the works. Double edge sword and its built by our Orwellian in the works. Double edge sword and its built by our Orwellian in the works. Double edge sword and its built by our Orwellian 
Caesar with 100 Senators who are guilty of Treason. Caesar with 100 Senators who are guilty of Treason. Caesar with 100 Senators who are guilty of Treason. Caesar with 100 Senators who are guilty of Treason.     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Pakistan Mercenaries attacking 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Pakistan Mercenaries attacking 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Pakistan Mercenaries attacking 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Pakistan Mercenaries attacking 
Afghan civilians will use the $177 billion in Mercenary money the Afghan civilians will use the $177 billion in Mercenary money the Afghan civilians will use the $177 billion in Mercenary money the Afghan civilians will use the $177 billion in Mercenary money the 
CIA got from Oil Revenues of $177 Trillion dollars to kill 177,000 CIA got from Oil Revenues of $177 Trillion dollars to kill 177,000 CIA got from Oil Revenues of $177 Trillion dollars to kill 177,000 CIA got from Oil Revenues of $177 Trillion dollars to kill 177,000 
civilians in India. civilians in India. civilians in India. civilians in India.     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Chelsea Clinton wedding watch 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Chelsea Clinton wedding watch 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Chelsea Clinton wedding watch 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Chelsea Clinton wedding watch 
is in full swing now that the former first daughter is flashing her is in full swing now that the former first daughter is flashing her is in full swing now that the former first daughter is flashing her is in full swing now that the former first daughter is flashing her 
massive engagement bling for the paparazzi. Chelsea, who is tying massive engagement bling for the paparazzi. Chelsea, who is tying massive engagement bling for the paparazzi. Chelsea, who is tying massive engagement bling for the paparazzi. Chelsea, who is tying 
the knot with her investmentthe knot with her investmentthe knot with her investmentthe knot with her investment----    banker BF, Marc Mezvinsky, this banker BF, Marc Mezvinsky, this banker BF, Marc Mezvinsky, this banker BF, Marc Mezvinsky, this 
summer... This summer 100 kids will die in hot cars killed by her summer... This summer 100 kids will die in hot cars killed by her summer... This summer 100 kids will die in hot cars killed by her summer... This summer 100 kids will die in hot cars killed by her 
father and mother via suppression of the climate control accessory father and mother via suppression of the climate control accessory father and mother via suppression of the climate control accessory father and mother via suppression of the climate control accessory 
in your ElectricWindmillCar. in your ElectricWindmillCar. in your ElectricWindmillCar. in your ElectricWindmillCar.     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Consumer Reports tested store14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Consumer Reports tested store14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Consumer Reports tested store14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Consumer Reports tested store----
bought chicken and found two thirds to be tainted with potentially bought chicken and found two thirds to be tainted with potentially bought chicken and found two thirds to be tainted with potentially bought chicken and found two thirds to be tainted with potentially 
harmful bacteria, including salmonella. harmful bacteria, including salmonella. harmful bacteria, including salmonella. harmful bacteria, including salmonella.     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Kroger, King Scoopers in 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Kroger, King Scoopers in 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Kroger, King Scoopers in 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Kroger, King Scoopers in 
Colorado, and Safeway, Whole Foods etc knew like Toyota knew Colorado, and Safeway, Whole Foods etc knew like Toyota knew Colorado, and Safeway, Whole Foods etc knew like Toyota knew Colorado, and Safeway, Whole Foods etc knew like Toyota knew 
before the report from Consumer Reports that storebefore the report from Consumer Reports that storebefore the report from Consumer Reports that storebefore the report from Consumer Reports that store----bought chicken bought chicken bought chicken bought chicken 
was two thirds tainted with potentially harmful bacteria, was two thirds tainted with potentially harmful bacteria, was two thirds tainted with potentially harmful bacteria, was two thirds tainted with potentially harmful bacteria, 
including salmonella including salmonella including salmonella including salmonella     
    
14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Toyota, Kroger, Safeway, Whole 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Toyota, Kroger, Safeway, Whole 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Toyota, Kroger, Safeway, Whole 14 May 2010 FBI makes no arrest...Toyota, Kroger, Safeway, Whole 
Foods, now add new insults to these old crimes by discontinuing Foods, now add new insults to these old crimes by discontinuing Foods, now add new insults to these old crimes by discontinuing Foods, now add new insults to these old crimes by discontinuing 
many no salt items and no sugar items like no sugar frozen yogurt many no salt items and no sugar items like no sugar frozen yogurt many no salt items and no sugar items like no sugar frozen yogurt many no salt items and no sugar items like no sugar frozen yogurt 
etc. etc. etc. etc.     
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14 May 2010 Arnold Schwarzenegger jokes about being deported 14 May 2010 Arnold Schwarzenegger jokes about being deported 14 May 2010 Arnold Schwarzenegger jokes about being deported 14 May 2010 Arnold Schwarzenegger jokes about being deported 
an a illegal alien... Arizona companies wanting to do business an a illegal alien... Arizona companies wanting to do business an a illegal alien... Arizona companies wanting to do business an a illegal alien... Arizona companies wanting to do business 
with the city of Los Angeles are out of luck under a city councilwith the city of Los Angeles are out of luck under a city councilwith the city of Los Angeles are out of luck under a city councilwith the city of Los Angeles are out of luck under a city council----
passed boycott. passed boycott. passed boycott. passed boycott.     
    
14 May 2010 McCain in Arizona is guilt of Treason by tossing 14 May 2010 McCain in Arizona is guilt of Treason by tossing 14 May 2010 McCain in Arizona is guilt of Treason by tossing 14 May 2010 McCain in Arizona is guilt of Treason by tossing 
gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down the LA Freeways... no boycott gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down the LA Freeways... no boycott gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down the LA Freeways... no boycott gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down the LA Freeways... no boycott 
here! here! here! here!     
    
14 May 2010 In reality Arnold Schwarzenegger will be hanged for 14 May 2010 In reality Arnold Schwarzenegger will be hanged for 14 May 2010 In reality Arnold Schwarzenegger will be hanged for 14 May 2010 In reality Arnold Schwarzenegger will be hanged for 
oil genocide Treason by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders! oil genocide Treason by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders! oil genocide Treason by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders! oil genocide Treason by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders!     
    
14 May 2010 Laura Bush ran a stop sign killing someone then got 14 May 2010 Laura Bush ran a stop sign killing someone then got 14 May 2010 Laura Bush ran a stop sign killing someone then got 14 May 2010 Laura Bush ran a stop sign killing someone then got 
her husband President Bush to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar her husband President Bush to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar her husband President Bush to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar her husband President Bush to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar 
resulting in Millions of Fiery LA Wrecks she and Leno, Trump, resulting in Millions of Fiery LA Wrecks she and Leno, Trump, resulting in Millions of Fiery LA Wrecks she and Leno, Trump, resulting in Millions of Fiery LA Wrecks she and Leno, Trump, 
Chelsea Clinton, Marc Mezvinsky, Gen. Stanley McChrystal, Kerry, Chelsea Clinton, Marc Mezvinsky, Gen. Stanley McChrystal, Kerry, Chelsea Clinton, Marc Mezvinsky, Gen. Stanley McChrystal, Kerry, Chelsea Clinton, Marc Mezvinsky, Gen. Stanley McChrystal, Kerry, 
Caroline Kennedy... illegal Mexicans in LA who voted for boycotts Caroline Kennedy... illegal Mexicans in LA who voted for boycotts Caroline Kennedy... illegal Mexicans in LA who voted for boycotts Caroline Kennedy... illegal Mexicans in LA who voted for boycotts 
because the new Arizona immigration law, all of these people drive because the new Arizona immigration law, all of these people drive because the new Arizona immigration law, all of these people drive because the new Arizona immigration law, all of these people drive 
by Fiery LA wrecks every day without stopping to help those on fire by Fiery LA wrecks every day without stopping to help those on fire by Fiery LA wrecks every day without stopping to help those on fire by Fiery LA wrecks every day without stopping to help those on fire 
the Cars on Fire! the Cars on Fire! the Cars on Fire! the Cars on Fire!     
    
14 May 2010 New tractor14 May 2010 New tractor14 May 2010 New tractor14 May 2010 New tractor----trailers will be required to be able to trailers will be required to be able to trailers will be required to be able to trailers will be required to be able to 
break from 60 m.p.h. to a complete stop within 250 feet, a 30 break from 60 m.p.h. to a complete stop within 250 feet, a 30 break from 60 m.p.h. to a complete stop within 250 feet, a 30 break from 60 m.p.h. to a complete stop within 250 feet, a 30 
percent reduction, a change that is estimated to prevent 227 percent reduction, a change that is estimated to prevent 227 percent reduction, a change that is estimated to prevent 227 percent reduction, a change that is estimated to prevent 227 
deaths annually and 300 serious injuries. deaths annually and 300 serious injuries. deaths annually and 300 serious injuries. deaths annually and 300 serious injuries.     
    
14 May 2010 Tractor14 May 2010 Tractor14 May 2010 Tractor14 May 2010 Tractor----trailers with super air bags on the outside... trailers with super air bags on the outside... trailers with super air bags on the outside... trailers with super air bags on the outside... 
Senator Kerry will be arrested for Treason and mass murder of 10's Senator Kerry will be arrested for Treason and mass murder of 10's Senator Kerry will be arrested for Treason and mass murder of 10's Senator Kerry will be arrested for Treason and mass murder of 10's 
of thousands run over and killed by Tractorof thousands run over and killed by Tractorof thousands run over and killed by Tractorof thousands run over and killed by Tractor----trailers with no super trailers with no super trailers with no super trailers with no super 
air bags on the outside. air bags on the outside. air bags on the outside. air bags on the outside.     
    
14 May 2010 Armstrong wrote a letter protesting the canceling of 14 May 2010 Armstrong wrote a letter protesting the canceling of 14 May 2010 Armstrong wrote a letter protesting the canceling of 14 May 2010 Armstrong wrote a letter protesting the canceling of 
the moon Missions not Alpha Centauri Missions because Armstrong the moon Missions not Alpha Centauri Missions because Armstrong the moon Missions not Alpha Centauri Missions because Armstrong the moon Missions not Alpha Centauri Missions because Armstrong 
has a Swiss Bank Account full of bribe money from Texas and Saudi has a Swiss Bank Account full of bribe money from Texas and Saudi has a Swiss Bank Account full of bribe money from Texas and Saudi has a Swiss Bank Account full of bribe money from Texas and Saudi 
Oil Men. Oil Men. Oil Men. Oil Men.     
    
14 May 2010 In 2010, about 1.5 million American men, women 14 May 2010 In 2010, about 1.5 million American men, women 14 May 2010 In 2010, about 1.5 million American men, women 14 May 2010 In 2010, about 1.5 million American men, women 
and children had cancer diagnosed, and 562,000 people will die and children had cancer diagnosed, and 562,000 people will die and children had cancer diagnosed, and 562,000 people will die and children had cancer diagnosed, and 562,000 people will die 
from the disease in 2010 and none will be buried at Arlington from the disease in 2010 and none will be buried at Arlington from the disease in 2010 and none will be buried at Arlington from the disease in 2010 and none will be buried at Arlington 
National Cemetery for being killed by Cancer who's Rx Penicillin National Cemetery for being killed by Cancer who's Rx Penicillin National Cemetery for being killed by Cancer who's Rx Penicillin National Cemetery for being killed by Cancer who's Rx Penicillin 
Overnight Miracle Cure was stifle and suppressed by our Orwellian Overnight Miracle Cure was stifle and suppressed by our Orwellian Overnight Miracle Cure was stifle and suppressed by our Orwellian Overnight Miracle Cure was stifle and suppressed by our Orwellian 
Caesar! Caesar! Caesar! Caesar!     
    
14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 14 May 2010 Sept. 27, 2010 about 4 months from now the USA will 
have to Nuke the BP oil leak... have to Nuke the BP oil leak... have to Nuke the BP oil leak... have to Nuke the BP oil leak...     
    
14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will nationalize all 14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will nationalize all 14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will nationalize all 14 May 2010 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will nationalize all 
Hospitals in the USA, give all Americans Medicare like Saudi Hospitals in the USA, give all Americans Medicare like Saudi Hospitals in the USA, give all Americans Medicare like Saudi Hospitals in the USA, give all Americans Medicare like Saudi 
Arabia has had since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Arabia has had since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Arabia has had since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in Arabia has had since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 
1980 and put a high tax on all MD's for the 100k deaths in 2010 1980 and put a high tax on all MD's for the 100k deaths in 2010 1980 and put a high tax on all MD's for the 100k deaths in 2010 1980 and put a high tax on all MD's for the 100k deaths in 2010 
alone from staph infections via MD's negligence! alone from staph infections via MD's negligence! alone from staph infections via MD's negligence! alone from staph infections via MD's negligence!     
    
$1 Trillion dollar Yale New Haven Medical School... $1 Trillion dollar Yale New Haven Medical School... $1 Trillion dollar Yale New Haven Medical School... $1 Trillion dollar Yale New Haven Medical School...     
    
Alpha Centauri Mission 4.3 light years down range... Alpha Centauri Mission 4.3 light years down range... Alpha Centauri Mission 4.3 light years down range... Alpha Centauri Mission 4.3 light years down range...     
    
Aliens in the Universe will save the Earth after we End War on Earth Aliens in the Universe will save the Earth after we End War on Earth Aliens in the Universe will save the Earth after we End War on Earth Aliens in the Universe will save the Earth after we End War on Earth 
via the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 and still suppressed via the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 and still suppressed via the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 and still suppressed via the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 and still suppressed 
for $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues! Everyone has a Swiss Bank for $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues! Everyone has a Swiss Bank for $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues! Everyone has a Swiss Bank for $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues! Everyone has a Swiss Bank 
Account full of Oil Genocide Bribe money, even the first guy who Account full of Oil Genocide Bribe money, even the first guy who Account full of Oil Genocide Bribe money, even the first guy who Account full of Oil Genocide Bribe money, even the first guy who 
walked on the Moon, Armstrong! walked on the Moon, Armstrong! walked on the Moon, Armstrong! walked on the Moon, Armstrong!     
    
    
1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 
wives! wives! wives! wives!     
    
Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so 
men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects 
posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the 
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Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent. Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent. Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent. Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent.     
    
1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 
wives! wives! wives! wives!     
    
Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy invention for Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy invention for Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy invention for Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy invention for 
criminals and war criminals... to say the least. criminals and war criminals... to say the least. criminals and war criminals... to say the least. criminals and war criminals... to say the least.     
    
9 May 2010 Mothers Day 9 May 2010 Mothers Day 9 May 2010 Mothers Day 9 May 2010 Mothers Day ---- Our Orwellian Caesar killed (his and  Our Orwellian Caesar killed (his and  Our Orwellian Caesar killed (his and  Our Orwellian Caesar killed (his and 
our) "Mothers" in a Fiery LA Wreck for Oil $ revenues of $177 our) "Mothers" in a Fiery LA Wreck for Oil $ revenues of $177 our) "Mothers" in a Fiery LA Wreck for Oil $ revenues of $177 our) "Mothers" in a Fiery LA Wreck for Oil $ revenues of $177 
Trillion Dollars then stifled the New York Times prohibiting them Trillion Dollars then stifled the New York Times prohibiting them Trillion Dollars then stifled the New York Times prohibiting them Trillion Dollars then stifled the New York Times prohibiting them 
from putting a picture of the Fiery Wreck on the Front Page! And a from putting a picture of the Fiery Wreck on the Front Page! And a from putting a picture of the Fiery Wreck on the Front Page! And a from putting a picture of the Fiery Wreck on the Front Page! And a 
picture of the suppressed "ElectricWindmillCar"! Swiss Banks in picture of the suppressed "ElectricWindmillCar"! Swiss Banks in picture of the suppressed "ElectricWindmillCar"! Swiss Banks in picture of the suppressed "ElectricWindmillCar"! Swiss Banks in 
Geneva have this Oil Genocide Money $$$. Geneva have this Oil Genocide Money $$$. Geneva have this Oil Genocide Money $$$. Geneva have this Oil Genocide Money $$$.     
    
9 May 2010 Mothers Day 9 May 2010 Mothers Day 9 May 2010 Mothers Day 9 May 2010 Mothers Day ---- Invent Something with mom, brainstorm  Invent Something with mom, brainstorm  Invent Something with mom, brainstorm  Invent Something with mom, brainstorm 
1,001 invention projects not pre installed on your Windows 7... and 1,001 invention projects not pre installed on your Windows 7... and 1,001 invention projects not pre installed on your Windows 7... and 1,001 invention projects not pre installed on your Windows 7... and 
Help Greg Buell Lovestar brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Overnight Help Greg Buell Lovestar brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Overnight Help Greg Buell Lovestar brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Overnight Help Greg Buell Lovestar brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Only our "Orwellian Caesar" can let Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Only our "Orwellian Caesar" can let Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Only our "Orwellian Caesar" can let Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Only our "Orwellian Caesar" can let 
Greg work on this on Mothers Day and he never ever will, he would Greg work on this on Mothers Day and he never ever will, he would Greg work on this on Mothers Day and he never ever will, he would Greg work on this on Mothers Day and he never ever will, he would 
rather not get the "Overnight CURE for Breast Cancer" than risk rather not get the "Overnight CURE for Breast Cancer" than risk rather not get the "Overnight CURE for Breast Cancer" than risk rather not get the "Overnight CURE for Breast Cancer" than risk 
Greg getting it!!!!! In Our Orwellian Society, Niger males will kill a Greg getting it!!!!! In Our Orwellian Society, Niger males will kill a Greg getting it!!!!! In Our Orwellian Society, Niger males will kill a Greg getting it!!!!! In Our Orwellian Society, Niger males will kill a 
wife, a mother, a daughter, a cop, and no one reporting the news wife, a mother, a daughter, a cop, and no one reporting the news wife, a mother, a daughter, a cop, and no one reporting the news wife, a mother, a daughter, a cop, and no one reporting the news 
will cry out to the public please help Greg Buell Lovestar brainstorm will cry out to the public please help Greg Buell Lovestar brainstorm will cry out to the public please help Greg Buell Lovestar brainstorm will cry out to the public please help Greg Buell Lovestar brainstorm 
a gas lobotomy invention! a gas lobotomy invention! a gas lobotomy invention! a gas lobotomy invention!     
    
9 May 2010 New York Times Mothers Day Front Page put together by 9 May 2010 New York Times Mothers Day Front Page put together by 9 May 2010 New York Times Mothers Day Front Page put together by 9 May 2010 New York Times Mothers Day Front Page put together by 
our Orwellian Caesar who is psychotic as the other 12 Caesar, Our our Orwellian Caesar who is psychotic as the other 12 Caesar, Our our Orwellian Caesar who is psychotic as the other 12 Caesar, Our our Orwellian Caesar who is psychotic as the other 12 Caesar, Our 
Orwellian Caesar running a "Oil Company" that can get the worst Orwellian Caesar running a "Oil Company" that can get the worst Orwellian Caesar running a "Oil Company" that can get the worst Orwellian Caesar running a "Oil Company" that can get the worst 
Oil Spill Ever off "Today Show" for a Times Square Car Bomb... with Oil Spill Ever off "Today Show" for a Times Square Car Bomb... with Oil Spill Ever off "Today Show" for a Times Square Car Bomb... with Oil Spill Ever off "Today Show" for a Times Square Car Bomb... with 
the ElectricWindmillcar's electrolysis accessory suppressed from 6 the ElectricWindmillcar's electrolysis accessory suppressed from 6 the ElectricWindmillcar's electrolysis accessory suppressed from 6 the ElectricWindmillcar's electrolysis accessory suppressed from 6 
Billion People, everything from clean drinking water for 1 billion Billion People, everything from clean drinking water for 1 billion Billion People, everything from clean drinking water for 1 billion Billion People, everything from clean drinking water for 1 billion 
to 100 of Moms kids left in hot cars to die in the summer of 2010 to to 100 of Moms kids left in hot cars to die in the summer of 2010 to to 100 of Moms kids left in hot cars to die in the summer of 2010 to to 100 of Moms kids left in hot cars to die in the summer of 2010 to 
massive amounts of free H for 6 billion people. 12 Caesar, Our massive amounts of free H for 6 billion people. 12 Caesar, Our massive amounts of free H for 6 billion people. 12 Caesar, Our massive amounts of free H for 6 billion people. 12 Caesar, Our 
Orwellian Caesar is the Worst Ever behavior even on Mothers Day! Orwellian Caesar is the Worst Ever behavior even on Mothers Day! Orwellian Caesar is the Worst Ever behavior even on Mothers Day! Orwellian Caesar is the Worst Ever behavior even on Mothers Day! 
He is Psychotic!!!!! He is Psychotic!!!!! He is Psychotic!!!!! He is Psychotic!!!!!     
    
30 May 2010 "Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to 30 May 2010 "Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to 30 May 2010 "Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to 30 May 2010 "Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to 
be run on Sunday. Without any ElectricWindmillCars!!!!! be run on Sunday. Without any ElectricWindmillCars!!!!! be run on Sunday. Without any ElectricWindmillCars!!!!! be run on Sunday. Without any ElectricWindmillCars!!!!!     
    
May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Without any May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Without any May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Without any May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Without any 
ElectricWindmillCars!!!!! ElectricWindmillCars!!!!! ElectricWindmillCars!!!!! ElectricWindmillCars!!!!!     
    
Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
    
9 May 2010 New York Times "Race War" is really a war on criminals 9 May 2010 New York Times "Race War" is really a war on criminals 9 May 2010 New York Times "Race War" is really a war on criminals 9 May 2010 New York Times "Race War" is really a war on criminals 
in the USAin the USAin the USAin the USA    
    
    
9 May 2010 New York Times "Race War" is really a war on criminals 9 May 2010 New York Times "Race War" is really a war on criminals 9 May 2010 New York Times "Race War" is really a war on criminals 9 May 2010 New York Times "Race War" is really a war on criminals 
in the USA. Our Orwellian Caesar has created 120 Million Caesar in the USA. Our Orwellian Caesar has created 120 Million Caesar in the USA. Our Orwellian Caesar has created 120 Million Caesar in the USA. Our Orwellian Caesar has created 120 Million Caesar 
all willing to fly to Thailand and have sex with kids, or rape, all willing to fly to Thailand and have sex with kids, or rape, all willing to fly to Thailand and have sex with kids, or rape, all willing to fly to Thailand and have sex with kids, or rape, 
murder, rob, because they have the mentality of A Caesar!.murder, rob, because they have the mentality of A Caesar!.murder, rob, because they have the mentality of A Caesar!.murder, rob, because they have the mentality of A Caesar!.    
    
    
2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times     
"Race War" over Crime, Niger and Mexican Cop Killers, Crazy "Race War" over Crime, Niger and Mexican Cop Killers, Crazy "Race War" over Crime, Niger and Mexican Cop Killers, Crazy "Race War" over Crime, Niger and Mexican Cop Killers, Crazy 
Mexican Semi Truck Drivers, and Car drivers with no divers license Mexican Semi Truck Drivers, and Car drivers with no divers license Mexican Semi Truck Drivers, and Car drivers with no divers license Mexican Semi Truck Drivers, and Car drivers with no divers license 
or insurance, killing kids riding their bikes! Disease, now refusing or insurance, killing kids riding their bikes! Disease, now refusing or insurance, killing kids riding their bikes! Disease, now refusing or insurance, killing kids riding their bikes! Disease, now refusing 
to get a Whooping Cough vaccine, let alone 9 shots for Hepatitis. to get a Whooping Cough vaccine, let alone 9 shots for Hepatitis. to get a Whooping Cough vaccine, let alone 9 shots for Hepatitis. to get a Whooping Cough vaccine, let alone 9 shots for Hepatitis. 
This is called a "Race War" but its really from not having any $1 This is called a "Race War" but its really from not having any $1 This is called a "Race War" but its really from not having any $1 This is called a "Race War" but its really from not having any $1 
Trillion Dollar Medical Schools at Yale New Haven Hospital and no Trillion Dollar Medical Schools at Yale New Haven Hospital and no Trillion Dollar Medical Schools at Yale New Haven Hospital and no Trillion Dollar Medical Schools at Yale New Haven Hospital and no 
one working inventing a Gas Lobotomy for Criminals! one working inventing a Gas Lobotomy for Criminals! one working inventing a Gas Lobotomy for Criminals! one working inventing a Gas Lobotomy for Criminals!     
    
2 May 2010 Times Square Car Bomb... Not the 2 May 2010 Times Square Car Bomb... Not the 2 May 2010 Times Square Car Bomb... Not the 2 May 2010 Times Square Car Bomb... Not the 
ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
    
"Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on "Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on "Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on "Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on 
Sunday, May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Sunday, May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Sunday, May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Sunday, May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. 
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Without any ElectricWindmillCars!!!!! Without any ElectricWindmillCars!!!!! Without any ElectricWindmillCars!!!!! Without any ElectricWindmillCars!!!!!     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times ---- Pictures on the Front Page  Pictures on the Front Page  Pictures on the Front Page  Pictures on the Front Page     
    
Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
    
A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN ---- OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED 
"FREE" H !!!!! "FREE" H !!!!! "FREE" H !!!!! "FREE" H !!!!!     
    
Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar with the Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar with the Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar with the Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar with the 
electrolysis assessory that will give you H and O from a gallon of electrolysis assessory that will give you H and O from a gallon of electrolysis assessory that will give you H and O from a gallon of electrolysis assessory that will give you H and O from a gallon of 
H2O... you do the math! H2O... you do the math! H2O... you do the math! H2O... you do the math!     
    
Police Find Car Bomb in Times Square Police Find Car Bomb in Times Square Police Find Car Bomb in Times Square Police Find Car Bomb in Times Square     
By AL BAKER and WILLIAM K. RASHBAUM 34 minutes ago By AL BAKER and WILLIAM K. RASHBAUM 34 minutes ago By AL BAKER and WILLIAM K. RASHBAUM 34 minutes ago By AL BAKER and WILLIAM K. RASHBAUM 34 minutes ago     
    
A crude bomb of propane, gasoline... A crude bomb of propane, gasoline... A crude bomb of propane, gasoline... A crude bomb of propane, gasoline...     
    
A CRUDE BOMB OF PROPANE, GASOLINE... A CRUDE BOMB OF PROPANE, GASOLINE... A CRUDE BOMB OF PROPANE, GASOLINE... A CRUDE BOMB OF PROPANE, GASOLINE...     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times    
Editorial: Google and Government Monitoring Editorial: Google and Government Monitoring Editorial: Google and Government Monitoring Editorial: Google and Government Monitoring     
    
Search Google for last weeks school bus rear ended by a truck Search Google for last weeks school bus rear ended by a truck Search Google for last weeks school bus rear ended by a truck Search Google for last weeks school bus rear ended by a truck 
causing it to burst into flames... Observe this fiery wrecks picture on causing it to burst into flames... Observe this fiery wrecks picture on causing it to burst into flames... Observe this fiery wrecks picture on causing it to burst into flames... Observe this fiery wrecks picture on 
the Front Page of the New York Times on 3 May 2010 the Front Page of the New York Times on 3 May 2010 the Front Page of the New York Times on 3 May 2010 the Front Page of the New York Times on 3 May 2010     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times     
    
CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup     
    
A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN ---- OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED 
"FREE" H !!!!! "FREE" H !!!!! "FREE" H !!!!! "FREE" H !!!!!     
    
CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup     
    
CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup     
By LESLIE KAUFMAN By LESLIE KAUFMAN By LESLIE KAUFMAN By LESLIE KAUFMAN     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times Gulf Coast Towns Brace as Huge Oil 2 May 2010 New York Times Gulf Coast Towns Brace as Huge Oil 2 May 2010 New York Times Gulf Coast Towns Brace as Huge Oil 2 May 2010 New York Times Gulf Coast Towns Brace as Huge Oil 
Slick Nears Marshes Slick Nears Marshes Slick Nears Marshes Slick Nears Marshes     
By LESLIE KAUFMAN and CAMPBELL ROBERTSONBy LESLIE KAUFMAN and CAMPBELL ROBERTSONBy LESLIE KAUFMAN and CAMPBELL ROBERTSONBy LESLIE KAUFMAN and CAMPBELL ROBERTSON    
With oil gushing into the Gulf of Mexico unabated and officials With oil gushing into the Gulf of Mexico unabated and officials With oil gushing into the Gulf of Mexico unabated and officials With oil gushing into the Gulf of Mexico unabated and officials 
offering little hope that the flow could be contained soon, towns offering little hope that the flow could be contained soon, towns offering little hope that the flow could be contained soon, towns offering little hope that the flow could be contained soon, towns 
prepared for an imminent environmental disaster. prepared for an imminent environmental disaster. prepared for an imminent environmental disaster. prepared for an imminent environmental disaster.     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times About New York: Atop the Ocean, a Sea 2 May 2010 New York Times About New York: Atop the Ocean, a Sea 2 May 2010 New York Times About New York: Atop the Ocean, a Sea 2 May 2010 New York Times About New York: Atop the Ocean, a Sea 
of Untapped Energy By JIM DWYER of Untapped Energy By JIM DWYER of Untapped Energy By JIM DWYER of Untapped Energy By JIM DWYER     
    
A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN ---- OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED 
"FREE" H !!!!! A CRUDE BOMB OF PROPANE, GASOLINE... "FREE" H !!!!! A CRUDE BOMB OF PROPANE, GASOLINE... "FREE" H !!!!! A CRUDE BOMB OF PROPANE, GASOLINE... "FREE" H !!!!! A CRUDE BOMB OF PROPANE, GASOLINE...     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times    
Editorial: Google and Government Monitoring Editorial: Google and Government Monitoring Editorial: Google and Government Monitoring Editorial: Google and Government Monitoring     
    
Search Google for last weeks school bus rear ended by a truck Search Google for last weeks school bus rear ended by a truck Search Google for last weeks school bus rear ended by a truck Search Google for last weeks school bus rear ended by a truck 
causing it to burst into flames... Observe this fiery wrecks picture on causing it to burst into flames... Observe this fiery wrecks picture on causing it to burst into flames... Observe this fiery wrecks picture on causing it to burst into flames... Observe this fiery wrecks picture on 
the Front Page of the New York Times on 3 May 2010 the Front Page of the New York Times on 3 May 2010 the Front Page of the New York Times on 3 May 2010 the Front Page of the New York Times on 3 May 2010     
    
Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
    
Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
    
CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup     
    
CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup CRUDE OIL SPILL... New Technique Holds Hope for Oil Spill Cleanup     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times    
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OpOpOpOp----Ed Columnist: If Only Arizona Were the Real Problem By FRANK Ed Columnist: If Only Arizona Were the Real Problem By FRANK Ed Columnist: If Only Arizona Were the Real Problem By FRANK Ed Columnist: If Only Arizona Were the Real Problem By FRANK 
RICH RICH RICH RICH     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times Letters: How to Fix the Cancer Trials 2 May 2010 New York Times Letters: How to Fix the Cancer Trials 2 May 2010 New York Times Letters: How to Fix the Cancer Trials 2 May 2010 New York Times Letters: How to Fix the Cancer Trials 
Program... A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN Program... A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN Program... A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN Program... A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN ---- OCEAN OF  OCEAN OF  OCEAN OF  OCEAN OF 
UNTAPPED "FREE" H !!!!! UNTAPPED "FREE" H !!!!! UNTAPPED "FREE" H !!!!! UNTAPPED "FREE" H !!!!!     
    
New York Times goes along with the CRUDE and RUDE suppression New York Times goes along with the CRUDE and RUDE suppression New York Times goes along with the CRUDE and RUDE suppression New York Times goes along with the CRUDE and RUDE suppression 
of Greg Buell Lovestar working 24/7 with several MD wives of Greg Buell Lovestar working 24/7 with several MD wives of Greg Buell Lovestar working 24/7 with several MD wives of Greg Buell Lovestar working 24/7 with several MD wives 
brainstorming a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast brainstorming a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast brainstorming a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast brainstorming a RX Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer, 40k dead in 2010, 2011 how long will the New York Times Cancer, 40k dead in 2010, 2011 how long will the New York Times Cancer, 40k dead in 2010, 2011 how long will the New York Times Cancer, 40k dead in 2010, 2011 how long will the New York Times 
follow orders from our Orwellian Caesar????? follow orders from our Orwellian Caesar????? follow orders from our Orwellian Caesar????? follow orders from our Orwellian Caesar?????     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times    
Betrayal and Suspense in Remote West Africa By ANITA GATES Betrayal and Suspense in Remote West Africa By ANITA GATES Betrayal and Suspense in Remote West Africa By ANITA GATES Betrayal and Suspense in Remote West Africa By ANITA GATES 
TREASON by GATES at the Pentagon and Mass Murder by Bill Gates TREASON by GATES at the Pentagon and Mass Murder by Bill Gates TREASON by GATES at the Pentagon and Mass Murder by Bill Gates TREASON by GATES at the Pentagon and Mass Murder by Bill Gates 
at Microsoft suppressing 1,001 Invention Projects pre installed on at Microsoft suppressing 1,001 Invention Projects pre installed on at Microsoft suppressing 1,001 Invention Projects pre installed on at Microsoft suppressing 1,001 Invention Projects pre installed on 
your new PC with the Inventor OS. your new PC with the Inventor OS. your new PC with the Inventor OS. your new PC with the Inventor OS.     
    
American women civilian deaths... not Afghan civilian deaths... American women civilian deaths... not Afghan civilian deaths... American women civilian deaths... not Afghan civilian deaths... American women civilian deaths... not Afghan civilian deaths... 
Breast Cancer, 40k dead in 2010, 2011 how long will the New York Breast Cancer, 40k dead in 2010, 2011 how long will the New York Breast Cancer, 40k dead in 2010, 2011 how long will the New York Breast Cancer, 40k dead in 2010, 2011 how long will the New York 
Times follow orders from our Orwellian Caesar????? Times follow orders from our Orwellian Caesar????? Times follow orders from our Orwellian Caesar????? Times follow orders from our Orwellian Caesar?????     
    
LA Fiery Wrecks on 2 May, 3 May, 4 May, 5 May LA Fiery Wrecks on 2 May, 3 May, 4 May, 5 May LA Fiery Wrecks on 2 May, 3 May, 4 May, 5 May LA Fiery Wrecks on 2 May, 3 May, 4 May, 5 May     
Civilian deaths not reported like the Afghan civilian deaths, Civilian deaths not reported like the Afghan civilian deaths, Civilian deaths not reported like the Afghan civilian deaths, Civilian deaths not reported like the Afghan civilian deaths, 
CRUDE and RUDE to the cops, kids, mom and dad who were fire CRUDE and RUDE to the cops, kids, mom and dad who were fire CRUDE and RUDE to the cops, kids, mom and dad who were fire CRUDE and RUDE to the cops, kids, mom and dad who were fire 
BOMBED by Obama, Bush, Kennedy, Clintons, Carter who tossed the BOMBED by Obama, Bush, Kennedy, Clintons, Carter who tossed the BOMBED by Obama, Bush, Kennedy, Clintons, Carter who tossed the BOMBED by Obama, Bush, Kennedy, Clintons, Carter who tossed the 
first fire bomb in 1980 with his wife Rosalynn Carter new book first fire bomb in 1980 with his wife Rosalynn Carter new book first fire bomb in 1980 with his wife Rosalynn Carter new book first fire bomb in 1980 with his wife Rosalynn Carter new book 
about mental health, gas lobotomy Invention is the only way to about mental health, gas lobotomy Invention is the only way to about mental health, gas lobotomy Invention is the only way to about mental health, gas lobotomy Invention is the only way to 
stop our Orwellian Caesar from tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's stop our Orwellian Caesar from tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's stop our Orwellian Caesar from tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's stop our Orwellian Caesar from tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's 
and school buses driving down the LA Freeways. and school buses driving down the LA Freeways. and school buses driving down the LA Freeways. and school buses driving down the LA Freeways.     
While Leno, Trump, and everyone at NBC "Today Show" drives by the While Leno, Trump, and everyone at NBC "Today Show" drives by the While Leno, Trump, and everyone at NBC "Today Show" drives by the While Leno, Trump, and everyone at NBC "Today Show" drives by the 
fiery LA Wrecks without stopping to help! Sick Nigers who would rob, fiery LA Wrecks without stopping to help! Sick Nigers who would rob, fiery LA Wrecks without stopping to help! Sick Nigers who would rob, fiery LA Wrecks without stopping to help! Sick Nigers who would rob, 
murder, rape, anyone they could if they could like a Caesar! 12 murder, rape, anyone they could if they could like a Caesar! 12 murder, rape, anyone they could if they could like a Caesar! 12 murder, rape, anyone they could if they could like a Caesar! 12 
Caesar with all the Texas and Saudi oil men the World now has 12 Caesar with all the Texas and Saudi oil men the World now has 12 Caesar with all the Texas and Saudi oil men the World now has 12 Caesar with all the Texas and Saudi oil men the World now has 12 
Million Caesar! ps All fly to Thailand and have sex with kids too. Million Caesar! ps All fly to Thailand and have sex with kids too. Million Caesar! ps All fly to Thailand and have sex with kids too. Million Caesar! ps All fly to Thailand and have sex with kids too.     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times    
Afghan civilian deaths are rising, government says. There have Afghan civilian deaths are rising, government says. There have Afghan civilian deaths are rising, government says. There have Afghan civilian deaths are rising, government says. There have 
been 173 civilian deaths in violence in Afghanistan from March 21 been 173 civilian deaths in violence in Afghanistan from March 21 been 173 civilian deaths in violence in Afghanistan from March 21 been 173 civilian deaths in violence in Afghanistan from March 21 
to April 21, marking a 33 percent increase over the same time to April 21, marking a 33 percent increase over the same time to April 21, marking a 33 percent increase over the same time to April 21, marking a 33 percent increase over the same time 
period last year. period last year. period last year. period last year.     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times    
Steve Jobs attacks Adobe Flash as unfit for iPhone Thu Apr 29, 3:25 Steve Jobs attacks Adobe Flash as unfit for iPhone Thu Apr 29, 3:25 Steve Jobs attacks Adobe Flash as unfit for iPhone Thu Apr 29, 3:25 Steve Jobs attacks Adobe Flash as unfit for iPhone Thu Apr 29, 3:25 
pm ET pm ET pm ET pm ET     
    
STEVE JOBS put the stripes on APPLE in 1980 to go alone with the... STEVE JOBS put the stripes on APPLE in 1980 to go alone with the... STEVE JOBS put the stripes on APPLE in 1980 to go alone with the... STEVE JOBS put the stripes on APPLE in 1980 to go alone with the... 
ElectricWindmillCar Suppression !!!!! ElectricWindmillCar Suppression !!!!! ElectricWindmillCar Suppression !!!!! ElectricWindmillCar Suppression !!!!!     
    
A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN ---- OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED 
"FREE" H !!!!! "FREE" H !!!!! "FREE" H !!!!! "FREE" H !!!!!     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times    
Rosalynn Carter new book about mental health Rosalynn Carter new book about mental health Rosalynn Carter new book about mental health Rosalynn Carter new book about mental health ---- Carter he  Carter he  Carter he  Carter he 
husband tossed the first gasoline bomb at a family of 4 driving husband tossed the first gasoline bomb at a family of 4 driving husband tossed the first gasoline bomb at a family of 4 driving husband tossed the first gasoline bomb at a family of 4 driving 
down the LA Freeway in 1980, you do the math, is this the worst down the LA Freeway in 1980, you do the math, is this the worst down the LA Freeway in 1980, you do the math, is this the worst down the LA Freeway in 1980, you do the math, is this the worst 
Genocide in the History of Humanity? Started by a Georgia Peanut Genocide in the History of Humanity? Started by a Georgia Peanut Genocide in the History of Humanity? Started by a Georgia Peanut Genocide in the History of Humanity? Started by a Georgia Peanut 
Farmer and his wife! Farmer and his wife! Farmer and his wife! Farmer and his wife!     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times    
The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on Sunday, May The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on Sunday, May The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on Sunday, May The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on Sunday, May 
30, 30, 30, 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. It will be the 15th 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. It will be the 15th 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. It will be the 15th 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. It will be the 15th 
Indy 500 sanctioned. Indy 500 sanctioned. Indy 500 sanctioned. Indy 500 sanctioned.     
    
Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
    
Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
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Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times    
Kentucky Derby, with 19 horses the horse Super Saver won Saturday Kentucky Derby, with 19 horses the horse Super Saver won Saturday Kentucky Derby, with 19 horses the horse Super Saver won Saturday Kentucky Derby, with 19 horses the horse Super Saver won Saturday 
on a track turned into mud by heavy rain. on a track turned into mud by heavy rain. on a track turned into mud by heavy rain. on a track turned into mud by heavy rain.     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times     
    
LOST the last season is the worst without Juliet. LOST the last season is the worst without Juliet. LOST the last season is the worst without Juliet. LOST the last season is the worst without Juliet.     
LOST "Super Saver" the "Horse Race" that will build Humanity $1 LOST "Super Saver" the "Horse Race" that will build Humanity $1 LOST "Super Saver" the "Horse Race" that will build Humanity $1 LOST "Super Saver" the "Horse Race" that will build Humanity $1 
Trillion Dollar Yale New Haven Medical Schools over the $1.1 Trillion Dollar Yale New Haven Medical Schools over the $1.1 Trillion Dollar Yale New Haven Medical Schools over the $1.1 Trillion Dollar Yale New Haven Medical Schools over the $1.1 
Billion Dollar Football and Base Ball Stadiums Bush built. Billion Dollar Football and Base Ball Stadiums Bush built. Billion Dollar Football and Base Ball Stadiums Bush built. Billion Dollar Football and Base Ball Stadiums Bush built.     
    
"Horse Race" that will build Humanity MD's who are not "Nigers" "Horse Race" that will build Humanity MD's who are not "Nigers" "Horse Race" that will build Humanity MD's who are not "Nigers" "Horse Race" that will build Humanity MD's who are not "Nigers" 
killing their patients because Yale passed them through Med School killing their patients because Yale passed them through Med School killing their patients because Yale passed them through Med School killing their patients because Yale passed them through Med School 
via the Politics of Our Orwellian Caesar! via the Politics of Our Orwellian Caesar! via the Politics of Our Orwellian Caesar! via the Politics of Our Orwellian Caesar!     
    
"Horse Race" that will cure Humanity of Dirty Mexicans with "Horse Race" that will cure Humanity of Dirty Mexicans with "Horse Race" that will cure Humanity of Dirty Mexicans with "Horse Race" that will cure Humanity of Dirty Mexicans with 
Hepatitis... who have infected 3 million gringo civilians in this Oil Hepatitis... who have infected 3 million gringo civilians in this Oil Hepatitis... who have infected 3 million gringo civilians in this Oil Hepatitis... who have infected 3 million gringo civilians in this Oil 
War for Oil Money at the gas stations $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ CIA has War for Oil Money at the gas stations $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ CIA has War for Oil Money at the gas stations $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ CIA has War for Oil Money at the gas stations $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ CIA has 
the exact statistics on Gringo deaths, cop killed by Mexicans, but its the exact statistics on Gringo deaths, cop killed by Mexicans, but its the exact statistics on Gringo deaths, cop killed by Mexicans, but its the exact statistics on Gringo deaths, cop killed by Mexicans, but its 
locked up at Sandia Labs classified as Secret! locked up at Sandia Labs classified as Secret! locked up at Sandia Labs classified as Secret! locked up at Sandia Labs classified as Secret!     
    
Civilian deaths in the USA by the Pentagon are... Civilian deaths in the USA by the Pentagon are... Civilian deaths in the USA by the Pentagon are... Civilian deaths in the USA by the Pentagon are...     
    
1. Fiery LA Wrecks1. Fiery LA Wrecks1. Fiery LA Wrecks1. Fiery LA Wrecks    
    
2. Breast Cancer women2. Breast Cancer women2. Breast Cancer women2. Breast Cancer women    
    
3. Gringos given Hepatitis by Dirty Mexicans, now Whooping Cough 3. Gringos given Hepatitis by Dirty Mexicans, now Whooping Cough 3. Gringos given Hepatitis by Dirty Mexicans, now Whooping Cough 3. Gringos given Hepatitis by Dirty Mexicans, now Whooping Cough 
spread by Dirty Mexicans is up 25 Fold. You do the math 25 Fold = spread by Dirty Mexicans is up 25 Fold. You do the math 25 Fold = spread by Dirty Mexicans is up 25 Fold. You do the math 25 Fold = spread by Dirty Mexicans is up 25 Fold. You do the math 25 Fold = 
another 3 million Gringo civilians harmed by Dirty Mexicans via another 3 million Gringo civilians harmed by Dirty Mexicans via another 3 million Gringo civilians harmed by Dirty Mexicans via another 3 million Gringo civilians harmed by Dirty Mexicans via 
our Orwellian Caesar!our Orwellian Caesar!our Orwellian Caesar!our Orwellian Caesar!    
    
4. Fags with Syphilis4. Fags with Syphilis4. Fags with Syphilis4. Fags with Syphilis    
    
5. Alcoholics5. Alcoholics5. Alcoholics5. Alcoholics    
    
6. Fat People6. Fat People6. Fat People6. Fat People    
    
7. University Students without their own "Freshman Cadaver"7. University Students without their own "Freshman Cadaver"7. University Students without their own "Freshman Cadaver"7. University Students without their own "Freshman Cadaver"    
    
8. University Students in the USA, University in Saudi Arabia is Free8. University Students in the USA, University in Saudi Arabia is Free8. University Students in the USA, University in Saudi Arabia is Free8. University Students in the USA, University in Saudi Arabia is Free    
    
9. People with no Health insurance as Health Care is free in Saudi 9. People with no Health insurance as Health Care is free in Saudi 9. People with no Health insurance as Health Care is free in Saudi 9. People with no Health insurance as Health Care is free in Saudi 
ArabiaArabiaArabiaArabia    
    
"Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on "Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on "Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on "Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on 
Sunday, May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Sunday, May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Sunday, May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Sunday, May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway.     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times ---- Pictures on the Front Page  Pictures on the Front Page  Pictures on the Front Page  Pictures on the Front Page     
    
Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
    
A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN ---- OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED 
"FREE" H !!!!! "FREE" H !!!!! "FREE" H !!!!! "FREE" H !!!!!     
    
Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
    
A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN A CRUDE SUPPRESSION OF H HYDROGEN ---- OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED  OCEAN OF UNTAPPED 
"FREE" H !!!!! "FREE" H !!!!! "FREE" H !!!!! "FREE" H !!!!!     
    
Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar with the Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar with the Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar with the Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar with the 
electrolysis assessory that will give you H and O from a gallon of electrolysis assessory that will give you H and O from a gallon of electrolysis assessory that will give you H and O from a gallon of electrolysis assessory that will give you H and O from a gallon of 
H2O... you do the math! H2O... you do the math! H2O... you do the math! H2O... you do the math!     
    
Police Find Car Bomb in Times Square By AL BAKER and WILLIAM Police Find Car Bomb in Times Square By AL BAKER and WILLIAM Police Find Car Bomb in Times Square By AL BAKER and WILLIAM Police Find Car Bomb in Times Square By AL BAKER and WILLIAM 
K. RASHBAUM 34 minutes ago K. RASHBAUM 34 minutes ago K. RASHBAUM 34 minutes ago K. RASHBAUM 34 minutes ago     
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A crude bomb of propane, gasoline... A crude bomb of propane, gasoline... A crude bomb of propane, gasoline... A crude bomb of propane, gasoline...     
    
A CRUDE BOMB OF PROPANE, GASOLINE... A CRUDE BOMB OF PROPANE, GASOLINE... A CRUDE BOMB OF PROPANE, GASOLINE... A CRUDE BOMB OF PROPANE, GASOLINE...     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times2 May 2010 New York Times    
Editorial: Google and Government Monitoring Editorial: Google and Government Monitoring Editorial: Google and Government Monitoring Editorial: Google and Government Monitoring     
    
Search Google for last weeks school bus rear ended by a truck Search Google for last weeks school bus rear ended by a truck Search Google for last weeks school bus rear ended by a truck Search Google for last weeks school bus rear ended by a truck 
causing it to burst into flames... Observe this fiery wrecks picture on causing it to burst into flames... Observe this fiery wrecks picture on causing it to burst into flames... Observe this fiery wrecks picture on causing it to burst into flames... Observe this fiery wrecks picture on 
the Front Page of the New York Times on 3 May 2010 the Front Page of the New York Times on 3 May 2010 the Front Page of the New York Times on 3 May 2010 the Front Page of the New York Times on 3 May 2010     
    
"Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on "Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on "Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on "Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on 
Sunday, May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Sunday, May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Sunday, May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Sunday, May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway.     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times ---- Pictures on the Front Page  Pictures on the Front Page  Pictures on the Front Page  Pictures on the Front Page     
    
Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
    
2 May 2010 Times Square Car Bomb... Not the 2 May 2010 Times Square Car Bomb... Not the 2 May 2010 Times Square Car Bomb... Not the 2 May 2010 Times Square Car Bomb... Not the 
ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times ---- No Pictures on the Front Page of the  No Pictures on the Front Page of the  No Pictures on the Front Page of the  No Pictures on the Front Page of the 
ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
    
Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
    
    
2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times     
    
"Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on "Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on "Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on "Car Race" The 94th Indianapolis 500 is scheduled to be run on 
Sunday. Sunday. Sunday. Sunday.     
May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. May 30, 2010 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway.     
    
Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! Times Square Car Bomb... Not the ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
    
"Race War" 2 May 2010 New York Times "Race War" 2 May 2010 New York Times "Race War" 2 May 2010 New York Times "Race War" 2 May 2010 New York Times ---- "Race War" over Crime,  "Race War" over Crime,  "Race War" over Crime,  "Race War" over Crime, 
Niger and Mexican Cop Killers, Crazy Mexican Semi Truck Drivers, Niger and Mexican Cop Killers, Crazy Mexican Semi Truck Drivers, Niger and Mexican Cop Killers, Crazy Mexican Semi Truck Drivers, Niger and Mexican Cop Killers, Crazy Mexican Semi Truck Drivers, 
and Car drivers with no divers license or insurance! Disease, now and Car drivers with no divers license or insurance! Disease, now and Car drivers with no divers license or insurance! Disease, now and Car drivers with no divers license or insurance! Disease, now 
refusing to get a Whooping Cough vaccine, let alone 9 shots for refusing to get a Whooping Cough vaccine, let alone 9 shots for refusing to get a Whooping Cough vaccine, let alone 9 shots for refusing to get a Whooping Cough vaccine, let alone 9 shots for 
Hepatitis. This is called a "Race War" but its really from not having Hepatitis. This is called a "Race War" but its really from not having Hepatitis. This is called a "Race War" but its really from not having Hepatitis. This is called a "Race War" but its really from not having 
any $1 Trillion Dollar Medical Schools at Yale New Haven Hospital any $1 Trillion Dollar Medical Schools at Yale New Haven Hospital any $1 Trillion Dollar Medical Schools at Yale New Haven Hospital any $1 Trillion Dollar Medical Schools at Yale New Haven Hospital 
and no one working inventing a Gas Lobotomy for Criminals! and no one working inventing a Gas Lobotomy for Criminals! and no one working inventing a Gas Lobotomy for Criminals! and no one working inventing a Gas Lobotomy for Criminals!     
    
2 May 2010 Times Square Car Bomb... Not the 2 May 2010 Times Square Car Bomb... Not the 2 May 2010 Times Square Car Bomb... Not the 2 May 2010 Times Square Car Bomb... Not the 
ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
    
2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times 2 May 2010 New York Times ---- No Pictures on the Front Page of the  No Pictures on the Front Page of the  No Pictures on the Front Page of the  No Pictures on the Front Page of the 
ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!! ElectricWindmillCar!!!!!     
    
    
    
    
1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few wives!        
    
Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so 
men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects 
posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the 
Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent. Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent. Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent. Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent.     
    
1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few wives!        
    
Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy invention for Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy invention for Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy invention for Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy invention for 
criminals and war criminals... to say the least. criminals and war criminals... to say the least. criminals and war criminals... to say the least. criminals and war criminals... to say the least.     
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18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 
"Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do "Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do "Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do "Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do 
the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" 
"Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an "Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an "Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an "Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an 
asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth... And you must Invent a asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth... And you must Invent a asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth... And you must Invent a asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth... And you must Invent a 
Gas Lobotomy for "Criminals" and "War Criminals" so MD's at Yale Gas Lobotomy for "Criminals" and "War Criminals" so MD's at Yale Gas Lobotomy for "Criminals" and "War Criminals" so MD's at Yale Gas Lobotomy for "Criminals" and "War Criminals" so MD's at Yale 
can build a $1 Trillion dollar Medical School over the $1.1 Billion can build a $1 Trillion dollar Medical School over the $1.1 Billion can build a $1 Trillion dollar Medical School over the $1.1 Billion can build a $1 Trillion dollar Medical School over the $1.1 Billion 
dollar Football Stadium Bush Built! This will be the Mother of all dollar Football Stadium Bush Built! This will be the Mother of all dollar Football Stadium Bush Built! This will be the Mother of all dollar Football Stadium Bush Built! This will be the Mother of all 
Social Earth Quakes! USA has bought $177 trillion dollars worth of Social Earth Quakes! USA has bought $177 trillion dollars worth of Social Earth Quakes! USA has bought $177 trillion dollars worth of Social Earth Quakes! USA has bought $177 trillion dollars worth of 
gasoline so Saudi Arabia can have free Health Care and free gasoline so Saudi Arabia can have free Health Care and free gasoline so Saudi Arabia can have free Health Care and free gasoline so Saudi Arabia can have free Health Care and free 
Universities! Universities! Universities! Universities!     
    
18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" ElectricWindmillCar 18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" ElectricWindmillCar 18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" ElectricWindmillCar 18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" ElectricWindmillCar 
invented in 1980... Clintons killing, "incineration" of 100 million invented in 1980... Clintons killing, "incineration" of 100 million invented in 1980... Clintons killing, "incineration" of 100 million invented in 1980... Clintons killing, "incineration" of 100 million 
Civilians worldCivilians worldCivilians worldCivilians world----wide! wide! wide! wide!     
    
18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 
wrong way! wrong way! wrong way! wrong way!     
    
18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 
"Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do "Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do "Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do "Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do 
the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" 
"Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an "Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an "Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an "Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an 
asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth... asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth... asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth... asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth...     
    
18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 
the news! the news! the news! the news!     
    
18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 
wrong way! wrong way! wrong way! wrong way!     
    
18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 
the news! the news! the news! the news!     
    
18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 
"Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do "Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do "Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do "Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do 
the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" 
"Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an "Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an "Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an "Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an 
asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth... asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth... asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth... asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth...     
    
18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 
killing, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians worldkilling, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians worldkilling, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians worldkilling, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians world----wide! wide! wide! wide!     
    
18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" The worst Genocide in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" The worst Genocide in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" The worst Genocide in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" The worst Genocide in 
History by Cater, Regan, Clinton, Bush, Bush, KennedyHistory by Cater, Regan, Clinton, Bush, Bush, KennedyHistory by Cater, Regan, Clinton, Bush, Bush, KennedyHistory by Cater, Regan, Clinton, Bush, Bush, Kennedy----Obama! Obama! Obama! Obama! 
And Clintons Wife! And Clintons Wife! And Clintons Wife! And Clintons Wife!     
    
18 April 2010 President Bill Clinton warned of angry anti18 April 2010 President Bill Clinton warned of angry anti18 April 2010 President Bill Clinton warned of angry anti18 April 2010 President Bill Clinton warned of angry anti----
government rhetoric calling all the "top Brass" in our "Orwellian government rhetoric calling all the "top Brass" in our "Orwellian government rhetoric calling all the "top Brass" in our "Orwellian government rhetoric calling all the "top Brass" in our "Orwellian 
Society, Psychotic Nigers" profiting from $177 Trillion Dollars in Oil Society, Psychotic Nigers" profiting from $177 Trillion Dollars in Oil Society, Psychotic Nigers" profiting from $177 Trillion Dollars in Oil Society, Psychotic Nigers" profiting from $177 Trillion Dollars in Oil 
Revenues from 1980 to 2010... are in need of a "Gas Lobotomy" Revenues from 1980 to 2010... are in need of a "Gas Lobotomy" Revenues from 1980 to 2010... are in need of a "Gas Lobotomy" Revenues from 1980 to 2010... are in need of a "Gas Lobotomy"     
    
18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 
killing, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians worldkilling, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians worldkilling, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians worldkilling, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians world----wide! wide! wide! wide!     
    
19 April 2010 15th Anniversary of the Federal Building bombing, 19 April 2010 15th Anniversary of the Federal Building bombing, 19 April 2010 15th Anniversary of the Federal Building bombing, 19 April 2010 15th Anniversary of the Federal Building bombing, 
killing 168 Civilians. killing 168 Civilians. killing 168 Civilians. killing 168 Civilians.     
    
April 19, 1995 McVeigh at the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building, April 19, 1995 McVeigh at the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building, April 19, 1995 McVeigh at the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building, April 19, 1995 McVeigh at the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building, 
killing 168 people. killing 168 people. killing 168 people. killing 168 people.     
    
18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 
killing, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians worldkilling, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians worldkilling, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians worldkilling, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians world----wide! 18 April wide! 18 April wide! 18 April wide! 18 April 
2010 President Bill Clinton warned of angry anti2010 President Bill Clinton warned of angry anti2010 President Bill Clinton warned of angry anti2010 President Bill Clinton warned of angry anti----government government government government 
rhetoric calling all the "top Brass" in our "Orwellian Society rhetoric calling all the "top Brass" in our "Orwellian Society rhetoric calling all the "top Brass" in our "Orwellian Society rhetoric calling all the "top Brass" in our "Orwellian Society 
Psychotic Nigers"...in need of a "Gas Lobotomy" Psychotic Nigers"...in need of a "Gas Lobotomy" Psychotic Nigers"...in need of a "Gas Lobotomy" Psychotic Nigers"...in need of a "Gas Lobotomy"     
    
18 April 2010 ...might lead to violence like the 1995 Oklahoma City 18 April 2010 ...might lead to violence like the 1995 Oklahoma City 18 April 2010 ...might lead to violence like the 1995 Oklahoma City 18 April 2010 ...might lead to violence like the 1995 Oklahoma City 
bombing, saying the words we use really do matter... bombing, saying the words we use really do matter... bombing, saying the words we use really do matter... bombing, saying the words we use really do matter...     
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18 April 2010 The Psychotic Niger Obama tossing gasoline bombs at 18 April 2010 The Psychotic Niger Obama tossing gasoline bombs at 18 April 2010 The Psychotic Niger Obama tossing gasoline bombs at 18 April 2010 The Psychotic Niger Obama tossing gasoline bombs at 
SUV on LA Freeways! SUV on LA Freeways! SUV on LA Freeways! SUV on LA Freeways!     
    
18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" ElectricWindmillCar 18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" ElectricWindmillCar 18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" ElectricWindmillCar 18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" ElectricWindmillCar 
invented in 1980... Clintons killing, "incineration" of 100 million invented in 1980... Clintons killing, "incineration" of 100 million invented in 1980... Clintons killing, "incineration" of 100 million invented in 1980... Clintons killing, "incineration" of 100 million 
Civilians worldCivilians worldCivilians worldCivilians world----wide! wide! wide! wide!     
    
18 April 2010 Officer James Mandarino faces felony battery counts 18 April 2010 Officer James Mandarino faces felony battery counts 18 April 2010 Officer James Mandarino faces felony battery counts 18 April 2010 Officer James Mandarino faces felony battery counts 
for beating of driver Ronald Bell caught on police video. for beating of driver Ronald Bell caught on police video. for beating of driver Ronald Bell caught on police video. for beating of driver Ronald Bell caught on police video.     
    
18 April 2010 The Niger Obama hates white cops, so he just ordered 18 April 2010 The Niger Obama hates white cops, so he just ordered 18 April 2010 The Niger Obama hates white cops, so he just ordered 18 April 2010 The Niger Obama hates white cops, so he just ordered 
the New York Times to print badthe New York Times to print badthe New York Times to print badthe New York Times to print bad----cop stories when everyone at the cop stories when everyone at the cop stories when everyone at the cop stories when everyone at the 
New York Times thinks they will "All" lose their HEADS in the "New New York Times thinks they will "All" lose their HEADS in the "New New York Times thinks they will "All" lose their HEADS in the "New New York Times thinks they will "All" lose their HEADS in the "New 
French Revolution" over the "incineration" of 100 million Civilians French Revolution" over the "incineration" of 100 million Civilians French Revolution" over the "incineration" of 100 million Civilians French Revolution" over the "incineration" of 100 million Civilians 
worldworldworldworld----wide! For $177 Trillion Dollars in oil revenues from 1980 to wide! For $177 Trillion Dollars in oil revenues from 1980 to wide! For $177 Trillion Dollars in oil revenues from 1980 to wide! For $177 Trillion Dollars in oil revenues from 1980 to 
2010. 2010. 2010. 2010.     
    
18 April 2010 $1 Trillion Dollar Med School at Yale and LA will not 18 April 2010 $1 Trillion Dollar Med School at Yale and LA will not 18 April 2010 $1 Trillion Dollar Med School at Yale and LA will not 18 April 2010 $1 Trillion Dollar Med School at Yale and LA will not 
let fags in the door let alone visit other fags! let fags in the door let alone visit other fags! let fags in the door let alone visit other fags! let fags in the door let alone visit other fags!     
    
18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" will inherit a Obama gov. 18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" will inherit a Obama gov. 18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" will inherit a Obama gov. 18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" will inherit a Obama gov. 
run genocide of Hepatitis, Syphilis, STD's, TB, from fags and the run genocide of Hepatitis, Syphilis, STD's, TB, from fags and the run genocide of Hepatitis, Syphilis, STD's, TB, from fags and the run genocide of Hepatitis, Syphilis, STD's, TB, from fags and the 
millions of small business owners going to Thailand to have sex millions of small business owners going to Thailand to have sex millions of small business owners going to Thailand to have sex millions of small business owners going to Thailand to have sex 
with kids. with kids. with kids. with kids.     
    
18 April 2010 Mandatory vaccinations, and mandatory organ 18 April 2010 Mandatory vaccinations, and mandatory organ 18 April 2010 Mandatory vaccinations, and mandatory organ 18 April 2010 Mandatory vaccinations, and mandatory organ 
donation, this will not be the old French Revolution of just cutting donation, this will not be the old French Revolution of just cutting donation, this will not be the old French Revolution of just cutting donation, this will not be the old French Revolution of just cutting 
off their heads and closing the Universities! off their heads and closing the Universities! off their heads and closing the Universities! off their heads and closing the Universities!     
    
18 April 2010 $1 Trillion Dollar Med School at Yale and LA will not 18 April 2010 $1 Trillion Dollar Med School at Yale and LA will not 18 April 2010 $1 Trillion Dollar Med School at Yale and LA will not 18 April 2010 $1 Trillion Dollar Med School at Yale and LA will not 
let fags in the door let alone visit other fags! In the New French let fags in the door let alone visit other fags! In the New French let fags in the door let alone visit other fags! In the New French let fags in the door let alone visit other fags! In the New French 
Revolution! Revolution! Revolution! Revolution!     
    
18 April 2010 John Albert Gardner pleaded guilty Friday to 18 April 2010 John Albert Gardner pleaded guilty Friday to 18 April 2010 John Albert Gardner pleaded guilty Friday to 18 April 2010 John Albert Gardner pleaded guilty Friday to 
murdering two teenage girls in San Diego County after prosecutors murdering two teenage girls in San Diego County after prosecutors murdering two teenage girls in San Diego County after prosecutors murdering two teenage girls in San Diego County after prosecutors 
agreed not to seek the death penalty. Gardner, 31, killing 14agreed not to seek the death penalty. Gardner, 31, killing 14agreed not to seek the death penalty. Gardner, 31, killing 14agreed not to seek the death penalty. Gardner, 31, killing 14----yearyearyearyear----
old A. Dubois and 17old A. Dubois and 17old A. Dubois and 17old A. Dubois and 17----yearyearyearyear----old Chelsea King. old Chelsea King. old Chelsea King. old Chelsea King.     
    
18 April 2010 Lisa Bloom and her lawyer mom will be arrested after 18 April 2010 Lisa Bloom and her lawyer mom will be arrested after 18 April 2010 Lisa Bloom and her lawyer mom will be arrested after 18 April 2010 Lisa Bloom and her lawyer mom will be arrested after 
the "New French Revolution" for stifling the gas lobotomy invention the "New French Revolution" for stifling the gas lobotomy invention the "New French Revolution" for stifling the gas lobotomy invention the "New French Revolution" for stifling the gas lobotomy invention 
from 1980 to 2010. from 1980 to 2010. from 1980 to 2010. from 1980 to 2010.     
    
18 April 2010 Ann Curry from "Dateline" NBC and "Today Show will 18 April 2010 Ann Curry from "Dateline" NBC and "Today Show will 18 April 2010 Ann Curry from "Dateline" NBC and "Today Show will 18 April 2010 Ann Curry from "Dateline" NBC and "Today Show will 
be arrested after the "New French Revolution" for stifling the gas be arrested after the "New French Revolution" for stifling the gas be arrested after the "New French Revolution" for stifling the gas be arrested after the "New French Revolution" for stifling the gas 
lobotomy invention from 1980 to 2010. lobotomy invention from 1980 to 2010. lobotomy invention from 1980 to 2010. lobotomy invention from 1980 to 2010.     
    
18 April 2010 President Lech Kaczynski, an unyielding Polish 18 April 2010 President Lech Kaczynski, an unyielding Polish 18 April 2010 President Lech Kaczynski, an unyielding Polish 18 April 2010 President Lech Kaczynski, an unyielding Polish 
President who perished one week ago along with 95 civilians as he President who perished one week ago along with 95 civilians as he President who perished one week ago along with 95 civilians as he President who perished one week ago along with 95 civilians as he 
ordered the Pilot to land the jet, was proven a mass murdered in ordered the Pilot to land the jet, was proven a mass murdered in ordered the Pilot to land the jet, was proven a mass murdered in ordered the Pilot to land the jet, was proven a mass murdered in 
his last Presidential Order... you do the math. his last Presidential Order... you do the math. his last Presidential Order... you do the math. his last Presidential Order... you do the math.     
    
18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" ElectricWindmillCar 18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" ElectricWindmillCar 18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" ElectricWindmillCar 18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" ElectricWindmillCar 
invented in 1980... Clintons killing, "incineration" of 100 million invented in 1980... Clintons killing, "incineration" of 100 million invented in 1980... Clintons killing, "incineration" of 100 million invented in 1980... Clintons killing, "incineration" of 100 million 
Civilians worldCivilians worldCivilians worldCivilians world----wide! wide! wide! wide!     
    
18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 
wrong way! wrong way! wrong way! wrong way!     
    
18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 
the news! the news! the news! the news!     
    
18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 
wrong way! wrong way! wrong way! wrong way!     
    
18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 
the news! the news! the news! the news!     
    
18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 
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killing, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians worldkilling, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians worldkilling, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians worldkilling, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians world----wide! wide! wide! wide!     
    
18 April 2010 Pope Benedict XVI on Saturday began a pilgrimage 18 April 2010 Pope Benedict XVI on Saturday began a pilgrimage 18 April 2010 Pope Benedict XVI on Saturday began a pilgrimage 18 April 2010 Pope Benedict XVI on Saturday began a pilgrimage 
in Malta, a Catholic nation buffeted by the worldwide clerical sex in Malta, a Catholic nation buffeted by the worldwide clerical sex in Malta, a Catholic nation buffeted by the worldwide clerical sex in Malta, a Catholic nation buffeted by the worldwide clerical sex 
abuse scandal. abuse scandal. abuse scandal. abuse scandal.     
    
18 April 2010 $1 Trillion Dollar Med School at Yale and LA will not 18 April 2010 $1 Trillion Dollar Med School at Yale and LA will not 18 April 2010 $1 Trillion Dollar Med School at Yale and LA will not 18 April 2010 $1 Trillion Dollar Med School at Yale and LA will not 
let fags in the door let alone visit other fags! let fags in the door let alone visit other fags! let fags in the door let alone visit other fags! let fags in the door let alone visit other fags!     
    
18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" will inherit a Obama gov. 18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" will inherit a Obama gov. 18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" will inherit a Obama gov. 18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" will inherit a Obama gov. 
run genocide of Hepatitis, Syphilis, STD's, TB, from fags and the run genocide of Hepatitis, Syphilis, STD's, TB, from fags and the run genocide of Hepatitis, Syphilis, STD's, TB, from fags and the run genocide of Hepatitis, Syphilis, STD's, TB, from fags and the 
millions of small business owners going to Thailand to have sex millions of small business owners going to Thailand to have sex millions of small business owners going to Thailand to have sex millions of small business owners going to Thailand to have sex 
with kids. with kids. with kids. with kids.     
    
18 April 2010 Pope Benedict XVI helped Clinton 18 April 2010 Pope Benedict XVI helped Clinton 18 April 2010 Pope Benedict XVI helped Clinton 18 April 2010 Pope Benedict XVI helped Clinton ---- Obama in the  Obama in the  Obama in the  Obama in the 
"incineration" of all 100 million American Civilians who were "incineration" of all 100 million American Civilians who were "incineration" of all 100 million American Civilians who were "incineration" of all 100 million American Civilians who were 
burned and burned to death in a Fiery LA Wreck that Leno, Trump, burned and burned to death in a Fiery LA Wreck that Leno, Trump, burned and burned to death in a Fiery LA Wreck that Leno, Trump, burned and burned to death in a Fiery LA Wreck that Leno, Trump, 
and Caroline Kennedy drove by without stopping to help! and Caroline Kennedy drove by without stopping to help! and Caroline Kennedy drove by without stopping to help! and Caroline Kennedy drove by without stopping to help!     
    
18 April 2010 Astronomer Donald Yeomans, head of NASA's Near18 April 2010 Astronomer Donald Yeomans, head of NASA's Near18 April 2010 Astronomer Donald Yeomans, head of NASA's Near18 April 2010 Astronomer Donald Yeomans, head of NASA's Near----
Earth Object program office at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Earth Object program office at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Earth Object program office at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Earth Object program office at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in 
Pasadena, Calif., said there are about a dozen nearPasadena, Calif., said there are about a dozen nearPasadena, Calif., said there are about a dozen nearPasadena, Calif., said there are about a dozen near----Earth Earth Earth Earth 
asteroids asteroids asteroids asteroids     
    
18 April 2010 TV's Bill Nye the Science Guy, vice president of the 18 April 2010 TV's Bill Nye the Science Guy, vice president of the 18 April 2010 TV's Bill Nye the Science Guy, vice president of the 18 April 2010 TV's Bill Nye the Science Guy, vice president of the 
Planetary Society, said the president's asteroid plan carries risk, Planetary Society, said the president's asteroid plan carries risk, Planetary Society, said the president's asteroid plan carries risk, Planetary Society, said the president's asteroid plan carries risk, 
since it sends astronauts so far from home. But it is a risk worth since it sends astronauts so far from home. But it is a risk worth since it sends astronauts so far from home. But it is a risk worth since it sends astronauts so far from home. But it is a risk worth 
taking. taking. taking. taking.     
    
18 April 2010 an asteroid, and perhaps even modifying its 18 April 2010 an asteroid, and perhaps even modifying its 18 April 2010 an asteroid, and perhaps even modifying its 18 April 2010 an asteroid, and perhaps even modifying its 
trajectory slightly, we would demonstrate a hallmark in human trajectory slightly, we would demonstrate a hallmark in human trajectory slightly, we would demonstrate a hallmark in human trajectory slightly, we would demonstrate a hallmark in human 
history," said Grunsfeld, who flew on three shuttle missions to fix the history," said Grunsfeld, who flew on three shuttle missions to fix the history," said Grunsfeld, who flew on three shuttle missions to fix the history," said Grunsfeld, who flew on three shuttle missions to fix the 
Hubble Space Telescope. "The first time humans showed that we can Hubble Space Telescope. "The first time humans showed that we can Hubble Space Telescope. "The first time humans showed that we can Hubble Space Telescope. "The first time humans showed that we can 
make better decisions than the dinosaurs made 65 million years make better decisions than the dinosaurs made 65 million years make better decisions than the dinosaurs made 65 million years make better decisions than the dinosaurs made 65 million years 
ago." ago." ago." ago."     
    
18 April 2010 President Barack Obama set a lofty next goal this 18 April 2010 President Barack Obama set a lofty next goal this 18 April 2010 President Barack Obama set a lofty next goal this 18 April 2010 President Barack Obama set a lofty next goal this 
week for Americans in space: Visiting an asteroid by 2025 week for Americans in space: Visiting an asteroid by 2025 week for Americans in space: Visiting an asteroid by 2025 week for Americans in space: Visiting an asteroid by 2025     
    
18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope with a 18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope with a 18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope with a 18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope with a 
lifeboat accessory! lifeboat accessory! lifeboat accessory! lifeboat accessory!     
    
18 April 2010 NASA Armstrong, Aldridge, and all the rest of the Top 18 April 2010 NASA Armstrong, Aldridge, and all the rest of the Top 18 April 2010 NASA Armstrong, Aldridge, and all the rest of the Top 18 April 2010 NASA Armstrong, Aldridge, and all the rest of the Top 
Brass at NASA from 1980 to 2010 let Clinton and the other Brass at NASA from 1980 to 2010 let Clinton and the other Brass at NASA from 1980 to 2010 let Clinton and the other Brass at NASA from 1980 to 2010 let Clinton and the other 
President "incineration" of 100 Million American Civilians in fiery President "incineration" of 100 Million American Civilians in fiery President "incineration" of 100 Million American Civilians in fiery President "incineration" of 100 Million American Civilians in fiery 
LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues! LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues! LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues! LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion dollars in oil revenues!     
    
18 April 2010 "incineration" 18 April 2010 "incineration" 18 April 2010 "incineration" 18 April 2010 "incineration"     
    
18 April 2010 "incineration" 18 April 2010 "incineration" 18 April 2010 "incineration" 18 April 2010 "incineration"     
    
18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" ElectricWindmillCar 18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" ElectricWindmillCar 18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" ElectricWindmillCar 18 April 2010 "New French Revolution" ElectricWindmillCar 
invented in 1980... Clintons killing, "incineration" of 100 million invented in 1980... Clintons killing, "incineration" of 100 million invented in 1980... Clintons killing, "incineration" of 100 million invented in 1980... Clintons killing, "incineration" of 100 million 
Civilians worldCivilians worldCivilians worldCivilians world----wide! wide! wide! wide!     
    
18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 
wrong way! wrong way! wrong way! wrong way!     
    
18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 
the news! the news! the news! the news!     
    
18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incendiary" language can be taken the 
wrong way! wrong way! wrong way! wrong way!     
    
18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 18 April 2010 Clinton said "incineration" is what I'm suppressing in 
the news! the news! the news! the news!     
    
18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 18 April 2010 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980... Clintons 
killing, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians worldkilling, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians worldkilling, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians worldkilling, "incineration" of 100 million Civilians world----wide! wide! wide! wide!     
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18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 
"Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do "Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do "Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do "Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do 
the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" 
"Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an "Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an "Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an "Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an 
asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth... asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth... asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth... asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth...     
    
18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 18 April 2010 $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope that can 
"Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do "Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do "Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do "Observe" and "Listen" to Aliens, with a lifeboat accessory! You do 
the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" the Math... $1 trillion dollar manned Space Telescope "Imagine It!" 
"Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an "Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an "Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an "Invent It! And the White cop hating Obama wants to land on an 
asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth... asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth... asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth... asteroid by 2025. To End War on Earth...     
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD ––––    Seven years after the Seven years after the Seven years after the Seven years after the 
first bombs! first bombs! first bombs! first bombs!     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 
ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, 1987 ElectricWindmillCar 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, 1987 ElectricWindmillCar 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, 1987 ElectricWindmillCar 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, 1987 ElectricWindmillCar ----    
Boulder not Baghdad. Boulder not Baghdad. Boulder not Baghdad. Boulder not Baghdad.     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, 1987 ElectricWindmillCar 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, 1987 ElectricWindmillCar 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, 1987 ElectricWindmillCar 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, 1987 ElectricWindmillCar ----    
electrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar, superelectrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar, superelectrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar, superelectrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar, super----airairairair----bags bags bags bags 
on the outside, and 24/7 climate control. Massive amounts of free H on the outside, and 24/7 climate control. Massive amounts of free H on the outside, and 24/7 climate control. Massive amounts of free H on the outside, and 24/7 climate control. Massive amounts of free H 
from driving your ElectricWindmillCar. Satellite dish with cams on from driving your ElectricWindmillCar. Satellite dish with cams on from driving your ElectricWindmillCar. Satellite dish with cams on from driving your ElectricWindmillCar. Satellite dish with cams on 
top and inside your ElectricWindmillCar, with wifi. top and inside your ElectricWindmillCar, with wifi. top and inside your ElectricWindmillCar, with wifi. top and inside your ElectricWindmillCar, with wifi.     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 
mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar 
will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy 
inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last 
7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 
and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social 
inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be 
good! "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 good! "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 good! "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 good! "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 
million in doctors visits! And put another $177 Trillion dollars in million in doctors visits! And put another $177 Trillion dollars in million in doctors visits! And put another $177 Trillion dollars in million in doctors visits! And put another $177 Trillion dollars in 
the pockets of Saudi and Texas Oil Men who will just waste it on MIT the pockets of Saudi and Texas Oil Men who will just waste it on MIT the pockets of Saudi and Texas Oil Men who will just waste it on MIT the pockets of Saudi and Texas Oil Men who will just waste it on MIT 
War Toys. H3's etc. War Toys. H3's etc. War Toys. H3's etc. War Toys. H3's etc.     
    
21 March 2010 Aliens 21 March 2010 Aliens 21 March 2010 Aliens 21 March 2010 Aliens ----    not promoting a invention that will hear not promoting a invention that will hear not promoting a invention that will hear not promoting a invention that will hear 
and observe Aliens at Alpha Centauri will cost $657.5 million in and observe Aliens at Alpha Centauri will cost $657.5 million in and observe Aliens at Alpha Centauri will cost $657.5 million in and observe Aliens at Alpha Centauri will cost $657.5 million in 
doctors visits! And spend Trillions on MIT war toys instead of doctors visits! And spend Trillions on MIT war toys instead of doctors visits! And spend Trillions on MIT war toys instead of doctors visits! And spend Trillions on MIT war toys instead of 
traveling 4.3 light years. (and I have to get Dr. Lisa Novak's NASA traveling 4.3 light years. (and I have to get Dr. Lisa Novak's NASA traveling 4.3 light years. (and I have to get Dr. Lisa Novak's NASA traveling 4.3 light years. (and I have to get Dr. Lisa Novak's NASA 
job back... to get her... grin!) job back... to get her... grin!) job back... to get her... grin!) job back... to get her... grin!)     
    
21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 
without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by 
Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell?     
    
Polygamous marriage for Greg Buell "Lovestar" working on 1,001 Polygamous marriage for Greg Buell "Lovestar" working on 1,001 Polygamous marriage for Greg Buell "Lovestar" working on 1,001 Polygamous marriage for Greg Buell "Lovestar" working on 1,001 
Invention Projects with a few MD wives, brainstorming 24/7 Invention Projects with a few MD wives, brainstorming 24/7 Invention Projects with a few MD wives, brainstorming 24/7 Invention Projects with a few MD wives, brainstorming 24/7 
invention projects, Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for Breast invention projects, Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for Breast invention projects, Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for Breast invention projects, Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for Breast 
Cancer will be the best revenge on the Orwellian Top Brass in the Cancer will be the best revenge on the Orwellian Top Brass in the Cancer will be the best revenge on the Orwellian Top Brass in the Cancer will be the best revenge on the Orwellian Top Brass in the 
USA who kills 40k women every 12 months... since 1980 USA who kills 40k women every 12 months... since 1980 USA who kills 40k women every 12 months... since 1980 USA who kills 40k women every 12 months... since 1980 
ElectricWindmillCar invention! Pentagon can't do the math! ElectricWindmillCar invention! Pentagon can't do the math! ElectricWindmillCar invention! Pentagon can't do the math! ElectricWindmillCar invention! Pentagon can't do the math!     
    
21 March 2010 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees... 21 March 2010 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees... 21 March 2010 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees... 21 March 2010 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees... 
Helicopter Combine! Helicopter Combine! Helicopter Combine! Helicopter Combine!     
    
21 March 2010 Greg Buell Lovestar's "5 heavy lift Helicopter 21 March 2010 Greg Buell Lovestar's "5 heavy lift Helicopter 21 March 2010 Greg Buell Lovestar's "5 heavy lift Helicopter 21 March 2010 Greg Buell Lovestar's "5 heavy lift Helicopter 
Combine" invention news has been suppressed by Brazil News and Combine" invention news has been suppressed by Brazil News and Combine" invention news has been suppressed by Brazil News and Combine" invention news has been suppressed by Brazil News and 
New York Times for front page news about Brazil Oil and the $177 New York Times for front page news about Brazil Oil and the $177 New York Times for front page news about Brazil Oil and the $177 New York Times for front page news about Brazil Oil and the $177 
Trillion dollars it will bring to Brazil in the next 30 years. Trillion dollars it will bring to Brazil in the next 30 years. Trillion dollars it will bring to Brazil in the next 30 years. Trillion dollars it will bring to Brazil in the next 30 years.     
    
21 March 2010 Pakistan Generals and elected politicians are 21 March 2010 Pakistan Generals and elected politicians are 21 March 2010 Pakistan Generals and elected politicians are 21 March 2010 Pakistan Generals and elected politicians are 
counting their money too... not $177 Trillion from the Pentagon counting their money too... not $177 Trillion from the Pentagon counting their money too... not $177 Trillion from the Pentagon counting their money too... not $177 Trillion from the Pentagon 
for mercenary work but $177 Billion over the next 30 years to be a for mercenary work but $177 Billion over the next 30 years to be a for mercenary work but $177 Billion over the next 30 years to be a for mercenary work but $177 Billion over the next 30 years to be a 
Pentagon Mercenary! Pentagon Mercenary! Pentagon Mercenary! Pentagon Mercenary!     
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21 March 2010 Hidden Escalator Dangers "Early Show" Consumer 21 March 2010 Hidden Escalator Dangers "Early Show" Consumer 21 March 2010 Hidden Escalator Dangers "Early Show" Consumer 21 March 2010 Hidden Escalator Dangers "Early Show" Consumer 
Correspondent Susan Koeppen Conducts a Hidden Investigation Correspondent Susan Koeppen Conducts a Hidden Investigation Correspondent Susan Koeppen Conducts a Hidden Investigation Correspondent Susan Koeppen Conducts a Hidden Investigation 
into Unsafe Conditions, Susan missed the danger of Escalating into Unsafe Conditions, Susan missed the danger of Escalating into Unsafe Conditions, Susan missed the danger of Escalating into Unsafe Conditions, Susan missed the danger of Escalating 
Mercenaries working for the CIA. Mercenaries working for the CIA. Mercenaries working for the CIA. Mercenaries working for the CIA.     
    
21 March 2010 BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 BAGHDAD ––––    Seven years after the first bombs in the Seven years after the first bombs in the Seven years after the first bombs in the Seven years after the first bombs in the 
war to oust Saddam Hussein, Iraqis went about their business war to oust Saddam Hussein, Iraqis went about their business war to oust Saddam Hussein, Iraqis went about their business war to oust Saddam Hussein, Iraqis went about their business 
Friday with little observance of the anniversary, looking to the Friday with little observance of the anniversary, looking to the Friday with little observance of the anniversary, looking to the Friday with little observance of the anniversary, looking to the 
future with a mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for future with a mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for future with a mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for future with a mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for 
electricwindmillcar will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions electricwindmillcar will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions electricwindmillcar will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions electricwindmillcar will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions 
7,001 war toy inventions went with Iraq war so humanity really 7,001 war toy inventions went with Iraq war so humanity really 7,001 war toy inventions went with Iraq war so humanity really 7,001 war toy inventions went with Iraq war so humanity really 
lost a lot last 7 years Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy lost a lot last 7 years Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy lost a lot last 7 years Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy lost a lot last 7 years Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy 
inventions last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social inventions inventions last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social inventions inventions last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social inventions inventions last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social inventions 
lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be a good movie lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be a good movie lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be a good movie lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be a good movie 
after the coup NG 17 as all the fags in Thailand over the last 7 after the coup NG 17 as all the fags in Thailand over the last 7 after the coup NG 17 as all the fags in Thailand over the last 7 after the coup NG 17 as all the fags in Thailand over the last 7 
years having sex with kids via Oil Money and gov. perks will be in years having sex with kids via Oil Money and gov. perks will be in years having sex with kids via Oil Money and gov. perks will be in years having sex with kids via Oil Money and gov. perks will be in 
the movie clips... Leno having sex with kids with all his Hollywood the movie clips... Leno having sex with kids with all his Hollywood the movie clips... Leno having sex with kids with all his Hollywood the movie clips... Leno having sex with kids with all his Hollywood 
and NYC Trump friends with Leno telling his famous joke about and NYC Trump friends with Leno telling his famous joke about and NYC Trump friends with Leno telling his famous joke about and NYC Trump friends with Leno telling his famous joke about 
driving by a fiery LA Wreck and not stopping to help as he had to driving by a fiery LA Wreck and not stopping to help as he had to driving by a fiery LA Wreck and not stopping to help as he had to driving by a fiery LA Wreck and not stopping to help as he had to 
get to work at NBC Tonight Show to tell the joke about your flesh get to work at NBC Tonight Show to tell the joke about your flesh get to work at NBC Tonight Show to tell the joke about your flesh get to work at NBC Tonight Show to tell the joke about your flesh 
sizzling in a fiery LA Wreck... sick joke! sizzling in a fiery LA Wreck... sick joke! sizzling in a fiery LA Wreck... sick joke! sizzling in a fiery LA Wreck... sick joke!     
    
21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 
without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by 
Leno or Gen. Orwell. Leno or Gen. Orwell. Leno or Gen. Orwell. Leno or Gen. Orwell.     
    
21 March 2010 Saudi Arabia has free Health Care, free University 21 March 2010 Saudi Arabia has free Health Care, free University 21 March 2010 Saudi Arabia has free Health Care, free University 21 March 2010 Saudi Arabia has free Health Care, free University 
and $177 Trillion dollars in Swiss Banks since the invention of the and $177 Trillion dollars in Swiss Banks since the invention of the and $177 Trillion dollars in Swiss Banks since the invention of the and $177 Trillion dollars in Swiss Banks since the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar in 1980.     
    
Polygamous marriage for Greg Buell Lovestar working on 1,001 Polygamous marriage for Greg Buell Lovestar working on 1,001 Polygamous marriage for Greg Buell Lovestar working on 1,001 Polygamous marriage for Greg Buell Lovestar working on 1,001 
Invention Projects with a few MD wives, brainstorming 24/7 Invention Projects with a few MD wives, brainstorming 24/7 Invention Projects with a few MD wives, brainstorming 24/7 Invention Projects with a few MD wives, brainstorming 24/7 
invention projects, Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for Breast invention projects, Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for Breast invention projects, Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for Breast invention projects, Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for Breast 
Cancer will be the best revenge on the Orwellian Top Brass in the Cancer will be the best revenge on the Orwellian Top Brass in the Cancer will be the best revenge on the Orwellian Top Brass in the Cancer will be the best revenge on the Orwellian Top Brass in the 
USA who kills 40k women every 12 months since the invention of the USA who kills 40k women every 12 months since the invention of the USA who kills 40k women every 12 months since the invention of the USA who kills 40k women every 12 months since the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 ----    you do the math. you do the math. you do the math. you do the math.     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD ––––    Seven years after the Seven years after the Seven years after the Seven years after the 
first bombs! first bombs! first bombs! first bombs!     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 
ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, 1987 ElectricWindmillCar 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, 1987 ElectricWindmillCar 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, 1987 ElectricWindmillCar 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, 1987 ElectricWindmillCar ----    
Boulder not Baghdad. Boulder not Baghdad. Boulder not Baghdad. Boulder not Baghdad.     
    
21 March 2010 Pentagon can't do the math and make sense of 21 March 2010 Pentagon can't do the math and make sense of 21 March 2010 Pentagon can't do the math and make sense of 21 March 2010 Pentagon can't do the math and make sense of 
their Universe... their Universe... their Universe... their Universe...     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD ––––    Seven years after the Seven years after the Seven years after the Seven years after the 
first bombs! first bombs! first bombs! first bombs!     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 
ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, 1987 ElectricWindmillCar 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, 1987 ElectricWindmillCar 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, 1987 ElectricWindmillCar 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, 1987 ElectricWindmillCar ----    
Boulder not Baghdad. Boulder not Baghdad. Boulder not Baghdad. Boulder not Baghdad.     
    
21 March 2010 Bush and Clintons would say and it equals the 21 March 2010 Bush and Clintons would say and it equals the 21 March 2010 Bush and Clintons would say and it equals the 21 March 2010 Bush and Clintons would say and it equals the 
Worst Genocide in the History of Humanity, add in all the fiery LA Worst Genocide in the History of Humanity, add in all the fiery LA Worst Genocide in the History of Humanity, add in all the fiery LA Worst Genocide in the History of Humanity, add in all the fiery LA 
Wrecks and little things like no electrolysis accessory in your Wrecks and little things like no electrolysis accessory in your Wrecks and little things like no electrolysis accessory in your Wrecks and little things like no electrolysis accessory in your 
ElectricWindmillCar, superElectricWindmillCar, superElectricWindmillCar, superElectricWindmillCar, super----airairairair----bags on the outside, and 24/7 bags on the outside, and 24/7 bags on the outside, and 24/7 bags on the outside, and 24/7 
climate control. Massive amounts of free H from driving your climate control. Massive amounts of free H from driving your climate control. Massive amounts of free H from driving your climate control. Massive amounts of free H from driving your 
ElectricWindmillCar. Satellite dish with cams on top and inside ElectricWindmillCar. Satellite dish with cams on top and inside ElectricWindmillCar. Satellite dish with cams on top and inside ElectricWindmillCar. Satellite dish with cams on top and inside 
your ElectricWindmillCar, with wifi. your ElectricWindmillCar, with wifi. your ElectricWindmillCar, with wifi. your ElectricWindmillCar, with wifi.     
    
Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so 
men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects 
posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the 
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Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent. Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent. Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent. Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent.     
    
    
    
CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE --------------------    Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar IndexLink to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index----2 I 2 I 2 I 2 I 
edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...        
    
http://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventor----warpwarpwarpwarp----speed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/boss    

    
    

1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 
wives! wives! wives! wives!     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD ––––    Seven years after the Seven years after the Seven years after the Seven years after the 
first bombs! first bombs! first bombs! first bombs!     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 
ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 
mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar 
will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy 
inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last 
7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 
and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social 
inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be 
good! good! good! good!     
    
21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 
without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by 
Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell?     
    
Polygamous marriage for Greg Buell "Lovestar" working on 1,001 Polygamous marriage for Greg Buell "Lovestar" working on 1,001 Polygamous marriage for Greg Buell "Lovestar" working on 1,001 Polygamous marriage for Greg Buell "Lovestar" working on 1,001 
Invention Projects with a few MD wives, brainstorming 24/7 Invention Projects with a few MD wives, brainstorming 24/7 Invention Projects with a few MD wives, brainstorming 24/7 Invention Projects with a few MD wives, brainstorming 24/7 
invention projects, Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for Breast invention projects, Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for Breast invention projects, Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for Breast invention projects, Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for Breast 
Cancer will be the best revenge on the Orwellian Top Brass in the Cancer will be the best revenge on the Orwellian Top Brass in the Cancer will be the best revenge on the Orwellian Top Brass in the Cancer will be the best revenge on the Orwellian Top Brass in the 
USA who kills 40k women every 12 months... since 1980 USA who kills 40k women every 12 months... since 1980 USA who kills 40k women every 12 months... since 1980 USA who kills 40k women every 12 months... since 1980 
ElectricWindmillCar invention! Pentagon can't do the math! ElectricWindmillCar invention! Pentagon can't do the math! ElectricWindmillCar invention! Pentagon can't do the math! ElectricWindmillCar invention! Pentagon can't do the math!     
    
21 March 2010 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees... 21 March 2010 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees... 21 March 2010 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees... 21 March 2010 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees... 
Helicopter Combine! Helicopter Combine! Helicopter Combine! Helicopter Combine!     
    
21 March 2010 Greg Buell Lovestar's "5 heavy lift Helicopter 21 March 2010 Greg Buell Lovestar's "5 heavy lift Helicopter 21 March 2010 Greg Buell Lovestar's "5 heavy lift Helicopter 21 March 2010 Greg Buell Lovestar's "5 heavy lift Helicopter 
Combine" invention news has been suppressed by Brazil News and Combine" invention news has been suppressed by Brazil News and Combine" invention news has been suppressed by Brazil News and Combine" invention news has been suppressed by Brazil News and 
New York Times for front page news about Brazil Oil and the $177 New York Times for front page news about Brazil Oil and the $177 New York Times for front page news about Brazil Oil and the $177 New York Times for front page news about Brazil Oil and the $177 
Trillion dollars it will bring to Brazil in the next 30 years. Trillion dollars it will bring to Brazil in the next 30 years. Trillion dollars it will bring to Brazil in the next 30 years. Trillion dollars it will bring to Brazil in the next 30 years.     
    
21 March 2010 Pakistan Generals and elected politicians are 21 March 2010 Pakistan Generals and elected politicians are 21 March 2010 Pakistan Generals and elected politicians are 21 March 2010 Pakistan Generals and elected politicians are 
counting their money too... not $177 Trillion from the Pentagon counting their money too... not $177 Trillion from the Pentagon counting their money too... not $177 Trillion from the Pentagon counting their money too... not $177 Trillion from the Pentagon 
for mercenary work but $177 Billion over the next 30 years to be a for mercenary work but $177 Billion over the next 30 years to be a for mercenary work but $177 Billion over the next 30 years to be a for mercenary work but $177 Billion over the next 30 years to be a 
Pentagon Mercenary! Pentagon Mercenary! Pentagon Mercenary! Pentagon Mercenary!     
    
21 March 2010 Hidden Escalator Dangers "Early Show" Consumer 21 March 2010 Hidden Escalator Dangers "Early Show" Consumer 21 March 2010 Hidden Escalator Dangers "Early Show" Consumer 21 March 2010 Hidden Escalator Dangers "Early Show" Consumer 
Correspondent Susan Koeppen Conducts a Hidden Investigation Correspondent Susan Koeppen Conducts a Hidden Investigation Correspondent Susan Koeppen Conducts a Hidden Investigation Correspondent Susan Koeppen Conducts a Hidden Investigation 
into Unsafe Conditions, Susan missed the danger of Escalating into Unsafe Conditions, Susan missed the danger of Escalating into Unsafe Conditions, Susan missed the danger of Escalating into Unsafe Conditions, Susan missed the danger of Escalating 
Mercenaries working for the CIA. Mercenaries working for the CIA. Mercenaries working for the CIA. Mercenaries working for the CIA.     
    
21 March 2010 BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 BAGHDAD ––––    Seven years after the first bombs in the Seven years after the first bombs in the Seven years after the first bombs in the Seven years after the first bombs in the 
war to oust Saddam Hussein, Iraqis went about their business war to oust Saddam Hussein, Iraqis went about their business war to oust Saddam Hussein, Iraqis went about their business war to oust Saddam Hussein, Iraqis went about their business 
Friday with little observance of the anniversary, looking to the Friday with little observance of the anniversary, looking to the Friday with little observance of the anniversary, looking to the Friday with little observance of the anniversary, looking to the 
future with a mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for future with a mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for future with a mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for future with a mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for 
electricwindmillcar will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions electricwindmillcar will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions electricwindmillcar will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions electricwindmillcar will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions 
7,001 war toy inventions went with Iraq war so humanity really 7,001 war toy inventions went with Iraq war so humanity really 7,001 war toy inventions went with Iraq war so humanity really 7,001 war toy inventions went with Iraq war so humanity really 
lost a lot last 7 years Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy lost a lot last 7 years Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy lost a lot last 7 years Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy lost a lot last 7 years Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy 
inventions last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social inventions inventions last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social inventions inventions last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social inventions inventions last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social inventions 
lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be a good movie lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be a good movie lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be a good movie lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be a good movie 
after the coup NG 17 as all the fags in Thailand over the last 7 after the coup NG 17 as all the fags in Thailand over the last 7 after the coup NG 17 as all the fags in Thailand over the last 7 after the coup NG 17 as all the fags in Thailand over the last 7 
years having sex with kids via Oil Money and gov. perks will be in years having sex with kids via Oil Money and gov. perks will be in years having sex with kids via Oil Money and gov. perks will be in years having sex with kids via Oil Money and gov. perks will be in 
the movie clips... Leno having sex with kids with all his Hollywood the movie clips... Leno having sex with kids with all his Hollywood the movie clips... Leno having sex with kids with all his Hollywood the movie clips... Leno having sex with kids with all his Hollywood 
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and NYC Trump friends with Leno telling his famous joke about and NYC Trump friends with Leno telling his famous joke about and NYC Trump friends with Leno telling his famous joke about and NYC Trump friends with Leno telling his famous joke about 
driving by a fiery LA Wreck and not stopping to help as he had to driving by a fiery LA Wreck and not stopping to help as he had to driving by a fiery LA Wreck and not stopping to help as he had to driving by a fiery LA Wreck and not stopping to help as he had to 
get to work at NBC Tonight Show to tell the joke about your flesh get to work at NBC Tonight Show to tell the joke about your flesh get to work at NBC Tonight Show to tell the joke about your flesh get to work at NBC Tonight Show to tell the joke about your flesh 
sizzling in a fiery LA Wreck... sick joke! Sick is Leno slandering Ms. sizzling in a fiery LA Wreck... sick joke! Sick is Leno slandering Ms. sizzling in a fiery LA Wreck... sick joke! Sick is Leno slandering Ms. sizzling in a fiery LA Wreck... sick joke! Sick is Leno slandering Ms. 
California for Trump and his fag lifestyle behind the cameras! California for Trump and his fag lifestyle behind the cameras! California for Trump and his fag lifestyle behind the cameras! California for Trump and his fag lifestyle behind the cameras!     
    
21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 
without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by 
Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell?     
    
21 March 2010 Saudi Arabia has free Health Care, free University 21 March 2010 Saudi Arabia has free Health Care, free University 21 March 2010 Saudi Arabia has free Health Care, free University 21 March 2010 Saudi Arabia has free Health Care, free University 
and $177 Trillion dollars in Swiss Banks since the invention of the and $177 Trillion dollars in Swiss Banks since the invention of the and $177 Trillion dollars in Swiss Banks since the invention of the and $177 Trillion dollars in Swiss Banks since the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar in 1980.     
    
21 March 2010 Los Alamos supercomputers are under used, 21 March 2010 Los Alamos supercomputers are under used, 21 March 2010 Los Alamos supercomputers are under used, 21 March 2010 Los Alamos supercomputers are under used, 
scientists are prohibited from working on Greg Buell Lovestar's scientists are prohibited from working on Greg Buell Lovestar's scientists are prohibited from working on Greg Buell Lovestar's scientists are prohibited from working on Greg Buell Lovestar's 
1,001 invention projects at work. 1,001 invention projects at work. 1,001 invention projects at work. 1,001 invention projects at work.     
    
21 March 2010 Los Alamos Scientists and Super Computers or 21 March 2010 Los Alamos Scientists and Super Computers or 21 March 2010 Los Alamos Scientists and Super Computers or 21 March 2010 Los Alamos Scientists and Super Computers or 
Certified nurse anesthetists? You do the math and the Top Brass Certified nurse anesthetists? You do the math and the Top Brass Certified nurse anesthetists? You do the math and the Top Brass Certified nurse anesthetists? You do the math and the Top Brass 
want to use certified nurse anesthetists, and cover up all their want to use certified nurse anesthetists, and cover up all their want to use certified nurse anesthetists, and cover up all their want to use certified nurse anesthetists, and cover up all their 
mistakes. Los Alamos would not cover up any anesthetists mistake, mistakes. Los Alamos would not cover up any anesthetists mistake, mistakes. Los Alamos would not cover up any anesthetists mistake, mistakes. Los Alamos would not cover up any anesthetists mistake, 
just rewrite the code. just rewrite the code. just rewrite the code. just rewrite the code.     
    
21 March 2010 Certified nurse anesthetists would rather be an MD! 21 March 2010 Certified nurse anesthetists would rather be an MD! 21 March 2010 Certified nurse anesthetists would rather be an MD! 21 March 2010 Certified nurse anesthetists would rather be an MD! 
Top Brass have promoted nigers and Mexicans fresh out of college Top Brass have promoted nigers and Mexicans fresh out of college Top Brass have promoted nigers and Mexicans fresh out of college Top Brass have promoted nigers and Mexicans fresh out of college 
to Med School leaving behind a massive number of RN's who want to Med School leaving behind a massive number of RN's who want to Med School leaving behind a massive number of RN's who want to Med School leaving behind a massive number of RN's who want 
to upgrade to MD. to upgrade to MD. to upgrade to MD. to upgrade to MD.     
    
21 March 2010 Today Show and 48 Hours LOST humanity the "Total 21 March 2010 Today Show and 48 Hours LOST humanity the "Total 21 March 2010 Today Show and 48 Hours LOST humanity the "Total 21 March 2010 Today Show and 48 Hours LOST humanity the "Total 
Immunity" invention via Mercenaries in Pakistan, India, Africa, Immunity" invention via Mercenaries in Pakistan, India, Africa, Immunity" invention via Mercenaries in Pakistan, India, Africa, Immunity" invention via Mercenaries in Pakistan, India, Africa, 
getting the money and computers. getting the money and computers. getting the money and computers. getting the money and computers.     
    
21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 
without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by 
Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell?     
    
21 March 2010 "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost 21 March 2010 "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost 21 March 2010 "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost 21 March 2010 "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost 
$657.5 million for thousands of rescue and cleanup workers at $657.5 million for thousands of rescue and cleanup workers at $657.5 million for thousands of rescue and cleanup workers at $657.5 million for thousands of rescue and cleanup workers at 
ground zero who sued the city over damage to their health, ground zero who sued the city over damage to their health, ground zero who sued the city over damage to their health, ground zero who sued the city over damage to their health, 
according to city officials and lawyers for the plaintiffs. They said according to city officials and lawyers for the plaintiffs. They said according to city officials and lawyers for the plaintiffs. They said according to city officials and lawyers for the plaintiffs. They said 
that the settlement would compensate about 10,000 plaintiffs that the settlement would compensate about 10,000 plaintiffs that the settlement would compensate about 10,000 plaintiffs that the settlement would compensate about 10,000 plaintiffs 
according to the severity of their illnesses and the level of their according to the severity of their illnesses and the level of their according to the severity of their illnesses and the level of their according to the severity of their illnesses and the level of their 
exposure to contaminants at the World Trade Center site. "Space exposure to contaminants at the World Trade Center site. "Space exposure to contaminants at the World Trade Center site. "Space exposure to contaminants at the World Trade Center site. "Space 
Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 million. Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 million. Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 million. Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 million. 
Pakistan will get $177 billion. Not million! Pakistan will get $177 billion. Not million! Pakistan will get $177 billion. Not million! Pakistan will get $177 billion. Not million!     
    
21 March 2010 Pakistan Generals and elected politicians are 21 March 2010 Pakistan Generals and elected politicians are 21 March 2010 Pakistan Generals and elected politicians are 21 March 2010 Pakistan Generals and elected politicians are 
counting their money too... not $177 Trillion from the Pentagon counting their money too... not $177 Trillion from the Pentagon counting their money too... not $177 Trillion from the Pentagon counting their money too... not $177 Trillion from the Pentagon 
for mercenary work but $177 Billion over the next 30 years to be a for mercenary work but $177 Billion over the next 30 years to be a for mercenary work but $177 Billion over the next 30 years to be a for mercenary work but $177 Billion over the next 30 years to be a 
Pentagon Mercenary! Pentagon Mercenary! Pentagon Mercenary! Pentagon Mercenary!     
    
21 March 2010 Yale and Harvard MD's knew this ahead of the 21 March 2010 Yale and Harvard MD's knew this ahead of the 21 March 2010 Yale and Harvard MD's knew this ahead of the 21 March 2010 Yale and Harvard MD's knew this ahead of the 
attack... "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 attack... "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 attack... "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 attack... "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 
million in doctors visits! million in doctors visits! million in doctors visits! million in doctors visits! ““““Young doctors are being educated in a Young doctors are being educated in a Young doctors are being educated in a Young doctors are being educated in a 
toxic culture,toxic culture,toxic culture,toxic culture,””””    said Dr. Lucian L. Leape, a leading patient safety said Dr. Lucian L. Leape, a leading patient safety said Dr. Lucian L. Leape, a leading patient safety said Dr. Lucian L. Leape, a leading patient safety 
expert at the Harvard School of Public Health who was chairman of expert at the Harvard School of Public Health who was chairman of expert at the Harvard School of Public Health who was chairman of expert at the Harvard School of Public Health who was chairman of 
the reportthe reportthe reportthe report’’’’s committee. s committee. s committee. s committee. ““““The current environment is hierarchical, The current environment is hierarchical, The current environment is hierarchical, The current environment is hierarchical, 
stressful for the individual, driven by the feestressful for the individual, driven by the feestressful for the individual, driven by the feestressful for the individual, driven by the fee----forforforfor----service payment service payment service payment service payment 
system and humiliating, all of which works against improving system and humiliating, all of which works against improving system and humiliating, all of which works against improving system and humiliating, all of which works against improving 
patient safety.patient safety.patient safety.patient safety.””””    To ensure safer health care, doctorsTo ensure safer health care, doctorsTo ensure safer health care, doctorsTo ensure safer health care, doctors----inininin----training training training training 
need time to reflect on their actions, a sense of community with need time to reflect on their actions, a sense of community with need time to reflect on their actions, a sense of community with need time to reflect on their actions, a sense of community with 
colleagues and other health care workers, and the support to colleagues and other health care workers, and the support to colleagues and other health care workers, and the support to colleagues and other health care workers, and the support to 
engage freely in disclosing errors. Yale and Harvard MD's knew this engage freely in disclosing errors. Yale and Harvard MD's knew this engage freely in disclosing errors. Yale and Harvard MD's knew this engage freely in disclosing errors. Yale and Harvard MD's knew this 
ahead of the attack... "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will ahead of the attack... "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will ahead of the attack... "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will ahead of the attack... "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will 
cost $657.5 million in doctors visits! cost $657.5 million in doctors visits! cost $657.5 million in doctors visits! cost $657.5 million in doctors visits!     
    
21 March 2010 By Richard L. Scott 21 March 2010 By Richard L. Scott 21 March 2010 By Richard L. Scott 21 March 2010 By Richard L. Scott ––––    2 hrs 48 mins ago Fort Hood, 2 hrs 48 mins ago Fort Hood, 2 hrs 48 mins ago Fort Hood, 2 hrs 48 mins ago Fort Hood, 
Texas Texas Texas Texas ––––    Which is better in war? Wipe out a nation completely and Which is better in war? Wipe out a nation completely and Which is better in war? Wipe out a nation completely and Which is better in war? Wipe out a nation completely and 
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start fresh? Merely disarm the enemy through aggressive tactics? Or start fresh? Merely disarm the enemy through aggressive tactics? Or start fresh? Merely disarm the enemy through aggressive tactics? Or start fresh? Merely disarm the enemy through aggressive tactics? Or 
subdue through nonaggressive means altogether? Philosophers subdue through nonaggressive means altogether? Philosophers subdue through nonaggressive means altogether? Philosophers subdue through nonaggressive means altogether? Philosophers 
from Niccolo Machiavelli to Carl von Clausewitz to Sun Tzu have from Niccolo Machiavelli to Carl von Clausewitz to Sun Tzu have from Niccolo Machiavelli to Carl von Clausewitz to Sun Tzu have from Niccolo Machiavelli to Carl von Clausewitz to Sun Tzu have 
been debating the most effective means to approach warfare for been debating the most effective means to approach warfare for been debating the most effective means to approach warfare for been debating the most effective means to approach warfare for 
centuries. 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD centuries. 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD centuries. 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD centuries. 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD ––––    Seven years Seven years Seven years Seven years 
after the first bombs! after the first bombs! after the first bombs! after the first bombs!     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 
ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 
mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar 
will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy 
inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last 
7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 
and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social 
inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be 
good! good! good! good!     
    
21 March 2010 Diagnose Inventions... at Los Alamos... a child 21 March 2010 Diagnose Inventions... at Los Alamos... a child 21 March 2010 Diagnose Inventions... at Los Alamos... a child 21 March 2010 Diagnose Inventions... at Los Alamos... a child 
swallowing a battery can be difficult to diagnose. As "Early Show" swallowing a battery can be difficult to diagnose. As "Early Show" swallowing a battery can be difficult to diagnose. As "Early Show" swallowing a battery can be difficult to diagnose. As "Early Show" 
Consumer Correspondent Susan Koeppen notes, they're found in Consumer Correspondent Susan Koeppen notes, they're found in Consumer Correspondent Susan Koeppen notes, they're found in Consumer Correspondent Susan Koeppen notes, they're found in 
many products in people's homes, but they pose a serious risk for many products in people's homes, but they pose a serious risk for many products in people's homes, but they pose a serious risk for many products in people's homes, but they pose a serious risk for 
children. The child had the stomach flu. But after a week, Kaiden children. The child had the stomach flu. But after a week, Kaiden children. The child had the stomach flu. But after a week, Kaiden children. The child had the stomach flu. But after a week, Kaiden 
got even worse. "They finally got an Xgot even worse. "They finally got an Xgot even worse. "They finally got an Xgot even worse. "They finally got an X----ray and discovered that he ray and discovered that he ray and discovered that he ray and discovered that he 
had swallowed what they thought was a coin." However, what had swallowed what they thought was a coin." However, what had swallowed what they thought was a coin." However, what had swallowed what they thought was a coin." However, what 
doctors thought was a coin turned out to be a lithium button doctors thought was a coin turned out to be a lithium button doctors thought was a coin turned out to be a lithium button doctors thought was a coin turned out to be a lithium button 
battery from a remote control in the family's home. Koeppen added battery from a remote control in the family's home. Koeppen added battery from a remote control in the family's home. Koeppen added battery from a remote control in the family's home. Koeppen added 
the battery wasn't just stuck in Kaiden's throat, it had burned a the battery wasn't just stuck in Kaiden's throat, it had burned a the battery wasn't just stuck in Kaiden's throat, it had burned a the battery wasn't just stuck in Kaiden's throat, it had burned a 
hole through his esophagus. "I never imagined he could have hole through his esophagus. "I never imagined he could have hole through his esophagus. "I never imagined he could have hole through his esophagus. "I never imagined he could have 
swallowed a button battery. Never imagined the extent of the swallowed a button battery. Never imagined the extent of the swallowed a button battery. Never imagined the extent of the swallowed a button battery. Never imagined the extent of the 
damage that it did to him." Kaiden was in the hospital for weeks damage that it did to him." Kaiden was in the hospital for weeks damage that it did to him." Kaiden was in the hospital for weeks damage that it did to him." Kaiden was in the hospital for weeks 
and needed a feeding tube for months. 3,500 button battery are and needed a feeding tube for months. 3,500 button battery are and needed a feeding tube for months. 3,500 button battery are and needed a feeding tube for months. 3,500 button battery are 
ingested by kids. You do the math, I for one think the button ingested by kids. You do the math, I for one think the button ingested by kids. You do the math, I for one think the button ingested by kids. You do the math, I for one think the button 
battery makers have total immunity from all lability cost of kids battery makers have total immunity from all lability cost of kids battery makers have total immunity from all lability cost of kids battery makers have total immunity from all lability cost of kids 
ingesting button batteries via this Orwellian Oil Genocide Ear ingesting button batteries via this Orwellian Oil Genocide Ear ingesting button batteries via this Orwellian Oil Genocide Ear ingesting button batteries via this Orwellian Oil Genocide Ear 
mentality that is our Universe! mentality that is our Universe! mentality that is our Universe! mentality that is our Universe!     
    
21 March 2010 BOULDER, COLORADO ON the Hill (were Joe Coors is 21 March 2010 BOULDER, COLORADO ON the Hill (were Joe Coors is 21 March 2010 BOULDER, COLORADO ON the Hill (were Joe Coors is 21 March 2010 BOULDER, COLORADO ON the Hill (were Joe Coors is 
our local Oil Man King) A 21our local Oil Man King) A 21our local Oil Man King) A 21our local Oil Man King) A 21----yearyearyearyear----old man has been ticketed for old man has been ticketed for old man has been ticketed for old man has been ticketed for 
serving alcohol to a woman who was seriously injured when she fell serving alcohol to a woman who was seriously injured when she fell serving alcohol to a woman who was seriously injured when she fell serving alcohol to a woman who was seriously injured when she fell 
from the roof of her sorority house last Saturday. The man was from the roof of her sorority house last Saturday. The man was from the roof of her sorority house last Saturday. The man was from the roof of her sorority house last Saturday. The man was 
identified by Boulder police as Jon Robert Stroker, a member of the identified by Boulder police as Jon Robert Stroker, a member of the identified by Boulder police as Jon Robert Stroker, a member of the identified by Boulder police as Jon Robert Stroker, a member of the 
Theta Xi Fraternity in Boulder. According to a release from Theta Xi Fraternity in Boulder. According to a release from Theta Xi Fraternity in Boulder. According to a release from Theta Xi Fraternity in Boulder. According to a release from 
Boulder Police, Rachel Anne Feucht went to a party at the Theta Xi Boulder Police, Rachel Anne Feucht went to a party at the Theta Xi Boulder Police, Rachel Anne Feucht went to a party at the Theta Xi Boulder Police, Rachel Anne Feucht went to a party at the Theta Xi 
Fraternity on Feb. 2 and consumed large quantities of alcohol, Fraternity on Feb. 2 and consumed large quantities of alcohol, Fraternity on Feb. 2 and consumed large quantities of alcohol, Fraternity on Feb. 2 and consumed large quantities of alcohol, 
specifically beer and vodka, provided by Stroker. Feucht returned to specifically beer and vodka, provided by Stroker. Feucht returned to specifically beer and vodka, provided by Stroker. Feucht returned to specifically beer and vodka, provided by Stroker. Feucht returned to 
the Alpha Phi Sorority about 12:30 a.m. Sunday and went to the the Alpha Phi Sorority about 12:30 a.m. Sunday and went to the the Alpha Phi Sorority about 12:30 a.m. Sunday and went to the the Alpha Phi Sorority about 12:30 a.m. Sunday and went to the 
third floor, the release said. Detectives believe Feucht may have third floor, the release said. Detectives believe Feucht may have third floor, the release said. Detectives believe Feucht may have third floor, the release said. Detectives believe Feucht may have 
been unable to get into her room because the door was locked, so been unable to get into her room because the door was locked, so been unable to get into her room because the door was locked, so been unable to get into her room because the door was locked, so 
she went to a vacant room across the hall. It appears Feucht she went to a vacant room across the hall. It appears Feucht she went to a vacant room across the hall. It appears Feucht she went to a vacant room across the hall. It appears Feucht 
decided to climb out the window and walk across the gutter to decided to climb out the window and walk across the gutter to decided to climb out the window and walk across the gutter to decided to climb out the window and walk across the gutter to 
reach an outside stairwell that would allow her to get back reach an outside stairwell that would allow her to get back reach an outside stairwell that would allow her to get back reach an outside stairwell that would allow her to get back 
downstairs. She slid off the roof and hit the ground, just before downstairs. She slid off the roof and hit the ground, just before downstairs. She slid off the roof and hit the ground, just before downstairs. She slid off the roof and hit the ground, just before 
reaching the stairwell. She was seriously injured and detectives reaching the stairwell. She was seriously injured and detectives reaching the stairwell. She was seriously injured and detectives reaching the stairwell. She was seriously injured and detectives 
have determined alcohol played a significant role in the incident. have determined alcohol played a significant role in the incident. have determined alcohol played a significant role in the incident. have determined alcohol played a significant role in the incident. 
Yale and Harvard MD's knew this ahead of the attack... "Space Suit" Yale and Harvard MD's knew this ahead of the attack... "Space Suit" Yale and Harvard MD's knew this ahead of the attack... "Space Suit" Yale and Harvard MD's knew this ahead of the attack... "Space Suit" 
Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 million in doctors Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 million in doctors Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 million in doctors Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 million in doctors 
visits! visits! visits! visits!     
    
21 March 2010 ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) 21 March 2010 ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) 21 March 2010 ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) 21 March 2010 ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) ---- 179,891 fatal car  179,891 fatal car  179,891 fatal car  179,891 fatal car 
wrecks. This has dedicated a new computer center in New Mexico wrecks. This has dedicated a new computer center in New Mexico wrecks. This has dedicated a new computer center in New Mexico wrecks. This has dedicated a new computer center in New Mexico 
that will be used for topthat will be used for topthat will be used for topthat will be used for top----secret work. Agency Administrator Thomas secret work. Agency Administrator Thomas secret work. Agency Administrator Thomas secret work. Agency Administrator Thomas 
D' Agostino says the National Security Computing Center will use its D' Agostino says the National Security Computing Center will use its D' Agostino says the National Security Computing Center will use its D' Agostino says the National Security Computing Center will use its 
highhighhighhigh----performance computing capabilities to help solve such performance computing capabilities to help solve such performance computing capabilities to help solve such performance computing capabilities to help solve such 
national security problems as cybernational security problems as cybernational security problems as cybernational security problems as cyber----defense, vulnerability defense, vulnerability defense, vulnerability defense, vulnerability 
assessment and space systems threats. It's located at Sandia assessment and space systems threats. It's located at Sandia assessment and space systems threats. It's located at Sandia assessment and space systems threats. It's located at Sandia 
National Laboratories. 179,891 fatal car wrecks! $177 Billion for National Laboratories. 179,891 fatal car wrecks! $177 Billion for National Laboratories. 179,891 fatal car wrecks! $177 Billion for National Laboratories. 179,891 fatal car wrecks! $177 Billion for 
Pakistan Mercenary work, $657 million for 9/11 rescue workers Pakistan Mercenary work, $657 million for 9/11 rescue workers Pakistan Mercenary work, $657 million for 9/11 rescue workers Pakistan Mercenary work, $657 million for 9/11 rescue workers 
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doctor bills... $177 Trillion in oil revenue from Brazil's new oil doctor bills... $177 Trillion in oil revenue from Brazil's new oil doctor bills... $177 Trillion in oil revenue from Brazil's new oil doctor bills... $177 Trillion in oil revenue from Brazil's new oil 
find. Nothing for the fiery LA Wreck, though Leno makes a lot from find. Nothing for the fiery LA Wreck, though Leno makes a lot from find. Nothing for the fiery LA Wreck, though Leno makes a lot from find. Nothing for the fiery LA Wreck, though Leno makes a lot from 
GE and NBC telling jokes about your flesh sizzle in fiery wreck he GE and NBC telling jokes about your flesh sizzle in fiery wreck he GE and NBC telling jokes about your flesh sizzle in fiery wreck he GE and NBC telling jokes about your flesh sizzle in fiery wreck he 
Leno and others drive by without stopping to help. Leno and others drive by without stopping to help. Leno and others drive by without stopping to help. Leno and others drive by without stopping to help.     
    
21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 
without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by 
Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell?     
    
21 March 2010 179,891 fatal car wrecks. Although men make up 21 March 2010 179,891 fatal car wrecks. Although men make up 21 March 2010 179,891 fatal car wrecks. Although men make up 21 March 2010 179,891 fatal car wrecks. Although men make up 
the vast majority of drunken drivers in the United States, more the vast majority of drunken drivers in the United States, more the vast majority of drunken drivers in the United States, more the vast majority of drunken drivers in the United States, more 
young women are driving drunk and getting into fatal car young women are driving drunk and getting into fatal car young women are driving drunk and getting into fatal car young women are driving drunk and getting into fatal car 
accidents than ever before, a new study reports. Laura Deanaccidents than ever before, a new study reports. Laura Deanaccidents than ever before, a new study reports. Laura Deanaccidents than ever before, a new study reports. Laura Dean----
Mooney, national president of Mothers Against Drunk Driving Mooney, national president of Mothers Against Drunk Driving Mooney, national president of Mothers Against Drunk Driving Mooney, national president of Mothers Against Drunk Driving 
(MADD), said that the finding "is not surprising" because our (MADD), said that the finding "is not surprising" because our (MADD), said that the finding "is not surprising" because our (MADD), said that the finding "is not surprising" because our 
Universe since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 has Universe since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 has Universe since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 has Universe since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 has 
been one of one genocide added to the oil genocide so not there been one of one genocide added to the oil genocide so not there been one of one genocide added to the oil genocide so not there been one of one genocide added to the oil genocide so not there 
are several gov. run genocides from Oil to Salt and of course Coors! are several gov. run genocides from Oil to Salt and of course Coors! are several gov. run genocides from Oil to Salt and of course Coors! are several gov. run genocides from Oil to Salt and of course Coors! 
"Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 million in "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 million in "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 million in "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost $657.5 million in 
doctors visits! doctors visits! doctors visits! doctors visits!     
    
21 March 2010 Aliens 21 March 2010 Aliens 21 March 2010 Aliens 21 March 2010 Aliens ---- not promoting a invention that will hear  not promoting a invention that will hear  not promoting a invention that will hear  not promoting a invention that will hear 
and observe Aliens at Alpha Centauri will cost $657.5 million in and observe Aliens at Alpha Centauri will cost $657.5 million in and observe Aliens at Alpha Centauri will cost $657.5 million in and observe Aliens at Alpha Centauri will cost $657.5 million in 
doctors visits! From MIT war toys. doctors visits! From MIT war toys. doctors visits! From MIT war toys. doctors visits! From MIT war toys.     
    
21 March 2010 Dentures and Dentists are a more down to Earth 21 March 2010 Dentures and Dentists are a more down to Earth 21 March 2010 Dentures and Dentists are a more down to Earth 21 March 2010 Dentures and Dentists are a more down to Earth 
subject that had made $177 billion for Dentists while ripping off subject that had made $177 billion for Dentists while ripping off subject that had made $177 billion for Dentists while ripping off subject that had made $177 billion for Dentists while ripping off 
the mass of humanity, is this a genocide, not quite but its a crime the mass of humanity, is this a genocide, not quite but its a crime the mass of humanity, is this a genocide, not quite but its a crime the mass of humanity, is this a genocide, not quite but its a crime 
against humanity via greed mentality of Bill Gate and Oil Men. against humanity via greed mentality of Bill Gate and Oil Men. against humanity via greed mentality of Bill Gate and Oil Men. against humanity via greed mentality of Bill Gate and Oil Men. 
GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Health care, said the action affected GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Health care, said the action affected GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Health care, said the action affected GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Health care, said the action affected 
three Poligrip products: Super Poligrip Original, Ultra Fresh and three Poligrip products: Super Poligrip Original, Ultra Fresh and three Poligrip products: Super Poligrip Original, Ultra Fresh and three Poligrip products: Super Poligrip Original, Ultra Fresh and 
Extra Care. The company said it planned to reformulate the Extra Care. The company said it planned to reformulate the Extra Care. The company said it planned to reformulate the Extra Care. The company said it planned to reformulate the 
product without zinc. Those products are used by an estimated 3.5 product without zinc. Those products are used by an estimated 3.5 product without zinc. Those products are used by an estimated 3.5 product without zinc. Those products are used by an estimated 3.5 
million denture wearers and I love my new dentures, I don't care million denture wearers and I love my new dentures, I don't care million denture wearers and I love my new dentures, I don't care million denture wearers and I love my new dentures, I don't care 
about the zinc as I use tons of zinc on my nose hiking in Colorado. about the zinc as I use tons of zinc on my nose hiking in Colorado. about the zinc as I use tons of zinc on my nose hiking in Colorado. about the zinc as I use tons of zinc on my nose hiking in Colorado. 
My dentures are my Million dollar Smile! Invention project to My dentures are my Million dollar Smile! Invention project to My dentures are my Million dollar Smile! Invention project to My dentures are my Million dollar Smile! Invention project to 
reinvent pulling teeth is certainly on my agenda when Gen. Orwell reinvent pulling teeth is certainly on my agenda when Gen. Orwell reinvent pulling teeth is certainly on my agenda when Gen. Orwell reinvent pulling teeth is certainly on my agenda when Gen. Orwell 
comes out from behind the cameras as pulling all my upper teeth comes out from behind the cameras as pulling all my upper teeth comes out from behind the cameras as pulling all my upper teeth comes out from behind the cameras as pulling all my upper teeth 
was torture! Comfort Dental does not use sodium penathol but they was torture! Comfort Dental does not use sodium penathol but they was torture! Comfort Dental does not use sodium penathol but they was torture! Comfort Dental does not use sodium penathol but they 
will... grin! will... grin! will... grin! will... grin!     
    
21 March 2010 BLANTYRE, Malawi (AP) 21 March 2010 BLANTYRE, Malawi (AP) 21 March 2010 BLANTYRE, Malawi (AP) 21 March 2010 BLANTYRE, Malawi (AP) ---- Malawi church leaders  Malawi church leaders  Malawi church leaders  Malawi church leaders 
say that homosexuality is "sinful + criminal" and urge USA Top say that homosexuality is "sinful + criminal" and urge USA Top say that homosexuality is "sinful + criminal" and urge USA Top say that homosexuality is "sinful + criminal" and urge USA Top 
Brass to withdraw threats to halt aid to this southern Africa Brass to withdraw threats to halt aid to this southern Africa Brass to withdraw threats to halt aid to this southern Africa Brass to withdraw threats to halt aid to this southern Africa 
country over a court case that could send two gay men to jail for country over a court case that could send two gay men to jail for country over a court case that could send two gay men to jail for country over a court case that could send two gay men to jail for 
up to 14 years. Both have symphysis and hepatitis too. The arrests up to 14 years. Both have symphysis and hepatitis too. The arrests up to 14 years. Both have symphysis and hepatitis too. The arrests up to 14 years. Both have symphysis and hepatitis too. The arrests 
have outraged Leno, Trump and fags who fly to Thailand, all have outraged Leno, Trump and fags who fly to Thailand, all have outraged Leno, Trump and fags who fly to Thailand, all have outraged Leno, Trump and fags who fly to Thailand, all 
Western $$$ donors who have sex with kids now, so in Malawi, one Western $$$ donors who have sex with kids now, so in Malawi, one Western $$$ donors who have sex with kids now, so in Malawi, one Western $$$ donors who have sex with kids now, so in Malawi, one 
of Africa's poorest nations. The churches say the USA should not be of Africa's poorest nations. The churches say the USA should not be of Africa's poorest nations. The churches say the USA should not be of Africa's poorest nations. The churches say the USA should not be 
allowed to use its financial power to force Malawi to accept allowed to use its financial power to force Malawi to accept allowed to use its financial power to force Malawi to accept allowed to use its financial power to force Malawi to accept 
homosexuality, and its linked diseases like syphilis, Hepatitis, TB in homosexuality, and its linked diseases like syphilis, Hepatitis, TB in homosexuality, and its linked diseases like syphilis, Hepatitis, TB in homosexuality, and its linked diseases like syphilis, Hepatitis, TB in 
Africa, and many more diseases linked that fags in Africa will Africa, and many more diseases linked that fags in Africa will Africa, and many more diseases linked that fags in Africa will Africa, and many more diseases linked that fags in Africa will 
spread to everyone. "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will spread to everyone. "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will spread to everyone. "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will spread to everyone. "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will 
cost $657.5 million in doctors visits! cost $657.5 million in doctors visits! cost $657.5 million in doctors visits! cost $657.5 million in doctors visits!     
    
21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 
without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by 
Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell?     
    
21 March 2010 Generals dereliction of duty is the suppression of the 21 March 2010 Generals dereliction of duty is the suppression of the 21 March 2010 Generals dereliction of duty is the suppression of the 21 March 2010 Generals dereliction of duty is the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillcar, cure for breast cancer by enlisting all the MIT ElectricWindmillcar, cure for breast cancer by enlisting all the MIT ElectricWindmillcar, cure for breast cancer by enlisting all the MIT ElectricWindmillcar, cure for breast cancer by enlisting all the MIT 
fags to invent War Toys! fags to invent War Toys! fags to invent War Toys! fags to invent War Toys!     
    
21 March 2010 BOISE 21 March 2010 BOISE 21 March 2010 BOISE 21 March 2010 BOISE ---- Former Idaho Congressman Bill Sali  Former Idaho Congressman Bill Sali  Former Idaho Congressman Bill Sali  Former Idaho Congressman Bill Sali 
resurfaced in Idaho politics today, testifying against child resurfaced in Idaho politics today, testifying against child resurfaced in Idaho politics today, testifying against child resurfaced in Idaho politics today, testifying against child 
immunizations. Multiple drugimmunizations. Multiple drugimmunizations. Multiple drugimmunizations. Multiple drug----resistant tuberculosis killed 150000 resistant tuberculosis killed 150000 resistant tuberculosis killed 150000 resistant tuberculosis killed 150000 
people in 2008 and infects between 400,000 and 500,000 people people in 2008 and infects between 400,000 and 500,000 people people in 2008 and infects between 400,000 and 500,000 people people in 2008 and infects between 400,000 and 500,000 people 
globally, according to World Health Organization. It's safe to say globally, according to World Health Organization. It's safe to say globally, according to World Health Organization. It's safe to say globally, according to World Health Organization. It's safe to say 
none one in BOISE, Idaho is working 24/7 with a few MD wives on none one in BOISE, Idaho is working 24/7 with a few MD wives on none one in BOISE, Idaho is working 24/7 with a few MD wives on none one in BOISE, Idaho is working 24/7 with a few MD wives on 
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"Total Immunity" vaccination! "Total Immunity" vaccination! "Total Immunity" vaccination! "Total Immunity" vaccination!     
    
21 March 2010 Afghan War Dead 40,000 no "40,000 dead USA 21 March 2010 Afghan War Dead 40,000 no "40,000 dead USA 21 March 2010 Afghan War Dead 40,000 no "40,000 dead USA 21 March 2010 Afghan War Dead 40,000 no "40,000 dead USA 
women" from breast cancer every 12 months the Afghan War goes women" from breast cancer every 12 months the Afghan War goes women" from breast cancer every 12 months the Afghan War goes women" from breast cancer every 12 months the Afghan War goes 
on... and Gen. Petraeus warns of tough year ahead on Afghanistan on... and Gen. Petraeus warns of tough year ahead on Afghanistan on... and Gen. Petraeus warns of tough year ahead on Afghanistan on... and Gen. Petraeus warns of tough year ahead on Afghanistan 
but does not mention "40,000 dead USA women" who are the real but does not mention "40,000 dead USA women" who are the real but does not mention "40,000 dead USA women" who are the real but does not mention "40,000 dead USA women" who are the real 
civilian casualties of his war civilian casualties of his war civilian casualties of his war civilian casualties of his war ---- he could have won in 1980 by not  he could have won in 1980 by not  he could have won in 1980 by not  he could have won in 1980 by not 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar invention! On Iraq, Gen. suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar invention! On Iraq, Gen. suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar invention! On Iraq, Gen. suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar invention! On Iraq, Gen. 
David Petraeus (pehDavid Petraeus (pehDavid Petraeus (pehDavid Petraeus (peh----TRAY'TRAY'TRAY'TRAY'----us) said he expects the United States us) said he expects the United States us) said he expects the United States us) said he expects the United States 
can reduce its forces as planned, from about 97,000 to 50,000 by can reduce its forces as planned, from about 97,000 to 50,000 by can reduce its forces as planned, from about 97,000 to 50,000 by can reduce its forces as planned, from about 97,000 to 50,000 by 
the end of August. Petraeus, who heads the U.S. Central Command, the end of August. Petraeus, who heads the U.S. Central Command, the end of August. Petraeus, who heads the U.S. Central Command, the end of August. Petraeus, who heads the U.S. Central Command, 
testified before the Senate Armed Services Committee Tuesday. As testified before the Senate Armed Services Committee Tuesday. As testified before the Senate Armed Services Committee Tuesday. As testified before the Senate Armed Services Committee Tuesday. As 
the architect of the successful troop build up in Iraq in 2007, his the architect of the successful troop build up in Iraq in 2007, his the architect of the successful troop build up in Iraq in 2007, his the architect of the successful troop build up in Iraq in 2007, his 
assessment of America's wars is closely watched in Congress. He said assessment of America's wars is closely watched in Congress. He said assessment of America's wars is closely watched in Congress. He said assessment of America's wars is closely watched in Congress. He said 
he expects U.S. forces will be able to reverse the momentum gained he expects U.S. forces will be able to reverse the momentum gained he expects U.S. forces will be able to reverse the momentum gained he expects U.S. forces will be able to reverse the momentum gained 
by Taliban militants in Afghanistan, but Petraeus also said he by Taliban militants in Afghanistan, but Petraeus also said he by Taliban militants in Afghanistan, but Petraeus also said he by Taliban militants in Afghanistan, but Petraeus also said he 
envisions "tough fighting and periodic setbacks." But he does not envisions "tough fighting and periodic setbacks." But he does not envisions "tough fighting and periodic setbacks." But he does not envisions "tough fighting and periodic setbacks." But he does not 
mention "40,000 dead USA women" who are the real civilian mention "40,000 dead USA women" who are the real civilian mention "40,000 dead USA women" who are the real civilian mention "40,000 dead USA women" who are the real civilian 
casualties of his war casualties of his war casualties of his war casualties of his war ---- he could have won in 1980 by not  he could have won in 1980 by not  he could have won in 1980 by not  he could have won in 1980 by not 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar invention! suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar invention! suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar invention! suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar invention!     
    
21 March 2010 As of Tuesday, March 16, 2010, at least 4,385 21 March 2010 As of Tuesday, March 16, 2010, at least 4,385 21 March 2010 As of Tuesday, March 16, 2010, at least 4,385 21 March 2010 As of Tuesday, March 16, 2010, at least 4,385 
members of the U.S. military had died in the Iraq war since it members of the U.S. military had died in the Iraq war since it members of the U.S. military had died in the Iraq war since it members of the U.S. military had died in the Iraq war since it 
began in March 2003, according to an Associated Press count. began in March 2003, according to an Associated Press count. began in March 2003, according to an Associated Press count. began in March 2003, according to an Associated Press count. 
Generals dereliction of duty is the suppression of the Generals dereliction of duty is the suppression of the Generals dereliction of duty is the suppression of the Generals dereliction of duty is the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillcar. Win the Iraq War with the ElectricWindmillcar. Win the Iraq War with the ElectricWindmillcar. Win the Iraq War with the ElectricWindmillcar. Win the Iraq War with the 
ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 would have saved 4,385 and ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 would have saved 4,385 and ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 would have saved 4,385 and ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 would have saved 4,385 and 
the 40,000 USA women who died from breast cancer every 12 the 40,000 USA women who died from breast cancer every 12 the 40,000 USA women who died from breast cancer every 12 the 40,000 USA women who died from breast cancer every 12 
months since 1980 months since 1980 months since 1980 months since 1980 ---- these women are the real civilian casualties of  these women are the real civilian casualties of  these women are the real civilian casualties of  these women are the real civilian casualties of 
the Iraq War! the Iraq War! the Iraq War! the Iraq War!     
    
21 March 2010 MRSA, or methicillin21 March 2010 MRSA, or methicillin21 March 2010 MRSA, or methicillin21 March 2010 MRSA, or methicillin----resistant Staphylococcus resistant Staphylococcus resistant Staphylococcus resistant Staphylococcus 
aureus, are bacteria that can't be treated with common aureus, are bacteria that can't be treated with common aureus, are bacteria that can't be treated with common aureus, are bacteria that can't be treated with common 
antibiotics. antibiotics. antibiotics. antibiotics.     
    
21 March 2010 "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost 21 March 2010 "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost 21 March 2010 "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost 21 March 2010 "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost 
$657.5 million in doctors visits! $657.5 million in doctors visits! $657.5 million in doctors visits! $657.5 million in doctors visits!     
    
21 March 2010 $1 Trillion dollar Medical School will be designed 21 March 2010 $1 Trillion dollar Medical School will be designed 21 March 2010 $1 Trillion dollar Medical School will be designed 21 March 2010 $1 Trillion dollar Medical School will be designed 
with everyone in a "Space Suit" with everyone in a "Space Suit" with everyone in a "Space Suit" with everyone in a "Space Suit"     
    
21 March 2010 Surgeons tools hide staphylococcus and other 21 March 2010 Surgeons tools hide staphylococcus and other 21 March 2010 Surgeons tools hide staphylococcus and other 21 March 2010 Surgeons tools hide staphylococcus and other 
bacteria and virus that are not killed by the sterilization tech at bacteria and virus that are not killed by the sterilization tech at bacteria and virus that are not killed by the sterilization tech at bacteria and virus that are not killed by the sterilization tech at 
hospitals today because the tech are from Bosnia and Mexico they hospitals today because the tech are from Bosnia and Mexico they hospitals today because the tech are from Bosnia and Mexico they hospitals today because the tech are from Bosnia and Mexico they 
were given the job by the government. Passed over were "gringo were given the job by the government. Passed over were "gringo were given the job by the government. Passed over were "gringo were given the job by the government. Passed over were "gringo 
Americans" who were smarter and more inventive. This is one of the Americans" who were smarter and more inventive. This is one of the Americans" who were smarter and more inventive. This is one of the Americans" who were smarter and more inventive. This is one of the 
several on going gov. run genocides in our Universe Today! several on going gov. run genocides in our Universe Today! several on going gov. run genocides in our Universe Today! several on going gov. run genocides in our Universe Today! 
Mexicans are working every construction job in the USA and Mexicans are working every construction job in the USA and Mexicans are working every construction job in the USA and Mexicans are working every construction job in the USA and 
making many mistakes gringos will end up paying for! making many mistakes gringos will end up paying for! making many mistakes gringos will end up paying for! making many mistakes gringos will end up paying for!     
    
21 March 2010 A Pentagon General testified last week that the 21 March 2010 A Pentagon General testified last week that the 21 March 2010 A Pentagon General testified last week that the 21 March 2010 A Pentagon General testified last week that the 
killing of 5k Moslem men in Bosnia was caused by gay UN Troops as killing of 5k Moslem men in Bosnia was caused by gay UN Troops as killing of 5k Moslem men in Bosnia was caused by gay UN Troops as killing of 5k Moslem men in Bosnia was caused by gay UN Troops as 
Peace Keepers as they did not have any balls, they surrendered and Peace Keepers as they did not have any balls, they surrendered and Peace Keepers as they did not have any balls, they surrendered and Peace Keepers as they did not have any balls, they surrendered and 
were handcuffed willing because they were gays in the Army. WHO were handcuffed willing because they were gays in the Army. WHO were handcuffed willing because they were gays in the Army. WHO were handcuffed willing because they were gays in the Army. WHO 
at the UN has fag MD's who let 8 million die from drinking dirty at the UN has fag MD's who let 8 million die from drinking dirty at the UN has fag MD's who let 8 million die from drinking dirty at the UN has fag MD's who let 8 million die from drinking dirty 
water when the H2O electrolysis accessory in your water when the H2O electrolysis accessory in your water when the H2O electrolysis accessory in your water when the H2O electrolysis accessory in your 
ElectricWindmillcar would give 5 billion people clean water. Today ElectricWindmillcar would give 5 billion people clean water. Today ElectricWindmillcar would give 5 billion people clean water. Today ElectricWindmillcar would give 5 billion people clean water. Today 
many will die from drinking dirty water. WHO MD's the fags are many will die from drinking dirty water. WHO MD's the fags are many will die from drinking dirty water. WHO MD's the fags are many will die from drinking dirty water. WHO MD's the fags are 
responsible for these deaths. responsible for these deaths. responsible for these deaths. responsible for these deaths.     
    
21 March 2010 Xiaflex, an inject able drug that goes on sale later 21 March 2010 Xiaflex, an inject able drug that goes on sale later 21 March 2010 Xiaflex, an inject able drug that goes on sale later 21 March 2010 Xiaflex, an inject able drug that goes on sale later 
this month, will not be cheap, at an estimated average cost per this month, will not be cheap, at an estimated average cost per this month, will not be cheap, at an estimated average cost per this month, will not be cheap, at an estimated average cost per 
course of treatment of $5,400. But analysts expect sales to reach course of treatment of $5,400. But analysts expect sales to reach course of treatment of $5,400. But analysts expect sales to reach course of treatment of $5,400. But analysts expect sales to reach 
hundreds of millions of dollars a year. And that total could go hundreds of millions of dollars a year. And that total could go hundreds of millions of dollars a year. And that total could go hundreds of millions of dollars a year. And that total could go 
higher, if Xiaflex eventually wins approval for a related condition higher, if Xiaflex eventually wins approval for a related condition higher, if Xiaflex eventually wins approval for a related condition higher, if Xiaflex eventually wins approval for a related condition 
known as Peyronieknown as Peyronieknown as Peyronieknown as Peyronie’’’’s disease, in which a bent penis makes s disease, in which a bent penis makes s disease, in which a bent penis makes s disease, in which a bent penis makes 
intercourse painful or even impossible. About one in 20 men is intercourse painful or even impossible. About one in 20 men is intercourse painful or even impossible. About one in 20 men is intercourse painful or even impossible. About one in 20 men is 
estimated to have Peyronieestimated to have Peyronieestimated to have Peyronieestimated to have Peyronie’’’’s, but figures are not precise because s, but figures are not precise because s, but figures are not precise because s, but figures are not precise because 
people with the condition tend not to discuss it publicly. people with the condition tend not to discuss it publicly. people with the condition tend not to discuss it publicly. people with the condition tend not to discuss it publicly.     
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21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD ––––    Seven years after the Seven years after the Seven years after the Seven years after the 
first bombs! first bombs! first bombs! first bombs!     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 
ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 
mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar 
will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy 
inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last 
7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 
and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social 
inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be 
good! good! good! good!     
    
21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 21 March 2010 "Today Show" "48 Hours" Drove by fiery LA Wrecks 
without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by without stopping to help... you do the math, is this a sick joke by 
Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell? Leno or Gen. Orwell?     
    
Polygamous marriage for Greg Buell "Lovestar" working on 1,001 Polygamous marriage for Greg Buell "Lovestar" working on 1,001 Polygamous marriage for Greg Buell "Lovestar" working on 1,001 Polygamous marriage for Greg Buell "Lovestar" working on 1,001 
Invention Projects with a few MD wives, brainstorming 24/7 Invention Projects with a few MD wives, brainstorming 24/7 Invention Projects with a few MD wives, brainstorming 24/7 Invention Projects with a few MD wives, brainstorming 24/7 
invention projects, Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for Breast invention projects, Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for Breast invention projects, Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for Breast invention projects, Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for Breast 
Cancer will be the best revenge on the Orwellian Top Brass in the Cancer will be the best revenge on the Orwellian Top Brass in the Cancer will be the best revenge on the Orwellian Top Brass in the Cancer will be the best revenge on the Orwellian Top Brass in the 
USA who kills 40k women every 12 months... since 1980 USA who kills 40k women every 12 months... since 1980 USA who kills 40k women every 12 months... since 1980 USA who kills 40k women every 12 months... since 1980 
ElectricWindmillCar invention! Pentagon can't do the math! ElectricWindmillCar invention! Pentagon can't do the math! ElectricWindmillCar invention! Pentagon can't do the math! ElectricWindmillCar invention! Pentagon can't do the math!     
    
21 March 2010 MOSCOW pilot21 March 2010 MOSCOW pilot21 March 2010 MOSCOW pilot21 March 2010 MOSCOW pilot’’’’s drunk cause of a airline crash 88 s drunk cause of a airline crash 88 s drunk cause of a airline crash 88 s drunk cause of a airline crash 88 
dead no one inventing alcoholism cure! dead no one inventing alcoholism cure! dead no one inventing alcoholism cure! dead no one inventing alcoholism cure!     
    
21 March 2010 Coors, Peter Coors is meaner than the King of Saudi 21 March 2010 Coors, Peter Coors is meaner than the King of Saudi 21 March 2010 Coors, Peter Coors is meaner than the King of Saudi 21 March 2010 Coors, Peter Coors is meaner than the King of Saudi 
Arabia when it comes to suppressing a cure to alcoholism... gov. Arabia when it comes to suppressing a cure to alcoholism... gov. Arabia when it comes to suppressing a cure to alcoholism... gov. Arabia when it comes to suppressing a cure to alcoholism... gov. 
run genocide one of several in our Oil Genocide Era! run genocide one of several in our Oil Genocide Era! run genocide one of several in our Oil Genocide Era! run genocide one of several in our Oil Genocide Era!     
    
21 March 2010 State Lotteries are a gov. run genocide too! 21 March 2010 State Lotteries are a gov. run genocide too! 21 March 2010 State Lotteries are a gov. run genocide too! 21 March 2010 State Lotteries are a gov. run genocide too!     
    
21 March 2010 Saudi Arabia has free Health Care, free University 21 March 2010 Saudi Arabia has free Health Care, free University 21 March 2010 Saudi Arabia has free Health Care, free University 21 March 2010 Saudi Arabia has free Health Care, free University 
and $177 Trillion dollars in Swiss Banks since the invention of the and $177 Trillion dollars in Swiss Banks since the invention of the and $177 Trillion dollars in Swiss Banks since the invention of the and $177 Trillion dollars in Swiss Banks since the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. ElectricWindmillCar in 1980.     
    
21 March 2010 "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost 21 March 2010 "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost 21 March 2010 "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost 21 March 2010 "Space Suit" Not putting on a "Space Suit" will cost 
$657.5 million in doctors visits! $657.5 million in doctors visits! $657.5 million in doctors visits! $657.5 million in doctors visits!     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BAGHDAD ––––    Seven years after the Seven years after the Seven years after the Seven years after the 
first bombs! first bombs! first bombs! first bombs!     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, BOULDER, COLORADO invention 
ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980     
    
21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 21 March 2010 7th anniversary, looking to the future with a 
mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar mixture of trepidation and hope. 7th year for ElectricWindmillcar 
will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy will bring humanity 7,001 social inventions. 7,001 war toy 
inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last inventions went with Iraq war era so humanity really lost a lot last 
7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 7 years. Sony movie will list all 7,001 MIT war toy inventions made 
and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social and cost for the last 7 years and I will list all 7,001 social 
inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be inventions lost to the fags at MIT and the Pentagon. This will be 
good! good! good! good!     
    
    
21 March 2010 "7th anniversary", 1987 ElectricWindmillCar 21 March 2010 "7th anniversary", 1987 ElectricWindmillCar 21 March 2010 "7th anniversary", 1987 ElectricWindmillCar 21 March 2010 "7th anniversary", 1987 ElectricWindmillCar ----    
electrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar, superelectrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar, superelectrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar, superelectrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar, super----airairairair----bags bags bags bags 
on the outside, and 24/7 climate control. Massive amounts of free H on the outside, and 24/7 climate control. Massive amounts of free H on the outside, and 24/7 climate control. Massive amounts of free H on the outside, and 24/7 climate control. Massive amounts of free H 
from driving your ElectricWindmillCar. Satellite dish with cams on from driving your ElectricWindmillCar. Satellite dish with cams on from driving your ElectricWindmillCar. Satellite dish with cams on from driving your ElectricWindmillCar. Satellite dish with cams on 
top and inside your ElectricWindmillCar, with wifi. top and inside your ElectricWindmillCar, with wifi. top and inside your ElectricWindmillCar, with wifi. top and inside your ElectricWindmillCar, with wifi.     
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21 March 2010 "7th anniversary", 1987 ElectricWindmillCar 21 March 2010 "7th anniversary", 1987 ElectricWindmillCar 21 March 2010 "7th anniversary", 1987 ElectricWindmillCar 21 March 2010 "7th anniversary", 1987 ElectricWindmillCar ----    
electrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar, superelectrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar, superelectrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar, superelectrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar, super----airairairair----bags bags bags bags 
on the outside, and 24/7 climate control. Massive amounts of free H on the outside, and 24/7 climate control. Massive amounts of free H on the outside, and 24/7 climate control. Massive amounts of free H on the outside, and 24/7 climate control. Massive amounts of free H 
from driving your ElectricWindmillCar. Satellite dish with cams on from driving your ElectricWindmillCar. Satellite dish with cams on from driving your ElectricWindmillCar. Satellite dish with cams on from driving your ElectricWindmillCar. Satellite dish with cams on 
top and inside your ElectricWindmillCar, with wifi. top and inside your ElectricWindmillCar, with wifi. top and inside your ElectricWindmillCar, with wifi. top and inside your ElectricWindmillCar, with wifi.     
    
    
    
    
1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 
wives! wives! wives! wives!     
    
Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so Polygamous marriages would have been made legal in 1980 so 
men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects men and women could work 24/7 on 1,001 Invention Projects 
posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the posted on this web... LOST out to expensive MIT War Toys only the 
Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent. Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent. Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent. Pentagon could afford and be psychotic enough killers to invent.     
    
1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on 24/7 with a few 
wives! wives! wives! wives!     
    
Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy invention for Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy invention for Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy invention for Polygamous marriages will get the gas lobotomy invention for 
criminals and war criminals... to say the least. criminals and war criminals... to say the least. criminals and war criminals... to say the least. criminals and war criminals... to say the least.     
    
    
    
1 March 2010 Chile Quake wow! 8.8 and the next quake could hit 1 March 2010 Chile Quake wow! 8.8 and the next quake could hit 1 March 2010 Chile Quake wow! 8.8 and the next quake could hit 1 March 2010 Chile Quake wow! 8.8 and the next quake could hit 
LA LA LA LA ---- Tokyo! The Mother of all Earthquakes will happen before Gen.  Tokyo! The Mother of all Earthquakes will happen before Gen.  Tokyo! The Mother of all Earthquakes will happen before Gen.  Tokyo! The Mother of all Earthquakes will happen before Gen. 
Orwell lets anyone build the $1 Trillion dollar Medical School and Orwell lets anyone build the $1 Trillion dollar Medical School and Orwell lets anyone build the $1 Trillion dollar Medical School and Orwell lets anyone build the $1 Trillion dollar Medical School and 
stock Humanity with 1 Billion MD's... 100 new Medical Student will stock Humanity with 1 Billion MD's... 100 new Medical Student will stock Humanity with 1 Billion MD's... 100 new Medical Student will stock Humanity with 1 Billion MD's... 100 new Medical Student will 
start at Yale in Sept. 2010! H for clean water and electricity for start at Yale in Sept. 2010! H for clean water and electricity for start at Yale in Sept. 2010! H for clean water and electricity for start at Yale in Sept. 2010! H for clean water and electricity for 
Quakes is suppressed by Gen. Orwell too. Quakes is suppressed by Gen. Orwell too. Quakes is suppressed by Gen. Orwell too. Quakes is suppressed by Gen. Orwell too.     
    
    
http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        
    
Los Alamos supercomputers are under used, scientists are Los Alamos supercomputers are under used, scientists are Los Alamos supercomputers are under used, scientists are Los Alamos supercomputers are under used, scientists are 
prohibited from working on Greg Buell Lovestar's 1,001 invention prohibited from working on Greg Buell Lovestar's 1,001 invention prohibited from working on Greg Buell Lovestar's 1,001 invention prohibited from working on Greg Buell Lovestar's 1,001 invention 
projects at work. "Over Kill" is $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide money projects at work. "Over Kill" is $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide money projects at work. "Over Kill" is $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide money projects at work. "Over Kill" is $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide money 
from 1980 to 2010 compounded by suppressing free H, massive from 1980 to 2010 compounded by suppressing free H, massive from 1980 to 2010 compounded by suppressing free H, massive from 1980 to 2010 compounded by suppressing free H, massive 
amounts of free hydrogen from H2O! Worst "Over Kill" was the Nobel amounts of free hydrogen from H2O! Worst "Over Kill" was the Nobel amounts of free hydrogen from H2O! Worst "Over Kill" was the Nobel amounts of free hydrogen from H2O! Worst "Over Kill" was the Nobel 
Peace Prize to a Niger who hates white cops! Best revenge will be a Peace Prize to a Niger who hates white cops! Best revenge will be a Peace Prize to a Niger who hates white cops! Best revenge will be a Peace Prize to a Niger who hates white cops! Best revenge will be a 
satellite dish on every 2011 model car with cams outside and satellite dish on every 2011 model car with cams outside and satellite dish on every 2011 model car with cams outside and satellite dish on every 2011 model car with cams outside and 
inside... no cops will ever again be shot by a Niger male (Or inside... no cops will ever again be shot by a Niger male (Or inside... no cops will ever again be shot by a Niger male (Or inside... no cops will ever again be shot by a Niger male (Or 
Mexican) making a traffic stop! Mexican) making a traffic stop! Mexican) making a traffic stop! Mexican) making a traffic stop!     
    
1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 
money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi, not Swiss cops money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi, not Swiss cops money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi, not Swiss cops money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi, not Swiss cops 
burned and burned to death in gasoline. burned and burned to death in gasoline. burned and burned to death in gasoline. burned and burned to death in gasoline.     
    
1 March 2010 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees... 1 March 2010 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees... 1 March 2010 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees... 1 March 2010 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees... 
Helicopter Combine! Helicopter Combine! Helicopter Combine! Helicopter Combine!     
    
1 March 2010 Winter Snow Storm... 10 million without electricity is 1 March 2010 Winter Snow Storm... 10 million without electricity is 1 March 2010 Winter Snow Storm... 10 million without electricity is 1 March 2010 Winter Snow Storm... 10 million without electricity is 
Murderous! Murderous! Murderous! Murderous!     
    
1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... How is gravity generated? 1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... How is gravity generated? 1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... How is gravity generated? 1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... How is gravity generated?     
    
1 March 2010 New York Times Tiger Woods has had sex with 10,000 1 March 2010 New York Times Tiger Woods has had sex with 10,000 1 March 2010 New York Times Tiger Woods has had sex with 10,000 1 March 2010 New York Times Tiger Woods has had sex with 10,000 
women! women! women! women!     
    
1 March 2010 Cheney's lesbian Dyke daughter has had or will have 1 March 2010 Cheney's lesbian Dyke daughter has had or will have 1 March 2010 Cheney's lesbian Dyke daughter has had or will have 1 March 2010 Cheney's lesbian Dyke daughter has had or will have 
licked 10,000 women. licked 10,000 women. licked 10,000 women. licked 10,000 women.     
    
1 March 2010 New York Times H to generate your electricity... 1 March 2010 New York Times H to generate your electricity... 1 March 2010 New York Times H to generate your electricity... 1 March 2010 New York Times H to generate your electricity... 
LOST... Massive amounts of Free Hydrogen from 1980 to 2010. (Gas LOST... Massive amounts of Free Hydrogen from 1980 to 2010. (Gas LOST... Massive amounts of Free Hydrogen from 1980 to 2010. (Gas LOST... Massive amounts of Free Hydrogen from 1980 to 2010. (Gas 
selling for $4 a gallon was a gov. scam on the public!) selling for $4 a gallon was a gov. scam on the public!) selling for $4 a gallon was a gov. scam on the public!) selling for $4 a gallon was a gov. scam on the public!)     
    
1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... How is gravity generated? 1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... How is gravity generated? 1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... How is gravity generated? 1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... How is gravity generated?     
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1 March 2010 New York Times "OJ" Headlines and the bloody 1 March 2010 New York Times "OJ" Headlines and the bloody 1 March 2010 New York Times "OJ" Headlines and the bloody 1 March 2010 New York Times "OJ" Headlines and the bloody 
murder of Ann Nichols Smith! murder of Ann Nichols Smith! murder of Ann Nichols Smith! murder of Ann Nichols Smith!     
    
1 March 2010 GPS Tracker for kids and COPS to track all violent 1 March 2010 GPS Tracker for kids and COPS to track all violent 1 March 2010 GPS Tracker for kids and COPS to track all violent 1 March 2010 GPS Tracker for kids and COPS to track all violent 
domestic guys! domestic guys! domestic guys! domestic guys!     
    
1 March 2010 New York Times... Toyota Withheld 100's of thousands 1 March 2010 New York Times... Toyota Withheld 100's of thousands 1 March 2010 New York Times... Toyota Withheld 100's of thousands 1 March 2010 New York Times... Toyota Withheld 100's of thousands 
of Fiery LA Wrecks. of Fiery LA Wrecks. of Fiery LA Wrecks. of Fiery LA Wrecks.     
    
1 March 2010 LA Leno is back on the Tonight Show, GE failed to fire 1 March 2010 LA Leno is back on the Tonight Show, GE failed to fire 1 March 2010 LA Leno is back on the Tonight Show, GE failed to fire 1 March 2010 LA Leno is back on the Tonight Show, GE failed to fire 
Leno for the health of Humanity! Dr. Nancy Snyderman will still Leno for the health of Humanity! Dr. Nancy Snyderman will still Leno for the health of Humanity! Dr. Nancy Snyderman will still Leno for the health of Humanity! Dr. Nancy Snyderman will still 
get the Tonight Show after the "Oil Genocide Trials" in LA and NYC. get the Tonight Show after the "Oil Genocide Trials" in LA and NYC. get the Tonight Show after the "Oil Genocide Trials" in LA and NYC. get the Tonight Show after the "Oil Genocide Trials" in LA and NYC.     
    
1 March 2010 Letterman is back in New York still simmering mad 1 March 2010 Letterman is back in New York still simmering mad 1 March 2010 Letterman is back in New York still simmering mad 1 March 2010 Letterman is back in New York still simmering mad 
about being "Blackmailed" into paying back taxes on cops burned about being "Blackmailed" into paying back taxes on cops burned about being "Blackmailed" into paying back taxes on cops burned about being "Blackmailed" into paying back taxes on cops burned 
in fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010. in fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010. in fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010. in fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010.     
    
1 March 2010 Yale University News, New Haven residents are not 1 March 2010 Yale University News, New Haven residents are not 1 March 2010 Yale University News, New Haven residents are not 1 March 2010 Yale University News, New Haven residents are not 
healthy. Half don't exercise, most eat red meat. Those with lots of healthy. Half don't exercise, most eat red meat. Those with lots of healthy. Half don't exercise, most eat red meat. Those with lots of healthy. Half don't exercise, most eat red meat. Those with lots of 
spending money fly to Thailand to have sex with kids! spending money fly to Thailand to have sex with kids! spending money fly to Thailand to have sex with kids! spending money fly to Thailand to have sex with kids!     
    
1 March 2010 $1 Trillion Dollar Medical School... Yale picked 100 1 March 2010 $1 Trillion Dollar Medical School... Yale picked 100 1 March 2010 $1 Trillion Dollar Medical School... Yale picked 100 1 March 2010 $1 Trillion Dollar Medical School... Yale picked 100 
students to start Medical School in September 2010 out of 4,300 who students to start Medical School in September 2010 out of 4,300 who students to start Medical School in September 2010 out of 4,300 who students to start Medical School in September 2010 out of 4,300 who 
applied to Yale Medical School. Sick, and criminal behavior! applied to Yale Medical School. Sick, and criminal behavior! applied to Yale Medical School. Sick, and criminal behavior! applied to Yale Medical School. Sick, and criminal behavior!     
    
1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 
die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010     
    
1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 
die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010     
    
1 March 2010 100 kids left in a hot cars in the Summer of 2010 will 1 March 2010 100 kids left in a hot cars in the Summer of 2010 will 1 March 2010 100 kids left in a hot cars in the Summer of 2010 will 1 March 2010 100 kids left in a hot cars in the Summer of 2010 will 
die at by the hands of gov. Murders working at Sandia National die at by the hands of gov. Murders working at Sandia National die at by the hands of gov. Murders working at Sandia National die at by the hands of gov. Murders working at Sandia National 
Labs in New Mexico! Labs in New Mexico! Labs in New Mexico! Labs in New Mexico!     
    
1 March 2010 H to generate your electricity... LOST... Massive 1 March 2010 H to generate your electricity... LOST... Massive 1 March 2010 H to generate your electricity... LOST... Massive 1 March 2010 H to generate your electricity... LOST... Massive 
amounts of Free Hydrogen from 1980 to 2010. (Gas selling for $4 a amounts of Free Hydrogen from 1980 to 2010. (Gas selling for $4 a amounts of Free Hydrogen from 1980 to 2010. (Gas selling for $4 a amounts of Free Hydrogen from 1980 to 2010. (Gas selling for $4 a 
gallon was a gov. scam on the public!) gallon was a gov. scam on the public!) gallon was a gov. scam on the public!) gallon was a gov. scam on the public!)     
    
1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... Aliens at Alpha Centauri 1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... Aliens at Alpha Centauri 1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... Aliens at Alpha Centauri 1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... Aliens at Alpha Centauri 
observe them invention! observe them invention! observe them invention! observe them invention!     
    
    
    
http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        
    
    
1 March 2010 The International Journal of Psychoanalysis, is light 1 March 2010 The International Journal of Psychoanalysis, is light 1 March 2010 The International Journal of Psychoanalysis, is light 1 March 2010 The International Journal of Psychoanalysis, is light 
years from writing up 1,001 Invention Projects for 1 Billion years from writing up 1,001 Invention Projects for 1 Billion years from writing up 1,001 Invention Projects for 1 Billion years from writing up 1,001 Invention Projects for 1 Billion 
Inventors! As we are only on Windows 7, Inventor OS with 1,001 Inventors! As we are only on Windows 7, Inventor OS with 1,001 Inventors! As we are only on Windows 7, Inventor OS with 1,001 Inventors! As we are only on Windows 7, Inventor OS with 1,001 
Invention Projects pre installed is light years from the our Psychotic Invention Projects pre installed is light years from the our Psychotic Invention Projects pre installed is light years from the our Psychotic Invention Projects pre installed is light years from the our Psychotic 
Top Brass. 1980 to 2010 is the Oil Genocide Era below is one Top Brass. 1980 to 2010 is the Oil Genocide Era below is one Top Brass. 1980 to 2010 is the Oil Genocide Era below is one Top Brass. 1980 to 2010 is the Oil Genocide Era below is one 
abstract written 30 years after the electricwindmillcar was abstract written 30 years after the electricwindmillcar was abstract written 30 years after the electricwindmillcar was abstract written 30 years after the electricwindmillcar was 
suppressed in 1980 and after 100's of thousands have burned and suppressed in 1980 and after 100's of thousands have burned and suppressed in 1980 and after 100's of thousands have burned and suppressed in 1980 and after 100's of thousands have burned and 
burned to death in fiery LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion dollars in oil burned to death in fiery LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion dollars in oil burned to death in fiery LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion dollars in oil burned to death in fiery LA Wrecks for $177 Trillion dollars in oil 
money most in Swiss Banks. money most in Swiss Banks. money most in Swiss Banks. money most in Swiss Banks.     
    
http://www.wiley.com/bw/journal.asp?ref=0020http://www.wiley.com/bw/journal.asp?ref=0020http://www.wiley.com/bw/journal.asp?ref=0020http://www.wiley.com/bw/journal.asp?ref=0020----7578 7578 7578 7578     
    
The International Journal of Psychoanalysis The International Journal of Psychoanalysis The International Journal of Psychoanalysis The International Journal of Psychoanalysis     
    
Murder on the mind: Tyrannical power and other points along the Murder on the mind: Tyrannical power and other points along the Murder on the mind: Tyrannical power and other points along the Murder on the mind: Tyrannical power and other points along the 
perverse spectrum perverse spectrum perverse spectrum perverse spectrum     
    
Richard TuchRichard TuchRichard TuchRichard Tuch    
    
New Center for Psychoanalysis, Los Angeles, 1800 Fairburn Ave., Ste. New Center for Psychoanalysis, Los Angeles, 1800 Fairburn Ave., Ste. New Center for Psychoanalysis, Los Angeles, 1800 Fairburn Ave., Ste. New Center for Psychoanalysis, Los Angeles, 1800 Fairburn Ave., Ste. 
206, Los Angeles, CA 90025, USA 206, Los Angeles, CA 90025, USA 206, Los Angeles, CA 90025, USA 206, Los Angeles, CA 90025, USA ––––        
rtuch@aol.comrtuch@aol.comrtuch@aol.comrtuch@aol.com    
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Copyright Copyright Copyright Copyright © © © © 2010 Institute of Psychoanalysis KEYWORDS2010 Institute of Psychoanalysis KEYWORDS2010 Institute of Psychoanalysis KEYWORDS2010 Institute of Psychoanalysis KEYWORDS    
disavowal disavowal disavowal disavowal • • • • fetish fetish fetish fetish • • • • fetishization fetishization fetishization fetishization • • • • perversions perversions perversions perversions • • • • perversity perversity perversity perversity • • • • 
sadomasochism ABSTRACTsadomasochism ABSTRACTsadomasochism ABSTRACTsadomasochism ABSTRACT    
This paper illustrates the breadth and depth of the spectrum of This paper illustrates the breadth and depth of the spectrum of This paper illustrates the breadth and depth of the spectrum of This paper illustrates the breadth and depth of the spectrum of 
perversion and perversity as currently represented in the perversion and perversity as currently represented in the perversion and perversity as currently represented in the perversion and perversity as currently represented in the 
psychoanalytic literature, raises questions about recent tendencies psychoanalytic literature, raises questions about recent tendencies psychoanalytic literature, raises questions about recent tendencies psychoanalytic literature, raises questions about recent tendencies 
to include a host of diverseto include a host of diverseto include a host of diverseto include a host of diverse----seeming phenomena under the same seeming phenomena under the same seeming phenomena under the same seeming phenomena under the same 
conceptual umbrella, and strives to demonstrate what these conceptual umbrella, and strives to demonstrate what these conceptual umbrella, and strives to demonstrate what these conceptual umbrella, and strives to demonstrate what these 
phenomena have in common that justifies lumping them together phenomena have in common that justifies lumping them together phenomena have in common that justifies lumping them together phenomena have in common that justifies lumping them together 
under the same rubric. One end of this spectrum is represented by under the same rubric. One end of this spectrum is represented by under the same rubric. One end of this spectrum is represented by under the same rubric. One end of this spectrum is represented by 
the employment of simple fetishes introduced into a sexual scene in the employment of simple fetishes introduced into a sexual scene in the employment of simple fetishes introduced into a sexual scene in the employment of simple fetishes introduced into a sexual scene in 
order to promote sexual arousal. Moving along the continuum, order to promote sexual arousal. Moving along the continuum, order to promote sexual arousal. Moving along the continuum, order to promote sexual arousal. Moving along the continuum, 
one encounters increasing complex behavioral patterns including one encounters increasing complex behavioral patterns including one encounters increasing complex behavioral patterns including one encounters increasing complex behavioral patterns including 
the enactment of scripts that actualize one's perverse fantasies, the enactment of scripts that actualize one's perverse fantasies, the enactment of scripts that actualize one's perverse fantasies, the enactment of scripts that actualize one's perverse fantasies, 
including the assumption of complementary roles (e.g. including the assumption of complementary roles (e.g. including the assumption of complementary roles (e.g. including the assumption of complementary roles (e.g. 
sadomasochism) that equally serve the needs, and represent the sadomasochism) that equally serve the needs, and represent the sadomasochism) that equally serve the needs, and represent the sadomasochism) that equally serve the needs, and represent the 
desires, of both parties involved. A unique clinical entity, 'perverse desires, of both parties involved. A unique clinical entity, 'perverse desires, of both parties involved. A unique clinical entity, 'perverse desires, of both parties involved. A unique clinical entity, 'perverse 
modes of relatedness,' lies on the extreme end of the spectrum, modes of relatedness,' lies on the extreme end of the spectrum, modes of relatedness,' lies on the extreme end of the spectrum, modes of relatedness,' lies on the extreme end of the spectrum, 
representing the reification of the relationship as it becomes little representing the reification of the relationship as it becomes little representing the reification of the relationship as it becomes little representing the reification of the relationship as it becomes little 
more than a vehicle to take possession and control one's object for more than a vehicle to take possession and control one's object for more than a vehicle to take possession and control one's object for more than a vehicle to take possession and control one's object for 
the gratification of one's sole needs and desires. What each of these the gratification of one's sole needs and desires. What each of these the gratification of one's sole needs and desires. What each of these the gratification of one's sole needs and desires. What each of these 
phenomena share in common is both the insertion of a thing or phenomena share in common is both the insertion of a thing or phenomena share in common is both the insertion of a thing or phenomena share in common is both the insertion of a thing or 
condition condition condition condition ––––    ranging from a simple fetishistic object to an elaborate ranging from a simple fetishistic object to an elaborate ranging from a simple fetishistic object to an elaborate ranging from a simple fetishistic object to an elaborate 
style of relating that reduces the other into pawn played upon the style of relating that reduces the other into pawn played upon the style of relating that reduces the other into pawn played upon the style of relating that reduces the other into pawn played upon the 
pervert's chessboard, between the two 'relating' objects as well as a pervert's chessboard, between the two 'relating' objects as well as a pervert's chessboard, between the two 'relating' objects as well as a pervert's chessboard, between the two 'relating' objects as well as a 
less than honest relationship with reality. less than honest relationship with reality. less than honest relationship with reality. less than honest relationship with reality.     
    
1 March 2010 Generals have always killed their own troops, now 1 March 2010 Generals have always killed their own troops, now 1 March 2010 Generals have always killed their own troops, now 1 March 2010 Generals have always killed their own troops, now 
they will hang for the deaths in Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, after they will hang for the deaths in Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, after they will hang for the deaths in Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, after they will hang for the deaths in Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, after 
the Oil men hang for suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from the Oil men hang for suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from the Oil men hang for suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from the Oil men hang for suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from 
1980 to 2010. As the Generals were the Oil Mens body guards! 1980 to 2010. As the Generals were the Oil Mens body guards! 1980 to 2010. As the Generals were the Oil Mens body guards! 1980 to 2010. As the Generals were the Oil Mens body guards!     
    
1 March 2010 Putin not Obama shut down all the Casinos in 1 March 2010 Putin not Obama shut down all the Casinos in 1 March 2010 Putin not Obama shut down all the Casinos in 1 March 2010 Putin not Obama shut down all the Casinos in 
Russia because fags were molesting kids and the Russian kids were Russia because fags were molesting kids and the Russian kids were Russia because fags were molesting kids and the Russian kids were Russia because fags were molesting kids and the Russian kids were 
committing suicide. committing suicide. committing suicide. committing suicide.     
    
1 March 2010 New York Times... Dr. Chen is harvesting organs from 1 March 2010 New York Times... Dr. Chen is harvesting organs from 1 March 2010 New York Times... Dr. Chen is harvesting organs from 1 March 2010 New York Times... Dr. Chen is harvesting organs from 
teens Trump and other fags molested, they committed suicide after teens Trump and other fags molested, they committed suicide after teens Trump and other fags molested, they committed suicide after teens Trump and other fags molested, they committed suicide after 
Trump and his gang of fags molested them, now Dr. Chen is Trump and his gang of fags molested them, now Dr. Chen is Trump and his gang of fags molested them, now Dr. Chen is Trump and his gang of fags molested them, now Dr. Chen is 
harvesting their organs for transplants. harvesting their organs for transplants. harvesting their organs for transplants. harvesting their organs for transplants.     
    
1 March 2010 Cheney's lesbian Dyke daughter has had or will have 1 March 2010 Cheney's lesbian Dyke daughter has had or will have 1 March 2010 Cheney's lesbian Dyke daughter has had or will have 1 March 2010 Cheney's lesbian Dyke daughter has had or will have 
licked 10,000 women via blackmail, coercion, or just paying for sex licked 10,000 women via blackmail, coercion, or just paying for sex licked 10,000 women via blackmail, coercion, or just paying for sex licked 10,000 women via blackmail, coercion, or just paying for sex 
with her dads cash. 5,000 of these girls will be preteen as they are with her dads cash. 5,000 of these girls will be preteen as they are with her dads cash. 5,000 of these girls will be preteen as they are with her dads cash. 5,000 of these girls will be preteen as they are 
the most sort after by lesbian dykes and fags.... Tonight Show the most sort after by lesbian dykes and fags.... Tonight Show the most sort after by lesbian dykes and fags.... Tonight Show the most sort after by lesbian dykes and fags.... Tonight Show 
tonight Leno will joke about Trump... fags and lesbians he knows tonight Leno will joke about Trump... fags and lesbians he knows tonight Leno will joke about Trump... fags and lesbians he knows tonight Leno will joke about Trump... fags and lesbians he knows 
who have molested kids! who have molested kids! who have molested kids! who have molested kids!     
    
1 March 2010 CBS "Early Show" Rob Me... making fun of GPS Tracker 1 March 2010 CBS "Early Show" Rob Me... making fun of GPS Tracker 1 March 2010 CBS "Early Show" Rob Me... making fun of GPS Tracker 1 March 2010 CBS "Early Show" Rob Me... making fun of GPS Tracker 
and New Inventions all the while Connie Chen the wife of CBS and New Inventions all the while Connie Chen the wife of CBS and New Inventions all the while Connie Chen the wife of CBS and New Inventions all the while Connie Chen the wife of CBS 
President Robbed Humanity of a massive amount of free H and 100 President Robbed Humanity of a massive amount of free H and 100 President Robbed Humanity of a massive amount of free H and 100 President Robbed Humanity of a massive amount of free H and 100 
clones of Connie Chen's new baby will die when left in hot cars in clones of Connie Chen's new baby will die when left in hot cars in clones of Connie Chen's new baby will die when left in hot cars in clones of Connie Chen's new baby will die when left in hot cars in 
the summer of 2010... from Connie Chen being the "Rob Me" story the summer of 2010... from Connie Chen being the "Rob Me" story the summer of 2010... from Connie Chen being the "Rob Me" story the summer of 2010... from Connie Chen being the "Rob Me" story 
not the new GPS Trackers in the hands and minds of petty crooks. H not the new GPS Trackers in the hands and minds of petty crooks. H not the new GPS Trackers in the hands and minds of petty crooks. H not the new GPS Trackers in the hands and minds of petty crooks. H 
"Rob Me" story kills 100 from heat to cold, and Connie Chen and "Rob Me" story kills 100 from heat to cold, and Connie Chen and "Rob Me" story kills 100 from heat to cold, and Connie Chen and "Rob Me" story kills 100 from heat to cold, and Connie Chen and 
her CBS husband will not second guess being hanged!! Why the her CBS husband will not second guess being hanged!! Why the her CBS husband will not second guess being hanged!! Why the her CBS husband will not second guess being hanged!! Why the 
French ElectricWindmillCar Coup Leaders, made up mostly of cops French ElectricWindmillCar Coup Leaders, made up mostly of cops French ElectricWindmillCar Coup Leaders, made up mostly of cops French ElectricWindmillCar Coup Leaders, made up mostly of cops 
and kid with gasoline burns over most their bodies want their and kid with gasoline burns over most their bodies want their and kid with gasoline burns over most their bodies want their and kid with gasoline burns over most their bodies want their 
heads! Moms who lost babies in hot cars too when they find out H heads! Moms who lost babies in hot cars too when they find out H heads! Moms who lost babies in hot cars too when they find out H heads! Moms who lost babies in hot cars too when they find out H 
can keep hot cars cool 24/7. Connie Chen the mom suppressed this can keep hot cars cool 24/7. Connie Chen the mom suppressed this can keep hot cars cool 24/7. Connie Chen the mom suppressed this can keep hot cars cool 24/7. Connie Chen the mom suppressed this 
accessory on the ElectricWindmillcar. accessory on the ElectricWindmillcar. accessory on the ElectricWindmillcar. accessory on the ElectricWindmillcar.     
    
1 March 2010 NBC "Today Show" Lindsey Vonn and Matt Lauer, he 1 March 2010 NBC "Today Show" Lindsey Vonn and Matt Lauer, he 1 March 2010 NBC "Today Show" Lindsey Vonn and Matt Lauer, he 1 March 2010 NBC "Today Show" Lindsey Vonn and Matt Lauer, he 
acted like a fag not picking up one her telling him her husband acted like a fag not picking up one her telling him her husband acted like a fag not picking up one her telling him her husband acted like a fag not picking up one her telling him her husband 
was her inspiration, Matt Lauer does not have a women Goddess to was her inspiration, Matt Lauer does not have a women Goddess to was her inspiration, Matt Lauer does not have a women Goddess to was her inspiration, Matt Lauer does not have a women Goddess to 
inspire inventions. Were in the World did Matt Lauer have sex with inspire inventions. Were in the World did Matt Lauer have sex with inspire inventions. Were in the World did Matt Lauer have sex with inspire inventions. Were in the World did Matt Lauer have sex with 
kids and how much did he pay them... some on the crew could kids and how much did he pay them... some on the crew could kids and how much did he pay them... some on the crew could kids and how much did he pay them... some on the crew could 
blackmail Matt Lauer for more than $2 million for this video. Matt blackmail Matt Lauer for more than $2 million for this video. Matt blackmail Matt Lauer for more than $2 million for this video. Matt blackmail Matt Lauer for more than $2 million for this video. Matt 
Lauer Lauer Lauer Lauer has had sex with 10,000 people, no wonder he takes Ambien has had sex with 10,000 people, no wonder he takes Ambien has had sex with 10,000 people, no wonder he takes Ambien has had sex with 10,000 people, no wonder he takes Ambien 
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(zolpidem) is a sedative and is used for the short(zolpidem) is a sedative and is used for the short(zolpidem) is a sedative and is used for the short(zolpidem) is a sedative and is used for the short----term treatment of term treatment of term treatment of term treatment of 
insomnia. DUI DWI is Ambien ok? Stats are "Top Secret" it took me a insomnia. DUI DWI is Ambien ok? Stats are "Top Secret" it took me a insomnia. DUI DWI is Ambien ok? Stats are "Top Secret" it took me a insomnia. DUI DWI is Ambien ok? Stats are "Top Secret" it took me a 
few years to find how many gringos had Hepatitis 3 million... few years to find how many gringos had Hepatitis 3 million... few years to find how many gringos had Hepatitis 3 million... few years to find how many gringos had Hepatitis 3 million... 
Today Show is prohibited from reporting this and other stats. Today Show is prohibited from reporting this and other stats. Today Show is prohibited from reporting this and other stats. Today Show is prohibited from reporting this and other stats.     
    
1 March 2010 Dynamite was invented by Nobel, Murderous Nigers 1 March 2010 Dynamite was invented by Nobel, Murderous Nigers 1 March 2010 Dynamite was invented by Nobel, Murderous Nigers 1 March 2010 Dynamite was invented by Nobel, Murderous Nigers 
in Sweden have LOST more Nobel Inventions than Nobel got! By in Sweden have LOST more Nobel Inventions than Nobel got! By in Sweden have LOST more Nobel Inventions than Nobel got! By in Sweden have LOST more Nobel Inventions than Nobel got! By 
giving the Peace Prize to the "COP HATING" Niger Obama. And they giving the Peace Prize to the "COP HATING" Niger Obama. And they giving the Peace Prize to the "COP HATING" Niger Obama. And they giving the Peace Prize to the "COP HATING" Niger Obama. And they 
lost a million spin off inventions from Dynamite, sawdust added to lost a million spin off inventions from Dynamite, sawdust added to lost a million spin off inventions from Dynamite, sawdust added to lost a million spin off inventions from Dynamite, sawdust added to 
natural gas, I will add sawdust to H from the H2O electrolysis natural gas, I will add sawdust to H from the H2O electrolysis natural gas, I will add sawdust to H from the H2O electrolysis natural gas, I will add sawdust to H from the H2O electrolysis 
accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar. accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar. accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar. accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar.     
    
1 March 2010 Robin Roberts, Condoleezza Rice, Oprah Winfrey, are 1 March 2010 Robin Roberts, Condoleezza Rice, Oprah Winfrey, are 1 March 2010 Robin Roberts, Condoleezza Rice, Oprah Winfrey, are 1 March 2010 Robin Roberts, Condoleezza Rice, Oprah Winfrey, are 
crazy black women, social psychopaths who were paid $1 Billion crazy black women, social psychopaths who were paid $1 Billion crazy black women, social psychopaths who were paid $1 Billion crazy black women, social psychopaths who were paid $1 Billion 
each by the gov. and given gov. perks to let 1 Million Fiery LA each by the gov. and given gov. perks to let 1 Million Fiery LA each by the gov. and given gov. perks to let 1 Million Fiery LA each by the gov. and given gov. perks to let 1 Million Fiery LA 
Wrecks become a part of "Black History" in 2020. Blackmail Gas Tax Wrecks become a part of "Black History" in 2020. Blackmail Gas Tax Wrecks become a part of "Black History" in 2020. Blackmail Gas Tax Wrecks become a part of "Black History" in 2020. Blackmail Gas Tax 
that has Letterman mad as Hell (he has to pay for cops and kids that has Letterman mad as Hell (he has to pay for cops and kids that has Letterman mad as Hell (he has to pay for cops and kids that has Letterman mad as Hell (he has to pay for cops and kids 
burned in gasoline from 1980 to 2010) will be harder on Rich burned in gasoline from 1980 to 2010) will be harder on Rich burned in gasoline from 1980 to 2010) will be harder on Rich burned in gasoline from 1980 to 2010) will be harder on Rich 
Nigers than Letterman and Leno. Nigers than Letterman and Leno. Nigers than Letterman and Leno. Nigers than Letterman and Leno.     
    
1 March 2010 New York Times Tiger Woods has had sex with 10,000 1 March 2010 New York Times Tiger Woods has had sex with 10,000 1 March 2010 New York Times Tiger Woods has had sex with 10,000 1 March 2010 New York Times Tiger Woods has had sex with 10,000 
women! women! women! women!     
    
1 March 2010 New York Times OJ Headlines and the bloody murder 1 March 2010 New York Times OJ Headlines and the bloody murder 1 March 2010 New York Times OJ Headlines and the bloody murder 1 March 2010 New York Times OJ Headlines and the bloody murder 
of Ann Nichols Smith! of Ann Nichols Smith! of Ann Nichols Smith! of Ann Nichols Smith!     
    
1 March 2010 The International Journal of Psychoanalysis wrote 1 March 2010 The International Journal of Psychoanalysis wrote 1 March 2010 The International Journal of Psychoanalysis wrote 1 March 2010 The International Journal of Psychoanalysis wrote 
up "Tyrannical Powers" Cattle Men, Oil Men, Casino Pimps, Swiss up "Tyrannical Powers" Cattle Men, Oil Men, Casino Pimps, Swiss up "Tyrannical Powers" Cattle Men, Oil Men, Casino Pimps, Swiss up "Tyrannical Powers" Cattle Men, Oil Men, Casino Pimps, Swiss 
Bankers, OJ, Tiger Woods, MD's who would kill 45k patients via Bankers, OJ, Tiger Woods, MD's who would kill 45k patients via Bankers, OJ, Tiger Woods, MD's who would kill 45k patients via Bankers, OJ, Tiger Woods, MD's who would kill 45k patients via 
staph before they would wear a NASA suit to work! All this and 40k staph before they would wear a NASA suit to work! All this and 40k staph before they would wear a NASA suit to work! All this and 40k staph before they would wear a NASA suit to work! All this and 40k 
torturous breast cancer deaths in 2010 will get Lisa Novak her torturous breast cancer deaths in 2010 will get Lisa Novak her torturous breast cancer deaths in 2010 will get Lisa Novak her torturous breast cancer deaths in 2010 will get Lisa Novak her 
NASA job back. NASA job back. NASA job back. NASA job back.     
    
1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 
die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010     
    
1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 
die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010     
    
1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... Aliens at Alpha Centauri 1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... Aliens at Alpha Centauri 1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... Aliens at Alpha Centauri 1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... Aliens at Alpha Centauri 
observe them invention! observe them invention! observe them invention! observe them invention!     
    
1 March 2010 Nobel spin off invention to give Humanity H... 1 March 2010 Nobel spin off invention to give Humanity H... 1 March 2010 Nobel spin off invention to give Humanity H... 1 March 2010 Nobel spin off invention to give Humanity H... 
massive amounts of free H and saved like dynamite packed with massive amounts of free H and saved like dynamite packed with massive amounts of free H and saved like dynamite packed with massive amounts of free H and saved like dynamite packed with 
sawdust. No more fiery LA Wrecks for Leno to view from his sawdust. No more fiery LA Wrecks for Leno to view from his sawdust. No more fiery LA Wrecks for Leno to view from his sawdust. No more fiery LA Wrecks for Leno to view from his 
guillotine. guillotine. guillotine. guillotine.     
    
1 March 2010 No more fiery wrecks, No more fatal wrecks with super 1 March 2010 No more fiery wrecks, No more fatal wrecks with super 1 March 2010 No more fiery wrecks, No more fatal wrecks with super 1 March 2010 No more fiery wrecks, No more fatal wrecks with super 
air bags on the outside. No more criminal behavior driving as a air bags on the outside. No more criminal behavior driving as a air bags on the outside. No more criminal behavior driving as a air bags on the outside. No more criminal behavior driving as a 
satellite dish with cams outside and inside will keep the drivers satellite dish with cams outside and inside will keep the drivers satellite dish with cams outside and inside will keep the drivers satellite dish with cams outside and inside will keep the drivers 
honest! honest! honest! honest!     
    
1 March 2010 New York Times Tiger Woods has had sex with 10,000 1 March 2010 New York Times Tiger Woods has had sex with 10,000 1 March 2010 New York Times Tiger Woods has had sex with 10,000 1 March 2010 New York Times Tiger Woods has had sex with 10,000 
women! women! women! women!     
    
1 March 2010 Both Gen. Powell and Tiger Woods have had syphilis 1 March 2010 Both Gen. Powell and Tiger Woods have had syphilis 1 March 2010 Both Gen. Powell and Tiger Woods have had syphilis 1 March 2010 Both Gen. Powell and Tiger Woods have had syphilis 
and given it to their wife. and given it to their wife. and given it to their wife. and given it to their wife.     
    
1 March 2010 26 Feb 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in 1 March 2010 26 Feb 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in 1 March 2010 26 Feb 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in 1 March 2010 26 Feb 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in 
oil genocide money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi oil genocide money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi oil genocide money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi oil genocide money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi 
not Swiss cops burned and burned to death in gasoline. not Swiss cops burned and burned to death in gasoline. not Swiss cops burned and burned to death in gasoline. not Swiss cops burned and burned to death in gasoline.     
    
1 March 2010 New York Times... Toyota Withheld 100's of thousands 1 March 2010 New York Times... Toyota Withheld 100's of thousands 1 March 2010 New York Times... Toyota Withheld 100's of thousands 1 March 2010 New York Times... Toyota Withheld 100's of thousands 
of Fiery LA Wrecks. of Fiery LA Wrecks. of Fiery LA Wrecks. of Fiery LA Wrecks.     
    
1 March 2010 LA Leno is back on the Tonight Show, GE failed to fire 1 March 2010 LA Leno is back on the Tonight Show, GE failed to fire 1 March 2010 LA Leno is back on the Tonight Show, GE failed to fire 1 March 2010 LA Leno is back on the Tonight Show, GE failed to fire 
Leno for the health of Humanity! Leno for the health of Humanity! Leno for the health of Humanity! Leno for the health of Humanity!     
    
1 March 2010 Letterman is back in New York still simmering mad 1 March 2010 Letterman is back in New York still simmering mad 1 March 2010 Letterman is back in New York still simmering mad 1 March 2010 Letterman is back in New York still simmering mad 
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about being "Blackmailed" into paying back taxes on cops burned about being "Blackmailed" into paying back taxes on cops burned about being "Blackmailed" into paying back taxes on cops burned about being "Blackmailed" into paying back taxes on cops burned 
in fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010. in fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010. in fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010. in fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 to 2010.     
    
1 March 2010 GE's MRI's gave a million people cancer, 45k a year 1 March 2010 GE's MRI's gave a million people cancer, 45k a year 1 March 2010 GE's MRI's gave a million people cancer, 45k a year 1 March 2010 GE's MRI's gave a million people cancer, 45k a year 
die of Hospital infections that will be cured... with the $1 Trillion die of Hospital infections that will be cured... with the $1 Trillion die of Hospital infections that will be cured... with the $1 Trillion die of Hospital infections that will be cured... with the $1 Trillion 
Dollar Medical school I design with everyone in a "NASA" suit. Dr. Dollar Medical school I design with everyone in a "NASA" suit. Dr. Dollar Medical school I design with everyone in a "NASA" suit. Dr. Dollar Medical school I design with everyone in a "NASA" suit. Dr. 
Chen wrote in the New york Times no MD wants a Hospital were Chen wrote in the New york Times no MD wants a Hospital were Chen wrote in the New york Times no MD wants a Hospital were Chen wrote in the New york Times no MD wants a Hospital were 
everyone is dressed in "NASA" suits not even to prevent 45k staph everyone is dressed in "NASA" suits not even to prevent 45k staph everyone is dressed in "NASA" suits not even to prevent 45k staph everyone is dressed in "NASA" suits not even to prevent 45k staph 
deaths a year. deaths a year. deaths a year. deaths a year.     
    
1 March 2010 New York Times... Dr. Chen is harvesting organs from 1 March 2010 New York Times... Dr. Chen is harvesting organs from 1 March 2010 New York Times... Dr. Chen is harvesting organs from 1 March 2010 New York Times... Dr. Chen is harvesting organs from 
teens Trump and other fags molested, they committed suicide after teens Trump and other fags molested, they committed suicide after teens Trump and other fags molested, they committed suicide after teens Trump and other fags molested, they committed suicide after 
Trump and his gang of fags molested them, now Dr. Chen is Trump and his gang of fags molested them, now Dr. Chen is Trump and his gang of fags molested them, now Dr. Chen is Trump and his gang of fags molested them, now Dr. Chen is 
harvesting their organs for transplants. harvesting their organs for transplants. harvesting their organs for transplants. harvesting their organs for transplants.     
    
1 March 2010 New York Times will not harvest this story. Leno on the 1 March 2010 New York Times will not harvest this story. Leno on the 1 March 2010 New York Times will not harvest this story. Leno on the 1 March 2010 New York Times will not harvest this story. Leno on the 
Tonight Show tonight will make a joke about fags... and Trump, Tonight Show tonight will make a joke about fags... and Trump, Tonight Show tonight will make a joke about fags... and Trump, Tonight Show tonight will make a joke about fags... and Trump, 
not mentioning Trump has had sex with 10,000 boys and 10,000 not mentioning Trump has had sex with 10,000 boys and 10,000 not mentioning Trump has had sex with 10,000 boys and 10,000 not mentioning Trump has had sex with 10,000 boys and 10,000 
women. women. women. women.     
    
1 March 2010 Trump the fag, the bullie, the murderer... of Miss 1 March 2010 Trump the fag, the bullie, the murderer... of Miss 1 March 2010 Trump the fag, the bullie, the murderer... of Miss 1 March 2010 Trump the fag, the bullie, the murderer... of Miss 
California Carrie Prejean. Even the Pentagon Generals went over to California Carrie Prejean. Even the Pentagon Generals went over to California Carrie Prejean. Even the Pentagon Generals went over to California Carrie Prejean. Even the Pentagon Generals went over to 
Trumps fags, divorcing Miss California. Leno slandered Miss Trumps fags, divorcing Miss California. Leno slandered Miss Trumps fags, divorcing Miss California. Leno slandered Miss Trumps fags, divorcing Miss California. Leno slandered Miss 
California for fags molesting kids. Crazy why Leno would attack California for fags molesting kids. Crazy why Leno would attack California for fags molesting kids. Crazy why Leno would attack California for fags molesting kids. Crazy why Leno would attack 
Miss California, to kiss Trump! Miss California, to kiss Trump! Miss California, to kiss Trump! Miss California, to kiss Trump!     
    
1 March 2010 Leno lives in Beverly Hill with 48 internal 1 March 2010 Leno lives in Beverly Hill with 48 internal 1 March 2010 Leno lives in Beverly Hill with 48 internal 1 March 2010 Leno lives in Beverly Hill with 48 internal 
combustion gasoline cars. Light Years from the reality that should combustion gasoline cars. Light Years from the reality that should combustion gasoline cars. Light Years from the reality that should combustion gasoline cars. Light Years from the reality that should 
be in his garage. The ElectricWindmillCar with a satellite dish on be in his garage. The ElectricWindmillCar with a satellite dish on be in his garage. The ElectricWindmillCar with a satellite dish on be in his garage. The ElectricWindmillCar with a satellite dish on 
top with cams on top and inside. Inside it's climate controlled via top with cams on top and inside. Inside it's climate controlled via top with cams on top and inside. Inside it's climate controlled via top with cams on top and inside. Inside it's climate controlled via 
the electrolysis accessory giving Leno free H. Super air bags inside the electrolysis accessory giving Leno free H. Super air bags inside the electrolysis accessory giving Leno free H. Super air bags inside the electrolysis accessory giving Leno free H. Super air bags inside 
and out giving Leno a car better than the Indy 500 one in his and out giving Leno a car better than the Indy 500 one in his and out giving Leno a car better than the Indy 500 one in his and out giving Leno a car better than the Indy 500 one in his 
collection. collection. collection. collection.     
    
1 March 2010 Your flesh sizzling on the grill of Leno's car in a fiery 1 March 2010 Your flesh sizzling on the grill of Leno's car in a fiery 1 March 2010 Your flesh sizzling on the grill of Leno's car in a fiery 1 March 2010 Your flesh sizzling on the grill of Leno's car in a fiery 
LA Wreck... LA Wreck... LA Wreck... LA Wreck...     
    
1 March 2010 Leno drove by this fiery wreck without stopping as he 1 March 2010 Leno drove by this fiery wreck without stopping as he 1 March 2010 Leno drove by this fiery wreck without stopping as he 1 March 2010 Leno drove by this fiery wreck without stopping as he 
was heading for a meeting with Trump. was heading for a meeting with Trump. was heading for a meeting with Trump. was heading for a meeting with Trump.     
    
1 March 2010 Trump has a YouTube video collection of fiery LA 1 March 2010 Trump has a YouTube video collection of fiery LA 1 March 2010 Trump has a YouTube video collection of fiery LA 1 March 2010 Trump has a YouTube video collection of fiery LA 
Wrecks! Wrecks! Wrecks! Wrecks!     
    
1 March 2010 YouTube guys at Google have been bribed ($1 Billion 1 March 2010 YouTube guys at Google have been bribed ($1 Billion 1 March 2010 YouTube guys at Google have been bribed ($1 Billion 1 March 2010 YouTube guys at Google have been bribed ($1 Billion 
each) by murderous gov. workers to keep these videos off YouTube. each) by murderous gov. workers to keep these videos off YouTube. each) by murderous gov. workers to keep these videos off YouTube. each) by murderous gov. workers to keep these videos off YouTube.     
    
1 March 2010 Alcoholism Cure... Gregs Yale MD wives will get a cure 1 March 2010 Alcoholism Cure... Gregs Yale MD wives will get a cure 1 March 2010 Alcoholism Cure... Gregs Yale MD wives will get a cure 1 March 2010 Alcoholism Cure... Gregs Yale MD wives will get a cure 
for alcoholism in the first year of our polygamous marriage. for alcoholism in the first year of our polygamous marriage. for alcoholism in the first year of our polygamous marriage. for alcoholism in the first year of our polygamous marriage.     
    
1 March 2010 Playboy Mansion, Heifer could have gotten 1 March 2010 Playboy Mansion, Heifer could have gotten 1 March 2010 Playboy Mansion, Heifer could have gotten 1 March 2010 Playboy Mansion, Heifer could have gotten 
Polygamous Marriage made legal in 1980 but didn't even try. How Polygamous Marriage made legal in 1980 but didn't even try. How Polygamous Marriage made legal in 1980 but didn't even try. How Polygamous Marriage made legal in 1980 but didn't even try. How 
selfish was this! selfish was this! selfish was this! selfish was this!     
    
1 March 2010 Leno is driving back to work Tonight. Leno's fag jokes 1 March 2010 Leno is driving back to work Tonight. Leno's fag jokes 1 March 2010 Leno is driving back to work Tonight. Leno's fag jokes 1 March 2010 Leno is driving back to work Tonight. Leno's fag jokes 
are every night. Overkill, Leno is sucking off fags in every monolog! are every night. Overkill, Leno is sucking off fags in every monolog! are every night. Overkill, Leno is sucking off fags in every monolog! are every night. Overkill, Leno is sucking off fags in every monolog!     
    
1 March 2010 Fags are atheists until Aliens at Alpha Centauri are 1 March 2010 Fags are atheists until Aliens at Alpha Centauri are 1 March 2010 Fags are atheists until Aliens at Alpha Centauri are 1 March 2010 Fags are atheists until Aliens at Alpha Centauri are 
tracked down and observed, via an invention. Like Gravity Control. tracked down and observed, via an invention. Like Gravity Control. tracked down and observed, via an invention. Like Gravity Control. tracked down and observed, via an invention. Like Gravity Control. 
    
    
1 March 2010 listen in on... what's going on light years from Earth 1 March 2010 listen in on... what's going on light years from Earth 1 March 2010 listen in on... what's going on light years from Earth 1 March 2010 listen in on... what's going on light years from Earth 
by Aliens... by Aliens... by Aliens... by Aliens...     
    
1 March 2010 Gregs Yale MD wives will get this Alien invention in 1 March 2010 Gregs Yale MD wives will get this Alien invention in 1 March 2010 Gregs Yale MD wives will get this Alien invention in 1 March 2010 Gregs Yale MD wives will get this Alien invention in 
the first year of our polygamous marriage. the first year of our polygamous marriage. the first year of our polygamous marriage. the first year of our polygamous marriage.     
    
1 March 2010 Greg Buell Lovestar's 1,001 Invention Projects, LOST 1 March 2010 Greg Buell Lovestar's 1,001 Invention Projects, LOST 1 March 2010 Greg Buell Lovestar's 1,001 Invention Projects, LOST 1 March 2010 Greg Buell Lovestar's 1,001 Invention Projects, LOST 
from NBC TV line up in March 2010. Invention Cable Channel will from NBC TV line up in March 2010. Invention Cable Channel will from NBC TV line up in March 2010. Invention Cable Channel will from NBC TV line up in March 2010. Invention Cable Channel will 
be on the web well as cable! be on the web well as cable! be on the web well as cable! be on the web well as cable!     
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1 March 2010 New York Times Tiger Woods has had sex with 10,000 1 March 2010 New York Times Tiger Woods has had sex with 10,000 1 March 2010 New York Times Tiger Woods has had sex with 10,000 1 March 2010 New York Times Tiger Woods has had sex with 10,000 
women! women! women! women!     
    
1 March 2010 Sex Addicted fags and the likes of the Niger 1 March 2010 Sex Addicted fags and the likes of the Niger 1 March 2010 Sex Addicted fags and the likes of the Niger 1 March 2010 Sex Addicted fags and the likes of the Niger 
Basketball players who have had sex with 10,000 women, giving the Basketball players who have had sex with 10,000 women, giving the Basketball players who have had sex with 10,000 women, giving the Basketball players who have had sex with 10,000 women, giving the 
majority of them a disease and being totally immune ("Total majority of them a disease and being totally immune ("Total majority of them a disease and being totally immune ("Total majority of them a disease and being totally immune ("Total 
Immunity Invention LOST") from any liability in an Orwellian Immunity Invention LOST") from any liability in an Orwellian Immunity Invention LOST") from any liability in an Orwellian Immunity Invention LOST") from any liability in an Orwellian 
Society. Society. Society. Society.     
    
1 March 2010 Fags all fags will have sex with 10,000 fags. 1 March 2010 Fags all fags will have sex with 10,000 fags. 1 March 2010 Fags all fags will have sex with 10,000 fags. 1 March 2010 Fags all fags will have sex with 10,000 fags.     
    
1 March 2010 Hepatitis was given to 3 million gringo by dirty 1 March 2010 Hepatitis was given to 3 million gringo by dirty 1 March 2010 Hepatitis was given to 3 million gringo by dirty 1 March 2010 Hepatitis was given to 3 million gringo by dirty 
Mexicans, MD's who write for the New York Times can never ever get Mexicans, MD's who write for the New York Times can never ever get Mexicans, MD's who write for the New York Times can never ever get Mexicans, MD's who write for the New York Times can never ever get 
this into the Headlines! this into the Headlines! this into the Headlines! this into the Headlines!     
    
1 March 2010 Putin not Obama shut down all the Casinos in 1 March 2010 Putin not Obama shut down all the Casinos in 1 March 2010 Putin not Obama shut down all the Casinos in 1 March 2010 Putin not Obama shut down all the Casinos in 
Russia because fags were molesting kids and the Russian kids were Russia because fags were molesting kids and the Russian kids were Russia because fags were molesting kids and the Russian kids were Russia because fags were molesting kids and the Russian kids were 
committing suicide. Obama just sucked Off Vegas and this criminal committing suicide. Obama just sucked Off Vegas and this criminal committing suicide. Obama just sucked Off Vegas and this criminal committing suicide. Obama just sucked Off Vegas and this criminal 
behavior of Casino Owners behavior of Casino Owners behavior of Casino Owners behavior of Casino Owners -------- Obama said this is not crazy.  Obama said this is not crazy.  Obama said this is not crazy.  Obama said this is not crazy.     
    
1 March 2010 Obama hates white cops and celebrates in his warped 1 March 2010 Obama hates white cops and celebrates in his warped 1 March 2010 Obama hates white cops and celebrates in his warped 1 March 2010 Obama hates white cops and celebrates in his warped 
mind when a Niger kills a cop, and this is the "Acting" President of mind when a Niger kills a cop, and this is the "Acting" President of mind when a Niger kills a cop, and this is the "Acting" President of mind when a Niger kills a cop, and this is the "Acting" President of 
the USA that Kennedythe USA that Kennedythe USA that Kennedythe USA that Kennedy----Bush got "elected". 40k women died a Bush got "elected". 40k women died a Bush got "elected". 40k women died a Bush got "elected". 40k women died a 
torturous death from Breast Cancer in Obama's first year and not torturous death from Breast Cancer in Obama's first year and not torturous death from Breast Cancer in Obama's first year and not torturous death from Breast Cancer in Obama's first year and not 
even CBS's Katie Couric would report this! So no one will report it. even CBS's Katie Couric would report this! So no one will report it. even CBS's Katie Couric would report this! So no one will report it. even CBS's Katie Couric would report this! So no one will report it.     
    
1 March 2010 Cheney's lesbian Dyke daughter has had or will have 1 March 2010 Cheney's lesbian Dyke daughter has had or will have 1 March 2010 Cheney's lesbian Dyke daughter has had or will have 1 March 2010 Cheney's lesbian Dyke daughter has had or will have 
licked 10,000 women via blackmail, coercion, or just paying for sex licked 10,000 women via blackmail, coercion, or just paying for sex licked 10,000 women via blackmail, coercion, or just paying for sex licked 10,000 women via blackmail, coercion, or just paying for sex 
with her dads cash. 5,000 of these girls will be preteen as they are with her dads cash. 5,000 of these girls will be preteen as they are with her dads cash. 5,000 of these girls will be preteen as they are with her dads cash. 5,000 of these girls will be preteen as they are 
the most sort after by lesbian dykes and fags.... Tonight Show the most sort after by lesbian dykes and fags.... Tonight Show the most sort after by lesbian dykes and fags.... Tonight Show the most sort after by lesbian dykes and fags.... Tonight Show 
tonight Leno will joke about Trump... tonight Leno will joke about Trump... tonight Leno will joke about Trump... tonight Leno will joke about Trump...     
    
1 March 2010 New York Times... Toyota Withheld 100's of thousands 1 March 2010 New York Times... Toyota Withheld 100's of thousands 1 March 2010 New York Times... Toyota Withheld 100's of thousands 1 March 2010 New York Times... Toyota Withheld 100's of thousands 
of Fiery LA Wrecks. Evidence of a Gov. Genocide via gasoline and the of Fiery LA Wrecks. Evidence of a Gov. Genocide via gasoline and the of Fiery LA Wrecks. Evidence of a Gov. Genocide via gasoline and the of Fiery LA Wrecks. Evidence of a Gov. Genocide via gasoline and the 
suppression of the Electricwindmillcar from 1980 to 2010. suppression of the Electricwindmillcar from 1980 to 2010. suppression of the Electricwindmillcar from 1980 to 2010. suppression of the Electricwindmillcar from 1980 to 2010.     
    
1 March 2010 26 Feb 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in 1 March 2010 26 Feb 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in 1 March 2010 26 Feb 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in 1 March 2010 26 Feb 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in 
oil genocide money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi oil genocide money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi oil genocide money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi oil genocide money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi 
not Swiss cops burned and burned to death in gasoline. Cops even a not Swiss cops burned and burned to death in gasoline. Cops even a not Swiss cops burned and burned to death in gasoline. Cops even a not Swiss cops burned and burned to death in gasoline. Cops even a 
few Swiss cops burned in gasoline from 1980 to 2010 will hang them few Swiss cops burned in gasoline from 1980 to 2010 will hang them few Swiss cops burned in gasoline from 1980 to 2010 will hang them few Swiss cops burned in gasoline from 1980 to 2010 will hang them 
all.... Gadhafi and the Swiss King and of course every Swiss Banker all.... Gadhafi and the Swiss King and of course every Swiss Banker all.... Gadhafi and the Swiss King and of course every Swiss Banker all.... Gadhafi and the Swiss King and of course every Swiss Banker 
in Switzerland will lose his head to the French invented Guillotine. in Switzerland will lose his head to the French invented Guillotine. in Switzerland will lose his head to the French invented Guillotine. in Switzerland will lose his head to the French invented Guillotine.     
    
GENEVA (AP) GENEVA (AP) GENEVA (AP) GENEVA (AP) ---- After two centuries of neutrality, Switzerland found  After two centuries of neutrality, Switzerland found  After two centuries of neutrality, Switzerland found  After two centuries of neutrality, Switzerland found 
itself in a bizarre and unprecedented situation Friday, facing a itself in a bizarre and unprecedented situation Friday, facing a itself in a bizarre and unprecedented situation Friday, facing a itself in a bizarre and unprecedented situation Friday, facing a 
wouldwouldwouldwould----be "holy war" announced by Libya's Moammar Gadhafi. be "holy war" announced by Libya's Moammar Gadhafi. be "holy war" announced by Libya's Moammar Gadhafi. be "holy war" announced by Libya's Moammar Gadhafi.     
    
The Swiss government declined to comment on Gadhafi's latest The Swiss government declined to comment on Gadhafi's latest The Swiss government declined to comment on Gadhafi's latest The Swiss government declined to comment on Gadhafi's latest 
salvo in a simmering diplomatic saga stemming from the Geneva salvo in a simmering diplomatic saga stemming from the Geneva salvo in a simmering diplomatic saga stemming from the Geneva salvo in a simmering diplomatic saga stemming from the Geneva 
police's 2008 arrest and brief detainment of his son, Hannibal, police's 2008 arrest and brief detainment of his son, Hannibal, police's 2008 arrest and brief detainment of his son, Hannibal, police's 2008 arrest and brief detainment of his son, Hannibal, 
and his wife for allegedly beating up their servants. and his wife for allegedly beating up their servants. and his wife for allegedly beating up their servants. and his wife for allegedly beating up their servants.     
    
1 March 2010 No one at the New York Times is trying to understand 1 March 2010 No one at the New York Times is trying to understand 1 March 2010 No one at the New York Times is trying to understand 1 March 2010 No one at the New York Times is trying to understand 
how time works, how gravity is generated. This is a crime against how time works, how gravity is generated. This is a crime against how time works, how gravity is generated. This is a crime against how time works, how gravity is generated. This is a crime against 
Humanity. Humanity. Humanity. Humanity.     
    
1 March 2010 Yale University News, New Haven residents are not 1 March 2010 Yale University News, New Haven residents are not 1 March 2010 Yale University News, New Haven residents are not 1 March 2010 Yale University News, New Haven residents are not 
healthy. Half don't exercise, most eat red meat brainwashed and healthy. Half don't exercise, most eat red meat brainwashed and healthy. Half don't exercise, most eat red meat brainwashed and healthy. Half don't exercise, most eat red meat brainwashed and 
given misinformation by the Cattle Men who are worst than Oil given misinformation by the Cattle Men who are worst than Oil given misinformation by the Cattle Men who are worst than Oil given misinformation by the Cattle Men who are worst than Oil 
Men. Smoking is 50% above the national average. Yale students use Men. Smoking is 50% above the national average. Yale students use Men. Smoking is 50% above the national average. Yale students use Men. Smoking is 50% above the national average. Yale students use 
their elite status to drink at the local New Haven bars. Cattle Men their elite status to drink at the local New Haven bars. Cattle Men their elite status to drink at the local New Haven bars. Cattle Men their elite status to drink at the local New Haven bars. Cattle Men 
could never ever be offered incentives to grow something than could never ever be offered incentives to grow something than could never ever be offered incentives to grow something than could never ever be offered incentives to grow something than 
Opium. Opium. Opium. Opium.     
    
1 March 2010 No one at Yale Medical School is working on a cure 1 March 2010 No one at Yale Medical School is working on a cure 1 March 2010 No one at Yale Medical School is working on a cure 1 March 2010 No one at Yale Medical School is working on a cure 
for Alcoholism. for Alcoholism. for Alcoholism. for Alcoholism.     
    
1 March 2010 Bad Habits are given to the mass of Humanity by the 1 March 2010 Bad Habits are given to the mass of Humanity by the 1 March 2010 Bad Habits are given to the mass of Humanity by the 1 March 2010 Bad Habits are given to the mass of Humanity by the 
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top brass. top brass. top brass. top brass.     
    
1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 
die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010     
    
1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 
die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010     
    
1 March 2010 Jews are Drunkards, USA got them drunk enough to 1 March 2010 Jews are Drunkards, USA got them drunk enough to 1 March 2010 Jews are Drunkards, USA got them drunk enough to 1 March 2010 Jews are Drunkards, USA got them drunk enough to 
murder in cold blood 1,200 women and children in Gaza with the murder in cold blood 1,200 women and children in Gaza with the murder in cold blood 1,200 women and children in Gaza with the murder in cold blood 1,200 women and children in Gaza with the 
ill side effects of Drunk Solders cheering over their Kills of old ill side effects of Drunk Solders cheering over their Kills of old ill side effects of Drunk Solders cheering over their Kills of old ill side effects of Drunk Solders cheering over their Kills of old 
women walking down the street! women walking down the street! women walking down the street! women walking down the street!     
    
1 March 2010 At the same exact time in the USA 40k women were 1 March 2010 At the same exact time in the USA 40k women were 1 March 2010 At the same exact time in the USA 40k women were 1 March 2010 At the same exact time in the USA 40k women were 
tortured by breast cancer and died at the hands of Drunk tortured by breast cancer and died at the hands of Drunk tortured by breast cancer and died at the hands of Drunk tortured by breast cancer and died at the hands of Drunk 
American Generals playing with War Toys. American Generals playing with War Toys. American Generals playing with War Toys. American Generals playing with War Toys.     
    
1 March 2010 War Toys that were given to the Jews at Tel Nof Air 1 March 2010 War Toys that were given to the Jews at Tel Nof Air 1 March 2010 War Toys that were given to the Jews at Tel Nof Air 1 March 2010 War Toys that were given to the Jews at Tel Nof Air 
Force Base, Israel. A fleet of 100's of Drones costing $100's of Force Base, Israel. A fleet of 100's of Drones costing $100's of Force Base, Israel. A fleet of 100's of Drones costing $100's of Force Base, Israel. A fleet of 100's of Drones costing $100's of 
Billions. Women dressed in pink failed to seduce any American Billions. Women dressed in pink failed to seduce any American Billions. Women dressed in pink failed to seduce any American Billions. Women dressed in pink failed to seduce any American 
Generals. Generals must be addicted to war and visiting the off Generals. Generals must be addicted to war and visiting the off Generals. Generals must be addicted to war and visiting the off Generals. Generals must be addicted to war and visiting the off 
base whore house! base whore house! base whore house! base whore house!     
    
1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 
die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010     
    
1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 
die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010     
    
1 March 2010 Jewish women in Israel have the highest rates of 1 March 2010 Jewish women in Israel have the highest rates of 1 March 2010 Jewish women in Israel have the highest rates of 1 March 2010 Jewish women in Israel have the highest rates of 
breast cancer in the world... what in the world is going on with breast cancer in the world... what in the world is going on with breast cancer in the world... what in the world is going on with breast cancer in the world... what in the world is going on with 
these guys? these guys? these guys? these guys?     
    
1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 
die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010     
    
1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 
die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010     
    
1 March 2010 Lisa Novak will get her MD job back at NASA when we 1 March 2010 Lisa Novak will get her MD job back at NASA when we 1 March 2010 Lisa Novak will get her MD job back at NASA when we 1 March 2010 Lisa Novak will get her MD job back at NASA when we 
invent a 747... fly me to the moon in a 747. Fags at NASA and Ball invent a 747... fly me to the moon in a 747. Fags at NASA and Ball invent a 747... fly me to the moon in a 747. Fags at NASA and Ball invent a 747... fly me to the moon in a 747. Fags at NASA and Ball 
Aerospace here in Boulder Colorado suppressed this invention Aerospace here in Boulder Colorado suppressed this invention Aerospace here in Boulder Colorado suppressed this invention Aerospace here in Boulder Colorado suppressed this invention 
project from decades of University Students... from 1980 to 2010 the project from decades of University Students... from 1980 to 2010 the project from decades of University Students... from 1980 to 2010 the project from decades of University Students... from 1980 to 2010 the 
Oil Genocide Era. Oil Genocide Era. Oil Genocide Era. Oil Genocide Era.     
    
1 March 2010 NASA has no space destination, Alpha Centauri is 1 March 2010 NASA has no space destination, Alpha Centauri is 1 March 2010 NASA has no space destination, Alpha Centauri is 1 March 2010 NASA has no space destination, Alpha Centauri is 
suppressed by the fags at NASA and Ball Aerospace here in Boulder, suppressed by the fags at NASA and Ball Aerospace here in Boulder, suppressed by the fags at NASA and Ball Aerospace here in Boulder, suppressed by the fags at NASA and Ball Aerospace here in Boulder, 
Colorado. Colorado. Colorado. Colorado.     
    
1 March 2010 Spanish is now at Yale, on all documents, 1,001 1 March 2010 Spanish is now at Yale, on all documents, 1,001 1 March 2010 Spanish is now at Yale, on all documents, 1,001 1 March 2010 Spanish is now at Yale, on all documents, 1,001 
Invention Projects and a $1 Trillion dollar Medical School LOST Invention Projects and a $1 Trillion dollar Medical School LOST Invention Projects and a $1 Trillion dollar Medical School LOST Invention Projects and a $1 Trillion dollar Medical School LOST 
out to stupid nigers personal agenda to put Spanish into out to stupid nigers personal agenda to put Spanish into out to stupid nigers personal agenda to put Spanish into out to stupid nigers personal agenda to put Spanish into 
everything. This is not only a waste of time but stifles a Universe of everything. This is not only a waste of time but stifles a Universe of everything. This is not only a waste of time but stifles a Universe of everything. This is not only a waste of time but stifles a Universe of 
Inventions! Deaths caused by putting Spanish everywhere at Yale Inventions! Deaths caused by putting Spanish everywhere at Yale Inventions! Deaths caused by putting Spanish everywhere at Yale Inventions! Deaths caused by putting Spanish everywhere at Yale 
will be in a Yale Textbook in 2020. "Inventions I lost by learning will be in a Yale Textbook in 2020. "Inventions I lost by learning will be in a Yale Textbook in 2020. "Inventions I lost by learning will be in a Yale Textbook in 2020. "Inventions I lost by learning 
Spanish". Spanish". Spanish". Spanish".     
    
1 March 2010 FDA approved Prevnar 13 vaccination to save 1 1 March 2010 FDA approved Prevnar 13 vaccination to save 1 1 March 2010 FDA approved Prevnar 13 vaccination to save 1 1 March 2010 FDA approved Prevnar 13 vaccination to save 1 
million a year from meningitis, pneumonia and other deadly million a year from meningitis, pneumonia and other deadly million a year from meningitis, pneumonia and other deadly million a year from meningitis, pneumonia and other deadly 
diseases. Mexicans at Leaning Tree Greeting Card Company and diseases. Mexicans at Leaning Tree Greeting Card Company and diseases. Mexicans at Leaning Tree Greeting Card Company and diseases. Mexicans at Leaning Tree Greeting Card Company and 
Blue Mt. Arts Greeting Cards in Boulder Colorado refuse their free Blue Mt. Arts Greeting Cards in Boulder Colorado refuse their free Blue Mt. Arts Greeting Cards in Boulder Colorado refuse their free Blue Mt. Arts Greeting Cards in Boulder Colorado refuse their free 
flu shots while their supervisors know others will get sick from this flu shots while their supervisors know others will get sick from this flu shots while their supervisors know others will get sick from this flu shots while their supervisors know others will get sick from this 
stupid behavior. stupid behavior. stupid behavior. stupid behavior.     
    
1 March 2010 Paris, The French National Assembly, from the French 1 March 2010 Paris, The French National Assembly, from the French 1 March 2010 Paris, The French National Assembly, from the French 1 March 2010 Paris, The French National Assembly, from the French 
Revolution is light years from making any laws about infecting Revolution is light years from making any laws about infecting Revolution is light years from making any laws about infecting Revolution is light years from making any laws about infecting 
others with the flu, or any other disease. These defendants from the others with the flu, or any other disease. These defendants from the others with the flu, or any other disease. These defendants from the others with the flu, or any other disease. These defendants from the 
French Revolution, last week in Paris they put out a plan to make French Revolution, last week in Paris they put out a plan to make French Revolution, last week in Paris they put out a plan to make French Revolution, last week in Paris they put out a plan to make 
being a bully a crime. None of these guys will ever marry a women being a bully a crime. None of these guys will ever marry a women being a bully a crime. None of these guys will ever marry a women being a bully a crime. None of these guys will ever marry a women 
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MD or even dream about brainstorm 1,001 inventions with several MD or even dream about brainstorm 1,001 inventions with several MD or even dream about brainstorm 1,001 inventions with several MD or even dream about brainstorm 1,001 inventions with several 
women MD's. The French Revolutionaries are brain dead in Paris! women MD's. The French Revolutionaries are brain dead in Paris! women MD's. The French Revolutionaries are brain dead in Paris! women MD's. The French Revolutionaries are brain dead in Paris! 
LOST to Humanity! Paris not a 3 rd world colony is the place you LOST to Humanity! Paris not a 3 rd world colony is the place you LOST to Humanity! Paris not a 3 rd world colony is the place you LOST to Humanity! Paris not a 3 rd world colony is the place you 
have the best chance to get infected with Hepatitis! have the best chance to get infected with Hepatitis! have the best chance to get infected with Hepatitis! have the best chance to get infected with Hepatitis!     
    
1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 
die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010     
    
1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 1 March 2010 In the War against Breast Cancer... 40k women will 
die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010 die in 2010     
    
1 March 2010 Winter Snow Storm... 10 million without electricity 1 March 2010 Winter Snow Storm... 10 million without electricity 1 March 2010 Winter Snow Storm... 10 million without electricity 1 March 2010 Winter Snow Storm... 10 million without electricity 
via Murderous Nigers at Sandia National Lab.! They LOST these 10 via Murderous Nigers at Sandia National Lab.! They LOST these 10 via Murderous Nigers at Sandia National Lab.! They LOST these 10 via Murderous Nigers at Sandia National Lab.! They LOST these 10 
million people electricity on 1 March 2010, in a Blizzard. LOST, free million people electricity on 1 March 2010, in a Blizzard. LOST, free million people electricity on 1 March 2010, in a Blizzard. LOST, free million people electricity on 1 March 2010, in a Blizzard. LOST, free 
H generated via the H2O in your ElectricWindmillCar. Electrolysis H generated via the H2O in your ElectricWindmillCar. Electrolysis H generated via the H2O in your ElectricWindmillCar. Electrolysis H generated via the H2O in your ElectricWindmillCar. Electrolysis 
LOST at Sandia LOST at Sandia LOST at Sandia LOST at Sandia ---- is a Genocide in a New England Blizzard, Cold  is a Genocide in a New England Blizzard, Cold  is a Genocide in a New England Blizzard, Cold  is a Genocide in a New England Blizzard, Cold 
hearted gov workers at Sandia in New Mexico! hearted gov workers at Sandia in New Mexico! hearted gov workers at Sandia in New Mexico! hearted gov workers at Sandia in New Mexico!     
    
1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 
money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi, not Swiss cops money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi, not Swiss cops money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi, not Swiss cops money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi, not Swiss cops 
burned and burned to death in gasoline. burned and burned to death in gasoline. burned and burned to death in gasoline. burned and burned to death in gasoline.     
    
1 March 2010 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees... 1 March 2010 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees... 1 March 2010 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees... 1 March 2010 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees... 
Helicopter Combine! Helicopter Combine! Helicopter Combine! Helicopter Combine!     
    
1 March 2010 Winter Snow Storm... 10 million without electricity is 1 March 2010 Winter Snow Storm... 10 million without electricity is 1 March 2010 Winter Snow Storm... 10 million without electricity is 1 March 2010 Winter Snow Storm... 10 million without electricity is 
Murderous! Murderous! Murderous! Murderous!     
    
1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... How is gravity generated? 1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... How is gravity generated? 1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... How is gravity generated? 1 March 2010 Gravity of our Times... How is gravity generated?     
    
    
    
1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 
money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi, not Swiss cops money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi, not Swiss cops money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi, not Swiss cops money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi, not Swiss cops 
burned and burned to death in gasoline. burned and burned to death in gasoline. burned and burned to death in gasoline. burned and burned to death in gasoline.     
    
    
    
1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 
money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi, not Swiss cops money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi, not Swiss cops money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi, not Swiss cops money in Swiss Banks and now a fight with Gadhafi, not Swiss cops 
burned and burned to death in gasoline. burned and burned to death in gasoline. burned and burned to death in gasoline. burned and burned to death in gasoline.     
    
    
    
1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 1 March 2010 Geneva ha funny story $177 Trillion in oil genocide 
money! money! money! money!     
    
    
    
    
15 Feb. 2010 New York Times today 15 Feb. 2010 New York Times today 15 Feb. 2010 New York Times today 15 Feb. 2010 New York Times today     
    
Wrote up the $1 Trillion Dollar Medical School... almost! Wrote up the $1 Trillion Dollar Medical School... almost! Wrote up the $1 Trillion Dollar Medical School... almost! Wrote up the $1 Trillion Dollar Medical School... almost!     
    
15 Feb. 2010 New York Times today wrote up CIA and other 15 Feb. 2010 New York Times today wrote up CIA and other 15 Feb. 2010 New York Times today wrote up CIA and other 15 Feb. 2010 New York Times today wrote up CIA and other 
Intelligence Agents around the world watch the top brass have sex Intelligence Agents around the world watch the top brass have sex Intelligence Agents around the world watch the top brass have sex Intelligence Agents around the world watch the top brass have sex 
with kids in Thailand... almost! with kids in Thailand... almost! with kids in Thailand... almost! with kids in Thailand... almost!     
    
15 Feb. 2010 New York Times suppressed the story about Toyota 15 Feb. 2010 New York Times suppressed the story about Toyota 15 Feb. 2010 New York Times suppressed the story about Toyota 15 Feb. 2010 New York Times suppressed the story about Toyota ----    
2011 models with Satellite dish on top and cameras inside and out 2011 models with Satellite dish on top and cameras inside and out 2011 models with Satellite dish on top and cameras inside and out 2011 models with Satellite dish on top and cameras inside and out 
for drivers and the cops! GPS Trackers for Mom and Dad to keep for drivers and the cops! GPS Trackers for Mom and Dad to keep for drivers and the cops! GPS Trackers for Mom and Dad to keep for drivers and the cops! GPS Trackers for Mom and Dad to keep 
track of the kids... LOST to Fiery LA wrecks... same top brass track of the kids... LOST to Fiery LA wrecks... same top brass track of the kids... LOST to Fiery LA wrecks... same top brass track of the kids... LOST to Fiery LA wrecks... same top brass 
criminals! You know their names! criminals! You know their names! criminals! You know their names! criminals! You know their names!     
    
15 Feb. 2010 New York Times suppressed the Los Alamos and Sandia 15 Feb. 2010 New York Times suppressed the Los Alamos and Sandia 15 Feb. 2010 New York Times suppressed the Los Alamos and Sandia 15 Feb. 2010 New York Times suppressed the Los Alamos and Sandia 
National Labs story about using unused Supercomputer's, (and the National Labs story about using unused Supercomputer's, (and the National Labs story about using unused Supercomputer's, (and the National Labs story about using unused Supercomputer's, (and the 
scientists who come to work looking for something to do) from the scientists who come to work looking for something to do) from the scientists who come to work looking for something to do) from the scientists who come to work looking for something to do) from the 
MAD Era for social Earthquakes in diagnosis is and crime. MAD Era for social Earthquakes in diagnosis is and crime. MAD Era for social Earthquakes in diagnosis is and crime. MAD Era for social Earthquakes in diagnosis is and crime.     
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15 Feb. 2010 New York Times today wrote up "Manpower" Temps and 15 Feb. 2010 New York Times today wrote up "Manpower" Temps and 15 Feb. 2010 New York Times today wrote up "Manpower" Temps and 15 Feb. 2010 New York Times today wrote up "Manpower" Temps and 
"Kelly Services" Temps for "Genocide" causing the deaths of 100's "Kelly Services" Temps for "Genocide" causing the deaths of 100's "Kelly Services" Temps for "Genocide" causing the deaths of 100's "Kelly Services" Temps for "Genocide" causing the deaths of 100's 
sentenced to a "Life Term" as Temps... via Gen. Orwell! sentenced to a "Life Term" as Temps... via Gen. Orwell! sentenced to a "Life Term" as Temps... via Gen. Orwell! sentenced to a "Life Term" as Temps... via Gen. Orwell!     
    
Part of the culture of the "Oil Genocide Era" the same top brass Part of the culture of the "Oil Genocide Era" the same top brass Part of the culture of the "Oil Genocide Era" the same top brass Part of the culture of the "Oil Genocide Era" the same top brass 
mentality that lets 100's burn and burn to death in fiery LA Wrecks mentality that lets 100's burn and burn to death in fiery LA Wrecks mentality that lets 100's burn and burn to death in fiery LA Wrecks mentality that lets 100's burn and burn to death in fiery LA Wrecks 
and sells American organs to Saudi Princes... they don't care about and sells American organs to Saudi Princes... they don't care about and sells American organs to Saudi Princes... they don't care about and sells American organs to Saudi Princes... they don't care about 
temps to say the least! Same guys will let 40k women die a torturous temps to say the least! Same guys will let 40k women die a torturous temps to say the least! Same guys will let 40k women die a torturous temps to say the least! Same guys will let 40k women die a torturous 
death via breast cancer in 2010 while keeping Greg Buell Lovestar death via breast cancer in 2010 while keeping Greg Buell Lovestar death via breast cancer in 2010 while keeping Greg Buell Lovestar death via breast cancer in 2010 while keeping Greg Buell Lovestar 
off limits from working with Yale MD wives brainstorming a Rx off limits from working with Yale MD wives brainstorming a Rx off limits from working with Yale MD wives brainstorming a Rx off limits from working with Yale MD wives brainstorming a Rx 
Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer!     
    
15 Feb. 2010 Three million gringos were given Hepatitis by the Dirty 15 Feb. 2010 Three million gringos were given Hepatitis by the Dirty 15 Feb. 2010 Three million gringos were given Hepatitis by the Dirty 15 Feb. 2010 Three million gringos were given Hepatitis by the Dirty 
Mexicans who cook your fast food and check you out of the CU Mexicans who cook your fast food and check you out of the CU Mexicans who cook your fast food and check you out of the CU Mexicans who cook your fast food and check you out of the CU 
Campus bookstore... top brass don't know how to cure this as more Campus bookstore... top brass don't know how to cure this as more Campus bookstore... top brass don't know how to cure this as more Campus bookstore... top brass don't know how to cure this as more 
and more gringos are infected every day. Sorry State of the United and more gringos are infected every day. Sorry State of the United and more gringos are infected every day. Sorry State of the United and more gringos are infected every day. Sorry State of the United 
States to say the least. States to say the least. States to say the least. States to say the least.     
    
15 Feb. 2010 15 Feb. 2010 15 Feb. 2010 15 Feb. 2010     
2010 version of the "1984" movie... Letterman, Leno, Oprah 2010 version of the "1984" movie... Letterman, Leno, Oprah 2010 version of the "1984" movie... Letterman, Leno, Oprah 2010 version of the "1984" movie... Letterman, Leno, Oprah 
commercial was "Orwellian" as all 3 work for "Big Brother", on the commercial was "Orwellian" as all 3 work for "Big Brother", on the commercial was "Orwellian" as all 3 work for "Big Brother", on the commercial was "Orwellian" as all 3 work for "Big Brother", on the 
couch they could have been in a scene from a 2010 version of the couch they could have been in a scene from a 2010 version of the couch they could have been in a scene from a 2010 version of the couch they could have been in a scene from a 2010 version of the 
"1984" movie. "1984" movie. "1984" movie. "1984" movie.     
    
15 Feb. 2010 15 Feb. 2010 15 Feb. 2010 15 Feb. 2010     
    
14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day     
    
14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day and the New York Times didn't expose 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day and the New York Times didn't expose 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day and the New York Times didn't expose 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day and the New York Times didn't expose 
the Fiery Wrecks in LA Today the Fiery Wrecks in LA Today the Fiery Wrecks in LA Today the Fiery Wrecks in LA Today ----    Loving Couples will burn and burn Loving Couples will burn and burn Loving Couples will burn and burn Loving Couples will burn and burn 
to death in today, Valentines Day 2010 for more Oil Genocide to death in today, Valentines Day 2010 for more Oil Genocide to death in today, Valentines Day 2010 for more Oil Genocide to death in today, Valentines Day 2010 for more Oil Genocide 
Money... $177 Trillion dollars in oil Revenues since the invention of Money... $177 Trillion dollars in oil Revenues since the invention of Money... $177 Trillion dollars in oil Revenues since the invention of Money... $177 Trillion dollars in oil Revenues since the invention of 
the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 in Boulder, Colorado. USA! the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 in Boulder, Colorado. USA! the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 in Boulder, Colorado. USA! the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 in Boulder, Colorado. USA!     
    
14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day ----    Greg brainstorming with his Yale MD Greg brainstorming with his Yale MD Greg brainstorming with his Yale MD Greg brainstorming with his Yale MD 
wives! Grin! 1,001 Miracle Cures! wives! Grin! 1,001 Miracle Cures! wives! Grin! 1,001 Miracle Cures! wives! Grin! 1,001 Miracle Cures!     
    
GlaxoSmithKline www.gsk.com the big British drug maker, I mailed GlaxoSmithKline www.gsk.com the big British drug maker, I mailed GlaxoSmithKline www.gsk.com the big British drug maker, I mailed GlaxoSmithKline www.gsk.com the big British drug maker, I mailed 
them a 8 1/2" by 11" Post Card of the Universe and told them they them a 8 1/2" by 11" Post Card of the Universe and told them they them a 8 1/2" by 11" Post Card of the Universe and told them they them a 8 1/2" by 11" Post Card of the Universe and told them they 
might suppress Total Immunity, OR maybe not if the 100's of might suppress Total Immunity, OR maybe not if the 100's of might suppress Total Immunity, OR maybe not if the 100's of might suppress Total Immunity, OR maybe not if the 100's of 
thousands of cops and kids burned and burn to death in fiery LA thousands of cops and kids burned and burn to death in fiery LA thousands of cops and kids burned and burn to death in fiery LA thousands of cops and kids burned and burn to death in fiery LA 
Wrecks have pulled off a successful coup by the time I get the Total Wrecks have pulled off a successful coup by the time I get the Total Wrecks have pulled off a successful coup by the time I get the Total Wrecks have pulled off a successful coup by the time I get the Total 
Immunity invention with my Yale MD wives! Grin! Immunity invention with my Yale MD wives! Grin! Immunity invention with my Yale MD wives! Grin! Immunity invention with my Yale MD wives! Grin!     
    
14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day     
    
$177 Trillion in Oil Genocide Money $ Jews and the Burden of $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide Money $ Jews and the Burden of $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide Money $ Jews and the Burden of $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide Money $ Jews and the Burden of 
Money, $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide Money $ Jerry Z. Muller knew Money, $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide Money $ Jerry Z. Muller knew Money, $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide Money $ Jerry Z. Muller knew Money, $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide Money $ Jerry Z. Muller knew 
of the $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide money and the 100's of of the $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide money and the 100's of of the $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide money and the 100's of of the $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide money and the 100's of 
thousands of cops and kids burned and burned to death in fiery LA thousands of cops and kids burned and burned to death in fiery LA thousands of cops and kids burned and burned to death in fiery LA thousands of cops and kids burned and burned to death in fiery LA 
wrecks... still presents a provocative and accessible survey of how wrecks... still presents a provocative and accessible survey of how wrecks... still presents a provocative and accessible survey of how wrecks... still presents a provocative and accessible survey of how 
Jewish culture the Top Brass when along with burning and Jewish culture the Top Brass when along with burning and Jewish culture the Top Brass when along with burning and Jewish culture the Top Brass when along with burning and 
burning to death so many in every Nation on Earth for so much burning to death so many in every Nation on Earth for so much burning to death so many in every Nation on Earth for so much burning to death so many in every Nation on Earth for so much 
money... $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide Money $ from 1980 to 2010. money... $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide Money $ from 1980 to 2010. money... $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide Money $ from 1980 to 2010. money... $177 Trillion in Oil Genocide Money $ from 1980 to 2010.     
    
14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day     
    
The question of why so many Jews have been so good at making The question of why so many Jews have been so good at making The question of why so many Jews have been so good at making The question of why so many Jews have been so good at making 
money is a touchy one. For hundreds of years, it has been fraught money is a touchy one. For hundreds of years, it has been fraught money is a touchy one. For hundreds of years, it has been fraught money is a touchy one. For hundreds of years, it has been fraught 
with suspicion, denial, resentment, guilt, selfwith suspicion, denial, resentment, guilt, selfwith suspicion, denial, resentment, guilt, selfwith suspicion, denial, resentment, guilt, self----hatred and violence. hatred and violence. hatred and violence. hatred and violence. 
No wonder Jews and gentiles alike are so uncomfortable No wonder Jews and gentiles alike are so uncomfortable No wonder Jews and gentiles alike are so uncomfortable No wonder Jews and gentiles alike are so uncomfortable 
confronting Jewish capitalistic competence. Still, in his slim essay confronting Jewish capitalistic competence. Still, in his slim essay confronting Jewish capitalistic competence. Still, in his slim essay confronting Jewish capitalistic competence. Still, in his slim essay 
collection collection collection collection ““““Capitalism and the Jews,Capitalism and the Jews,Capitalism and the Jews,Capitalism and the Jews,””””    by Jerry Z. Muller reviewed in by Jerry Z. Muller reviewed in by Jerry Z. Muller reviewed in by Jerry Z. Muller reviewed in 
the New York Times on Sunday Valentines Day 2010 $ the New York Times on Sunday Valentines Day 2010 $ the New York Times on Sunday Valentines Day 2010 $ the New York Times on Sunday Valentines Day 2010 $     
    
ps. Israeli relief workers are harvesting organs in Haiti for $$$. ps. Israeli relief workers are harvesting organs in Haiti for $$$. ps. Israeli relief workers are harvesting organs in Haiti for $$$. ps. Israeli relief workers are harvesting organs in Haiti for $$$. 
Bush could have a Swiss Bank account with $1 Billion just from the Bush could have a Swiss Bank account with $1 Billion just from the Bush could have a Swiss Bank account with $1 Billion just from the Bush could have a Swiss Bank account with $1 Billion just from the 
sale of Organs he harvested from Americans and sold to Saudi sale of Organs he harvested from Americans and sold to Saudi sale of Organs he harvested from Americans and sold to Saudi sale of Organs he harvested from Americans and sold to Saudi 
Princes, he walked hand in had with on his Texas Ranch. Princes, he walked hand in had with on his Texas Ranch. Princes, he walked hand in had with on his Texas Ranch. Princes, he walked hand in had with on his Texas Ranch.     
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14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day     
    
14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day 14 Feb. 2010 Valentines Day     
    
13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010     
    
13 Feb. 2010 I signed up for live mail my new email address. Using, 13 Feb. 2010 I signed up for live mail my new email address. Using, 13 Feb. 2010 I signed up for live mail my new email address. Using, 13 Feb. 2010 I signed up for live mail my new email address. Using, 
learning Windows 7, one tip for you is setting up the user accounts, learning Windows 7, one tip for you is setting up the user accounts, learning Windows 7, one tip for you is setting up the user accounts, learning Windows 7, one tip for you is setting up the user accounts, 
2 administrators and 2 users, you have to set up the same things in 2 administrators and 2 users, you have to set up the same things in 2 administrators and 2 users, you have to set up the same things in 2 administrators and 2 users, you have to set up the same things in 
each account there is no way using win 7 to copy what you set up in each account there is no way using win 7 to copy what you set up in each account there is no way using win 7 to copy what you set up in each account there is no way using win 7 to copy what you set up in 
one user to another unless you buy a $500 Network Administrator one user to another unless you buy a $500 Network Administrator one user to another unless you buy a $500 Network Administrator one user to another unless you buy a $500 Network Administrator 
software, Microsoft will add this feature in win 8. I bought my Win software, Microsoft will add this feature in win 8. I bought my Win software, Microsoft will add this feature in win 8. I bought my Win software, Microsoft will add this feature in win 8. I bought my Win 
7 notebook at Best Buy and the Geeks set up my Acer 5532 $345 tax 7 notebook at Best Buy and the Geeks set up my Acer 5532 $345 tax 7 notebook at Best Buy and the Geeks set up my Acer 5532 $345 tax 7 notebook at Best Buy and the Geeks set up my Acer 5532 $345 tax 
and $40 Geek set up total was $420. and $40 Geek set up total was $420. and $40 Geek set up total was $420. and $40 Geek set up total was $420.     
    
13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010     
Tip 2... Best Buy does not sell any notebooks that have a Tip 2... Best Buy does not sell any notebooks that have a Tip 2... Best Buy does not sell any notebooks that have a Tip 2... Best Buy does not sell any notebooks that have a 
indoor/outdoor screen so if you are living in Key West or going to indoor/outdoor screen so if you are living in Key West or going to indoor/outdoor screen so if you are living in Key West or going to indoor/outdoor screen so if you are living in Key West or going to 
retire to Key West be sure to get a notebook with an indoor/outdoor retire to Key West be sure to get a notebook with an indoor/outdoor retire to Key West be sure to get a notebook with an indoor/outdoor retire to Key West be sure to get a notebook with an indoor/outdoor 
screen or you will not be able to seen the screen on the beach!!!!! screen or you will not be able to seen the screen on the beach!!!!! screen or you will not be able to seen the screen on the beach!!!!! screen or you will not be able to seen the screen on the beach!!!!!     
    
13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010     
    
I bought a 880 gb Seagate usb 2 hard drive for all my files and it I bought a 880 gb Seagate usb 2 hard drive for all my files and it I bought a 880 gb Seagate usb 2 hard drive for all my files and it I bought a 880 gb Seagate usb 2 hard drive for all my files and it 
works great. Just installed Google Desktop for searching my works great. Just installed Google Desktop for searching my works great. Just installed Google Desktop for searching my works great. Just installed Google Desktop for searching my 
notebook and. it finished doing the index in less than a few hours. notebook and. it finished doing the index in less than a few hours. notebook and. it finished doing the index in less than a few hours. notebook and. it finished doing the index in less than a few hours. 
Added the 880 gb Seagate to the index search too. Google need to Added the 880 gb Seagate to the index search too. Google need to Added the 880 gb Seagate to the index search too. Google need to Added the 880 gb Seagate to the index search too. Google need to 
update their desktop search as the search results only print on half update their desktop search as the search results only print on half update their desktop search as the search results only print on half update their desktop search as the search results only print on half 
a page cutting off the file name and path in the 3 lines... Google a page cutting off the file name and path in the 3 lines... Google a page cutting off the file name and path in the 3 lines... Google a page cutting off the file name and path in the 3 lines... Google 
limited the length to half this line when they could extend it out to limited the length to half this line when they could extend it out to limited the length to half this line when they could extend it out to limited the length to half this line when they could extend it out to 
the end of the page and even use word wrap... I asked them the top the end of the page and even use word wrap... I asked them the top the end of the page and even use word wrap... I asked them the top the end of the page and even use word wrap... I asked them the top 
brass at Google if they were still working or in Key West. Google did brass at Google if they were still working or in Key West. Google did brass at Google if they were still working or in Key West. Google did brass at Google if they were still working or in Key West. Google did 
a index on 2 users last night 4 hours each, have 3 more users but a index on 2 users last night 4 hours each, have 3 more users but a index on 2 users last night 4 hours each, have 3 more users but a index on 2 users last night 4 hours each, have 3 more users but 
said share.... grin. said share.... grin. said share.... grin. said share.... grin.     
    
13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010     
CBS Super Bowl no $1 trillion dollar Medical School commercials CBS Super Bowl no $1 trillion dollar Medical School commercials CBS Super Bowl no $1 trillion dollar Medical School commercials CBS Super Bowl no $1 trillion dollar Medical School commercials 
built over the Football Stadium............ ha. built over the Football Stadium............ ha. built over the Football Stadium............ ha. built over the Football Stadium............ ha.     
    
13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010     
Letterman, Leno, Oprah commercial was "Orwellian" as all 3 work Letterman, Leno, Oprah commercial was "Orwellian" as all 3 work Letterman, Leno, Oprah commercial was "Orwellian" as all 3 work Letterman, Leno, Oprah commercial was "Orwellian" as all 3 work 
for "Big Brother", on the couch they could have been in a scene for "Big Brother", on the couch they could have been in a scene for "Big Brother", on the couch they could have been in a scene for "Big Brother", on the couch they could have been in a scene 
from a 2010 version of the "1984" movie. from a 2010 version of the "1984" movie. from a 2010 version of the "1984" movie. from a 2010 version of the "1984" movie.     
    
13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010     
Letterman was Blackmailed for $2 million. I wrote in my diary Letterman was Blackmailed for $2 million. I wrote in my diary Letterman was Blackmailed for $2 million. I wrote in my diary Letterman was Blackmailed for $2 million. I wrote in my diary 
that the NYPD will give Letterman a ticket for $2 million after the that the NYPD will give Letterman a ticket for $2 million after the that the NYPD will give Letterman a ticket for $2 million after the that the NYPD will give Letterman a ticket for $2 million after the 
coup. Letterman says is this "Blackmail" the cops answer no... all coup. Letterman says is this "Blackmail" the cops answer no... all coup. Letterman says is this "Blackmail" the cops answer no... all coup. Letterman says is this "Blackmail" the cops answer no... all 
cops burned in gasoline are "White"... Letterman has been on TV for cops burned in gasoline are "White"... Letterman has been on TV for cops burned in gasoline are "White"... Letterman has been on TV for cops burned in gasoline are "White"... Letterman has been on TV for 
28 years making money, 30 years ago the Electricwindmillcar was 28 years making money, 30 years ago the Electricwindmillcar was 28 years making money, 30 years ago the Electricwindmillcar was 28 years making money, 30 years ago the Electricwindmillcar was 
invented 1980 and then suppressed by Carterinvented 1980 and then suppressed by Carterinvented 1980 and then suppressed by Carterinvented 1980 and then suppressed by Carter----Kennedy and CBS, Kennedy and CBS, Kennedy and CBS, Kennedy and CBS, 
ABC, NBC! So Letterman owes lots of $ in back taxes for 100's of ABC, NBC! So Letterman owes lots of $ in back taxes for 100's of ABC, NBC! So Letterman owes lots of $ in back taxes for 100's of ABC, NBC! So Letterman owes lots of $ in back taxes for 100's of 
thousands burned and burned to death in fiery wrecks. thousands burned and burned to death in fiery wrecks. thousands burned and burned to death in fiery wrecks. thousands burned and burned to death in fiery wrecks.     
    
13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010     
Observers are worried about the oil genocide trials for suppressing Observers are worried about the oil genocide trials for suppressing Observers are worried about the oil genocide trials for suppressing Observers are worried about the oil genocide trials for suppressing 
the electricwindmillcar and the Tokyo and LA Earthquakes. The $1 the electricwindmillcar and the Tokyo and LA Earthquakes. The $1 the electricwindmillcar and the Tokyo and LA Earthquakes. The $1 the electricwindmillcar and the Tokyo and LA Earthquakes. The $1 
Trillion dollar Medical School in Tokyo, LA, and at Yale in New Trillion dollar Medical School in Tokyo, LA, and at Yale in New Trillion dollar Medical School in Tokyo, LA, and at Yale in New Trillion dollar Medical School in Tokyo, LA, and at Yale in New 
Haven are waiting for FBI to arrest all the Generals and Senators Haven are waiting for FBI to arrest all the Generals and Senators Haven are waiting for FBI to arrest all the Generals and Senators Haven are waiting for FBI to arrest all the Generals and Senators 
for tossing gasoline bombs at Toyota's and SUV's driving down the for tossing gasoline bombs at Toyota's and SUV's driving down the for tossing gasoline bombs at Toyota's and SUV's driving down the for tossing gasoline bombs at Toyota's and SUV's driving down the 
freeways of the USA since 1980. Swiss Bankers the same one's who freeways of the USA since 1980. Swiss Bankers the same one's who freeways of the USA since 1980. Swiss Bankers the same one's who freeways of the USA since 1980. Swiss Bankers the same one's who 
kept Hitlers money have $177 Trillion in Oil money and bribes... kept Hitlers money have $177 Trillion in Oil money and bribes... kept Hitlers money have $177 Trillion in Oil money and bribes... kept Hitlers money have $177 Trillion in Oil money and bribes... 
Clintons, Connie Chen and a million more people have a Swiss Clintons, Connie Chen and a million more people have a Swiss Clintons, Connie Chen and a million more people have a Swiss Clintons, Connie Chen and a million more people have a Swiss 
Bank account full of oil genocide money. Bank account full of oil genocide money. Bank account full of oil genocide money. Bank account full of oil genocide money.     
    
8 13 Feb. 2010 8 13 Feb. 2010 8 13 Feb. 2010 8 13 Feb. 2010     
Clinton lies.... about sex at the White House and diet and exercise, Clinton lies.... about sex at the White House and diet and exercise, Clinton lies.... about sex at the White House and diet and exercise, Clinton lies.... about sex at the White House and diet and exercise, 
coup leaders should build a $ Trillion dollar Medical School over coup leaders should build a $ Trillion dollar Medical School over coup leaders should build a $ Trillion dollar Medical School over coup leaders should build a $ Trillion dollar Medical School over 
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Clintons old Law School. Yes most lawyers have sex with kids in Clintons old Law School. Yes most lawyers have sex with kids in Clintons old Law School. Yes most lawyers have sex with kids in Clintons old Law School. Yes most lawyers have sex with kids in 
Thailand too. Heart Attack just a blocked artery. But Clinton went Thailand too. Heart Attack just a blocked artery. But Clinton went Thailand too. Heart Attack just a blocked artery. But Clinton went Thailand too. Heart Attack just a blocked artery. But Clinton went 
to Switzerland to check on is $ 1 Billion in a hidden Swiss Bank. to Switzerland to check on is $ 1 Billion in a hidden Swiss Bank. to Switzerland to check on is $ 1 Billion in a hidden Swiss Bank. to Switzerland to check on is $ 1 Billion in a hidden Swiss Bank. 
and then flew to Hathi and then back to Switzerland then to a NYC and then flew to Hathi and then back to Switzerland then to a NYC and then flew to Hathi and then back to Switzerland then to a NYC and then flew to Hathi and then back to Switzerland then to a NYC 
hospital. Clinton lies.... about the 100's who will burn and burn to hospital. Clinton lies.... about the 100's who will burn and burn to hospital. Clinton lies.... about the 100's who will burn and burn to hospital. Clinton lies.... about the 100's who will burn and burn to 
death in fiery LA wrecks in Feb. 2010. Clinton and his wife will win death in fiery LA wrecks in Feb. 2010. Clinton and his wife will win death in fiery LA wrecks in Feb. 2010. Clinton and his wife will win death in fiery LA wrecks in Feb. 2010. Clinton and his wife will win 
a Gold Medal for lies! a Gold Medal for lies! a Gold Medal for lies! a Gold Medal for lies!     
    
8 13 Feb. 2010 8 13 Feb. 2010 8 13 Feb. 2010 8 13 Feb. 2010     
On Starbucks, I'm here now they turned on the ftp so I can upload On Starbucks, I'm here now they turned on the ftp so I can upload On Starbucks, I'm here now they turned on the ftp so I can upload On Starbucks, I'm here now they turned on the ftp so I can upload 
this index.html file to my web page directory. this index.html file to my web page directory. this index.html file to my web page directory. this index.html file to my web page directory.     
    
13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010     
Boeing just flew a 747 that is bigger than the Airbus 380 but did Boeing just flew a 747 that is bigger than the Airbus 380 but did Boeing just flew a 747 that is bigger than the Airbus 380 but did Boeing just flew a 747 that is bigger than the Airbus 380 but did 
not use free H fuel from the H2O electrolysis accessory in your not use free H fuel from the H2O electrolysis accessory in your not use free H fuel from the H2O electrolysis accessory in your not use free H fuel from the H2O electrolysis accessory in your 
electricwindmillcar. The Seattle paper put the email address of the electricwindmillcar. The Seattle paper put the email address of the electricwindmillcar. The Seattle paper put the email address of the electricwindmillcar. The Seattle paper put the email address of the 
news reporter who wrote this up but I knew better than to reply. news reporter who wrote this up but I knew better than to reply. news reporter who wrote this up but I knew better than to reply. news reporter who wrote this up but I knew better than to reply. 
Have not heard from SmithKline the big British drug maker, I told Have not heard from SmithKline the big British drug maker, I told Have not heard from SmithKline the big British drug maker, I told Have not heard from SmithKline the big British drug maker, I told 
them they might suppress Total Immunity, maybe not if the 100's of them they might suppress Total Immunity, maybe not if the 100's of them they might suppress Total Immunity, maybe not if the 100's of them they might suppress Total Immunity, maybe not if the 100's of 
thousands of cops and kids burned and burn to death in fiery LA thousands of cops and kids burned and burn to death in fiery LA thousands of cops and kids burned and burn to death in fiery LA thousands of cops and kids burned and burn to death in fiery LA 
Wrecks have pulled off a successful coup by the time I get the Total Wrecks have pulled off a successful coup by the time I get the Total Wrecks have pulled off a successful coup by the time I get the Total Wrecks have pulled off a successful coup by the time I get the Total 
Immunity invention with my Yale MD wives! Grin! Immunity invention with my Yale MD wives! Grin! Immunity invention with my Yale MD wives! Grin! Immunity invention with my Yale MD wives! Grin!     
13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010 13 Feb. 2010     
Serendipity LOST !Serendipity LOST !Serendipity LOST !Serendipity LOST !--------        
    
The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building!     
    
LOST 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on in 2010 LOST 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on in 2010 LOST 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on in 2010 LOST 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on in 2010 
"LOST" the final season for 1,001 Lost Inventions by Students with "LOST" the final season for 1,001 Lost Inventions by Students with "LOST" the final season for 1,001 Lost Inventions by Students with "LOST" the final season for 1,001 Lost Inventions by Students with 
Windows 7 that Bill Gates did not preinstall 1,001 Invention Windows 7 that Bill Gates did not preinstall 1,001 Invention Windows 7 that Bill Gates did not preinstall 1,001 Invention Windows 7 that Bill Gates did not preinstall 1,001 Invention 
Projects On Projects On Projects On Projects On ----    LOST ElectricWindmillCar and its 1,001 spin off LOST ElectricWindmillCar and its 1,001 spin off LOST ElectricWindmillCar and its 1,001 spin off LOST ElectricWindmillCar and its 1,001 spin off 
inventionsinventionsinventionsinventions  
 
    
    
    
Serendipity LOST !Serendipity LOST !Serendipity LOST !Serendipity LOST !--------    LA Earth Quake... The $1 Trillion dollar LA Earth Quake... The $1 Trillion dollar LA Earth Quake... The $1 Trillion dollar LA Earth Quake... The $1 Trillion dollar 
Medical School building! LOST Medical School building! LOST Medical School building! LOST Medical School building! LOST     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Haiti Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 Haiti Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 Haiti Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 Haiti Earthquake…………        
    
1/16/2010 1:51 LA Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 LA Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 LA Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 LA Earthquake…………        
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Tokyo Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 Tokyo Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 Tokyo Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 Tokyo Earthquake…………        
    
1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 
LOST LOST LOST LOST     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 
LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 CBS News' Dr. Jennifer Ashton from the airport in 1/16/2010 1:51 CBS News' Dr. Jennifer Ashton from the airport in 1/16/2010 1:51 CBS News' Dr. Jennifer Ashton from the airport in 1/16/2010 1:51 CBS News' Dr. Jennifer Ashton from the airport in 
PortPortPortPort----auauauau----Prince, as doctors from America have reached Haiti in an Prince, as doctors from America have reached Haiti in an Prince, as doctors from America have reached Haiti in an Prince, as doctors from America have reached Haiti in an 
effort to save more survivors. effort to save more survivors. effort to save more survivors. effort to save more survivors.     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Fire Leno 1/16/2010 1:51 Fire Leno 1/16/2010 1:51 Fire Leno 1/16/2010 1:51 Fire Leno ----    Hire Dr. Nancy Snyderman, as host of the Hire Dr. Nancy Snyderman, as host of the Hire Dr. Nancy Snyderman, as host of the Hire Dr. Nancy Snyderman, as host of the 
Tonight Show! She would brainstorm the cause and Rx Penicillin Tonight Show! She would brainstorm the cause and Rx Penicillin Tonight Show! She would brainstorm the cause and Rx Penicillin Tonight Show! She would brainstorm the cause and Rx Penicillin 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast CancerOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast CancerOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast CancerOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer…………    and 1,001 other and 1,001 other and 1,001 other and 1,001 other 
diseases. Leno gave us the joke your flesh is sizzling in a LA Fiery diseases. Leno gave us the joke your flesh is sizzling in a LA Fiery diseases. Leno gave us the joke your flesh is sizzling in a LA Fiery diseases. Leno gave us the joke your flesh is sizzling in a LA Fiery 
Wreck. Fire Leno Hire Nancy! Host, let MSNBC Host a Brainstorming Wreck. Fire Leno Hire Nancy! Host, let MSNBC Host a Brainstorming Wreck. Fire Leno Hire Nancy! Host, let MSNBC Host a Brainstorming Wreck. Fire Leno Hire Nancy! Host, let MSNBC Host a Brainstorming 
Session for Humanity a payback for Leno tossing gasoline bombs at Session for Humanity a payback for Leno tossing gasoline bombs at Session for Humanity a payback for Leno tossing gasoline bombs at Session for Humanity a payback for Leno tossing gasoline bombs at 
cars with Obama, Kennedy, Bush, Clintons, and Carter. Tonight cars with Obama, Kennedy, Bush, Clintons, and Carter. Tonight cars with Obama, Kennedy, Bush, Clintons, and Carter. Tonight cars with Obama, Kennedy, Bush, Clintons, and Carter. Tonight 
Show with Dr. Nancy Snyderman... after the Coup! Show with Dr. Nancy Snyderman... after the Coup! Show with Dr. Nancy Snyderman... after the Coup! Show with Dr. Nancy Snyderman... after the Coup!     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 
LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 to 2020 LA Fiery Wrecks and LA Earth Quakes 1/16/2010 1:51 to 2020 LA Fiery Wrecks and LA Earth Quakes 1/16/2010 1:51 to 2020 LA Fiery Wrecks and LA Earth Quakes 1/16/2010 1:51 to 2020 LA Fiery Wrecks and LA Earth Quakes     
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1/16/2010 1:51 Haiti Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 Haiti Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 Haiti Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 Haiti Earthquake…………        
    
1/16/2010 1:51 LA Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 LA Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 LA Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 LA Earthquake…………        
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Tokyo Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 Tokyo Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 Tokyo Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 Tokyo Earthquake…………        
    
1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above…………        
    
1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above…………    is the correct answer on the is the correct answer on the is the correct answer on the is the correct answer on the 
Medical School Test! Medical School Test! Medical School Test! Medical School Test!     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Why the last 8 Presidents of Yale should have been 1/16/2010 1:51 Why the last 8 Presidents of Yale should have been 1/16/2010 1:51 Why the last 8 Presidents of Yale should have been 1/16/2010 1:51 Why the last 8 Presidents of Yale should have been 
President of the Med School not Bush's Yale Competition to get into President of the Med School not Bush's Yale Competition to get into President of the Med School not Bush's Yale Competition to get into President of the Med School not Bush's Yale Competition to get into 
medical school remains fierce, with over 42,000 highly qualified medical school remains fierce, with over 42,000 highly qualified medical school remains fierce, with over 42,000 highly qualified medical school remains fierce, with over 42,000 highly qualified 
individuals vying for just a few more than 18,000 slots at medical individuals vying for just a few more than 18,000 slots at medical individuals vying for just a few more than 18,000 slots at medical individuals vying for just a few more than 18,000 slots at medical 
schools across the country. RN's LPN's on the job for years, LOST out schools across the country. RN's LPN's on the job for years, LOST out schools across the country. RN's LPN's on the job for years, LOST out schools across the country. RN's LPN's on the job for years, LOST out 
to nigers and Mexicans to get into Yale Medical School. Bush even to nigers and Mexicans to get into Yale Medical School. Bush even to nigers and Mexicans to get into Yale Medical School. Bush even to nigers and Mexicans to get into Yale Medical School. Bush even 
engineered ways to cover up MD mistakes so they can not be engineered ways to cover up MD mistakes so they can not be engineered ways to cover up MD mistakes so they can not be engineered ways to cover up MD mistakes so they can not be 
tracked back to the Black MD. tracked back to the Black MD. tracked back to the Black MD. tracked back to the Black MD.     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 All of the 2 MD's per 10,000 people in Haiti passed 1/16/2010 1:51 All of the 2 MD's per 10,000 people in Haiti passed 1/16/2010 1:51 All of the 2 MD's per 10,000 people in Haiti passed 1/16/2010 1:51 All of the 2 MD's per 10,000 people in Haiti passed 
this Test, Yale Failed Humanity! this Test, Yale Failed Humanity! this Test, Yale Failed Humanity! this Test, Yale Failed Humanity!     
    
Editorials in the New York Times Today, LOST is the $1 Trillion Editorials in the New York Times Today, LOST is the $1 Trillion Editorials in the New York Times Today, LOST is the $1 Trillion Editorials in the New York Times Today, LOST is the $1 Trillion 
dollar Medical School building! The New York Times got a new dollar Medical School building! The New York Times got a new dollar Medical School building! The New York Times got a new dollar Medical School building! The New York Times got a new 
Skyscraper building by not reporting the ElectricWindmillCar Skyscraper building by not reporting the ElectricWindmillCar Skyscraper building by not reporting the ElectricWindmillCar Skyscraper building by not reporting the ElectricWindmillCar 
suppression suppression suppression suppression     
    
LA Times Building will lay in rubble and the guys at the New York LA Times Building will lay in rubble and the guys at the New York LA Times Building will lay in rubble and the guys at the New York LA Times Building will lay in rubble and the guys at the New York 
Times will not write a editorial about why the $1 Trillion dollar Times will not write a editorial about why the $1 Trillion dollar Times will not write a editorial about why the $1 Trillion dollar Times will not write a editorial about why the $1 Trillion dollar 
Medical School building boom was not started in 1980! Medical School building boom was not started in 1980! Medical School building boom was not started in 1980! Medical School building boom was not started in 1980!     
    
1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 
Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have 
started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was 
LOST LOST LOST LOST     
    
1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 
Trillion dollar Medical School architects will now have to design Trillion dollar Medical School architects will now have to design Trillion dollar Medical School architects will now have to design Trillion dollar Medical School architects will now have to design 
the one in LA for 1 million patients coming in on the same day. the one in LA for 1 million patients coming in on the same day. the one in LA for 1 million patients coming in on the same day. the one in LA for 1 million patients coming in on the same day.     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 
LOST LOST LOST LOST     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 CBS News' Dr. Jennifer Ashton from the airport in 1/16/2010 1:51 CBS News' Dr. Jennifer Ashton from the airport in 1/16/2010 1:51 CBS News' Dr. Jennifer Ashton from the airport in 1/16/2010 1:51 CBS News' Dr. Jennifer Ashton from the airport in 
PortPortPortPort----auauauau----Prince, as doctors from America have reached Haiti in an Prince, as doctors from America have reached Haiti in an Prince, as doctors from America have reached Haiti in an Prince, as doctors from America have reached Haiti in an 
effort to save more survivors. effort to save more survivors. effort to save more survivors. effort to save more survivors.     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Fire Leno 1/16/2010 1:51 Fire Leno 1/16/2010 1:51 Fire Leno 1/16/2010 1:51 Fire Leno ----    Hire Dr. Nancy Snyderman, as host of the Hire Dr. Nancy Snyderman, as host of the Hire Dr. Nancy Snyderman, as host of the Hire Dr. Nancy Snyderman, as host of the 
Tonight Show! She would brainstorm the cause and Rx Penicillin Tonight Show! She would brainstorm the cause and Rx Penicillin Tonight Show! She would brainstorm the cause and Rx Penicillin Tonight Show! She would brainstorm the cause and Rx Penicillin 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast CancerOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast CancerOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast CancerOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer…………    and 1,001 other and 1,001 other and 1,001 other and 1,001 other 
diseases. Leno gave us the joke your flesh is sizzling in a LA Fiery diseases. Leno gave us the joke your flesh is sizzling in a LA Fiery diseases. Leno gave us the joke your flesh is sizzling in a LA Fiery diseases. Leno gave us the joke your flesh is sizzling in a LA Fiery 
Wreck. Fire Leno Hire Nancy! Host, let MSNBC Host a Brainstorming Wreck. Fire Leno Hire Nancy! Host, let MSNBC Host a Brainstorming Wreck. Fire Leno Hire Nancy! Host, let MSNBC Host a Brainstorming Wreck. Fire Leno Hire Nancy! Host, let MSNBC Host a Brainstorming 
Session for Humanity a payback for Leno tossing gasoline bombs at Session for Humanity a payback for Leno tossing gasoline bombs at Session for Humanity a payback for Leno tossing gasoline bombs at Session for Humanity a payback for Leno tossing gasoline bombs at 
cars with Obama, Kennedy, Bush, Clintons, and Carter. Tonight cars with Obama, Kennedy, Bush, Clintons, and Carter. Tonight cars with Obama, Kennedy, Bush, Clintons, and Carter. Tonight cars with Obama, Kennedy, Bush, Clintons, and Carter. Tonight 
Show with Dr. Nancy Snyderman... after the Coup! Show with Dr. Nancy Snyderman... after the Coup! Show with Dr. Nancy Snyderman... after the Coup! Show with Dr. Nancy Snyderman... after the Coup!     
    
Or 10 million dead all Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Or 10 million dead all Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Or 10 million dead all Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Or 10 million dead all Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, 
Reagan, Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale! If they don't design this 1 Reagan, Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale! If they don't design this 1 Reagan, Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale! If they don't design this 1 Reagan, Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale! If they don't design this 1 
Trillion dollar Medical School with the LA Quake in mind. Trillion dollar Medical School with the LA Quake in mind. Trillion dollar Medical School with the LA Quake in mind. Trillion dollar Medical School with the LA Quake in mind.     
    
Japan is a Criminal State via the suppression of the Japan is a Criminal State via the suppression of the Japan is a Criminal State via the suppression of the Japan is a Criminal State via the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era, 10 million dead in the Tokyo Earthquake ElectricWindmillCar Era, 10 million dead in the Tokyo Earthquake ElectricWindmillCar Era, 10 million dead in the Tokyo Earthquake ElectricWindmillCar Era, 10 million dead in the Tokyo Earthquake 
of 2020 hopefully the Emperor of Japan hangs for the Suppression of of 2020 hopefully the Emperor of Japan hangs for the Suppression of of 2020 hopefully the Emperor of Japan hangs for the Suppression of of 2020 hopefully the Emperor of Japan hangs for the Suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar long before the Tokyo Earthquake of 2020 the ElectricWindmillCar long before the Tokyo Earthquake of 2020 the ElectricWindmillCar long before the Tokyo Earthquake of 2020 the ElectricWindmillCar long before the Tokyo Earthquake of 2020 
as he and his wife will never ever build a $1 Trillion dollar as he and his wife will never ever build a $1 Trillion dollar as he and his wife will never ever build a $1 Trillion dollar as he and his wife will never ever build a $1 Trillion dollar 
Medical School building in Tokyo in 2010. Medical School building in Tokyo in 2010. Medical School building in Tokyo in 2010. Medical School building in Tokyo in 2010.     
    
1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 
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Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have 
started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was 
LOST LOST LOST LOST     
    
1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 
Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have 
started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was 
LOST 1st by Carter and his wife when they beat up by Ted Kennedy LOST 1st by Carter and his wife when they beat up by Ted Kennedy LOST 1st by Carter and his wife when they beat up by Ted Kennedy LOST 1st by Carter and his wife when they beat up by Ted Kennedy 
who watched the YouTube invention brainstorming of the who watched the YouTube invention brainstorming of the who watched the YouTube invention brainstorming of the who watched the YouTube invention brainstorming of the 
ElectricWindmillCar then called President Carter; YouTube videos ElectricWindmillCar then called President Carter; YouTube videos ElectricWindmillCar then called President Carter; YouTube videos ElectricWindmillCar then called President Carter; YouTube videos 
of Carter, his wife and Kennedy are of course Top Secret and kept at of Carter, his wife and Kennedy are of course Top Secret and kept at of Carter, his wife and Kennedy are of course Top Secret and kept at of Carter, his wife and Kennedy are of course Top Secret and kept at 
Sandia Labs in New Mexico were the Pentagon buried 50k Sandia Labs in New Mexico were the Pentagon buried 50k Sandia Labs in New Mexico were the Pentagon buried 50k Sandia Labs in New Mexico were the Pentagon buried 50k 
ElectricWindmillCars the Day Before the Iraqi War so they could go ElectricWindmillCars the Day Before the Iraqi War so they could go ElectricWindmillCars the Day Before the Iraqi War so they could go ElectricWindmillCars the Day Before the Iraqi War so they could go 
to war! 9/11 would never have happened if Carter, his wife and to war! 9/11 would never have happened if Carter, his wife and to war! 9/11 would never have happened if Carter, his wife and to war! 9/11 would never have happened if Carter, his wife and 
Kennedy didn't make the wrong turn. Kennedy didn't make the wrong turn. Kennedy didn't make the wrong turn. Kennedy didn't make the wrong turn.     
    
1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 
Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have 
started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was 
LOST LOST LOST LOST     
    
1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 
Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have 
started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was 
LOST LOST LOST LOST     
    
LOST on Feb. 2 2010 was almost a causality of Obama too LOST on Feb. 2 2010 was almost a causality of Obama too LOST on Feb. 2 2010 was almost a causality of Obama too LOST on Feb. 2 2010 was almost a causality of Obama too     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Reagan, 1/16/2010 1:51 Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Reagan, 1/16/2010 1:51 Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Reagan, 1/16/2010 1:51 Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Reagan, 
Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale! Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale! Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale! Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale!     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above…………        
    
1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above…………    is the correct answer on the is the correct answer on the is the correct answer on the is the correct answer on the 
Medical School Test! Medical School Test! Medical School Test! Medical School Test!     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Do You Have the 'Right Stuff' to Be a Doctor? By 1/16/2010 1:51 Do You Have the 'Right Stuff' to Be a Doctor? By 1/16/2010 1:51 Do You Have the 'Right Stuff' to Be a Doctor? By 1/16/2010 1:51 Do You Have the 'Right Stuff' to Be a Doctor? By 
PAULINE W. CHEN, M.D. Published: January 14, 2010 New York Times PAULINE W. CHEN, M.D. Published: January 14, 2010 New York Times PAULINE W. CHEN, M.D. Published: January 14, 2010 New York Times PAULINE W. CHEN, M.D. Published: January 14, 2010 New York Times 
Not long ago, a friend confessed that her son, who spends much of Not long ago, a friend confessed that her son, who spends much of Not long ago, a friend confessed that her son, who spends much of Not long ago, a friend confessed that her son, who spends much of 
his free time volunteering at a children's hospital and who is his free time volunteering at a children's hospital and who is his free time volunteering at a children's hospital and who is his free time volunteering at a children's hospital and who is 
applying to medical school, has been particularly anxious about applying to medical school, has been particularly anxious about applying to medical school, has been particularly anxious about applying to medical school, has been particularly anxious about 
his future. "His test scores are just O.K.," my friend said, the despair his future. "His test scores are just O.K.," my friend said, the despair his future. "His test scores are just O.K.," my friend said, the despair his future. "His test scores are just O.K.," my friend said, the despair 
in her voice nearly palpable. "I know he'd be a great doctor, but in her voice nearly palpable. "I know he'd be a great doctor, but in her voice nearly palpable. "I know he'd be a great doctor, but in her voice nearly palpable. "I know he'd be a great doctor, but 
who he is doesn't seem to matter to medical schools as much as how who he is doesn't seem to matter to medical schools as much as how who he is doesn't seem to matter to medical schools as much as how who he is doesn't seem to matter to medical schools as much as how 
he does on tests. "Her comment brought me back to the many he does on tests. "Her comment brought me back to the many he does on tests. "Her comment brought me back to the many he does on tests. "Her comment brought me back to the many 
anxious conversations I have had with friends when we were anxious conversations I have had with friends when we were anxious conversations I have had with friends when we were anxious conversations I have had with friends when we were 
applying to medical school. Over and over again, we asked applying to medical school. Over and over again, we asked applying to medical school. Over and over again, we asked applying to medical school. Over and over again, we asked 
ourselves: Do we really need to be good at exams in order to be a ourselves: Do we really need to be good at exams in order to be a ourselves: Do we really need to be good at exams in order to be a ourselves: Do we really need to be good at exams in order to be a 
good doctor? We were referring of course to not just any exam, but good doctor? We were referring of course to not just any exam, but good doctor? We were referring of course to not just any exam, but good doctor? We were referring of course to not just any exam, but 
to the Big One to the Big One to the Big One to the Big One ----    the Medical College Admission Test, or MCAT, the the Medical College Admission Test, or MCAT, the the Medical College Admission Test, or MCAT, the the Medical College Admission Test, or MCAT, the 
standardized cognitive assessment exam that measures mastery of standardized cognitive assessment exam that measures mastery of standardized cognitive assessment exam that measures mastery of standardized cognitive assessment exam that measures mastery of 
the premedical curriculum. Competition to get into medical school the premedical curriculum. Competition to get into medical school the premedical curriculum. Competition to get into medical school the premedical curriculum. Competition to get into medical school 
remains fierce, with over 42,000 highly qualified individuals vying remains fierce, with over 42,000 highly qualified individuals vying remains fierce, with over 42,000 highly qualified individuals vying remains fierce, with over 42,000 highly qualified individuals vying 
for just a few more than 18,000 slots at medical schools across the for just a few more than 18,000 slots at medical schools across the for just a few more than 18,000 slots at medical schools across the for just a few more than 18,000 slots at medical schools across the 
country. country. country. country.     
    
1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 Medical School, The $1 
Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have Trillion dollar Medical School building boom that would have 
started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was started in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar was 
LOST LOST LOST LOST     
    
LOST on Feb. 2 2010 was almost a causality of Obama too LOST on Feb. 2 2010 was almost a causality of Obama too LOST on Feb. 2 2010 was almost a causality of Obama too LOST on Feb. 2 2010 was almost a causality of Obama too     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Reagan, 1/16/2010 1:51 Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Reagan, 1/16/2010 1:51 Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Reagan, 1/16/2010 1:51 Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Reagan, 
Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale! Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale! Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale! Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale!     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above…………        
    
1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above1/16/2010 1:51 All of the above…………    is the correct answer on the is the correct answer on the is the correct answer on the is the correct answer on the 
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Medical School Test! Medical School Test! Medical School Test! Medical School Test!     
    
Editorials in the New York Times Today, LOST is the $1 Trillion Editorials in the New York Times Today, LOST is the $1 Trillion Editorials in the New York Times Today, LOST is the $1 Trillion Editorials in the New York Times Today, LOST is the $1 Trillion 
dollar Medical School building! dollar Medical School building! dollar Medical School building! dollar Medical School building!     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 A Gangland Bus Tour, With Lunch and a Waiver By 1/16/2010 1:51 A Gangland Bus Tour, With Lunch and a Waiver By 1/16/2010 1:51 A Gangland Bus Tour, With Lunch and a Waiver By 1/16/2010 1:51 A Gangland Bus Tour, With Lunch and a Waiver By 
RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD New York Times LA Gang Tours, which is RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD New York Times LA Gang Tours, which is RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD New York Times LA Gang Tours, which is RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD New York Times LA Gang Tours, which is 
making its debut on Saturday, promises to take tourists to "highmaking its debut on Saturday, promises to take tourists to "highmaking its debut on Saturday, promises to take tourists to "highmaking its debut on Saturday, promises to take tourists to "high----
profile gang areas." profile gang areas." profile gang areas." profile gang areas."     

    
    
    
1/16/2010 1:51 World Briefing | Asia: Japan: Navy Ends Mission in 1/16/2010 1:51 World Briefing | Asia: Japan: Navy Ends Mission in 1/16/2010 1:51 World Briefing | Asia: Japan: Navy Ends Mission in 1/16/2010 1:51 World Briefing | Asia: Japan: Navy Ends Mission in 
Support of Afghan War By MARTIN FACKLER New York Times Support of Afghan War By MARTIN FACKLER New York Times Support of Afghan War By MARTIN FACKLER New York Times Support of Afghan War By MARTIN FACKLER New York Times     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Pentagon Report on Fort Hood Details Failures By 1/16/2010 1:51 Pentagon Report on Fort Hood Details Failures By 1/16/2010 1:51 Pentagon Report on Fort Hood Details Failures By 1/16/2010 1:51 Pentagon Report on Fort Hood Details Failures By 
ELISABETH BUMILLER and SCOTT SHANE New York Times ELISABETH BUMILLER and SCOTT SHANE New York Times ELISABETH BUMILLER and SCOTT SHANE New York Times ELISABETH BUMILLER and SCOTT SHANE New York Times     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Reagan, 1/16/2010 1:51 Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Reagan, 1/16/2010 1:51 Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Reagan, 1/16/2010 1:51 Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Reagan, 
Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale! Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale! Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale! Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale!     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Editorial: Cadillac Plans 1/16/2010 1:51 Editorial: Cadillac Plans 1/16/2010 1:51 Editorial: Cadillac Plans 1/16/2010 1:51 Editorial: Cadillac Plans     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Editorial: Major Hasan's Smooth Ascension 1/16/2010 1:51 Editorial: Major Hasan's Smooth Ascension 1/16/2010 1:51 Editorial: Major Hasan's Smooth Ascension 1/16/2010 1:51 Editorial: Major Hasan's Smooth Ascension     
    
1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 LOST ElectricWindmillCar, 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 LOST ElectricWindmillCar, 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 LOST ElectricWindmillCar, 1/16/1980 to 1/16/2010 to 1/16/2020 LOST ElectricWindmillCar, 
CBS, ABC, NBC, FOX CBS, ABC, NBC, FOX CBS, ABC, NBC, FOX CBS, ABC, NBC, FOX     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Reagan, 1/16/2010 1:51 Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Reagan, 1/16/2010 1:51 Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Reagan, 1/16/2010 1:51 Casualties of Obama, Bush, Clinton, Bush, Reagan, 
Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale! Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale! Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale! Carter, Kennedy, McCain, Yale!     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 CBS News' Dr. Jennifer Ashton from the airport in 1/16/2010 1:51 CBS News' Dr. Jennifer Ashton from the airport in 1/16/2010 1:51 CBS News' Dr. Jennifer Ashton from the airport in 1/16/2010 1:51 CBS News' Dr. Jennifer Ashton from the airport in 
PortPortPortPort----auauauau----Prince, as doctors from America have reached Haiti in an Prince, as doctors from America have reached Haiti in an Prince, as doctors from America have reached Haiti in an Prince, as doctors from America have reached Haiti in an 
effort to save more survivors. effort to save more survivors. effort to save more survivors. effort to save more survivors.     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 to 2020 LA Fiery Wrecks and LA Earth Quakes 1/16/2010 1:51 to 2020 LA Fiery Wrecks and LA Earth Quakes 1/16/2010 1:51 to 2020 LA Fiery Wrecks and LA Earth Quakes 1/16/2010 1:51 to 2020 LA Fiery Wrecks and LA Earth Quakes     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Bill Clinton Says He And George W. Bush Will Help 1/16/2010 1:51 Bill Clinton Says He And George W. Bush Will Help 1/16/2010 1:51 Bill Clinton Says He And George W. Bush Will Help 1/16/2010 1:51 Bill Clinton Says He And George W. Bush Will Help 
Ensure Haitian Donations Spent Wisely Ensure Haitian Donations Spent Wisely Ensure Haitian Donations Spent Wisely Ensure Haitian Donations Spent Wisely     
    
    
1/16/2010 1:51 United Nations Secretary1/16/2010 1:51 United Nations Secretary1/16/2010 1:51 United Nations Secretary1/16/2010 1:51 United Nations Secretary----General Ban KiGeneral Ban KiGeneral Ban KiGeneral Ban Ki----moon, moon, moon, moon, 
speaking at Yale on Thursday speaking at Yale on Thursday speaking at Yale on Thursday speaking at Yale on Thursday ---- UN will become Universe Alliance  UN will become Universe Alliance  UN will become Universe Alliance  UN will become Universe Alliance 
UA after the "Oil Genocide" trials in NYC, LA, Berlin, Tokyo, Bejing, UA after the "Oil Genocide" trials in NYC, LA, Berlin, Tokyo, Bejing, UA after the "Oil Genocide" trials in NYC, LA, Berlin, Tokyo, Bejing, UA after the "Oil Genocide" trials in NYC, LA, Berlin, Tokyo, Bejing, 
Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow     
1/10/2010 1/10/2010 1/10/2010 1/10/2010     
    

        

    
    
    
    
1/16/2010 1:51 United Nations Secretary1/16/2010 1:51 United Nations Secretary1/16/2010 1:51 United Nations Secretary1/16/2010 1:51 United Nations Secretary----General Ban KiGeneral Ban KiGeneral Ban KiGeneral Ban Ki----moon, moon, moon, moon, 
speaking at Yale on Thursday speaking at Yale on Thursday speaking at Yale on Thursday speaking at Yale on Thursday ---- UN will become Universe Alliance  UN will become Universe Alliance  UN will become Universe Alliance  UN will become Universe Alliance 
UA after the "Oil Genocide" trials in NYC, LA, Berlin, Tokyo, Bejing, UA after the "Oil Genocide" trials in NYC, LA, Berlin, Tokyo, Bejing, UA after the "Oil Genocide" trials in NYC, LA, Berlin, Tokyo, Bejing, UA after the "Oil Genocide" trials in NYC, LA, Berlin, Tokyo, Bejing, 
Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow     
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1/16/2010 1:51 United Nations Secretary1/16/2010 1:51 United Nations Secretary1/16/2010 1:51 United Nations Secretary1/16/2010 1:51 United Nations Secretary----General Ban KiGeneral Ban KiGeneral Ban KiGeneral Ban Ki----moon, moon, moon, moon, 
speaking at Yale on Thursday, called on university leaders to help speaking at Yale on Thursday, called on university leaders to help speaking at Yale on Thursday, called on university leaders to help speaking at Yale on Thursday, called on university leaders to help 
spread the benefits of scientific innovation to the developing world. spread the benefits of scientific innovation to the developing world. spread the benefits of scientific innovation to the developing world. spread the benefits of scientific innovation to the developing world. 
"Time and again, following a natural disaster like the earthquake "Time and again, following a natural disaster like the earthquake "Time and again, following a natural disaster like the earthquake "Time and again, following a natural disaster like the earthquake 
in Haiti, we are reminded that we have technologies and in Haiti, we are reminded that we have technologies and in Haiti, we are reminded that we have technologies and in Haiti, we are reminded that we have technologies and 
knowledge that can reduce the impact of natural disasters and knowledge that can reduce the impact of natural disasters and knowledge that can reduce the impact of natural disasters and knowledge that can reduce the impact of natural disasters and 
save lives," he said at the Global Colloquium of University save lives," he said at the Global Colloquium of University save lives," he said at the Global Colloquium of University save lives," he said at the Global Colloquium of University 
Presidents on Thursday afternoon. "The problem is that so many Presidents on Thursday afternoon. "The problem is that so many Presidents on Thursday afternoon. "The problem is that so many Presidents on Thursday afternoon. "The problem is that so many 
parts of the world are not benefiting from this knowledge and these parts of the world are not benefiting from this knowledge and these parts of the world are not benefiting from this knowledge and these parts of the world are not benefiting from this knowledge and these 
technologies." technologies." technologies." technologies."     
    
United Nations is a Criminal Organization with ties to the Oil United Nations is a Criminal Organization with ties to the Oil United Nations is a Criminal Organization with ties to the Oil United Nations is a Criminal Organization with ties to the Oil 
Genocide Era and Swiss Bank Accounts Genocide Era and Swiss Bank Accounts Genocide Era and Swiss Bank Accounts Genocide Era and Swiss Bank Accounts     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 to 2020 LA Fiery Wrecks and LA Earth Quakes 1/16/2010 1:51 to 2020 LA Fiery Wrecks and LA Earth Quakes 1/16/2010 1:51 to 2020 LA Fiery Wrecks and LA Earth Quakes 1/16/2010 1:51 to 2020 LA Fiery Wrecks and LA Earth Quakes     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Do You Have the 'Right Stuff' to Be a Doctor? By 1/16/2010 1:51 Do You Have the 'Right Stuff' to Be a Doctor? By 1/16/2010 1:51 Do You Have the 'Right Stuff' to Be a Doctor? By 1/16/2010 1:51 Do You Have the 'Right Stuff' to Be a Doctor? By 
PAULINE W. CHEN, M.D. Published: January 14, 2010 New York Times PAULINE W. CHEN, M.D. Published: January 14, 2010 New York Times PAULINE W. CHEN, M.D. Published: January 14, 2010 New York Times PAULINE W. CHEN, M.D. Published: January 14, 2010 New York Times 
Not long ago, a friend confessed that her son, who spends much of Not long ago, a friend confessed that her son, who spends much of Not long ago, a friend confessed that her son, who spends much of Not long ago, a friend confessed that her son, who spends much of 
his free time volunteering at a children's hospital and who is his free time volunteering at a children's hospital and who is his free time volunteering at a children's hospital and who is his free time volunteering at a children's hospital and who is 
applying to medical school, has been particularly anxious about applying to medical school, has been particularly anxious about applying to medical school, has been particularly anxious about applying to medical school, has been particularly anxious about 
his future. "His test scores are just O.K.," my friend said, the despair his future. "His test scores are just O.K.," my friend said, the despair his future. "His test scores are just O.K.," my friend said, the despair his future. "His test scores are just O.K.," my friend said, the despair 
in her voice nearly palpable. "I know he'd be a great doctor, but in her voice nearly palpable. "I know he'd be a great doctor, but in her voice nearly palpable. "I know he'd be a great doctor, but in her voice nearly palpable. "I know he'd be a great doctor, but 
who he is doesn't seem to matter to medical schools as much as how who he is doesn't seem to matter to medical schools as much as how who he is doesn't seem to matter to medical schools as much as how who he is doesn't seem to matter to medical schools as much as how 
he does on tests. "Her comment brought me back to the many he does on tests. "Her comment brought me back to the many he does on tests. "Her comment brought me back to the many he does on tests. "Her comment brought me back to the many 
anxious conversations I have had with friends when we were anxious conversations I have had with friends when we were anxious conversations I have had with friends when we were anxious conversations I have had with friends when we were 
applying to medical school. Over and over again, we asked applying to medical school. Over and over again, we asked applying to medical school. Over and over again, we asked applying to medical school. Over and over again, we asked 
ourselves: Do we really need to be good at exams in order to be a ourselves: Do we really need to be good at exams in order to be a ourselves: Do we really need to be good at exams in order to be a ourselves: Do we really need to be good at exams in order to be a 
good doctor? We were referring of course to not just any exam, but good doctor? We were referring of course to not just any exam, but good doctor? We were referring of course to not just any exam, but good doctor? We were referring of course to not just any exam, but 
to the Big One to the Big One to the Big One to the Big One ---- the Medical College Admission Test, or MCAT, the  the Medical College Admission Test, or MCAT, the  the Medical College Admission Test, or MCAT, the  the Medical College Admission Test, or MCAT, the 
standardized cognitive assessment exam that measures mastery of standardized cognitive assessment exam that measures mastery of standardized cognitive assessment exam that measures mastery of standardized cognitive assessment exam that measures mastery of 
the premedical curriculum. the premedical curriculum. the premedical curriculum. the premedical curriculum.     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Yale Campus plans relief efforts for Haiti By Jordi 1/16/2010 1:51 Yale Campus plans relief efforts for Haiti By Jordi 1/16/2010 1:51 Yale Campus plans relief efforts for Haiti By Jordi 1/16/2010 1:51 Yale Campus plans relief efforts for Haiti By Jordi 
Gasso Staff Reporter Published Friday, January 15, 2010 7.0Gasso Staff Reporter Published Friday, January 15, 2010 7.0Gasso Staff Reporter Published Friday, January 15, 2010 7.0Gasso Staff Reporter Published Friday, January 15, 2010 7.0----
magnitude earthquake had struck, $1 Trillion dollar Medical magnitude earthquake had struck, $1 Trillion dollar Medical magnitude earthquake had struck, $1 Trillion dollar Medical magnitude earthquake had struck, $1 Trillion dollar Medical 
School LOST by Bush at Yale did not register the gravity of the School LOST by Bush at Yale did not register the gravity of the School LOST by Bush at Yale did not register the gravity of the School LOST by Bush at Yale did not register the gravity of the 
situation, she said, until the phone rang from Bush's daughter situation, she said, until the phone rang from Bush's daughter situation, she said, until the phone rang from Bush's daughter situation, she said, until the phone rang from Bush's daughter 
telling her Bush built a $1.1 Billion Dollar football stadium, and telling her Bush built a $1.1 Billion Dollar football stadium, and telling her Bush built a $1.1 Billion Dollar football stadium, and telling her Bush built a $1.1 Billion Dollar football stadium, and 
its state of the arts with big screens by Sony. its state of the arts with big screens by Sony. its state of the arts with big screens by Sony. its state of the arts with big screens by Sony.     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 By Egidio DiBenedetto Yale Staff Reporter Published 1/16/2010 1:51 By Egidio DiBenedetto Yale Staff Reporter Published 1/16/2010 1:51 By Egidio DiBenedetto Yale Staff Reporter Published 1/16/2010 1:51 By Egidio DiBenedetto Yale Staff Reporter Published 
Thursday, January 14, 2010 Every day, the people who work in the Thursday, January 14, 2010 Every day, the people who work in the Thursday, January 14, 2010 Every day, the people who work in the Thursday, January 14, 2010 Every day, the people who work in the 
Yale research building at 10 Amistad St. pass the security guards Yale research building at 10 Amistad St. pass the security guards Yale research building at 10 Amistad St. pass the security guards Yale research building at 10 Amistad St. pass the security guards 
now stationed on every street corner and at every point of entry to now stationed on every street corner and at every point of entry to now stationed on every street corner and at every point of entry to now stationed on every street corner and at every point of entry to 
the building. They must also scan their Yale IDs to gain access at the building. They must also scan their Yale IDs to gain access at the building. They must also scan their Yale IDs to gain access at the building. They must also scan their Yale IDs to gain access at 
any time of day. They find the heightened security presence any time of day. They find the heightened security presence any time of day. They find the heightened security presence any time of day. They find the heightened security presence 
reassuring, but it is also a reminder of the tragedy that still hangs reassuring, but it is also a reminder of the tragedy that still hangs reassuring, but it is also a reminder of the tragedy that still hangs reassuring, but it is also a reminder of the tragedy that still hangs 
over the building. Exactly four months after investigators found the over the building. Exactly four months after investigators found the over the building. Exactly four months after investigators found the over the building. Exactly four months after investigators found the 
body of Annie Le GRD '13 in the basement of 10 Amistad St., feelings body of Annie Le GRD '13 in the basement of 10 Amistad St., feelings body of Annie Le GRD '13 in the basement of 10 Amistad St., feelings body of Annie Le GRD '13 in the basement of 10 Amistad St., feelings 
of fear and uneasiness for those working One employee of fear and uneasiness for those working One employee of fear and uneasiness for those working One employee of fear and uneasiness for those working One employee ----    who asked who asked who asked who asked 
to remain anonymous because he was once friendly with Raymond to remain anonymous because he was once friendly with Raymond to remain anonymous because he was once friendly with Raymond to remain anonymous because he was once friendly with Raymond 
Clark III, the lab technician accused of Le's murder Clark III, the lab technician accused of Le's murder Clark III, the lab technician accused of Le's murder Clark III, the lab technician accused of Le's murder ----    said people said people said people said people 
do not fear working there because it was a "freak incident" that do not fear working there because it was a "freak incident" that do not fear working there because it was a "freak incident" that do not fear working there because it was a "freak incident" that 
does not indicate any larger security problem. But beyond the does not indicate any larger security problem. But beyond the does not indicate any larger security problem. But beyond the does not indicate any larger security problem. But beyond the 
benefits gained from an examination of campus security measures, benefits gained from an examination of campus security measures, benefits gained from an examination of campus security measures, benefits gained from an examination of campus security measures, 
Lin said the community of people who work at 10 Amistad St. has Lin said the community of people who work at 10 Amistad St. has Lin said the community of people who work at 10 Amistad St. has Lin said the community of people who work at 10 Amistad St. has 
learned important lessons. learned important lessons. learned important lessons. learned important lessons.     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 
LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 CBS News' Dr. Jennifer Ashton from the airport in 1/16/2010 1:51 CBS News' Dr. Jennifer Ashton from the airport in 1/16/2010 1:51 CBS News' Dr. Jennifer Ashton from the airport in 1/16/2010 1:51 CBS News' Dr. Jennifer Ashton from the airport in 
PortPortPortPort----auauauau----Prince, as doctors from America have reached Haiti in an Prince, as doctors from America have reached Haiti in an Prince, as doctors from America have reached Haiti in an Prince, as doctors from America have reached Haiti in an 
effort to save more survivors. effort to save more survivors. effort to save more survivors. effort to save more survivors.     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Fire Leno 1/16/2010 1:51 Fire Leno 1/16/2010 1:51 Fire Leno 1/16/2010 1:51 Fire Leno ----    Hire Dr. Nancy Snyderman, as host of the Hire Dr. Nancy Snyderman, as host of the Hire Dr. Nancy Snyderman, as host of the Hire Dr. Nancy Snyderman, as host of the 
Tonight Show! She would brainstorm the cause and Rx Penicillin Tonight Show! She would brainstorm the cause and Rx Penicillin Tonight Show! She would brainstorm the cause and Rx Penicillin Tonight Show! She would brainstorm the cause and Rx Penicillin 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast CancerOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast CancerOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast CancerOvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer…………    and 1,001 other and 1,001 other and 1,001 other and 1,001 other 
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diseases. Leno gave us the joke your flesh is sizzling in a LA Fiery diseases. Leno gave us the joke your flesh is sizzling in a LA Fiery diseases. Leno gave us the joke your flesh is sizzling in a LA Fiery diseases. Leno gave us the joke your flesh is sizzling in a LA Fiery 
Wreck. Fire Leno Hire Nancy! Host, let MSNBC Host a Brainstorming Wreck. Fire Leno Hire Nancy! Host, let MSNBC Host a Brainstorming Wreck. Fire Leno Hire Nancy! Host, let MSNBC Host a Brainstorming Wreck. Fire Leno Hire Nancy! Host, let MSNBC Host a Brainstorming 
Session for Humanity a payback for Leno tossing gasoline bombs at Session for Humanity a payback for Leno tossing gasoline bombs at Session for Humanity a payback for Leno tossing gasoline bombs at Session for Humanity a payback for Leno tossing gasoline bombs at 
cars with Obama, Kennedy, Bush, Clintons, and Carter. Tonight cars with Obama, Kennedy, Bush, Clintons, and Carter. Tonight cars with Obama, Kennedy, Bush, Clintons, and Carter. Tonight cars with Obama, Kennedy, Bush, Clintons, and Carter. Tonight 
Show with Dr. Nancy Snyderman... after the Coup! Show with Dr. Nancy Snyderman... after the Coup! Show with Dr. Nancy Snyderman... after the Coup! Show with Dr. Nancy Snyderman... after the Coup!     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 
LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Haiti Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 Haiti Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 Haiti Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 Haiti Earthquake…………        
    
1/16/2010 1:51 LA Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 LA Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 LA Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 LA Earthquake…………        
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Tokyo Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 Tokyo Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 Tokyo Earthquake1/16/2010 1:51 Tokyo Earthquake…………        
    
1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 
LOST LOST LOST LOST     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 1/16/2010 1:51 The $1 Trillion dollar Medical School building! 
LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE LOST by NBC, MSNBC, GE     
    
1/16/2010 1:51 Japan: Navy Ends Mission in Support of Afghan War 1/16/2010 1:51 Japan: Navy Ends Mission in Support of Afghan War 1/16/2010 1:51 Japan: Navy Ends Mission in Support of Afghan War 1/16/2010 1:51 Japan: Navy Ends Mission in Support of Afghan War 
Today, no plans for the Tokyo Quake! By MARTIN FACKLER New York Today, no plans for the Tokyo Quake! By MARTIN FACKLER New York Today, no plans for the Tokyo Quake! By MARTIN FACKLER New York Today, no plans for the Tokyo Quake! By MARTIN FACKLER New York 
Times Times Times Times     
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
1/10/2010 1/10/2010 1/10/2010 1/10/2010     
    

        

    
1/10/2010 1/10/2010 1/10/2010 1/10/2010     
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1/10/2010 Obama profited from this "White" cop, Officer Jason and 1/10/2010 Obama profited from this "White" cop, Officer Jason and 1/10/2010 Obama profited from this "White" cop, Officer Jason and 1/10/2010 Obama profited from this "White" cop, Officer Jason and 
the 10's and 100's of thousands of whites the 10's and 100's of thousands of whites the 10's and 100's of thousands of whites the 10's and 100's of thousands of whites ----    gringos as the Mexicans gringos as the Mexicans gringos as the Mexicans gringos as the Mexicans 
who profit from the "Oil Genocide Era" call us, Whites burned in a who profit from the "Oil Genocide Era" call us, Whites burned in a who profit from the "Oil Genocide Era" call us, Whites burned in a who profit from the "Oil Genocide Era" call us, Whites burned in a 
Fiery Wrecks from 1980 to 2010 via gov. perks such as President and Fiery Wrecks from 1980 to 2010 via gov. perks such as President and Fiery Wrecks from 1980 to 2010 via gov. perks such as President and Fiery Wrecks from 1980 to 2010 via gov. perks such as President and 
a Swiss Bank Account fueled with oil $$$ Mexicans get CU Bookstore a Swiss Bank Account fueled with oil $$$ Mexicans get CU Bookstore a Swiss Bank Account fueled with oil $$$ Mexicans get CU Bookstore a Swiss Bank Account fueled with oil $$$ Mexicans get CU Bookstore 
jobs in Boulder CO via the gov. of Mexico Oil Company. jobs in Boulder CO via the gov. of Mexico Oil Company. jobs in Boulder CO via the gov. of Mexico Oil Company. jobs in Boulder CO via the gov. of Mexico Oil Company.     
    
1/10/2010 1/10/2010 1/10/2010 1/10/2010     
    

        

    
    
    
1/10/2010 Mexicans get the CU Bookstore jobs as Cashier... Five 1/10/2010 Mexicans get the CU Bookstore jobs as Cashier... Five 1/10/2010 Mexicans get the CU Bookstore jobs as Cashier... Five 1/10/2010 Mexicans get the CU Bookstore jobs as Cashier... Five 
women in charge of the CU Bookstore fire (burned Greg and women in charge of the CU Bookstore fire (burned Greg and women in charge of the CU Bookstore fire (burned Greg and women in charge of the CU Bookstore fire (burned Greg and 
Humanity) Greg Buell Lovestar and hired all Mexicans who never Humanity) Greg Buell Lovestar and hired all Mexicans who never Humanity) Greg Buell Lovestar and hired all Mexicans who never Humanity) Greg Buell Lovestar and hired all Mexicans who never 
ever skim a textbook on the way back from break. Gov. perks are ever skim a textbook on the way back from break. Gov. perks are ever skim a textbook on the way back from break. Gov. perks are ever skim a textbook on the way back from break. Gov. perks are 
from the State of Colorado well as the Feds $$$$ to get nigers and from the State of Colorado well as the Feds $$$$ to get nigers and from the State of Colorado well as the Feds $$$$ to get nigers and from the State of Colorado well as the Feds $$$$ to get nigers and 
gov workers to let someone else burn and burn to death in a Fiery gov workers to let someone else burn and burn to death in a Fiery gov workers to let someone else burn and burn to death in a Fiery gov workers to let someone else burn and burn to death in a Fiery 
LA Wreck... sick puppy! LA Wreck... sick puppy! LA Wreck... sick puppy! LA Wreck... sick puppy!     
    
1/10/2010 Pictures and "Stats" of cops (kids, mom and dads) 1/10/2010 Pictures and "Stats" of cops (kids, mom and dads) 1/10/2010 Pictures and "Stats" of cops (kids, mom and dads) 1/10/2010 Pictures and "Stats" of cops (kids, mom and dads) 
burned in fiery Wrecks... often with their wife and baby are burned in fiery Wrecks... often with their wife and baby are burned in fiery Wrecks... often with their wife and baby are burned in fiery Wrecks... often with their wife and baby are 
suppressed by Gen. Orwell. suppressed by Gen. Orwell. suppressed by Gen. Orwell. suppressed by Gen. Orwell.     
    
1/10/2010 10's of thousands of women will come into the Doctors 1/10/2010 10's of thousands of women will come into the Doctors 1/10/2010 10's of thousands of women will come into the Doctors 1/10/2010 10's of thousands of women will come into the Doctors 
office looking like this in 2010 office looking like this in 2010 office looking like this in 2010 office looking like this in 2010 ----    Gen. Or wells wife must be an Gen. Or wells wife must be an Gen. Or wells wife must be an Gen. Or wells wife must be an 
ordinary generals wife... ??? ordinary generals wife... ??? ordinary generals wife... ??? ordinary generals wife... ???     
    
1/10/2010 1/10/2010 1/10/2010 1/10/2010     
    

        

    
1/10/2010 Pictures of the 10's of thousands of women who come into 1/10/2010 Pictures of the 10's of thousands of women who come into 1/10/2010 Pictures of the 10's of thousands of women who come into 1/10/2010 Pictures of the 10's of thousands of women who come into 
the Doctors office looking like this are suppressed from General the Doctors office looking like this are suppressed from General the Doctors office looking like this are suppressed from General the Doctors office looking like this are suppressed from General 
Knowledge about women's health by such famous women as Dr Knowledge about women's health by such famous women as Dr Knowledge about women's health by such famous women as Dr Knowledge about women's health by such famous women as Dr 
Susan Love as I suggested she put this shocking gross picture on the Susan Love as I suggested she put this shocking gross picture on the Susan Love as I suggested she put this shocking gross picture on the Susan Love as I suggested she put this shocking gross picture on the 
cover of her Breast Cancer book, she didn't. No one behind all the cover of her Breast Cancer book, she didn't. No one behind all the cover of her Breast Cancer book, she didn't. No one behind all the cover of her Breast Cancer book, she didn't. No one behind all the 
Breast Cancer ads and Walks will show these 10,000 pictures of Breast Cancer ads and Walks will show these 10,000 pictures of Breast Cancer ads and Walks will show these 10,000 pictures of Breast Cancer ads and Walks will show these 10,000 pictures of 
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women who waited to long because of Doctors social behavior women who waited to long because of Doctors social behavior women who waited to long because of Doctors social behavior women who waited to long because of Doctors social behavior 
which kills as you can see and imagine that these pictures were on which kills as you can see and imagine that these pictures were on which kills as you can see and imagine that these pictures were on which kills as you can see and imagine that these pictures were on 
the Front Page of the New York Times in 1980 or 1990 or 2010 this the Front Page of the New York Times in 1980 or 1990 or 2010 this the Front Page of the New York Times in 1980 or 1990 or 2010 this the Front Page of the New York Times in 1980 or 1990 or 2010 this 
picture would have saved 1k women from coming into the Doctors picture would have saved 1k women from coming into the Doctors picture would have saved 1k women from coming into the Doctors picture would have saved 1k women from coming into the Doctors 
office to late... office to late... office to late... office to late...     
    
    

        

    
    
    
    
1/9/2010 3:40 PM Dr. Nancy Snyderman, NBC News, Chief Medical 1/9/2010 3:40 PM Dr. Nancy Snyderman, NBC News, Chief Medical 1/9/2010 3:40 PM Dr. Nancy Snyderman, NBC News, Chief Medical 1/9/2010 3:40 PM Dr. Nancy Snyderman, NBC News, Chief Medical 
Editor should be given the "Tonight Show," because the Top Brass at Editor should be given the "Tonight Show," because the Top Brass at Editor should be given the "Tonight Show," because the Top Brass at Editor should be given the "Tonight Show," because the Top Brass at 
GE have gone alone with the suppression of the stats that 40k GE have gone alone with the suppression of the stats that 40k GE have gone alone with the suppression of the stats that 40k GE have gone alone with the suppression of the stats that 40k 
women have died every single year from Breast Cancer, and women have died every single year from Breast Cancer, and women have died every single year from Breast Cancer, and women have died every single year from Breast Cancer, and 
suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar for Swiss Bank accounts full of suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar for Swiss Bank accounts full of suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar for Swiss Bank accounts full of suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar for Swiss Bank accounts full of 
Oil Money. Oil Money. Oil Money. Oil Money.     
    
1/10/2010 10's of thousands of women will come into the Doctors 1/10/2010 10's of thousands of women will come into the Doctors 1/10/2010 10's of thousands of women will come into the Doctors 1/10/2010 10's of thousands of women will come into the Doctors 
office looking like this in 2010 office looking like this in 2010 office looking like this in 2010 office looking like this in 2010 ----    Gen. Or wells wife must be an Gen. Or wells wife must be an Gen. Or wells wife must be an Gen. Or wells wife must be an 
ordinary generals wife... ??? ordinary generals wife... ??? ordinary generals wife... ??? ordinary generals wife... ???     
    
1/10/2010 3:40 PM Leno should be fired then put on trial for his 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Leno should be fired then put on trial for his 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Leno should be fired then put on trial for his 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Leno should be fired then put on trial for his 
crimes against humanity while at MSNBC, (GE). 40k women have crimes against humanity while at MSNBC, (GE). 40k women have crimes against humanity while at MSNBC, (GE). 40k women have crimes against humanity while at MSNBC, (GE). 40k women have 
died a torturous death every year Leno has been on TV... died a torturous death every year Leno has been on TV... died a torturous death every year Leno has been on TV... died a torturous death every year Leno has been on TV...     
    
1/10/2010 3:40 PM Between the false hope stories by Katie Couric 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Between the false hope stories by Katie Couric 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Between the false hope stories by Katie Couric 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Between the false hope stories by Katie Couric 
and the constant suppression of the 40k dead stats the women who and the constant suppression of the 40k dead stats the women who and the constant suppression of the 40k dead stats the women who and the constant suppression of the 40k dead stats the women who 
do die feel even more tortured. do die feel even more tortured. do die feel even more tortured. do die feel even more tortured.     
    
1/10/2010 3:40 PM Dr. Nancy Snyderman, NBC News, Chief Medical 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Dr. Nancy Snyderman, NBC News, Chief Medical 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Dr. Nancy Snyderman, NBC News, Chief Medical 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Dr. Nancy Snyderman, NBC News, Chief Medical 
Editor should be given the "Tonight Show," because the Top Brass at Editor should be given the "Tonight Show," because the Top Brass at Editor should be given the "Tonight Show," because the Top Brass at Editor should be given the "Tonight Show," because the Top Brass at 
GE have gone alone with the suppression of the stats that 40k GE have gone alone with the suppression of the stats that 40k GE have gone alone with the suppression of the stats that 40k GE have gone alone with the suppression of the stats that 40k 
women have died every single year from Breast Cancer, and women have died every single year from Breast Cancer, and women have died every single year from Breast Cancer, and women have died every single year from Breast Cancer, and 
suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar for Swiss Bank accounts full of suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar for Swiss Bank accounts full of suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar for Swiss Bank accounts full of suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar for Swiss Bank accounts full of 
Oil Money. Leno should be fired then put on trial for his crimes Oil Money. Leno should be fired then put on trial for his crimes Oil Money. Leno should be fired then put on trial for his crimes Oil Money. Leno should be fired then put on trial for his crimes 
against humanity along with Conan O'Brien. against humanity along with Conan O'Brien. against humanity along with Conan O'Brien. against humanity along with Conan O'Brien.     
    
1/10/2010 3:40 PM Faced with poor ratings for both "The Jay Leno 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Faced with poor ratings for both "The Jay Leno 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Faced with poor ratings for both "The Jay Leno 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Faced with poor ratings for both "The Jay Leno 
Show" and Conan O'Brien's "Tonight Show," the network is said to Show" and Conan O'Brien's "Tonight Show," the network is said to Show" and Conan O'Brien's "Tonight Show," the network is said to Show" and Conan O'Brien's "Tonight Show," the network is said to 
be considering returning Leno to his 11:35 p.m. EST slot and be considering returning Leno to his 11:35 p.m. EST slot and be considering returning Leno to his 11:35 p.m. EST slot and be considering returning Leno to his 11:35 p.m. EST slot and 
moving "Tonight" to midnight. moving "Tonight" to midnight. moving "Tonight" to midnight. moving "Tonight" to midnight.     
    
1/10/2010 3:40 PM Dr. Nancy Snyderman, as host of the Tonight 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Dr. Nancy Snyderman, as host of the Tonight 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Dr. Nancy Snyderman, as host of the Tonight 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Dr. Nancy Snyderman, as host of the Tonight 
Show would brainstorm the cause and Rx Penicillin Overnight Show would brainstorm the cause and Rx Penicillin Overnight Show would brainstorm the cause and Rx Penicillin Overnight Show would brainstorm the cause and Rx Penicillin Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast CancerMiracle Cure for Breast CancerMiracle Cure for Breast CancerMiracle Cure for Breast Cancer…………    Leno gave us the joke your flesh is Leno gave us the joke your flesh is Leno gave us the joke your flesh is Leno gave us the joke your flesh is 
sizzling in a LA Fiery Wreck. sizzling in a LA Fiery Wreck. sizzling in a LA Fiery Wreck. sizzling in a LA Fiery Wreck.     
    
1/10/2010 3:40 PM Dr. Nancy Snyderman joined NBC News as the 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Dr. Nancy Snyderman joined NBC News as the 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Dr. Nancy Snyderman joined NBC News as the 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Dr. Nancy Snyderman joined NBC News as the 
Chief Medical Editor in September 2006. Her reports appear on Chief Medical Editor in September 2006. Her reports appear on Chief Medical Editor in September 2006. Her reports appear on Chief Medical Editor in September 2006. Her reports appear on 
"Today," "NBC Nightly News with Brian Williams," "Dateline NBC," "Today," "NBC Nightly News with Brian Williams," "Dateline NBC," "Today," "NBC Nightly News with Brian Williams," "Dateline NBC," "Today," "NBC Nightly News with Brian Williams," "Dateline NBC," 
msnbc and msnbc.com. She also hosts msnbc's "Dr. Nancy," weekdays msnbc and msnbc.com. She also hosts msnbc's "Dr. Nancy," weekdays msnbc and msnbc.com. She also hosts msnbc's "Dr. Nancy," weekdays msnbc and msnbc.com. She also hosts msnbc's "Dr. Nancy," weekdays 
at noon ET. at noon ET. at noon ET. at noon ET.     
    
1/10/2010 3:40 PM Obama pictured in a waterproof jacket on Times 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Obama pictured in a waterproof jacket on Times 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Obama pictured in a waterproof jacket on Times 1/10/2010 3:40 PM Obama pictured in a waterproof jacket on Times 
Square while pictures and "Stats" of cops (kids, mom and dads) Square while pictures and "Stats" of cops (kids, mom and dads) Square while pictures and "Stats" of cops (kids, mom and dads) Square while pictures and "Stats" of cops (kids, mom and dads) 
burned in fiery Wrecks... often with their wife and baby are burned in fiery Wrecks... often with their wife and baby are burned in fiery Wrecks... often with their wife and baby are burned in fiery Wrecks... often with their wife and baby are 
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suppressed from Time Square by Gen. Orwell. suppressed from Time Square by Gen. Orwell. suppressed from Time Square by Gen. Orwell. suppressed from Time Square by Gen. Orwell.     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News and video You Will Not Get On 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News and video You Will Not Get On 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News and video You Will Not Get On 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News and video You Will Not Get On 
MSNBC Nightly News! NonMSNBC Nightly News! NonMSNBC Nightly News! NonMSNBC Nightly News! Non----genocide news about the Oil Genocide genocide news about the Oil Genocide genocide news about the Oil Genocide genocide news about the Oil Genocide 
Era is all the news you will get from Katie Couric, she just follows Era is all the news you will get from Katie Couric, she just follows Era is all the news you will get from Katie Couric, she just follows Era is all the news you will get from Katie Couric, she just follows 
orders from Gen. Orwell. orders from Gen. Orwell. orders from Gen. Orwell. orders from Gen. Orwell.     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm Worst "Lost" for Greg Buell Lovestar was not being 1/2/2010 1 pm Worst "Lost" for Greg Buell Lovestar was not being 1/2/2010 1 pm Worst "Lost" for Greg Buell Lovestar was not being 1/2/2010 1 pm Worst "Lost" for Greg Buell Lovestar was not being 
able to brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for able to brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for able to brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for able to brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for 
Breast Cancer with several of my wives! "LOST" the final season I Breast Cancer with several of my wives! "LOST" the final season I Breast Cancer with several of my wives! "LOST" the final season I Breast Cancer with several of my wives! "LOST" the final season I 
hope for them and I as I really want several wives to brainstorm hope for them and I as I really want several wives to brainstorm hope for them and I as I really want several wives to brainstorm hope for them and I as I really want several wives to brainstorm 
the Rx Miracle overnight cure for Breast Cancer with. the Rx Miracle overnight cure for Breast Cancer with. the Rx Miracle overnight cure for Breast Cancer with. the Rx Miracle overnight cure for Breast Cancer with.     
    
    
    
1/10/2010 Serendipity LOST !--        
    
1/10/2010 Serendipity LOST !--1,001 Invention Projects you should be 
working on in 2010 "LOST" the final season for 1,001 Lost Inventions by 
Students with Windows 7 that Bill Gates did not preinstall 1,001 Invention 
Projects On - Inventions... Gas Lobotomy, Portable Satellite Dish on every 
2011 ElectricWindmillCar Model Car with wifi and cams inside and outside so 
cops can see whats going on, spin off will track your license if you have a 
valid one and insurance which most Mexicans don't have, even in a Orwellian 
Society. "GPS Tracker" so Mom and Dad can keep track of you at CU... 
grin. Toshiba, Dell, Sony ? notebooks with indoor/outdoor screen that is 
detachable. Verizon wifi built into your notebooks as Starbucks att wifi Hot 
Spot limits anyone working on 1,001 Invention Projects. FedEx turned off att 
wifi hot spot and let everyone set up their Dell to find out there was no wifi 
signal... how do we get even with FedEx? Best Buy has a Acer notebook with 
win 7 64 bit and wifi N I just bought this a hour ago today. Get it in a few 
days to a week as its being shipped to Boulder CO store. And Best Buy 
Geeks will charge me $40 to remove Norton and $39.95 to install Microsoft 
Security Essentials. Only 2 Geeks working today so could not pay for this as 
they were to busy to write up the order. Wow! I have to get the HD 
partitioned too as System Image backup is the way to go in win 7 and you 
have to put this on D or E drive not C and Acer Toshiba and Dell did not 
setup the HD this way. 1/10/2010 GAS LOBOTOMY Invention - start 
working on this TODAY. Cop Killers - those libel for their murders are Sony 
Rap Music... etc.        
    
    
1/10/2010 1/10/2010 1/10/2010 1/10/2010     
    

        

    
    
    
1/10/2010 Mexicans get the CU Bookstore jobs as Cashier... Five 1/10/2010 Mexicans get the CU Bookstore jobs as Cashier... Five 1/10/2010 Mexicans get the CU Bookstore jobs as Cashier... Five 1/10/2010 Mexicans get the CU Bookstore jobs as Cashier... Five 
women in charge of the CU Bookstore fire (burned Greg and women in charge of the CU Bookstore fire (burned Greg and women in charge of the CU Bookstore fire (burned Greg and women in charge of the CU Bookstore fire (burned Greg and 
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Humanity) Greg Buell Lovestar and hired all Mexicans who never Humanity) Greg Buell Lovestar and hired all Mexicans who never Humanity) Greg Buell Lovestar and hired all Mexicans who never Humanity) Greg Buell Lovestar and hired all Mexicans who never 
ever skim a textbook on the way back from break. Gov. perks are ever skim a textbook on the way back from break. Gov. perks are ever skim a textbook on the way back from break. Gov. perks are ever skim a textbook on the way back from break. Gov. perks are 
from the State of Colorado well as the Feds $$$$ to get nigers and from the State of Colorado well as the Feds $$$$ to get nigers and from the State of Colorado well as the Feds $$$$ to get nigers and from the State of Colorado well as the Feds $$$$ to get nigers and 
gov workers to let someone else burn and burn to death in a Fiery gov workers to let someone else burn and burn to death in a Fiery gov workers to let someone else burn and burn to death in a Fiery gov workers to let someone else burn and burn to death in a Fiery 
LA Wreck... sick puppy! LA Wreck... sick puppy! LA Wreck... sick puppy! LA Wreck... sick puppy!     
    
Serendipity LOST !--1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on in 
2010 "LOST" the final season for 1,001 Lost Inventions by Students with 
Windows 7 that Bill Gates did not preinstall 1,001 Invention Projects On        
    
1/2/2010 1 pm Worst "Lost" for Greg Buell Lovestar was not being 1/2/2010 1 pm Worst "Lost" for Greg Buell Lovestar was not being 1/2/2010 1 pm Worst "Lost" for Greg Buell Lovestar was not being 1/2/2010 1 pm Worst "Lost" for Greg Buell Lovestar was not being 
able to brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for able to brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for able to brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for able to brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for 
Breast Cancer with several of my wives! "LOST" the final season I Breast Cancer with several of my wives! "LOST" the final season I Breast Cancer with several of my wives! "LOST" the final season I Breast Cancer with several of my wives! "LOST" the final season I 
hope for them and I as I really want several wives to brainstorm hope for them and I as I really want several wives to brainstorm hope for them and I as I really want several wives to brainstorm hope for them and I as I really want several wives to brainstorm 
the Rx Miracle overnight cure for Breast Cancer with. the Rx Miracle overnight cure for Breast Cancer with. the Rx Miracle overnight cure for Breast Cancer with. the Rx Miracle overnight cure for Breast Cancer with.     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 
News! News! News! News!     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm Torture by the CIA of USA women dying from Breast 1/2/2010 1 pm Torture by the CIA of USA women dying from Breast 1/2/2010 1 pm Torture by the CIA of USA women dying from Breast 1/2/2010 1 pm Torture by the CIA of USA women dying from Breast 
Cancer in 2010... Cancer in 2010... Cancer in 2010... Cancer in 2010...     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm 40k Breast Cancer deaths for the New Year 2010, 1/2/2010 1 pm 40k Breast Cancer deaths for the New Year 2010, 1/2/2010 1 pm 40k Breast Cancer deaths for the New Year 2010, 1/2/2010 1 pm 40k Breast Cancer deaths for the New Year 2010, 
women crying, sobbing being tortured. Not by a suicide bomber women crying, sobbing being tortured. Not by a suicide bomber women crying, sobbing being tortured. Not by a suicide bomber women crying, sobbing being tortured. Not by a suicide bomber 
killing 8 CIA Agents but 40k women dead in the USA in 2010 killed killing 8 CIA Agents but 40k women dead in the USA in 2010 killed killing 8 CIA Agents but 40k women dead in the USA in 2010 killed killing 8 CIA Agents but 40k women dead in the USA in 2010 killed 
by the wrong CIA and MIT Invention project priority's. by the wrong CIA and MIT Invention project priority's. by the wrong CIA and MIT Invention project priority's. by the wrong CIA and MIT Invention project priority's.     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm And the New York Times will not report this Breast 1/2/2010 1 pm And the New York Times will not report this Breast 1/2/2010 1 pm And the New York Times will not report this Breast 1/2/2010 1 pm And the New York Times will not report this Breast 
Cancer Genocide Story. Cancer Genocide Story. Cancer Genocide Story. Cancer Genocide Story.     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 
News! News! News! News!     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm More Torture by the CIA of women in the Nursing 1/2/2010 1 pm More Torture by the CIA of women in the Nursing 1/2/2010 1 pm More Torture by the CIA of women in the Nursing 1/2/2010 1 pm More Torture by the CIA of women in the Nursing 
Home here in Boulder Colorado I took care of. She has MS and has Home here in Boulder Colorado I took care of. She has MS and has Home here in Boulder Colorado I took care of. She has MS and has Home here in Boulder Colorado I took care of. She has MS and has 
asked me a hundred times how did I get MS, crying, sobbing asked me a hundred times how did I get MS, crying, sobbing asked me a hundred times how did I get MS, crying, sobbing asked me a hundred times how did I get MS, crying, sobbing 
wanting to know. Torture by the CIA playing war games on the wanting to know. Torture by the CIA playing war games on the wanting to know. Torture by the CIA playing war games on the wanting to know. Torture by the CIA playing war games on the 
other side of the Earth with Muslims while Christian women are other side of the Earth with Muslims while Christian women are other side of the Earth with Muslims while Christian women are other side of the Earth with Muslims while Christian women are 
tortured by their governments stupid wars... stupid nigers at MIT! tortured by their governments stupid wars... stupid nigers at MIT! tortured by their governments stupid wars... stupid nigers at MIT! tortured by their governments stupid wars... stupid nigers at MIT!     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm Saudi Arabia Criticizes 1/2/2010 1 pm Saudi Arabia Criticizes 1/2/2010 1 pm Saudi Arabia Criticizes 1/2/2010 1 pm Saudi Arabia Criticizes ----    yet Americans have no free yet Americans have no free yet Americans have no free yet Americans have no free 
Health Care or free University because the ElectricWindmillCar is Health Care or free University because the ElectricWindmillCar is Health Care or free University because the ElectricWindmillCar is Health Care or free University because the ElectricWindmillCar is 
Suppressed $ Riyadh, Saudi Arabia no prayers for fiery LA Wrecks 5 Suppressed $ Riyadh, Saudi Arabia no prayers for fiery LA Wrecks 5 Suppressed $ Riyadh, Saudi Arabia no prayers for fiery LA Wrecks 5 Suppressed $ Riyadh, Saudi Arabia no prayers for fiery LA Wrecks 5 
times a day just in LA on the weekends! times a day just in LA on the weekends! times a day just in LA on the weekends! times a day just in LA on the weekends!     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 
News! News! News! News!     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm Saudi Arabia Criticizes Israel Settlements. 1/2/2010 1 pm Saudi Arabia Criticizes Israel Settlements. 1/2/2010 1 pm Saudi Arabia Criticizes Israel Settlements. 1/2/2010 1 pm Saudi Arabia Criticizes Israel Settlements.     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 
News! News! News! News!     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm Riyadh, Saudi Arabia coup leaders burned in 1/2/2010 1 pm Riyadh, Saudi Arabia coup leaders burned in 1/2/2010 1 pm Riyadh, Saudi Arabia coup leaders burned in 1/2/2010 1 pm Riyadh, Saudi Arabia coup leaders burned in 
gasoline over most their bodies from a fiery Wreck their burns will gasoline over most their bodies from a fiery Wreck their burns will gasoline over most their bodies from a fiery Wreck their burns will gasoline over most their bodies from a fiery Wreck their burns will 
heal instantly when Riyadh is Nuked, when Saudi Arabia oil heal instantly when Riyadh is Nuked, when Saudi Arabia oil heal instantly when Riyadh is Nuked, when Saudi Arabia oil heal instantly when Riyadh is Nuked, when Saudi Arabia oil 
money is confiscated. money is confiscated. money is confiscated. money is confiscated.     
1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 
News! News! News! News!     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue spent on Foolish things, 1/2/2010 1 pm $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue spent on Foolish things, 1/2/2010 1 pm $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue spent on Foolish things, 1/2/2010 1 pm $177 Trillion in Oil Revenue spent on Foolish things, 
MIT War Toys MIT War Toys MIT War Toys MIT War Toys     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 
News! News! News! News!     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm $1 billion in compensation to each and everyone at 1/2/2010 1 pm $1 billion in compensation to each and everyone at 1/2/2010 1 pm $1 billion in compensation to each and everyone at 1/2/2010 1 pm $1 billion in compensation to each and everyone at 
9/11 and all burned in gasoline9/11 and all burned in gasoline9/11 and all burned in gasoline9/11 and all burned in gasoline…………    from confiscated Oil Money! from confiscated Oil Money! from confiscated Oil Money! from confiscated Oil Money!     
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1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 
News! News! News! News!     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 
News! News! News! News!     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm News is about war 1/2/2010 1 pm News is about war 1/2/2010 1 pm News is about war 1/2/2010 1 pm News is about war ------------    CIA lost 8 agents last week 8 CIA lost 8 agents last week 8 CIA lost 8 agents last week 8 CIA lost 8 agents last week 8 
people have burned to death in fiery car wrecks on 1 Jan. 2010 people have burned to death in fiery car wrecks on 1 Jan. 2010 people have burned to death in fiery car wrecks on 1 Jan. 2010 people have burned to death in fiery car wrecks on 1 Jan. 2010     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 
News is the Pentagon buried 50k ElectricWindmillCars in the New News is the Pentagon buried 50k ElectricWindmillCars in the New News is the Pentagon buried 50k ElectricWindmillCars in the New News is the Pentagon buried 50k ElectricWindmillCars in the New 
Mexico Desert so they could got to war! Mexico Desert so they could got to war! Mexico Desert so they could got to war! Mexico Desert so they could got to war!     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 
News News News News ----    Our Observers Universe at MSNBC is Void of Aliens and 1,001 Our Observers Universe at MSNBC is Void of Aliens and 1,001 Our Observers Universe at MSNBC is Void of Aliens and 1,001 Our Observers Universe at MSNBC is Void of Aliens and 1,001 
Invention Projects to see them and advance humanity enough for Invention Projects to see them and advance humanity enough for Invention Projects to see them and advance humanity enough for Invention Projects to see them and advance humanity enough for 
start Star Travels to Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light Years down range start Star Travels to Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light Years down range start Star Travels to Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light Years down range start Star Travels to Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light Years down range 
from NASA from NASA from NASA from NASA ------------    1/2/2010 1 pm 1/2/2010 1 pm 1/2/2010 1 pm 1/2/2010 1 pm     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm News 1/2/2010 1 pm News 1/2/2010 1 pm News 1/2/2010 1 pm News ------------    CIA lost 8 agents last week 8 people have CIA lost 8 agents last week 8 people have CIA lost 8 agents last week 8 people have CIA lost 8 agents last week 8 people have 
burned to death in fiery car wrecks on 1 Jan. 2010 burned to death in fiery car wrecks on 1 Jan. 2010 burned to death in fiery car wrecks on 1 Jan. 2010 burned to death in fiery car wrecks on 1 Jan. 2010     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm NASA's part in the worst Genocide in the History of 1/2/2010 1 pm NASA's part in the worst Genocide in the History of 1/2/2010 1 pm NASA's part in the worst Genocide in the History of 1/2/2010 1 pm NASA's part in the worst Genocide in the History of 
the Earth is criminal and all the rocket scientist's should lose their the Earth is criminal and all the rocket scientist's should lose their the Earth is criminal and all the rocket scientist's should lose their the Earth is criminal and all the rocket scientist's should lose their 
heads as this oil genocide and the next Revolution will make the heads as this oil genocide and the next Revolution will make the heads as this oil genocide and the next Revolution will make the heads as this oil genocide and the next Revolution will make the 
French Revolution and its cause and aftermath peanuts compared French Revolution and its cause and aftermath peanuts compared French Revolution and its cause and aftermath peanuts compared French Revolution and its cause and aftermath peanuts compared 
to just the "LOST" of losing a Heavy Lift Helicopter Combine to to just the "LOST" of losing a Heavy Lift Helicopter Combine to to just the "LOST" of losing a Heavy Lift Helicopter Combine to to just the "LOST" of losing a Heavy Lift Helicopter Combine to 
harvest 1 Billion Fig Trees in the Amazon harvest 1 Billion Fig Trees in the Amazon harvest 1 Billion Fig Trees in the Amazon harvest 1 Billion Fig Trees in the Amazon     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm And of course 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut 1/2/2010 1 pm And of course 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut 1/2/2010 1 pm And of course 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut 1/2/2010 1 pm And of course 1 Billion Cashew trees and Brazil Nut 
trees. This loss and gain for humanity is far far worst than trees. This loss and gain for humanity is far far worst than trees. This loss and gain for humanity is far far worst than trees. This loss and gain for humanity is far far worst than 
anything in the Agony and the Ecstasy anything in the Agony and the Ecstasy anything in the Agony and the Ecstasy anything in the Agony and the Ecstasy ----    The Suppression of the The Suppression of the The Suppression of the The Suppression of the 
ElectircWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 burned tens of thousands in ElectircWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 burned tens of thousands in ElectircWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 burned tens of thousands in ElectircWindmillCar from 1980 to 2010 burned tens of thousands in 
Fiery Wrecks mostly in LA. Fiery Wrecks mostly in LA. Fiery Wrecks mostly in LA. Fiery Wrecks mostly in LA.     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm Everyone in Hollywood and Beverly Hills and Leno's 1/2/2010 1 pm Everyone in Hollywood and Beverly Hills and Leno's 1/2/2010 1 pm Everyone in Hollywood and Beverly Hills and Leno's 1/2/2010 1 pm Everyone in Hollywood and Beverly Hills and Leno's 
jokes about your flesh sizzling in a Fiery LA Wreck, driving by a jokes about your flesh sizzling in a Fiery LA Wreck, driving by a jokes about your flesh sizzling in a Fiery LA Wreck, driving by a jokes about your flesh sizzling in a Fiery LA Wreck, driving by a 
Fiery Wreck in LA everyone knows and even jokes about the Fiery Wreck in LA everyone knows and even jokes about the Fiery Wreck in LA everyone knows and even jokes about the Fiery Wreck in LA everyone knows and even jokes about the 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar for the $177 Trillion dollars suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar for the $177 Trillion dollars suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar for the $177 Trillion dollars suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar for the $177 Trillion dollars 
in Oil Revenue from 1980 to 2010. in Oil Revenue from 1980 to 2010. in Oil Revenue from 1980 to 2010. in Oil Revenue from 1980 to 2010.     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm Witches, Women were burned at the stake in 1/2/2010 1 pm Witches, Women were burned at the stake in 1/2/2010 1 pm Witches, Women were burned at the stake in 1/2/2010 1 pm Witches, Women were burned at the stake in 
England and Europe for decades today in 2010 Mom, Dad and the England and Europe for decades today in 2010 Mom, Dad and the England and Europe for decades today in 2010 Mom, Dad and the England and Europe for decades today in 2010 Mom, Dad and the 
kids in the back seat have already been burned and burned to kids in the back seat have already been burned and burned to kids in the back seat have already been burned and burned to kids in the back seat have already been burned and burned to 
death for 2010 statistics that are Top Secret... death for 2010 statistics that are Top Secret... death for 2010 statistics that are Top Secret... death for 2010 statistics that are Top Secret...     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm News 1/2/2010 1 pm News 1/2/2010 1 pm News 1/2/2010 1 pm News ------------    CIA lost 8 agents last week 8 people have CIA lost 8 agents last week 8 people have CIA lost 8 agents last week 8 people have CIA lost 8 agents last week 8 people have 
burned to death in fiery car wrecks on 1 Jan. 2010 burned to death in fiery car wrecks on 1 Jan. 2010 burned to death in fiery car wrecks on 1 Jan. 2010 burned to death in fiery car wrecks on 1 Jan. 2010     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm "LOST" of losing a Heavy Lift Helicopter Combine to 1/2/2010 1 pm "LOST" of losing a Heavy Lift Helicopter Combine to 1/2/2010 1 pm "LOST" of losing a Heavy Lift Helicopter Combine to 1/2/2010 1 pm "LOST" of losing a Heavy Lift Helicopter Combine to 
harvest 1 Billion Fig Trees in the Amazon. And of course 1 Billion harvest 1 Billion Fig Trees in the Amazon. And of course 1 Billion harvest 1 Billion Fig Trees in the Amazon. And of course 1 Billion harvest 1 Billion Fig Trees in the Amazon. And of course 1 Billion 
Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees. Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees. Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees. Cashew trees and Brazil Nut trees.     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm Saudi Arabia Criticizes Israel for cops burnt in 1/2/2010 1 pm Saudi Arabia Criticizes Israel for cops burnt in 1/2/2010 1 pm Saudi Arabia Criticizes Israel for cops burnt in 1/2/2010 1 pm Saudi Arabia Criticizes Israel for cops burnt in 
gasoline not getting $1 billion in oil profits compensationgasoline not getting $1 billion in oil profits compensationgasoline not getting $1 billion in oil profits compensationgasoline not getting $1 billion in oil profits compensation…………        
    
1/2/2010 1 pm Saudi Arabia Criticizes Israel Settlements. Riyadh, 1/2/2010 1 pm Saudi Arabia Criticizes Israel Settlements. Riyadh, 1/2/2010 1 pm Saudi Arabia Criticizes Israel Settlements. Riyadh, 1/2/2010 1 pm Saudi Arabia Criticizes Israel Settlements. Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia (AP) Saudi Arabia (AP) Saudi Arabia (AP) Saudi Arabia (AP) ----    The Saudi foreign minister Prince Saudi alThe Saudi foreign minister Prince Saudi alThe Saudi foreign minister Prince Saudi alThe Saudi foreign minister Prince Saudi al----
Faisal has criticized Israel's settlement construction and says the Faisal has criticized Israel's settlement construction and says the Faisal has criticized Israel's settlement construction and says the Faisal has criticized Israel's settlement construction and says the 
country is acting like a "spoiled child" because the international country is acting like a "spoiled child" because the international country is acting like a "spoiled child" because the international country is acting like a "spoiled child" because the international 
community is not tough enough in pressuring it to make community is not tough enough in pressuring it to make community is not tough enough in pressuring it to make community is not tough enough in pressuring it to make 
concessions. concessions. concessions. concessions.     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm $1 billion in oil profits compensation1/2/2010 1 pm $1 billion in oil profits compensation1/2/2010 1 pm $1 billion in oil profits compensation1/2/2010 1 pm $1 billion in oil profits compensation…………    NYPD will be NYPD will be NYPD will be NYPD will be 
tough enough to pressure the coup leaders into this confiscation of tough enough to pressure the coup leaders into this confiscation of tough enough to pressure the coup leaders into this confiscation of tough enough to pressure the coup leaders into this confiscation of 
Saudi and Texas Oil Money and property so everyone burned in Saudi and Texas Oil Money and property so everyone burned in Saudi and Texas Oil Money and property so everyone burned in Saudi and Texas Oil Money and property so everyone burned in 
gasoline and burned to death in gasoline and all 9/11 people get gasoline and burned to death in gasoline and all 9/11 people get gasoline and burned to death in gasoline and all 9/11 people get gasoline and burned to death in gasoline and all 9/11 people get 
$1 Billion in compensation! $1 Billion in compensation! $1 Billion in compensation! $1 Billion in compensation!     
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1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 
News! News! News! News!     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm $1 billion in compensation to each and everyone 1/2/2010 1 pm $1 billion in compensation to each and everyone 1/2/2010 1 pm $1 billion in compensation to each and everyone 1/2/2010 1 pm $1 billion in compensation to each and everyone 
burned in gasolineburned in gasolineburned in gasolineburned in gasoline…………    from confiscated Saudi Oil Money! from confiscated Saudi Oil Money! from confiscated Saudi Oil Money! from confiscated Saudi Oil Money!     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (AP) 1/2/2010 1 pm Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (AP) 1/2/2010 1 pm Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (AP) 1/2/2010 1 pm Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (AP) ----    The Saudi foreign The Saudi foreign The Saudi foreign The Saudi foreign 
minister Prince Saudi alminister Prince Saudi alminister Prince Saudi alminister Prince Saudi al----Faisal will never ever agree to pay Faisal will never ever agree to pay Faisal will never ever agree to pay Faisal will never ever agree to pay 
compensation to Americans burned and burned to death in fiery compensation to Americans burned and burned to death in fiery compensation to Americans burned and burned to death in fiery compensation to Americans burned and burned to death in fiery 
LA Wrecks. For now Saudi's have total immunity from any and all LA Wrecks. For now Saudi's have total immunity from any and all LA Wrecks. For now Saudi's have total immunity from any and all LA Wrecks. For now Saudi's have total immunity from any and all 
lawyers who graduated from yale law School. Just like the Mexicans lawyers who graduated from yale law School. Just like the Mexicans lawyers who graduated from yale law School. Just like the Mexicans lawyers who graduated from yale law School. Just like the Mexicans 
who gave 40 million gringos Hepatitis A B C have total immunity who gave 40 million gringos Hepatitis A B C have total immunity who gave 40 million gringos Hepatitis A B C have total immunity who gave 40 million gringos Hepatitis A B C have total immunity 
from paying out any compensation... they are listening to the News from paying out any compensation... they are listening to the News from paying out any compensation... they are listening to the News from paying out any compensation... they are listening to the News 
Too Too Too Too ----    Coup Coup Coup Coup will bankrupt Saudi and Mexican Oil, give the windfall will bankrupt Saudi and Mexican Oil, give the windfall will bankrupt Saudi and Mexican Oil, give the windfall will bankrupt Saudi and Mexican Oil, give the windfall 
$$$ $177 Trillion Dollars to Americans who have to pay for their $$$ $177 Trillion Dollars to Americans who have to pay for their $$$ $177 Trillion Dollars to Americans who have to pay for their $$$ $177 Trillion Dollars to Americans who have to pay for their 
kids tuition at CU and Yale since 1980. kids tuition at CU and Yale since 1980. kids tuition at CU and Yale since 1980. kids tuition at CU and Yale since 1980.     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm Yale will not be closed like in the French Revolution, 1/2/2010 1 pm Yale will not be closed like in the French Revolution, 1/2/2010 1 pm Yale will not be closed like in the French Revolution, 1/2/2010 1 pm Yale will not be closed like in the French Revolution, 
Yale Medical School will get $1 Trillion of the $177 Trillion dollars Yale Medical School will get $1 Trillion of the $177 Trillion dollars Yale Medical School will get $1 Trillion of the $177 Trillion dollars Yale Medical School will get $1 Trillion of the $177 Trillion dollars 
to build a state of the arts $1 Trillion dollar Medical School over to build a state of the arts $1 Trillion dollar Medical School over to build a state of the arts $1 Trillion dollar Medical School over to build a state of the arts $1 Trillion dollar Medical School over 
the $1.1 billion dollar football stadium they just built... grin! the $1.1 billion dollar football stadium they just built... grin! the $1.1 billion dollar football stadium they just built... grin! the $1.1 billion dollar football stadium they just built... grin!     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 
News! News! News! News!     
    

        

    
    
1/2/2010 1 pm Worst "Lost" for Greg Buell Lovestar was not being 1/2/2010 1 pm Worst "Lost" for Greg Buell Lovestar was not being 1/2/2010 1 pm Worst "Lost" for Greg Buell Lovestar was not being 1/2/2010 1 pm Worst "Lost" for Greg Buell Lovestar was not being 
able to brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for able to brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for able to brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for able to brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for 
Breast Cancer with several of my wives! "LOST" the final season I Breast Cancer with several of my wives! "LOST" the final season I Breast Cancer with several of my wives! "LOST" the final season I Breast Cancer with several of my wives! "LOST" the final season I 
hope for them and I as I really want several wives to brainstorm hope for them and I as I really want several wives to brainstorm hope for them and I as I really want several wives to brainstorm hope for them and I as I really want several wives to brainstorm 
the Rx Miracle overnight cure for Breast Cancer with. the Rx Miracle overnight cure for Breast Cancer with. the Rx Miracle overnight cure for Breast Cancer with. the Rx Miracle overnight cure for Breast Cancer with.     
    
    

        

    
1/2/2010 1 pm ***** 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled with Hydrogen 1/2/2010 1 pm ***** 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled with Hydrogen 1/2/2010 1 pm ***** 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled with Hydrogen 1/2/2010 1 pm ***** 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled with Hydrogen 
will be welded to a John Deere Combine reinvented one that cuts will be welded to a John Deere Combine reinvented one that cuts will be welded to a John Deere Combine reinvented one that cuts will be welded to a John Deere Combine reinvented one that cuts 
wheat and rice and you will be able to buy one that harvests figs wheat and rice and you will be able to buy one that harvests figs wheat and rice and you will be able to buy one that harvests figs wheat and rice and you will be able to buy one that harvests figs 
and cashews from trees in the Amazon. Few jet engines on this and cashews from trees in the Amazon. Few jet engines on this and cashews from trees in the Amazon. Few jet engines on this and cashews from trees in the Amazon. Few jet engines on this 
combine John Deere engineers would never in a million years have combine John Deere engineers would never in a million years have combine John Deere engineers would never in a million years have combine John Deere engineers would never in a million years have 
given this combine to Humanity! Or the Amazon fig trees. given this combine to Humanity! Or the Amazon fig trees. given this combine to Humanity! Or the Amazon fig trees. given this combine to Humanity! Or the Amazon fig trees.     
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Serendipity LOST !--1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on in 
2010 "LOST" the final season for 1,001 Lost Inventions by Students with 
Windows 7 that Bill Gates did not preinstall 1,001 Invention Projects On        
    
1/2/2010 1 pm Worst "Lost" for Greg Buell Lovestar was not being 1/2/2010 1 pm Worst "Lost" for Greg Buell Lovestar was not being 1/2/2010 1 pm Worst "Lost" for Greg Buell Lovestar was not being 1/2/2010 1 pm Worst "Lost" for Greg Buell Lovestar was not being 
able to brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for able to brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for able to brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for able to brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for 
Breast Cancer with several of my wives! "LOST" the final season I Breast Cancer with several of my wives! "LOST" the final season I Breast Cancer with several of my wives! "LOST" the final season I Breast Cancer with several of my wives! "LOST" the final season I 
hope for them and I as I really want several wives to brainstorm hope for them and I as I really want several wives to brainstorm hope for them and I as I really want several wives to brainstorm hope for them and I as I really want several wives to brainstorm 
the Rx Miracle overnight cure for Breast Cancer with. the Rx Miracle overnight cure for Breast Cancer with. the Rx Miracle overnight cure for Breast Cancer with. the Rx Miracle overnight cure for Breast Cancer with.     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 1/2/2010 1 pm New Year's News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly 
News! News! News! News!     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm Torture by the CIA of USA women dying from Breast 1/2/2010 1 pm Torture by the CIA of USA women dying from Breast 1/2/2010 1 pm Torture by the CIA of USA women dying from Breast 1/2/2010 1 pm Torture by the CIA of USA women dying from Breast 
Cancer in 2010... Cancer in 2010... Cancer in 2010... Cancer in 2010...     
    
1/2/2010 1 pm 40k Breast Cancer deaths for the New Year 2010, 1/2/2010 1 pm 40k Breast Cancer deaths for the New Year 2010, 1/2/2010 1 pm 40k Breast Cancer deaths for the New Year 2010, 1/2/2010 1 pm 40k Breast Cancer deaths for the New Year 2010, 
women crying, sobbing being tortured. Not by a suicide bomber women crying, sobbing being tortured. Not by a suicide bomber women crying, sobbing being tortured. Not by a suicide bomber women crying, sobbing being tortured. Not by a suicide bomber 
killing 8 CIA Agents but 40k women dead in the USA in 2010 killed killing 8 CIA Agents but 40k women dead in the USA in 2010 killed killing 8 CIA Agents but 40k women dead in the USA in 2010 killed killing 8 CIA Agents but 40k women dead in the USA in 2010 killed 
by the wrong CIA and MIT Invention project priority's. by the wrong CIA and MIT Invention project priority's. by the wrong CIA and MIT Invention project priority's. by the wrong CIA and MIT Invention project priority's.     
    
Serendipity LOST ! Serendipity LOST ! Serendipity LOST ! Serendipity LOST !     
    
    
12/31/2009 3:47 40k Breast Cancer deaths in the year 2009 and 12/31/2009 3:47 40k Breast Cancer deaths in the year 2009 and 12/31/2009 3:47 40k Breast Cancer deaths in the year 2009 and 12/31/2009 3:47 40k Breast Cancer deaths in the year 2009 and 
New York Times will not report this on a Year End Story New York Times will not report this on a Year End Story New York Times will not report this on a Year End Story New York Times will not report this on a Year End Story     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 Years Lost Tech Inventions via Oil + Gas worst 12/31/2009 3:47 Years Lost Tech Inventions via Oil + Gas worst 12/31/2009 3:47 Years Lost Tech Inventions via Oil + Gas worst 12/31/2009 3:47 Years Lost Tech Inventions via Oil + Gas worst 
Genocide in Earth's History Genocide in Earth's History Genocide in Earth's History Genocide in Earth's History     
12/31/2009 3:47 Kids turning 16 this year "Lost" their chance to 12/31/2009 3:47 Kids turning 16 this year "Lost" their chance to 12/31/2009 3:47 Kids turning 16 this year "Lost" their chance to 12/31/2009 3:47 Kids turning 16 this year "Lost" their chance to 
drive a ElectricWindmillCar in the Year 2009 CU Students here in drive a ElectricWindmillCar in the Year 2009 CU Students here in drive a ElectricWindmillCar in the Year 2009 CU Students here in drive a ElectricWindmillCar in the Year 2009 CU Students here in 
Boulder, Colorado "LOST" all spin off invention ideas, Boulder, Colorado "LOST" all spin off invention ideas, Boulder, Colorado "LOST" all spin off invention ideas, Boulder, Colorado "LOST" all spin off invention ideas, 
brainstorming! brainstorming! brainstorming! brainstorming!     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 Worst "Lost" for me was not being able to 12/31/2009 3:47 Worst "Lost" for me was not being able to 12/31/2009 3:47 Worst "Lost" for me was not being able to 12/31/2009 3:47 Worst "Lost" for me was not being able to 
brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast brainstorm a Rx Penicillin Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast 
Cancer via Gen. Orwell stupid niggardly orders! Cancer via Gen. Orwell stupid niggardly orders! Cancer via Gen. Orwell stupid niggardly orders! Cancer via Gen. Orwell stupid niggardly orders!     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 Drop in Standard of living for all Americans while 12/31/2009 3:47 Drop in Standard of living for all Americans while 12/31/2009 3:47 Drop in Standard of living for all Americans while 12/31/2009 3:47 Drop in Standard of living for all Americans while 
gov. perks go to Saudi Arabia princes. And Organs sold buy Bush gov. perks go to Saudi Arabia princes. And Organs sold buy Bush gov. perks go to Saudi Arabia princes. And Organs sold buy Bush gov. perks go to Saudi Arabia princes. And Organs sold buy Bush 
while Americans waiting for a Mandatory Organ Donation Era while Americans waiting for a Mandatory Organ Donation Era while Americans waiting for a Mandatory Organ Donation Era while Americans waiting for a Mandatory Organ Donation Era 
die. die. die. die.     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 Alien Mexicans with Hepatitis A B C with total 12/31/2009 3:47 Alien Mexicans with Hepatitis A B C with total 12/31/2009 3:47 Alien Mexicans with Hepatitis A B C with total 12/31/2009 3:47 Alien Mexicans with Hepatitis A B C with total 
immunity from anyone who graduated from Yale Law School immunity from anyone who graduated from Yale Law School immunity from anyone who graduated from Yale Law School immunity from anyone who graduated from Yale Law School 
wanting to sue them for giving 40 million gringo hepatitis! wanting to sue them for giving 40 million gringo hepatitis! wanting to sue them for giving 40 million gringo hepatitis! wanting to sue them for giving 40 million gringo hepatitis!     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 Black MD murdered the child molester Michael 12/31/2009 3:47 Black MD murdered the child molester Michael 12/31/2009 3:47 Black MD murdered the child molester Michael 12/31/2009 3:47 Black MD murdered the child molester Michael 
Jackson while Black MD's who passed Yale Medical School are today Jackson while Black MD's who passed Yale Medical School are today Jackson while Black MD's who passed Yale Medical School are today Jackson while Black MD's who passed Yale Medical School are today 
mass murderers of their patients! mass murderers of their patients! mass murderers of their patients! mass murderers of their patients!     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 Oxford will not be closed after the 12/31/2009 3:47 Oxford will not be closed after the 12/31/2009 3:47 Oxford will not be closed after the 12/31/2009 3:47 Oxford will not be closed after the 
ElectricWindmillCar Revolution like Paris Universities were closed ElectricWindmillCar Revolution like Paris Universities were closed ElectricWindmillCar Revolution like Paris Universities were closed ElectricWindmillCar Revolution like Paris Universities were closed 
after the French Revolution but all will lose their heads... after the French Revolution but all will lose their heads... after the French Revolution but all will lose their heads... after the French Revolution but all will lose their heads...     
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12/31/2009 3:47 Sara Palin will be a miracle cure for one 12/31/2009 3:47 Sara Palin will be a miracle cure for one 12/31/2009 3:47 Sara Palin will be a miracle cure for one 12/31/2009 3:47 Sara Palin will be a miracle cure for one 
hangman cop burned over most his body as his burns will heal hangman cop burned over most his body as his burns will heal hangman cop burned over most his body as his burns will heal hangman cop burned over most his body as his burns will heal 
instantly after hanging Sara Palin! instantly after hanging Sara Palin! instantly after hanging Sara Palin! instantly after hanging Sara Palin!     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 Recession news has failed to report $177 Trillion 12/31/2009 3:47 Recession news has failed to report $177 Trillion 12/31/2009 3:47 Recession news has failed to report $177 Trillion 12/31/2009 3:47 Recession news has failed to report $177 Trillion 
dollars in Oil Revenue from 1980 to 2010 dollars in Oil Revenue from 1980 to 2010 dollars in Oil Revenue from 1980 to 2010 dollars in Oil Revenue from 1980 to 2010     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 Mexican Workers are everywhere, you see 12/31/2009 3:47 Mexican Workers are everywhere, you see 12/31/2009 3:47 Mexican Workers are everywhere, you see 12/31/2009 3:47 Mexican Workers are everywhere, you see 
construction. One thing Gen Orwell can not hide in this Orwellian construction. One thing Gen Orwell can not hide in this Orwellian construction. One thing Gen Orwell can not hide in this Orwellian construction. One thing Gen Orwell can not hide in this Orwellian 
Society! Society! Society! Society!     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 1776 British Red Coats in Boston the King Gen 12/31/2009 3:47 1776 British Red Coats in Boston the King Gen 12/31/2009 3:47 1776 British Red Coats in Boston the King Gen 12/31/2009 3:47 1776 British Red Coats in Boston the King Gen 
Orwell did not care how many were burned to death in LA Fiery Orwell did not care how many were burned to death in LA Fiery Orwell did not care how many were burned to death in LA Fiery Orwell did not care how many were burned to death in LA Fiery 
Wrecks or how many Marines killed in Afghanistan in 2009 same Wrecks or how many Marines killed in Afghanistan in 2009 same Wrecks or how many Marines killed in Afghanistan in 2009 same Wrecks or how many Marines killed in Afghanistan in 2009 same 
as 1776 Boston for the Ruling Class. as 1776 Boston for the Ruling Class. as 1776 Boston for the Ruling Class. as 1776 Boston for the Ruling Class.     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 Boston, Kerry's wife has Breast Cancer she knows 12/31/2009 3:47 Boston, Kerry's wife has Breast Cancer she knows 12/31/2009 3:47 Boston, Kerry's wife has Breast Cancer she knows 12/31/2009 3:47 Boston, Kerry's wife has Breast Cancer she knows 
MIT worked on War Toys all year not Breast Cancer Cure, she knows MIT worked on War Toys all year not Breast Cancer Cure, she knows MIT worked on War Toys all year not Breast Cancer Cure, she knows MIT worked on War Toys all year not Breast Cancer Cure, she knows 
were General Orwell lives, she could set him on fire in his sleep for were General Orwell lives, she could set him on fire in his sleep for were General Orwell lives, she could set him on fire in his sleep for were General Orwell lives, she could set him on fire in his sleep for 
the mass murder of 40k women in 2009. the mass murder of 40k women in 2009. the mass murder of 40k women in 2009. the mass murder of 40k women in 2009.     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 Queen Elizabeth will toast, let them eat cake, let 12/31/2009 3:47 Queen Elizabeth will toast, let them eat cake, let 12/31/2009 3:47 Queen Elizabeth will toast, let them eat cake, let 12/31/2009 3:47 Queen Elizabeth will toast, let them eat cake, let 
them burn in gasoline, we are addicted to oil money! them burn in gasoline, we are addicted to oil money! them burn in gasoline, we are addicted to oil money! them burn in gasoline, we are addicted to oil money!     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 Hepatitis C A or B mandatory vaccinations after 12/31/2009 3:47 Hepatitis C A or B mandatory vaccinations after 12/31/2009 3:47 Hepatitis C A or B mandatory vaccinations after 12/31/2009 3:47 Hepatitis C A or B mandatory vaccinations after 
the ElectricWindmillCar Coup... the ElectricWindmillCar Coup... the ElectricWindmillCar Coup... the ElectricWindmillCar Coup...     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 NYPD 12/31/2009 3:47 NYPD 12/31/2009 3:47 NYPD 12/31/2009 3:47 NYPD ---- NYC bigger police presence on the subway  NYC bigger police presence on the subway  NYC bigger police presence on the subway  NYC bigger police presence on the subway 
and streets with video cams and wifi to call you in to HQ with a and streets with video cams and wifi to call you in to HQ with a and streets with video cams and wifi to call you in to HQ with a and streets with video cams and wifi to call you in to HQ with a 
mic and cam cops can get a IBM Supercomputer to do the voice mic and cam cops can get a IBM Supercomputer to do the voice mic and cam cops can get a IBM Supercomputer to do the voice mic and cam cops can get a IBM Supercomputer to do the voice 
recognition and write the tickets like Photo Cams. recognition and write the tickets like Photo Cams. recognition and write the tickets like Photo Cams. recognition and write the tickets like Photo Cams.     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 GPS Tracker from $5 Billion stimulus... finally a 12/31/2009 3:47 GPS Tracker from $5 Billion stimulus... finally a 12/31/2009 3:47 GPS Tracker from $5 Billion stimulus... finally a 12/31/2009 3:47 GPS Tracker from $5 Billion stimulus... finally a 
gov product that works to track you. gov product that works to track you. gov product that works to track you. gov product that works to track you.     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 Satellite on every 2010 car with cams inside to see 12/31/2009 3:47 Satellite on every 2010 car with cams inside to see 12/31/2009 3:47 Satellite on every 2010 car with cams inside to see 12/31/2009 3:47 Satellite on every 2010 car with cams inside to see 
the driver drinking and outside to see the traffic. GPS for every car the driver drinking and outside to see the traffic. GPS for every car the driver drinking and outside to see the traffic. GPS for every car the driver drinking and outside to see the traffic. GPS for every car 
on the road. on the road. on the road. on the road.     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 GPS Tracker for every Mom and Dad with Kids 12/31/2009 3:47 GPS Tracker for every Mom and Dad with Kids 12/31/2009 3:47 GPS Tracker for every Mom and Dad with Kids 12/31/2009 3:47 GPS Tracker for every Mom and Dad with Kids ----    
even this invention was suppressed by Gen Orwell in 2009 as he did even this invention was suppressed by Gen Orwell in 2009 as he did even this invention was suppressed by Gen Orwell in 2009 as he did even this invention was suppressed by Gen Orwell in 2009 as he did 
not want you to have it. not want you to have it. not want you to have it. not want you to have it.     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 Super Air Bags on the outside of all cars and 12/31/2009 3:47 Super Air Bags on the outside of all cars and 12/31/2009 3:47 Super Air Bags on the outside of all cars and 12/31/2009 3:47 Super Air Bags on the outside of all cars and 
behind all semi trucks... how many will drive under a semi in 2010 behind all semi trucks... how many will drive under a semi in 2010 behind all semi trucks... how many will drive under a semi in 2010 behind all semi trucks... how many will drive under a semi in 2010 
the gov knows but will not tell you. the gov knows but will not tell you. the gov knows but will not tell you. the gov knows but will not tell you.     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 Kids left in hot cars to die in 2009 will haunt 12/31/2009 3:47 Kids left in hot cars to die in 2009 will haunt 12/31/2009 3:47 Kids left in hot cars to die in 2009 will haunt 12/31/2009 3:47 Kids left in hot cars to die in 2009 will haunt 
mom... not any government employee. Caroline Kennedy will hang mom... not any government employee. Caroline Kennedy will hang mom... not any government employee. Caroline Kennedy will hang mom... not any government employee. Caroline Kennedy will hang 
for treason along with all the Pentagon Generals in 2010. for treason along with all the Pentagon Generals in 2010. for treason along with all the Pentagon Generals in 2010. for treason along with all the Pentagon Generals in 2010.     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 50k ElectricWindmillCars were buried in the New 12/31/2009 3:47 50k ElectricWindmillCars were buried in the New 12/31/2009 3:47 50k ElectricWindmillCars were buried in the New 12/31/2009 3:47 50k ElectricWindmillCars were buried in the New 
Mexico Desert the day before Iraq Desert Storm invasion by Bush Mexico Desert the day before Iraq Desert Storm invasion by Bush Mexico Desert the day before Iraq Desert Storm invasion by Bush Mexico Desert the day before Iraq Desert Storm invasion by Bush     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 1,001 invention projects here 12/31/2009 3:47 1,001 invention projects here 12/31/2009 3:47 1,001 invention projects here 12/31/2009 3:47 1,001 invention projects here     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled with Hydrogen will 12/31/2009 3:47 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled with Hydrogen will 12/31/2009 3:47 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled with Hydrogen will 12/31/2009 3:47 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled with Hydrogen will 
be welded to a John Deere Combine reinvented one that cuts wheat be welded to a John Deere Combine reinvented one that cuts wheat be welded to a John Deere Combine reinvented one that cuts wheat be welded to a John Deere Combine reinvented one that cuts wheat 
and rice and you will be able to buy one that harvests figs and and rice and you will be able to buy one that harvests figs and and rice and you will be able to buy one that harvests figs and and rice and you will be able to buy one that harvests figs and 
cashews from trees in the Amazon. Few jet engines on this combine cashews from trees in the Amazon. Few jet engines on this combine cashews from trees in the Amazon. Few jet engines on this combine cashews from trees in the Amazon. Few jet engines on this combine 
John Deere engineers would never in a million years have given John Deere engineers would never in a million years have given John Deere engineers would never in a million years have given John Deere engineers would never in a million years have given 
this combine to Humanity! Or the Amazon fig trees. this combine to Humanity! Or the Amazon fig trees. this combine to Humanity! Or the Amazon fig trees. this combine to Humanity! Or the Amazon fig trees.     
    
12/31/2009 3:47 Girl found dead on Christmas day and NYC NYPD 12/31/2009 3:47 Girl found dead on Christmas day and NYC NYPD 12/31/2009 3:47 Girl found dead on Christmas day and NYC NYPD 12/31/2009 3:47 Girl found dead on Christmas day and NYC NYPD 
will announce on CBS crime is down in the USA will announce on CBS crime is down in the USA will announce on CBS crime is down in the USA will announce on CBS crime is down in the USA ----    Someone's wife Someone's wife Someone's wife Someone's wife 
will be murdered by a Niger on New Years Day and Gen. Orwell did will be murdered by a Niger on New Years Day and Gen. Orwell did will be murdered by a Niger on New Years Day and Gen. Orwell did will be murdered by a Niger on New Years Day and Gen. Orwell did 
not let me work on a Gas Lobotomy invention with my MD wives! not let me work on a Gas Lobotomy invention with my MD wives! not let me work on a Gas Lobotomy invention with my MD wives! not let me work on a Gas Lobotomy invention with my MD wives!     
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12/31/2009 3:47 Worst genocide in the history of Earth and CBS 12/31/2009 3:47 Worst genocide in the history of Earth and CBS 12/31/2009 3:47 Worst genocide in the history of Earth and CBS 12/31/2009 3:47 Worst genocide in the history of Earth and CBS 
makes Katie Couric report nonmakes Katie Couric report nonmakes Katie Couric report nonmakes Katie Couric report non----genocide news. genocide news. genocide news. genocide news.     
    
    
Serendipity LOST !Serendipity LOST !Serendipity LOST !Serendipity LOST !--------1,001 Invention Projects you should be working 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working 
on in 2010 "LOST" the final season for 1,001 Lost Inventions by on in 2010 "LOST" the final season for 1,001 Lost Inventions by on in 2010 "LOST" the final season for 1,001 Lost Inventions by on in 2010 "LOST" the final season for 1,001 Lost Inventions by 
Students with Windows 7 that Bill Gates did not preinstall 1,001 Students with Windows 7 that Bill Gates did not preinstall 1,001 Students with Windows 7 that Bill Gates did not preinstall 1,001 Students with Windows 7 that Bill Gates did not preinstall 1,001 
Invention Projects On Invention Projects On Invention Projects On Invention Projects On     
    
2009 Year End News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly News 2009 Year End News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly News 2009 Year End News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly News 2009 Year End News You Will Not Get On MSNBC Nightly News ----    
Observers Universe is Void of Aliens and Invention Projects to see Observers Universe is Void of Aliens and Invention Projects to see Observers Universe is Void of Aliens and Invention Projects to see Observers Universe is Void of Aliens and Invention Projects to see 
them! them! them! them!     
    
    
<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> Manhattan <<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> Manhattan <<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> Manhattan <<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> Manhattan ————    John Len non was shot and John Len non was shot and John Len non was shot and John Len non was shot and 
killed on December 8, 1980 as he stood outside his New York City killed on December 8, 1980 as he stood outside his New York City killed on December 8, 1980 as he stood outside his New York City killed on December 8, 1980 as he stood outside his New York City 
apartment house, the Dakota. apartment house, the Dakota. apartment house, the Dakota. apartment house, the Dakota.     
    
<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> John Lennon<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> John Lennon<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> John Lennon<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> John Lennon’’’’s wife, Yoko Ono, has known s wife, Yoko Ono, has known s wife, Yoko Ono, has known s wife, Yoko Ono, has known 
about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar for a decade. I about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar for a decade. I about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar for a decade. I about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar for a decade. I 
think there will be a Hell of a argument between Yoko and John think there will be a Hell of a argument between Yoko and John think there will be a Hell of a argument between Yoko and John think there will be a Hell of a argument between Yoko and John 
Lennon when we are all dead... as John Lennon would have Lennon when we are all dead... as John Lennon would have Lennon when we are all dead... as John Lennon would have Lennon when we are all dead... as John Lennon would have 
exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in our exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in our exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in our exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in our 
Orwellian Society. John Lennon would never have let 10's of Orwellian Society. John Lennon would never have let 10's of Orwellian Society. John Lennon would never have let 10's of Orwellian Society. John Lennon would never have let 10's of 
thousands of cops and kids burn and burn to death in gasoline for thousands of cops and kids burn and burn to death in gasoline for thousands of cops and kids burn and burn to death in gasoline for thousands of cops and kids burn and burn to death in gasoline for 
more "Oil Money" British Oil and the rest of the Oil Kings and more "Oil Money" British Oil and the rest of the Oil Kings and more "Oil Money" British Oil and the rest of the Oil Kings and more "Oil Money" British Oil and the rest of the Oil Kings and 
Queens have taken in $177 Trillion Dollars from 1980 to 2009 Queens have taken in $177 Trillion Dollars from 1980 to 2009 Queens have taken in $177 Trillion Dollars from 1980 to 2009 Queens have taken in $177 Trillion Dollars from 1980 to 2009 
while 10's of thousands burn and burn to death in Fiery LA Wrecks. while 10's of thousands burn and burn to death in Fiery LA Wrecks. while 10's of thousands burn and burn to death in Fiery LA Wrecks. while 10's of thousands burn and burn to death in Fiery LA Wrecks.     
    
<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> Oct. 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was <<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> Oct. 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was <<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> Oct. 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was <<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> Oct. 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was 
invented by Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder, Colorado and invented by Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder, Colorado and invented by Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder, Colorado and invented by Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder, Colorado and 
suppressed by our Orwellian Society. suppressed by our Orwellian Society. suppressed by our Orwellian Society. suppressed by our Orwellian Society.     
    
<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> John Lennon<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> John Lennon<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> John Lennon<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> John Lennon’’’’s wife, Yoko Ono, together with s wife, Yoko Ono, together with s wife, Yoko Ono, together with s wife, Yoko Ono, together with 
New York officials, set up a permanent memorial to her husband New York officials, set up a permanent memorial to her husband New York officials, set up a permanent memorial to her husband New York officials, set up a permanent memorial to her husband ————    
a section of Central Park, opposite the Dakota, named Strawberry a section of Central Park, opposite the Dakota, named Strawberry a section of Central Park, opposite the Dakota, named Strawberry a section of Central Park, opposite the Dakota, named Strawberry 
Fields. Fields. Fields. Fields.     
    
ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ----    2009 How Many Burned in Gasoline? In 2009 How Many Burned in Gasoline? In 2009 How Many Burned in Gasoline? In 2009 How Many Burned in Gasoline? In 
Fiery LA Wrecks... You Do the Math $$$ 40k Breast Cancer Deaths Fiery LA Wrecks... You Do the Math $$$ 40k Breast Cancer Deaths Fiery LA Wrecks... You Do the Math $$$ 40k Breast Cancer Deaths Fiery LA Wrecks... You Do the Math $$$ 40k Breast Cancer Deaths 
every year from 1980 to 2009 this is War! War to Invent a RX Cure every year from 1980 to 2009 this is War! War to Invent a RX Cure every year from 1980 to 2009 this is War! War to Invent a RX Cure every year from 1980 to 2009 this is War! War to Invent a RX Cure 
for Breast Cancer! Only way the Pentagon will surrender is if we for Breast Cancer! Only way the Pentagon will surrender is if we for Breast Cancer! Only way the Pentagon will surrender is if we for Breast Cancer! Only way the Pentagon will surrender is if we 
invent a way to observe (and or) hear Aliens at Alpha Centauri invent a way to observe (and or) hear Aliens at Alpha Centauri invent a way to observe (and or) hear Aliens at Alpha Centauri invent a way to observe (and or) hear Aliens at Alpha Centauri ----    
Invent or Die never had more gravity for Humanity!, now Invent a Invent or Die never had more gravity for Humanity!, now Invent a Invent or Die never had more gravity for Humanity!, now Invent a Invent or Die never had more gravity for Humanity!, now Invent a 
better Telescope! So we can work on a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! better Telescope! So we can work on a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! better Telescope! So we can work on a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! better Telescope! So we can work on a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! 
ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat     
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<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> Manhattan <<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> Manhattan <<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> Manhattan <<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> Manhattan ————    John Lennon was shot and John Lennon was shot and John Lennon was shot and John Lennon was shot and 
killed on December 8, 1980 as he stood outside his New York City killed on December 8, 1980 as he stood outside his New York City killed on December 8, 1980 as he stood outside his New York City killed on December 8, 1980 as he stood outside his New York City 
apartment house, the Dakota. apartment house, the Dakota. apartment house, the Dakota. apartment house, the Dakota.     
    
<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> Oct. 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was <<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> Oct. 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was <<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> Oct. 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was <<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> Oct. 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was 
invented by Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder, Colorado and invented by Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder, Colorado and invented by Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder, Colorado and invented by Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder, Colorado and 
suppressed by our Orwellian Society. suppressed by our Orwellian Society. suppressed by our Orwellian Society. suppressed by our Orwellian Society.     
    
<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> John Lennon<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> John Lennon<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> John Lennon<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> John Lennon’’’’s wife, Yoko Ono, together with s wife, Yoko Ono, together with s wife, Yoko Ono, together with s wife, Yoko Ono, together with 
New York officials, set up a permanent memorial to her husband New York officials, set up a permanent memorial to her husband New York officials, set up a permanent memorial to her husband New York officials, set up a permanent memorial to her husband ————    
a section of Central Park, opposite the Dakota, named Strawberry a section of Central Park, opposite the Dakota, named Strawberry a section of Central Park, opposite the Dakota, named Strawberry a section of Central Park, opposite the Dakota, named Strawberry 
Fields. Fields. Fields. Fields.     
    
<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> John Lennon<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> John Lennon<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> John Lennon<<<< 8 Dec. 2009 >>>> John Lennon’’’’s wife, Yoko Ono, has known s wife, Yoko Ono, has known s wife, Yoko Ono, has known s wife, Yoko Ono, has known 
about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar for a decade. I about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar for a decade. I about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar for a decade. I about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar for a decade. I 
think there will be a Hell of a argument between Yoko and John think there will be a Hell of a argument between Yoko and John think there will be a Hell of a argument between Yoko and John think there will be a Hell of a argument between Yoko and John 
Lennon when we are all dead... as John Lennon would have Lennon when we are all dead... as John Lennon would have Lennon when we are all dead... as John Lennon would have Lennon when we are all dead... as John Lennon would have 
exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in our exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in our exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in our exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in our 
Orwellian Society. John Lennon would never have let 10's of Orwellian Society. John Lennon would never have let 10's of Orwellian Society. John Lennon would never have let 10's of Orwellian Society. John Lennon would never have let 10's of 
thousands of cops and kids burn and burn to death in gasoline for thousands of cops and kids burn and burn to death in gasoline for thousands of cops and kids burn and burn to death in gasoline for thousands of cops and kids burn and burn to death in gasoline for 
more "Oil Money" British Oil and the rest of the Oil Kings and more "Oil Money" British Oil and the rest of the Oil Kings and more "Oil Money" British Oil and the rest of the Oil Kings and more "Oil Money" British Oil and the rest of the Oil Kings and 
Queens have taken in $177 Trillion Dollars from 1980 to 2009 Queens have taken in $177 Trillion Dollars from 1980 to 2009 Queens have taken in $177 Trillion Dollars from 1980 to 2009 Queens have taken in $177 Trillion Dollars from 1980 to 2009 
while 10's of thousands burn and burn to death in Fiery LA Wrecks. while 10's of thousands burn and burn to death in Fiery LA Wrecks. while 10's of thousands burn and burn to death in Fiery LA Wrecks. while 10's of thousands burn and burn to death in Fiery LA Wrecks.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> GAS LOBOTOMY Invention <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> GAS LOBOTOMY Invention <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> GAS LOBOTOMY Invention <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> GAS LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start start start start 
working on this TODAY. Cop Killers working on this TODAY. Cop Killers working on this TODAY. Cop Killers working on this TODAY. Cop Killers ----    those libel for their murders those libel for their murders those libel for their murders those libel for their murders 
are Sony, GE, Exxonare Sony, GE, Exxonare Sony, GE, Exxonare Sony, GE, Exxon----Mobil, MSNBC, Com cast, New York Times for Mobil, MSNBC, Com cast, New York Times for Mobil, MSNBC, Com cast, New York Times for Mobil, MSNBC, Com cast, New York Times for 
taking bribes and perks from Oil, $$$ 1980 to 2009 Clemency of taking bribes and perks from Oil, $$$ 1980 to 2009 Clemency of taking bribes and perks from Oil, $$$ 1980 to 2009 Clemency of taking bribes and perks from Oil, $$$ 1980 to 2009 Clemency of 
80000 Niger Males for Rape and Murder of White Women80000 Niger Males for Rape and Murder of White Women80000 Niger Males for Rape and Murder of White Women80000 Niger Males for Rape and Murder of White Women…………    in a in a in a in a 
Orwellian Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2009... burning the Orwellian Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2009... burning the Orwellian Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2009... burning the Orwellian Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2009... burning the 
midnight oil but not for inventing something good for humanity midnight oil but not for inventing something good for humanity midnight oil but not for inventing something good for humanity midnight oil but not for inventing something good for humanity 
in General. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention in General. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention in General. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention in General. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on this start working on this start working on this start working on this 
TODAY. CBS Katie Couric just cut into the Early show she will report TODAY. CBS Katie Couric just cut into the Early show she will report TODAY. CBS Katie Couric just cut into the Early show she will report TODAY. CBS Katie Couric just cut into the Early show she will report 
on teen sex and abuse in General by the girls boyfriends... Murder on teen sex and abuse in General by the girls boyfriends... Murder on teen sex and abuse in General by the girls boyfriends... Murder on teen sex and abuse in General by the girls boyfriends... Murder 
of Tigers and Kobys wives by them in 2012 is not in Katie's notes. Or of Tigers and Kobys wives by them in 2012 is not in Katie's notes. Or of Tigers and Kobys wives by them in 2012 is not in Katie's notes. Or of Tigers and Kobys wives by them in 2012 is not in Katie's notes. Or 
the OJ Clones the OJ Clones the OJ Clones the OJ Clones ----    all who hate cops! Sony Music Rap Cop Killers, all who hate cops! Sony Music Rap Cop Killers, all who hate cops! Sony Music Rap Cop Killers, all who hate cops! Sony Music Rap Cop Killers, 
General Powell, Obama, Rice, Celmency, OJ, Black Harvard General Powell, Obama, Rice, Celmency, OJ, Black Harvard General Powell, Obama, Rice, Celmency, OJ, Black Harvard General Powell, Obama, Rice, Celmency, OJ, Black Harvard 
Professor.. they all listened to this song a million times! Professor.. they all listened to this song a million times! Professor.. they all listened to this song a million times! Professor.. they all listened to this song a million times!     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1980 Invention of the <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1980 Invention of the <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1980 Invention of the <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1980 Invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar by Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder Colorado ElectricWindmillCar by Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder Colorado ElectricWindmillCar by Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder Colorado ElectricWindmillCar by Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder Colorado ----    
GAS LOBOTOMY Invention GAS LOBOTOMY Invention GAS LOBOTOMY Invention GAS LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1980 to 2009 Suppression of the <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1980 to 2009 Suppression of the <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1980 to 2009 Suppression of the <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1980 to 2009 Suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar and Our Orwellian Top Brass in DC and at the ElectricWindmillCar and Our Orwellian Top Brass in DC and at the ElectricWindmillCar and Our Orwellian Top Brass in DC and at the ElectricWindmillCar and Our Orwellian Top Brass in DC and at the 
Pentagon Pentagon Pentagon Pentagon ----    LOST the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for LOST the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for LOST the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for LOST the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for 
Breast Cancer killing 40k women every year from 1980 to 2009 so Breast Cancer killing 40k women every year from 1980 to 2009 so Breast Cancer killing 40k women every year from 1980 to 2009 so Breast Cancer killing 40k women every year from 1980 to 2009 so 
they can play with their Christmas Day War Toys invented by MIT they can play with their Christmas Day War Toys invented by MIT they can play with their Christmas Day War Toys invented by MIT they can play with their Christmas Day War Toys invented by MIT 
grads. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention grads. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention grads. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention grads. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Full gas tanks could stop many small <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Full gas tanks could stop many small <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Full gas tanks could stop many small <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Full gas tanks could stop many small 
plane crashes... plane crashes... plane crashes... plane crashes...     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> ElectricwindmillPlanes and super <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> ElectricwindmillPlanes and super <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> ElectricwindmillPlanes and super <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> ElectricwindmillPlanes and super 
airbags on the outside and 1,001 other stifled inventions... GAS airbags on the outside and 1,001 other stifled inventions... GAS airbags on the outside and 1,001 other stifled inventions... GAS airbags on the outside and 1,001 other stifled inventions... GAS 
LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY.     
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<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> National Transportation Safety <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> National Transportation Safety <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> National Transportation Safety <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> National Transportation Safety 
Board officials say what baffles them is the frequency with which Board officials say what baffles them is the frequency with which Board officials say what baffles them is the frequency with which Board officials say what baffles them is the frequency with which 
pilots run out of gas. In the past five years, according to the NTSB, pilots run out of gas. In the past five years, according to the NTSB, pilots run out of gas. In the past five years, according to the NTSB, pilots run out of gas. In the past five years, according to the NTSB, 
fuel exhaustion was the cause or a factor in 238 small plane fuel exhaustion was the cause or a factor in 238 small plane fuel exhaustion was the cause or a factor in 238 small plane fuel exhaustion was the cause or a factor in 238 small plane 
crashes in the U.S., killing 29 people. crashes in the U.S., killing 29 people. crashes in the U.S., killing 29 people. crashes in the U.S., killing 29 people.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> DES MOINES, Iowa <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> DES MOINES, Iowa <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> DES MOINES, Iowa <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> DES MOINES, Iowa ––––    Cheryl Allegretti's Cheryl Allegretti's Cheryl Allegretti's Cheryl Allegretti's 
husband was a meticulous pilot with more than 20 years husband was a meticulous pilot with more than 20 years husband was a meticulous pilot with more than 20 years husband was a meticulous pilot with more than 20 years 
experience when the plane he was piloting crashed in a northwest experience when the plane he was piloting crashed in a northwest experience when the plane he was piloting crashed in a northwest experience when the plane he was piloting crashed in a northwest 
Iowa cornfield, killing him and two passengers, apparently Iowa cornfield, killing him and two passengers, apparently Iowa cornfield, killing him and two passengers, apparently Iowa cornfield, killing him and two passengers, apparently 
because it ran out of gas. because it ran out of gas. because it ran out of gas. because it ran out of gas.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Mike Huckabee should be arrested for <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Mike Huckabee should be arrested for <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Mike Huckabee should be arrested for <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Mike Huckabee should be arrested for 
4 murders! After the 1980s, clemency became a target of the tough4 murders! After the 1980s, clemency became a target of the tough4 murders! After the 1980s, clemency became a target of the tough4 murders! After the 1980s, clemency became a target of the tough----
onononon----crime movement, criminologists say. They say it resulted in a crime movement, criminologists say. They say it resulted in a crime movement, criminologists say. They say it resulted in a crime movement, criminologists say. They say it resulted in a 
decline in pardons and commutations decline in pardons and commutations decline in pardons and commutations decline in pardons and commutations --------    a contrast from earlier in a contrast from earlier in a contrast from earlier in a contrast from earlier in 
the century when some governors were applauded for commuting the century when some governors were applauded for commuting the century when some governors were applauded for commuting the century when some governors were applauded for commuting 
hundreds of sentences during the Christmas holiday. GAS hundreds of sentences during the Christmas holiday. GAS hundreds of sentences during the Christmas holiday. GAS hundreds of sentences during the Christmas holiday. GAS 
LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1.001 Invention Projects 1 is a <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1.001 Invention Projects 1 is a <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1.001 Invention Projects 1 is a <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1.001 Invention Projects 1 is a 
reinvented Lobotomy! For Mad Men reinvented Lobotomy! For Mad Men reinvented Lobotomy! For Mad Men reinvented Lobotomy! For Mad Men ----    Black + White! Hint, Clue, a Black + White! Hint, Clue, a Black + White! Hint, Clue, a Black + White! Hint, Clue, a 
GAS LOBOTOMYGAS LOBOTOMYGAS LOBOTOMYGAS LOBOTOMY…………    grin! GAS LOBOTOMY Invention grin! GAS LOBOTOMY Invention grin! GAS LOBOTOMY Invention grin! GAS LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on start working on start working on start working on 
this TODAY. this TODAY. this TODAY. this TODAY.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 9/11 guys from Saudi Arabia were <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 9/11 guys from Saudi Arabia were <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 9/11 guys from Saudi Arabia were <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 9/11 guys from Saudi Arabia were 
worse psychopaths than "USA Oil Men" tossing gasoline bombs at worse psychopaths than "USA Oil Men" tossing gasoline bombs at worse psychopaths than "USA Oil Men" tossing gasoline bombs at worse psychopaths than "USA Oil Men" tossing gasoline bombs at 
SUV's on the LA Freeway for more oil money? GAS LOBOTOMY SUV's on the LA Freeway for more oil money? GAS LOBOTOMY SUV's on the LA Freeway for more oil money? GAS LOBOTOMY SUV's on the LA Freeway for more oil money? GAS LOBOTOMY 
Invention Invention Invention Invention ----    start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Hussein was worse a psychopath than <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Hussein was worse a psychopath than <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Hussein was worse a psychopath than <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Hussein was worse a psychopath than 
Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ?     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Clemmons is worse a psychopath than <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Clemmons is worse a psychopath than <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Clemmons is worse a psychopath than <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Clemmons is worse a psychopath than 
Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ?     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> General Powell is worse a psychopath <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> General Powell is worse a psychopath <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> General Powell is worse a psychopath <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> General Powell is worse a psychopath 
than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? GAS than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? GAS than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? GAS than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? GAS 
LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Condoleezza Rice is worse a <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Condoleezza Rice is worse a <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Condoleezza Rice is worse a <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Condoleezza Rice is worse a 
psychopath than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? psychopath than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? psychopath than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? psychopath than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? 
GAS LOBOTOMY Invention GAS LOBOTOMY Invention GAS LOBOTOMY Invention GAS LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Oprah Winfrey is worse a psychopath <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Oprah Winfrey is worse a psychopath <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Oprah Winfrey is worse a psychopath <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Oprah Winfrey is worse a psychopath 
than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? GAS than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? GAS than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? GAS than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? GAS 
LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee is worse <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee is worse <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee is worse <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee is worse 
a psychopath than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? a psychopath than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? a psychopath than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? a psychopath than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. ? 
GAS LOBOTOMY Invention GAS LOBOTOMY Invention GAS LOBOTOMY Invention GAS LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Kennedy<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Kennedy<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Kennedy<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Kennedy----ObamaObamaObamaObama----KerryKerryKerryKerry----McCain are McCain are McCain are McCain are 
worse a psychopaths than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in worse a psychopaths than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in worse a psychopaths than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in worse a psychopaths than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in 
LA. ? GAS LOBOTOMY Invention LA. ? GAS LOBOTOMY Invention LA. ? GAS LOBOTOMY Invention LA. ? GAS LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Yale and Harvard Medical School <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Yale and Harvard Medical School <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Yale and Harvard Medical School <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Yale and Harvard Medical School 
MD's are worse a psychopath than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs MD's are worse a psychopath than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs MD's are worse a psychopath than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs MD's are worse a psychopath than Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs 
at SUVs in LA. ? GAS LOBOTOMY Invention at SUVs in LA. ? GAS LOBOTOMY Invention at SUVs in LA. ? GAS LOBOTOMY Invention at SUVs in LA. ? GAS LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on this start working on this start working on this start working on this 
TODAY. TODAY. TODAY. TODAY.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 40k women murdered in cold blood <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 40k women murdered in cold blood <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 40k women murdered in cold blood <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 40k women murdered in cold blood 
by Obama in his 1st year in Office via Breast Cancer, GAS by Obama in his 1st year in Office via Breast Cancer, GAS by Obama in his 1st year in Office via Breast Cancer, GAS by Obama in his 1st year in Office via Breast Cancer, GAS 
LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 40k white cops and kids burned and <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 40k white cops and kids burned and <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 40k white cops and kids burned and <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 40k white cops and kids burned and 
burned to death in Fiery LA Wrecks since the 1980 burned to death in Fiery LA Wrecks since the 1980 burned to death in Fiery LA Wrecks since the 1980 burned to death in Fiery LA Wrecks since the 1980 
ElectricWindmillCar Invention... ElectricWindmillCar Invention... ElectricWindmillCar Invention... ElectricWindmillCar Invention...     
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<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 40k Dirty Mexican gave 40k Gringo <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 40k Dirty Mexican gave 40k Gringo <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 40k Dirty Mexican gave 40k Gringo <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 40k Dirty Mexican gave 40k Gringo 
Hepatitis A, B, C with less liability than Sony Music's rap cop killer Hepatitis A, B, C with less liability than Sony Music's rap cop killer Hepatitis A, B, C with less liability than Sony Music's rap cop killer Hepatitis A, B, C with less liability than Sony Music's rap cop killer 
lyrics lyrics lyrics lyrics     
    
<<<<< December 4, 2009 >>>> 4 Mexicans spit at me today, all <<<<< December 4, 2009 >>>> 4 Mexicans spit at me today, all <<<<< December 4, 2009 >>>> 4 Mexicans spit at me today, all <<<<< December 4, 2009 >>>> 4 Mexicans spit at me today, all 
Observers in our Oil Genocide Era. Can I get a hold of the video Observers in our Oil Genocide Era. Can I get a hold of the video Observers in our Oil Genocide Era. Can I get a hold of the video Observers in our Oil Genocide Era. Can I get a hold of the video 
after the coup? GAS LOBOTOMY Invention after the coup? GAS LOBOTOMY Invention after the coup? GAS LOBOTOMY Invention after the coup? GAS LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on this start working on this start working on this start working on this 
TODAY. For the Mexicans who spit at me walking around CU's TODAY. For the Mexicans who spit at me walking around CU's TODAY. For the Mexicans who spit at me walking around CU's TODAY. For the Mexicans who spit at me walking around CU's 
Orwellian Society! Orwellian Society! Orwellian Society! Orwellian Society!     
    
<<<<< December 4, 2009 >>>> 4 girl friends of Mexicans will be <<<<< December 4, 2009 >>>> 4 girl friends of Mexicans will be <<<<< December 4, 2009 >>>> 4 girl friends of Mexicans will be <<<<< December 4, 2009 >>>> 4 girl friends of Mexicans will be 
dousing in petrol and set on fire via jealously... dousing in petrol and set on fire via jealously... dousing in petrol and set on fire via jealously... dousing in petrol and set on fire via jealously...     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 4 clones of OJ, Tiger Woods will kill <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 4 clones of OJ, Tiger Woods will kill <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 4 clones of OJ, Tiger Woods will kill <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 4 clones of OJ, Tiger Woods will kill 
his white wife eventually... Koby Bryant will kill his wife his white wife eventually... Koby Bryant will kill his wife his white wife eventually... Koby Bryant will kill his wife his white wife eventually... Koby Bryant will kill his wife 
eventuallyeventuallyeventuallyeventually…………    You do the math how many nigers with white women You do the math how many nigers with white women You do the math how many nigers with white women You do the math how many nigers with white women 
will kill them eventually... CIA has the statistics but they are Top will kill them eventually... CIA has the statistics but they are Top will kill them eventually... CIA has the statistics but they are Top will kill them eventually... CIA has the statistics but they are Top 
Secret in this Orwellian Society. The New York Times could publish Secret in this Orwellian Society. The New York Times could publish Secret in this Orwellian Society. The New York Times could publish Secret in this Orwellian Society. The New York Times could publish 
these stats... Hell Katie Couric could report them on CBS Nightly these stats... Hell Katie Couric could report them on CBS Nightly these stats... Hell Katie Couric could report them on CBS Nightly these stats... Hell Katie Couric could report them on CBS Nightly 
News. News. News. News.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 40k Troops head for Afghanistan <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 40k Troops head for Afghanistan <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 40k Troops head for Afghanistan <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 40k Troops head for Afghanistan 
while 40k American women in the USA will be murdered by Obama while 40k American women in the USA will be murdered by Obama while 40k American women in the USA will be murdered by Obama while 40k American women in the USA will be murdered by Obama 
suppressing Greg Buell Lovestar from working on the Rx.. Muslim suppressing Greg Buell Lovestar from working on the Rx.. Muslim suppressing Greg Buell Lovestar from working on the Rx.. Muslim suppressing Greg Buell Lovestar from working on the Rx.. Muslim 
Men and women will be raped by these Marines. General McCain Men and women will be raped by these Marines. General McCain Men and women will be raped by these Marines. General McCain Men and women will be raped by these Marines. General McCain 
has given the orders. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention has given the orders. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention has given the orders. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention has given the orders. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on start working on start working on start working on 
this TODAY. Test it on Generals! this TODAY. Test it on Generals! this TODAY. Test it on Generals! this TODAY. Test it on Generals!     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for 
Breast Cancer... Breast Cancer... Breast Cancer... Breast Cancer...     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Madonna will reinvent herself in <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Madonna will reinvent herself in <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Madonna will reinvent herself in <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Madonna will reinvent herself in 
2010, her mother died from Breast Cancer. She wrote one song 2010, her mother died from Breast Cancer. She wrote one song 2010, her mother died from Breast Cancer. She wrote one song 2010, her mother died from Breast Cancer. She wrote one song 
about this. So will Madonna reply to my proposal to write a CD title about this. So will Madonna reply to my proposal to write a CD title about this. So will Madonna reply to my proposal to write a CD title about this. So will Madonna reply to my proposal to write a CD title 
"Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer" and to on "Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer" and to on "Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer" and to on "Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer" and to on 
the world tour "Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast the world tour "Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast the world tour "Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast the world tour "Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer"? Obama as the murderer of 40k white women in this Cancer"? Obama as the murderer of 40k white women in this Cancer"? Obama as the murderer of 40k white women in this Cancer"? Obama as the murderer of 40k white women in this 
Madonna Tour video... Grin! GAS LOBOTOMY Invention Madonna Tour video... Grin! GAS LOBOTOMY Invention Madonna Tour video... Grin! GAS LOBOTOMY Invention Madonna Tour video... Grin! GAS LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start start start start 
working on this TODAY. Or Madonna can do the 1,001 Invention working on this TODAY. Or Madonna can do the 1,001 Invention working on this TODAY. Or Madonna can do the 1,001 Invention working on this TODAY. Or Madonna can do the 1,001 Invention 
Projects CD and World Tour. Projects CD and World Tour. Projects CD and World Tour. Projects CD and World Tour.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 4 white cops killed by a Niger... Sgt. <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 4 white cops killed by a Niger... Sgt. <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 4 white cops killed by a Niger... Sgt. <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 4 white cops killed by a Niger... Sgt. 
Mark Renninger, 39; Officer Ronald Owens, 37; Officer Tina Mark Renninger, 39; Officer Ronald Owens, 37; Officer Tina Mark Renninger, 39; Officer Ronald Owens, 37; Officer Tina Mark Renninger, 39; Officer Ronald Owens, 37; Officer Tina 
Griswold, 40; and Officer Greg Richards, 42. All were Observers in Griswold, 40; and Officer Greg Richards, 42. All were Observers in Griswold, 40; and Officer Greg Richards, 42. All were Observers in Griswold, 40; and Officer Greg Richards, 42. All were Observers in 
our Oil Genocide Era were Obama the Niger tosses gasoline bombs our Oil Genocide Era were Obama the Niger tosses gasoline bombs our Oil Genocide Era were Obama the Niger tosses gasoline bombs our Oil Genocide Era were Obama the Niger tosses gasoline bombs 
at cop cars in LA with total immunity from CBS nightly news! Will at cop cars in LA with total immunity from CBS nightly news! Will at cop cars in LA with total immunity from CBS nightly news! Will at cop cars in LA with total immunity from CBS nightly news! Will 
Katie Couric or Ophra interview Clemmons Katie Couric or Ophra interview Clemmons Katie Couric or Ophra interview Clemmons Katie Couric or Ophra interview Clemmons ---- Hell No! GAS  Hell No! GAS  Hell No! GAS  Hell No! GAS 
LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention ---- start working on this TODAY.  start working on this TODAY.  start working on this TODAY.  start working on this TODAY.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Officer Benjamin Kelly had spotted a <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Officer Benjamin Kelly had spotted a <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Officer Benjamin Kelly had spotted a <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Officer Benjamin Kelly had spotted a 
stolen car, its hood up and engine running, on a south Seattle stolen car, its hood up and engine running, on a south Seattle stolen car, its hood up and engine running, on a south Seattle stolen car, its hood up and engine running, on a south Seattle 
street and pulled over to check it out. As the patrolman sat in his street and pulled over to check it out. As the patrolman sat in his street and pulled over to check it out. As the patrolman sat in his street and pulled over to check it out. As the patrolman sat in his 
cruiser, a burly man with a large mole on his cheek came up from cruiser, a burly man with a large mole on his cheek came up from cruiser, a burly man with a large mole on his cheek came up from cruiser, a burly man with a large mole on his cheek came up from 
behind, Assistant Seattle Police Chief Jim Pugel said. The officer behind, Assistant Seattle Police Chief Jim Pugel said. The officer behind, Assistant Seattle Police Chief Jim Pugel said. The officer behind, Assistant Seattle Police Chief Jim Pugel said. The officer 
turned, stepped outside his car and recognized the most wanted turned, stepped outside his car and recognized the most wanted turned, stepped outside his car and recognized the most wanted turned, stepped outside his car and recognized the most wanted 
man in the Pacific Northwest. Clemmons was shot by the patrolman man in the Pacific Northwest. Clemmons was shot by the patrolman man in the Pacific Northwest. Clemmons was shot by the patrolman man in the Pacific Northwest. Clemmons was shot by the patrolman 
after Clemmons made a move for a gun he had taken from one of after Clemmons made a move for a gun he had taken from one of after Clemmons made a move for a gun he had taken from one of after Clemmons made a move for a gun he had taken from one of 
the slain officers, police said. the slain officers, police said. the slain officers, police said. the slain officers, police said.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Clemmons told others the night <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Clemmons told others the night <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Clemmons told others the night <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Clemmons told others the night 
before the shooting that he was going to kill police and they should before the shooting that he was going to kill police and they should before the shooting that he was going to kill police and they should before the shooting that he was going to kill police and they should 
watch the news, but they wrote it off as "crazywatch the news, but they wrote it off as "crazywatch the news, but they wrote it off as "crazywatch the news, but they wrote it off as "crazy----talk." He also told the talk." He also told the talk." He also told the talk." He also told the 
officer that President Obama and LeBron James are his brothers officer that President Obama and LeBron James are his brothers officer that President Obama and LeBron James are his brothers officer that President Obama and LeBron James are his brothers 
and Oprah Winfrey is his sister, and referred to himself as "the and Oprah Winfrey is his sister, and referred to himself as "the and Oprah Winfrey is his sister, and referred to himself as "the and Oprah Winfrey is his sister, and referred to himself as "the 
beast," according to court papers obtained by The News Tribune of beast," according to court papers obtained by The News Tribune of beast," according to court papers obtained by The News Tribune of beast," according to court papers obtained by The News Tribune of 
Tacoma. A psychological evaluation in October found he was a risk Tacoma. A psychological evaluation in October found he was a risk Tacoma. A psychological evaluation in October found he was a risk Tacoma. A psychological evaluation in October found he was a risk 
to public safety, but not enough of one to justify committing him, to public safety, but not enough of one to justify committing him, to public safety, but not enough of one to justify committing him, to public safety, but not enough of one to justify committing him, 
the newspaper reported. the newspaper reported. the newspaper reported. the newspaper reported.     
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<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 4 cops killed by Clemmons he was <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 4 cops killed by Clemmons he was <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 4 cops killed by Clemmons he was <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 4 cops killed by Clemmons he was 
helped to pull the trigger by Gen Powell, Rice and Rap Niger music helped to pull the trigger by Gen Powell, Rice and Rap Niger music helped to pull the trigger by Gen Powell, Rice and Rap Niger music helped to pull the trigger by Gen Powell, Rice and Rap Niger music 
published and paid for by Sony, so Sony is libel and I will sue Sony published and paid for by Sony, so Sony is libel and I will sue Sony published and paid for by Sony, so Sony is libel and I will sue Sony published and paid for by Sony, so Sony is libel and I will sue Sony 
Music after the ElectricWindmillcar Coup for $4 billion $1 billion Music after the ElectricWindmillcar Coup for $4 billion $1 billion Music after the ElectricWindmillcar Coup for $4 billion $1 billion Music after the ElectricWindmillcar Coup for $4 billion $1 billion 
each for each cop killed. This cop killer who like Rice, Obama and each for each cop killed. This cop killer who like Rice, Obama and each for each cop killed. This cop killer who like Rice, Obama and each for each cop killed. This cop killer who like Rice, Obama and 
the Harvard Professor hates white cops and listened to the Sony the Harvard Professor hates white cops and listened to the Sony the Harvard Professor hates white cops and listened to the Sony the Harvard Professor hates white cops and listened to the Sony 
rapper cop killer song. Sony rapper cop killer song. Sony rapper cop killer song. Sony rapper cop killer song. Sony ---- GAS LOBOTOMY Invention  GAS LOBOTOMY Invention  GAS LOBOTOMY Invention  GAS LOBOTOMY Invention ---- start  start  start  start 
working on this TODAY. working on this TODAY. working on this TODAY. working on this TODAY.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee 
commuted the nearly 100commuted the nearly 100commuted the nearly 100commuted the nearly 100----year prison sentence of Maurice year prison sentence of Maurice year prison sentence of Maurice year prison sentence of Maurice 
Clemmons. The four cop killer. Four gasoline bombs tossed at four Clemmons. The four cop killer. Four gasoline bombs tossed at four Clemmons. The four cop killer. Four gasoline bombs tossed at four Clemmons. The four cop killer. Four gasoline bombs tossed at four 
cop cars, this is done by the same people and Sony, ie Japan is a cop cars, this is done by the same people and Sony, ie Japan is a cop cars, this is done by the same people and Sony, ie Japan is a cop cars, this is done by the same people and Sony, ie Japan is a 
criminal state and the new UN UA Universe Alliance would have criminal state and the new UN UA Universe Alliance would have criminal state and the new UN UA Universe Alliance would have criminal state and the new UN UA Universe Alliance would have 
hanged Japans Emperor decades ago for tossing gasoline bombs at hanged Japans Emperor decades ago for tossing gasoline bombs at hanged Japans Emperor decades ago for tossing gasoline bombs at hanged Japans Emperor decades ago for tossing gasoline bombs at 
SUV's in LA and Tokyo. General Powell, Rice, the Harvard Professor SUV's in LA and Tokyo. General Powell, Rice, the Harvard Professor SUV's in LA and Tokyo. General Powell, Rice, the Harvard Professor SUV's in LA and Tokyo. General Powell, Rice, the Harvard Professor 
all these Nigers profit in $$$ and government perks for the tossing all these Nigers profit in $$$ and government perks for the tossing all these Nigers profit in $$$ and government perks for the tossing all these Nigers profit in $$$ and government perks for the tossing 
of gasoline bombs at SUV's in LA and Tokyo. of gasoline bombs at SUV's in LA and Tokyo. of gasoline bombs at SUV's in LA and Tokyo. of gasoline bombs at SUV's in LA and Tokyo.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> The ambush<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> The ambush<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> The ambush<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> The ambush----style shootings of four style shootings of four style shootings of four style shootings of four 
police officers in Seattle allegedly by a suspect whose prison police officers in Seattle allegedly by a suspect whose prison police officers in Seattle allegedly by a suspect whose prison police officers in Seattle allegedly by a suspect whose prison 
sentence had been commuted likely will affect the way states sentence had been commuted likely will affect the way states sentence had been commuted likely will affect the way states sentence had been commuted likely will affect the way states 
approach clemency, according to professors, criminologists and approach clemency, according to professors, criminologists and approach clemency, according to professors, criminologists and approach clemency, according to professors, criminologists and 
attorneys. attorneys. attorneys. attorneys.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Prosecutors were expected Wednesday <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Prosecutors were expected Wednesday <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Prosecutors were expected Wednesday <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Prosecutors were expected Wednesday 
to charge Maurice Clemmons' alleged getaway driver, Darcus D. to charge Maurice Clemmons' alleged getaway driver, Darcus D. to charge Maurice Clemmons' alleged getaway driver, Darcus D. to charge Maurice Clemmons' alleged getaway driver, Darcus D. 
Allen, according to Pierce County sheriff's spokesman Ed Troyer. Allen, according to Pierce County sheriff's spokesman Ed Troyer. Allen, according to Pierce County sheriff's spokesman Ed Troyer. Allen, according to Pierce County sheriff's spokesman Ed Troyer. 
Authorities accuse Allen, a convicted murderer who served time in Authorities accuse Allen, a convicted murderer who served time in Authorities accuse Allen, a convicted murderer who served time in Authorities accuse Allen, a convicted murderer who served time in 
an Arkansas prison with Clemmons, of being the getaway driver for an Arkansas prison with Clemmons, of being the getaway driver for an Arkansas prison with Clemmons, of being the getaway driver for an Arkansas prison with Clemmons, of being the getaway driver for 
Clemmons as he fled the scene of the shootings at coffee shop in Clemmons as he fled the scene of the shootings at coffee shop in Clemmons as he fled the scene of the shootings at coffee shop in Clemmons as he fled the scene of the shootings at coffee shop in 
Parkland early Sunday. Two women accused of giving Clemmons Parkland early Sunday. Two women accused of giving Clemmons Parkland early Sunday. Two women accused of giving Clemmons Parkland early Sunday. Two women accused of giving Clemmons 
first aid and rides also may be charged Wednesday in Tacoma, first aid and rides also may be charged Wednesday in Tacoma, first aid and rides also may be charged Wednesday in Tacoma, first aid and rides also may be charged Wednesday in Tacoma, 
Troyer said. He said Clemmons' aunt, Letricia Nelson, was arrested Troyer said. He said Clemmons' aunt, Letricia Nelson, was arrested Troyer said. He said Clemmons' aunt, Letricia Nelson, was arrested Troyer said. He said Clemmons' aunt, Letricia Nelson, was arrested 
Tuesday evening in Pacific, northeast of Tacoma, for allegedly Tuesday evening in Pacific, northeast of Tacoma, for allegedly Tuesday evening in Pacific, northeast of Tacoma, for allegedly Tuesday evening in Pacific, northeast of Tacoma, for allegedly 
giving first aid to Clemmons, helping him change clothes and giving first aid to Clemmons, helping him change clothes and giving first aid to Clemmons, helping him change clothes and giving first aid to Clemmons, helping him change clothes and 
making arrangements to get him to other locations. Arrested making arrangements to get him to other locations. Arrested making arrangements to get him to other locations. Arrested making arrangements to get him to other locations. Arrested 
around the same time in Des Moines, Wash., was Quiana Maylea around the same time in Des Moines, Wash., was Quiana Maylea around the same time in Des Moines, Wash., was Quiana Maylea around the same time in Des Moines, Wash., was Quiana Maylea 
Williams, an acquaintance of Clemmons. Both women are being Williams, an acquaintance of Clemmons. Both women are being Williams, an acquaintance of Clemmons. Both women are being Williams, an acquaintance of Clemmons. Both women are being 
held in the Pierce County jail. Three other people appeared Tuesday held in the Pierce County jail. Three other people appeared Tuesday held in the Pierce County jail. Three other people appeared Tuesday held in the Pierce County jail. Three other people appeared Tuesday 
in Pierce County Superior Court. Two brothers, Eddie Lee Davis and in Pierce County Superior Court. Two brothers, Eddie Lee Davis and in Pierce County Superior Court. Two brothers, Eddie Lee Davis and in Pierce County Superior Court. Two brothers, Eddie Lee Davis and 
Douglas Edward Davis, are charged with rendering criminal Douglas Edward Davis, are charged with rendering criminal Douglas Edward Davis, are charged with rendering criminal Douglas Edward Davis, are charged with rendering criminal 
assistance. A third man, Clemmons' halfassistance. A third man, Clemmons' halfassistance. A third man, Clemmons' halfassistance. A third man, Clemmons' half----brother Rickey Hinton, brother Rickey Hinton, brother Rickey Hinton, brother Rickey Hinton, 
was ordered held pending charges. was ordered held pending charges. was ordered held pending charges. was ordered held pending charges.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> LITTLE ROCK, Ark. <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> LITTLE ROCK, Ark. <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> LITTLE ROCK, Ark. <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> LITTLE ROCK, Ark. ----    A jury that A jury that A jury that A jury that 
convicted a man of capital murder in the beating death of an convicted a man of capital murder in the beating death of an convicted a man of capital murder in the beating death of an convicted a man of capital murder in the beating death of an 
Arkansas TV anchor woman is now weighing whether to impose the Arkansas TV anchor woman is now weighing whether to impose the Arkansas TV anchor woman is now weighing whether to impose the Arkansas TV anchor woman is now weighing whether to impose the 
death penalty. Jurors will meet again Thursday, a day after death penalty. Jurors will meet again Thursday, a day after death penalty. Jurors will meet again Thursday, a day after death penalty. Jurors will meet again Thursday, a day after 
convicting Curtis Lavelle Vance of murder, rape and other charges. convicting Curtis Lavelle Vance of murder, rape and other charges. convicting Curtis Lavelle Vance of murder, rape and other charges. convicting Curtis Lavelle Vance of murder, rape and other charges. 
Jurors also could choose life in prison without parole. KATV host Jurors also could choose life in prison without parole. KATV host Jurors also could choose life in prison without parole. KATV host Jurors also could choose life in prison without parole. KATV host 
Anne Pressly was attacked in her Little Rock home on Oct. 20, 2008. Anne Pressly was attacked in her Little Rock home on Oct. 20, 2008. Anne Pressly was attacked in her Little Rock home on Oct. 20, 2008. Anne Pressly was attacked in her Little Rock home on Oct. 20, 2008. 
She never regained consciousness and died five days later. She never regained consciousness and died five days later. She never regained consciousness and died five days later. She never regained consciousness and died five days later. 
Prosecutors said Vance told police he went to her neighborhood Prosecutors said Vance told police he went to her neighborhood Prosecutors said Vance told police he went to her neighborhood Prosecutors said Vance told police he went to her neighborhood 
looking to steal laptop computers. Anne Pressly, age 26, was found looking to steal laptop computers. Anne Pressly, age 26, was found looking to steal laptop computers. Anne Pressly, age 26, was found looking to steal laptop computers. Anne Pressly, age 26, was found 
in her own bed by her mom early Monday morning. Pressly's in her own bed by her mom early Monday morning. Pressly's in her own bed by her mom early Monday morning. Pressly's in her own bed by her mom early Monday morning. Pressly's 
mother typically gives her a wakemother typically gives her a wakemother typically gives her a wakemother typically gives her a wake----up call and she became up call and she became up call and she became up call and she became 
concerned when her daughter didn't answer. The Little Rock police concerned when her daughter didn't answer. The Little Rock police concerned when her daughter didn't answer. The Little Rock police concerned when her daughter didn't answer. The Little Rock police 
say the anchor woman was bleeding from "severe wounds." say the anchor woman was bleeding from "severe wounds." say the anchor woman was bleeding from "severe wounds." say the anchor woman was bleeding from "severe wounds."     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> After the coup you can log on to this <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> After the coup you can log on to this <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> After the coup you can log on to this <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> After the coup you can log on to this 
IBM and become supercomputer literate in inventing, not your IBM and become supercomputer literate in inventing, not your IBM and become supercomputer literate in inventing, not your IBM and become supercomputer literate in inventing, not your 
Dad's PC... or internet... IBM claims to have succeeded in creating Dad's PC... or internet... IBM claims to have succeeded in creating Dad's PC... or internet... IBM claims to have succeeded in creating Dad's PC... or internet... IBM claims to have succeeded in creating 
a supercomputer simulation of the human brain capable of a supercomputer simulation of the human brain capable of a supercomputer simulation of the human brain capable of a supercomputer simulation of the human brain capable of 
sensation, perception, action, interaction and cognition. So far it sensation, perception, action, interaction and cognition. So far it sensation, perception, action, interaction and cognition. So far it sensation, perception, action, interaction and cognition. So far it 
can only emulate the number of neurons and synapses in a cat's can only emulate the number of neurons and synapses in a cat's can only emulate the number of neurons and synapses in a cat's can only emulate the number of neurons and synapses in a cat's 
brainbrainbrainbrain----1 billion spiking neurons and 10 trillion individual 1 billion spiking neurons and 10 trillion individual 1 billion spiking neurons and 10 trillion individual 1 billion spiking neurons and 10 trillion individual 
learning synapseslearning synapseslearning synapseslearning synapses----    but then again the project has only been but then again the project has only been but then again the project has only been but then again the project has only been 
underway for one year. The goal is to build a cognitive computing underway for one year. The goal is to build a cognitive computing underway for one year. The goal is to build a cognitive computing underway for one year. The goal is to build a cognitive computing 
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chip that rivals the brain's low energy consumption (about 20 chip that rivals the brain's low energy consumption (about 20 chip that rivals the brain's low energy consumption (about 20 chip that rivals the brain's low energy consumption (about 20 
watts) and its compact size, but so far its simulations are running watts) and its compact size, but so far its simulations are running watts) and its compact size, but so far its simulations are running watts) and its compact size, but so far its simulations are running 
on one of the largest supercomputer in the world, the Lawrence on one of the largest supercomputer in the world, the Lawrence on one of the largest supercomputer in the world, the Lawrence on one of the largest supercomputer in the world, the Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory IBM Dawn Blue Gene/P with 147,456 Berkeley National Laboratory IBM Dawn Blue Gene/P with 147,456 Berkeley National Laboratory IBM Dawn Blue Gene/P with 147,456 Berkeley National Laboratory IBM Dawn Blue Gene/P with 147,456 
processors and 144 terabytes of main memory. processors and 144 terabytes of main memory. processors and 144 terabytes of main memory. processors and 144 terabytes of main memory.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Comcast Corp. announced Thursday <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Comcast Corp. announced Thursday <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Comcast Corp. announced Thursday <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Comcast Corp. announced Thursday 
it plans to buy a majority stake in NBC Universal for $13.75 billion, it plans to buy a majority stake in NBC Universal for $13.75 billion, it plans to buy a majority stake in NBC Universal for $13.75 billion, it plans to buy a majority stake in NBC Universal for $13.75 billion, 
giving the nation's largest cable TV operator control of the Peacock giving the nation's largest cable TV operator control of the Peacock giving the nation's largest cable TV operator control of the Peacock giving the nation's largest cable TV operator control of the Peacock 
network, an array of cable channels and a major movie studio. network, an array of cable channels and a major movie studio. network, an array of cable channels and a major movie studio. network, an array of cable channels and a major movie studio. 
Comcasts $13 Billion in $charges to you and I is one of the reasons Comcasts $13 Billion in $charges to you and I is one of the reasons Comcasts $13 Billion in $charges to you and I is one of the reasons Comcasts $13 Billion in $charges to you and I is one of the reasons 
40000 women have died every year since 1980... Comcast poured 40000 women have died every year since 1980... Comcast poured 40000 women have died every year since 1980... Comcast poured 40000 women have died every year since 1980... Comcast poured 
gasoline over women with breast cancer and set them on fire! gasoline over women with breast cancer and set them on fire! gasoline over women with breast cancer and set them on fire! gasoline over women with breast cancer and set them on fire! 
Stifling Everything that would help Greg Buell Lovestar to invent a Stifling Everything that would help Greg Buell Lovestar to invent a Stifling Everything that would help Greg Buell Lovestar to invent a Stifling Everything that would help Greg Buell Lovestar to invent a 
Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer $$$ Invent Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer $$$ Invent Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer $$$ Invent Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer $$$ Invent 
a way to Bankrupt Comcast... We will take over all the Pentagon's a way to Bankrupt Comcast... We will take over all the Pentagon's a way to Bankrupt Comcast... We will take over all the Pentagon's a way to Bankrupt Comcast... We will take over all the Pentagon's 
Spy satellites for Invention Satellite TV after the coup. Spy satellites for Invention Satellite TV after the coup. Spy satellites for Invention Satellite TV after the coup. Spy satellites for Invention Satellite TV after the coup.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Hussein was worse a psychopath than <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Hussein was worse a psychopath than <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Hussein was worse a psychopath than <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Hussein was worse a psychopath than 
Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA. Oil Men tossing gasoline bombs at SUVs in LA.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Latif Yahia has an extraordinary <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Latif Yahia has an extraordinary <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Latif Yahia has an extraordinary <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Latif Yahia has an extraordinary 
personal story personal story personal story personal story ----    as a young Iraqi soldier in the late 1980s he was as a young Iraqi soldier in the late 1980s he was as a young Iraqi soldier in the late 1980s he was as a young Iraqi soldier in the late 1980s he was 
ordered to become the body double for Saddam Hussein's ordered to become the body double for Saddam Hussein's ordered to become the body double for Saddam Hussein's ordered to become the body double for Saddam Hussein's 
notoriously brutal son . Latif Yahia played that role for four years, notoriously brutal son . Latif Yahia played that role for four years, notoriously brutal son . Latif Yahia played that role for four years, notoriously brutal son . Latif Yahia played that role for four years, 
before fleeing Iraq with the help, he says, of the CIA. He also says he before fleeing Iraq with the help, he says, of the CIA. He also says he before fleeing Iraq with the help, he says, of the CIA. He also says he before fleeing Iraq with the help, he says, of the CIA. He also says he 
witnessed Hussein committing acts of violence against people, witnessed Hussein committing acts of violence against people, witnessed Hussein committing acts of violence against people, witnessed Hussein committing acts of violence against people, 
including one incident in which took "a beautiful woman and including one incident in which took "a beautiful woman and including one incident in which took "a beautiful woman and including one incident in which took "a beautiful woman and 
transformed her into a barely breathing hunk of meat." Hussein transformed her into a barely breathing hunk of meat." Hussein transformed her into a barely breathing hunk of meat." Hussein transformed her into a barely breathing hunk of meat." Hussein 
died in 2003 along with his brother Qusay. They were killed when died in 2003 along with his brother Qusay. They were killed when died in 2003 along with his brother Qusay. They were killed when died in 2003 along with his brother Qusay. They were killed when 
US forces attacked a villa in the Iraq city of Mosul. The full US forces attacked a villa in the Iraq city of Mosul. The full US forces attacked a villa in the Iraq city of Mosul. The full US forces attacked a villa in the Iraq city of Mosul. The full 
interview with Latif Yahia will be broadcast on HARDtalk on interview with Latif Yahia will be broadcast on HARDtalk on interview with Latif Yahia will be broadcast on HARDtalk on interview with Latif Yahia will be broadcast on HARDtalk on 
Wednesday 2nd December 2009. BBC News Channel: 0430 and 2330 Wednesday 2nd December 2009. BBC News Channel: 0430 and 2330 Wednesday 2nd December 2009. BBC News Channel: 0430 and 2330 Wednesday 2nd December 2009. BBC News Channel: 0430 and 2330 
GMT. GMT. GMT. GMT.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1.001 Invention Projects 1 is a <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1.001 Invention Projects 1 is a <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1.001 Invention Projects 1 is a <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1.001 Invention Projects 1 is a 
reinvented Lobotomy! For Mad Men reinvented Lobotomy! For Mad Men reinvented Lobotomy! For Mad Men reinvented Lobotomy! For Mad Men ----    Black + White! Hint, Clue, a Black + White! Hint, Clue, a Black + White! Hint, Clue, a Black + White! Hint, Clue, a 
GASGASGASGAS…………    grin! grin! grin! grin!     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 9/11 guys from Saudi Arabia were <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 9/11 guys from Saudi Arabia were <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 9/11 guys from Saudi Arabia were <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 9/11 guys from Saudi Arabia were 
worse psychopaths than "USA Oil Men" tossing gasoline bombs at worse psychopaths than "USA Oil Men" tossing gasoline bombs at worse psychopaths than "USA Oil Men" tossing gasoline bombs at worse psychopaths than "USA Oil Men" tossing gasoline bombs at 
SUV's on the LA Freeway for more oil money? SUV's on the LA Freeway for more oil money? SUV's on the LA Freeway for more oil money? SUV's on the LA Freeway for more oil money?     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Swiss Bankers with $177 Trillion <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Swiss Bankers with $177 Trillion <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Swiss Bankers with $177 Trillion <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Swiss Bankers with $177 Trillion 
Dollars in Oil Money earned by those burned and burned to death Dollars in Oil Money earned by those burned and burned to death Dollars in Oil Money earned by those burned and burned to death Dollars in Oil Money earned by those burned and burned to death 
in fiery Wreck in LA and Tokyo. GAS! in fiery Wreck in LA and Tokyo. GAS! in fiery Wreck in LA and Tokyo. GAS! in fiery Wreck in LA and Tokyo. GAS!     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1.001 Invention Projects 1 is a <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1.001 Invention Projects 1 is a <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1.001 Invention Projects 1 is a <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1.001 Invention Projects 1 is a 
reinvented Lobotomy! For Mad Men reinvented Lobotomy! For Mad Men reinvented Lobotomy! For Mad Men reinvented Lobotomy! For Mad Men ----    Black + White! Hint, Clue, a Black + White! Hint, Clue, a Black + White! Hint, Clue, a Black + White! Hint, Clue, a 
GASGASGASGAS…………    grin! GAS LOBOTOMY Invention grin! GAS LOBOTOMY Invention grin! GAS LOBOTOMY Invention grin! GAS LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on this start working on this start working on this start working on this 
TODAY. TODAY. TODAY. TODAY.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1980 Invention of the <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1980 Invention of the <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1980 Invention of the <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1980 Invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar by Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder Colorado ElectricWindmillCar by Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder Colorado ElectricWindmillCar by Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder Colorado ElectricWindmillCar by Greg Buell Lovestar in Boulder Colorado     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1980 Suppression of the <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1980 Suppression of the <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1980 Suppression of the <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1980 Suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar and LOST Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle ElectricWindmillCar and LOST Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle ElectricWindmillCar and LOST Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle ElectricWindmillCar and LOST Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle 
cure for Breast Cancer cure for Breast Cancer cure for Breast Cancer cure for Breast Cancer     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Mike Huckabee should be arrested for <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Mike Huckabee should be arrested for <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Mike Huckabee should be arrested for <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> Mike Huckabee should be arrested for 
4 murders! After the 1980s, clemency became a target of the tough4 murders! After the 1980s, clemency became a target of the tough4 murders! After the 1980s, clemency became a target of the tough4 murders! After the 1980s, clemency became a target of the tough----
onononon----crime movement, criminologists say. They say it resulted in a crime movement, criminologists say. They say it resulted in a crime movement, criminologists say. They say it resulted in a crime movement, criminologists say. They say it resulted in a 
decline in pardons and commutations decline in pardons and commutations decline in pardons and commutations decline in pardons and commutations --------    a contrast from earlier in a contrast from earlier in a contrast from earlier in a contrast from earlier in 
the century when some governors were applauded for commuting the century when some governors were applauded for commuting the century when some governors were applauded for commuting the century when some governors were applauded for commuting 
hundreds of sentences during the Christmas holiday. GAS hundreds of sentences during the Christmas holiday. GAS hundreds of sentences during the Christmas holiday. GAS hundreds of sentences during the Christmas holiday. GAS 
LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY. start working on this TODAY.     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1.001 Invention Projects 1 is a <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1.001 Invention Projects 1 is a <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1.001 Invention Projects 1 is a <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> 1.001 Invention Projects 1 is a 
reinvented Lobotomy! For Mad Men reinvented Lobotomy! For Mad Men reinvented Lobotomy! For Mad Men reinvented Lobotomy! For Mad Men ----    Black + White! Hint, Clue, a Black + White! Hint, Clue, a Black + White! Hint, Clue, a Black + White! Hint, Clue, a 
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GAS LOBOTOMYGAS LOBOTOMYGAS LOBOTOMYGAS LOBOTOMY…………    grin! grin! grin! grin!     
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> ElectricWindmillCar 1980 <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> ElectricWindmillCar 1980 <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> ElectricWindmillCar 1980 <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ----    2009 How 2009 How 2009 How 2009 How 
Many Burned in Gasoline? In Fiery LA Wrecks... You Do the Math Many Burned in Gasoline? In Fiery LA Wrecks... You Do the Math Many Burned in Gasoline? In Fiery LA Wrecks... You Do the Math Many Burned in Gasoline? In Fiery LA Wrecks... You Do the Math 
$$$ 40k Breast Cancer Deaths every year since 1980 too. $$$ 40k Breast Cancer Deaths every year since 1980 too. $$$ 40k Breast Cancer Deaths every year since 1980 too. $$$ 40k Breast Cancer Deaths every year since 1980 too.     
    
    
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> GAS LOBOTOMY Invention <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> GAS LOBOTOMY Invention <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> GAS LOBOTOMY Invention <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> GAS LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start start start start 
working on this TODAY. Cop Killers working on this TODAY. Cop Killers working on this TODAY. Cop Killers working on this TODAY. Cop Killers ----    those libel for their murders those libel for their murders those libel for their murders those libel for their murders 
are Sony, GE, Exxonare Sony, GE, Exxonare Sony, GE, Exxonare Sony, GE, Exxon----Mobil, MSNBC, Comcast, New York Times for Mobil, MSNBC, Comcast, New York Times for Mobil, MSNBC, Comcast, New York Times for Mobil, MSNBC, Comcast, New York Times for 
taking bribes and perks from Oil, $$$ 1980 to 2009 Clemency of taking bribes and perks from Oil, $$$ 1980 to 2009 Clemency of taking bribes and perks from Oil, $$$ 1980 to 2009 Clemency of taking bribes and perks from Oil, $$$ 1980 to 2009 Clemency of 
80000 Niger Males for Rape and Murder of White Women80000 Niger Males for Rape and Murder of White Women80000 Niger Males for Rape and Murder of White Women80000 Niger Males for Rape and Murder of White Women…………    in a in a in a in a 
Orwellian Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2009... burning the Orwellian Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2009... burning the Orwellian Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2009... burning the Orwellian Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2009... burning the 
midnight oil but not for inventing something good for humanity midnight oil but not for inventing something good for humanity midnight oil but not for inventing something good for humanity midnight oil but not for inventing something good for humanity 
in General. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention in General. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention in General. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention in General. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on this start working on this start working on this start working on this 
TODAY. CBS Katie Couric just cut into the Early show she will report TODAY. CBS Katie Couric just cut into the Early show she will report TODAY. CBS Katie Couric just cut into the Early show she will report TODAY. CBS Katie Couric just cut into the Early show she will report 
on teen sex and abuse in General by the girls boyfriends... Murder on teen sex and abuse in General by the girls boyfriends... Murder on teen sex and abuse in General by the girls boyfriends... Murder on teen sex and abuse in General by the girls boyfriends... Murder 
of Tigers and Kobys wives by them in 2012 is not in Katie's notes. Or of Tigers and Kobys wives by them in 2012 is not in Katie's notes. Or of Tigers and Kobys wives by them in 2012 is not in Katie's notes. Or of Tigers and Kobys wives by them in 2012 is not in Katie's notes. Or 
the OJ Clones the OJ Clones the OJ Clones the OJ Clones ----    all who hate cops! all who hate cops! all who hate cops! all who hate cops!     
    
    
<<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> GAS LOBOTOMY Invention <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> GAS LOBOTOMY Invention <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> GAS LOBOTOMY Invention <<<<< December 3, 2009 >>>> GAS LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start start start start 
working on this TODAY. Cop Killers working on this TODAY. Cop Killers working on this TODAY. Cop Killers working on this TODAY. Cop Killers ----    those libel for their murders those libel for their murders those libel for their murders those libel for their murders 
are Sony, GE, Exxonare Sony, GE, Exxonare Sony, GE, Exxonare Sony, GE, Exxon----Mobil, MSNBC, Comcast, New York Times for Mobil, MSNBC, Comcast, New York Times for Mobil, MSNBC, Comcast, New York Times for Mobil, MSNBC, Comcast, New York Times for 
taking bribes and perks from Oil, $$$ 1980 to 2009 Clemency of taking bribes and perks from Oil, $$$ 1980 to 2009 Clemency of taking bribes and perks from Oil, $$$ 1980 to 2009 Clemency of taking bribes and perks from Oil, $$$ 1980 to 2009 Clemency of 
80000 Niger Males for Rape and Murder of White Women80000 Niger Males for Rape and Murder of White Women80000 Niger Males for Rape and Murder of White Women80000 Niger Males for Rape and Murder of White Women…………    in a in a in a in a 
Orwellian Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2009... burning the Orwellian Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2009... burning the Orwellian Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2009... burning the Orwellian Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2009... burning the 
midnight oil but not for inventing something good for humanity midnight oil but not for inventing something good for humanity midnight oil but not for inventing something good for humanity midnight oil but not for inventing something good for humanity 
in General. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention in General. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention in General. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention in General. GAS LOBOTOMY Invention ----    start working on this start working on this start working on this start working on this 
TODAY. CBS Katie Couric just cut into the Early show she will report TODAY. CBS Katie Couric just cut into the Early show she will report TODAY. CBS Katie Couric just cut into the Early show she will report TODAY. CBS Katie Couric just cut into the Early show she will report 
on teen sex and abuse in General by the girls boyfriends... Murder on teen sex and abuse in General by the girls boyfriends... Murder on teen sex and abuse in General by the girls boyfriends... Murder on teen sex and abuse in General by the girls boyfriends... Murder 
of Tigers and Kobys wives by them in 2012 is not in Katie's notes. Or of Tigers and Kobys wives by them in 2012 is not in Katie's notes. Or of Tigers and Kobys wives by them in 2012 is not in Katie's notes. Or of Tigers and Kobys wives by them in 2012 is not in Katie's notes. Or 
the OJ Clones the OJ Clones the OJ Clones the OJ Clones ----    all who hate cops! Sony Music Rap Cop Killers, all who hate cops! Sony Music Rap Cop Killers, all who hate cops! Sony Music Rap Cop Killers, all who hate cops! Sony Music Rap Cop Killers, 
General Powell, Obama, Rice, Celmency, OJ, Black Harvard General Powell, Obama, Rice, Celmency, OJ, Black Harvard General Powell, Obama, Rice, Celmency, OJ, Black Harvard General Powell, Obama, Rice, Celmency, OJ, Black Harvard 
Professor.. they all listened to this song a million times! Professor.. they all listened to this song a million times! Professor.. they all listened to this song a million times! Professor.. they all listened to this song a million times!     
    
ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ElectricWindmillCar 1980 ----    2009 How Many Burned in Gasoline? In 2009 How Many Burned in Gasoline? In 2009 How Many Burned in Gasoline? In 2009 How Many Burned in Gasoline? In 
Fiery LA Wrecks... You Do the Math $$$ 40k Breast Cancer Deaths Fiery LA Wrecks... You Do the Math $$$ 40k Breast Cancer Deaths Fiery LA Wrecks... You Do the Math $$$ 40k Breast Cancer Deaths Fiery LA Wrecks... You Do the Math $$$ 40k Breast Cancer Deaths 
every year from 1980 to 2009 this is War! War to Invent a RX Cure every year from 1980 to 2009 this is War! War to Invent a RX Cure every year from 1980 to 2009 this is War! War to Invent a RX Cure every year from 1980 to 2009 this is War! War to Invent a RX Cure 
for Breast Cancer! Only way the Pentagon will surrender is if we for Breast Cancer! Only way the Pentagon will surrender is if we for Breast Cancer! Only way the Pentagon will surrender is if we for Breast Cancer! Only way the Pentagon will surrender is if we 
invent a way to observer and or hear Aliens at Alpha Centauri invent a way to observer and or hear Aliens at Alpha Centauri invent a way to observer and or hear Aliens at Alpha Centauri invent a way to observer and or hear Aliens at Alpha Centauri ----    
Invent or Die never had more gravity, now Invent a better Invent or Die never had more gravity, now Invent a better Invent or Die never had more gravity, now Invent a better Invent or Die never had more gravity, now Invent a better 
Telescope! So we can work on a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! Telescope! So we can work on a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! Telescope! So we can work on a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! Telescope! So we can work on a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Failed Humanity in the <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Failed Humanity in the <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Failed Humanity in the <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Failed Humanity in the 
Real World Real World Real World Real World     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale when not a Failure to <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale when not a Failure to <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale when not a Failure to <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale when not a Failure to 
Humanity will build a New Trillion Dollar Medical School over the Humanity will build a New Trillion Dollar Medical School over the Humanity will build a New Trillion Dollar Medical School over the Humanity will build a New Trillion Dollar Medical School over the 
Football Stadium and not graduate Niger MD's who did not pass Football Stadium and not graduate Niger MD's who did not pass Football Stadium and not graduate Niger MD's who did not pass Football Stadium and not graduate Niger MD's who did not pass 
but were pass by a Niger who is our current Orwellian Commander but were pass by a Niger who is our current Orwellian Commander but were pass by a Niger who is our current Orwellian Commander but were pass by a Niger who is our current Orwellian Commander 
in Chief. Give us a Cure not a life buying gasoline needlessly! Smell in Chief. Give us a Cure not a life buying gasoline needlessly! Smell in Chief. Give us a Cure not a life buying gasoline needlessly! Smell in Chief. Give us a Cure not a life buying gasoline needlessly! Smell 
those burnt in gasoline in War and on LA Freeways! Call a those burnt in gasoline in War and on LA Freeways! Call a those burnt in gasoline in War and on LA Freeways! Call a those burnt in gasoline in War and on LA Freeways! Call a 
Doctor!!! Doctor!!! Doctor!!! Doctor!!!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> CU Bookstore + Yale Bookstore <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> CU Bookstore + Yale Bookstore <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> CU Bookstore + Yale Bookstore <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> CU Bookstore + Yale Bookstore 
fired all the gringos and hired Mexican Pit Bulls as Cashiers. fired all the gringos and hired Mexican Pit Bulls as Cashiers. fired all the gringos and hired Mexican Pit Bulls as Cashiers. fired all the gringos and hired Mexican Pit Bulls as Cashiers. 
Overheard by the observers watching the Cashiers, Mexican Pit Overheard by the observers watching the Cashiers, Mexican Pit Overheard by the observers watching the Cashiers, Mexican Pit Overheard by the observers watching the Cashiers, Mexican Pit 
Bulls talk up the chew up of textbooks as the only way they will ever Bulls talk up the chew up of textbooks as the only way they will ever Bulls talk up the chew up of textbooks as the only way they will ever Bulls talk up the chew up of textbooks as the only way they will ever 
read a textbook, spit on the textbooks as they come back from read a textbook, spit on the textbooks as they come back from read a textbook, spit on the textbooks as they come back from read a textbook, spit on the textbooks as they come back from 
break. break. break. break.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Failed Humanity in the <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Failed Humanity in the <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Failed Humanity in the <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Failed Humanity in the 
Real World Real World Real World Real World     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Nigers tortured 40k <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Nigers tortured 40k <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Nigers tortured 40k <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Nigers tortured 40k 
women, tortured to death by BREAST CANCER since the Niger women, tortured to death by BREAST CANCER since the Niger women, tortured to death by BREAST CANCER since the Niger women, tortured to death by BREAST CANCER since the Niger 
Obama was elected by Yale Nigers! Free University and free Obama was elected by Yale Nigers! Free University and free Obama was elected by Yale Nigers! Free University and free Obama was elected by Yale Nigers! Free University and free 
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Hydrogen via the electrolysis accessory in your Hydrogen via the electrolysis accessory in your Hydrogen via the electrolysis accessory in your Hydrogen via the electrolysis accessory in your 
ElectricWindmillcar... smell the millions burnt in gasoline in this ElectricWindmillcar... smell the millions burnt in gasoline in this ElectricWindmillcar... smell the millions burnt in gasoline in this ElectricWindmillcar... smell the millions burnt in gasoline in this 
War! War! War! War!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar 
was officially suppressed in NYC and DC by Nigers at Yale! was officially suppressed in NYC and DC by Nigers at Yale! was officially suppressed in NYC and DC by Nigers at Yale! was officially suppressed in NYC and DC by Nigers at Yale!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale when not a Failure to <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale when not a Failure to <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale when not a Failure to <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale when not a Failure to 
Humanity will build a New Trillion Dollar Medical School over the Humanity will build a New Trillion Dollar Medical School over the Humanity will build a New Trillion Dollar Medical School over the Humanity will build a New Trillion Dollar Medical School over the 
Football Stadium and not graduate Niger MD's who did not pass Football Stadium and not graduate Niger MD's who did not pass Football Stadium and not graduate Niger MD's who did not pass Football Stadium and not graduate Niger MD's who did not pass 
but were pass by a Niger who is our current Orwellian Commander but were pass by a Niger who is our current Orwellian Commander but were pass by a Niger who is our current Orwellian Commander but were pass by a Niger who is our current Orwellian Commander 
in Chief. Give us a Cure not a life buying gasoline needlessly! in Chief. Give us a Cure not a life buying gasoline needlessly! in Chief. Give us a Cure not a life buying gasoline needlessly! in Chief. Give us a Cure not a life buying gasoline needlessly!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST by Nigers at YaleOvernight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST by Nigers at YaleOvernight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST by Nigers at YaleOvernight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST by Nigers at Yale    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST by Nigers at YaleOvernight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST by Nigers at YaleOvernight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST by Nigers at YaleOvernight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST by Nigers at Yale    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST by Nigers at YaleOvernight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST by Nigers at YaleOvernight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST by Nigers at YaleOvernight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST by Nigers at Yale    
    

        

    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN AFGHANISTAN, AN <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN AFGHANISTAN, AN <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN AFGHANISTAN, AN <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN AFGHANISTAN, AN 
AMBUSH ... 84 DEAD IN OCT 09 40k Breast Cancer Deaths! AMBUSH ... 84 DEAD IN OCT 09 40k Breast Cancer Deaths! AMBUSH ... 84 DEAD IN OCT 09 40k Breast Cancer Deaths! AMBUSH ... 84 DEAD IN OCT 09 40k Breast Cancer Deaths!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN LA, BERKELEY, YALE, "1984" <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN LA, BERKELEY, YALE, "1984" <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN LA, BERKELEY, YALE, "1984" <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN LA, BERKELEY, YALE, "1984" 
HELL IS OIL + FREE HYDROGEN via Suppressed ElectricWindmillcar!HELL IS OIL + FREE HYDROGEN via Suppressed ElectricWindmillcar!HELL IS OIL + FREE HYDROGEN via Suppressed ElectricWindmillcar!HELL IS OIL + FREE HYDROGEN via Suppressed ElectricWindmillcar!    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN OREGON, THE VIGIL GOES <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN OREGON, THE VIGIL GOES <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN OREGON, THE VIGIL GOES <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN OREGON, THE VIGIL GOES 
ON... BUT NOT FOR LA'S FIERY WRECKS cops + kids burned in ON... BUT NOT FOR LA'S FIERY WRECKS cops + kids burned in ON... BUT NOT FOR LA'S FIERY WRECKS cops + kids burned in ON... BUT NOT FOR LA'S FIERY WRECKS cops + kids burned in 
gasoline on ThanksGiving Day 09gasoline on ThanksGiving Day 09gasoline on ThanksGiving Day 09gasoline on ThanksGiving Day 09    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN MASSACHUSETTS, A TOWN <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN MASSACHUSETTS, A TOWN <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN MASSACHUSETTS, A TOWN <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN MASSACHUSETTS, A TOWN 
MOURNS ... BUT NOT FOR LA'S FIERY WRECKS those burned in MOURNS ... BUT NOT FOR LA'S FIERY WRECKS those burned in MOURNS ... BUT NOT FOR LA'S FIERY WRECKS those burned in MOURNS ... BUT NOT FOR LA'S FIERY WRECKS those burned in 
gasoline on Thanksgiving Day 09gasoline on Thanksgiving Day 09gasoline on Thanksgiving Day 09gasoline on Thanksgiving Day 09    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN CONNECTICUT, A TRIBUTE ... <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN CONNECTICUT, A TRIBUTE ... <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN CONNECTICUT, A TRIBUTE ... <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN CONNECTICUT, A TRIBUTE ... 
BUT NOT FOR LA'S FIERY WRECKS or the burn victims of an BUT NOT FOR LA'S FIERY WRECKS or the burn victims of an BUT NOT FOR LA'S FIERY WRECKS or the burn victims of an BUT NOT FOR LA'S FIERY WRECKS or the burn victims of an 
American Genocide.American Genocide.American Genocide.American Genocide.    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN DELAWARE, A SALUTE ... TO <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN DELAWARE, A SALUTE ... TO <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN DELAWARE, A SALUTE ... TO <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN DELAWARE, A SALUTE ... TO 
OUR ORWELLIAN COMMANDER IN CHIEF A MASS Murderer who tosses OUR ORWELLIAN COMMANDER IN CHIEF A MASS Murderer who tosses OUR ORWELLIAN COMMANDER IN CHIEF A MASS Murderer who tosses OUR ORWELLIAN COMMANDER IN CHIEF A MASS Murderer who tosses 
gasoline bombs on the freeways of the USA!gasoline bombs on the freeways of the USA!gasoline bombs on the freeways of the USA!gasoline bombs on the freeways of the USA!    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> MURDERER IN COLORADO of <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> MURDERER IN COLORADO of <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> MURDERER IN COLORADO of <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> MURDERER IN COLORADO of 
the INVENTOR OF THE ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR IN 1980, 1981 CURE the INVENTOR OF THE ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR IN 1980, 1981 CURE the INVENTOR OF THE ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR IN 1980, 1981 CURE the INVENTOR OF THE ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR IN 1980, 1981 CURE 
FOR BREAST CANCER turned into a mass murder that will sent the FOR BREAST CANCER turned into a mass murder that will sent the FOR BREAST CANCER turned into a mass murder that will sent the FOR BREAST CANCER turned into a mass murder that will sent the 
Pope to Hell, Hells fires are gasoline feed!Pope to Hell, Hells fires are gasoline feed!Pope to Hell, Hells fires are gasoline feed!Pope to Hell, Hells fires are gasoline feed!    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN LOST THE LAST SEASON <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN LOST THE LAST SEASON <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN LOST THE LAST SEASON <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN LOST THE LAST SEASON 
GRAVITY CONTROL WILL BE DISCOVERED BY ACCIDENT Greg Buell GRAVITY CONTROL WILL BE DISCOVERED BY ACCIDENT Greg Buell GRAVITY CONTROL WILL BE DISCOVERED BY ACCIDENT Greg Buell GRAVITY CONTROL WILL BE DISCOVERED BY ACCIDENT Greg Buell 
Lovestar will discover how gravity is generated working with many Lovestar will discover how gravity is generated working with many Lovestar will discover how gravity is generated working with many Lovestar will discover how gravity is generated working with many 
wives in a Polygamous Marriage when freed.wives in a Polygamous Marriage when freed.wives in a Polygamous Marriage when freed.wives in a Polygamous Marriage when freed.    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN CRIMINAL MINDS <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN CRIMINAL MINDS <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN CRIMINAL MINDS <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> IN CRIMINAL MINDS 
ORWELLIAN FBI WOMEN ARE ALLOWED TO ROLE PLAY... ELLE ORWELLIAN FBI WOMEN ARE ALLOWED TO ROLE PLAY... ELLE ORWELLIAN FBI WOMEN ARE ALLOWED TO ROLE PLAY... ELLE ORWELLIAN FBI WOMEN ARE ALLOWED TO ROLE PLAY... ELLE 
GREENAWAY, LOLA GLAUDINI BY KILLING THE NIGER MALE IN COLD GREENAWAY, LOLA GLAUDINI BY KILLING THE NIGER MALE IN COLD GREENAWAY, LOLA GLAUDINI BY KILLING THE NIGER MALE IN COLD GREENAWAY, LOLA GLAUDINI BY KILLING THE NIGER MALE IN COLD 
BLOOD, STEPS OVER THE LINE IN STOPPING NIGER MALES, CLONES BLOOD, STEPS OVER THE LINE IN STOPPING NIGER MALES, CLONES BLOOD, STEPS OVER THE LINE IN STOPPING NIGER MALES, CLONES BLOOD, STEPS OVER THE LINE IN STOPPING NIGER MALES, CLONES 
OF OJ are 10,s of thousands today! EVEN THE SENATOR ON TV OF OJ are 10,s of thousands today! EVEN THE SENATOR ON TV OF OJ are 10,s of thousands today! EVEN THE SENATOR ON TV OF OJ are 10,s of thousands today! EVEN THE SENATOR ON TV 
MENTIONED THAT EVERYONE KNEW OJ HE KILLED HIS EXMENTIONED THAT EVERYONE KNEW OJ HE KILLED HIS EXMENTIONED THAT EVERYONE KNEW OJ HE KILLED HIS EXMENTIONED THAT EVERYONE KNEW OJ HE KILLED HIS EX----WIFE, BUT WIFE, BUT WIFE, BUT WIFE, BUT 
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SOMEONE LET HIM GO, WELL WHO THE HELL COULD THIS HAVE BEEN SOMEONE LET HIM GO, WELL WHO THE HELL COULD THIS HAVE BEEN SOMEONE LET HIM GO, WELL WHO THE HELL COULD THIS HAVE BEEN SOMEONE LET HIM GO, WELL WHO THE HELL COULD THIS HAVE BEEN 
IN OUR ORWELLIAN SOCIETY... NO ONE BUT THE COMMANDER IN IN OUR ORWELLIAN SOCIETY... NO ONE BUT THE COMMANDER IN IN OUR ORWELLIAN SOCIETY... NO ONE BUT THE COMMANDER IN IN OUR ORWELLIAN SOCIETY... NO ONE BUT THE COMMANDER IN 
CHIEF AND NOW HE IS A NIGER LETTING THE CLONES OF OJ KILL CHIEF AND NOW HE IS A NIGER LETTING THE CLONES OF OJ KILL CHIEF AND NOW HE IS A NIGER LETTING THE CLONES OF OJ KILL CHIEF AND NOW HE IS A NIGER LETTING THE CLONES OF OJ KILL 
WHITE WOMEN EXPONENTIALLY BY THE DAY. On Thanksgiving Day WHITE WOMEN EXPONENTIALLY BY THE DAY. On Thanksgiving Day WHITE WOMEN EXPONENTIALLY BY THE DAY. On Thanksgiving Day WHITE WOMEN EXPONENTIALLY BY THE DAY. On Thanksgiving Day 
2009 a niger male will kill a white women and this will not be 2009 a niger male will kill a white women and this will not be 2009 a niger male will kill a white women and this will not be 2009 a niger male will kill a white women and this will not be 
reported on CBS Nightly News by Katie Couric as these murders by reported on CBS Nightly News by Katie Couric as these murders by reported on CBS Nightly News by Katie Couric as these murders by reported on CBS Nightly News by Katie Couric as these murders by 
OJ clones are suppressed by our Orwellian Commander in Chief. OJ clones are suppressed by our Orwellian Commander in Chief. OJ clones are suppressed by our Orwellian Commander in Chief. OJ clones are suppressed by our Orwellian Commander in Chief.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> NEW YORK TIMES SAT 21 NOV <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> NEW YORK TIMES SAT 21 NOV <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> NEW YORK TIMES SAT 21 NOV <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> NEW YORK TIMES SAT 21 NOV 
09090909    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> $177 Trillion dollars from a <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> $177 Trillion dollars from a <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> $177 Trillion dollars from a <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> $177 Trillion dollars from a 
Oil Genocide Era from 1980 Oil Genocide Era from 1980 Oil Genocide Era from 1980 Oil Genocide Era from 1980 ---- 2009 and below Jackie and Michael  2009 and below Jackie and Michael  2009 and below Jackie and Michael  2009 and below Jackie and Michael 
write what?write what?write what?write what?    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> New Consensus Sees Stimulus <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> New Consensus Sees Stimulus <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> New Consensus Sees Stimulus <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> New Consensus Sees Stimulus 
Package as Worthy Step Package as Worthy Step Package as Worthy Step Package as Worthy Step     
    
By JACKIE CALMES and MICHAEL COOPERBy JACKIE CALMES and MICHAEL COOPERBy JACKIE CALMES and MICHAEL COOPERBy JACKIE CALMES and MICHAEL COOPER    
    
A variety of economists say that stimulus legislation is helping an A variety of economists say that stimulus legislation is helping an A variety of economists say that stimulus legislation is helping an A variety of economists say that stimulus legislation is helping an 
economy in free fall a year ago to grow again and shed fewer jobs economy in free fall a year ago to grow again and shed fewer jobs economy in free fall a year ago to grow again and shed fewer jobs economy in free fall a year ago to grow again and shed fewer jobs 
than it otherwise would. Were the Hell is the ElectricWindmillcar than it otherwise would. Were the Hell is the ElectricWindmillcar than it otherwise would. Were the Hell is the ElectricWindmillcar than it otherwise would. Were the Hell is the ElectricWindmillcar 
Windfall and trillions of spin off inventions in the New York Times?Windfall and trillions of spin off inventions in the New York Times?Windfall and trillions of spin off inventions in the New York Times?Windfall and trillions of spin off inventions in the New York Times?    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Douche! Last Sat. the New York <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Douche! Last Sat. the New York <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Douche! Last Sat. the New York <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Douche! Last Sat. the New York 
times reporters with nothing better to write wrote up the word times reporters with nothing better to write wrote up the word times reporters with nothing better to write wrote up the word times reporters with nothing better to write wrote up the word 
DOUCHE was used 84 times in one day on TV. Only they left out our DOUCHE was used 84 times in one day on TV. Only they left out our DOUCHE was used 84 times in one day on TV. Only they left out our DOUCHE was used 84 times in one day on TV. Only they left out our 
Orwellian Commander in Chief OBAMA ordered the world DOUCHE Orwellian Commander in Chief OBAMA ordered the world DOUCHE Orwellian Commander in Chief OBAMA ordered the world DOUCHE Orwellian Commander in Chief OBAMA ordered the world DOUCHE 
to be used. This is a Niger Male thing like the Niger Harvard to be used. This is a Niger Male thing like the Niger Harvard to be used. This is a Niger Male thing like the Niger Harvard to be used. This is a Niger Male thing like the Niger Harvard 
Professor telling the white cop to call his MaMa! Stupid Nigers! Now Professor telling the white cop to call his MaMa! Stupid Nigers! Now Professor telling the white cop to call his MaMa! Stupid Nigers! Now Professor telling the white cop to call his MaMa! Stupid Nigers! Now 
they are Stupid and Mass Murders profiting from white cops and they are Stupid and Mass Murders profiting from white cops and they are Stupid and Mass Murders profiting from white cops and they are Stupid and Mass Murders profiting from white cops and 
kids burning in fiery LA Wrecks! kids burning in fiery LA Wrecks! kids burning in fiery LA Wrecks! kids burning in fiery LA Wrecks!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> MORE FROM THE NEW YORK <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> MORE FROM THE NEW YORK <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> MORE FROM THE NEW YORK <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> MORE FROM THE NEW YORK 
TIMES ON SAT 21 NOV. 09TIMES ON SAT 21 NOV. 09TIMES ON SAT 21 NOV. 09TIMES ON SAT 21 NOV. 09    
    
The Breaking PointThe Breaking PointThe Breaking PointThe Breaking Point    
    
Hospital Falters as Refuge for Illegal Immigrants Hospital Falters as Refuge for Illegal Immigrants Hospital Falters as Refuge for Illegal Immigrants Hospital Falters as Refuge for Illegal Immigrants     
    
By KEVIN SACKBy KEVIN SACKBy KEVIN SACKBy KEVIN SACK    
    
When an Atlanta hospital closed its dialysis unit, many illegal When an Atlanta hospital closed its dialysis unit, many illegal When an Atlanta hospital closed its dialysis unit, many illegal When an Atlanta hospital closed its dialysis unit, many illegal 
immigrants had to scramble to find treatment. BOULDER immigrants had to scramble to find treatment. BOULDER immigrants had to scramble to find treatment. BOULDER immigrants had to scramble to find treatment. BOULDER 
COLORADO WOULD BE A GOOD PLACE TO SENT THEM AS FAGS WHO COLORADO WOULD BE A GOOD PLACE TO SENT THEM AS FAGS WHO COLORADO WOULD BE A GOOD PLACE TO SENT THEM AS FAGS WHO COLORADO WOULD BE A GOOD PLACE TO SENT THEM AS FAGS WHO 
RUN BOULDER COLORADO and its hospital LOVE THEIR MEXICAN RUN BOULDER COLORADO and its hospital LOVE THEIR MEXICAN RUN BOULDER COLORADO and its hospital LOVE THEIR MEXICAN RUN BOULDER COLORADO and its hospital LOVE THEIR MEXICAN 
Fags, I WOULD GUESS ITS LINKED TO SAME BOULDER COLORADO Fags, I WOULD GUESS ITS LINKED TO SAME BOULDER COLORADO Fags, I WOULD GUESS ITS LINKED TO SAME BOULDER COLORADO Fags, I WOULD GUESS ITS LINKED TO SAME BOULDER COLORADO 
FAGS AND SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS HAVING SEX WITH KIDS IN FAGS AND SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS HAVING SEX WITH KIDS IN FAGS AND SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS HAVING SEX WITH KIDS IN FAGS AND SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS HAVING SEX WITH KIDS IN 
THAILAND too. THAILAND too. THAILAND too. THAILAND too.     
    
New York Times Sat 21 Nov. 09 New York Times Sat 21 Nov. 09 New York Times Sat 21 Nov. 09 New York Times Sat 21 Nov. 09     
    
In Draft Resolution, United Nations Rebukes Iran for Rights In Draft Resolution, United Nations Rebukes Iran for Rights In Draft Resolution, United Nations Rebukes Iran for Rights In Draft Resolution, United Nations Rebukes Iran for Rights 
Violations Since Election. British troops pour gas over Iraqi POW's Violations Since Election. British troops pour gas over Iraqi POW's Violations Since Election. British troops pour gas over Iraqi POW's Violations Since Election. British troops pour gas over Iraqi POW's 
and set them on fire... Marine fags rape Muslin Men in this war... and set them on fire... Marine fags rape Muslin Men in this war... and set them on fire... Marine fags rape Muslin Men in this war... and set them on fire... Marine fags rape Muslin Men in this war... 
and the United Nation does not Rebuke this... because the UN and the United Nation does not Rebuke this... because the UN and the United Nation does not Rebuke this... because the UN and the United Nation does not Rebuke this... because the UN 
employees have secret Swiss Bank Accounts full of Oil Money Bribes employees have secret Swiss Bank Accounts full of Oil Money Bribes employees have secret Swiss Bank Accounts full of Oil Money Bribes employees have secret Swiss Bank Accounts full of Oil Money Bribes 
$$$$ $$$$ $$$$ $$$$     
    
By NEIL MacFARQUHARBy NEIL MacFARQUHARBy NEIL MacFARQUHARBy NEIL MacFARQUHAR    
    
United Nations will hang for this, and $ billion dollar Secret Swiss United Nations will hang for this, and $ billion dollar Secret Swiss United Nations will hang for this, and $ billion dollar Secret Swiss United Nations will hang for this, and $ billion dollar Secret Swiss 
Bank Accounts, bribes from Big Oil $Bank Accounts, bribes from Big Oil $Bank Accounts, bribes from Big Oil $Bank Accounts, bribes from Big Oil $    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> New York Times 21 Nov. 09<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> New York Times 21 Nov. 09<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> New York Times 21 Nov. 09<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> New York Times 21 Nov. 09    
    
Brazilian transsexual involved in a scandal that prompted the Brazilian transsexual involved in a scandal that prompted the Brazilian transsexual involved in a scandal that prompted the Brazilian transsexual involved in a scandal that prompted the 
resignation of an Italian governor was found burned to death in resignation of an Italian governor was found burned to death in resignation of an Italian governor was found burned to death in resignation of an Italian governor was found burned to death in 
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her home on Friday. Court officials said the death was being her home on Friday. Court officials said the death was being her home on Friday. Court officials said the death was being her home on Friday. Court officials said the death was being 
treated as a murder. The woman, known only as Brenda, and treated as a murder. The woman, known only as Brenda, and treated as a murder. The woman, known only as Brenda, and treated as a murder. The woman, known only as Brenda, and 
another Brazilian transsexual were at the center of a case another Brazilian transsexual were at the center of a case another Brazilian transsexual were at the center of a case another Brazilian transsexual were at the center of a case 
involving the blackmail of the former Lazio governor, Piero involving the blackmail of the former Lazio governor, Piero involving the blackmail of the former Lazio governor, Piero involving the blackmail of the former Lazio governor, Piero 
Marrazzo, by four police officers who secretly filmed him having sex Marrazzo, by four police officers who secretly filmed him having sex Marrazzo, by four police officers who secretly filmed him having sex Marrazzo, by four police officers who secretly filmed him having sex 
and taking drugs and taking drugs and taking drugs and taking drugs     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cher <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cher <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cher <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cher ---- Fiery LA Wrecks within  Fiery LA Wrecks within  Fiery LA Wrecks within  Fiery LA Wrecks within 
miles of her home, did she drive by any Fiery LA Wrecks?miles of her home, did she drive by any Fiery LA Wrecks?miles of her home, did she drive by any Fiery LA Wrecks?miles of her home, did she drive by any Fiery LA Wrecks?    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Chaz Bono is mentally ill and <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Chaz Bono is mentally ill and <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Chaz Bono is mentally ill and <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Chaz Bono is mentally ill and 
a MASS MURDERER VIA LA'S FIERY WRECKS SHE DID NOT a MASS MURDERER VIA LA'S FIERY WRECKS SHE DID NOT a MASS MURDERER VIA LA'S FIERY WRECKS SHE DID NOT a MASS MURDERER VIA LA'S FIERY WRECKS SHE DID NOT 
REPORT...fat obese, shock treatment after electricwindmillcar coup REPORT...fat obese, shock treatment after electricwindmillcar coup REPORT...fat obese, shock treatment after electricwindmillcar coup REPORT...fat obese, shock treatment after electricwindmillcar coup 
would change her sex back to civilized. She says beginning the sexwould change her sex back to civilized. She says beginning the sexwould change her sex back to civilized. She says beginning the sexwould change her sex back to civilized. She says beginning the sex----
change process to turn from a woman to a man is "the best decision change process to turn from a woman to a man is "the best decision change process to turn from a woman to a man is "the best decision change process to turn from a woman to a man is "the best decision 
I've ever made."The 40I've ever made."The 40I've ever made."The 40I've ever made."The 40----yearyearyearyear----old writer, activist and realityold writer, activist and realityold writer, activist and realityold writer, activist and reality----TV star, TV star, TV star, TV star, 
who was born a girl to Sonny Bono and Cher, says he's eight who was born a girl to Sonny Bono and Cher, says he's eight who was born a girl to Sonny Bono and Cher, says he's eight who was born a girl to Sonny Bono and Cher, says he's eight 
months into the yearsmonths into the yearsmonths into the yearsmonths into the years----long transformation and says he feels long transformation and says he feels long transformation and says he feels long transformation and says he feels 
great.Formerly called Chastity, he told ABC's "Good Morning great.Formerly called Chastity, he told ABC's "Good Morning great.Formerly called Chastity, he told ABC's "Good Morning great.Formerly called Chastity, he told ABC's "Good Morning 
America" on Thursday: "Life is short and life is precious. This is who America" on Thursday: "Life is short and life is precious. This is who America" on Thursday: "Life is short and life is precious. This is who America" on Thursday: "Life is short and life is precious. This is who 
I am. I need to finally be who I am."Bono says he always felt like a I am. I need to finally be who I am."Bono says he always felt like a I am. I need to finally be who I am."Bono says he always felt like a I am. I need to finally be who I am."Bono says he always felt like a 
boy growing up and came out as a lesbian 11 years ago. Now she boy growing up and came out as a lesbian 11 years ago. Now she boy growing up and came out as a lesbian 11 years ago. Now she boy growing up and came out as a lesbian 11 years ago. Now she 
has undergone genderhas undergone genderhas undergone genderhas undergone gender----reassignment surgery and hormone reassignment surgery and hormone reassignment surgery and hormone reassignment surgery and hormone 
therapy. He tells ABC: "To me, gender is between your ears, not therapy. He tells ABC: "To me, gender is between your ears, not therapy. He tells ABC: "To me, gender is between your ears, not therapy. He tells ABC: "To me, gender is between your ears, not 
between your legs. I've felt male as far back as I can remember." between your legs. I've felt male as far back as I can remember." between your legs. I've felt male as far back as I can remember." between your legs. I've felt male as far back as I can remember."     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorials, New York times 21 <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorials, New York times 21 <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorials, New York times 21 <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorials, New York times 21 
Nov. 09 Nov. 09 Nov. 09 Nov. 09     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorial: Assessing the China <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorial: Assessing the China <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorial: Assessing the China <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorial: Assessing the China 
Trip SECTION A Trip SECTION A Trip SECTION A Trip SECTION A ---- PAGE 18  PAGE 18  PAGE 18  PAGE 18     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Suppressed <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Suppressed <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Suppressed <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Suppressed ------------ China's  China's  China's  China's 
Orwellian 1984 Commander in Chief has killed millions more Orwellian 1984 Commander in Chief has killed millions more Orwellian 1984 Commander in Chief has killed millions more Orwellian 1984 Commander in Chief has killed millions more 
Chinese than our American Orwellian 1984 Commander in Chief Chinese than our American Orwellian 1984 Commander in Chief Chinese than our American Orwellian 1984 Commander in Chief Chinese than our American Orwellian 1984 Commander in Chief 
in this Oil Genocide Era. Coal, is China's Genocide... in the USA coal in this Oil Genocide Era. Coal, is China's Genocide... in the USA coal in this Oil Genocide Era. Coal, is China's Genocide... in the USA coal in this Oil Genocide Era. Coal, is China's Genocide... in the USA coal 
is mass murder not a Genocide. Fiery Wrecks in China is a is mass murder not a Genocide. Fiery Wrecks in China is a is mass murder not a Genocide. Fiery Wrecks in China is a is mass murder not a Genocide. Fiery Wrecks in China is a 
Genocide, same in the USA. Selling organs to Saudi Princes is an Genocide, same in the USA. Selling organs to Saudi Princes is an Genocide, same in the USA. Selling organs to Saudi Princes is an Genocide, same in the USA. Selling organs to Saudi Princes is an 
American Genocide, in China its just mass murder for Organ American Genocide, in China its just mass murder for Organ American Genocide, in China its just mass murder for Organ American Genocide, in China its just mass murder for Organ 
Money. Money. Money. Money.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorial: The Senate Health <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorial: The Senate Health <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorial: The Senate Health <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorial: The Senate Health 
Reform Bill SECTION A Reform Bill SECTION A Reform Bill SECTION A Reform Bill SECTION A ---- PAGE 18  PAGE 18  PAGE 18  PAGE 18     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Suppressed is Greg Buell <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Suppressed is Greg Buell <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Suppressed is Greg Buell <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Suppressed is Greg Buell 
Lovestar's idea to expand Medicare to everyone in the USA after the Lovestar's idea to expand Medicare to everyone in the USA after the Lovestar's idea to expand Medicare to everyone in the USA after the Lovestar's idea to expand Medicare to everyone in the USA after the 
ElectricWindmillCar Coup. And take over Los Alamos from the Nuke ElectricWindmillCar Coup. And take over Los Alamos from the Nuke ElectricWindmillCar Coup. And take over Los Alamos from the Nuke ElectricWindmillCar Coup. And take over Los Alamos from the Nuke 
Scientist to help brainstorm the Rx Penicillin Overnight Cure for Scientist to help brainstorm the Rx Penicillin Overnight Cure for Scientist to help brainstorm the Rx Penicillin Overnight Cure for Scientist to help brainstorm the Rx Penicillin Overnight Cure for 
Breast Cancer and Cancer in General. Breast Cancer and Cancer in General. Breast Cancer and Cancer in General. Breast Cancer and Cancer in General.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorial: Albany Challenges <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorial: Albany Challenges <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorial: Albany Challenges <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorial: Albany Challenges 
Authorities SECTION A Authorities SECTION A Authorities SECTION A Authorities SECTION A ---- PAGE 18  PAGE 18  PAGE 18  PAGE 18     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorial: Tuna's Death Spiral <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorial: Tuna's Death Spiral <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorial: Tuna's Death Spiral <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Editorial: Tuna's Death Spiral 
SECTION A SECTION A SECTION A SECTION A ---- PAGE 19 747's to restock the Oceans... a futuristic  PAGE 19 747's to restock the Oceans... a futuristic  PAGE 19 747's to restock the Oceans... a futuristic  PAGE 19 747's to restock the Oceans... a futuristic 
invention. invention. invention. invention.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Op<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Op<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Op<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Op----Ed Columnist: Putting the Ed Columnist: Putting the Ed Columnist: Putting the Ed Columnist: Putting the 
Fond in Farewell By GAIL COLLINSSECTION A Fond in Farewell By GAIL COLLINSSECTION A Fond in Farewell By GAIL COLLINSSECTION A Fond in Farewell By GAIL COLLINSSECTION A ---- PAGE 19  PAGE 19  PAGE 19  PAGE 19     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> In Defense of New York By <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> In Defense of New York By <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> In Defense of New York By <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> In Defense of New York By 
CHARLES M. BLOWSECTION A CHARLES M. BLOWSECTION A CHARLES M. BLOWSECTION A CHARLES M. BLOWSECTION A ---- PAGE 19  PAGE 19  PAGE 19  PAGE 19     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Op<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Op<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Op<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Op----Ed Columnist: An American Ed Columnist: An American Ed Columnist: An American Ed Columnist: An American 
Catastrophe By BOB HERBERTSECTION A Catastrophe By BOB HERBERTSECTION A Catastrophe By BOB HERBERTSECTION A Catastrophe By BOB HERBERTSECTION A ---- PAGE 19  PAGE 19  PAGE 19  PAGE 19     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Op<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Op<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Op<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Op----Ed Contributor: Protect the Ed Contributor: Protect the Ed Contributor: Protect the Ed Contributor: Protect the 
Farm, Tax the Manor By RAY D. MADOFFSECTION A Farm, Tax the Manor By RAY D. MADOFFSECTION A Farm, Tax the Manor By RAY D. MADOFFSECTION A Farm, Tax the Manor By RAY D. MADOFFSECTION A ---- PAGE 18  PAGE 18  PAGE 18  PAGE 18     
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<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Letters: The Risks and Benefits <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Letters: The Risks and Benefits <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Letters: The Risks and Benefits <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Letters: The Risks and Benefits 
of Cancer Tests SECTION A of Cancer Tests SECTION A of Cancer Tests SECTION A of Cancer Tests SECTION A ---- PAGE 18 Cure for Cancer will be  PAGE 18 Cure for Cancer will be  PAGE 18 Cure for Cancer will be  PAGE 18 Cure for Cancer will be 
suppressed by MD's at Yale if a cure is found before the suppressed by MD's at Yale if a cure is found before the suppressed by MD's at Yale if a cure is found before the suppressed by MD's at Yale if a cure is found before the 
ElectricWindmillcar is on the streets of New Haven. ElectricWindmillcar is on the streets of New Haven. ElectricWindmillcar is on the streets of New Haven. ElectricWindmillcar is on the streets of New Haven.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Letters: Health Care Reform <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Letters: Health Care Reform <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Letters: Health Care Reform <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Letters: Health Care Reform 
and the Rise in Drug Prices and the Rise in Drug Prices and the Rise in Drug Prices and the Rise in Drug Prices     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Suppressed is Greg Buell <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Suppressed is Greg Buell <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Suppressed is Greg Buell <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Suppressed is Greg Buell 
Lovestar's idea to expand Medicare to everyone in the USA after the Lovestar's idea to expand Medicare to everyone in the USA after the Lovestar's idea to expand Medicare to everyone in the USA after the Lovestar's idea to expand Medicare to everyone in the USA after the 
ElectricWindmillCar Coup. And take over Los Alamos from the Nuke ElectricWindmillCar Coup. And take over Los Alamos from the Nuke ElectricWindmillCar Coup. And take over Los Alamos from the Nuke ElectricWindmillCar Coup. And take over Los Alamos from the Nuke 
Scientist to help brainstorm the Rx Penicillin Overnight Cure for Scientist to help brainstorm the Rx Penicillin Overnight Cure for Scientist to help brainstorm the Rx Penicillin Overnight Cure for Scientist to help brainstorm the Rx Penicillin Overnight Cure for 
Breast Cancer and Cancer in General. Breast Cancer and Cancer in General. Breast Cancer and Cancer in General. Breast Cancer and Cancer in General.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure ---------------- not Lipitor Letterman  not Lipitor Letterman  not Lipitor Letterman  not Lipitor Letterman 
has to take for the rest of his life! has to take for the rest of his life! has to take for the rest of his life! has to take for the rest of his life!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Jobless Rate Up in 29 States, <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Jobless Rate Up in 29 States, <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Jobless Rate Up in 29 States, <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Jobless Rate Up in 29 States, 
Hitting Records in 4 of Them By BLOOMBERG NEWS Hitting Records in 4 of Them By BLOOMBERG NEWS Hitting Records in 4 of Them By BLOOMBERG NEWS Hitting Records in 4 of Them By BLOOMBERG NEWS     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> NEWS <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> NEWS <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> NEWS <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> NEWS ----    Mexicans not Gringos Mexicans not Gringos Mexicans not Gringos Mexicans not Gringos 
got the Niger Obama's stimulus jobs! got the Niger Obama's stimulus jobs! got the Niger Obama's stimulus jobs! got the Niger Obama's stimulus jobs!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> NEWS <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> NEWS <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> NEWS <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> NEWS ----    Manpower, Kelly Manpower, Kelly Manpower, Kelly Manpower, Kelly 
Services, and the rest of the Temp agencies will hang for the Services, and the rest of the Temp agencies will hang for the Services, and the rest of the Temp agencies will hang for the Services, and the rest of the Temp agencies will hang for the 
Genocide of millions of Temp workers after the ElectricWindmillcar Genocide of millions of Temp workers after the ElectricWindmillcar Genocide of millions of Temp workers after the ElectricWindmillcar Genocide of millions of Temp workers after the ElectricWindmillcar 
Coup. All Gringos killed by Temp Agencies like Manpower via Coup. All Gringos killed by Temp Agencies like Manpower via Coup. All Gringos killed by Temp Agencies like Manpower via Coup. All Gringos killed by Temp Agencies like Manpower via 
Mexicans taking their jobs! Mexicans taking their jobs! Mexicans taking their jobs! Mexicans taking their jobs!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> ALASKA OIL GENOCIDE ERA <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> ALASKA OIL GENOCIDE ERA <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> ALASKA OIL GENOCIDE ERA <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> ALASKA OIL GENOCIDE ERA ----    
ALASKA'S SARA PALIN profited from cops, kids and Moms with 5 kids ALASKA'S SARA PALIN profited from cops, kids and Moms with 5 kids ALASKA'S SARA PALIN profited from cops, kids and Moms with 5 kids ALASKA'S SARA PALIN profited from cops, kids and Moms with 5 kids 
who burned and burned to death in FIERY LA WRECKS who burned and burned to death in FIERY LA WRECKS who burned and burned to death in FIERY LA WRECKS who burned and burned to death in FIERY LA WRECKS     
    
FROM 1980 FROM 1980 FROM 1980 FROM 1980 ----    2009 you do the math2009 you do the math2009 you do the math2009 you do the math…………    its HELL. Factits HELL. Factits HELL. Factits HELL. Fact----Checking Sarah Checking Sarah Checking Sarah Checking Sarah 
Palin Palin Palin Palin     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> FOX news <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> FOX news <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> FOX news <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> FOX news ----    Bill O'Reilly Bill O'Reilly Bill O'Reilly Bill O'Reilly ----    4 4 4 4 
hours ago? By Bill O'Reilly hours ago? By Bill O'Reilly hours ago? By Bill O'Reilly hours ago? By Bill O'Reilly     
    
Once again, I'm going to keep this very short because we have a Once again, I'm going to keep this very short because we have a Once again, I'm going to keep this very short because we have a Once again, I'm going to keep this very short because we have a 
major policy interview with Sarah Palin major policy interview with Sarah Palin major policy interview with Sarah Palin major policy interview with Sarah Palin     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> CHICAGO <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> CHICAGO <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> CHICAGO <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> CHICAGO ----    Step outside Oprah Step outside Oprah Step outside Oprah Step outside Oprah 
Winfrey's Harpo Studios and into the near west side neighborhood Winfrey's Harpo Studios and into the near west side neighborhood Winfrey's Harpo Studios and into the near west side neighborhood Winfrey's Harpo Studios and into the near west side neighborhood 
that's been home to her television talk show for two decades that's been home to her television talk show for two decades that's been home to her television talk show for two decades that's been home to her television talk show for two decades ----    40k 40k 40k 40k 
women have died every year for decades via breast cancer I Greg women have died every year for decades via breast cancer I Greg women have died every year for decades via breast cancer I Greg women have died every year for decades via breast cancer I Greg 
Buell Lovestar would have gotten a cure in 1980 but our Niger Buell Lovestar would have gotten a cure in 1980 but our Niger Buell Lovestar would have gotten a cure in 1980 but our Niger Buell Lovestar would have gotten a cure in 1980 but our Niger 
Orwellian Commander in Chief gave Oprah a TV show not Greg. Orwellian Commander in Chief gave Oprah a TV show not Greg. Orwellian Commander in Chief gave Oprah a TV show not Greg. Orwellian Commander in Chief gave Oprah a TV show not Greg.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> THE NIGER OPRAH WINFREY <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> THE NIGER OPRAH WINFREY <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> THE NIGER OPRAH WINFREY <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> THE NIGER OPRAH WINFREY ----    
you do the math, Moms like Sara Palin burned and burned to you do the math, Moms like Sara Palin burned and burned to you do the math, Moms like Sara Palin burned and burned to you do the math, Moms like Sara Palin burned and burned to 
death in how many Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 death in how many Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 death in how many Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 death in how many Fiery LA Wrecks from 1980 ----    2009? 2009? 2009? 2009?     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> ALASKA'S SARA PALIN profited <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> ALASKA'S SARA PALIN profited <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> ALASKA'S SARA PALIN profited <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> ALASKA'S SARA PALIN profited 
from cops, kids Moms with 5 kids who burned and burned to death from cops, kids Moms with 5 kids who burned and burned to death from cops, kids Moms with 5 kids who burned and burned to death from cops, kids Moms with 5 kids who burned and burned to death 
in FIERY LA WRECKS FROM 1980 in FIERY LA WRECKS FROM 1980 in FIERY LA WRECKS FROM 1980 in FIERY LA WRECKS FROM 1980 ----    2009 you do the math2009 you do the math2009 you do the math2009 you do the math…………    its HELL. its HELL. its HELL. its HELL.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Letterman's <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Letterman's <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Letterman's <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Letterman's ------------    What is more What is more What is more What is more 
fun than reading the New Sara Palin Going Rogue bookfun than reading the New Sara Palin Going Rogue bookfun than reading the New Sara Palin Going Rogue bookfun than reading the New Sara Palin Going Rogue book…………    being being being being 
the hang man for Sara Palin and Opra Winfrey as it will heal the the hang man for Sara Palin and Opra Winfrey as it will heal the the hang man for Sara Palin and Opra Winfrey as it will heal the the hang man for Sara Palin and Opra Winfrey as it will heal the 
burns over most of his body instantly! burns over most of his body instantly! burns over most of his body instantly! burns over most of his body instantly!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> GE added insult to injury of <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> GE added insult to injury of <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> GE added insult to injury of <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> GE added insult to injury of 
MILLIONS burned in gasoline WORLDWIDE by employing 100,000 to MILLIONS burned in gasoline WORLDWIDE by employing 100,000 to MILLIONS burned in gasoline WORLDWIDE by employing 100,000 to MILLIONS burned in gasoline WORLDWIDE by employing 100,000 to 
work on FIELDS OF WINDMILLS. work on FIELDS OF WINDMILLS. work on FIELDS OF WINDMILLS. work on FIELDS OF WINDMILLS.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> FORD with its 2010 Models with <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> FORD with its 2010 Models with <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> FORD with its 2010 Models with <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> FORD with its 2010 Models with 
airbags in the rear seat seat belts is not to little to late but airbags in the rear seat seat belts is not to little to late but airbags in the rear seat seat belts is not to little to late but airbags in the rear seat seat belts is not to little to late but 
GENOCIDE BY NOT PUTTING SuperAirBags on the outside of all GENOCIDE BY NOT PUTTING SuperAirBags on the outside of all GENOCIDE BY NOT PUTTING SuperAirBags on the outside of all GENOCIDE BY NOT PUTTING SuperAirBags on the outside of all 
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FORD cars, Truck, Semi's for the last DECADE. FORD cars, Truck, Semi's for the last DECADE. FORD cars, Truck, Semi's for the last DECADE. FORD cars, Truck, Semi's for the last DECADE.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 40,000 women were tortured by <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 40,000 women were tortured by <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 40,000 women were tortured by <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 40,000 women were tortured by 
the Niger Obama Raped and Murdered by Breast Cancer in his 1st the Niger Obama Raped and Murdered by Breast Cancer in his 1st the Niger Obama Raped and Murdered by Breast Cancer in his 1st the Niger Obama Raped and Murdered by Breast Cancer in his 1st 
Year in Office yet not even Katie Couric would report this on CBS Year in Office yet not even Katie Couric would report this on CBS Year in Office yet not even Katie Couric would report this on CBS Year in Office yet not even Katie Couric would report this on CBS 
Nightly News, Nightly News, Nightly News, Nightly News,     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure ------------    is not Lipitor which is not Lipitor which is not Lipitor which is not Lipitor which 
Letterman will have to buy for the rest of his life, LIFESTYLE That Letterman will have to buy for the rest of his life, LIFESTYLE That Letterman will have to buy for the rest of his life, LIFESTYLE That Letterman will have to buy for the rest of his life, LIFESTYLE That 
gives you heart disease has been programmed by our 1984 gives you heart disease has been programmed by our 1984 gives you heart disease has been programmed by our 1984 gives you heart disease has been programmed by our 1984 
ORWELLIAN TOP BRASS ORWELLIAN TOP BRASS ORWELLIAN TOP BRASS ORWELLIAN TOP BRASS     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Los Alamos employees are <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Los Alamos employees are <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Los Alamos employees are <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Los Alamos employees are 
Killing Time, Wasting Time working on the Pulsar Magnets the next Killing Time, Wasting Time working on the Pulsar Magnets the next Killing Time, Wasting Time working on the Pulsar Magnets the next Killing Time, Wasting Time working on the Pulsar Magnets the next 
generation of MRI Machines GE will make. generation of MRI Machines GE will make. generation of MRI Machines GE will make. generation of MRI Machines GE will make.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure ----------------    Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure ----------------    Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure ----------------    Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> GENEVA <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> GENEVA <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> GENEVA <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> GENEVA ----    Scientists are Scientists are Scientists are Scientists are 
preparing the world's largest atom smasher to explore the depths of preparing the world's largest atom smasher to explore the depths of preparing the world's largest atom smasher to explore the depths of preparing the world's largest atom smasher to explore the depths of 
matter after successfully restarting the $10 billion machine matter after successfully restarting the $10 billion machine matter after successfully restarting the $10 billion machine matter after successfully restarting the $10 billion machine 
following more than a year of repairs. following more than a year of repairs. following more than a year of repairs. following more than a year of repairs.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Geneva <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Geneva <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Geneva <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Geneva ----    war crimes by the USA war crimes by the USA war crimes by the USA war crimes by the USA 
are smashed, burned in gasoline. Nigers have invented super are smashed, burned in gasoline. Nigers have invented super are smashed, burned in gasoline. Nigers have invented super are smashed, burned in gasoline. Nigers have invented super 
immunity from war crimes via oil money bribes. immunity from war crimes via oil money bribes. immunity from war crimes via oil money bribes. immunity from war crimes via oil money bribes.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Los Alamos National <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Los Alamos National <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Los Alamos National <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Los Alamos National 
Laboratory is operated by the University of California for the Laboratory is operated by the University of California for the Laboratory is operated by the University of California for the Laboratory is operated by the University of California for the 
National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) of the U.S. National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) of the U.S. National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) of the U.S. National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) of the U.S. 
Department of Energy and works in partnership with NNSA's Sandia Department of Energy and works in partnership with NNSA's Sandia Department of Energy and works in partnership with NNSA's Sandia Department of Energy and works in partnership with NNSA's Sandia 
and Lawrence Livermore national laboratories to support NNSA in and Lawrence Livermore national laboratories to support NNSA in and Lawrence Livermore national laboratories to support NNSA in and Lawrence Livermore national laboratories to support NNSA in 
its mission. its mission. its mission. its mission.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Los Alamos enhances global <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Los Alamos enhances global <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Los Alamos enhances global <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Los Alamos enhances global 
security by ensuring safety and confidence in the U.S. nuclear security by ensuring safety and confidence in the U.S. nuclear security by ensuring safety and confidence in the U.S. nuclear security by ensuring safety and confidence in the U.S. nuclear 
stockpile, developing technologies to reduce threats from weapons stockpile, developing technologies to reduce threats from weapons stockpile, developing technologies to reduce threats from weapons stockpile, developing technologies to reduce threats from weapons 
of mass destruction. of mass destruction. of mass destruction. of mass destruction.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Nukes have killed how many <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Nukes have killed how many <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Nukes have killed how many <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Nukes have killed how many 
peoplepeoplepeoplepeople…………. . . . From 1980 to 2009? Numbers burned in gasoline in LA? From 1980 to 2009? Numbers burned in gasoline in LA? From 1980 to 2009? Numbers burned in gasoline in LA? From 1980 to 2009? Numbers burned in gasoline in LA?     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure ----------------    Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure ----------------    Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure ----------------    Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> LOS ALAMOS, N.M., 2002 <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> LOS ALAMOS, N.M., 2002 <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> LOS ALAMOS, N.M., 2002 <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> LOS ALAMOS, N.M., 2002 --------    Over Over Over Over 
the past 11 years in the world of magnets, The Department of the past 11 years in the world of magnets, The Department of the past 11 years in the world of magnets, The Department of the past 11 years in the world of magnets, The Department of 
Energy's Los Alamos National Laboratory has gone from being Energy's Los Alamos National Laboratory has gone from being Energy's Los Alamos National Laboratory has gone from being Energy's Los Alamos National Laboratory has gone from being 
recognized for pulse megagauss explosives field work to being the recognized for pulse megagauss explosives field work to being the recognized for pulse megagauss explosives field work to being the recognized for pulse megagauss explosives field work to being the 
world leader in pulsedworld leader in pulsedworld leader in pulsedworld leader in pulsed----magneticmagneticmagneticmagnetic----field research and home to the field research and home to the field research and home to the field research and home to the 
world's most powerful controlledworld's most powerful controlledworld's most powerful controlledworld's most powerful controlled----pulse magnet. When the Lab's pulse magnet. When the Lab's pulse magnet. When the Lab's pulse magnet. When the Lab's 
facility first opened in 1992, there was one magnet with one user facility first opened in 1992, there was one magnet with one user facility first opened in 1992, there was one magnet with one user facility first opened in 1992, there was one magnet with one user 
working on one project. Today, the facility has five working magnet working on one project. Today, the facility has five working magnet working on one project. Today, the facility has five working magnet working on one project. Today, the facility has five working magnet 
cells, two large super conducting magnets, a 60 Tesla Long Pulse cells, two large super conducting magnets, a 60 Tesla Long Pulse cells, two large super conducting magnets, a 60 Tesla Long Pulse cells, two large super conducting magnets, a 60 Tesla Long Pulse 
magnet in rebuild, and a 100 Tesla magnet in design. It also hosts magnet in rebuild, and a 100 Tesla magnet in design. It also hosts magnet in rebuild, and a 100 Tesla magnet in design. It also hosts magnet in rebuild, and a 100 Tesla magnet in design. It also hosts 
over 130 users a year from around the world working on more over 130 users a year from around the world working on more over 130 users a year from around the world working on more over 130 users a year from around the world working on more 
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than 100 projects. Were the Hell are the New MRI's the next than 100 projects. Were the Hell are the New MRI's the next than 100 projects. Were the Hell are the New MRI's the next than 100 projects. Were the Hell are the New MRI's the next 
generation and the generation after that, this smells of burnt flesh generation and the generation after that, this smells of burnt flesh generation and the generation after that, this smells of burnt flesh generation and the generation after that, this smells of burnt flesh 
in war... in driving by a LA Fiery Wreck. 747 to put out the fire yet in war... in driving by a LA Fiery Wreck. 747 to put out the fire yet in war... in driving by a LA Fiery Wreck. 747 to put out the fire yet in war... in driving by a LA Fiery Wreck. 747 to put out the fire yet 
Boeing will not build a fleet. Boeing will not build a fleet. Boeing will not build a fleet. Boeing will not build a fleet.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure ----------------    Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure ----------------    Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure ----------------    Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> British torture in Iraq is <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> British torture in Iraq is <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> British torture in Iraq is <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> British torture in Iraq is 
setting them on fire with gasoline A former army corporal who was setting them on fire with gasoline A former army corporal who was setting them on fire with gasoline A former army corporal who was setting them on fire with gasoline A former army corporal who was 
the first British soldier convicted of a war crime has accused his the first British soldier convicted of a war crime has accused his the first British soldier convicted of a war crime has accused his the first British soldier convicted of a war crime has accused his 
former colleagues of abusing prisoners. Donald Payne today told former colleagues of abusing prisoners. Donald Payne today told former colleagues of abusing prisoners. Donald Payne today told former colleagues of abusing prisoners. Donald Payne today told 
an inquiry into the Iraqi's hotel worker Baha Mousa's death that an inquiry into the Iraqi's hotel worker Baha Mousa's death that an inquiry into the Iraqi's hotel worker Baha Mousa's death that an inquiry into the Iraqi's hotel worker Baha Mousa's death that 
he saw his unit's commanding officer, Lieutenant Craig Rodgers, he saw his unit's commanding officer, Lieutenant Craig Rodgers, he saw his unit's commanding officer, Lieutenant Craig Rodgers, he saw his unit's commanding officer, Lieutenant Craig Rodgers, 
set alight a young detainee with a can of petrol. "I observed set alight a young detainee with a can of petrol. "I observed set alight a young detainee with a can of petrol. "I observed set alight a young detainee with a can of petrol. "I observed 
Lieutenant Rodgers place a jerry can of petrol in front of the young Lieutenant Rodgers place a jerry can of petrol in front of the young Lieutenant Rodgers place a jerry can of petrol in front of the young Lieutenant Rodgers place a jerry can of petrol in front of the young 
boy. He poured gasoline over him and then lit a match." boy. He poured gasoline over him and then lit a match." boy. He poured gasoline over him and then lit a match." boy. He poured gasoline over him and then lit a match."     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> BOSTON 1776 Road side bombs <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> BOSTON 1776 Road side bombs <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> BOSTON 1776 Road side bombs <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> BOSTON 1776 Road side bombs 
killed British Troops in Boston killed British Troops in Boston killed British Troops in Boston killed British Troops in Boston     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Attacks on fellow soldiers <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Attacks on fellow soldiers <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Attacks on fellow soldiers <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Attacks on fellow soldiers ----    
particularly officers particularly officers particularly officers particularly officers ----    was dubbed "fragging" in Vietnam. was dubbed "fragging" in Vietnam. was dubbed "fragging" in Vietnam. was dubbed "fragging" in Vietnam.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Between 1969 and 1971, the <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Between 1969 and 1971, the <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Between 1969 and 1971, the <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Between 1969 and 1971, the 
Army reported 6000 fragging incidents that killed 820 Americans Army reported 6000 fragging incidents that killed 820 Americans Army reported 6000 fragging incidents that killed 820 Americans Army reported 6000 fragging incidents that killed 820 Americans 
and injured 6,510, according to the Associated Press. American and injured 6,510, according to the Associated Press. American and injured 6,510, according to the Associated Press. American and injured 6,510, according to the Associated Press. American 
soldiers serving in Vietnam, not including gun and knife assaults. soldiers serving in Vietnam, not including gun and knife assaults. soldiers serving in Vietnam, not including gun and knife assaults. soldiers serving in Vietnam, not including gun and knife assaults.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> McCain was at the Hanoi <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> McCain was at the Hanoi <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> McCain was at the Hanoi <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> McCain was at the Hanoi 
Hilton for this Vietnam War Protest Hilton for this Vietnam War Protest Hilton for this Vietnam War Protest Hilton for this Vietnam War Protest ------------    North Vietnam Marine North Vietnam Marine North Vietnam Marine North Vietnam Marine 
Generals didn't fuck McCain in the ass at the Hanoi Hilton or force Generals didn't fuck McCain in the ass at the Hanoi Hilton or force Generals didn't fuck McCain in the ass at the Hanoi Hilton or force Generals didn't fuck McCain in the ass at the Hanoi Hilton or force 
McCain to suck thier Dicks! But General McCain ordered Niger McCain to suck thier Dicks! But General McCain ordered Niger McCain to suck thier Dicks! But General McCain ordered Niger McCain to suck thier Dicks! But General McCain ordered Niger 
Marines in Iraq and Afghan to fuck Muslim Men in the ass and Marines in Iraq and Afghan to fuck Muslim Men in the ass and Marines in Iraq and Afghan to fuck Muslim Men in the ass and Marines in Iraq and Afghan to fuck Muslim Men in the ass and 
make then suck their dicks... One POW to another hu... You BetYa!! make then suck their dicks... One POW to another hu... You BetYa!! make then suck their dicks... One POW to another hu... You BetYa!! make then suck their dicks... One POW to another hu... You BetYa!! 
As Sara Palin would say! War is Hell.As Sara Palin would say! War is Hell.As Sara Palin would say! War is Hell.As Sara Palin would say! War is Hell.    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> McCain was at the Hanoi <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> McCain was at the Hanoi <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> McCain was at the Hanoi <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> McCain was at the Hanoi 
Hilton for this Vietnam War Protest Hilton for this Vietnam War Protest Hilton for this Vietnam War Protest Hilton for this Vietnam War Protest ------------    North Vietnam Marine North Vietnam Marine North Vietnam Marine North Vietnam Marine 
Generals didn't fuck McCain in the ass at the Hanoi Hilton or force Generals didn't fuck McCain in the ass at the Hanoi Hilton or force Generals didn't fuck McCain in the ass at the Hanoi Hilton or force Generals didn't fuck McCain in the ass at the Hanoi Hilton or force 
McCain to suck thier Dicks! But General McCain ordered Niger McCain to suck thier Dicks! But General McCain ordered Niger McCain to suck thier Dicks! But General McCain ordered Niger McCain to suck thier Dicks! But General McCain ordered Niger 
Marines in Iraq and Afghan to fuck Muslim Men in the ass and Marines in Iraq and Afghan to fuck Muslim Men in the ass and Marines in Iraq and Afghan to fuck Muslim Men in the ass and Marines in Iraq and Afghan to fuck Muslim Men in the ass and 
make then suck their dicks... One POW to another hu... You BetYa!! make then suck their dicks... One POW to another hu... You BetYa!! make then suck their dicks... One POW to another hu... You BetYa!! make then suck their dicks... One POW to another hu... You BetYa!! 
As Sara Palin would say! War is Hell.As Sara Palin would say! War is Hell.As Sara Palin would say! War is Hell.As Sara Palin would say! War is Hell.    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> McCain was at the Hanoi <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> McCain was at the Hanoi <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> McCain was at the Hanoi <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> McCain was at the Hanoi 
Hilton for this Vietnam War Protest Hilton for this Vietnam War Protest Hilton for this Vietnam War Protest Hilton for this Vietnam War Protest ------------    North Vietnam Marine North Vietnam Marine North Vietnam Marine North Vietnam Marine 
Generals didn't fuck McCain in the ass at the Hanoi Hilton or force Generals didn't fuck McCain in the ass at the Hanoi Hilton or force Generals didn't fuck McCain in the ass at the Hanoi Hilton or force Generals didn't fuck McCain in the ass at the Hanoi Hilton or force 
McCain to suck thier Dicks! But General McCain ordered Niger McCain to suck thier Dicks! But General McCain ordered Niger McCain to suck thier Dicks! But General McCain ordered Niger McCain to suck thier Dicks! But General McCain ordered Niger 
Marines in Iraq and Afghan to fuck Muslim Men in the ass and Marines in Iraq and Afghan to fuck Muslim Men in the ass and Marines in Iraq and Afghan to fuck Muslim Men in the ass and Marines in Iraq and Afghan to fuck Muslim Men in the ass and 
make then suck their dicks... One POW to another hu... You BetYa!! make then suck their dicks... One POW to another hu... You BetYa!! make then suck their dicks... One POW to another hu... You BetYa!! make then suck their dicks... One POW to another hu... You BetYa!! 
As Sara Palin would say! War is Hell.As Sara Palin would say! War is Hell.As Sara Palin would say! War is Hell.As Sara Palin would say! War is Hell.    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> McCain was driving down a LA <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> McCain was driving down a LA <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> McCain was driving down a LA <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> McCain was driving down a LA 
Freeway and Passed by a Fiery LA Wreck not even thinking he was Freeway and Passed by a Fiery LA Wreck not even thinking he was Freeway and Passed by a Fiery LA Wreck not even thinking he was Freeway and Passed by a Fiery LA Wreck not even thinking he was 
the General with the match who just poured gasoline over this SUVthe General with the match who just poured gasoline over this SUVthe General with the match who just poured gasoline over this SUVthe General with the match who just poured gasoline over this SUV…………    
like a NIGER like a NIGER like a NIGER like a NIGER ----    never thinking! Smell the burnt flesh... this is war on never thinking! Smell the burnt flesh... this is war on never thinking! Smell the burnt flesh... this is war on never thinking! Smell the burnt flesh... this is war on 
the LA Freeways and McCain and Palin are tossing gasoline bombs the LA Freeways and McCain and Palin are tossing gasoline bombs the LA Freeways and McCain and Palin are tossing gasoline bombs the LA Freeways and McCain and Palin are tossing gasoline bombs 
at mom and dad in thier Toyota Prius! at mom and dad in thier Toyota Prius! at mom and dad in thier Toyota Prius! at mom and dad in thier Toyota Prius!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> At Fort Hood, Dr Linnerooth <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> At Fort Hood, Dr Linnerooth <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> At Fort Hood, Dr Linnerooth <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> At Fort Hood, Dr Linnerooth 
treated a Marine whose job in Iraq was to recover the bodies of treated a Marine whose job in Iraq was to recover the bodies of treated a Marine whose job in Iraq was to recover the bodies of treated a Marine whose job in Iraq was to recover the bodies of 
soldiers. His patient was devastated by one particular loss, Dr. soldiers. His patient was devastated by one particular loss, Dr. soldiers. His patient was devastated by one particular loss, Dr. soldiers. His patient was devastated by one particular loss, Dr. 
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Linnerooth said. "He had picked up this corpse that was so badly Linnerooth said. "He had picked up this corpse that was so badly Linnerooth said. "He had picked up this corpse that was so badly Linnerooth said. "He had picked up this corpse that was so badly 
burned, it weighed about 20 pounds," he said. "He was this big, burned, it weighed about 20 pounds," he said. "He was this big, burned, it weighed about 20 pounds," he said. "He was this big, burned, it weighed about 20 pounds," he said. "He was this big, 
tough, awesome guy. For him, it was like picking up his daughter. tough, awesome guy. For him, it was like picking up his daughter. tough, awesome guy. For him, it was like picking up his daughter. tough, awesome guy. For him, it was like picking up his daughter. 
That was an extreme case. But you get those at least once or twice a That was an extreme case. But you get those at least once or twice a That was an extreme case. But you get those at least once or twice a That was an extreme case. But you get those at least once or twice a 
week." week." week." week."     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Dr Linnerooth knows LA Fiery <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Dr Linnerooth knows LA Fiery <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Dr Linnerooth knows LA Fiery <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Dr Linnerooth knows LA Fiery 
Wreck victims are burned and burned to death... by his own Wreck victims are burned and burned to death... by his own Wreck victims are burned and burned to death... by his own Wreck victims are burned and burned to death... by his own 
government. Once or twice a day in LA. government. Once or twice a day in LA. government. Once or twice a day in LA. government. Once or twice a day in LA.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> YALE MEDICAL SCHOOL <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> YALE MEDICAL SCHOOL <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> YALE MEDICAL SCHOOL <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> YALE MEDICAL SCHOOL 
COLORADO UNIVERSITY NEXT YEAR FRESHMAN AT BOTH WILL HAVE COLORADO UNIVERSITY NEXT YEAR FRESHMAN AT BOTH WILL HAVE COLORADO UNIVERSITY NEXT YEAR FRESHMAN AT BOTH WILL HAVE COLORADO UNIVERSITY NEXT YEAR FRESHMAN AT BOTH WILL HAVE 
CADAVERSCADAVERSCADAVERSCADAVERS    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> YALE MEDICAL SCHOOL <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> YALE MEDICAL SCHOOL <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> YALE MEDICAL SCHOOL <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> YALE MEDICAL SCHOOL 
COLORADO UNIVERSITY NEXT YEAR FRESHMAN AT BOTH WILL HAVE COLORADO UNIVERSITY NEXT YEAR FRESHMAN AT BOTH WILL HAVE COLORADO UNIVERSITY NEXT YEAR FRESHMAN AT BOTH WILL HAVE COLORADO UNIVERSITY NEXT YEAR FRESHMAN AT BOTH WILL HAVE 
CADAVERSCADAVERSCADAVERSCADAVERS    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> YALE MEDICAL SCHOOL <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> YALE MEDICAL SCHOOL <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> YALE MEDICAL SCHOOL <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> YALE MEDICAL SCHOOL 
COLORADO UNIVERSITY NEXT YEAR FRESHMAN AT BOTH WILL HAVE COLORADO UNIVERSITY NEXT YEAR FRESHMAN AT BOTH WILL HAVE COLORADO UNIVERSITY NEXT YEAR FRESHMAN AT BOTH WILL HAVE COLORADO UNIVERSITY NEXT YEAR FRESHMAN AT BOTH WILL HAVE 
CADAVERS CADAVERS CADAVERS CADAVERS     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Saudi Arabia with its free <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Saudi Arabia with its free <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Saudi Arabia with its free <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Saudi Arabia with its free 
University is a failure for Humanity and God. University is a failure for Humanity and God. University is a failure for Humanity and God. University is a failure for Humanity and God.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Screaming "God is Great" the <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Screaming "God is Great" the <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Screaming "God is Great" the <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Screaming "God is Great" the 
9/11 guys from Saudi Arabia all Screamed this flying into the 9/11 guys from Saudi Arabia all Screamed this flying into the 9/11 guys from Saudi Arabia all Screamed this flying into the 9/11 guys from Saudi Arabia all Screamed this flying into the 
World Trade Center Building. World Trade Center Building. World Trade Center Building. World Trade Center Building.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar 
was officially suppressed in NYC and DC by Nigers! was officially suppressed in NYC and DC by Nigers! was officially suppressed in NYC and DC by Nigers! was officially suppressed in NYC and DC by Nigers!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Regrets<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Regrets<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Regrets<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Regrets…………    9/11 and Fort Hood 9/11 and Fort Hood 9/11 and Fort Hood 9/11 and Fort Hood 
shooting would never have happened if in 1980 FORD would have shooting would never have happened if in 1980 FORD would have shooting would never have happened if in 1980 FORD would have shooting would never have happened if in 1980 FORD would have 
come out with a couple ElectricWindmillCar Models. come out with a couple ElectricWindmillCar Models. come out with a couple ElectricWindmillCar Models. come out with a couple ElectricWindmillCar Models.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yes! The nigers at FORD knew <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yes! The nigers at FORD knew <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yes! The nigers at FORD knew <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yes! The nigers at FORD knew 
about the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 and followed the News about the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 and followed the News about the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 and followed the News about the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 and followed the News 
about John Lennon in 1980 too. about John Lennon in 1980 too. about John Lennon in 1980 too. about John Lennon in 1980 too.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> BILL GATES THE PARASITE <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> BILL GATES THE PARASITE <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> BILL GATES THE PARASITE <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> BILL GATES THE PARASITE 
COULD NOT SURVIVE the "Inventor Operating System" invented by COULD NOT SURVIVE the "Inventor Operating System" invented by COULD NOT SURVIVE the "Inventor Operating System" invented by COULD NOT SURVIVE the "Inventor Operating System" invented by 
GREG BUELL LOVESTAR GREG BUELL LOVESTAR GREG BUELL LOVESTAR GREG BUELL LOVESTAR ------------------------------------    in 1980. 1,001 Invention Projects in 1980. 1,001 Invention Projects in 1980. 1,001 Invention Projects in 1980. 1,001 Invention Projects 
loaded on the PC you bought in 1980 this is not Bill Gates. Yale loaded on the PC you bought in 1980 this is not Bill Gates. Yale loaded on the PC you bought in 1980 this is not Bill Gates. Yale loaded on the PC you bought in 1980 this is not Bill Gates. Yale 
Failed Humanity in the Real World and killed Tens of Millions in Failed Humanity in the Real World and killed Tens of Millions in Failed Humanity in the Real World and killed Tens of Millions in Failed Humanity in the Real World and killed Tens of Millions in 
this Failure!this Failure!this Failure!this Failure!    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> The parasites could not survive <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> The parasites could not survive <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> The parasites could not survive <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> The parasites could not survive 
outside mosquitoes. So the "vaccination" had to be delivered by outside mosquitoes. So the "vaccination" had to be delivered by outside mosquitoes. So the "vaccination" had to be delivered by outside mosquitoes. So the "vaccination" had to be delivered by 
mosquito bite, not needle. And because just one parasite at a time mosquito bite, not needle. And because just one parasite at a time mosquito bite, not needle. And because just one parasite at a time mosquito bite, not needle. And because just one parasite at a time 
fits down a proboscis, each bite delivers just a few Because the world fits down a proboscis, each bite delivers just a few Because the world fits down a proboscis, each bite delivers just a few Because the world fits down a proboscis, each bite delivers just a few Because the world 
now fights malaria now fights malaria now fights malaria now fights malaria ----    ineptly ineptly ineptly ineptly ----    with nets, insecticides and drugs, a with nets, insecticides and drugs, a with nets, insecticides and drugs, a with nets, insecticides and drugs, a 
vaccine is desperately needed. As many as 70 experimental vaccine is desperately needed. As many as 70 experimental vaccine is desperately needed. As many as 70 experimental vaccine is desperately needed. As many as 70 experimental 
programs programs programs programs exist around the world; eight rival projects are being exist around the world; eight rival projects are being exist around the world; eight rival projects are being exist around the world; eight rival projects are being 
supported by the Malaria Vaccine Initiative, which was established supported by the Malaria Vaccine Initiative, which was established supported by the Malaria Vaccine Initiative, which was established supported by the Malaria Vaccine Initiative, which was established 
in 1999 with money from the Gates Foundation. Sanaria's is the in 1999 with money from the Gates Foundation. Sanaria's is the in 1999 with money from the Gates Foundation. Sanaria's is the in 1999 with money from the Gates Foundation. Sanaria's is the 
sole vaccine using the whole parasite. Injected into a capillary, it sole vaccine using the whole parasite. Injected into a capillary, it sole vaccine using the whole parasite. Injected into a capillary, it sole vaccine using the whole parasite. Injected into a capillary, it 
rides the bloodstream to the liver and starts making proteins. But rides the bloodstream to the liver and starts making proteins. But rides the bloodstream to the liver and starts making proteins. But rides the bloodstream to the liver and starts making proteins. But 
after about three days, it stops, and it never floods the blood with after about three days, it stops, and it never floods the blood with after about three days, it stops, and it never floods the blood with after about three days, it stops, and it never floods the blood with 
copies of itself. Radiationcopies of itself. Radiationcopies of itself. Radiationcopies of itself. Radiation----weakened parasites have protected many weakened parasites have protected many weakened parasites have protected many weakened parasites have protected many 
lab mice and a handful of humans, but making a vaccine that lab mice and a handful of humans, but making a vaccine that lab mice and a handful of humans, but making a vaccine that lab mice and a handful of humans, but making a vaccine that 
can be masscan be masscan be masscan be mass----produced is a huge challenge. The lucrative market is produced is a huge challenge. The lucrative market is produced is a huge challenge. The lucrative market is produced is a huge challenge. The lucrative market is 
made up of tourists and the world's military forces. The larger goal made up of tourists and the world's military forces. The larger goal made up of tourists and the world's military forces. The larger goal made up of tourists and the world's military forces. The larger goal 
is to protect the 3,000 children who die of malaria each day. is to protect the 3,000 children who die of malaria each day. is to protect the 3,000 children who die of malaria each day. is to protect the 3,000 children who die of malaria each day.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> BILL GATES THE PARASITE <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> BILL GATES THE PARASITE <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> BILL GATES THE PARASITE <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> BILL GATES THE PARASITE 
COULD NOT SURVIVE the "Inventor Operating System" invented by COULD NOT SURVIVE the "Inventor Operating System" invented by COULD NOT SURVIVE the "Inventor Operating System" invented by COULD NOT SURVIVE the "Inventor Operating System" invented by 
GREG BUELL LOVESTAR GREG BUELL LOVESTAR GREG BUELL LOVESTAR GREG BUELL LOVESTAR ------------------------------------    in 1980 1,001 Invention Projects in 1980 1,001 Invention Projects in 1980 1,001 Invention Projects in 1980 1,001 Invention Projects 
loaded on the PC you bought in 1980 this is not Bill Gates. Yale loaded on the PC you bought in 1980 this is not Bill Gates. Yale loaded on the PC you bought in 1980 this is not Bill Gates. Yale loaded on the PC you bought in 1980 this is not Bill Gates. Yale 
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Failed Humanity in the Real World and killed Tens of Millions in Failed Humanity in the Real World and killed Tens of Millions in Failed Humanity in the Real World and killed Tens of Millions in Failed Humanity in the Real World and killed Tens of Millions in 
this Failure! this Failure! this Failure! this Failure!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Roche the Swiss drug maker <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Roche the Swiss drug maker <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Roche the Swiss drug maker <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Roche the Swiss drug maker 
could not survive GREG BUELL LOVESTAR inventing a Rx Penicillin could not survive GREG BUELL LOVESTAR inventing a Rx Penicillin could not survive GREG BUELL LOVESTAR inventing a Rx Penicillin could not survive GREG BUELL LOVESTAR inventing a Rx Penicillin 
Overnight Miracle Cure for MalariaOvernight Miracle Cure for MalariaOvernight Miracle Cure for MalariaOvernight Miracle Cure for Malaria…………    Roche lucrative market is Roche lucrative market is Roche lucrative market is Roche lucrative market is 
made up of tourists and the world's military forces. The larger goal made up of tourists and the world's military forces. The larger goal made up of tourists and the world's military forces. The larger goal made up of tourists and the world's military forces. The larger goal 
is to protect the 3,000 children who die of malaria each day. is to protect the 3,000 children who die of malaria each day. is to protect the 3,000 children who die of malaria each day. is to protect the 3,000 children who die of malaria each day.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> SWISS BANKERS WILL NOT <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> SWISS BANKERS WILL NOT <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> SWISS BANKERS WILL NOT <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> SWISS BANKERS WILL NOT 
SURVIVE the Geneva Oil Genocide Trials $$$$$$$$$$$$ SURVIVE the Geneva Oil Genocide Trials $$$$$$$$$$$$ SURVIVE the Geneva Oil Genocide Trials $$$$$$$$$$$$ SURVIVE the Geneva Oil Genocide Trials $$$$$$$$$$$$     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Sony said it aims to be <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Sony said it aims to be <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Sony said it aims to be <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Sony said it aims to be 
profitable in gaming and flatprofitable in gaming and flatprofitable in gaming and flatprofitable in gaming and flat----panel TVs by the fiscal year ending panel TVs by the fiscal year ending panel TVs by the fiscal year ending panel TVs by the fiscal year ending 
March 2011, pushing 3March 2011, pushing 3March 2011, pushing 3March 2011, pushing 3----D technology as a way to showcase its D technology as a way to showcase its D technology as a way to showcase its D technology as a way to showcase its 
strength in entertainment and surface from deep losses. strength in entertainment and surface from deep losses. strength in entertainment and surface from deep losses. strength in entertainment and surface from deep losses.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> "Our work is already bearing <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> "Our work is already bearing <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> "Our work is already bearing <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> "Our work is already bearing 
fruit," Chief Executive Howard Stringer said Thursday in outlining fruit," Chief Executive Howard Stringer said Thursday in outlining fruit," Chief Executive Howard Stringer said Thursday in outlining fruit," Chief Executive Howard Stringer said Thursday in outlining 
Sony's turnaround strategy at the electronics giant's Tokyo Sony's turnaround strategy at the electronics giant's Tokyo Sony's turnaround strategy at the electronics giant's Tokyo Sony's turnaround strategy at the electronics giant's Tokyo 
headquarters. "We still have more work to do." headquarters. "We still have more work to do." headquarters. "We still have more work to do." headquarters. "We still have more work to do."     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> OCZ Technology today released <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> OCZ Technology today released <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> OCZ Technology today released <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> OCZ Technology today released 
the Colossus 3.5" Solid State Drive (SSD) Series, designed to meet the the Colossus 3.5" Solid State Drive (SSD) Series, designed to meet the the Colossus 3.5" Solid State Drive (SSD) Series, designed to meet the the Colossus 3.5" Solid State Drive (SSD) Series, designed to meet the 
performance and storage demands of highperformance and storage demands of highperformance and storage demands of highperformance and storage demands of high----end desktop users and end desktop users and end desktop users and end desktop users and 
enterprise clients. "The new Colossus Series is designed to boost enterprise clients. "The new Colossus Series is designed to boost enterprise clients. "The new Colossus Series is designed to boost enterprise clients. "The new Colossus Series is designed to boost 
desktop and workstation performance and is for high power users desktop and workstation performance and is for high power users desktop and workstation performance and is for high power users desktop and workstation performance and is for high power users 
that put a premium on speed, reliability and maximum storage that put a premium on speed, reliability and maximum storage that put a premium on speed, reliability and maximum storage that put a premium on speed, reliability and maximum storage 
capacity," said Eugene Chang, VP of Product Management at the capacity," said Eugene Chang, VP of Product Management at the capacity," said Eugene Chang, VP of Product Management at the capacity," said Eugene Chang, VP of Product Management at the 
OCZ Technology Group. "The Colossus coreOCZ Technology Group. "The Colossus coreOCZ Technology Group. "The Colossus coreOCZ Technology Group. "The Colossus core----architecture is also architecture is also architecture is also architecture is also 
available to enterprise clients with locked BOMs (build of available to enterprise clients with locked BOMs (build of available to enterprise clients with locked BOMs (build of available to enterprise clients with locked BOMs (build of 
materials) and customized firmware to match their unique materials) and customized firmware to match their unique materials) and customized firmware to match their unique materials) and customized firmware to match their unique 
applications." In addition to capacities up to 1TB applications." In addition to capacities up to 1TB applications." In addition to capacities up to 1TB applications." In addition to capacities up to 1TB     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Sony said it aims to be <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Sony said it aims to be <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Sony said it aims to be <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Sony said it aims to be 
profitable in gaming and flatprofitable in gaming and flatprofitable in gaming and flatprofitable in gaming and flat----panel TVs by the fiscal year ending panel TVs by the fiscal year ending panel TVs by the fiscal year ending panel TVs by the fiscal year ending 
March 2011, pushing 3March 2011, pushing 3March 2011, pushing 3March 2011, pushing 3----D technology as a way to showcase its D technology as a way to showcase its D technology as a way to showcase its D technology as a way to showcase its 
strength in entertainment and surface from deep losses. strength in entertainment and surface from deep losses. strength in entertainment and surface from deep losses. strength in entertainment and surface from deep losses.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Colossus 3.5" Solid State Drive <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Colossus 3.5" Solid State Drive <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Colossus 3.5" Solid State Drive <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Colossus 3.5" Solid State Drive 
(SSD) Series in your Sony LCD TV with 100's of Movies is what we (SSD) Series in your Sony LCD TV with 100's of Movies is what we (SSD) Series in your Sony LCD TV with 100's of Movies is what we (SSD) Series in your Sony LCD TV with 100's of Movies is what we 
want! want! want! want!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Colossus 3.5" Solid State Drive <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Colossus 3.5" Solid State Drive <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Colossus 3.5" Solid State Drive <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Colossus 3.5" Solid State Drive 
(SSD) Series in your Sony LCD TV with 100's of Movies is what we (SSD) Series in your Sony LCD TV with 100's of Movies is what we (SSD) Series in your Sony LCD TV with 100's of Movies is what we (SSD) Series in your Sony LCD TV with 100's of Movies is what we 
want! want! want! want!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Colossus 3.5" Solid State Drive <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Colossus 3.5" Solid State Drive <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Colossus 3.5" Solid State Drive <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Colossus 3.5" Solid State Drive 
(SSD) Series in your Sony LCD TV with 100's of Movies is what we (SSD) Series in your Sony LCD TV with 100's of Movies is what we (SSD) Series in your Sony LCD TV with 100's of Movies is what we (SSD) Series in your Sony LCD TV with 100's of Movies is what we 
want! want! want! want!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> AA batteries in our Sony <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> AA batteries in our Sony <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> AA batteries in our Sony <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> AA batteries in our Sony 
Walkman mp3 player Walkman mp3 player Walkman mp3 player Walkman mp3 player     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> AA Batteries in our Sony <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> AA Batteries in our Sony <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> AA Batteries in our Sony <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> AA Batteries in our Sony 
Netbook Netbook Netbook Netbook     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Outdoor <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Outdoor <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Outdoor <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Outdoor ----    indoor LCD screen indoor LCD screen indoor LCD screen indoor LCD screen 
for our Sony Netbook and Large Screen LCD TV Monitor for our Sony Netbook and Large Screen LCD TV Monitor for our Sony Netbook and Large Screen LCD TV Monitor for our Sony Netbook and Large Screen LCD TV Monitor     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Verizon Cell phone in our Sony <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Verizon Cell phone in our Sony <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Verizon Cell phone in our Sony <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Verizon Cell phone in our Sony 
NetbookNetbookNetbookNetbook…………    just a plug in for our Verizon cell phone would be nice I just a plug in for our Verizon cell phone would be nice I just a plug in for our Verizon cell phone would be nice I just a plug in for our Verizon cell phone would be nice I 
can write the software program for this feature if only Sony will let can write the software program for this feature if only Sony will let can write the software program for this feature if only Sony will let can write the software program for this feature if only Sony will let 
me plug in my Verizon Cell phone into their Sony Netbook. me plug in my Verizon Cell phone into their Sony Netbook. me plug in my Verizon Cell phone into their Sony Netbook. me plug in my Verizon Cell phone into their Sony Netbook.     
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<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> AA Batteries you watch the <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> AA Batteries you watch the <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> AA Batteries you watch the <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> AA Batteries you watch the 
Iphone ads, about apps for movies but you can only watch 1 movie Iphone ads, about apps for movies but you can only watch 1 movie Iphone ads, about apps for movies but you can only watch 1 movie Iphone ads, about apps for movies but you can only watch 1 movie 
on your Iphone then it's DEAD on your Iphone then it's DEAD on your Iphone then it's DEAD on your Iphone then it's DEAD     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> A report from computer <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> A report from computer <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> A report from computer <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> A report from computer 
warranty firm Square Trade shows that Apple could only manage warranty firm Square Trade shows that Apple could only manage warranty firm Square Trade shows that Apple could only manage warranty firm Square Trade shows that Apple could only manage 
fourth place, behind Asus, Toshiba and Sony, in terms of laptop fourth place, behind Asus, Toshiba and Sony, in terms of laptop fourth place, behind Asus, Toshiba and Sony, in terms of laptop fourth place, behind Asus, Toshiba and Sony, in terms of laptop 
reliability. The research also shows that a third of all laptops are reliability. The research also shows that a third of all laptops are reliability. The research also shows that a third of all laptops are reliability. The research also shows that a third of all laptops are 
likely to fail within three years of purchase. likely to fail within three years of purchase. likely to fail within three years of purchase. likely to fail within three years of purchase.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> At Yale College, enrollment of <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> At Yale College, enrollment of <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> At Yale College, enrollment of <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> At Yale College, enrollment of 
international students has gone up slightly to 454 in the 2008international students has gone up slightly to 454 in the 2008international students has gone up slightly to 454 in the 2008international students has gone up slightly to 454 in the 2008----''''09 09 09 09 
academic year from 450 in the 2007academic year from 450 in the 2007academic year from 450 in the 2007academic year from 450 in the 2007----''''08 academic year. But the 08 academic year. But the 08 academic year. But the 08 academic year. But the 
overall number of international students in the United States overall number of international students in the United States overall number of international students in the United States overall number of international students in the United States 
increased by 8 percent to an allincreased by 8 percent to an allincreased by 8 percent to an allincreased by 8 percent to an all----time high of 671 time high of 671 time high of 671 time high of 671     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Sony kids at Yale must be <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Sony kids at Yale must be <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Sony kids at Yale must be <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Sony kids at Yale must be 
taking Art not Anatomy and Physiology. taking Art not Anatomy and Physiology. taking Art not Anatomy and Physiology. taking Art not Anatomy and Physiology.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Trump casinos teen prostitutes <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Trump casinos teen prostitutes <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Trump casinos teen prostitutes <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Trump casinos teen prostitutes 
here will be working on Thanksgiving Day 2009. I will sent cops here will be working on Thanksgiving Day 2009. I will sent cops here will be working on Thanksgiving Day 2009. I will sent cops here will be working on Thanksgiving Day 2009. I will sent cops 
burned in gasoline to arrest Trump for being a pimp! And I will put burned in gasoline to arrest Trump for being a pimp! And I will put burned in gasoline to arrest Trump for being a pimp! And I will put burned in gasoline to arrest Trump for being a pimp! And I will put 
all the videos of this Trump sex on YouTube after the all the videos of this Trump sex on YouTube after the all the videos of this Trump sex on YouTube after the all the videos of this Trump sex on YouTube after the 
ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR coup. The three Atlantic City casinos ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR coup. The three Atlantic City casinos ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR coup. The three Atlantic City casinos ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR coup. The three Atlantic City casinos ----    
Trump Taj Mahal Casino Resort, Trump Plaza Hotel and Casino Trump Taj Mahal Casino Resort, Trump Plaza Hotel and Casino Trump Taj Mahal Casino Resort, Trump Plaza Hotel and Casino Trump Taj Mahal Casino Resort, Trump Plaza Hotel and Casino 
and Trump Marina Hotel Casino and Trump Marina Hotel Casino and Trump Marina Hotel Casino and Trump Marina Hotel Casino ----    will continue to use the Trump will continue to use the Trump will continue to use the Trump will continue to use the Trump 
name just not Teen Prostitutes after the ElectricWindmillCar coup! name just not Teen Prostitutes after the ElectricWindmillCar coup! name just not Teen Prostitutes after the ElectricWindmillCar coup! name just not Teen Prostitutes after the ElectricWindmillCar coup!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> FBI <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> FBI <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> FBI <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> FBI ------------------------    is Helpless against is Helpless against is Helpless against is Helpless against 
TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> DONALD TRUMP IN THAILAND <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> DONALD TRUMP IN THAILAND <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> DONALD TRUMP IN THAILAND <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> DONALD TRUMP IN THAILAND 
HAVING SEX WITH KIDS HAVING SEX WITH KIDS HAVING SEX WITH KIDS HAVING SEX WITH KIDS ----    GENEVA WOULD NEVER REPORT THIS IN GENEVA WOULD NEVER REPORT THIS IN GENEVA WOULD NEVER REPORT THIS IN GENEVA WOULD NEVER REPORT THIS IN 
THE UN NEWS THE UN NEWS THE UN NEWS THE UN NEWS     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Shingles (Aka: herpes zoster) is <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Shingles (Aka: herpes zoster) is <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Shingles (Aka: herpes zoster) is <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Shingles (Aka: herpes zoster) is 
caused by a retrograde transport of the chicken pox virus from the caused by a retrograde transport of the chicken pox virus from the caused by a retrograde transport of the chicken pox virus from the caused by a retrograde transport of the chicken pox virus from the 
ganglia (nerve root) to the skin. Ten to 30% of people develop ganglia (nerve root) to the skin. Ten to 30% of people develop ganglia (nerve root) to the skin. Ten to 30% of people develop ganglia (nerve root) to the skin. Ten to 30% of people develop 
Shingles in their lifetime and most of the time it occurs in the Shingles in their lifetime and most of the time it occurs in the Shingles in their lifetime and most of the time it occurs in the Shingles in their lifetime and most of the time it occurs in the 
elderly. Normal aging causes immunity against zoster to go down. elderly. Normal aging causes immunity against zoster to go down. elderly. Normal aging causes immunity against zoster to go down. elderly. Normal aging causes immunity against zoster to go down. 
Shingles causes a discrete rash that can be painful and lasts Shingles causes a discrete rash that can be painful and lasts Shingles causes a discrete rash that can be painful and lasts Shingles causes a discrete rash that can be painful and lasts 
several weeks. Twenty percent of people develop postherpetic several weeks. Twenty percent of people develop postherpetic several weeks. Twenty percent of people develop postherpetic several weeks. Twenty percent of people develop postherpetic 
neuralgia, a painful condition that can last long after the neuralgia, a painful condition that can last long after the neuralgia, a painful condition that can last long after the neuralgia, a painful condition that can last long after the 
Shingles outbreak. In 2006 a Shingles vaccine called Zostavax was Shingles outbreak. In 2006 a Shingles vaccine called Zostavax was Shingles outbreak. In 2006 a Shingles vaccine called Zostavax was Shingles outbreak. In 2006 a Shingles vaccine called Zostavax was 
approved by the FDA. approved by the FDA. approved by the FDA. approved by the FDA.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Paul Allen, co<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Paul Allen, co<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Paul Allen, co<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Paul Allen, co----founder of founder of founder of founder of 
Microsoft, has reportedly begun treatment for nonMicrosoft, has reportedly begun treatment for nonMicrosoft, has reportedly begun treatment for nonMicrosoft, has reportedly begun treatment for non----Hodgkin's Hodgkin's Hodgkin's Hodgkin's 
lymphoma, a cancer of the body's lymphatic system. This is not his lymphoma, a cancer of the body's lymphatic system. This is not his lymphoma, a cancer of the body's lymphatic system. This is not his lymphoma, a cancer of the body's lymphatic system. This is not his 
first battle with cancer. Allen was diagnosed with Hodgkin's first battle with cancer. Allen was diagnosed with Hodgkin's first battle with cancer. Allen was diagnosed with Hodgkin's first battle with cancer. Allen was diagnosed with Hodgkin's 
disease disease disease disease -------- a different type of lymphoma  a different type of lymphoma  a different type of lymphoma  a different type of lymphoma     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 17th RICHEST MAN IN THE USA <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 17th RICHEST MAN IN THE USA <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 17th RICHEST MAN IN THE USA <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 17th RICHEST MAN IN THE USA 
PAUL ALLEN WILL DIE BECAUSE HE SUPPRESSED THE PAUL ALLEN WILL DIE BECAUSE HE SUPPRESSED THE PAUL ALLEN WILL DIE BECAUSE HE SUPPRESSED THE PAUL ALLEN WILL DIE BECAUSE HE SUPPRESSED THE 
ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR in 1980...ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR in 1980...ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR in 1980...ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR in 1980...    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 17th RICHEST MAN IN THE USA <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 17th RICHEST MAN IN THE USA <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 17th RICHEST MAN IN THE USA <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 17th RICHEST MAN IN THE USA 
PAUL ALLEN WILL DIE BECAUSE HE SUPPRESSED THE PAUL ALLEN WILL DIE BECAUSE HE SUPPRESSED THE PAUL ALLEN WILL DIE BECAUSE HE SUPPRESSED THE PAUL ALLEN WILL DIE BECAUSE HE SUPPRESSED THE 
ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR in 1980...ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR in 1980...ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR in 1980...ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR in 1980...    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 17th RICHEST MAN IN THE USA <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 17th RICHEST MAN IN THE USA <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 17th RICHEST MAN IN THE USA <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 17th RICHEST MAN IN THE USA 
PAUL ALLEN WILL DIE BECAUSE HE SUPPRESSED THE PAUL ALLEN WILL DIE BECAUSE HE SUPPRESSED THE PAUL ALLEN WILL DIE BECAUSE HE SUPPRESSED THE PAUL ALLEN WILL DIE BECAUSE HE SUPPRESSED THE 
ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR in 1980... ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR in 1980... ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR in 1980... ELECTRICWINDMILLCAR in 1980...     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> In Boulder COLORADO Edge <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> In Boulder COLORADO Edge <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> In Boulder COLORADO Edge <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> In Boulder COLORADO Edge 
and Bruno having sex with boys in Thailand, set up A Avalanche and Bruno having sex with boys in Thailand, set up A Avalanche and Bruno having sex with boys in Thailand, set up A Avalanche and Bruno having sex with boys in Thailand, set up A Avalanche 
Beacon factory in Thailand to be at home with the boys... grin. Beacon factory in Thailand to be at home with the boys... grin. Beacon factory in Thailand to be at home with the boys... grin. Beacon factory in Thailand to be at home with the boys... grin. 
NEWARK, New Jersey (AP) NEWARK, New Jersey (AP) NEWARK, New Jersey (AP) NEWARK, New Jersey (AP) ---- A New Jersey man who played Santa  A New Jersey man who played Santa  A New Jersey man who played Santa  A New Jersey man who played Santa 
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Claus at children's parties has been sentenced to nearly 20 years in Claus at children's parties has been sentenced to nearly 20 years in Claus at children's parties has been sentenced to nearly 20 years in Claus at children's parties has been sentenced to nearly 20 years in 
prison for traveling to Thailand to have sex with boys. Wayne prison for traveling to Thailand to have sex with boys. Wayne prison for traveling to Thailand to have sex with boys. Wayne prison for traveling to Thailand to have sex with boys. Wayne 
Corliss was captured at his New Jersey apartment in May 2008 after Corliss was captured at his New Jersey apartment in May 2008 after Corliss was captured at his New Jersey apartment in May 2008 after Corliss was captured at his New Jersey apartment in May 2008 after 
a worldwide manhunt led by Interpol. His arrest came two days a worldwide manhunt led by Interpol. His arrest came two days a worldwide manhunt led by Interpol. His arrest came two days a worldwide manhunt led by Interpol. His arrest came two days 
after the agency took the rare step of asking for the public's help by after the agency took the rare step of asking for the public's help by after the agency took the rare step of asking for the public's help by after the agency took the rare step of asking for the public's help by 
releasing photos found on someone's computer. releasing photos found on someone's computer. releasing photos found on someone's computer. releasing photos found on someone's computer.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Senator on TV said we all <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Senator on TV said we all <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Senator on TV said we all <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Senator on TV said we all 
thought OJ would be found guilty. We all know Gang Rape by Niger thought OJ would be found guilty. We all know Gang Rape by Niger thought OJ would be found guilty. We all know Gang Rape by Niger thought OJ would be found guilty. We all know Gang Rape by Niger 
Football players have the same statistics in 2009 as 2008 as in 1980 Football players have the same statistics in 2009 as 2008 as in 1980 Football players have the same statistics in 2009 as 2008 as in 1980 Football players have the same statistics in 2009 as 2008 as in 1980 
when I invented the Electricwindmillcar yet this stats are soaked in when I invented the Electricwindmillcar yet this stats are soaked in when I invented the Electricwindmillcar yet this stats are soaked in when I invented the Electricwindmillcar yet this stats are soaked in 
gasoline and set on fire like the Stats of LA's Fiery Car wreck gasoline and set on fire like the Stats of LA's Fiery Car wreck gasoline and set on fire like the Stats of LA's Fiery Car wreck gasoline and set on fire like the Stats of LA's Fiery Car wreck 
caualisities of war! caualisities of war! caualisities of war! caualisities of war!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale University will eliminate <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale University will eliminate <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale University will eliminate <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale University will eliminate 
general admissions parking, instead offering pregeneral admissions parking, instead offering pregeneral admissions parking, instead offering pregeneral admissions parking, instead offering pre----paid parking paid parking paid parking paid parking 
passes, which are now available for purchase online or by phone. passes, which are now available for purchase online or by phone. passes, which are now available for purchase online or by phone. passes, which are now available for purchase online or by phone. 
The number of parking spots will remain the same as in previous The number of parking spots will remain the same as in previous The number of parking spots will remain the same as in previous The number of parking spots will remain the same as in previous 
years, at about 4,000, but Bamford said there should be less of a years, at about 4,000, but Bamford said there should be less of a years, at about 4,000, but Bamford said there should be less of a years, at about 4,000, but Bamford said there should be less of a 
rush when looking for spots because prerush when looking for spots because prerush when looking for spots because prerush when looking for spots because pre----paid passes are required. paid passes are required. paid passes are required. paid passes are required. 
The spots cost $15 for regular vehicles and $25 for buses and other The spots cost $15 for regular vehicles and $25 for buses and other The spots cost $15 for regular vehicles and $25 for buses and other The spots cost $15 for regular vehicles and $25 for buses and other 
oversize vehicles. But in order to buy these passes at all, fans must oversize vehicles. But in order to buy these passes at all, fans must oversize vehicles. But in order to buy these passes at all, fans must oversize vehicles. But in order to buy these passes at all, fans must 
either be Yale employees or students or buy at least two tickets to either be Yale employees or students or buy at least two tickets to either be Yale employees or students or buy at least two tickets to either be Yale employees or students or buy at least two tickets to 
The Game. Bamford said he realizes the added fees for parking, on The Game. Bamford said he realizes the added fees for parking, on The Game. Bamford said he realizes the added fees for parking, on The Game. Bamford said he realizes the added fees for parking, on 
top of the decreased number of parking spots, will be inconvenient top of the decreased number of parking spots, will be inconvenient top of the decreased number of parking spots, will be inconvenient top of the decreased number of parking spots, will be inconvenient 
for some fans this Saturday. for some fans this Saturday. for some fans this Saturday. for some fans this Saturday.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> MONEY <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> MONEY <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> MONEY <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> MONEY ------------ FOOTBALL PARKING  FOOTBALL PARKING  FOOTBALL PARKING  FOOTBALL PARKING 
MONEY MONEY MONEY MONEY ----        
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale when not a Failure to <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale when not a Failure to <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale when not a Failure to <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale when not a Failure to 
Humanity will build a New Trillion Dollar Medical School over the Humanity will build a New Trillion Dollar Medical School over the Humanity will build a New Trillion Dollar Medical School over the Humanity will build a New Trillion Dollar Medical School over the 
Football Stadium and not graduate Niger MD's who did not pass Football Stadium and not graduate Niger MD's who did not pass Football Stadium and not graduate Niger MD's who did not pass Football Stadium and not graduate Niger MD's who did not pass 
but were pass by a Niger who is our current Orwellian Commander but were pass by a Niger who is our current Orwellian Commander but were pass by a Niger who is our current Orwellian Commander but were pass by a Niger who is our current Orwellian Commander 
in Chief. in Chief. in Chief. in Chief.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure ---------------- Rx Penicillin Miracle  Rx Penicillin Miracle  Rx Penicillin Miracle  Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure ---------------- Rx Penicillin Miracle  Rx Penicillin Miracle  Rx Penicillin Miracle  Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Cure ---------------- Rx Penicillin Miracle  Rx Penicillin Miracle  Rx Penicillin Miracle  Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Failed in the Real World <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Failed in the Real World <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Failed in the Real World <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Failed in the Real World ----
-------------------- 40k women tortured to death since the Niger Obama was  40k women tortured to death since the Niger Obama was  40k women tortured to death since the Niger Obama was  40k women tortured to death since the Niger Obama was 
elected by Yale Nigers! elected by Yale Nigers! elected by Yale Nigers! elected by Yale Nigers!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Jobless Rate Up in 29 States, <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Jobless Rate Up in 29 States, <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Jobless Rate Up in 29 States, <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Jobless Rate Up in 29 States, 
Hitting Records in 4 of Them By BLOOMBERG NEWS Hitting Records in 4 of Them By BLOOMBERG NEWS Hitting Records in 4 of Them By BLOOMBERG NEWS Hitting Records in 4 of Them By BLOOMBERG NEWS     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> CU Bookstore Yale Bookstore <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> CU Bookstore Yale Bookstore <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> CU Bookstore Yale Bookstore <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> CU Bookstore Yale Bookstore 
fired all the gringos and hired Mexican Pit Bulls as Cashiers. fired all the gringos and hired Mexican Pit Bulls as Cashiers. fired all the gringos and hired Mexican Pit Bulls as Cashiers. fired all the gringos and hired Mexican Pit Bulls as Cashiers. 
Overheard by the observers watching the Cashiers, Mexican Pit Overheard by the observers watching the Cashiers, Mexican Pit Overheard by the observers watching the Cashiers, Mexican Pit Overheard by the observers watching the Cashiers, Mexican Pit 
Bulls talk up the chew up of textbooks as the only way they will ever Bulls talk up the chew up of textbooks as the only way they will ever Bulls talk up the chew up of textbooks as the only way they will ever Bulls talk up the chew up of textbooks as the only way they will ever 
read a textbook, spit on the textbooks as they come back from read a textbook, spit on the textbooks as they come back from read a textbook, spit on the textbooks as they come back from read a textbook, spit on the textbooks as they come back from 
break. break. break. break.     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Failed Humanity in the <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Failed Humanity in the <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Failed Humanity in the <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale Failed Humanity in the 
Real World Real World Real World Real World     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 40k women tortured to death <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 40k women tortured to death <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 40k women tortured to death <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 40k women tortured to death 
by BREAST CANCER since the Niger Obama was elected by Yale by BREAST CANCER since the Niger Obama was elected by Yale by BREAST CANCER since the Niger Obama was elected by Yale by BREAST CANCER since the Niger Obama was elected by Yale 
Nigers! Nigers! Nigers! Nigers!     
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar 
was officially suppressed in NYC and DC by Nigers! was officially suppressed in NYC and DC by Nigers! was officially suppressed in NYC and DC by Nigers! was officially suppressed in NYC and DC by Nigers!     
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<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOSTOvernight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOSTOvernight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOSTOvernight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOSTOvernight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOSTOvernight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOSTOvernight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> 1981 the Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOSTOvernight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOSTOvernight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOSTOvernight Cure for Breast Cancer was LOST    
    
    
<<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale when not a Failure to <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale when not a Failure to <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale when not a Failure to <<<<<< 21 Nov. Thanksgiving >>>>> Yale when not a Failure to 
Humanity will build a New Trillion Dollar Medical School over the Humanity will build a New Trillion Dollar Medical School over the Humanity will build a New Trillion Dollar Medical School over the Humanity will build a New Trillion Dollar Medical School over the 
Football Stadium and not graduate Niger MD's who did not pass Football Stadium and not graduate Niger MD's who did not pass Football Stadium and not graduate Niger MD's who did not pass Football Stadium and not graduate Niger MD's who did not pass 
but were pass by a Niger who is our current Orwellian Commander but were pass by a Niger who is our current Orwellian Commander but were pass by a Niger who is our current Orwellian Commander but were pass by a Niger who is our current Orwellian Commander 
in Chief. Give us a Cure not a life buying gasoline needlessly! in Chief. Give us a Cure not a life buying gasoline needlessly! in Chief. Give us a Cure not a life buying gasoline needlessly! in Chief. Give us a Cure not a life buying gasoline needlessly!     
    
    
<<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>> Maj Nidal Malik Hasan, other <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>> Maj Nidal Malik Hasan, other <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>> Maj Nidal Malik Hasan, other <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>> Maj Nidal Malik Hasan, other 
soldiers harassed him for being a Muslim, he knew all too well the soldiers harassed him for being a Muslim, he knew all too well the soldiers harassed him for being a Muslim, he knew all too well the soldiers harassed him for being a Muslim, he knew all too well the 
terrifying realities of war, Marines rape of Muslim Men and Women terrifying realities of war, Marines rape of Muslim Men and Women terrifying realities of war, Marines rape of Muslim Men and Women terrifying realities of war, Marines rape of Muslim Men and Women 
is a weapon of war in this War. "He was mortified by this idea of fag is a weapon of war in this War. "He was mortified by this idea of fag is a weapon of war in this War. "He was mortified by this idea of fag is a weapon of war in this War. "He was mortified by this idea of fag 
rape by Marines," "He was mortified by the idea of having to rape by Marines," "He was mortified by the idea of having to rape by Marines," "He was mortified by the idea of having to rape by Marines," "He was mortified by the idea of having to 
deploy," deploy," deploy," deploy,"     
    
<<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> The FBI became aware of <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> The FBI became aware of <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> The FBI became aware of <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> The FBI became aware of 
Internet postings by him. The terrifying realities of war in Our Internet postings by him. The terrifying realities of war in Our Internet postings by him. The terrifying realities of war in Our Internet postings by him. The terrifying realities of war in Our 
ORWELLIAN SOCIETY... ORWELLIAN SOCIETY... ORWELLIAN SOCIETY... ORWELLIAN SOCIETY...     
    
<<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> FBI is aware of who profits from <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> FBI is aware of who profits from <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> FBI is aware of who profits from <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> FBI is aware of who profits from 
OIL MONEY while cops and kids burn and burn to death in FIERY OIL MONEY while cops and kids burn and burn to death in FIERY OIL MONEY while cops and kids burn and burn to death in FIERY OIL MONEY while cops and kids burn and burn to death in FIERY 
LA WRECKS EVERY DAY. LA WRECKS EVERY DAY. LA WRECKS EVERY DAY. LA WRECKS EVERY DAY.     
    
<<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> FBI women have died from <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> FBI women have died from <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> FBI women have died from <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> FBI women have died from 
BREAST CANCER while Iran and Afghanistan take the top people at BREAST CANCER while Iran and Afghanistan take the top people at BREAST CANCER while Iran and Afghanistan take the top people at BREAST CANCER while Iran and Afghanistan take the top people at 
MIT for War Toys. MIT for War Toys. MIT for War Toys. MIT for War Toys.     
    
<<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> "Today" Good Morning America <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> "Today" Good Morning America <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> "Today" Good Morning America <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> "Today" Good Morning America 
Show and Letterman, and Leno mentioned One years since the Show and Letterman, and Leno mentioned One years since the Show and Letterman, and Leno mentioned One years since the Show and Letterman, and Leno mentioned One years since the 
Niger Obama was elected and No One Mentioned 40k women in the Niger Obama was elected and No One Mentioned 40k women in the Niger Obama was elected and No One Mentioned 40k women in the Niger Obama was elected and No One Mentioned 40k women in the 
USA have died a TERRIBLE TORTURED DEATH FROM BREAST USA have died a TERRIBLE TORTURED DEATH FROM BREAST USA have died a TERRIBLE TORTURED DEATH FROM BREAST USA have died a TERRIBLE TORTURED DEATH FROM BREAST 
CANCER. In this year! CANCER. In this year! CANCER. In this year! CANCER. In this year!     
    
<<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Dr Snyderman MD had a story <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Dr Snyderman MD had a story <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Dr Snyderman MD had a story <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Dr Snyderman MD had a story 
about fixing burns on "Today" show today with a laser but we need about fixing burns on "Today" show today with a laser but we need about fixing burns on "Today" show today with a laser but we need about fixing burns on "Today" show today with a laser but we need 
MIT grads who are at the Pentagon today to work on this invention MIT grads who are at the Pentagon today to work on this invention MIT grads who are at the Pentagon today to work on this invention MIT grads who are at the Pentagon today to work on this invention 
project as its not that good yet. project as its not that good yet. project as its not that good yet. project as its not that good yet.     
    
<<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> "Today" show is prohibited from <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> "Today" show is prohibited from <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> "Today" show is prohibited from <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> "Today" show is prohibited from 
reporting 40k women died of Breast Cancer in the Niger Obama's reporting 40k women died of Breast Cancer in the Niger Obama's reporting 40k women died of Breast Cancer in the Niger Obama's reporting 40k women died of Breast Cancer in the Niger Obama's 
first year! first year! first year! first year!     
    
<<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Maj Hasan For Some years <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Maj Hasan For Some years <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Maj Hasan For Some years <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Maj Hasan For Some years 
retained a lawyer and asking if he could get out of the Army before retained a lawyer and asking if he could get out of the Army before retained a lawyer and asking if he could get out of the Army before retained a lawyer and asking if he could get out of the Army before 
his contract was up, because of the harassment he had received as his contract was up, because of the harassment he had received as his contract was up, because of the harassment he had received as his contract was up, because of the harassment he had received as 
a Muslim. a Muslim. a Muslim. a Muslim.     
    
<<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> I write this and most <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> I write this and most <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> I write this and most <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> I write this and most 
ElectricWindmillCar Coup updates at a Starbucks across the Street ElectricWindmillCar Coup updates at a Starbucks across the Street ElectricWindmillCar Coup updates at a Starbucks across the Street ElectricWindmillCar Coup updates at a Starbucks across the Street 
from the CU Law School just built and paid for with "Oil" Genocide from the CU Law School just built and paid for with "Oil" Genocide from the CU Law School just built and paid for with "Oil" Genocide from the CU Law School just built and paid for with "Oil" Genocide 
Bribes from Texas and Colorado Oil Men, the University has a New Bribes from Texas and Colorado Oil Men, the University has a New Bribes from Texas and Colorado Oil Men, the University has a New Bribes from Texas and Colorado Oil Men, the University has a New 
President who is a "OIL MAN" President who is a "OIL MAN" President who is a "OIL MAN" President who is a "OIL MAN"     
    
<<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Major Hasan had wanted to <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Major Hasan had wanted to <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Major Hasan had wanted to <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Major Hasan had wanted to 
marry an equally religious woman but that his efforts to find one marry an equally religious woman but that his efforts to find one marry an equally religious woman but that his efforts to find one marry an equally religious woman but that his efforts to find one 
had failed. "He wanted a woman who prayed five times a day and had failed. "He wanted a woman who prayed five times a day and had failed. "He wanted a woman who prayed five times a day and had failed. "He wanted a woman who prayed five times a day and 
wears a hijab, and maybe the women he met were not complying wears a hijab, and maybe the women he met were not complying wears a hijab, and maybe the women he met were not complying wears a hijab, and maybe the women he met were not complying 
with those things," with those things," with those things," with those things,"     
    
<<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Greg Buell Lovestar wants to be a <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Greg Buell Lovestar wants to be a <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Greg Buell Lovestar wants to be a <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Greg Buell Lovestar wants to be a 
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Polygamist with MD wives working 24/7 on a Rx Penicillin Polygamist with MD wives working 24/7 on a Rx Penicillin Polygamist with MD wives working 24/7 on a Rx Penicillin Polygamist with MD wives working 24/7 on a Rx Penicillin 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer but our Orwellian Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer but our Orwellian Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer but our Orwellian Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer but our Orwellian 
General and the Nigers ObamaGeneral and the Nigers ObamaGeneral and the Nigers ObamaGeneral and the Nigers Obama----KennedyKennedyKennedyKennedy----BushBushBushBush----ClintonClintonClintonClinton----McCain will McCain will McCain will McCain will 
not let me work on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for not let me work on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for not let me work on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for not let me work on a Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for 
Breast Cancer! Breast Cancer! Breast Cancer! Breast Cancer!     
    
<<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> I invented the <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> I invented the <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> I invented the <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> I invented the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 at the time of the Saudi Arabia Oil ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 at the time of the Saudi Arabia Oil ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 at the time of the Saudi Arabia Oil ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 at the time of the Saudi Arabia Oil 
Embargo. Embargo. Embargo. Embargo.     
    
<<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> This is why this web is up and <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> This is why this web is up and <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> This is why this web is up and <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> This is why this web is up and 
running. I can write but not work with MD Wives and the IBM running. I can write but not work with MD Wives and the IBM running. I can write but not work with MD Wives and the IBM running. I can write but not work with MD Wives and the IBM 
Supercomputer at Los Alamos until I pull off a successful Coup on Supercomputer at Los Alamos until I pull off a successful Coup on Supercomputer at Los Alamos until I pull off a successful Coup on Supercomputer at Los Alamos until I pull off a successful Coup on 
the Oil Men and Oil Money. the Oil Men and Oil Money. the Oil Men and Oil Money. the Oil Men and Oil Money.     
    
<<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> I would guess there is more than <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> I would guess there is more than <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> I would guess there is more than <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> I would guess there is more than 
$177 Trillion Dollars in Swiss Banks from Oil Money since the $177 Trillion Dollars in Swiss Banks from Oil Money since the $177 Trillion Dollars in Swiss Banks from Oil Money since the $177 Trillion Dollars in Swiss Banks from Oil Money since the 
invention of the ElectricWindmillcar in 1980! invention of the ElectricWindmillcar in 1980! invention of the ElectricWindmillcar in 1980! invention of the ElectricWindmillcar in 1980!     
    
<<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> $100 Billion was spent on bribes <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> $100 Billion was spent on bribes <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> $100 Billion was spent on bribes <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> $100 Billion was spent on bribes 
like building this new CU Law School across the street from me. like building this new CU Law School across the street from me. like building this new CU Law School across the street from me. like building this new CU Law School across the street from me.     
    
<<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Ford on the "Today" show for new <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Ford on the "Today" show for new <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Ford on the "Today" show for new <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> Ford on the "Today" show for new 
rear seat belts with air bags. Ten Years ago I posted messages to the rear seat belts with air bags. Ten Years ago I posted messages to the rear seat belts with air bags. Ten Years ago I posted messages to the rear seat belts with air bags. Ten Years ago I posted messages to the 
Nigers ObamaNigers ObamaNigers ObamaNigers Obama----KennedyKennedyKennedyKennedy----BushBushBushBush----ClintonClintonClintonClinton----McCain about Super AirBags McCain about Super AirBags McCain about Super AirBags McCain about Super AirBags 
on the Outside of Cars, Trucks and Semi's. on the Outside of Cars, Trucks and Semi's. on the Outside of Cars, Trucks and Semi's. on the Outside of Cars, Trucks and Semi's.     
    
<<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> FORD will have to pay for their <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> FORD will have to pay for their <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> FORD will have to pay for their <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> FORD will have to pay for their 
part in stifling this invention. This is Criminal! Just walk across the part in stifling this invention. This is Criminal! Just walk across the part in stifling this invention. This is Criminal! Just walk across the part in stifling this invention. This is Criminal! Just walk across the 
street and ask any Lawyer in the Law School Library! street and ask any Lawyer in the Law School Library! street and ask any Lawyer in the Law School Library! street and ask any Lawyer in the Law School Library!     
    
<<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> FBI knows LA Fiery Wrecks will <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> FBI knows LA Fiery Wrecks will <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> FBI knows LA Fiery Wrecks will <<<<<< 6 November 2009 >>>>>>> FBI knows LA Fiery Wrecks will 
burn and burn to death more people than Maj Nidal Malik Hasan burn and burn to death more people than Maj Nidal Malik Hasan burn and burn to death more people than Maj Nidal Malik Hasan burn and burn to death more people than Maj Nidal Malik Hasan 
murdered at Fort Hood but no one at the FBI will come on the murdered at Fort Hood but no one at the FBI will come on the murdered at Fort Hood but no one at the FBI will come on the murdered at Fort Hood but no one at the FBI will come on the 
"Today" Show and expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar "Today" Show and expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar "Today" Show and expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar "Today" Show and expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
and tell us how many FBI Women died a TERRIBLE TORTURED and tell us how many FBI Women died a TERRIBLE TORTURED and tell us how many FBI Women died a TERRIBLE TORTURED and tell us how many FBI Women died a TERRIBLE TORTURED 
DEATH FROM BREAST CANCER! And that Greg Buell Lovestar is not DEATH FROM BREAST CANCER! And that Greg Buell Lovestar is not DEATH FROM BREAST CANCER! And that Greg Buell Lovestar is not DEATH FROM BREAST CANCER! And that Greg Buell Lovestar is not 
allowed by our George Orwell Top Brass to work on a Rx Penicillin allowed by our George Orwell Top Brass to work on a Rx Penicillin allowed by our George Orwell Top Brass to work on a Rx Penicillin allowed by our George Orwell Top Brass to work on a Rx Penicillin 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer because we are at WAROvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer because we are at WAROvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer because we are at WAROvernight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer because we are at WAR…………        
    
    
    
<<<<< <<<<< <<<<< <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>>U.S.S. New York War Ship built with World 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>>U.S.S. New York War Ship built with World 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>>U.S.S. New York War Ship built with World 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>>U.S.S. New York War Ship built with World 
Trade Building Steel Isn't an emotional "homecoming" for Mom's Trade Building Steel Isn't an emotional "homecoming" for Mom's Trade Building Steel Isn't an emotional "homecoming" for Mom's Trade Building Steel Isn't an emotional "homecoming" for Mom's     
    
<<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Moms with the kids burned and burned <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Moms with the kids burned and burned <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Moms with the kids burned and burned <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Moms with the kids burned and burned 
to death in Fiery LA Wrecks... their War Ship will never be built! to death in Fiery LA Wrecks... their War Ship will never be built! to death in Fiery LA Wrecks... their War Ship will never be built! to death in Fiery LA Wrecks... their War Ship will never be built!     
    
<<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Moms with the kids burned and burned <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Moms with the kids burned and burned <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Moms with the kids burned and burned <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Moms with the kids burned and burned 
to death in Fiery LA Wrecks... their War Ship will never be built! to death in Fiery LA Wrecks... their War Ship will never be built! to death in Fiery LA Wrecks... their War Ship will never be built! to death in Fiery LA Wrecks... their War Ship will never be built!     
    
<<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>>U.S.S. New York Isn't an emotional <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>>U.S.S. New York Isn't an emotional <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>>U.S.S. New York Isn't an emotional <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>>U.S.S. New York Isn't an emotional 
"homecoming" for Mom's of LA kids burned and burned to death in "homecoming" for Mom's of LA kids burned and burned to death in "homecoming" for Mom's of LA kids burned and burned to death in "homecoming" for Mom's of LA kids burned and burned to death in 
Fiery LA Freeway wrecks from 1980 Fiery LA Freeway wrecks from 1980 Fiery LA Freeway wrecks from 1980 Fiery LA Freeway wrecks from 1980 ----2009 because of the addiction 2009 because of the addiction 2009 because of the addiction 2009 because of the addiction 
to "Oil Money" in this Orwellian Oil Genocide Era that has burned to "Oil Money" in this Orwellian Oil Genocide Era that has burned to "Oil Money" in this Orwellian Oil Genocide Era that has burned to "Oil Money" in this Orwellian Oil Genocide Era that has burned 
and burned to death more kids in car seats (without wearing their and burned to death more kids in car seats (without wearing their and burned to death more kids in car seats (without wearing their and burned to death more kids in car seats (without wearing their 
Indy 500 fire suits} than died on 9/11 Indy 500 fire suits} than died on 9/11 Indy 500 fire suits} than died on 9/11 Indy 500 fire suits} than died on 9/11     
    
<<<<<< 3 Nov. 2009 >>>>> Confiscating all <<<<<< 3 Nov. 2009 >>>>> Confiscating all <<<<<< 3 Nov. 2009 >>>>> Confiscating all <<<<<< 3 Nov. 2009 >>>>> Confiscating all ““““Oil MoneyOil MoneyOil MoneyOil Money””””    Worst Worst Worst Worst 
Genocide in History is the Genocide in History is the Genocide in History is the Genocide in History is the ““““Oil Genocide Era 1980 Oil Genocide Era 1980 Oil Genocide Era 1980 Oil Genocide Era 1980 ----2009200920092009””””    
    
$$$$1 Billion compensation to each Mom burned by the government of 1 Billion compensation to each Mom burned by the government of 1 Billion compensation to each Mom burned by the government of 1 Billion compensation to each Mom burned by the government of 
the USA for "Oil Money" from 1980 to 2009...the USA for "Oil Money" from 1980 to 2009...the USA for "Oil Money" from 1980 to 2009...the USA for "Oil Money" from 1980 to 2009...    
    
<<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> OUR BIG BROTHERS ARE INSANE MAD MEN <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> OUR BIG BROTHERS ARE INSANE MAD MEN <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> OUR BIG BROTHERS ARE INSANE MAD MEN <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> OUR BIG BROTHERS ARE INSANE MAD MEN 
WHO DRINK OIL WHO DRINK OIL WHO DRINK OIL WHO DRINK OIL ----    GEORGE ORWELL COULD NEVER IMAGINE THE GEORGE ORWELL COULD NEVER IMAGINE THE GEORGE ORWELL COULD NEVER IMAGINE THE GEORGE ORWELL COULD NEVER IMAGINE THE 
QUEEN OF ENGLAND TOASTING LET THEM EAT CAKE, LET THEM BURN QUEEN OF ENGLAND TOASTING LET THEM EAT CAKE, LET THEM BURN QUEEN OF ENGLAND TOASTING LET THEM EAT CAKE, LET THEM BURN QUEEN OF ENGLAND TOASTING LET THEM EAT CAKE, LET THEM BURN 
IN GASOLINE, WE ARE ADDICTED TO OIL MONEY $$$$$$$, the IN GASOLINE, WE ARE ADDICTED TO OIL MONEY $$$$$$$, the IN GASOLINE, WE ARE ADDICTED TO OIL MONEY $$$$$$$, the IN GASOLINE, WE ARE ADDICTED TO OIL MONEY $$$$$$$, the 
government leaders of the USA our "Roman Senate" who built this government leaders of the USA our "Roman Senate" who built this government leaders of the USA our "Roman Senate" who built this government leaders of the USA our "Roman Senate" who built this 
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War Ship instead of a Medical School at Ground Zero will suppress War Ship instead of a Medical School at Ground Zero will suppress War Ship instead of a Medical School at Ground Zero will suppress War Ship instead of a Medical School at Ground Zero will suppress 
Katie Couric and "Today Show" tomorrow morning from reporting Katie Couric and "Today Show" tomorrow morning from reporting Katie Couric and "Today Show" tomorrow morning from reporting Katie Couric and "Today Show" tomorrow morning from reporting 
on the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and LA Freeway's on the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and LA Freeway's on the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and LA Freeway's on the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and LA Freeway's 
Fiery wrecks Today Fiery wrecks Today Fiery wrecks Today Fiery wrecks Today     
    
<<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> As the U.S.S. New York Ships Cmdr. Curt <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> As the U.S.S. New York Ships Cmdr. Curt <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> As the U.S.S. New York Ships Cmdr. Curt <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> As the U.S.S. New York Ships Cmdr. Curt 
Jones, Tells Matt Lauer 7.5 tons of steel from the twin towers are cast Jones, Tells Matt Lauer 7.5 tons of steel from the twin towers are cast Jones, Tells Matt Lauer 7.5 tons of steel from the twin towers are cast Jones, Tells Matt Lauer 7.5 tons of steel from the twin towers are cast 
into its bow with Matt and Meredith caressing the steel! into its bow with Matt and Meredith caressing the steel! into its bow with Matt and Meredith caressing the steel! into its bow with Matt and Meredith caressing the steel!     
    
<<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> The sailors and Marines on board began <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> The sailors and Marines on board began <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> The sailors and Marines on board began <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> The sailors and Marines on board began 
lining along the rails of the ship early, well before 7 a.m., despite lining along the rails of the ship early, well before 7 a.m., despite lining along the rails of the ship early, well before 7 a.m., despite lining along the rails of the ship early, well before 7 a.m., despite 
the wind and occasional drizzle that left many hopping from foot the wind and occasional drizzle that left many hopping from foot the wind and occasional drizzle that left many hopping from foot the wind and occasional drizzle that left many hopping from foot 
to foot to stay warm in their dress uniforms. The ship docked to foot to stay warm in their dress uniforms. The ship docked to foot to stay warm in their dress uniforms. The ship docked to foot to stay warm in their dress uniforms. The ship docked 
adjacent to the Intrepid Sea, Air and Space Museum on adjacent to the Intrepid Sea, Air and Space Museum on adjacent to the Intrepid Sea, Air and Space Museum on adjacent to the Intrepid Sea, Air and Space Museum on 
Manhattan's West Side. The sailors and Marines aboard will spend Manhattan's West Side. The sailors and Marines aboard will spend Manhattan's West Side. The sailors and Marines aboard will spend Manhattan's West Side. The sailors and Marines aboard will spend 
the days leading up to the commissioning ceremony giving public the days leading up to the commissioning ceremony giving public the days leading up to the commissioning ceremony giving public the days leading up to the commissioning ceremony giving public 
tours of the blocky but technologically sophisticated vessel, and the tours of the blocky but technologically sophisticated vessel, and the tours of the blocky but technologically sophisticated vessel, and the tours of the blocky but technologically sophisticated vessel, and the 
many pieces of expensive military equipment it contains. many pieces of expensive military equipment it contains. many pieces of expensive military equipment it contains. many pieces of expensive military equipment it contains.     
    
<<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Once in service, the ship, an amphibious <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Once in service, the ship, an amphibious <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Once in service, the ship, an amphibious <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Once in service, the ship, an amphibious 
transport dock, will be used to transport up to seven hundred transport dock, will be used to transport up to seven hundred transport dock, will be used to transport up to seven hundred transport dock, will be used to transport up to seven hundred 
Marines and combat equipment to conflicts around the globe. Marines and combat equipment to conflicts around the globe. Marines and combat equipment to conflicts around the globe. Marines and combat equipment to conflicts around the globe.     
    
<<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> "We're riding through like the Cadillac of <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> "We're riding through like the Cadillac of <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> "We're riding through like the Cadillac of <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> "We're riding through like the Cadillac of 
the fleet that we are," said Sharef Talbert, 30, a petty officer first the fleet that we are," said Sharef Talbert, 30, a petty officer first the fleet that we are," said Sharef Talbert, 30, a petty officer first the fleet that we are," said Sharef Talbert, 30, a petty officer first 
class from Newark, who has been readying the ship for its arrival class from Newark, who has been readying the ship for its arrival class from Newark, who has been readying the ship for its arrival class from Newark, who has been readying the ship for its arrival 
since February. "There is no better way to ride into New York." As the since February. "There is no better way to ride into New York." As the since February. "There is no better way to ride into New York." As the since February. "There is no better way to ride into New York." As the 
ship continued up the river, helicopters rattled overhead and the ship continued up the river, helicopters rattled overhead and the ship continued up the river, helicopters rattled overhead and the ship continued up the river, helicopters rattled overhead and the 
surrounding waters filled with other vessels surrounding waters filled with other vessels surrounding waters filled with other vessels surrounding waters filled with other vessels ----    police boats, tugs, police boats, tugs, police boats, tugs, police boats, tugs, 
barges, pleasure craft, and fire boats transformed into floating barges, pleasure craft, and fire boats transformed into floating barges, pleasure craft, and fire boats transformed into floating barges, pleasure craft, and fire boats transformed into floating 
fountains. Spectators watched from the Circle Line. Rounding fountains. Spectators watched from the Circle Line. Rounding fountains. Spectators watched from the Circle Line. Rounding fountains. Spectators watched from the Circle Line. Rounding 
Battery Park, Cmdr. Erich B. Schmidt, the executive officer, spoke to Battery Park, Cmdr. Erich B. Schmidt, the executive officer, spoke to Battery Park, Cmdr. Erich B. Schmidt, the executive officer, spoke to Battery Park, Cmdr. Erich B. Schmidt, the executive officer, spoke to 
the crew through a loudspeaker. "You've done a great job getting us the crew through a loudspeaker. "You've done a great job getting us the crew through a loudspeaker. "You've done a great job getting us the crew through a loudspeaker. "You've done a great job getting us 
here," he said. "Enjoy it. That's all. here," he said. "Enjoy it. That's all. here," he said. "Enjoy it. That's all. here," he said. "Enjoy it. That's all.     
    
<<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> "The ship came to a stop adjacent to <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> "The ship came to a stop adjacent to <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> "The ship came to a stop adjacent to <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> "The ship came to a stop adjacent to 
ground zero, where a large crowd of onlookers had gathered ground zero, where a large crowd of onlookers had gathered ground zero, where a large crowd of onlookers had gathered ground zero, where a large crowd of onlookers had gathered 
along the shoreline, the military men lifted their hands in a long along the shoreline, the military men lifted their hands in a long along the shoreline, the military men lifted their hands in a long along the shoreline, the military men lifted their hands in a long 
salute, followed by an honorary firing of guns. Some visibly teared salute, followed by an honorary firing of guns. Some visibly teared salute, followed by an honorary firing of guns. Some visibly teared salute, followed by an honorary firing of guns. Some visibly teared 
up during the brief tribute. up during the brief tribute. up during the brief tribute. up during the brief tribute.     
    
<<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Moms with the kids burned and burned <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Moms with the kids burned and burned <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Moms with the kids burned and burned <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Moms with the kids burned and burned 
to death in Fiery LA Wrecks... their War Ship will never be built! to death in Fiery LA Wrecks... their War Ship will never be built! to death in Fiery LA Wrecks... their War Ship will never be built! to death in Fiery LA Wrecks... their War Ship will never be built!     
    
<<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Moms with the kids burned and burned <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Moms with the kids burned and burned <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Moms with the kids burned and burned <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> Moms with the kids burned and burned 
to death in Fiery LA Wrecks... their War Ship will never be built! to death in Fiery LA Wrecks... their War Ship will never be built! to death in Fiery LA Wrecks... their War Ship will never be built! to death in Fiery LA Wrecks... their War Ship will never be built!     
    
<<<<<< 3 Nov. 2009 >>>>> Confiscating all <<<<<< 3 Nov. 2009 >>>>> Confiscating all <<<<<< 3 Nov. 2009 >>>>> Confiscating all <<<<<< 3 Nov. 2009 >>>>> Confiscating all ““““Oil MoneyOil MoneyOil MoneyOil Money””””    Worst Worst Worst Worst 
Genocide in History is the Genocide in History is the Genocide in History is the Genocide in History is the ““““Oil Genocide Era 1980 Oil Genocide Era 1980 Oil Genocide Era 1980 Oil Genocide Era 1980 ----2009200920092009””””    
    
<<<<< <<<<< <<<<< <<<<< 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> $1 Billion compensation to each Mom 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> $1 Billion compensation to each Mom 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> $1 Billion compensation to each Mom 3 Nov 2009 >>>>>> $1 Billion compensation to each Mom 
burned by the government of the USA for "Oil Money" from 1980 to burned by the government of the USA for "Oil Money" from 1980 to burned by the government of the USA for "Oil Money" from 1980 to burned by the government of the USA for "Oil Money" from 1980 to 
2009... 2009... 2009... 2009...     
    
>>>> 1 Jan. 2010 <<<<< Kids in car seats will be required by the >>>> 1 Jan. 2010 <<<<< Kids in car seats will be required by the >>>> 1 Jan. 2010 <<<<< Kids in car seats will be required by the >>>> 1 Jan. 2010 <<<<< Kids in car seats will be required by the 
government to wear Indy 500 "Fire Suits" government to wear Indy 500 "Fire Suits" government to wear Indy 500 "Fire Suits" government to wear Indy 500 "Fire Suits"     
    
>>>> 1 Jan. 2010 <<<<< Breast tumors breaking through the skin >>>> 1 Jan. 2010 <<<<< Breast tumors breaking through the skin >>>> 1 Jan. 2010 <<<<< Breast tumors breaking through the skin >>>> 1 Jan. 2010 <<<<< Breast tumors breaking through the skin 
will be on the Front page of the New York Times On New Years Day will be on the Front page of the New York Times On New Years Day will be on the Front page of the New York Times On New Years Day will be on the Front page of the New York Times On New Years Day 
in 2010 to bring a more dramatic awareness why we need to in 2010 to bring a more dramatic awareness why we need to in 2010 to bring a more dramatic awareness why we need to in 2010 to bring a more dramatic awareness why we need to 
Bankrupt the Pentagon and its unlimited spending on War Toys Bankrupt the Pentagon and its unlimited spending on War Toys Bankrupt the Pentagon and its unlimited spending on War Toys Bankrupt the Pentagon and its unlimited spending on War Toys 
Invented by MIT grads who should be working 24/7 on a Rx Invented by MIT grads who should be working 24/7 on a Rx Invented by MIT grads who should be working 24/7 on a Rx Invented by MIT grads who should be working 24/7 on a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer! Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer! Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer! Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer!     
    
    
    
<<<<<< 1 Nov. 2009 >>>>> Confiscating all <<<<<< 1 Nov. 2009 >>>>> Confiscating all <<<<<< 1 Nov. 2009 >>>>> Confiscating all <<<<<< 1 Nov. 2009 >>>>> Confiscating all ““““Oil MoneyOil MoneyOil MoneyOil Money””””    Worst Worst Worst Worst 
Genocide in History is the Genocide in History is the Genocide in History is the Genocide in History is the ““““Oil Genocide Era 1980 Oil Genocide Era 1980 Oil Genocide Era 1980 Oil Genocide Era 1980 ----2009200920092009””””    
$$$$1 Billion compensation to each person burned in gasoline and 1 Billion compensation to each person burned in gasoline and 1 Billion compensation to each person burned in gasoline and 1 Billion compensation to each person burned in gasoline and 
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each and every 9/11 victim as the ElectricWindmillCar invented in each and every 9/11 victim as the ElectricWindmillCar invented in each and every 9/11 victim as the ElectricWindmillCar invented in each and every 9/11 victim as the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 
1980 would have prevented 9/11 1980 would have prevented 9/11 1980 would have prevented 9/11 1980 would have prevented 9/11     
All Generals should hang for this act of Treason! Generals have All Generals should hang for this act of Treason! Generals have All Generals should hang for this act of Treason! Generals have All Generals should hang for this act of Treason! Generals have 
seriously failed to eliminate Fiery LA Wrecks as kids in car seats will seriously failed to eliminate Fiery LA Wrecks as kids in car seats will seriously failed to eliminate Fiery LA Wrecks as kids in car seats will seriously failed to eliminate Fiery LA Wrecks as kids in car seats will 
be required by the USA gov starting on 1 Jan 2010 to wear Indy 500 be required by the USA gov starting on 1 Jan 2010 to wear Indy 500 be required by the USA gov starting on 1 Jan 2010 to wear Indy 500 be required by the USA gov starting on 1 Jan 2010 to wear Indy 500 
"fire suits" in their car seats. "fire suits" in their car seats. "fire suits" in their car seats. "fire suits" in their car seats.     
Generals killed 40k women a year since 1980 via "Breast Cancer" Generals killed 40k women a year since 1980 via "Breast Cancer" Generals killed 40k women a year since 1980 via "Breast Cancer" Generals killed 40k women a year since 1980 via "Breast Cancer" 
via "War Toys"! via "War Toys"! via "War Toys"! via "War Toys"!     
Oil giant BP said on Friday that it would challenge a record $87.4 Oil giant BP said on Friday that it would challenge a record $87.4 Oil giant BP said on Friday that it would challenge a record $87.4 Oil giant BP said on Friday that it would challenge a record $87.4 
million fine imposed for what regulators said was the companymillion fine imposed for what regulators said was the companymillion fine imposed for what regulators said was the companymillion fine imposed for what regulators said was the company’’’’s s s s 
failure to correct problems after a 2005 explosion killed 15 workers failure to correct problems after a 2005 explosion killed 15 workers failure to correct problems after a 2005 explosion killed 15 workers failure to correct problems after a 2005 explosion killed 15 workers 
at a refinery in Texas City, Tex. The cause of the explosion that at a refinery in Texas City, Tex. The cause of the explosion that at a refinery in Texas City, Tex. The cause of the explosion that at a refinery in Texas City, Tex. The cause of the explosion that 
killed 15 workers at BP's Texas plant in 2005 was the escape of killed 15 workers at BP's Texas plant in 2005 was the escape of killed 15 workers at BP's Texas plant in 2005 was the escape of killed 15 workers at BP's Texas plant in 2005 was the escape of 
flammable hydrocarbons that were ignited by the backfire of a flammable hydrocarbons that were ignited by the backfire of a flammable hydrocarbons that were ignited by the backfire of a flammable hydrocarbons that were ignited by the backfire of a 
truck. truck. truck. truck.     
Giant trucks without "SuperAirBags" on the outside have killed Giant trucks without "SuperAirBags" on the outside have killed Giant trucks without "SuperAirBags" on the outside have killed Giant trucks without "SuperAirBags" on the outside have killed 
100's of thousands since I posted this invention idea on this web 100's of thousands since I posted this invention idea on this web 100's of thousands since I posted this invention idea on this web 100's of thousands since I posted this invention idea on this web 
page ages ago. Kerry and Kennedy are probably 2 of the 100 page ages ago. Kerry and Kennedy are probably 2 of the 100 page ages ago. Kerry and Kennedy are probably 2 of the 100 page ages ago. Kerry and Kennedy are probably 2 of the 100 
Senators who shot down this "Invention" hidden behind hidden Senators who shot down this "Invention" hidden behind hidden Senators who shot down this "Invention" hidden behind hidden Senators who shot down this "Invention" hidden behind hidden 
cameras so you would never find out who killed the "Invention"! cameras so you would never find out who killed the "Invention"! cameras so you would never find out who killed the "Invention"! cameras so you would never find out who killed the "Invention"! 
Compensation for these victims of our "Mad Men" like Kerry and Compensation for these victims of our "Mad Men" like Kerry and Compensation for these victims of our "Mad Men" like Kerry and Compensation for these victims of our "Mad Men" like Kerry and 
Kennedy should come from their personal fortunes earned in the Kennedy should come from their personal fortunes earned in the Kennedy should come from their personal fortunes earned in the Kennedy should come from their personal fortunes earned in the 
worst Genocide Era in the History of Humanity! worst Genocide Era in the History of Humanity! worst Genocide Era in the History of Humanity! worst Genocide Era in the History of Humanity!     
Roman Senate and their Generals have all toasted with the Queen Roman Senate and their Generals have all toasted with the Queen Roman Senate and their Generals have all toasted with the Queen Roman Senate and their Generals have all toasted with the Queen 
of England... Let them eat cake; Let them burn in gasoline; We are of England... Let them eat cake; Let them burn in gasoline; We are of England... Let them eat cake; Let them burn in gasoline; We are of England... Let them eat cake; Let them burn in gasoline; We are 
addicted to Oil Money!addicted to Oil Money!addicted to Oil Money!addicted to Oil Money!    
    
    
<<<<<< 1 Nov. 2009 >>>>> Confiscating all <<<<<< 1 Nov. 2009 >>>>> Confiscating all <<<<<< 1 Nov. 2009 >>>>> Confiscating all <<<<<< 1 Nov. 2009 >>>>> Confiscating all ““““Oil MoneyOil MoneyOil MoneyOil Money””””    Worst Worst Worst Worst 
Genocide in History is the Genocide in History is the Genocide in History is the Genocide in History is the ““““Oil Genocide Era 1980 Oil Genocide Era 1980 Oil Genocide Era 1980 Oil Genocide Era 1980 ----2009200920092009””””    
    
<<<<<< <<<<<< <<<<<< <<<<<< October 30, 2050 >>>> 1 Jan. 2010 <<<<< Kids in car seats October 30, 2050 >>>> 1 Jan. 2010 <<<<< Kids in car seats October 30, 2050 >>>> 1 Jan. 2010 <<<<< Kids in car seats October 30, 2050 >>>> 1 Jan. 2010 <<<<< Kids in car seats 
will be required by the government to wear Indy 500 "Fire Suits" will be required by the government to wear Indy 500 "Fire Suits" will be required by the government to wear Indy 500 "Fire Suits" will be required by the government to wear Indy 500 "Fire Suits" 
>>>> 1 Jan. 2010 <<<<< Breast tumors breaking through the skin >>>> 1 Jan. 2010 <<<<< Breast tumors breaking through the skin >>>> 1 Jan. 2010 <<<<< Breast tumors breaking through the skin >>>> 1 Jan. 2010 <<<<< Breast tumors breaking through the skin 
will be on the Front page of the New York Times On New Years Day will be on the Front page of the New York Times On New Years Day will be on the Front page of the New York Times On New Years Day will be on the Front page of the New York Times On New Years Day 
in 2010 to bring a more dramatic awareness why we need to in 2010 to bring a more dramatic awareness why we need to in 2010 to bring a more dramatic awareness why we need to in 2010 to bring a more dramatic awareness why we need to 
Bankrupt the Pentagon and its unlimited spending on War Toys Bankrupt the Pentagon and its unlimited spending on War Toys Bankrupt the Pentagon and its unlimited spending on War Toys Bankrupt the Pentagon and its unlimited spending on War Toys 
Invented by MIT grads who should be working 24/7 on a Rx Invented by MIT grads who should be working 24/7 on a Rx Invented by MIT grads who should be working 24/7 on a Rx Invented by MIT grads who should be working 24/7 on a Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer! Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer! Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer! Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer!     
    
    

        

    
<<<<<< October 28, 2050 >>>> Food, Humanity, Habitat and How <<<<<< October 28, 2050 >>>> Food, Humanity, Habitat and How <<<<<< October 28, 2050 >>>> Food, Humanity, Habitat and How <<<<<< October 28, 2050 >>>> Food, Humanity, Habitat and How 
We Get to 2050We Get to 2050We Get to 2050We Get to 2050    
2050 CLICK HERE FULL ARTICLE Editorial 9 billion how many have 2050 CLICK HERE FULL ARTICLE Editorial 9 billion how many have 2050 CLICK HERE FULL ARTICLE Editorial 9 billion how many have 2050 CLICK HERE FULL ARTICLE Editorial 9 billion how many have 
burned in gasoline since 1980?burned in gasoline since 1980?burned in gasoline since 1980?burned in gasoline since 1980? By VERLYN KLINKENBORG New York  By VERLYN KLINKENBORG New York  By VERLYN KLINKENBORG New York  By VERLYN KLINKENBORG New York 
Times <<<<<< October 28, 2050 >>>> ObserverTimes <<<<<< October 28, 2050 >>>> ObserverTimes <<<<<< October 28, 2050 >>>> ObserverTimes <<<<<< October 28, 2050 >>>> Observer----Editor, Sorry to give Editor, Sorry to give Editor, Sorry to give Editor, Sorry to give 
this Journalists a F grade in writing for the New York Times but he this Journalists a F grade in writing for the New York Times but he this Journalists a F grade in writing for the New York Times but he this Journalists a F grade in writing for the New York Times but he 
was not smart enough a writer to include a paragraph on food was not smart enough a writer to include a paragraph on food was not smart enough a writer to include a paragraph on food was not smart enough a writer to include a paragraph on food 
preservatives! 2050 inventions preservatives! 2050 inventions preservatives! 2050 inventions preservatives! 2050 inventions ----0 degrees Absolute inventions for 0 degrees Absolute inventions for 0 degrees Absolute inventions for 0 degrees Absolute inventions for 
the masses not just the lab and reinvent the the masses not just the lab and reinvent the the masses not just the lab and reinvent the the masses not just the lab and reinvent the ““““Tin CanTin CanTin CanTin Can””””    that comes that comes that comes that comes 
with a 10 year battery for how the food is doing inside etc.. with a 10 year battery for how the food is doing inside etc.. with a 10 year battery for how the food is doing inside etc.. with a 10 year battery for how the food is doing inside etc.. 
Preservative Inventions, this includes the Preservative Inventions, this includes the Preservative Inventions, this includes the Preservative Inventions, this includes the ““““Tin CanTin CanTin CanTin Can””””    reinvented! reinvented! reinvented! reinvented! 
Stupid Niger VERLYN KLINKENBORG must be an editor this is why Stupid Niger VERLYN KLINKENBORG must be an editor this is why Stupid Niger VERLYN KLINKENBORG must be an editor this is why Stupid Niger VERLYN KLINKENBORG must be an editor this is why 
the other Editors at the New York Times didnthe other Editors at the New York Times didnthe other Editors at the New York Times didnthe other Editors at the New York Times didn’’’’t mention he should t mention he should t mention he should t mention he should 
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add some 2050 futuristic inventions in his Observer add some 2050 futuristic inventions in his Observer add some 2050 futuristic inventions in his Observer add some 2050 futuristic inventions in his Observer ––––    Editorial for Editorial for Editorial for Editorial for 
October 28, 2009 about... October 28, 2050 October 28, 2009 about... October 28, 2050 October 28, 2009 about... October 28, 2050 October 28, 2009 about... October 28, 2050     
VERLYN KLINKENBORG VERLYN KLINKENBORG VERLYN KLINKENBORG VERLYN KLINKENBORG ““““We need to find a way to make food We need to find a way to make food We need to find a way to make food We need to find a way to make food 
production sustainable in the broadest possible sense looking out production sustainable in the broadest possible sense looking out production sustainable in the broadest possible sense looking out production sustainable in the broadest possible sense looking out 
for ourselves as well as other species.for ourselves as well as other species.for ourselves as well as other species.for ourselves as well as other species.””””    
Greg Buell Lovestar would have gotten an A++ writing this Observer Greg Buell Lovestar would have gotten an A++ writing this Observer Greg Buell Lovestar would have gotten an A++ writing this Observer Greg Buell Lovestar would have gotten an A++ writing this Observer 
––––    Editorial for the New York Times, so look out, when I gain control Editorial for the New York Times, so look out, when I gain control Editorial for the New York Times, so look out, when I gain control Editorial for the New York Times, so look out, when I gain control 
of the New York Times you will be engaged with many wifeof the New York Times you will be engaged with many wifeof the New York Times you will be engaged with many wifeof the New York Times you will be engaged with many wife’’’’s all s all s all s all 
desiring many futuristic invention idea! In 1980 I wrote in my desiring many futuristic invention idea! In 1980 I wrote in my desiring many futuristic invention idea! In 1980 I wrote in my desiring many futuristic invention idea! In 1980 I wrote in my 
diary if "Fishermen" were farmers we would all die of starvation... diary if "Fishermen" were farmers we would all die of starvation... diary if "Fishermen" were farmers we would all die of starvation... diary if "Fishermen" were farmers we would all die of starvation... 
this is still true but the Pentagon and MIT are to blame and this is still true but the Pentagon and MIT are to blame and this is still true but the Pentagon and MIT are to blame and this is still true but the Pentagon and MIT are to blame and 
Boeing for not having a fleet of 747's to seed the Oceans with new Boeing for not having a fleet of 747's to seed the Oceans with new Boeing for not having a fleet of 747's to seed the Oceans with new Boeing for not having a fleet of 747's to seed the Oceans with new 
fish fry. fish fry. fish fry. fish fry.     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< Los Alamos got $6 billion stimulus money $$ 09<<<<< Los Alamos got $6 billion stimulus money $$ 09<<<<< Los Alamos got $6 billion stimulus money $$ 09<<<<< Los Alamos got $6 billion stimulus money $$ 
to move atomic waste to another place $$ stimulus program to move atomic waste to another place $$ stimulus program to move atomic waste to another place $$ stimulus program to move atomic waste to another place $$ stimulus program ----    Rx Rx Rx Rx 
Penicillin "Cure" for Breast Cancer Lost $6 billion stimulus money Penicillin "Cure" for Breast Cancer Lost $6 billion stimulus money Penicillin "Cure" for Breast Cancer Lost $6 billion stimulus money Penicillin "Cure" for Breast Cancer Lost $6 billion stimulus money 
$$$ to Los Alamos. $$$ to Los Alamos. $$$ to Los Alamos. $$$ to Los Alamos.     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< Stimulate 09<<<<< Stimulate 09<<<<< Stimulate 09<<<<< Stimulate ----    Stimulus is need for government Stimulus is need for government Stimulus is need for government Stimulus is need for government 
invention projects ASAP! invention projects ASAP! invention projects ASAP! invention projects ASAP!     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< Burned alive at the stake... Modern times is 09<<<<< Burned alive at the stake... Modern times is 09<<<<< Burned alive at the stake... Modern times is 09<<<<< Burned alive at the stake... Modern times is 
burned in a LA Fiery Car wreck. Who are these criminals, who burned in a LA Fiery Car wreck. Who are these criminals, who burned in a LA Fiery Car wreck. Who are these criminals, who burned in a LA Fiery Car wreck. Who are these criminals, who 
profits from oil and gasoline? profits from oil and gasoline? profits from oil and gasoline? profits from oil and gasoline?     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< Fires caused by gasoline are major sources of 09<<<<< Fires caused by gasoline are major sources of 09<<<<< Fires caused by gasoline are major sources of 09<<<<< Fires caused by gasoline are major sources of 
burns in the United States. On average, 1,270 children under the burns in the United States. On average, 1,270 children under the burns in the United States. On average, 1,270 children under the burns in the United States. On average, 1,270 children under the 
age of 5 are treated for burn injuries due to gasoline fires each age of 5 are treated for burn injuries due to gasoline fires each age of 5 are treated for burn injuries due to gasoline fires each age of 5 are treated for burn injuries due to gasoline fires each 
year. Each year in the U.S., 1.1 million burn injuries are a result of year. Each year in the U.S., 1.1 million burn injuries are a result of year. Each year in the U.S., 1.1 million burn injuries are a result of year. Each year in the U.S., 1.1 million burn injuries are a result of 
gasoline fires. 4,500 people die from gasoline burn injuries and gasoline fires. 4,500 people die from gasoline burn injuries and gasoline fires. 4,500 people die from gasoline burn injuries and gasoline fires. 4,500 people die from gasoline burn injuries and 
10,000 people die from burn related infections. In one year, there 10,000 people die from burn related infections. In one year, there 10,000 people die from burn related infections. In one year, there 10,000 people die from burn related infections. In one year, there 
are 4,700 gas fires in the United States. According to the Consumer are 4,700 gas fires in the United States. According to the Consumer are 4,700 gas fires in the United States. According to the Consumer are 4,700 gas fires in the United States. According to the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission, each year on average, 1,270 children Product Safety Commission, each year on average, 1,270 children Product Safety Commission, each year on average, 1,270 children Product Safety Commission, each year on average, 1,270 children 
under age 5 were treated for burn injuries caused by gasoline fires. under age 5 were treated for burn injuries caused by gasoline fires. under age 5 were treated for burn injuries caused by gasoline fires. under age 5 were treated for burn injuries caused by gasoline fires. 
Teens ages 10Teens ages 10Teens ages 10Teens ages 10----14 years old are the most likely group to get in 14 years old are the most likely group to get in 14 years old are the most likely group to get in 14 years old are the most likely group to get in 
trouble with gasoline and be treated for gasoline related burn trouble with gasoline and be treated for gasoline related burn trouble with gasoline and be treated for gasoline related burn trouble with gasoline and be treated for gasoline related burn 
injuries. injuries. injuries. injuries.     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< New York Times 09<<<<< New York Times 09<<<<< New York Times 09<<<<< New York Times ---- 9/11 heroes to reunite with  9/11 heroes to reunite with  9/11 heroes to reunite with  9/11 heroes to reunite with 
women they helped save from World Trade Center hotel. New York women they helped save from World Trade Center hotel. New York women they helped save from World Trade Center hotel. New York women they helped save from World Trade Center hotel. New York 
Times Times Times Times ---- The Next 9/11 heroes to women for women will be the  The Next 9/11 heroes to women for women will be the  The Next 9/11 heroes to women for women will be the  The Next 9/11 heroes to women for women will be the 
"George Orwell" observers behind hidden cameras who expose the "George Orwell" observers behind hidden cameras who expose the "George Orwell" observers behind hidden cameras who expose the "George Orwell" observers behind hidden cameras who expose the 
suppression of the "ElectricWindmillCar" and its 1,001 Spin Off suppression of the "ElectricWindmillCar" and its 1,001 Spin Off suppression of the "ElectricWindmillCar" and its 1,001 Spin Off suppression of the "ElectricWindmillCar" and its 1,001 Spin Off 
Inventions, and invention projects. One closest to all women's Inventions, and invention projects. One closest to all women's Inventions, and invention projects. One closest to all women's Inventions, and invention projects. One closest to all women's 
hearts is the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast hearts is the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast hearts is the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast hearts is the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer! Cancer! Cancer! Cancer!     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< Knights were brave men sworn to defend her, 09<<<<< Knights were brave men sworn to defend her, 09<<<<< Knights were brave men sworn to defend her, 09<<<<< Knights were brave men sworn to defend her, 
today she is burned at the stake, in a Fiery LA Wreck, murdered in today she is burned at the stake, in a Fiery LA Wreck, murdered in today she is burned at the stake, in a Fiery LA Wreck, murdered in today she is burned at the stake, in a Fiery LA Wreck, murdered in 
a Yale Lab, or walking home from school while the Marines rape a Yale Lab, or walking home from school while the Marines rape a Yale Lab, or walking home from school while the Marines rape a Yale Lab, or walking home from school while the Marines rape 
Moslem Men and Women on the other side of the Earth. Pentagon Moslem Men and Women on the other side of the Earth. Pentagon Moslem Men and Women on the other side of the Earth. Pentagon Moslem Men and Women on the other side of the Earth. Pentagon 
Generals arrested for Rape and Murder of Moslem Men and Women, Generals arrested for Rape and Murder of Moslem Men and Women, Generals arrested for Rape and Murder of Moslem Men and Women, Generals arrested for Rape and Murder of Moslem Men and Women, 
don't ask don't tell, poor MP's they will be the messanger that is don't ask don't tell, poor MP's they will be the messanger that is don't ask don't tell, poor MP's they will be the messanger that is don't ask don't tell, poor MP's they will be the messanger that is 
killed. Don't kill the messanger, Don't commit the crime! Whistle killed. Don't kill the messanger, Don't commit the crime! Whistle killed. Don't kill the messanger, Don't commit the crime! Whistle killed. Don't kill the messanger, Don't commit the crime! Whistle 
Blowers are the Ememies of the Pentagon! 9/11 will cause the Blowers are the Ememies of the Pentagon! 9/11 will cause the Blowers are the Ememies of the Pentagon! 9/11 will cause the Blowers are the Ememies of the Pentagon! 9/11 will cause the 
Pentagons bankruptcy to go to court with the ElectricWindmillCar Pentagons bankruptcy to go to court with the ElectricWindmillCar Pentagons bankruptcy to go to court with the ElectricWindmillCar Pentagons bankruptcy to go to court with the ElectricWindmillCar 
1980 Model next to the 2010 Model. 1980 Model next to the 2010 Model. 1980 Model next to the 2010 Model. 1980 Model next to the 2010 Model.     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< New York Times The "Niger" Obama has 09<<<<< New York Times The "Niger" Obama has 09<<<<< New York Times The "Niger" Obama has 09<<<<< New York Times The "Niger" Obama has 
declared the swine flu outbreak a national emergency! The "Niger" declared the swine flu outbreak a national emergency! The "Niger" declared the swine flu outbreak a national emergency! The "Niger" declared the swine flu outbreak a national emergency! The "Niger" 
Obama's Stimulus is not for a Rx Penicillion "Cure" for Breast Obama's Stimulus is not for a Rx Penicillion "Cure" for Breast Obama's Stimulus is not for a Rx Penicillion "Cure" for Breast Obama's Stimulus is not for a Rx Penicillion "Cure" for Breast 
Cancer but $6 billion stimulus program to clean up the toxic Cancer but $6 billion stimulus program to clean up the toxic Cancer but $6 billion stimulus program to clean up the toxic Cancer but $6 billion stimulus program to clean up the toxic 
legacy of the arms race, Cleaning Up at Los Alamos sixlegacy of the arms race, Cleaning Up at Los Alamos sixlegacy of the arms race, Cleaning Up at Los Alamos sixlegacy of the arms race, Cleaning Up at Los Alamos six----acre dump, acre dump, acre dump, acre dump, 
which was used by the scientists who built the world's first atomic which was used by the scientists who built the world's first atomic which was used by the scientists who built the world's first atomic which was used by the scientists who built the world's first atomic 
bomb bomb bomb bomb ---- dump site last week for the 7 Year old girl whose body was  dump site last week for the 7 Year old girl whose body was  dump site last week for the 7 Year old girl whose body was  dump site last week for the 7 Year old girl whose body was 
found under trash in a landfill The body is that of 7found under trash in a landfill The body is that of 7found under trash in a landfill The body is that of 7found under trash in a landfill The body is that of 7----yearyearyearyear----old old old old 
Somer Thompson, a north Florida girl who vanished on her walk Somer Thompson, a north Florida girl who vanished on her walk Somer Thompson, a north Florida girl who vanished on her walk Somer Thompson, a north Florida girl who vanished on her walk 
home from school. home from school. home from school. home from school.     
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>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< $6 Billion spent on GPS Trackers is what's 09<<<<< $6 Billion spent on GPS Trackers is what's 09<<<<< $6 Billion spent on GPS Trackers is what's 09<<<<< $6 Billion spent on GPS Trackers is what's 
NEEDED! >>>>>25NEEDED! >>>>>25NEEDED! >>>>>25NEEDED! >>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< 09<<<<< 09<<<<< 09<<<<<     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< Remember the murder trial of the "Niger" OJ 09<<<<< Remember the murder trial of the "Niger" OJ 09<<<<< Remember the murder trial of the "Niger" OJ 09<<<<< Remember the murder trial of the "Niger" OJ 
Simpson, who was found not guilty in the murders of his exSimpson, who was found not guilty in the murders of his exSimpson, who was found not guilty in the murders of his exSimpson, who was found not guilty in the murders of his ex----wife, wife, wife, wife, 
Nicole Brown, and her boyfriend, Ron Goldman. Our "Niger" George Nicole Brown, and her boyfriend, Ron Goldman. Our "Niger" George Nicole Brown, and her boyfriend, Ron Goldman. Our "Niger" George Nicole Brown, and her boyfriend, Ron Goldman. Our "Niger" George 
Orwell was the Judge, Jury, and Executioner. Clone's of OJ have Orwell was the Judge, Jury, and Executioner. Clone's of OJ have Orwell was the Judge, Jury, and Executioner. Clone's of OJ have Orwell was the Judge, Jury, and Executioner. Clone's of OJ have 
"Married" other Nicole Brown's and killed them without the New "Married" other Nicole Brown's and killed them without the New "Married" other Nicole Brown's and killed them without the New "Married" other Nicole Brown's and killed them without the New 
York Times reporting the murders, or even the statistics! Mr. Hefner York Times reporting the murders, or even the statistics! Mr. Hefner York Times reporting the murders, or even the statistics! Mr. Hefner York Times reporting the murders, or even the statistics! Mr. Hefner 
at Playboy worries about Young Girls that have no idea about at Playboy worries about Young Girls that have no idea about at Playboy worries about Young Girls that have no idea about at Playboy worries about Young Girls that have no idea about 
being murdered by a "Niger"! being murdered by a "Niger"! being murdered by a "Niger"! being murdered by a "Niger"!     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< The Academy award09<<<<< The Academy award09<<<<< The Academy award09<<<<< The Academy award----winning actress Nicole winning actress Nicole winning actress Nicole winning actress Nicole 
Kidman used an appearance before the US Congress to accuse Kidman used an appearance before the US Congress to accuse Kidman used an appearance before the US Congress to accuse Kidman used an appearance before the US Congress to accuse 
Hollywood (Yes the Playboy Mansion is in Hollywood) of Hollywood (Yes the Playboy Mansion is in Hollywood) of Hollywood (Yes the Playboy Mansion is in Hollywood) of Hollywood (Yes the Playboy Mansion is in Hollywood) of 
contributing to violence against women by portraying them as sex contributing to violence against women by portraying them as sex contributing to violence against women by portraying them as sex contributing to violence against women by portraying them as sex 
objects. Kidman was speaking yesterday in her role as a UN objects. Kidman was speaking yesterday in her role as a UN objects. Kidman was speaking yesterday in her role as a UN objects. Kidman was speaking yesterday in her role as a UN 
ambassador to a House foreign affairs subcommittee that is ambassador to a House foreign affairs subcommittee that is ambassador to a House foreign affairs subcommittee that is ambassador to a House foreign affairs subcommittee that is 
considering legislation to tackle violence against women. To Die considering legislation to tackle violence against women. To Die considering legislation to tackle violence against women. To Die considering legislation to tackle violence against women. To Die 
For is Kidman's best movie I think but needs to be rewritten for For is Kidman's best movie I think but needs to be rewritten for For is Kidman's best movie I think but needs to be rewritten for For is Kidman's best movie I think but needs to be rewritten for 
Inventors and have Kidman Play a better sort of Goddess for Men Inventors and have Kidman Play a better sort of Goddess for Men Inventors and have Kidman Play a better sort of Goddess for Men Inventors and have Kidman Play a better sort of Goddess for Men 
who want to Invent Something for her in a Movie. Kidmans real life who want to Invent Something for her in a Movie. Kidmans real life who want to Invent Something for her in a Movie. Kidmans real life who want to Invent Something for her in a Movie. Kidmans real life 
Husbands didn't invent anything and are sorry SOB's engrossed Husbands didn't invent anything and are sorry SOB's engrossed Husbands didn't invent anything and are sorry SOB's engrossed Husbands didn't invent anything and are sorry SOB's engrossed 
watching Fiery Wrecks! watching Fiery Wrecks! watching Fiery Wrecks! watching Fiery Wrecks!     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< Rx Penicillin Overnight Cure and Violence 09<<<<< Rx Penicillin Overnight Cure and Violence 09<<<<< Rx Penicillin Overnight Cure and Violence 09<<<<< Rx Penicillin Overnight Cure and Violence 
against women are two of the 1,001 Spin Off Invention Projects against women are two of the 1,001 Spin Off Invention Projects against women are two of the 1,001 Spin Off Invention Projects against women are two of the 1,001 Spin Off Invention Projects 
from the suppressed "ElectricWindmillCar". Los Alamos stimulus from the suppressed "ElectricWindmillCar". Los Alamos stimulus from the suppressed "ElectricWindmillCar". Los Alamos stimulus from the suppressed "ElectricWindmillCar". Los Alamos stimulus 
program $6 Billion to clean up the dump when last week the cops program $6 Billion to clean up the dump when last week the cops program $6 Billion to clean up the dump when last week the cops program $6 Billion to clean up the dump when last week the cops 
found the of 7found the of 7found the of 7found the of 7----yearyearyearyear----old Somer Thompson, a north Florida girl who old Somer Thompson, a north Florida girl who old Somer Thompson, a north Florida girl who old Somer Thompson, a north Florida girl who 
vanished on her walk home from school. The "Niger" Gen. Powell vanished on her walk home from school. The "Niger" Gen. Powell vanished on her walk home from school. The "Niger" Gen. Powell vanished on her walk home from school. The "Niger" Gen. Powell 
executes little 7 year old girls with his war time priorities at the executes little 7 year old girls with his war time priorities at the executes little 7 year old girls with his war time priorities at the executes little 7 year old girls with his war time priorities at the 
Pentagon Dump. The New York Times will never publish the Pentagon Dump. The New York Times will never publish the Pentagon Dump. The New York Times will never publish the Pentagon Dump. The New York Times will never publish the 
statistics. Dog bites girl on her way home from school. Stats are off statistics. Dog bites girl on her way home from school. Stats are off statistics. Dog bites girl on her way home from school. Stats are off statistics. Dog bites girl on her way home from school. Stats are off 
the chart, from were they should be! Because of "Nigers" in Vegas, the chart, from were they should be! Because of "Nigers" in Vegas, the chart, from were they should be! Because of "Nigers" in Vegas, the chart, from were they should be! Because of "Nigers" in Vegas, 
who are the Worlds Pimps, taking this job from the street nigers. who are the Worlds Pimps, taking this job from the street nigers. who are the Worlds Pimps, taking this job from the street nigers. who are the Worlds Pimps, taking this job from the street nigers. 
Vegas Cops with GPS Trackers would arrest 3k a hour for sex with Vegas Cops with GPS Trackers would arrest 3k a hour for sex with Vegas Cops with GPS Trackers would arrest 3k a hour for sex with Vegas Cops with GPS Trackers would arrest 3k a hour for sex with 
teen prostitutes. teen prostitutes. teen prostitutes. teen prostitutes.     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< New York Times 09<<<<< New York Times 09<<<<< New York Times 09<<<<< New York Times ----    The "Niger" Obama The "Niger" Obama The "Niger" Obama The "Niger" Obama 
Executed every woman with Breast Cancer, with the help of his Executed every woman with Breast Cancer, with the help of his Executed every woman with Breast Cancer, with the help of his Executed every woman with Breast Cancer, with the help of his 
Pentagon Generals like Gen. Powell. Gen Powell and George Orwell Pentagon Generals like Gen. Powell. Gen Powell and George Orwell Pentagon Generals like Gen. Powell. Gen Powell and George Orwell Pentagon Generals like Gen. Powell. Gen Powell and George Orwell 
who pick the stupid Niger "stories" for ABC Good Morning America who pick the stupid Niger "stories" for ABC Good Morning America who pick the stupid Niger "stories" for ABC Good Morning America who pick the stupid Niger "stories" for ABC Good Morning America 
They Executed Robin Roberts! The "Niger" Obama at the White They Executed Robin Roberts! The "Niger" Obama at the White They Executed Robin Roberts! The "Niger" Obama at the White They Executed Robin Roberts! The "Niger" Obama at the White 
House Goes Pink for Breast Cancer Awareness Month. House Goes Pink for Breast Cancer Awareness Month. House Goes Pink for Breast Cancer Awareness Month. House Goes Pink for Breast Cancer Awareness Month.     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< The "Niger" Obama at the White House Goes 09<<<<< The "Niger" Obama at the White House Goes 09<<<<< The "Niger" Obama at the White House Goes 09<<<<< The "Niger" Obama at the White House Goes 
Pink for Breast Cancer Awareness Month. Were the Hell is the Pink for Breast Cancer Awareness Month. Were the Hell is the Pink for Breast Cancer Awareness Month. Were the Hell is the Pink for Breast Cancer Awareness Month. Were the Hell is the 
Brainstorming Ideas to run through the IBM Supercomputers at Los Brainstorming Ideas to run through the IBM Supercomputers at Los Brainstorming Ideas to run through the IBM Supercomputers at Los Brainstorming Ideas to run through the IBM Supercomputers at Los 
Alamos... are they all Top Secret? Alamos... are they all Top Secret? Alamos... are they all Top Secret? Alamos... are they all Top Secret?     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< Editors at the New York Times are back from 09<<<<< Editors at the New York Times are back from 09<<<<< Editors at the New York Times are back from 09<<<<< Editors at the New York Times are back from 
their teen prostitutes. Nicole Kidman and Mr. Hefner at the Playboy their teen prostitutes. Nicole Kidman and Mr. Hefner at the Playboy their teen prostitutes. Nicole Kidman and Mr. Hefner at the Playboy their teen prostitutes. Nicole Kidman and Mr. Hefner at the Playboy 
Mansion testify to the lies in the Media, LA Freeway FIERY wrecks Mansion testify to the lies in the Media, LA Freeway FIERY wrecks Mansion testify to the lies in the Media, LA Freeway FIERY wrecks Mansion testify to the lies in the Media, LA Freeway FIERY wrecks 
are Leno Jokes about your Flesh Sizzling in Gasoline for more Oil are Leno Jokes about your Flesh Sizzling in Gasoline for more Oil are Leno Jokes about your Flesh Sizzling in Gasoline for more Oil are Leno Jokes about your Flesh Sizzling in Gasoline for more Oil 
Money. And a "Story" on the "Today Show" on kid seats in your SUV Money. And a "Story" on the "Today Show" on kid seats in your SUV Money. And a "Story" on the "Today Show" on kid seats in your SUV Money. And a "Story" on the "Today Show" on kid seats in your SUV 
80% aren't installed correctly, and the guys who wrote the book 80% aren't installed correctly, and the guys who wrote the book 80% aren't installed correctly, and the guys who wrote the book 80% aren't installed correctly, and the guys who wrote the book 
give me an Orwellian Joke about how kids need to be dressed in give me an Orwellian Joke about how kids need to be dressed in give me an Orwellian Joke about how kids need to be dressed in give me an Orwellian Joke about how kids need to be dressed in 
their FIRE SUITS in their car seats. Grin! Mr. Hefner's 3,506their FIRE SUITS in their car seats. Grin! Mr. Hefner's 3,506their FIRE SUITS in their car seats. Grin! Mr. Hefner's 3,506their FIRE SUITS in their car seats. Grin! Mr. Hefner's 3,506----page, page, page, page, 
sixsixsixsix----volume "illustrated biography" coming out next month will not volume "illustrated biography" coming out next month will not volume "illustrated biography" coming out next month will not volume "illustrated biography" coming out next month will not 
have anyone burned in gasoline, yet a few miles or less from the have anyone burned in gasoline, yet a few miles or less from the have anyone burned in gasoline, yet a few miles or less from the have anyone burned in gasoline, yet a few miles or less from the 
Playboy Mansion people were burned and burned to death in LA's Playboy Mansion people were burned and burned to death in LA's Playboy Mansion people were burned and burned to death in LA's Playboy Mansion people were burned and burned to death in LA's 
Numerous Fiery Wrecks. Mohammed Patel, staged 100 accidents for Numerous Fiery Wrecks. Mohammed Patel, staged 100 accidents for Numerous Fiery Wrecks. Mohammed Patel, staged 100 accidents for Numerous Fiery Wrecks. Mohammed Patel, staged 100 accidents for 
the insurance. Police said he staged at least 92 crashes. London, the insurance. Police said he staged at least 92 crashes. London, the insurance. Police said he staged at least 92 crashes. London, the insurance. Police said he staged at least 92 crashes. London, 
NYC, Boulder, ColoradoNYC, Boulder, ColoradoNYC, Boulder, ColoradoNYC, Boulder, Colorado…………    this scam is carried out mostly by people this scam is carried out mostly by people this scam is carried out mostly by people this scam is carried out mostly by people 
from India. I personally know of 2 and they got away with from India. I personally know of 2 and they got away with from India. I personally know of 2 and they got away with from India. I personally know of 2 and they got away with 
"Murder""Murder""Murder""Murder"…………    well got away with the scam car wrecks. Los Alamos well got away with the scam car wrecks. Los Alamos well got away with the scam car wrecks. Los Alamos well got away with the scam car wrecks. Los Alamos 
stimulus program is a $6 Billion dollar scam by the same "Nigers" stimulus program is a $6 Billion dollar scam by the same "Nigers" stimulus program is a $6 Billion dollar scam by the same "Nigers" stimulus program is a $6 Billion dollar scam by the same "Nigers" 
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who pick the stupid nigers shows for Good Morning America and who pick the stupid nigers shows for Good Morning America and who pick the stupid nigers shows for Good Morning America and who pick the stupid nigers shows for Good Morning America and 
Today Show! Today Show! Today Show! Today Show!     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< CHICAGO 09<<<<< CHICAGO 09<<<<< CHICAGO 09<<<<< CHICAGO ----    Two girls who swam with pet Two girls who swam with pet Two girls who swam with pet Two girls who swam with pet 
turtles in a backyard pool were among 107 people sickened in the turtles in a backyard pool were among 107 people sickened in the turtles in a backyard pool were among 107 people sickened in the turtles in a backyard pool were among 107 people sickened in the 
largest salmonella outbreak blamed on turtles nationwide, and largest salmonella outbreak blamed on turtles nationwide, and largest salmonella outbreak blamed on turtles nationwide, and largest salmonella outbreak blamed on turtles nationwide, and 
pet turtles have been illegal since 1975 in a George Orwell pet turtles have been illegal since 1975 in a George Orwell pet turtles have been illegal since 1975 in a George Orwell pet turtles have been illegal since 1975 in a George Orwell 
Orwellian Society. Orwellian Society. Orwellian Society. Orwellian Society.     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< 334 people were killed nationwide in crashes 09<<<<< 334 people were killed nationwide in crashes 09<<<<< 334 people were killed nationwide in crashes 09<<<<< 334 people were killed nationwide in crashes 
that stemmed from police pursuits. Highthat stemmed from police pursuits. Highthat stemmed from police pursuits. Highthat stemmed from police pursuits. High----speed chase ends when speed chase ends when speed chase ends when speed chase ends when 
OnStar halts stolen SUV. ElectricWindmillCars will have this "Kill OnStar halts stolen SUV. ElectricWindmillCars will have this "Kill OnStar halts stolen SUV. ElectricWindmillCars will have this "Kill OnStar halts stolen SUV. ElectricWindmillCars will have this "Kill 
Switch" and a lot more. 334 people, well a hell of a lot more died Switch" and a lot more. 334 people, well a hell of a lot more died Switch" and a lot more. 334 people, well a hell of a lot more died Switch" and a lot more. 334 people, well a hell of a lot more died 
from drinking dirty water, mostly in Africa. from drinking dirty water, mostly in Africa. from drinking dirty water, mostly in Africa. from drinking dirty water, mostly in Africa.     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< The Nigers Obama and the niger Oprah 09<<<<< The Nigers Obama and the niger Oprah 09<<<<< The Nigers Obama and the niger Oprah 09<<<<< The Nigers Obama and the niger Oprah 
Winfrey knows exactly how many Blacks died from drinking dirty Winfrey knows exactly how many Blacks died from drinking dirty Winfrey knows exactly how many Blacks died from drinking dirty Winfrey knows exactly how many Blacks died from drinking dirty 
water, when one of the accessories in the ElectricWindwillCar will water, when one of the accessories in the ElectricWindwillCar will water, when one of the accessories in the ElectricWindwillCar will water, when one of the accessories in the ElectricWindwillCar will 
give Humanity free H and O in more abundance then any time in give Humanity free H and O in more abundance then any time in give Humanity free H and O in more abundance then any time in give Humanity free H and O in more abundance then any time in 
the History of Humanity. Miracle of Water is even a greater Miracle the History of Humanity. Miracle of Water is even a greater Miracle the History of Humanity. Miracle of Water is even a greater Miracle the History of Humanity. Miracle of Water is even a greater Miracle 
when we can drive down the road and get free H and O from an when we can drive down the road and get free H and O from an when we can drive down the road and get free H and O from an when we can drive down the road and get free H and O from an 
electrolysis accessory, which production is suppressed by the Top electrolysis accessory, which production is suppressed by the Top electrolysis accessory, which production is suppressed by the Top electrolysis accessory, which production is suppressed by the Top 
Brass at GE. Brass at GE. Brass at GE. Brass at GE.     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< The Niger Oprah Winfrey knows the same H 09<<<<< The Niger Oprah Winfrey knows the same H 09<<<<< The Niger Oprah Winfrey knows the same H 09<<<<< The Niger Oprah Winfrey knows the same H 
and O for 1 billion people in Africa to drink can put a end to and O for 1 billion people in Africa to drink can put a end to and O for 1 billion people in Africa to drink can put a end to and O for 1 billion people in Africa to drink can put a end to 
cooking on wood fires which kills more women than the Niger cooking on wood fires which kills more women than the Niger cooking on wood fires which kills more women than the Niger cooking on wood fires which kills more women than the Niger 
Males in Africa yet the Niger Oprah Winfrey goings along with Males in Africa yet the Niger Oprah Winfrey goings along with Males in Africa yet the Niger Oprah Winfrey goings along with Males in Africa yet the Niger Oprah Winfrey goings along with 
Obama's Genocide suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar when she Obama's Genocide suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar when she Obama's Genocide suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar when she Obama's Genocide suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar when she 
can expose this any day of the week. Electricity for all of Africa can expose this any day of the week. Electricity for all of Africa can expose this any day of the week. Electricity for all of Africa can expose this any day of the week. Electricity for all of Africa 
without the Electric Company charging you a arm and leg and without the Electric Company charging you a arm and leg and without the Electric Company charging you a arm and leg and without the Electric Company charging you a arm and leg and 
putting high power lines everywhere... H can generate your putting high power lines everywhere... H can generate your putting high power lines everywhere... H can generate your putting high power lines everywhere... H can generate your 
electicity! Stupid Niger Oprah took many USA gov. bribes, money electicity! Stupid Niger Oprah took many USA gov. bribes, money electicity! Stupid Niger Oprah took many USA gov. bribes, money electicity! Stupid Niger Oprah took many USA gov. bribes, money 
and a tv show to let 1 billion people die in Africa! I hope she hangs and a tv show to let 1 billion people die in Africa! I hope she hangs and a tv show to let 1 billion people die in Africa! I hope she hangs and a tv show to let 1 billion people die in Africa! I hope she hangs 
on Leno Live! on Leno Live! on Leno Live! on Leno Live!     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< Will Windows 7 Change Our Minds About 09<<<<< Will Windows 7 Change Our Minds About 09<<<<< Will Windows 7 Change Our Minds About 09<<<<< Will Windows 7 Change Our Minds About 
Microsoft? After the Trial of Bill Gates for the "Mass Murder" of 1,001 Microsoft? After the Trial of Bill Gates for the "Mass Murder" of 1,001 Microsoft? After the Trial of Bill Gates for the "Mass Murder" of 1,001 Microsoft? After the Trial of Bill Gates for the "Mass Murder" of 1,001 
Inventors a week since 1980? No Way! Stupid Nigers! Bill Gates Inventors a week since 1980? No Way! Stupid Nigers! Bill Gates Inventors a week since 1980? No Way! Stupid Nigers! Bill Gates Inventors a week since 1980? No Way! Stupid Nigers! Bill Gates 
Greed has murdered millions of aspiring Inventor! Greed has murdered millions of aspiring Inventor! Greed has murdered millions of aspiring Inventor! Greed has murdered millions of aspiring Inventor!     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< $$$ Millions more have been Murdered by 09<<<<< $$$ Millions more have been Murdered by 09<<<<< $$$ Millions more have been Murdered by 09<<<<< $$$ Millions more have been Murdered by 
our Government by not letting Greg Buell Lovestar come out with our Government by not letting Greg Buell Lovestar come out with our Government by not letting Greg Buell Lovestar come out with our Government by not letting Greg Buell Lovestar come out with 
the Inventor OS" years before Win 7. Inventor OS will come the Inventor OS" years before Win 7. Inventor OS will come the Inventor OS" years before Win 7. Inventor OS will come the Inventor OS" years before Win 7. Inventor OS will come 
preinstalled on your Dell or Toshiba with 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled on your Dell or Toshiba with 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled on your Dell or Toshiba with 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled on your Dell or Toshiba with 1,001 Invention Projects 
you can run on the IBM Supercomputers at Los Alamos. Six Billion you can run on the IBM Supercomputers at Los Alamos. Six Billion you can run on the IBM Supercomputers at Los Alamos. Six Billion you can run on the IBM Supercomputers at Los Alamos. Six Billion 
stimuli to get the masses off buying Lotto tickets and Teen stimuli to get the masses off buying Lotto tickets and Teen stimuli to get the masses off buying Lotto tickets and Teen stimuli to get the masses off buying Lotto tickets and Teen 
Prostitutes in Vegas! Prostitutes in Vegas! Prostitutes in Vegas! Prostitutes in Vegas!     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< MD's who run WHO at the UN have a strategy 09<<<<< MD's who run WHO at the UN have a strategy 09<<<<< MD's who run WHO at the UN have a strategy 09<<<<< MD's who run WHO at the UN have a strategy 
to end TB in Pakistan. Pentagon Generals are playing War Games to end TB in Pakistan. Pentagon Generals are playing War Games to end TB in Pakistan. Pentagon Generals are playing War Games to end TB in Pakistan. Pentagon Generals are playing War Games 
in Pakistan Today! MD's at WHO at the UN must expose the in Pakistan Today! MD's at WHO at the UN must expose the in Pakistan Today! MD's at WHO at the UN must expose the in Pakistan Today! MD's at WHO at the UN must expose the 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar or Invent a way to see and suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar or Invent a way to see and suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar or Invent a way to see and suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar or Invent a way to see and 
hear Aliens at Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years from NASA! As this hear Aliens at Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years from NASA! As this hear Aliens at Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years from NASA! As this hear Aliens at Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years from NASA! As this 
invention project is off limits at NASA HQ! invention project is off limits at NASA HQ! invention project is off limits at NASA HQ! invention project is off limits at NASA HQ!     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< Will Windows 7 Change Our Minds About 09<<<<< Will Windows 7 Change Our Minds About 09<<<<< Will Windows 7 Change Our Minds About 09<<<<< Will Windows 7 Change Our Minds About 
Microsoft? No Way! Not after we have insider information about the Microsoft? No Way! Not after we have insider information about the Microsoft? No Way! Not after we have insider information about the Microsoft? No Way! Not after we have insider information about the 
Inventor OS that is suppressed along with the ElectricWindmillCar. Inventor OS that is suppressed along with the ElectricWindmillCar. Inventor OS that is suppressed along with the ElectricWindmillCar. Inventor OS that is suppressed along with the ElectricWindmillCar. 
Amazon Introduces Free Application for Reading Kindle Books on Amazon Introduces Free Application for Reading Kindle Books on Amazon Introduces Free Application for Reading Kindle Books on Amazon Introduces Free Application for Reading Kindle Books on 
the PC. Inventor OS on your PC will come with the "Windmill" in the PC. Inventor OS on your PC will come with the "Windmill" in the PC. Inventor OS on your PC will come with the "Windmill" in the PC. Inventor OS on your PC will come with the "Windmill" in 
George Orwell's "Animal Farm" and the story about watching smoke George Orwell's "Animal Farm" and the story about watching smoke George Orwell's "Animal Farm" and the story about watching smoke George Orwell's "Animal Farm" and the story about watching smoke 
from NCAR here in Boulder Colorado in 1980 with a copy of Animal from NCAR here in Boulder Colorado in 1980 with a copy of Animal from NCAR here in Boulder Colorado in 1980 with a copy of Animal from NCAR here in Boulder Colorado in 1980 with a copy of Animal 
Farm open on the table in the George Reynolds branch library. Farm open on the table in the George Reynolds branch library. Farm open on the table in the George Reynolds branch library. Farm open on the table in the George Reynolds branch library. 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 would have prevented 9/11ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 would have prevented 9/11ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 would have prevented 9/11ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 would have prevented 9/11…………        
    
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>25252525----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< Mass murderers are not just "Nigers" killing 09<<<<< Mass murderers are not just "Nigers" killing 09<<<<< Mass murderers are not just "Nigers" killing 09<<<<< Mass murderers are not just "Nigers" killing 
their white extheir white extheir white extheir white ex----wife's but Presidents of the USA clones of the Niger wife's but Presidents of the USA clones of the Niger wife's but Presidents of the USA clones of the Niger wife's but Presidents of the USA clones of the Niger 
Obama who will let 7 year old girls burn and burn to death in the Obama who will let 7 year old girls burn and burn to death in the Obama who will let 7 year old girls burn and burn to death in the Obama who will let 7 year old girls burn and burn to death in the 
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coming weeks in FIERY LA Wrecks within miles of the Playboy coming weeks in FIERY LA Wrecks within miles of the Playboy coming weeks in FIERY LA Wrecks within miles of the Playboy coming weeks in FIERY LA Wrecks within miles of the Playboy 
Mansion! The Niger Obama Declares Swine Flu a National Mansion! The Niger Obama Declares Swine Flu a National Mansion! The Niger Obama Declares Swine Flu a National Mansion! The Niger Obama Declares Swine Flu a National 
Emergency yesterday! Emergency yesterday! Emergency yesterday! Emergency yesterday!     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< Government next year will require all kids 09<<<<< Government next year will require all kids 09<<<<< Government next year will require all kids 09<<<<< Government next year will require all kids 
under 5 years old to be dressed in an Indy 500 Fire Suit in their under 5 years old to be dressed in an Indy 500 Fire Suit in their under 5 years old to be dressed in an Indy 500 Fire Suit in their under 5 years old to be dressed in an Indy 500 Fire Suit in their 
car seats! On Star from GM will help stop a few more high speed car seats! On Star from GM will help stop a few more high speed car seats! On Star from GM will help stop a few more high speed car seats! On Star from GM will help stop a few more high speed 
police chases in LA. GPS Tracker for kids walking home from school police chases in LA. GPS Tracker for kids walking home from school police chases in LA. GPS Tracker for kids walking home from school police chases in LA. GPS Tracker for kids walking home from school 
belongs to the Bullies who are stupid Nigers and mentally ill. belongs to the Bullies who are stupid Nigers and mentally ill. belongs to the Bullies who are stupid Nigers and mentally ill. belongs to the Bullies who are stupid Nigers and mentally ill.     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< GPS Tracker for your party of 10 at Vail. Or to 09<<<<< GPS Tracker for your party of 10 at Vail. Or to 09<<<<< GPS Tracker for your party of 10 at Vail. Or to 09<<<<< GPS Tracker for your party of 10 at Vail. Or to 
track your kids throughout the day. Our government could have track your kids throughout the day. Our government could have track your kids throughout the day. Our government could have track your kids throughout the day. Our government could have 
prevented 9/11 in 1980 and found Aliens in the Universe if they prevented 9/11 in 1980 and found Aliens in the Universe if they prevented 9/11 in 1980 and found Aliens in the Universe if they prevented 9/11 in 1980 and found Aliens in the Universe if they 
were stimulated by Goddess Wives demanding Rx Penicillin were stimulated by Goddess Wives demanding Rx Penicillin were stimulated by Goddess Wives demanding Rx Penicillin were stimulated by Goddess Wives demanding Rx Penicillin 
Overnight "CURE" for breast cancer. Overnight "CURE" for breast cancer. Overnight "CURE" for breast cancer. Overnight "CURE" for breast cancer.     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< Harvard University Fails inventing the GPS 09<<<<< Harvard University Fails inventing the GPS 09<<<<< Harvard University Fails inventing the GPS 09<<<<< Harvard University Fails inventing the GPS 
Tracker for LOST freshmen and Criminals... why, because Kerry and Tracker for LOST freshmen and Criminals... why, because Kerry and Tracker for LOST freshmen and Criminals... why, because Kerry and Tracker for LOST freshmen and Criminals... why, because Kerry and 
Kennedy shot down any GPS Tracker for the masses no matter how Kennedy shot down any GPS Tracker for the masses no matter how Kennedy shot down any GPS Tracker for the masses no matter how Kennedy shot down any GPS Tracker for the masses no matter how 
many little girls are murdered and bitten by a Mexican Pit Bull on many little girls are murdered and bitten by a Mexican Pit Bull on many little girls are murdered and bitten by a Mexican Pit Bull on many little girls are murdered and bitten by a Mexican Pit Bull on 
the way home from school. Some of the Top Secret stuff in this the way home from school. Some of the Top Secret stuff in this the way home from school. Some of the Top Secret stuff in this the way home from school. Some of the Top Secret stuff in this 
Orwellian Society is who kills what good Inventions! BOSTON Orwellian Society is who kills what good Inventions! BOSTON Orwellian Society is who kills what good Inventions! BOSTON Orwellian Society is who kills what good Inventions! BOSTON ––––    Six Six Six Six 
Harvard University medical researchers were poisoned after Harvard University medical researchers were poisoned after Harvard University medical researchers were poisoned after Harvard University medical researchers were poisoned after 
drinking coffee that was laced with a chemical preservative, drinking coffee that was laced with a chemical preservative, drinking coffee that was laced with a chemical preservative, drinking coffee that was laced with a chemical preservative, 
sodium azide a common preservative"We are in the process of sodium azide a common preservative"We are in the process of sodium azide a common preservative"We are in the process of sodium azide a common preservative"We are in the process of 
installing additional security cameras throughout our buildings, installing additional security cameras throughout our buildings, installing additional security cameras throughout our buildings, installing additional security cameras throughout our buildings, 
and we are strengthening the security systems that manage access and we are strengthening the security systems that manage access and we are strengthening the security systems that manage access and we are strengthening the security systems that manage access 
to the laboratories during both normal business hours and off to the laboratories during both normal business hours and off to the laboratories during both normal business hours and off to the laboratories during both normal business hours and off 
hours," it goes on to say. hours," it goes on to say. hours," it goes on to say. hours," it goes on to say.     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< New York Times Ever09<<<<< New York Times Ever09<<<<< New York Times Ever09<<<<< New York Times Ever----Present Surveillance Present Surveillance Present Surveillance Present Surveillance 
Rankles the British Public By SARAH LYALL A local government's Rankles the British Public By SARAH LYALL A local government's Rankles the British Public By SARAH LYALL A local government's Rankles the British Public By SARAH LYALL A local government's 
investigation of a British family over a girl's school application investigation of a British family over a girl's school application investigation of a British family over a girl's school application investigation of a British family over a girl's school application 
raised concerns about the usage of a 2000 surveillance law. POOLE, raised concerns about the usage of a 2000 surveillance law. POOLE, raised concerns about the usage of a 2000 surveillance law. POOLE, raised concerns about the usage of a 2000 surveillance law. POOLE, 
England England England England ----    It has become commonplace to call Britain a It has become commonplace to call Britain a It has become commonplace to call Britain a It has become commonplace to call Britain a 
"surveillance society," a place where security cameras lurk at every "surveillance society," a place where security cameras lurk at every "surveillance society," a place where security cameras lurk at every "surveillance society," a place where security cameras lurk at every 
corner, giant databases keep track of intimate personal details corner, giant databases keep track of intimate personal details corner, giant databases keep track of intimate personal details corner, giant databases keep track of intimate personal details 
and the government has extraordinary powers to intrude into and the government has extraordinary powers to intrude into and the government has extraordinary powers to intrude into and the government has extraordinary powers to intrude into 
citizens' lives, except to stimulate 1,001 Inventions. These are citizens' lives, except to stimulate 1,001 Inventions. These are citizens' lives, except to stimulate 1,001 Inventions. These are citizens' lives, except to stimulate 1,001 Inventions. These are 
suppressed by the Queen as she toast in public in front of the suppressed by the Queen as she toast in public in front of the suppressed by the Queen as she toast in public in front of the suppressed by the Queen as she toast in public in front of the 
surveillance cameras Let them eat cake, let them burn in gasoline, surveillance cameras Let them eat cake, let them burn in gasoline, surveillance cameras Let them eat cake, let them burn in gasoline, surveillance cameras Let them eat cake, let them burn in gasoline, 
we are addicted to British Oil Money coming in! Off with their we are addicted to British Oil Money coming in! Off with their we are addicted to British Oil Money coming in! Off with their we are addicted to British Oil Money coming in! Off with their 
Heads, Those burned in Fiery Wrecks in London will get their Heads, Those burned in Fiery Wrecks in London will get their Heads, Those burned in Fiery Wrecks in London will get their Heads, Those burned in Fiery Wrecks in London will get their 
revenge someday! $1 Billion pounds compensation to everyone in revenge someday! $1 Billion pounds compensation to everyone in revenge someday! $1 Billion pounds compensation to everyone in revenge someday! $1 Billion pounds compensation to everyone in 
England burned in gasoline since 1980 and there will still be England burned in gasoline since 1980 and there will still be England burned in gasoline since 1980 and there will still be England burned in gasoline since 1980 and there will still be 
confiscated oil money left over to spend on health and education. confiscated oil money left over to spend on health and education. confiscated oil money left over to spend on health and education. confiscated oil money left over to spend on health and education.     
    
>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25>>>>>25----OctOctOctOct----09<<<<< MIT WAR TOYS blew up the Universe many 09<<<<< MIT WAR TOYS blew up the Universe many 09<<<<< MIT WAR TOYS blew up the Universe many 09<<<<< MIT WAR TOYS blew up the Universe many 
times over! Over Kill is the only mentality the Pentagon Knows! $6 times over! Over Kill is the only mentality the Pentagon Knows! $6 times over! Over Kill is the only mentality the Pentagon Knows! $6 times over! Over Kill is the only mentality the Pentagon Knows! $6 
Billion stimulus to clean up the dump at Los AlamosBillion stimulus to clean up the dump at Los AlamosBillion stimulus to clean up the dump at Los AlamosBillion stimulus to clean up the dump at Los Alamos…………    what is what is what is what is 
really need is $6 Billion stimulus to be the Hero for Women who are really need is $6 Billion stimulus to be the Hero for Women who are really need is $6 Billion stimulus to be the Hero for Women who are really need is $6 Billion stimulus to be the Hero for Women who are 
murdered by "Nigers"! murdered by "Nigers"! murdered by "Nigers"! murdered by "Nigers"!     
    
    
>>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>> Mindfulness, GE is George Orwell "1984" >>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>> Mindfulness, GE is George Orwell "1984" >>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>> Mindfulness, GE is George Orwell "1984" >>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>> Mindfulness, GE is George Orwell "1984" 
>>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>> >>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>> >>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>> >>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>>     
    
>>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>> 1 Billion Dead, a on going GENOCIDE by >>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>> 1 Billion Dead, a on going GENOCIDE by >>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>> 1 Billion Dead, a on going GENOCIDE by >>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>> 1 Billion Dead, a on going GENOCIDE by 
GE GE GE GE ----        
    
The most demanding situation in the history of mankind. The most demanding situation in the history of mankind. The most demanding situation in the history of mankind. The most demanding situation in the history of mankind.     
    
The most demanding situation in the history of mankind. The most demanding situation in the history of mankind. The most demanding situation in the history of mankind. The most demanding situation in the history of mankind.     
    
1 Billion Dead, a on going GENOCIDE by GE 1 Billion Dead, a on going GENOCIDE by GE 1 Billion Dead, a on going GENOCIDE by GE 1 Billion Dead, a on going GENOCIDE by GE     
    
1 Billion dead, a on going GENOCIDE by GE. ElectricWindmillCar 1 Billion dead, a on going GENOCIDE by GE. ElectricWindmillCar 1 Billion dead, a on going GENOCIDE by GE. ElectricWindmillCar 1 Billion dead, a on going GENOCIDE by GE. ElectricWindmillCar 
suppression! MSNBC Journalists on the payroll of the Pentagon, suppression! MSNBC Journalists on the payroll of the Pentagon, suppression! MSNBC Journalists on the payroll of the Pentagon, suppression! MSNBC Journalists on the payroll of the Pentagon, 
Texas Oil Men, Saudi Oil Men to promote "War"! Benito Mussolini Texas Oil Men, Saudi Oil Men to promote "War"! Benito Mussolini Texas Oil Men, Saudi Oil Men to promote "War"! Benito Mussolini Texas Oil Men, Saudi Oil Men to promote "War"! Benito Mussolini 
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was paid was paid was paid was paid ££££100 a week by MI5 to keep Italy in the first world war, 100 a week by MI5 to keep Italy in the first world war, 100 a week by MI5 to keep Italy in the first world war, 100 a week by MI5 to keep Italy in the first world war, 
and much more $$$ that is still Top Secret. G.E. executive team was and much more $$$ that is still Top Secret. G.E. executive team was and much more $$$ that is still Top Secret. G.E. executive team was and much more $$$ that is still Top Secret. G.E. executive team was 
"ready for several scenarios." GENOCIDE trial for the deaths of 1 "ready for several scenarios." GENOCIDE trial for the deaths of 1 "ready for several scenarios." GENOCIDE trial for the deaths of 1 "ready for several scenarios." GENOCIDE trial for the deaths of 1 
BILLION! G E Revenue was $38 billion for 3 months. $2.5 Billion in BILLION! G E Revenue was $38 billion for 3 months. $2.5 Billion in BILLION! G E Revenue was $38 billion for 3 months. $2.5 Billion in BILLION! G E Revenue was $38 billion for 3 months. $2.5 Billion in 
profits for 3 months work, G.E.'s Quarterly Profit. Hints at Stability profits for 3 months work, G.E.'s Quarterly Profit. Hints at Stability profits for 3 months work, G.E.'s Quarterly Profit. Hints at Stability profits for 3 months work, G.E.'s Quarterly Profit. Hints at Stability 
G.E. executive team was "ready for several scenarios." By STEVE LOHR G.E. executive team was "ready for several scenarios." By STEVE LOHR G.E. executive team was "ready for several scenarios." By STEVE LOHR G.E. executive team was "ready for several scenarios." By STEVE LOHR 
New York Times Jeffrey R. Immelt, G.E.'s chief executive, called the New York Times Jeffrey R. Immelt, G.E.'s chief executive, called the New York Times Jeffrey R. Immelt, G.E.'s chief executive, called the New York Times Jeffrey R. Immelt, G.E.'s chief executive, called the 
company's performance "solid." Mr. Immelt pointed out that the company's performance "solid." Mr. Immelt pointed out that the company's performance "solid." Mr. Immelt pointed out that the company's performance "solid." Mr. Immelt pointed out that the 
backlog of orders for industrial equipment is $174 billion. NONE of backlog of orders for industrial equipment is $174 billion. NONE of backlog of orders for industrial equipment is $174 billion. NONE of backlog of orders for industrial equipment is $174 billion. NONE of 
this $174 billion backlog of orders for industrial equipment is for this $174 billion backlog of orders for industrial equipment is for this $174 billion backlog of orders for industrial equipment is for this $174 billion backlog of orders for industrial equipment is for 
Electrolysis accessory for H and O CLEAN water for 5 Billion people, Electrolysis accessory for H and O CLEAN water for 5 Billion people, Electrolysis accessory for H and O CLEAN water for 5 Billion people, Electrolysis accessory for H and O CLEAN water for 5 Billion people, 
or climate control accessory for your ElectricWindmillCar, Super or climate control accessory for your ElectricWindmillCar, Super or climate control accessory for your ElectricWindmillCar, Super or climate control accessory for your ElectricWindmillCar, Super 
Air Bags on the outside, Satellite Dish and cameras on top and Air Bags on the outside, Satellite Dish and cameras on top and Air Bags on the outside, Satellite Dish and cameras on top and Air Bags on the outside, Satellite Dish and cameras on top and 
inside for Cops to see you before you are pulled over. GPS Trackers inside for Cops to see you before you are pulled over. GPS Trackers inside for Cops to see you before you are pulled over. GPS Trackers inside for Cops to see you before you are pulled over. GPS Trackers ----    
G.E. executive team was "ready for several scenarios." Expose the CBS G.E. executive team was "ready for several scenarios." Expose the CBS G.E. executive team was "ready for several scenarios." Expose the CBS G.E. executive team was "ready for several scenarios." Expose the CBS 
and New York Times Journalists for being on the Payroll of a Oil and New York Times Journalists for being on the Payroll of a Oil and New York Times Journalists for being on the Payroll of a Oil and New York Times Journalists for being on the Payroll of a Oil 
Genocide Government, sucking up to Texas and Saudi Oil men. Genocide Government, sucking up to Texas and Saudi Oil men. Genocide Government, sucking up to Texas and Saudi Oil men. Genocide Government, sucking up to Texas and Saudi Oil men. 
Pentagon paying Journalists to promote wars in Iraq and Pentagon paying Journalists to promote wars in Iraq and Pentagon paying Journalists to promote wars in Iraq and Pentagon paying Journalists to promote wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. 9Afghanistan. 9Afghanistan. 9Afghanistan. 9----11 was preventable in 1980. G E "ready for several 11 was preventable in 1980. G E "ready for several 11 was preventable in 1980. G E "ready for several 11 was preventable in 1980. G E "ready for several 
scenarios." but none that benefits 5 billion people... Free and scenarios." but none that benefits 5 billion people... Free and scenarios." but none that benefits 5 billion people... Free and scenarios." but none that benefits 5 billion people... Free and 
Mandatory University with cadavers for freshman, Mandatory Mandatory University with cadavers for freshman, Mandatory Mandatory University with cadavers for freshman, Mandatory Mandatory University with cadavers for freshman, Mandatory 
Organ Donation, Medicare for everyone! Criminals at GE, end will Organ Donation, Medicare for everyone! Criminals at GE, end will Organ Donation, Medicare for everyone! Criminals at GE, end will Organ Donation, Medicare for everyone! Criminals at GE, end will 
bring a end to all criminals, OJ his poor white exbring a end to all criminals, OJ his poor white exbring a end to all criminals, OJ his poor white exbring a end to all criminals, OJ his poor white ex----wife, Clones of wife, Clones of wife, Clones of wife, Clones of 
this black niger murder everyday of the year and it never makes this black niger murder everyday of the year and it never makes this black niger murder everyday of the year and it never makes this black niger murder everyday of the year and it never makes 
the front page of the New York Times! the front page of the New York Times! the front page of the New York Times! the front page of the New York Times!     
    
The most demanding situation in the history of mankind. 1 Billion The most demanding situation in the history of mankind. 1 Billion The most demanding situation in the history of mankind. 1 Billion The most demanding situation in the history of mankind. 1 Billion 
Dead, a on going GENOCIDE by GE Dead, a on going GENOCIDE by GE Dead, a on going GENOCIDE by GE Dead, a on going GENOCIDE by GE     
    
1 Billion Dead, a on going GENOCIDE by GE The most demanding 1 Billion Dead, a on going GENOCIDE by GE The most demanding 1 Billion Dead, a on going GENOCIDE by GE The most demanding 1 Billion Dead, a on going GENOCIDE by GE The most demanding 
situation in the history of mankind. situation in the history of mankind. situation in the history of mankind. situation in the history of mankind.     
    
>>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>> Mindfulness, GE is George Orwell "1984" >>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>> Mindfulness, GE is George Orwell "1984" >>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>> Mindfulness, GE is George Orwell "1984" >>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>> Mindfulness, GE is George Orwell "1984" 
>>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>> >>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>> >>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>> >>>>> 18 Oct 2009 >>>>>     
    
>>>> 15 Oct. 2009 >>>> Mussolini, then a 34>>>> 15 Oct. 2009 >>>> Mussolini, then a 34>>>> 15 Oct. 2009 >>>> Mussolini, then a 34>>>> 15 Oct. 2009 >>>> Mussolini, then a 34----yearyearyearyear----old journalist... old journalist... old journalist... old journalist... 
journalists at the New York Times and CBS are paid today more journalists at the New York Times and CBS are paid today more journalists at the New York Times and CBS are paid today more journalists at the New York Times and CBS are paid today more 
than $1k a week to incite war in Iraq and Afghanistan for the than $1k a week to incite war in Iraq and Afghanistan for the than $1k a week to incite war in Iraq and Afghanistan for the than $1k a week to incite war in Iraq and Afghanistan for the 
Pentagon and Texas Oil Men. And to go along with letting 100's Pentagon and Texas Oil Men. And to go along with letting 100's Pentagon and Texas Oil Men. And to go along with letting 100's Pentagon and Texas Oil Men. And to go along with letting 100's 
burn in gasoline every day, in FIERY LA Wrecks! Let 100 kids die in burn in gasoline every day, in FIERY LA Wrecks! Let 100 kids die in burn in gasoline every day, in FIERY LA Wrecks! Let 100 kids die in burn in gasoline every day, in FIERY LA Wrecks! Let 100 kids die in 
hot cars in the summer of 2009 and not report this. As the hot cars in the summer of 2009 and not report this. As the hot cars in the summer of 2009 and not report this. As the hot cars in the summer of 2009 and not report this. As the 
Electricwindmillcar would be climate controlled 24/7. Genocide by Electricwindmillcar would be climate controlled 24/7. Genocide by Electricwindmillcar would be climate controlled 24/7. Genocide by Electricwindmillcar would be climate controlled 24/7. Genocide by 
Journalists and even the Nobel Prize Guys you have seen on TV all Journalists and even the Nobel Prize Guys you have seen on TV all Journalists and even the Nobel Prize Guys you have seen on TV all Journalists and even the Nobel Prize Guys you have seen on TV all 
week get paid by the CIA and MI5 Today! Benito Mussolini was paid week get paid by the CIA and MI5 Today! Benito Mussolini was paid week get paid by the CIA and MI5 Today! Benito Mussolini was paid week get paid by the CIA and MI5 Today! Benito Mussolini was paid 
££££100 a week by MI5 to keep Italy in the first world war paid by the 100 a week by MI5 to keep Italy in the first world war paid by the 100 a week by MI5 to keep Italy in the first world war paid by the 100 a week by MI5 to keep Italy in the first world war paid by the 
British. USA knew this was going on. The last thing Britain wanted British. USA knew this was going on. The last thing Britain wanted British. USA knew this was going on. The last thing Britain wanted British. USA knew this was going on. The last thing Britain wanted 
were prowere prowere prowere pro----peace strikes bringing the factories in Milan to a halt... peace strikes bringing the factories in Milan to a halt... peace strikes bringing the factories in Milan to a halt... peace strikes bringing the factories in Milan to a halt... 
today the CIA and MI5 stifle Greg Buell Lovestar in getting the RX today the CIA and MI5 stifle Greg Buell Lovestar in getting the RX today the CIA and MI5 stifle Greg Buell Lovestar in getting the RX today the CIA and MI5 stifle Greg Buell Lovestar in getting the RX 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure For Breast Cancer for Wars in Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure For Breast Cancer for Wars in Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure For Breast Cancer for Wars in Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure For Breast Cancer for Wars in 
Iraq and Afghanistan! Iraq and Afghanistan! Iraq and Afghanistan! Iraq and Afghanistan!     
    
Link below is Mussolini article Link below is Mussolini article Link below is Mussolini article Link below is Mussolini article ----    New York Times and CBS New York Times and CBS New York Times and CBS New York Times and CBS 
Journalists are paid by Texas Oil Men and the Pentagon to promote Journalists are paid by Texas Oil Men and the Pentagon to promote Journalists are paid by Texas Oil Men and the Pentagon to promote Journalists are paid by Texas Oil Men and the Pentagon to promote 
War not a Rx cure for cancer and Star Travel to Alpha Centauri 4.3 War not a Rx cure for cancer and Star Travel to Alpha Centauri 4.3 War not a Rx cure for cancer and Star Travel to Alpha Centauri 4.3 War not a Rx cure for cancer and Star Travel to Alpha Centauri 4.3 
Lt Years and real Aliens! Lt Years and real Aliens! Lt Years and real Aliens! Lt Years and real Aliens!     
    
Mussolini articleMussolini articleMussolini articleMussolini article    
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/feedarticle/8755035http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/feedarticle/8755035http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/feedarticle/8755035http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/feedarticle/8755035    
    
    
>>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess >>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess >>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess >>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess 
Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best 
BDay, unfortunately our George Orwell is burning Mad about BDay, unfortunately our George Orwell is burning Mad about BDay, unfortunately our George Orwell is burning Mad about BDay, unfortunately our George Orwell is burning Mad about 
several on going Genocides all Government run. several on going Genocides all Government run. several on going Genocides all Government run. several on going Genocides all Government run.     
    
>>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! Reasons to >>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! Reasons to >>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! Reasons to >>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! Reasons to 
scream this is Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's scream this is Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's scream this is Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's scream this is Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's 
Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri. "War's Mobilization" to get the Rx Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri. "War's Mobilization" to get the Rx Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri. "War's Mobilization" to get the Rx Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri. "War's Mobilization" to get the Rx 
Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Greg's Retirement starts Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Greg's Retirement starts Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Greg's Retirement starts Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Greg's Retirement starts 
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on 5 Oct 09 on 5 Oct 09 on 5 Oct 09 on 5 Oct 09     
>>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! Reasons to >>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! Reasons to >>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! Reasons to >>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! Reasons to 
scream this is Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's scream this is Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's scream this is Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's scream this is Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's 
Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri. "War's Mobilization" to get the Rx Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri. "War's Mobilization" to get the Rx Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri. "War's Mobilization" to get the Rx Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri. "War's Mobilization" to get the Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Greg's Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Greg's Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Greg's Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Greg's 
Retirement starts on 5 Oct 09 >>> Treason by Carter and his wife Retirement starts on 5 Oct 09 >>> Treason by Carter and his wife Retirement starts on 5 Oct 09 >>> Treason by Carter and his wife Retirement starts on 5 Oct 09 >>> Treason by Carter and his wife 
Roslyn, all the Pentagon Generals for the ElectricWindmillCar Roslyn, all the Pentagon Generals for the ElectricWindmillCar Roslyn, all the Pentagon Generals for the ElectricWindmillCar Roslyn, all the Pentagon Generals for the ElectricWindmillCar 
suppression and crimes of burning cops and kids in gasoline for $ suppression and crimes of burning cops and kids in gasoline for $ suppression and crimes of burning cops and kids in gasoline for $ suppression and crimes of burning cops and kids in gasoline for $ 
oil money, and bribes in Secret Swiss Bank accounts. "We want to oil money, and bribes in Secret Swiss Bank accounts. "We want to oil money, and bribes in Secret Swiss Bank accounts. "We want to oil money, and bribes in Secret Swiss Bank accounts. "We want to 
present the truth about every aspect of our lives and times present the truth about every aspect of our lives and times present the truth about every aspect of our lives and times present the truth about every aspect of our lives and times 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Roslyn Carter suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Roslyn Carter suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Roslyn Carter suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Roslyn Carter 
said. On Carters 85th BDay. Greg's retirement in Polygamy with said. On Carters 85th BDay. Greg's retirement in Polygamy with said. On Carters 85th BDay. Greg's retirement in Polygamy with said. On Carters 85th BDay. Greg's retirement in Polygamy with 
Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and the Rx Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and the Rx Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and the Rx Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and the Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. Cont... below. Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. Cont... below. Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. Cont... below. Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. Cont... below.     
    
>>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! Reasons to >>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! Reasons to >>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! Reasons to >>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! Reasons to 
scream this is Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's scream this is Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's scream this is Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's scream this is Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's 
Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri. "War's Mobilization" to get the Rx Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri. "War's Mobilization" to get the Rx Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri. "War's Mobilization" to get the Rx Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri. "War's Mobilization" to get the Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Greg's Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Greg's Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Greg's Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Greg's 
Retirement starts on 5 Oct 09 >>> Treason by Carter and his wife Retirement starts on 5 Oct 09 >>> Treason by Carter and his wife Retirement starts on 5 Oct 09 >>> Treason by Carter and his wife Retirement starts on 5 Oct 09 >>> Treason by Carter and his wife 
Roslyn, all the Pentagon Generals for the ElectricWindmillCar Roslyn, all the Pentagon Generals for the ElectricWindmillCar Roslyn, all the Pentagon Generals for the ElectricWindmillCar Roslyn, all the Pentagon Generals for the ElectricWindmillCar 
suppression and crimes of burning cops and kids in gasoline for $ suppression and crimes of burning cops and kids in gasoline for $ suppression and crimes of burning cops and kids in gasoline for $ suppression and crimes of burning cops and kids in gasoline for $ 
oil money, and oil men's bribes in Secret Swiss Bank accounts. "We oil money, and oil men's bribes in Secret Swiss Bank accounts. "We oil money, and oil men's bribes in Secret Swiss Bank accounts. "We oil money, and oil men's bribes in Secret Swiss Bank accounts. "We 
want to present the truth about every aspect of our lives and times want to present the truth about every aspect of our lives and times want to present the truth about every aspect of our lives and times want to present the truth about every aspect of our lives and times 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Roslyn Carter suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Roslyn Carter suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Roslyn Carter suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Roslyn Carter 
said. On Carters 85th BDay. Staph, E. Ecole, hepatitis kills gringos said. On Carters 85th BDay. Staph, E. Ecole, hepatitis kills gringos said. On Carters 85th BDay. Staph, E. Ecole, hepatitis kills gringos said. On Carters 85th BDay. Staph, E. Ecole, hepatitis kills gringos 
needlessly via dirty Mexican cooks and kitchen workers on (CU's) needlessly via dirty Mexican cooks and kitchen workers on (CU's) needlessly via dirty Mexican cooks and kitchen workers on (CU's) needlessly via dirty Mexican cooks and kitchen workers on (CU's) 
Campus, worst this will only be on the front pages of the New York Campus, worst this will only be on the front pages of the New York Campus, worst this will only be on the front pages of the New York Campus, worst this will only be on the front pages of the New York 
Times after the coup! Greg's retirement in Polygamy with Goddess Times after the coup! Greg's retirement in Polygamy with Goddess Times after the coup! Greg's retirement in Polygamy with Goddess Times after the coup! Greg's retirement in Polygamy with Goddess 
Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and the Rx Penicillin Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and the Rx Penicillin Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and the Rx Penicillin Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and the Rx Penicillin 
Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. Letterman never thought Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. Letterman never thought Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. Letterman never thought Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. Letterman never thought 
of Polygamy as CBS never ever puts POLYGAMY in the news, new of Polygamy as CBS never ever puts POLYGAMY in the news, new of Polygamy as CBS never ever puts POLYGAMY in the news, new of Polygamy as CBS never ever puts POLYGAMY in the news, new 
sitcom, or even 48 Hours let alone 60 Minutes sitcom, or even 48 Hours let alone 60 Minutes sitcom, or even 48 Hours let alone 60 Minutes sitcom, or even 48 Hours let alone 60 Minutes ---- Why is Polygamy off  Why is Polygamy off  Why is Polygamy off  Why is Polygamy off 
limits in our Orwellian Society, that has several genocides going limits in our Orwellian Society, that has several genocides going limits in our Orwellian Society, that has several genocides going limits in our Orwellian Society, that has several genocides going 
on at the same time and all are run by the government? on at the same time and all are run by the government? on at the same time and all are run by the government? on at the same time and all are run by the government? 
Particulars of his sexual exploits... At the close of David Letterman's Particulars of his sexual exploits... At the close of David Letterman's Particulars of his sexual exploits... At the close of David Letterman's Particulars of his sexual exploits... At the close of David Letterman's 
stunning onstunning onstunning onstunning on----air disclosure. After a 10air disclosure. After a 10air disclosure. After a 10air disclosure. After a 10----minute explanation of an minute explanation of an minute explanation of an minute explanation of an 
extortion plot intended to expose his sexual liaisons with female extortion plot intended to expose his sexual liaisons with female extortion plot intended to expose his sexual liaisons with female extortion plot intended to expose his sexual liaisons with female 
staffers, he concluded, "I don't plan to say much more about this staffers, he concluded, "I don't plan to say much more about this staffers, he concluded, "I don't plan to say much more about this staffers, he concluded, "I don't plan to say much more about this 
on this particular topic." Yeton this particular topic." Yeton this particular topic." Yeton this particular topic." Yet----totototo----emerge particulars of his sexual emerge particulars of his sexual emerge particulars of his sexual emerge particulars of his sexual 
exploits. The greatest unknown in all of this is Letterman's wife, exploits. The greatest unknown in all of this is Letterman's wife, exploits. The greatest unknown in all of this is Letterman's wife, exploits. The greatest unknown in all of this is Letterman's wife, 
Regina Lasko, who has lived her life largely offstage. But were she Regina Lasko, who has lived her life largely offstage. But were she Regina Lasko, who has lived her life largely offstage. But were she Regina Lasko, who has lived her life largely offstage. But were she 
to go public by her husband's side to go public by her husband's side to go public by her husband's side to go public by her husband's side -------- a reverse reality version of the  a reverse reality version of the  a reverse reality version of the  a reverse reality version of the 
new CBS series "The Good Wife," if you will new CBS series "The Good Wife," if you will new CBS series "The Good Wife," if you will new CBS series "The Good Wife," if you will -------- that could go a long  that could go a long  that could go a long  that could go a long 
way. On the flip side, a divorce announcement could be equally way. On the flip side, a divorce announcement could be equally way. On the flip side, a divorce announcement could be equally way. On the flip side, a divorce announcement could be equally 
devastating. Greg's retirement in Polygamy with Goddess Wives devastating. Greg's retirement in Polygamy with Goddess Wives devastating. Greg's retirement in Polygamy with Goddess Wives devastating. Greg's retirement in Polygamy with Goddess Wives 
brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and the Rx Penicillin brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and the Rx Penicillin brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and the Rx Penicillin brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and the Rx Penicillin 
Miracle cure for breast cancer. Letterman never thought of Miracle cure for breast cancer. Letterman never thought of Miracle cure for breast cancer. Letterman never thought of Miracle cure for breast cancer. Letterman never thought of 
Polygamy as CBS never ever puts POLYGAMY in the news, new sitcom, Polygamy as CBS never ever puts POLYGAMY in the news, new sitcom, Polygamy as CBS never ever puts POLYGAMY in the news, new sitcom, Polygamy as CBS never ever puts POLYGAMY in the news, new sitcom, 
or even 48 Hours let alone 60 Minutes or even 48 Hours let alone 60 Minutes or even 48 Hours let alone 60 Minutes or even 48 Hours let alone 60 Minutes ---- Why is Polygamy off limits  Why is Polygamy off limits  Why is Polygamy off limits  Why is Polygamy off limits 
in our Orwellian Society, that has several genocides going on at in our Orwellian Society, that has several genocides going on at in our Orwellian Society, that has several genocides going on at in our Orwellian Society, that has several genocides going on at 
the same time and all are run by the government? Particulars of the same time and all are run by the government? Particulars of the same time and all are run by the government? Particulars of the same time and all are run by the government? Particulars of 
his sexual exploits... Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects spelled his sexual exploits... Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects spelled his sexual exploits... Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects spelled his sexual exploits... Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects spelled 
out on this web page with your wives. CBS stifles all inventions and out on this web page with your wives. CBS stifles all inventions and out on this web page with your wives. CBS stifles all inventions and out on this web page with your wives. CBS stifles all inventions and 
even posting of invention project that will lead Humanity to Alpha even posting of invention project that will lead Humanity to Alpha even posting of invention project that will lead Humanity to Alpha even posting of invention project that will lead Humanity to Alpha 
Centauri, Why? Who at CBS is stifling Star Travel? Blackmailed into Centauri, Why? Who at CBS is stifling Star Travel? Blackmailed into Centauri, Why? Who at CBS is stifling Star Travel? Blackmailed into Centauri, Why? Who at CBS is stifling Star Travel? Blackmailed into 
deleting the nearest Solar System from Earth, someone has deleting the nearest Solar System from Earth, someone has deleting the nearest Solar System from Earth, someone has deleting the nearest Solar System from Earth, someone has 
successfully blackmailed CBS. successfully blackmailed CBS. successfully blackmailed CBS. successfully blackmailed CBS.     
    
    
    
Heading to Key West were Cops with their new motorcycles. They Heading to Key West were Cops with their new motorcycles. They Heading to Key West were Cops with their new motorcycles. They Heading to Key West were Cops with their new motorcycles. They 
stopped at a Shell gas station in Marathon to fill their tanks when stopped at a Shell gas station in Marathon to fill their tanks when stopped at a Shell gas station in Marathon to fill their tanks when stopped at a Shell gas station in Marathon to fill their tanks when 
a motorcycle fell over on him and burst into flames. a motorcycle fell over on him and burst into flames. a motorcycle fell over on him and burst into flames. a motorcycle fell over on him and burst into flames.     
    
Reason to scream this is Treason, by Carter and his wife Roslyn, all Reason to scream this is Treason, by Carter and his wife Roslyn, all Reason to scream this is Treason, by Carter and his wife Roslyn, all Reason to scream this is Treason, by Carter and his wife Roslyn, all 
the Pentagon Generals for abnormal crimes of burning cops and the Pentagon Generals for abnormal crimes of burning cops and the Pentagon Generals for abnormal crimes of burning cops and the Pentagon Generals for abnormal crimes of burning cops and 
kids in gasoline for $ oil money. "We want to present the truth kids in gasoline for $ oil money. "We want to present the truth kids in gasoline for $ oil money. "We want to present the truth kids in gasoline for $ oil money. "We want to present the truth 
about every aspect of our live and times suppressing the about every aspect of our live and times suppressing the about every aspect of our live and times suppressing the about every aspect of our live and times suppressing the 
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ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Roslyn Carter said. On Carters ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Roslyn Carter said. On Carters ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Roslyn Carter said. On Carters ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Roslyn Carter said. On Carters 
85th BDay. 85th BDay. 85th BDay. 85th BDay.     
    
    
Texas begins $3 billion quest to cure cancer Texas begins $3 billion quest to cure cancer Texas begins $3 billion quest to cure cancer Texas begins $3 billion quest to cure cancer ---- after Bush and Bush  after Bush and Bush  after Bush and Bush  after Bush and Bush 
spent $1.2 Billion on a Football Stadium. Journalists who wrote spent $1.2 Billion on a Football Stadium. Journalists who wrote spent $1.2 Billion on a Football Stadium. Journalists who wrote spent $1.2 Billion on a Football Stadium. Journalists who wrote 
this story should hang for going along with several on going this story should hang for going along with several on going this story should hang for going along with several on going this story should hang for going along with several on going 
government run genocides. Journalists at the New York Times will government run genocides. Journalists at the New York Times will government run genocides. Journalists at the New York Times will government run genocides. Journalists at the New York Times will 
never ever write about building a State of the Arts Medical School never ever write about building a State of the Arts Medical School never ever write about building a State of the Arts Medical School never ever write about building a State of the Arts Medical School 
over every University football stadium. cui bono, as the Romans over every University football stadium. cui bono, as the Romans over every University football stadium. cui bono, as the Romans over every University football stadium. cui bono, as the Romans 
used to say used to say used to say used to say ---- who benefits?  who benefits?  who benefits?  who benefits? -------------------- this was the punch line in the New  this was the punch line in the New  this was the punch line in the New  this was the punch line in the New 
York Times! Texas Oil Men's greed for more oil money didn't stop at York Times! Texas Oil Men's greed for more oil money didn't stop at York Times! Texas Oil Men's greed for more oil money didn't stop at York Times! Texas Oil Men's greed for more oil money didn't stop at 
$3 Trillion dollars, Hell Putin has $7 Trillion dollars just from $3 Trillion dollars, Hell Putin has $7 Trillion dollars just from $3 Trillion dollars, Hell Putin has $7 Trillion dollars just from $3 Trillion dollars, Hell Putin has $7 Trillion dollars just from 
Russian Oil revenues. USA Journalists have more than $3 Billion in Russian Oil revenues. USA Journalists have more than $3 Billion in Russian Oil revenues. USA Journalists have more than $3 Billion in Russian Oil revenues. USA Journalists have more than $3 Billion in 
Texas Oil Men's bribes in secret Swiss Bank accounts. Texas Oil Men's bribes in secret Swiss Bank accounts. Texas Oil Men's bribes in secret Swiss Bank accounts. Texas Oil Men's bribes in secret Swiss Bank accounts.     
    
After the ElectricWindmillCar Coup Greg Buell Lovestar, me. I will After the ElectricWindmillCar Coup Greg Buell Lovestar, me. I will After the ElectricWindmillCar Coup Greg Buell Lovestar, me. I will After the ElectricWindmillCar Coup Greg Buell Lovestar, me. I will 
have $3+ Trillion in confiscated Texas oil money and access to all have $3+ Trillion in confiscated Texas oil money and access to all have $3+ Trillion in confiscated Texas oil money and access to all have $3+ Trillion in confiscated Texas oil money and access to all 
the IBM supercomputers and Nuke Scientists at Los Alamos. For the IBM supercomputers and Nuke Scientists at Los Alamos. For the IBM supercomputers and Nuke Scientists at Los Alamos. For the IBM supercomputers and Nuke Scientists at Los Alamos. For 
working 24/7 not 40 hours a week with Federal and State holidays, working 24/7 not 40 hours a week with Federal and State holidays, working 24/7 not 40 hours a week with Federal and State holidays, working 24/7 not 40 hours a week with Federal and State holidays, 
grin. grin. grin. grin.     
    
Cops burned in gasoline will make the Treason arrests at the Cops burned in gasoline will make the Treason arrests at the Cops burned in gasoline will make the Treason arrests at the Cops burned in gasoline will make the Treason arrests at the 
Pentagon for "uncharacteristic crimes" of flesh sizzling in gasoline Pentagon for "uncharacteristic crimes" of flesh sizzling in gasoline Pentagon for "uncharacteristic crimes" of flesh sizzling in gasoline Pentagon for "uncharacteristic crimes" of flesh sizzling in gasoline 
for more oil money. This is also a Leno joke. for more oil money. This is also a Leno joke. for more oil money. This is also a Leno joke. for more oil money. This is also a Leno joke.     
    
Swiss Bankers will all hang or lose their head! Swiss Bankers will all hang or lose their head! Swiss Bankers will all hang or lose their head! Swiss Bankers will all hang or lose their head!     
    
Texas begins $3 billion quest to cure cancer. Texas gave birth to the Texas begins $3 billion quest to cure cancer. Texas gave birth to the Texas begins $3 billion quest to cure cancer. Texas gave birth to the Texas begins $3 billion quest to cure cancer. Texas gave birth to the 
modern oil industry invented the hand held calculator and sent modern oil industry invented the hand held calculator and sent modern oil industry invented the hand held calculator and sent modern oil industry invented the hand held calculator and sent 
man to the moon. But can the Lone Star State cure cancer? Texas is man to the moon. But can the Lone Star State cure cancer? Texas is man to the moon. But can the Lone Star State cure cancer? Texas is man to the moon. But can the Lone Star State cure cancer? Texas is 
ready to try by investing $3 billion over the next decade... ready to try by investing $3 billion over the next decade... ready to try by investing $3 billion over the next decade... ready to try by investing $3 billion over the next decade...     
40k women a year die from breast cancer so 400k in this Texas 40k women a year die from breast cancer so 400k in this Texas 40k women a year die from breast cancer so 400k in this Texas 40k women a year die from breast cancer so 400k in this Texas 
Decade. Decade. Decade. Decade.     
    
Money in cancer research and prevention, which would make the Money in cancer research and prevention, which would make the Money in cancer research and prevention, which would make the Money in cancer research and prevention, which would make the 
state the gatekeeper of the second largest pot of cancer research state the gatekeeper of the second largest pot of cancer research state the gatekeeper of the second largest pot of cancer research state the gatekeeper of the second largest pot of cancer research 
dollars in the country, behind only the National Cancer Institute. dollars in the country, behind only the National Cancer Institute. dollars in the country, behind only the National Cancer Institute. dollars in the country, behind only the National Cancer Institute.     
    
At MIT everyone knows MIT and Harvard Foundation has had $50 At MIT everyone knows MIT and Harvard Foundation has had $50 At MIT everyone knows MIT and Harvard Foundation has had $50 At MIT everyone knows MIT and Harvard Foundation has had $50 
Billion in Chase Banks since the invention of the Billion in Chase Banks since the invention of the Billion in Chase Banks since the invention of the Billion in Chase Banks since the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 wasted none of it to cure ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 wasted none of it to cure ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 wasted none of it to cure ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 wasted none of it to cure 
cancer... cancer... cancer... cancer...     
    
This is Bankers Genocide, clone of Swiss Bankers taking oil bribes. This is Bankers Genocide, clone of Swiss Bankers taking oil bribes. This is Bankers Genocide, clone of Swiss Bankers taking oil bribes. This is Bankers Genocide, clone of Swiss Bankers taking oil bribes. 
Not spending the money on a Rx Cancer cure. Not spending the money on a Rx Cancer cure. Not spending the money on a Rx Cancer cure. Not spending the money on a Rx Cancer cure.     
    
They should hang or lose their head! They should hang or lose their head! They should hang or lose their head! They should hang or lose their head!     
    
Gov. Rick Perry said he dreamed of a day "we talk about cancer the Gov. Rick Perry said he dreamed of a day "we talk about cancer the Gov. Rick Perry said he dreamed of a day "we talk about cancer the Gov. Rick Perry said he dreamed of a day "we talk about cancer the 
same way we talk about polio. same way we talk about polio. same way we talk about polio. same way we talk about polio.     
    
"Texas is now putting out the call to scientists: Come and get the "Texas is now putting out the call to scientists: Come and get the "Texas is now putting out the call to scientists: Come and get the "Texas is now putting out the call to scientists: Come and get the 
money. money. money. money.     
Institute leaders say the money will fund drug developments; Institute leaders say the money will fund drug developments; Institute leaders say the money will fund drug developments; Institute leaders say the money will fund drug developments; 
gamble on highgamble on highgamble on highgamble on high----risk research turned away elsewhere and attract risk research turned away elsewhere and attract risk research turned away elsewhere and attract risk research turned away elsewhere and attract 
bigbigbigbig----name scientists to Texas. name scientists to Texas. name scientists to Texas. name scientists to Texas.     
    
Texas Gambling and Lotto takes in more than $3 billion. Texas Gambling and Lotto takes in more than $3 billion. Texas Gambling and Lotto takes in more than $3 billion. Texas Gambling and Lotto takes in more than $3 billion.     
    
"That $3 billion isn't in the my bank," said Dr. Tyler Curiel, "That $3 billion isn't in the my bank," said Dr. Tyler Curiel, "That $3 billion isn't in the my bank," said Dr. Tyler Curiel, "That $3 billion isn't in the my bank," said Dr. Tyler Curiel, 
executive director of the Cancer Therapy & Research Center at the executive director of the Cancer Therapy & Research Center at the executive director of the Cancer Therapy & Research Center at the executive director of the Cancer Therapy & Research Center at the 
University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio. University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio. University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio. University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio.     
    
Lure more top scientists to Texas with $2 million offers for salary Lure more top scientists to Texas with $2 million offers for salary Lure more top scientists to Texas with $2 million offers for salary Lure more top scientists to Texas with $2 million offers for salary 
and research and is prepared to offer even more for "superstars. The and research and is prepared to offer even more for "superstars. The and research and is prepared to offer even more for "superstars. The and research and is prepared to offer even more for "superstars. The 
agency cautions, don't expect any overnight miracles. agency cautions, don't expect any overnight miracles. agency cautions, don't expect any overnight miracles. agency cautions, don't expect any overnight miracles.     
    
$2 mill in Texas Oil men's bribes$2 mill in Texas Oil men's bribes$2 mill in Texas Oil men's bribes$2 mill in Texas Oil men's bribes…………    was for the Senators was for the Senators was for the Senators was for the Senators 
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receptionists. receptionists. receptionists. receptionists.     
    
Expect an Rx overnight miracle breast cancer cure only from Greg Expect an Rx overnight miracle breast cancer cure only from Greg Expect an Rx overnight miracle breast cancer cure only from Greg Expect an Rx overnight miracle breast cancer cure only from Greg 
Buell Lovestar after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup, as I will get the Buell Lovestar after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup, as I will get the Buell Lovestar after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup, as I will get the Buell Lovestar after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup, as I will get the 
coup leaders to give me Los Alamos resources! coup leaders to give me Los Alamos resources! coup leaders to give me Los Alamos resources! coup leaders to give me Los Alamos resources!     
    
Its IBM Supercomputers and Scientists. Its IBM Supercomputers and Scientists. Its IBM Supercomputers and Scientists. Its IBM Supercomputers and Scientists.     
    
    
Being supercomputer literate reminds me of the French Revolution Being supercomputer literate reminds me of the French Revolution Being supercomputer literate reminds me of the French Revolution Being supercomputer literate reminds me of the French Revolution 
and the Elite French Literates who killed those not of royal blood or and the Elite French Literates who killed those not of royal blood or and the Elite French Literates who killed those not of royal blood or and the Elite French Literates who killed those not of royal blood or 
connections. Mandatory University in France... never, ever! connections. Mandatory University in France... never, ever! connections. Mandatory University in France... never, ever! connections. Mandatory University in France... never, ever!     
    
George Orwell does the same today or should I say IBM is in bed George Orwell does the same today or should I say IBM is in bed George Orwell does the same today or should I say IBM is in bed George Orwell does the same today or should I say IBM is in bed 
with Maria and her husband the French King. with Maria and her husband the French King. with Maria and her husband the French King. with Maria and her husband the French King.     
    
When I went to a community Jr. college in 1972 When I went to a community Jr. college in 1972 When I went to a community Jr. college in 1972 When I went to a community Jr. college in 1972     
    
IBM promised that everyone would be Supercomputer Literate by IBM promised that everyone would be Supercomputer Literate by IBM promised that everyone would be Supercomputer Literate by IBM promised that everyone would be Supercomputer Literate by 
2009 and have access to supercomputers. 2009 and have access to supercomputers. 2009 and have access to supercomputers. 2009 and have access to supercomputers.     
    
Bill Gates killed this idea via Greed $ Bill Gates killed this idea via Greed $ Bill Gates killed this idea via Greed $ Bill Gates killed this idea via Greed $     
    
IBM went along with the Greed $ of course. IBM went along with the Greed $ of course. IBM went along with the Greed $ of course. IBM went along with the Greed $ of course.     
So the masses are not supercomputer literate in 2009. Boulder So the masses are not supercomputer literate in 2009. Boulder So the masses are not supercomputer literate in 2009. Boulder So the masses are not supercomputer literate in 2009. Boulder 
Public Library, I can't even upload this web to the server as they Public Library, I can't even upload this web to the server as they Public Library, I can't even upload this web to the server as they Public Library, I can't even upload this web to the server as they 
block all ftp uploads. Public Libraries and University IT people have block all ftp uploads. Public Libraries and University IT people have block all ftp uploads. Public Libraries and University IT people have block all ftp uploads. Public Libraries and University IT people have 
the same mentality of the French King and Queen just before the the same mentality of the French King and Queen just before the the same mentality of the French King and Queen just before the the same mentality of the French King and Queen just before the 
Revolution! Part of the our current Revolution besides getting a Rx Revolution! Part of the our current Revolution besides getting a Rx Revolution! Part of the our current Revolution besides getting a Rx Revolution! Part of the our current Revolution besides getting a Rx 
Cure for breast cancer is traveling 4.3 light years in 700 NASA Cure for breast cancer is traveling 4.3 light years in 700 NASA Cure for breast cancer is traveling 4.3 light years in 700 NASA Cure for breast cancer is traveling 4.3 light years in 700 NASA 
Shuttles dock together like a train. Not a Bullet Train like Japans Shuttles dock together like a train. Not a Bullet Train like Japans Shuttles dock together like a train. Not a Bullet Train like Japans Shuttles dock together like a train. Not a Bullet Train like Japans 
but a Monorail train 75' wide and 100 yards long on 2 rail. but a Monorail train 75' wide and 100 yards long on 2 rail. but a Monorail train 75' wide and 100 yards long on 2 rail. but a Monorail train 75' wide and 100 yards long on 2 rail. 
Mexican semi drivers Mexican semi drivers Mexican semi drivers Mexican semi drivers eating while texting can handle driving eating while texting can handle driving eating while texting can handle driving eating while texting can handle driving 
their semi onto a monorail and parking it for the cross country their semi onto a monorail and parking it for the cross country their semi onto a monorail and parking it for the cross country their semi onto a monorail and parking it for the cross country 
trip, saving the lives of gringos. Statistics are suppressed by our trip, saving the lives of gringos. Statistics are suppressed by our trip, saving the lives of gringos. Statistics are suppressed by our trip, saving the lives of gringos. Statistics are suppressed by our 
President George Orwell as we can all imagine they are into the President George Orwell as we can all imagine they are into the President George Orwell as we can all imagine they are into the President George Orwell as we can all imagine they are into the 
thousands killed by Mexicans, just the Mexicans with no drivers thousands killed by Mexicans, just the Mexicans with no drivers thousands killed by Mexicans, just the Mexicans with no drivers thousands killed by Mexicans, just the Mexicans with no drivers 
license in Boulder, Colorado have killed several bike riders. This is license in Boulder, Colorado have killed several bike riders. This is license in Boulder, Colorado have killed several bike riders. This is license in Boulder, Colorado have killed several bike riders. This is 
one government run genocide that will kill a gringo a day until a one government run genocide that will kill a gringo a day until a one government run genocide that will kill a gringo a day until a one government run genocide that will kill a gringo a day until a 
successful electricwindmillcar coup, then I will gain control of the successful electricwindmillcar coup, then I will gain control of the successful electricwindmillcar coup, then I will gain control of the successful electricwindmillcar coup, then I will gain control of the 
front page of the New York Times and publish these top secret front page of the New York Times and publish these top secret front page of the New York Times and publish these top secret front page of the New York Times and publish these top secret 
statistics and the gross accident pictures. One of my inventions that statistics and the gross accident pictures. One of my inventions that statistics and the gross accident pictures. One of my inventions that statistics and the gross accident pictures. One of my inventions that 
could have saved thousands in the last decade is super air bags on could have saved thousands in the last decade is super air bags on could have saved thousands in the last decade is super air bags on could have saved thousands in the last decade is super air bags on 
the outside of semi trucks and cars. Our George Orwell and his the outside of semi trucks and cars. Our George Orwell and his the outside of semi trucks and cars. Our George Orwell and his the outside of semi trucks and cars. Our George Orwell and his 
Roman Senators deleted this invention causing thousands of Roman Senators deleted this invention causing thousands of Roman Senators deleted this invention causing thousands of Roman Senators deleted this invention causing thousands of 
broken bones and deaths. This is a genocide too! broken bones and deaths. This is a genocide too! broken bones and deaths. This is a genocide too! broken bones and deaths. This is a genocide too!     
    
Yale Medical Students and the Medical Students Dr Chen writes Yale Medical Students and the Medical Students Dr Chen writes Yale Medical Students and the Medical Students Dr Chen writes Yale Medical Students and the Medical Students Dr Chen writes 
about lost out on LIFE because of these eccentric crimes of greed about lost out on LIFE because of these eccentric crimes of greed about lost out on LIFE because of these eccentric crimes of greed about lost out on LIFE because of these eccentric crimes of greed 
and suppression. Addressing distress in medical training will and suppression. Addressing distress in medical training will and suppression. Addressing distress in medical training will and suppression. Addressing distress in medical training will 
require navigating a difficult balancing act. "The scope of clinical require navigating a difficult balancing act. "The scope of clinical require navigating a difficult balancing act. "The scope of clinical require navigating a difficult balancing act. "The scope of clinical 
practice is so incredibly broad that you have to train for years and practice is so incredibly broad that you have to train for years and practice is so incredibly broad that you have to train for years and practice is so incredibly broad that you have to train for years and 
years to fulfill just a minimal level of competence," Edge years to fulfill just a minimal level of competence," Edge years to fulfill just a minimal level of competence," Edge years to fulfill just a minimal level of competence," Edge ----    I must I must I must I must 
tell Chen the "Edge" is MD's and Inventors having the Los Alamos tell Chen the "Edge" is MD's and Inventors having the Los Alamos tell Chen the "Edge" is MD's and Inventors having the Los Alamos tell Chen the "Edge" is MD's and Inventors having the Los Alamos 
supercomputers Dr. Chen's point is losing their edge in Medical supercomputers Dr. Chen's point is losing their edge in Medical supercomputers Dr. Chen's point is losing their edge in Medical supercomputers Dr. Chen's point is losing their edge in Medical 
School. I will tell Dr. Chen they never had the edge without the IBM School. I will tell Dr. Chen they never had the edge without the IBM School. I will tell Dr. Chen they never had the edge without the IBM School. I will tell Dr. Chen they never had the edge without the IBM 
Supercomputers Los Alamos has. Yale Medical School Professors are Supercomputers Los Alamos has. Yale Medical School Professors are Supercomputers Los Alamos has. Yale Medical School Professors are Supercomputers Los Alamos has. Yale Medical School Professors are 
not literate in Microsoft 7 let alone IBM's #1 Supercomputer on not literate in Microsoft 7 let alone IBM's #1 Supercomputer on not literate in Microsoft 7 let alone IBM's #1 Supercomputer on not literate in Microsoft 7 let alone IBM's #1 Supercomputer on 
Earth parked at Los Alamos! Earth parked at Los Alamos! Earth parked at Los Alamos! Earth parked at Los Alamos!     
    
Dr. Chen writes for the New York Times, she is a organ transplant Dr. Chen writes for the New York Times, she is a organ transplant Dr. Chen writes for the New York Times, she is a organ transplant Dr. Chen writes for the New York Times, she is a organ transplant 
MD who has never ever written a story about Mandatory Organ MD who has never ever written a story about Mandatory Organ MD who has never ever written a story about Mandatory Organ MD who has never ever written a story about Mandatory Organ 
Donation or selling organs to Saudi Prince's. She wants to be one of Donation or selling organs to Saudi Prince's. She wants to be one of Donation or selling organs to Saudi Prince's. She wants to be one of Donation or selling organs to Saudi Prince's. She wants to be one of 
the Coup Leaders but is afraid of the Pentagon, Roman Senators... the Coup Leaders but is afraid of the Pentagon, Roman Senators... the Coup Leaders but is afraid of the Pentagon, Roman Senators... the Coup Leaders but is afraid of the Pentagon, Roman Senators... 
George Orwell. George Orwell. George Orwell. George Orwell.     
    
    
Your diagnosis via IBM's Supercomputers at Los Alamos and its Your diagnosis via IBM's Supercomputers at Los Alamos and its Your diagnosis via IBM's Supercomputers at Los Alamos and its Your diagnosis via IBM's Supercomputers at Los Alamos and its 
scientists... this is having the edge! scientists... this is having the edge! scientists... this is having the edge! scientists... this is having the edge!     
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Inventors like Greg Buell Lovestar are working on finding ways to Inventors like Greg Buell Lovestar are working on finding ways to Inventors like Greg Buell Lovestar are working on finding ways to Inventors like Greg Buell Lovestar are working on finding ways to 
support the wellsupport the wellsupport the wellsupport the well----being of residents and practicing physicians. Many being of residents and practicing physicians. Many being of residents and practicing physicians. Many being of residents and practicing physicians. Many 
of these potential solutions are premised on two things: of these potential solutions are premised on two things: of these potential solutions are premised on two things: of these potential solutions are premised on two things: 
acknowledging the distress, then helping doctors find meaning in acknowledging the distress, then helping doctors find meaning in acknowledging the distress, then helping doctors find meaning in acknowledging the distress, then helping doctors find meaning in 
their work by supporting the ideals that inspired them to become their work by supporting the ideals that inspired them to become their work by supporting the ideals that inspired them to become their work by supporting the ideals that inspired them to become 
doctors in the first place. "Most of us got into this profession because doctors in the first place. "Most of us got into this profession because doctors in the first place. "Most of us got into this profession because doctors in the first place. "Most of us got into this profession because 
of passion for medicine, for taking care of people," "But somewhere of passion for medicine, for taking care of people," "But somewhere of passion for medicine, for taking care of people," "But somewhere of passion for medicine, for taking care of people," "But somewhere 
along the way, it gets drummed out. We have to figure out the best along the way, it gets drummed out. We have to figure out the best along the way, it gets drummed out. We have to figure out the best along the way, it gets drummed out. We have to figure out the best 
ways, the right way, for different individuals to thrive." ways, the right way, for different individuals to thrive." ways, the right way, for different individuals to thrive." ways, the right way, for different individuals to thrive."     
    
So no one is supercomputer literate in 2009, Professor, student and So no one is supercomputer literate in 2009, Professor, student and So no one is supercomputer literate in 2009, Professor, student and So no one is supercomputer literate in 2009, Professor, student and 
Inventors! University is only free if you live in Saudi Arabia too. Inventors! University is only free if you live in Saudi Arabia too. Inventors! University is only free if you live in Saudi Arabia too. Inventors! University is only free if you live in Saudi Arabia too.     
    
The burning of cops and kids in gasoline for $ oil money The burning of cops and kids in gasoline for $ oil money The burning of cops and kids in gasoline for $ oil money The burning of cops and kids in gasoline for $ oil money 
originating with Carter and wife Roslyn and Ted Kennedy in 1980! originating with Carter and wife Roslyn and Ted Kennedy in 1980! originating with Carter and wife Roslyn and Ted Kennedy in 1980! originating with Carter and wife Roslyn and Ted Kennedy in 1980! 
This is on YouTube Video, really! 1980 invention of the This is on YouTube Video, really! 1980 invention of the This is on YouTube Video, really! 1980 invention of the This is on YouTube Video, really! 1980 invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar is on video. ElectricWindmillCar is on video. ElectricWindmillCar is on video. ElectricWindmillCar is on video.     
    
48 Hours.48 Hours.48 Hours.48 Hours.’’’’    It could have been worse, at least it wasn'tIt could have been worse, at least it wasn'tIt could have been worse, at least it wasn'tIt could have been worse, at least it wasn't’’’’t a producer t a producer t a producer t a producer 
from from from from ‘‘‘‘To Catch a Predator.To Catch a Predator.To Catch a Predator.To Catch a Predator.’’’’    CBS producers could have caught the CBS producers could have caught the CBS producers could have caught the CBS producers could have caught the 
New York Times editors with teen prostitutes in Vegas. Katie Couric New York Times editors with teen prostitutes in Vegas. Katie Couric New York Times editors with teen prostitutes in Vegas. Katie Couric New York Times editors with teen prostitutes in Vegas. Katie Couric 
reported everyone visits teen prostitutes when in Vegas. End of story. reported everyone visits teen prostitutes when in Vegas. End of story. reported everyone visits teen prostitutes when in Vegas. End of story. reported everyone visits teen prostitutes when in Vegas. End of story. 
48 Hours could have done a show in Boulder Colorado on small 48 Hours could have done a show in Boulder Colorado on small 48 Hours could have done a show in Boulder Colorado on small 48 Hours could have done a show in Boulder Colorado on small 
business owners visiting, working in Thailand and having sex with business owners visiting, working in Thailand and having sex with business owners visiting, working in Thailand and having sex with business owners visiting, working in Thailand and having sex with 
kids. Edge, Bruno, and their engineers at the Avalanche Beacon kids. Edge, Bruno, and their engineers at the Avalanche Beacon kids. Edge, Bruno, and their engineers at the Avalanche Beacon kids. Edge, Bruno, and their engineers at the Avalanche Beacon 
factory here set up shop in Thailand just so they can have sex with factory here set up shop in Thailand just so they can have sex with factory here set up shop in Thailand just so they can have sex with factory here set up shop in Thailand just so they can have sex with 
kids, now their addicted to this kind of sex. And if I get the kids, now their addicted to this kind of sex. And if I get the kids, now their addicted to this kind of sex. And if I get the kids, now their addicted to this kind of sex. And if I get the 
YouTube videos of this sex before the coup our President George YouTube videos of this sex before the coup our President George YouTube videos of this sex before the coup our President George YouTube videos of this sex before the coup our President George 
Orwell and his Roman Senate made it illegal to expose these old Orwell and his Roman Senate made it illegal to expose these old Orwell and his Roman Senate made it illegal to expose these old Orwell and his Roman Senate made it illegal to expose these old 
farts, its illegal in our George Orwell Society to show Vick killing farts, its illegal in our George Orwell Society to show Vick killing farts, its illegal in our George Orwell Society to show Vick killing farts, its illegal in our George Orwell Society to show Vick killing 
dogs on video, beating the hell out of his white women too. After dogs on video, beating the hell out of his white women too. After dogs on video, beating the hell out of his white women too. After dogs on video, beating the hell out of his white women too. After 
the electricwindmillcar coup these sex (and violence videos) of the electricwindmillcar coup these sex (and violence videos) of the electricwindmillcar coup these sex (and violence videos) of the electricwindmillcar coup these sex (and violence videos) of 
small business owners with kids will be on this web page! You be the small business owners with kids will be on this web page! You be the small business owners with kids will be on this web page! You be the small business owners with kids will be on this web page! You be the 
judge, jury, and executioner then. judge, jury, and executioner then. judge, jury, and executioner then. judge, jury, and executioner then.     
    
    
Treason by the Pentagon did not help the Troops. Is this England in Treason by the Pentagon did not help the Troops. Is this England in Treason by the Pentagon did not help the Troops. Is this England in Treason by the Pentagon did not help the Troops. Is this England in 
1776 with road side bombs? Fiery LA car wrecks! 1776 with road side bombs? Fiery LA car wrecks! 1776 with road side bombs? Fiery LA car wrecks! 1776 with road side bombs? Fiery LA car wrecks!     
    
1776 British troops were killed by road side bombs in Boston. 1776 British troops were killed by road side bombs in Boston. 1776 British troops were killed by road side bombs in Boston. 1776 British troops were killed by road side bombs in Boston.     
    
LA freeway's fiery wrecks burn cops, kids, mom, and dad over most LA freeway's fiery wrecks burn cops, kids, mom, and dad over most LA freeway's fiery wrecks burn cops, kids, mom, and dad over most LA freeway's fiery wrecks burn cops, kids, mom, and dad over most 
of their body in 2009. of their body in 2009. of their body in 2009. of their body in 2009.     
    
Run of the mill crimes by Texas and Saudi Oil Men. Governor of Run of the mill crimes by Texas and Saudi Oil Men. Governor of Run of the mill crimes by Texas and Saudi Oil Men. Governor of Run of the mill crimes by Texas and Saudi Oil Men. Governor of 
California's wife is a Kennedy who lies about everything; he hit the California's wife is a Kennedy who lies about everything; he hit the California's wife is a Kennedy who lies about everything; he hit the California's wife is a Kennedy who lies about everything; he hit the 
tiger on the nose with the microphone, why would she lie about tiger on the nose with the microphone, why would she lie about tiger on the nose with the microphone, why would she lie about tiger on the nose with the microphone, why would she lie about 
this? this? this? this?     
    
Invention of the Lie is a movie by Alias. Invention of the Lie is a movie by Alias. Invention of the Lie is a movie by Alias. Invention of the Lie is a movie by Alias.     
    
My One and only burned in a fiery LA wreck. My One and only burned in a fiery LA wreck. My One and only burned in a fiery LA wreck. My One and only burned in a fiery LA wreck.     
    
Revenge from the 10's of thousands burred, but not burned to Revenge from the 10's of thousands burred, but not burned to Revenge from the 10's of thousands burred, but not burned to Revenge from the 10's of thousands burred, but not burned to 
death in fiery LA wrecks are keeping the Observers in a constants death in fiery LA wrecks are keeping the Observers in a constants death in fiery LA wrecks are keeping the Observers in a constants death in fiery LA wrecks are keeping the Observers in a constants 
state of anxiety, like women who have breast today. state of anxiety, like women who have breast today. state of anxiety, like women who have breast today. state of anxiety, like women who have breast today.     
    
Fat causes breast cancer yet the Fed's took Ephredra off the market Fat causes breast cancer yet the Fed's took Ephredra off the market Fat causes breast cancer yet the Fed's took Ephredra off the market Fat causes breast cancer yet the Fed's took Ephredra off the market 
because one Pot Belly Couch Potato guy died watching his 10th because one Pot Belly Couch Potato guy died watching his 10th because one Pot Belly Couch Potato guy died watching his 10th because one Pot Belly Couch Potato guy died watching his 10th 
football game on Comcast. football game on Comcast. football game on Comcast. football game on Comcast.     
    
Now Comcast wants to buy NBC with its Genocide Era Profits of more Now Comcast wants to buy NBC with its Genocide Era Profits of more Now Comcast wants to buy NBC with its Genocide Era Profits of more Now Comcast wants to buy NBC with its Genocide Era Profits of more 
than $3 billion $ than $3 billion $ than $3 billion $ than $3 billion $     
    
Texas is going too spent $3 billion in the next 10 years on finding a Texas is going too spent $3 billion in the next 10 years on finding a Texas is going too spent $3 billion in the next 10 years on finding a Texas is going too spent $3 billion in the next 10 years on finding a 
cure for cancer. cure for cancer. cure for cancer. cure for cancer.     
    
Comcast makes $3 billion in profits every 3 months. Comcast makes $3 billion in profits every 3 months. Comcast makes $3 billion in profits every 3 months. Comcast makes $3 billion in profits every 3 months.     
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NBC is never going to report how many died in fiery LA wrecks the NBC is never going to report how many died in fiery LA wrecks the NBC is never going to report how many died in fiery LA wrecks the NBC is never going to report how many died in fiery LA wrecks the 
last 3 months or how many died from breast cancer the last 3 last 3 months or how many died from breast cancer the last 3 last 3 months or how many died from breast cancer the last 3 last 3 months or how many died from breast cancer the last 3 
months but Comcast profits for every 3 months make headlines. months but Comcast profits for every 3 months make headlines. months but Comcast profits for every 3 months make headlines. months but Comcast profits for every 3 months make headlines.     
    
    
A group of Palm Beach County deputies headed to Key West on a A group of Palm Beach County deputies headed to Key West on a A group of Palm Beach County deputies headed to Key West on a A group of Palm Beach County deputies headed to Key West on a 
weekend motorcycle trip had their vacation cut short when one of weekend motorcycle trip had their vacation cut short when one of weekend motorcycle trip had their vacation cut short when one of weekend motorcycle trip had their vacation cut short when one of 
the motorcycles caught fire Friday, severely burning the man who the motorcycles caught fire Friday, severely burning the man who the motorcycles caught fire Friday, severely burning the man who the motorcycles caught fire Friday, severely burning the man who 
had been riding it, the Florida Highway Patrol said. They stopped had been riding it, the Florida Highway Patrol said. They stopped had been riding it, the Florida Highway Patrol said. They stopped had been riding it, the Florida Highway Patrol said. They stopped 
at a Shell gas station in Marathon to fill their tanks when his at a Shell gas station in Marathon to fill their tanks when his at a Shell gas station in Marathon to fill their tanks when his at a Shell gas station in Marathon to fill their tanks when his 
motorcycle fell over on him and burst into flames. Trapped under motorcycle fell over on him and burst into flames. Trapped under motorcycle fell over on him and burst into flames. Trapped under motorcycle fell over on him and burst into flames. Trapped under 
the burning Harley Davidson, Ragali suffered burns on 50 percent the burning Harley Davidson, Ragali suffered burns on 50 percent the burning Harley Davidson, Ragali suffered burns on 50 percent the burning Harley Davidson, Ragali suffered burns on 50 percent 
of his body before the other deputies could pull him out. Within of his body before the other deputies could pull him out. Within of his body before the other deputies could pull him out. Within of his body before the other deputies could pull him out. Within 
seconds, the fire spread to a mini van at a pump nearby. A store seconds, the fire spread to a mini van at a pump nearby. A store seconds, the fire spread to a mini van at a pump nearby. A store seconds, the fire spread to a mini van at a pump nearby. A store 
clerk rescued two toddlers in the van and a bystander before the clerk rescued two toddlers in the van and a bystander before the clerk rescued two toddlers in the van and a bystander before the clerk rescued two toddlers in the van and a bystander before the 
fire reached their car seats, Santangelo said. fire reached their car seats, Santangelo said. fire reached their car seats, Santangelo said. fire reached their car seats, Santangelo said.     
    
This is reason to scream this is Treason by Carter and wife Roslyn This is reason to scream this is Treason by Carter and wife Roslyn This is reason to scream this is Treason by Carter and wife Roslyn This is reason to scream this is Treason by Carter and wife Roslyn 
all the Pentagon Generals for abdominal crimes of burning cops all the Pentagon Generals for abdominal crimes of burning cops all the Pentagon Generals for abdominal crimes of burning cops all the Pentagon Generals for abdominal crimes of burning cops 
and kids in gasoline for $ oil money. "We want to present the truth and kids in gasoline for $ oil money. "We want to present the truth and kids in gasoline for $ oil money. "We want to present the truth and kids in gasoline for $ oil money. "We want to present the truth 
about every aspect of our live and times suppressing the about every aspect of our live and times suppressing the about every aspect of our live and times suppressing the about every aspect of our live and times suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar" Carter said. ElectricWindmillCar" Carter said. ElectricWindmillCar" Carter said. ElectricWindmillCar" Carter said.     
    
Treason at the Pentagon for abdominal crimes your flesh sizzling Treason at the Pentagon for abdominal crimes your flesh sizzling Treason at the Pentagon for abdominal crimes your flesh sizzling Treason at the Pentagon for abdominal crimes your flesh sizzling 
in gasoline. in gasoline. in gasoline. in gasoline.     
    
1776 treason of road side bombs in Boston and LA, gasoline cars! 1776 treason of road side bombs in Boston and LA, gasoline cars! 1776 treason of road side bombs in Boston and LA, gasoline cars! 1776 treason of road side bombs in Boston and LA, gasoline cars!     
    
    
Off LimitsOff LimitsOff LimitsOff Limits…………    Commanding Officer at Camp Pendleton is guilty of Commanding Officer at Camp Pendleton is guilty of Commanding Officer at Camp Pendleton is guilty of Commanding Officer at Camp Pendleton is guilty of 
Treason, for Oil Money and Motorcycle Sales Money, 2 treasonous Treason, for Oil Money and Motorcycle Sales Money, 2 treasonous Treason, for Oil Money and Motorcycle Sales Money, 2 treasonous Treason, for Oil Money and Motorcycle Sales Money, 2 treasonous 
acts for more money! acts for more money! acts for more money! acts for more money!     
    
CAMP PENDLETON, Cal if. CAMP PENDLETON, Cal if. CAMP PENDLETON, Cal if. CAMP PENDLETON, Cal if. ----    Sgt. Adam Bosley was back from his Sgt. Adam Bosley was back from his Sgt. Adam Bosley was back from his Sgt. Adam Bosley was back from his 
third tour of duty in Iraq and waiting to head to Afghanistan third tour of duty in Iraq and waiting to head to Afghanistan third tour of duty in Iraq and waiting to head to Afghanistan third tour of duty in Iraq and waiting to head to Afghanistan 
when he bought a sleek, soupedwhen he bought a sleek, soupedwhen he bought a sleek, soupedwhen he bought a sleek, souped----up motorcycle capable of highup motorcycle capable of highup motorcycle capable of highup motorcycle capable of high----
speed cornering and explosive acceleration. speed cornering and explosive acceleration. speed cornering and explosive acceleration. speed cornering and explosive acceleration.     
    
Days after buying the machine in August, the 29Days after buying the machine in August, the 29Days after buying the machine in August, the 29Days after buying the machine in August, the 29----yearyearyearyear----old Marine old Marine old Marine old Marine 
was dead after he lost control of the sport bike on a San Diego was dead after he lost control of the sport bike on a San Diego was dead after he lost control of the sport bike on a San Diego was dead after he lost control of the sport bike on a San Diego 
highway ramp, struck a guardrail and tumbled down a ravine. highway ramp, struck a guardrail and tumbled down a ravine. highway ramp, struck a guardrail and tumbled down a ravine. highway ramp, struck a guardrail and tumbled down a ravine.     
    
The military lost 124 members to motorcycle accidents in a year The military lost 124 members to motorcycle accidents in a year The military lost 124 members to motorcycle accidents in a year The military lost 124 members to motorcycle accidents in a year     
    
Motorcycle deaths are also up nationally, as bike sales and Motorcycle deaths are also up nationally, as bike sales and Motorcycle deaths are also up nationally, as bike sales and Motorcycle deaths are also up nationally, as bike sales and 
registrations rise. Deaths last year increased for the 11th straight registrations rise. Deaths last year increased for the 11th straight registrations rise. Deaths last year increased for the 11th straight registrations rise. Deaths last year increased for the 11th straight 
year year year year ----    from 2,116 in 1997 to an allfrom 2,116 in 1997 to an allfrom 2,116 in 1997 to an allfrom 2,116 in 1997 to an all----time high of 5,290, the time high of 5,290, the time high of 5,290, the time high of 5,290, the 
National Highway Traffic Administration said. National Highway Traffic Administration said. National Highway Traffic Administration said. National Highway Traffic Administration said.     
    
The Army reported a 34 percent rise in motorcycle fatalities from The Army reported a 34 percent rise in motorcycle fatalities from The Army reported a 34 percent rise in motorcycle fatalities from The Army reported a 34 percent rise in motorcycle fatalities from 
2007 to 2008, and the Marines and the Navy also reported 2007 to 2008, and the Marines and the Navy also reported 2007 to 2008, and the Marines and the Navy also reported 2007 to 2008, and the Marines and the Navy also reported 
significant increases. significant increases. significant increases. significant increases.     
    
Off LimitsOff LimitsOff LimitsOff Limits…………        
    
Off LimitsOff LimitsOff LimitsOff Limits…………    the New York Times put Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years the New York Times put Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years the New York Times put Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years the New York Times put Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years 
from Earth off limits in its news! from Earth off limits in its news! from Earth off limits in its news! from Earth off limits in its news!     
    
The planet, COROTThe planet, COROTThe planet, COROTThe planet, COROT----7b, the first planet outside our solar system to be 7b, the first planet outside our solar system to be 7b, the first planet outside our solar system to be 7b, the first planet outside our solar system to be 
confirmed as a rocky body confirmed as a rocky body confirmed as a rocky body confirmed as a rocky body ----    most other known planets are gas most other known planets are gas most other known planets are gas most other known planets are gas 
giants. The planet is nearly twice the size of Earth and about five giants. The planet is nearly twice the size of Earth and about five giants. The planet is nearly twice the size of Earth and about five giants. The planet is nearly twice the size of Earth and about five 
times the mass of our world. Calculations have indicated it has a times the mass of our world. Calculations have indicated it has a times the mass of our world. Calculations have indicated it has a times the mass of our world. Calculations have indicated it has a 
density about that of Earth's, which means it is likely made up of density about that of Earth's, which means it is likely made up of density about that of Earth's, which means it is likely made up of density about that of Earth's, which means it is likely made up of 
silicate rocks, just as Earth's crust is. The planet is likely much less silicate rocks, just as Earth's crust is. The planet is likely much less silicate rocks, just as Earth's crust is. The planet is likely much less silicate rocks, just as Earth's crust is. The planet is likely much less 
hospitable to life though, as it is only about 1.6 million miles (2.6 hospitable to life though, as it is only about 1.6 million miles (2.6 hospitable to life though, as it is only about 1.6 million miles (2.6 hospitable to life though, as it is only about 1.6 million miles (2.6 
million km) away from its parent star million km) away from its parent star million km) away from its parent star million km) away from its parent star ----    23 times closer than 23 times closer than 23 times closer than 23 times closer than 
Mercury sits to the sun. Because the planet is so close to the star, it is Mercury sits to the sun. Because the planet is so close to the star, it is Mercury sits to the sun. Because the planet is so close to the star, it is Mercury sits to the sun. Because the planet is so close to the star, it is 
gravitationally locked to it in the same way the Moon is locked to gravitationally locked to it in the same way the Moon is locked to gravitationally locked to it in the same way the Moon is locked to gravitationally locked to it in the same way the Moon is locked to 
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Earth. One side of the planet always faces its star, just as one side of Earth. One side of the planet always faces its star, just as one side of Earth. One side of the planet always faces its star, just as one side of Earth. One side of the planet always faces its star, just as one side of 
the Moon always faces Earth. This starthe Moon always faces Earth. This starthe Moon always faces Earth. This starthe Moon always faces Earth. This star----facing side has a facing side has a facing side has a facing side has a 
temperature of about 4,220 degrees Fahrenheit (2,326 degrees temperature of about 4,220 degrees Fahrenheit (2,326 degrees temperature of about 4,220 degrees Fahrenheit (2,326 degrees temperature of about 4,220 degrees Fahrenheit (2,326 degrees 
Celsius) Celsius) Celsius) Celsius) ----    hot enough to vaporize rock. So unlike the much cooler hot enough to vaporize rock. So unlike the much cooler hot enough to vaporize rock. So unlike the much cooler hot enough to vaporize rock. So unlike the much cooler 
Earth, COROTEarth, COROTEarth, COROTEarth, COROT----7b has no volatile gases (carbon dioxide, water 7b has no volatile gases (carbon dioxide, water 7b has no volatile gases (carbon dioxide, water 7b has no volatile gases (carbon dioxide, water 
vapor, nitrogen) in its atmosphere. Instead its atmosphere consists vapor, nitrogen) in its atmosphere. Instead its atmosphere consists vapor, nitrogen) in its atmosphere. Instead its atmosphere consists vapor, nitrogen) in its atmosphere. Instead its atmosphere consists 
of what might be called vaporized rock. "The only atmosphere this of what might be called vaporized rock. "The only atmosphere this of what might be called vaporized rock. "The only atmosphere this of what might be called vaporized rock. "The only atmosphere this 
object has is produced from vapor arising from hot molten silicates object has is produced from vapor arising from hot molten silicates object has is produced from vapor arising from hot molten silicates object has is produced from vapor arising from hot molten silicates 
in a lava lake or lava ocean," in a lava lake or lava ocean," in a lava lake or lava ocean," in a lava lake or lava ocean,"     
    
    
Carbon monoxide emitted by traffic may be harmful even at levels Carbon monoxide emitted by traffic may be harmful even at levels Carbon monoxide emitted by traffic may be harmful even at levels Carbon monoxide emitted by traffic may be harmful even at levels 
far below those considered safe by government standards, a Yale far below those considered safe by government standards, a Yale far below those considered safe by government standards, a Yale far below those considered safe by government standards, a Yale 
study has found. An odorless, tasteless air pollutant released by study has found. An odorless, tasteless air pollutant released by study has found. An odorless, tasteless air pollutant released by study has found. An odorless, tasteless air pollutant released by 
cars in traffic, carbon monoxide is associated with an increased cars in traffic, carbon monoxide is associated with an increased cars in traffic, carbon monoxide is associated with an increased cars in traffic, carbon monoxide is associated with an increased 
risk of hospitalization due to cardiovascular illness among the risk of hospitalization due to cardiovascular illness among the risk of hospitalization due to cardiovascular illness among the risk of hospitalization due to cardiovascular illness among the 
elderly. The primary source of carbon monoxide is traffic exhaust, elderly. The primary source of carbon monoxide is traffic exhaust, elderly. The primary source of carbon monoxide is traffic exhaust, elderly. The primary source of carbon monoxide is traffic exhaust, 
so concentrations in suburban and rural areas are likely to be so concentrations in suburban and rural areas are likely to be so concentrations in suburban and rural areas are likely to be so concentrations in suburban and rural areas are likely to be 
lower and less dangerous than in urban areas of high traffic lower and less dangerous than in urban areas of high traffic lower and less dangerous than in urban areas of high traffic lower and less dangerous than in urban areas of high traffic 
density. Of the 126 counties studied, New Haven's mean carbon density. Of the 126 counties studied, New Haven's mean carbon density. Of the 126 counties studied, New Haven's mean carbon density. Of the 126 counties studied, New Haven's mean carbon 
monoxide concentration, at 1.1 parts per million at the peak hour monoxide concentration, at 1.1 parts per million at the peak hour monoxide concentration, at 1.1 parts per million at the peak hour monoxide concentration, at 1.1 parts per million at the peak hour 
of particulate concentration, was slightly lower than those of other of particulate concentration, was slightly lower than those of other of particulate concentration, was slightly lower than those of other of particulate concentration, was slightly lower than those of other 
counties studied. Jefferson, Ala., had the highest mean counties studied. Jefferson, Ala., had the highest mean counties studied. Jefferson, Ala., had the highest mean counties studied. Jefferson, Ala., had the highest mean 
concentration, at 4.3 parts per million. concentration, at 4.3 parts per million. concentration, at 4.3 parts per million. concentration, at 4.3 parts per million.     
    
cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say ----    who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? --------------------    this was this was this was this was 
the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times!     
    
cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say ----    who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? --------------------    this was this was this was this was 
the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times!     
    
cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say ----    who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? --------------------    this was this was this was this was 
the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times!     
    
By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and 
the teen prostitutesthe teen prostitutesthe teen prostitutesthe teen prostitutes…………        
    
    
((((If Polanski's rape video was put on YouTube by the LA Cops France If Polanski's rape video was put on YouTube by the LA Cops France If Polanski's rape video was put on YouTube by the LA Cops France If Polanski's rape video was put on YouTube by the LA Cops France 
not Switzerland would have sent Polanksi back to the USA in a not Switzerland would have sent Polanksi back to the USA in a not Switzerland would have sent Polanksi back to the USA in a not Switzerland would have sent Polanksi back to the USA in a 
damaged condition!) damaged condition!) damaged condition!) damaged condition!)     
So when, just before lunch on Sunday, the news broke that Mr. So when, just before lunch on Sunday, the news broke that Mr. So when, just before lunch on Sunday, the news broke that Mr. So when, just before lunch on Sunday, the news broke that Mr. 
Polanski had been arrested overnight at the Zurich airport on an Polanski had been arrested overnight at the Zurich airport on an Polanski had been arrested overnight at the Zurich airport on an Polanski had been arrested overnight at the Zurich airport on an 
outstanding warrant relating to a conviction for sex with a minor outstanding warrant relating to a conviction for sex with a minor outstanding warrant relating to a conviction for sex with a minor outstanding warrant relating to a conviction for sex with a minor 
back in the 1970s, my first response was to feel almost physically back in the 1970s, my first response was to feel almost physically back in the 1970s, my first response was to feel almost physically back in the 1970s, my first response was to feel almost physically 
sick. Mr. Polanski has become a good friend. Our families have sick. Mr. Polanski has become a good friend. Our families have sick. Mr. Polanski has become a good friend. Our families have sick. Mr. Polanski has become a good friend. Our families have 
spent time together. His daughter and mine keep in regular touch. spent time together. His daughter and mine keep in regular touch. spent time together. His daughter and mine keep in regular touch. spent time together. His daughter and mine keep in regular touch. 
His past did not bother me, any more (presumably) than it did the His past did not bother me, any more (presumably) than it did the His past did not bother me, any more (presumably) than it did the His past did not bother me, any more (presumably) than it did the 
three French presidents with whom he has had private dinners, or three French presidents with whom he has had private dinners, or three French presidents with whom he has had private dinners, or three French presidents with whom he has had private dinners, or 
the hundreds of actors and technicians who have worked with him the hundreds of actors and technicians who have worked with him the hundreds of actors and technicians who have worked with him the hundreds of actors and technicians who have worked with him 
since 1977, or the fans who come up to him in the streets of Paris for since 1977, or the fans who come up to him in the streets of Paris for since 1977, or the fans who come up to him in the streets of Paris for since 1977, or the fans who come up to him in the streets of Paris for 
his autograph. cui bono, as the Romans used to say his autograph. cui bono, as the Romans used to say his autograph. cui bono, as the Romans used to say his autograph. cui bono, as the Romans used to say ----    who benefits?who benefits?who benefits?who benefits?    
    
    
cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say ----    who benefits? This is a rich who benefits? This is a rich who benefits? This is a rich who benefits? This is a rich 
fag talking cui bono who has sex with kids in Thailand and pays fag talking cui bono who has sex with kids in Thailand and pays fag talking cui bono who has sex with kids in Thailand and pays fag talking cui bono who has sex with kids in Thailand and pays 
teen prostitutes in Vegas... He wrote this editorial published in the teen prostitutes in Vegas... He wrote this editorial published in the teen prostitutes in Vegas... He wrote this editorial published in the teen prostitutes in Vegas... He wrote this editorial published in the 
New York Times last week. New York Times last week. New York Times last week. New York Times last week.     
    
    
    
cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say ----    who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? --------------------    this was this was this was this was 
the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times!     
    
cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say ----    who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? --------------------    this was this was this was this was 
the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times!     
    
cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say ----    who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? --------------------    this was this was this was this was 
the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times!     
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By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and 
the teen prostitutesthe teen prostitutesthe teen prostitutesthe teen prostitutes…………    
    
    
We were having dinner when Mr. Polanski's agent, Jeff Berg, rang We were having dinner when Mr. Polanski's agent, Jeff Berg, rang We were having dinner when Mr. Polanski's agent, Jeff Berg, rang We were having dinner when Mr. Polanski's agent, Jeff Berg, rang 
to say he had just seen it. He conveyed good news: the film was to say he had just seen it. He conveyed good news: the film was to say he had just seen it. He conveyed good news: the film was to say he had just seen it. He conveyed good news: the film was 
unexpectedly favorable to the director, revealing just how bizarre unexpectedly favorable to the director, revealing just how bizarre unexpectedly favorable to the director, revealing just how bizarre unexpectedly favorable to the director, revealing just how bizarre 
had been the judge's handling of the original case. had been the judge's handling of the original case. had been the judge's handling of the original case. had been the judge's handling of the original case.     
    
For Mr. Polanski, this was a moment of triumph. However, by a For Mr. Polanski, this was a moment of triumph. However, by a For Mr. Polanski, this was a moment of triumph. However, by a For Mr. Polanski, this was a moment of triumph. However, by a 
terrible irony, it was also at this moment that the seeds of his terrible irony, it was also at this moment that the seeds of his terrible irony, it was also at this moment that the seeds of his terrible irony, it was also at this moment that the seeds of his 
present predicament were sown. He thought he could settle the present predicament were sown. He thought he could settle the present predicament were sown. He thought he could settle the present predicament were sown. He thought he could settle the 
matter at last, and his subsequent, vigorous legal attempts to have matter at last, and his subsequent, vigorous legal attempts to have matter at last, and his subsequent, vigorous legal attempts to have matter at last, and his subsequent, vigorous legal attempts to have 
the case against him closed the case against him closed the case against him closed the case against him closed ----    supported, remarkably, by his victim, supported, remarkably, by his victim, supported, remarkably, by his victim, supported, remarkably, by his victim, 
Samantha Geimer, the one person who comes out of this affair with Samantha Geimer, the one person who comes out of this affair with Samantha Geimer, the one person who comes out of this affair with Samantha Geimer, the one person who comes out of this affair with 
her dignity enhanced her dignity enhanced her dignity enhanced her dignity enhanced ----    clearly infuriated Mr. Cooley. Legal clearly infuriated Mr. Cooley. Legal clearly infuriated Mr. Cooley. Legal clearly infuriated Mr. Cooley. Legal 
authorities the world over loathe being publicly criticized. After the authorities the world over loathe being publicly criticized. After the authorities the world over loathe being publicly criticized. After the authorities the world over loathe being publicly criticized. After the 
arrest was announced, Mr. Cooley declared that Mr. Polanski "has arrest was announced, Mr. Cooley declared that Mr. Polanski "has arrest was announced, Mr. Cooley declared that Mr. Polanski "has arrest was announced, Mr. Cooley declared that Mr. Polanski "has 
been trying to get it resolved on his terms, but it's going to be on been trying to get it resolved on his terms, but it's going to be on been trying to get it resolved on his terms, but it's going to be on been trying to get it resolved on his terms, but it's going to be on 
the terms of the Los Angeles County justice system." the terms of the Los Angeles County justice system." the terms of the Los Angeles County justice system." the terms of the Los Angeles County justice system."     
    
cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say ----    who benefits? This is a rich who benefits? This is a rich who benefits? This is a rich who benefits? This is a rich 
fag talking cui bono who has sex with kids in Thailand and pays fag talking cui bono who has sex with kids in Thailand and pays fag talking cui bono who has sex with kids in Thailand and pays fag talking cui bono who has sex with kids in Thailand and pays 
teen prostitutes in Vegas... He wrote this editorial published in the teen prostitutes in Vegas... He wrote this editorial published in the teen prostitutes in Vegas... He wrote this editorial published in the teen prostitutes in Vegas... He wrote this editorial published in the 
New York Times last week. New York Times last week. New York Times last week. New York Times last week.     
    
    
(If Polanski's rape video was put on YouTube by the LA Cops France (If Polanski's rape video was put on YouTube by the LA Cops France (If Polanski's rape video was put on YouTube by the LA Cops France (If Polanski's rape video was put on YouTube by the LA Cops France 
not Switzerland would have sent Polanksi back to the USA in a not Switzerland would have sent Polanksi back to the USA in a not Switzerland would have sent Polanksi back to the USA in a not Switzerland would have sent Polanksi back to the USA in a 
damaged condition!) damaged condition!) damaged condition!) damaged condition!)     
It sounds very much as though Mr. Polanski became overconfident, It sounds very much as though Mr. Polanski became overconfident, It sounds very much as though Mr. Polanski became overconfident, It sounds very much as though Mr. Polanski became overconfident, 
both in the rightness of his own cause and in the safety of both in the rightness of his own cause and in the safety of both in the rightness of his own cause and in the safety of both in the rightness of his own cause and in the safety of 
Switzerland as a refuge Switzerland as a refuge Switzerland as a refuge Switzerland as a refuge ----    a country that after the credit crisis a country that after the credit crisis a country that after the credit crisis a country that after the credit crisis 
suddenly seems to be much more eager to cooperate with suddenly seems to be much more eager to cooperate with suddenly seems to be much more eager to cooperate with suddenly seems to be much more eager to cooperate with 
international authorities. Its volteinternational authorities. Its volteinternational authorities. Its volteinternational authorities. Its volte----face on its famous guest has face on its famous guest has face on its famous guest has face on its famous guest has 
drawn understandable contempt and Mr. Polanski, in his cell, now drawn understandable contempt and Mr. Polanski, in his cell, now drawn understandable contempt and Mr. Polanski, in his cell, now drawn understandable contempt and Mr. Polanski, in his cell, now 
has plenty of time to ponder the limits of Swiss hospitality. has plenty of time to ponder the limits of Swiss hospitality. has plenty of time to ponder the limits of Swiss hospitality. has plenty of time to ponder the limits of Swiss hospitality.     
    
I make no apology for feeling desperately sorry for him. The almost I make no apology for feeling desperately sorry for him. The almost I make no apology for feeling desperately sorry for him. The almost I make no apology for feeling desperately sorry for him. The almost 
pornographic relish with which his critics are retelling the lurid pornographic relish with which his critics are retelling the lurid pornographic relish with which his critics are retelling the lurid pornographic relish with which his critics are retelling the lurid 
details of the assault (strange behavior, one might think, for those details of the assault (strange behavior, one might think, for those details of the assault (strange behavior, one might think, for those details of the assault (strange behavior, one might think, for those 
who profess concern for the victim) makes it hard to consider the who profess concern for the victim) makes it hard to consider the who profess concern for the victim) makes it hard to consider the who profess concern for the victim) makes it hard to consider the 
case rationally. Of course what happened cannot be excused, either case rationally. Of course what happened cannot be excused, either case rationally. Of course what happened cannot be excused, either case rationally. Of course what happened cannot be excused, either 
legally or ethically. legally or ethically. legally or ethically. legally or ethically.     
    
But Ms. Geimer wants it dropped, to shield her family from distress, But Ms. Geimer wants it dropped, to shield her family from distress, But Ms. Geimer wants it dropped, to shield her family from distress, But Ms. Geimer wants it dropped, to shield her family from distress, 
and Mr. Polanski's own young children, to whom he is a doting and Mr. Polanski's own young children, to whom he is a doting and Mr. Polanski's own young children, to whom he is a doting and Mr. Polanski's own young children, to whom he is a doting 
father, want him home. He is no threat to the public. The original father, want him home. He is no threat to the public. The original father, want him home. He is no threat to the public. The original father, want him home. He is no threat to the public. The original 
judicial procedure was undeniably murky. So cui bono, as the judicial procedure was undeniably murky. So cui bono, as the judicial procedure was undeniably murky. So cui bono, as the judicial procedure was undeniably murky. So cui bono, as the 
Romans used to say Romans used to say Romans used to say Romans used to say ----    who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? who benefits?     
    
Robert Harris is the author of "Fatherland" and, most recently, "The Robert Harris is the author of "Fatherland" and, most recently, "The Robert Harris is the author of "Fatherland" and, most recently, "The Robert Harris is the author of "Fatherland" and, most recently, "The 
Ghost." Ghost." Ghost." Ghost."     
    
cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say ----    who benefits? This is a rich who benefits? This is a rich who benefits? This is a rich who benefits? This is a rich 
fag talking cui bono who has sex with kids in Thailand and pays fag talking cui bono who has sex with kids in Thailand and pays fag talking cui bono who has sex with kids in Thailand and pays fag talking cui bono who has sex with kids in Thailand and pays 
teen prostitutes in Vegas... He wrote this editorial published in the teen prostitutes in Vegas... He wrote this editorial published in the teen prostitutes in Vegas... He wrote this editorial published in the teen prostitutes in Vegas... He wrote this editorial published in the 
New York Times last week. New York Times last week. New York Times last week. New York Times last week.     
(If Polanski's rape video was put on YouTube by the LA Cops France (If Polanski's rape video was put on YouTube by the LA Cops France (If Polanski's rape video was put on YouTube by the LA Cops France (If Polanski's rape video was put on YouTube by the LA Cops France 
not Switzerland would have sent Polanksi back to the USA in a not Switzerland would have sent Polanksi back to the USA in a not Switzerland would have sent Polanksi back to the USA in a not Switzerland would have sent Polanksi back to the USA in a 
damaged condition!)damaged condition!)damaged condition!)damaged condition!)    
    
    
cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say ----    who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? --------------------    this was this was this was this was 
the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times!     
    
cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say ----    who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? --------------------    this was this was this was this was 
the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times!     
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cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say ----    who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? --------------------    this was this was this was this was 
the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times!     
    
By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and 
the teen prostitutesthe teen prostitutesthe teen prostitutesthe teen prostitutes…………    we have to get his sex videos from Vegas on we have to get his sex videos from Vegas on we have to get his sex videos from Vegas on we have to get his sex videos from Vegas on 
YouTube. YouTube. YouTube. YouTube.     
Researchers have created the first fullResearchers have created the first fullResearchers have created the first fullResearchers have created the first full----star simulation of the hours star simulation of the hours star simulation of the hours star simulation of the hours 
preceding the largest thermonuclear explosions in the universe preceding the largest thermonuclear explosions in the universe preceding the largest thermonuclear explosions in the universe preceding the largest thermonuclear explosions in the universe     
    
Type Ia supernovae are of particular interest to astrophysicists, as Type Ia supernovae are of particular interest to astrophysicists, as Type Ia supernovae are of particular interest to astrophysicists, as Type Ia supernovae are of particular interest to astrophysicists, as 
they are all believed to be surprisingly similar to each other. Based they are all believed to be surprisingly similar to each other. Based they are all believed to be surprisingly similar to each other. Based they are all believed to be surprisingly similar to each other. Based 
on observations of these massive stellar explosions, scientists believe on observations of these massive stellar explosions, scientists believe on observations of these massive stellar explosions, scientists believe on observations of these massive stellar explosions, scientists believe 
our universe is expanding at an accelerating rate. our universe is expanding at an accelerating rate. our universe is expanding at an accelerating rate. our universe is expanding at an accelerating rate.     
    
"We're trying to understand something very fundamental, which is "We're trying to understand something very fundamental, which is "We're trying to understand something very fundamental, which is "We're trying to understand something very fundamental, which is 
how these stars blow up, but it has implications for the fate of the how these stars blow up, but it has implications for the fate of the how these stars blow up, but it has implications for the fate of the how these stars blow up, but it has implications for the fate of the 
universe," Ann Almgren of Berkeley Lab's Computational Research universe," Ann Almgren of Berkeley Lab's Computational Research universe," Ann Almgren of Berkeley Lab's Computational Research universe," Ann Almgren of Berkeley Lab's Computational Research 
Division said. "Few have tackled this problem before because it was Division said. "Few have tackled this problem before because it was Division said. "Few have tackled this problem before because it was Division said. "Few have tackled this problem before because it was 
considered intractable. We needed to simulate the conditions for considered intractable. We needed to simulate the conditions for considered intractable. We needed to simulate the conditions for considered intractable. We needed to simulate the conditions for 
hours, not just a few seconds. We are now doing calculations that hours, not just a few seconds. We are now doing calculations that hours, not just a few seconds. We are now doing calculations that hours, not just a few seconds. We are now doing calculations that 
weren't possible before." weren't possible before." weren't possible before." weren't possible before."     
    
    
Florida Keys as fresh grouper and cold beer. Census statistics Florida Keys as fresh grouper and cold beer. Census statistics Florida Keys as fresh grouper and cold beer. Census statistics Florida Keys as fresh grouper and cold beer. Census statistics 
released this week show that Monroe County released this week show that Monroe County released this week show that Monroe County released this week show that Monroe County ----    which includes the which includes the which includes the which includes the 
cluster of 1,700 islands floating off South Florida cluster of 1,700 islands floating off South Florida cluster of 1,700 islands floating off South Florida cluster of 1,700 islands floating off South Florida ----    has the secondhas the secondhas the secondhas the second----
highest proportion of divorced residents. highest proportion of divorced residents. highest proportion of divorced residents. highest proportion of divorced residents.     
    
Can Strep Infection Cause Obsessive Compulsive Disorder? Not all Can Strep Infection Cause Obsessive Compulsive Disorder? Not all Can Strep Infection Cause Obsessive Compulsive Disorder? Not all Can Strep Infection Cause Obsessive Compulsive Disorder? Not all 
experts believe that is real, however. "It is hypothesized but not experts believe that is real, however. "It is hypothesized but not experts believe that is real, however. "It is hypothesized but not experts believe that is real, however. "It is hypothesized but not 
proven that strep, treated or not, might trigger a first episode proven that strep, treated or not, might trigger a first episode proven that strep, treated or not, might trigger a first episode proven that strep, treated or not, might trigger a first episode 
and/or flares of OCD in young children," and/or flares of OCD in young children," and/or flares of OCD in young children," and/or flares of OCD in young children,"     
    
    
Sony today announced the development of a single lens 3D camera Sony today announced the development of a single lens 3D camera Sony today announced the development of a single lens 3D camera Sony today announced the development of a single lens 3D camera 
technology capable of recording 3D images of even fasttechnology capable of recording 3D images of even fasttechnology capable of recording 3D images of even fasttechnology capable of recording 3D images of even fast----moving moving moving moving 
subject matter such as sports, at 240fps (frames per second). This subject matter such as sports, at 240fps (frames per second). This subject matter such as sports, at 240fps (frames per second). This subject matter such as sports, at 240fps (frames per second). This 
technology combines a newly developed optical system for single technology combines a newly developed optical system for single technology combines a newly developed optical system for single technology combines a newly developed optical system for single 
lens 3D camera which captures the left and right images lens 3D camera which captures the left and right images lens 3D camera which captures the left and right images lens 3D camera which captures the left and right images 
simultaneously, together with existing high frame rate (HFR) simultaneously, together with existing high frame rate (HFR) simultaneously, together with existing high frame rate (HFR) simultaneously, together with existing high frame rate (HFR) 
recording technology to realize 240fps 3D filming. Sony will recording technology to realize 240fps 3D filming. Sony will recording technology to realize 240fps 3D filming. Sony will recording technology to realize 240fps 3D filming. Sony will 
demonstrate a prototype model incorporating this technology at demonstrate a prototype model incorporating this technology at demonstrate a prototype model incorporating this technology at demonstrate a prototype model incorporating this technology at 
"CEATEC JAPAN 2009", to be held at Makuhari Messe convention "CEATEC JAPAN 2009", to be held at Makuhari Messe convention "CEATEC JAPAN 2009", to be held at Makuhari Messe convention "CEATEC JAPAN 2009", to be held at Makuhari Messe convention 
center in Chiba city, Japan, from October 6th. In existing half center in Chiba city, Japan, from October 6th. In existing half center in Chiba city, Japan, from October 6th. In existing half center in Chiba city, Japan, from October 6th. In existing half 
mirror 3D camera systems with separate lenses for the left and right mirror 3D camera systems with separate lenses for the left and right mirror 3D camera systems with separate lenses for the left and right mirror 3D camera systems with separate lenses for the left and right 
eyes, the parallax range is adjustable, enabling the depth of the 3D eyes, the parallax range is adjustable, enabling the depth of the 3D eyes, the parallax range is adjustable, enabling the depth of the 3D eyes, the parallax range is adjustable, enabling the depth of the 3D 
images to be modified. However, when operating the zoom and images to be modified. However, when operating the zoom and images to be modified. However, when operating the zoom and images to be modified. However, when operating the zoom and 
focus functions of such systems, the sensitivity of the human eye, in focus functions of such systems, the sensitivity of the human eye, in focus functions of such systems, the sensitivity of the human eye, in focus functions of such systems, the sensitivity of the human eye, in 
particular to differences in the size and rotational movement of particular to differences in the size and rotational movement of particular to differences in the size and rotational movement of particular to differences in the size and rotational movement of 
dual images, as well as any vertical misalignment or difference in dual images, as well as any vertical misalignment or difference in dual images, as well as any vertical misalignment or difference in dual images, as well as any vertical misalignment or difference in 
image quality has meant that complex technology has been image quality has meant that complex technology has been image quality has meant that complex technology has been image quality has meant that complex technology has been 
required to ensure that each camera lens is closely coordinated, required to ensure that each camera lens is closely coordinated, required to ensure that each camera lens is closely coordinated, required to ensure that each camera lens is closely coordinated, 
and there are no discrepancies in the optical axis, image size, and and there are no discrepancies in the optical axis, image size, and and there are no discrepancies in the optical axis, image size, and and there are no discrepancies in the optical axis, image size, and 
focus. The introduction of a single lens system resolves any issues focus. The introduction of a single lens system resolves any issues focus. The introduction of a single lens system resolves any issues focus. The introduction of a single lens system resolves any issues 
that may occur as a result of having different optical that may occur as a result of having different optical that may occur as a result of having different optical that may occur as a result of having different optical 
characteristics for each eye. Furthermore, by using mirrors in place characteristics for each eye. Furthermore, by using mirrors in place characteristics for each eye. Furthermore, by using mirrors in place characteristics for each eye. Furthermore, by using mirrors in place 
of shutters, incoming light can now be simultaneously separated of shutters, incoming light can now be simultaneously separated of shutters, incoming light can now be simultaneously separated of shutters, incoming light can now be simultaneously separated 
into left and right images and recorded as it reaches the parallel into left and right images and recorded as it reaches the parallel into left and right images and recorded as it reaches the parallel into left and right images and recorded as it reaches the parallel 
light area (the area where diverging light from the point of focus light area (the area where diverging light from the point of focus light area (the area where diverging light from the point of focus light area (the area where diverging light from the point of focus 
on the subject matter becomes parallel) of the relay lens. The on the subject matter becomes parallel) of the relay lens. The on the subject matter becomes parallel) of the relay lens. The on the subject matter becomes parallel) of the relay lens. The 
separated left and right images are then processed and recorded separated left and right images are then processed and recorded separated left and right images are then processed and recorded separated left and right images are then processed and recorded 
with the respective left and right image sensors. As there is no with the respective left and right image sensors. As there is no with the respective left and right image sensors. As there is no with the respective left and right image sensors. As there is no 
difference in time between when the left and right eye images are difference in time between when the left and right eye images are difference in time between when the left and right eye images are difference in time between when the left and right eye images are 
captured, it is possible for natural and smooth 3D images to be captured, it is possible for natural and smooth 3D images to be captured, it is possible for natural and smooth 3D images to be captured, it is possible for natural and smooth 3D images to be 
captured, even of scenes involving rapid movement. Optical tests captured, even of scenes involving rapid movement. Optical tests captured, even of scenes involving rapid movement. Optical tests captured, even of scenes involving rapid movement. Optical tests 
have shown that a frame rate 240fps represents the limit of human have shown that a frame rate 240fps represents the limit of human have shown that a frame rate 240fps represents the limit of human have shown that a frame rate 240fps represents the limit of human 
visual perception, and beyond that it becomes difficult to detect visual perception, and beyond that it becomes difficult to detect visual perception, and beyond that it becomes difficult to detect visual perception, and beyond that it becomes difficult to detect 
differences in terms of blur and "jerkiness" of moving images differences in terms of blur and "jerkiness" of moving images differences in terms of blur and "jerkiness" of moving images differences in terms of blur and "jerkiness" of moving images 
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(where images that were continuous are now seen as a series of (where images that were continuous are now seen as a series of (where images that were continuous are now seen as a series of (where images that were continuous are now seen as a series of 
distinct snapshots). By developing a 240fps frame rate CMOS image distinct snapshots). By developing a 240fps frame rate CMOS image distinct snapshots). By developing a 240fps frame rate CMOS image distinct snapshots). By developing a 240fps frame rate CMOS image 
sensor with properties close to the human eye, which is capable of sensor with properties close to the human eye, which is capable of sensor with properties close to the human eye, which is capable of sensor with properties close to the human eye, which is capable of 
capture natural images of even fast moving subject matter, Sony capture natural images of even fast moving subject matter, Sony capture natural images of even fast moving subject matter, Sony capture natural images of even fast moving subject matter, Sony 
has succeeded in further enhancing the quality of 3D video has succeeded in further enhancing the quality of 3D video has succeeded in further enhancing the quality of 3D video has succeeded in further enhancing the quality of 3D video 
images. The combination of Sony's new single lens 3D system and images. The combination of Sony's new single lens 3D system and images. The combination of Sony's new single lens 3D system and images. The combination of Sony's new single lens 3D system and 
its 240fps high frame rate technology has realized a single lens 3D its 240fps high frame rate technology has realized a single lens 3D its 240fps high frame rate technology has realized a single lens 3D its 240fps high frame rate technology has realized a single lens 3D 
camera system, based on universal properties of the human eye, camera system, based on universal properties of the human eye, camera system, based on universal properties of the human eye, camera system, based on universal properties of the human eye, 
which enables natural and smooth 3D images with no which enables natural and smooth 3D images with no which enables natural and smooth 3D images with no which enables natural and smooth 3D images with no 
accommodationaccommodationaccommodationaccommodation----vengeance conflict to be recorded. vengeance conflict to be recorded. vengeance conflict to be recorded. vengeance conflict to be recorded.     
    
Sony plans to deliver new 3D viewing experiences by bringing 3D to Sony plans to deliver new 3D viewing experiences by bringing 3D to Sony plans to deliver new 3D viewing experiences by bringing 3D to Sony plans to deliver new 3D viewing experiences by bringing 3D to 
the home in 2010. the home in 2010. the home in 2010. the home in 2010.     
    
Here in Colorado at the Stanley Hotel in Estes Park on the tour they Here in Colorado at the Stanley Hotel in Estes Park on the tour they Here in Colorado at the Stanley Hotel in Estes Park on the tour they Here in Colorado at the Stanley Hotel in Estes Park on the tour they 
tell you Stanley got $1 million in cash from Kodak 100 years ago tell you Stanley got $1 million in cash from Kodak 100 years ago tell you Stanley got $1 million in cash from Kodak 100 years ago tell you Stanley got $1 million in cash from Kodak 100 years ago 
for inventing a way to develop pictures 100 times faster. This is to for inventing a way to develop pictures 100 times faster. This is to for inventing a way to develop pictures 100 times faster. This is to for inventing a way to develop pictures 100 times faster. This is to 
inspire you to invent something for Kodak or Sony or Microsoft. inspire you to invent something for Kodak or Sony or Microsoft. inspire you to invent something for Kodak or Sony or Microsoft. inspire you to invent something for Kodak or Sony or Microsoft. 
Windows 7 that boots up in 3 seconds would be 100 times faster but Windows 7 that boots up in 3 seconds would be 100 times faster but Windows 7 that boots up in 3 seconds would be 100 times faster but Windows 7 that boots up in 3 seconds would be 100 times faster but 
Bill Gates would not pay you anything. Sony 50" LCD TV with a Bill Gates would not pay you anything. Sony 50" LCD TV with a Bill Gates would not pay you anything. Sony 50" LCD TV with a Bill Gates would not pay you anything. Sony 50" LCD TV with a 
hard drive full of Sony Movies, would be 100 times faster than hard drive full of Sony Movies, would be 100 times faster than hard drive full of Sony Movies, would be 100 times faster than hard drive full of Sony Movies, would be 100 times faster than 
putting all these Sony Movies on your hard drive then figuring out putting all these Sony Movies on your hard drive then figuring out putting all these Sony Movies on your hard drive then figuring out putting all these Sony Movies on your hard drive then figuring out 
how to plug a hard drive into your new Sony 50" LCD tv. Sony will how to plug a hard drive into your new Sony 50" LCD tv. Sony will how to plug a hard drive into your new Sony 50" LCD tv. Sony will how to plug a hard drive into your new Sony 50" LCD tv. Sony will 
not pay you for this invention idea. Sony will not even put an not pay you for this invention idea. Sony will not even put an not pay you for this invention idea. Sony will not even put an not pay you for this invention idea. Sony will not even put an 
Alarm Clock into its 50" LCD tv's so you don't miss the first minutes Alarm Clock into its 50" LCD tv's so you don't miss the first minutes Alarm Clock into its 50" LCD tv's so you don't miss the first minutes Alarm Clock into its 50" LCD tv's so you don't miss the first minutes 
of Katie Couric. San disk is taking 100 times longer than normal to of Katie Couric. San disk is taking 100 times longer than normal to of Katie Couric. San disk is taking 100 times longer than normal to of Katie Couric. San disk is taking 100 times longer than normal to 
make the second generation Fuze mp3 player because they don't make the second generation Fuze mp3 player because they don't make the second generation Fuze mp3 player because they don't make the second generation Fuze mp3 player because they don't 
want me writing they left out features I wrote about and forgot to want me writing they left out features I wrote about and forgot to want me writing they left out features I wrote about and forgot to want me writing they left out features I wrote about and forgot to 
add a place for AA batteries. Plug your San disk 16 gig flash drive add a place for AA batteries. Plug your San disk 16 gig flash drive add a place for AA batteries. Plug your San disk 16 gig flash drive add a place for AA batteries. Plug your San disk 16 gig flash drive 
into your San disk Fuze mp3 player is for the 4th generation into your San disk Fuze mp3 player is for the 4th generation into your San disk Fuze mp3 player is for the 4th generation into your San disk Fuze mp3 player is for the 4th generation 
players! Best Buy screwed by all my mp3 songs and the Greeks at players! Best Buy screwed by all my mp3 songs and the Greeks at players! Best Buy screwed by all my mp3 songs and the Greeks at players! Best Buy screwed by all my mp3 songs and the Greeks at 
Best Buy worked 1 hour to fix this and couldn't. Best Buy worked 1 hour to fix this and couldn't. Best Buy worked 1 hour to fix this and couldn't. Best Buy worked 1 hour to fix this and couldn't.     
    
Toyota Today Toyota Today Toyota Today Toyota Today ------------ CEO played the YouTube Video of the fiery LA wreck  CEO played the YouTube Video of the fiery LA wreck  CEO played the YouTube Video of the fiery LA wreck  CEO played the YouTube Video of the fiery LA wreck 
cause by a floor mat installed wrong... nothing to do with the cause by a floor mat installed wrong... nothing to do with the cause by a floor mat installed wrong... nothing to do with the cause by a floor mat installed wrong... nothing to do with the 
wrong type of fuel going into the Toyota Today. CEO of Toyota will wrong type of fuel going into the Toyota Today. CEO of Toyota will wrong type of fuel going into the Toyota Today. CEO of Toyota will wrong type of fuel going into the Toyota Today. CEO of Toyota will 
hang for sure! hang for sure! hang for sure! hang for sure!     
    
    
There's no part of our bodies that we obsess about more than our There's no part of our bodies that we obsess about more than our There's no part of our bodies that we obsess about more than our There's no part of our bodies that we obsess about more than our 
breasts. Even those of us not prone to health anxiety wonder which, breasts. Even those of us not prone to health anxiety wonder which, breasts. Even those of us not prone to health anxiety wonder which, breasts. Even those of us not prone to health anxiety wonder which, 
if any, of our everyday habits are upping our odds of getting breast if any, of our everyday habits are upping our odds of getting breast if any, of our everyday habits are upping our odds of getting breast if any, of our everyday habits are upping our odds of getting breast 
cancer. And it's no wonder we're confused: New scientific reports cancer. And it's no wonder we're confused: New scientific reports cancer. And it's no wonder we're confused: New scientific reports cancer. And it's no wonder we're confused: New scientific reports 
constantly contradict earlier ones. One week, a new medical study constantly contradict earlier ones. One week, a new medical study constantly contradict earlier ones. One week, a new medical study constantly contradict earlier ones. One week, a new medical study 
tells us what to eat to prevent breast cancer; the next week, another tells us what to eat to prevent breast cancer; the next week, another tells us what to eat to prevent breast cancer; the next week, another tells us what to eat to prevent breast cancer; the next week, another 
tells us that diet doesn't make a difference. Is it any surprise even tells us that diet doesn't make a difference. Is it any surprise even tells us that diet doesn't make a difference. Is it any surprise even tells us that diet doesn't make a difference. Is it any surprise even 
smart women are baffled? smart women are baffled? smart women are baffled? smart women are baffled?     
    
    
cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say ----    who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? --------------------    this was this was this was this was 
the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times!     
    
cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say ----    who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? --------------------    this was this was this was this was 
the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times!     
    
cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say cui bono, as the Romans used to say ----    who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? who benefits? --------------------    this was this was this was this was 
the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times! the punch line in the New York Times!     
    
By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and 
the teen prostitutesthe teen prostitutesthe teen prostitutesthe teen prostitutes…………        
>>>>> >>>>> >>>>> >>>>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon!     
    
Reasons to scream this is Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Reasons to scream this is Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Reasons to scream this is Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Reasons to scream this is Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's 
Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri. "War's Mobilization" to get the Rx Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri. "War's Mobilization" to get the Rx Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri. "War's Mobilization" to get the Rx Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri. "War's Mobilization" to get the Rx 
Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Greg's Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Greg's Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Greg's Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Greg's 
Retirement starts on 5 Oct 09 >>> Treason by Carter and wife Retirement starts on 5 Oct 09 >>> Treason by Carter and wife Retirement starts on 5 Oct 09 >>> Treason by Carter and wife Retirement starts on 5 Oct 09 >>> Treason by Carter and wife 
Roslyn, all the Pentagon Generals for suppressing the Roslyn, all the Pentagon Generals for suppressing the Roslyn, all the Pentagon Generals for suppressing the Roslyn, all the Pentagon Generals for suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar terrible crimes of burning cops and kids in ElectricWindmillCar terrible crimes of burning cops and kids in ElectricWindmillCar terrible crimes of burning cops and kids in ElectricWindmillCar terrible crimes of burning cops and kids in 
gasoline for $ oil money, and bribes in Secret Swiss Bank accounts. gasoline for $ oil money, and bribes in Secret Swiss Bank accounts. gasoline for $ oil money, and bribes in Secret Swiss Bank accounts. gasoline for $ oil money, and bribes in Secret Swiss Bank accounts. 
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"We want to present the truth about every aspect of our lives and "We want to present the truth about every aspect of our lives and "We want to present the truth about every aspect of our lives and "We want to present the truth about every aspect of our lives and 
times suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Roslyn times suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Roslyn times suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Roslyn times suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Roslyn 
Carter said. On Carters 85th BDay. Greg's retirement in Polygamy Carter said. On Carters 85th BDay. Greg's retirement in Polygamy Carter said. On Carters 85th BDay. Greg's retirement in Polygamy Carter said. On Carters 85th BDay. Greg's retirement in Polygamy 
with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and the with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and the with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and the with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and the 
Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. Letterman Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. Letterman Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. Letterman Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. Letterman 
never thought of Polygamy as CBS never ever puts POLYGAMY in the never thought of Polygamy as CBS never ever puts POLYGAMY in the never thought of Polygamy as CBS never ever puts POLYGAMY in the never thought of Polygamy as CBS never ever puts POLYGAMY in the 
news, new sitcom, or even 48 Hours let alone 60 Minutes news, new sitcom, or even 48 Hours let alone 60 Minutes news, new sitcom, or even 48 Hours let alone 60 Minutes news, new sitcom, or even 48 Hours let alone 60 Minutes ----    Why is Why is Why is Why is 
Polygamy off limits in our Orwellian Society, that has several Polygamy off limits in our Orwellian Society, that has several Polygamy off limits in our Orwellian Society, that has several Polygamy off limits in our Orwellian Society, that has several 
genocides going on at the same time and all are run by the genocides going on at the same time and all are run by the genocides going on at the same time and all are run by the genocides going on at the same time and all are run by the 
government? Particulars of his sexual exploits... At the close of government? Particulars of his sexual exploits... At the close of government? Particulars of his sexual exploits... At the close of government? Particulars of his sexual exploits... At the close of 
David Letterman's stunning onDavid Letterman's stunning onDavid Letterman's stunning onDavid Letterman's stunning on----air disclosure. After a 10air disclosure. After a 10air disclosure. After a 10air disclosure. After a 10----minute minute minute minute 
explanation of an extortion plot intended to expose his sexual explanation of an extortion plot intended to expose his sexual explanation of an extortion plot intended to expose his sexual explanation of an extortion plot intended to expose his sexual 
liaisons with female staffers, he concluded, "I don't plan to say liaisons with female staffers, he concluded, "I don't plan to say liaisons with female staffers, he concluded, "I don't plan to say liaisons with female staffers, he concluded, "I don't plan to say 
much more about this on this particular topic." Yetmuch more about this on this particular topic." Yetmuch more about this on this particular topic." Yetmuch more about this on this particular topic." Yet----totototo----emerge emerge emerge emerge 
particulars of his sexual exploits. The greatest unknown in all of particulars of his sexual exploits. The greatest unknown in all of particulars of his sexual exploits. The greatest unknown in all of particulars of his sexual exploits. The greatest unknown in all of 
this is Letterman's wife, Regina Lasko, who has lived her life largely this is Letterman's wife, Regina Lasko, who has lived her life largely this is Letterman's wife, Regina Lasko, who has lived her life largely this is Letterman's wife, Regina Lasko, who has lived her life largely 
offstage. But were she to go public by her husband's side offstage. But were she to go public by her husband's side offstage. But were she to go public by her husband's side offstage. But were she to go public by her husband's side --------    a reverse a reverse a reverse a reverse 
reality version of the new CBS series "The Good Wife," if you will reality version of the new CBS series "The Good Wife," if you will reality version of the new CBS series "The Good Wife," if you will reality version of the new CBS series "The Good Wife," if you will --------    
that could go a long way. On the flip side, a divorce that could go a long way. On the flip side, a divorce that could go a long way. On the flip side, a divorce that could go a long way. On the flip side, a divorce 
announcement could be equally devastating. Greg's retirement in announcement could be equally devastating. Greg's retirement in announcement could be equally devastating. Greg's retirement in announcement could be equally devastating. Greg's retirement in 
Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention 
projects and the Rx Penicillin Miracle cure for breast cancer. projects and the Rx Penicillin Miracle cure for breast cancer. projects and the Rx Penicillin Miracle cure for breast cancer. projects and the Rx Penicillin Miracle cure for breast cancer. 
Letterman never thought of Polygamy as CBS never ever puts Letterman never thought of Polygamy as CBS never ever puts Letterman never thought of Polygamy as CBS never ever puts Letterman never thought of Polygamy as CBS never ever puts 
POLYGAMY in the news, new sitcom, or even 48 Hours let alone 60 POLYGAMY in the news, new sitcom, or even 48 Hours let alone 60 POLYGAMY in the news, new sitcom, or even 48 Hours let alone 60 POLYGAMY in the news, new sitcom, or even 48 Hours let alone 60 
Minutes Minutes Minutes Minutes ----    Why is Polygamy off limits in our Orwellian Society, that Why is Polygamy off limits in our Orwellian Society, that Why is Polygamy off limits in our Orwellian Society, that Why is Polygamy off limits in our Orwellian Society, that 
has several genocides going on at the same time and all are run has several genocides going on at the same time and all are run has several genocides going on at the same time and all are run has several genocides going on at the same time and all are run 
by the government? Particulars of his sexual exploits... by the government? Particulars of his sexual exploits... by the government? Particulars of his sexual exploits... by the government? Particulars of his sexual exploits... 
Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out on this web Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out on this web Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out on this web Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out on this web 
page with your wives. CBS stifles all inventions and even posting of page with your wives. CBS stifles all inventions and even posting of page with your wives. CBS stifles all inventions and even posting of page with your wives. CBS stifles all inventions and even posting of 
invention projects that will lead Humanity to Alpha Centauri, Why? invention projects that will lead Humanity to Alpha Centauri, Why? invention projects that will lead Humanity to Alpha Centauri, Why? invention projects that will lead Humanity to Alpha Centauri, Why? 
Who at CBS is stifling Star Travel? Blackmailed into deleting the Who at CBS is stifling Star Travel? Blackmailed into deleting the Who at CBS is stifling Star Travel? Blackmailed into deleting the Who at CBS is stifling Star Travel? Blackmailed into deleting the 
nearest Solar System from Earth, someone has successfully nearest Solar System from Earth, someone has successfully nearest Solar System from Earth, someone has successfully nearest Solar System from Earth, someone has successfully 
blackmailed CBS. blackmailed CBS. blackmailed CBS. blackmailed CBS.     
    
    
    
>>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess >>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess >>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess >>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess 
Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best 
BDay, unfortunately our George Orwell is burning Mad about BDay, unfortunately our George Orwell is burning Mad about BDay, unfortunately our George Orwell is burning Mad about BDay, unfortunately our George Orwell is burning Mad about 
several on going Genocides all Gov. Run. several on going Genocides all Gov. Run. several on going Genocides all Gov. Run. several on going Genocides all Gov. Run.     

1st week of Leno is over, Leno did not joke about your flesh sizzling 1st week of Leno is over, Leno did not joke about your flesh sizzling 1st week of Leno is over, Leno did not joke about your flesh sizzling 1st week of Leno is over, Leno did not joke about your flesh sizzling 
in a fiery LA car wreck. in a fiery LA car wreck. in a fiery LA car wreck. in a fiery LA car wreck. 

I will work on the Rx Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer I will work on the Rx Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer I will work on the Rx Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer I will work on the Rx Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer 
when ever our George Orwell lets us, Greg his wife's. Sixty third ? when ever our George Orwell lets us, Greg his wife's. Sixty third ? when ever our George Orwell lets us, Greg his wife's. Sixty third ? when ever our George Orwell lets us, Greg his wife's. Sixty third ? 

year I hope. year I hope. year I hope. year I hope. 

I have to retire, got an apt. for 5 Oct at the Social Security office I have to retire, got an apt. for 5 Oct at the Social Security office I have to retire, got an apt. for 5 Oct at the Social Security office I have to retire, got an apt. for 5 Oct at the Social Security office 
here. All I need is a certified Copy of my Birth at Yalehere. All I need is a certified Copy of my Birth at Yalehere. All I need is a certified Copy of my Birth at Yalehere. All I need is a certified Copy of my Birth at Yale----New Haven New Haven New Haven New Haven 

Hospital. Sent for this should get it by 5 Oct and will have Hospital. Sent for this should get it by 5 Oct and will have Hospital. Sent for this should get it by 5 Oct and will have Hospital. Sent for this should get it by 5 Oct and will have 
Medicare, wow Medicare, wow Medicare, wow Medicare, wow ---- 10 years since I have been to a MD. I will get a  10 years since I have been to a MD. I will get a  10 years since I have been to a MD. I will get a  10 years since I have been to a MD. I will get a 
physical. I was hoping to go to Yalephysical. I was hoping to go to Yalephysical. I was hoping to go to Yalephysical. I was hoping to go to Yale----New Haven Hospital for a New Haven Hospital for a New Haven Hospital for a New Haven Hospital for a 

physical with cash from the ElectricWindmillCar or one of my other physical with cash from the ElectricWindmillCar or one of my other physical with cash from the ElectricWindmillCar or one of my other physical with cash from the ElectricWindmillCar or one of my other 
inventions. inventions. inventions. inventions.     

1,001 Invention Projects! One is a Portable Satellite dish for the top 1,001 Invention Projects! One is a Portable Satellite dish for the top 1,001 Invention Projects! One is a Portable Satellite dish for the top 1,001 Invention Projects! One is a Portable Satellite dish for the top 
of your car with several cameras on the top for outside cams and of your car with several cameras on the top for outside cams and of your car with several cameras on the top for outside cams and of your car with several cameras on the top for outside cams and 
several cams inside watching your driving and dash. Verizon several cams inside watching your driving and dash. Verizon several cams inside watching your driving and dash. Verizon several cams inside watching your driving and dash. Verizon 
inventions are needed too so you don't have to point the dish inventions are needed too so you don't have to point the dish inventions are needed too so you don't have to point the dish inventions are needed too so you don't have to point the dish 

south. Also wifi from the Satellite Dish to your office and home, and south. Also wifi from the Satellite Dish to your office and home, and south. Also wifi from the Satellite Dish to your office and home, and south. Also wifi from the Satellite Dish to your office and home, and 
your Dell notebook. I think Toshiba will do a coup on Dell mini for your Dell notebook. I think Toshiba will do a coup on Dell mini for your Dell notebook. I think Toshiba will do a coup on Dell mini for your Dell notebook. I think Toshiba will do a coup on Dell mini for 
the screen you can see outdoors. My dell I can't see anything in the the screen you can see outdoors. My dell I can't see anything in the the screen you can see outdoors. My dell I can't see anything in the the screen you can see outdoors. My dell I can't see anything in the 

sunshine and I emailed Toshiba about their mini and they sunshine and I emailed Toshiba about their mini and they sunshine and I emailed Toshiba about their mini and they sunshine and I emailed Toshiba about their mini and they 
replied, wow! So I think the next Toshiba mini will be viewable in replied, wow! So I think the next Toshiba mini will be viewable in replied, wow! So I think the next Toshiba mini will be viewable in replied, wow! So I think the next Toshiba mini will be viewable in 
sunlight. External Wifi antenna would be a nice invention too. sunlight. External Wifi antenna would be a nice invention too. sunlight. External Wifi antenna would be a nice invention too. sunlight. External Wifi antenna would be a nice invention too. 

Wifi links to the cops so they can see who is driving before they stop Wifi links to the cops so they can see who is driving before they stop Wifi links to the cops so they can see who is driving before they stop Wifi links to the cops so they can see who is driving before they stop 
the car. Drunks and armed criminals will be seen before the lights the car. Drunks and armed criminals will be seen before the lights the car. Drunks and armed criminals will be seen before the lights the car. Drunks and armed criminals will be seen before the lights 

come on. come on. come on. come on. 

Here in Boulder Colorado the CU freshmen learn to drive the first Here in Boulder Colorado the CU freshmen learn to drive the first Here in Boulder Colorado the CU freshmen learn to drive the first Here in Boulder Colorado the CU freshmen learn to drive the first 
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weeks of classes, I would guess there are 100+ wrecks the 1st week or weeks of classes, I would guess there are 100+ wrecks the 1st week or weeks of classes, I would guess there are 100+ wrecks the 1st week or weeks of classes, I would guess there are 100+ wrecks the 1st week or 
month of classes. There are no published statistics on car or bike month of classes. There are no published statistics on car or bike month of classes. There are no published statistics on car or bike month of classes. There are no published statistics on car or bike 
wrecks on the bike paths so we don't know... this mentality is from wrecks on the bike paths so we don't know... this mentality is from wrecks on the bike paths so we don't know... this mentality is from wrecks on the bike paths so we don't know... this mentality is from 
our George Orwell, everything is Top Secret. One thing I want to our George Orwell, everything is Top Secret. One thing I want to our George Orwell, everything is Top Secret. One thing I want to our George Orwell, everything is Top Secret. One thing I want to 

mention I found out 3.5 million gringo's have hepatitis. This spike mention I found out 3.5 million gringo's have hepatitis. This spike mention I found out 3.5 million gringo's have hepatitis. This spike mention I found out 3.5 million gringo's have hepatitis. This spike 
is from all the dirty Mexican Cooks etc... workers in the kitchen. On is from all the dirty Mexican Cooks etc... workers in the kitchen. On is from all the dirty Mexican Cooks etc... workers in the kitchen. On is from all the dirty Mexican Cooks etc... workers in the kitchen. On 
CU Campus 99% of the kitchen workers are Mexican and they do CU Campus 99% of the kitchen workers are Mexican and they do CU Campus 99% of the kitchen workers are Mexican and they do CU Campus 99% of the kitchen workers are Mexican and they do 

spread diseases. Our George Orwell keeps these stats a top secret too. spread diseases. Our George Orwell keeps these stats a top secret too. spread diseases. Our George Orwell keeps these stats a top secret too. spread diseases. Our George Orwell keeps these stats a top secret too. 

Several other inventions are needed to put portable satellite dishes Several other inventions are needed to put portable satellite dishes Several other inventions are needed to put portable satellite dishes Several other inventions are needed to put portable satellite dishes 
on top of every car made, and make a satellite dish on the top of on top of every car made, and make a satellite dish on the top of on top of every car made, and make a satellite dish on the top of on top of every car made, and make a satellite dish on the top of 
your car a mandatory accessory on your ElectricWindmillCar. your car a mandatory accessory on your ElectricWindmillCar. your car a mandatory accessory on your ElectricWindmillCar. your car a mandatory accessory on your ElectricWindmillCar. 

Yale Murder had been in the news all week. Yale President Richard Yale Murder had been in the news all week. Yale President Richard Yale Murder had been in the news all week. Yale President Richard Yale Murder had been in the news all week. Yale President Richard 
Levin said the killing could have happened in any city, in any Levin said the killing could have happened in any city, in any Levin said the killing could have happened in any city, in any Levin said the killing could have happened in any city, in any 

university, or in any workplace. university, or in any workplace. university, or in any workplace. university, or in any workplace. 

It says more about the dark side of the human soul than it does It says more about the dark side of the human soul than it does It says more about the dark side of the human soul than it does It says more about the dark side of the human soul than it does 
about the extent of security measures. about the extent of security measures. about the extent of security measures. about the extent of security measures. 

100,000 people have burned in gasoline and Yale President 100,000 people have burned in gasoline and Yale President 100,000 people have burned in gasoline and Yale President 100,000 people have burned in gasoline and Yale President 
Richard Levin knows this is Gov. Run genocide by suppressing the Richard Levin knows this is Gov. Run genocide by suppressing the Richard Levin knows this is Gov. Run genocide by suppressing the Richard Levin knows this is Gov. Run genocide by suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar. Raymond Clark III's attitude led to a deadly ElectricWindmillCar. Raymond Clark III's attitude led to a deadly ElectricWindmillCar. Raymond Clark III's attitude led to a deadly ElectricWindmillCar. Raymond Clark III's attitude led to a deadly 

workplace confrontation with 24workplace confrontation with 24workplace confrontation with 24workplace confrontation with 24----yearyearyearyear----old Annie Le. In a Yale old Annie Le. In a Yale old Annie Le. In a Yale old Annie Le. In a Yale 
medical school building. medical school building. medical school building. medical school building. 

I want to say something here... Bush his daughter was on the Today I want to say something here... Bush his daughter was on the Today I want to say something here... Bush his daughter was on the Today I want to say something here... Bush his daughter was on the Today 
Show owned by GE on Friday reporting on the $1.2 Billion dollar Show owned by GE on Friday reporting on the $1.2 Billion dollar Show owned by GE on Friday reporting on the $1.2 Billion dollar Show owned by GE on Friday reporting on the $1.2 Billion dollar 
Cowboys Football Stadium her father build out of SPITE for Greg Cowboys Football Stadium her father build out of SPITE for Greg Cowboys Football Stadium her father build out of SPITE for Greg Cowboys Football Stadium her father build out of SPITE for Greg 
Buell Lovestar, me! I have written on this web that after the Coup Buell Lovestar, me! I have written on this web that after the Coup Buell Lovestar, me! I have written on this web that after the Coup Buell Lovestar, me! I have written on this web that after the Coup 
on Bushon Bushon Bushon Bush----Obama and the Texas and Saudi Oil Mne every Football Obama and the Texas and Saudi Oil Mne every Football Obama and the Texas and Saudi Oil Mne every Football Obama and the Texas and Saudi Oil Mne every Football 
Stadium on every Campus will have a State of the Arts Medical Stadium on every Campus will have a State of the Arts Medical Stadium on every Campus will have a State of the Arts Medical Stadium on every Campus will have a State of the Arts Medical 

School built over it as the Niger football players are low life ringers School built over it as the Niger football players are low life ringers School built over it as the Niger football players are low life ringers School built over it as the Niger football players are low life ringers 
who gang rape their mothers, daughters and even their who gang rape their mothers, daughters and even their who gang rape their mothers, daughters and even their who gang rape their mothers, daughters and even their 

grandmothers... this Niger behavior is in a UN report that 99% of grandmothers... this Niger behavior is in a UN report that 99% of grandmothers... this Niger behavior is in a UN report that 99% of grandmothers... this Niger behavior is in a UN report that 99% of 
riggers in Africa have raped their mom, daughter and grandma. riggers in Africa have raped their mom, daughter and grandma. riggers in Africa have raped their mom, daughter and grandma. riggers in Africa have raped their mom, daughter and grandma. 
So Bush's daughter on Today Show on Friday had tour of the $1.2 So Bush's daughter on Today Show on Friday had tour of the $1.2 So Bush's daughter on Today Show on Friday had tour of the $1.2 So Bush's daughter on Today Show on Friday had tour of the $1.2 
Billion dollar Dallas Football stadium and a interview with a 12 Billion dollar Dallas Football stadium and a interview with a 12 Billion dollar Dallas Football stadium and a interview with a 12 Billion dollar Dallas Football stadium and a interview with a 12 

year old Niger boy. year old Niger boy. year old Niger boy. year old Niger boy. 

Were are the 100,000 cops and kids with gasoline burns over most of Were are the 100,000 cops and kids with gasoline burns over most of Were are the 100,000 cops and kids with gasoline burns over most of Were are the 100,000 cops and kids with gasoline burns over most of 
their bodies, did Jenna Bush take a pill and forget these burn their bodies, did Jenna Bush take a pill and forget these burn their bodies, did Jenna Bush take a pill and forget these burn their bodies, did Jenna Bush take a pill and forget these burn 

victims of her fathers? victims of her fathers? victims of her fathers? victims of her fathers? 

Well back to Greg's retirement. I have not worked a $10 an hour job Well back to Greg's retirement. I have not worked a $10 an hour job Well back to Greg's retirement. I have not worked a $10 an hour job Well back to Greg's retirement. I have not worked a $10 an hour job 
since March. Temp jobs from Westaff and Manpower have been all since March. Temp jobs from Westaff and Manpower have been all since March. Temp jobs from Westaff and Manpower have been all since March. Temp jobs from Westaff and Manpower have been all 
my jobs since 1998 10 years as a temp. at Weststaff and Manpower my jobs since 1998 10 years as a temp. at Weststaff and Manpower my jobs since 1998 10 years as a temp. at Weststaff and Manpower my jobs since 1998 10 years as a temp. at Weststaff and Manpower 

are all "Orwellian", the girls who call me for a temp job know about are all "Orwellian", the girls who call me for a temp job know about are all "Orwellian", the girls who call me for a temp job know about are all "Orwellian", the girls who call me for a temp job know about 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and the small business the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and the small business the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and the small business the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and the small business 

owners where I'm sent know about the suppression of the owners where I'm sent know about the suppression of the owners where I'm sent know about the suppression of the owners where I'm sent know about the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar. ElectricWindmillCar. ElectricWindmillCar. ElectricWindmillCar. 

In March I finished up a six month temp job at the Avalanche In March I finished up a six month temp job at the Avalanche In March I finished up a six month temp job at the Avalanche In March I finished up a six month temp job at the Avalanche 
Beacon factory, BackCountry Access. I tried to sell them a new Beacon factory, BackCountry Access. I tried to sell them a new Beacon factory, BackCountry Access. I tried to sell them a new Beacon factory, BackCountry Access. I tried to sell them a new 
product, a GPS Avalanche Beacon and GPS Tracker, ie for a ski product, a GPS Avalanche Beacon and GPS Tracker, ie for a ski product, a GPS Avalanche Beacon and GPS Tracker, ie for a ski product, a GPS Avalanche Beacon and GPS Tracker, ie for a ski 
party of 10 at Vail you can keep track of all 10 in your party if party of 10 at Vail you can keep track of all 10 in your party if party of 10 at Vail you can keep track of all 10 in your party if party of 10 at Vail you can keep track of all 10 in your party if 

everyone had a GPS Tracker. I don't know if Bruno and Edge are everyone had a GPS Tracker. I don't know if Bruno and Edge are everyone had a GPS Tracker. I don't know if Bruno and Edge are everyone had a GPS Tracker. I don't know if Bruno and Edge are 
going to make this or try to sell it to Sony. As a party of 10 visiting going to make this or try to sell it to Sony. As a party of 10 visiting going to make this or try to sell it to Sony. As a party of 10 visiting going to make this or try to sell it to Sony. As a party of 10 visiting 

Tokyo would need a hand held GPS Tracker to keep track of Tokyo would need a hand held GPS Tracker to keep track of Tokyo would need a hand held GPS Tracker to keep track of Tokyo would need a hand held GPS Tracker to keep track of 
everyone in their party in Tokyo. I would like to get at least one everyone in their party in Tokyo. I would like to get at least one everyone in their party in Tokyo. I would like to get at least one everyone in their party in Tokyo. I would like to get at least one 

wife from Tokyo, a supercomputer literate women from NEC, to help wife from Tokyo, a supercomputer literate women from NEC, to help wife from Tokyo, a supercomputer literate women from NEC, to help wife from Tokyo, a supercomputer literate women from NEC, to help 
brainstorm the Rx Penicillin cure for Breast Cancer and 1,001 brainstorm the Rx Penicillin cure for Breast Cancer and 1,001 brainstorm the Rx Penicillin cure for Breast Cancer and 1,001 brainstorm the Rx Penicillin cure for Breast Cancer and 1,001 

other invention projects. other invention projects. other invention projects. other invention projects. 

Bruno and Edge the owners harassed me, spit on me for not Bruno and Edge the owners harassed me, spit on me for not Bruno and Edge the owners harassed me, spit on me for not Bruno and Edge the owners harassed me, spit on me for not 
massacring women and kids in Vietnam, and let the engineers massacring women and kids in Vietnam, and let the engineers massacring women and kids in Vietnam, and let the engineers massacring women and kids in Vietnam, and let the engineers 
from Nepal and India spit on me for not massacring women and from Nepal and India spit on me for not massacring women and from Nepal and India spit on me for not massacring women and from Nepal and India spit on me for not massacring women and 

kids in Vietnam. kids in Vietnam. kids in Vietnam. kids in Vietnam. 

So I have to do something. Oh, These guys visit Thailand and of So I have to do something. Oh, These guys visit Thailand and of So I have to do something. Oh, These guys visit Thailand and of So I have to do something. Oh, These guys visit Thailand and of 
course have sex with kids, our George Orwell observers have made course have sex with kids, our George Orwell observers have made course have sex with kids, our George Orwell observers have made course have sex with kids, our George Orwell observers have made 

comments about this on and off for a year but no arrest ??? comments about this on and off for a year but no arrest ??? comments about this on and off for a year but no arrest ??? comments about this on and off for a year but no arrest ??? 

The New York Times put a front page story in the paper last week The New York Times put a front page story in the paper last week The New York Times put a front page story in the paper last week The New York Times put a front page story in the paper last week 
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that my idea to expose domestic violence on white women via that my idea to expose domestic violence on white women via that my idea to expose domestic violence on white women via that my idea to expose domestic violence on white women via 
nigers put them on YouTube videos. This is illegal in our George nigers put them on YouTube videos. This is illegal in our George nigers put them on YouTube videos. This is illegal in our George nigers put them on YouTube videos. This is illegal in our George 

Orwell Society... I should have guesses as much! Orwell Society... I should have guesses as much! Orwell Society... I should have guesses as much! Orwell Society... I should have guesses as much! 

I also had a six month temp job at Blue Mountain Arts Greeting I also had a six month temp job at Blue Mountain Arts Greeting I also had a six month temp job at Blue Mountain Arts Greeting I also had a six month temp job at Blue Mountain Arts Greeting 
Cards and Susan Shultz the writer and owner serves sugar bowls of Cards and Susan Shultz the writer and owner serves sugar bowls of Cards and Susan Shultz the writer and owner serves sugar bowls of Cards and Susan Shultz the writer and owner serves sugar bowls of 
cocaine at her parties, has been going on since 1975 when the cocaine at her parties, has been going on since 1975 when the cocaine at her parties, has been going on since 1975 when the cocaine at her parties, has been going on since 1975 when the 

woman I was living with in Estes Park when to one of her parties. woman I was living with in Estes Park when to one of her parties. woman I was living with in Estes Park when to one of her parties. woman I was living with in Estes Park when to one of her parties. 
She came home and told me about all the sugar bowls of cocaine She came home and told me about all the sugar bowls of cocaine She came home and told me about all the sugar bowls of cocaine She came home and told me about all the sugar bowls of cocaine 
at the party. The parters and cocaine has been going on from 1975 at the party. The parters and cocaine has been going on from 1975 at the party. The parters and cocaine has been going on from 1975 at the party. The parters and cocaine has been going on from 1975 
to 2009 really! Millions of dollars in greeting card profits went for to 2009 really! Millions of dollars in greeting card profits went for to 2009 really! Millions of dollars in greeting card profits went for to 2009 really! Millions of dollars in greeting card profits went for 
cocaine! I want to expose how much of every dollar from every cocaine! I want to expose how much of every dollar from every cocaine! I want to expose how much of every dollar from every cocaine! I want to expose how much of every dollar from every 
small business goes for cocaine and for the rappers songs cd's etc small business goes for cocaine and for the rappers songs cd's etc small business goes for cocaine and for the rappers songs cd's etc small business goes for cocaine and for the rappers songs cd's etc 

One of our George Orwell observers said she would get me a job but One of our George Orwell observers said she would get me a job but One of our George Orwell observers said she would get me a job but One of our George Orwell observers said she would get me a job but 
nothing so far and no donations in my post office box as our nothing so far and no donations in my post office box as our nothing so far and no donations in my post office box as our nothing so far and no donations in my post office box as our 

George Orwell will not let anyone a send a check. George Orwell will not let anyone a send a check. George Orwell will not let anyone a send a check. George Orwell will not let anyone a send a check. 

Ten years between MD visits so I need to get a physical and our Ten years between MD visits so I need to get a physical and our Ten years between MD visits so I need to get a physical and our Ten years between MD visits so I need to get a physical and our 
Health care debate will go on until after the Coup. $6.50 is the Health care debate will go on until after the Coup. $6.50 is the Health care debate will go on until after the Coup. $6.50 is the Health care debate will go on until after the Coup. $6.50 is the 

cheapest Medicare plan $79.50 is the most expensive plan, this is the cheapest Medicare plan $79.50 is the most expensive plan, this is the cheapest Medicare plan $79.50 is the most expensive plan, this is the cheapest Medicare plan $79.50 is the most expensive plan, this is the 
plan I will pick. I just read a message on the Senior news group plan I will pick. I just read a message on the Senior news group plan I will pick. I just read a message on the Senior news group plan I will pick. I just read a message on the Senior news group 

that said Social Security will not let you get Medicare until you are that said Social Security will not let you get Medicare until you are that said Social Security will not let you get Medicare until you are that said Social Security will not let you get Medicare until you are 
65 unless you live in poverty, will I made $3,800 in 2009 so I live in 65 unless you live in poverty, will I made $3,800 in 2009 so I live in 65 unless you live in poverty, will I made $3,800 in 2009 so I live in 65 unless you live in poverty, will I made $3,800 in 2009 so I live in 
poverty I will try to get on Medicare on Oct 5th. Unless of course I poverty I will try to get on Medicare on Oct 5th. Unless of course I poverty I will try to get on Medicare on Oct 5th. Unless of course I poverty I will try to get on Medicare on Oct 5th. Unless of course I 

get a windfall $$$ get a windfall $$$ get a windfall $$$ get a windfall $$$ 

Dark side of men who murder at a Medical School are the MD's who Dark side of men who murder at a Medical School are the MD's who Dark side of men who murder at a Medical School are the MD's who Dark side of men who murder at a Medical School are the MD's who 
are addicted to greed more than the Texas and Saudi Oil men are addicted to greed more than the Texas and Saudi Oil men are addicted to greed more than the Texas and Saudi Oil men are addicted to greed more than the Texas and Saudi Oil men 

(And Bill Gates who knows about all the government run (And Bill Gates who knows about all the government run (And Bill Gates who knows about all the government run (And Bill Gates who knows about all the government run 
genocides). 100,000 burnt in fiery car wrecks have to pay for their genocides). 100,000 burnt in fiery car wrecks have to pay for their genocides). 100,000 burnt in fiery car wrecks have to pay for their genocides). 100,000 burnt in fiery car wrecks have to pay for their 

burns in an Oil Genocide Era. MD's at Yale know this. burns in an Oil Genocide Era. MD's at Yale know this. burns in an Oil Genocide Era. MD's at Yale know this. burns in an Oil Genocide Era. MD's at Yale know this. 

Dark Side of men will be on the front pages of the New York Times Dark Side of men will be on the front pages of the New York Times Dark Side of men will be on the front pages of the New York Times Dark Side of men will be on the front pages of the New York Times 
after the Coup when I write the Headlines. Yale Presidents, all will after the Coup when I write the Headlines. Yale Presidents, all will after the Coup when I write the Headlines. Yale Presidents, all will after the Coup when I write the Headlines. Yale Presidents, all will 

be arrested for mass murder after the Coup. be arrested for mass murder after the Coup. be arrested for mass murder after the Coup. be arrested for mass murder after the Coup. 

Annie Le was from Vietnam, all the old Generals in North Vietnam Annie Le was from Vietnam, all the old Generals in North Vietnam Annie Le was from Vietnam, all the old Generals in North Vietnam Annie Le was from Vietnam, all the old Generals in North Vietnam 
will be arrested and hanged for mass murder too. Burning will be arrested and hanged for mass murder too. Burning will be arrested and hanged for mass murder too. Burning will be arrested and hanged for mass murder too. Burning 

Vietnamese in gasoline for oil money bribes. The dark side of war Vietnamese in gasoline for oil money bribes. The dark side of war Vietnamese in gasoline for oil money bribes. The dark side of war Vietnamese in gasoline for oil money bribes. The dark side of war 
and Generals will be exposed in my editorial in the New York Times and Generals will be exposed in my editorial in the New York Times and Generals will be exposed in my editorial in the New York Times and Generals will be exposed in my editorial in the New York Times 
as these old Generals in Hanoi as these old Generals in Hanoi as these old Generals in Hanoi as these old Generals in Hanoi ---- Ho Chi Minh City took oil money  Ho Chi Minh City took oil money  Ho Chi Minh City took oil money  Ho Chi Minh City took oil money 
from Texas and Saudi oil men to let Vietnamese women and kid's from Texas and Saudi oil men to let Vietnamese women and kid's from Texas and Saudi oil men to let Vietnamese women and kid's from Texas and Saudi oil men to let Vietnamese women and kid's 
burn in gasoline from 1980 to 2009. After fighting so hard to win burn in gasoline from 1980 to 2009. After fighting so hard to win burn in gasoline from 1980 to 2009. After fighting so hard to win burn in gasoline from 1980 to 2009. After fighting so hard to win 
the war, the North Vietnamese Generals sold out their peasants for the war, the North Vietnamese Generals sold out their peasants for the war, the North Vietnamese Generals sold out their peasants for the war, the North Vietnamese Generals sold out their peasants for 

a Swiss Bank account full of oil money. Sick! a Swiss Bank account full of oil money. Sick! a Swiss Bank account full of oil money. Sick! a Swiss Bank account full of oil money. Sick! 

Dark side of men in my New York Times article will convict these Dark side of men in my New York Times article will convict these Dark side of men in my New York Times article will convict these Dark side of men in my New York Times article will convict these 
North Vietnamese Generals of mass murder of their own wife's, North Vietnamese Generals of mass murder of their own wife's, North Vietnamese Generals of mass murder of their own wife's, North Vietnamese Generals of mass murder of their own wife's, 

daughters, grandma's. daughters, grandma's. daughters, grandma's. daughters, grandma's. 

In the USA the POW McCain is guilty of mass murder of American In the USA the POW McCain is guilty of mass murder of American In the USA the POW McCain is guilty of mass murder of American In the USA the POW McCain is guilty of mass murder of American 
wives, daughters, and grandma's via the Oil Genocide Era and the wives, daughters, and grandma's via the Oil Genocide Era and the wives, daughters, and grandma's via the Oil Genocide Era and the wives, daughters, and grandma's via the Oil Genocide Era and the 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. McCain has a secret Swiss suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. McCain has a secret Swiss suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. McCain has a secret Swiss suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. McCain has a secret Swiss 

Bank account full of Oil Genocide money too $$$ Bank account full of Oil Genocide money too $$$ Bank account full of Oil Genocide money too $$$ Bank account full of Oil Genocide money too $$$ 

Yale will have 3 shifts after the Coup, as the Coup Leaders will make Yale will have 3 shifts after the Coup, as the Coup Leaders will make Yale will have 3 shifts after the Coup, as the Coup Leaders will make Yale will have 3 shifts after the Coup, as the Coup Leaders will make 
the University Education mandatory! Yale Medical School will be the University Education mandatory! Yale Medical School will be the University Education mandatory! Yale Medical School will be the University Education mandatory! Yale Medical School will be 
free and have 3 shifts of med students too to make up for the Top free and have 3 shifts of med students too to make up for the Top free and have 3 shifts of med students too to make up for the Top free and have 3 shifts of med students too to make up for the Top 

Brass programming the shortage of MD's so MD's can all be Brass programming the shortage of MD's so MD's can all be Brass programming the shortage of MD's so MD's can all be Brass programming the shortage of MD's so MD's can all be 
billionaires $$$ billionaires $$$ billionaires $$$ billionaires $$$ 

Yet Donald Trump would not let the 9Yet Donald Trump would not let the 9Yet Donald Trump would not let the 9Yet Donald Trump would not let the 9----11 victims get $1 Billion 11 victims get $1 Billion 11 victims get $1 Billion 11 victims get $1 Billion 
each because he though this was to much compensation. When the each because he though this was to much compensation. When the each because he though this was to much compensation. When the each because he though this was to much compensation. When the 
Coup Leaders confiscate all the Texas and Saudi Oil money, several Coup Leaders confiscate all the Texas and Saudi Oil money, several Coup Leaders confiscate all the Texas and Saudi Oil money, several Coup Leaders confiscate all the Texas and Saudi Oil money, several 

Trillion dollars... 15 to 25 Trillion Dollars $$$ I would guess, Trillion dollars... 15 to 25 Trillion Dollars $$$ I would guess, Trillion dollars... 15 to 25 Trillion Dollars $$$ I would guess, Trillion dollars... 15 to 25 Trillion Dollars $$$ I would guess, 
everyone burned in gasoline from 1980 to 2009 will get $1 Billion everyone burned in gasoline from 1980 to 2009 will get $1 Billion everyone burned in gasoline from 1980 to 2009 will get $1 Billion everyone burned in gasoline from 1980 to 2009 will get $1 Billion 
each, everyone from 9each, everyone from 9each, everyone from 9each, everyone from 9----11 too, this will give Donald Trump a heart 11 too, this will give Donald Trump a heart 11 too, this will give Donald Trump a heart 11 too, this will give Donald Trump a heart 
attack to say the least, he will be pulling out his hair in madness! A attack to say the least, he will be pulling out his hair in madness! A attack to say the least, he will be pulling out his hair in madness! A attack to say the least, he will be pulling out his hair in madness! A 
good example of the dark side of mans mentality in the rich and good example of the dark side of mans mentality in the rich and good example of the dark side of mans mentality in the rich and good example of the dark side of mans mentality in the rich and 

famous.famous.famous.famous.    

Dark Side of men is not just murder but being cheap with money Dark Side of men is not just murder but being cheap with money Dark Side of men is not just murder but being cheap with money Dark Side of men is not just murder but being cheap with money 
too, as this murders someone too just ask Bill Gates! too, as this murders someone too just ask Bill Gates! too, as this murders someone too just ask Bill Gates! too, as this murders someone too just ask Bill Gates! 
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Cadavers will be mandatory for every FRESHMAN at every University Cadavers will be mandatory for every FRESHMAN at every University Cadavers will be mandatory for every FRESHMAN at every University Cadavers will be mandatory for every FRESHMAN at every University 
in the USA, as no one knows what the organs do! And my 1,001 in the USA, as no one knows what the organs do! And my 1,001 in the USA, as no one knows what the organs do! And my 1,001 in the USA, as no one knows what the organs do! And my 1,001 
Invention Projects you must know your anatomy and physiology. Invention Projects you must know your anatomy and physiology. Invention Projects you must know your anatomy and physiology. Invention Projects you must know your anatomy and physiology. 

Leno could not name the Organs in his TEN AT TEN interviews with Leno could not name the Organs in his TEN AT TEN interviews with Leno could not name the Organs in his TEN AT TEN interviews with Leno could not name the Organs in his TEN AT TEN interviews with 
the rich and famous guest. the rich and famous guest. the rich and famous guest. the rich and famous guest. 

I hope to go to Yale New Haven Hospital for my 10 year physical as I hope to go to Yale New Haven Hospital for my 10 year physical as I hope to go to Yale New Haven Hospital for my 10 year physical as I hope to go to Yale New Haven Hospital for my 10 year physical as 
the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar as Class and Caste are the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar as Class and Caste are the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar as Class and Caste are the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar as Class and Caste are 

everything at Yale. everything at Yale. everything at Yale. everything at Yale. 

Yale MD's sold organs to Saudi Princes decades after the Yale MD's sold organs to Saudi Princes decades after the Yale MD's sold organs to Saudi Princes decades after the Yale MD's sold organs to Saudi Princes decades after the 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Dark side of man, you suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Dark side of man, you suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Dark side of man, you suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Dark side of man, you 

would think the President of Yale would think before he said this. would think the President of Yale would think before he said this. would think the President of Yale would think before he said this. would think the President of Yale would think before he said this. 

Editorial in the New York Times on the Dark side of Man. The 1998 Editorial in the New York Times on the Dark side of Man. The 1998 Editorial in the New York Times on the Dark side of Man. The 1998 Editorial in the New York Times on the Dark side of Man. The 1998 
Yale Murder I will ask the FBI to arrest Van de Velde In 1998, Yale Murder I will ask the FBI to arrest Van de Velde In 1998, Yale Murder I will ask the FBI to arrest Van de Velde In 1998, Yale Murder I will ask the FBI to arrest Van de Velde In 1998, 

Suzanne Jovin, a 21Suzanne Jovin, a 21Suzanne Jovin, a 21Suzanne Jovin, a 21----yearyearyearyear----old was murdered, Van de Velde, then old was murdered, Van de Velde, then old was murdered, Van de Velde, then old was murdered, Van de Velde, then 
an unmarried, 38an unmarried, 38an unmarried, 38an unmarried, 38----yearyearyearyear----old former naval intelligence officer served old former naval intelligence officer served old former naval intelligence officer served old former naval intelligence officer served 
as Jovin's Thesis adviser. Her subject was Osama bin Laden. Early as Jovin's Thesis adviser. Her subject was Osama bin Laden. Early as Jovin's Thesis adviser. Her subject was Osama bin Laden. Early as Jovin's Thesis adviser. Her subject was Osama bin Laden. Early 
on, authorities identified him as a Suspect, though they never said on, authorities identified him as a Suspect, though they never said on, authorities identified him as a Suspect, though they never said on, authorities identified him as a Suspect, though they never said 

what evidence, if any, fueled that belief. He was hounded by what evidence, if any, fueled that belief. He was hounded by what evidence, if any, fueled that belief. He was hounded by what evidence, if any, fueled that belief. He was hounded by 
national and local media. He had no alibi. He told police he had national and local media. He had no alibi. He told police he had national and local media. He had no alibi. He told police he had national and local media. He had no alibi. He told police he had 
been home alone when Jovin was stabbed 17 times in the back and been home alone when Jovin was stabbed 17 times in the back and been home alone when Jovin was stabbed 17 times in the back and been home alone when Jovin was stabbed 17 times in the back and 
neck on a cold December night and left slumped on the curb of a neck on a cold December night and left slumped on the curb of a neck on a cold December night and left slumped on the curb of a neck on a cold December night and left slumped on the curb of a 
residential street, threeresidential street, threeresidential street, threeresidential street, three----fifths of a mile From Jovin's home. A month fifths of a mile From Jovin's home. A month fifths of a mile From Jovin's home. A month fifths of a mile From Jovin's home. A month 
after Jovin's murder, Van de Velde says Yale fired him after Jovin's murder, Van de Velde says Yale fired him after Jovin's murder, Van de Velde says Yale fired him after Jovin's murder, Van de Velde says Yale fired him ---- canceling  canceling  canceling  canceling 
his classes, refusing to renew his contract and telling him to stay his classes, refusing to renew his contract and telling him to stay his classes, refusing to renew his contract and telling him to stay his classes, refusing to renew his contract and telling him to stay 
away from students. Angry and demoralized, he eventually left away from students. Angry and demoralized, he eventually left away from students. Angry and demoralized, he eventually left away from students. Angry and demoralized, he eventually left 
town and went to Washington, where he worked for three years as town and went to Washington, where he worked for three years as town and went to Washington, where he worked for three years as town and went to Washington, where he worked for three years as 

an analyst of weapons of mass destruction for the Defense an analyst of weapons of mass destruction for the Defense an analyst of weapons of mass destruction for the Defense an analyst of weapons of mass destruction for the Defense 
Intelligence Agency. Later, he served in the State Department's Intelligence Agency. Later, he served in the State Department's Intelligence Agency. Later, he served in the State Department's Intelligence Agency. Later, he served in the State Department's 

diplomatic corps. He now Works for a private firm, analyzing WMD diplomatic corps. He now Works for a private firm, analyzing WMD diplomatic corps. He now Works for a private firm, analyzing WMD diplomatic corps. He now Works for a private firm, analyzing WMD 
and counter terrorism data. "I was destroyed," Van de Velde wrote and counter terrorism data. "I was destroyed," Van de Velde wrote and counter terrorism data. "I was destroyed," Van de Velde wrote and counter terrorism data. "I was destroyed," Van de Velde wrote 

to the AP. >>>> to the AP. >>>> to the AP. >>>> to the AP. >>>> 

2009 >>> We know 92009 >>> We know 92009 >>> We know 92009 >>> We know 9----11 could have been prevented by the people 11 could have been prevented by the people 11 could have been prevented by the people 11 could have been prevented by the people 
Van de Velde went to work for in DC so I will ask the FBI after the Van de Velde went to work for in DC so I will ask the FBI after the Van de Velde went to work for in DC so I will ask the FBI after the Van de Velde went to work for in DC so I will ask the FBI after the 
coup to arrest Van de Velda, we will be able to get all the top secret coup to arrest Van de Velda, we will be able to get all the top secret coup to arrest Van de Velda, we will be able to get all the top secret coup to arrest Van de Velda, we will be able to get all the top secret 

George Orwell cam video and transcripts of everything then. George Orwell cam video and transcripts of everything then. George Orwell cam video and transcripts of everything then. George Orwell cam video and transcripts of everything then. 
Clintons, both husband and wife will hang if convicted of Oil Clintons, both husband and wife will hang if convicted of Oil Clintons, both husband and wife will hang if convicted of Oil Clintons, both husband and wife will hang if convicted of Oil 

Genocide profiting! Genocide profiting! Genocide profiting! Genocide profiting! 

Yale President and the number of students entering Yale Medical Yale President and the number of students entering Yale Medical Yale President and the number of students entering Yale Medical Yale President and the number of students entering Yale Medical 
School. This is the dark side of man and the JAMA, all the medical School. This is the dark side of man and the JAMA, all the medical School. This is the dark side of man and the JAMA, all the medical School. This is the dark side of man and the JAMA, all the medical 
and science Journals are to expensive for Greg and 1,001 other and science Journals are to expensive for Greg and 1,001 other and science Journals are to expensive for Greg and 1,001 other and science Journals are to expensive for Greg and 1,001 other 
inventors to read. I have been complaining about the cost of inventors to read. I have been complaining about the cost of inventors to read. I have been complaining about the cost of inventors to read. I have been complaining about the cost of 

reading medical journals for decades and Observers at Yale did reading medical journals for decades and Observers at Yale did reading medical journals for decades and Observers at Yale did reading medical journals for decades and Observers at Yale did 
nothing to make then free to read. This is the dark side of Men at nothing to make then free to read. This is the dark side of Men at nothing to make then free to read. This is the dark side of Men at nothing to make then free to read. This is the dark side of Men at 
Yale I will write about in the New York Times when I gain control of Yale I will write about in the New York Times when I gain control of Yale I will write about in the New York Times when I gain control of Yale I will write about in the New York Times when I gain control of 

the paper! And make some YouTube videos on. the paper! And make some YouTube videos on. the paper! And make some YouTube videos on. the paper! And make some YouTube videos on. 

Yale President Levin and vice president Lorimer know about the Yale President Levin and vice president Lorimer know about the Yale President Levin and vice president Lorimer know about the Yale President Levin and vice president Lorimer know about the 
UN's criminal behavior in suppressing H and clean drinking water UN's criminal behavior in suppressing H and clean drinking water UN's criminal behavior in suppressing H and clean drinking water UN's criminal behavior in suppressing H and clean drinking water 
for 1 Billion people for 1 Billion people for 1 Billion people for 1 Billion people ---- read this story about the building Le's dead  read this story about the building Le's dead  read this story about the building Le's dead  read this story about the building Le's dead 
body was found in, the building is 2 years old and uses H2O to body was found in, the building is 2 years old and uses H2O to body was found in, the building is 2 years old and uses H2O to body was found in, the building is 2 years old and uses H2O to 

flush toilets not get H and O from rainwater. flush toilets not get H and O from rainwater. flush toilets not get H and O from rainwater. flush toilets not get H and O from rainwater. 

Dark side of man, were do the women like Linda Koch Lorimer, Dark side of man, were do the women like Linda Koch Lorimer, Dark side of man, were do the women like Linda Koch Lorimer, Dark side of man, were do the women like Linda Koch Lorimer, 
Yale's vice president play their role model in the dark sides of MEN? Yale's vice president play their role model in the dark sides of MEN? Yale's vice president play their role model in the dark sides of MEN? Yale's vice president play their role model in the dark sides of MEN? 

Ms. Le's promising life ended in the basement of an ultramodern Ms. Le's promising life ended in the basement of an ultramodern Ms. Le's promising life ended in the basement of an ultramodern Ms. Le's promising life ended in the basement of an ultramodern 
science building that has what other graduate students at Yale science building that has what other graduate students at Yale science building that has what other graduate students at Yale science building that has what other graduate students at Yale 
described as tight security. A lab building on Amistad Street. The described as tight security. A lab building on Amistad Street. The described as tight security. A lab building on Amistad Street. The described as tight security. A lab building on Amistad Street. The 

building, open for only two years, was planned to be energy building, open for only two years, was planned to be energy building, open for only two years, was planned to be energy building, open for only two years, was planned to be energy 
efficient and environmentally friendly. Among other things, it efficient and environmentally friendly. Among other things, it efficient and environmentally friendly. Among other things, it efficient and environmentally friendly. Among other things, it 
collects rainwater on the roof, treats it and circulates it through collects rainwater on the roof, treats it and circulates it through collects rainwater on the roof, treats it and circulates it through collects rainwater on the roof, treats it and circulates it through 

the building to flush the toilets. the building to flush the toilets. the building to flush the toilets. the building to flush the toilets. 

Linda Koch Lorimer, Yale's vice president is not a Goddess role Linda Koch Lorimer, Yale's vice president is not a Goddess role Linda Koch Lorimer, Yale's vice president is not a Goddess role Linda Koch Lorimer, Yale's vice president is not a Goddess role 
model for Yale Men who want to get the Rx Penicillin Miracle cure model for Yale Men who want to get the Rx Penicillin Miracle cure model for Yale Men who want to get the Rx Penicillin Miracle cure model for Yale Men who want to get the Rx Penicillin Miracle cure 

for breast cancer! And get H from rainwater. for breast cancer! And get H from rainwater. for breast cancer! And get H from rainwater. for breast cancer! And get H from rainwater. 

>>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess >>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess >>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess >>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess 
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Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best 
BDay, unfortunately our George Orwell is burning Mad about BDay, unfortunately our George Orwell is burning Mad about BDay, unfortunately our George Orwell is burning Mad about BDay, unfortunately our George Orwell is burning Mad about 

several on going Genocides all Gov. Run. several on going Genocides all Gov. Run. several on going Genocides all Gov. Run. several on going Genocides all Gov. Run. 

1st week of Leno is over Leno did not joke about your flesh sizzling 1st week of Leno is over Leno did not joke about your flesh sizzling 1st week of Leno is over Leno did not joke about your flesh sizzling 1st week of Leno is over Leno did not joke about your flesh sizzling 
in a fiery LA car wreck. in a fiery LA car wreck. in a fiery LA car wreck. in a fiery LA car wreck. 

I will work on the Rx Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer I will work on the Rx Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer I will work on the Rx Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer I will work on the Rx Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer 
when ever our George Orwell let us, Greg and his wife's. 62nd BDay when ever our George Orwell let us, Greg and his wife's. 62nd BDay when ever our George Orwell let us, Greg and his wife's. 62nd BDay when ever our George Orwell let us, Greg and his wife's. 62nd BDay 

How old was I in 1980 when I invented the ElectricWindmillCar? How old was I in 1980 when I invented the ElectricWindmillCar? How old was I in 1980 when I invented the ElectricWindmillCar? How old was I in 1980 when I invented the ElectricWindmillCar? 
40k women have died every year since 1980 of breast cancer. 40k women have died every year since 1980 of breast cancer. 40k women have died every year since 1980 of breast cancer. 40k women have died every year since 1980 of breast cancer.     

SPITE of Bush and Texas Oil men murdered all these women just SPITE of Bush and Texas Oil men murdered all these women just SPITE of Bush and Texas Oil men murdered all these women just SPITE of Bush and Texas Oil men murdered all these women just 
like North Vietnam Generals murder women who will burn in like North Vietnam Generals murder women who will burn in like North Vietnam Generals murder women who will burn in like North Vietnam Generals murder women who will burn in 

gasoline on Greg's 62nd BDay 27 Sept 2009gasoline on Greg's 62nd BDay 27 Sept 2009gasoline on Greg's 62nd BDay 27 Sept 2009gasoline on Greg's 62nd BDay 27 Sept 2009    

SPITE of Bush and Texas Oil men murdered all these women just SPITE of Bush and Texas Oil men murdered all these women just SPITE of Bush and Texas Oil men murdered all these women just SPITE of Bush and Texas Oil men murdered all these women just 
like North Vietnam Generals murder women who will burn in like North Vietnam Generals murder women who will burn in like North Vietnam Generals murder women who will burn in like North Vietnam Generals murder women who will burn in 

gasoline on Greg's 62nd BDay 27 Sept 2009 gasoline on Greg's 62nd BDay 27 Sept 2009 gasoline on Greg's 62nd BDay 27 Sept 2009 gasoline on Greg's 62nd BDay 27 Sept 2009 

    
>>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess >>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess >>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess >>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess 
Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best 

BDayBDayBDayBDay    
    
    
    

Hydrogen and Oxygen in massive amounts free from the gallons of Hydrogen and Oxygen in massive amounts free from the gallons of Hydrogen and Oxygen in massive amounts free from the gallons of Hydrogen and Oxygen in massive amounts free from the gallons of 
H2O in your Electricwindmillcar via the electrolysis accessory. This H2O in your Electricwindmillcar via the electrolysis accessory. This H2O in your Electricwindmillcar via the electrolysis accessory. This H2O in your Electricwindmillcar via the electrolysis accessory. This 
free Hydrogen in huge amounts would have saved the lives of 100 free Hydrogen in huge amounts would have saved the lives of 100 free Hydrogen in huge amounts would have saved the lives of 100 free Hydrogen in huge amounts would have saved the lives of 100 
kids every year since 1980 too who were left in hot cars to die as kids every year since 1980 too who were left in hot cars to die as kids every year since 1980 too who were left in hot cars to die as kids every year since 1980 too who were left in hot cars to die as 

your Electricwinmillcar would be climate controlled 24/7 Putin has your Electricwinmillcar would be climate controlled 24/7 Putin has your Electricwinmillcar would be climate controlled 24/7 Putin has your Electricwinmillcar would be climate controlled 24/7 Putin has 
$7 Trillion from oil and would let Russian drunks freeze in $7 Trillion from oil and would let Russian drunks freeze in $7 Trillion from oil and would let Russian drunks freeze in $7 Trillion from oil and would let Russian drunks freeze in 

gasoline cars forevergasoline cars forevergasoline cars forevergasoline cars forever! ! ! ! FloridaFloridaFloridaFlorida Power is building 2 more nuclear  Power is building 2 more nuclear  Power is building 2 more nuclear  Power is building 2 more nuclear 
Plants when you could generate your electricity with free Plants when you could generate your electricity with free Plants when you could generate your electricity with free Plants when you could generate your electricity with free 

Hydrogen! Hydrogen! Hydrogen! Hydrogen!     
    

Today Show NBC owned by GE stifles getting the Rx Penicillin Today Show NBC owned by GE stifles getting the Rx Penicillin Today Show NBC owned by GE stifles getting the Rx Penicillin Today Show NBC owned by GE stifles getting the Rx Penicillin 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via Gen Powell picking the "Black" Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via Gen Powell picking the "Black" Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via Gen Powell picking the "Black" Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer via Gen Powell picking the "Black" 
stories which are light years from helping you brainstorming a Rx stories which are light years from helping you brainstorming a Rx stories which are light years from helping you brainstorming a Rx stories which are light years from helping you brainstorming a Rx 

Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer.     
    

Gen Powell Yes! Donald Trump picks the Miss Universe winner too Gen Powell Yes! Donald Trump picks the Miss Universe winner too Gen Powell Yes! Donald Trump picks the Miss Universe winner too Gen Powell Yes! Donald Trump picks the Miss Universe winner too 
there is no vote my Judges! Mean while Gen Powell executed the there is no vote my Judges! Mean while Gen Powell executed the there is no vote my Judges! Mean while Gen Powell executed the there is no vote my Judges! Mean while Gen Powell executed the 
black women Robin on Good Morning American who has breast black women Robin on Good Morning American who has breast black women Robin on Good Morning American who has breast black women Robin on Good Morning American who has breast 
cancer. Trump and Powell could have prevented 9cancer. Trump and Powell could have prevented 9cancer. Trump and Powell could have prevented 9cancer. Trump and Powell could have prevented 9----11 by exposing 11 by exposing 11 by exposing 11 by exposing 
the suppression of the electricwindmillcar invented in 1980 but the suppression of the electricwindmillcar invented in 1980 but the suppression of the electricwindmillcar invented in 1980 but the suppression of the electricwindmillcar invented in 1980 but 

didn't... this is Treason and a serious crime even in a George Orwell didn't... this is Treason and a serious crime even in a George Orwell didn't... this is Treason and a serious crime even in a George Orwell didn't... this is Treason and a serious crime even in a George Orwell 
Society! Society! Society! Society!     

    
Long time cops and kids in LA have been burning in fiery car Long time cops and kids in LA have been burning in fiery car Long time cops and kids in LA have been burning in fiery car Long time cops and kids in LA have been burning in fiery car 

wrecks on the LA Freeway. 1980 to 2009! wrecks on the LA Freeway. 1980 to 2009! wrecks on the LA Freeway. 1980 to 2009! wrecks on the LA Freeway. 1980 to 2009!     
I think Caroline Kennedy will be hanged on the first day of the I think Caroline Kennedy will be hanged on the first day of the I think Caroline Kennedy will be hanged on the first day of the I think Caroline Kennedy will be hanged on the first day of the 
Coup... by cops and kids with gasoline burns over most of their Coup... by cops and kids with gasoline burns over most of their Coup... by cops and kids with gasoline burns over most of their Coup... by cops and kids with gasoline burns over most of their 

bodies. bodies. bodies. bodies.     
An addiction he calls as destructive as alcohol... news, air strike in An addiction he calls as destructive as alcohol... news, air strike in An addiction he calls as destructive as alcohol... news, air strike in An addiction he calls as destructive as alcohol... news, air strike in 
Afghanistan blew up two fuel trucks Friday morning 4 Sept. 2009, Afghanistan blew up two fuel trucks Friday morning 4 Sept. 2009, Afghanistan blew up two fuel trucks Friday morning 4 Sept. 2009, Afghanistan blew up two fuel trucks Friday morning 4 Sept. 2009, 

causing a fiery explosion that killed up to 90 civilians. causing a fiery explosion that killed up to 90 civilians. causing a fiery explosion that killed up to 90 civilians. causing a fiery explosion that killed up to 90 civilians.     
    

LA freeway 90 civilians will burn and burn to death this Labor Day LA freeway 90 civilians will burn and burn to death this Labor Day LA freeway 90 civilians will burn and burn to death this Labor Day LA freeway 90 civilians will burn and burn to death this Labor Day 
Holiday and the News will not report these civilian deaths by the Holiday and the News will not report these civilian deaths by the Holiday and the News will not report these civilian deaths by the Holiday and the News will not report these civilian deaths by the 

Pentagon. Pentagon. Pentagon. Pentagon.     
    

An addiction he calls as destructive as alcohol... Oil Genocide Era An addiction he calls as destructive as alcohol... Oil Genocide Era An addiction he calls as destructive as alcohol... Oil Genocide Era An addiction he calls as destructive as alcohol... Oil Genocide Era 
1980 1980 1980 1980 ----2009 and the Genocide of War in Afghanistan while more 2009 and the Genocide of War in Afghanistan while more 2009 and the Genocide of War in Afghanistan while more 2009 and the Genocide of War in Afghanistan while more 
civilians are killed by the Gates, and the Pentagon on LA freeways civilians are killed by the Gates, and the Pentagon on LA freeways civilians are killed by the Gates, and the Pentagon on LA freeways civilians are killed by the Gates, and the Pentagon on LA freeways 

in fiery wrecks. in fiery wrecks. in fiery wrecks. in fiery wrecks.     
    

No serendipity for how gravity is generated or getting an Rx No serendipity for how gravity is generated or getting an Rx No serendipity for how gravity is generated or getting an Rx No serendipity for how gravity is generated or getting an Rx 
Penicillin Breast Cancer cure via serendipity! No 1,001 Invention Penicillin Breast Cancer cure via serendipity! No 1,001 Invention Penicillin Breast Cancer cure via serendipity! No 1,001 Invention Penicillin Breast Cancer cure via serendipity! No 1,001 Invention 

Projects on this web page for your 3 day weekend work! Projects on this web page for your 3 day weekend work! Projects on this web page for your 3 day weekend work! Projects on this web page for your 3 day weekend work!     
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Caroline Kennedy could be hanged by the Coup leaders as Ted Caroline Kennedy could be hanged by the Coup leaders as Ted Caroline Kennedy could be hanged by the Coup leaders as Ted Caroline Kennedy could be hanged by the Coup leaders as Ted 
Kennedy watched the Hidden Camera Video of the invention of the Kennedy watched the Hidden Camera Video of the invention of the Kennedy watched the Hidden Camera Video of the invention of the Kennedy watched the Hidden Camera Video of the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 then after Kennedy got brain cancer ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 then after Kennedy got brain cancer ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 then after Kennedy got brain cancer ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 then after Kennedy got brain cancer 
he stifled Greg Buell Lovestar from working on a Rx Penicillin for he stifled Greg Buell Lovestar from working on a Rx Penicillin for he stifled Greg Buell Lovestar from working on a Rx Penicillin for he stifled Greg Buell Lovestar from working on a Rx Penicillin for 

breast cancer via George Orwell! breast cancer via George Orwell! breast cancer via George Orwell! breast cancer via George Orwell!     
    
    

Blacks and Mexicans have profited from this gasoline genocide via Blacks and Mexicans have profited from this gasoline genocide via Blacks and Mexicans have profited from this gasoline genocide via Blacks and Mexicans have profited from this gasoline genocide via 
our George Orwell who sets the gringo cat on fire along with 100's a our George Orwell who sets the gringo cat on fire along with 100's a our George Orwell who sets the gringo cat on fire along with 100's a our George Orwell who sets the gringo cat on fire along with 100's a 
day in LA fiery wrecks and no Rx Penicillin miracle cure for Breast day in LA fiery wrecks and no Rx Penicillin miracle cure for Breast day in LA fiery wrecks and no Rx Penicillin miracle cure for Breast day in LA fiery wrecks and no Rx Penicillin miracle cure for Breast 
Cancer! 100 breast cancer deaths every day all semester and no Cancer! 100 breast cancer deaths every day all semester and no Cancer! 100 breast cancer deaths every day all semester and no Cancer! 100 breast cancer deaths every day all semester and no 
one will let you in on these statistics or who fired Greg Buell from one will let you in on these statistics or who fired Greg Buell from one will let you in on these statistics or who fired Greg Buell from one will let you in on these statistics or who fired Greg Buell from 
the CU Bookstore. Genocide via our George Orwell's suppression and the CU Bookstore. Genocide via our George Orwell's suppression and the CU Bookstore. Genocide via our George Orwell's suppression and the CU Bookstore. Genocide via our George Orwell's suppression and 
firing Greg Buell Lovestar at the CU Bookstore, I was replaced by a firing Greg Buell Lovestar at the CU Bookstore, I was replaced by a firing Greg Buell Lovestar at the CU Bookstore, I was replaced by a firing Greg Buell Lovestar at the CU Bookstore, I was replaced by a 
Mexican who will never ever work on a Rx Penicillin Miracle cure Mexican who will never ever work on a Rx Penicillin Miracle cure Mexican who will never ever work on a Rx Penicillin Miracle cure Mexican who will never ever work on a Rx Penicillin Miracle cure 

for Breast Cancer. for Breast Cancer. for Breast Cancer. for Breast Cancer.     
    
    

In this picture in the small flames in front of the burning gasoline In this picture in the small flames in front of the burning gasoline In this picture in the small flames in front of the burning gasoline In this picture in the small flames in front of the burning gasoline 
tanker is a SUV with Mon Dad and 2 kids in the back seat, are tanker is a SUV with Mon Dad and 2 kids in the back seat, are tanker is a SUV with Mon Dad and 2 kids in the back seat, are tanker is a SUV with Mon Dad and 2 kids in the back seat, are 

burning to death. Bush, McCain and Kennedy did this to burning to death. Bush, McCain and Kennedy did this to burning to death. Bush, McCain and Kennedy did this to burning to death. Bush, McCain and Kennedy did this to 
Americans. This is a hate crime because 99.9% of those burned in Americans. This is a hate crime because 99.9% of those burned in Americans. This is a hate crime because 99.9% of those burned in Americans. This is a hate crime because 99.9% of those burned in 

gasoline since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 are gasoline since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 are gasoline since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 are gasoline since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 are 
white cops and kids in the back seat in the fiery car wrecks. white cops and kids in the back seat in the fiery car wrecks. white cops and kids in the back seat in the fiery car wrecks. white cops and kids in the back seat in the fiery car wrecks.     

    
As George Orwell does not want me to get you Mad as Hell, set your As George Orwell does not want me to get you Mad as Hell, set your As George Orwell does not want me to get you Mad as Hell, set your As George Orwell does not want me to get you Mad as Hell, set your 
Madness on fire via gasoline, expose anyone set on fire via gasoline Madness on fire via gasoline, expose anyone set on fire via gasoline Madness on fire via gasoline, expose anyone set on fire via gasoline Madness on fire via gasoline, expose anyone set on fire via gasoline 

in Our George Orwellin Our George Orwellin Our George Orwellin Our George Orwell’’’’s Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2009, No s Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2009, No s Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2009, No s Oil Genocide Era from 1980 to 2009, No 
serendipity for how gravity is generated or getting an Rx Penicillin serendipity for how gravity is generated or getting an Rx Penicillin serendipity for how gravity is generated or getting an Rx Penicillin serendipity for how gravity is generated or getting an Rx Penicillin 
Breast Cancer cure via serendipity! Long time cops and kids in LA Breast Cancer cure via serendipity! Long time cops and kids in LA Breast Cancer cure via serendipity! Long time cops and kids in LA Breast Cancer cure via serendipity! Long time cops and kids in LA 
have been burning in fiery car wrecks on the LA Freeway. 1980 to have been burning in fiery car wrecks on the LA Freeway. 1980 to have been burning in fiery car wrecks on the LA Freeway. 1980 to have been burning in fiery car wrecks on the LA Freeway. 1980 to 

2009! 2009! 2009! 2009!     
    

I think Caroline Kennedy will be hanged on the first day of the I think Caroline Kennedy will be hanged on the first day of the I think Caroline Kennedy will be hanged on the first day of the I think Caroline Kennedy will be hanged on the first day of the 
Coup... Coup... Coup... Coup...     

    
Caroline Kennedy could be hanged by the Coup leaders as Ted Caroline Kennedy could be hanged by the Coup leaders as Ted Caroline Kennedy could be hanged by the Coup leaders as Ted Caroline Kennedy could be hanged by the Coup leaders as Ted 

Kennedy watched the Hidden Camera Video of the invention of the Kennedy watched the Hidden Camera Video of the invention of the Kennedy watched the Hidden Camera Video of the invention of the Kennedy watched the Hidden Camera Video of the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 then after Kennedy got brain cancer ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 then after Kennedy got brain cancer ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 then after Kennedy got brain cancer ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 then after Kennedy got brain cancer 
he stifled Greg Buell Lovestar from working on a Rx Penicillin for he stifled Greg Buell Lovestar from working on a Rx Penicillin for he stifled Greg Buell Lovestar from working on a Rx Penicillin for he stifled Greg Buell Lovestar from working on a Rx Penicillin for 

breast cancer via George Orwell! breast cancer via George Orwell! breast cancer via George Orwell! breast cancer via George Orwell!     
    
    

Please send cash or check to Please send cash or check to Please send cash or check to Please send cash or check to     
Copyright 2011 Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West, FL 33041 Copyright 2011 Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West, FL 33041 Copyright 2011 Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West, FL 33041 Copyright 2011 Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West, FL 33041     

Cell 303 548 9904 Cell 303 548 9904 Cell 303 548 9904 Cell 303 548 9904     
    

New New New New --------------------    New YouTube I Just Made New YouTube I Just Made New YouTube I Just Made New YouTube I Just Made --------    CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * *     
Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------    GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE !     

About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer        
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w     

inventor@electricwindmillcar.cominventor@electricwindmillcar.cominventor@electricwindmillcar.cominventor@electricwindmillcar.com        

    
    

22 Aug 2009 22 Aug 2009 22 Aug 2009 22 Aug 2009 ----------------    gov. perks for Blacks and Mexicans, even on NBC gov. perks for Blacks and Mexicans, even on NBC gov. perks for Blacks and Mexicans, even on NBC gov. perks for Blacks and Mexicans, even on NBC 
Today Show Hero Al Roker while GE spits on Officer Jason burned to Today Show Hero Al Roker while GE spits on Officer Jason burned to Today Show Hero Al Roker while GE spits on Officer Jason burned to Today Show Hero Al Roker while GE spits on Officer Jason burned to 
death sitting in his cops car writing a niger a ticket, Matt and all death sitting in his cops car writing a niger a ticket, Matt and all death sitting in his cops car writing a niger a ticket, Matt and all death sitting in his cops car writing a niger a ticket, Matt and all 
the women went on and on making Al Roker a Saint instead of a the women went on and on making Al Roker a Saint instead of a the women went on and on making Al Roker a Saint instead of a the women went on and on making Al Roker a Saint instead of a 
"Vick" setting the dog on fire via gasoline... GE profits from this "Vick" setting the dog on fire via gasoline... GE profits from this "Vick" setting the dog on fire via gasoline... GE profits from this "Vick" setting the dog on fire via gasoline... GE profits from this 

gasoline genocide! CIA was blackmailed to let the gasoline genocide! CIA was blackmailed to let the gasoline genocide! CIA was blackmailed to let the gasoline genocide! CIA was blackmailed to let the     
    

Temps are now USA Citizens while our George Orwell hires Mexicans Temps are now USA Citizens while our George Orwell hires Mexicans Temps are now USA Citizens while our George Orwell hires Mexicans Temps are now USA Citizens while our George Orwell hires Mexicans 
and Blacks without a resume or background check. Best Buy, and Blacks without a resume or background check. Best Buy, and Blacks without a resume or background check. Best Buy, and Blacks without a resume or background check. Best Buy, 
Safeway, Kroger, Stop sign holder at every construction site Safeway, Kroger, Stop sign holder at every construction site Safeway, Kroger, Stop sign holder at every construction site Safeway, Kroger, Stop sign holder at every construction site 
everywhere Mexicans are working. CU Campus CU Bookstore everywhere Mexicans are working. CU Campus CU Bookstore everywhere Mexicans are working. CU Campus CU Bookstore everywhere Mexicans are working. CU Campus CU Bookstore 

Mexicans replaced Gringos, via orders from the TOP our George Mexicans replaced Gringos, via orders from the TOP our George Mexicans replaced Gringos, via orders from the TOP our George Mexicans replaced Gringos, via orders from the TOP our George 
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Orwell... only in a "Oil Genocide Era" would they set so many cats Orwell... only in a "Oil Genocide Era" would they set so many cats Orwell... only in a "Oil Genocide Era" would they set so many cats Orwell... only in a "Oil Genocide Era" would they set so many cats 
on fire while in LA 100's a day burn and burn to death in fiery on fire while in LA 100's a day burn and burn to death in fiery on fire while in LA 100's a day burn and burn to death in fiery on fire while in LA 100's a day burn and burn to death in fiery 

gasoline wrecks. Breast cancer Rx Penicillin cure is spit on by the 5 gasoline wrecks. Breast cancer Rx Penicillin cure is spit on by the 5 gasoline wrecks. Breast cancer Rx Penicillin cure is spit on by the 5 gasoline wrecks. Breast cancer Rx Penicillin cure is spit on by the 5 
women who run the CU Bookstore this semester how many women women who run the CU Bookstore this semester how many women women who run the CU Bookstore this semester how many women women who run the CU Bookstore this semester how many women 

will die of breast cancer this semester... don't ask in the CU will die of breast cancer this semester... don't ask in the CU will die of breast cancer this semester... don't ask in the CU will die of breast cancer this semester... don't ask in the CU 
Bookstore they will spit in your face and call a Mexican to escort Bookstore they will spit in your face and call a Mexican to escort Bookstore they will spit in your face and call a Mexican to escort Bookstore they will spit in your face and call a Mexican to escort 
you out the door without letting you stop to read a textbook. you out the door without letting you stop to read a textbook. you out the door without letting you stop to read a textbook. you out the door without letting you stop to read a textbook.     

    
Kelly Services a Temp agency and Manpower go along with this Kelly Services a Temp agency and Manpower go along with this Kelly Services a Temp agency and Manpower go along with this Kelly Services a Temp agency and Manpower go along with this 
genocide that kills 10's of thousands of gringo temps a year. It's genocide that kills 10's of thousands of gringo temps a year. It's genocide that kills 10's of thousands of gringo temps a year. It's genocide that kills 10's of thousands of gringo temps a year. It's 
now a genocide! FBI will arrest everyone at Kelly and Manpower now a genocide! FBI will arrest everyone at Kelly and Manpower now a genocide! FBI will arrest everyone at Kelly and Manpower now a genocide! FBI will arrest everyone at Kelly and Manpower 
when the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar is exposed for when the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar is exposed for when the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar is exposed for when the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar is exposed for 

killing gringos in the USA, Boulder CO. killing gringos in the USA, Boulder CO. killing gringos in the USA, Boulder CO. killing gringos in the USA, Boulder CO.     
    

New York Times Today 10 Aug 2009 New York Times Today 10 Aug 2009 New York Times Today 10 Aug 2009 New York Times Today 10 Aug 2009     
    

CBS Early show had 1 Orwellian comment this morning, about CBS Early show had 1 Orwellian comment this morning, about CBS Early show had 1 Orwellian comment this morning, about CBS Early show had 1 Orwellian comment this morning, about 
suppressing the electricwindmillcar since 1980 caused a cascade of suppressing the electricwindmillcar since 1980 caused a cascade of suppressing the electricwindmillcar since 1980 caused a cascade of suppressing the electricwindmillcar since 1980 caused a cascade of 

government genocides... one on top of the other leading up to government genocides... one on top of the other leading up to government genocides... one on top of the other leading up to government genocides... one on top of the other leading up to 
today when our "George Orwell" has several "cascading genocides" today when our "George Orwell" has several "cascading genocides" today when our "George Orwell" has several "cascading genocides" today when our "George Orwell" has several "cascading genocides" 
all going on today killing 100's today and tomorrow just in the all going on today killing 100's today and tomorrow just in the all going on today killing 100's today and tomorrow just in the all going on today killing 100's today and tomorrow just in the 

USA. All are government run genocides. From burning in gasoline USA. All are government run genocides. From burning in gasoline USA. All are government run genocides. From burning in gasoline USA. All are government run genocides. From burning in gasoline 
in fiery wreck, to mom drinking Coors, smoking pot with the kids in in fiery wreck, to mom drinking Coors, smoking pot with the kids in in fiery wreck, to mom drinking Coors, smoking pot with the kids in in fiery wreck, to mom drinking Coors, smoking pot with the kids in 
the mini van, to fat with no Ephredra, to MIT scientists working on the mini van, to fat with no Ephredra, to MIT scientists working on the mini van, to fat with no Ephredra, to MIT scientists working on the mini van, to fat with no Ephredra, to MIT scientists working on 
War Toys today instead of a Rx Penicillin for Breast Cancer. And War Toys today instead of a Rx Penicillin for Breast Cancer. And War Toys today instead of a Rx Penicillin for Breast Cancer. And War Toys today instead of a Rx Penicillin for Breast Cancer. And 
their are several more on going genocides just read the rest of the their are several more on going genocides just read the rest of the their are several more on going genocides just read the rest of the their are several more on going genocides just read the rest of the 
web page. Last I have to mention I'm still suppressed by our local web page. Last I have to mention I'm still suppressed by our local web page. Last I have to mention I'm still suppressed by our local web page. Last I have to mention I'm still suppressed by our local 
MD's in Boulder CO and the Tebo Family Cancer Center from MD's in Boulder CO and the Tebo Family Cancer Center from MD's in Boulder CO and the Tebo Family Cancer Center from MD's in Boulder CO and the Tebo Family Cancer Center from 
working on a Rx Penicillin cure for Breast Cancer Today and working on a Rx Penicillin cure for Breast Cancer Today and working on a Rx Penicillin cure for Breast Cancer Today and working on a Rx Penicillin cure for Breast Cancer Today and 

Tomorrow. No telling when our "George Orwell" will come out from Tomorrow. No telling when our "George Orwell" will come out from Tomorrow. No telling when our "George Orwell" will come out from Tomorrow. No telling when our "George Orwell" will come out from 
behind the hidden cameras and put Greg Buell Lovestar to work behind the hidden cameras and put Greg Buell Lovestar to work behind the hidden cameras and put Greg Buell Lovestar to work behind the hidden cameras and put Greg Buell Lovestar to work 
with a few wife's... ps if you are a gov. employee or former one and with a few wife's... ps if you are a gov. employee or former one and with a few wife's... ps if you are a gov. employee or former one and with a few wife's... ps if you are a gov. employee or former one and 
want to help send cash as our George Orwell has kick me out of the want to help send cash as our George Orwell has kick me out of the want to help send cash as our George Orwell has kick me out of the want to help send cash as our George Orwell has kick me out of the 
CU Bookstore as cashier as I stopped to read to many text books on CU Bookstore as cashier as I stopped to read to many text books on CU Bookstore as cashier as I stopped to read to many text books on CU Bookstore as cashier as I stopped to read to many text books on 
the way back from break. They hired Mexican Pit Bulls for cashiers the way back from break. They hired Mexican Pit Bulls for cashiers the way back from break. They hired Mexican Pit Bulls for cashiers the way back from break. They hired Mexican Pit Bulls for cashiers 
who never, ever read a text book on the way back from break! Grin.. who never, ever read a text book on the way back from break! Grin.. who never, ever read a text book on the way back from break! Grin.. who never, ever read a text book on the way back from break! Grin.. 
Only our "George Orwell" could "cascade" so many genocides! Even Only our "George Orwell" could "cascade" so many genocides! Even Only our "George Orwell" could "cascade" so many genocides! Even Only our "George Orwell" could "cascade" so many genocides! Even 
Mexican Pit Bull Cashiers are a Genocide as they lost 1 billion Mexican Pit Bull Cashiers are a Genocide as they lost 1 billion Mexican Pit Bull Cashiers are a Genocide as they lost 1 billion Mexican Pit Bull Cashiers are a Genocide as they lost 1 billion 

social inventions from the gringos who were fired! social inventions from the gringos who were fired! social inventions from the gringos who were fired! social inventions from the gringos who were fired!     
    
    

Fiery Wrecks on the 4th of July 2009 will go unreported in our Fiery Wrecks on the 4th of July 2009 will go unreported in our Fiery Wrecks on the 4th of July 2009 will go unreported in our Fiery Wrecks on the 4th of July 2009 will go unreported in our 
Orwellian Nightly News... Orwellian Nightly News... Orwellian Nightly News... Orwellian Nightly News...     

    
4th of July 2009 Inventors will go with... 4th of July 2009 Inventors will go with... 4th of July 2009 Inventors will go with... 4th of July 2009 Inventors will go with...     

    
4th of July 2009 Inventors will go with... 4th of July 2009 Inventors will go with... 4th of July 2009 Inventors will go with... 4th of July 2009 Inventors will go with...     

4th of July 2011 Greg still wants a Intel Xeon CPU for his notebook, 4th of July 2011 Greg still wants a Intel Xeon CPU for his notebook, 4th of July 2011 Greg still wants a Intel Xeon CPU for his notebook, 4th of July 2011 Greg still wants a Intel Xeon CPU for his notebook, 
my windows 7 notebook locks up the mouse every day few times as I my windows 7 notebook locks up the mouse every day few times as I my windows 7 notebook locks up the mouse every day few times as I my windows 7 notebook locks up the mouse every day few times as I 

write a new web page... and there is no way to fix it. Without write a new web page... and there is no way to fix it. Without write a new web page... and there is no way to fix it. Without write a new web page... and there is no way to fix it. Without 
spending hundreds of dollars. More than the Acer notebook cost! spending hundreds of dollars. More than the Acer notebook cost! spending hundreds of dollars. More than the Acer notebook cost! spending hundreds of dollars. More than the Acer notebook cost! 
Inventor OS will replace windows 7 before windows 8 comes out. Inventor OS will replace windows 7 before windows 8 comes out. Inventor OS will replace windows 7 before windows 8 comes out. Inventor OS will replace windows 7 before windows 8 comes out.     
4th of July 2009 Inventors will go with a dual4th of July 2009 Inventors will go with a dual4th of July 2009 Inventors will go with a dual4th of July 2009 Inventors will go with a dual----socket Intel Xeon socket Intel Xeon socket Intel Xeon socket Intel Xeon 

5500550055005500----series system. The Xeon (DP) W5580 offers more speed than the series system. The Xeon (DP) W5580 offers more speed than the series system. The Xeon (DP) W5580 offers more speed than the series system. The Xeon (DP) W5580 offers more speed than the 
AMD 2400 series. HP offers the W5580 processor only in a 1AMD 2400 series. HP offers the W5580 processor only in a 1AMD 2400 series. HP offers the W5580 processor only in a 1AMD 2400 series. HP offers the W5580 processor only in a 1----way way way way 
configuration in its Z800 system, which sells for about $6700. A configuration in its Z800 system, which sells for about $6700. A configuration in its Z800 system, which sells for about $6700. A configuration in its Z800 system, which sells for about $6700. A 

dualdualdualdual----socket E5530socket E5530socket E5530socket E5530----based Z800 is available for $7800. Dell the only based Z800 is available for $7800. Dell the only based Z800 is available for $7800. Dell the only based Z800 is available for $7800. Dell the only 
major vendor to sell a dualmajor vendor to sell a dualmajor vendor to sell a dualmajor vendor to sell a dual----socket W5580 workstation. A Precision socket W5580 workstation. A Precision socket W5580 workstation. A Precision socket W5580 workstation. A Precision 
T5500 system equipped with two W5580 processors currently sells for T5500 system equipped with two W5580 processors currently sells for T5500 system equipped with two W5580 processors currently sells for T5500 system equipped with two W5580 processors currently sells for 

about $6620. about $6620. about $6620. about $6620.     
    
    
    
    

Make this 4th of July 2009 a Fiery Independence Day for "our" Make this 4th of July 2009 a Fiery Independence Day for "our" Make this 4th of July 2009 a Fiery Independence Day for "our" Make this 4th of July 2009 a Fiery Independence Day for "our" 
Observers who are watching but not watching out for a Rx Observers who are watching but not watching out for a Rx Observers who are watching but not watching out for a Rx Observers who are watching but not watching out for a Rx 

Penicillin Cure for Breast Cancer in July 2009!Penicillin Cure for Breast Cancer in July 2009!Penicillin Cure for Breast Cancer in July 2009!Penicillin Cure for Breast Cancer in July 2009!    
27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from GM is more gasoline cars 27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from GM is more gasoline cars 27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from GM is more gasoline cars 27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from GM is more gasoline cars     
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27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from Cops is a Coup D'Etat 27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from Cops is a Coup D'Etat 27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from Cops is a Coup D'Etat 27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from Cops is a Coup D'Etat     
    

27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from "Women Observers" is a few Wives 27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from "Women Observers" is a few Wives 27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from "Women Observers" is a few Wives 27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from "Women Observers" is a few Wives     
    

9999----11 would never have happened if the ElectricWindmillCars were 11 would never have happened if the ElectricWindmillCars were 11 would never have happened if the ElectricWindmillCars were 11 would never have happened if the ElectricWindmillCars were 
on the streets of the USA in 1980. Kennedy was drunk in 1980 when on the streets of the USA in 1980. Kennedy was drunk in 1980 when on the streets of the USA in 1980. Kennedy was drunk in 1980 when on the streets of the USA in 1980. Kennedy was drunk in 1980 when 
he was watching me on hidden cameras, he then started the worst he was watching me on hidden cameras, he then started the worst he was watching me on hidden cameras, he then started the worst he was watching me on hidden cameras, he then started the worst 
gasoline genocide in history. All 100 Senators will end up hanging gasoline genocide in history. All 100 Senators will end up hanging gasoline genocide in history. All 100 Senators will end up hanging gasoline genocide in history. All 100 Senators will end up hanging 

for the gasoline genocide.This is a large very large picture of for the gasoline genocide.This is a large very large picture of for the gasoline genocide.This is a large very large picture of for the gasoline genocide.This is a large very large picture of 
Officer Jason with burnt face and with the logos of many fortune Officer Jason with burnt face and with the logos of many fortune Officer Jason with burnt face and with the logos of many fortune Officer Jason with burnt face and with the logos of many fortune 
500 corporations who profited via bribes and gov perks to let 10k 500 corporations who profited via bribes and gov perks to let 10k 500 corporations who profited via bribes and gov perks to let 10k 500 corporations who profited via bribes and gov perks to let 10k 
cops in the USA Moscow and Bejing, like officer Jason burn in their cops in the USA Moscow and Bejing, like officer Jason burn in their cops in the USA Moscow and Bejing, like officer Jason burn in their cops in the USA Moscow and Bejing, like officer Jason burn in their 

cop car years and decades after the invention of the electric cop car years and decades after the invention of the electric cop car years and decades after the invention of the electric cop car years and decades after the invention of the electric 
windmill car in 1980. The worst corporations are GE and Bill Gates windmill car in 1980. The worst corporations are GE and Bill Gates windmill car in 1980. The worst corporations are GE and Bill Gates windmill car in 1980. The worst corporations are GE and Bill Gates 
at Microsoft, and Whole Foods as they are wind powered yet they at Microsoft, and Whole Foods as they are wind powered yet they at Microsoft, and Whole Foods as they are wind powered yet they at Microsoft, and Whole Foods as they are wind powered yet they 

got bribes and perks from the government to let a genocide go on... got bribes and perks from the government to let a genocide go on... got bribes and perks from the government to let a genocide go on... got bribes and perks from the government to let a genocide go on... 
that All the MD's at Martin Luther King Hospital are mass that All the MD's at Martin Luther King Hospital are mass that All the MD's at Martin Luther King Hospital are mass that All the MD's at Martin Luther King Hospital are mass 

murderers, and everyone knows this. Yet Bush can not stop this murderers, and everyone knows this. Yet Bush can not stop this murderers, and everyone knows this. Yet Bush can not stop this murderers, and everyone knows this. Yet Bush can not stop this 
killing of patients in massive numbers because he would have to killing of patients in massive numbers because he would have to killing of patients in massive numbers because he would have to killing of patients in massive numbers because he would have to 
admit he ordered it in the first place, via getting them into Yale admit he ordered it in the first place, via getting them into Yale admit he ordered it in the first place, via getting them into Yale admit he ordered it in the first place, via getting them into Yale 
Medical School and passing them when they really failed at Yale Medical School and passing them when they really failed at Yale Medical School and passing them when they really failed at Yale Medical School and passing them when they really failed at Yale 
Medical School. ABC Nightly News would have enough on Bush to Medical School. ABC Nightly News would have enough on Bush to Medical School. ABC Nightly News would have enough on Bush to Medical School. ABC Nightly News would have enough on Bush to 
Hang him in public.City of Boulder DA call to tell me they have a Hang him in public.City of Boulder DA call to tell me they have a Hang him in public.City of Boulder DA call to tell me they have a Hang him in public.City of Boulder DA call to tell me they have a 
witness to testify against me getting run over in the cross walk on witness to testify against me getting run over in the cross walk on witness to testify against me getting run over in the cross walk on witness to testify against me getting run over in the cross walk on 

my bike. Of course they hid behind hidden cameras in this my bike. Of course they hid behind hidden cameras in this my bike. Of course they hid behind hidden cameras in this my bike. Of course they hid behind hidden cameras in this 
Orwellian Society when they called me but I imagine most the DA's Orwellian Society when they called me but I imagine most the DA's Orwellian Society when they called me but I imagine most the DA's Orwellian Society when they called me but I imagine most the DA's 
in Boulder and in the USA will be arrested for Genocide by cops in Boulder and in the USA will be arrested for Genocide by cops in Boulder and in the USA will be arrested for Genocide by cops in Boulder and in the USA will be arrested for Genocide by cops 

with faces burned in gasoline with faces burned in gasoline with faces burned in gasoline with faces burned in gasoline 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/pictures/coplogo.bmp 
 

This is a large very large picture of Officer Jason with burnt face and with 
the logos of many fortune 500 corporations who profited via bribes and gov 
perks to let 10k cops in the USA Moscow and Bejing, like officer Jason burn 
in their cop car years and decades after the invention of the electric 
windmill car in 1980. The worst corporations are GE and Bill Gates at 
Microsoft, and Whole Foods as they are wind powered yet they got bribes 
and perks from the government to let a genocide go on.. Kennedy burned 
millions in gasoline since 1980. 
 
Bridge Kennedy drove off of...  
 
End up killing one girl  
 
and 1 Billion others via suppressing the Electric Windmill Car. 
 
 
 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos  

    
ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News   ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News   ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News   ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News     

    
Greg Buell Cell 303 548 9904 Greg Buell Cell 303 548 9904 Greg Buell Cell 303 548 9904 Greg Buell Cell 303 548 9904  

inventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.cominventsomething@live.com        
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http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos        

Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to Click here to... End War On Earth or go to 
http://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.comhttp://www.endwaronearth.com        
    
CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index----2 I 2 I 2 I 2 I 
edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...edited it the web is fixed up nicely...        
    
http://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventorhttp://www.inventor----warpwarpwarpwarp----speed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/bossspeed.com/boss    

    
    
    

22 May 2011 Send cash or 
check to Greg Buell in Key 
West Greg Buell PO Box 214 
Key West Fl 33041 - Please 
help Greg by financing my 
1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 
303 548 9904 in Key West! 
New I have a Passport and FL 
drivers license looking for a 
job in Key West if you have 
one please call or email greg 
thanks        
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 ----        
Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 303 
548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and FL drivers license, 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and FL drivers license, 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and FL drivers license, 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and FL drivers license, 
looking for a job in Key West, please call or email if you can help, looking for a job in Key West, please call or email if you can help, looking for a job in Key West, please call or email if you can help, looking for a job in Key West, please call or email if you can help, 
thanks thanks thanks thanks     
    
    
ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News   ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News   ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News   ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News           
    
    
    
Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 
33041 copyright Greg Buell 2011 33041 copyright Greg Buell 2011 33041 copyright Greg Buell 2011 33041 copyright Greg Buell 2011     
    
    
    

    

Kerry + Wife have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues yet will not give $1 Kerry + Wife have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues yet will not give $1 Kerry + Wife have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues yet will not give $1 Kerry + Wife have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues yet will not give $1 
Billion in compensation for fiery Boston car wrecks Billion in compensation for fiery Boston car wrecks Billion in compensation for fiery Boston car wrecks Billion in compensation for fiery Boston car wrecks ---- Burns! Why  Burns! Why  Burns! Why  Burns! Why 
Oil$whyise $Wise Oil$whyise $Wise Oil$whyise $Wise Oil$whyise $Wise ---- No! Trump in NYC vetoed the same $1 Billion in  No! Trump in NYC vetoed the same $1 Billion in  No! Trump in NYC vetoed the same $1 Billion in  No! Trump in NYC vetoed the same $1 Billion in 
compentsation to wifes burned in gasoline, not his, kids burned in compentsation to wifes burned in gasoline, not his, kids burned in compentsation to wifes burned in gasoline, not his, kids burned in compentsation to wifes burned in gasoline, not his, kids burned in 
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